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DRY GOODS REVIEW

Your Collar Department Will Not Be Complete Without

These 3 Specials for 1908

FAMOUS BRAND

The Originators of the Indestructible Eyelet Buttonhole

12 YEARS

Successful
ales : :

OF THE

O & #
wSed^u.^n

COLLARS
CUFFS and
SHIRTS

We also Sell Imported Men's

Fancy Vests and Small Boys'

Clothing.

DORCHESTER
l
3/4.2.2/4.2'/2.23/4.

PRICE $1.50

12 YEARS

ontented
ustomers

WITH

s&ncfedfiu',

COLLARS
CUFFS and
SHIRTS

We also sell Imported Men's

Lustre Coats and Men's Duster

Coats.

COMFORT $1.50

Sizes 12 to 19.

BEAVER $1.10

Cuts Free.

EARL GREY $1.50 PRINCE RUPERT $1.10

A postal will bring our 32 page Catalogue.

THE CANADIAN UNDERWEAR COMPANY
505 St. Paul Street =MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Ltd., Winnipeg, Wholesale Dry Goods. ,Z1Z
Set our ads. on pages 10, 11 and 12

cam.
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A VIEW OF OUR COMPLETED WAREHOUSE
(Total floor space excetds -4- acres)

COME, IN AND VISIT US

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL
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LININGS FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Special Drives in Black and Colored

MERCERISED SATEENS
These values come in all wanted widths, 28, 30, 31 and 32 inch. We have t-

two grades of SUESINE SATEEN (31 inch.) This Sateen is the latest

finish, and these lines retail with good profit at 25 and 30 cents.

See the Large Range of

PERGALINES AND STAPLES, such as

Jeans, 54-inch Italians, Silesias,

Foulard Cambric, Pocketings. 40-inch Casbans,

Bunting, Hair Cloth, Turkey Red Cotton and Cotton Canvas.

Special Values in 34-inch Cotton Cashmere.
9

Complete assortment of shades of the above mentioned lines always on hand.

A Strong Showing of TAFFETA LININGS
See our Special 36-inch Jap Soie (Black and Colors) Taffeta Lining, to

retail at 25 cents.

A New Lining- THE MIRETTA
The Miretta comes in black and colors, is 38 inches wide, and will be a

Spring leader for your Lining Counter. It is a combination of a Moreen and

a Taffeta, and can be retailed at 20 cents.

MOREEN SKIRTING, to retail at 25 and 30 cents

This Skirting has been a seller with us and is splendid value. It comes

in two widths, 32 and 38 inches, to retail at 25 and 30 cents.

Our Enlarged Space will be to your benefit.

Let Us Help Your Lining Trade.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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LINENS
^ Owing to the rapid increase of business in this

department we have enlarged the space previously

occupied. "L" Department is now located on the

Fourth Floor with three times more room to display the

most extensive stock of Linens we have ever carried.

Notwithstanding the enormous increase in prices of all

classes of Linens we are in a position to offer many
lines at very close prices.

Our Stock is replete with

Bleached Cream and Coloured Tablings,
.

Damask Cloths, Napkins,

H. S. DamaskSets, Fringed, Hemmedand H. S. Towels
Crash Towelings, Glass Cloths,

Doilies, etc. Fancy Linens in Irish, Scotch,

Austrian and Japanese makes.

HANDKERCHIEFS
These goods will now be found located in the

Linen Department where a most extensive range of

Plain and Fancy Handkerchiefs is carried. A great many
numbers we are showing at much less than to-day's prices.

Sole Agents in Canada for—JAS. and THOS. ALEXANDER, Ltd.

Linen Manufacturers, DUNFERMLINE, SCOTLAND.

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Revieu
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A Brief Review of the Offerings;

of E. Department

Spring, 1908 Spring, 1908

This Department offers the trade an excellent

assortment in the following lines :

GLOVES
. A large range of Fabric Gloves. We are booking large orders for Long
Gloves and have secured some very special makes in Silk Suede and Lisle

Millanese. We would advise all our friends to place their orders early to

insure good delivery.

LACES in favor
Undoubtedly this will be a big Lace Season. The leading Laces for the

Spring trade are Filet effect in Guipure, Swiss and Val. Laces, also Silk

Chantilly and Escurials. Heavy makes are much sought after and will surely

do a large business. Net Allovers for blouses still continue in favor. We
show a larger range of staple Vals. and Novelties than ever before, and our

stocks will be useful throughout the season. A large range of fine Guipures

and some new and profitable ideas in Lace Collars.

SPRING HOSIERY
We have a particularly well selected stock of Foreign, British and Domestic

leading lines. This season we have started to manufacture our low and

medium lines in Cotton Goods. A look at our range will assure our friends

that we have exceptional values. In Hermsdorf dyed Hosiery we have

everything that is desirable in the market in Plain, Lace and Embroidered

Lines. There is also a full assortment of Ladies' and Children's Ribbed

and Plain Cashmere Hosiery.

LADIES' UNDERWEAR
Misses' and Ladies' in Balbriggan, Lisle Thread and Cotton, with full

sleeves, half sleeves and without sleeves. Several lines in O.S. and extra

O.S. sizes which we have entire control of. and will be found very

desirable.

I.|^4~l^~H,fr ,
I
»M"! ,,

I
"

t
"
t^fr,M"M ,,

I^
IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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A GREAT RIBBON YEAR
Staple weaves and the best of all that's new, briefly describes our stock.

Prices are tending higher and goods are scarce. Early orders are requested.

Send us your sorting needs. Our buyer has been successful in placing ad-

vantageous contracts.

Splendid range of Taffetas.

Exceptional variety of fancy ribbons of all descriptions.

Some exclusive designs. These will be strong sellers.

I EMBROIDERIES
t i
4. Embroideries certainly promise to be very fashionable. The best selling

"f lines are: Wide Insertions, All-over Embroidery, Corset Cover Embroidery, £
We expect one of the best seasons for Embroideries that we have had for t
many years, both in Muslin and Cambric grounds, in all widths. Filet

*
effect is much in demand. X

BIBS
We make a specialty of Bibs. Many leading numbers are in our range.

We never fail to satisfy our customers in these lines. There are many ex-

clusive numbers.

NECKWEAR
Ladies' Fancy Neckwear in great variety. Ladies' Embroidery Collars,

Ladies' Lace Collars. A full range of Windsor Ties always in stock.

LADIES' SUNSHADES OR
UMBRELLAS

Always a large stock at popular prices, including some very special lines

at prices to sell at 75c. $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.25.

VEILINGS
^ Our Stock is now complete in staples and novelties. Plain Net Veilings and
* Spots are much in demand. A full range of French Mourning Veilings

? always in Stock. Brussels Nets, Bretonne Nets, Mechlines and Mosquito

% Nets also Point D'Esprit and Black Dress Nets.

I E. DEPT.
We have more than doubled our floor space and will be able

to handle increasing business with every satisfaction.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

t
I "InI..I..M^4-H-4^ iM"!"

l"I" l
"
l
"lH'4H"^^

IVhrii writing advertisers please mention The Review
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

CARPET and HOUSEFURNISHING DEPARTMENT
Visit, the Enlarged Carpet Department

Oil Cloths and Linoleums
(all widths)

Tapestry Carpets

Hemp Carpets Brussels Carpets

Prettiest Designs in Cretonnes Wilton and Axminster Carpets

Nottingham and Swiss Curtains Squares in all qualities

Large Assortment of Mats China and Japanese Mattings

Tapestry Curtains Curtain Nets

Chenille Curtains and Covers Extensive Range of Art Muslins

Furniture Coverings and Art
Draperies

Silkolines

Examine our extensive ranges of the above lines and
compare our prices before buying

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED, MONTREAL
Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg

Greenshields & Co. Limited

Vancouver

When zuritmg advertisers please mention The Review
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Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

See our large and varied range of

Mitts, Gloves

and Moccasins

Fall 1908

Samples are now in the hands of

our travellers comprising a com-
plete range of all kinds of leather

gloves and mitts, Canadian,

American and English at right

prices.

To Ensure Perfect Delivery

Place Your Orders Early
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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EASTER, 1908

Try this Season

Pewny's Kid Gloves

THIS IS THE TRADE MARK

Bigger

Assortment

than

Ever.

Albertine-

and Ascot

Brands

at Old Prices.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg
Greenshields & Co. Limited

Vancouver

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED

WKolesale

General Dry Goods

Dress Goods
Department

Our range of both foreign and domestic dress goods is

quite the nicest collection that we have ever been able to secure.

From present indications most of our business will be confined

to plain goods, viz.

—

Panama Cloths

Wool Taffetas
(Plain and Striped)

Phantom Striped Poplinettes

Wool Cardonas
(Plain and Striped)

Wool Voiles
(Plain, Striped and Embroidered)

Lustres and Mohairs
(Plain and Striped)

Kantonas

Wool Poplins

Satin Cloths

Wool Melrose

Wool Shantungs

Priestleys' Shantung Resilda

Priestleys' Resilda Voile

Priestleys' Medena Cloth

Priestleys' Queen's Cloth

We are also showing a few very choice Tweeds in Worsted

Panama effect which are selling quite freely.

Shantung Silks—in plain dyed colors and colored stripes will

also be very good buying.

Write for samples

54, 56, 58, 60

Arthur Street Winnipeg 53, 55, 57, 59

King Street

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED

WKolesale

General Dry Goods

Carpets
We are showing for spring a splendid range of Carpets

in all qualities. Patterns and colorings are up to date and

saleable. Values are exceptional.

Tapestry CarpetS, in body and stair.

Brussels Carpets,

Axminster Carpets

Wilton Carpets

Velvet Carpets

Wool and Union Carpets

In this line we have an assortment of designs and

prices that cannot be beaten. We recommend these Ingrain

Carpets, especially to the smaller merchants, as being inex-

pensive and staple sellers. Samples sent on request.

*

Art Squares and Rugs.

The largest showing of these goods we have ever

had. In all standard makes. A good range of sizes. Patterns

and prices to suit all rooms.

54, 56, 58, 60

Arthur Street Winnipeg 53, 55, 57, 59

King Street

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED
WKolesale

General Dry Goods

Men's Wear Department

OSOBIG SHIRTS
In this day of specialties we proudly put before you

what we consider to be the best value in perfectly made full

sized shirts in the trade. The shirt we present to you is

a perfect shape, as largely made as is possible in proportion,

and the workmanship is beyond question.

A FEW OF OUR NUMBERS

No. 1020.—Heavy English Oxford Shirting, with collar

attached, is 47 inches chest measure, 38 inches long, full

sleeve, pearl buttons, assorted patterns, to retail at 50c.

No. 1026.—Genuine Grandrill Cloth, popular patterns,

collar attached, English yoke, gussetts in wrists and skirt.

48 inch chest, 38 inches long, to retail for $1.00.

No. 1035.—Extra Heavy Fine English Cashmere, mer-

cerized silk stripes in new designs, with reversible collars,

two pockets, gussetts, perfectly shaped body. 48 inch chest,

38 inches long, to retail for $1.25.

No. 1045.—Fine English Flannelette Night Shirts,

heavy weight, 57 inches chest measure, 52 inches long, gus-

setts in skirt, shaped body, to retail for $1.00.

Compare these measurements with any you have in

stock, and we are satisfied that you will examine our range.

54, 56, 58, 60

Arthur Street Winnipeg 53, 55, 57, 59

King Street

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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BELDING'S SPOOL SILKS

The World's Standard.

All other makes judged by it. The culmination

of high-grade material, human skill and modern
machinery. Therefore, the ordy reliable Sewing

Silk for dressmakers and householders to use

from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Silk Threads

Machine Silks.

Tailors' Button Hole Twists.

Tailors' Sewings.

100-yd. and 50-yd. Spool

Silks.

Wash Embroidery Silks.

Crochet and Knitting Silks,

Etc.

Special Makes to Order.

^iin.

MONTREAL MILLS

BELDING'S RIBBONS
The Spring range comprises a full variety of Taffetas, Failletines, Satin Taffetas,

Gros Grains, Double Satins, Baby Ribbons, Etc. Black and Colored.

Wash Ribbons, for Underwear Garments.

Our Fancy Ribbon Assortment is complete, with all the newest designs and

Novelties.

Black Velvet Ribbons, in all widths.

Printed Novelties for Easter and Holiday Trade.

Our travellers will soon call. Correspondence cordially invited. Samples and

Prices on application. Our values are the best ever offered to the Trade.

BELDING, PAUL & CO., LIMITED
SILK MANUFACTURERS

232 McCILL STREET, MONTREAL
Branches in Canada

:

TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

When writing advertisers please mention 7 he Revieu
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England's
Best Needle!

ABEL MORRALL'S
»>

N? . 4

Bevil
EGG EYED
SHARPS
EVERY NEEDLE SELECTED

OVER 100 YEARS
REPUTATION.

British American Dyeing Co.
NEW ADDITION TO WORKS

Our older part of works
in future will be used

as Dye House, Drying

and Storage Rooms and
finishing of coarse

and heavy goods.

Without new building we
were easily the largest

and best equipped Dye
Works in the Dominion.

Three Stories high, 100x50 feet, fireproof, and being fitted with latest

improved machinery and appliances, to be used as Offices, Receiving

and Shipping Rooms and Finishing of all fine work.

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and
Velveteens, Hosiery, Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP.

also Feathers, Silks, Velvets, Ribbons, Lace, Etc.

Special Department for Garment Dyeing and Special Building for French Cleaning. All work guaranteed unequalled.

MONTREAL TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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New Year's Greetings

TO OUR PATRONS AND FRIENDS
We extend our best Wishes

for the New Year and trust

that 1908 may see the fulfill-

ment of many of your wishes.

The Lace
Warehouse
of Canada

Kyle,

Cheesbrough
& Co.

93 St. Peter St.

MONTREAL

4-

t
*

i

i

j
*
*

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
rH-iv
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€[[The same careful selection which has made us

The Lace Warehouse of Canada assures even

greater success during 1908. Advance orders have

been the largest in our history on all makes of Laces

We are showing newer goods and more of them in all de-

partments than ever before.

-These lines are worthy of your inspection in every way

—

Laces

Veilings

Silks

Lace Curtains

Collars

Dress Goods

WE'RE READY TO SHOW YOU
ANY TIME YOU DROP IN.

Kyle, CheesK
a
M
„d

in

He^
a
o
h
ffice: Montreal : 93 St. Peter St.

II hen writing advertisers please mention The Review

Winnipeg

:
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1$ It's the originality and style of our lines that

pull sales. Every Market has been called upon

to furnish some striking design or fetching pattern.

— Everything ready for your consideration

—

Wash Goods Dress Trimmings
We can show you our immense range better than we can tell you about it.

Queen's Gate Hosiery Ready-to-wear Lines

Smallwares Handkerchiefs

OUR LARGE FORCE OF SALESMEN
IS AT YOUR SERVICE

rough & Co.
SSilding: England : 35 Milk St., London

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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«f
Your Lawn Waist Department is one of your

good profit-makers, if your waists are bought

right.

We're supplying a good many of the most

successful Waist Departments in Canada with

Rainbow Waists and they sell.

If you compare our values and styles with others,

we'll not quarrel with your decision. In fact we
feel we will have your order.

Deliveries when promised.

Wholesale Distributors

KYLE, CHEESBROUGH & CO.,

93 St. Peter Street, MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

*

Rainbow f

Lawn
J

Waists 1

t
*
*
±
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JOHN MACDONALD& CO. LIMITED,
Wellington & Front Sts. East. TORONTO.
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When writing advertisers please mention The Retevicxv
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Konig and Stuffmann
MONTREAL

In Our remodelled and enlarged building
9-11 Victoria Square, February 1908.

Wholesale Distributors

Sterling ||£ iHosiery

Spring stocks in ladies', children's and men's
plain and fancy Hosiery is now to hand.

The Sterling £ Hosiery Brand is now favorably known
from Halifax to Vancouver as a source of satisfaction to

retailers and consumers alike.

Our Travellers are on the road again with a
complete range of samples from allxlepartments.

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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C. E. Bentley& Co.

Importers and Jobbers of Specialties in

Dry Goods.

Truro, N.S

It will pay you to see our large range of samples and

get our close figures, direct from the manufacturers to you.

Our very large stock enables us to fill orders whether

by mail or through our travellers, prompt.

SPERO
»>

APRON CLOTHS
You should stock 'Spero Make' Apron Cloths—the

excellent material for aprons, overalls, etc. — now
being vigorously advertised.

'Spero Make'ApronCloths are 36-ins. in width—are guaranteed real

indigo-dyed and, like all 'Spero Make' goods, exceedingly durable.

'Spero Make' Apron Cloths are printed in a wide and attractive

assortment of new and pleasing designs—ready sellers and bringers

of repeat orders.

C Ask your Wholesale

House to show you

samples of ' SPERO
MAKE ' Apron

Cloths.

C Be sure to see that

'SPERO MAKE'
is stamped on the

selvedge.

•SPERO 1

Manchester,

England

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Established 1832

SPRING 1908

Cable Address

:

"LAW," Bradford

4* * f^^^^—^JD

dMhUAofafriCC6.
(Registered)

These Goods are rolled on Special boards and stamped "Lawrus"
4 every five yards.

MOHAIRS
In all the Latest Weaves

dacatccd
We are showing a most extensive line in these fabrics.

Law, Russell & Co.
Converters of Bradford Goods limited

BRADFORD and LONDON
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Kleinert's
Ladies

Dress Shields

Ladies

Jacket Shields

Ear Muffs—
Men s Garters

Mens Armlets

-

Rubber Sheeting,

all widths.

Leaders

HAS THE LARGEST SALE IN
THE WORLD

Belt Pad
Hose Supporters

Ladies

Round Garters-

Babies

Rubber Bibs

—

Babies
Waterproof

Diapers.

SOLD BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO.
No. 1 Mincing St. TORONTO

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask: -for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are
extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia :

1906.

Canada Other Countries Total

Cosies, Cushions, etc.

Curtains
Fancy Goods
Piece Goods, Cotton

£ 495
190
313

£ 154 047
87.675

279,452

£ 154.542

87,865
279,765

and Linen
Flannelettes
Boots and Shoes
Rubber Sand Shoes

11.894
1,688

4,951
2,319

3,297,724
251,965
114,003
47.998

3,309,618

253,653
118,954
50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the
drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and
is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-
tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space
secured by communicating with our New York
Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing OfTloee

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

When writing advertisers please mention The Review



Crown Austrian China

from folder of W. A.

Murray & Co. Limited

Toronto

Carpet Pattern from

catalogue of Gordon,

Mackay & Co. Limited

Toronto

Both printed from our-

Three -Color Process

Plates—Do not confuse

our color work with litho-

graphy. Our plates are

for the Type Press only.

Three-Color Pro-
CeSS IlcXieS present your

goods in a most appealing manner,

showing form, texture and color with

an accuracy unequalled by the ordi-

nary methods of illustration.

The articles shown on this page

were engraved DIRECT FROM
THE GOODS, and are beautiful

examples of the possibilities of this

process applied to catalogue work.

A color section in your next cata-

logue or trade advertisement will

demonstrate its selling power and

make you its permanent advocate.

Why not try it ?

THE TORONTO ENGRAVING CO., Limited
92-94 Bay Street TORONTO, ONT.
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LATEST SPECIALTIES:

E3AI DWIN'S

BEEHIVE FINGERING
The ORIGINAL Fingering

GREAT BRITAIN'S BEST
Cannot be surpassed for warmth,

comfort and durability.

Raohiva DaiiHIa li tllftinnr Wnnl ^ grand yarn for warm garments, such as Socks, Stockings, Golf
DCeiUVe 1IUUU1C HUIUlllg TTUUI. Hose, Gloves, Comforters and Combinations. It is the same length

and thickness as the best 3-ply Wheeling Yarn, but is much stronger and more durable in wear.

RpphlVP RlUT Wnnl A noveIty for making Rugs and Mats at home. Cable twisted, lustrous finish.
DCeillVC Rllg IT UUl. Supplied in 3-dozen art shades.

Roolliva PifiOr Wnnl ^ rually choice article for making dainty shawls and wraps. It washes beauti-
DGeillVe ClUCr Vl UUl. fu l|y and is particularly suitable for Undervests.

RppfllVA Ppil^hpr Wnnl A novel looped thread for Knitting or Crochet. Reproduces the wavy appear-
DeeUlVC rCdlliei VI UUl. ance of an Ostrich Feather or of Astrachan.

WhltP HPflthfif
" BaIdwin '

s 2nd Quality," supplied in Scotch Fingering, 2, 3, 4 and 5-ply; 3-ply Wheeling
;

TMIllt> 1IWUUIW1. Vest Wool
; and Petticoat Fingering, 4-ply. Good, reliable, high-class Wools at a

popular level of price.

J. & J. BALDWIN & PARTNERS, L™
HALIFAX, ENGLAND

AGENT

:

Established 1785 WHOLESALE ONLY

DUNCAN BELL
MONTREAL & TORONTO

Please Send for Samples.

Trade Mark

Registered

THE QUALITY KNITTING

WOOLS and YARNS
THAT PAY YOU A BETTER PROFIT. ESTABLISHED 1752.

•u n -
THii

KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.

Van^ard Reg?

Knitting
WOOL

riApt"m' Luciano.
'

&h&

KWTTIHGWOOL

{| Without fear of successful contradiction we state these lines are the best

for the price. In your own interest make sure you are buying right.

{][ The above 3 lines are always in stock and can be shipped on receipt of

your orders. They have a reputation of over 150 years.

If you.' Wholesaler has not these lines, write our agents.

SAMPLES UPON REQUEST

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd. I

CANAD,AN AGENTS

D. M. Chorlton & Bro.Manufacturers of Knitting Yarns for over 1 50 Years.

GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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ESTABLISHED 1791.=
^|V

Horrockses'
Longcloths, Nainsooks

,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings ,

Ready-made Sheets

(plain and hemstitched).

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes highest quality.

N.B.-SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Go, Limited

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers.

PRESTON, MANCHESTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.
H.M.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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fA eneverj^ou want

the latest and smartest

Greationsinljlouses

Gostumes,Milliners

I^obc$ .Chiffon^Tuflcs

and

Meriyfield and

Cracknel 1 Limt 4

0/12,14,16Great
ftrtiand Street

3 E.DeBocck Montreal.
*3 St. Sacrament St.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE TELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C..LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne,- Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Managers P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL .--...- $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.06

IF YOU SAVE
Though it be only $1.00 a week, you will soon be

on the way to independence and wealth.
In the Savings Department of the METROPOLI-

TAN BANK $1.00 opens an account. Interest is al-

lowed from date of deposit and compounded every three
months.

We'll gladly handle your account and serve you with
the same courtesy and efficiency as if you were a large

depositor.

THE METROPOLITAN BANK
Capital Paid Up, Reserve Fund and Undivided Profits

$1,000,000 $1,1 83,7 '3.23

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

This Is an illustration of another

ENGLISH rsfS^ SAFETY

MADE ^JON
iS) PIN

NICKELED STEEL DUPLEX in 5 Sizes.

Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

</. NICKLIN & CO., Birmingham, Eng.

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

MEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Callorsend for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Creene St., Co. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES-The ORIGINAL and BEST.

SOUTHALLS' ACCOUCHEMENT SETS
Containing All Requisites, in Three Sizes.

SOUTHALLS' SHEETS FOR ACCOUCHEMENT
And Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LiniTED

BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Representative in Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CIRLAW BUILDINGS, Wellington Street West, TORONTO

CONDENSED ADS.
AT A COST OF

2 CENTS PER WORD
All clerks requiring positions will do well to

invest a few cents in The Dry Goods Review
and state their requirements.

Those merchants who wish to dispose of their
business can insert their ad. under a box num-
ber and we will forward any replies. This en-
sures secrecy to those mat desire it.

The Review is read by 90 per cent, of the
entire trade. This ensures your wants being
read by the merchants throughout the Domin-
ion of Canada.

Address all correspondence to

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
10 Front St East.
TORONTO

232 McGill St
MONTREAL

Whin urlting advertisers please mention The Review
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B.D.A. Mohairs
and Sicilians

Rank First in Dress Goods
Lines for Service

and Style

This fabric combines

greatest durability with

greatest beauty. The
mohair yarn, properly

handled by those
methods known only

to the Bradford dyers

and weavers, has the

quality of wear in an

almost limitless degree

—and lustre, softness

and a range of the

richest tones and deli-

cate shades.

These are points

every woman appre-

ciates

B.D.A. MOHAIRS
appeal to the eye

—

to the judgment—to

the purse.

Right quality only

when dyed by the

Bradford Dyers' As-

sociation.

The Bradford

Dyers' Association

Of BRADFORD, ENGLAND

When writing advertiser's please mention The Reinew
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Cash Sales Books
THE

CONTINUOUS
is the ONLY PERFECT SALESBOOK
made. Numbers guaranteed. Printed

in colors. Advt. on back if desired.

WE ARE SOLE MAKERS WRITE FOR SAMPLE

THE CARTER-CRUME COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO and MONTREAL

Mention this paper

MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVE

W. W. JOHNSTON
203 Birks Building. Phone, Uptown 1630.

Experienced Traveler

Wants Side Line

I represent a prominent Montreal man-

ufacturing company and have their per-

mission to carry a high-class side line.

I have a good connection of many

years' standing with the dry goods

trade and also with manufacturing fur-

riers and clothiers.

I call at all the largest towns and cities

in Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Prov-

inces and would represent a good

house on a commission basis only.

Addr

ALEX. ROUGH,
156 Guy St.,

Montreal

K. Ishikawa & Co.

Manufacturers and Importers
VAVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVM^\VVVVVVVV%<\

24 Wellington Street West,

* * TORONTO.
When writing advertisers

~f
lease mention The Review
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John M. Garland, Son & Co.
In presenting to you Canada's Toast of the Season, we would impress you if we

could that a very large measure of Canada's success is due to the great army of pro-

gressive business men who are using every opportunity to further the interests of their

Home, their Business and their Country.

m f

•j^E^H,^ * "5*© °?Am» <£>AT$A®A <

fi$ate-I&&ASs
,im-AM® • <§J©@® • <&n%%®.9

S^Aaf • Bfe^°®aftw • w>% •as •Sscift

,

For 1908 with your co-operation we can make it a very prosperous year, Ottawa

as a convenient buying centre offers you just as good Dry Goods at just as low prices as

you will find with any other House in Canada. As usual our Wash Goods will comprise

the Standard Magog and Colonial Prints, re-enforced by English Cloths to sell at 10c,

124c. These two lines you should look up as they will be much in demand as popular

priced goods.

Wholesale Dry Goods, Ottawa, Canada

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Helping to Loosen up

the Money Situation

Merchants anticipate a drop in trade to follow the holi-

days, which will farther accentuate the money tightness

of the past few months.

One source of relief is in making every yard of goods on
your shelves count in dollars and cents.

Send the faded, shelf-worn and off-color stock to these

works and we'll re-dye and finish them, making them
as new, saleable goods again. • This we've been doing

for over thirty years for leading merchants in all parts

of the Dominion.

R. PARKER & CO., ?r„?heTs
d TORONTO, Can.

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS : 787-791 YONGE STREET

• %.-*.•%.•%.-%••«

MARE 1908 A PROSPEROUS YEAR
How? By reading the Busy Man's Magazine regularly each month. This publi-

cation contains articles on business, business methods which you cannot afford to

miss, and to which it will pay you to call the attention of every member of your staff.

Read what Mr. C. Edgar Wood, Sales Manager of The Dominion Cartridge Com-
pany, Montreal, says about Busy Man's : his opinion is shared by thousands of others

:

"I cannot resist telling you how well I like the Busy Man's Magazine. It is

the only publication that I keep a file of; in factj I have to, because practically

every article in the various issues has been blue-pencilled by me for future

reference. I have never founds under one cover so much that will interest a

business man. You have certainly succeeded in obtaining all of the articles

of value from the principal magazines of the world., and as a consequence, I

have not only been enabled to save a great deal of time by reading your maga-
zine, but also a great deal of money. For instance, I had' subscribed for

thirty-two different publications, and now I find that The Busy Man's Magazine
covers the gist of the majority of them. "

Figure out the time and money we saved\the above reader. We can do as much
for you.

Simply pin Two Dollars to the

attached form properly signed, and

mail us TO-DAY.

The Busy Man's Magazine,

Toronto.

Kindly forward the Busy Man's Magazine for 1908

(twelve issues). I enclose $2 to pay for the same.

Name

D.G.R. Address-

The Busy Man's Magazine, - Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Rk1—ivy OKI—Shamrock

"OldBkacb
Cinens

Table Cloths and Napkins- Diapers-

Towels— Sheetings-

Huckabacks- Embroidery Linens, etc.
jj

No Linen Department complete with- 2
out " Old BUaCb" Trade Mark on g

%> every towel and every yard of goods. »

R. H. GOSBIE, 30 W. Wellington St., TORONTO |
Irish Lintn Agency

i F K1 Maiden Hair Fern

X

i
i

Kt8-Convolvulus JK 1-Honosty Plant K30—Shamrock >

A;few examples of "Old Bleach" Towels
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A few reasons as to the desirability of trading with

BROCIi & PATERSON, Limited
HALIFAX, N.S. ST. JOHN, N.B.

Wholesale Millinery,

Novelty Dry Goods,
Children's and Ladies' Wear

They supply the essential qualities required of a wholesale house by the retailer, in location, quality of

merchandise, size of stock carried, promptness in filling orders, and in selling to none but those in the trade.

They make right prices, correct and saleable styles, and fair and honorable business methods, the prime

factors in gaining business, and in keeping it.

If you are not now buying from Brock & Paterson, Ltd., the bulk of your requirements in their lines, give

them an opportunity to prove the advantages of dealing with them. They stand ready to show you.

Mailorders our

especial hobby.

J&IOLESALLO^

&&£2

ATERSpN St. John,N.B>

Halifax, N.S,

LIMITED

R. FARREN & SONS
28 Gresham St., E.G., LONDON, EN6.

ESTABLISHED 70 YEARS

AGENTS AND IMPORTERS OF SILK

LININGS AND VELVETS

Holding the largest stock in England in

Tailors' Linings, Collar Velvets, Etc.,

Ladies' Tailors' Linings, Cap and Hat Linings,

Motor Clothing Linings, Blouse and Skirt Silks,

Rubbered and Rainproof Linings, Furriers' Silks, Etc.

Mr. R. S. Farden will be at Mr. John H.

Shaw's, (permanent agent), 232 McGill St.,

Montreal, from 17th to 23rd January, and

Toronto, Queen's Hotel, from January 25th to

31st, and will be happy to show our entire

collection and novelties.

We ship these goods

lo all markets of the world.

Grey Calicos

White Calicos

White Bed Sheetings
in the piece and ready-made.

Flannelettes

Colored Shirtings
TW\ 1 Russian, Honeycomb,

lOWeiS Huckaback.

Being specialists in these lines, we offer unusual

advantages to large buyers, to whom we can quote

prices and terms that compel attention.

FURNISS & CO.,
3 SOUTH PARADE

MANCHESTER

When writing* advertisers please mention The Review
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PHILLIPS & WRINCH, LIMITED

Established 1894 SMALLWARES AND NOTIONS

since the recent firein which our stock was, unfortunately, des< royed, we have been busy gathering a fresh one

and soon after the New Year we shall have an entirely new line, containing everything that is "Correct" in

Combs, Hair Ornaments, Ladies' and .Men's Jewelry — including the latest in Sash Pins, European Leather

Goods, Novelties, Souvenirs, etc. Our line of staple Sniallwares will, as usual, contain the "Capsheaf" (Oilless

Safety Pins, and Woodfield's Meteor Sharps "The Best Needle.'' We are Sole Agents lor both these well

known articles.

Our travellers will call on you in good time for early Spring trade. It' you require anything in our line

before they reach you, send for an approbation parcel. You can return at our expense anything yon do not

wish to keep.

The New Sash Pin—Sash Pins will be worn

extensively during the coming season. We
have a large range.

Our values in Combs and Hair Ornaments

will be unequalled. Our line will, as usual,

contain mostly designs which are shown by us

only. Hair Barrettes to sell at all prices.

—xj-~
Beauty Pins - Our range of Beauty

Pins surpasses anything we have

ever shown. Cameo effects will

be good this season.

Pin Sets, with both two and three pins, to

retail at popular prices.

We illustrate here a little

souvenir which has an
immense sale. It is an
extremely dainty little

brooch of delicate hard
enamel. We can repro-

duce any design in mo-
derate quantities to retail

at 25c.

Veil Pins—Veil Pins still 'continue to be in^good'demand. Hat Pins— Besides 'the 'spike shape [Hat Pin which we
illustrate here, round flat styles of Agate Jade in

different colors will be worn extensively.

PHILLIPS & WRINCH, u„,™
25 Wellington St. West, - Toronto

When ivriting advertisers please mention The Review
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MAKE YOUR OWN LIGHT
IT'S CHEAPER AND BETTER.

"S.S." GAS LIGHTING MACHINES.
A Few Points of Superiority based on Comparisons let US tell YOU About the others.

THE "SYLVESTER" LIGHT

Increases the brilliancy 100 per cent.

Decreases the operating cost 50 per cent.

No globes to break or clean.

No mantles dependent on wire or mag-
nesian supports.

Less heat than an electric arc and gives

more light.

No odor from unburned gas or the Pro-
ducts of combustion.

No sound from the light, absolutely
noiseless.

No shadows cast, all light thrown down.
No flickering, the only steady light upon

the market.

A gas fixture, more ornamental and
unique, has never been invented. MODEL E MACHINE.

Th
«"S.S."Gas Lighting Machine

The only gas machine that runs without
pumping under a uniform pressure.

The only gas machine that will success-
fully operate one gas fixture if desired.

The only gas machine that can be gen-
erated in thirty seconds and without
the use of alcohol or liquid gasoline.

The only gas machine with a safety vent
and escape pipe.

The only gas machine with an automatic
governor.

The only gas machine with a seamless
generator and the only one with an
entirely seamless copper tank.

NOT ONE DROP OF OIL PASSES THROUGH A HOLLOW WIRE.
WE CAN GIVE YOU CHEAPEST INSURANCE.

The 'Sylvester" Inside Lights

OUR No. 1 SINGLE ARC
500 Candle Power

OUR No. 2 SINGLE ARC
500 Candle Power

OUR No. 3 SINGLE ARC
500 Candle Power

THE "SYLVESTER" NEW PROCESS MANTLE. Shipped in an envelope. Upon removing from envelope, can be
crumpled up without danger of breaking. When straightened out, it's just as good as new.

THE SAFETY SUNLIGHT GAS MACHINE
THE LIGHT YOU SHOULD HAVE IF YOU WISH TO SAVE MONEY AND TIME

It is the most modern Lighting System known to-day. It is acknowledged so by experts and the public at large because any
person can operate it. You do not need to be an expert because there is no possibility of danger from any source whatever.

This system is well adapted for Commercial Lighting, viz :—Railway Stations, Stores, Halls, Churches, Factories, Warehouses
Hotels and for Laboratories, Cooking, Heating of Tailors' Irons, and whatever gas is commonly used for.

WRITE US FOR PRICES—DO IT NOW.

Mfd. by The Sylvester Manufacturing Co., Limited

Lindsay, Ontario, Canada.
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(limited)

Announce a Special Sale of all classes of

LINEN GOODS
for Domestic and Household use, including*

$45,000.00
worth of three lines from The Dominion Linen Mills Co.

as follows :

60 inch Tiger Cream Damask Table Linen

70 " Lion

18x38 Beaver Huck Towels, extra heavy, fringed or hemmed,

plain or fancy.

The above three lines represent the completion of our original

contract placed in 1905 and the goods are fully 40% below regular

value.

Ask our Travellers to show you samples or see stock in our

Warehouse.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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•"&*,

A 4—Lawn Waist,

to retail for $1.00.

A 1 Lawn Waist,

to retail at $1.50.

OOlQ^paSa)

rMk
Toronto

z&zmfsm^S

Her Ladyship
Garments

Illustrating

4 Special

Waists

made

in

our own

Factory.

A 9—Lawn Waist,

to retail for $1.00.

A 7- Mull Waist, Embroidered Spot

in Sky Silk, to retail at $2.50.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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I*vCIRh^hi)

MgJm

) ^~0*
Toronto

Her Ladyship
Garments

A5.-Wool Taffeta Skirt, all colors, ' -715

to retail at $6.00 . -

"*
'

^

Illustrating

4 Special

Skirts

Made

in

Our Own

Factory

137.—Wool Panama Skirt, all colors,

to retail at $5.00

138-Wool Venetian Skirt, all colors

to retail at $6.00
143.—Fine Serge Skirt, Black and Navy,

to retail at $10.00

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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ITUCIQh^
Toronto

Carpets and House Furnishings

Never since starting this most successful

and aggressive Department have we shown

such a comprehensive collection of goods

at values seldom if ever equalled. The

leading feature of the range, however, is

Squares
165 Patterns to select from

Wool and Unions—in sizes 3x3, 3x3J, 3x4, 3£x4.

Tapestry, 3x2^, 3x2£, 3x3, 3x3J, 3Jx3£, 3x4,

3£x4, 3ix4£, 4x4, 4x4|.

Velvet, 3x2!, 3x3, 3x3£, 3x4, 3^x4.

Brussels, 3x3£, 3x4, 3^x4, 3fx4£, 3|x5.

Wilton, 1^x3, 2Jx3, 3x3^, 3x4, 3fx4J.

Axminster, ... 3x3£, 3x4, 3^x4.

Special sizes in Wilton and Axminster Squares can be

furnished in 5 to 6 weeks.

Samples can be supplied on application, or if

desired, a traveller with complete assortment will

call on you promptly.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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MEN AND METHODS
Cash System ami Early Closing Results

Following this Adoption A bonus to

Sales Staff Success with Men's Clothing

What Progressive Stores in Hamilton,

London, Strathroy and Petrolia are doing.

.A. Store Depat tmentiztel

System Adopted by H. N. Evely, Strathroy, by which standing
of each department of a store may be determined

at any time.

A system of departmentizing his store, in which arc

handled general dry goods linos, has boon adopted bj

H. N. Evely, of Strathroy, who informed The Review
that he was well satisfied with the results following its

adoption. Some startling revelations had boon made by

its use, however. For instance, he found that depart-

ments which he thought were among the most pro-

fitable in the store were barely paying their way,

while others which he had not counted on for big things

surprised him by their good showing.

to their respective departments, ;i stock ledger being kept,

for this purpose. A pre-determined percentage of profit

is allowed in each department, and this is charged up

against the goods passed into stock in each department,

together with the proportion of store expenses, rent light,

heni, taxes, according to the size and importance of the

department, together with the wages of salespeople.

An exception is ma.de in the case of department II, dress

making, against which there is no charge for- store ex-

penses, since it is argued that the space, if not occupied

with this department would be unproductive.

The sales are credited to each department, and a

balance struck at the end of every month. It is thus

possible to toll each month just how all the departments

stand.

One of the greatest advantages of this system, accord-

Ladies' Mantles and Ready-to-WCar Depart meat. Stanley .Mills t\: Co., llamilti

He considers that this system, or one similar to it

must be adopted if a merchant is to know just how his

business is progressing—what departments are making

him the most money, and which are the least profitable

—and he is well satisfied with himself for having adopt-

ed it.

Mr. Evely 's store is divided into eight departments,

as follows: A—dress goods, silks, trimmings, linings,

spools (all kinds), accessories, buttons: B—staples; C—
smallwares, corsets and underwear; I) rg&dy-to-wear,

coats, skirts, wrappers, waists, umbrellas and raincoats;

E—housefurnishings ; F—millinery ; (r—furs; H—dress-

making.

Immediately goods are received they are checked off

on the invoice and passed into stock, and are charged up

ing to Mr. Evely, is the fact that it is possible to buy

much more intelligently. If the head of a department

is inclined to buy more extensively than the proprietor

considers is warranted by the trade, the records of the

department for the pas! month, or for the corresponding

month last year are produced, and the buying is done

on that basis.

It is "up to" the department heads to make a good

showing and they are made responsible for the success

of their respective departments. Each head is paid a

bonus if the business produced by him during the year

warrants it, and it is stated that the manager of depart-

ment A invariably earns this bonus, that department be-

ing the most profitable in the store.

There are two departments in which there is prac-
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lically but one turn-over in stocks a year. These are the

millinery and fur* departments. A practice is made at

the close of sack season of clearing out these lines ab-

solutely carrying nothing over to the next season, and

it is stated that the departmentizing principle makes this

possible.

In apportioning the rlore expenses the dress goods

department is charged with 25 per cent, and the remain-

ing 75 per cent, is divided among the other six depart-

ments.

This system has been in operation for four years, and

the experience has been that its adoption and operation

have proved advantageous to the store. The results, at

any rate, have been such as to justify its continuance.

In selling methods, too, Mr. Evely has adopted some

measures which have proved successful, and one of

these is a "Harvest Sale" conducted this year from

September 26 to October 12. A four-column advertise-

ment was run in the Strathroy papers announcing the

sale, and copies of the advertisement in the form of cir-

culars were distributed throughout the town and sur-

rounding country. Here is a sentence from the intro-

ductory paragraph in this announcement: "Everybody
welcomes the harvest time with its abundance, its full-

ness, and its completeness; the wheat crop threshed and

selling at fat prices; butter, eggs and cheese moving by

the carload." Then prices are quoted, a 7 uniform dis-

count of 20 per cent, being given off the goods adver-

tised.

The result of this sale was that the sales for October

showed an increase of $1,250 over the same month for

the preceding year and the best October's business in

the history of the store was done.

Another special annual selling event is the "Mill

End Sale," which was held during November. For this

sale Mr. Evely made some special purchases, getting some
flannelettes and wrapperettes and other staple goods at

prices which enabled him to run them off below the

regular selling price and still make a profit. These were

supplemented with ends of goods selected from his stock,

and the occasion taken advantage of to stimulate trade

in all departments of the stoi-e by offering some price

inducements. Whole-page advertisements were used to

announce this sale, and the country district for a radius

of twenty miles was billed, as for the harvest sale.

Mr. Evely frankly stated that he sold no goods un-

less he made a profit on them. "The reason I can sell

these things cheaply at times is because I first buy them
cheaply," he remarked, and added that he sold nothing

below cost.

Four years ago Mr. Evely opened a housefurnishing

department, and he stated that he believed it had brought

more business to the store than anything else. In the

first place, a $10000 stock was put in, space being given

the department on the first floor. The stock had been

gradually reduced to about $6,000, at which it was main-

tained, and its success was undiminished. He is en-

thusiastic in his belief that this move was one of the

most successful he ever made.

SUCCESS OF CASH PRINCIPLE.

C. L. Martin & Co., dry goods, Amherst, N.S., has

recently been incorporated, the new name of the firm be-

ing Martins, Limited. Coincident with the change in the

organization of the company new store premises were

opened and the business is now carried on in a store with

10,000 square feet of floor space. Mr. Martin, the head

of the company, has been in business since 1899, and a

rule of the store has been to conduct a strictly cash

business, a practice to which he attributes his success

very largely. The store advertises heavily in the Amherst
and Halifax papers, one of the features of his adver-

tising being a standing offer to give a reward to anyone
who can prove that the statements advertised are not

marie, good.

ClerKs Are Kept Posted

Bulletins in Store of J. H. Chapman & Co., London, inform
sales staff of special price quotations—Better dress

goods trade.

There is a direct and sympathetic relationship exist-

ing between the advertising department and the sales

staff of J. H. Chapman & Co., London. A vigorous ad-

vertising campaign is prosecuted and each day copies of

the advertisement, giving special prices for that particu-

lar day are bulletined in every department of the store,

and members of the sales staff are expected to familiar-

ize themselves with the goods advertised and prices

quoted.

Dress goods in this store is an important department

a large space being devoted to it. It is in charge of J.

J. Cayley, a capable dress goods man, for a number of

years with Bristol and Son, of Picton.

A gratifying feature of the dress goods trade is the

fact that a much better class of goods is being sold than

was formerly in demand. The prices now range from 75

cents to $3 a yard, comparatively few calls being made
for dress stuffs below the former figure, whereas it was
but a few years ago when 25 cent goods were in demand.

In the latter part of August a sponging and shrink-

ing machine was installed in this department, and five

cents a yard is charged for the service, which many pat-

rons of the store take advantage of. Since the machine

has been installed it has almost paid for itself. The
successful operation of the machine is said to depend

largely upon the supply of gas, used for heating the

rolls and water. If the feed pipe is sufficiently large,

and the pressure strong enough, good results will follow.

A half-inch gas pipe is used on this machine.

Dressmaking and ladies' and men's tailoring are

carried on in the premises, a staff of fifty being engaged

in these departments. The machines are electrically op-

erated.

The ground floor, which is the larger of the three,

covers art area 80 by 210 feet, and on this floor the fol-

lowing departments are located : Laces, embroideries,

hosiery, gloves, ribbons, corsets, handkerchiefs, patterns,

novelty china, notions, muslins, staples, men's furnish-

ings, waists and ladies' woolens, with curtains and
draperies at the rear, on the side of the store, opposite

it the dress goods.

A stationery department, in which popular priced

books are handled, specially during the Christmas sea-

son, occupies a central position on the ground floor and
is represented as being a profitable feature.

On the first floor the men's clothing, ladies' ready-

to-wear, furs, millinery and carpet departments are ad-

vantageously placed.

A special department, and one which, during the

holiday season, particularly, has been profitable, is the

fancy china and glassware section, on the upper floor,

which is, of course, reached by an elevator.

Friday is a bargain day in this store in all depart-

ments, the special priced goods being displayed in their

respective departments.

The clerks generally are paid a straight salary,

though the heads of departments are given commission
on the business in their departments, if it reaches satis-

factory proportions. The commissions, it is stated, are

invariably paid.
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IN EAST HAMILTON.

The establishment of the Westinghouse Company and
other large industries in the eastern portion of Hamil-
ton has been followed naturally by the erection of a

large number of residences and stores have as naturally

followed. Webber Brothers, who formerly conducted a

dry goods store in the west part of the city opened up
recently in this new section and in a new store and clean

stock are appealing with success to the residents of that

part of the city for their trade.

HAMILTON CO-OPERATIVE STORE.

The Canadian Co-operative Concern, Limited, has

a store in Hamilton, and a branch establishment in

Dunnville. It has been in business about two years and
the stockholders are principally among the farmers and
mechanics and working men of the city. The authorized

capital is $250,000, but only a small percentage of that

amount has been subscribed.

The Hamilton Company is in affiliation with the In

ttrnational Co-operative Alliance, of London, England.

.Attractive Store Decorations

An inviting store is that of R. McKay & Co., Hamilton— Decor-
ations which add to its popularity with public —Reasons

for store's growth.

The store of H. McKay & Co., of Hamilton, on the

occasion of the visit of The Review representative, pre-

sented a decidedly attractive appearance, the decorations

being suggestive of the harvest and thanksgiving idea.

At intervals throughout the year decorative schemes ap-

propriate to the season are cleverly worked out, and the

effect upon the customer as he or she enters the store

cannot but be pleasing.

In this store, which has grown steadily frcn a com-
paratively small beginning until it has reached its pre-

sent proportions, the men's furnishings, which is an im-

Intcrior view, Dry Goods and Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Store of Gillespie, Rogers & Co., Oraiigevillc, Out.

The promoter of the concern was J. P. Whelan, who

now occupies the position of president and manager. He
informed The Review that as a result of the first year's

business, between $7,000 and $8,000 was distributed

among the stockholders, as dividends on stock and pro-

fits. He also stated that the business this year had in-

creased 60 per cent. In addition to the dividends paid

the shareholders are also given a share of the profits in

proportion to the amount of their purchases.

The departments of the co-operative store are : Gen-

eral dry goods, men's furnishings, clothing, shoes, ladies'

wear, hardware and groceries. A staff of thirty-five is

employed in the two stores.

A mail order business is being developed and it is

stated that special attention is being paid to its develop-

ment. Those who make use of this method of shopping

are largely among the rural stockholders of the concern.

portant department, special attention being paid to the

development of a high class trade, is located at the front

of the building and is isolated as much as possible from
the departments which appeal more particularly to the

feminine portion of the store's customers. A window is

also devoted to a display of men's furnishings and it is

changed frequently.

A characteristic feature of the store is the develop-

ment of an extensive trade in Paris semi-made evening

gowns, some garments selling as high as $800 having
been sold in this department, which is reported to have
proved a most successful one. Actresses have been among
the most general purchasers of these goods, though a

good trade has been built up in Hamilton, and numerous
sales have been made to customers living in London and
St. Catharines.

On the first floor the departments are silks, dress
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goods, gloves, ribbons, notions, ladies' neckwear, fancy

goods, staples and men's furnishings.

Carpets, housefurnishings and ladies' ready-to-wear

departments are on a floor devoted to these departments

exclusively.

The millinery rooms are bright and roomy, a space

50 by 60 feet being given to this department. The usual

semi-annual openings are held, the wisdom of this meth-

od of introducing the offerings to the trade never having

been questioned by this firm.

A staff of 150 is employed in all the departments of

the store.

The manager, in discussing the prospects, was opti-

mistic, stating that each week showed an increase over

the corresponding week last year. "We're getting the

business," said he, "only we have to go after it a little

more energetically this year."

Opposed to Newspaper Patterns

T. H. Pratt Co., Hamilton, considers that Pattern Business should

be handled in stores, and deprecates newspapers'
mail order schemes.

The practice of the newspapers, in selling patterns in

competition with the dry goods stores, was condemned

by Mr. Peoples, manager for the T. H. Pratt Company,

Limited, of Hamilton. He pointed out that while he un-

derstood the newspapers made little or nothing from the

sale of these patterns, they were devoting space in illus-

trating them which if the local merchants wanted to buy

they would have to pay big money for.

The T. H. Pratt Company handles patterns among

the twenty departments in the store.

The present business was established about seven

years ago, though for a number of years Mr. Pratt, the

present head of the company, has been identified with the

dry goods trade in Hamilton.

A feature of the business in this city and in this

store is the fact that on Saturday practically one-third

of the trade of the week is done. This is true, not only

of the country trade, but of the city business as well,

the habit of Saturday shopping having been apparently

firmly established.

This store makes Monday a bargain day and special

price inducements are offered for that day. The practice

is said to have been followed with satisfactory results.

but the commanding supremacy of Saturday as a shop-

ping day is still undiminished.

The store occupies a three-storey building, 46 by 250

feet, and employs a sales staff of 150. The store has

been identified with the dry goods trade since 1855, so

that it can be readily understood that the stand is an

asset of considerable value.

Popular Belief Dispelled

Finch Brothers, Hamilton, demonstrated that it is possible to

bring trade to unpopular side of a street— Bright new
store premises.

Finch Brothers, of Hamilton, have proved that the

belief that trade once centred on one side of the street

cannot be carried to the other is a mistaken one, for

since the erection and occupation of their new store last

March they have accomplished what some of their friends

considered impossible. Their former store was on the

popular side of the street, the side on which the ma-
jority of the retail stores were located, while the new

building is on the opposite side, in a section which has
for years been occupied with wholesale warehouses. The
results following the opening of the new store were a

surprise, for, while it was expeced that there would be

some difficulty in inducing the public to cross the street,

it was found that in reality there was none, the bright,

new store attracting- the custom, and business has shown
a gradual increase since the firm moved into its new
store.

Light is an essential feature in the new building

and in all parts of the store there is an abundance of it,

an advantage which every merchant must appreciate.

This is especially valuable in the millinery, located on
the second floor. In this department, quarter cut oak-

fittings add to the rich appearance of the store interior.

Dress goods, fancy goods, notions and "staples ate on
the first floor, with the general offices, parcel desks, etc.,

at the rear.

The third floor is devoted to manufacturing opera-

tions, whitewear, flannelette goods and cloaks being

made under pleasant working conditions.

The electric railways radiating from the city bring to

Hamilton a heavy suburban trade, which Finch Brothers

report they secure a good portion of.

Under normal conditions, about ninety persons are

employed in sales and manufacturing, and this number
is increased to over one hundred during the holiday sea-

son.

Opening Carpet Department

Some Interesting History Connected With Opening This

Department of T. F. Kingsmill's Store, London

—

A Well Arranged Store—Thirty-four

Departments.

The circumstances which led to the establishment of

the large carpet department of T. F| Kingsmill, London,
are interesting. To a representative of The Review, Mr.
Kingsmill. who is one of the Forest City's pioneer mer-
chants, told the story recently.

On the memorable "Black Friday" in 1881 he left

London on a trip to England, and while there visited the

carpet manufacturing centres. This was, of course, in

the days when the carpet industry in Canada was in its

early infancy. Business conditions in England were unsatis-

factory, and, taking advantage of this fact, he made
offers to the carpet weavers much below the regular

prices. In all, he offered to buy 6,000 pieces, but, before

he too): the steamer for Canada he had not been advised

of the acceptance of any of the makers, and, as a matter

of fact, was under the impression that they had all re-

fused Ins offers. After the steamer had left Queenstown.

however, the mail was distributed, and he found to his

surprise upon opening his mail that practically every one

of the firms to whom he had made offers had accepted,

and the goods were even then being shipped.

This was, of course, before the possibilities of wire-

less telegraphy were even dreamed of, and there was no

means then of cancelling any of the orders.

Upon arriving home Mr. Kingsmill set about the task

of providing room for the stock of carpets which even

then was on the ocean. There was no room in his store,

so he decided to build a new warehouse across the street

at the lear, of the store, which extended across the width

of the block. Land was bought, and on October 5th work

was commenced on a building 60 by 100 feet, two storeys

high, all, however, in one room, a gallery running around,

and light for both main floor and gallery being afforded

from the roof. The structure was ready for occupancy
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on November 10th, and the 174,000 yards of carpet were
placed in stock.

Mr. Kingsmill stated thai while at the time t lie en-
ormity of the task he had undertaken almost frightened
him, he had never regretted thai be bad bought so freely,

the hold it gave him on the carpet and floor covering
trade cf London fully justifying the transaction.

There can be no doubt as to the heavy stock in these
lines carried by this store.

Curtains are also shown in the carpet building, the

stock being represented by samples, classified according
to price, in drawers. One-half a pair of curtains is kept
in the drawer, and these samples are supposed to be
changed each week, in order to keep the samples always
fresh. As a matter of fact, they are not changed that

often, because the clerks forget or are too busy, but these

are the instructions given.

In the store, which occupies a prominent place in the

was in that capacity that he visited London first fifty-

seven years ago, and was impressed with tin- business

possibilities of the then small city. He decided to open a

store there, if possible, and it was not long afterwards

thai he carried out his intention in that respect.

Adopted CasK System

Increased Sales and More Satisfactory Business Followed

Its Adoption in Store Now Conducted by W. W.
Ferguson, Petrolea.

After having been associated with R. S. Ford, for

eight years, as manager of the dress goods and smallwares

department, W. W. Ferguson, bought the business upon

the former's removal from Petrolea. several months aero,

fursGEO.MILLS & GO^ts

An attractive Store Front. The Inviting- Entrance to Hat and Fur Store of (ieo. Mills & Co., King-ton

retail section of the city, there are thirty-four depart-

ments, silks, dress goods, linens, ladies' knitted and white

underwear, hosiery, ribbons, corsets, trimmings, woollens.

staples, gloves and men's furnishings being on the ground

Boor.

On the first floor milliners occupies the -pace al

front of the store. Ladies' ready-to-wear and a cloth de

partmeut offering- a wide variety in materials, are also on

this floor. Special attention is paid to men's custom

tailoring.

In the dressmaker and ladies' tailoring departments a

specialty is made of bridal trousseau, embracing a whole

bridal equipment, and it is stated that the store does a

large and profitable trade in these goods.

Mr. Kingsmill has had an interesting mercantile ex-

perience, enjoying the distinction of having been the first

traveler the firm of John Macdonald & Co. ever had. It.

and has since conducted the store along- the .-ame lines as

those which characterized his predecessor's business

career in this town. This is esentially a ladies' store
;

dress goods, of which a large stock is carried, occupying

the fronl of the store, which is well lighted, and modern
in its arrangement. Other departments are smallwares,

notions, staples, ladies' ready to-wear, millinery and house

furnishings. There is also a dressmaking department, a

staff of (8 being employed, and the work-rooms are situa

ted on the second floor. At the front on this floor are the

millinery show rooms, extending aero-- the entire store,

and immediately to the rear is the -pace devoted to the

ladies' ready-to-wear department.

Seven years ago the cash system was adapted by Mr.

Ford, ano it has been continued by his successor, who con-

siders n an essential feature. Following its introduction

the sales were increased during the first year by $5,000,
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this increase being secured by a vigorous advertising cam-

paign,' and the same methods have been used to maintain

and increase the business. In addition to the newspaper

advertising circulars are gotten out periodically.

For years Petrolea merchants had suffered from the

late Saturday night shopping habit, and in the effort to

effect a remedy a rule was adopted in this store to close

the doors—and lock them—at. ten o'clock sharp each

Saturday night.

Mr. Ferguson stated that when the rule was first put

into pr£ ctice the doors were locked on a storeful of cus-

tomers. Gradually, however, the patrons began to realize

that they could just as easily do their shopping earlier in

the evening, and now no difficulty is experienced in closing

at the appointed hour.

Mr. Ferguson employs a staff of twenty-five in the

store, and in the dressmaking branch, all of whom are

paid on & straight salary basis.

Until two years ago a men's furnishing and clothing

department was conducted in connection with this store,

the latter branches being handled in a portion of the

building connected by an arch. At that time, however,

the men's department was sold to Detenbeck & Patterson,

who now conduct a modern men's store, handling furnish-

ings, ready-to-wear clothing, furs and custom tailoring.

CasH System and Early Closing

Smallman & Ingram Close at 6 O'clock Saturday Night,

and the Public Applauds, but Buys After That Hour
in the Other Stores—Satisfactory, Nevertheless.

Smallman & Ingram, of London, have, during com-
paratively recent years, adopted two radical changes in

policy, each of which has resulted beneficially to the

business. The firm has been in business in the same
stand for over thirty years and until about twelve years

ago a credit business was done. It was thought then,

after the matter had been given due consideration, that

a cash system could be adopted with benefit to the store.

It was a radical departure from methods which had
characterized the London stores in the past, and some
doubt was expressed as to the wisdom of the change.

Mr. Smallman, the head of the firm, however, informed

The Review that instead of affecting the business detri-

mentally, it had improved it, and from that date a

gratifying increase was noticed. This increase has con-

tinued up to date and at the present time a staff of

workmen are engaged in building practically. a new store,

increasing the selling space from less than 30,000 square

feet to 95,000 square feet.

The second radical move on the part of this firm was
the decision to close at 6 o'clock on Saturday nights.

Six years ago it was decided to close the store on Sat-

urdays at the same time as on the other days of the

week. This was, according to Mr. Smallman, one of the

most successful movements the store ever made. The re-

sults have been most satisfactory, both from the stand-

point of the public and the staff, much better service

having been received from the latter since the inaugura-

tion of the early closing movement. "The people," said

Mr. Smallman, "laud us for our enterprise, but if they

want anything after we have closed, they patronize the

other stores." Generally speaking, however, the store

patrons appreciate the policy and are in sympathy with
it.

During two months in the Summer, July and August,
the store closes at 5 o'clock.

This store was the pioneer in the early closing move-
ment in London, but was followed shortly afterwards by

A. Screaton & Co., carpet and housefurnishings, who
also close now at 6 o'clock on Saturdays.

The store premises of Smallman & Ingram have been
represented up to the present by a three storey building

facing on Dundas Street. The new store, when com-
pleted, will be five storeys high and will face on Dundas
and Richmond Streets. An illustration of this store, as

it will appear when completed, taken from the artist's

drawing, is published elsewhere in this issue.

In the new building special lighting facilities will be

provided, and attention is given to the construction of

the windows for display.

Smallman '& Ingram conduct a ladies' dry goods
store, dress goods, fancy goods, smallwares, notions,

ladies' ready-to-wear, millinery and dressmaking and
ladies' tailoring being the general divisions of the store's

activities.

On goods shipped by express the charges are paid to

localities within a radius of 200 miles of London.

E.acK Day's Profits Determined

The Mason Co., Bowmanville, Can Tell Each Night What
Profits in Men's Furnishing and Clothing

Stores Have Been.

The Mason Clothing Company, Bowmanville, has a

system by which the profits resulting from the days'

business may be determined at the close of each day. The
advantage of such a system will appeal, naturally, to

all business men. They will consider it a desirable feat-

ure if it can be reduced to a practical basis, for adapta-
tion to the ordinary business. It is a method which can

be applied to the clothing business more readily, if pos-

sible, than to a general dry goods store.

On the bill, which is made out *with each sale, the

cost price—in private mark, of course—is set down op-

posite the price at which the article is sold, and this bill

goes to the cash desk with the cash. A special column
in the sales book is provided for the cost price, and,

since the average daily store expenses for the different

seasons have been determined, the net profits for the

day are set forth in balancing up each night.

This firm has been in business only since August 31,

when the formal opening was held, but a member in-

formed The Review that the system was working suc-

cessfully and that it was found to be a great source of

satisfaction to know each night the actual result of the

day's business.

An elaboration of this system, as applied to the

clothing store, is to remove the stock ticket, giving the

number of the line of goods, cost and selling price, and
turn it in with the sale bill. This not only serves as a

means of keeping tab on the stock—determining which

lines are the best sellers—but it is a guard against sell-

ing below the price marked on the ticket, maintaining

the truth of the oft-quoted phrase "One price to all."

The Mason Clothing Co. is the perpetuation of a

name associated with the dry goods and clothing trade

in Bowmanville for a generation, the Mason family,

father and sons, having been identified with these

branches of business for many years. Associated with J.

J. Mason, who, until recently, was one of the heads of

the Mason Co. general dry goods, is C. H. Anderson,

late of the Sanford Manufacturing Co. Dry goods have

been eliminated from the store, which has been remodel-

led, and an exclusive men's establishment, clothing and

furnishings, succeeding the general lines.

The opening of an exclusive men's store, catering es-

pecially to the high class trade, though handling the
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popular lines as well, in Bowmanville, was a move which
many questioned the wisdom of. The members of this

firm, however, were convinced that there was an open-
ing for a store of this character, and they carried out
their plans in this belief. A store about 180 feet long
and 30 feet wide, equipped with clothing wardrobes and
the other appurtenances characteristic of a modern
clothing- store, was the result. It is looked upon in

Bowmanville as a credit to the town, which, while the
population is limited to less than 4,000, numbers a very
large proportion of young men—all good dressers—among
its inhabitants, and to these the store appeals especially.

it is stated by the firm, and given as an evidence of

the enterprise of its members that the business has been
steadily increasing since the stoic was opened, the de-
mand for the better grade of clothing being a noticeable
feature of the trade.

Recently a Sentiment Sale was held, for the purpose,
as circulars sent out stated, of clearing out of stock all

was conducted in this store, but it was thought desirablo

to enlarge it, since it was believed that there was an

opportunity for increasing the business, and incidentally,

the profits of the firm.

The first obstacle to overcome wns that represented

by the fact that there was only one store—single width

—

in which to handle the general dry goods and men's
clothing. The disinclination on the part of men to do
their shopping in a store with ladies was recognized and
the clothing was placed upstairs, where, by vigorous ad-

vertising and carrying an up-to-date stock, the trade was
developed to a considerable extent.

W. I\ Young, a son of the proprietor, was admitted

into partnership, and he was given this department
to develop.

lie first decided that more room on the ground floor

was necessary in order to reap the greatest benefit from
this department, arid a store adjoining was bought and
into this new addition, nearly 200 feet long and affording

Section in Ladies' and Children's Whitewear Department . Charles Ogilvey, Ottawa.

the goods bought when the business was taken over,

leaving nothing but the absolutely new goods. This is

where the element of sentiment is introduced. They
want the stock to be new and up-to-date in reality. It

is represented as having been a successful effort.

Develop Men's Clothing Dept.

Methods Made Use of With Success by R. J. Young & Co.,

London—Secret of Success is in Catering to High

Class Men's Trade, They Find.

The introduction and development of a men's cloth-

ing department in connection with a dry goods store was

a problem which R. J. Young & Company, of London, have

solved satisfactorily.

For a number of years a small clothing department

ample selling space, the men's furnishing and clothing

departments were moved, and it is in reality from this

event that the success of that department is dated.

This success is attributed by Mr. Young to the fact

that the stock was displayed in easily accessible quar-

ters, and to the policy of catering to the higher class of

trade in ready-made goods. It was found that there was

a demand for clothing with a "style" to it, and this

demand was catered to. Manufacturers who paid spe-

cial attention to cut and finish, and whose goods were

up to the standard set by the smartest dressers in the

city were sought, and the young men's trade was given

special attention to, with the result that this department
soon became the most important and most profitable in

I lie store.

The usual departments found in a dry goods store are

nil represented in that of R. J. Young * Company's

general dry goods- mantles, millinery, carpets and cur-

tains, ami housefurnishings, being the general divisions.
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The present head of the business has conducted a dry

goods store in the same stand for 28 years, and for

two years branch stores have been conducted at London
East and in Woodstock, where clothing and men's
furnishing stocks are carried. The results following the

opening of these stores are said to have been satisfac-

tory.

The firm employs a staff of sixty-five in the London
and branch stores.

An important factor in the business of London is the

splendid farmers' market. It is apparently patronized

largely by the farmers of the country surrounding the

city, who find a ready demand for produce, and the city

stores reap the benefit. Every market day, particu-

larly during the Fall and early Winter, the market is

thronged, and on Saturdays an especially heavy busi-

ness is done.

Hamilton Store Expanding

Thomas C. Watkins' Store to be Doubled in Selling Space
—Demand for Better Quality of Goods One of

Encouraging Features of the Trade.

The erection of an addition which, when completed,

will double the capacity of the store is no,w engaging the

attention of the firm of Thomas C. Watkins, "The Right
House," Hamilton. A site for the new addition, which
will be 90 by 100 feet, four storeys and basement, has
been secured immediately at the rear of the present

splendid store structure, and ground has been cleared ami
the foundation excavations commenced, preparatory to

the erection of the building early in the Spring. With
this addition completed, the store will occupy premises

150 by 235 feet, and the building will he one of the most
modern mercantile establishments in the Dominion.

Sixty-five years ago the firm eonrmenced business in

the Ambitious City and the expansion during the three

score and five years has been rapid and healthy. The
present head of the business is Thomas W. Watkins, a

son of the founder.

Everything pertaining to dry goods is handled in this

store, the departments giving space on the ground floor

being ribbons, laces, gloves, trimmings, hosiery, cm-
broideries, muslins, dress goods, silks, notions and men's
furnishings, the latter being placed at the front and to

one side of the store, and is easily located, a considera-

tion of great importance, as every merchant handling

this department has discovered.

Millinery and ready-to-wear are on the first floor,

broad, easy stairways and two elevators affording access

to the upper floors.

Carpets and housefurnishings are with this store a
very important department, and one whole floor is de-

voted to them. The third floor is given over to the

general offices and to the manufacturing department.
This firm pays special attention to its millinery and

ladies' wear departments, and a heavy staff is maintain-
ed in the branches devoted to these lines.

The sales and manufacturing staffs number about
175 persons and with the completion of the large addi-

tion, will be materially increased.

The business of the year just closed was reported as

the heaviest in the history of the firm, a particularly

gratifying feature being the fact that a better quality of

goods is in demand. The growth, too, has been general,

all the departments showing an increase over last year.

The firm is a heavy user of newspaper space and in

common with the majority of Hamilton dry goods stores
has been conducting an aggressive advertising campaign
during the Fall months.

Bargain days are not a feature of the business meth-
ods of this firm, efforts being devoted to building up a

demand for high class goods, rather than catering to the

bargain spirit.

A mail order business has grown up, though no
special efforts have been made to create it, the patrons
of this branch living in the neighboring towns.

Profit-Distributing System

G. W. Robinson Co., Hamilton, Divides Portion of Profits

Among Salespeople and Pays Bonus in Addition
to Department Heads.

The G. W. Robinson Company, Limited, Hamilton,
each year distributes a portion of the profits of the store

to the department heads, and by this means the success

of the establishment becomes a matter of vital interest

to the staff.

In addition to this distribution of profits, bonuses
are given to the clerks in departments making the best

showing during the year. The manager of the company
stated to The Review that this system had proved very

advantageous to the business, and was one of the most
successful methods ever put into operation in the store.

Forty-five thousand square feet of floor space are uti-

lized in the various departments, on two floors and base-

ment, the store occupying a central location on James
Street.

In a departmental store, one of twenty-six depart-

ments, the dry goods and allied lines are given promin-
ence on the first floor and it was stated that this was
looked upon as the most important branch of the busi-

ness. The firm specializes in millinery and ladies' gar-

ments.

Furniture and housefurnishings* are on the second

floor, while in the basement the grocery department and
china and glassware are domiciled. The store handles

shoes extensively and a large space at the rear of the

first floor is devoted to these goods.

A special system of bookkeeping is utilized, the ob-

ject of which is to make it possible to ascertain at any
time the exact condition of the stock. The advantage of

this system is apparent.

A delivery system, covering the city thoroughly, as

well as the suburbs, is maintained by this store, which

employs 150 persons in the sales, office and manufactur-

ing branches.

The manager of the company informed The Review
that while formerly it had been the custom to do some
buying in the United States, that practice had been

largely abolished, the firm finding that equally satisfac-

tory results followed the purchases made in Canada.

A population growth of 5,000 in one year in Hamil-
ton has had the effect of increasing the business possi-

bilities of the city, and, speaking generally, the manager
of the G. W. Robinson Company was pleased with the

record for the past year and with the future prospects.

A PREMIUM ON PRODUCE.

The merchants of Cannington have united in an effort

to make it the market town for the district and with

this object in view recently addressed a letter through

the local paper, in which they offered to buy farm pro-

duce at their respective stores and pay higher prices

than those ruling on the market, where the buyers are

usually from Toronto. The merchants will pay either

cash or trade for the produce and in either case the
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prices are from two to five cents a pound higher for
butter than the market price. The Cannington mer-
chants are patriotic. In their letter they give evidence
of it when they say : "We believe we have the best town
of its size in Ontario. We believe our stores carry the
best selected stocks in this vicinity. We believe you will
agree with us in this respect. Now, such being the case,
do you not think it to your advantage to deal with us
especially so when we can offer a trade price which will
always be higher than the regular market price ? This is

a matter worthy of your consideration. Did you ever
stop to think what a cent or two on every pound of
butter or a dozen of eggs would amount to in a year ?

It might surprise you."
1

SELL AT COST TO WIDOWS.
The People's Store, in Hamilton, is located away

from the central business portion of the city, and on this

and sold at lower prices than perfectly mated goods of

the same quality would bring.

The store is open in the evenings, and opportunity

is afforded for shopping to those who are unable to

attend to their buying during the day.

INSTALLED NEW STORE FRONT.

E. T. Malone conducts men's furnishing and cloth-

ing stores in Strathroy, Ingersoll and Tillsonburg. That
in Strathroy is managed by his brother, A. I*. Malone,

and has recently, through an evolutionary process, been

practically made into a new store. New quarter-cut oak
fittings have been installed, and a new front, with colored

^lass top panels, has been put in, at a cost of $l,.
r
>00.

The new window affords excellent opportunities for

display, the door, which is in the centre, receding suf-

ficiently to make a good side-display possible.

Store of Smallman & Ingram, London, as it will appear when completed. Selling floor space will be

increased from 35,000 to 90,000 square feet by erection of practically new store.

fact, and the consequent decreased expense bill, it bases

its claim to he in a position to sell more cheaply. An
advertisement is carried in the Welland papers, and the

trade of the farmers is sought, special arguments which

are calculated to appeal to them being used. Here is one

sentence in one particular advertisement: "We are satis-

fied to work, and to live as farmers, having about the

same capital, are forced to live."

Another means of attracting trade is the offer to

sell "to charitable homes and to widows having small

children depending on them for support," at cost, and

the advertisement adds: "It affords us pleasure to do

so."

A trade in mismated boots and shoes is done. The

goods are bought all over the Dominion, and after they

have been received, are mated up as closely as possible

This is its advantage, outside of its attractiveness.

Mr. Malone handles men's furs, as well and does cus-

tom tailoring, selling ready-mades up to about $15 and

above this price custom goods are in demand.

The store in Strathroy has been open twelve years.

BURNS NATURAL GAS IN STORE.

James Crossley has occupied the same store premises

on James Street, Hamilton, for half a century, and this

store has for that period been identified as a dry goods

landmark. Mr. Crossley handles dry goods exclusivelv

and has an extensive carpet and linoleum department in

the basement.

The store is heated with natural gas, used in a fur-

nace which was built for coal, and changed to make it
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adaptable for natural gas, from the Welland wells. Mr.

Crossley was of the opinion that while it could be used

to advantage in a small store, its use would not be

practicable in very large stores. The cost was about the

same as coal, but of course it was much more easily

handled.

$

FINDS TRADE CONDITIONS GOOD.

James Shea, who conducts a large and—if indications

may be judged—successful exclusive dry goods store in

Hamilton, reports that business this year showed a con-

siderable increase over that of the preceding twelve

months. The usual departments which custom has made
familiar in dry goods establishments are well represent-

ed in James Shea's store. The methods employed are

along the usual lines, and like other large Hamilton
stores, considerable advertising space has been used

during the recent months.

ATTRACTIVE KINGSTON STORE.

Among the most enterprising and progressive of the

Limestone City's stores is that of Geo. Mills & Co. This

firm, illustrations of whose store are published in this

issue, handles furs and hats and caps, opportunities for

the display of which are afforded in the splendid prem-
ises. Entrance is effected through a wide, attractive

doorway at the end of a recess between two large win-

dows. As the exterior illustration shows, the floor above

is well lighted, the whole front of that storey being of

plate glass, giving practically a double row of show win-

dows, for the windows above are also used for display

purposes. It is one of the model stores of Kingston.

LONDON MILL-END SALE.

A "mill-end sale" provided the feature in the store

of Grey &> Parker, London, during the first half of No-
vember. In common with a number of dry goods mer-
chants in the province, this firm conducts these sales

periodically, and the desired result is obtained—trade in

staple goods is stimulated, and, prior to the opening of

the Christmas business sales are maintained at a satis-

factory standard. An extensive advertising campaign was
carried on in the daily papers, and special signs an-

nounced that the sale event was in progress.

The members of this firm are young and progressive,

and are, by their enterprise, securing a good share of

the trade of the city.

AN ORANGEVILLE STORE.

In this issue an illustration of the interior of the

Gillespie, Rogers Co.'s store, Orangeville, is given. Last
year, in order to provide a greater amount of space for

Ihe ladies' ready-to-wear goods, this firm discontinued

their men's clothing department and they report that the

business since has shown a substantial increase and
special attention is paid in this store to dress goods,

fancy dry goods and millinery, a high-class trade being
catered to.

The store premises are modern, up-to-date fixtures,

having been installed, and these include cash carriers,

silent salesmen and wardrobes. The store is popular
with the buying public of Orangeville and Dufferin

Counts.

IN BUSINESS TWENTY YEARS.

An exclusive dry goods business is done by Thomas
E. Mara, London. He has occupied the same store prem-

ises for twenty years, and is a native of the Forest City.

He reported that his experience this year was that there

was not the same freedom among buyers that there was
last year, and he attributed it to the lighter crops and
to the increased cost of living. His store, however, on

the occasion of the visit of The Review representative,

presented a busy appearance, and it was evident that a

good trade was being done.

A SMALL JUTE CROP.

Advices from India indicate that the jute crop this

year will De below the average yield, in spite of the

British Indian Government's estimate. In support of the

statement that the crop will be smaller is the fact that

the price of burlap is being fully maintained. The
world's consumption of jute is about 8,-100,000 hales per

year, while the Government estimates place the yiel I

this year at 10,000,000 bales.

-*-

HIGH-CLASS GOODS ESSENTIAL.

A merchant who has conducted with success a men's

clothing department in connection with his dry goods

store, attributes the success of his plan to the fact that

special attention is paid to procuring only the most cor-

rect styles of clothing, building up a reputation for han-

dling nothing but the most modern and best fitting,

and to the employment of a tailor" to make alterations.

He also advocates employing special clerks, whose du-

ties are exclusively in the men's clothing department. By
following these lines and by adopting a vigorous cam-
paign of advertising, this merchant claims to have made
a success of the men's clothing department.

REPAIRING WOOL FOR UNDERWEAR.

Here's a suggestion for the men's underwear depart-

ment. Do you know that there is no provision made for

repairing many of the different kinds of men's fine Win-

ter underwear ? A good suggestion has been made in

this connection ; when you buy fancy mixed or colored

underwear, order a few hanks of the same kind of yarn,

card it up and pass it out with the goods. The wife or

mother will appreciate the thoughtfulness represented by

this act.

ADJUSTABE SHIRT BAND.

A new shirt neckband has been invented and patented.

Its value lies in the fact that it is adjustable to quarter

sizes. On the left side of the band three vertical holes

are placed, while the opening on the right side is in the

nature of a slit, rather than a button hole. The presence

of the three makes a range of three quarter sizes possible,

and is adapted for the use of quarter-size collars. One
of the advantages, from the standpoint of the retailer,

claimed for this shirt, is that by reason of the fact that

the size can be adjusted a smaller stock—the patentee

claims, fifty per cent.—may be carried. This applies

especially to white goods.
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A Great Decoration Event
On Temporary Decorations for Marshall Field Store Re-opening $100,030 was Spenl— Greatest

Event of its Kind in History— Decorative Art of Different Ages— Details of the Scheme

An outlay of $100,000 for temporary decorations

seems an immense sum of money to be expended for pur-

poses, the direct benefit to be derived from which must
necessarily be limited. This is the amount, however,
which was spent on the interior decoration of the Mar-
shall Field store, Chicago, on the occasion of its re-

opening. It was the greatest event of its Kind in the

history of merchandising in the world, and not the least

interesting of its features were the magnificent interior

favorable impressions ; impressions which would result in

their continued visitation on occasions when they would
be there as purchasers, instead of spectators.

Educative Value.

To those who are interested in the work of ma' in^

their stores attractive through the use of decorations,

possibly more than to any others, this event would ap-

peal, because it was literally a feast of decorations.

Interior Deooratioos for'Marshall Field & Co.'s forratl opening showing the-" Feast of the Seasons " In the rotunda and
the perspective of the main aisle.

and window displays in the execution of which more
money was spent than for any similar event in history.

The Decorations' Importance.

There is little doubt that the success of the opening

of this, the greatest dry goods store in the world, was
contributed to very largely by the work of the decorating

and window-trimming staff, the members of which were

relied upon to make the store so-attractive that those visit-

ing it would carry away with them nothing but the most

With the object of giving readers of The Re\i w some
information concerning this event, which trey may be

able to make some use of in their own stocs, a scries

of illustrations of some of the striking features of t 1

decorations lias been secured.

It is true that in none of the Canadian stores co Id

the scheme outlined here be carried out in its entirety,

but the illustrations present ideas which my. with

modifications, doubtless, be adopted by many Review
readers.
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A Beautiful Spectacle.

To describe the decorative scheme, or the beauty of

the magnificent store, during this event, to one who had

not seen it, would be impossible ; words would fail one.

The illustrations presented on these pages, however, in-

dicate the scale upon which the decorations were carried

out, and give one a good idea of the scheme as a whole.

Unfortunately, however, the colors, which, as may be

imagined, were very beautiful, could not be reproduced

in the photographs.

The "Feast of Seasons."

The centre of attraction in the interior decorations

was the "Feast of Seasons," shown in the foreground in

the first of the large illustrations. This shows the

decorative scheme, as it was utilized on the south and

north walls of the two rotundas, four of the decorations

as shown being used, and these were supplemented by a

series of arches extending to the second floor. This series

of arches covered every column along the entire main

aisle, which is 385 feet long. The perspective of the main

aisle, with the arches show distinctly in the large illus-

tration. Between these arches was a canopy of lattice

work, covered with delicately-tinted acanthus leaves, and

each square of the lattice work was filled with an in-

candescent light, set in the centre of a gold sculptored

flower, about eighteen inches in diameter/

Tribute to Commerce.

"In the ."Feast of the Seasons" group, forming the

centre of the decorative scheme. Mercury, exemplifying

the god of Commerce, surrounded by a group of figures,

representing the four seasons, is seen in the central

theme. "The Season's Tribute to Commerce," the tri-

butes being represented by fruits, flowers and foliage.

The group of figures was printed in colors on canvas,

backed with a wooden frame, ami stands out prominentlj

in centre of the illustration. It extended from the sec-

ond floor, to, the pedestal, level with the top of the rail-

ing on the third floor. On each side of the group, altars

w'th decorations of rams' heads and festoons were placed.

These altars are, of course, symbolic of devotion an 1

sacrifice, and their appropriateness in this connection is

apparent.

The Roman Eagle.

Streamers of acanthus leaves, plainly shown in the

illustration, extend from the altars to a large wreath

of the same leaves which surrounds an immense eagle,

the emblem of the Roman standard, and the majestic

bird, which in all ages has been the symbol of strength

and keen vision. These garlands were draped from the

fourth floor, upon which the eagle was perched.

Twelve life-sized cupids, representing the twelve

months, were arranged all around the group at the base.

They held suspended festoons appropriate, to the differ-

ent months of the year. Six of the cupids stood on the

base, in front of the group, upon which was inscribed the

word, "Festa," or K

feast, and an entablature, upon which
the whole group rested, was supported by pillars, which
were decorated with another ancient symbol, the lion's

head, and represented the idea of guardianship or watch-

men. The pillars were connected by heavy festoons of

flowers, and large pendants of flowers were suspended
from the lions' mouths.

The Light of Commerce.

The light which has followed in the wake of com-
merce, was represented by antique lamps, which were
placed on either side of the passageway.

As may be~seen in the illustration, the pillars, fes-

toons, and lights formed the series of arches which ex-

tend the entire length of the aisle, and which proved to

be one of the most beautiful and consequently, most ad-

mired features of the decorative scheme. All the regular

store columns that were connected in any way with the

interior decorations were sprayed with air brushes in

the softest of pastel shades, to harmonize with the rest

of the display. All the foliage and sculptural work was
also sprayed with air brushes, the colors being light

tints of blue, green, pink and yellow.

The Seasons.

Four groups of three figures, representing the four

seasons, were placed, two on either side of the main
;usle. Each group supported a large vase bearing a great

load of flowers, the offerings of the season. These groups
are clearly seen in the illustration.

This scheme of interior decoration is claimed, and
facts seem to justify the claim, to be the most elaborate

artistic conception ever made use of for temporary pur-

poses.

The Window Displays.

The accompanying illustrations give an excellent idea

of the character and detail of the displays made use of

in the windows, those on State street being arranged to

represent the different periods of decorative art. They
were, as may be seen, of unusual education, as well as

artistic merit. In the windows on Wabash avenue and

Washington and Randolph streets were displays which
were designed to represent the new art, (art nouveau).
The descriptions of the windows are given below the i

1 -

lustrations.

The subtle relationship which exists between happi-

ness and color, is perhaps not always appreciated.

Gauten, referring to it, says, "Happiness is pink and

white. It can scarcely lie represented otherwise; delicate

colors suit it as a matter of course. On its palette it

has only water green, sky blue, and- straw /yellow. Flow-
ers, light and beautiful forms; with these there is perfect

happiness." The designers of the Marshall Field win-

dows had evidently been imbued with the truth of

Gauten's contention, for never were colors more beauti-

fully harmonized than in these windows, which appealed

in a happy way to the human eye, and through it to the

imagination. The colors were so exquisitely blended that

to one with any artistic sense, the effect was completely

satisfying. He was happy in the possession of a genu-

ine joy.

The Review feels satisfied that its readers, the pro-

gressive drygoodsmen of Canada, will be able to gain

some valuable ideas in decoration schemes from the pub-

lication ,of the photographs accompanying this article.

PETERBORO STORE ENLARGING.

The J. C. Turnbull Co., Peterboro, on December 12

moved into a new section of the store, secured as an en-

largement. This new section, which opens on Simcoe

street, will give three entrances. To signalize its open-

ing an eleven days' Christmas Bazaar Sale was held. A

programme of special sale events for two hours, from

10 to 12 o'clock, for each day of the sale was an-

nounced at the opening, china goods being featured.

FIRE IN TORONTO STORE.

A fire in the store premises of A. K. Jeffries & Co.,

furriers, 144 Yonge street, Toronto, on the morning of

December 12, did $55,000 damage to the stock, which

consisted of made-up furs, stored on the second floor.

There is $51,000 insurance on the Jeffries Co.'s stock.

W. & D. Dineen, furriers, were also losers to the ex-

tent of $5,000, which will be covered by insurance.
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Display of Waists for Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

This was a very beautiful example of L'Art Nouveau as used in window decoration. The lower h ilf of the background was covered A'ith a massive

stone balustrade effect in pure white, the upper half in pure white erape foliage. The two straight vases were filled with stripped branches, painted

ir.'gold. A beautiful embroided gold design was worked in the felt that covered these vases. , ,

L'Art Nouveau. Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

This window shows the modern trend of the New Art, and is a good example of modern window-trimming art. All the framework is covered with

white felt and the grape leaves and the grapes are all in pure white. The six globes on top of the posts are wire frames, covered with white

grape leaves.
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Current Trade Discounts
Some Common Mistakes of Business Men — The Satisfactory Re-
sults of a Commercial Stringency — A Talk on Bank Business.

By Howard R. Wellington.

During the past eight or ten months we have been
passing through a commercial crisis and we hear a great

deal about "tight money." In fact, this phrase seems to

be "in the air," for whenever a draft is returned or an
account unpaid, a ready excuse is given that owing to the

tightness of the money market, it is impossible to pay
the account. Disturbances of the course of trade arise

largely from the necessity of re-adjusting its condition to

the common standard and measure of value, which is

money. The conditions of trade which require to be ad-

justed to money are the prices of commodities, contracts

and other obligations. Inability to meet these obliga-

tions constitutes bankruptcy, and a large number of bank-
ruptcies occurring simultaneously constitutes a commer-
cial crisis. If all persons were in the habit of paying im-

mediately for everything received, there would be no

debts, and, further, no failures nor panics. Those nations

where the credit system is most in use, and where, conse-

quently the spirit of commercial adventure and specula-

tion is rife, are more exposed to the recurrence of periods

of depression. Money panics are usually preceded by

Trade Discounts.

We very often see goods advertised at 25 per cent, and
30 per cent, off, and it is surprising to note the number
of me; chants who feel absolutely certain that they are
getting cost out of their goods, when, after advancing say
25 per cent, on the cost, they make a sale and allow 25
per cent, discount from the selling price, whereas they
are actually losing about 6y2 per cent, on the transaction.

It should be remembered that 33 1-3 per cent, on cost is

25 per cent, off selling price, and that 50 per cent, on cost

is 33 1 3 per cent, off selling price.

It would be a good plan to study out these percentages,
and, when it is necessary, to reduce prices on certain

lines, a percentage could be arrived at which would bring
the selling prices slightly in advance of cost, rather than
below it.

Cheque Stub-Bank Column.

Very few up-to-date concerns to-day are using the

cheque stub as a means of recording the cheques issued,
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l>\i di t' active trade, high wages, multiplication of new
i (1 stnes, and general prosperity of the country. Periods

t* exciting and unusual prosperity are some times fol-

lowed by a crisis in the commercial world, which results

in increased rates of interest, closing of factories, failures

and enforced idleness of immense numbers of people.

There is only one remedy and that is to keep out of

debt arnl avoid all temptation to gain wealth without the

eq iva'ent in labor. It is, however, out of the question

t talk f abolishing the credit system, as the interests

n no ire thai it should continue in spite of the evil

se There is indoubtedly i natural desire

gain wi hi t giving legitimate labor in return.

'ii' i« i d bl. however, that a commercial crisis oc-

c si n.i'Iy is a good thing, in that it checks to a great ex-

lent t lie abnormal speculations and exciting prosperity

of a country, showing the commercial and financial lead-

ers the how of the tide, and enabling them to hold back

those who have a wild desire to "get rich quick." •

and also the balance on hand at the bank. At first thought

it ma}- soem a dangerous practice to write a cheque with-

out writing the stub to correspond, but with the use of a

voucher number this may safely be eliminated. Almost

every concern doing business with banking institutions

uses a bank column in the cash book from which postings

are made to the ledger. Of course, if a business is too

small to warrant this, the bank balance may be carried

along in the old way from stub to stub and postings made

1'r m the stub.

The : ec; n pruning form serves to illustrate the bank

r 1 mn and v< ueher number. It should be understood

of soii.se, that any number of additional columns may be

i'sed f >r the distribution of expenses, etc.

Whe.-i a cheque is issued, before being signed, the

voucher number, which runs consecutively in the cash

book, is inserted on the cheque and the entry is made in

the cash book to be posted later to the proper account.
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Window No. 1—Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Clasic Greek (500 B.C. 10 168 B.C.) An impression of Greek art, showing Ihe exedra seat, back of which is a canopy draped inlGreek style,

ornamented with the honeysuckle and fret border. The scene represents an ampitheatre, with a background of foliage, giving an impression of a Greek
festival. The maidens, after the feast, have left a broken festoon of roses, a palm-branch, a vase, and a piece of drapery thrown over the seat. The
color scheme was gold and white. The grove effect was produced by white felt, cut out to represent trees and fastened on green tarlatan. All the

leaves were outlined with gold cord.

Window No. 2—Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Pompeiian. (100 B.C. to 79 A.D.) Greek art, with Roman influence. Done in the sketchy manner of the artists of that school, the panels of

Etruscan figures being made to produce the effect of cameos by the coloring of deep cream, shading into a shrimp pink, with a suggestion of the

Pompeiian red. The roses in the baskets on top of the slender pedestals were made from varied shades of metallic papers.
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Methods of Paying Salespeople

Merchants want Advice on Proposal to Pay Commission on Sales — Some Reasons

Why this is Considered Undesirable—Danger of Engendering Discord—A Method Outlined.

The percentage of total sales which the wages of

salespeople should represent and the best method of pay-

ing the help—by straight salary, salary and commission,

straight commission, or salary and bonus based on pro-

fits—are problems which doubtless at one time or an-

other have engaged the attention of dry goods store pro-

prietors and managers.

That this is a
/
fact is evidenced by the letter publish-

ed below, received recently by The Review. Sufficient

importance attaches itself to this problem to warrant

special attention and consideration being given to it. The

letter is as follows :

Dry Goods Review,

Toronto, Ont.,

Dear Sirs,—We should very much appreciate

your valued opinion on the following :

We have been considering the advisability of

paying our clerks a commission on their sales,

rather than a fixed salary, as at present. Our

salaries now run about five per cent, on sales,

but the way they are paid gives certain clerks a

salary much in advance of five per cent., while

that of others falls below it. With some of them,

as in all stores, we have to urge them ton to see

that customers are waited on promptly. A com-

mission basis would avoid that, as well as time

lost by sickness, etc.

We can see some difficulties in adopting this

system, but are inclined to think that there is a

large net advantage in favor of it. Our clerks

have certain departments to attend to, as far as

the stock is concerned, but can and do, serve cus-

tomers in all parts of the store.

Might it cause an unpleasant riValry among
them, and disputes, as to whom the sale should

be credited ? We think that while this might be

the case they would be satisfied to leave any

question of priority of sale to one of the mem-
bers of the firm.

Further, would it tend to cause frequent re-

ductions in the marked price of goods, in order

to effect sales; and thus increase commissions ?

Some clerks have to spend a certain time pricing

goods. This might cause dissatisfaction, but we
think this could be adjusted.

We have indicated certain things that would

have to be considered, to aid you in giving an

opinion. The large advantage in favor of this

system is that it would likely increase sales, and

provide an equitable way of paying them, accord-

ing to their ability to sell.

We may say that we would keep three or more
of our best clerks on a guaranteed salary, as

skill and knowledge are required in handling cer-

tain classes of goods.

We wait with interest your valued opinion on

this question.

Yours truly,

A store's success depends very largely upon the sell-

ing staff. This is the portion of its organization which

comes into direct contact with the buying public. Upon
the salespeople, and upon their personality, the impres-

sion made by the store, on the minds of customers, in no
small measure rests. If the employes are not careful,

courteous, painstaking, energetic, faithful and efficient, in

spite of the greatest store efficiency in other ways; in

spite of a well-arranged store, good buying, fair profits,

etc., it will be a most difficult matter to hold trade. If

the help is not what it should be, instead of a growing

and steady clientele of satisfied customers, instead of the

building up of a solid family connection, the store will

get only a transient and intermittent trade.

Cheap help—unambitious and incompetent—is always

a menace to progress. Not only does it fail to make the

most of selling opportunities, but it does its work so

carelessly and indifferently that customers are annoyed

and disgusted. Not only does this class of help lose

direct sales, but it drives regular customers away. Such
help needs constant watching, since the moment the eye

of the superior is removed there is trouble.

The chief reason why so many merchants believe this

kind of help does fairly well is because only a fraction of

the annoyances customers are subjected to by them ever

reaches their ears. In nine cases out of ten the weary-

some, and unnecessary waits, the annoying and careless

mistakes, the insolent assuring of customers, that goods

are not in stock, which they know are on the shelves, do

not, as a rule, come under the notice of the manage-

ment. Few customers care to complain because they do

not like to think they may be the cause of the salesman

or woman losing his or her position.. The most natural

course for them to pursue is to give
v
their patronage to

another store in which better service is given. Com-
plaining only results in further annoyance ; and when one

comes to think of it, why should customers be expected

to complain ? to put themselves about to correct the

faults of the management ? It is the duty of the man
who is running the business to find out and to eliminate

these undesirable features.

When a customer buys goods, good store service is

supposedly included in the price. Therefore, the presence

of careful and civil help is part of the bargain. The cus-

tomer who has been offended in a store, while she will

not complain to the management, is not so reticient

among her friends and acquaintances, and the community

will soon be wise to the fact that there is a screw loose

in the manner in which such a store handles its help.

Though perfectly trained, intelligent, efficient help is

the desideratum, most frequently something less effective

has to satisfy. Even when good help is possible, if it is

properly stimulated, and handled, it can be keyed to

greater efficiency. Where less skilled and untrained help

has to be employed, skilful handling counts for a great

deal. A word in season, and a little judicious guidance

and training, will work wonders—provided the help chosen

is intelligent amd willing.

The great point, is to arouse the interest of the store

staff ; to make them enthusiastic about the business ; to

make them take a pride and a pleasure in doing their

work to the best of their ability ; to make them ambi-

tious to achieve, and be willing to take responsibility

upon their shoulders. This can be done in many ways;

for instance, a clever manager will ask for suggestions

from his staff. He will ask for their opinions when buy-

ing goods, will even go so far as to buy goods on the

recommendation of the salespeople. This gives them

a personal interest in the goods, and makes
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Window No. 3—Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Roman. (100 B.C. to 200 A.D.) Greek form, modified by Roman temperament, characterized by elaboration and bigness, the expression of Roman
Imperial power, pomp and ostentation. This was an essentially architectural period. The eagle was gold, while the wreath and surrounding foliage

were made from gold metallic paper. The rose festoons and pendants were made of the daintiest shades of green and yellow and shell pink paper.

The frieze was of shell pink, with figures embroidered in tan and gold.

Window No. 5— Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Late Italian Renaissance. (1540 to 1643.) A reaction from the Gothic, and a radical return to the classic. In this period all classic Greek and

Ro iih forms were merged with the utmost freedom, and ware elaborated and used in connection with designs of leaves, flowers, birds and cherubs,

and the human form. The designs were embroidered on satin that framed the mirrors, while the rest of the design was in architectural treatment.
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them feel responsible for their quick sale. It

also teaches the help to take an interest in the

stock and enables them to talk about it intelli-

gently to customers. The salespeople, when treated in

this manner, become alive to the fact that they are not

just kept in a store to measure over and to check goods.

Paying something over and above a fixed and stated

salary based on results is the modern way of giving sal-

ary increases, and there can be no doubt as to its merit,

and its fairness. By this plan merchants do not have

ta go by rule of thumb in granting increases ; the result

paid for must be real and tangible ; it is a positive and

get-at-able amount of extra service that is being paid

for.

This brings us to a consideration of the letter of our

correspondent. This firm have, The Review knows, been

for some time steadily improving their store system.

Now, no doubt, like many other merchants, they would

like more satisfactory results from their selling staff,

The Review may say this problem is by no means con-

fined to the class of merchant represented by the writer

of the letter, but is just as acute, if not more so, in the

large city stores. For some reason the complaint is

made that really good help is scarce—there is help in

plenty—but not of the best grade. Possibly the standard

is higher now, and possibly lack of unity and co-opera-

tion—team work in a large sense—has much/ to do with

this condition. Employes in some cases do not get the

systematic training they used to receive. The gap also

is now a wider one between the head of the firm and his

subordinates.

Loyalty to Employers.

To heads of firms, who, like the writer of the above

letter, wish to furnish an incentive to their employes to

do better and more profitable work; we would say, not

only members of the firm, but also heads of departments

should cultivate, in all sincerity, loyalty to the em-

ployer and the store, and let them strive by all means in

their power to interest the selling staff in the goods they

handle ; to watch carefully the younger and less trained

hands, and to quietly and kindly point out faults, and

the way to remedy them. If, to these methods the mer-

chant adds the spur of self-interest the result should bo

satisfactory.

In preparing the answer to this letter The Review
has sought the opinions and ideas of many different au-

thorities—heads of business houses, who have a large

staff of employes on their pay roll ; department heads,

who are accustomed to the handling of many kinds of

help, and also salespeople, who have had years of ex-

perience behind the counter. It was the opinion of The
Review at the first reading of the letter, that the plan

of placing the selling staff upon a straight commission

basis was not a good one, an opinion, it may be said,

that the authorities consulted unanimously agreed with.

There is no doubt that it could be done, in fact, it has

been tried, but has been invariably discontinued !»y the

firms who have made use of it. Should the plan be

adopted, The Review feels certain that the results ob-

tained will not be what are desired. Not only wo^'ld

such a policy of paying engender discord and disputes

that the firm would find difficult to satisfactorily de-

cide, but it would tend to promote friction, ili-feeling,

jealousy and distrust, instead of united effort. More-

over, three or four expert salespeople would, The Review
believes, capture the lion's share of the commission of-

fered, leaving only a meager amount for the rest of the

staff. This would have an undesirable effect upon the-

sales force, and would tend to reduce its standard of

efficiency.

It would be easy for the head clerks to engage two

or more customers at once, and price-cutting and other
evils would be sure to result.

Not the least grave of the evils resulting would be

the fact that in the wish to serve customers, department
stock-keeping, so necessary to successful selling, would be

neglected, and the stock would soon be allowed to de-

teriorate. This could not be unexpected, as the sales-

force, if paid a percentage on their sales, would natural-

ly feel that if was hardly one of their duties to keep

the stock in shape
; or, in other words, that all duties,

save selling, were extra and unpaid for. Consequently, as

unprofitable work it would be as much neglected as pos-

sible.

Salaries and Commission.

Many firms find good results from the practice of the

paying a salary and commission ; that is, a fixed salary

is paid, and after takings have reached a certain amount,
a percentage is given on all takings, made by the clerk,

over and above the fixed sum. Obviously, this percentage

varies with the different departments. Thus, in depart-

ments where checks are large, as in millinery, dress

goods, etc., percentage is lower than in departments
where 5c, 10c and 25c checks are the rule.

A, very ingenuous method of stimulating sales in the

departments where checks are mostly for these small

amounts is in use in one of Toronto's departmental
stores. The selling force, which consists chiefly of young
girls, have to fill two check books each day. After the

two first books are used, 5c is paid them for each check

they make in a day, no matter what the amount of the

sale is.

The most modern, most progressive idea, and the

one most favored at present, is to pay a bonus or per-

centage upon the amount of profit earned, instead of an

individual percentage on sales. This makes the percent-

age depend not simply upon the amount of sales, but also

upon the profits earned. In working out it makes for

unity, instead of division, and encourages each salesman

to work for the good of the department. The selling

staff, to earn a large bonus, must strive to sell to the

best advantage and must make strong efforts in every

way to keep up the efficiency of the department. The

usual way is to pay the bonus on the profits of each de-

partment. Often, also the amount paid is graded ; thus

the head of the department will receive, say 3 per cent;

his assistant 2 per cent, and the rest 1 per cent.

It is the usual custom to furnish the head of each

department each week with the takings of the corres-

ponding week of the year previous, so that each depart-

ment knows just how it stands, and whether it is mak-
ing progress or retrograding. In each and every case a

fixed salary is paid in addition to any bonus or per-

centage.

Should our correspondent favor this system he could

take his present rate of 5 per cent, on sales as a basis,

and this, The Review was informed more than once in its

quest for information on this subject, was as low as he

could expect to pay and maintain an efficient staff.

Discussion Desired.

This is a matter of vital interest, not only to every

merchant, but also to every salesman or saleswoman. The

adoption of some such system as that outlined, means, or

should mean, that as nearly as possible each merchant

pays for results, and that the selling staff will have lit-

tle room for complaint that they are not paid in pro-

portion to the work they do. The Review would be glad

to receive criticisms, not only from merchants, but from

heads of departments and also members of the selling

staff upon the methods and ideas outlined, as a full dis-

cussion would be helpful to all concerned.
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Window No. 4— Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Gothic. (1 100 A. D. to 1500A.D.) Characterized by designs taken from leaf forms, the first use of colored glass, and the extensive use of gilded
and decorated woodwork. The aim here has been to represent the style of the best residences of the period. Two windows were trimmtd with this

same background, "and were the corner windows on State. and Randolph Streets.

Window No. 6—Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Louis XIV. (1643 to 1715.) This period is essentially French, a breaking away from Italian models. The window represents the golden period of

Louis XIV., and suggests the gallantry of this court. A tapestry shows Louis XIV. and Louise de la Vallieres and the Queen of France meeting in

the Gardens of Versailles. White satin walls decorated in gold. The curtains were of buff silk velour, gold embroidered.
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Tke Art of Selling
A New Science Founded on Practical Principles—Some Problems for the Ambitious

Salesman—Knowledge of Detail Essential—Cheap Goods Versus Good Goods Cheap.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by W. B. Mowatt, Buyer for the John Murphy Co., Montreal.

Salesmanship as a sci-

ence is one of the most

neglected of all the theoreti-

cal and scientific business

problems which have of

late years attracted the

attention of our commer-
cial schools and colleges.

Barter and exchange still

have their place amongst us

nd out of this old world

ype has arisen a new sci-

ence called the "Art of

Selling," founded on prac-

tical, creative business prin-

ciples, by keen-sighted, hard-

headed men of the world, whose knowledge of human

nature and the diplomacy of the world of ^vords would

rival many a cabinet statesman. Trade, art, music,

literature, all four hold high places in this busy world

of ours, but like every other marketable ware, they must

enter the field of dollars and cents .before their true

commercial value is discerned. Demonstrative salesman-

ship can create as well as destroy. Selling to make a

sale is a short-sighted policy, when placed alongside its

colleague, selling to build a business. A few humble ex-

amples of practical forms of salesmanship as they have

appealed to the writer during a busy eighteen years

spent in learning the art, may be of interest to the

budding dress goods salesman. No rule in salesmanship

has a recognized method, but every method has a rule,

and that is to make sales. Therefore any suggestions of

mine are simply methods that I have found useful during

my business career, and although they would not appeal

successfully to every customer, yet I hope and trust they

contain ideas which may help to formulate points in

selling goods that are sometimes overlooked, but which

tell in the stiff fight for success.

Useful "Knows" for the Salesman.

There is the wisdom of the Greek solon, "Man, know

thyself." That problem may well be applied to the

budding salesman in this manner : Know thy stock,

know how to handle it, know the various purposes and

occasions for which your ^oods are suited; know how to

blend colors, know how the latest gown is being made,

know the quantity of the cloth necessary for its comple-

tion; know what trimmings are used on it and above all

learn to know at a glance the customer you are trying

to sell to. When you have mastered all these details,

do not imagine you know everything. The master minds

of the world are learning new things every day of their

lives. Be eager to learn, obliging in your manner, defi-

nite in your opinions, confident in your goods and al-

ways ready to confess to a mistake.

Selling to Build a Business.

The dress goods salesman should be a man of cul-

ture and good taste ; he should make a study

of what a prospective customer should wear.

Rather than simply selling her just what she asks for,

learn how to dress your customers, show them what

they should wear, by demonstrating to them what they

ought not to wear. If a lady asks for red broadcloth

to make a suit, who should wear blue, explain to her in

a frank manner that red is not becoming to her. In nine

cases out of ten she will thank you for your kindness,

more especially when you show her how smart she looks

in blue and how unbecoming red is. Such is creative

salesmanship. You not only have made the desired sale,

but in all probability have secured a regular customer
for yourself. There lies the difference between "selling

to make a sale and selling to build a business."

Cheap Goods or Good Goods Cheap.

"Madane," said a very alert and obliging young
clerk, "we are selling these tweeds to-day at 39c. They
are very cheap." She replies, "I never buy cheap goods,

they are most unsatisfactory." The floorwalker over-

hears the remark and answers, "madame you are quite

right, cheap goods always retain their cheapness in ap-

pearance, to say nothing of the wear that you can ex-

pect from them; but, perhaps you would be kind enough

to look at a clearing lot here, they are not this sea-

son's goods, and the colors are not just the most de-

sirable tones, but if you wish something for a knock-

about morning skirt, or school dresses for the children,

this is a most opportune time to buy, regular 50c. goods

for 39c. per yard." The lady in question is immediately

interested and answers, "yes, these goods are all right. I

do not object to buying goods marked down when I see

a reason for a reduction, but I do object to buying cheap

goods called cheap, simply because they are low priced;

please cut me eight yards."

Salesman, do not lower the tone of your goods and

your store by calling them cheap. A dissatisfied cus-

tomer will do that soon enough for you. If you are sell-

ing goods at a reduced price, know the reason why they

are being sold at a reduction and impress your know-

ledge upon your customer. Talk quality and usefulness

rather than cheapness. No lady likes to be known as the

cheap customer, always looking for cheap goods.

Knowledge of Detail in Making Sales.

Now, take the case of the fashionable shopper, who
is out to buy the material for her new evening gown.

Of course, madame wishes to see what all the fashion-

able stores are showing before she makes up her mind
what she is going to select. After a full week spent in

daily rounds of the most fashionable centres, madame
finds herself with three samples from three different

stores and any of them will suit her. Before making the

purchase, however, she decides to have another look at

the goods in the piece. She visits store number one and

looks at the goods, but does not make any purchase; she

is not sure how the goods will look at night and as no

suggestion is made to show them by artificial light, she

excuses herself, and makes for store number two. Here, a

very amiable clerk waits on her very politely. The lady

in question has the satisfaction of seeing the goods by

electric light. She thinks the shade is charming, and is

almost decided to go no farther, when she wonders how
she is to have it made up. She appeals to the clerk and

he has to confess that he never studies the fashion books,

in which case she decides to see her dressmaker before

making the purchase. Ho-wever, on the way to the

dressmaker, she drops into store number three. There

she is waited on in a smart and businesslike manner.
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Window No. 7— Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Louis XV. (1 7 1 5 to 1 774.) The Rococo period. Both interior and exlerior lines characteristic of the time are represented. Two tapestries in light

tones show Louis XV. and Madame de la Pompadour in the gardens. The large central screen is done in the extreme ornate style of the period, and
is surmounted by clusters of candelabra frames, and has a tapestry of shepherds and shepherdesses in the Watteau style of painting. The color is

the peculiar rose tints of (hat style, running into the Gobelin coloring. This was the corner window on State and Washington Streets, in reality

making two windows, one on each street. In the very corner was a representation of a fountain, made entirely of glass and strewn with artificial flowers.

Window No. 8.— Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Louis XVI. (1 774 to 1793.) A reaction from the frivolity of the Louis XV. period, and a return toward the classic styles and the delicate use of

flowers and garlands. The tapestries are of the tima of Marie Antoinette, after the Beauvais and Gobelins. The panels were of light buff-colored

moire. The rose? were of green metallic-foil paper. The curtains were of satin, embroidered with gold and finished with a gold fringe.
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"Madame," says the clerk of experience, "may I de-

monstrate the individuality of this fabric, as it would

appear in a very smart gown, which I saw in one of our

latest journals. The material was an embroidered poplin

de soie, just like this in a very pale shade of biscuit. It

was made up in a very simple, but gracefully draped

gown embroidered with lace. The tunic skirt is made
quite full, while the bodice is draped over each shoulder,

crossed at the back, and then brought again to the front,

where it forms an apron effect. Further, the exclusive-

ness of such a gown is a perfect certainty. May I re-

commend to you our Parisian modiste, whose gowns are

the talk of the most fashionable circles this season ?"

"Thank you," replies madame, "you have lifted such a

load from my mind. Your idea is charming, please get

your modiste to carry it out and I will be delighted."

Clinching Introductory Sales.

"Reg pardon, madame, but can I direct you to any

special department, inquires the obliging floorwalker.

"No thank you," answers madame, "I am simply looking

around to-day." "Quite right, madame, to the left is

our dress goods department, where we are showing some
very smart novelties in new suitings. We shall be de-

lighted to show them to you, if you wiH grant us that

pleasure." "I have no intention of buying dresses to-day

but I like to see new goods." "Madame, our range of

novelty suitings is the most exclusive we have ever car-

ried; no two suit lengths alike, with character and dis-

tinction in every one of them. You may rest assured

that these suit lengths cannot be duplicated in the city.

Just let me show you how gracefully the material hangs

in a pleated skirt. For a three-quarter coat also you

have a weight that lends itself to perfect tailoring.

"Beautiful, very smart, indeed," says madame, "but I

did not come out to buy." "A small deposit will secure

it for you, or shall we send it C.O.D.?" "No thank you,

I will leave it for the present, I have not quite decided

as yet what my intentions are in regard to my next suit.

I must see my tailor first." "Madame, the suggestions

of a first-class tailor are at your service, in the person

of myself. Although I do not make suits, I believe I am
quite capable of explaining to you how a suit should be

made, if the explanation will be of any help to you in

making a decision." The point is driven home. Madame
wanted demonstrative ability to sell her a suit. She
found it and is perfectly satisfied with her purchase.

These illustrations are practical examples of selling,

but as I have said, selling has no set form, and the suc-

cessful salesman must in every case gauge his method to

suit his customer.

$

Far West Cities Favorable

when the protest against the new rates was forwarded
to Ottawa, the prices effect which its operation would
have on the trade of that city had not been fully de-

termined.

Vancouver and Victoria Protest Against Delay in Bring-

ing New Freight Tariff Into Effect—Opinions
From Other Towns.

The Boards of Trade of Vancouver and Victoria, B.

C, are as anxious that the new freight tariff, announced
a short time ago by the C.P.R., should go into effect, as

that of Winnipeg is that it shall not, and the business

men of the far west have taken action, making strong
representations to the commission against any further

delay in putting the new rates into effect.

From information gained from various sources in the

west, it appears that Winnipeg and Regina are the only

places in which objection is taken to the proposed new
freight rates, Portage la Prairie, Moose Jaw and Ed-
monton Boards of Trade having expressed favorable
opinions on it. In the case of Regina it appears that

Department Prize Competition

Method Adopted by Hamilton Store to Increase Sales
During December—Some Suggestions Made

to the Sales Force.

During the month of December Stanley Mills & Co.,

Hamilton, conducted a competition between the differ-

ent departments, offering prizes to the four which re-

corded the greatest increases in salts during the month,
over those of the corresponding month in 1906. To the

department making the greatest percentage of gain $2&
is given

; $10 to the department making tie second bes\

percentage of gain
; $5 to the third best, and a prize ot

$2 for the department outside of the first, second and
third prize-winners, which makes any gain whatever in

its sales.

The prize money will he divided as follows : Head
of the department to receive one-half and the remainder

to be divided equally among the salespeople of the de-

partment.

In this connection some suggestions as to means by
which the sales may be increased were made by the

firm and distributed to the members of the staff in the

form of circulars. Clerks were advised to introduce

goods to shoppers, to make the most of the morning
hours, to thoroughly acquaint themselves with the stock

and to see that there is an abundance of all goods on

hand from the reserve stock.

Commission and Express Rates

The General Rates Charged by Companies Operating in

Canada Formed Subject of Investigation by
Railway Commission.

The question of express rates was investigated by

the Railway Commission in sessions held in Montreal

last month. The general rates formed the basis of the

inquiry at these sessions and, following the New Year,

the more important question of special rates will be

dealt with. The managers of the Canadian and Domin-

ion Express Companies were questioned on matters af-

fecting their general rates. Referring to the charge to

the shipper, the president of the Dominion Express Com-
pany stated that the charge on packages of weight over

100 pounds was on a mileage basis, while for smaller

parcels the rate was governed by a graduated table,

which was compiled according to the mileage rate for

! 00-pound parcels. The rate was proportionately higher

for smaller packages, as the cost of handling them was
proportionately greater.

BEAVER ARE PLENTIFUL.

Reports from British Columbia are to the effect that

beaver in that province will be especially plentiful dur-

ing the coming trapping season. The Elk river has. al-

ways been a favorite spot for the beaver, but this year

the influx has been so marked that even the most ex-

perienced trapper cannot tell whence they came.

There are now a large number of trappers on the

river engaged in catching them as fast as possible. Most
of the skins are shipped to San Francisi o, while some
go to Montreal and Toronto.
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Store Policy and Advertising

Co-operation of Sales Force and Advertising Manager
Necessary to the Highest Success of Business-

Some Practical Suggestions.

It may seem superfluous to say thai (here should be a

co-operation on the part of the sales staff of a Btore with

the publicity department. Unfortunately, however, in all

stores proper attention is not always paid to this particu-

lar phase of store management. Recently, Charles A.

Coutant, genera] manager of Qreenhul & Co., New York,

delivered an illuminating address on this question bi

the retail merchants of Cleveland. In pari lie said:

''I'he salesmen and saleswomen are your personal re

presentatives to thousands of people you never see. It is

a necessary, though difficult task, to bring them up to the

plane on which your business stands, if you have a high

ideal for it. You must infuse enough of your spiril and

energy into the heads of your departments that they may,

any man who believes thai the theory I have advanced as

to the necessity of having his salesmen reflect the eatab

lishinenl i:. to,, ideal for practice, let me. say that I know
of one store, not many miles from here, where that ideal

has been so forced on the attention of every employe that

the theory there is actually working out to practical pel

feet ion every day."
The Suggestions made by Mr. Coutant are practical,

and merchants who have not given the matter with which

he treats the < sideralion that its importance deserves

will doubtless lind food for thought in this extract from

his address.

*>

NEW COTTON MILLS.

'I'he new mills of the .Mount Royal Spinning Company,
Cote St. Paul, a suburb of Montreal, will probably be

ready for operation about the opening of navigation next

year. On a site of 14 acres, fronting on the l.achine

('anal, buildings already erected will contain about 50,000

Window No. 9— Formal Opening, Marshall Field & Co.

Empire. (1804 10 1814 ) Characterized by a return of treat men t'toward the Roman school, and the Pompeii an and Greek, In an effort to get away
from the rid royal feeling of the French monarchy, and an adaption'of the different motives characteristic of the era of the Napoleonic wars and
influence. Color scheme was gold.'and white. Th» artificial leaves were in gold-foil paper.

in turn, pass it on to their subordinates. It is imperative

that we constantly recognize that our representatives hold

our success in the hollow of their hands. Moreover, when
you advertise a special sale of this or that article of mer-

chandise, are the men ami women in that department

thoroughly acquainted with the goods to be sold, acquaint-

ed with your statement in the papers to the public about

those goods, and all matters relating to them.' When a

customer comes into your store, remember that she or he

may have done so at a considerable cosl of lime because

she or he believes in you, and therefore it is a ureal shoes

to the cust it 10 find that the salesman does not take as

much interest in the sale as she does. To the mind of the

average customer it is the salesman who has advertised.

When, therefore, the latter turns with an air of utter in-

difference to a fellow and sa,\s. 'Rev. Jim. where are those

special rugs?* there is created at once in the mind of that

customer a feeling of distrust, and a mental resolve nevei

to cine again. How different is the effect when the buyer

finds the goods specially advertised on a counter by them-

selves, with an intelligent, sympathetic clerk at hand. To

spindles and 1,200 looms. The output of the mills will

consist ,,f grey and bleached cotton, and printed fabrics,

and il is expected that the company will employ about

900 hands. The majority of the directors are Montreal

men. j|<

ON REFUNDING MONEY.
In nine cases out of ten it will pay a merchant to re-

fund money or exchange u Is without argument, even if

he feels sometimes that he is being imposed upon. The
public at large is pretty fair-minded and there are very

few people who will wilfully practice an imposition upon
a merchant. When the merchant is in doubt as to whether
he will yield a point to a customer, he should look at the

matter in an entirely impersonal light. Consider just how
much the customer's trade is worth in a year rather than

the amount involved in the transaction in question. In

most eases it will pay to yield. It usually makes a good

customer. If goods are to be returned trive the mone\
back cheerfully ami do not ask questions until the ens

tomer has the money in his hands,
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pecia1 Sales and Xheir V alue
Conditions Under Which They are Desirable—Absolute Honesty with the

Public Essential to their Success—Different Sales and their Respective Merits.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by T. E. Vanstone, Owen Sound-

The successful business

man of to-day is not work-

ing out his achievements

through the sitting-on-a-

soap-box policy of his pre-

decessors in the trade of

forty years ago. To be a

little ahead, if possible, of

the so-called abreast-of-the-

fcimes ideas should be the

ambition of every energetic

merchant of to-day.

To follow up closely the

successful ideas of the more

fully initiated is good busi-

ness and is commendable,

but circumstances place the most of us at times alone

in our experiences, and to act wisely and devise the

most desirable plan quickly and follow the right method

is a gift to be coveted.

Perhaps no subject will touch more closely the uni-

versal sympathies of the merchants than the Special

Sale topic. There was a time in the history of retail

merchandising when special efforts or special sales were

unnecessary, but at the outset of this article I think I

am safe in laying down as the first plank one which the

majority of successful merchants of to-day will mount

at once and find safe footing, viz., Special sales must be

a feature of every successful house to-day. To designate

the nature and extent of these sales is a question too

broad for any one mind to settle, but must be decided

after a study of the local conditions and with a consid-

eration to the personal obligations.

Nothing interests the buying public more than hon-

est, legitimate sales, be they Friday Bargains, One Hour,

After Supper, Mill End, Sample, Damaged Linen, Left-

over, Remnant, or a host of others. These I consider

absolute necessities to the wide-awake merchant, and if

properly advertised and honestly conducted, will bring

to the store hundreds of new customers who will, with

the bargains, buy as much more of the regular priccl

goods.

No one kind of sale should he continued long enough

to allow interest in it to lag. Better to cut off on an-

other tack at the first indication of lack of interest. Fol

low Saturday night eight o'clock sales with a change

to one hour, 10 to 11 Thursday morning sales. iPui on

collars, ties, ribbons, hosiery, gloves, etc., for Saturday
nights to catch the crowds with, and flannelettes, pil-

low cottons, sheetings, etc., or dress goods for a one

hour Thursday morning sale. These can be successfully

interspersed with the special One Day Sale of snme
special purchases or an All Round Sale all over the

store. To make these sales a success, as well as a big

trade magnet to your store, two features are absolutely

essential. First—the goods must be described as fully

as possible, but be careful not to over-estimate them.

Stick strictly to the truth in your advertisement. Sec-

ond—don't be afraid to cut prices on the sale goods.

What if you do lose a few cents ? It's made up to you
the same day in regular buying.

It's good business to sell a print that costs you six

cents for five, or oilcloth that costs nineteen cents for

sixteen for an hour or a day if it sells for you in other

goods at regular prices double the business of an ordin-

ary day.

Don't Overdo Them.

So much for what we may term the recognized sales.

Next comes the inevitable Stock-taking Sale, the Sum-
mer Clearing Sale, and the Winter Good-Bye Sale. These,

too, in my judgment, are a necessity, in most cases^ bu>
are hammered to death by keeping them up too long. A
week, at most, is sufficient. Your customers will be more
interested in New Goods Sales, and, after a week of give-

away prices on lines you arc most anxious to clear out,

a bright new Embroidery Sale for January, or an Un-
derskirt Sale for October, will be hailed with delight.

The fact that these sales come at a time of the year

when the majority of people have bought practically

everything for the season, and are looking forward and
anticipating for the future is a sufficient reason for cut-

ting them short. I have seen clearing sale signs and

bills on some store fronts for the full months of January
and February, or July and August, and on looking inside

I have found no business being done. This, I consider,

poor business, as it mitigates against the success of

future advertising for Spring sales. It is far better to

sell dead lines at half their cost in a smart six days'

sale and use the next week for new goods, than to spend

two weeks or a month trying to get cost out of dead

lines and dragging the life out of the store.

The Ten Days' Overstocked Sale, the Bankrupt-Pre-

venting Sale and the Twenty-Five, per cent. Discount

Sale and all other such push sales for the purpose of

raising a lot of money in a short time are of question-

able benefit. While the 25 per cent, discount sale has

been adopted by some good houses, I would not recom-

mend it. I consider it better to offer half your stock at

net cost, including, if you wish, marked lines on which

the prices are known to your customers, and reserve the

desirable portion of your stock, which need not be sacri-

ficed, selling it at a profit. The advantage of this methol
is that it not only cleans up your stock, but it leaves

you with no greater loss than if you had given a univer-

sal 25 per cent, discount. My advice on this sale is, "Cut
it out." I have tried it, and I'm speaking from experi-

ence. Don't blame your customers if they buy the best

of your stock, when the discounts all around are the

same.

The question of the Ten Days' Special Push Sale

must be decided, having in view personal relevant cir-

cumstances, and not on its merit, for in itself it has

none. These sales should find no place in any solvent

and live business unless special circumstances warrant

it. Even relief from over-buying should be afforded by

some of the previously mentioned sales, but it is ad-

mitted, of course, that the best of us make mistakes at

times, and tight money or unexpected losses constitute

conditions which seem to warrant the adoption of the

Push Sale to secure the money quickly. I should say

that it is better to run a Ten Days' Sale and obtain

immediate relief than to run along crippled and harrass-

ed for months, carrying a big stock and renewing bills.

As to advisability of taking your customers into

your confidence, under such circumstances, and giving

them the reasons for conducting such a sale, this, too,

must be governed, largely, by the surrounding circum-

stances. My experience has been that I have never lost
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anything by taking the customers into confidence, and
expressing through the advertising the reasons for the

special sales. Don't think that customers will leave

your store because some times you need to raise $5, 000

in ten days, and tell them so.

If you go about it by honest means and faithfully

make good all your advertising, they will, in the ma-
jority of cases, remain with you.

It should be remembered, however, in all these special

sales that you are filling your trade up with goods a t

cost prices, which you will again have no immediate

chance of selling at a profit. There is bound to he .1 re

action, hut the greatest reaction of all comes to the

business that advertises a big push 10 days' sale, giving

the idea of enormous price reductions and at the same
time trying to hold the customers up for full prices.

This is absolute business suicide, and must end in dis-

aster.

Summing this last sale up we would say :

First—Don't have Special Ten Days' Push Sales un-

less you need to raise money quickly.

Second—If you need ready money, take your medi'

like a hero, and put on the Ten Days' Emergency Sale

Third—To make il a success and at the same time

keep faith wiih your customers you must in- prepared to

cut prices and make the sale all you claim for it.

Fourth—By all means put on tins sale your-

self, and under no beguilemenl ol fancy promises

take into your business an outside professional sales

company. This statement is made advisedly. They
i. in (In no more than you if you personally follow up the

sales of others. Save their commissions and apply it to

cutting prices for your customers. This will result bene-

ficially to you, and at the same time you retain full con-

' i ill of your business.

In conclusion 1 might say that in my opinion a large

percentage of the business now sent to the big depart-

ment stores could be checked and kept for the home
stores if the merchants would more fully adopt smart,

legitimate sales, and get the buying public interested.

Take Employees into Partnership
Stanley Mills & Co., Hamilton, Admit Employees into Company as Shareholders—Pay

Eight Per Cent. Dividend on Stock — Savings' Department — Other Store Methods.

A profit-sharing system of a practical character has

been adopted by Stanley Mills & Co., Hamilton, and it

has been in operation for several years in that store

with, it is reported, excellent results. The staff partici-

pating in this scheme are said to be imbued with a

deeper interest in the welfare of the store, and a conse-

quent increased enthusiasm in their work is evidenced.

A savings department is in operation and the em-

ployes are encouraged to deposit their earnings, above

their living requirements, and upon these deposits six

per cent, interest is paid. Not more than $25 is allowed

to stand at the credit of any depositor, and when the

credit balance reaches this amount, the employe is given

the privilege of purchasing one share of stock in the com-

pany, the price of each share being $25. To provide for-

tius $25,000 of the $100,000 capital stock of the com-

pany was laid aside and these preferred shares are

taken up in this way. This stock pays dividends of 8

per cent., and in addition to this last year a bonus of

10 per cent, was paid, so that it can be seen the invest-

ment for that year at least, proved profitable.

The Review was informed that about one-third of the

employes of the company, or about eighty had become

shareholders through this method.

Should an employe of the concern who is a share

holder, leave the company's employ, his stock automati-

cally reverts to the treasury, redemption being made at

par. No one, outside of members of the stall, is allow-

ed to hold employes' stock.

Three years ago, when the concern was reorganized

into a joint stock company, this policy was adopted and

Edwin Mills, the managing director of the company, in-

formed The Review that the results had been fully up

to expectations, the employes taking a greater interest

in the store, and it was found that the better class of

help, from which the stockholders were most largely

drawn, showed a greater inclination to remain with the

firm. Several of the employes had gradually increased

their stock holdings until they owned a considerable

block, and all seemed pleased with the results from this

form of investment.

It was found that in encouraging saving among the
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King Stieet Entrance, Stanlej .Mills vV Co., Hamilton.

employes, many of them hut for this system would have

been unable to accumulate their savings, whereas, by
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the method referred to, they had developed habits which

had started them on the road to independence.

Pay Railway Fares.

Other business methods made use of by this company

are unique, and, according to the statement of the man-

aging director, have proved profitable.

One of these is the practice of paying railway fares

from distances not exceeding 40 miles from Hamilton to

customers whose purchases amount to $10 or over. It

had been found that during the eighteen months that

this method had been in operation the cost had been

about seven per cent, of the amount of the purchases and

was considered a profitable practice.

"Made in Hamilton" Exhibition.

As a means of interesting the manufacturers of Ham-
ilton especially, and the people of the city generally, in

the store, a "Made in Hamilton" exhibition was held in

February. The entire ground floor of the store was

cleared and booths for the display of goods made in

Hamilton were erected. Manufacturing firms were invit-

ed to place their products on exhibition and the major-

ity of them were glad of the opportunity afforded. To

store, the return portion is given. There is no condition

attached to the securing of this free ticket, and it is not

necessary to buy anything in the store, though, as a

matter of fact, it is stated that the sales resulting from

the excursions are sufficiently large on that day to make
the venture a profitable one.

While the Stanley Mills Company has been in busi-

ness for twenty years in Hamilton, its present regime

really dates from 1903, when, following a fire, which de-

stroyed the store occupied by the firm, the store now-

occupied was erected. The new building is four storeys

with basement, all occupied as selling space, 72,000

square feet being utilized. While the main store en-

trance is on King Street, there is an entrance from

James Street.

Sinallwares and fancy goods are displayed promin-

ently on the ground floor, the policy of the firm being to
' push the small goods and profitable lines. On the first

floor a large ladies' ready-to-wear department is lo-

cated.

A system of pneumatic sweeping has been installed in

the store, the compressor for its operations being lo-

cated in the basement. The advantages of this system

are obvious.

Interior view Charles Ogilvy's store, Ottawa, showing laevs and ribbons departments in the foreground, and

dress goods to the left. The seating accommodation for comfort of the shoppers is shown.

use Mr. Edwin Mills' own words, this was found to be a

"mighty fine feature" for the store. The question of

whether the store handled the goods was not a considera-

tion, manufacturers of every line of goods being equally

welcome to make an exhibit and it was stated that as a

matter of fact many sales were effected through this

medium for firms whose goods were not handled by the

Stanley Mills Company, one case mentioned being a car-

riage, the product of a local carriage manufacturer,

which, during the exhibition occupied a prominent place

in the centre of the store.

Strictly Cash Business.

A feature of the store's business is that no credit in

any form is given, an absolutely cash business being

done. Goods sent out on approval must be paid for to

the drivers, if they are satisfactory.

The practice of running free excursions adopted by
this firm has already been referred to by The Review.
Four of these have now been run, the area covered by
them being a radius of forty miles from Hamilton. At
the starting point five cents is charged for a ticket and
upon presentation of this ticket at the Stanley Mills

There are twenty-five departments in the store, which

employs from 175 to 250 of a staff, varying with the

seasons.

The officers of the company are : President, Stanley

Mills; secretary-treasurer, Robert Mills, and managing

director, Edwin Mills.

WELLANDSPORT CO-OPERATIVE STORE.

The Empire Store Co., Wellandsport, Out., conducts

a co-operative store, and, from statements made by M.

K. Wallis, manager, has been doing a successful business

since its organization in 1899. Mr. Wallis stated thai

the stockholders had their original investments return-

ed to them, and a business of $22,000 a year was now
being done. He does not fear the competition of the

city department stores, since he is able, he says, to meet

their prices and go below them in many lines.

In order to correct a wrong impression, he stated

that the Empire Store Company, while a co-operati\e

store, is not a branch of, or connected in any way with

the co-operative store in Dunnville, or any other co-

operative store.
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The Ad. Man at Close Range
Some Essential Qualifications for Success in This Profession, a Field Which to Those Endowed
for it Offers Great Opportunities — Advertising as Literature, and Money-Getting an Art.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by K. S. Fenwick, Advertising Manager, The Paquet Co., Quebec.

Iiu.sk in says "we judge oi

t he excellence of a rising

writer, not so much by the

resemblance of his works to

what lias been done before,

as by their difference from

it" and goes on to say "we*

yet admit not his greatness

until he has broken away
from all his models, and

struck forth versification,

arrangement and treatment

of his own." Now, since

Kuskin very much disliked

the words "that's exactly

what I think," and insisted

that the way to read intelligently is to enter into the

writer's thoughts and say "how strange that is ! I

never thought of that before, and yet I see it is true,"

out of courtesy to him let us take that view of the

matter.

"But," I think 1 can hear you say, "advertising is

not literature, and money-getting is not art." If adver-

tising isn't literature, it. isn't advertising; if getting

other people's money in such a way as to make them
feel, in their inmost hearts, that the glitter of their gold

is as paste to diamonds, compared with the equivalent

you have to offer—if this isn't art, then, as Darwin once

said, when cornered in an argument, "what is it
'."

The first thing an ad. man must tix firmly in his

mind is that his profession—we'll just put that word in

caps, for the sake of emphasis—his PROFKSSION is one

of the highest, one of the grandest, and one of the most
frequently underrated of all the so-called "learned" pro-

fessions.

If you have ever played chess, the game of kings, you

may form some idea of the scope of this new profession

which, twenty-five years ago, had practically no exist-

ence.

Advertising, like chess, continually presents new, per-

plexing and fascinating problems to the student and "ex-

pert" alike. The main delight in the study of advertis-

ing is found in the opportunities it presents for creation.

That's where the man who has the courage and ability

to blaze his own trail finds full scope for his genius—suf-

ficient exercise for all his powers of thought and action,

unlimited use for his grey matter, unsurpassed opportuni-

ties for mental and moral development. Which other of

the "learned professions" has more to offer an ambitious

man ?

Elements of Success.

Now, having placed the profession of advertising

where it rightly belongs, in the forefront of the leading

professions of to-day, let's turn our attention to the

practitioner himself, and study him with the object of

finding out what makes for success in his chosen field.

Some of his principal characteristics are : Optimism,
enthusiasm, energy, endurance, tact, aggressiveness,

imagination, firmness, judgment, integrity, truthfulness

and sociability.

Optimism enables him to make the best of his sur-

roundings, the material at hand, the circumstances and

conditions under which lie works, and the opportunities

which knock at his door.

His enthusiasm communicates itself to the heads of

departments, getting their whole-souled co-operation in

all his projects, and to the readers of his ads., getting
their appreciation of and conformity with his desires.

I i">n his energy depends the continued interest of

his public, as well as the proper formation and carrying
out of his plans.

The quality of endurance enables him to work at high

pressure, day in and day out, without exhausting his

strength.

The possession of tact assures tin' friendship of all

those on whom he depends for co-operation—the depart
ment buyers, the sales force and the compositors—and
enables him to apply his appropriation in such a man
ner as to accomplish the best results without incurring
the enmity of those who hope to secure a slice of it for

their own personal benefit, by means of golden promises,
made to be broken.

Ilis aggressiveness is never abused ; it enables him to

strike out fearlessly into new fields, and to maintain the

lead, while others follow.

Imagination enables him to put himself in the con-
sumer's place and to paint pictures that would tempt
himself, were he in the market for those particular

goods.

Judgment teaches him to choose the safe path be-

tween understating and exaggerating in all his descrip-
tions, shows him how to discriminate between the good,
bad or indifferent values offered him by the various de-

partment heads, and enables him to see the difference

between a Rood and a bad advertising medium.
Firmness enables him to say NO, and stick to ii

when occasion demands.

Integrity insures his ultimate success in his profes

sion, for in nothing is this quality more in demand than
in advertising, since upon the degree of confidence the

public, is led to place in the announcements of any busi-

ness house depends the response to each advertisement
and the consequent sales of each day.

Truthfulness gives him a power with his clientele

that no amount of exaggeration or word-painting could

ever hope to attain. And last, but far from least of his

characteristics, comes sociability, without which all the

tact in the world would avail nothing.

A Promising Field.

Given a man with all these qualities highly developed

and it matters but little that he never had the advanta-

ges of a "college education," that he doesn't know the

difference between hyperbole and metaphor, that he can't

do logarithms, or show, by means of quadratic equa-

tions, that a man is not an ass.

Provided such a man has ambition, a common school

education and a thirst for knowledge sufficiently strong

to make reading' a passion, he must eventually succeed in

advertising, for the principles of advertising are simple,

not complex; they are natural, not scientific. And t In-

closer a man can aret to nature the more thorouerhly he

understands the workings of the human mind, the more
marked will be his achievement in this field, which offers

greater inducements, perhaps, than any other profession.

to those who are not afraid of hard—albeit intensely

fa scinating—work

.
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Effective Advertising
The Importance of Being Definite in Store Advertising — Tell the People What
They Want to Know About Your Goods—Quoting Price an Important Consideration.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by W. A. E. Moyer,

Advertising Manager for McLaren & Co., St. Catharines. Ont.

There is so much advertis-

ing—or, rather, alleged ad-

vertising—these days, that it

is something of a task to

sift what really is advertis-

ing from the vast horde of

stuff that is not. It is no

exaggeration to say that

millions of dollars are an-

nually thrown away in let-

tered attempts at getting

people to buy goods, which

are not worth the price of

the paper they are printed

upon. A good many thousands of dollars' worth of

what should be really effective advertising, were it given

a chance, is also lost, simply because the daily news-

papers contain so much other matter to entertain the

average reader, that he or she hasn't time to look at

the "ads."

In view of this, it is absolutely essential that you
go about your advertising in the right way. There is

one very important factor in advertising, and when you

look to that the rest is easy—it is the necessity of tak-

ing a definite object and telling your readers about it as

plainly and frankly as it is in your power to do. The
cold print—and cold it is—must be warmed up into a

picture of the article which by your powers of descrip-

tion, you are endeavoring to make people believe is

necessary to their well-being. Generalities, no matter

how glittering they may be, are no good. To talk all

around the thing and tell nothing definite about it, is

probably as effective in bringing about the result aimed

at as a peashooter is on the hide of a rhinoceros.

Newspaper a Good Medium.

There is such a lot of "general" advertising these

days that the everyday reader is sickened almost to

death with it. Take the average country weekly news-
paper, and you will find it filled up with aimless, general

advertising—the announcements of merchants who merely

advertise in the sheet to accommodate the publisher

—

to help him along ; the same, no doubt, as they would
make their donation to an orphan's asylum or some-
thing equally as helpless. Yet, it is a well-known f.ict

among those who are "next" that the country weekly
newspaper is one of the best advertising mediums in ex-

istence to-day. It goes to the home where, perhaps, it

is the only paper taken—this, of course, pertains par-

ticularly to the rural districts—and where there is so

little reading matter, it is quite to be expected that the

very best use will be made of what is available. The
natural consequence is that every single advertisement
in that newspaper is carefully, read by every member of

the family and its adherents, perhaps several times over,

ami what those "ads" say must be impressed indelibly

upon the minds of the readers. One can easily under-
stand of what good effect a real advertisement—one that
tells you something you want to know—in such a med-
ium, would be. Yet, aside from the quack medicine an-

nouncements, perhaps, as a rule, you'll find the same
"ad" running along its uninterrupted way, week in and

week out, until maybe the printer "pies" his form and

has to set the type over again. The wise publisher of a

country newspaper, one would think, would insist on

local advertisers sending in their "copy" for change of

advertisement, every week.

Advertisements That Interest.

Of course, among the good class of "paying" adver-

tising, that of the department store has a forenio.st

place. This advertising is read by thousands and thous-

ands of people every morning and evening, who have come
to depend upon it and look upon it, as an important part

in their daily walk in life. In a good many cases the

department store "ad" is read ahead of the news col-

umns. Why ? Simply because there is something in it

to interest the everyday man or woman—things of more
import to them than what is happening in China or the

United States ; for the obvious reason that their own
pockets are intimately concerned. If my humble opinion

were asked, I would say that department store advertis-

ing will be read in any event—whether it is effectively

worded and displayed, or not ; consequently, in that class

of publicity the most important thing is to tell the

absolute truth about everything you advertise.

Be Definite.

Definiteness in advertising is always effective, pro-

vided the advertisement goes where the ones you want
to reach will see it. I ran across an "ad" in the Satur-

day Evening Post the other day, which impressed me
favorably, but it lacked one important thing. It was
telling about a new typewriter, recently invented, which

combines all the good features of every other machine on

the market, at the same time eliminating the objection-

able ones. The "ad" was well set up and splendidly

worded. I could almost see that typewriter before me.

I wanted to throw away the machine which has carrie 1

me faithfully over a good many rough places, and get

one of the new kind, immediately. The man who wrote

that "ad" had me thoroughly worked up. Then, tic

price occurred to me. What was it ? There's where the

rub came in, as the lamented Shakespeare once said. I

read the "ad" carefully through to the end, but no men-
tion of price—just the thing I particularly wanted to

know—could I find, because the ad.-writer or the nv en-

tor, or somebody e'se in authority, had left it off. So 1

threw down the paper in disgust. There was a neat lit-

tle coupon for me to fill in and send to the firm in ques-

tion which would have brought me all the information I

wanted, but I simply ignored it. Perhaps others did the

same—others who had merely nibbled. It was an ex-

cellent "ad," but for the one thing, and I might say

without being successfully contradicted, that a great deal

of the otherwise effective advertising of to-day is effect-

ually brought to naught for this single simple reason

—

those responsible for it keep the public in the dark on

the point of price.

I might add a word about the offensive advertising

boards which litter the countryside in this enlightened

age—"advertising" which does very little good, for if

you offend a man's or woman's eye they are hardly likely

to be brought into a frame of mind favorable to pur-

chasing the thing the big vulgar bill-board tells them they

should.
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Some Phases of Advertising
A Broad Question Broadly Considered — The Problems of a Solicitor — Advertisers

Must Tell the Truth — Co-Operation of Salespeople Essential — Preparation of Copy.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by J. Bower
Lyon, Advertising Manager, T. Lindsay, Ltd., Ottawa.

The experience gained as

advertising solicitor on a

daily newspaper, and later

as a writer of advertising,

gives its possessor' the abil-

ity to consider the ques-

tion of advertising from

the different standpoints ;

i he \ iews of the advertiser,

who pays the piper, and

those of the piper, who re-

ceives the pay.

Advertising is a broad

subject. It means much to

the majority of merchants,

the successful ones and by

..thris it is frequently given little attention. The pro-

prietors of the greater number of large mercantile busi-

nesses will, if they are wise men, and are honest, in

most cases, tell you that they owe their success largely to

advertising, while the smaller merchant, unfortunately,

frequently fails to appreciate this element in modern busi-

ness methods as an essential one. They do not see, appar-

ently, that when they praise their goods, no matter what

form that praise takes, they are advertising the goods.

Their failure to grasp the full significance of advertising

is evidenced by the avowal of these same men, almost

in the same breath, at times, that they cannot see any

good to be derived from advertising.

How to broaden and educate the ideas of this class

of business men and to bring them to a knowledge of

present day business methods, is a problem difficult of

solution, and one which will require some deep thought

on the part of those engaged in the advertising propa-

ganda.

A Solicitor's Problems.

An advertising solicitor's position is not always an

enviable one. He is, as it were, between two fires. On

the one hand, he has to bring the "grist to the mill" of

the publishers ;
must produce the business, and on the

other hand, he must handle the advertising of his clients

in such a way that satisfactory results will follow the

advertising expenditure. At times he will find that, re-

iving on his judgment, the merchant may he induced to

use more space than the circumstances or the nature of

his business warrant. He is tempted, naturally, "to take

the order for the larger space in his publication, and if

he does not take it his employers, should they be aware

of the circumstances, may place his situation in danger.

At the same time his knowledge of the facts will prob-

ably result in his advising the merchant to use the space

he believes can be profitably utilized to produce satis

factory returns. He knows that by taking this course

he not only strengthens the confidence of the merchant

in his efforts to serve him faithfully, but he makes a

friend for advertising.

Cost of Publicity.

The cost of publicity is an important consideration

for the merchant. At times he is face to face with the

problem of determining whether he is getting the worth

of his money, having in view the extent and quality of

Circulation of the mediums used. Merchants should hail

with delight the introduction of the Hat rate method of

charging for advertising. This basis has been adopted
bj several of the larger daily papers in the Dominion,
and it is to be hoped that its use will he extended to

all the newspapers carrying advertising. This system
gives the buyers of advertising space a square deal, and
places the advertising proposition on a common basis

with the mercantile business, where a merchant has to

show the goods before a sale is made. The adoption of

a flat rule. shows that the publisher has confidence in his

publication, a fact which naturally inspires confidence in

his advertisers.

Preparing Copy.

The preparation of copy is, of course, an important
factor in advertising and the thoughtful advertiser will

carefully edit his copy before it is sent to the printer,

noting and eliminating the defects, which are bound to

he apparent in the work of the beginner. In time he

will be able to produce result bringing copy; copy which
will not only possess literary merit, but which will sell

goods, which after all is the object of all advertising,

and towards which all energies should be directed.

The successful advertiser will make his plans in ad-

vance of the season, and will be ready when the proper
time comes to jump into the campaign with his plans per-

fected, and the intelligent work will bring the desired

results.

The material for an advertisement should be thought
out early, and the goods on which special prices are to

be made should be known several days in advance. These
goods should be prepared for display, and properly tick-

eted, windows dressed, and catchy price cards placed in

advantageous positions in ample time for those to whom
the particular appeal is made. Many failures may be at-

tributed to lack of attention to these details.

Tell the Truth.

The importance of dealing honestly with the public

and telling the truth in your advertising cannot be over-

estimated. No merchant can afford to misrepresent

goods or prices in an advertisement, because the public

will remember it, and it is bound to react on the one
who attempts it. It must not be forgotten that there

are thousands of the public, while the merchant must
stand alone.

Co-operation of Sales Staff.

Advertising, to be effective, must be backed up by
co-operative effort on the part of the clerks. They should

be impressed with the fatal results of misrepresentation.

Exaggerations and mis-statements regarding goods are

not encouraged or tolerated in the successful stores, and
merchants should remember that there is an increas-

ing average intelligence among the public, and with the

great growth of newspaper and magazine circulation the

antiquated business methods which prevailed and which

were successful in the past have been superseded.
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Tke AJ.-Man and tke Printer
How His Advent Has Brought Changed Conditions to the Newspaper Offices —
To Carry Out His Plans Costs Money — Is the Printer Being Paid Enough?

Written for The Dry Goods Review by F. H. Dobbin, Managing

Director Daily Review Publishing Company, Peterborough.

Touching the matter of the advertising manager. He

comes into our lives fragrant with an enthusiasm that is

delightful, and with a confidence in the virtues of blocked

out display that is hard to butt against. He investi-

gates the resources of your composing room and mar-

shals the fonts to his pleasure. He sees with the eye of

the master, and discusses as an unrelenting critic. He

is here to stay, and we must make the best of him. With

his lead pencil and the back of a millinery bag he can

block out an array of panels within panels, curves, un-

derscored lines and heavy figures that set the average

compositor crazy. The advertising manager looks on his

efforts as a corpulent chunk of art, and the comp. looks

on it as a hanged nuisance, for he has to set it up against

a time limit. Such is life.

So it seems to me that while you are proclaiming

the gospel of good advertising and how to improve it,

and got results, that the printer might be hoard from,

for of a surety he has not been considered. You have

urged the merchant to tell of his wares and his growing

business, and the fine values dangling from his counters,

but you haven't—so far as I have observed—told the mer-

chant to pay his printer a better rate for the space and

a reasonable remuneration for his work. These should go

hand in hand, for the laborer is worthy of his hire.

In at least a do/en places in Ontario outside the large

cities the advertising manager has come into our lives.

He makes good advertising and he creates a heap more

work. His ideals he never reaches, but he consumes time

galore. I venture to say that in no department of the

printing business is so much time spent, with so little

remuneration from it, as in the setting of advertisements.

Let us look at a few facts.

Suppose I give of my own experience, for it is little

use to send to you the experience of others. That would

be only second-hand information and of second-hand value.

I will warrant that my experience is being duplicated in

from five to ten different places in the province, and the

situation brings up a condition that is a puzzle to meet.

A local merchant, pushing and progressive, spending

freely to brighten his store, finds that the function of

writing his advertising is a task. He engages a bright

man to take the chore oft his hands and to do some card-

lettering and window dressing besides. It never dawns

on the merchant that if two-thirds of the manager's time

is given to preparing the facts and writing the matter

that it is going to cost some one money to put it

into type. Infallibly it does, surely it will, and the more

of it the more it costs. When the changes of matter

reach an everyday change then the printer is up against

a problem, for he often has not a change-every-day equip-

ment, and especially so if the advertiser runs on a space

basis, using blocks of irregular size. Growing out of

this there is, I will venture to say, a state of affairs

that prevails in no other business except printing, that

all over the country papers arc printing advertising that

costs as much to put in type as the publisher receives

for the entire service, and markedly so where what is

known as the "department store" style of display space

is made use of, a sample of which is given in the accom-

panying plate.

Possibly time will bring a remedy, but not so long

as publishers consent to give in such ways that best
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of all encouragement, a practical one, to the enterprising

advertiser.

I have Kepi sheets taken on the time of the com
positors in setting ami distributing advertisements. The

results au- often a revelation. 1 append a small tabic

showing the space occupied and required on sixteen days,

with the time taken, cost based on a wage of $12 per

week. No account is taken, in this table of wear and

(car of material, light, heat and overhead cost. .Inst

the hare wages as paid. Each advertisement appeared in

one issue only :

112

li:.

IDA

13£

•1

Time Time

Comp. Dist.

iches hours. hours. Cost of time.

91 10 4 $3.50

no 21 8 8.00

711 7 3 2.50

2G <;; I,' 2.00

51 7.', 3 2.65

27 4 4 1.60

2 s.1

, H 2 3.00

77.'. 74 H 1.50

30 'l'. li 1.50

tit) 7 3 2.50

31 5 2 1.75

10 5 2 1.75

Ml n 4 3.25

992 1 51i <

Here we have a total of 992 inches of space, requir-

ing 1H0 hours of work, at a cost of $15.65 for bare

wages, a cost of nearly live cents per inch. I have left

out of the calculation all consideration of cost of paper,

service of circulation, cost of printing, distribution, etc.

What should the rate per inch he to make the sei \ ice re-

munerative to the publisher ? It is safe to say that if

fixed on the commercial basis ol profit as a piece of job

printing that the rate would he almost prohibitive.

Hearing in mind the field in which any merchant who
employs an advertising manager is doing business, the

extent and character of the competition to which he is

subjected, the large expense he is put to in providing a

store bright, attractive and up-to-date, in the engaging

of competent and experienced help, and measuring all

this against the probable extent of trade to be derived

from a territory limited, and you have a condition hard

to determine. Rut the fact remains that the cost to the

printer is advancing with the eight-hour day and en-

hanced wages. A reasonable way to reduce expense would
he to cut down the copy—but that is where the advertis-

ing manager enters his protest, for his function is to

prepare copy and tell the store news, and he generally

tells it well.

Retail Publicity
An Increasing Force in Business — What Represents Judicious Advertising — A Great Deal

Depends on the Advertising Manager—Some Advice on Paper Construction of an Advertisement.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by W. J. Ferguson.

Advertising Manager for J. Sutcliffe & Sons, Lindsay and Oshawa.

There are few positions in t he business world of to-

day that are of more importance or possess a wider influ-

ence than that of the advertising man. He is the mouth-

piece of the store and it is through him that the various

departments appeal to the buying public.

Recognizing these facts, every progressive ad. smith

is constantly on the lookout for new ideas as to how he

can improve his work. In the present article I have

endeavored to supply hints on this subject, drawn from

practical experience, and while the average ad. writer

will be familiar with many of the suggestions, T hope

this article will prove valuable, not only to the ad. man
of the small store, but to the advertising manager of

the larger establishments.

Medium to Use.

The newspapers are the best and safest mediums for

the retail store, and the retailer who pins his faith to

the newspapers of his town or city will seldom go wrong.

There is no force on earth that wields such an influence

as the newspaper, or brings quicker or more far-reaching

results, when the space is properly used. Good news-

paper space should be bought at the rate of two and a

half cents per inch, per thousand live circulation. By
live circulation I mean the circulation that would natur-

ally be of use to the store.

But newspapers are not the whole thing in the ad-

vertising field. The pleasant manners of salespeople and

doormen, the cleanliness of the floor, the condition of

stocks, the appropriateness and neatness of displays, the

display windows—all these things are advertising, help-

ing or hurting, as they range, good or bad.

Three per cent, of the gross receipts is what the

average retailer spends in advertising. Some spend less,

some spend up to five per cent, with good results. But
the most successful big advertisers base their appropria-

tions on a three per cent, basis.

What to Advertise.

"Just anything" will not do. Since much advertis-

ing is unproductive of results, because it is based on
dead merchandise or unseasonable stuff, the ad. writer

should exercise care that, only live copy is handed him.

Speaking generally, there are four characteristics which
render goods worthy of being advertised by the retail

store :

That they are newly introduced.

That they are better value than usual.

That they are superior in character.

That they arc bargains.

Beware of Fake Bargains.

For the usual store bargains are the right thing

—

good, honest bargains—the more the better. Where a

woman gets a good bargain it is safe to say she will

carry away some regular priced goods as well, because

of the bargain's good impression. But be careful that

the bargains are not fakes. The ad. man's work may
entice the people in, but when they examine the adver-

tised "special" and find it not up to the standard claim-
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ed by' the advertisement, out they go without the bar-

gain, without the regular goods, but with a sore spot

for that store and a shattered faith in its advertising.

Win Public Confidence.

Public confidence is the foundation of business suc-

cess. The one thought that should be given more prom-

inence in preparing advertising matter than any other, is

that of creating confidence in the store and its announce-

ments. Many an ad. man falls down through making a

39c. article look like a 50c. one—in the paper. But the

critical shopper doesn't see it that way, and her confi-

dence in the store is lost.

The public want and should have straightforward

honesty in advertising—ads. that to the reader are hon-

estly convincing, and to the purchaser convincingly

honest.

The successful advertising of to-day is first and al-

ways truthful.

Special Sales.

There is nothing capable of showing better results,

or, on the other hand, of doing more actual harm to the

establishment than the special sale. Rightly handled it

will go far toward building up and making a success of

the business ; worked along the wrong lines and it will

soon ruin a reputation which has taken years to build up.

The first and most important factor in conducting a

special sale is that it must be absolutely honest. To

advertise reductions of a half, when most of the goods

are only reduced 10 to 25 per cent., and many of them

not at all, is wrong, and is sure to react on the repu-

tation of the firm in a most harmful way.

There is no time when the special sale is not appro-

priate, if the price inducement is right and if there is a

logical reason for holding it.

Distribution of Space.

A large percentage of store advertising in newspapers

is bad—because store owners do not supply their adver-

tising men with information and reports of the business

and departments, and because of this lack of inside in-

formation, the ad. man cannot intelligently plan his

campaigns, or properly distribute his advertising space

among the departments.

The ad. man's position should be definitely under-

stood and recognized by even the small stores, if they

would secure all the rewards of advertising. He should

know just what departments are going ahead and those

that are falling behind. He should know the store's

method of buying goods and all about the goods. He
should have access to all knowledge of the business that

will help him in his work.

In the distribution of space, it is an ideal arrange-

ment to have a definite appropriation, in dollars and

cents, or percentage of business done, for each depart-

ment. And it is well to bear in mind that some de-

partments, such as ready-to-wear garments, will stand

and should have a larger percentage, proportionately,

than staple departments. The ad. man must have the

necessary information regarding sales to enable him to

do this work intelligently.

It is well for department store heads to remember

that it is in the power of the advertising man to build

up any department that is falling behind or that is not

showing desirable results, providing he has the authority

and information essential to such work.

Essential Qualifications of an Ad. Man.

The main requisites of an ad. man in the race for

success are : Originality, progressiveness, enthusiasm,

persistence and untiring energy. He must have strong

individuality and must be able to impart his enthusiasm

to his readers, for without enthusiasm one's statements

are lifeless. He must also know his merchandise and his

public.

There is no place in advertising for a lazy man. Only

he who enjoys strenuous, active, brain labor will be a

success. Live, wide-awake men who keep pace with the

times, or just a step ahead—they are the ones who re-

ceive fat pay envelopes.

It is the man who takes his work home with him at

night, and thinks out good ideas and schemes who is the

good ad. man. It is a strenuous, all-the-time job that

has no place for weaklings.

How to Prepare an Ad.

When the ad. man has decided on what space to use

and what departments are to be represented, he is ready

to begin the actual preparation of the ad. First comes
the layout. A dummy, the exact size of ad. and divided

into sections, the sizes wished for the different depart-

ments, should be mapped out. This should be marked

for border rules and should show the exact location of

the cuts to be used. A good way is to print a proof of

the cuts in their proper place on the dummy, being care-

ful to get a balanced effect, both in cuts and in the

placing of the department sections. By exercising a

little care it is easy to obtain a symmetrical and at-

tractive ad. that will at once catch the eye.

Preparing the Copy.

First : Be truthful. Show originality in words and

in phrases. Tell your story in terse, plain English that

is convincing. Put enthusiasm into your writings. De-

scribe the goods plainly. Embody the whole story into

one or two strong headlines that will compel attention

and carry the reader on into the details. 'Stick to the

facts, but write them in a way that will suggest the

need of the goods to the prospective buyer. Talk about

their quality, their wearing ability, their style, and then

drive your argument home with the price. Make your ad.

breezy, distinctive and different from the other fellow's.

The copy should not be written on the diagram, but

on separate sheets, marked at the top with letters or

figures that correspond witli like symbols on the diagram,

showing the position of each portion of the advertise-

ment.

The copy should also be marked with the style and

size of type to use. For instance : For headlines, a

good strong black type like Blanchard, Post, Hancock

or Plymouth, is best for general use. These should be

used in 12 or 18 point sizes for one or one and a half

column widths, in 18 or 24 point for two, three or four

column widths, while for a main headline four columns

or more wide, 36 point is allowable.

For department and main introductories, old style

Roman is best. A good rule to follow is to set all body

matter in 8 point, department introductories in 10 point

and main or large introductories in 12 to 18 point, ac-

cording to width.

Watch the Results.

Frequently proper attention is not paid to the re-

turns from advertising. If the crowds come and the

goods go, very well. If the crowd stays away and the

goods remain, let it pass.

Of course, that is all wrong. Watch the results. Find

out what is wrong. Profit by your investigations. At-

tach a string to your advertising with results hitched to

the other end.

And remember, persistence is the very life of adver-

tising. Keep at it in season and out, rain or shine, dull

or busy days. Build every day on top of the results of

the day before. Make every day count as a step on the

road to success.
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.elements of Advertising Success
Salesmanship Which Requires Same Handling as Personal Contact in the Store — Honesty and
Persistence Essential Qualifications — The Application of the Golden Rule in Advertising.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by George P. Wadsworth, Halifax, England.

[f you will hike the time to look carefully over the

advertising columns <>)' many of the papers of the present

day you will find there arc two distinct classes of ad-

vertisers. The easiesl way of classing' them is to divide

them into the living and I he dead. Those of Ihe latter

class are in the majority.

I am frequently asked the question, ''How shall 1 ad-

vertise my goods?" This is a difficult question to answer,

so far as giving advice which will enable the inquirer to

make use of it is concerned. Unless a retailer really has

the intention to make advertising pay no amount of ad-

vice will help him. Of course I know that everyone who
advertises expects to see a harvest come round as a result

of advertising.

Advertising is exactly the same thing as salesmanship,

and if you want to sell any article by advertising you

must exert the same (if not more) amount of selling

energy you would if you had the customers in the store

and were face to face with them. The best, advertiser is

one who has the selling of the goods really at heart, and

who is in close touch with and has a fairly good know-

ledge of the goods and the store. To become a good ad-

vertiser requires careful study and steady application.

In this article 1 want to lay stress on a few of the

main essentials of real advertising, as applied to a retail

store. 1 will take it for granted that you have selected

suitable mediums so as to reach the public whose patron-

age you desire. It also rests with you to secure best.

terms yon can and the position in the paper you desire.

Then work out your advertising upon the following plan

and it will not fail to bring results.

Be Honest.

Honesty applied to advertising means telling the truth.

Don't lie. Don't stretch the truth even a little bit.

Always tell the exact facts and you will find the public

will soon come to believe your statements. Make it your

highest aim to gain the confidence of the readers of your

ads. Treat them as you would your dearest friend.

Always be faithful to them. Never play them false in

the least degree.

Interest.

Dismiss from your mind the idea that the public have

anything like the interest in your store that you have

yourself. You probably could write many columns about

your store and your goods, but don't think the public

have either time or interest to wade through sermons

upon your store. Don 't till your space with solid small

type. Life isn't long enough to wade through this sort of

stuff, it may be a masterpiece of literary work, but it

won't advertise. Tell your story concisely. Put it in the

same words you would use to the customer who was in

your store. One often sees the words "So & So re-

spectfully beg to call your attention. &c, &c. " Just

imagine a salesman beginning to talk to a customer in

Oiis way.
Manners.

The foregoing sentence really should come under this

heading as well as under interest. The manner in which

you tell (through advertising) about your goods will have

a great, influence on the idea one gets as to the character

of your store. Don't forget that there is a close relation

between the "manners" in your advt. and the "man-

ners" in your store. One sees many advertisements in-

viting Oie public to "come and look round OUT store, you

will nol he pressed to buy." This is, J am sorry to say,

in man\ cases, only a hail to attract the victim into the

t rap.

Many people have a linn idea that it they cuter a store

they m .isi buy, and this idea is strengthened by the per-

sistent pressure that is brought to bear upon them when
they have been drawn inside the store. If you invite

people to Come and look round, keep your word and don't

try and push a sale. You may pull it off that time, but

you won't get the same customer again in a hurry. I

have in mind two large stores both in the same line of

business. In one you can enter and wander round at will.

If you desire to purchase or want information you will

find courteous salesmen about who will gladly answer
your inquiries. In the other as soon as you enter you are

pounced upon by one or more salesmen with a direct

question as to what you wish to buy. If you say you
.ant to look round quietly you are told that they don't

care for Ihe public to wander round by themselves. The
next, time I have any wants in this elass of goods I know-

to which store 1 shall not go. The selling force of any
store, either large or small, must act in accordance with

:he policy suggested in the advertising of the store.

Persistence.

Although 1 have condemned this quality in the store,

n must be apparent in the advertising. Keep continually

at it telling the public about the desirability of your mer-
chandise and that your store is a pleasant and reliable

place to come to, either to look around or to buy. Tell

your story in fresh words every time your advertisement

appears. Then you will get the public into the way of

reading- your ads.

Your Store.

Let the windows be so that they will speak for the

excellence of the store. Keep your store clean and your

stock in good order. See to it that your assistants are

neatly dressed and that they always give careful attention

to every customer. Move about the store when it is busy.

See what is doing and what your assistants say to the

customers. You can get many useful hints for the ad-

vertising if you do this. It also gives you a chance of

correcting statements that unwise salesmen sometimes
make. Don't do this, however, before the customer, or

in the hearing of his or her fellow workers. Take the

assistant to one side and point out the fault quietly. By
doing- this you will gain their respect in' place of making
them feel angry with you. A rather amusing case came
under my notice a short time ago. A new assistant said

rather pompously to a customer, "Von cannot afford to

miss this." The reply was certainly sufficient. "How do

yon know what I can afford."

Frankness.

If you have some merchandise to sell that is cheap on

account of some slight fault, then tell the public in your

ads. jusi what the fault is. A frequent saying, i-.

•'There's a reason."' (Jive the reason plainly and you

will be believed and business will result. Never cry out

virtues for your merchandise which it doesn't possess. In

plain words. "Don't fool the public." Honesty always

pays in the long run.
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Good Goods.

These are essential if you want to build up a strong,

lasting business. This will be apparent to every reader

and requires but a mention to impress its truth.

Generosity.

It pays to give your customers something extra at in-

tervals. They appreciate this and old customers will be

quick to take advantage of it. Also it will attract many
new clients. It is excellent advertising, and will pay well

in t lie future.

The Golden Rule.

The lines 1 have laid down in this artiele are not mere

theory. They are the result of practical experience, and

any business man who adopts the rules set out herein will

not fail to make the business succeed. The whole may
be summed up in the repetition of the golden rule, "Do
unto others as you would that they should do unto you."
In other words, make your store policy such as would at-

tract you if you were the "other fellow." Look at your
business from the public's point of view, not your own.
Never forget that you are entirely dependent upon the

public for your trade.

Just one word more. Remember that the public is

composed of human beings who are as capable of judging
a store as you are yourself. There are not many people

who caa be fooled more than once, and those who receive

any but fair dealing will not hesitate to tell their friends

and neighbors about you and your store.

Relations of Adman to the Printer
You Should First Make a Friend of Him—Means by Which Co-Operative Effort
May Result in Improved Quality of Advertising — Instructions to Printers.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by J. C. Edwards.
Advertising Manager for A. W. Grossman, Peterborough.

A relationship similar to that existing between the

head of the firm and the advertising manager should be

characteristic of the dealings of the adman and his prin-

ter. The work of the publicity manager of a store will

be necessarily incomplete and less likely to produce the

desired results if there is not a mutual anxiety to pro-

mote the success of the advertising.

The adman plans and writes from his knowledge of

the goods he is advertising, and of the art of printing, and

he depends on the compositor to use his best judgment

in setting up the matter, in order that, from the stand-

point of typography, the result of his work will be satis-

factory.

The printer possesses many of the essential qualifica-

tions of a successful advertising writer, among them being

his knowledge of typesetting and the laying out of an ad-

vertisement to make an effective display. In fact, his

knowledge of printing would give him a decided advan-

tage over the man who was possessed of but little, or pos-

sibly, no such knowledge. Of course, the laying out of

an attractive advertisement is an entirely different mat-

ter from the writing of the ad. itself, the latter requiring

a familiarity with the goods. A successful adman must

have a practical mercantile experience to be able to do

justice to the goods, the merits of which he is endeavor-

ing to present to the public. He must also know the

classes of goods that are seasonable, and those which will

be most likely to bring the results in sales. I have heard

a printer express his opinion that one of his trade would

make the most successful adman, and, while I am pre-

pared to admit that his typographical knowledge would

be of material assistance to him, he would be seriously

handicapped in his work had he not been possessed of

some practical experience in handling and selling the

goods he would induce others to buy.

A good course for the adman to pursue is at the outset

to acquaint himself with the composing room, and make
friends with the compositors, the majority of whom he

will find to be jovial fellows, and willing to give any in-

formation in their power. He should watch the composi-

tor setting the ads., ask questions and learn all he can

about the art. The fellow who "knows it all" will not

find many persons willing to help him when he discovers

that he is in need of it. Knowledge of printing gained in

this way if put into practice will soon result in well laid

out ads., which will be a pleasure to the compositor to

set, instead of a conglomeration of unintelligible copy.

There are many good books on typography, etc., but the

practical work will advance you much more quickly.

I have found that the only proper way to send copy to

the printer, is to send a "dummy" or plan; either the

exact size of the ad. or to a scale; personally, I prefer

the former, which is much more easily made. The
"dummy" shows the printer the idea you wish carried

out, and the relative position of each item. It leaves no
excuse for the compositor to jumble different classes of

goods together, such as women 's hosiery, followed closely

by a bargain in tapestry rugs, and gives prominence to

such articles as you wish. In this way more satisfactory

results will be obtained and the responsibility of the

printer will be materially lightened.

The adman should always remember that the com-

positor is only a human being, not a machine, running

at low speed, but which may be geared up to greater ac-

tivity at a moment's notice. He may be expected to per-

form properly a certain amount of work, and any more
placed on him will result in less satisfactory work being

done. Copy should be sent in ample time to allow for

proper setting and for the necessary changes after thor-

ough proofreading.

Proofreading, too, brings the adman closely in touch

with the art of typesetting. For instance, if a word is

omitted in a sentence and its insertion will necessitate the

breaking up of a form, always try to drop some unim-

portant word of a corresponding size in the paragraph to

allow the "left out" to be inserted easily. Always re-

member that unnecessary changes cause delay and the

tendency, if they are continued, is to make you unpopular

with the printers. Keep the goodwill of the compositors

and they will exert themselves to give you the best pos-

sible results. At the same time it should be understood

that any errors which, if they were allowed to go uncor-

rected, would have a tendency to reflect on the carefulness

or reliability of the firm, must be corrected. The adver-

tisement is the printed representation of the business, and

it is looked upon by the public as such. Never allow a

mistake to pass through which would misrepresent in the

slightest the article advertised. A good motto for an ad-

man to follow is "Represent the firm you advertise as its

policy demands," and see that the printer does his part. .
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rom the Adman s V lewpoint
Some Things He May Learn From the Buyer—Brain Work Essential

to Success—Newspapers the Best Medium— Folly of Misrepresentation.

Written for The Dry Gooda Review by Frank Jonei,

Advertising Manager for Jame> Ogilvy, Montreal.

The adman who is looking for maximum results Crom

liis endeavors, with an easy road to travel, will make it

his business to win, and retain the esteem of every

buyer in the store. Bach is essential to the other; the

buyer has his eye on good position and generous space;

the adman, who can have only a superficial knowledge

of the goods he advertises, takes counsel with the buyer

a sto selling points and seasonable arguments. And he

often has to rely on the friendship id' the other to find

a good rousing "special" when good copy seems scarce.

.Mutual confidences are hound to result in good team

work, both working together for the good of the store.

The wise adman will take advantage of the other's know-

ledge, and experiences on foreign buying trips to acquire

information which will provide the nucleus for much

readable copy concerning the latest fashion, lint he must,

FRANK JONES

Advertising Manager with James Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal.

be diplomatic in his relations, treating all buyers alike

without favor to any particular one. The top of the ad.

may be claimed by two departments, both with strong'

reasons, and considerable tact is often required to smooth

matters out. Then there is the antagonistic buyer, who

looks upon the adman as a nuisance, and imagines his

goods are too widely known to need advertising. The

scribe's allegiance to the interests of [he store should

prompt a friendly conversion of the latter to the creed

id' supplying regular copy. "A fellow feeling makes us

wondrous kind," and the buyer who realizes that the ad-

man is ready to work hand in glove with him to beat last

year's figures is not grudging in his praise id' work well

done.

Forms of Advertising Outside Newspapers.

Since the time is long past that a store was •• adver-

tised by its loving friends." the newspaper leads all other

forms of publicity. But the methods by which a store

can supplement its newspaper advertising are innumer-

able. Everything emanating from the store should carry

its message to the public. Smart delivery tigfl, good

horses, alert drivers, help to familiarize the public with

the store they represent. Wrapping bags and boxes,

labels and envelopes are all capable of development as

mediums. Probably the most pronounced instance id'

self-advertising is the new Greenhul store in New Fork,

where store decorations, show cards, fittings, and every-

thing down to such details as typewriter .'ibbons, blotters

and the twine used, is of a uniform shade of green, in

accordance with a carefully planned scheme to attract at-

tention to the store.
*

Every delivery rig can display a large card, legibly

printed with a current sale announcement. The humble

parcel slip, if convincingly worded and neatly printed, is

a very efficient medium. In a city like Montreal, with a

huge tourist population in Summer, transient business

can be cultivated by the discreet use of the excellent

guide books issued by the various navigation and railroad

companies, which have a large circulation and are closely

read for the information they give. Attractive folders

and booklets, announcing openings or special sales, can

be used with profit. Theatre and concert programmes,

and the like, are of indeterminate value, as direct results

are almost impossible to trace, and these mediums can

very well be ignored.

The Evil of Overstatement.

Misrepresentation is a practice to studiously avoid. It.

is even worse than the "fraud of substitution" against

which a combination of magazine editors is waging war.

Some merchants of doubtful standing may seem to thrive

on the statement that they are "sidling .")() per cent, lower

than anyone else," and such exaggerations, but with the

establishment having any claims upon the public, over-

statement is bound to result in incredulity. The confi-

dence of the public and implicit faith in every claim pre-

sented, is vital to the stoic that is building for the future.

''Delivering the goods," carrying out every promise to

the letter, is the surest way to bring a customer back. Let

the public find that your bargains are really worth even

a. little less than the value represented in cold type, and

you find prestige slipping away from you. It is very

easy to make a 75c. article worth $1.00 in a newspaper

ad., but next morning the customer is likely to recognize

the fact that she is getting only 7"> cents worth, and feels

she has been brought in under false pretenses.

Let the adman look to it that every special value he

writes up is a genuine one. when in doubt, make investi-

gations, don't say that $1.50 dress goods will be sold for

49c. when the said goods have been in stock for over a

year and were originally marked $1.50 in the day of their

popularity. If the buyer knows they are unsalable at

marked price, how much better to take the public into

his confidence and tell them why such goods are to be

sold at 49c. a yard. Give the reason for price reductions,

not every one may need the goods if you say they are

"seconds" or damaged in some way. but those who do

buy are not deceived as to the quality. First, last and

always, tell the simple truth in advertising, and give the

public what you lead them to expect.

There is but one way to judge an ad.—by results

—

and be he ever so wise and experienced, the adman can

set no limit upon the success or failure of his work, but
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can only wail (ill the resulls arc out. An ad. may be a

gem of literary inspiration; the typographical composi-

tion may be perfect, and the results may be almost nil.

On the other hand, a hastily written spiel may bring a

crowd.

The ad. that interests the reader at the opening,

creates a desire a few lines further on, that increases into

a determination to see the goods— that is a good ad. It

may be faulty in diction and grammar, but if it goes to

the heart and touches the pocket of the great public, it

can be classed among the good ones. The best method

of achieving that result is to look at the proposition from

the customer's point of view. Ask yourself, "Why
should people want this article?" "What argument of

the salesman would convince a customer?" "Is there

any reason why they should come here for it, rather than

go down the street?" Answer these questions to your

own satisfaction, and you are probably on the right road

to success in building up the ad.

Undoubtedly a great measure of the success of an ad.

lies in the appeal presented in the headline. Awaken
the reader's interest with a few eloquent words and the

rest of the story becomes interesting at once. And if you
are appealing to women go into descriptions, tell them so

much about the article that they can almost see it before

them. A woman cares little for adjectives and grandilo-

quent phrases, but she does like to know how many frills

and flounces there are on a garment. If it is possible to

illustrate the ad. with the article exactly as it is described

the value is increased fully 50 per cent. Make a strong

point of the descriptive part of the talk, so that it pre-

sents a mental picture of something really desirable,

quote prices and values always, and you have what
counts most in building up a successful ad.

Live Advertising Problems
Importance of Displaying Prices in Advertisements—Freak and Fake Adver-
tising Result Disastrously to the Perpetrators — Some Advice on Bargains.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by Miss
/ R. E. Timms, with W. H. Scroggie Co.. Montreal.

Prices are possibly not the only

effective means of interesting the

public in a store through its ad-

vertising, but they are by far the

best. Bold figures are as forcible

as a paragraph of descriptive

matter. This is particularly true

^^j£ >
' ^ in clearance sale advertising, when

^k ',^^ prices should be strongly empha-

m. Ml sized -

The next most effective aid to

advertisers is the use of good line cuts, preferably of the

article advertised. Where this is impracticable, stock

(tuts, if chosen judiciously, may be used with good effect.

Freak Advertising.

Freak, or so-called humorous advertising, is unwise;

sober, common sense is the foundation of business success,

and any departure from the beaten path must be under-

taken carefully, or disaster will follow. There are, of

course, exceptions to this, as to every rule, but, in the

majority of cases freak advertising produces a feeling of

distaste, and has little or no lasting good effects.

Blind publicity is less tiresome than freak advertis-

ing, but, of as little value. Few persons are sufficiently

interested to follow up an advertisement that promises

nothing definite. Facts are what is wanted; strong, posi-

tive statements, adorned with superlatives if you wish;

but give facts without outraging good taste.

Fake Bargains.

Advertising fake bargains may succeed for a short

time, but in the end bring loss of trade and disaster. A
case is reported on good authority of ail American mer-

chant who persisted in fake advertising, lost his entire

trade in a short time. As soon as his methods were found
to be dishonest, the public retaliated for his imposition

upon their belief in him, and his store was shunned by

the very persons he was trying to interest. Shortly before

the end of his career as a merchant a full page adver-

tisement inserted in a reliable newspaper did not bring

enough business to cover the cost of the ad. This is a

forcible means of demonstrating that "honesty is the

best policy."

An advertisement to be effective must be in clean,

readable type, with prominently placed prices. If cuts

are used they should be distributed through the advertise-

ment so that it neither looks top-heavy nor lop-sided. If

a store announcement impresses one as being harmonious
and attractive, it will be read much more carefully than

one carelessly thrown together.

In body type anything smaller than eight point should

be avoided, and only on rare occasions would I use

seventy-two point. The happy medium is ten point for

reading matter and eighteen to twenty-four point for

headlines and prices.

One of the earliest axioms that the advertising writer

should learn is "give the printer credit of knowing his

business." Its application has resulted as efficaciously

as the Golden Rule, and 1 have not so far experienced the

slightest difficulty in getting what I wanted in advice,

special display or types from the printer.

In laying out an advertisement the size is the first

thing to be decided on; next in importance is the name cut

—the store name—without which the announcement is

valueless. It is also important to determine the amount
of space to be devoted to each particular portion, head-

lines, introduction, description and price.

The writer has frequently been inclined to find fault

with the arrangement of bargain counters. Too often

immense quantities of the same class of goods are piled

indiscriminately on the counter and the result is that

customers are dubious as to the genuineness of the alleged

bargain.

Where the bargain counter is comparatively large it is

a good plan to have several classes of goods that will not

clash with each other, displayed, and replenish the stock

from the reserve, as required. A woman would be more
anxious to secure a china teapot with only a dozen on the

counter than she would if there were fifty.

The question of insert is one which deserves careful

attention. Hand bills and small circulars usually find

their way to the bundlers' desks, and, since those in

charge of these desks are, as a rule, irresponsible young
persons, who look upon these hand bills as so much litter

to be gotten rid of as quickly as possible, it is quite easy

to imagine them half a dozen or more being placed in one
package. The writer's opinion is that package inserts are

of little practical benefit, since the purchaser usually con-

signs wrappings, inserts and all, into the waste basket or

fire immediately the goods have been opened.
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A BRIGHT HAMILTON STORE

Mantle and Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Department, Finch Bros., Hamilton.

The excellent lightingiin]thisJstore makes the department particularly attractive. It is situated on[theifirst floor and is reached
by elevator, or by a wide stairway.

Ground Floor View of Finch Bros., Hamilton, Store.

This view taken from the rear shows the Staple Department.

A New Dry Goods Store in Hamilton in which the Important Question

of Adequate and ^Vell Diffused Lighting has heen given Special Attention
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Matters of Interest to Clerks
Developing Clerks Into Successful Buyers—Essential Qualifications— Letter From Clerk
on Attitude of Employer - The Clerk's After-Office Hours and to Whom they Belong.

Qualifications of a Buyer

Some Essentials in the Make-up of a Successful Buyer

—

Knowledge of the Goods and of the Trade Are
Necessary—Advice to Ambitious Clerks.

No clerk can or should be, satisfied with himself niili)

lie has developed the ability to buy goods, as well as sell

them. The latter requires greater discrimination and bet-

ter judgment than the former, and it is a qualification

which must be acquired. Buyers—good buyers—are not

like poets; they are made. There are hundreds of suc-

cussful salesmen to one successful buyer, and a clerk who
wishes to make himself the most useful, and, so far as

possible, indispensable, to his employer, will early in his

business career begin to develop the qualities which com-

bine to give him the ability to buy goods.

Of course, the first requisite is a knowledge of the

goods; it goes without saying that one not possessed of a

thorough knowledge of the materials die is supposed to

buy economically cannot be a success.

Supplementing his technical knowledge of goods, he

must know the trade he is buying for, and this is prob-

ably the point at which the greatest number of failures

are recorded. Goods which if bought for one store would
be easily disposed of at a profit, might be totally unsuited

to the trade in another store in the same block. A buyer

must study the trade; must know the ability of the

pat ions of his store, to absorb the class of goods he is

buying. Without this knowledge he will be a complete

failure as a buyer.

Developing a clerk into a careful buyer is always a

difficult problem. Any clerk can buy after a fashion, but

to buy as he would if his own money were going into the

goods is another question.

No matter how good a clerk may be, how well he looks

after things on the sales end of the business, he needs

constant advice in his buying efforts.

In fact, there are very few stores where the proprietor

himself can get away from the work of overseeing the

buying. Tying up money in merchandise is a serious mat-
ter, and the clerk who is ambitious to become a successful

buyer will find that it will require careful study and the

exercise of discriminating judgment before he will have
mastered this, the most difficult of all the problems in con-

nection with retailing'.

When a ClerK is in Error

Letter From Member of Sales Staff on Relation of Em-
ployer to Clerk When a Mistake Has Been Made

—

An Unpleasant Practice.

Editor Clerk's Page, Dry Goods, Review, Dear Sir:

In response to your invitation to clerks to contribute

to this page in your interesting journal, I should like an
opportunity of calling attention to a practice indulged in

by at least one proprietor that I know of, and in all prob-
ability, by many whom I have not had the opportunity of

associating with. This particular employer had a habit
which I think was an undesirable one, of reprimanding
a. clerk, before the other clerks, and. whit Avas more un-

desirable still, before customers,

Such a course, in my opinion, not only decreases the

efficiency of that particular clerk, but it lowers the dignity

of the proprietor, and, incidentally, of the store, in the

estimation of the customers, who heard it, and, naturally,

aroused a feeling of antagonism towards the store, and of

sympathy for the clerks.

An employe who is afraid of his or her employer;

who would prefer to pay for a mistake inadvertently

made, to reporting it to the employer, cannot possibly do
the best work, and, recognizing this, the employer should

try to inspire a feeling of respect for himself among his

staff, and of loyalty to the store, which is one of the most
valuable assets any business can possess.

If, instead of exploding before the offending sales-

man's fellow-clerks, and the customer, when an error has

been committed, the employer would ask the clerk who
has made the mistake to step into the office at closing

time, and, after your temper has cooled, quietly and kind-

ly point out to him or her, that a rule of the store has

been broken, or that poor judgment has been used, and
suggest a means by which an improvement can be made.

The clerk will appreciate it, and the result will be far

more satisfactory than that of following the present prac-

tice Yours truly,

INTERESTED CLERK.

The position taken by the writer of the above letter is

a reasonable and common sense one. Fortunately, how-
ever, the class of employer desribed by "Interested

Clerk" is rapidly becoming smaller, and, with the intro-

duction of modern business methods, and the spread of

the belief that employes render the most efficient service

when they are treated with consideration, a more cordial

relationship is being developed between the merchant and
his sales staff.

AFTER BUSINESS HOURS.

The question is often asked, "Has the employer a

right to say what an employe shall do outside of working

hours? If a man reports for duty on time, whose business

is it where he was the night before?"

When an employer engages a man, what does he em-

ploy? Does he say to the man, "You bring your body

down here at 8 o'clock and take it home at 5, and you can

do anything you want to with your mind?" Is it not the

mind what he really employs? And has he no right to say

something about the condition of that mind during work-

ing hours? If a man spends the day's vitality the night

before he does not have that day's vitality to give to his

employer, even though he brings his body down town on

time, and pretends to put in a full day's work. He is not

delivering what he is paid for, and the employer has a

light to remind him of the fact.

When an employer pays a man to put his mind on his

business he naturally expects a sharp mind, one that has

not been dulled by too many outside interests, and especi-

ally by dissipation. It is thinking while you work that

really counts.

It is good to know that there is no hardship in this, be-

cause what is good for the employer is also good for the

employe. Many a needed lesson is driven home to us by

the necessities of business.
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Merchants Co-operate in Collections
A Means Which Hardware Merchants Have Found to be Satis-

factory for Making Difficult Collections — Its Effectiveness.

A novel, and, as results have shown, an effective col-

lection scheme lias been adopted by two provincial re-

tail dealers associations during the last few months. The
present seems to be an opportune time to place such a

scheme into operation, and this method has prove' so

successful that it might be applied to Hie dry goods

trade, with such modifications as may be considered

necessary.

It was originated by the Ontario Retail Hardware
Association, and has been in use since, last May, with,

it is reported, results which have exceeded the most
sanguine expectations.

A scries of letters are sent out, signed by the secre-

tary of the association, to the list of delinquents, and

the service is furnished to the members of the associa-

tion at cost ; letters, follow-ups and envelope* for sixty

delinquents being supplied for $1. The first letter sent

out is as follows :

(Collection Department).

Sir,—Your account with of

, amounting to , is still un-

settled and has been placed with us for collection.

Settlement must be made with the above creditor

immediately.

Enclose this notice when paying.

Yours truly,

WESTON WHIG LEY,
Secy. O.R.H. & S.D. Assn.

N.B.—Our Collection Department has facili-

ties for ascertaining names of parties who fail to

adjust accounts after due request has been made,

and also for the protection of other merchants in

the above town and throughout the country from

risk of incurring similar debts.

Should this letter fail to produce the desired results,

the second letter is sent. It is as follows :

(Collection Department).

Sir,—Your account with , of

, amounting to , as men-
tioned in our recent notice, is still unpaid. If you

prefer to jeopardize your, credit, rather than set-

tle this just debt you may settle with our r.t-

torney after ten days.

Yours truly,

WESTON WRIGLEY,
Secy. O.R.H. & S.D. Assn.

N.B.—Our Collection Department has facilities

for ascertaining names of parties who fail to ad-

just accounts after due request has been made,

and also for the protection of other merchants in

the above town and throughout the country from

risk of incurring similar debts.

Some Results.

'I he secretary of the Hardware Dealers' Association

lias received a number of letters from merchants who

have adopted the s\sieiu, and thej speak of the success

which they, have had with it.

G. A. Binns, of Newmarket, says :

"I sent out the forms to twenty dead heads

that I had crossed oft' my books as N.G. The
amounts were all small, from $].!}() to (5,

amounting in all to about (60. From the first

letters I have had $;M.8!) paid in. I think the

business-like heading of the forms carries more
weight than the ordinary collect inn department
letter heads."

A. W. Humphries & Son, Parkhill, have also found
it satisfactory, as the following extract from a letter

to the secretary shows :

Dear Sir,—We have your letter of the 18th,

making enquiry as to our success with the collec-

tion forms of the O.R.H. A., and would say Ilia I

results so far have been very satisfactory. In all

but one instance we have received full settlement

with interest, and that one case was a particular-

ly hard one, which will require very vigorous fol-

lowing up.

W. W. Chown Co., Belleville, and P. A. Hoar, Bar-
rie, also write to express their satisfaction with the sys-

tem, and to commend its use to other merchants.
The success with which the scheme has been met in

its operation in the hardware trade has led the Book-
sellers' and Stationers' Association to adopt the same
system, and the secretary announces that members of

that association will be given the service upon applica-
tion.

PROPOSED TARIFF COMMISSION
At a meeting recently held in Ottawa of the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association executive, the proposal was
made that the Government should appoint a Tariff Com-
mission, similar to the present Railway Commission, for
the purpose of keeping in touch with conditions of trade-

in Canada, the association believing that a commission
would be able to do this more effectively than a depart-
ment of the Government. Should the proposal be acted
upon the association has decided to establish a tariff

branch, for the purpose of keeping the tariff commission
posted upon the changing conditions of the commerce of

the country.

COTTON INDUSTRY PROSPEROUS.
The cotton industry in Canada is apparently in a satis-

factory condition, reports from .Montreal, the centre of
the industry in Canada, showing that the mills are busy,
with very little manufactured goods on hand. Referring
to the conditions, the manager of one of the largest com-
panies, said. "So far as we are interested, we have not
found any letup in business, with the exception of a slight

decline in one or two of the Western Provinces, but this

has been more than made up for by increased sales in

Eastern Canada and the Maritime Provinces.

"As an evidence of the large amount of business which
is being done all over the country I may tell you that all

the manufacturers who are supplied with the raw ma-
terial, such as yarn, for the manufacture of knitting and
colored g Is into shirts and garments are doing a rush-
ing trade. Returns are u 1 and they are very satisfac-
tory, hut. of course, we are receiving more paper than
usual."
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The Department Store
Some Facts Concerning the Extent and Development of this Feature of Modern
Merchandising — European and American Stores and Their Characteristics.

Iii this issue The Review presents the first instal-

ment of a special article on the question of depart-

ment stores. In the February and March issues the

presentation of the case for these stores will be con-

tinued. This article is written for The Review by
Frederick A. Scroggie, of W. H. Scroggie Co., Mont-

real, a depart incut store which has made considerable

growth iu recent years:

The department store to-day is as much a necessity as

the telephone, telegraph or electric light. Il has come into

existence because there was a demand for it.

It is impossible for me, in the short time at my dis-

posal, to go fully into the management of a department

store, to explain it in detail. It is my intention to show

how each department is managed separately, being in

charge of a specialist in that certain line of business. 1

would like to show how all these specialists or depart-

ment managers work in unison for the success of the

whole.

The department store is a comparatively new institu-

tion, and is at present but in its infancy. The history of

the world shows that there are always persons who are

opposed to any innovation. There are those to-day who
are opposed to the department store, and who claim that

it is a hindrance to commerce. The department store of

to-day, however, is but the evolution of the country store,

in which a pound of sugar or a spool of sewing thread

might be purchased. It has taken the old methods of re-

tail business and improved upon them, and gives to the

public, by its system, a better store service. The old way
of doing business has been changed. Goods are not kept-

year after year on (he shelves before they are sold. The

department store seeks for the newest of the new, and

displays it at once; nothing must remain from one year

to another; if it will not go at one price, it must go at

another, and a lower price.

Department Stores' Objects.

There are persons who believe that the sole object of

the department store is to crush the small dealer, and pul

him out of business. This is not so. The departmenl

store is needed: the small store is needed also. On this

point let me read to you what the Wanamaker store has

to say:

"A word for the little stores, and for the neighboring

stores near the city. There is a place and need for such

stores, and neighborhoods are in duty bound to patronize

their near-by stores. We have always held this view, and

have reiterated it many times in word and print."

It is well for those who are opposed to department

stores to remember that most of the big stores of to-day

were once little stores. Their owners worked hard, put

all their energy into the small beginnings, until the

little business expanded into the huge dimensions of their

present power and prosperity. Nothing that will last can

be built upon deceit and fraud. These tiny concerns that

have been so developed, have been reared upon the foun-

dation stones of fair and honest dealing to customer and
employe.

Let me say right here thai no great business could

be built up by any man who had assisting him dissatis

tied employes, who thought they were being unfairly

treated. There is co-operation in department store work,

such a> you will find in no other business, There i^ 3

certain dash and go: everything goes along like clock-

work. While there is hustle everywhere, there is no ex-

citement. Everything works with a system.

Good Canadian Stores.

Let us look for a few moments at the great depart-
ment stores of the world. It is sufficient for me to say
that I consider our Canadian stores in Toronto and Mont-
real and other cities, will compare favorably with the

stores in other cities of a corresponding size outside of

Canada. Our Canadian merchants are just as anxious to

do business as our friends across the line; we are just as

progressive, and as eager to embrace new ideas; we have
the same burning desire to improve our store service. It

must be admitted, of course, that the Canadian depart-

ment stoic owner and manager may be frequently found
in Xew York Philadelphia or Chicago, Looking for ideas

lliat he may use for the improvement and expansion of

his own business. As a rule, he gets them, too, and in

many cases improves upon them.

Good European Stores.

J n Europe probably the best store is that of Messrs.

Wertheim, of Berlin. One writer has said that the Wert-
heims have taken the best ideas of store construction,

management and equipment, and adapted them to their

own needs. This store has twenty-eight elevators. It

maintains its own fire brigade, has 113 fire signal boxes
distributed throughout, the building, and has four fire

alarm connections with the city fire department. It is as

complete as any store in the United States, and contains

within its walls a butcher and grocery department, an art

gallery, a bank, a theatre ticket office, etc. One of the

rigid rules of the establishment is that the buyer of a de-

partment must see all travelers calling on the firm with

samples of goods for his particular line. It does not make
the slightest difference if he is not in the market to buy:

even if he is overbought, he must at least look. The dis-

play windows of this firm are in charge of a young lady,

;\ Miss Von Holm, an illustrator of some note. The head

of every department consults her as to the display of his

merchandise. A water color design is made and sub-

mitted to the head window dresser, who carries out the

ideas.

London's Big Stores.

In London the most important department stores are

Whiteley's and Harrod's. Of these, Whiteley's is prob-

i.Wy the best known. To Mr. Whiteley belongs the dis-

tinetion < f being the pioneer of the department store in

England, lie started business in 1863, in a district of

London in which those who professed to have some know-
ledge of the retail business claimed that he could not suc-

ceed. His capital was but seven hundred pounds, cer-

tainly not a very large one. Starting with two sales-

ladies and an errand boy, at the time of his death he had

almost six thousand persons in his employ. Mr. White-

ley was known the world over as the "Universal Pro-

vider." In an interview shortly before his death he said:

"I extended my business so as to provide all the world

with what the world requires from the cradle to the

grave." The story is told of a wager made between two

members of a London club. One maintained that at

Whiteley's he could purchase anything and everything

The other said that this was impossible, and that he could

not purchase an elephant A wagpr was made according-
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ly, and when the clubman went to Whileloy's he was very

much surprised to find that the "Universal Provider"
could supply him with the animal in question. Mr. White-
lex had been previously informed of the wager, and was,

in consequence, prepared for his call.

The United States Stores.

In the United States the nunc important stores are

John Wanamaker 's, of New York and Philadelphia;

Marshall Field & Co. 's, of Chicago, and Boston, and the

Henry Seigel stores, in New York, Chicago and Boston.

Mr. Siege] at present lias no connection with the firm of

Siegel, Cooper & Co., of New York, having disposed of

his interest in that business. lie owns, however, the

Siegel, Cooper Co., of Chicago, the 14lh street store in

New York, the Simpson Crawford store, also in New
York, and the new Henry Siege! store in Boston. It is

interesting to note thai at the inaugural opening of the

Boston store over $lo.(iO() was spent in flowers Tor de

corations. It is estimated thai the Siegel chain of stores

do an annual business of sixty millions of dollars.

Mi-. Wanamaker owns large departmenl stores in New
York and Philadelphia. He stalled his commercial career

with a position in a book store al a salary of $1.25 per

week-, and let'i that shortly afterwards to accept another

position at the larger salary id' $1.50 per week. Mr.

Wanamaker claims that bis success is due in a great mea-
sure to close application, integrity, attention to detail and
discreet advertising. He commenced in a very small way
in Philadelphia; additional property was acquired as the

business increased, until to-day it is the largest store in

that city. This establishment is now being rebuilt in sec-

tions, without interfering with the course of business. Be-

fore the store is entirely rebuilt it will have taken eight

years to complete and will have over 40 acres of floor

space.

Some years after the Hilton, Hughes & Co.. had taken

over the business id' the late A. T. Stewart, at Broadway
and Tenth si reel. New York, and bad made a failure of

it, Mr. Wanamaker acquired control of it. While the

situation of the store, is in whal is called the Down Town
District, and from a commercial standpoint, is not an

ideal retail location, yel Mr. Wanamaker has built up a

remarkable business. He has brought to his New York

busines the same methods, that won success for him in

Philadelphia.

Mr. Wanamaker does not believe in Sunday newspaper

advertising, and 1 think his store is the only one of any

importance in New York that does not use Sunday papers

as a medium to reach the buying public.

He has been so successful in New York that the old A.

T. Stewart building has been found too small; additional

property was secured on Broadway and Ninth street, upon

which a fourteen-storey building, with two sub-base-

ments, has been erected. These buildings, the old A. T.

Stewart, and the new Wanamaker, are connected with a

tunnel underneath Ninth street, and give to the Wana-
maker concern thirty-two acres of floor space. This al

present is, no doubt, the largest retail store in the world.

In the new building there is an auditorium, seating

1,500, in which concerts and recitals are given, entirely

free to the patrons of the store.

For the whole establishment the delivery department

is situated in the sub-basement of the new store. All

goods for delivery, as soon as parcelled, are sent to the

shipping room by special chutes and elevators. The

question of loading the delivery vans quickly is one that

always has received special consideration. The horses are

unhitched from the larger vans and these are lowered to

the sub-basement, where they are loaded.

(To ho continued in the February issue of The Dry Goods

Rpvipw.)

Merchants Object to Peddlers

The Kent County Council is Asked to Increase License

Fees Charged—City Stores Send Out Wagons Into

Country—Result of the Practice.

One hundred and thirteen merchants doing business in

Kent county, outside the city of Chatham, presented a

petition to the County Council recently asking for an in-

crease in the license fees imposed on hawkers, peddlers
and transient traders. The fees at present range from
$\ to $45, the latter being I he figure for a two-horse rig.

and, while the petitioners do not specif; any sum which

thy would like lixed as fees, they refer to Ihe county of

Lambton, where recently ihe Council increased the fees

to $100.

The Council was unanimous in its desire to be rid of

ihe Assyrian peddlers, but did not object particularly to

I he presence of Ihe wagons of the city merchants, even

though I hey entered into direel competition with the

smaller merchants in the county. If the fees on this class

of peddlers are not increased, it will probably resull in

Ihe merchants whose trade is affected by the practice of

putting rigs on the road themselves in order to meel the

competition.

EARLY CLOSING IN PRESTON.

The merchants of Preston are discussing in this asso-

ciation the advisability of adopting an early closing pro-

posal. They realize that the business done after 6 o'clock

does not begin to pay expenses; that in addition to ex-

penses for heat, light, etc., being piled up, the proprietors

and unfortunate clerks are kicking their heels behind the

counter, with no customers, or, at best, an occasional

buyer, and are being deprived of all recreation and often

of rest. A committee was appointed, and its duties arc

to interview all the merchants in the town with Ihe objeel

of obtaining their signatures to an agreement lo close at

7 o'clock each night, except Saturday night, and those

preceding holidays.

OPPOSED TO CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES.

At the annual meeting of the Retail Merchants' As-

sociation, held in Montreal during December, the question

id' co-operative mercantile societies was discussed, and a

resolution expressing strenuous opposition to the intro-

duction of a measure to give these societies special pri-

vileges. Every effori will he made to prevent any such

legislation from being placed on the statute books of the

1 dominion.

BUSINESS MEN IN COUNCIL.

An example of the good results following the election

of a business man to the head of a city council is furn-

ished in Winnipeg, where in the elections held recently,

J. H. Ashdown, a merchant, was returned for the second

term as Mayor of the city, no opposition being offered to

his election. There can be no doubt that during last year

Mayor Ashdown administered the affairs of the city well,

in the face of unfavorable conditions.

Merchants, when thej can be induced to enter muni-

eipal hi' iblj make successful civic adminis-

traf 01
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Cash System in the West
During Recent Years Merchants Have Gradually Been Adopting It—Some of the Circum-
stances Which Have Led to the Change—One of Good Results of Temporary Depression.

Iii Western Canada the outstanding' feature of the busi-

ness year just closed has been t lie curtailment of credit

by the retailers and the general introduction in many
parts of the country of a strictly cash system of doing'

business. For three years or more there has been a steady

movement in this direction, but the last year has seen

scores of merchants in all parts of the West, but par-

ticularly in Manitoba, take the final plunge and insist

upon cash being paid for every purchase before it is taken

from the store.

A large number have made the change, and there is no

doubt that the success that is attending their venture will

induce hundreds who are now in the "almost persuaded''

class to follow their example. This is one of the good re-

sult,-, of a rather unfavorable year, and there is reason for

the belief that of the many effects of the late slight de-

pression it will be the most lasting.

Credit has been the bane of the West./and, like most

abuses which are necessary under certain conditions, it

has lingered on long after the excuses for its existence

have disappeared. In the early days when the country

CHARLES H. HAMELIN

Of Hamelin Bros., owners of Stores in Manitoba and Saskatchewan,
One of the Leaders in the Movement for the Inauguration

of the Cash System in the West.

was younger credit was, perhaps, absolutely necessary.

The West has indeed been built up on a foundation of

credit. The firs! settlers were financed by the implement

companies and the general stores until their crops were

marketed and the same thing is happening in the case of

the poorer homesteaders in the newer districts at the pre-

sent day. But the practice continued in the older dis-

tricts much longer. The farmers had developed bad
habits. Having been accustomed to a year's credit at the

stores in the early days of the country when they were

ha id up and unable to pay their bills when due they ex-

pected the same accommodation in more prosperous times.

In order to do business on this basis the poor retailer had
to get accommodation at his bank or long credit from his

wholesale house. To insure against bad debts and lo cover

interest charges on overdue accounts long profits were ab-

solutely necessary and this gave the catalogue house an

opening lo undersell for cash.

From time to time spasmodic efforts were made to

cope with this evil, but in times of prosperity the average
merchant is apt to be careless about such things and no
organized movement could be inaugurated. Here and
there a merchant would start a cash system on a system of

monthly payments, but as his brother merchants did not

follow his example he lost good customers thereby and in

most cases gave up the system after a short time.

Then came the land boom. Farmers began to buy land

and persons living in towns to speculate in town lots,

often leaving their store bills unpaid in order to have

funds for speculative or investment purposes. It was bad
enough when a merchant had to wait a year for his

money, but it was much worse when at the end of the

year he saw the crop money that should have paid his

store bill paid down as a first payment on another quartei

section of land.

Three years ago this was the state of affairs and in all

parts of the West it was evident that the country mer-

chants were heartily sick of doing business on this plan.

In a time of general prosperity they were hard pressed

for money. Strange paradox of prosperity—the more
money the farmer got for his crops the less could the

merchant get from him in payment of his bill. He was

investing every available dollar in land. The prevailing

land hunger added lo the merchant's troubles.

Retail Merchants' Work.

Three years ago the Retail Merchants' Association of

Western Canada was formed and one of its avowed ob-

jects was the curtailment of credit. Much valuable, edu-

cational work was done by this association and a detei-

mined effort was made to induce dealers throughout the

West lo shut down on credit entirely from November Lo

April each year. This movement met with some tempor-

ary success, but, on the whole, the results were far from

being satisfactory. It seemed impossible to get the deal-

ers to act together in this matter unless some compelling

force were exerted. A few enthusiasts began to look to

the wholesalers for help to force the cash system on the

dealers, but this would have been a move of more than

joubiful wisdom and the wholesalers took no concerted

action.

Then came the Summer and Fall of 1907, with a slight

business depressions, tight money and uncertain crop

prospects. The banks began to force their customers to

reduce their overdrafts, wholesalers were unable to' get

their usual line of accommodation at their banks, and

were forced to call upon their customers to reduce their

indebtedness. Pressure was exerted upon their custom-

ers by all the wholesale houses, and the retailers were

forced to take some action. The result was a general

effort to collect accounts and a refusal of credit. Mer-
chants were anxious to shut down on the credit 'system,

they were fully convinced of the wisdom of a casli system

and they needed only the compelling influence of circum-

stances to cause a concerted movement.

Up to the present the movement has been most general

in Manitoba and southern and eastern Saskatchewan, but

it is spreading rapidly and every day one hears of another

dealer who has made the plunge.

A few of the retailers who have shut down on credit

and inaugurated either a cash system, a system of monthly

payments, or a coupon system, the coupons being sold

either for cash or a note, are the following: Hamelin
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Urns., with their long string of stores in Manitoba and

Saskatchewan; McRae & Williams, Plumas, Man.; Clingan

Scales and Carscadden, Virden, Man. ; Merchants, Limited,

Cartwright, Man.; the Stovin Co., Waskada, Man.; all the

dealers in Goodlands, Man.; all the dealers in Gladstone,

Man.; all the dealers in Grand View, Man., and Gilert

Plains, Man.; Montgomery Bros., Deloraine, Man. The

movemeni is general on the Estevan line, in Saskatche
wan and iii many other parts of thai Province. In Carn
duff and Oxbow the dealers are using the coupon system.

As every dark cloud has a silver lining, so from the

tight money market and business depression of the last

Eew months has come the promise of the Western retailer's

release from the bondage of the credit system.

Western Store and Cash System
Battleford Trading Company's Method of Adopting this System and of Acquainting Their

Customers of the Change—Low Prices Under New Method—Eastern Conditions Prevailing.

Merchants in the Canadian West are, in many cases,

adopting the cash system of doing' business—a system,

which, with the changing conditions coincident with the

development of the country, is being made possible, where

a few years ago, such a proposal would have been con-

sidered impracticable—and, since the new method has

been adopted it is said to be working satisfactorily.

One of the latest of the larger firms to adopt the cash

system is the Battleford Trading Co., general merchants,

doing business in North Battleford, Sask. On November

1, this company sent out circulars announcing that after

December 1 the books would be closed, and the business

from that date conducted on a strictly cash basis. The
circular recites reasons why the adoption of the system

was considered desirable, and points out the respects in

which it will work to the advantage of the customer. To

other merchants, who may be contemplating such a move,

the form made use of by this firm in making the announce-

ment may be of interest. It was printed in the regular

letter-head of the company, and was as nearly as possible

like a typewritten letter, signed with a rubber stamp. The

letter was as follows:

North Battleford, Sask., Nov. 1st., 1907.

To our- many Friends and Customers:

We beg to announce that on and after December the

1st we purpose closing our books and conducting our busi-

ness on a STRICTLY CASH BASIS.
To the purchaser, it will be a SAVING in buying. The

credit system necessitates the making of provision for loss-

es accruing from bad debts, expenses of collections, interest

and exchange on negotiable papers, which apparent ac-

commodation makes a higher price necessary, moreover

preventing the merchant from buying at the closest pos-

sible margin from the various trade centres.

It is our intention to issue a SEMI-MONTHLY
TRADE CIRCULAR, acquainting you with a few of the

many substantial savings to be made in every line, which

will be mailed to every person whose name we can add. to

our already large mailing list.

We trust that our past pleasant trade relations maj

be increased by the adoption of this Twentieth Century

Retailing System, which means buying goods at the low-

est possible price.

Thanking you for past favors and trusting to be

favored with a continuance of yonr valued patronage, we
are Yours,

The Battleford Trading Co., Limited.

A copy of the first semi-monthly circular was sent The
Review with the announcement of the change. Tt is called

"The Budget of Economy," and quotes prices on differ-

ent lines of goods, which seem to bear mil the truth of

their statements that they are in a position to sell cheaply,

under the new system of doing business. Some of the

prices given, and which the circular states are regular

selling prices, after December 1, and not temporary re-

ductions, are:

Thread, black or. while, 6 for 25c
A line of flannelette, striped and checked, a regular

8c goods and well worth the money, but we sell

it out at per yard 5c

Ladies' heavy plain Cashmere Hose, reinforced heel

and toe, ribbed top, at, per pair $ .50

Men's all-wool black hose, good value at 40c, now
3 pairs 1 .Of,

Men's Cotton Hose, 10c, or 3 pair for 25

Men 's Union Llose, grey, per pair .25

These prices will be considered very reasonable, in

view of the fact that one expects to pay 1 -e for goods
in the West, and especiallv in such inaccessible places as

North Battleford.

The Trading Company seems to have gone about the

business of adopting the cash system in a practical way,
and the results will no doubt be all that are anticipated.

The Battleford Trading Company is one of the most sub-

stantial business firms in the West, and, it is safe to as-

sume that, this radical step—radical for a new country—
has not been decided upon until it was assured that it

would be a success.

This is one of the evidences that the substantial busi-

ness methods characteristic of the Eastern mercantile

condition are gradually being introduced and adapted in

the newer portions of the Dominion.

CANADIAN MONEY APPRECIATED

The value of Canadian currency, in the estimation of

the average business man in the United States has in-

creased very materially recently. It was the common
complaint of Canadians traveling in that country that

there was ;i very general ignorance and consequently a

prejudice against the currency, bank notes or silver, of

Canada, on the part of the average American business

man. Tourists who failed to provide themselves with
sufficient American money at the border found them-
selves in difficulties when they tried to exchange the cur-

rency of their native country.

ft is refreshing, however, to find a material change
in the attitude of Americans towards our money. An
illustration is furnished by the action of a large New
York firm doing an extensive business in Canada, which
placed on its invoice this note : "Canadian cheque pre-

ferred to New York funds in payment of this bill." The
Canadian banking system, and the stability of its finan-

cial institutions, are vindicated.
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Silk Situation of trie Year
Characterized by Price Fluctuations — During Early Part of Year Demand Was
Good, but Decreased Later — Some Figures on Exportation From the Orient.

During' the silk season of 1906-7—that is from July,

1906, to July, 1907—the increasing vogue of silken fabrics

was so great, and the demand so strong, that consumption

of raw silk had almost overtaken its production from all

sources. And this was in face of the fact that the crop

increase for the year was 10 per cent, above that of the

previous year.

By the end of October consumers began to realize thai

stocks were low, and that they would hardly serve to tide

them over until the arrival of the new season's crop.

Heavy buying, as a consequence, set in during the months

of November and December, and at the close of 1906 an

advance of fully 10 per cent all round had been estab-

lished.

The present year, 1907, opened with prices high and

firm, and the market presented practically this character

until the closing of the silk year—or, in other words

—

until July, 1907. Due to lack of stock, many orders in

the later months of the silk year could not be filled. Con-

sumers, therefore, turned their attention to the new sea-

son's crop, and an immense business was done in advance

contracts for July and October shipment, heavy advances

being paid for this business. It is this shortage of the

old crop of silk that has given such an impetus to the

present season, and pushed prices to the highest point

seen since the Spring of 1893.

As the time drew near for the harvesting of the new
crop, it became apparent not only in Europe, but in the

Levant and the East, that it was to he an extra huge

one. In spite of this certainly, however, quotations re-

mained firm; a fact that must he attributed to the great

scarcity of old stock, and to I he pressure for supplies on

the pari of the manufacturers who were full of orders,

and, in many instances, behind with their deliveries.

Manufacturers welcomed the fact that there promised

to he a speedy replenishment of the stocks of raw mater-

ial, following a period id' extreme scarcity, and these ad-

vance crop reports have had a noticeable effect upon (lie

markets since, the bare possibility of lower prices in the

future making buyers cautious all round. it was fell

I hat it would be the extent of the demand for, and the use

of silken fabrics that would have to be relied upon to re-

gulate prices.

American buying in Milan in August again raised

prices, and markets became firm, and prices gradually ad-

vanced. The fact that the demand still exceeded the

supply, led to many contracts for future delivery being

entered into. These were so large that they promised l<>

reduce the quantity of silk to be offered later.

Owing to the absence of demand from the United

States, buyers from the market— an absence accounted

for by the large shipments id' contract silk earlier in the

.year; to reports of floods in Japan, and to the pushing
up of prices by manipulative methods, September markets
were subject to many changes in the East. In Europe a

strong demand again made itself felt for both European
and Asiastic silk, which gave a decidedly firm tone to the

markets there. This was due to the short supphy, since

l he silk, as it arrived was going directly nto channels for

consumption.

By the end of September the scarcity of money begaa
to make itself fell and has had a decidedly quietening

effect upon the market.

As stocks had been fairly wpII sob) up during Septem-

ber, all market.-, with the exception of a slight, weakness

in Yokohama, sustained values. The fact that the fourth

Canton crop turned out to be smaller than estimated,

though it still was a larger one than that of 1905. also

helped to keep up the level.

The October markets in Europe were exceeding!)

quiet. Buyers were scarce and prices lower. This again

was due to the heavy contract sales in the earlier months.

The financial disorder in America is also affecting I be

silk market, the market that is suffering most seriously

being Yokohama. There has been less United States buy-

ing in Europe this year than usual, the export figures for

the past three years being:

190.") $435,600

1906 440,2:5(5

1907 368,6S9

Their imports from China and Japan have, however.

increased correspondingly. Another factor that should

be noted is the large increase in the exportation of Japan-
ese manufactured silk.

In the Orient this year's silk crop has exceeded the

highest figure ever recorded in the industry. Prices re-

ceived have been very high, as there has been a steady

increase ever since the first opening. The large buying
orders from Europe have been mainly responsible. The
latest feature has been the receipt of new orders from the

United Slates, over and above the contract sales of the

Spring months, and which it will take another month to

execute. The filling of these orders will absorb nearly all

of the 15,000 bales accumulated in Yokohama.

Returns to hand show that up to October 30 Yoko-

hama had exported 18,750 bales to Europe (against 13,000

to the same date of the preceding year). 28,350 to America

(27,290), while slock was 14,000 (6,500), making a total

of 61,100 bales (4(5,700 hist year) At Shanghai to the

same dale exports of white silk amounted to 27,000 (17,-

500), and stock to 5,500 (3,000) bales; yellow silk; exports

were 6,250 (5,250), and slock 1,800 (800) bales; tussah

(filatures and raw silks) exports were 2,900 (5,850), and

stock 600 (500) bales. Canton had exported 19,500 (16,-

090) bales to Europe, and 3,600 (4.400, to America,

while stock there amounted to 700 (900) bales, making a

total of 23,800 (against 21.300 last year).

At a recent meeting of the Silk Merchants' Associa-

tion at Lyons, it was staled that the total production of

silk last year in France. Italy, Spain and Austria-Hun-

gary reached 5,748,000 kilcs. The average annual produc-

tion of the same countries for the period 1901-05 was 5.-

312,000 kilos. Lasl year the Levant and Central Asia

contributed a total of 2,624,000 kilos., against an average

I', r the 1901-05 period id' 2,304,000 kilos. China. Japan

and India provided last year 12,541,000 kilos., with an

average for 1901-05 of 11,476,000 kilos. The total output

of all the countries named reached last year 20,913,000

kilos., against an average of 19,092,000 kilos, for the years
1901-05.'

The past year has been an active one with the manu-
facturer. On all classes of silk goods exceedingly long

dates for delivery have been demanded—this applies

notably to ribbons. Such fabrics as tulles have also been

at limes practically out of the market. Fashion has fav-

ored lighl makes, the demand being for foundation silks,

silk voiles, crepes, gauzes, etc., and in colors rather than

black.
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Confidence
^f Confidence in business is the rock bottom foundation upon

which permanent growth is possible. Don't allow yourself

to be frightened by what " everybody says," about financial

conditions across the line affecting Canada seriously.

Cowardice always costs in the end.

•J Your Confidence in our goods, our organization, our treat-

ment of your interests has made possible this business.

During 1908 we aim to merit your confidence to even a fuller

extent.

Your Spring Stocks
Cfl Well assorted stocks, with a good sprinkling of novelties

loom large among sound business assets. We aim to have

our stocks replete with all the staples and novelties when

you want them.

Our spring stocks in all lines measure up to our am-

bition better than in any previous season.

You will not suffer disappointment if you send your

sorting orders to us during the Spring season.

Wash Goods

Dress Goods

Silks

Smallwares

Gloves

Hosiery

Underwear

Staples

Wishing you a full measure of prosperity during 1908

BROPHY-CaINS, Limited
Victoria Square, MONTREAL

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS. QUICK SHIPPERS.
Your Mall Orders will be shipped same day as received

Please mention The "Review ivhen ivritifig advertisers.
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AMONG THE TRAVELERS
Dry Goods Travelers Elected to

Presidency of Associations —
Annual Meetings Held -Personal
Notes of Interest to " Knights
of the Grip."

EGAN, MONTREAL
President-Elect Dominion Commercial

Travelers' Association.

W. J. Egan, the newly-elected president, is a Canadian by birth
He was educated in the City of Montreal, and acquired a general know-
ledge ofthe wholesale dry goods business with Hodgson, Sumner& Co.,
Ltd., Montreal. Mr. Egan commenced on his career as a traveler with
this firm and has since handled sampies for the Gault Bros. Co., Ltd.,
Montreal. The W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., and is now representing in
Canada, Arthur & Co., Glasgow, Scotland-

Mr. Egan has been for fourteen years a member of the association
d iring six of which he served as a director and was one year vice-
president to which office he was elected by acclamation. The new
president has a record for exercising particular care in reference to
any proposed amendments to the constitution and has always been a
hard worker in the interests of commercial men and of the association.
That his fellow travelers appreciate this interest in their behalf and
his public spirited action characteristic of his career in the past is

evidenced by their action in electing him to the highest office in

their gift.

J. T. GREEN, LONDON
Elected President Western Ontario Commercial

Travelers' Association.

John T. Green, the newly-elected President of the Western
Ontario Commercial Travelers' Association, is one of the most active
members of that organization, having for years taken a keen interest
in its affairs. Last year he was elected Vice-President.

He was born in Hamilton in 1862 and received the greater part of
his education at Caledonia Grammar School. In 1879 he entered the
dry goods business as clerk in a retail store at Dunnville. Nine
years later he accepted a position as traveler for the old firm of Boyd,
Watson & Young, in London, and continued in the service of that
house when it came into the hands of R. C. Struthers & Co. For the
past nine years he has been one of the most valued travelers in the
employ of Gault Bros. & Co., Montreal. There are few better known
men on the road in Canada to-day than "Jack" Green. It is in

Western Ontario, however, where he is best known and most highly
esteemed, and if good wishes count for anything, Mr. Green will enjoy
long life and every happiness, and never have a " bad week."

Dominion Association Affairs
Successful Year Reported—W. J. Egan Elected President—Pension

Fund Discussed—Increase in Membership Reported for the Year.

Office, Dry Goods Review, Montreal, Dec. 16.—At the

thirty-third annual meeting' of the Dominion Commercial
Travelers' Association, held in Fraser Hall, on Satur-

day, Dec. 14, W. J. Egan, with Arthur & Co., dry goods,

Montreal, was elected to the presidency of t lie associa-

tion for the year 1908.

The retiring president, E. D. Marceau, occupied the

chair at the meeting, which was characterized by deep

interest in the proceedings, including the clection
i

of

officers. The report of the scrutineers showed that the

following, in addition to Mr. Egan, had been elected to

office : Samuel J. Mathewson, of Mathewson's Sons,

wholesale grocers, Montreal, vice-president, and the fol-

lowing elected directors : L. W. Anderson, with Green-

shields, wholesale dry goods, Montreal; J. A. Dawson,
with Lyman-Knox, wholesale druggists, Montreal; E.

Duckett, with A. MeDougall & Co., woolens, Montreal;

H.Glassford, Standard Automatic Fire Sprinkler Co.,

Montreal; S. D. Stewart, on the staff of Hudon, Hebert
&! Co., Montreal, as special representative of H. .1. Heinz

pickles.

Annual Report.

The annual report showed a very nourishing state of

affairs in the organization. In spite of the heavy death

rate the capital of the association had been increased,

and the finances were in very satisfactory condition.
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The report of the Board of Management, which was

submitted by E. D. Marceau, stated that during the

year ending' December 6, $72,093 bad been received on

revenue account, and to this is added accrued interest,

$453; overdue interest on mortgages, $702, and eertifi

cates paid in advance on Dec. 6, 1906, $4,050; making
the total revenue for the year $77,299, or $5,721 more

than that of 1906. For working expenses $5,245 was

paid, and $10,283 is added to capital account.

The increase in membership was satisfactory, 994 ap-

plications having been accepted, while the net gain was

409, bringing the present membership up to 6,093. To
the beneficiaries of 64 deceased members, $63,250 was
paid, the largest sum ever paid in any one year.

Owing to the stringency of the money market, mort-

gages were renewed at a higher rate of interest, and the

revenue will be enhanced by $700 on this account. Three -

matured loans, amounting to $22,000, have been realized,

and four new loans made, aggregating $35,000, all of

which has been invested in first mortgages on real es-

tate.

Amendments to Constitution.

After considerable discussion a motion by S. Woods
to add an amendment to the constitution was submitted

to (he consideration of a committee, to the effect that a

member who had reached the age of sixty-five years and
whose mortuary benefit, certificate had reached the maxi-

mum amount of $1,200, might be kept in good standing

by the association, at his written request, charging his

annual tec against his benefit. Two notices of motion on

a similar subject were also submitted to the same com-
mittee.-

A Pension Fund Scheme.

On the suggestion of the Commercial Travelers' Club,

of the St. Hyacinthe district, it was decided, E. Duckett

moving' and Mr. Cavana seconding, "that the board of

directors for the ensuing year be a committee to study

the advisability of creating a pension fund, and that they

be authorized, if necessary, to appropriate from the funds
of the association a sum, to be used towards securing the

services of actuaries or experts in insurance, who could

sketch the different modes by which a pension or annuity

fund could be created on a practical and solid basis, and
that the committee report at the quarterly November
meeting, after the actuaries work is completed."

A resolution was adopted to co-operate with sister

organizations in again asking the Dominion Government
to change Thanksgiving Day from Thursday to Monday.

The Dominion Government will be asked to withhold

the increased subsidy from Prince Edward Island until

that province repeals the commercial travelers' tax.

The detailed votes cast in the elections were as fol-

lows: For president, Eagan 1,384, Wilkins 1,350, Mann
592; Por vice-president, Mathewson 1,674, Giles 1,541; for

five directors, Anderson 2.002, Dawson 1,744, Duckett

1,689, Glassford 1,514, Stewart 1,495. Remaining votes:

Picard 1,449, LeMaistre 1,390, Thibault 840, Petrie 669.

Mutual Benefit Society.

The twenty-second annual meeting of the Dominion
Commercial Travelers' Mutual Benefit Society was held

on Friday, Dec. 13.

The president, J. S. N. Dougall, was in the chair. The

annual report was presented and received with unani-

mous approval. During the year $19,000 was paid out to

the beneficiaries of deceased members, leaving a reserve

of 11,770.50.

New members to the number of 187 were added to the

roll during the year, making the present membership

1,250, the largest in the history of the society.

Maritime Travelers' Officers

Annual Meeting of Commercial Travelers' Association

Held—A Membership of 816 Registered—Pros-

perous Year Reported.

The Maritime Commercial Travelers' Association elect-

ed officers at the annual meeting held in Halifax on De

cember 11. The association has a membership of 81ii, of

whom 175 are registered in Halifax and :ill in St. John.

The new officers are: President, 11. E. Hyke, Halifax;

Vice-Presidents for Nova. Scotia, Charles Blackie, A.

Milne Eraser, -I. ('. Jones, \Y. Hackin; Vice-Presidents for

New Brunswick, R. A. March, A. E. Massie, II. Brock, .1.

E. Petrie. The directors are E. Y. Rowland, D. Ruther

ford, (!. II. Laidlaw, R. 11. McAulay, -I. 1'.. Douglas, Perry

T. Strong. Treasurer, O. E. Smith.

Western Ontario Travelers

John T. Green, of London, Elected President—Important
Question of Hotel Accommodation is Being Given

Consideration—A Successful Year Reported.

At a general meeting of the Western Ontario Travel-

ers' Association held in London on Saturday, December
7, the officers for the year were elected. In his annual
address, President Nicholls reviewed the events of the

past year, which had been the most successful in the his-

tory of the association. The financial statement showed
that $17,757.78 had been added to the reserve fund, and
that the membership had increased by 200 during the

year, standing now at nearly 2,500.

The officers elected were

:

President—John T. Green.

First Vice-President—R. E. Davis.

Second Vice-President— Donald Ferguson.

Third Vice-President—John Lennox Hamilton (re-

elected).

Treasurer—W. Underwood, London (re-elected).

Secretary—Alt'. Robinson, London (re-elected).

Directors for London—W. Smithson, L. C. Johnston,
(re-elected). P. M. Millman (re-elected), E. N. Hanna,
John Herald (re-elected), II. W. Land.

Toronto—F. W. Heath, C. R. Willmott, H. Horseman,
A. E. Johnston.

Ottawa—F. E. Brecken ridge, A. T. Lane.
Hamilton—Geo. Hope, John Booker, II. R. Thurber.
St rat foid—John Dow.
Brant ford—Geo. Watt, jr.

St. Mary's—Jas. Maxwell.

Montreal—11. II. Hannon, It. A. Rordeau.
Ayr—John G. Watson.

Oshawa—Major R. Dillon.

St. John, N.B.—M. F. Irwin.

St. Thomas—B. F. Honsinger.

Woodstock—Alby Robinson, R. G. Bickerton, J. F.
Ferguson.

Windsor—Jas. F. Smythe.
Chatham—Chas. Hadiey, A. E Merritt.

Ingersoll—Wm. Watterworth, ('. W. Johnston.
Sarnia— Wm. Storey.

New Hamburg—J. Ratz.

Winnipeg—H. J. Boyd, W. II. Lit lie.

Aylmer—R. G. B. Moore.

Calgary—J. A. Brookbank.
Victoria, B.C.—T. Harry Slater.

An interesting clause in the president's address was
that relating to the effort to secure legislation within the
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province so amending the Liquor Licenses Act as to re-

quire the municipalities which choose to do away with the

licenses to accept the responsibility of providing accom-

modations, which the traveling public are being deprived

of in consequence of the taking away of hotel licenses;

also, the necessity of strict inspection of all hotels and

public lodging houses. In this connection it is particularly

requested that all members will communicate to the secre-

tary of the association, direct, all complaints of defects

in the sanitary and other conditions of hotels so that the

matter may be communicated immediately to the head

office of the license department.

The Retailers' Friend

Traveler is the Man Who Should Be Treated Well—He
Can Be of Great Service to Retailer.

The traveler comes in for a lot of hard treatment that

he does not deserve, and it is largely because the rela-

tionship which he holds to the retailer is not properly

understood. Instead of being a man to be shunned he is

the one man who should be welcomed like a brother.

If there is anyone in the entire world who should be

treated well and met with a cheerfulness which will make

him feel glad that he came to see you, it is the traveling

salesman who has been selling you goods regularly, and

also seeing that all little differences between you and his

house are properly adjusted.

The retailer who feels that he is bothered to death by

traveling men. and must let off steam once in a while to

relieve the tension will do well to choose a traveler who

may be termed an outsider to practice on. The best way

is to decide at the start that travelers are as necessary

to your business as they are to the business of the house

which employs them, and treat each one exactly as you

would like to be treated if places were exchanged.

Some retailers get the idea that the traveling men

come around at regular intervals so that they can be nasty

to them, and tell them all the things they would like to

tell their customers, but dare not. This is a great mis-

take, for the traveler can be a better friend to you and

make you more money than any one customer you will

ever have, and he will do more for yon to make your busi-

ness profitable. Why should he not .' Your profit is also

his profit, so your interests should be the same. Your

customers probably feel that they would get better values

by buying your goods at bankruptcy sale, but the traveler

and his house would not enjoy that same kind of a treat,

so the traveler should be closer to you than your cus-

t < >mers.

Travelers' Hotel Accommodation

One Traveler Holds View That Better Accommodation is

Provided in Places Where Temperance Legislation

is in Force.

The question of hotel accommodation for commercial

t ravelers is one that is engaging the attention of the daily

press, by which it is recognized as a matter of some con-

siderable importance. The view is held by many that in

sections where some form of temperance legislation is in

force the accommodation is not as good as it is in locali-

ties where these restrictions do not exist. A writer in the

Toronto News, however, thinks differently. He is a com-

mercial traveler and signs himself "C. T.," and, in part,

he says:

My experience has been that where no license exists

the accommodation for the traveling public is much su-

perior to places where the bars are allowed. Many so-

called hotels are existing to-day simply to get the license

to sell intoxicants, and do not cater to the other trade.

Places of this kind are really saloons, and not hotels. On
the other hand, where no license exists the hotelkeeper has

to give t lie hotel proper his very closest attention, as he

has to depend on this for his profits. The result is better

meals, better rooms, and like anyone else in other lines of

business who gives all his attention to one thing, he makes
a success of it.

The commercial travelers, as a class, are just as much
in favor of abolishing the bar as anyone else. What
means more business for the merchant means more for the

traveler. This has been my experience in local option

towns. My orders in these places have very largely in-

creased.

A WAIST TRAVELER.

The above is a portrait of Gregory Sanders, a repre-

sentative of I. Mishkin & Co., the Montreal waist house.

Mr. Sanders has been in the waist business for four years,

the last two of which have been spent in the interests of

I. Mishkin & Co.

His success is due to hard work and an intimate know-

ledge of his business. Further, his thorough familiarity

with fashions and every detail of waist manufacturing

has gained him the confidence of his customers. As a re-

sult of these conditions he has helped to establish many a

successful retail waist department.

Mr. Sanders is but 26 years of age, and has, his friends

hope, many years of usefulness before him.

TORONTO TRAVELER DEAD.

Alfred M. Lynch, traveler for Andrew Darling, cloth-

ing manufacturer, died in Montreal on Monday, Dec. 16,

under distressing circumstances. He had been suffering

from acute bronchitis, and a Montreal physician whom
he consulted prescribed cocaine tablets, a box containing

which was found on his bureau when he was lying on the

bed in an unconscious condition, with symptoms of opium

poison. He died later at the hospital. Instead of follow-

ing the directions of the physician, he had taken an over-

dose of the tablets.
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.An Enjoyable Banquet

Dominion Commercial Travelers' Association's 33rd

Annual Banquet Largely Attended—R. L. Borden and
Hon. Sidney Fisher Speakers of the Evening.

An enjoyable gathering' is expected at the annual din-

ner of the Dominion Commercial Travelers' Association,

but their 33rd annual banquet, held in the Windsor Hotel

on December 23rd, was, perhaps, the most successful in

the history of the association. The attendance was re-

markably good, over three hundred travelers and guests

being seated. The presence of R. L. Borden, the leader

of the Opposition, and Hon. Sidney Fisher, Minister of

Agriculture, in the Dominion Government, besides many
provincial politicians, gave the dinner a decided prestige.

W. J. Egan, president-elect, had on either side of him,

at the long table of honor, the Hon. Sidney Fisher and

R. L. Borden, while many past officers of the association

were seated here also. The guests were grouped at small

tables throughout the large dining-room at the Windsor,

and this created some criticism as some of the tables were

overlooked when souvenirs were being distributed.

The menu was elaborate and a musical programme,
after cigars, was very pleasing. The toast list was quite

long, an interesting speech being that of Mr. Fisher, who,

when replying to the toast of to the Dominion Parlia-

ment, made a timely reference to recent financial condi-

tions, referring very pointedly to the immense resources

of Canada, and quoting blue book figures to verify his

statements regarding Canada's growth and assured pros-

perity. He went very fully into details, taking note of

the growth of Canadian banks, the exports and internal

trade.

R. L. Borden, replying to the same toast, dwelt in a

broad way of what his own personal vists had shown him
of the marvelous development of Canada. Mr. Borden

touched the hearts of his listeners by referring to the in-

justice put upon traveling men by their not being able

to cast their ballot, and stated he would support any

reasonable measure to insure them exercising their fran-

chise. He closed an excellent address by wishing the

gathering heartiest compliments of the season.

Hon. W. A. Weir and P. E. LeBlanc replied happily

to the toast of the Quebec Legislature. The Hon. Mr.

Weir made a hit with the traveling men by his witty

remarks.

Dry goods travelers were, as usual, very prominent,

and houses like Greenshields, Brocks, Gaults, Hodgson,

Sumner & McDougall had many representatives present.

«

A TRAVELERS' DINNER.

A pleasant gathering of the traveling and warehouse

staff of Mickleborough, Muldrew & Co., Toronto, was held

recently when a dinner was held at the Merchants' Cafe,

Mr. Muldrew presiding. After the dinner a theatre party

at Shea's closed the evening.

THE TRAVELERS' CLUB.

The first general meeting of the Northwest Commercial

Travelers' Club was held at Winnipeg on Saturday, De-

cember 14, when the directors were elected for the year,

the election resulting as follows: The first six being

elected for two years and the last six for one year: F. H.

Nesbitt, D. J. Dyson, J. E. McRobie, F. J. C. Cox, R. M.

McGowan, E. L. Thomas, Geo. Wilson, A. S. Lock, J. E.

Holland, L. C. Mclntyre, J. A. McTaggart, W. W. Bole.

At a subsequent meeting of the directors, held on

Monday afternoon in the board room of the Northwest
Travelers, election of officers and committees was held.

The following officers ami committees were elected:

President, Geo. Wilson; First Vice-President, 1). J. Dy-
son; Second Vice-President. A. S. Lock; Secretary, J. E.

McRobie; Treasurer, F. J. C. Cox. Finance Committee

—

L. C. Mclntyre, .1. E. Holland, R. M. McGowan. House
Committee—F. II. Nesbitt, E. L. Thomas, J. A. McTag-
gart, W. W. Bole, R. M. McGowan, F. J. C. Cox, D. J.

Dyson. Entertainment Committee—A. S. Lock, E. L.

Thomas. .1. A. McTaggart, .1. E. Holland, F. J. C. Cox.

MUTUAL BENEFIT OFFICERS.

At a general meeting of the Commercial Travelers'
Mutual Benefit Society, held in Toronto on Saturday
night, December 21, when the officers were elected for the

year, a significant fact was that the officers of the past

year were returned by acclamation, the executive officers

being: President, S. R. Wickett; Vice-President, ex-Aid.

Joseph Oliver; Treasurer, H. Goodman. The retiring

trustees, Messrs. C. C. Kyle, Robert Forbes and John
Ross were re-elected for a period of three years.

The annual general meeting will be held on Janu-
ary 25.

TRAVELERS' ASSOCIATION BRANCHES.

Branches of the Toronto Commercial Travelers' Asso-
ciation have been opened in several cities in the Province,

among them being Peterborough, with F. H. Mulholland,
secretary; Woodstock, E. D. Terrybury, secretary; Gait,

Mr. Fleming secretary; Windsor, Mr. Rason, secretary. A
number of travelers live in these cities, and the opening
of the agencies will be a great convenience to them.

TRAVELERS' PERSONALS.

Alex. Cook, Toronto, who is representing Greenshields,

Limited, Montreal, has recently been transferred to new
territory, between Toronto and Owen Sound, and has
spent several weeks becoming acquainted and doing busi-

ness with his new customers.

J. H. Johnston, representing Stewart McDonald, Glas-

gow, dry goods, who has been living in the Old Country
dining the four years that he has been traveling in Can-
ada for the firm, has decided to make his home in Toronto,

Mrs. Johnston having recently joined him here.

Herbert Druiffe, of Druiffe Bros., manufacturers of

veilings, London, Paris and Toronto, left Liverpool for

Toronto on Dec. 7, and, with his wife, will reside here in

future.

*.*
After having represented Finlay Smith & Co., Mont-

real, in Western Ontario for the past twelve months, W.
Richardson, London, is returning to his former firm, Tooke
Bros., and will continue to travel in Western Ontario.

James Muir, Toronto, who has been traveling for Fin-

lay Smith & Co., Montreal, is severing his connection

with that company and will go into the woollen business

for himself.

• .*
W. Coombes, of Toronto, who for some years has been

representing Mark Fisher & Co., Montreal, in Northern
Ontario, left that firm at the beginning of the year.
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Bright Artistic Interiors

are more necessary to the dry goods
store than to any other class of business
premises. Style enters strongly into
every piece of merchandise carried,
and the goods should be shown in
an environment that will emphasize
this quality.

"Metallic" Ceilings
lend an artistic effect that will give
your store an additional attractive
force—and that means increased
trade and larger profits.

METALLIC CEILINGS NEVER CRACK OR FALL OFF. THEY LAST FOR YEARS.
COMBINING DURABILITY WITH THAT APPEARANCE WHICH IS SO VALU-
ABLE TO YOU, THEY ARE NOT LONG IN PAYING FOR THEMSELVES.

OUR DESIGNS ARE EXCLUSIVE

Send us a sketch showing shape and dimensions of any ceiling you have to cover and we will submit an
estimate and design free of charge.

THE METALLIC ROOFING CO., Limited
Manufacturers TORONTO and WINNIPEG

^^T^^^^<
Your Display Window

is a very important part of

your store. Therefore it

would not pay you to put
poor fixtures into it. The
fixtures either make or
mar the effectiveness of

millinery and costume dis-

play. That is why you
ought to know about my

Wax
Figures

They are lifelike and at-

tractive, and add to the
effectiveness of a window
display. I am the sole

manufacturer of these
goods in Canada.

My designs are

original and exclusive

and I can suit the require-
ments of every store. Tell

me your needs and let me
quote you a price !

A. S. RICHARDSON
103-105 Ontario St.

Toronto

239 St. James St.

Montreal

u:ov

NO. 98 T L

WORTHY
WAX
ONLY KIND WORTH WHILE.

Inferior Figures are an

Abomination.
They Mar Effect of the

Smartest Display.

We are supplying many
of the best trade in Can-
ada. Why not you ?

Write for particulars
respecting our life-like

magnificent creations in

finest grades of wax. Our
figures are fashion figures

and made for the latest

mode models in gowns,
suits, fur garments, etc.

Our new catalogue, No.
15L, Window Dressing
and Display, will tell you
all about our wax goods,
in handsome pictures and
descriptive text.

J. R. Palmenberg's

Sons,

Factory 7 lO BROADWAY, NEW YORK U.S.A.
89 and 91 W. Third St. (established 1852)

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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INTEKIOfc

DECORATIONS

New Drapes for Spring Trim

Some Valuable and Practical Suggestions on Constructing

and Using Drapes—Make Displays Show Make-
up of Garment—Increases Interest

to Ladies.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by H. H. Hollingsworth, Toronto.

In the drawings illustrated on these pages may be

found some excellent examples of new, simple, arrange-

ments of dress fabrics and accessories. One of the main
features in these drapes is the lack of pins. You will

Drape No. 1.

notice ir. the drawing marked No. 1 that only two pins

are used, and these are in the selvage of the goods. The
formation of the drape No. 1 requires little explanation.

The fixture is simply a wooden upright, about 4 ft. high.

After unrolling about five yards of the goods, catch the

latter vv>th thumb and middle finger, by selvage, about 2x/2
yards from the end, pin to upright at the point where you

hold the goods, and then very carefully arrange the long

sweeps. Afterwards unroll ahout five yards more and

repeat what you have already done, hiding the balance of

the gouds behind the folds. The main idea is to get nice,

long folds and sweeps, which show up the texture and fin-

Drape No. 2.

ish of the fabrics. This is a very neat drape in itself, but

if you would like to elaborate it, the drawing No. 2 shows

how a piece of silk can be added to the drape, improving

its appearance and forming a combination. First of all

see that the piece of silk selected is in keeping with the

drapery, both in texture and color. The color should con-

trast or harmonize with the dress material. Supposing

your goods to be a brown shade of broadcloth, select a

figured taffeta silk that tones in with the brown; some-

thing leaving a little touch of rose or blue in it is prefer-

able, then proceed to form the top puff as follows: Take
about one and one-half yards of silk and double it into

half its width, then proceed to pleat it with the thumbs
and forefingers, as shown in the sketch No. 3, beginning

at the end of the silk. Pleat about a yard or a yard and

a quarter. Then run a pin through the edges where sel-

vage is, and after you get pin through the pleats, bend it,

thus holding all the pleats securely. Right here r may
expose secret that is known to very few, while it may
appear absurd, nevertheless, it's true. Here it is. In

trying to get a pin through a dozen thicknesses of taffeta

or other fabrics, you will sometime bend a pin half way
through and I have heard some of the boys do some "tall

swearing" before they got one through, but if you take a

good steel pin and draw it through your hair several times

you'll find it slip through a tough substance very easily.

The explanation is that the hair generally contains a lot

Drape No. 4.

of oil, and, consequently, the pin is lubricated, and it is

easier pushed through. Another thing regarding pinning

is not to take a pin from the mouth. This is a very com-

mon habit, and I have seen delicate fabrics, such as laces,

chiffons and silks ruined in spots, where they had been

pinned with a wet pin which had rusted. These are two
of the little points to remember, boys, in window trim-

ming.

To finish the drape above mentioned, pin edge of pleat-

ed silk 1o the top of the stand, then work the folds out in

ball shape, as seen in the completed drape in the illustra-

tion. In a large window about five of these drapes in two
heights, about four or five feet, is ample, and if colors are

arranged harmoniously, you will have a high-class trim.

The tendency now in dress goods displays in the high

class stores all over the country is along the lines of the

styles illustrated here. The appearance of a piece of

goods opened out in nice, long, sweeping folds, is far su-
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perior to the old style trim that is usually crowded and

stuffy.

The average lady is much more interested in a display

that contains a suggestion or suggestions for the make-

up of a costume than she would be in looking on a dis-

play where goods are shown in the bolt, besides the color

and texture of many pieces of fabric look entirely different

Drape No. 5.

in the bolt than they do when opened out, especially is

this true with evening shades, such as blues, pinks,

mauves and greens. I would strongly advise the trimmer

to use very few goods in his fabric displays, and have each

drape suggest the make-up of a costume. Many a sale

can be made where the expert can devise and suggest a

make-up of a complete dress by combining silks, trim-

mings, buttons, buckles and braids together.

In making these drapes with sheer, lightweight fabrics,

such as voiles, eoliennes and the other lines of light trans-

parent goods that have been so much in demand for sum-

mer dresses, it is necessary to show a lining under the

goods and great care should be taken in selecting a suit-

able color for the lining. Sateens and light cotton goods

are admirable for this purpose. Drape the linings over

the stauds first in the same manner as above described,

then proceed with the dress goods. For displays of mus-

lins and wash goods this style of drape is a good one.

Drape No. 6.

The sketch marked No. 4 contains one idea of the

many drapes that can be arranged in a simple artistic

manner with no injury whatever to the most delicate

fabric, as only one pin is used in the whole drape. The
stand is simply a home-made affair, which anyone can

construct To make it, first unroll about five yards of

goods, catch the selvage with two fingers about two and a

half yards from the end of the goods, pin about halfway
up the stand, pull out the sweeps and folds as seen in the

sketch, then unroll about six yards more of the goods and
simply lay this over the oval, the goods will fall into the

folds without much manipulation.

Then draw both sides of the goods out in nice, loose

folds, as seen in the completed sketch marked No. 5. This

makes a remarkably pretty drape, and with the addition

of a parasol or umbrella and a pair of gloves, a highly

artistic grouping is obtained. Be careful in selecting an

umbrella with a nice handle and see that the gloves are

of a color that blend with the drapery. Also be careful

in putting the two pins (that are necessary to hold the

umbrella on the stand) through the cover of the umbrella.

Select one with a covering or case on it, for a pinhole

through a silk umbrella ruins it.

Another variation of this drape is made by taking an

ordinary barrel hoop, saw it in two and nail one-half of it

on top of the upright stand in place of the oval and drape

the same way as that just described, leaving out the um-
brella. This is a splendid drape for using in the interior

displays on the ledges. It can also be used in displaying

upholstering goods, such as art sateens, silks, curtain mus-

Drape No. 7.

lins, etc Another idea, by way of a variation, with, the

stand shown in No. 4, is to take a piece of blouse silk

about three yards, lay it over the oval, putting one pin

through it into the back of the oval to keep it from slid-

ing off, then put two pins (in the selvage) where the silk

touches the floor, then lay the dress goods over the stand,

exposing about three inches of the silk between the goods,

making a combination of the two. In place of the silk,

an allover lace laid on over a light colored china silk will

look well. See sketches explaining this idea marked Nos.

6 and 7.

$

English Mechanical Window

An Ingenuous Display Representing Locomotive in Opera-

tion—Designed by A. Maitland Keddie, of South-

end, England—To Help Linen Sale.

An interesting feature of the "Art of Display" de-

partment this month, and one which will prove of interest

to those engaged in this branch of work is an illustration

of a mechanical window in the store of G. J. Keddie &
Sons, Southend, England. It presents some novel ideas

in window trimming, and indicates the trend which decor-

ating is taking in that country. It represents, as can be
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seen, a railway locomotive, and it is quite easy to under-

stand that it would create a great deal of interest, and
would serve its purpose of attracting attention to the

store.

The object of this class of window display is essenti-

ally different from that characteristic of the great ma-
jority of the stores on this side of the Atlantic. Here the

ambition of the trimmer is to create a favorable impres-

sion of the goods displayed; to present them in such an

attractive form that there is at once a desire engendered

in the breast of the onlooker for these identical goods, or

others similar to them. They aim at direct results. The
goods themselves form the centre of attraction, and they

are relied upon to induce the interested spectator to enter

the stoje. She may not purchase the goods she saw in

the window; others may suit her better, but in the ma-
jority of cases it was her desire for the goods she saw
displayed that brought her into the store.

This is looked upon, in America as I he highest type

of window dressing art.

while the wheels were made of fringed tray cloths, rolled

round and round until only the fringe showed. The buffers

were made of towels folded to the required shape. Hand-
kerchiefs were requisitioned for the coupling chain,

lamps and steps.

The embankment was made <>!' the solid stack of linen

towels, an immense quantity of them being required. The
rails were made of cheap damask cloth, rolled round, the

sleepers being represented by cheap blankets folded to the

required shape. The tunnel was made of towels built up
brick fashion, and the engine appears to be just coming

out of this tunnel. Smoke can be seen emerging from the

funnel; this was of light grey chiffon suspended by in-

visible wires, and greatly enhanced the effect.

The feature of this window was the various mechani-

cal movements. The signal that is seen in (lie photograph

when dropped caused the driver, a wax figure in the cab,

to start the engine, by releasing the hand-brake, which

then nude all the wheels revolve. The bogie wheels were

geared to revolve at twice the pace of the driving wheels.

Interesting Mechanical Window Display—Locomotive in Operation Designed by A. Maitland Keddie, Southend, Eng.

The type of display, of which the window shown in

this connection is representative, has an entirely different

object in view. Its purpose is primarily to attract atten-

tion— not to the goods actually comprising the display

necessarily, but to the window and to the special sale

event ; the attention directed to the goods displayed being

incidental.

The window illustrated here was designed by A. Mait-

land Keddie, and was dressed with all kinds of household

goods for a linen sale. The body of the locomotive was

thirteen feet long, made of sheets, the front of the engine

and 'smoke-box, of towels, the safety valve, of toilets,

these same articles, with colored borders, being used for

the funnel. This last engine was supposed to force the

air into the Westinghouse brake, made also with the

towels, which may be easily seen in the front of the en-

gine. Honeycomb toilet covers were used for the cab,

The lattei were connected by a driving rod, which also

went round with the wheels. This continued until the

signal was raised to the danger angle, when the driver

applied the brake, causing all the movements to stop. All

these mechanical parts were home made by one of the

assistai.ts to Mr. Keddie 's plans and designs, and their

various movements were all worked by a boy concealed

at the back of the window, as these mechanical movements
were of too complicated a nature to utilize a motor.

At night the effect of the window was very realistic,

the signal showing a red light when up and a green light

when down, a red light appeared in the engine's head-

light, and in the inside of the cab electric lights wen'

placed to represent a furnace. These lattei' lights were
so placed that they were invisible to the onlookers, yet

by means of red glass and reflectors, a strong red glow

appeared in the cab, illuminating the inside of the cab
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and the driver's face, as if a huge fire was roaring away
in the furnace.

After the window had been on view for 10 days a
wreck was made of the engine and embankment, to give

it the appearance of a railway accident, and tickets were
written, "Wrecked Prices," "Breakdown of Prices,"

etc., of the goods used to dress this window. This caused

was draped with red rose vines, eight inches apart. The
decoration piece was carved from wood, in a delicate

Renaissance design, and was supported by wire rods,

which were practically invisible. The finish was in black
and gold. The floor covering was of cream felt. The
effect of this window was highly pleasing, combining the

qualities of delicacy and novelty. The design was placed

This window display, submitted by H. C. MacDonald, of Richard Hall &i Son, Peterboro, is one of the best

specimens of the trimmers' art ever published in The Review. The distinctive feature of this window, and
the one that entitles it to special recognition is the excellence of the draping.

as much notice as the window did when perfect, and
cleared iu two days all the goods used that were soiled or

creased in the window dressing. The mechanical move-
ments of the window caused a good deal of speculation

as to how it was worked, the general verdict being by
electricity, but, if it had been worked by electricity, it

would Lave been very costly to fit up, whereas the way
it was dressed cost practically nothing, beyond the assist-

ant's time taken to help Mr. Keddre to carry out the de-

sign, which well repaid for the trouble taken by the adver-

tisement and the quantity of goods sold from the window.

well above the goods, and did not interfere in any way
with them.

Plans for Spring Windows

Not Too Early to Prepare for Display of Spring Goods

—

Increasing Importance of Trimmers' Work—Use
for Dry Goods Review Fashion Cuts.

Though trimmers will be busy for the next six or

eight weeks in preparing windows to help the sale of

Wi'&u-
1* 'vV//.'')> v* iJ

Spring Window Display, the work of H. Robinson, the clever decorator for R. McKay & Co., Hamilton.

A NOVEL QUEBEC WINDOW.
In this department a splendid specimen of the win-

dow dressers' art is shown, in the illustration of a mil-

linery and dress goods window, the work of A. H. Garon,

with the Paquet Company, Quebec. The background of

this display was made of cream pleated sateen, 42 inches

high, surmounted with a black and gold molding. This

general lines, the fore-handed decorator will also be

thinking out plans for the opening campaign for the

Spring season.

The trimmer has become a most important factor

—

I had almost said the most important factor—in the

introduction of the new season's goods. True, the ad.-

man does his share, but the trimmer has the advantage
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of actually handling and displaying the goods. It falls in advance trims of Spring goods—be it dress goods,

to his lot in a very large degree to create the advance garments, millinery or other lines—you are disseminating

interest in new lines. In fact, much of the early success advance fashion news. Therefore, it is essential to your

The splendid window design, illustrated above, was the work of Mr. Doyan, window trimmer for VV. H. Scroggie

Co., Montreal.

of a novelty depends upon the manner in which the

trimmer introduces it to the buying public, through the

medium of his windows. If he shows an article in the

right manner, other things being equal, advance styles

will be quickly taken up in his vicinity.

A Hint to Trimmers.

Right here I should like to give the new trimmer a

hint, for the successful man, who has made a mark in

the profession, will not need it. Don't think that fashion

own success, to your reputation, and to that of your
store that you first correctly inform yourself and after-

wards give accurate information to the public.

Each season this becomes of more importance for

your audience is becoming more critical. Small villages

are growing into towns, and small towns into busy cities,

with almost lightning rapidity. This growth is accom-

panied, by a corresponding increase of the buying capac-

ity, and an increased knowledge of fashion's require-

A Millinery Window Designed by A. H. Garon, with the f'aquet Co., Quebec.

news is out of your province, or that it is of no use

to you. It is of the utmost importance that you keep

well posted in this respect. Remember, when you put

ments. Each season, therefore, sees the community, more
critical of your efforts and work.

If your windows show that you are well posted, the
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"DO NOT MOVE"
If you need more
room, simply build
your shelving to

ceiling, which you
can conveniently
utilize by installing

a system of the

Milbradt

Rolling Step Ladders

They cost but little

and enable you to

utilize space now
vacant.
Save your goods
and fixtures.

Save time and clerk

hire.

Add to the beauty
of your store.

We make ladders
to order and to fit

any shelf arrange-
ment. A fully il-

lustrated catalogue
will be sent on re-

quest.

MFG.
CO.Milbradt

1450 N. 8th St.

St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

The Art of Decorating
Show Windows and
Interiors

'T'HIS is a complete and up-to-date
A treatise on dressing of windows

and decoration of store interiors. It

is the work of not one man but of

HUNDREDS OF EXPERTS. Prac-
tically every prominent window
dresser in America has contributed to

it. The instruction may be followed
readily—no matter how little experi-

ence the decorator may have had.
It is absolutely necessary that every
window dresser should have this in-

formation—especially for his XMAS
DECORATION—There is only one
way of getting it. GET A COPY.
Send us

$3.50

and we will mail you a copy postpaid
by return.

410 pages 618 illustrations

MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Technical Book Dept.

10 Front Street East, - - TORONTO

buying public will always be on the lookout for your
advance fashion showings. They will be quoted and your
lead followed, with, it is needless to say, very satisfac-

tory results to the store you serve.

I should like to impress all trimmers with the import-
ance of this matter and advise them to take every oppor-
tunity of talking with buyers, and of obtaining from them
such information as they iriay be able to give concerning ad-

vance styles. If buyers find the giving of this information,

resulting in sales, they will not think the time spent

giving it wasted. In any event, if a buyer is as much
interested in his department, as he should be, he will

be glad to "talk shop" for the pure love of it, to an
attentive and appreciative listener.

Use Review Fashions.

I would also remind the trimmer, in this connection,

that, when he has read his special department in The
Review, he has by no means exhausted the information

he can obtain from this paper. Each section has some
meat for him, if he will only assimilate it. He should

also, carefully, read the letters of the correspondents, in

Paris and New York. These letters are prepared ex-

clusively for the readers of this paper, by live, and
reliable writers, who are in close touch with the trade,

in botli those fashion centres.

The covers The Review is now running, are repro-

ductions of photos of Paris gowns, etc., that are the

creations of dressmakers, who have a world-wide reputa-

tion, and who are the undisputed arbiters of present-

day fashions. These plates are all signed, and such

names as Paquin, Doucet, Drecoll, Laferriere, Callot,

Bechol'f-David, and others, ?.re too well known to need
comment. Therefore authority of these plates in fash-

ion matters cannot be questioned, and each conveys

advance information as to coming styles.

These covers, could be mounted on cards as also,

could many of the fashion cuts in the different depart-

ments of the paper. These cards, would lend authority,

and interest, to any window display, in which they were

used. If you have a card-writer, pass some of these

cuts on to him, and suggest that he make use of them
in arranging his show cards for the Spring openings.

Some of the handsomest show cards used by the big

stores are built up in this manner.

Use of Show Cards.

By using such cards, you not only show the materials

of the season, but you also show the manner in which

the Paris dressmakers—the people' who have been the

means of bringing these materials into vogue—are using

them.

There is another use that I would suggest to the

trimmer for these fashion reproductions: That is, to

give ideas for the planning of new drapes. A drape ought

to give some suggestion as to how the goods will appear

when made up and worn and the close study of these

photo reproductions ought to furnish ideas for draping.

The gowns shown are the work of artists, and the

poseur, photographer, etc., are' all artists in their line
;

therefore, the fall of folds, draping, play of light, etc.,

as brought out in these photos, should form a valuable

subject for study, and ought to give many hints to earn-

est, and enthusiastic trimmers.

"I hear your firm discharged you."

"Yes, but I wouldn't mind that so much if they

hadn't added insult to injury."

"How ?"

"They advertised for a boy to fill my place."
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Buckingham

Skirt Rack

THE MOST PRACTICAL
SKIRT HOLDER EVER
MADE. HOLDS FIFTY
SKIRTS. THIRTY INCHES
DIAMETER, FIFTY-TWO
INCHES HIGH. DOES NOT
OBSTRUCT YOUR VIEW.

Buckingham
Skirt Rack
Displays

Your

Garments

Saves Space

Price $16.50
F.O.B. Toronto

Does Away
with All

Single

Hangers

Saves Time
Head removed to show arrangement of clock spring

steel hangers.

MANUFACTURED FOR CANADIAN TRADE BY

Toronto Brass Manufacturing Co.

17-21 Temperance Street,

Toronto, - Ont.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Please Answer the Following :

i. Are you contemplating any changes or
5

4. Are you going to put in any new fixtures ?

additions to your store?

2. Are you going to move to a new store ?

3. Are you going to rebuild your store with-

in the next year?

5. Are you cramped for room in your pres-

ent quarters ?

6. Can you expand where you are ?

NOTE. -The above questions arje asked with a desire to improve store conditions and to ascertain the exact standing
of the best stores. It will be appreciated if you will reply promptly.

What Do You Want to Know ?
Have you a problem about your store that you would like to clear up ?

Are you satisfied with your COUNTERS, your CASH SYSTEM
,
your

LIGHTING, your SHOW CASES
,
your SHELVING

,
your FIXTURES ?

Are there no improvements that you are contemplating ?

If you want reliable information about any of the following

1. Address Labels
2. Arc Lights
3. Adding Machines

B
4. Button Machine

c
Clothing Cabinets
Cloth Sponging Machines
Calculating Rules
Cash Carrier
Cash Register
Cartons
Cases for Hats
Ceiling Material
Curtain Display Form
Curtain Stretchers
Counter Trays

Decorative Plants
Display Fixtures
Dusters and Sweepers (Dust-

less)
Duplicating Sales Books

Electric Advertising Signs.
Electric Arc and Incandescent

Lights

Filing Cabinet
Forms for Cloaks, Suits and

Dresses
Fire Extinguishers and Fire

Alarms

25. Garment Hangers
26. Gum Labels for addressing

packages

I

27. Illustrations for Advertising
28. Indian Moccasins
29. Incandescent Lights

30. Lighting Fixtures
31. Label Registration
32. Labels for addressing pack-

ages

M
33. Mosaic Flooring
34. Metal Fixtures

N
35. Notion Counter Cabinets
36. Novelty Displays

o
37. Ornamental Hard Wood

P
38. Package Carriers
39. Paper Boxes
40. Papier Mache Figures
41. Paper Patterns
42. Price Tickets

R
43. Ribbon Cabinets
44. Rolling Ladders
45. Rubber Stamps

s
46. Sales Plan
47. School of Window Dressing
48. Show Cases
49. Shoe Trees
50. Show Window Constructors
51. Sign Letters, Metallic

52. Sign Writing
53. Sign Writing Supplies
54. Silent Salesman
55. Store Arrangements and

Plans
56. Store Chairs
57. Store Front Construction
58. Store Furniture
59. Store Fixtures
60. Store Mirrors
61. Store Stools
62. Store Sundries

63. Trouser Hangers
64. Time Switch
65. Time Stamp

w
66. Wax Figures
67. Wagons
68. Window Fixtures
69. Window Fitments
70. Window Lighting and Signs
71. Window Prisms
72. Window Time Switch
73. Window Reflectors
74. Wooden Fixtures

Fill out this coupon and send the page today.

EQUIPMENT EDITOR, 10 Front St. E., Toronto.

Will you please send information regarding Nos.

Name-

Street

Town or City-
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Art of Card-Sign Painting
One Which May be Acquired by the Exercise of a Determination to Succeed
—Increasing Demand for Clerks Who Possess Ability to Prepare Signs.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by H. C. MacDonald, Window
Dresser and Sign-Card Writer for Richard Hall & Son, Peterborough.

Card-sign painting is a

branch of the retail busi-

ness which has but recent-

ly been considered of suffi-

cient importance to warrant
much attention being given

to it, outside the large de-

partment stores. By the

better class of stores,

of course, for many
years it has been looked

upon as an important factor

in business.

To-day, however, the

large store has, by no

means a monopoly of

the show-card field, since all up-to-date mer-
chants realize the value of modern show-cards, hence

their universal adoption, even the smallest merchant who
aims to keep abreast of the times using them as freely

as conditions permit.

Small Merchants' Problems.

The perplexing problem, however, for the small
merchant in the past has been how to obtain signs simi-

lar to those used by the larger stores, with the neces-

sarily limited means at his command. He could, to be

sure, go to a card-sign painter, but the disadvantage of

that course in more ways than one, not to mention the

excessive cost, has in a great many cases turned him
back to the obso.lete, though, in its day, effective rubber
stamp.

There are, undoubtedly, a great number of the

smaller merchants whose business does not permit of

their employment of a man for this work alone, who
would gladly increase the salary of any clerk who could

supply them with up-to-date show-cards.

Not Difficult Art.

In view of this fact, the question naturally arises,

"Why do not more young men and women learn to paint

signs, when the demand for such help is constantly in-

Some Excellent Samples of Show Card Writing, the Work of James E. Power, Halifax, N.S.

In the large department stores a man is employed

the year round, his duties being confined to painting

signs, while in a number of the larger establishments as

many as five or six men are employed in this one branch

of the business. This is evidence of the importance which

they attach to this means of attracting trade.

creasing ?" The probable reason is that the majority of

such persons have the mistaken idea that it is necessary

for one to possess a natural talent for this profession,

before he or she can make a success of it, and that fail-

ing the possession of such natural endowment, it is im-

possible to become proficient. Such an opinion is
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entirely erroneous, and I would like to assure anyone

holding this view that should they have an inclination

to study this interesting, as well as highly profitable

art, they should dispel such ideas at once. There are

several things requisite, however, to a mastery of this

art. One should not begin the work unless he or she has

first reached a determination to master it. In other

words, you cannot go at it in a half-hearted manner, ex-

pecting to purchase ability as you would a pound of

sugar, nor can you expect to paint signs the day after

you begin to study. You must remember that it will

require constant and earnest practice, with a fixed de-

termination to succeed. This, with the co-operation of

a conscientious instructor, will be all that is necessary

to become a successful card-sign writer.

In connection with this instruction I have found in

my experience that the most satisfactory results are ob-

tained where personal instruction is given. Criticism, in

a general way, will not suffice, since the errors and
faults of students are as widely different as their per-

sonal characteristics, and in view of this fact personal

criticism in each case is essential, if the best results are

to be derived.

There is little doubt that there will be an increasing

demand, among the dry goods stores, both large and
small, for clerks who combine the qualities of salesman-
ship with the ability to prepare signs, and the clerk who
acquires this art will not find that the time so spent
has been wasted.

Western Travelers Prosperous

In a fire which occurred in Almeda, Sask., R. T. Gib-
son, men's furnisher, and Hopper Bros., general store,
were sufferers, the former to the extent of $14,000, and
the latter, $25,000.

Increase in Membership of Northwest Association

—

Splendid Financial Position—To Deal With Hotel

Accommodation Question.

The membership of the Northwest Commercial Travel-

ers' Association, as reported at the annual meeting held

in Winnipeg on Saturday, December 21, stands at 2,925,

an increase of 541 for the year. Financially, too, the as-

sociation is in a satisfactory condition, the reserve fund
amounting to about $70,000, while a general surplus equal

to 261
/4 per cent, of the total mortuary liability of $531,-

060, is also reported.

Efforts are being made to co-operate with the hotel-

men throughout the four Western provinces, with a view

of improving the accommodation for traveling men.

The New Officers.

The following will comprise the officers and Boar'd of

Directors for 1908. President, G. Wilson, acclamation;

Vice-President, A. S. Lock, acclamation; Treasurer, L. C.

Macintyre, acclamation; Secretary, F. J. C. Cox; Direc-

tors, J. E. McRobie, retiring president; C. Holden, D. J.

Dyson, F. W. Adams, H. W. Lethbridge, A. E. Wayte, A.

McAllister, G. W. Barrett, J. A. McTaggart, E. L.

Thomas, J. E. Holland, J. Broekest; Vice-President for

Calgary, H. W. White; Vice-President for Edmonton, F.

M. Morgan; Vice-President for Regina, Peter Cooper, ac-

clamation; Vice-President for Vancouver, L. D. Birely,

acclamation; Director, C. P. Egan; Vice-President for

Victoria, H. Erb, acclamation; Director, R. A. Creech;

Director for New Westminster, J. F. Lynch, acclamation;

Director for Kootenay, H. Wright, acclamation.

The Key of Oiir Success
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THE BANK OF MONTREAL
The ninetieth annual general meeting of the Shareholders of the Bank of

Montreal was held in the Board Room of the institution yesterday, at noon.
There were present :—Sir George Drummond, K.C.M.G., president ; Mr. E.

S. Clouston, vice-president and general manager ; Sir William C. Macdonald,
Sir Robert G. Reid, Hon. Robert Mack ay, Messrs. James Ross, R. B. Angus,
A. T. Patterson, James Croil, W. H. Evans, R. C. Fisher, A. C. Lyman, H.
W. Aird, W. B. Blackader, C. J. Fleet, K.C.; James Kirby, K.C.; E. Goff
Penny, James Tasker, G. F. C. Smith, Henry Dobell, Richard White, Huntley
Drummond, F. S. Lyman, K.C.; M. S. Foley, B. A. Boas, R. W. Shepherd,
Henry Mason, William Stanway, B. Dawson, A. G. Watson.

On motion of Mr. R. B. Angus, Sir George Drummond, President, was
unanimously voted to the chair, and after this, it was resolved : "That the
following be appointed to act as scrutineers ; Messrs. F. S. Lyman, K. C.,

and G. F. C. Smith ; and that Mr. James Aird be secretary of the meeting."
Mr. E. S. Clouston then submitted the report of the Directors as follows :

THE DIRECTORS' REPORT.
The Directors have pleasure in presenting the Report showing the result

of the Bank's business for the year ended 31st October, 1907.
Balance of Profit and Loss Account, 31st October, 190G $ 159,83184
Profits for the year ending 31st October, 1907, after deducting

charges of management, and making full provision for all

bad and doubtful debts 1,980,138 04

$2,139,969 88
Dividend, 2£ per cent., paid 1st March, 1907 ,$360,000 00
Dividend, 2£ per cent., paid 1st June, 1907 360,000 00
Dividend, 2| per cent., paid 1st September, 1907 360,000 00
Dividend, 2£ per cent., payable 1st December, 1907 360,000 00

1,440,000 00

Balance of Profit and Loss carried forward $699,969 88

Since the last Annual Meeting Branches have been opened at Medicine Hat,
Alta., and Charlottetown, P.E.I., and sub-Agencies at Chilliwack, B.C.,
Summerland, B.C., Rosenfeld, Man., Westminster Avenue (Vancouver), Hull,

P.Q., St. Roch's (Quebec), Maryville, N.B., and Dundas Street, (Toronto).
Arrangements have also been made for opening a Branch at Prince Rupert,
B.C.

On 20th April last the Bank acquired the business of the People's Bank, of

New Brunswick, at Fredericton, N.B.
All the Offices of the Bank, including the Head Office, have been inspected

during the past year.

G. A. DRUMMOND,
President. Bank of Montreal,

Montreal, 2nd December, 1907.

THE VICE-PRESIDENT.

The Vice-President then spoke as

follows

:

There is not much in the General
Statement, laid before you, calling for

special comment. Deposits not bear-

ing interest have temporarily increas-

ed since last year $5,200,000. Deposits
bearing interest have decreased $9,-

000,000; partly through the withdrawal
of funds for railway construction and
partly owing to our depositors making
more permanent investments in se-

curities at the present tempting low
prices. There has been, however, a

satisfactory and general increase in

our regular deposit business through
the entire Dominion. To meet the spe-

cial withdrawals and to provide for

the increase in our current loans in

Canada, we have reduced our call

loans in other countries $6,400,000. Our
profits have been satisfactory, show-
ing $1,180,000, as against $1,797,000 last

year. The Bank Premises Account re-

mains at the nominal amount of $600-
000. Every year a certain expenditure
will be made on this account, and I

do not see that any good object will

be served by increasing the figure at

which it stands.

Early in the year, in view of the

approaching stringency in the money
markets of the world, we slightly ad-

vanced our rates of discount, not so

much with a desire to increase our

profits, but more to give a practical

indication to our customers of our ex-

pectations of the trend of financial

affairs, and to impress upon them that

in the conduct of their business they

must bear it in mind, and govern

themselves accordingly.

The stringency is largely the result

of universal prosperity, and as a na-

tural consequence the world has been

spending more and saving less. This

state of affairs will cure itself by re-

trenchment. When it comes sudden-

ly, as it usually does, it brings many
hardships, but we well eventually

reach a much better and sounder

basis, though the process may be, in

the meantime, somewhat unpleasant.

Still, in Canada, where we have been

exceptionally prosperous for several

years, we can stand a temporary re-

verse without serious consequences,

and I do not look for a reaction on

anything like the scale which we ex-

perienced in previous similar epochs.

Owing to the lateness of the crop

in the Northwest, the approaching
closing of lake navigation, and the

fact that a considerable portion of the

wheat was low grade, a fear was ex-

pressed in some quarters that suffi-

cient funds would not be forthcoming
to satisfy the abnormal pressure to

move the crop promptly. To meet
this, the Government asked the banks
to co-operate with them in assisting

the export of wheat as rapidly as

possible. The joint action has had the

desired effect, the crop is now being
forwarded in a normal way, and there

are buyers for all grades of wheat in

the market. There is one factor in

the condition of affairs in the North-
west which must not be lost sight of,

and that is the large amount of low
grade wheat in this year's crop, mak-
ing it a much more risky one for ex-

porters to handle, and rendering it

necessary for banks to be more care-

ful in granting credits.

I wish to allude briefly to some
criticism which has recently been
made in the press respecting the prac-

tice of Canadian banks in keeping a

portion of their reserves in other
countries. The aggregate of call and
current loans by the banks elsewhere
than in Canada, approximating at

times $100,000,000, has been cited as

evidence that these institutions are

not serving the needs of Canadian
borrowers as freely as they might,
were all the money loaned in this

country. In the first place, let me
point out that a year ago, when these

loans abroad, in England, the United
States and other countries'., amounted
to $96,000,000, the banks had deposits

made with their foreign branches of
$55,000,000; so that the actual net
amount of foreign loans was only
some $41,000,000. Every dollar of this

money is loaned on call at short date,

upon the most ample security. It con-
stitutes a part of the reserves of Can-
adian banks. If to-morrow we were
to call in the whole of our loans of
this class, which are at all times im-
mediately available, the mercantile
public of Canada would derive abso-
lutely no benefit from the action. Be-
ing a portion of our reserves, the

choice given the bank is between re-

taining the money unproductive in its

vaults, or lending it at call upon in-

terest in foreign financial centres. We
adopt the latter alternative, as being
in the interest not alone of the share-

holders, but of the commercial com-
munity of Canada.

Let me illustrate this by a concrete

case. A year ago the banks had $96,-

000,000 loaned abroad; to-day these

loans amount to $73,200,000, a reduction

of $23,000,000. In the same period cur-

rent loans in Canada have been en-

larged by $48 000,000, and the cash re-

serves have been increased upwards of

$5,000,000; that is to say, as occasion

warranted the banks have drawn

upon their reserves abroad to meet re-

quirements at home, and have carried

on the process with as much facility

as it the reserves had been stored in
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their own vaults. Assume that these

call loans on readily realizable securi-

ties protected by ample margins, had
been in the same markets in Canada,
and that the money was required for

commercial purposes, does anyone sup-

pose that the sudden calling in of the

loans would not have been attended

by most baneful effects? In making
such loans here we would probably
have enhanced local stock market
values unduly, to be followed by a

sharp collapse and serious losses upon
their sudden withdrawal. The em-

money cannot be brought into Can-
ada. I have no hesitation in saying

that there has been no time during
the present crisis when- we could not

realize all our call loans in the United
States, and transfer the proceeds to

England, whence we could easily im-

port gold here if it should be consid-

ered advisable. But as we know how
liquid and available they are, we con-

tinue to retain all that is not needed
here, both as part of our reserves

and as a valuable aid to our inter-

national exchanges.

GENERAL STATEMENT.
The General Statement of the position of the Bank, 31st October, 1907, is

as follows :

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock $14,400,000 00

Rest $11,000,000 00

Balance of Profits carried forward 699,969 88

$11,699,969 88
Unclaimed Dividends 1,898 01
Quarterly Dividend, payable 2nd December, 1907 .... 360,000 00

12,061,867 89

'
$26,461,867 89

Notes of the Bank in circulation $12,500,549 00
Deposits not bearing interest 36,043,275 92
Deposits bearing interest 90,094,882 91

Balances due to other Banks in Canada 134,193 13

138,772,900 96

$165,234,768 85

ASSETS.
Gold and Silver coin current $ 7,729,734 99

Government demand notes 4,320,385 25

Deposit with Dominion Government required by
Act of Parliament for security of general
bank note circulation 550,000 00

Due by agencies of this bank and oth-
er banks in Great Britain $ 4,530,021 75

Due by agencies of this bank and oth-

er banks in foreign countries 3,084,813 32

Call and short Loans in Great Bri-

tain and United States 23,341,220 00
30,956,055 07

Dominion and Provincial Government Securities ... 1,329,927 69

Railway and other Bonds, debentures and stocks.. 9,556,819 75

Notes and cheques of other Banks 4,820,335 09
$59,263,257 84

Bank Premises at Montreal and Branches 600,000 00

Current Loans and discounts in Canada and else-

where (rebate interest reserved) and other as-

sets 105,107,113 91

Debts secured by mortgage or otherwise 172,527 45

Overdue debts not specially secured (loss provided
for) 91,869 65

105,371,511 01

Bank of Montreal,
Montreal, 31st October, 1907.

$165,234,768 85
E. S. CLOUSTON,

General Manager.

ployment by Canadian banks of a

portion of their reserves in call loans

abroad is not a new policy. It has

prevailed from the beginning of our

banking, and is in the interests alike

of bank shareholders and bank de-

positors.

I wish also to correct another er-

roneous impression which appears to

have crept into the public mind, and
that is, that in consequence of the

financial condition in the United

States our loans are tied up and the

THE PRESIDENT'S REMARKS.
The President, in moving the adop-

tion of the directors report, said

:

Our review would be imperfect
without reference to the startling fin-

ancial collapse which has taken place in

the neighboring Republic. It first evi-

denced itself in the decline in values of

stocks and securities of all kinds and
this shrinkage, before long, assumed un-

exampled proportions as the supply of

credit for speculation failed. The dis-

trust spread to banks and trust com-
panies, and was duly followed by the
hoarding of currency, and, of course, a
serious interference with ordinary com-
mercial transactions and undertakings.
As a result of this declination of credit,

the suspension or failure of several im-
portant financial institutions ensued.

Following, as this reverse did, on a
period of unexampled prosperity and
inflation, during which credit was
abundant, capital poured forth freely,

with in consequence a more or less gen-
eral rise in the price of commodities and
labor, when sound principles of finance

were forgotten, and fictitious capital

created to an enormous extent, it was
only consistent with all previous ex-

perience, and apparently inevitable, that

a reaction should come. To this result,

various causes contributed. Among the

most prominent was a wave of distrust

and hostility to corporations and capi-

tal, which seems to have passed oyer the

United States, and for which some jus-

tification was given by the management
of some great companies within its bor-

ders. This hostility to corporations, to

my view, merely hastened the coming
and added to the violence of a collapse,

bound to come anyway.
Strangely enough, the hostility to

which I refer has manifested itself

strongly against railways, in spite of

the fact that railways on this con-

tinent have been constructed and are

operated at least as cheaply and effi-

ciently as anywhere in the world, with
a consequent preponderating influence

on the development of the country and
a substantial -assistance in raising the

price receivable by the agriculturalists

for their produce.

No doubt all these disturbing con-

ditions may be expected to pass away
and normal and saner views once more
rule, and it must not be overlooked
that all the present trouble leaves the

resources of that country practically

undiminished and its powers of re-

cuperation unimpaired.
Here in Canada we have escaped

most, if not all, of the troubles of our
neighbors. The collapse in stocks has,

no doubt, affected many investors, but
beyond a certain tightening of the

money market and advancing interest,

I see no evidence of serious ill ef-

fects. The banks have been acting

with caution and reserve, which is

eminently proper with a conflagration

raging next door; but, as the detailed

review which follows will show, con-

sumptive demand has been good, and
the excellent business of the early

part of the year has shown little abate-

ment up to the present time.

Woollens—A good volume of trade

in imported goods; our home mills not

flourishing under increasing importa-
tions.

Boots and Shoes—The advance in

leather has left insufficient margin,
and spring trade is expected to be short.

Lumber—Exports to Great Britain

have fallen off, though the total ex-

ports may exceed $30,000,000. The
limitation of credit will affect the win-

ter's output, which is expected to be
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considerably curtailed, and wages are

declining accordingly. The demand for

pulpwood for the United States con-

tinues, and offsets the diminished trade

in other directions.

Iron and Hardware—The total busi-

ness large, symptoms of retrenchment
now apparent.

Chemicals—Report an increase of 10

to 20 per cent, over last year.

Grocery trade—Large trade, with

fair profits, with, however, the usual

lull at this season.

Dry goods trade has been good,

though, in common with other busi-

mcss. a lessening is now visible.

Cotton manufacturers have had a

busy season, and largely exceed 1906.

The failures of the year do not show
a material difference from 190G, being

for the whole country 1,187 in number,
with liabilities, $10,259,512, as against

1,257, wth liabilities, $9,954,821 for the

year 1906.

Notwithstanding reduced crops, the

farmer is being recouped by higher
prices: 25 to 28 cents per bushel for

wheat; 16 to 17 cents per bushel for

corn; 14 cents per bushel for peas; 15
to 16 cents per bushel for oats; $4 to

$5 per ton for hay. Against this must
be set the fact that poor crops ruled

in this province, and feed of all kinds

is scarce and dear.

The shipping interests have partici-

pated in the general prosperity of the

country. The passenger traffic has
been large, both eastbound and west-

bound, and of all classes—cabin, in-

termediate and steerage. The vol-

ume of import traffic has been large,

and freight rates remunerative. The
volume of export traffic has also been
large, but freight rates have ruled low.

Canada has experienced a decade of

remarkable commercial expansion. Ten
years ago our total foreign trade on the

basis of imports for home consump-
tion and domestic exports, amounted
to $234,926,000; in 1907, on the same
basis, it reached $571,783,000, showing
an increase of no less than 143 per
cent. According to the census of 1901,
our population was 5,370,000), and in the

six years which have since elapsed
the returns show some 930,000 immi-
grants to have entered the country
for settlement, and adding to these

the natural increment, our population
to-day is approximately 6,600,000, repre-

senting a gain of 23 per cent., as com-
pared with a gain of 143 per cent, in

foreign trade.
Domestic trade, measured by the

amount of currency in circulation, is

seen to have experienced a similar ex-

pansion. In ten years the circulation

of Dominion notes of small denomina-
tions has risen from $7,560,000 to 16,-

430,000, or upwards of 100 per cent.,

while the bank note circulation has ex-

panded from $36,000,000 to $84,290,000,
or 135 per cent.
That the trade has proved profitable

and contributed to the enrichment of all

classes, the public deposits in the banks,
chartered, Government and savings, at-

test. Since 1897 the aggregate of these
deposits has mounted up from $270,-

000,000 to $677,400,000, and in the last
six years the deposits of the public in

the banks have increased from $74 per

head of population to $103 per head.

This is the bright side of the shield
;

what of the reverse ? We have had,
the country over, a somewhat unfavor-
able year for agriculture. Inclement
weather has reduced the product of cer-

eals, hay and feed, below the normal,
and the important dairy output has also
been diminished. Higher prices of farm
products of all kinds prevail, and it is

believed that the higher prices will com-
pensate the farmer for the lessened sup-
ply.

The foreign trade balance is running
somewhat heavily against Canada. In
the five years, 1898-1902 inclusive, the
excess of our imports over exports of

domestic products was only $2i),250,0tt0,

the smallest adverse balance of trade
in the history of Canada in a like

period. In the five yeais elapsed since
1902 the value of imports for home
consumption has exceeded the value
of domestic exports by no less than
$291,850,000, and in the fiscal year end-
ed June 30th, 1907, the excess of im-
ports was $118,7(i0,000, the greatest in

our history. This balance has to be
liquidated sooner or later. Foreign
loans assist materially in the process,
and in the nature of things Canada
will borrow largely in the future to
carry on the development of her re-

sources. The condition of the foreign

money markets may, however, tem-
porarily check the How of capital into
this country, and reduce somewhat
the activity of enterprises which con-
tribute to the commercial industrial

prosperity of Canada.

A good deal depends on the duration
of dear money in the financial cen-

tres of the world, and, not having the
gift of prophecy, 1 refrain from ex-
pressing any opinion on that point.
What the situation does appear to
counsel, is the wisdom of refraining
from speculative ventures, from em-
barking much in enterprises in new
fields, until capital Hows more freely

The general state of trade 1 believe to
be sound, and if we have reached a per-
iod of pause, if the pendulum is to
swing back somewhat, there is no rea-

son to believe that the recoil will be
severe or protracted. The large emi-
gration we are now receiving, the open-
ing of new territory by railway con-
struction, give reasonable assurane of

continued commercial progress, while
our financial and banking methods are
so sound and conservative as to miti-
gate, when they cannot altogether pre-
vent, the severities of the natural law
of reaction.

I beg to move : "That the report of

the directors now read, be adopted and
printed for distribution among the
shareholders." If any shareholder has
any questions to ask, we shall be pleas-

ed to answer them.

The motion was seconded by the Vice-
President, and was unanimously adopt-
ed, without discussion.

Amendments to By-laws.

The President then said: On behalf

of the Directors, I beg to state that,

after consideration, they recommend
the directorate be increased from ten

to twelve members. To effect this

will require a change in the by-laws,

and I therefore now move: "That
Shareholders' By-law No. III. be

amended by replacing the word 'ten,'

in the third line, by the word 'twelve,'

the by-law, with this exception, re-

maining the same."
This was seconded by Mr. A. T.

Paterson, and was unanimously con-
curred in.

The President—This will necessitate

a change in By-law No. IX., which
slates: "In each year any sum of
money not exceeding twenty-five

thousand dollars currency may be taken
by the Board of Directors from the

funds of the Bank as remuneration for
their services as Directors." In conse-

quence of the increase in the number
of members of the Board, from ten to

twelve, it is necessary to change this

by-law. It is therefore proposed that

the sum do not exceed thirty-five thou-

sand dollars; and I move that this

change be made. In 1900, when the pre-

sent number of directors and the sum
of twenty-five thousand dollars was made
the rule, the position of the Bank was
just a little less than half of what it

now is. The increase has been more
than the doubling of all the main items
in the Bank's financial statement. In

1900 the assets were $79,000,000, and
now they are $165,000,000; the loans

were then $53,000,000, and now they
are $105,000,000.

Mr. A. T. Paterson seconded the mo-
tion for the changing of the by-law,
and it was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. James Croil, the oldest share-

holder in the Bank, having held shares
since 1847, gave an interesting address
in which he reviewed banking incidents

and conditions during the past sixty

years. He moved "that the thanks of

the meeting be presented to the presi-

dent and directors for their attention

to the interests of the Bank."
This was seconded by Mr. Henry

Dobell, and was unanimously concurred
in.

It was moved by Sir Robert Reid:
"That the thanks of the meeting be
given to the General Manager, the As-
ssistant General Manager, the Inspector,

the managers and other officers of the

Bank for their services during the past

year."

Hon. Robert Mackay seconded the

motion, which was carried unanimous-
ly.

The General Manager returned thanks
on behalf of the staff, after which Mr.
B. A. Boas moved: "That the ballot

now open for the election of directors

be kept open until 2 o'clock, unless

fifteen minutes elapse without a vote

being cast, when it shall be closed, and
until that time, and for that purpose
only, this meeting be continued."

This was unanimously agreed to.

THE DIRECTORS.

The ballot resulted in the election of

the following directors:

R. B. Angus, E. S. Clauston, Hon.
Sir George A. Drummond, K.C.M.G.,
E. B. Greenshields, Hon. Robert Mac-
kay, Sir Wm. A. Macdonald, David
Morrice, A. T. Patterson, Sir Robert
G. Reid, James Ross, Sir Thomas G.
Shaughnessy, the Right Hon. Lord
Strathcona and Mount Royal, G.C.M.G.
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THE BRITISH MARKETS
Weather Conditions Detrimental
to Success of Christmas Trade

—

Lower Prices Recorded at Brad-
ford Wool Sales A not Altogether
Satisfactory State of Affairs in

Trade.

Office, Dry Goods Re-

view, London, Eng., Dec.

23. — Dismal weather,

snow and sleet, is having

a bad effect upon Christ-

mas trade, though when
accounts are closed, at the

end of the month, the

holiday business will most

probably be found to

have been up to the aver-

age. Bazaar holders re-

port a great sale for

"Teddy bears," and also

for tjie new game "Dia-

bolo."

In the wholesale houses stocks were much heavier

than they should have been at the end of November. The

cause is hardly so much to be set down to lack of sales

as to the very light stocks retailers are now carrying.

This is one effect of the money tightness.

As far as can be learned, many of the leading whole-

sale houses will close from Tuesday night, until the fol-

lowing Monday, Christmas week; and many retail lirms

will also give Christmas Day and the two following days.

Great efforts are being made by Frank Debenham, and

the committee of which he is chairman, to secure a fully

representative participation of the great textile firms in

the coming Franco-British Exhibition. The general com-

mittee is divided into eleven sub-divisions, viz., silk and

slk fabrics, woolen fabrics, cotton fabrics, linens and

fabrics of flax, laces and embroideries, furs, hosiery and

gloves, hats and millinery, corsets and lingerie, wearing

apparel, and boots and shoes.

Bradford.

Even before the opening of the sixth series of sales,

on November 26th, there had been a drop in values, on

the Bradford market, of about 5 per cent. The weakness

that had previously developed in cross-breds, because of

the money stringency, was continued.

There was a good attendance of buyers at the London

sales, but the opening results fully confirmed the drop in

the Bradford market. The opening days of the sale saw

a drop of from Id. to iy2d. per lb. in high-grade wools,

nor, as the sale progressed, was there any improvement

noted. Good scoureds, from Sydney and Queensland,

made from 2d. to 2y2 d. per lb., less than at the last series

of sales, and scoured lambs, which are scarce, are y2 d.
down. Towards the end of the sales better grades of well-

known clips realized values that often ruled against

buyers.

Wool values at the sales make wool bought previously

in Australia look dead, and it is probable that buyers

who operated there will face a loss. During the progress

of the sales many parcels were withdrawn.

In Bradford textiles there is little demand at present

for seasonable Winter goods, but a good deal of specializ-

ing is being done by buyers in the new ranges for the

coming season. Plain cloths in amazon and cheviot weave
are well taken up, and the new mohair fabrics are at-

tracting attention.

Manchester.

The unsettled condition of financial affairs and the

high bank rate are not conducive of good business. An-
other restricting factor is that lower prices are still looked
for. The general condition of Lancashire trade is good.

Spinners continue sold ahead, but manufacturers are not
in the same happy position, and many firms would wel-

come fresh orders. American cotton is dearer than it was
a week ago, owing to unfavorable crop reports and new
cotton is not coming to hand in any quantity. Egyptian
cotton is steady and prices are much the same.

Nottingham.

Though dear and scarce, money and the absence of the

usual volume of orders from the United States has cer-

tainly been felt in Nottingham, there is a very fair amount
of business passing. Few operatives are idle or looms
standing. Prices upon Nottingham products are well

maintained, and should an improvement in the demand
come, Nottingham would again be extra busy. Plain net

makers and makers of most classes of lace are fairly busy
and still have numerous orders ahead.

Scotch Notes.

Encouraging reports are coming to hand relative to

the South of Scotland woolen industry. The factories are

still running and repeat orders have not ceased to come
to hand. Samples for the Fall of 1908 are on show. Finer
fabrics are most in demand, and there is less interest

shown in cheviots and the coarser weaves.

Reports from Glasgow and of the Fifeshire linen in-

dustry are not nearly so bright. Buyers are only filling

absolute requirements, and inquiry from the States has

almost entirely dropped. At the present price of yarn,

making for stock is out of the question, therefore each

week sees an increase in the number of looms that are

standing idle.

North of Ireland.

There is little or no forward demand for yarn, but

the spinners are not nearly at the end of their forward

contracts. A new feature, however, is that instead of

being anxious for delivery, manufacturers are asking that

they may be postponed. This is largely due to the finan-

cial situation and to the absence of any large orders from
the States. Dress linens and damasks are selling well,

but in other lines only a very moderate business is

passing.

The powerloom manufacturers of Ulster, through their

association, are taking steps to curtail production. Notice

has been given to the Spinners' Association of a 20 per

cent, reduction. In some cases short time has been

adopted and other factories are shut down. The curtail-

ment does not affect damask looms, however.
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Montreal s Mammoth Warehouse
Greenshields' Limited now Settled in Their New Home. One of America's

Finest Dry Goods Buildings. Interesting History of this Progressive Firm.

Montreal's downtown district has improved consider-

ably during recent years. Banks, insurance companies,

wholesale firms of various kinds, have enlarged or re-

built at a marvellous rate. Victoria Square, in the cen-

tre of the business section, has changed a great deal.

The new addition to the large warehouse of Greenshields

Limited, facing this square and running back od Craig

street, is perhaps the climax to the buildings in this

district. This building, which has been the talk of the

Canadian dry goods trade, is now sufficiently completed

to allow of occupation and during last month many de-

partments were moved into the new part generally call-

ed the "big annex."

The large annex extends back of the old building 120

feet on Craig street, giving a total depth of over 220

feet. It is the same width as the old building through-

out, that is, 100 feet. Without going into full details it

is sufficient to, say that all modern improvements in

building construction have been incorporated.

In another part of The Review will be found an illus-

tration of the completed building, seven storeys and base-

ment, and by comparison with the view of the old ware-

house shown on this page, some conception of the ex-

tent of this warehouse may be gained. It is generally

regarded as one of the most complete dry goods ware-

houses in America.

Satisfactory Growth.

The growth of Greenshields Limited, established 1831,

may be gauged by looking at the warehouse erected in

1876. This warehouse, large at the time, was burned on

the 20th of December, 1898, and the large buildings shown
on this page were then erected on the same site. This

building was thought to be amply large for Canadian
trade, but the present addition, more than twice the

size, gives some idea of the growth of Canada's trade,

and the business of Greenshields Limited, has grown with

it. The directors of the company have faith in the future

of the country of which its present prosperity is only a

foreshadowing.

The annex will give ample room to departments now
overcrowded, which have been forced to seek warehouse

facilities in various parts of the city.

Departments are being arranged and enlarged for the

convenience of customers and to facilitate quick ship-

ping. Plans at present in view will have the arrange-

ments of departments as follows, the addition being

known as "the annex" :

The entire basement will be utilized as entry rooms.

Every facility for the quick and accurate despatch of

business has been installed. The utilization of the base-

ment for this purpose has meant the transfer of white

and grey cottons from the basement.

On the main floor, fronting the Victoria Square en-

trance, flannelettes, wrapperettes, dress and apron ging-

hams, etc., will still be found. The staple cottons, such

as white and greys, sheetings, cottonades, etc., have

been moved to the annex in the main floor, where L. W.

Anderson will be in charge.

Going up one floor to the second flat in the front

part, facing Victoria Square, are the enlarges offices,

running clear across, including the president and secre-

tary's offices. These offices have plenty of light and are

ideal for these purposes. The lining department is in the

old building, under the care of S. Ward, and the annex

is all occupied by Mr. Cook's wash goods department.

Dress goods and silks, in charge of Mr. Kent and Mr.

Shaw, respectively, which have been crowded for room,

occupy the entire third floor in the old building, silks

being in the front part. Mr. Walker's large smallwares

department will occupy the entire annex of the third

floor. With this room he will be able to get a much-
needed 'enlargement of his department.

On the fourth floor, linens and handkerchiefs, under

Messrs. Wallace and Duhamel, will have a good share of

the entire old part of the building. The linen depart-

ment, is removed from the first floor, and handkerchiefs

have been added to this department. The big annex is

taken up with carpets and house furnishings, under T.

P. Williams.

Tweeds and woolens, with Mr. Simpson in charge,

have enlarged their space to occupy the entire old part

of the fifth floor. Men's furnishings department will fill

the big annex on this floor. This department is in charge

of R. D. Anderson, and will have greatly enlarged space.

Department E., in care of Mr. Matthews, has perhaps

Greemshields Building, Erected 1876, Burned December
20th, 1898.

been. the most handicapped in the house for room. This
has been recognized by alloting to them the entire sixth

floor, both old building and annex, except a portion of

the floor of the old building used for kid glove depart-
ment, in care of C. V. Allan. Laces, hosiery, gloves,

ladies' underwear, umbrellas and dress accessories in

general will now have much-needed better warehouse fa-

cilities.

Mr. Symington's ready-to-wear department will have
the entire top or seventh floor of the old building, the
balance being used for travelers' sample rooms and sta-

tistical departments.

This brief summary of department arrangements has
not included any of the additional lines now being car-

ried. These will be apparent in travelers' samples.
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Montreal Dry Goods Association
A Satisfactory Year Reported — Many Important Matters Dealt with

During 1907 — R. A. Brock Elected to Head of the Association.

The New President.

The Montreal Dry Goods
Association, the annual

meeting of which was held

recently, did itself honor in

electing to the office of

president for the present

year. Et. A. Brock, of the

W. K. Brock Co., Limited.

Mr. Brock is not only a well-

known figure in business life

in Montreal, but also takes

a prominent part in military

affairs, and in outdoor sports. He has had a varied and

valuable experience in the wholesale dry goods section of

the Board of Trade, having been a director in 1905 and

vice-president in 1906 and 1907.

The has a number of important matters of policy

which he intends to carry out during his term as presi-

dent. He will aim to effect a uniformity in discounts and

datings that will guarantee to the retail merchant his get-

ting as good treatment, not only as his neighbor, but as

the department stores in the larger centres. The simplifi-

cation of the system of passing customs entries and en-

gaging efficient and competent help in the customs service

are also matters which he will advocate.

R. A. Brock was born in Montreal, May 14, 1869, and

is the third son of W. R. Brock, Toronto. He was edu-

cated at Upper Canada College. Toronto, and Royal Mili-

tary College, Kingston. His business experience has been

gained by a thorough apprenticeship spent in the firm

with which he is now identified, and his wide knowledge

is diie to the fact that he has served in all. the different

departments of the business. He was appointed agent for

the Northwest and British Columbia in 1893, and in 1899

was moved to Montreal, where he has since been, and

where his success is well known.

Mr. Brock has always taken an interest in military

affairs, agriculture and outdoor sports. He is Lieutenant-

Colonel, Commanding 17th Hussars, Montreal.

The Annual Meeting.

The eighteenth annual report of the Montreal Whole-
sale Dry Goods Association was presented at the annual

meeting in the committee room of the Board of Trade

Building, Montreal, on Wednesday, Dec. 11, 1907. William

Agnew, retiring president, was in the chair.

The various questions which had been dealt with dur-

ing the year were reviewed in the reports, which were

quite satisfactory, and were unanimously adopted.

One of the most important matters referred to in the

president's report was the action of the Board of Trade

Council on the question of the defrauding of creditors by
insolvency. As a result of a particularly notorious case

of fraud in which the guilt of the insolvents was estab-

lished, and admitted, and the guilty parties allowed to go

on suspended sentence, the Council petitioned the Minister

of Justice asking that the Criminal Code be amended so

as to provide for a minimum term of imprisonment in

such cases.

The association, early in the year, took up the ques-

tion of defective water supply in the city, and adopted a

strong resolution on the subject.

Customs matters engaged the attention of the members

at several meetings, and many of the representations made
on behalf of the trade resulted in satisfactory changes in

the customs regulations being made.
Recently this association, together with the other

branches of the Board of Trade, successfully urged upon
I lie Council of the Board the necessity for the establish-

ment of a transportation bureau, at the head of which a

capable freight man would be placed, for the purpose of
looking after the. interests of Montreal as a distributing

centre and to protect Montreal merchants and manufac-
turers in the matters of freight rate, etc. The Council de-

cided to establish the bureau if a sufficient number of

subscribers can be secured.

Altogether the year has been a most active one for the

association. Every member has been energetic in making
its work effective.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President,

R. A. Brock, of the W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal;
Vice-President, Thos. Brophy, of Brophy, Cains, Limited,

Montreal; Treasurer, R. Henderson, of R. Henderson &
Co., Montreal (re-elected); Directors, James Gardner, of

Hodgson, Sunnier & Co., Limited, Montreal; G. R. Martin,

of P. P. Martin & Co., Montreal; R. W. McDougall, of

Gault Bros. Co., Limited, Montreal, and R. W. Smyth, of

H. L. Smyth & Co., Montreal.

The retiring president, William Agnew, was unani-

mously chosen as the association's nominee for election

to the Council of the Board of Trade.

Don't Cut Staple Prices

Merchant Points Out Fallacy of Reducing Prices on
Staples to Raise Money—Permanent Injury to

Store's Business Will Result.

In conversation with a country merchant recently,

the question of the present financial situation and the

effect upon the general business conditions suggested that

there might be a tendency on the part of some mer-

chants to try to increase sales and secure money by
adopting price-cutting methods. He strongly deprecated

such a course, particularly so far as it related to staple

goods, and pointed out that should one merchant in any
community resort to this method the others would natur-

ally have to follow suit, and the result would be serious,

if not disastrous.

Many merchants—those who have ready money at

their disposal—have bought heavily in staples, in view of

the belief, which has now been demonstrated as a sound

one, that sharp advances were to follow, and if they

have to run stocks off to raise money or to meet unwise

competition, at slaughter prices, they will be unable to

replace the goods at anything like the figures they bought

them for.

This, entirely outside of the injury done to the regular

business of the store, for it must be remembered that those

who buy staples at the reduced prices will not be in the

market for the goods again at the regular prices, and
while the pressing necessity for money may be relieved

temporarily, it will be at the expense of the future busi-

ness of the store.
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" The Quality Fur House"

wishes its

Customers and Friends

A Happy and

Prosperous New Year

witn an

ever-increasing Fur Trade.

M. SILVER & CO.
12-14 St. John Street

MONTREAL

FIRE NOTICE
The fire in our Craig Street

premises will not hamper our
business seriously. We have
secured new premises at

25 St. Antoine St.

All orders will be filled

promptly.

The Livingstone

Mfg. Co.,

Montreal

Manufacturers of

Fur, Leather, Duck
and Sheep -Lined

Clothing.

G®&<8$0®&CmX8^^

THROUGH a typographical error on the

part of the Review in last issue the

Special offer of Mink Muffs, No. 325
read $25.00. This should be $35.00 at which

price these Mink Muffs (5 stripes with paws
and tails) are exceptional value for your

January Sale.

McCOMBER & CUMMINGS
"NOTHING BUT GOOD FURS"

373 St. Paul St. - MONTREAL

FUR EXPANSION

Our New Home after January 15th

309 Notre Dame St. West

In the centre of the wholesale district.

<I In order to accommodate our expanding

Fur business we will take possession of

this immense remodelled six-storey ware-

house early this year.

^ These premises are modern in every

respect and well suited for manufacturing

purposes, providing us also with splendid

show-rooms.

For 1908 our Fur Line will be larger and better than ever.

Make a point of getting on our visiting list.

E. W. Jacobs & Co., - Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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With Holiday Season Over, Business
Drops Off Some Stock-Taking will

Reveal Actual Conditions Prevailing
Raw Fur Prices January Sales

will Determine Values.

A Section of the Fur Department of George Mills & Co. 's Store, Kingston.

Fur Trade Prospects

Weather Conditions Have Affected Trade—Stocks as a

Consequence Are Heavy—Improvement Looked for

in the Near Future.

Stock-taking is the order of the day in most retail

stores now, and real conditions of the fur departments

will be disclosed. No doubt a good many retailers find

stocks heavy and are tempted to cut prices to close out

goods quickly. Winter weather really commences in

January, and this point should be emphasized in all ad-

vertising, and should be used continually in showing

goods. If this is carried out judiciously more furs will

be sold at a, profit. There are very few sections of the

country in which furs are not needed and no doubt many
persons postpone buying furs until now. They will buy

furs even if prices are maintained at or near the regular

level.

The fur season, with the large retail departments, and

exclusive fur stores, opened up very actively ; sales were

made easily. About the first week of December, how-

ever, on account of the mild weather experienced in most

parts of Canada, trade slackened somewhat. Doubtless,

a cold snap from now on would result in the usual

volume of business.

Ladies' Fur Pieces.

In ladies' fur pieces, mink stoles, and other styles of

neck-pieces, continue active. Muffs also have sold par-

ticularly well. The popular furs this season are repre-

sented largely by Persian lamb, caricule, black lynx, grey

squirrel, white fox and ermine.

In muffs this season there is a large variety, the pil-

low, or Empire style, holding first position. Muffs with

skins hanging loose at ends, with tails and heads attach-

ed, are quite a novelty this year. Another popular muff

is of white fox, made entirely of one skin, showing paws,

head and tail.

A noticeable feature of the fur trade this year in

small fur pieces is the size of the muffs, some of them

containing as. many as nine skins.

The best selling neck piece has been, and is, the four-

in-hand or throw-over style, from 50 to 60 inches in

length. Another popular style is a mink stole, made of

eight skins, with tails and heads effectively placed.
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Ladies' Garments.

In Persian lamb coats the military effect, trimmed
with braid, has been the most popular. The plain seal

garments, about 24 to 26 inches long,, with collars and

reveres, are still in high favor, while in skins, muskrat
and grey squirrel have been exceptionally active.

Evening Cloaks.

Evening cloaks, as usual, continue to have a steady

sale ; black velvet, lined and trimmed with ermine or

chinchilla, being in demand. Another popular line previ-

ously mentioned in The Review as being popular is of

white cloth, lined with white and grey squirrel and trim-

med with white fox.

Motor Coats.

Coats of muskrat and- Russian pony, both dyed black

and in natural colors, are having a fair sale. Squirrel

coats, matched with squirrel muffs and ruffs, are also

proving strong favorites.

Men's Coats.

Men's fur-lined coats, continue fashionable, and while

their sale is not up to that of some previous years, ow-

ing to the financial stringency, fairly active- business is

recorded. Coats, lined with muskrat, mink and brown
squirrel, trimmed with mink, otter and Persian lamb,

are among the best sellers. Coon coats are selling fair-

ly well, especially in the cheaper grades.

With the wholesalers and manufacturers trade at the

opening of the season was good, but towards the holiday

season it dropped off to a noticeable extent. As a result

most stocks are fairly heavy. However, the cold wea-
ther, which is sure to come during the present month
and in February, will bring the buying public hack to

the fact that Canadian Winters demand fur garments,
and stocks will, no doubt, be greatly reduced as a re-

sult. A large fur buyer stated to The Review that

manufacturers are expecting lower prices on most ar-

ticles, with the exception of Persian lamb, squirrel and
muskrat, which will be firm, but nearly all other furs

will probably be sold lower.

*

Raw Fur Prices

Small Business Recorded in Pelts—The Quotation Ruling
on Montreal Markets—London Sale

January 24 and 25.

Owing to the stringency of the money market and to

the unseasonable weather which we have been experi-

encing, trade in raw furs has been limited. Dealers are

in the market to buy, but offerings are not by any means
large. Prices given below rule at present, hut no one
knows how they will compare with the quotations which
will be given out by fur dealers after the first London
sale, which will take place January 24 and 25.

Mink $ 4.00

Marten, pale 4.00

Marten, dark

Fox, red

Lynx
Otter

Fisher

Weasel

Muskrat
Canadian coon

Skunk
Bear, large ....

Bear, small ...

8.00

2.50

5.00

15.00

5.00

0.25

0.15

0.75

0.40

8.00

3.00

$6.00

6.00

20.00

3.50

7.00

25.00

7.00

0.35

0.25

1.25

1.00

10.00

5.00

Furriers Trimmings
Novelties in Braids and Trimmings

for Furs.

-A. splendid ranf£e of Girdles,

Hand Crocheted and machine made Buttons,
Cords and TubuUrs, Muff Holders, etc

BEST VALUES IN THE. MARKET
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

MOULTON (& CO.
165 Nazareth St . - MONTREAL

HAVE YOU A LONDON AGENT ?
It is absolutely essential that your stock be kept

up-to-date, and this can only be done, short of
personally visiting the English market, by placing
your orders through an experienced Agent, who
is in a position to buy the newest goods at closest

prices, and to keep you supplied with the latest

samples. Having had many years' experience in

buying Dry Goods for the Colonies and being in

touch with all the leading manufacturing and
wholesale Drapery houses, I am able to place my
clients' orders to the very best advantage.

Full particulars as to terms, etc., from

T. W. BESTALL
12, 14 and 16 Tenter Street, - LONDON, E.C., England

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.G.

London, England.MACKINLAY & CO.

Are You in Need of a

Buying Agent for the

English Markets ?
If so we offer you our services. We buy for cash

and send original invoices.

We Can Save You Money
A trial order solicited. Correspondence invited.

F. H. SEALEY & CO., Buying Agents
36 Basinghall Street

London, E.C., England
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EUROPEAN BUYING TRIPS.

"3

A. J. Alexander, wholesale fur manufacturer, Mon-
treal, sails for European markets from New York city

January 11th, on the Lusitania. Mr. Alexander will be

away until March 1st and will visit the principal fur

markets of the old world. His growing business has

necessitated .first-hand purchases of raw furs.

Three Difficult Customers

How the Various Types Should Be Handled—Courtesy

Always an Essential—Put Customers in Good Humor.

Some common-sense ideas in practical salesmanship

were given recently in an address by Miss P. L. Minshall,

a department buyer for William Filcnis Sons, to clerks.

With three young women in the role of customers, Miss
Minshall showed how the various types of customers

should be handled.

The first was the woman with an exchange. "Natur-
ally," the speaker said, "she always feels that she is an

unwelcome visitor, and, therefore, is in an unpleasant

frame of mind. But the saleswoman should make every

effort to impress her that the firm is sincerely sorry she

has been caused the annoyance, and should find out in a

pleasant way just where the blame belongs, and finally

have her leave the department feeling perfectly pleased."

The speaker then referred to another customer of the

type who "does not know in the slightest what she wants

and has not dealt with you before, so has no faith in your

honest intention and desire to give her the very best thing

possible. The whys and wherefores must be explained to

her and patience and unfailing good humor coupled with

the knowledge of her needs are the winning points in this

case.

"Then there is the woman who desires all that is new-

est and most extreme, but cannot understand why she

cannot get all these newest ideas in the lower priced

goods—one who has set her heart on something she can-

not afford, and unless very cleverly led back to the more
medium-priced goods is very apt to go away without pur-

chasing."

These are only three out of dozens of different types

but the unfailing rule for every salesperson to follow, re-

gardless of the time, customer or goods being handled, is

that treatment of every customer shall be the most courte-

ous and satisfactory it is possible to give.

WALLACEBURG MERCHANTS ACT.

The move made during the past few months by Chat-

ham merchants in the direction of shutting down on ticket

solicitors, has been promptly followed by Wallaceburg.

The merchants and business men of the Sugar City have

unanimously pledged themselves to refuse to purchase

tickets, coupons or offerings of a like nature from solici-

tors of any kind. This action was taken on account of

the heavy drain upon the resources of the business men of

the town. There seemed to be no limit to the pretexts for

disposing of tickets, and the merchants, compelled by a

species of blackmail familiar to business men everywhere

to treat all alike, felt that in justice to themselves the

time had come to call a halt.

Thieves broke into the fur store of J. Cohen, Mont-

real, twice within a week. While two young fellows were

in jail awaiting trial for the first burglary, the store was

entered again and $600 worth of goods taken.

We wish to

THANK
our Customers for favors

during the past year

and to WISH them all

A PROSPEROUS SEASON

for 1908.

We hope to put before the trade

a more complete and up-to-date

line than ever for next fall, including

FlirS of all descriptions

Hats, Caps, Gloves

Mitts, Etc.

Our sorting lines of Hats,

Caps and Straws for spring

will please you, while for

immediate delivery in

FURS
we would be glad to hear

from you if you are in

need of any.

DROP US A LINE.

Swift, Copland & Co.

MONTREAL

LIMITED
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Tidy Wear
Real Human Hair

Fringe Nets

Hair Frames Hair Rolls

ROSENWALD BROS. LONDON, PARIS, VIENNA

SOLE AGENTS :

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co.
of Canada, Limited

70 Bay Street 10 St. Antoine St. McDermott & Albert Sis.

TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG

GOLD MEDAL LINENS
For over a century they have been used in households all over the world,

and are to-day more popular than ever - due very largely to the fact that

during all this time an absolutely uniform and high standard of quality has

ever been maintained.

For the above reasons they are deservedly popular with buyers and

consumers alike.

LINEN BUYERS ARE INVITED
to see our samples before placing their Spring orders.

Surpass all others for Beauty, Originality and Superb Quality.

manufactured by

WM. LIDDELL & CO., Donacloney and Belfast, Ireland.

Write for Illustrated Price List.

R. H. COSBIE, 30 W. Wellington St., TORONTO
Irish Linen Agency.

When writing advertisers please mention The Revieiv
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Summary of the Past Year's Trade
— Leather Goods were in Popular

Demand — Japanese Fancies will be

Strong.

Notion Department, Ground Floor, Stanley Mills & Co., Hamilton.

General Review of tKe Year

Generally Speaking, Conditions Were Satisfactory—Pre-

parations for a Better Business During 1908.

The year 1907 in closing seals a fair record for the

fancy goods and notion trade in general. From a retail-

er's standpoint, while trade dropped off to a certain ex-

tent throughout November and the early part of Decem-

ber, it brightened up to its highest level during the year,

as the Christmas and holiday rush set in.

In reviewing a year of this kind, one in which prac-

tically everything has had some notice, it is somewhat

difficult to single out any separate item or series of items

for particular mention, as having had a better scale than

others. With the exception of the latter part of the year,

September, October, November and the early part of De-

cember, the other months were, generally speaking, pros-

perous.

At present, although the outlook for Spring cannot be

classed with the best, Montreal and Toronto fancy goods

houses are preparing for handling more business during

the present year than that transacted during the twelve

months of 1907.

Japanese Goods for Spring
All grades of Japanese goods have undoubtedly

proved a strong line in holiday selling and unless all indi-

cations fail, they are to be stronger for Easter and Spring

trade; orders booked up to the present writing having

been unusually large. These orders indicate that retailers

are strong in their confidence in the Japanese trade.

The usual assortment of fans, screens, lanterns, paper

umbrellas, and various other lines of fancy goods of this

kind are shown for Spring. Next in line are assortments

of leather goods, comprising wrist bags, fancy purses,

etc. Japanese bric-a-brac and china tea and coffee sets

are also to the fore. A large assortment of lacquered

goods are seen in abundance, all of which can be sold by

a keen merchant at a large margin of profit.

Stationery.

The dry goods merchants who investigate the profit

possibilities which fancy stationery offers will not hesitate

in establishing such a department.

Leather Goods.

Like other branches of the fancy goods trade, the

small leather goods enjoyed an exceptionally good business

throughout the past year. In such stores as have main-

tained an up-to-date department of this kind, the sales

have been highly satisfactory, and goods were sold at a

good margin of profit. Practically everything offered sold

well. The high grade lines were in particularly strong

demand. Numerous new finishes on leather goods were

shown and sold well, as did the established lines.

Ladies' Wrist Bags.

Ladies' wrist bags, made of best quality real grained

leather, black or brown, frames self covered, eight inches

long, six inches deep, leather lined strap handle, black

trimmings, purse in each were put up in dainty Christmas
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boxes in t lie large department stores in Toronto and

Montreal for the holiday trade, and proved appropriate

gifts.

The Belt Trade.

Manufacturers and retailers of women's belts have, in

the main, had an excellent season. The trade has been up

to expectation.

In belts, the same as throughout most other lines, the

fancy, high grade numbers were as popular as ever, al-

though the more medium priced lines were by no means

outdistanced. Cut steel belts continue in popular favor.

Tinseled braid with brocade patterns and gold buckles

were also sold largely during the Christmas rush. Many
new novelties were introduced.

Manufacture of Combs

Greater Number of These Goods Sold in Canada Now
Made Here—An Interesting Process—Different

Stages of Manufacture.

Throughout the Dominion the comb trade continues in

a healthy condition, and it will be a matter of interest to

every dry goods merchant and small wares man to learn

that the bulk of this class of goods, sold here, is now made
in Canada. The industry, which is reported to be in a

flourishing condition, gives employment to many hundreds

of hands. These employes, are. for the most part, trained

workmen, since in each step of the lengthy process of

making the finished comb, skill is an absolute necessity.

To follow a comb during its process of manufacture is

most interesting. The raw material comes in sheets which

are afterwards cut into plates to their required sizes,

when they are passed through the machine which cuts the

teeth. Owing to the fact that the cut out of one comb

forms the teeth of another, there is, practically, no waste,

so far as cutting is concerned. After the teeth are cut,

the comb passes through a series of minor operations, such

as pointing the teeth, bending the comb, rubbing, dipping

and, finally, the comb is polished on a wheel which re-

volves at high speed.

CHristmas IVusK

Fancy Goods Had Satisfactory Run During Holiday Sea-

son—Combs Were in Good Demand—Wide
Price Range.

During the Christmas rush, lines and articles which

were almost valueless a few weeks before were eagerly

snapped up. All kinds of fancy jewelry, combs and hair

ornaments, hat pins, women's belts, picture post cards,

stationery, leather goods, toilet articles, Teddy bears, etc.,

were all displayed to advantage; in most cases being lo-

cated at the entrances of the stores.

From a manufacturer's standpoint, there never was a

better year for combs and hair ornaments than 1907. In

favor of these it might be said that present indications

are that 1908 will even eclipse its predecessor. In the

manufacture of high-grade combs extreme care is taken

and none but the most skilled workmen are employed.

After the combs are manufactured, they are decorated in

various ways. A very popular style of the present day
is the stone set trimming, the stones being set flush with

the surface of the comb, thus leaving no projecting point

to catch in the hair. This class of comb is made in a

wide range, from the cheap stone set back comb to retail

at 10c. to the most elaborate designs retailing as high as

$10 and $15 each. In the cheaper grade of goods the

stones are set by machinery which insert the stones at a

surprisingly rapid rate. In the better grade of goods each

stone is inserted and set by hand, ensuring a more artistic

and finished effect.

Cut Steel Goods

Are Now Being Manufactured Largely in Canada—Good
Class of Combs Made Here, and Are Selling Well.

Among the most popular comb styles for Spring are

those set with cut steel trimmings. For the present sea-

son these goods are being shown in a wide variety of pat-

terns and artistic designs. Heretofore these goods have

been imported from Europe, but this season they have

been manufactured successfully in Canada, a fact which

proves that it is no longer necessary for the smaller buyer

to go abroad to select his high grade hair ornaments.

Genuine art jet goods are also among the novelties

which are now being manufactured in this country.

Jt /

1
1

WM. J. FERGUSON
Advertising Manager, J. Sutcliffe & Sons, Lindsay, Ont., Who

Contributes to this Number an Interesting Article
on " Retail Publicity."

SMALL SEAL CATCH.

An Ottawa despatch says that the sealing catch for the

season just closed, according to the official return which

has reached the Fisheries Department, has been a p«or

one. Fifteen British Columbia schooners were engaged

in the work and their total catch was 5,397 skins, as com-

pared with 10,370 in 1906. The largest catch was made
by the schooner Bayard, which took 658 skins. One vessel

only secured 21.

BRITISH COTTON IN TURKEY.

Cheat Britain's cotton houses supply the greater pro-

portion of the cotton imports of Asiatic Turkey, Consul

W. C. Magelssen reporting from Bagdad that of the cot-

ton imports, amounting to more than $1,000,000 annually,

the British goods find ready sale because of the fact that

the manufacturers study the market, and send only such

goods as there is a demand for. About fifteen native

firms have branch houses in Manchester, whereas thirty

years ago there were none.
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A GOOD RESOLUTION

START SELLING

OUR COMBS

SWASTIKA

•J Profits are excellent, stocks

turn rapidly if you have our

goods.

INITIAL

Cjf Our line embraces every sale-

able staple and late novelties.

SEE YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE US DIRECT.

THE GRANBY MFG. CO.

GRANOY, P.Q.

ORIGINATORS OF COMBS THAT SELL.

Seeing through the merits ofthe Duchess'

Duchess IS Hoops
|jj^

= Now made in the oval as

well as the round shapes.

Duchess (round)

Hoops arc made
in sizes I, 5, 6, 7,

8. 10. 12 inches

diameter.

The felt band on the Duchess Hoop is an elastic-

cushion that holds light or heavy fabrics tightly
stretched.

This felt cushion protects the fabric and em-
broidered work from injury when being placed or re-

moved from the hoops.

There are no spring attachments to catch the
silks, nor any metal about it to rust and stain the
work.

Sold in over 18,000 Stores

Duchess-Oval Hoops
Made with a felt band around the inner hoop,

like the well-known Duchess (round) Hoops.
The oval shape accommodates a full design for

embroidering, as in a large round hoop, but has the
convenience in use of a small hoop.

Made in two sizes. 6x12 inch and Dxit inch.

J@°" If you do not have the " Duchess-Oval

"

in stock order to-day from your jobber.

The Gibbs Mfg. Co.,
CANTON
OHIO, U.S.A.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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JULIAN SALE
Leather Belts

H Every indication is for a

good season in Leather

Belts. Wait until you see

our spring samples before

placing your orders. '

The Julian Sale Leather

Goods Co., Limited

105 KING ST. .WEST, TORONTO

Jt

K. Ishikawa & Co,

POINTERS FOR CLERKS FROM CLERKS.

"I have learned that a customer prefers the clerk

with the smile. Therefore, cultivate that part of your
face. It doesn't cost any more to smile than to look un-

pleasant. One can usually talk better if he is in a smil-

ing mood."
* .

*

"I have also learned that there is no substitute for

hard work for a clerk that would succeed. A clerk

should not be afraid of earning more than his salary."
* »

*

One of the best ways, if not the best way, to make
extra sales is by showing your customer more goods

than she asks to see or calls for, and by suggesting num-
erous articles to her which she may have forgotten or

will want when suggested to her. When she has com-
pleted her regular shopping list, ask if you may shov
her some 'new goods that have just arrived.' "

* *
*

"From twelve years' experience behind the counter,
' I have learned that the successful clerk is the one that

attends strictly to business, keeps his person clean and

neat, and is attentive to the wants of his customers, and

thereby gains their confidence and holds same. Courtesy

is an essential point in the success of a clerk ; also tact

in knowing what to say and when to say it."

* •
*

"The demand of the hour is for the finished salesman.

To those whose duty it is to observe and to plan, the

fact is every day becoming plainer that tTie sale is the

great event—the pivot upon which the whole institution

revolves, and that other departments and other efforts

are of only relative importance. The ad. man may con-

tinue to advertise, the buyer may continue to perform

his wonderful scoops, the fioor-walker may pace his little

beat, but into the salesman's hands at last is placed the

heaviest duty of all—that of making the sale with profit

to the house, and with fullest satisfaction to the cus-

tomer."

FARMERS AND TARIFF.
The Dominion Grange and the Farmers' Association

at their annual meetings held in Toronto recently discuss-

ed the tariff question, and declared in favor of a tariff for

revenue only. The farmers had been prepared to accept

the recent revision, at least, as a truce in the battle, but

would oppose any further attempts at increasing the

tariff, believing that such increases would not be in the

interests of the farming community.

The increased expenditure in the Province of Ontario

was condemned, and the Provincial Treasurer was advised

to sit more closely on the lid of the treasury chest.

In Montreal, during the month of December, travelers

from all parts of Canada were holidaying at headquarters.

Many "knights of the grip" who are past masters in the

"glad hand" and "pat on the shoulder" were to be seen

in the streets.

Manufacturers and Importers
vvvvvvvvw^wwwwwwwwwww*

24 Wellington Street West,

* * TORONTO.

W. E. WALSH & BRO.
207 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL

Do not fail to see our Import Line of

Spring and Summer novelties in

Mounted Combs, Bags, Purses,

Buckles, Belts, Fans, &c. .

LARGEST VARIETY BEST VALUES
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SOLE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA:

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFEOTION
IN FOOTWEAR

^ F/*,

SQUIRREL RRAND UNDERWEAR

B. HENDERSON & CO.

MONTREAL and TORONTO

Manufactured by

W.RAVEN&GO.,Ltd.

Leicester, Eng.

PURE WOOL

Cartwrigbt $ Warners
LIMITED

LOUGHBOROUGH - ENGLAND
One hundred and eight years ago, in 1797 to be

exact, we became conscious that radical revolution in

the making of Underwear was absolutely necessary
to check and remove the growing discontent of people
who were not satisfied with the ancient styles, and who
expected progress in every form of human endeavour.

We then, and have continually since, bent every
energy toward this "consummation devoutly to be
wished," and to-day

gartwrigltt $ Warners

(SQUIRREL BRAND)

PURE WOOL UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR
made from wool off the Merino sheep can be obtained in

all parts of the world.

R. FLAWS & SON, Agents, Manchester Bldg., Toronto
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f Do Yours Give Warmth ?

The warmth and loftiness of yarns

belong to "ALLOA YARNS"
produced in Scotland—not im-

mitation Scotch — but Heal

Scotch Yarns, spun in Alloa,

Scotland, in the largest Scotch

Yarn Mills in the world, so care-

fully spun as to produce even-

ness throughout. Do you keep

this kind?

| John Paton, Son & Co., Ltd.

Alloa, Scotland

Philip de Gruchy, Agent for Canada

207 St. James St., Montreal

+

Oxford Brand
MR. MERCHANT:

If you have not asked travellers to

show you samples of "THE OXFORD"
SUMMER UNDERWEAR for Ladies and
Children, do so now— it will pay you well.

We excel in

FINENESS OF MATERIAL
FINISHING

BLEACHING
DELIVERIES

Our factory runs all the year round ex-

clusively on Ladies' and Children's Swiss

Summer goods ; and can ship repeats at

any time during the season.

Test Us

The

OXFORD KNITTING CO.
Limited '^"~ 1

WOODSTOCK - ONTARIO

^|^' RIBBED,
I, 5" UNSHRINKABLEc=^ r J

The "Real Thing"

in Underwear
Unshrinkable

Elastic

Comfortable

Perfect-fitting

Do you

sell it ?

Remember that we are sole agents in Canada of

SPRING NEEDLE RIBBED UNDERWEAR

Ellis Manufacturing Co., Limited
HAMILTON,

Monypeany Bros. & Co., Toronto,

ONT.
Selling Agents.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Registered

has reached the top notch of

Underwear Excellence
<I Our samples are the kind which bear out all our statements as to the

unparalleled excellence of " HYGEIAN " brand, and, remember, that

every order we book is shipped right up to sample.

<I "HYGEIAM" underwear is the healthiest underwear on any market.

It is close fitting—yet not tight—elastically adjusting itself to every

curve and angle of the wearer's body.

<I
" HYGEIAN " underwear does not come out of the wash tub shrunken

and hard surfaced. It comes out of many successive wash tubs as

pliant, well-fitting, comfortable and healthy as when first off our

machines.

*J
" HYGEIAN " underwear is the most durable of underwear. You can say

to your customer—and with perfect truth—that " HYGEIAN " brand

really does wear well.

1$ You can get "HYGEIAN" in all sizes, styles and weights. And what-

ever the style, size or weight of a " HYGEIAN " garment, it cannot

be excelled anywere for Health, Comfort, Fit, Elasticity, Unshrink-

ability and Durability.

HYGEIAN waists should be in every up-to-date

Dry Goods Store. Are they in yours?

Eagle Knitting Co., Ltd.
HAMILTON, CANADA

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Every Dry Goods Man
is entitled to protection from mis-named goods. We know, and can prove

to you, that

"Ceetee" Underwear
Really Is Unshrinkable

All the shrink is taken out of it before it leaves our factory. The consequence

is, that you may guarantee to every customer to whom you sell a " Ceetee

"

garment, that it is unshrinkable. No fear of him bringing it back. He will

believe you because the garment will be indisputable evidence of your veracity.

We will replace any " Ceetee " garment which is not what we claim it to be.

" Ceetee " is made in India Gauze (medium and heavy weights), Silk and Wool,

Worsted, Lamb's Wool and Merino—Every garment made to fit—and to stay fit.

The Underwear Which Pleases Most

women, children and infants, is, without the slightest doubt,

Perfect Fitting Elastic

Ribbed Underwear
No wonder-! Soft and pliable, fitting the body closely, but without tightness,

leaving no " baggy places," with a surface smooth as eiderdown, and daintily

trimmed in fashionable designs, Perfect Fitting Elastic Ribbed Underwear is

without a peer for downright comfort.

Write Now About Profits!

The C. Turnbull Co.
of Gait, Limited

GALT, - - - CANADA
When •writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Bolton Woolen Mills

BLANKETS—White and Grey

r
Our

1908

Samples

Now

Ready

COMFORT
^

Fine
Woo/

Size 64 x 84 7 lbs.

We
Quote

Close

Prices

J. WALSHAW & SON
BOLTON ONTARIO

Coming Your Way!
•J Our representatives are now on the road to your store with as full

and fine a range of plain and ribbed hosiery for Spring 1908 as

ever left our factory. It is the celebrated and profitable

WEARWELL Brand
Known as the " Hosiery of Quality

"

<& See our special 1/1 ribs for misses—fine and dressy ; our strong

and serviceable 1/1 and 2/1 ribs for boys ; and our fashionable

seamless plain hose for ladies and misses ! They are all winners !

Fast and Stainless Dye and Unexcelled Finish and Quality.

<J Remember, we give special attention to mail orders !

The Clinton Knitting Co., Limited, CLINTON, Ont.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Christmas Trade in Fancy Lines

KNITTED GOODS Good — Fall Samples Ready — Satis-

factory Underwear Trade — The
Conditions in Bradford Merinoes go
Higher.

The Underwear Situation

Good Sorting Business Reported—Mills Busy—Well Sold

for Spring—Practically No Fall Business

Placed so Far.

In spite of the weather there is a good amount of trade

passing over the counter in underwear lines. Though no
heavy orders are being received by jobbers and manufac-

turers, there is a constant call for sorting parcels. Desir-

able goods are uone too plentiful, and any price cutting

that is being done is- in the cheaper lines.

Manufacturers are working full time and have not

yet caught up with deliveries, and any extra rush for

goods would reveal a shortage. The mills, it is reported,

are well sold up on Spring lines. Travelers who have

been on the road booking Spring business report retailers'

stocks are in good shape, as very little stock was carried

over from last season. Though the orders they have re-

ceived may not have been equal to those of last year, a

good business has been done, and the outlook is fairly

satisfactory.

Little or no business has been done for the coming
Fall—both buyer and manufacturer evincing little desire

to set the ball rolling. Nothing will be done now until

after the New Year. This is due not only to the tight-

ness of money, but also to the present inability to fore-

see prices. Where prices have been quoted they are just

; bud at the level <
1' tin se < t' last year, bit yam prices

are unsettled, and until these find a basis, little under-

wear business will be placed.

Conditions in Bradford

Excellent Spinning Margins in the Yorkshire Trade

—

Higher Prices on Merinoes During Past

Twelve Months.

Conditions in Bradford cannot be said to have im-

proved much as the direct result of London operations. A
good super 60 's Bradford top can now be made at 2s. 3d.

out of Coleman street, and 40 's at 15d., though little wool

so far has been offered. We are coming to the wrong
time of the year for big business, and are not unlikely to

see spinners buy from hand to mouth for some time to

come. There has been little buying of yarns and fabrics

siuce the flurry in Wall street, and the financial outlook

will have to brighten considerably both in this country,

the United States, and the Continent, before the wheel-

band gets again into the nick and going.

The monetary outlook, however, has brightened, and

the acute state of the crisis is undoubtedly passed. Still,

as far as can be seen, things will drag a little for some
time. Bradford spinners are still busy on old contracts,

but they are not selling afresh. Supplies of wool are ar-

riving in increasing quantities, and those who have bought

on "spec." are feeling somewhat bad. When the finan-

cial stringency has passed, and we get a lower bank rate

—which seems likely at no distant date—things will im-

prove again, but practically everybody has determined

on a policy of going slowly, preferring to buy as the oc-

casion requires. On the whole, things are not likely to

become worse.

The question of spinning margins is one of consider-

able moment for the yarn price very largely determines

the value of the finished fabrics. Now it is a well-known
fact that Bradford spinners during the past fifteen months
have enjoyed bigger margins than for very many years,

and to-day they are in a fairly independent position. Bui
up to a full month back they simply ruled the market
with a very high hand.

To show how crossbred spinners are placed, the fol

lowing facts will'speak for themselves. We do not think

it possible to buy to-day a good two-fold -Id's yarn under
2s. per lb. That yarn will be spun from a 4(i 's top, which
can be bought anywhere at Kid. If the latter figure be

taken, it shows a spinning margin of Sd. per lb., and 5d.

to (id. is ample for the cost of spinning, this covering

everything.

But the reader will probably be more interested in

merinoes, and here are figures which can be relied upon
for accuracy. In the table below we show the price to-daj

of merino yarns, spun from a good shafty (>4's top, and
the table is worth analyzing as showing how prices have
risen during the past twelve months:

January November November
Count. 1st, 1907. 1st, 1907. 1st, 190(5.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

a fold GO'S 3 0* 3 5 2 11

2 fold 56's 3 3 4 2 1QV2
2 fold 52 's 2 10M> :: :: 2 10

"

2 fold 48's 2 10 :: 1 2 !)' .,

2 fold 44 's 2 91/2 3 II 2
0'"

2 fold 40 's 2 !) 2 1P., 2 S' ;,

2 fold 36 's 2 8y, 2 1l" 28
2 fold 32 \s 2 M, 2 1

0-!
4 2 734

2 fold 28 's 2 8 2 ID' ., 2 7V>
-' fold 24 's 2 734 2 10y4 2 714
2 fold 20 "s 2 7' 2 2 10 2 7
(i4's Colonial fops 2 3 *2 5 2 2y2

: To-day's price is about 2s. 4d., with no great change
in yarns, perhaps Id. down.

Thus, whereas the margin in November, 1906, between
the cost of the top and the spun yarn was about 9y2 d. per
lb., the price to-day is about 12y2 d. per lb.—a difference

of an additional 3d. Now in spinning thicker counts (say

two-fold 20 's), the margin is exactly the same as it was
in November, 1906. Hence it will be seen that in spinning
high counts there is a very profitable margin indeed.

A few years ago, when things were very slack and
spinners could not keep their frames going, commission
spinners would spin 64 's tops into twofold 60 's yarns at

6y2 d. per lb.! This certainly was a very little price, and
we are afraid the work would be badly done; but if we
say 8d. per lb. for cost of spinning, there is still a very
handsome profit left when spinners have been able up to

a few weeks ago to command such a spinning margin as a

shilling per lb. Happily every spindle is going, and there

are orders in hand to last nearly to the middle of next
year, providing there be no cancellations. If prices for
wool and tops drop another 2d. per lb. there is certain to

be some unpleasantness; the situation is all right at the

moment, but a good deal will depend upon developments.
Top-makers would be extremely slack if they had not

some old orders to work off, and wc are glad to say that
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Brad t'mtl commission wool-combers are upon the whole

fairly busy. In another foil night new wool from Aus-

tralia should be arriving iu good quantities; but little has

come to hand from Sydney's earlier sales—mostly from

Adelaide. The financial stringency has rather nipped in

the bud all new business, for spinners will not now even

look, not to speak of buying—Textile Mercury.

Good Business in Fancy Lines

An Excellent Sale of Coats, Sweaters, Etc.—Sample Lines

of Shawls, Scarfs, Etc., for Next Fall Steady.

There is a very excellent sale for coats, sweaters,

sweater vests, etc., in the retail stores. These new ideas

have given a fillip to this department, and not only are

men generally adopting them, but ladies are also taking

very kindly to their use. They have been in good demand
for wear on the golf links, etc., all Fall, and promise to

be equally popular for winter sports. Men are also taking

to them for wear under the outer coat.

It is only in better goods, and in the new ideas in ex-

pensive lines, that a good business is now being clone. In

the cheaper lines, and in styles and patterns that show no

novelty, there is little doing, and their sale is decidedly

slow. Sample lines for the Fall season from the German
fancy knit houses, are now ready. These consist mainly

of fancy knitted shawls, scarfs, etc., in wool, silk, wool

and silk ice-wool, etc. These goods are always stocked

in certain quantities, for which there is invariably a staple

demand. Prices, as far as can be learned, are at about

I he same level as last year. There is little change in these

goods, either as to style or color-

being the best selling colors.

Hosiery-

white, pink and sky

Good Holiday Business in the Retail Trade—Chiefly on

Fancy Lines—Boxed Hosiery the Attraction.

The influence of the Christmas sales in the hosiery de-

partment cannot but have a beneficial effect. Trade has

been particularly active in this section, and for the past

month this department has been one of the busiest in the

store. Hosiery always forms a favorite present with

those persons who believe in giving useful gifts, and this

year when the element of attractiveness is added, hosiery

has been freely chosen. The heavy sale has been in the

fancy end, and attractive boxing has played its part. As
the goods sold are mostly light in texture and in color,

suitable for dressy wear and the sale has been profitable,

the goods sold are not of such a nature as to interfere

with the sale of staple lines.

Embroidered goods have proved the favored ones, and

some quite elaborate patterns, chiefly in cashmere, have

sold well. For the most part, small, neat patterns, bow
knots, etc., in self-colors, or with minute dots in con-

trast, are those selling.

In the manufacturing end there is not much change

to note. There is still some difficulty in the delivery of

wanted goods. Chemnitz, however, is becoming an easier

market in which to do business, and there promises to be

less trouble experienced over deliveries in the coming
Spring.

Selling Knitted Goods
Some Problems Connected with Salesmanship as it Relates to Knit
Goods — Good Scope for Exercise of Tact and Fine Distinction.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by P. B. Lyon, Manager
Knit Goods Department, John Murphy Company, Montreal.

Selling knitted goods!

The thought naturally

comes, "Oh ! stockings
;

they sell themselves." They

do to a certain extent, but

it's right at that point

where the live salesperson

steps in and increases the

sales.

Tact, judgment, ability to

quickly size up customers,

memory for faces, names,

too, if possible, with a

pleasant manner and good

address, if properly applied,

all go to make up the suc-

cessful hosiery salesperson.

I have on several occa-

sions said to girls applying

for positions :

"Do you think you could sell hosiery ?"

The answer invariably is : "Why, is there anything

to learn about it ?"

My opinion is that salesmanship is just as essential

in, and can be as successfully applied to the hosiery de-

partment, as to any other in the store ; in fact, more

so than in many.
Two salespeople may stand side by side, with equal

experience, yet one will sell 25 per cent, more than the

other. Why ? One has knowledge of and confidence in

the goods being sold, coupled with ability to sell. The
other lacks the necessary qualifications, and the sooner a

change is made the better for salesperson and depart-

ment.

Extra sales can be made in many ways, three of

which are :

Selling three or more pairs.

Showing of new lines.

Showing of specially priced lines.

The average person's first thought when going to

purchase hosiery is the kind wanted, and the price paid

for the last. If $1 or $1.50 has been paid, the next

thought is the quantity procured for that amount.

I believe most people govern thenselves in hosiery

buying by the price last paid for the same grade, just

the same as if it were coal. By selling three, four or six

pairs, instead of one or two, you not only increase im-

mediate sales, but pave the way for still greater in the

future.

Selling More Than One Pair.

Newspaper ads., stating only the price for three

pairs, may be used to induce the sale of more than one

pair at a time. The price quoted may be a very few

cents less than the regular single price, but the goods

must be the best value obtainable at the price. Further,

to be successful, this should be continued. Once doing

will not suffice. Follow this up with counter tickets,
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corresponding with the ad., plainly but neattj printed.

Then have the salespeople keep up the good work
;
get

the idea of one-pair sales out of their heads ; start in to

sell three or more, and it can be done.

When quality has been decided on, such suggestions

as the following very often have the desired effect : "We
sell three pairs of these for $1.25" or "You will not

make any mistake by taking several pairs of these, at

3 pairs for $1" or "By buying three pairs now you will

be sure of the same weight" (if for Winter).

The point is to get patrons in the habit of paying

$1 or more every time stockings are purchased, if it be

for 2, 3, or 6 pairs, then the sales will increase and rap-

idly too.

How to Show Goods.

An important factor in selling hosiery is a proper

display, and it is suggested that for the counter dis-

plays, nickel stands of medium height, suitable for from

three to six pairs, could be used to advantage. One
color displays are usually best, and for the display of

light colors, small trays, not more than half an inch

high, placed at the base of the stand, have the com-
bined advantage of helping sell the goods and of pro-

tecting the goods as well. Clear counters may present

a nice appearance, but full ones sell the goods and en-

liven the department. It should be seen always that

neat price tickets are placed on each display.

Showing New Lines.

Salespeople who know their customers can frequently

increase their sales by showing new lines, introducing

them by referring to them as something that has "just

been received." Great care, however, must be taken to

avoid spoiling the original sale by rushing in with sug-

gestions before the first sale has been made. Of course

it is assumed that these lines are altogether different

from those first shown. Underpriced goods may be

shown with even greater freedom, after the first sale has

been completed, because few persons object to being

shown goods, in the purchase of which a saving is ob-

vious. Sales may not be effected at the moment, but if

properly handled, the patron will be pleased with the

interest shown, and future sales may result.

Interest to Customer.

Don't be afraid to show different lines to the cus-

tomer, but care should be taken to display them to good

advantage. Don't throw them in a heap on the counter,

but produce each pair separately and give the customer
time to examine it, if she shows interest, before bringing

out the next pair. Watch the effect each one makes and
you will know where to direct your efforts. Find out a

few things before you start, but don't tire your customer

with needless questions.

Closing the Sale.

It is in clinching the sale that many salespeople fail

and the reason for the failure is largely because they do

not concentrate their efforts on the work in hand, and do
not study their customers. Suppose lisle thread

stockings are being shown
;
you have six lines opened

and at the very first going over you find two or three

lines of very little interest to that particular person. It

may be that the color, quality or price do not suit. Put

these castouts to one side. Now you have three left of

some interest. At the second looking, one of the pat-

terns does not suit ; two only left. Now is the careful

moment, if the customer is particular. Work on both

lines for a while, just to ascertain the feeling. Know-
ledge of the goods counts here ; it may be a very small

point, such as the shape of the foot, the slightest differ-

ence in weight, the size of the pattern, or coloring, the

way the top is finished, a double sole, or any other of

the many points which might be mentioned. Any of

them, if properly handled, will land a sale. Then see

that your sales slip is made out quickly, and that the
parcel, if taken, is wrapped up at <•. [f it is to be
sent, the address should be carefully written and re-

peated to the customer. A sale, in my opinion, is not
complete until the goods have been delivered to the cus
tomer's home or handed to her at the counter. The
wrong address and the consequent mis-delivery, causes
no end of trouble and an annoying waste of time.

To Prevent Exchanges.

Don't hold up to the customer continually the words:
"You can exchange this or these" (as the case may be)
"if not suitable." The average person knows they are
not compelled to keep any article that does not fit. (Jive

proper attention in making- the original sale ; it may
take a few minutes longer, but it is a real sale. It may
otherwise confront you in the midst of a very busy af-

ternoon, as is very often the case. See that size and
quality are what is asked for, and not two or three
grades mixed to fill up the quantity, simply because they
happened to be nearest at hand. No doubt your sales
book looked better that day, but what about it when
these same things come back > The department may be
busy

;
you miss another sale, simply because the first

was not properly handled, to say nothing of the trouble
and inconvenience caused the customer.

What Exchanges Are to be Made.

When exchanges are to be made, make them willingly,

carefully and pleasantly. Salespeople very often are the
real cause of goods being returned. Did you ever think
of that, or do yoli always blame the customer .' Ex-
change customers that are really entitled to exchange,
should be treated with the same courtesy as when the
first purchase was made. This in many cases is not
done, and good patrons are lost to the store. If the
store's principle is to exchange, the standing of the de-
partment should be as carefully guarded in the handling
of the exchange as any sale. In some cases the customer
is passed along from one salesperson to another, just be-
cause it is an exchange, and no one cares to take the
trouble. This should not be, as in most stores bills are
required to be returned with goods. An exchange slip is

made out for the amount in the number of the clerk who
sold the article ; then another bill for the exchange or
second purchase. This amount goes to the salesperson
making the exchange, so in that way counts as any other
sale. Then again it often happens that some size is

wrong, and the stockings are returned to be exchanged,
and one or more pairs of the same kind purchased. Now,
instead of looking hard at, and turning down exchanges,
treat them in the very best spirit (when goods are re-

turned as purchased) . You will be surprised how much
easier the people will be satisfied. You will meet some
extreme cases, of course. Use judgment, and give the

customer the benefit of the doubt.

CLOTHING TO COST MORE.

Clothing prices in England are. according to a recent

despatch from London, to be increased materially in the

near future. The advance in the price of all woolens of

from fifteen to twenty per cent, during the past year, has
resulted, naturally, in a corresponding increase in cloth-

ing prices. Blue serge, which last year could be bought
for 5s fid a yard, now costs 6s !)d, which means that an
advance of at least 4s per suit must he made.
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WATSON'S
UNDERWEAR

THAT WILL WEAR

To the Retail Trade of Canada

GENTLEMEN,-

Owing to the rapidly increasing demand for our goods during

the last five or six years, our business has been of such phenom-

enal growth that we have hardly kept up with it, but we are now

pleased to state that during the past year we erected a new mill

in Brantford.

This new mill was started about the first of October, and,

we are glad to say, is now running full blast. With increased

facilities we are able to assure to our customers better values and

prompt shipments, as each mill will be devoted entirely to its own

particular lines. This year, 1908, we shall be in a position to

take all orders and guarantee prompt deliveries, and we trust that

the trade will wait to see our full range of Fall samples, which

will be on the market during January.

Wishing all our friends the Compliments of the Season,

we are,

Yours respectfully,

The Watson Manufacturing Co., Limited

Paris, Ontario, Canada

AGENTS

:

McCLUNG & BURNS A. L. GILPIN J. A. MURRAY BRYCE & CO.
Toronto, Ont. Montreal, Que. Sussex, N.B. Winnipeg, Man.
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When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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TO THE TRADE
We have much pleasure in announcing to the

trade that we have concluded arrangements with
the manufacturers of the well and favorably

known

HEALTH
(REGISTERED)

BRAND
UNDERWEAR
for the exclusive control of sanio.

Our salesmen will soon show a complete range

of samples for Fall and Winter.

It will pay you to look them over carefully

and get on the list of up-to-date merchants who
are selling this popular brand.

We will carry a full range of all leading

qualities in stock.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

Sole Agents for Canada

Rt&ISTE RCO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Do You, Mr. Merchant, Fully Realize the

Advantages of Selling Underwear Which Bears

the Hewson Oval Trade Mark?

The best proof you can

show us that you fully real-

ize the advantages of selling

underwear so trade

marked is the in-

creasing size of your

orders. Then we kiio 1

positively that you

have discovered the

superior merit of our

underwear and are telling

your customers how good
it is. The very fact that

this underwear bears our

famous oa al trade mark
is a guarantee

of its reliability,

for we take

good care to

place the
Hewson trade

mark only on

goods of the best

quality—goods that will add

their quota to our reputation

as manufacturers who make

wool fabrics and garments

that are in every way de-

pendable. We would like

you to see our lines

of underwear for

Autumn AVear, also

our fine sweaters.One
of our representat-

ives will likely be in

your town shortly.

Drop us a card and

he will call on you.

Hewson Underwear

is made in seAreral

styles and in perfect-

fitting sizes for men,

women and children.

It is soft, comfort-

able, elastic, long-

wearing and un-

shrinkable. You can

offer it to hardest-to-

please customers,
knowing that they will re-

turn for the same kind when
again requiring underwear.

The HEWSON WOOLEN MILLS, Ltd.
AMHERST, NOVA SCOTIA

li

When writing advertisers please mention The Revieiv
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We're Going to Rip That Sleeve Soon

So Get Ready.

That "Something
>>

up our sleeve is still a secret—but we don't mind telling you this much, it's the

greatest card-collecting, sales-promoting plan that ever happened and will keep

your cash register ding-donging from eight to six.

Of course it's for dealers who sell NAZARETH WAISTS and want to sell more

— but if you're one of the few without the fold your jobber will open the gate.

If you want the plan send us your name—

Your order to anyone of these

WHOLESALE HOUSES
ST. JOHN. N.». TORONTO KINGSTON. ONT.

The Vassie Co. (Ltd.) j h n Macdonald & Co. Macnee & Minnes
The London House Wholesale _ , ,, .

Manchester, Robertson & Allison Gordon. Mackay & Co. LONDON. ONT.
Scovil Bros. (Ltd.) W. R. brock Co. (Ltd.)

' R. C. Strnthers & Co
"WINNIPEG. MAN. Burton, Spence & Co. (Ltd.) Robinson, Little & Co.

R. J. Whitla & Co. (Ltd.) Beatty, Kerr & Verner
Greenshields Western (Ltd.) Denton, Mitchell & Duncan. MONTREAL
VANCOUVER. B.C. W. R. Brock Co. (Ltd.)

The Gault Bros. Co. H AL.ITAX. N.S. Greenshields Limited

CALGARY. ALTA. w . & c . Si ive r

Hodgson, Sumner 8c Co. (Ltd.)
A. Racine & Co.

W. R. Brock Co. (Ltd.) Smith Brothers Brophy-Cains (Ltd.)

That Combination Union Suit and Waist is having things all it's own way-

better get next.

The Keynote

of Success. Nmti0& Si

E. H. WALSH <fe CO.

Toronto and Montreal.

Canadian Representatives.

350 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

When tenting advertisers please mention The Review
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Jaeger Pure Wool
/^\UR Representative leaves for British

Columbia early in January and will work

East, booking orders for immediate delivery for

Spring Trade, and also for Fall Delivery.

We wish to remind our customers that there

is still great difficulty in getting delivery of

goods from factories and that early placing of

orders is necessary.

Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woollen System Co.
LIMITED

Wholesale Warehouse, 301 St. James Street - MONTREAL

They Will Earn Money For You!

1T Every article that you stock should be

an active worker in your interests—one

that will satisfy customers, add to their

confidence in your desire to handle only

the best values, and, at the same time,

bring you a satisfactory profit.

IT Simpson's Underwear meets these

requirements.

JOSEPH SIMPSON SONS
Corner Esplanade and Berkeley,

TORONTO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Business Not e s

ONTARIO.

L. J. Sinclair, general store, Atwood; assigned.

Henry Wing, general store, Shipka; assigned.

H. W. Huff, general merchant, Napanee; assigned.

Miss Ladouceur, millinery, Ottawa; discontinued.

Edward Godin, general merchant, Griffith; assigned.

Edward Johnston, dry goods, Port Arthur; assigned.

J. B. Lalonde, tailor, Lancaster; stock damaged by

fire.

F. N. Farrell, general store, Tyrone; advertises stock

for sale.

Otto E. Anderson, general merchant, Port Arthur;

assigned.

Simcoe Coat & Mitt Co., Simcoe; winding-up order

granted.

J. B. Lalonde, tailor, Lancaster ; loss by fire
;
partially

insured.

Hoey & Ryan, general store, Charlton; changed to

Malkin & Ryan.
Boehmer Erb Co., department store, Berlin; winding-

up order granted.

Bocquet, Bloem & Co., women's tailors and milliners,

Toronto; assigned.

New Ontario Trading Co., Limited, general store,

North Bay; assigned.

McKay & Co., merchant tailors and men 's furnishings,

Leamington; loss by fire.

American Pants & Overall Co., Ottawa; offering to

compromise at 50c. on the dollar.

—4
QUEBEC.

Theodore Dubuc, hats, etc., Quebec; assigned.

0. Mascovitch, clothing, Huntingdon; assigned.

Parisian Ladies' Tailors, Montreal; stoek sold.

J. E. Crottau, dry goods, St. Romuald ; assigned.

Frs. Toupin, general store, St. Justin; assets sold.

Magog Woollen Mills, Sherbrooke; incorporated.

The Mount Royal Spinning Co., Montreal; registered.

Crescent Hat Works, Montreal; consent of assignment

filed.

J. A. Hiroux, general store, Shawigan Falls; assets

sold.

French Lady Corset Manufacturing Co., Quebec, assets

sold.

H. Bishinsky and B. Silverman, tailors, Montreal; re-

gistered.

L. 0. Vandeboncoeur, general store, St. Aime; as-

signed.

Western Manufacturing Clothing Co., Montreal; dis-

solved.

A. F. Gouvreau, manufacturer of blouses, Montreal;

assigned.

R. T. A. Bigomisse', dry goods and shoes, St. Jerome;

assigned.

Lucien Gosselin, grocer and men's furnishers, Quebec;

assets sold.

Prevost & Schurch, blouse manufacturers, Montreal;

registered.

Alfred Michand & Co., merchant tailors, Richmond;
assigned.

Cote & Lussier, blouse manufacturers, St. Hyacinthe;

dissolved.

B. & C. Gardner, clothing manufacturers, Montreal;

registered.

J. N. A. Carriere, general store, St. Philippe D'Argen-
teuil; assigned.

M. R. Des Georges & Co., hats and furs, Montreal;

compromise effected.

Wall & Shapiro, Manufacturing Co., manufacturers of

cloaks, etc.; registered.

Belmont Manufacturing Co., cloak manufacturers,

Montreal; stock damaged by fire.

THE WEST.
J. E. Simons, ladies ' wear, Raymond, Alta. ; sold out.

H. Euteneier & Brother, general store, Kronau; as-

signed.

W. J. Winning, general store, Wapella, Sask.; as-

signed

B. F. Elliott & Co., general store, Yellow Grass; retir-

ing from business.

Haddad G. Mussallem Co., fancy dry goods, Winnipeg;
Succeeded by Samuel Rezeke.

-—
MARITIME PROVINCES.

D. M. Bowser, tailor, Stellarton, N.S. ; assigned.

Max Bonavitsky, clothing, Sydney, N.S. ; assigned.

D. Ashkins & Co., clothing manufacturers, St. John,

N.B. ; slight fire damage.

SHANSON'S

WOOLLEN SOCKS
G. E. HANSON HULL, QUE.

HermsdorPs

Name
constitutes a rigid and unconditional guarantee that

stockings bearing it are fast black and purt. This, in

itself, is reason enough why you should carry only

HERMSDORF-DYED Black Stockings. But there's

another reason—and a good one, too :—HERMSDORF-
DYED Goods bring better trade. HERMSDORF'S
name is a powerful sales aid—a producer of profit.

But remember: No black stocking is HERMS-
DORF-DYED unless it bears this signature on the toe

:

M^§ WORKS:
Chemnitz, Saxony.

AMERICAN
BUREAU:

Thirty-Ninth 8t.
Building,
N«w York.

Electro of above cut supplied free. Write for 48 page booklet—
"The Story of a Successful Hosiery Week "
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Dress Goods Department, t he John Murphy Co., Limited, Montreal

In the accompanying reproduction of dress goods for

spring, Nos. 1 and 2 are the very latest Paris novelty, and
show the trend of the mode in fancies. The plain cloth is

an all-wool fabric, and the fancy stripe effect is in silk

and wool. The fancy voiles, 3, 4 and 5, emphasize the

tendency towards spot effects. No. 6 is a silk striped

voile.

The patterns reproduced probably have a tendency to

over-emphasize the importance of taped stripes. Shadow
and indistinct stripes are the leading style idea, and The
Review regrets that some of the many effects in this class

cannot be given, as they do not lend themselves to repro-

duction, and they had to be left out.

Amongst those received that could not be reproduced
effectively were: Shadow striped taffeta, batistes, sha-

dow striped cords and suitings, shadow striped and mo-
hair striped lustres, chevron stripes, indistinct striped mo-
hairs in three tone effect; also fine serges with striped

border in chevron weave.

Dress Goods

The Good Holiday Trade Now Passing Should Help Spring

Business—Voiles Doing Well—Mohairs Indicated

for Spring.

December is always a quiet month in the dress goods

market. Travelers are off the road, and the retail trade

is busy with holiday sales. A good holiday trade, how-
ever, has always a strong effect upon Spring business.

Reports from the majority of points as to the volume of

holiday trade passing arc of a satisfactory nature. When
accounts are made up if, is anticipated that in the greater

number of centres—though possibly the high mark of last

year, which was an unusually prosperous one, will not be
reached—the holiday trade will be found to have been
fully up to the average. This fact should do much to re-

store that feeling of confidence in the future, the absence
of which seems to be responsible for much of the present

inactivity. In spite of all pessimistic talk the majority of

persons in Canada are vastly better in pocket than they

have ever been in any period before. When they are once

persuaded of that fact, a change for the better will take

place.

The latest news from Paris indicates the high position

which fabrics of the lightest texture are taking there.

That this tendency is also felt here is shown by the in-

creasing call for voiles and fabrics of a like nature, which
is a feature of present business. For the ultra trade some

'

of the new fabrics are of an extremely open nature. An
illustration of this tendency is the favor accorded to the

filet effects in wool and in wool and silk. These goods,

which are expensive, are now being taken by the high-

class trade.

Plain fabrics throughout the Spring range are those

selling best—wool taffetas, batistes, etc., being favored

for the counter trade, while Panamas, chiffon Panamas,
etc.. are more favored by the cutting-up trade.

A coming favorite is the serges—not only in the rough
but fine French serges are also expected to be extremely
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No. 1—Wool Filet Cloth, Shown by Debenhams, Toronto.

No. 2—Silk and Wool Fancy Filet, Shown by Debenham
s, Toronto.

Xo. 3—Embroidered Voile, Shown by W. R. Brock, Mont
real.

No. 4—Silk Stripe Voile, Shown by Greenshields, Limit-

ed, Montreal.

No. 5—Embroidered Voile, by Brophy-Cains, Montreal.

No. (i— Silk Stripe Voile, Brophy-Cains.

No. 7—Mohair Suiting, Brock, Montreal.

No. 8—Striped Batiste, Creenshields, Montreal.

No. 9—Striped Batiste, Greenshields, Montreal.

No. 10—Silk and Wool Batiste, with Fancy Spot, W. R.

Brock, Montreal.

No. 11—Striped Chiffon Mohair, W. R. Brock, Montreal.

No. 12—Mohair Striped Taffeta, Brophy-Cains, Montreal.
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popular. The bordered effects, which are the latest style

idea are freely shown in this cloth. These borders con-

sist of groups of stripes in the weave, and are in chevron

and other weaves. Navy serges are likely to enjoy all

their old-time popularity, and will strongly rival the long

popular white serges.

In fancies, stripes are very strong. There are many
buyers who do not look with any high degree of favor

upon stripe effects, but their vogue is indisputable at the

present time. Nor is there any indication of their fall

from favor for some time to come. Self-colored stripes,

made by differences in the weave, stand first, as they more
nearly approach the plain fabrics. All the popular light-

weight materials are produced in this class of effects.

Bolder, and more decided effects are also well thought of,

W^asK Goods

Suitings Particularly in Mercerized Cotton, and in Union,
Imitating Rough Silk Weaves, Big Sellers—Stripes

in All Lines in First Place—Spots and Checks
Also Selling.

Owing to the strong vogue of tailored styles, suitings

in linen, cotton, cotton and linen, etc., are coming
strongly to the front. In high favor in this class are the

Rajahs, poplinettes, etc. These, as their name implies,

are imitations of raw silk fabrics. They are woven of
linen and mercerized cotton, and a cloth that has a very
good appearance can be sold as low as 25c. These cloths

come in fancies as well as plain, and both stripes and

Dress Goods and Smallwears Department, Hudson Bay Co.'s Store, Calgary.

these have the stripe of different weaves edged with a

contrasting cord or twist. Tape stripes and three-tone

effects are also meeting with some favor.

There is a decided feeling for spot patterns, particu-

larly in the larger sizes. Embroidered spot, ring and
floral patterns, tending to produce a spot effect, are strong

in fancy voiles, as also are silk stripes on a voile ground.

Mohair fabrics, in both plain colors and in novelty

effects are gaining ground, and promise to be well sold.

Not only are new effects and finishes in lightweights in-

troduced, but mohair stripes on taffeta or batiste grounds

form a highly promising novelty.

The premises of the Montreal Suspender & Umbrella

Co. at Arnprior, a four-storey brick structure, were

burned to the ground on Saturday, December 21. The
loss is estimated at $50,000, and is covered by insurance.

One hundred hands will be out of employment.

cheek effects. Blue in the delft and Copenhagen shades,

pink, tan or karki, helio and green, are the selling colors.

Ginghams, with stripe effects in the lead, but also with

a large and popular range of block, line checks and plaids

are still keeping their place as one of the leading fea-

tures.

In printed fabrics—dimities, muslins, spots, stripes

and small, neat, conventional designs, are the style idea.

For certain uses and to give variety, floral patterns are

also shown. In many lines, notably in cotton, twills, etc.,

the polka dot, in all sizes, is freely shown—the larger coin

spots being in high favor.

Novelty lines include cotton voiles, imitation silk-

fabrics, crimps, etc.

In the American market the announcement of the in-

tention of the Arnold Print Works receivers to continue

the business, and of their intention to maintain existing

prices on all their novelty wash goods lines, has had a

strengthening effect. The selling agents of another large
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1 and 2. Poplinettes, W. R. Brock, Toronto.

3, 4 and 5. Striped Ginghams, W. R. Brock, Toronto.

6 and 7. Fancy Ginghams, Greenshields, Limited, Mon-

treal.

8, 9, 10 and 11. Dimities, Brock, Toronto.

12. Delainette, Brock, Toronto.

13 and 14. Fancy Crimp, Brock, Toronto.
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line of chambreys and dress ginghams have also an-

nounced that their whole output is under contract for

1908. These are restricted fabrics and the price an-

nounced last August will positively remain unchanged

during the coming Spring season. A well-known branded

line of fine wash ginghams has been advanced during the

last week to IIV2 cents, and Amoskeag seersuckers have

also advanced to 11 cents.

SilKs for Spring

Soft Finished Satins High Style—Another Good Season

in Shangtungs, and Rough Weaves Promised.

The outlook for the Spring season is particularly

promising for silks. Not only is the fact that fashion is

favoring lightweight semi-transparent and open-mesh

fabrics influencing the sale of foundation silks, but silken

fabrics promise well, both for day and dressy wear. The

high-class trade is showing considerable interest in soft

finished satins, and all sample lines include a large range

of colors and prices in this class of fabric.

Notwithstanding the fact that there was a good de-

mand for Shangtungs, and silks of that class last sum-

mer, advance indications are that they will sell even bet-

ter during the coming Spring and Summer. Besides the

natural shade, such colors as vieux blue, Saxe, vieux rose,

helio and bronze, and cinnamon, light browns and dull

sapphires will be in extra vogue.

The popular colors are all in the art shades in mid-

tones. This color scheme is important, as it points to a

free use of silks for street and day wear. In fancy effects

Shangtungs, etc., have first place. The majority of effects

are produced in stripe grounds, with an over-printing.

Spots and cashmere effects are en evidence here.

In medium priced goods, small effects in stripes and

checks, as well as spots, are indicated, and chine taffetas

and louisines are expected to sell freely.

Accommodation forTravelers

Canadian Commercial Travelers' Association Want Ade-

quate Provision Made in Local Option Sections

—

Election of Officers at Toronto.

The Canadian Commercial Travelers' Association at

the thirty-fifth annual meeting, held in Toronto on Fri-

day afternoon, Dec. ,27, discussed some matters of im-

portance to the traveling fraternity, among them being

the question of providing adequate hotel accommodation

in local option districts, reduction in the cost of long-

distance telephone rates, holding Provincial and Dominion

elections on Saturday or Monday, and celebrating

Thanksgiving Day on Monday.
The association now numbers 8,531 members, and the

permanent reserve fund amounts to $576,489, the largest

in the history of the association. Last year 72 death

claims, totalling .$45,812, were paid.

The officers elected for the year were : President,

Lewis A. Howard, Toronto; Vice-Presidents, John Gibson

and Robert Gemmell; Treasurer, E. Fielding; Toronto

Directorate, Messrs. S. M. Sterling, J. H. Wildfong, Geo.

W. Moore, James G. King, W. J. Nicks, James H. Lum-
bers, C. J. Tuthill, Harry Ellis and A. C. Rogers; Hamil-

ton, Vice-Presidents, John H. Herring and Robert M.
Stuart; Directors, Messrs. Arthur F. Hatch, W. H. Dean,

E. 0. Zimmerman, George McGregor, John Stoneman and

P. A. Sommerville ; Montreal Board, Vice-Presidents, S.

O. Shorey; Director, William Cauldwell. Auditors. W.
H. Cross and H. Barber.

AN EXPLANATION.

Editor Dry Goods Review,—Replying to paragraph in

your last issue re collar sale, I beg to say that the matter

of advertising Austrian collars in the daily papers and

showing a window display of Kelly or Nick collars of

Canadian make, was simply a matter of error on my part

in not advertising the two lines.

The facts are as follows: I bought a large quantity

of Austrian collars and wrote my advertisement for same
and handed it to our advertising manager four days pre-

vious to the publication of papers. One day later the

Kelly or Nick collars were shown me and I purchased

some of them, but neglected changing the wording of ad-

vertisement, and by an error on the part of the window
dresser he displayed all Kelly or Nick collars, although

he was told to show some of each make.

The Austrian collars were on sale at the counter and
no attempt whatever was made or intended to gull the

public, as Observer would lead you to understand. The
firm of W. H. Scroggie, Limited, were totally ignorant of

the procedure, and it was not done with any desire on

their part nor the part of myself to advertise one thing

and offer a substitute. This is something which is never

allowed by them under any consideration. I myself am
wholly to blame for the so-called misrepresentation, and
when we advertised thousands of Austrian collars we had

them to sell. As I have already stated, W. H. Scroggie,

Limited, will not tolerate their buyers to misrepresent

their goods.

Thanking you for your valuable space, I remain,

Sincerely yours,

V. J. CAVERS,
Mgr. Men's Furnishings, W. H. Scroggie, Limited,

Montreal.

We Manufacture an Extensive Line of

Canadian Homespuns
New Lightweight

Ladies' Suitings
and

Costume Cloths
*$? 4f

Our samples for Spring

1908 are well worth your

inspection. Why not write

one of our representatives

to call upon you ?

Harris & Co., Limited

Rockwood, Ontario

TORONTO : MONTREAL : WINNIPEG :

E. J. Di(jnum & Co., Hector Prevost McRae & Walker,

84 Bay St. 34 Gherrier St. Ashdown Block

HALIFAX: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.
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PIERCE FUR COMPANY.
The Pierce Fur Company, Limited, with a capital of

$40,000, and head office in Winnipeg, has been incorpor-

ated. The directors are: Richard M. Pierce, furrier;

Jacob Pierce, gentleman; Samuel Cohen, merchant; Jacob

Udow, merchant, and Leon Abramovich, merchant, all of

Winnipeg.

McINTYRE'S ADDITION.

Mclntyre, Son & Co., Ltd., Montreal, wholesale dry

goods, have made an extensive addition to their Victoria

Square warehouse. The addition more than doubles their

space and provides for enlargement of the departments

throughout the house, particularly dress goods, linens,

hosiery and gloves.

TRADE INQUIRIES.

The following inquiries relative to the Canadian dry

goods trade have been received since the publication of

the last report. The names of the firms making these in-

quiries may be obtained upon application to "Superin-

tendent of Commerce, Ottawa." When asking for the ad-

dress, it is necessary to quote the reference number

:

171^. Agency.—A firm in Switzerland manufacturing

machines for the manufacture of embroideries, laces, etc.,

are desirous of establishing a reliable Canadian agency

within the Dominion.

1715. Silk Goods.—An exporting manufacturer of silk

goods, such as handkerchiefs, mantel hangings, table

covers, pillow cases, cushion trimmings, etc., etc.; also

embroideries and drawn linen work of all designs; also

Japanese paper for all uses, wishes to form business con-

nections in Canada.

1717. Lacquer Goods.—An exporter of Japanese manu-
facturers, mentioning lacquer goods of all descriptions,

and hand-carved chairs, and other furniture; also por-

celain, cloisonne and toys, desires to form business con-

nections with Canadian importers.

1746. Wall Paper.—A Manchester firm wishes to ob-

tain samples and prices of wall paper from Canadian
manufacturers.

1750. Coat Linings—A Leeds firm asks for wholesale

houses in Canada importing canvas coat linings, used in

the tailoring trade.

1752. Wools—A north of England firm doing a con-

siderable export trade in Australian and other wools,

would like to hear from Canadian importers.

1754. Wool—A Bradford firm inquires for importers

in Canada of English wool or tops.

TORONTO TRAVELERS' BANQUET.
The annual banquet of the Commercial Travelers' As-

sociation of Canada was held in McConkey's, Toronto, on

Thursday, December 26, and was one of the most success-

ful in the history of the association. Several hundred
leading travelers of the Dominion were present, the chair

being occupied by L. A. Howard, president of the asso-

ciation.

A feature of the evening was an address by Edward
Gurney, who, in responding to the toast, "Our Manufac-
turers," made a plea for a higher tariff, and relerred to

the woollen industry as one in need of greater protection.

He advised the travelers to give attention to the tariff

question.

James P. Murray, in response to the toast to "Whole-
sale and Mercantile Interests," also dealt with the ques-

tion of the woollen industry, and urged the desirability of

making representations to the Dominion Parliament in

its behalf.

THE

'PIRLE' Finish.
Indispensable for the Open Air Girl

"LADY'S REALM" says:
"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear

anything but a 'PIRLE' costume when she has once donned one. It maybe
the shower of May or the stormlof November, her neat cloth dress will remain
unspotted and unshr jnk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when it came from
the tailors' hands."

Registered
Trade-Mark

"MADGE" in "Iruth" says:

"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with
the 'PIRLE' stamp on it, as this affords an absolute guarantee for the wearer.

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so (tamped that
has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS,
or full particulars from

(Copyright

Edward Ripley & Son, Limited,

100c Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND.
H.M.
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Sun-Pleated Skirt in Violet, Green and White Check ; Coat of Violet Velvet
;

Vest of White Cloth, Trimmed with Soutache Braid and Velvet.

Photo— Felix Mode— Bechoff-David
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Gown of Red Velours, Trimmed with Gold Lace and Embroidery

Portrait—Felix Mod«»— L«f»rrlex-e
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IKe Canadian

Millinery Review

E-arly Season Styles

A Fair Proportion of Early Orders Are Already Booked

—Trade Done so Far in Staple Lines—Rough

Sailors and Small Stiff Shapes for the

Early Season.

The new Spring season is actively on the way, and

already a fair proportion of orders have been booked.

For some reason the millinery trade has felt little of the

present much complained of quietness and advance orders

are said to be satisfactory.

The trade, so far. has been on staple materials and

trimmings. Shapes and some tailored hats for the early

trade have also been ordered.

Indications arc for a straw season, and pressed shapes

will again hold the high place they have taken in the past

two seasons. The latest feature is the growing interest

in rougher straws. Some interest was indicated in these

goods at the end of last season, and this interest promises

to become more pronounced as the season opens. These

rough effects are shown in sailors, and in small stiff

shapes. Jap straws are also showing in these lines.

Milans and leghorns are favored, and also lace Tuscans.

Chips, however, do not seem to be much regarded. Hemps

and horsehair are in favor, and in made shapes hats of

net, chiffon and 'marine are to be much worn.

Already many sailor shapes are being shown. Sailors

are much worn in New York, and many sailor shapes are

included in Spring lines. A totally new effect is given

these sailors by the way they are worn. They are placed

flat on the head, and have no bandeaux. Ribbons keep

their place and it is said plain ribbons will lead. Soft

makes, such as chiffon, taffeta and messaline, are the ones

selling.

The early trade will use wings and feathers, but later

flowers will come into their own. Medium sized blooms

are selling now for Spring, and roses, as usual, are good.

The vogue of purples will give violets a better sale in the

early Spring.

Ornaments and Hat Pins

Long Buckles Showing, Also an Immense Range of

Novelty Designs in Hat Pins.

It is too soon to predict as to the vogue of buckles and

ornaments, but manufacturers have considerable faith in

them, and have put out a highly attractive range. There

were signs last season of a more extended interest, and

buckles were more used during the Fall than for some

time past.

Hat pins promise to continue in great favor, and the

variety shown is very large. The familiar ball is again

challenging for favor, and will, if advance sales point the

way, be again good style in the coming Spring. The two
leading ideas seem to be the large disc pins in Japanese

effect, and patterns, and the new long spike variety.

Many of the latter, and also a number of other styles

come in an irridiscent frosted effect. This class of head
lias some floral adornment, and the whole tones in with

many shades. Jade effects are another novelty, as are

also floral ideas. The cord, chenille and metal balls, and
pear shaped heads so much seen last year are also en

evidence.

The Spring Color Card

Few Deep Tones—The Whole Effect is Light, With Colors

Bright and Clear.

Judging by the new color card Paris is contemplating

a change of effects in the coming Spring. There is a vivid-

ness of tone about the new colors, and the majority of

them are clear and light in effect.

The blues, of which there are four series, are of such

a character as to enhance the vogue of this color. The
tirst series consists of six soft, clear, beautiful shades,

beginning with a light grey blue and running down
through a series of not only beautiful, but practical shades

to a very deep tapestry blue. The colors are clear and
Spring-like, and have a soft, silvery effect that is very

pleasing.

The second set of blues is more of the peacock order,

and is one of the colors so much seen in Oriental embroi-

deries. There are three shades in this series, and most

probably they will be most seen in the one color hat that

is to be, it is said, one of the new things of the coming
season. Another series of three shades will be good for

the better trade, as they are elegantly quiet in effect

—

they are decidedly on the grey order. The last series of

blues is also the last series on the card, and consists of

three splendid series of practical blues, starting with na-

tional and deepening into navy. This is a series that is

sure to be prominent.

There are only three series of browns, but they are

all attractive. The first one prominently placed on the

card is distinctly new. It shades down from a pale apri-

cot to a deep reddish brown. This is a decidedly novel set

of tones and one that milliners are regarding with favor.

There are also three new light leather shades, that,

judging from the past, should take. The next set of

browns is a lovely one, ranging as it does from a pale

fawn to a light mole or taupe shade, with an intermediate
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brown grey Shade between. Three good Havana browns

end the list.

The greens are all striking. There are only three of

them, but the first placed line contains six shades. These

are six vivid Spring-like colors, shading from a clear, soft

lettuce green to a bright grass shade. This is considered

one of the smartest series on the card. Then there are

three bright rich olive greens, and three strong Du Barry

shades.

Pink is placed first on the card, and the series ranges

with slight gradations from a very light shell in the first

one to a vivid coral in the sixth. There are three familiar

old rose shades, and a series of flame colors.

The purple shades are well represented. This is what

one would expect as this color lias a firm hold now on

Parisian favor. The second series on the card and the

first of this color is a strong hyacinth series, grading

down to a deep bluish purple. The next is a lovely pansy

series, ranging from pale to deep rich violet, and the last

set of three colors runs from lavender to purple. There

is a pinkish yellow that shades into orange set, and also

three metallic greys; also a ceil blue, a lavender, and a

pale pink. The card is a more workable and attractive

one than usual.

NEW FRENCH TREATY.

The Review gave last month a full list of the proposed

changes that will come into effect when the French

treaty is adopted, for the fact that it will be adopted is a

foregone conclusion. There is little that is new to be said

about it, save that it will be some months yet before it

can come into effect. It has to be debated, not only in the

Canadian House, but also in the French Chamber, and

will come into force simultaneously in both countries.

To obtain the new rates goods will have to be shipped

from either a French or British port, and must enter by

a Canadian seaport. Goods to benefit cannot enter by

way of the United States.

Depression in SilK MarKet

Export of Silk From Japan Almost Suspended—One Re-

sult of Financial Troubles in Europe and

United States.

From the report of the Canadian Trade Commis-

sioner to Japan, at Yokohama, it is learned that the finan-

cial disturbance in America and Europe will seriously

affect the raw silk market at Yokohama. Japanese sources

aver that the export of silk has been almost entirely sus-

pended, and that consequently about 35.000 bales of silk,

valued at something like $17,500,000, have accumulated in

Yokohama. This large absorbing of bank funds has con-

tributed to advance to eight per cent, the bank rate of

discount, and greatly accentuated the general stringency.

Should the stock of raw silk in Yokohama be much in-

creased, the tension of the money market will be intensi-

fied, and the bank rate may advance still further. There

seems to be little prospect of the money market being

relieved so long as the raw silk market continues in its

present depressed state.

FIRE FROM CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS.

A fire which did $1,500 damage in the dry goods store

of Fraser & Torey, Sydney, C.B., originated in the window

decorations from an incandescent electric light. Tt was

only by quick work on the part of the fire brigade that the

store was saved from total destruction. Coming at this

particular time, and, in the midst of the Christinas busi-

ness the lire was particularly disastrous, and emphasizes

the necessity of the exercise id' special care with inflam-

mable decorative materials. Cotton batting and tissue

paper, which the Christmas decorations largely consist of,

are easily ignited, and in view of this fact merchants

should insist upon the utmost care in preparing and ar

ranging these decorations.

New Use for Striped Fabrics Gown Trimmed Striped

Silk Braid and Buttons.
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The

FORTHE SPRING
OPENING we shall

be found in our new
building (ioo Wel-
lington W.) with a

beautiful, complete,

and thoroughly up-

to-date stock.

ft

WHOLESALE
MILLINERY
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Smith-Runciman Co, LTD.

100 Wellington Street West,

Toronto

AN UP-TO-DATE
HOUSE FOR UP-
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NEW YORK MODE
Styles of Cl&Mlc Greek Period

now Prominent In Gotham—Slan-
der Women now Considered to

have Best Figure— Ladies' Carry
Walking Sticks — Some Smart
Late Models.

New. York, Dec. 23.—The tendency for several seasons

past has been to revert to the fashions of long ago. The
Empire period was revised and is even now by no means
on the wane, although the long straight lines have sug-

gested the fashions of a much earlier period, with the re-

sult that now a decided suggestion of the classic Greek
period is noticed in the most elegant models. Draped
bodices are quite the prevailing fad. Evening gowns of

clinging chiffon or other daphanous fabric are cut square

or shaped at the neck with very small, short puffs, if, in-

deed, any at all. Invariably the waist line is high, the

entire bodice often being bound round with soft folds of

some lustrous fabric lending itself to graceful draperies.

Little or no fulness is allowed across the bust or at the

waist line. Of course, in the softer weaves worn for even-

ing and afternoon toilettes, the severity of the lines is

greatly modified. If it were not for the exquisite work-
manship on many of the gowns, the beauty of their em-
broidery or the elaboration of their inserts and appliques,

many of them might be described as plain, or, in any
event, extremely simple. It would appear that for models

of form, if not fashion, the women of Burns-Jones had
been chosen. The woman of to-day who is regarded as

having a good figure is the woman who is slender to the

point of extreme thinness, who has no hips and an ex-

tremely small bust. All the gowns accentuate these points,

in their clinging tendency, long lines and severely draped

bodices. Sleeves, too, are much smaller and continue to

just cover the elbow, for the dressier blouse and gown are

to reach hardly below the shoulder in the evening gown.

Tailor-mades and street dresses, generally, have long

sleeves. There seems little prospect of a change in this

fashion for Spring. Attempts have been made to rein-

state the long sleeve, but women will apparently have none

of them, excepting as previously stated for the severe

tailor-made.

A new and decided novel feature is noticed in the lat-

est skirts. I refer to the folds, or wrinkles across the

stomach that the newest skirts display. Practically all of

the new French models show this feature, the skirts other-

wise being long, and straight, with a decided clinging ten-

dency. This applies to even those of heavy materials.

While the walking length pleated skirt is not passe, they

are only smart for general utility wear, the dragging

skirt with its queer wrinkled front being the latest. While

on the subject of skirts, mention must be made of their

elaborate trimming, particularly at the bottom. On cloth

gowns, yards and yards of braid are used, while lace or

embroidery is employed on dressier models. Braid manu-
facturers have great cause for rejoicing since quantities

of their product are in demand. Coats are heavily braided

and outlined, a three-quarter coat coming to a decided

point, back and front being much shorter at the sides is a

model on which braid outlining has been much in evi-

dence.

To return for a moment to the subject of draperies, it

must be recorded that some effects are quite Oriental,

chiefly those which drape not only the torso, but the hips

as well. This extreme mode has found favor and can be

seen- at almost any smart evening function, such as opera

or ball. Tunic effects for wraps are becoming more and

more in favor, and are rivalled only by the Japanese or

kimono effects. Satins are used for these effects, or fine,

soft broadcloth. The first requisite any fabric must have

when bidding for favor, is its pliability and draping quali-

ties. Soft cashmeres, marquisette, crepes and chiffon

cloths find favor for these reasons. For street wear, ele-

phant grey, Copenhagen blue and parsley green are the

favorite shades.

Advance Spring Model of Crepe Gaufre, Trimmed

Aigrette and Ostrich Pom-pom.

I have been enjoying some glimpses of advance Spring

millinery and have illustrated three of the smartest models

in dressy hats. The first hat rather suggests an exagger-

ated and tip-tilted Walking hat shape. It is of coarse

fibre, straw faced with "crepe gaufre," a novelty of the

season. This same filmy material is used for the develop-

ment of the crown, which consists of a series of petal
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shaped ruffles. Feather pompoms and aigrettes complete

a very simple but elegant chapeau. It is worthy of note

that under brim decoration is still conspicuously absent.

The second hat is of parsley green Milan, heavily

trimmed with a deep collar effect of American beauty

roses and maiden-hair fern. Shimmerv fern effects are a

Advance Spring Model of Parsley Green Milan, Trimmed
American Beauty Roses and Maiden Hair—Velvet

Bow, Clear Bright Red.

salient feature. A daring nolo of contrast is struck in the

velvet bow which is of Pompian red—a very bright, clear

tone. It will also be noted that the tendency toward heavy

trimmings continues. Brims are broadening toward the

front and there is no noticeable increase in the size of

the "Spring bonnet."

The third hat may be called a " demi-saison " model
of white, Princess net, faced with a bias band of black

satin. A full tarn crown effect is made of the net. One
pale mauve feather is used, and at its base is a smart bow
of white Cluny lace.

The lace bow is one of the season's fads. Wide sailors

are shown trimmed with broad bows of lace, wired to its

full 'width, about live inches. Sometimes an insertion is

useja, but the smartest effects are obtained, I think, from
an edging. A bow of white Chantilly laae was noted on

an extremely wide black satin sailor, having a low, broad
crown. The large or "cartwheel" sailor, as it is called.

is, perhaps, the most important consideration, it is called

also the Lichtenstein sailor, having been exploited by that

firm. Those being worn now are made of satin and mea-
sure twenty-four inches in diameter. They are worn quite

flat on the head, no bandeau or underbx-im decoration

being employed. Very few of the new hats have a mush-
room tendency. Indeed, this fashion has about worn itself

out, and is now almost solely confined to the cheaper

grade of hats, all of which goes to show that the mush-
room for Spring will not be in the running.

Pyroxiline braids and others of the transparent

variety will not be as popular this season as last, judging
from present indications. Milan and Leghorn will be
popular weaves and the coarse Jap and Yeddah weaves
promise well. Pressed shapes will continue to have the

preference over the sewn braid hat. A very new model is

fashioned much on the idea of the hat worn by Sir

Walter Raleigh, and made famous by many painters

of that gentleman. A clever
;
model made from a plateau

is a rather large tarn with no brim, the crown being

rather exaggerated in height. This model is shown trim-

med with Miphisto quills—the long, narrow, pointed

variety. Crowns will continue large and full and are not

infrequently made of lace or net. Filet lace and Princess

net are the materials most in vogue. Fringed ribbons

and all trimmings which are fluffy in effect are in favor.

In considering the Spring millinery do not overlook the

veil which Fashion decrees is a hat's natural accom-
paniment. They are of every variety, the net face veil

being ribbon edged and pinned tightly at the nape of the

neck. Darned-in patterns are newer than the chinelle

dotted meshes.

The little things of the toilette are worthy of atten-

tion. Handkerchiefs, for example, must match the gown.

Pure white ones, while, of course, always correct, are

not considered nearly as smart as the gaily bordered

Demi Saison Model of White Net, Deep Binding of Black

Satin Ribbon, Full Crown of Net, Mauve Feather

and Smart Bow of Cluny Lace.

ones. A novelty is the silk and linen mixture in all-over

check effects. These styles are also correct in men's

wear. The majority of smart tailored suits have a tiny

breast pocket from which the handkerchief peeps.
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In a previous letter I have mentioned the revival of

gaily colored hose. Footwear, even for ordinary street

wear, is extremely gay. The smartest high-buttoned

shoes are of suede, to match the gown. Purple suede

shoes, grey, brown, green and pastel shades are display-

ed by the leading footwear houses, and are worn by

women who lead the fashion. Light-topped patent lea-

thers are fashionable, as arc also high-laced or buttoned

tan shoes, these, especially when worn with the extreme-

ly short skirt.

In wash materials there are many lovely ideas. Small

checks in self or contrasting colors will be used for shirt

waists. There is a decided effort afoot to push the color-

ed waist. The frilled front will be again worn. Hand-
some 'waists of white, with a hair check or line of color,

are pretty, with the frill edged with an embroidered bor-

der in color. A good many severely tailored skirts are

shown, in madras, duck, gingham or linen. These, of

course, button down the front and are made with long

sleeves, with stiff cuffs

At the time of writing quite the newest and most

startling fashion is that of carrying a walking cane. I

have noticed several well-known society women promen-

ading Fifth avenue, carrying a cane. Whether this is a

fad of the moment or a fashion of the future it is not

easy to state

Gloves should match the gown. With the evening and

light-colored reception gown, gloves of identically the

same shade are much more elegant than white. Suede
and glace seem to share equal favor.

The latest novelty in purses is the small silver purse,

also a revival of a fashion in vogue half a century ago.

I do not refer to the link purses, but solid box-like af-

fairs, resembling vanity or cigarette cases. These novel-

ties are having a big share of the Christmas trade and

are already very smart.

It may be a little foreign to the fashion of clothes,

but I cannot help mentioning the craze for Diabolo which

has swept over us. This fascinating game is indulged in

by children and grown-ups, and has proven a money-
maker for the houses carrying it.

NELLIE GUNN McCLELLAN.

The Pans Fasniions
Some Dainty Applications of Fur—Popularity of Rabbit a Feature of

Interest—The New Treatment of Lace—Good Promise for the Future.

Office Dry Goods Review, Paris, Dec. 21.—It is very

noticeable that furs are exclusively for the rich this year.

Fur; the very mention of the name, is sufficient, for there

spare. When one sees rabbit trimmed with half-inch bands
of skunk, it is a sure sign that this class of "vermin" is

to be a consideration in the near future.

Rabbit, as treated to-day in manufacture, is a splen-

did imitation of ermine, and as there is such a wonderful

demand for ermine, and the latter being so scarce, the

imitation is brought to such a stage of perfection thai

Waist Decoration of Heavy Cluny and Valenciennes. Evening Waist of Irish Thread Lace and Ribbon Velvet.

are less imitations than in previous years. Rabbit has

played a most important part in the fur trade for many
years, and still continues to do so, but even the rabbit

is getting dear, though strange to say, we hear that in

Australia they are to be found plentifully, with some to

white rabbit is worthy of consideration, especially to the

dressmaker. I have seen several very smart ball-dresses,

trimmed with very narrow bands of ermine on the yoke,

and also at the bottom of the skirt, and in some cases imi-

tation in the form of rabbit is used.
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hangs closely together skunk tails, over a foundation of

ermine. The sleeves are Raglin in shape and fit closely

at the waist, each waist-band being a skunk, the tail

forming a pendant.

Another cloak is in peu-de-soie, three-quarters, tight-

fitting, the collar being formed of cravat, attached at

back, in ermine, having a three inch border of black

velvet, edged with a pearl trimming.

A very handsome model tea-gown is showing in the

rue de la Paix, made up in a mousseline de soie, taffeta

"Gris Perle." The yoke of corsage is brought down to

within four inches of the waist, and is nicely pleated; the

trimming is very high; the trimming is formed of a cape

with three flounces in lace from each shoulder; there

hangs to much below the knee a stole, guipure edged. The

sleeves are formed partly of the cape, with an under-

sleeve of taffeta, the whole of the corsage is most hand-

somely trimmed with an embroidered application, tone-on-

There is a model showing a very closely shaven rabbit

in the shape of a Dalma, with real ermine tails as a

trimming. The cloak, is, of course, very sac, and reach-

ing to near the bottom of the skirt, with an embroidered

stole, five inches wide, terminating with a fringe, having

heading of passementerie. The sleeves are much of the

formed, such as has been introduced into the mandarin

cloak, bordered at the edge with an embroidery to match

Evening Waist of Irish Thread Valenciennes and Ribbon
Velvet.

the stole. Another exquisite model is a three-quarter

cloak in real ermine, falling in pleats from the shoulders

to the waist at the back, carried to the waist line in

front, from where at three intervals of seven inches,

there is a gathered band of baby-lamb, between each band
tone. The skirt falls loosely to the knees from where
there is an arrangement of pleats from two to five inches

wide. Underlying each pleat is a niching of fine lace over

1

Fischu Effect for Evening Gown of Irish Valenciennes

Embroidered, Tinsel Galoon and Bow of

Velvet Ribbon.

mousseline de soie, from the waist line to edge (as also

from the waist line, curving off from very narrow to quite

wide round to train) is an embroidered application to

match the corsage.

It is very important for the wholesale lace dealers to

watch the signs of the times. I have never seen such a

demand in coarse laces for evening wear as is now the

case, especially in Irish and thread Valenciennes, and can-

not do better than to enclose sketches of waists and waist

Francois & Co.
92 Wood Str;et

London, E. C.

A PARISIAN HOUSE
in London

for

High-Class

Novelties
in

Trimmed Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Straws, Etc.
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Afternoon Gown, Pearl Grey, with Trimmings of Tulle

Portrait—Felix
Modes—Bechofl-David
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decorations. Really, we must admit that there is "that

something" about the curve line, ruffle or finishing touch

of a Paris model not to be equalled in addition, there is

what we all look for, originality. The dressmaker knows

from experience how much there is in that word, Origin-

ality. It is the duty of all leading dressmakers to encour-

age the first sign of fresh ideas, especially among the

younger hands. Such encouragement often causes an

awakening of great ideas, bringing success in its train. I

sincerely hope all Review readers will have a prosperous

year, finding that, as all must do, anything desirable and

new is the outcome of hard work.

A. E. DACAM.

Retail Store Advertising
Judicious Advertising and Its Place in Modern Merchandising — Better

Class of Trade May be Developed if Proper Methods are Adopted.

By W. J. Ferguson, Lindsay

The object of this article is to cover advertising in

general and by omitting all technical information to

to make it profitable reading for those associated with

advertising in any of its branches. Nowadays it must

be admitted that judicious advertising is a great

motive power to business. Some do not realize

this. They believe that in advertising they are paying

out a lot of money for purposes from which they are

not getting the returns in dollars and cents. I said

"judicious advertising." This is where a great many

are making a serious mistake. The fact that you use up

a lot of newspaper space with great flare headlines may

not be judicious, though it is advertising, yet not al-

ways profitable advertising. If you are careful about the

class of.'publicity that represents your business and yet

not having satisfactory returns, the fault may lurk some-

where other than around the ad. man's desk. There are

worse ads. than those in newspapers. Are you looking

in the right place for the trouble ?

The Ad. Man.

Every ad. man should make a careful study of the

trade conditions of the store he writes for. Get out the

class of advertising that appeals to the trade, but at the

same time be careful that you do not get beneath it by

underestimating- what they will buy. A man who under-

stands merchandise and has had a good business train-

ing should be a strong ad. man. Having a knowledge of

what he is advertising, he should be able to get down to

facts and be able to emphasize the trade-pulling merits

of the article. A general knowledge of types, rules and

layouts is also essential in the getting out of attract-

ive ads.

Strive to uplift the trade of your store by gradually

giving the people a higher grade of merchandise, and

while it will cost them more, a little common sense talk

will show them the wisdom of b' tying the better grade.

In the end they will be better satisfied, become more

solid patrons of your store and the firm's business is

bound to show a healthy increase.

Get Down to Facts.

Now, Mr. Ad. Man, be candid always, and never mis-

represent values. If you misrepresent you are only throw-

ing a boomerang that is sure to return, and while you

may possibly escape, the store will suffer.

About Your Ads.

Get a prominent position in whatever paper or maga-

zine you want your ad. to appear. Give your ads. effect-

ive display, which consists of bringing the reader's at-

tention quickly to your announcement. Now, .this does

not mean that you should use bill poster type, but a

type or series of type that will give individuality and

character to the ad. Don't cultivate "the all who run

may read" style. Those who have to read running will

not have time to stop at your store.

Use as much space as the firm's turnover will allow,

but not more. Map out your campaign carefully and get

the best results possible for the appropriation at your
command. If results are anything like satisfactory you
won't have any trouble getting a larger advertising al-

lowance and your firm will appreciate your efforts.

Study Effect.

Don't crowd your ads, but, on the other hand, don't

spread them all over as if space was as free as the air

you breathe. A little care and study, with the composi-
tor in your confidence will work wonderful results. Some-
times it's better to become an understudy of one who
knows and be shown correctly, than to fumble away
trying to hit the mark when probably you are only ac-

complishing the ruin of ideas that if they were properly

handled would be good advertising.

The Use of Cuts.

Always use good cuts; they cost little more than
pooi- ones; frequently no more. The printer is glad to see

good cuts, for they not only brighten* your ad., but they

help to make the paper attractive. Some do not believe

in the use of cuts. I do, and that is why I say use cuts

and good ones at that. A short time ago I came across

a cut that was a puzzler to me. Tt somewhat resembled

a bear, but from the item I found it was intended for a

man. Rather reminded me of when the big show comes
round : "Step this way, people, and see the great won-
der of the age, the only one in existence, captured in the

wilds of ! All for the small sum of a dime." Moral,

don't make your ad. look like a freak show.

A Bad Advertisement.

The worst ads. do not always appear in the papers, nor

is the ad. man responsible for their existence yet they may
create a feeling that his ads. are not pulling trade. The
trouble is elsewhere. The store windows, the sales force,

and every factor connected with the store, should be work-

ed together in order to accomplish best results. Most
window dressers and department managers are anxious

to keep the store events and trade conditions forging

ahead. If an article is advertised, and a clearance de-

sired, the sales force should push it, but if it is an every-

day need and has real merit and low price, it won't need

much pushing to get out, people will pick it up fast

enough. Now here is where the ad. killer comes in. There

are sales people who will belittle an advertised article

for the sake of selling something else. It may be that

they want a larger sale, or it may be for one of a dozen

other reasons. Now it's all right to sell something else

if you are bettering conditions, but in order to accomp-

lish this do not make the customer think the advertised

article is not what it is represented to be. It's poor

policy and bad salesmanship. Customers will soon think

that you advertise only inferior materials or merchan-

dise. It is a far-reaching bad ad. for the store.
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thc MOUNT ROYAL SPINNING Co. Limited.
COTTON MILL. BLEACHEHY & PRINT WORK5.

MOXTUK.VI,.

Works, St. Patrick St., St. Paul, Montreal

The Mount Koyal Spinning L10.
Limited

Montreal, P.Q.

President,

WM. C. McINTYRE

Managing Director,

W. T. WHITEHEAD

Cotton Mill, Bleachery
and

Print Works

If The Mount Royal Spinning
1

Co. are pleased to notify the Trade

that their buildings are completed and the machinery in process

of installation. The Mount Royal Spinning Co. will be in the

market with their products towards the middle of 1908.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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TO THE TRADE
ft

ALL PRINTS sold by the lead-

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

The Calico Printers' Assn. Ltd.

Manchester, England
to be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

Season.

No other quality will bear this mark.
Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review-
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Are You Working for Yourself

or for The Thread Trust ?

You can't do both.

You have got to drop the thread

trust—-or be content with practically no

profit on thread.

For the foreign rings and combines

are in business for every penny that they

can squeeze out of it.

They want profits—more profits—

and bigger profits.

Every dealer who handles thread

made by the trust is working to enrich them

—and working

against his own
best interests.

There is one

company that

gives the retailer

a square deal. It

is a purely Cana-

dian company
with its own mill.

It is absolutely

independent of rings and combines. It

sells its thread for less than prices quoted

by the trusts. It lets the retailer make

an honest, reasonable profit. It does not

dictate to him—threaten him—or try to

bulldoze him into handling only one

make of thread.

This is the company that makes

Dominion Threads.

Dominion Threads are sold at prices

which enable the dealer to retail them for

less than trust selling prices - and still

make more profit on them.

Or the dealer can sell Dominion

Threads for the same as the trust threads,

and make more on every spool.

Dealers have caught on. Orders

are pouring in. Stores are advertis-

ing Dominion
Threads on their

Dominion
Threads

own account.

you

What about

9

Every spool

of D om i n i on

Threads is guar-

anteed perfect in

every respect.

There are no knots or imperfections.

There is quality, strength and guaranteed

length, and your customers will tell you

so after trying them.

Let Dominion Threads prove their

case. Write nearest office for sample

spool and prices.

Sole Selling Agents :

The Andrew H.

McDowell Co., Inc
Montreal, Toronto and Winnipeg.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE STAPLE DEPARTMENT
Estimated Shortage in Cotton is

i, 000,000 Bales — Tendency Towards
Firmness in Prices — Good Repeat
Orders on Canadian Prints — Active

Gingham Demand.

Improvement for Spring

Better Conditions Reported in Staples—Big Shortage in

Cotton Crop Likely to Result in Maintaining of

Prices—Orders Being Placed.

During the last couple of weeks there has been a slight

improvement in the general outlook for Spring, so far as

it relates to staples. As far as prices are concerned, how-

ever, there will be no let up. Neill Bros., cotton brokers,

Manchester, in their November, 1907, report, estimated

the shortage in the cotton crop at 1,000,000 bales or more.

This statement has had a decided tendency to reassure re-

tail merchants who were somewhat timid about placing

orders, fearing a slump in prices as the season advances.

Some wholesale buyers who were in a position to place

extensive orders, were unable to obtain any price conces-

sion from the last lists, owing to the fact that the different

cotton companies maintained that any change in prices

would be towards an increase, rather than a decline. This

is based upon the fact of their inability to buy cotton

suitable to their purposes at anything but an advanced

price.

+
Canadian Prints Active

Samples) on the Road in Travelers' Hands Bring Repeat

Orders From Wholesale Houses—Retailers Are

Taking Goods Freely in the East.

In a few isolated cases, wholesalers went lighter than

usual into Canadian prints at the opening of the season,

because of the fact that they considered the prices asked

too high.

As soon, however, as the samples were on the road and

travelers had shown them in one or two places, wholesale

buyers started to repeat at once. Up to the present writ-

ing very satisfactory orders have come in to the print

works from all quarters.

With other jobbers, Spring orders were heavier on

Canadian goods than last season, and repeats are arriving

freely. This is especially true of Quebec and the East.

Better SHeetings Scarce

Orders Coming in Freely, and Lines Selling at 25c. to 30c.

Are Favorites—White and Grey Cottons Generally

in Good Demand.

Repeats on whites and grays, continued to come in dur-

ing the month of December for January delivery. Grays

are still having preference, while the underwear finish in

white cottons is also meeting with success. Prices remain

firm according to sellers, with further advances looked for

before the new year is finished, owing to the continued

scarcity of raw cotton.

Orders for sheetings are coming in quite freely. Stocks

at wholesale are well assorted at present. Sheetings to

sell at 25c and 30c. at retail are favorites. The better

grades of sheeting are becoming scarce and hard to pro-

cure. Orders for tickings and denims are as heavy as

ever, with no end apparently to the demand by manufac-
t urers.

Flannelettes.

Flannelettes, of course, are meeting with very ready
sale for present consumption. Orders for spring are on a

par with those of last year, with possibly a stronger ten-

dency towai"ds Saxonies.

Additional Cetton Lines.

Two new cotton companies organized in Montreal with

plants at St. Paul and Three Rivers, expect to be

producing cloth during this year.

-+.

Linens

Canada a Large Buyer in the Past Year—Irish and Scotch

Markets Quiet—Handkerchief Deliveries

Complained of.

Canada has been a very large buyer of linens during

the past year, when the size of her v market is considered.

Canadian towns and cities have been in the past few years

growing at a rapid rate, and there has been a very heavy
demand for household and table linens—a demand that

has not been confined entirely to staple and popular

priced lines. It has also taken in expensive high-grade

damasks, towels and embroidered goods.

In spite of high prices the trade has been an excep-

tionally large one. Dress linens have been high style, and
dress linens chiefly in white have been big sellers. Art
linens, embroidery linens, sheer linen lawns, etc., for mak-
ing up into waists, fine underwear, etc., have been freely

taken.

Due to the high price of hnens, to the money strin-

gency, and also to the fact that when import orders were

placed many merchants duplicated f»r January delivery,

Canadian orders have not been as large. She is still buy-

ing, but cautiously, and only to keep stocks assorted and
in good shape.

The money troubles in the United States, which coun-

try is, or was, the best customer for linen fabrics, both

in the North of Ireland and in the Scotch markets, is re-

sponsible for a material falling off in orders. Quietness,

therefore, rules in the linen market. Buyers are also said

to be keeping out of the market in the hope of obtaining

lower prices.

Lower prices for the manufactured cloth, in the face

of present yarn values, are clearly impossible and the

order has gone forth to curtail production. Many looms

are idle, and others are on short time. This does not

apply to dress linens or to damasks, which are in steady

demand.
While there is little or nothing doing in yarns, spin-

ners have still some months of work on old contracts. In-

stead of manufacturers pressing spinners for immediate
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There is only one Standard of Excellence

in Printed Goods

DOMINION TEXTILE
CO.'S PRODUCTS.

They assure your customers

SATISFACTION

" there's more profit in Canadian 'Printed Goods.
"

See Your Jobber

tt5i&
DOMINION

sam

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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delivery, owing to lessened business from the States re-

quests are now being made for tbeir postponement.

Buyers are making considerable complaint about the

way handkerchief deliveries have been made for the holi-

*

s«*»'**'

.. ctm

Five O'clock Tea Cloth; Irish Embroidery; Shown by

Wm. Little & Co.

day trade. There is always a big sale for handkerchiefs

of all grades and prices at this season, and it is of the

greatest importance that stocks should be full. Even the

week before Christmas handkerchiefs ordered last Feb-

ruary had not yet come to hand, to the consequent loss

and annoyance of Canadian buyers. It is only fair to

state that the railways are in some degree responsible.

Art and fancy linens have met with a free sale during

the past few weeks. Most departments have been offering

leads that have drawn attention to the goods, but articles

at full prices have also been well sold. In spite of the

price, doileys, teacloths, runners, etc., trimmed with

Cluny have sold well and departments must have made

money on this line. Hand embroidered linens, Japanese

drawn-work, and also Battenburg lines, have been freely

bought by gift givers.

The GingHam Trade

Smaller Price Advances Result in Heavier Orders—Many
Repeats Coming in—Staple Designs Find Favor

With the Trade.

Gingham sales are fully up to expectations, and houses

would do well to place requirements early, otherwise dis-

appointment in deliveries is likely to ensue. Although re-

turns from the travelers are not by any means all in as

yet, repeat orders are being placed to the satisfaction of

the manufacturers, from all parts of Canada. Designs

this year are appreciated by the trade, notwithstanding

the fact that the staple patterns are again meeting with

as ready sale as ever.

With the wholesalers, ginghams are having a larger

share of attention this season than usual, since, in propor-

tion a slightly smaller advance in price has been asked

for this line than for some of the other lines being largely

handled by the trade.

SOREL CASE DISPOSED OF.

Aristide Prudhomme and Samuel Pearson, who did

business under the style of the Sorel Manufacturing Co.,

Sorel, Quebec, were found guilty, last month, of conspir-

acy to defraud their creditors. Both were sentenced to

five days' imprisonment, $100 costs, or one month addi-

tional. However, owing to the fact that both prisoners

had paid several thousand dollars to their creditors, they

were recommended to the clemency of the court. The
case has excited considerable interest in the trade.

*

NO CREDIT DISCOUNT.

The Department of Customs has issued an order dis-

continuing the giving of discounts for certain specified

terms. In the past it has been the general rule to give

2i cents discount at ten days. The new regalation for-

bids this practice. No discounts wi 1 be given on credit

transactions. In the future the discount will only be

allowed on spot cash transactions.

MAISON JEAN PAQUETTE, LIMITED.

Incorporated with a capital stock of $300,000, the

Maison Jean Paquette, Limited, with head office at Mont-
real, will take over the business of Messrs. Jean Paquette

and Odessa Paquette, of Montreal, and will conduct a

general store. The incorporators are Odessa Paquette,

Auguste Comte, Guilbaume Narcisse Ducharme, Joseph

Hector Pelletier, and Franeais Joseph Bisailton. The
company will do business under a Dominion charter.

-A Bright Truro Store

R. S. Boyd & Co. Pay Special Attention to Lighting

Facilities in Their Store—A Progressive Business

Man's Methods.

"The Daylight Store" is

the appropriate title given a

comparatively new store in

Truro, N.S., the proprietors

of which are R. S. Boyd &
Co. The store, as the ac-

companying illu stration
shows, is a three-storey

structure, the ground floor

with substantial and digni-

fied stone front facings and

trimmings, having a frontage

of 27 feet and a depth of 90

feet. Large windows and

prismatic lighting make it

decidedly attractive from

this standpoint.

R. S. Boyd, the proprietor-

manager, started business

six years ago, in a small

store, and in a short time it

became necessary to secure

more space, and, with the

continued growth, the new
, _„ . . - store was bought and is now

occupied.

The ground floor is occupied with the general dry

goods and ladies' ready-to-wear garment stocks, while the

upper floors are devoted to housefurinshings and reserve

stocks.

One of the factors to which Mr. Boyd attributes his

success is the fact that he pays particular attention to his

advertising, making the store news fresh and readable.
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HOW TO INCREASE
YOUR COTTON BUSINESS

You can sell more cottons—perhaps
double your present sales— by showing newer
patterns and handsomer colorings. By
showing a better, fresher assortment. By
giving bigger value for the price and a lower

price for a better quality.

You can do all this by stocking

IUNGCOT
COTTONS

Don't take our word for it—prove this

fact to your own satisfaction. Ask the next

representative of a good house, who comes
your way, to show you the Kmgcot samples.

They will prove to you, as they have so many
other merchants, that our claims are right.

These are the KINGCOT lines:

GINGHAMS AWNINGS
DRESS GOODS SHIRTINGS
APRON GINGHAMS OXFORDS
SAXONYS DENIMS
FLANNELETTES GALATEAS
DOMETS TICKINGS

COTTONADES

*I"H"H"
I
"H"

I
"
I
-* -H"I"

I
"
I
-W
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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ASK ANY GOOD MERCHANT
what he thinks about " Laurentian" Hemmed Sheets,

Pillow Slips.

ij
p^l

He'll tell you "Laurentian" goods are profit

makers and that his customers appreciate them.

If they are not in your town be the first

to introduce them.

Samples and particulars on request.

Display Cards on application.

Laurentian Whitewear Co.
LEVIS, P. Q.

Montreal Office: Room 703 Mark Fisher Building.

Getting the Farmers Trade
Methods Employed with Success by the Country Merchant — Bought His

Produce and Sent Series of Letters Which Brought Business.

The farmers' trade; are you getting your share of it?

Possibly it would be more to the point to ask if you are

getting all you would like of this trade, which can be

made very profitable. Tn smaller places the farmers'

business is an important factor in the trade of the stores,

and the problem of securing more of it is one for which

many merchants would welcome the solution.

In the smaller towns the "trading" system is still ad-

hered to; the farmer brings to the store his produce

—

butter and eggs—gets a due bill and exchanges it for

goods in the store. The method of procedure is one

familiar to all merchants. It has become established in

all towns in which a farmers' market is not in existence,

and an increase in this class of trade can be secured by

an extension of the established system, rather than by

a new method.

This problem was solved successfully by one merchant

who carried a $3,000 general stock and did a fairly satis-

factory farmers' business, but not big enough to suit

him. He determined to make an effort to secure more of

it, and the result of his campaign was that in a short time

his business increased to such an extent that he was

obliged to carry a ^10,000 slock, and he had distanced his

competitors; was doing practically the whole farmers'

business of the community.

*

In the first place, he decided to buy, not merely the

farmers' butter and eggs, but his hogs, fowl, feathers,

sheep, corn, oats, wheat, rye, hay, cured meats and any-
thing else the farmer raised. He wrote a letter to every

farmer in his section—a personal letter—telling him of

his new plans; that he proposed to buy anything he had
to sell, except horses and pedigreed cattle, and that he
would pay the regular market price, and pay him in cash,

or if he would accept a due bill five per cent additional

would be paid. Tn other words, if a farmer sold him one
hundred dollars worth of produce, he Avould give him a

due bill for five dollars in goods.

* •
*

A series of twelve letters, one each month, were sent

out to the farmers, whose trade he was after, and the re-

sult is described as magical. The idea proved to be an at-

tractive one, and he soon had to enlarge his store, and a
whole village of subsidiary buildings to house the varied
farm products which came in.

This was several years ago, and the business has con-
tinued to "row. This method might be impracticable of
operation in many localities, but, possibly, there are others
in which it could be successfully adopted.
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Limens

:

Then ana now
The Manufacture of this Fabric — Its Development from the Time of

Joseph in Egypt to the Present Day — The Industry in Ireland.

Who, among my readers, who have seen a field of

(lax in full bloom, will ever forget it—the blue of the

flower below, matching the ethereal blue of the sky

above ? Perhaps, too, the sky was crossed with floating

clouds—snowy white and shining, as that of the pure

white linen of which the field of flowers is the promise.

An orchard, in full bloom, in the blush of an April

day, or a clover held in June, are some of Nature's

feasts for the eye ; but both must give palm of place to

the pure blue held of flowering flax. And just as linen

is one of the most dainty and beautiful of fabrics, so is

(lax one of the most gTaceful of plants.

It is also one that has been the longest in man's

service—before the day of Joseph flax was grown in

Egypt. Vessels loaded with yarn and cloth slowly sail-

will be, and certainly never has been surpassed in mod-
ern, or any other times.

Linen has always been extensively used by the

wealthy. Greek and Roman nobles wore garments of

linen, and so did our Saxon kings and their thanes. Linen
has always been connected with the priesthood, and be-

cause it has always conveyed the idea of spotlessness and
purity it has always clothed the priests in the perform-
ance of the most holy of religious lites. The priests of

Egypt's mysterious religion wore linen robes; and
Aaron's holy garments were of linen, as also were those
of all Jewish priests engaged in the service of the Tem-
ple. Linen garments clothe the priests of the present

day, when officiating in a very large section of the

Christian church.

Lapping Room and Laundry.

ed, or with infinite toil, were rowed over the waters (if

the Mediterranean.

The fine linen of Egypt, and the purple and fine linen

of Judea mentioned in the Hebrew Scriptures, carry us

back to a remote age, and show the great antiquity of

flax and its products. Egypt has always produced flax,

in fact, flax is indigenous to Egypt and some pa its of

Asia, and Egypt seems to have been the cradle, if not

the birthplace of the linen industry.

Though the Empre of the Pharoahs has passed away
these many thousand years, linen that was made in the

land of the Nile over 4,000 years ago has lasted to this

day. Its texture and durability proves that the Egypt-

ians had perfected the art, not only of making linen, but

of working complicated patterns on the loom,. as linen

made then had attained a perfection perhaps that never

It is easy to see how linen came to be thus chosen

in a time when symbolism formed so large a part of

religion. The moth will not touch linen and it will not

tear or rend. Add to this the fact that no animal sub-

ject to death furnished it, as in the case of silk, or wool,

and you at once find an ample reason and justification for

its adoption by the priesthood of old ;
also a reason why

we at the present day have continued its use in the most

sacred moments of the service of the Christian church.

Perhaps there is really something in that claimed,

far away, semi-mythical connection of Ireland, with the

cast. For, if Egypt was the ancient home of the grow-

ing and preparing of (lax, and the wearing of flaxen

fabrics, Ireland is its home at the present day ;
not only

does the climate suit the plant, but its people seem to

have a special aptitude for Hie manufacturing of linen
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fabrics. Flax is grown, and linen is made, in many other

parts of the world, even in Canada we grow flax and

have a promising baby industry, but the Irish people

seem to be inseparably connected with linen, and Irish

linen stands in the minds of most people for the best

that can be made.

There are traces of the making of linen in Ireland as

early as the eleventh century, but it was not until the

seventeenth that the industry gained a national import-

ance. In these days and indeed for a hundred years or

more, later, the making of linen was purely domestic.

The man who grew the flax was its weaver, his wife and

daughters its spinners. When woven, the cloth was sold

to the merchant, who bleached and finished it, and it

was then sent to the White Linen Hall for sale. This

was the way linen was made and marketed then, nor has

the custom completely died out, but in some parts of

Antrim, Down and Armagh, it is still in existence.

must always make the product of the skilled hand of

man take rank over the mere mechanical excellence of

machinery.

It is due to the care and judgment of the grower, and

to the intelligence with which the numerous preparatory

processes are conducted, that the excellence of the

woven cloth depends. In Ireland the flax plant has had
such careful nurture that it has become, as it were, al-

most naturalized.

Flax grows about two or three feet high, and has a

slender, erect stem, sparsely clothed with small, rich,

green leaves. It is crowned at the flowering time hy a

cluster of small, bright, blue flowers. Its stem is not

its only useful part, but a big industry deals with its

seed and their products.

When the seed pods are of a pale golden color, the

harvest begins. Flax is not cut like other standing crops,

WINDING FLAX THREAD ON BOBBINS
I

FOR WEAVERS' SHUTTLES.
|

—

Warping and Weaving Rooms.

The inventions of the steam engine by Watts, of the

spinning frame by Arkwright, and the spinning mule by

Compton, furnished the beginning of the present factory

system, and gave the death-blow to the cottage spin-

ning industry. When John Kay invented the fly-shuttle

in 1773, and Dr. Cartwright the power loom a few years

later, the industry began to take on its modern form.

In spite of the wonderful productions of the power
loom, and of all the improvements that have been made
since Cartwright's day, hand loom linen and damasks
still maintain their pre-eminence, and the finest and best

linen and damasks are still hand-woven.
In many families the art of weaving has been handed

down for generations, and it is to this inherited and

trained skill that much of the beauty and fineness of tex-

ture, and the excellence of pattern of hand-woven linens

is due. There is that indefinable something, also, that

but is pulled up by the roots, by hand. The time for

pulling calls for the nicest discrimination, for if the

plant is immature, or if, on the other hand, it is over-

ripe, it will produce flax that will be either flimsy or

over coarse. It also must be pulled on a fine day. Even

the way in which the flax is laid in the sheaves, or beats,

as they are called, counts—they must be all of equal

length, and with the roots as even as possible.

Rippling separates the seed from the plant. This is

done by a comb of spikes, fixed to a plank, through

which the seed is drawn. The next process is the ret-

ting. Flax loosely bound in sheaves, is carefully placed,

with the roots down, in ponds of pure water. When the

pond is full it is carefully covered with rushes, straw

and sods, weighted down with stones. Here fermenta-

tion ensues, that permits of the easy separation of fibre

from its outer covering. This is done by breaking and
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scutching. Breaking is now chiefly dune by machinery.

Scutching is done by a vertical wheel, to the projecting

arras of which is attached a beater or blade, which re-

volves and strikes the flax along its length.

After scutching, flax passes through five different pro-

cesses before it is ready for spinning. It is roughed,

hackled, dressed and sorted. In the fourth process it is

laid in an even, straight line with the ends slightly over-

lapping. It is then put through a machine and convert-

ed into "sliver." This is a continuous ribband of pure

(lax. The sliver is then drawn, and is ready for spin-

ning.

Spinning is the art of twisting flax into a round,

even strand of yarn. From the earliest day this has

been done with the spindle, and the spindle is in use to

the present day.

Spinning yarn by hand used to be the employment of

nearly every woman in Ulster. First with the distaff

and spindle. The first improvement was to fix the spindle

lion of power to spinning, and other processes, that has

built up the modern factory system. Fine linen in the

old days was a luxury, for only the very rieh—now, ow-
ing to the long list of inventors since the days of Watts,

Kay and Cartwright, even those who have a very mod-
erate share of the world's riches can possess and wear
fine linen.

Linen weaving falls into two important divisions,

viz., the production of plain and of damask fabrics. In

the weaving of damasks everything depends upon the pro-

per arrangement of the warp threads, as a single thread
misplaced renders the figure imperfect. The Jacquard
loom is used to produce damasks. Perforated cards, de-

noting the pattern, are fixed at the top, and by an in-

genious arrangement of lifting hooks, the necessary warp
threads are raised to produce the design.

Bleaching and finishing are the last operations linen

undergoes. In this process the natural color is lost, and
linen is rendered a pure, snowy white.

The "White Fields"" of Ulster; Grass-bleaching Linens. Group of Irish Peasant Girls; hand-embroidering.

and distaff on a wheel worked by a treadle, and leaving

the hands free—the spinning wheel, in fact, of our great-

grandmothers' days.

The introduction of machine spinning has given the

death-blow to the hand industry. It has introduced in

its place the factory and the factory girl.

Weaving is the last stage. The origin of the hand-

loom is lost in the mists of the past, for the art of

weaving dates back to the very dawn of civilization, and

the loom must have been one of the very first of man's

inventions.

Looms were very primitive in construction until down
to a comparatively recent date—in fact, until Cart-

wright's time, only the very simplest improvements had

been made. Since the invention of the power-loom this

has been changed, and the loom of to-day is an ad-

vanced piece of mechanism. In fact, it is due to the

meat changes made by the introduction of power that

the modern linen industry has risen and it is the applica-

Like all the processes connected with the manufacture
of linen, bleaching is an ancient art. Chemistry has
been called in to help in modern days, but still the best

process for rendering line"n snow white is the ancient one
of grass bleaching. Ireland possesses an ideal climate

for this purpose, and it is this gift of Nature that has

contributed most largely to her supremacy in the linen

industry.

It also makes this industry a most healthful one, as

linen factories must be surrounded with wide open spaces
for the bleaching of linen. Bleach fields, or greens,

abound in Ulster, and the webs of linen are spread over
a wide area of green fields, making long lines of the

most vivid green and white. Founded upon the linen in-

dustry are the wide-spread ones of lace-making and em-
broidering that now find so much work in Irish homes.

Linens are folded and lapped into special lengths and
styles, to suit special markets. They are ormmented
with fancy ribbons, and colored papers, and in various
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ways prepared tor distribution over the various markets

of the world.

Note.—The cuts used in this article are the properly

of Wm. Liddell & Co., Belfast. The writer is also in-

debted for considerable information to a paper delivered

by Frank E. Polly before the Young Men's Society, Bel-

fast.

Holiday Trade in Montreal

Business Generally Has Been of a Satisfactory Nature

—

Early Buying Was a Characteristic Feature

—

Decorations Were Elaborate.

Judicious advertising, backed by attractive window
displays, called the attention of the buying public more

than ever to the many novelties in Christmas goods shown

in large Montreal retail establishments during the holiday

season of 1907. The department managers were success-

ful in their efforts to buy articles suited to the public fancy

and goods which would make the Christmas shopping en-

Toys suitable to the youthful representatives "I' the

weaker sex were as prominent, as for their stronger

chums. Dressed and undressed dolls, fancy handkerchief
boxes, dolls' carriages, picture books, teddy bears, sleighs

and skates, etc., were seen in abundance. The window-

displays were particularly apt, appealing more to the

children than in any previous year.

Other Christmas boxes, suitable to the older folks,

comprised pretty comb and brush sets; novelties in furs.

also all kinds of bags and purses. In the millinery de-

partments numbers of pretty hats were displayed. In

the large stores fancy cushions, made exclusively of rib-

bons, lined the window and interior displays. These
cushions can be made by the staff when business is quiet,

especially in the mornings before shopping generally be-

comes active. Depleted stocks and old lines of ribbons

which would have to be sold at a loss, can be used in this

way with an even greater gain in the sale column for the

month than if the ribbons had been sold at their actual

value.

In exclusive novelty and souvenir stores, window dis-

plays comprised every imaginable novelty from a tobacco

Irish Hand-loom Weaver. Hand Spinning ; Irish Peasant Girl.

joyable. Every effort was made to induce early selection.

The advertising matter drew attention to the fact that

stocks were complete and unbroken, and thai more satis-

factory purchases could be made before the general

Christmas rush of the last few days, set. in, and the result

was that, generally speaking, good results followed this

line of campaign.

Toy departments were enlarged, and in nearly every

case the stores were gaily decorated, these decorations

being characteristic of the season; red paper bells, holly

wreaths and maple leaves predominating. Everything

that is dear to the hearts of the children was on display-

in the toy department. Automobiles, mechanical fire en-

gines, jumping jacks, blocks of every description, trains

of cars, an unheard of variety of games were on sale. In

fact, everything which a young lad required to make his

Christmas enjoyable, and his belief in Santa Clans strong

was to be had.

jar to an ash tray— all of them with s ! emblem of

Montreal engraved upon them.

Merchants handling post cards and stationery had
elaborate displays, the stationery boxes, in many cases,

being tied with holly ribbons, while fancy post cards suit-

able to the Christmas and holiday season were shown in

great profusion and sold extensively.

CUSTOMERS REFUSED COPPERS.

At an "Outlet Sale" held recently by Rutledge &
Jackson, dry goods, Port Arthur, the penny system was
used for the first time in the Twin Cities. The buying

public, however, so long accustomed to handling nothing

less than a nickel, in the majority of cases refused to

accept the copper change, and as a result the cash boys

reaped a harvest, the unclaimed change going to them.
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bwiss Embroidery Industry
Its Development from Primitive Hand Methods to Specialized Machinery — Exports from St. Gall District

Over $30,000,000 a Year—Machines Being Sent to Canada—Some Interesting Facts Concerning Industry.

Sonic interesting information concerning the import-
ance and extent of the lace and embroidery industrj in

St. Gall, Switzerland, is supplied in a report furnished

by U. S. Consul-Genera] S. ('. McFarland, who states
that, St. (Jail is the clearing house of a large manufac-
turing district embracing some four Cantons. The actu-

al producing processes are carried on in numerous and
-mall towns, in villages, and almost universally in the

inhabitants' homes. The highest in altitude of any in the

civilized world, its hills capable of producing grass only,

its people in the last, century were impelled to creative
industry and were assisted by its location on the old

route between Italy, Canton Orisons, and South Ger-
many. At first all attention was given to flax products,

and the looms to be found in almost every house soon
gave it a local reputation in linens. The introduction
of cotton rapidly changed all this, and the house workers
in flax gradually developed into expert producers of

hand made laces and embroideries, for which the district

of Appenzell is still famous. The Rittmayer embroidery
machine was invented near St. (fall about 1830, but it

was not until 1886 that the first half dozen machines
were in operation to compete with hand machines. The
growth was then rapid, new improvements being added
by various manufacturers, until the number now in op
eiation in the embroidery district, the Cantons of St.

Gall, Appenzell, Thurgaw, Zurich, and of the Vorarlberg,
for which St. Call is the market and clearing- house, is

approximately 0.000. These are all immense new ma-
chines, whose use dates back not further than 1894, ma-
chines in prior use having been necessarily relegated to

the scrap heap. Of hand machines, which have not ma-
terially changed in character, there are some 10,000 in

operation, according to Karl Kaufmann, American Trea-

sury Agent at St. Gall.

In America—Canada and the United States—the manu-
facture of embroidery is developing, though the progress

is not rapid, and the industry can reach development
only through trials identical to those experienced at St.

Gall. The low wage rates here have laid the foundation

of the industry, and with it, aided by abundance of pure

water, grew up the accessories of bleaching, dyeing, fin

ishing, machine and tool production, and the almost,

numberless sub-industries whose very existence is depend-

ent upon the mother industry. The blending of commun-
ity interest in practically one product -such as, for in-

stance 1
,
embroideries at St. Gall; silk (doth at. Zurich

;

silk ribbons at Basle; gold watches at Geneva; common
hes, in all possible grades, at Neuchatel and Solo-

thurn; locomotive and heavy machinery at Winterthur;

electrical machinery at Oerliken and Baden; embroidery

machinery at, Arbon; knitted goods in Aargau, and

chocolate and cheese in their specific Cantons—may no!

be the wisest economic procedure. Diversification may
offer the advantages of modifying the disasters of inevit-

able hard times in one industry, but the application in

one line of all thought, and all effort, generation after

generation, results in a rare perfection and economy of

product. This is the chief secret of St. Call embroider-

ies.

Labor, Wages and Exports.

\h. Kaufmann places the number of office embroidery

employes- designers, enlargers and clerks—at 7,000 in

St. Gall, and of direct embroidery work people of both
sexes in the district al 80,000. In allied industries, out

side of dairy and purelj mercantile pursuits, may be

aligned almost the entire balance of the population. Pac-
torj wages, small from an American standpoint, are
perhaps the highesl m Europe, as is also the standard
of living. Foremen receive from $1.20 to $1.80 a day,
expert stitchers from 90 cents to $1.90, irouers from 90
cents to $1, and less expert workers down to (it) cents,

Salaries of managing experts are large, even from an
American salary" standpoint. Three-fourths of the

tory and house workers air females.

The number of manufacturers and exporters having
warehouses or headquarters in St. Call is about, 250, and
the total value of exports of embroideries and lace-, alone
from the district in 1906 was $30,593,474, Greal Bi

taking $6,279,184 of this and Canada, $857,465. The
I'nited States was the largest, buyer, the exports to

that country in the year mentioned being $14,877,148.
The largest single St. Oall concern exports annually

about $2,000,000, chiefly to the United Stale-., while sev-

eral fall only a small sum below this. The average

cem, however, exports about, $200,000. There are many
engaged in business on a small scale collectors of house-
industry products—whose aggregates run onlv limn $2,-

000 to $10,000.

BRITISH COTTON IN TURKEY.

The predominance of the importation of British cotton
into Turkey is indicated by a recent reporl made bj Spe-

cial U.S. Agent W. A. Graham Clarke, and from figures

supplied by him it is Learned that in the last year for

which figures are available, Greal Britain furnished $21,-

662,929 of the $31,000,000 cotton importations to the

Ottoman Empire. Italy comes next with slightly over

$3,000,000. In prints seventy per cent of the goods im-

ported go from Great Britain, and Italy again occupies

second place, with fifteen per cent.

SILK COMPANY'S DIFFICULTIES.

The American Silk Company, with a capital stock of

$11,000,000, operating mills in various cities in the

I'nited States and controlling the stock in the York Silk

Manufacturing Co., of York, Pa., the Monarch Silk Co.,

also of York, and the American Silk Co., a New .li

corporation, with a plant at Reynolsville, N.J., has

passed into the hands of receivers, with indebtedness, it

is claimed, of $0,215,000. The receivers were given au-

thority to continue the operations of the company.

IMPERIAL GLOVE COMPANY.

An Ontario charter has been granted to the Imperial

Glove Company, Limited, incorporated with power to

manufacture and sell all kinds of gloves and mitts. The

incorporators are Henry Ourncv Carscallen, Charles

James Mylcs. George Ourncv Carscallen. and William

I.caper Ross, of Hamilton, and Herbert George Smith, of

Duudas. The share capital of the company is $40,000,

divided into 400 shares of $100 each. The head office of

the company is to be in Dundas, where the manufacturing

"nerat ions will be carried oil.
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IT IS A

FOWNES
That is all you require to know

about a Glove

Fownes Bros. & Co.
Coristine Building,

Montreal

Trade Mark

MERCHANTS BUTTON CO.
WATERLOO, ONT.

Pearls, Ivories and Covered Buttons

We are prepared to fill orders with reasonable promptness for

Ivories, BLACK and COLORED.
Pearls, BLACK and WHITE.
Covered, ALL SHADES.
Metals in all designs.

For a complete range and where a range is required to give

our customers every thing they desire, The Merchants Button

Co. stands alone.

Our Special Patterns in Ivory and Pearl, which have

holes well rimed, and which are exclusive novelties, are done
up in Our Famous Double Box System. They mark the latest

mile post in the progress of Button Development.

We Invite Inquiry

MERCHANTS BUTTON CO.
WATERLOO, ONT.

I

Make Your Orders for Fine1
Gloves Read r^. •

z% Storey s
Mail Orders Receive

Storey's fine gloves

the kind that a gentle

man will take prid

in wearing. The skins

are flawless and ren-

dered remarkably pli-

able, which means long

wear. The stitching is

faultlessly done, and

the gloves fit neatly

and feel comfortable

on the hand. If you'll

wear a pair of Storey's

yourself you'll be able

to recommend them
with confidence to your

trade. Made of im-

ported kid, suede, mo-
cha and other varieties

of high-grade skins.

Prompt and Careful Attention.

I

Canada's Oldest Glovers

W. H. STOREY & SON, LTD.
ACTON - ONTARIO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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DRESS ACCESSORIES
Brisk Christmas Trade Re-
ported—Long' Gloves Being
Replaced by Short Lengths-
Blue and Brown Ribbons
Favorites for Spring — Other
Dress Accessory News of
Interest.

Embroideries for Summer Trade

The High Novelties Are Japanese Effects and Soutache

Patterns—Soutache and Eyelet in Colored Em-
broideries—Small Floral Patterns.

Embroideries for the Spring and Summer trade are

now being shown. The high novelties are the Japanese

Swastika Band; Cut in Gold and Pltinum.

patterns, and the soutache effects. Fine French embroi-
deries, eyelet, shadow and lace effects are also shown.

The Japanese patterns are really a variation of blind

work, only they are developed in designs, closely copied

from the familiar Japanese hand-embroideries. These
patterns are remarkable in that they show how closely

machine work can approach the hand effects.

The soutache patterns are very new. They have taken
a firm hold in Paris and also in New York. The patterns

are very conventional, and are braiding designs, combined
with other effects. Eyelet and soutache forms the most
effective of these combinations.

A fairly extensive line of colored effects is being put
out for the coming Spring. They are attractive, but their

sale will be somewhat limited as they have not the useful-

ness of white. With the exception of tan embroideries

on ecru, these effects are made up of pale colors, cadet,

pale blue, pink, green, helio, etc., on a white ground. The
eyelet and soutache designs are the most effective in this

class. Dainty floral sprays, festoons and bunches in the

natural colors, combined with shadow work, are the most
attractive of the colored line. These effects are worked
upon sheer linen and batiste, and are showing in allovers,

bands, medallions, etc.

Ribbons

Christmas Trade in These Goods Was Brisk—Blues and
Browns Will Be Favorites for Spring—Wide

Ribbons in London and Paris.

At retail, ribbons are still in good demand. Their suit-

ability for all kinds of purposes, such as trimmings for

dresses, millinery, fancy work, etc., being responsible for

the good business done. It seems that the advance in

prices has had very little effect on the demand as far as

the buying public is concerned. Too much stress, how-

ever, must not be laid on this fact, since the exceptionally

good demand may have been caused by the holiday rush.

Up to the present writing, though, ribbons are holding

their own in the usual "January sales."

In retail realms the fancy Dresden ribbons, both small

and large patterns, are meeting with success. For the

Christmas trade .Dresden centres, with shot effects, were
strong. Holly ribbons were seen in abundance and cap-

tured a share of the ribbon business also. Stripes con-

tinue to hold their own, while plaids are behind in the

demand.

In velvets, the black ribbon is selling well, while

the colored velvets are rather quiet. Colors prominent at

Christmas were dark reds, greens, blues, browns and
navies.

In wholesale circles, taffeta ribbons are still leaders,

but this line is closely followed by the satin duchess lines,

tli is grade of ribbon developing into a strong popularity.

In fancy ribbons, Dresden effects are prominent, but there

is still a demand for stripes and a few checks.

The leading colors for Spring will be various shades
of blue from sky to the dark navy, while browns, from
golden to the darker shades, will also be prominent. Vari-
ous shades of green and bluish green are well spoken of
as well.

Loiulon and Paris merchants, states a wholesale buyer,
are buying very wide ribbons; in some cases even as wide
as sash widths. In colors the delicate effects of blues,

rff'ff6 8
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Embroidered Pongee Band, Japanese Pattern.

browns and greens are favorites. Purple shades are not

thought as highly of for the coming season.

Owing to the continued advances in raw silk, and the

increase in wages, prices are fully 25 to 35 per cent.

higher than those figures ruling a year ago. These prices,

it is expected, are likely to remain steady, with no ma-
terial change before Fall, 1908.
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Umbrellas

Decline in Demand for Goods Selling Beyond $5—Wide
Variety of Handles and Covering Materials

for Spring.

The demand for umbrellas of late at retail has under-

gone a slight decline, especially in lines retailing over the

$5 mark. It appears that the public this year refuse to

pay more than that sum for an umbrella. In handles,

«WI» Jo68

Umbrella Handles—Handled by the Standard Umbrella

Mfg. Co., Montreal.

sterling silver, boxwood, and gold plate are to the fore.

Fine Glorias and taffeta coverings are also selling well.

Manufacturers arc showing a splendid line of ladies'

and gents' umbrellas for Spring. Among the most prom-

inent are those of solid and paragon frames, self-openers

and self-closers. The covers are of cotton, gloria, gloriose,

union silk and pure silk.

Handles are shown in Congo, cherry partridge, furze

and boxwood, mounted with nickel, silver, gold, celluloid,

and gunmetal.

Trimmings, Button?, Braids

Braids Strongly En Evidence—Many Fancy Bands Shown
—Big Demand for Covered Buttons.

With the tailor-made suit in high favor, and with

hand trimimngs as high style, the popularity of braids

in the coming season is assured. There is nothing par-

ticularly new, but flat patterned braids seem to be most

favored. These are soft and supple as they are often used

to bind the edges of coats, etc. These braids are also used

bandwise as a skirt trimming—in fact, all the more elabor-

ate suits are trimmed. Very dressy suits are made with

a vest effect, and band trimmings are well employed.

Hand embroideries are high style, and the machine-made

trimmings follow on an closely as possible. The latest

The Ribbon House of Canada

Wishes its customers

A Happy New Year

and a

Prosperous 1908.

Walter H. Barry & Co.,

Montreal

idea in trimming bands arc those in a darned or eouched
effect that closely imitate handwork, the patterns being

formed of strands of silk or metal threads darned into or

couched onto the material. The Review is illustrating

one of these novelty bands. The pattern is a clever adap-
tation of the swastika—the good-luck emblem. It is

carried out in metal threads on a taffeta ground. Another
trimming feature is the large variety of band effects,

worked on a ground of natural Shantung or tussore. These

are strongly Japanese in pattern and coloring. Cord or-

naments, drops and ball, and drop fringes are also shown.

Though a variety of fancy metal and metal and pearl

buttons are shown, and will find a certain demand, this

will be limited. Covered buttons are in high favor, and
as usual when tailored styles are worn, will be freely

used, principally for trimming effects. Plain covered and
rimmed effects are selling. These rimmed buttons have

(doth or silk centres with velvet rims or vice versa, or any
combination desired. The latest in this style has a metal

rim, with a metal and cloth centre. There is also a fair

demand for crochet buttons.

The Spring Laces

Filet and Filet Effects in High Favor—The High Novelty
is Heavy Patterns on Light Grounds

—

Cluny
to Sell Well.

December is always an off month in the lace section.

Travelers for part of the month at least are off the road

and the retail end is busy with Christmas selling. There
has been no general showing of Spring lines, though the

samples are in most cases in the hands of representatives,

and as soon as the New Year opens up, travelers will be

out and hot after orders.

Some advance lines were placed on the road in the

early part of the month, and from reports gathered the

Embroidered Band ; Japanese Effect.

travelers met with a fair encouragement. These, it must
be remembered were well known lines.

Said one of these travelers speaking to The Review:
"Everywhere I went I met with lots of bad times talk;

nevertheless I received some fair sized orders, and what
under the circumstances seems most remarkable, I did

best with my high priced better grade goods." "I visited

only the larger towns, and cities, and in every case a good
Christmas business seemed to be in progress—so much so

that it was very difficult to get near either buyer or

merchant.

In the new ranges there is a large showing of filet

effects, and many planen makers mount the same pattern

effects on both net and filet backgrounds. One feature
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Debenhams for

Novelties

BE sure. Compare our Ribbon values be-

fore placing your orders elsewhere. We
hold the largest and best assorted stocks

in Canada. You can depend on our

ability to fill your requirements through the

entire season.

We offer 2 specials in Tulles. Write us

for samples. They are worth your attention.
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Millinery, Silks and Laces.

Debenhams (Canada) Limited
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IS St. Helen Street

Toronto
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characterizes this class of goods—viz., when the ground

is of net the pattern is very heavy. Besides these all filet

effects filet introductions are very numerous in other

kinds of laces. It is regarded as most probable that par-

ticularly with the popular trade filet will be a free seller.

In the heavier laces the same mixture of heavy and
light is seen—thus baby Irish is combined with heavy
guipure and embroidered effects. Cluny will be much
used for trimming lingerie and net waists. Irish is an-

other lace slated for prominence. In the better trade,

Venise is well thought of.

Whatever the lace chosen the position of bands is un-

questioned, and a very great proportion of the trade will

be done on bands and allovers. Fewer medallions will be

used though there will be a fair call for them.

$

Gloves

Glove Trade, Generally Satisfactory—Long Gloves' popu-

larity Waning—Jobbers Buying for the Fall of 1908.

At the present writing there seems to be no reason-

able grounds for complaint, speaking generally, regarding

the extent of the retail glove business. While sales have

not been up to figures of a year ago, it should be recalled

that the sale of long gloves, which was so extensive last

year, has now fallen back somewhat, and short gloves are

to the fore. Long gloves, of course, amount to consider-

ably more money, and while equally as many sales are

being recorded as last year, short lengths are having pre-

ference. As everyone connected with the glove trade knows
long gloves net the merchant a much larger profit than

the shorter goods.

With the large retailers, especially in Montreal and

Toronto, wrist gloves are to the fore at present, glace fin-

ish being prominent. Throughout the holiday season all

shades sold well. For this trade long gloves in 12x16

button lengths also had a fair share of the Christmas

trade. In colors, whites and tans were exceptionally ac-

tive, with white much stronger than in the corresponding

season of last year.
,

Gauntlet Gloves.

Gauntlet gloves, with and without fringe, are very

fashionable at present. In the fringed gloves the suede

finish is predominating, while the English cape effect is

strong in the plain finished glove. These goods are shown
principally in tans, and retail from $1.75 to $2.50.

With the jobbers, stocks are well cleared, in the lower

priced goods, especially in cashmere and ringwoods, which

retail at 25c.

For Spring, 1908, long gloves continue in popular

favor, with the wholesalers. The cheaper grades, those

BRAID NOVELTIES
Beautiful novelties in Trimmings and Braids in all

widths and colors.

Silk Tassels, Fringes, Ornaments, Cords and
Gimps, Etc.

The oldest manufacturer in the Dominion—
and up-to-date.

MOULTON CD. CO.
165 Nazareth St. - - MONTREAL

J. Y. SHANTZ D. B. 8HANTZ

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE LINES OF BUTTONS
IVORY, HORN, PEARL, PEARLETTE

All leading Wholesale Houses handle our goods in Canada,

and leading button houses in the United States, who recognize

our goods as of the best manufactured on the continent.

* Jacob Y. Shantz & Son C
BERLIN, ONTARIO

Factories: Berlin, Ont. ; Buffalo, N.Y.

Warehouse: Chicago, III.
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Fancy
Parasols

For

Ladies,

Misses,

Children

Samples now on the road

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
Manufacturers

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

LIMITED

Umbrellas
Spring 1908

•I To improve your Umbrella
Trade you must have

Standard Umbrellas

fj The spring line covers

every umbrella want.

Do you want samples or salesman ?

Canada's Leading Wholesale Umbrella House

The

Standard Umbrella Mfg. Co.

215 Notre Dame Street West

MONTREAL

Thomas May & Co., Ltd.
beg to notify the trade that they

are now in their new premises at

14 St. Helen St., Montreal
Importers of

Ribbons, Laces, Trimmings, etc.

Full stock of Ribbons always on hand. Keep
your stock assorted by letter orders.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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which retail at 35c. to 60c, from present indications, are

expected to be scarce, when the season arrives. Blacks,

whites, browns and navies are strong for Spring, while in

materials, lisles, taffetas and silks will be represented.

Buying for Fall, 1908.

Some of the wholesalers have already placed orders for

Fall, 1908. From a buyer's standpoint, the estimated ad-

vance is fully 10 per cent, over figures last ruling. Some
of the glove manufacturers even decline to show for Pall,

1 008. They claim that they have enough business at hand
(o keep their mills running till the latter part of

September.

Ladies* NecKwear

Many Re Orders During the Month and Merchants Have
Featured Neckwear During the Last Few Days.

Since the early days of the month ladies' neckwear
has been extensively featured in the majority of stores.

Counter cases have been smartly dressed, and window
displays indulged in. This policy has had its effect upon
sales, and the results, judged by the amount of business

done, should be satisfactory. Travelers have in most
cases been off the road, but a large number of letter orders

have not been large, the total has served to keep the neck-

wear houses busy.

Fancy effects and jabot stuff have held their usual

place, but there is no doubt that the big sale has been

in the popular priced lines. To give this trade a further

stimulus some houses put out these in a boxed line.

Pleated Lawn Jabot, Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

Handsome effects in deep turnovers did well. Hand-
some seal lace yokes, collar and cuff sets, berthas, etc.,

were also in demand. In this class Irish crochet was much
en evidence, princesse, Brussels and duchesse in the high-

class trade also selling well. A line that has done extra

well during the past month was neck lengths of frillings

assorted. These were very attractively put up in dainty

boxes.

Frillings are very much in demand and the Spring

season promises to see no abatement of their vogue.

"••>>,.,,...,,,,

Lawn and Silk Tailored Stock, New Spring Style, Shewn
by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

Most advance Spring lines will be ready to show as

soon as the holiday season is over and travelers will be

then on the road. The new lines show many novelties, but

until the initial trips have been made little or nothing can

be said of new styles.

Neckwear in these new effects is good, both in Paris

and New York, and the same should also follow on this

market.

Many merchants who would not stock neckwear earlier

in the season, have found that by not doing so they lost

sales this Fall. These buyers have put in stocks for the

Christmas trade, but it is safe to say that they have not

done as well with them as if they had put in a small but

representative stock earlier in the season.

The American Button Company,
789 Sanguinet St., Montreal

Manufacturers of Covered Buttons for the

Manufacturing and Wholesale Trade
Enlarged factory space enables us to handle additional accounts.

Write for samples and prices.

Established 1874

35-37 Noble St. E.C.

LONDON, ENG.LABROUSSE & CIE.

Paris, Grenoble, Prague
THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS

Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE tilD GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representative.

HAROLD F. WATSON, b sts.cram.ntst. Montreal
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The Star Whitewear Manufacturing Co.

Berlin : Ontario

Owing to the increased demand for

our ever-popular Blouses and White-

wear, we were obliged to enlarge our

premises and double our capacity. We
are pleased to announce to the trade

that we now have one of the largest

and most up-to-date plants of the kind

in the Dominion

This will enable us to manufacture

most advantageously.

THE STAR BRAND
is not a new line. Our goods are

well and favorably known. Our aim

shall be to make them better than ever.

They are excellent fitters, unex-

celled in appearance and style,

and give satisfactory wear.

Our large range for Spring is com-

plete. If you have not seen it, it will

pay you to look at the Star set before

buying.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Keady-to-Wear and Mantle Department, Charles Ogilvy's Store, Ottawa.

WHitewear

Early Orders Good, but Few Repeats Received-

tions Have Sold Well.

-Combina-

Whitewear conditions are not as good as they might

he. Early orders were fair, but the repeat orders have

not come to hand in any volume. Merchants have cur-

tailed their purchases of whitewear, and even some can-

cellations of the early orders have been received. There

is some talk of price-cutting in the New Year on the

part of manufacturers, but as they have had to pay more

for the materials now in stock for the coming season,

price-cutting would mean too serious a loss to become

general. The advance on the Spring lines was not due

to a general putting up of prices by the manufacturer,

but was rendered necessary by the high prices the gar-

ment makers themselves had to pay.

In the face of present conditions buyers are not

happy as to the prospects for January sales. They have

not achieved any notable success in the past few years,

save in isolated instances, and do not promise well under

present conditions.

One of the features of the advance trade has been the

great success of combination garments. Even in the

smaller centres these have sold well, while in the cities

good orders for combinations have been given. Not only

the two-piece suits of corset-cover and skirt, corset-

cover and drawers, but also the more expensive three-

piece garment has been a great seller.

$

Waists

Few Advance Orders Taken for Lawn Waists-

Buying Will Rule.

-January

The early orders for white wash waists have not

come to hand as usual, a majority of merchants prefer-

ing to wait until January before selecting their full

Spring line. It is not that waists are not favored for

Spring and Summer wear, but merchants are buying very
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conservatively now and are waiting to see how things

are going to turn out before placing heavy orders.

It is quite on the cards that the usual number of

Spring and Summer waists will be sold, and if so, fac-

tories will be extremely busy later on in the season,

so much so that difficulty may be experienced in getting

goods.

Samples are now being made up for the Summer

Att •active Lingerie Waist, Filet Lace Trimming. Shown
by Ladies' Wear Limited.

gains offered in ready-to-wear lines, particularly in

coats.

A better business than usual in the larger centres has

been done in evening coats. This is a department that

is becoming of more importance each year.

Notwithstanding the fact that the closing season was
not a satisfactory one to the manufacturers, they are

decidedly of the opinion that the coming Spring will be

a good one for their particular line. The season, they

expect, may be a late one, but every indication is in

favor of ready-to-wear garments. Advance sample lines

have already been shown, and the novelty end is now in

preparation.

$

The Raincoat Trade

Rubberized Garments a Feature of the Season—Plain

Fabrics Are Again Being Sold—Good Prospects

for Spring Business.

The raincoat houses are looking forward to a fair

Spring trade in both silk and rubberized garments. These

goods have made a decided hit in New York, and, judg-

ing from orders already booked, they will be worn ex-

tensively in Canada. While the majority of these gar-

trade, and in the better grade an extra number of novel-

ties are shown. Chief among these is the kimona waist.

Waists with the sleeve cut in one with the body are a

new idea. Then there are the broad-shouldered effects, *

Net waists promise well and are trimmed with Cluny

and Irish. In silks there is a fine showing of Japs and

messalines.

The MarKet

The Fall Season Dissappointing to Manufacturers

—

Prospects Brighter for Spring.

Business this Fall has been very disappointing to the

manufacturers of ready-to-wear garments. Practically the

only garment that did well was the plain tailored broad-

cloth suit, and as the season progressed, selling settled

down on the one style. Separate coats have hardly had

a look-in, and owing partly to the mild weather, sales

have been small, as the suit so far has sufficed for all

needs. The improvement looked for during November did

not arrive, and price-cutting on garment lines has been

deep during the past month. This has been, in a meas-

ure, due to the fact that manufacturers' stocks were
heavy and that they were disposing of them at a con-

siderable reduction. At the retail end even price-cutting

has failed to move goods, and January, particularly if

the mild weather continues, will see some great bar-

Rubberized Garment Shown by the National Rubber Co.,

Montreal.
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mcnts sold in this country are imported, some of them

are made in Canada. The Canadian lines shown for

Spring comprise all the popular styles and shades. Fur-

ther, they have been handled extensively, especially in

the large centres, such as Montreal and Toronto. This

line has many, arguments in its favor, one of them being

that the majority of these fabrics are useful for fine, as

well as rainy weather. These coats were originally auto-

mobile garments, but are now used for street wear.

Plain Materials to the Fore.

In materials, plain rain-proof lines are rapidly in-

creasing in favor. Among the chief sellers are fawns,

and greys are, as usual, prominent. Styles show no de-

cided change.

Garment Trade.

The costume end of late has been receiving more at-

tention from manufacturers than ever' before.

Canadian styles are superior to anything ever previ-

ously turned out. They compare well with the styles

recommended at the meeting on the 12th, 13th and 14th

ult. of the National Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufactur-

ers' Association.

In the medium-priced trade, striped coverts have

gone well. Both loose and tight-fitting coats have sold

in this class of goods, while the high-class trade has

gone more into suits.

Spring Coats

Auto and Storm Coats, Also Short Coats in Plain Cloth

and Coverts Shown.

Owing to the fact that the broadcloth suit is so

generally worn, there promises to be a good field for

the auto or storm coat of fancy tweeds, serges, cheviots,

etc. Cravenetted coats are to be a Spring feature. Coats

of this class are both loose and semi-fitted. Little trim-

ming is used and many follow the lines of a man's ulster.

Materials and Colors

Light Weight Broadcloths for Early Spring—Panamas,
Serges and Fancy Suitings.

Light weight broadcloths are the chief favorites for

the early trade, both in suits and separate skirts. Pana-
mas, chiffon panamas, plain and fancy serges and fancy

suiting effects are also showing. The demand is gen-

erally, however, for the plain fabric. Fine serges, with

a border in the weave, promise some prominence.

As to colors, blue is the leading color, while green

is growing in favor, and brown is a good seller. There

is a fair outlook for grey, but as yet there is nothing

definite as to fancy effects.

-4-

Spring Suit Styles

the models with sleeves cut in a piece with the body of

the coat, and Directoire and blouse models. A feature

11I the more fancy models is the fact that the bottoms of

the skirts are cut in an irregular fashion. Many are

longer at the back and front than at the sides. These

models and those cut with sleeve and body in one, show

Popularity of Coats and Suits During Coming Season

—

Braid Trimmings Will be Worn Largely

—

Separate Skirts.

Spring promises to see another great suit season.

The tailored suit is still in the highest of favor, and

from present indications will dominate both the Spring

and the S.immer season. Plain tailored models will be

very much in evidence, and most probably cut-away

models will be in some prominence. The novelties are

The New Tunic Style.

fancy vests and cuff trimmings. These fancy models are

elaborately trimmed with braid. Paris is using braid in

a lavish manner on both coats and skirts. Coat lengths

are about 24 to 30 inches. The skirts are slightly longer

than last season and are pleated, gored and circular,
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with the pleated models so far selling best. Many manu-
facturers are giving buyers the choice of the two first

models when placing orders. The long plain coat sleeve

is the one used on all tailored models—more fanciful

styles have the shorter sleeve. The flaring manderin

sleeve is seen on some.

Separate skirts follow closely those showing for tail-

ored suits. They are, perhaps, a little more trimmed.

The trimmings used are folds of the material, silk, or

braid.

WOODEN CLOTHING.

Wooden clothes and garments are what may be termed
I he latest sensation. Prof. Emil Claviez, of Dresden, can
turn an ordinary wood-pile into hats, coats, shoes, car-

pets, towels, and practically every other article for which
wool, linen and cotton are now used. The finished pro-

duct is a very good imitation—so he declares—of the

standard article; but the professor has only been experi-

menting' a short time, and hopes to do much better in the

near future.

According to his method, the wood is ground into pulp,

and impregnated with certain chemicals and dyes. It is

then drawn out into yarns or threads of various sizes and
(•(insistencies, according to the purpose for which it is

destined. The first zylolin clothes made and worn by
the inventor were found to take tire as readily as paper;
but the professor promises to place garments on the mar-
ket that are not only non-inflammable, but that may be
cleansed or purified by burning them!

SPRING GARMENT STYLES.

Recommendations of the National Cloak, Suit and
Skirt Manufacturers' Association.

Suits.

1st. One-half and seven-eighth fitting suits, called

Prince Chap. Twenty-four to 27 inches Ion;.

Dip front and back a new feature.

2nd. Fitted styles. Tailored suits, 22 to 25 inches

in length. New dip effects front and I ack.

Fronts seven-eighth and tight-fitting.

3rd. Butterfly suits. Drooping shoulder efivct.

Twenty-three to 2ti inches lpng.

1th. One and two-button cutaway suits with vest

fronts. Twenty-two to 25 inches long.

Cloth Jackets.

Semi and tight-fitting, 22 to 26 inches long.

Coat sleeve and collar.

Skirts.

Separate and suit skirts. Pleated and flare

skirts. The flare effect a new feature.

Sleeves.

On plain tailored suits, moderate coat slee\e-

seven-eighth and full length.

On all dressy suits, such as butterfly, etc..

sleeves to the elbow and three-quarter length.

Fifth Avenue Model. Suit of Copenhagen Blue Broad-

cloth. New Easy-Fitting Style, Trimmed Black Sou-

feache and Japanese Embroidery.

Another characteristic of the fireproof clothes is that

they are mothproof as well; experiments made have shown
that these nuisances have literally starved to death in

drawers filled with zylolin clothing.

FIRE IN MONTREAL.

A blaze which started on the top floor of the Dominion
Radiator Company's building, 144-146 Craig street west,

towards the end of last month, practically gutted the

structure, while great damage was done by water in the

two adjoining buildings. The total damage will reach

about $20,000, all covered by insurance.

Dry goods firms sustaining losses were the Living-

stone Clothing Manufacturing Co., on the top floor, and
George D. Ross & Co. The last-mentioned firm suffered

damage principally from smoke. The Livingstone Cloth-

ing Manufacturing Co., with commendable business enter-

prise, secured new quarters at 45 St. Antoine street,

Montreal, and are in a position to fill all wants of their

customers.
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See the Montreal Skirt and Cloak
Mfg. Co. for Spring Garments

It's certain our line of

Bread and
Butter

Spring Spring

Garments Coats,

Suits and Skirts
comprises some of the best styles and
values in Popular-Priced Garments in

the trade. The line is full of good
values in

Coats from $4. to $10.
Suits from $5. to $12.
Skirts from $2. to $6.

Call or see our travellers' samples

Samples submitted if desired.

The Montreal Skirt
and Cloak Mfg. Co.
1114 St. Lawrence Boulevard MONTREAL

A Smart and Reliable Line of

Ladies' Skirts
There's something about the style of our

skirts and the way we finish them that

makes them fast sellers and profit-makers

for the retailer. We have only one

thought in life—Skirts—that is probably

why we succeed in making such good ones.

We would like you, Mr. Retailer, to see for

yourself how really good these skirts are.

If you will do us the favor to look at sample
skirts, we will send you a selection of three,

on approval. Perhaps our traveller is going
your way. Let us hear from you.

Livingston & Scott
Exclusive Skirt Makers

Toronto Junction, Ont.

ftrjecUor)

8eLf Adjastiop-

Skirt

fi&ngcr.

si
bfoist

rtanpei:

BIG PROFITS IN

"PERFECTION" HANCERS!
Lots of dry goods men are making money
out of these hangers. Are you? Your
customers really need them.

(§ The "Perfection" Skirt Hanger is an improvement on all previous hanger
improvements. It adjusts itself to any size of skirt band. It holds the skirt

securely, without folding. Can be adjusted instantly. Skirts can be
brushed without the least trouble, and without removing from the hanger.

The very thing for your Mantle Department as well as your Notion Counter.

Perfection" Hangers are also made for waists, coats and trousers.

THEY SELL ON SIGHT
Now is the time to send for prices !

"Perfection" Hangers can only be obtained from :—

R. C. HOWELL & CO., Artistic Wooden Display Fixtures and
Store Fittings.

30 Wellington St. W., - - - TORONTO

BROCK CO., Limited

MONTREAL, CALCARY

CORDON, MACKAY & CO., Limited

TORONTO.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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1908
Spring Line Ready

Comprising the Greatest

Variety ,

We Have Ever Shown

Suits

Separate Coats
Raincoats
Skirts

An Exceptional and
Strong Line of

Misses' Skirts

J. H. WALDMAN & CO.
Makers of Renown Garments.

"The line that builds Successful cloak departments."

°2
U
pJr

e
o™t. todays!'

3"
509-511-513.515 St. PAUL STREET, MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Successful Ready-to- \Vear Department
By J. H. Waldman

Ninety-nine per cent, of the customers that come to the ready-to-wear department to buy a garment

appreciate and will pay for style, workmanship and individuality. There must be character in a gar-

ment to demand a price, but once a garment is built on those lines it will out-sell the inferior article at

any time, and a few dollars here or there will really not make such- a great deal of difference. The

most successful ready-to-wear departments have been built along these lines and only on these lines can

they be built up.

One point that retailers must not forget, to make a success of the ready-to-wear department is to

have someone in the department who can make a proper alteration; one who knows where the alteration

is required in the garment, and who can fit the garment; someone that knows how to fit. There should

be only one person in the department to do the fitting. The ordinai-y sales girl knows nothing about fit-

ting, but in many cases they attempt it. There should be one woman that is an experienced dressmaker

to do all the fitting, and to look after the alterations. It requires for that a woman who has experience.

No matter if it does cost a few dollars a week more than for the ordinary girl. A woman who has experi-

ence will make the alteration in the right place. Keady-to-wear garments cannot be sold satisfactorily

unless you can give your customer proper fittings on the premises and satisfaction.

hax

No ready-to-wear garments are sold that do not require more or less alterations, but one thing

about Waldman garments, it is a proven fact; they require less alteration, because they are built on lines

that hold their shape, and the merchants that have handled these lines will bear out this statement.

It may be remarked this is what has built the business of J. H. Waldman & Co.—Style, fit and

cut, and garments that hold their shape.

Eight goods implies a thorough knowledge of values, both as to garments and their materials, a

natural taste for the beautiful and an intimate conception of the requirements of the people to form a

retailers ' clientele.

There are no returns or dissatisfaction for the man that handles first-class garments, garments that

are not merely put together, but garments that are tailored and made and cut in the right style and

shape. Quality outlives price in the minds of every customer.

One sample order of the Waldman product of the different styles will convince any retailer that

the above statement is correct. The retailer should always keep stock at a point where it is possible to

always add things to his department. Advertising in papers should at all times be truthful and facts

brought out plainly, and if a line of garments shows signs of sticking, don't hesitate to cut the price

at once.

J. H. Waldman & Co. are to-day the largest exclusive manufacturers of strictly tailored and semi-

tailored suits in Canada, and have attained this position by efforts to the making of suits. They have per-

fected the art of suit-making, as only the strict specialist can. It is suits with them every day in the

year.

It is also a fact established beyond doubt that a Waldman suit is the most desirable garment to

be found in the market, for the very good reason that they are produced so as to retail at attractive prices,

and still are made different in character from others.

A few words about the Waldman skirts: They are entirely in a class by themselves, and a range

large enough to fill the requirements of everyone's wants. The firm is preparing the largest Spring

collection of ladies' garments, coats, suits and separate skirts they have ever shown in popular and high-

class goods.
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Costumes, Skirts

and Coats

YOUR ADVANTAGE

^ You are making
some new plans for

this year, strengthen-

ing the weak links.

^ How about your

Garment Department?
Are you thoroughly

satisfied ? Even if

you are fairly well

pleased do you recog-

nize that there might
be better and that an

investigation is worth
while.

^ In all fairness, we
claim, without fear of

successful contradic-

tion, that Griffin
Brand Coats, Suits
and Skirts offer you
the most profitable
merchandise for your
popular priced trade.

The Spring Line is

now at your service.

One of our salesmen
will call upon request.

The Empire Mfg. Co.
138 Craig st. West, Montreal

1908 1908

Parisian

"P.C." Corsets
"Capital" P.C. 810

A new model. Extra long

waist, new high bust. All

sizes and colors.

A Canadian Favorite. English

Coutil. Medium High Bust.

Four Silk Hose Supporters.

All sizes and colors.

f$ If you are doing a good Corset business

to-day, don't take it entirely for granted

that it's the best you can do.

1$ If you are doing only a fair business, don't

let things go until business gets to be bad,

because then you may be too late.

PARISIAN P.C. CORSETS make the good
business the best, and revolutionize the fair.

Just ask a P.C. dealer and discover the real

good reasons why so many of the best stores

sell the famous Parisian P.C. Corsets.

Samples forwarded. Express prepaid.

The Parisian Corset

Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Mfrs. of Health Brand Waists

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY:

188-192 Caron St., - QUEBEC
ONTARIO BRANCH:

BRAMPTON, ONT., F. W. Gillies, Manager

When writing advertisers please mention The Revic,
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A Few of Our Ornaments
Braids and Ornaments are more fashionable than ever. We manufacture the majority of our lines,

and this gives a decided advantage in delivery of our goods. The range is the most extensive in the

trade. See our representatives and be convinced.

Dominion Cord and Tassel Co.
Manufacturers and Importers of

Braids, Ornaments, Cords, Buttons and Novelties,

Belts and Furriers' Trimmings and Supplies

Factory and Head Office, 502 St. Paul Street, Montreal

Toronto Office :

43 Scott Street—R. C. Parsons

Quebec Office :

St. Joseph Street—P. M. Laurent

SMS
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Always the First to

Show the Newest Things

Rubberized

Silk and Satin

Ladies' Coats

tj The latest in Ladies' Coats introduced by
us for 1908.

tj You and your oustomers will appreciate

these Silk and Satin Rubberized garments

which afford complete protection from

Rain or Dampness and still retain their

beauty.

<I They are useful as well

As stylish and are

Worn in dry weather

As well as wet.

And in fact are indispensable

For all occasions.

They never become stiff or harden

And always retain

Their graceful appearanoe

CJ Every coat is RUBBER-COATED
Cemented and sewn and SPOT PROOF
And guaranteed not to oraok or peel

<J Our range embraces every

Style approved by fashion.

They are shown in beautiful

Shades of Black, Navy, Tan, Gray, Stripes

Plains and Overchecks

Prices show you a large

Margin of profit.

<fl Our range of Men's Motor Coats,

S. B. and D. B., plain and leather bound,

is complete.

CJ We also carry our usual

Complete range of Ladies' and Gentlemen's

Cravenette garments.

Sample swatches and illustrations

Of various styles sent upon request.

Be the first to show them in your town.

Manufactured by

National Rubber Co.

Montreal

THANK YOU

!

^fl We wish to thank every-

body who has helped in

making our skirts such a

decided success.

tfT The skirts have proven

our claims of exclusion

and striking designs.

The Spring Line is Full of Surprises

If you can't call, we will sub-

mit samples upon request.

BERGER & CO.
(Successors to New York Skirt Mfg. Co.)

36 NOTRE DAME MONTRFAISTREET WEST ni\JL* 1 IVt-AL

i m i» » m m

PEARL-

PEARL SILK
WAISTS

A line made to

Sell and Satisfy

E

A
R See the line and you'll

understand why the

foremost retailers are

our customers.

P

E

A
R
L

PEARL MFG. CO.
BROMPTONVILLE, QUE.

—P EAR L
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A Happy and Prosperous New Year

In wishing all our friends
|

•

i we also wish to thank them for the valued {

patronage extended to us in the past.

Those who have seen our Spring line but

have not placed their orders, should they in-

tend visiting the city, we trust will favor us

with a call when here. Our collection
is the finest we have ever produced, which

! speaks volumes for the reputation of our goods.

i

i

i

I
U/>e Boas-Felsen Co., Datesl.w., Montreal j

Manufaol• nuloolurers ol

Ladies' CloaKs. Suits and SKirts

......................

Starting The New Year Right
Was your Whitewear Department as successful last year as it should have been ?

Did you have the novelties that created talk ?

Did the "other fellow" get all the good things?

If you were not entirely satisfied,

Get ^rflUMninVL%> Whitewear

LAURENTIAN WHITEWEAR CO
LEVIS, P.Q.

MONTREAL OFFICE: ROOM 703 MARK FISHER BUILDING.

N.B.- Sorting orders for Flannelette Underwear promptly filled.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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| Ladies' Spring Coats J

J Raincoats and Skirts

U We can fill orders

promptly for Spring

Coats ; Dark and Light

Tweeds and Plain and

Fancy coverts.

We carry a large stock

of Skirt materials in

Black and Colored Mel-

tons, Vicunas and Vene-

tians; also Tweeds in

Dark, Medium and

Light Colors.

We are the largest manu-

facturers of Ladies' wear

in the Lower Provinces.

Britannia Manufacturing Co. %
Limited *•*

Halifax, N. S. J
*%*T**I*-l**r**I**l**r*"T**I**I'**£*•j**t*•+•+*•+•*?••»%•+«•+•*i**r**i**i'

#*; ^TTT

*

*
f
•J*

$

i
t
?
?
*
i
?
t
$

May You Enjoy

A Happy and

Prosperous New Year.

{If Incidentally you will minimize

your garment troubles if you have

Whitewear

and Coats

as the backbone of your ready-to-

wear department.

The Victor Mfg. Co.

QUEBEC.

. \ •^••^••^•^•'''••J**J**J**J**J**J**J»*J**I«*J«»J**J* •»7..J«.T.,J,

REGISTERED

SALEM WAISTS
EXCLUSIVE SPECIALISTS

High Grade Ladies'

Wash Waists

PERFECT IN STYLE, FIT AND FINISH

Salem CoM Limited
323 St. James St., - Montreal

REGAL BRAND
Skirts and Cloaks

Perfect Fit

High-Class Workmanship

Exclusive Styles

Popular Prices

Full Spring Line now Ready

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Go.
367-373 St. James Si., . MONTREAL

s
THE

PRING LINE WILL SHOW
YOU THE WAY TO
SATISFACTION AND

PROFIT IN POPULAR - PRICED

GARMENTS.

COME AND SEE US

See Our Travellers

THE STANDARD CLOAK
AND SKIRT MFG. CO.

236 St. Lawrence Main St., MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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A Waist House History

A Tree will grow of its own Accord.

But a Business won't grow

—

To be a great Business unless it has reasons—and

plenty of them.

It sounds just a little boastful to say we have grown

to be a big Waist House—but facts prove it.

We attribute our Growth to showing the right styles

at right prices and doing Avhat we promise by you.

We are planning better things for 1908 and can take

care of your silk, lace and net waist business also

shirt waist suits.

Our new feature is the lingerie waists, suits and

Princess Dresses.

Just take a look at our lines before placing your orders.

Our attention to mail orders proves satisfactory.

Those who did not try it, do so.

I. MISHKIN & CO.
423 St. James Street MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Rcz'ie:^
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The Latest idea Frjnge Net Envelopes
Send Photo of your Buildings and we print same on Envelopes free of charge.

The "Coverall" r~r
^~

Parisian

Invisible

Fringe Nets

Made expressly for

KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE WORLD FOR THEIR REGULARITY.

LEADING
LINES

The "Coverall"

Per Gross in Single

Envelopes

Large - - - 25/3

Very Large - 33/6

Extra Large - 42/6

Burnet & Temple,
3 Fitchetts Court

Noble St., E.C. London, Eng.

Sp r i ng
Costumes,

1908
Skirts and Coats

WE ARE READY
THE NEWEST PARISIAN AND AMERICAN STYLES

Don't fail to see our line— it will interest you

THE UNIVERSAL MANUFACTURING CO., Nos. 1 to 11 Little Sussex, f\+4.mm,n
Cor, Rideau, V/lCC*OTr«

WANTED
By experienced Mantle and Ladies'

Ready-to-Wear salesman, line of

Manufacturer's Samples ; Winni-

peg to Coast ; thorough knowledge

of the territory. Address:

Box 17, Dry Goods Review, Winnipeg

INVALUABLE TO THE AD. WRITER
THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER is the authority

on typography in Canada. It will be found very helpful to the ad.
writer in giving him information on how to arrange ads. to the best
advantage and showing him examples of fine work. A subscription
costs $2 per annum. Write for a sample copy and subscription blank.

THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

THE MANHATTAN LACE CO., Inc.

Manufacturers of BRAIDS and TRIMMINGS
134-138 Suydam St.

N.Y. OFFICE, BROOKLYN, N.Y.

116 University Place

Samples upon Request

MONTREAL, ASCHER BROTHERS
Sole agents for the Dominion, 209 Commissioners St.
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The

Monarch Knitting Co.
DUNNVILLE, ONTARIO

MAKERS OF FANCY KNIT GOODS

These Garments

are

manufactured by

Splendid Profits

for you

in these lines.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Proper Display Is Essential
^ Every merchant will agree that good display

is an essential of up-to-date merchandizing.

And its just as indisputable a fact that the

better the fixtures, the more effective the dis-

play. Therefore you are

interested in our goods.

Shirt Easel and Tie Stand, adjust-

able 12-20" and 18-30".

Our fixture designs are

original and exclusive,

and add beauty and completeness to the

most elegant store. No matter what any-

one may say, it remains a fact that we turn

out not only the most beautiful, but the

most varied line of store fixtures in Canada

— and at prices which will appeal to

you.
Paris Tripod Stand.

No. 619.

Original Stand for the dis-

play of Gloves, Hand-

kerchiefs, Cravats, etc.

Glass Top Haberdashery

Stand with Grecian base.

Counter Stand, fancy Roman cast

brass base, square standard, cross

bar and diamond ends adjustable.

*4^
Shirt Easel with square

standard and Roman

base.

^ Why not send for our handsomely illustrated Catalogue ? It will greatly interest you—and

it costs you nothing

!

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co.
17-21 Temperance St., Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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WHAT THIS SIGN STANDS FOR IN THE UNITED STATES

The Leading Paper Pattern House of America-THE McCALL COMPANY.
The Dress Patterns of which there are many more sold than of any other
make-McCALL PATTERNS.
The Magazine with a million paid-in-advance subscribers—hundreds of
thousands more than any other Fashion Magazine—McCALL'S MAGAZINE.
The Patterns and Fashion Publications which more American merchants
handle than any other make, and with which they control the desirable
trade of their locality—McCALL'S.

Not until the above were accomplished facts did the McCall Company seek through

merchants for Canadian trade. The purpose was to make sure of supremacy in the home field

first and to start in Canada at the top.

The recently established McCall Canadian Office and Factory in Toronto, the largest

and best equipped pattern plant in the Dominion, make it possible to offer Canadian merchants

the celebrated McCall Patterns and Fashion Publications with all the advantages of terms,

prices, deliveries, etc., United States merchants enjoy.

There are hundreds of towns in Canada where McCall Patterns have not yet been placed,

but every day the number is diminishing. In some cases merchants are arranging with us a

year or more in advance, on account of existing agreements for the handling of other patterns.

Your town is probably still open, but may not be next week.

WRITE NOW for full particulars and samples. You will incur no obligation except

to consider the question and decide on its ments. Address Main Office, New York.

THE McCALL COMPANY
MAKERS OF FASHION

236-246 West 37th Street, NEW YORK

TORONTO - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO

Established 37 years. Not in the Trust. No Connection with any other House

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
AND MEN'S FURNISHER

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE :

Canada. Great Britain, United States, Australia,
South Africa and the West Indies - - 82 a year.

Other Countries, - $3 a year.
Single Copies, 25 cents.

Invariably in advance.

DIRECTORS

:

J. B. MACLEAN, Montreal, - President
W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto, Vice-President
A. B. CASWELL, Montreal, ... Managing Director

CHIEF OFFICES :

CANADA-
MONTREAL, TORONTO,

232 McGill Street. 10 Front Street East.
Tel. Main 1255. Tel. Main 2701.

WINNIPEG, F. R. Munro - - 511 Union Bank Building
Telephone 3726

VANCOUVER, Geo. S. B. Perry

GREAT BRITAIN-
LONDON, ENG., J. M. McKim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St., E.C.

Telephone, Central 12960.

UNITED STATES-
CHICAGO, J. Roland Kay, - - - 1001 Teutonic Bldg

PRANCE— '

Paris----- Agence Havas, 8 Place de la Bourse

SWITZERLAND-
ZURICH ... - Lomis Wolf, Orell Fussli &. Co.

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENT

:

Mr. A. E. Dacam, Paris.

ADVERTISING RATES
Are based on $35 a page and will be furnished on application to Mr. A. B. Caswel
or to the manager of the nearest office. The value of The Dry Goons Review as
an advertising medium is unquestioned. The character of the advertisements now In
its columns, and the number of them, tell the whole story. Circulation considered, it

is the cheapest trade newspaper to advertise in. Advertisements, to insure insertion in

the issue of any month, should reach this office not later than the eighteenth of the
month preceding.

Office of Publication, 10 Front Street East, Toronto

MONTREAL AND TORONTO, JANUARY, 1908.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

American Button Co , Montreal
Ascher Bros., Montreal

Berger & Co., Montreal
Belding, Paul & Co , Montreal
British American Import Co.. Montreal
Benedictus Weill & Co. , New York
Bentley, C. & Co., Truro, N.S.
Bach.R. C. Montreal
Britannia Mfg. Co., Halifax
Boas-Felsen Co.. Montreal
Butterick Pub. Co., Ltd.. New York

Clinton Knitting Co., Clinton, Ont
Daly & Morin, Montreal
Dominion Cord & Tassel Co., Moct'eai
Dominion Shirt Co. Qu' bee

Farden, R.. & Sons, London Eng.
Furn'ss & Co , Manchester, Eng.

Hansen, >i E., Hull, Que
Howell. R. C, & Co., Toronto
Impe ial Glove Co., Ltd. Dundas, Ont.
Jajobs, E W., & Co., Montreal

Kyle, Cheesebrongh & Co., Montreal
Labrousse 4 Cie. London, Eng.
Living-tone & Sco' t, Toronto junction

May. Thos , & Co., Ltd. Montreal
Mont ealSkirt&CloakMfg.Co., Montreal
Mount Royal Spinning Co., Montreal
Mautime Hat & Cap Co , Tiuro
Metallic Roofing C v, Toronto
Miller Mfg. Co., Toronto
McCallCo.. New York
New Idea Pattern Co., New York
Phillips & Wrinch, Toronto

Star Whitewear Mfg Co.. Berlin
Mandard Umbrella Co., Montreal
Sovereen Mitt, Glove & Robe To., Delhi
Sealey, P. H. & Co., London. Enf.
Sylvester Mfg. Co . Lindsay Ont.

Unive.sal Mfg. Co. Ottawa

Van Allen Co . Ltd . Hamilton

White Mfg. Co , Ottawa

THE FUTURE—WHAT OF IT?

"Tight money market" and "financial stringency"

are phrases which fall glibly from our 1 ungues in these

days, and we think we are fully seized of the situation when

we discuss business conditions and attribute those pre-

vailing at the present time to an alleged scarcity of

money—we take it for granted that there is actually a

currency shortage, possibly without ascertaining whether

in reality there is this shortage, or the reason for it.

When the facts are known, it will be found that in

this case we have at times been "crying before we were

hurt." What are the facts which warrant this assump-

tion? During the year closed it has been, so far as Cana-

dian manufacturers are concerned, practically a universal

experience that they have had a greater number of orders

of a greater aggregate value than in any previous year in

I heir history. Tn many cases business extensions, com-

menced in 190b', were continued and completed, and even

with the increased facilities thus afforded difficulty was
experienced in handling the orders, which came to them.

In consequence, those sections of the country dependent

upon the manufacturing industries were prosperous. Work
was plentiful; good wages were paid; money was spent,

not extravagantly, but freely, and the situation generally

was satisfactory.

These were the conditions prevailing up to about the

middle of the year. In June the Canadian banks had ad-

vanced to the public in loans and discounts $586,930,448,

as compared with $554,938,838 in January, and $501,621,-

929, in June of 1906; evidence of the expansion of busi-

ness enterprises, dependent upon, or obtaining the neces-

sary accommodation from, the banks. Following that

date, however, it would seem that, while the banks had

not. it must be admitted, contracted their loans, they had

decided to call a halt in the expansion, which had been the

characteristic feature of the business conditions during

the year or more preceding. In July there was a decrease

of $5,000,000 in the amount by which the public was in-

debted to the banks, on account of loans and discounts.

August and September saw a further contraction, of a

million and two million dollars respectively. The depress-

ing effect of this action on the part of the financial insti-

tutions was made, possibly, more acute by the fact that

both in the West and in many parts of the East, crops

were unsatisfactory, and, while actually there was little

loss of income to the farmers from this cause, since the

prices were correspondingly increased, a sentiment was

created which, added to that resulting from the action of

the banks, aroused an unrest in the minds of business

men generally.

That there is no occasion for alarm, however, so far

as the attributed cause of the present condition is con-

cerned, seems to be quite evident to those who are in pos-

session of the facts. These are some of them : At the

close of 1906, a year during which a feeling of prosperity

was in evidence on every hand, and when business exten-

sion was either in actual process of completion or an ac-

complished fact in the experience of the great majority

of business establishments, the chartered banks of Canada

had a paid-up capital of $94,343,742, and a reserve of

$66,543,794, or a total of $160,887,536. To-day that capital

stands at $95,827,141, and the rest at $69,862,098, or a

total of $165,690,000. That is a gain of nearly $5,000,000

on the year. The bank statement of October, a year ago,

shows public deposits in Canada payable on demand of

$181,408,733, and deposits payable after notice of $390,-

909,519, or a total of $572,318,252. The last October

statement showed deposits payable on demand of $174,-

498,311, and deposits on notice of $416,787,639, or a total
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of $587,285,950. Thai is to say, there is an actual increase

in deposits on the year of nearly $15,000,000. The de-

crease of about $11,000,000 in t lie deposits payable on de-

mand is doubtless to some extent caused by a halting- in

advances to customers, as such deposits, of course, include

discounted commercial paper, which is credited as a de-

posit to be drawn upon by cheque in the usual way as

other deposits are. Another thing: The notes in circu-

lation for October of this year amounted to $84,862,098,

and as the banks are empowered to issue notes to the

amount of their paid-up capital, it follows that they kept

within that power to the extent of over $11,500,000.

So that, compared with last year, we find the banks

with more deposits by nearly $15,000,000; more paid-up

capital and rest by nearly $5,000,000; besides an unex-

hausted right to issue notes to the extent of over $11,-

500,000. In addition to that, (he banks have call loans

abroad amounting to nearly $48,000,000, some of which

could be recalled immediately if really necessary. It is

also found that the total assets of the thirty-five chartered

banks this year amount to $945,182,063, and the total lia-

bilities to $770,682,.'i9S, leaving' a margin to the good of

$177,499,665; while last year the total assets were $935,-

313,464, and the total liabilities $764,655,672, which left a

margin of $170,657,792.

In view of these facts, and in face of the conditions

described, the statement that there is but an apparent and

a temporary scarcity of money, at any rate, so far as

Canada is concerned, seems justified. It is found that in

every essential respect the banks are in much better con-

dition to-day than they were a year ago.

It seems reasonable to assert that in so far as Canada's

prosperity depends on the ability of the banks to provide

the means by which the activities of commerce may be

prosecuted, there is every reason for self-congratulation.

A review of the situation warrants t lie belief that

Canadians may look into the future—the year 1.908—with

feeling's of confidence that it will bring a return of condi-

tions, which, while they may be productive of more con-

servative business methods, will be satisfactory.

FOOLISH SPECIAL SALES.

An epidemic of "slaughter" sales during the months

of November and December demoralized the trade in

men's furnishings and clothing. One sale followed an-

other for several weeks, making it practically impossible

to conduct the business on legitimate lines. "Undoubtedly

many merchants were heavily overstocked, and when re-

gular business was light they were forced to unload at a

sacrifice. Conditions were not altogether satisfactory, and

they were wise to clear out their stock, rather than to

sarry it over for another season. But, while they cannot

be blamed for conducting clearing sales, serious fault can

be found with the methods employed.

In nearly every instance the management of the sale

was handed over to a firm of special agents who make it

their business to conduct special sales for retailers. The

advertising 'methods employed are extremely sensational,

and do serious injury to a store that caters to a high class

of trade. These methods clear out immense quantities of

g Is at a heavy net loss to the merchant, and if he caters

to a cheap class of trade little harm is done. But, for a

store with an exclusive clientele to hang out a red flag

and advertise a " wreck sale," is to run the risk of work-

ing permanent injury to its reputation among its best

friends. High class trade shuns slaughter sales, and keeps

away from stores that employ the red flag and other cheap

advertising met hods. The cheap store can survive such

methods without any particular injury, but it is bad policy

for the proprietors of high class stores to hand over the

management of their businesses to special sales agents,

whose interests in the store are but temporary at best.

and whose objed is to run the sales as high as possible.

for upon their volume depends the amount of their com-
missions. The tendency, naturally, is to dispose of the

most, salable goods, whereas your aim is to clear out the

undesirable stock.

BUSINESS CONDITIONS SATISFACTORY.
Canadian dry goods men may look back upon the year

just closed with feelings of satisfaction. So far as the

aggregate business of the year is concerned, it will, in the

majority of cases, show a material increase over that of

the average year in the past half decade. That it would
equal the total of the year 1906, was, perhaps, too much
to expect, and that it did not, should be no occasion for

alarm, since 1906 was everywhere a phenomenal year in

business. Expansion was in the air; it was the charac-
teristic feature of the year, and, as a consequence, busi-

ness reached a volume never before experienced in Cana-

dian history.

The Christmas business throughout the Dominion will,

in the value of goods sold, be less than that of a year ago.

The universal experience of merchants is that while they

were apparently as busy, as many sales were being made.

these were for less expensive articles, the aim being ap-

parently to spend less money, but to buy as many gifts as

in the preceding Christmas season.

Reports received from different parts of Canada, from

St. John, N.B., on the east, to Saskatoon on the west, and

published in this issue, indicate that the conditions in the

country generally are satisfactory. There is an encour-

aging spirit of optimism prevalent throughout the dry

goods trade of Canada, and this optimism is not. merely

a sentiment. It is receiving its endorsation by increased

orders given to wholesalers and jobbers.

It may be learned with surprise in some quarters that

retailers are showing their faith in the future to the ex-

tent of ordering more largely I'm- Spring than for the

Spring of 1907. This is true, particularly of millinery

and fancy goods, and, while in staple lines the tendency

has been to place orders somewhat more sparingly, it has

not been because of a lack of confidence in the future, but

rather because the belief was held that there was a pos-

sibility of a drop in prices, and a natural desire to take

advantage of it.

The future is all right; with the financial crisis in the

Tinted Statp^ safely over, the desirability from the bank-
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pis' standpoint of curtailing advances to business houses

ceases to exist, and it is reasonable to suppose that the ac-

commodation afforded prior to the flurry, which caused

the tightening of the banks' purse strings, will again be

afforded.

The last bank statement, issued in November, showed

that the specie and Dominion notes held by the banks

aggregated $76,837,549, as against $70,801,047, the same

month a year ago. As compared with this increase of

about six million dollars, there is a decrease in the banks'

liabilities of about twenty-two million dollars. It will,

therefore, be seen that the financial resources of the Do-

minion are in excellent condition, much better, in fact,

than they were a year ago.

Canadian dry goodsmen need feel no misapprehension

as to the future.

HARMFUL LEGISLATION PROPOSED.

The proposal to establish a parcel post system is again

being made, and its source is one from which it would be

most natural to find it emanating, newspapers which—if

they are not actually their organs-1—derive the greater

portion of their advertising revenue from the department

stores, the business of which would be most largely bene-

fitted by the adoption of such a system.

A year ago a similar proposal was made, and at that

time The Review, appreciating the far-reaching ill-etfects

which its adoption would have upon the business of the

country—the more complete centralization of business in

the large cities, to the detriment of the thousands of mer-

chants throughout the Dominion—called their attention to

the proposed harmful legislation, with the result that the

members of Parliament were flooded with protests from

merchants and the measure, as proposed, was not enacted.

The Toronto Star, recently, with a naive suggestion

that the parcel post system "would enable the farmer to

send his butter, eggs, poultry, or fruit to a city customer

at a moderate charge, and put him in a position to obtain

small bulk supplies from the city in the same way," ad-

vocates its adoption strongly.

Can anyone imagine a farmer sending a dozen eggs

by mail to the city, or a pair of chickens in the mail bag?

The proposition is impracticable on its face, from that

end, and the alleged benefits which it would confer upon

the farmer are urged only as a blind. The real benefit

to be derived from a parcel post system would be that

accruing to the big city department stores. The "sting"

of the Star's proposal is, as usual, "in the tail." The

real reason, and the only reason, why the parcel post sys-

tem is advocated, is in order that "the small bulk sup-

plies" may be sold by the department stores.

Does anyone—including the farmer, whose welfare is

the alleged concern of its advocates—believe that the sys-

tem would benefit any class outside of the catalogue

houses? On the other hand, that it would most seriously

affect the country town and small city merchant, is very

evident t.> those who give the matter any consideration.

The Review has shown in the past that in the majority

of cases the merchants in the smaller places sell as cheap-

ly as do the catalogue houses, and if this is accepted as

true, what benefit would it be to the farmer to allow him

to send to Toronto or Montreal, or Winnipeg for goods

which he could buy as cheaply in his home town?

Would not the adoption of this system involve a revo-

lution in the present postal system in the matter of equip-

ment? Turning a postal business into a freight carrier

system would necessitate an enormous expenditure on

capital account. The greater number of post offices are

inadequate now for the demands of the present system.

Can anyone picture the scene in the Toronto general post

office, for instance, if, as the Star suggests it were to be

made, the distributing depot for tons of butter and eggs,

and poultry and potatoes, and what not? In addition to

the expense of extra equipment, there would also be the

greatly increased cost of maintenance and operation. The

staffs would have to be enlarged, number of mail carriers

and mail clerks increased—doubled, probably—and, in

general, the whole system would have to undergo a re-

modelling process, the cost of which would not be nearly

met by the increase in revenue resulting from the new_

class of postal matter, of which the department would

make itself a earner; particularly if the charge suggested

for this service by the Star is adopted, viz.: "Six cents

for one pound or under, with a lessening increase, such

that the charge for eleven pounds is only twenty-two

cents."

The merchants of the towns and
v
cities are the main-

stays of those communities. In the majority of cases they

pay the greater part of the taxes; they may usually be

counted on to stand behind any movement calculated to

result beneficially to the community as a whole, without

respect to their particular interests; if a subscription for

a popular object is being taken, the merchant is the first

one called upon, and he generally responds. The proposed

new parcel post system is designed, primarily, to divert

his legitimate trade to the catalogue houses, without con-

ferring any benefit upon the patrons who will be urged

to buy from them, and to accomplish which the Post Office

Department would practically constitute itself a partner

l<> the mail order concerns.

STOCK-TAKING SUGGESTIONS.

Immediately following the new year, stock-taking en-

gages the attention of the merchant and staff. Unfortun-

ately, as carried out in some stores, it does not serve its

intended purpose. When the work has been completed

and the inventory list prepared, the proprietor or man-

ager is by no means certain that the figures he sees before

him, and which are supposed to represent the relative

positions of his business at that time, and the year before,

actually perform their function.

The reason for this—or one of the reasons—is the

carelessness of clerks in measuring and counting. In-

stances have been described to The Review, illustrating

this. In oider to ascertain if proper care had been exer-

cised, bolts of dress goods, with the stock-taking tickets

still on had been re-measured, and it was found that in
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one case a piece of goods marked fifty yards actually mea-

sured only forty-eight yards, while another was almost as

much astray in the other direction. It can be readily seen

that discoveries of this character have a not unnatural

tendency to shake the merchant's confidence in the accur-

acy, and, consequently, the value of his stock-taking

sheets. The point we intend to convey is the necessity

for impressing clerks with the importance of exercising

the utmost care in measuring and counting.

Stock-taking affords an excellent opportunity for ac-

quiring a thorough knowledge of the stock, and it is taken

advantage of to get rid of the undesirable goods, those

which, the longer they are allowed to remain, the more

undesirable they become. Some merchants do not pay as

close attention to this feature incidental to stock-taking as

they should.

BUSINESS OUTLOOK IN THE WEST.
While it is undoubtedly true that business in Western

Canada is not so brisk and that sales for Spring delivery

are not so large as at this time last year, a round of the

Winnipeg wholesale houses reveals a much more hopeful

and optimistic feeling than was encountered two or three

months ago. It is felt now that the worst is over and

that already there is a marked improvement in business

conditions. For the portion of the crop already marketed

the Western farmers are receiving more money than they

received a year ago from the grain sold before the close

of navigation; and as this money is getting into circula-

tion the financial stringency is being relieved and obliga-

tions are gradually being discharged. The process is

slower than usual this year for the reason that owing to

the state of the money market the farmers have not been

able to get the actual money for their grain as promptly

as in other years. In previous years the banks readily ad-

vanced the cash on the security of bills of lading, but this

year the grain had to pass inspection at the lake ports

before the money was paid and for this reason the returns

have been unusually and provokingly slow.

While the general business situation shows a great im-

provement it is not to be expected that Spring business

will be as heavy as the wholesale houses found it a year

ago. Retail business in the Spring and Summer of 1907

was disappointing, owing to the unfavorable weather con-

ditions, and there is no doubt that a large proportion of

last year's Summer goods is still on the shelves in the

country stores. Consequently buying would be lighter

than usual, even if the money market were in a normal

state. The leading wholesale houses are wisely pursuing

a very conservative policy, and their travelers have in-

structions to refrain from any attempts to load up their

customers with goods that they do not require. They are

advising careful buying, as they recognize that the best

interests of the retail trade are also their own.

On the whole, the outlook is good. The slight depres-

sion of tlic last few months has had the good effect of

checking speculation and the business of the West will

henceforth be on a sounder basis. The trade looks for-

ward with confidence to the business year 1908.

SOME NEW YEAR THOUGHTS.

New yeai and good resolutions! The two ideas na-

turally associate themselves. The dawn of another year

seems to bring, unbidden, a review of the events of the

past year, and, just as naturally come resolutions by which

we intend to govern our conduct during the coming twelve

months' period.

The year 1907, from the standpoint of the dry goods

trade, has been, generally speaking, a satisfactory one.

During the greater part of this period trade conditions

have been excellent. The people have been prosperous;

consequently they have been able to buy liberally, and an

encouraging featti-re, characteristic of the trade generally,

is the tendency towards a better quality of goods. The

Review has found in coming in contact with merchants in

different parts of the country, that this inclination to buy

better goods is noticeable throughout the whole Dominion.

It indicates, obviously, the possession of more money, and

the willingness to spend it.

The financial stringency, incidental to the closing quar-

ter of the year, has had an effect, naturally, upon the dry

goods trade, but, when this has been said, it is gratifying

to know that the effect has not been serious. That the

trade will readily recover itself is already apparent; con-

fidence is being restored, and an intelligent forecast of

the future reveals nothing but hopeful and encouraging

conditions.

What of the new year? Are you, as a merchant, enter-

ing it with a good heart, and a determination that, suc-

cessful as was the year 1907, that now opening will, so

far as you are concerned, surpass it? If you are, your

object is already half accomplished. The conditions war-

rant the assumption that for Canada the year 1908 will be

a bright, progressive, successful year. It's up to you to

make your sphere of activity contribute its share towards

the Dominion—wide progress we have a right to expect.

What about your resolutions? You 'ye seen some

things in your retrospection of last year's business that

you would like to eliminate this year, no doubt. This is

the time to carry your plans for the contemplated im-

provement into effect. You have resolved to get nearer

!o the cash system-—possibly to adopt it outright; you are

going to further systematize your business, in order that

you may keep a more accurate and intelligent check on it,

the expenses, and the buying; find which of your depart-

ments are making you the most money; work them

strongly and improve the others; the question of adver-

tising is going to be given some consideration, too. intelli-

gent advertising; publicity that brings trade to your

store, is the kind you are going to produce; by sympa-

thetic suggestions you will arouse in your employes an en-

thusiastic ambition to make their store—yours—the busi-

est and the brightest and the most successful in the city

or town.

These are some of your resolutions, possibly. The im-

portani consideration now is to carry them into effe

Without this they are useless.
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ONE PATTERN-TEN CENTS-THAT'S ALL

Siliggg^

Do YOUR customers receive as good paper pattern values as this ?

This illustration, an enlarged reproduction of the cut printed on our pattern envelope, is merely an example,
just One of the Thirty Pattern Bargains we issue each month.

THE NEW IDEA 10c. PATTERN
Its equal cannot be obtained elsewhere for less than fifteen or thirty cents. No better pattern can be obtained

anywhere. THIS IS NO BRAG OR BOAST, but a simple statement of fact, which we are eager to prove to you. Surely,
you must see that it is to your advantage to give to your customers THE BEST at a price one-third lower than your com-
petitor can offer an often inferior pattern. Let us Show you. Give our proposition a trial.

If you've tried the rest—NOW get the BEST—We can and will help you

THE NEW IDEA PATTERN COMPANY
636 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Western Offices : 234 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO 801 Washington Avenue, ST. LOUIS

Canadian Office : 36 Toronto Street, T0R0INT0, CANADA

IVheft writing advertisers please mention The Review
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"A Trip Through Our

Warehouse"

A nice entrance, isn't it? Immediately

you go in you find yourself in the Print

and Lining Department which is under

Mr. G. S. Cleghorn's management. It

looks as though there was a great deal of

space wasted in these eight-foot aisles,

but, just look at the size of the tables and

think what a lot of stuff that long wall

fixture holds ! The fact is, we have a

larger stock than ever before.

Now we go through this large door

(ten feet high by fifteen broad) into the

Staple Cotton Department, which is also

under Mr. Cleghorn's charge. Here are

kept all the grey and white cottons, sheet-

ings, ginghams, etc., and as you can see,

we have a clean, fresh stock.

The private and general offices are also

on this floor—on the Recollet St. side of

the building—and we don't think you

could find brighter or more pleasant

offices to work in anywhere—in fact, we

have often been told they are the best in

the city.

We'll take the elevator here up to the

fifth floor and work down. You will

notice that the shaft is perfectly fireproof

—iron sheeted doors, wired glass windows

and all that sort of thing. The elevator

makes from four to five hundred trips
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every day—that will give you an idea

of the number of buyers who visit us.

Here we get off on the fifth floor in

front of the sample room—you know we

keep a complete set of samples laid out

all the time. This is a convenience for the

buyer who is in a hurry—he can get

through very quickly.

The' case storage, too, is in the South

Section and we usually keep about a

thousand cases of various sizes on hand.

No, as we use from forty to sixty-five

cases each day we really haven't too many.

Over in the Northern Section you will

find the Carpets and House Furnishings

under Mr. H. B. Tait's charge. Quite a

large stock, isn't it? Lots of these carpet

patterns are confined to us for Canada

—

you can't get them from any one else.

It's hard to realize that only five years ago

this department used to occupy a space

about eighteen by twenty feet and wasn't;

crowded at that!

Now we'll go down the stairway to

the fourth floor, which is taken up in both

the North and South Sections by our

Men's Furnishings Department. In the

South Section we keep our "reserve"

stock of underwear and so forth, and in

the North, what is known as the "for-

ward" stock—stuff wanted every day.
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Notice the immense variety of top shirts

—from the white dress shirt to the lum-

berman's flannel. You know we call our-

selves "The Assorting House of Montreal"

and you can see it isn't an empty title.

Now down the stairs again to the

Fancy Goods Department. All the laces,

ladies' and children's knitted goods and

dress accessories of all kinds are kept on

the third floor. Of embroideries, in par-

ticular, we carry an immense stock, and

as we handle these goods in such large

quantities we can afford to sell them

more cheaply than other wholesalers. Mr.

W. P. Slessor looks after our interests in

this department.

On the third floor in the North Section

you will find the Ladies' Hosiery and

Smallwares Departments. We have put

in a large stock of tan hose this season

as we anticipate a brisk demand for this

shade, and as there is likely to be a dearth

of long silk gloves, we have bought a good

supply of these also. You will remember

how hard it was to get them last summer.

That long fixture down the side is full of

ladies' and children's hose—hosiery, you

know, is one of our specialties. Mr. R.

Booth is in charge of this department as

well as of the Men's Furnishings.

Now we will take to the stairs again

?nd walk down to the Dress Goods and
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Silk Departments on the second floor in

the South Section. Notice the display of

Dress Goods on those small movable

tables—quite a novelty, isn't it?

This year we bought more dress goods

and fancy silks than ever before and if

you are in the market for materials of this

nature we can show you some bargains.

Mr. Albright, our European buyer, is the

Manager of these departments as well.

tion is the home of "Invader" ready-to-

wear goods. All the fixtures, shelving,

etc., you will notice are finished in white

—it helps the lighting to a great extent.

Over in the large show case near the

door are kept samples of all the skirts we

carry—no small number. We'll light the

case up so you can see it better—the white

glass in the upper part of the large glass

doors gives a pretty effect, doesn't it?

Mr. Bert. Strachan is in charge of our

ready-to-wear and fur departments.

As we have already seen the first floor,

we'll walk right down to the basement.

This is where the cases are received, open-

ed up and distributed throughout the

warehouse.

The power room for the two freight

and passenger elevators is down here, too.
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In the front of the South Basement

are the shipping and invoicing rooms

—

quite the busiest place in the house, but

as twenty-three travelers are out looking

for business for the company, there's good

reason for the activity. We do all our

invoicing on typewriters, sales sheet and

invoice together—it saves time for us and

our customers.

Over in the Northern Section you will

find the City Shipping Room, where . all

lots for city customers are packed, in-

voiced and forwarded—you know we make

a poiii-i; of quick delivery, and in the case

of letter orders especially, insist on goods

being shipped the day the order is

received.

Then behind the City Shipping Room

you find the stock of blankets, cotton

warps and yarns, and goods of that nature,

and here, too, is the vault where all the

blank stationery is kept. Over in the

right-hand corner you find the coal storage

and .the big furnaces for heating the build-

ing.

Now we go up the stairway again to

the first floor and so on to the front door.

Good-bye.

^e W. R. Brock Company <""»*«>

Montreal
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Window Shades
and Shade Cloth
Curtain Poles, Trimmings

The Window Shade
Question

Investigate carefully the merits of

these brands, and we'll leave the

order question to your own judgment.

Dominion Shades (Water Colors), popular priced, strong
sellers, edges are trimmed, will not curl, stretch or pull.

Regal Shades and Cloth (Machine-made Oils) do not
wrinkle or curl.

Peerless Shades (Hand-made) pleases under the most
exacting tests.

Peerless Opaque Cloth (Hand-made) guaranteed in every
respect.

Catalogue and Color Books showing colors and qualities

furnished on request.

Special Order Department
This Department is thoroughly organized to fill customers' wants on very short notice.

Orders for shades of special size or color will he promptly taken care of. Make use of it.

Daly & Morin : Montreal
MARITIME PROVINCES

:

MANITOBA TO COAST : ONTARIO : QUEBEC

:

A. T. GRANT,
Truro,

N. S.

G. D. McKAY,
Winnipeg,

Man.

F. G.

29

SOPER,
Melinda St.,

Toronto.

J.

J.

J.

E. MASSE,
N. MILLETTE.
RAYMOND.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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1

rlousefurnishings and Decorations

Good Future Prospects in Carpett-

Canadian- Made Axminster Rugs
—Good Time to Open Window Shade

Department — General Housefurnish-

ing News.

Ilousefurnishing Department, James A. Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal.

Carpets

Feeling of Confidence in Prospects for Spring Trade-

Two Tones for Next Season Will Be Prominent
—The Rug Situation.

A fair business is being transacted in the carpet and

rug field, and prospects for a good spring trade are favor-

able. All over the country, and especially in the large

centres, retailers are evincing a deep interest in carpet-

ings of every description, and those who did not order

heavily when the new lines were opened some time ago

have since placed quite extensive orders, either with the

carpet travelers on the road or from their nearest jobbing

house.

From the 1st to the 15th of last month roadmen sent

in very satisfactory reports regarding spring trade to

their respective houses.

In spite of the advances in price recorded during the

past year and the general financial stringency, travelers

are finding no difficulty in booking orders. The retaxlerj

seem to feel that, owing to the Fall of 1907 not having

been up to that of the year before, the beginning of

Spring trade will show marked improvement.

Three-quarter Goods.

Three-quarter Wiltons, throughout the past season,

have been in exceptionally good demand, although this

line does not sell as well as either Axminsters or Brussels,

manufacturers stating that larger orders have never been

booked. For the Spring season, 1908, the good work is

being continued; designs, colors and qualities have been

somewhat improved and already manufacturers of this

grade of carpets have received orders sufficient to keep

their looms fairly busy for some time to come.

Manufacturers of Brussels carpets and rugs claim that
the business of the past two seasons has been the largest

they have had since this fabric was introduced. In Brussels
carpets large quantities of two tones are being ordered
for Spring. The popularity of the Brussels fabric is an-
other indication that the better goods are in better de-
mand than heretofore.

Axminster carpets, as ever, continue to hold first posi-
tion in the carpet trade, in the better grade three-quarter
piece goods. At the opening of the season some good
orders were placed and buyers who have not provided for
their requirements in these lines, should do so at the earli-
est opportunity, since later on they will have difficulty in
securing suitable patterns and quantities.

Ingrains and tapestries are also to the fore in the
cheaper grade goods. Taken all around, notwithstanding
the tight money situation, manufacturers of carpets and
rugs should be quite satisfied with the business put
through.

Colors for Spring are to a large extent two tone greens
and fawns. Reds are fair, while blues are quite behind
the other colors, except in one or two lines of Brussels,
where these colors prove quite suitable for bedroom pur-
poses. Designs predominating are two tones. Scrolls are
selling much better than set designs, although Oriental
patterns always have a certain claim on the buying public.

Spring a Good Selling Period.

It is highly probable that the next few months will
witness the establishment of an unusually large number
of new carpet departments. Spring is the great carpet-
selling period in all sections of the country, and. natural-
ly, merchants who have not established a carpet depart-
ment will be more inclined to open up a department of
this nature at a time when ths best business is likely to
be dune.
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FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

Lee, Behrens&Co., Ltd
SUCCESSORS TO

R. STANWAY
2 King Edward St., Newgate St., London, E.C.

AND

WM. MANSER & CO.,
21 Warwick Lane, London, E.C.

DEPARTMENTS

Chintz, Cretonnes, Printed Linens and

Warp Printed (Shadow) Taffetas for

1908 now in the hands of agents.

Tapestries, Cotton and Wool
Antique Silks & Brocatelles

All Silk Damasks
Silk and Wool Damasks
Antiq ue Damasks & Brocades

Frieze Velvets

Utrecht Velvets

Plain Arras Satins

Linen Plushes iSAiitf

Bump Interlining

We have an exceptional Range of Designs and Colours in

Cretonnes, Chintz, Damasks, etc,
A LARGE STOCK OF EACH NUMBER

Prompt Attention given to Applications for Samples

2 King Edward St., Newgate St., London, E.C.

VA/IVI. MANSER, General Manager.
Selling Agent for Canada—Miohael Phelan, 505 Lindsay Blclgs., St. Catherine St., Montreal.

" " '• United States—E. T. Cray, 27 East 22nd St., New York.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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SPRING 1908

LINOLEUMS
AND

OIL CLOTHS
FLOOR * TABLE
STAIR of ENAMELLED

We have an excellent range for Spring, with

a great variety of new designs in all lines

See our samples

before

placing your orders

Now in the hands

of the

wholesale trade

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co. Ltd.

MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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GOOD RESOLUTIONS
AND

GOOD WALL PAPER
FOR 1908

MAKE FOR PROFIT AND CONTENTMENT

^ V* * ^
the Watson-Foster Cos

BEST WISHES TO THAT END

JANUARY ist, 1908 The WATSON-FOSTER CO., Ltd.

MONTREAL
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FIRE NOTICE—FIRE

!

No Interruption to Business

The fire of Saturday,

Dec. 28, was confined

to the top storey of our

office building.

Our ability to fill orders

is unimpaired, and no

interruption to business

has resulted.

Geo. H. Hees, Son& Co
Limited

52 Bay Street, TORONTO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Rugs in Demand Export Duty on Pulpwood

An Exceptionally Good Year Reported in These Floor

Coverings—Canadian Rugs on the Market
Are Popular.

The demand for rugs has been phenomenal. It did not

seem to make any difference what grade of goods the

manufacturers had on hand, no trouble was experienced

in disposing of them. Axminster rugs, as usual, con-

tinued to hold first position, while Wilton lines were also

well represented in the selling. Tapestry rugs and velvets,

in the cheaper grades also had a fair share of the rug

trade. Smyrna rugs of Canadian manufacture have also

sold very well. These rugs are perfect copies of old Per-

sian and Turkish goods.

Within the past six months a new line of Axminster

rugs, manufactured in Canada, have been put on the

market. They are made in five useful sizes from 2.8x1.6

ft. to 12x9 ft. The rug .">4x27 inches is sold at a price to

allow it to be retailed at $2.50; at which price it should

Hamilton Advertising Manager

G. Ernest Newkirk, Advertising Manager for Thomas
C. Watkins, " The Right House," Hamilton, contributor
of special article on Store Advertising, in this number.
By an error, the article, " Retail Publicity " on page 71
of this issue, and written by Mr. Newkirk, is credited to
W. J. Ferguson, of Lindsay, who is the writer of " Retail
Store Advertising " on page 150.

prove the most popular rug for the price asked in the

trade. These rugs, it is believed, are the first to be put

on the Canadian market manufactured by a Canadian
firm in Canada.

The importers of Oriental rugs have also had a good
year. In spite of the immense number of domestic rugs

which have been disposed of, the demand for Orientals

continues active as this trade is in a class by itself.

Rug dealers state that 1907 has been a record year,

and that while the outlook for Spring is not quite as

bright, the year gives promise of being a satisfactory one.

LINOLEUMS AND FLOOR OILCLOTHS.

Manufacturers of linoleums and floor oilcloths have

increased their business to a great extent within the past

year. For Spring, block patterns are prominent. Carpet

designs are also to the fore. The demand for inlaids is

as active as ever, while florals are having a steady sale.

Prices remain firm and deliveries will be excellent.

Would Prove Beneficial to Canadian Wallpaper Industry
is View of the Trade—Shortage of Pulp Supply

Last Year.

The imposition of an export duty on pine by the On-
tario Government was followed by results which everyone

admitted proved beneficial to the province. The depletion

of the pine forests to keep mills busy in the United
States—giving employment to American citizens and
building up American cities—was stopped. With the en-

forcement of the Act imposing an export duty on Ontario

pine the lumber industry did not go to smash, nor were

the lumbering operations curtailed. The only appreciable

difference was that the mills cutting Canadian pine oper-

ated on Canadian soil, instead of in the United States, a

condition which few would consider undesirable, since

what benefits were to be derived from the timber wealth

of the province, were retained largely, for Canadians.

The policy pursued in respect of Ontario pine could, it

is believed in many quarters, be justifiably applied to

pulpwood. Hundreds of thousands of cords of spruce

are sent across the border each year and ground into pulp

and later manufactured into paper in American mills.

The pulpwood supply of the United States is now prac-

tically exhausted. The Americans realize this, and know
lhat they must depend on Canada for present and future

supply.

That the enormous exportation of pulpwood at present

!s affecting detrimentally several industries in Canada is

evidenced by the fact that during the past year there was
1 shortage of raw pulp and mills, notably those of wall-

paper manufacturers, were in many cases operated at

great disadvantage because of the difficulty in procuring

, he pulp.

Largely by reason of this fact the price of pulp, and,

consequently, of wallpapers, has advanced materially.

Wallpaper men point out that were an export duty

imposed on spruce and other timbers from which pulp is

manufactured, the drain on the pulpwood resources of

Canada to supply the American mills would practically

.-ease, and there would not only be an ample supply for

Canadian paper manufacturers, but, it would lead to the

establishment of mills in this country for supplying the

Canadian market, since the importation of American

papers would be very greatly curtailed.

Wallpaper manufacturers express their approval of

the proposal to place a duty Avhich would discourage, if

not practically abolish the exportation of a natural pro-

duet, which, if preserved, will, in the years to come, place

Canada in a position to dominate the North American

continent, so far as the pulp and allied industries are

concerned.

The situation is not unknown to President Roosevelt.

lie will not show any disinclination, either, to effect an

arrangement with Canada by which the American paper

industries will be able to operate with Canadian pulp. It

would seem reasonable to suppose that the Dominion

Government, in view of the present situation, would re-

cognize the desirability of preserving for Canada what in

the nature of things should be essentially a Canadian in-

dustry. The practicable means of securing this result is

by an export duty.

"Is anyone waiting on you ?" asked the haughty

saleslady, finally condescending to notice the shopping

person.

"I'm afraid not," replied the latter. "My husband

was—I left him outside—but I'm afraid he's become dis-

gusted and gone home."
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SELL WALLPAPER NOW.

Willi the end of the holi-

day season it is time to give

consideration to wallpaper.

Why lioi do something to

stimulate early buying' in

this department? Many
persons are now planning
the remodelling of their

homes, and it would seem to

be reasonable to assume that

Ihey would be interested in

wallpaper.

There is no feature in a

room that has such a happy
influence as a suitable, well-

selected wallpaper in colors

that harmonize with the

furnishing. There are many
housekeepers who would at

this time decorate the boys'
room or the girls' room, if

the suggestion was made.

Is it 'not an excellent time
now for the decorators to

introduce some of the latest

types of decoration, having
more time at their disposal

than in the Spring?
Is it not worth a deter-

mined effort to create this

demand through the medium
of attractive window dis-

plays, neat announcements
and suggestions, which can
be supplemented by some
business calls at the homes
of possible prospects ?

Window SKades
Prices continue firm in all

lines and grades of window

shades. High prices of cot-

ton materials, and, in fact,

every material which enters

into the manufacture of

shades serve to keep the

prices oi shades steady.

month, i

W STAUNTONIg
WALL PAPERS "

INSPIRES CONFIDENCE
AND

INVITES PROFITS

CAnd you tighten your grip on your trade by giving
them what they want—The Good Things—The Best
for the Money—The Same as You Want.

IF YOUR GENERAL ORDER IS NOT
YET PLACED, WRITE US.

We will arrange to send a Salesman or our sample
books of best sellers, charges prepaid, so you can
make an excellent selection.

You want to see full lines. Then don't wait.

Delay may prove expensive as prices
may advance

WRITE US TO-DAY

January, which the past, has been gen-

erally devoted by 'keen merchants to the forming of good
resolutions, should not lie neglected during the coming
year, but. even more stress laid upon it. The beginning of

a new year is a suitable season for opening up a new de-

partment, and, merchants who have not already done so,

cannot go wrong in stocking a few lines of window
shades. They occupy little space, profits are good, and

special catalogues issued by manufacturers make special

sales easy.

CARPET INDUSTRY'S GROWTH.

The growth of the carpet industry in Canada during

the last twenty-two years is gratifying. In 1885 there

were seven factories making carpets, with a total of 135

looms, of which nearly 100 were hand looms. There are

now 726 looms, all power-operated ; 307 of these being

engaged on Brussels, Axminster and Wilton carpets. In

spite of this remarkable growth in the domestic industry,

Canada is to-day the best customer British carpet manu-
facturers have, the imports of carpets, mats, rugs, etc., in

l!)ll(i being $4,539,085, nearly all of it coming from Great
Britain.

NEW CARPET LOOM INVENTED.
An invention which it is asserted will revolutionize

I he carpel industry has been perfected at Amesbury,
.Mass. It is simply a method of tying the loop which is

made by the loom in the process of weaving, whereby in-

stead of making the loop and tying the same lengthwise
of the carpet, it is made directly opposite, running across

the breadth. This enables carpets to be woven at least

tour yards wide. For weaving art squares the new loom,

it is claimed, excels anything in existence, for it is weav-
ing these squares in handsome patterns with elaborate

borders, four yards in length by three yards in width,
all in one piece.
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Imperial Carpet Co., Limited
60 FRONT ST. WEST

Toronto - - Ontario

We will soon be upon the principal carpet season of the year. Are you prepared for

it? Better write and have our traveller call, something in his line will help you sort

up and render your line complete.

Samples for our CUT ORDER DEPARTMENT for 1908 are now ready. We are

showing an exquisite range this year in patterns and colorings. We show in this

department

:

,

6 Qualities Ingrain
3 " Brussels-'

1 Quality Wilton

5 Qualities Tapestry
3 " Velvet
1 Quality Axminster

while our Rug Department issuesallcurrent patternsin Squares inall qualities and weaves.

We stock Squares in all the sizes made.

THE CARPET HOUSE OF CANADA

KINC'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordhelmer Bldgs., 8 Colbome St.,

TORONTO

SALES PLANS
These 333 successful plans that have been used

to get more business have been brought out by the

most up-to-date merchants and cleverest advertising

men of the last two years. The ideas are suitable

for any retail trade, and, if carried out, will increase

business to a great extent.

EIGHT OF THE 8IXTEEN SUBJECTS dealt with are :

Getting Holiday Business,

Special Sales,

Expositions,

Souvenirs,

Package Sales,

Money Making Ideas,

Contests,

Sensational Advertising.

Do you want to know 333 WAY8 OF CETTINC

TRADE? We will send you "Sales Plans" postpaid

on receipt of $2.50.

282 Pages Sound in Cloth

The MacLean Publishing Company

Technical Book DepL 10 Front St. E., Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THe Merchant's Pattern
is the

ButtericK Pattern

Because
ButtericK Patterns sell themselves,
and they sell other merchandise.

Because
ButtericK advertising-xalK goes to the
woman 'who uses patterns and sends
her business to the merchant.

Because
The merchant doesn't have to arg'ue

a customer into buying

ButtericK Patterns

The RIGHT pattern department is the thing
to have. Write us. We may be able to

mahe an arrangement -with you. There are
no patterns so perfect as ButtericK Patterns.

THe ButtericK Publishing Co., Ltd.

33 Richmond St. W., Toronto
Ont., Canada

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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SPRING 1908
DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT

We are offering choice assortments of new effects in

following weaves.

Chiffon Broadcloths Voiles, Striped and plain

Chiffon Panamas Figured Voiles

Striped Panamas Mohairs

Striped Taffetas Sicilians

Serges, Cheviots Venetians

Henriettas Roxanas

Embroidered Waistings Nuns Veilings

All the new color tones in Biscuits, Tans, Copenhagen Bine.

Browns, Navies, Greens, etc.

Serges in Navy Cream and Black.

Cheviots, Navy and Black.

The collection deserves your careful inspection.

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

Greenshields Western, Limited, Greenshields & Co., Limited

Winnipeg. Vancouver.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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SPRING 1908
Priestleys' Assortments Comprise

Resildas, blacks and colors,

Panamas, blacks and colors,

Mohairs, blacks and colors,

Cravenettes, in new effects.

Striped Mohairs, cream, navy and black,

Silva Cloth, black and colors,

Huguenot Cloth, in black and colors,

Chiffon Broadcloths, black and colors, etc.

Blacks

Alpacas, Rosettas, Resilda Voiles,

Mohairs, Melrose, Black Striped Voiles

Sicilians, Mignonette, Tricot,

Panamas, Melba, Armure,

Sateens Taffetas, Gazelle.

Serges, Storm Serges, Cheviots in navy, cream, black

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

Greenshields Western Limited Greenshields & Co. Limited
Winnipeg Vancouver

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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You Can L
in

1908 FU
With the

Shield Brand
Denotes Quality and Style in Furs

Greater Efforts

Than Ever

—

There has been no let up in our

efforts to secure the best "the

markets have to offer and we
have succeeded in selecting-

a

range ahead of last season, and

you know how satisfactory our

showing was then.

See our samples—they are nice

Greenshields L
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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ead the Town

RS IMS
Values We Offer

All the New Styles in

Muffs, Stoles

Collarsand

A tremendous range to select from and at prices that are

pleasing.

Samples in the hands of our Travellers now.

Some Made a Mistake

Last Season

—

\\ hen the\ did not stock our

line of Furs and Bear Skin

Coats. We were sorry to have
to refuse many orders late in the

Season, as we control these

lines and orler the very best

prices in Canada.

to look at—and helpful to your business

limited, Montreal
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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West of England Broadcloths

Light in weight,

Strong in texture,

Soft in handle,

Drape and hang well.

These cloths are woven on Priestley's

English looms, and they use only the

Best Worsted and Australian Wool.
They have the

Priestley Unspottable Finish

which is highly lustrous and permanent.

For the prompt delivery of duplicate

orders we carry always complete lines

of black and staple colors, and stock

(in the gray,) in Bradford, from which

the fashionable colors of a season can

be quickly supplied.

Broadcloths, Silk TVarp Henriettas, Voiles,

Mohairs, "CRAVENE TTE" Cloths,

TVorsteds, JVoolens, Etc.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED GREENSHIELDS & CO., LIMITED
WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
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OVERALLS
We believe we have the best range—and the best made

garments. We can offer our lines of Overalls at manufac-

turers' prices. We are in a position to do this on account

of our having arranged for the manufacturing of these goods.

Write for prices and particulars

QREENSI1IELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited Greenshields £> Co., Limited

Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B.C.

Working and Negligee Shirts.

Good Goods are Trade Expanders

That is the reason why '^SJctiCOIT GffliwT " nas f°UR d

such a large sale. We don't ask you to handle them exclusively,

but, we know from experience of others that if you put a few in

stock they will soon be your leaders.

Prices range from $4.50 to $21.00 dozen. Samples on request.

Belleville - Ontario

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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S. M. CO. SHIRTS
FOR SPRING WEAR

The "KAPEG" quality for spring wear. This is a

flannel shirt made unshrinkable by a small admixture

of cotton in spinning. We weave our own cloth and
make a constant change of attractive designs in light

and dark blues, Shetland and green shades, using a

special yarn to insure warmth and good wearing

qualities. The shirts are specially well made and

the pearl buttons extra well sewn on. Notice the

red trade mark on every shirt.

S. M. Co.

a
wkxbmbsi

REGISTERED

ASK YOUR WHOLESALER OR WRITE TO

S. M. CO., Ltd., - Romaine BIdg., Toronto
or 32 Dantzic Street, Manchester, Eng.

'SO«(

ROOSTER BRAND

Best Made

A Happy
and

Prosperous

New Year
To All Our Friends

ROBERT C.WILKINS
MONTREAL
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NEW YEAR 1908
Our Travellers started January 2nd on their various routes.
See their samples before placing your order.
We have a full line and can give
Quick Delivery.

Are shipping Spring orders right along.
Mail orders receive special attention and
Special treatment.
Samples on request.
Mail order charges paid.

Trader The Hagen Shirt and

Collar Company, Limited
BERLIN, ONTARIO

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review
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Incorporated 1904.

Dry Goods Review

*
•J-

i

t

i

i

Van Allen

Company,
Limited

Hamilton.

Special Announcement
to the Trade.

We have decided to fill a long-felt want in the Gents' Furnishing Trade,

and that is to open a special Men's Underwear and Half Hose Department in

(connection with our Shirt Manufacturing.

We intend to make a SPECIALTY OF UNDERWEAR, SWEATERS and
HALF HOSE, and will carry a full line of Canadian and Imported Underwear
and Half Hose, including the famous

Wolsey Brand
ir of Underwear and Half Hose.

Our aim will be at all times to carry a well assorted stock at the lowest

possible price, and by specializing this line we feel we can serve the interests of

our customers better than a general Furnishing House. We hope to have the

support of the retail trade in this our new venture, and will endeavour on our part

to give our customers the best prices coupled with the best attention.

Our travellers will submit for Fall 1908 samples of the above lines

at the usual time.

Hoping to secure at least part of your order, we remain,

Van Allen Company, Limited f
i

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

*
f
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^Men s Furnisher

= Clothier

Men's Furnishing Department, Hudson's Bay Co.'s Store, Calgary, Alta.

SHirts and Collars

Negligee Dominates the Trade Now—Tendency is Towards
Better Class of Goods Generally—Zephyrs and

Lace Effects New.

The increasing- tendency towards negligee shirts is

evidenced strongly by the showings for Spring, that class

of goods practically monopolizing the shirt trade. A
gratifying feature, too, is the fact that a better grade

of goods, generally, is in demand, the call for shirts which

sell for less than $1.25 and $1.00 having been almost

wholly eliminated, except in some cases from outlying-

sections, but even then they buy a larger proportion of

the better class goods than formerly. There is also a

growing tendency in favor of the attached cuffs, the city

trade being practically confined entirely to these goods,

while their popularity is increasing in the smaller places

as well.

White grounds, with black and blue figures, and neat

cheeks and stripes predominate, while fancy zephyrs and

the plain blues will be strong "sellers. The latter is al-

ways a good line, business men finding it a most service-

able shirt.

In more expensive shirts, the lace effects are the new-

est goods, and for the fine trade are likely to be strong-

favorites. These come in the plain white, and with the

pleated bosoms, are practically all the white goods selling,

outside, of course, of the staple dress shirt, and some few

short bosoms.

There is nothing new in collar styles, the best seller

in the trade, generally, being the stand-up, turn collar,

though in the business it is doubtful if this collar is

stronger than the standing turn point, which, for general

use is selling as freely as it did during the past season.

The square point in this style, with a deep lip, will be

worn most largely, though, in some trade, the round points

will be reverted to.

The Underwear Situation

Short Sleeves and Knickers Strong Sellers for Summer
Goods—Mercerized and Lisle Lines for Spring

and Fall Wear.

Last year saw the introduction of the short sleeve and

knicker underwear, but it caught on so strongly in the

cities, where its use was confined so largely, that this

Spring it will be worn generally, especially during the

warmer weather, which it was designed especially for.

Some houses are showing a nainsook line, retailing at 75c.

a garment which promises to be a popular seller. Other

lines selling as high as $1.50 a garment are shown, but

this sale will be comparatively limited. The balbriggan

will be the biggest seller in the staple lines. Two other

good sellers are mercerized goods and lisle thread ma-

terials. These are made up to sell at from 75c. to $1.50 a

garment, and will be largely worn, particularly during the

Spring and Fall.
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Canadian Worsteds Popular

Domestic Goods Equal in Design and Quality to Imported

—Compare Well With Those From Older

Countries.

Canadian worsted manufacturers are gaining ground

to a marked degree in the Canadian tailoring trade. So

far as patterns and colorings are concerned, the domestic

goods are equal to the imported weaves; in fact, fre-

quently when imported and Canadian weaves are placed

side by side it is impossible to identify tliem. The com-

paratively limited market, however, works to the disad-

vantage of the Canadian manufacturer, since he is unable

to bring out as many designs as he could were the field

more extended. In newness of design and quality, how-

ever, the domestic goods are equal to those imported.

NARROW BELTS.

Belts for outing dress for men will be all narrow, and

the colors predominating will be black and tan, with some

peral goods. The popular widths will be one inch to inch

and a half. The ordinary lines sell at from 25c. to 75c,

but a good seller in a better line will be a black calf tubu-

lar, selling at $1.00. In the better class of trade these give

promise of being popular.

News of Nechwear

Four-in-hand Styles Sweep the Field, and Plain and Self

Colors Are Strongest Sellers—Ascots for City Only

The four-in-hand tie will be the strong seller this

spring; in fact, the trade is confined practically to that

style, outside of some exclusive city trade, in which there

is a demand for Ascots. Plain and self colors, the latter

in stripes, overchecks and bias patterns will be most

largely worn, though the tartan plaids, in the usual color-

ings, of reds, greens, blues, etc., will be worn in some
strength during the Spring.

The popular widths will be 2 to 2y2 inches, very few

wider than the latter being shown by the men's furnish-

ing houses. In some cases, however, they will go beyond

that width.

In the colors, greens and the various shades of greys

will be the most popular. Outside of the tartans, the

color effects will be generally quiet.

Quiet Colors in Half Hose

In the Better Class of Goods Quiet Colors Will Predom-
inate—Some of the Fancies

—

Stripes in the

Popular Lines.

In the better classes of men's half-hose quiet colors

will be seen for Spring. The better houses are showing

for the best trade, French lisle and cashmere in tan, blues,

greens, pearl grey and neat shot effects. In the cashmere

lines the clocking embroidery effects, in the fifty cent lines

will be seen in a variety of neat styles. It is of some
interest to recall the fact that the clockings, which for

the past two or three years have been in evidence, are but

a revival of a feature which twenty years ago was
strongly in evidence. A nice dark green in the better

grades of half-hose is being shown, and, in view of the

popularity of this color generally, will, probably be worn

considerably.

In the $2.25 and $2.40 lines the colors are more pro-

nounced, stripes being prominent, with plaids also ki

evidence. Away from the larger cities these goods will

probably be quite largely sold. In lines to sell at 30c. and
35c. some of the quieter effects are shown, but for a me-
dium trade will be sold freely.

STYLES IN VESTS.

The style in summer vests, which will be most largely

worn during the coming season, is a four-button garment
opening low in the front, and with a V opening at the

bottom. The white grounds, with stripes, checks and
small patterns will be worn. Some delicate grey tints are

seen, but the fawns, which were worn extensively last

season, will not be much in evidence during the coming
year.

Brighten Up Men's Section

Bring it to the Front of the Store, and Make it More At-

tractive—Money in it if it's Properly Handled.

Why not make one of your good resolutions at the New
Year be to pay more attention—intelligent attention—to

your men's furnishings department? In a great many
stores this department is conducted as a sort of an auxili-

ary to the main business, like a side-show in a circus, and
in a haphazard way. Why not change all this and instead

*jf relegating your men's department to an obscure, ill-

lighted and isolated section of your store, bring it to the

front and b.-ighten it up.

Men will not paddle through a mass of femininity to

reach your out-of-the-way department, when they can drop

into another store and find near the door just what they

want.

If you are not getting the men's trade, or the share

you think yon should get, take half an hour some day and
look around your store, and in all probability you'll find

the reason right there. You will likely discover that the

men's wear section is a decidedly uninviting portion of

your store, possibly because you've had the impression

that men would buy in any old place, no matter how un-

pleasant the surroundings. If you have not discovered

your mistake, this is one of the revelations that should

come to you this year. It will pay you to brighten up this

department at once. Move it to the front of the store,

where your men customers can reach it easily, and get in

some new goods
;
goods which give the impression of being

pretty nearly modern in style, and give some space in

your store advertising to men 's wear. Use a window once

in a while, too, for displaying the goods which appeal to

men. The chances are it will attract men to your store

who did not know that you carried men's wear lines.

Make this one of you're New Year's resolutions, and

write and tell The Review how you succeeded in carrying

it out.

BETTER GRADE SUITINGS.

An encouraging feature in connection with men's

furnishing trade is the fact that the demand for a better

class of goods for custom work is being developed. One
large Toronto house informed The Review that there was
a steadily increasing demand for the better goods, the

cheaper grades having been practically cut out entirely.

Those who buy ordered clothing are apparently willing

to pay a better price for it, and, as a consequence, the

tailor is calling from his wholesaler for the better classes

of materials, a condition of affairs which they are both

glad to see existing.
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A Prosperous New Year
IT seems almost superfluous to wish our

patrons "A Prosperous New Year"—
the very fact that they are now hand-

ling the "Gloves That Stay Sold" is in

itself sufficient assur-

ance that the coming

year will be a prosper-

ous one for them. But

CONGRATULA-
TIONS are in order at

this season of the year,

and we heartily con-

gratulate those who are handling the "J.

A. P." Gloves and Mitts. They know that

when a pair of Gloves, or a pair of Mitts,

bearing the "J. A. P." brand is once sold

the sale is permanent and fraught with

satisfaction.

"Gloves That

Stay Sold"

Furthermore, they know that one sale

of a pair of "J.A.P." Gloves or Mitts

means more orders from the same cus-

tomer and his or her friends. Thus pros-

perity is reduced to an

exact science—you may
regulate it according to

the size of your "J. A.

P." Glove order. This

may seem almost be-

yond the bounds of

reason to those who
have never tried it. There is only one

way to convince yourself, and that is to

make the test. Already thousands of up-

to-date stores in all parts of Canada are

demonstrating the soundness of this

doctrine.

If you are not now on our visiting list, drop us a card and you'll be on immediately.

The PAQUET CO. Limited. Wholesale Division, Quebec, P.Q.

THE "CARTER" AND
"WILKINSON"

WE are the sole distributors in

AMERICA for the famous
"Carter" and "Wilkinson"

Hats, which are daily growing in

favor with the Canadian Trade.

The uniform quality and satisfying

service peculiar to these two
brands have made thousands of

friends from coastto coast. Apostal

card will bring full particulars.

The PAQUET CO., Limited
Wholesale Division, - Quebec, P.Q.

"FURS THAT STAY SOLD"
PAQUET Furs are made in the

largest Fur Factory in Canada,

made by Canadians—made
right here in Quebec, the center

of Canada's great Fur Industry.

The reputation Paquet Furs have

gained, through their intrinsic

worth, has earned for them the

title "Furs That Stay Sold."

Write for an appointment with one

of our travellers.

The PAQUET CO. Limited.
Wholesale Division, - Quebec, P.Q.

VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

TORONTO
O-flR^BTISlE).

Wholesale Division,

Head Office and Factory, QUEBEC, P.Q.

MONTREAL
OTTAWA
ST. JOHN, N.B.
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Styles and Suitings

Grey and Brown Will Be the Favorites for Spring

—

Strength in Worsteds—Blue Serge Due for

Prominence.

Four features of the suiting situation stand out prom-
inently in a forecast of the Spring situation. So far as

colorings are concerned, they will be represented by those

tour classes. Smoke grey, light grey, browns and darks.

Of these the light greys and browns will be the stronger,

and buying has been pretty equally divided between these

two colors. These are, of course, in the worsted goods,

which will dominate the situation.

So far as patterns are concerned, stripes will be

strong, though there is a tendency towards quiet effects,

and the neat stripes and gun check effects promise to be

the leading features of the patterns. In the worsted fabrics,

the clear and dull finish will both be shown.

Blue serges are, so far as The Review can ascertain,

to hold a prominent place in the Spring trade. They
will, it is believed, be much stronger than they have been

for years. Their serviceability is a strong factor in their

return to favor. The tendency will be ^o a fine diagonal

twill.

Blue worsteds, which last season held sway, will again

be strong this Spring, though it is believed that they will

not, by any means, prove the dominating factor in the

situation.

Trouserings will run to light colors this Spring, and
silver and blue grey shades of worsted will be the favor-

ites. The darker colors will not be nearly as strong. In

patterns, the tendency will be from very neat to medium,
nothing loud being permitted, according to fashion's de-

cree. The February plates will give the styles for the

Spring, though no distinct change is anticipated.

GREY AND BROWN OVERCOATINGS.

Greys and browns will be the popular colors for over-

coatings in Spring weights, and cheviots will be the ma-
terials most largely worn. A nice rough brown cheviot is

the latest New York fancy for Spring. Converts will also

be in favor.

So far as styles are concerned, it is not anticipated

that there will be any material change, the long style

coats being in all- probability the most popular.

Ordered Clothing Trade

Satisfactory Conditions Prevailing—Spring Orders Now
Being Turned Out—Few Cancellations Reported

—

Selling Children's Clothes.

Conditions in the ordered clothing trade are considered

very satisfactory, in view of the fact that prior to the

closing of the year several of the factories had found it

necessary to curtail manufacturing operations to a limited

extent. The orders for Spring goods, which were received

in fairly large quantities, are now being gotten out, and

the makers do not anticipate many cancellations, since the

general conditions of the trade, in the greater part of the

country have improved. This is particularly true of the

East, and in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces a much
better tone is in evidence. The trade in Ontario is of a

varying character, the towns and ciMes of medium size

giving, a better account of themselves than the large cities.

In Western Ontario, the best results were reported.

So far as the styles are concerned, there is little ma-

terial change for the Spring of 1908. Some houses are
specializing on particular lines, a practice which during
recent years has developed to a considerable extent in

Canada.

The tendency towards a better grade of clothing is in

evidence to a more marked degree this Spring, and a very
large proportion of the trade is in the more expensive
lines, for which the retailers are finding an increased
demand.

A feature of interest, in the clothing trade is the fact

that additional interest is being taken in children's cloth-

ing, a number of retailers having decided to take on this

line in future.

The Hat Trade

Derby Styles Will Again be Strong—No Material Change
in the Shapes for Spring.

The hat situation remains practically unchanged;
Spring orders have been placed in fairly satisfactory

quantities, and a good business is anticipated. There
will be no material change in styles or colorings, the

wearer of a Derby will be allowed considerable scope as

to the width of brim and height of crown; and these goods
will continue to hold the popular fancy.

A novelty with the trade in the cities is a dark green

soft hat, which the up-to-date dressers adapted to a cer-

tain extent.

The telescope hat will again be worn this Spring, and
the shapes will show no material change.

Situation is Satisfactory-

Trade in Men's Furnishings is Good, and No Concern for

the Future is Felt—Conservative View of

the Situation.

A prominent Toronto wholesale men's furnisher in-

formed The Review that, while the orders for Spring
were not up to those of the corresponding period last

year, they were satisfactory, and this firm was not worry-

ing in the slightest over the situation. They are inclined

to a conservative view of the situation, and would prefer

to see dealers buy as they are doing, and at the present

time they are content with doing a good sorting trade.

The business passing through in November and De-
cember, 1907, was larger than that in 1906, which was, as

everyone knows, the biggest in Canada's history for those

two months, so that, with this fact in view, he sees no oc-

casion to feel other than satisfied with the present situa-

tion.

TRADE'S BRIGHT OUTLOOK.

In "a recent interview, E. B. Greenshields, of Green-

shields, Limited, referring to the business conditions in

Canada, said: "There is nothing in the entire trade con-

ditions of Canada to make business men think there will

be any poor trade for the next year.

'

' So far as we can see, the dry goods trade is in as

good condition as it ever has been in the course of our

experience. The present year has been a very satisfac-

tory one, and the losses from bad debts extremely small

—

in fact, for the last four years the bad debts have been

the smallest we have ever had in the history of the busi-

ness."
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Maritime Caps

What, $4.50 ?
"

Yes, that's the range.''

Well ! That's the best I

ever saw for that money
;

with silk lining, too. I see

you put a leather sweat in

your $6.00 line. That's new
and a good idea."

The above were the re-

marks made to our travellers

by a large number of cap

buyers.

Our line of Golfs at $8.00

are made from fine worsteds,

tweeds and cheviots.

If you handle caps write

us and we will have our

traveller call or send you

samples.

The
Maritime Hat & Gap Co.

Manufacturers

TRURO, - N.S.

Q If you came to a large

river and couldn't swim,

and there was no bridge,

boat,, or other means of

getting across, how would

.you get across the river ?

Q We won't let you worry

over the answer, for the

best one we have heard is

" ThinK It Over"

You're starting a new

year now and we ask you to

" ThinK It Over"

as applied to your Fur

Department.

Q We're making plans now

for a record 1908, and we

can help your Fur De-

partment.

A. J. ALEXANDOR
Wholesale Fur Manufacturer

504-506 St. Paul St., Montreal
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1908

will be

a

Stanfield

Year

The

old year

brought us a

a normal increase.

Greater facilities in every

department— direct con

nection with the trade

thrOUgh OUr OWn / measure of prosper-

j, II- / ity, fully equal to our

travelling re pre- / Mp
y

e

'

cfatioL, and far beyond

sentatives in On
tario, Quebec,

and the Mari-

time Provinces

and through our

Western represen-

tatives, Stobart, Sons
& Co., enable us to give

dealers in every section of

The new year gives every promise of break-

„g all records-if we may judge by the advance

orders already received for STANFIELD'S for

1908. Our thanks are due to every dealer

handling our lines for their assistance

in our success. To them—and to

all Canada—we wish

A
HAPPY
NEW
YEAR

the Dominion the under-

wear best suited to their

trade. If you have not

carried Stanfield's

Unshrinkable
U nderwear

in 1907, and
would like to

hear about the

grades for 1908,

write

Stanfields Limited

TRURO, - N.S.
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TRADE MARK One of the Best Selling

Brands on the Market

g$ANE>, l

REGISTERED

Sold All Over Canada

For Material, Style, Fit

and Workmanship & &
They Cannot be Excelled

The Demand for Sovereen Brand

of Galloway Coats, Robes, Gloves, Mitts,

Gauntlets, etc., is steadily increasing.

Our travellers start out in January.

It will pay you to hold your orders

until you have seen our samples.

The Sovereen Mitt, Glove & Robe Co., Ltd.

Delhi, Ontario

9999®®S®W9-ff8S999^99999S-&99S?SS^S©©^5?S

jj
Many More Dollars Come |

t

4

«

8

your way if you supply Hotels, Clubs,

Restaurants, Butchers, Barbers, Grocers,

Waiters, Cooks, etc. with the

Miller Brand Washable
Clothing

Our line of Fancy Vests, Sleeve Vests.

White Duck Coats and Suits, Abbatoir
Coats, Bar Aprons and Caps are

The Best on the Market

All our garments are well made and
finished in high-grade ducks, drills, etc.,

at prices that will

Return You a Good Profit

The

X

*

| Miller Manufacturing Co. |
OFFICE : Limited FACTORY :

505 YONGE ST. 251-253 MUTUAL ST.

TORONTO

JVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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F. GALIBERT
Glove Manufacturer, Leather and Fur Dresser

Montreal

FALL LINE READY 1908
The Mocha-Suede Gloves, which were first made and
introduced by this firm, are so well and favorably known
to the trade that they need no introduction.

Our position as tanners and glove manufacturers is unique.

By our special selection of the Raw Skins, giving them
the best possible dress, uniformity and brightness in

color, we have made our lines favorites with the trade.

Selling Agents: Perrill Freres & Cie., Montreal.

_> , „ { TORONTO, Traders' Bank Building, Yonge Street
Sample Rooms „„VIV„nr^ TT _.> ™ 1 *. L ~

11 r^ca 1 WINNIPEG, Hammond's Block, Albert Street
and Unices: TT . V t,-^tt<tt~t-» TT ,• ~VANCOUVER, ... 130 Hastings Street

The Glove House of Canada
Perrin Freres & Cie.

Mark Fisher Building

28 Victoria Square, MONTREAL

To all our Customers and the Trade we present our best

wishes for a Prosperous New Year.

Our travellers are now on the road with a complete range

of our Samples for Fall 1908, including the very best

values in imported unlined and lined gloves—Ringwoods
and Cashmere.

In Canadian made goods our range is the best ever offered

for we have secured the selling agency for Galibert
gloves. These goods are well known to the trade and will

be sold and delivered by us at exactly the same prices and
terms as when they were sold direct by the manufacturer.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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It matters not whether you measure your business

success chiefly by the amount of dollars you accumulate, or

the reputation you make for yourself and your house, nothing

will help you more than handling a first class line of collars.

"SUCCESS" collars are made in all the latest shapes, of

the best materials and first class workmanship, and are

sold at popular prices.

ALL WHOLESALERS CARRY "SUCCESS"

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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COLOSSUS
ihirf, made from specially selected

made in the most approved man-
ner with first-class workmanship, and doubled

stitched throughout. No need to exaggerate

the virtues of a genuine high-grade well-

made garment.

If you do not already carry them, place a

trial order and judge for yourself.

All Wholesalers Carry

COLOSSUS
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WE ARE SOLE AGENTS IN CANADA FOR

Cellular AertexYoung & Rochester

Manufacturers

i

..

Fine Shirts

in

Oxford,

Zephyr Silk and

Wool.

Latest Neckwear

and

Collars

Fancy Vests and

Summer Suits.

^W&^j^^o

Underwear

Short Sleeve

Undershirts,

Trunk Drawers

United Garments

The only Hygienic

Mesh Underwear that

will wear well and is

moderate in price. Good
returns for both retailer

and wearer.

^Specialists

in Vests

GOLF or SWEATER COATS
are correct now

For Ladies and Gentlemen

See ours before placing orders, select styles best value

Our Travellers start East and West about Feb. 15th—arrange to see them

at—t—t—t*»
|
*»

|
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|
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The BEST BOW Yet Produced !

!

That is what all the Men's Furnishers say who have seen and bought it.

It is made on a FIGG CRAVAT HOLDER.

A perfect shield

bow, and can
only be made on

a Figg Cravat

Holder.

It is not sewed

on the Holder,

just tied; the
same as you
would tie it on

your collar.

Price $2.00 to $4.00 per dozen. Write at once for sample dozen.

GEO. E. FIGG, - 715 Wellington St., - MONTREAL

H ..I
j
..;..

i
..

;
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i
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When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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EAGLE BRAND

SHIRTS
See our line of fancy Negligee Shirts

before placing your order.

PATTERNS ARE

New, Neat and Nobby
WORKMANSHIP IS

THE BEST
Up-to-date in every way and prices

are right.

MONARCH SHIRT CO.
ROCK ISLAND - QUE.

WOOLLENS
Tailors'Trimmings

Spring Stock Now Complete

All the Staples and Everything That's New

SORTING Manufacturers

ORDERS Given

a Particular

Specialty Attention

Your inspectior1 is invited

The

BRITISH AMERICAN
IMPORT CO.

381-385 St. Paul Street MONTREAL

You Can Talk Pen-Angle
to your customers with every confidence. You know, by

experience in previous seasons, that Pen-Angle Underwear

gives the utmost satisfaction to your friends. It is better

to-day than ever. It is the underwear that is easiest and

safest to sell.

PENMANS, Limited, Paris, Canada

$0^ Shirts
BIGH GRADE- CUT,

FINISH and LAUNDRY

A (oil line embracing—While and Colors, Slid and Nejli<ees,

Flannels, Flannelettes, Working Shirts, Night Shirts.

Samples and Prices upon Request

Dominion Shirt Co., Quebec, P.Q.

WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
In all Styles

"Tailor Made" Brand
Price $6.50, $8.50, $9.00, $10.50.

A good stock ready for immediate delivery.

All Shirts Full Sized. Quality ana Fit Unquestioned.

Write or Wire your needs.

The SMITH CEL McttEOWN
SHIRT MTG. CO. Ltd. 16 Cot. St.. MONTREAL

Mention Dry Goods Review when writing advertisers,
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TRESS& CO.
Cables, " Tress, London,"

A. B.C. Code, 4th Edition

3, 5 and 7 Stamford St.

LONDON, England

Established over half a Century

Makers of the finest

SOFT and STIFF FELT

and SILK HATS

STRAW BATS, CAPS

and HELMETS

REVILLOII BROS., LIMITED. 134136 McGill Street, MONTREAL, have made
arrangements to take over our selling agency for Canada.

* »

! IMPERIAL GLOVE COMPANY, Limited |

DUNDAS . ONTARIO

Hs*h
. Gloves and Mittens '°rHe«^

Urade service

RIGHT GOODS AT RIGHT PRICES
|

Glove

Organization

fl
If the results of our unique

factory organization were

not apparent in every glove

we turn out, we would not

make such a " fuss" about it.

No matter what you need in

Gloves and Mitts, make a

point of seeing this brand.

Robert Ryan

Co.

Three Rivers

Que.
'ADE M

TF you want to increase your Sus-

pender sales and profits for 1908,

we would advise you to see our
new samples before placing your
spring order.

Ask our travellers to show yoLi our

Stag Leather End
Suspenders

They are as tough as WHALE-
BONE and wear like IRON

Thanking you all for past favors

and hoping for a continuance of

your confidence and trusting the year

1908 will be a record-breaker for all.

Globe Suspender Co.
Rock Island, P.Q.

J. ALPHONSE OUIMET L. O. PAOUETTE
366 St. Paul St., Montreal 70 Church St., Quebec

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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Malicious Rumors Denied

No Truth in Street Talk Regarding Financial Difficulties

of Canadian Commercial Houses—Work of

Imaginative Person.

There are always persons who take apparent delight

in recounting the real or imaginary difficulties of other

people. Those so inclined have been particularly active

during the last few weeks, and they have, it would seem,

been trying to excel themselves in circulating all sorts

of foundationless rumors regarding the solvency of some
of the strongest commercial and industrial houses in the

Dominion.

Hardly a day has passed during the last few weeks

that one has not heard on the street absurd stories to

the effect that some house "whose solvency is generally

beyond question" is financially embarrassed, and that

the banks have withdrawn credit. It should be unneces-

sary to point out that these rumors are totally untrue,

and ridiculous, and it can easily be seen that in view of

this fact they are capable of doing great injury.

Repeated about town and then carried to the coun-

try, they end, if one is not careful, by creating an at-

mosphere of distrust in which it is impossible for trade

to thrive.

The worst of it is that it is impossible to find the

source of the false information thus scattered broadcast

and several houses which have been victims of these ma-
licious rumors would not hesitate for an instant to

have the guilty persons prosecuted, should they discover

their identity.

There seems to be an epidemic of these pernicious

rumors, and it is not confined to any one section, the

standing of old established and unquestionably solid

firms in both Toronto and Montreal coming within the

scope of the rumor monger. It is difficult to understand

the motives actuating these persons of such versatile

imagination. To those who have intelligently studied

the business situation, it is unnecessary to refute the

rumors, but unfortunately there are many persons who
place a certain amount of faith in the street talk, and
injury to legitimate business enterprise is accomplished.

The firms which are the objects of these malicious

and dangerous attacks are, we repeat, old and solidly

established houses, which have gone through still more
difficult periods than those which we may see should

lack of confidence prevail. During periods of commercial
crisis, such as we have known in the past, these firms

assisted and upheld their clients; they were their bankers
so to speak, and after the years of prosperity which we
have just enjoyed, these firms which are engaged in

trade and not in speculation are stronger than ever.

Such are the houses they have dared to attack.

It is said that money is scarce. While this may be
true, it may be that there is not a sufficient quantity
of money to satisfy the appetite for speculation, money
is not lacking to meet all reasonable demands for le-

gitimate trade. We shall go still further and say, with
absolute assurance, that if the impossible should happen
and a firm of the importance of those whose names have
been brought forward for several weeks should find itself

temporarily embarrassed, it would immediately be ex-

tended the necessary credit by the banks to assist it

during such a period. It would be to the interest of the
banks themselves not to allow such firms to fall.

This said, it cannot be repeated too strongly that
there is not the slightest foundation for the stupid and
malicious rumors which have been spread with reference
to the financial standing of the best commercial houses
in all branches of trade.

.
t-^H-^^^f~H~H«H«^^H-^H
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Hosiery and Underwear

So Lennard
£* Son* DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,
and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLINO AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bldg., Wellington St. W. TORONTO, ONT.

..J..T..T..J..J..T..-

LACES
We carry a nice range of the latest

novelties in stock.

BRUSSELS NET
A splendid line, fine Brussels Net, 72
inch wide, a snap at 50 cents a yard.

LATEST BELTS
Send for a small trial assortment. We
guarantee to please you.

Our travellers are showing our latest

novelties in

LACES, TRIMMINGS, BELTS and
COLLARS.

EMBROIDERY ALLOVERS. Large
assortment in stock. Send for samples.

Drop in and see us when in town.
Always something new to show.

R. C. BACH
146 St. James St.

MONTREAL, P.O. Box 64

' *t«»%»^«»|«»r^»|«»f< »T*» t
,*»
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Gold Medal, Liege,

1906

BENEDICTUS WEILL & CO.
MANUFACTURERS —

Silver Medal, St. Louis, VEILINGS, NETTINGS, MALINES AND LACES
1905

Diplome D'Honneur, Milan, 1907

"Veilinette"
Veiling Cabinet, assorted styles, especially adapted

for modern jobbing trade.

Malines, also Waterproof
Ask for our Protection Board. Prevents sliding,

rubbing and damaging.

Creators of Novelties
Made Veils, Our latest circular Veils.

.-. .,r^«.^ ^~.«.^„ Sole Agent for Canada,
Factory - LYONS, FRANCE

PARIS 23 Rue des Jeuneurs CHAS. TUlfciUK.
NEW YORK - 478-482 Broadway 301 St. James St. - - MONTREAL

THE "CRAVENETTE" CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/t1eg?TradeMark

PROOFED BY

Fac-simile of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The (

DUST-PROOF
As well as

RAINPROOF

The "Cravenette" Co.,

Ltd.-

Proofer* to the Trade

Bradford, Yks.

Co.,Ltd.
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No. DI20 Tourist lawn niching, 6 yds. in a box,

$2.25 per doz. boxes.

We make a specialty of

Lace and Net

Rhys D. Fairbairn
LIMITED

We are showing many new lines of

NECK RUCHINCS
for Spring, among which

TOURIST
will be a strong favorite

WAISTS',
See our range before placing

your orders. Embro.dcred net and insertion over

Jap Silk lining, boxed singly,

$42.00 per dozen.

Sun-burst

KILT BOX
all styles in

Pleated Skirts

We will also make up

YOUR OWN MATERIALS

Ladies' Neckwear

Ladies' Belts

LATEST DESIGNS. BEST VALUES.

Rhys D. Fairbairn
LIMITED

107 SIMCOE ST., - TORONTO
No. B125 Combination of lawn, silk and embroidery,

assorted colors, $4.50 per dozen.

When writing advertisers flcase mention The Review
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New Ideas for Spring Display

We have several new lines to offer our customers for their

Spring display— metal fixtures made of square tubing, in

elegant designs, are the latest. We make a complete range

of these. Another of our specialties is Artistic Wooden Fix-

tures in great variety of design and finish.

NEW CATALOGUES OUT SHORTLY.

^ Measure your incom-

ing goods with this

chart and save money.

With it s'oc 'c-tak-

ing is quickly and
accurately done.

SENT ON APPROVAL PUTNAM'S IMPROVED CLOTH CHART

€J This chart is the best

device on the market for

measuring cloth without

unwinding it. Saves
time and prevents

errors.

CATALOGUE FREE

Clatworthy & Son,
38-40 ADELAIDE ST. WEST,

TORONTO

DRY GOODS REVIEWI
x

I

has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others

wanting representatives in tbe leading business centres here

ana abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a

special list Kept for the information of enquirers in our various

offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

charge.

Address t Business Manager.
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Montreal and Toronto.
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New Store of Henry Birks & Sons, Montreal. Probably the finest store in Canada.
Perfect Lighting has been secured by the use of Luxfer Prisms,

The Importance of Good Light

in the dry goods store cannot be

over-estimated. It is demanded by

the very nature of the merchandise.

The Best Light
is obtained by the installation of

Luxfer Prisms. They will greatly

increase the earning capacity of

your store.

Make
Sure

you get

Luxfer

Prisms

Not ours

unless

marked

"Luxfer"
lj A LUXFER PRISM FRONT WILL PAY
FOR ITSELF WITHIN A SHORT TIME.

WRITE US FOR FULL INFORMATION

LUXFER PRISM CO., Limited
TORONTO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE STOCKING THAT'S MADE FOR BOYS
Strong, healthy boys need strong substantial stockings—you know that and so do your customers.

Heretofore you have been satisfied to hand out stockings of doubtful quality at any old price,

just to make a sale. Now the "AMERICAN BOY" STOCKING is made with the boy m mind, made
to stand all the wear and tear he can put it to. The quality is beyond question because we guaran-

tee every pairand we stand back of our guarantee with a reputation for honest value and A SQUARE
DEAL EVERY TIME. "The AMERICAN BOY" STOCKING is knitted with a corduroy rib

2-thread leg ; 3-thread heel and toe ; cuff top ; firm finish and fast dye.

ALSO MADE FOR GIRLS IN 1X1 RIBBED. THE "AMERICAN BOY" AND "AMERICAN
GIRL" STOCKINGS will be shown to the entire trade of Canada for this coming season. Don't

place your orders before having seen them.

Advertising show-cards and cuts will be supplied free of charge to all dealers handling these lines.

W. P. KING & SONS, Toronto
Canadian Sales Agents

AMERICAN STOCKING CO. 395 BROADWAY, N.Y.C.

"AMERICAN BOY" is our trademark, registered in U.S and Canada.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied to Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW

do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

Old Bleach Linens.

The manufacturers of old bleach

linens who have established such a

splendid and world-wide reputation

for high-grade towels, embroidery,

dress linens, etc., are putting on the

market a beautiful line of damasks
and table linens. This new line fully

sustains the high standard of manu-
facture that lias made the refutation

of the other fabrics produced by this

firm. Like their towels, etc., the table

linens are carefully grass bleached,

while in the important matter of de-

sign the very highest standard of ex-

cellence is attained. The sample line

for the coming spring is now in the

hands of the Canadian asrent for old

bleach linens, R. H. Cosbie, The Irish

Linen Agency, Toronto.

A. Weyerstall.

A. Weyerstall. 77 York St., manu-
facturer and importer of fancy metal
and covered buttons, has always on
hand a complete range of plain, cov-

ered and rimmed buttons in velvet,

cloth, etc., either in the one color or

in a variety of combinations. These
come in the most wanted sizes and in

all the popular colors and shades.

When it is specially important that

the buttons used should be an exact
match you can have the buttons spe-

cially made up from the same mate-
rial as the gown or suit, or of the

material and trimmings. This is a

feature that should be helpful in sell-

ing goods, and is one that the up-to-

date merchant will appreciate. It

will obviate much matching, and the

stocking' of many odd and poor sell-

ing shades and colors. Orders are
carefully and promptly executed and
may be sent through the agencies of
The Fcaiherbone Novell^- Co.. or

through Rhvs D. Fairbairn. Ask to

see the latest covered novelty—the
one with the metal rim. and fancy
metal and cloth centre. This firm

has also a large line of covered but-
tons for men's garments always on
hand.

M. Markins & Co., Montreal.

M. Markins & Co... Montreal, are
showing for spring one of the finest

ranges of Swiss embroidery and
handkerchiefs seen in the trade. In
Plauen laces their range is unsurpass-
ed.

Thev also show a line of fancy
dress and mantle buttons for import
which will be the latest style for the
coming season.

Delfosse & Company.
Delfosse & Companv, Canada's

greatest fixture factory, Montreal, are
well prepared to look after all fix-

ture wants for soring trade. In their

new factory thev will manufacture

papier mache forms of all descrip-

tions. This new factory has been
erected to accommodate their growing
business. They wish to draw par-
ticular attention to their new mantle
rack. This rack is called the GJrant

Rack and is to be had at the remark-
ably low figure of $10. Their new
metal fixtures for spring trade are

having a large sale and a keen mer-
chant cannot make a mistake in us-

ing anything manufactured by this

firm.

The Standard Umbrella Manufactur-
ing Co.

The Standard Umbrella Manufac-
turing Co., 215 Notre Dame St. west,

Montreal, are showing one of the most
complete ranges of ladies' and gents'

umbrellas for spring yet shown to the

trade. The range comprises solid and
paragon frames, self-openers and self-

closers and storm umbrellas, covers

are of cotton, gloria, gloriose, union
silk and pure silk. Handles for spring
are congo, cherry, partridge, furze

and boxwood. They are mounted with

nickle, silver, gold, celluloid and gun-

metal. In ladies' umbrellas, particu-

larly, carved wood and fancy metal

ornaments are among the novelties.

This firm are showing1

, as leadei's,

ladies' and gents' °loria umbrellas.

They state that this line is more dur-

able than the best silks. Further,

they retail at about $2, netting the

retailer a large margin of profit.

Clatworthy Store Fixtures.

Metal stands for counter or window-

display purposes made from scmare

metal tubing are among the latest

novelties shown by Clatworthy & Son,

38-40 Adelaide St. west. The square

possesses many advantages over the

other forms used for this purpose one

of them being the improved appear-

ance which it presents. These stands

are made in a variety of finishes, the

most popular being the new brush
brass. Other finishes, however, are

bronze, ozydized copper, and polished

brass or nickle. Recently a number
of stores have been filled with these

stands by this firm, among them b°ing

modern stores in London, Fort Wil-
liam. St. Catharines and St. Thomas.
A number of new7 wooden fixtures

have also been put on the market re-

cently by Clatworthy & Son. All of

the popular finishes are seen in these

stands, including bog oak. mission,

forest green and golden oak. With
this variety it is possible to select

a finish which will harmonize wi'h the

general interior finish of the store.

,\ Catalogue, issued at the first of

the year, illustrates and ouotes prices

on these and nmnv other H"ps of store

fixtures manufactured by this firm.

A Wonderful Woman.

A nice old lady with a wealth of

grey hair, most becomingly arranged,
and a pretty, rosy complexion, has
been entertaining large audiences at
Palmenberg's lately. All dav long
she sits there in the show window,
running a sewing machine—the most
industrious operator That Iiioadway
has ever seen. Now and then, how-
ever, she raises her head from her
task to take a look at the crowd;
then at work she is guiding with her
hands. Anon she glances at you shy-
ly, her eyes always bright and
merry

; really a most remarka' le old
lady, with a trim figure and her feet

neatly encased in low shoes. That
she is full of animation and enjoys
the curiosity she excites is evidenced
by the rising and falling of her
breast. The crowds pause in aston-
ishment. Then they discover, but
not always right away, that she is

a mechanical figure, made to demon-
strate some feature of the sewing
machine. There never was anything
more life-like, not even among the
other mechanical figures at 710
Broadway. J. R. Palmenberg's Sons
is a most remarkable place in the
matter of store equipment and dis-

play devices, but at the present writ-
ing that marvellous old lady is the
centre of attraction.

National Rubber Company.

In keeping with their progressive

ideas they have brought out a strong
line of rubbe 'zed <-armerts for fp in<r

delivery. While other firms are show-
ing a few of these, this firm is manu-
facturing them and showing easily

the largest range in the trade. They
have among their large range all the

popular shades which are destined to

be leaders in the spring sales.

The firm spares no expense in se-

curing the very latest styles and their

designers are frequent visitors to

the New York market.

Debenhams.. Limited (Toronto).

The season having further advanc-
ed, Debenhams can now give more
certain information as to the trend

of style. Reporting from Lyons, De-
benhams state that in plain silks,

the leading fabrics are wide soft

satins and shantungs, and every
manufacturer of note has larsrely

placed these makes with the leading

Paris houses.

Colors will play an important part

and vienx blue, saxe, heb'o and bronze
are leading shades with cinnamon,
light browns and dull sapphires ac-

centuated. Generally speaking, the

shades indicated are "art shades" in

mid-tones. This fact is important,

as it promises that silks will be used
both for day and street wear. Tn

spite of the alreidv great popularity

of shantungs, there is evidence of

a still greater demand for the com-
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iag spring aud summer and 28 and
44 are the favored widths in this

cloth.

Taffeta chiffons still command a

fair share of attention and Deben-
hams are showing some beautiful

qualities in this fabric. For the more
popular trade such weaves as pail-

lettes and merveilleux will be largely

in evidence with soft dnchesse rank-

ing as the high-class article in this

class of business.

Plain silks lead, but fancies are

well ordered. Foremost in this class

are goods of light texture, and there

is an immense and attractive collec-

tion of striped mousseline and shan-

tung, both plain and printed. In
fact, stripes appear to be the ground-

telfections of patterns in messaline
phantome, cashmere deseree, Loleil,

Levant, Toile Lyonnaise, etc. The
usual fall range ilining taffietas taffeta

chiffons and in satins, also a large
range of tailored silk linings, a spe-
ciality of which "Serge Pekin" has
taken freely. In black taffetas their

four special guaranteed cloths are
"Noblessee," "Supreme," "Splen-
dor" and "Matchless." In satins
(hey are running satin empress—

a

beautiful soft cloth with just a thread
of cotton used in its manufacture.

The heavy advances in the yarns
of which British silks are made, has
caused an advance of Id per yard
in order to produce a presentable
fabric in these popular goods.

The special feature of this'veil is that it will fit over any hat without'being
draped.) ,lt is of allover net and edged all around with chantilly lace in self

color, which, in this instance, is the new and fashionable khaki shade. This
veil is shown by Benedictus Weill & Co., New York ; Canadian Agent, Charles
Inteur, Montreal.

work of a great proportion of next
spring's lighter materials, modified to

a large extent by over printings.

In view of the big demand for

satins, Debenhams have provided
various ranges, covering different

prices. Among the most popular are

the following: Satin Orient, Floreal,

Supreme, Magnifque. Also a full

color range in duchesse messaline,

colored merves, taffeta chiffons, pail-

lftte ideal, paillette de chine, and
rrmour princesse, which is becoming
a popular weave. In novelty plain

bilks, attention is drawn to the wide

Bastin, Merryfield & Cracknell, Ltd.

That this up-to-date manufacturing
firm has found a welcome in Cana-
dian markets is evidenced by the
beautiful collection of Spring models
in blouses and ready-to-wear blouse
suits now in the hands of Emile de
Boeck at 43 St. Sacrament street,

Montreal, who represents this house.
It is learned that the rapid success
of the ready-to-wear blouse suits has
necessitated the opening of a special

section in the organization of this

house, and the same distinctive style

noticeable in all the firm's produc-
tions remains a striking feature

throughout the new collection for
the coming Spring. The cost of this
handsome collection is sufficient evi-
dence that this go-ahead firm have
set their minds to succeed in cater-
ing to the Canadian markets.

John Macdonald & Co., Ltd.

What John Macdonald & Co., Ltd.,
are doing in their carpet depart-
ment : Notwithstanding the great
advance in carpets and carpet squares
this department is showing many of

their standard lines at old prices.
They particularly call the attention
of the trade to the range of Brussels
carpets, now being shown, both in

the warehouse and by their salesmen
on the road; the prices are the same
as they were two years ago. They
have done a large business for the
Fall season in carpets, and are pre-
pared to show a larger range of

these special values for Spring plac-
ing trade.
What John Macdonald & Co., Ltd.,

are showing in their men's furnish-
ings and haberdashery departments :

A complete range of men's and boys'
silk striped suits for Spring and
Summer wear to retail at 50c, 75c,

$1, $1.25 and $1.50 each. Men's fancy
cotton and cashmere half-hose in

checks, stripes and spots, from $2.25
to $4.50 per dozen. Men's natural
wool underwear, (unshrinkable),
Spring weight, $6.50 per dozen. A
special line in men's black and white
stripe duck shirts, double back and
front, $6.50 per dozen. A large
range of ladies' fancy hair combs,
including all the newest shapes and
designs to sell at 15c to 50c each.
What John Macdonald & Co., Ltd.,

are showing in dress goods for Spring
season, 1908 : Wool taffeta cloths
and batistes in plain, stripes, checks,
shadow stripes and checks, thread
stripes and checks. Fine voiles and
bengalines ; silk and wool stripe
voiles in evening shades ; also black,
navy and evening shades in plain
voiles. Blacks with silk tapes; black
cardinettes in stripes and checks

;

fancy shaded armurcs
;
panamas in

stripe, shadow checks and plain; also
chiffon effects; plain satin cloths in

all leading shades
;

plain chiffon
broadcloths ; black and cold lustres
in fine mohair weaves. The leading
styles for Spring are stripes, plains
and checks in piece-dyed material;
the leading shades are navy, black,
brown
What John Macdonald & Co., Ltd.,

are showing in white goods and
ready-to-wear goods : All qualities in
lawns, India linens, Persian lawns,
Swiss books, organdies, mulls, fancy
figured, sheered checks and stripes.
A large and an extensive line of these
goods are shown. Ladies' and chil-

dren's dress skirts, made up in all

the latest styles and newest mater-
ial ; ladies' waists in lawns, nain-
sooks, embroidery and lace trimmed,
in a full range af prices. Also silk-

waists in Japanese silks ; infants'
and children's dresses and overalls in

lawns and silks, an extensive range
;

underskirts in sateen, moreen and
silk, a large range of prices

;
print

wrappers, trimmed and plain, with
belts and flounces ; ladies hosiery and
vests, all popular qualities and prices
now in stock ; ladies' parasols, a
large, range of prices and assorted
handles.



HOTEL DIRECTORY

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently lo

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. MoNiool, Prop.

WOODSIDE BOARDING
HOUSE

Corner of Main and Lamaha Streets
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.

Oool and airy Bedrooms. Excellent Cuisine
Attendance qualified. Terms moderate. Eleo
trio Oar Loop at gate of premises. Patronage
Solicited. Manageress, E. Cottam.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH Proprietress.

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $H per week.

Open Nov. Closes in May.

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For Rates, etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,

29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paisley, Prop.

TOWER HOTELGEORQETOWNi w»¥tr» n\^ i i^i_ DEMERARA
BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-
ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal public
buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spaoious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Electric light throughout.

DOMINION HOUSE
W. H. DURHAM. Proprietor

RENFREW, ONTARIO

The most popular Hotel in the Ottawa Valley.

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

HOTEL IMPERIAL LX>m?p1'

Steam Heated and Gas Lit

GEO.W. WEBSTER, Prop., Swift Current, Sask.

LEGAL CARDS

ATWATER, DTJOLOS & OHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.C.. Consulting Counsel
for City of MontreaL Chaa. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Ohauvin.
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MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS.
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S. W. STEVENSON & CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

TORONTO MONTREAL
218 Stair Bldg. 42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone Main 7130 Phone Main 4843

R. FLAWS & SON
Manchester Bldg-., Melinda St., Toronto

Dry Goods CommissioL Agents.
Representing —S. & L. Ash Brothers, Leeds,

Cloths, in great variety. Cartwright & Warners,
Limited, Loughborough, Eng., Hosiery and
Underwear. Bentley & Tempest, Leeds, Eng.,
Casket Cloth, Vicunas, Serges, Cap Cloths.
Hood, Morton & Co., Newmilns, Scotland, Lace
Curtains.

Cable Address, " MACKER," Office 51 1 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesa'e
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturer:
desiring live, up-to-date representation in the
West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building - . TORONTO
Representing: Cornwall & York Cotton Mills

Co., Ltd , Cotton Goods, St. John, N.B. ; Paris,
Wincey Mills Co., Flannels, etc.. Paris, Ont.; John
Bright & Bros., Ltd., Carpels, etc., Rochdale. Eng.

;

Wm. Clark & Sons, Canvas Ho'lands, efc, XT ppr-
lands, Ireland ; A'hert Godde BeOin & Cie., Chiff-
ons, Laces, eto., Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF OANADA, LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

3C1 St. James St. Sylvester Willson Bldg.
Toronto-TO Bay St —Head Office

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces,
Tailors' Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts.

Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

HAROLD F. WATSON
Manufacturers' Agent

6 St. Sacrament Street - MONTREAL

GLOVES, SILKS, RIBBONS,
Laces, Embroideries, Hair Nets, W. ists

Cable Address
" Kingsons, Toronto

"
Phone Main 6158

W. P. KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, BLANKETS, Eto
74 YORK STREET - TORONTO

Canadian and Foreign manufacturers' lines
solicited on favorable terms.

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay Street - - TORONTO
Representing:— Otto Alder & Co., St. Gall>
Kmbroideries, Laces and Trimmings. W. B-
Baggaley, Nottingham, Val. Laces and Allovers,
Reiner Bros. & Co., Limited, Wellesley, Ont..
Hosiery, Eiderdowns, Sweaters, etc. Samples to
Wholesale Manufacturers and Importers only.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 15J Toronto St. , Toronto.

465 Temple Building, Montreal.

DON'T WHINE!
When Collections

are Slow

Send them to

The Beardwood Agency
313 New York Life Bldg.

MONTREAL

AND WE WILL GET THE
MONEY FOR YOU

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-
formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

CANADA HAIR CLOTH CO.
Manufacturers of Hair Cloths.

St. Catharines, Ont.

Condensed Advertisements

AGENTS WANTED.

EXPERIENCED AGENT WANTED-To repre-
sent up-to-date London manufacturers in the
sale of down quilts, cushions, bedspreads,

etc.; Toronto or Montreal preferred. Apply,
giving full experience, Russell & Woollven,
28-30 Christopher St., London, E.C., England

EXPERIENCED AGENT WANTED-To
represent up-to-date London manufacturers
in the sale of down quilts, cushions, bed '

spreads, etc.; Toronto or Montreal preferred
Apply, giving full experience, Russell & Woollven
28-30 Christopher St., London, E.C, England

AGENCY WANTED.

BUYING AGENCY - Advertiser, 20 years-
experience; holding responsible position,
leading London firm, desires buying agency

in England for Canadian drapery houses; highest
London wholesale references. Newport. DRYGOODS REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street, London, Eng

BUSINESS FOR SALE.

DRY GOODS -WE OFFER FOR SALE,
our business in Clinton ; established
over forty years; always been leading

business in this section; stock clean, well
assorted ; bought on most advantageous terms ;

excellent store and location ; substantial town,
situated centre one of best districts in Ontario;
to anyone desiring clean, profitable business
this presents an opportunity seldom offered;
for one or two young men of good character,
with knowledge of dry goods business and
moderate capital, we can procure all the
financial assistance necessary. Hodgens Bros.,
Clinton.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., Toronto.

The W. E. Brock Co., Toronto, are

showing in Her Ladyship Department
some beautiful novelties in French
waists, silks, laces and nets from
$6.50 to $12 each. These are very

dressy Frenchy designs and have to

be seen to be appreciated.

Their special line of skirts for

spring is their No. 137. 9 gore, each
gore pleated with fold of goods 9

inches above hem. This style they

are showing in Venetians, Panamas
and DK tweeds. All colors, beauti-

fully made and finished for $3.75. As
the cloths are all above the average
it is a very special price. These

of their travelers. The range is a
large one and is especially strong on
the better class of marmots. The
styles are all exclusively confined to

themselves and are very strong on
fancy stole effects, etc.

The W. R. Brock Company (Limit-
ed), Toronto, have made great pre-
paration for spring in their DeDart-
ment F, which contains hosiery,
gloves, underwear, embroideries, laces
smallwares and fancy goods of all

descriptions for the ladies.

Their selections of embroideries,
laces and veilings are perfect. In em-
broideries particularly, they have
made a desperate effort, and have suc-

Corset cover novelty embroideries, with separate

pieces for body, belt and shoulder straps, shown by W. R.

Brock Co.. Limited. Toronto,

goods need from one to two weeks
for delivery.

The sale of silk moirette un lerskii ts

will be very heavy for spring. Line
332 at $3.75 comes in all shades
light and dark and is in stock.

Their special black taffeta silk

skirt at $3.75 is asain in stock. They
consider this line the best value ever
known for the money.

After the first of the year the

W. R. Brock Co. will have their silks

and furs for Fall 1908-9 in the hands

ceeded most effectually in having in

stock everything that the most criti-

cal can desire, from the cheap showy
goods to the most dainty and fas-

cinating patterns, in edsrings, inser-

tions, setts, corset covers, flounc-

ings, etc.

One of their novelties is their box
lot of corset cover novelty embroid-
eries, containing one niece of corset

cover for the body, one piece for the

belt, and one piece for the shoulder

strap all to match at a popular price.

Gloves and hosiery for spring are
coming rapidly forward, and retailers

are strongly advised to place their
orders quickly, as a number of lines
of gloves will have to be cancelled
immediately.

Retailers will be stock-taking
shortly, and they should send to the
W. R. Brock Company for one of the
Perfection Cloth measures, which
makes stock-taking much more ac-

curate, and saves labor. See our re-

marks in November number, page
127; these remarks being made after
a thorough investigation of the Per-
fection Cloth measure.

Snap in Ribbons.

After the 1st of January the W.
R. Brock Company ( Limited), To-
ronto, offer the trade the snap of the

season in cheap ribbons at much be-

low the cost of manufacture. These
are all good colors, no old shades or

the collection of years' out of date

colors but all clean stock up, and you
are not compelled to buy a box con-

taining a lot of bad sliades you do
not require, but can assert your in-

dependence, pay your money and take

your choice.

The price will be as cheap, or

cheaper, than any quotation ever of-

fered when you consider that you
do not have to buy a lot of old

shades.

The Men's Furnishino: Department
of the W. R. Brock Co. (Toronto),

are showing for spring a very larae

ran^e of men 's neckwear in newest
designs and colors, to sell at popu-
lar prices. Samples of these are now
in the hands of their travelers and
will repay inspection.
This department lias just passed in-

to stock all the early shipments of

men's negligee shirts in new Spring
effects and patterns. These shirts are
their famous "Grizzly Brand," are
made extra large and guaranteed
to fit. Thev are still selling their

old special lines of men's work shirts

at old prices, notwithstanding the
considerable advance that has taken
place in the price of drills. Four
lines they would call attention to
are : Wabash and Big Four, to retail

at 50c ; Rockfast and Mossback, to

retail at 75c. A'l sizes and styles of

Success Brand linen collars are in

stock. This is the best collar in the
market to retail at 2 for 25c.

This department is showing a very
extensive range of men's French lisle

and cashmere half-hose in plain col-

ors and embroidered. This range
comprises all the new colors shown
in half-hose this season, in greens,
greys, blues and reds; also some very
handsome shot effects. These lines

are selling freely, with the higher
class gents' furnishing trade. They
also have in stock all sizes in men's
French balbriggan underwear, to re-

tail at 50c. B.V.D. nainsook under-
wear in quarter-sleeve shirts and
knee-length drawers are growing in

popularity for hot weather wear.

The Figg Cravat Holder.

The Figg cravat holder continues to
meet with great success. Many of

the large retailers, especially in Mon-
treal and Toronto, have stocked this
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holder and find sales exceedingly ac-

tive. Many progressive merchants
find it a decided help in making neck-
wear sales.

Recently Mr. Figg further strength-
ened the strong feeling among the
trade for this holder by manufactur-
ing a perfect bow tie, shown in all

the latest shades and designs, which
can only be made on a Figg cravat
holder. One strong point in its fa-

vor is the fact that the tie is not
sewn on the holder, but can be tied

with the utmost ease, and with more
convenience than you would have in

tieing it on your collar as per usual.

The complete outfit can be had at
$2 to $4 per dozen and a progressive
merchant cannot go wrong in stock-
ing a line of these articles. Retail-
ers may secure full information by
addressing George E. Figg, neckwear
manufacturer, 715 Wellington street,

Montreal.

New Spring Line.

E. Bellinger, manufacturers' agent,
101 Bay street, is now prepared to
show his new sample line of Spring
novelties. His line is an extensive
one, covering as it does, the pro-
duct of several French, German and
Swiss firms, and includes a large
range of ribbons, trimmings, braids
and appliques. Silk, ice-wool and
woolen shawls, etc. Also a fine line

of high class Swiss embroideries, em-
broidered trimmings and laces made
by the firm of Otto Alder & Co. St.
Gall. The embroideries include a
range of novelties in Japanese, sou-
tache and other new effects, in sets,

bands and allovers. Also a number
of high-style effects in colored eye-
let and soutache embroideries, and
in dainty natural colored floral ef-

fects on sheer linen and batiste. The
trimming line consists of a big as-
sortment of the latest novelties in

darned and embroidered filet bands,
also in the new metal embroideries
on taffeta, and a large selection of

embroidered shangtung bands. Mr.
Bellinger has also received his sam-
ple line of silks, ice-wool, and wool-
en shawls for the Fall of 1908.
Mr. Bellinger has been appointed

agent for W. B. Baggaley, of Not-
tingham, England, manufacturer of

Nottingham Valenciennes laces, etc.,

and has a large collection of sam-
ples of these goods, which will am-
ply repay inspection.

Perfection Skirt Hanger.

An excellent idea in the line of gar-
ment hangers is being introduced by
R. C. Howell & Co., and includes
skirt, coat or waist, and trouser
hangers. The skirt hanger is manu-
factured from heavily tinned wire, as
are also the other hangers, and being
self-adjusting it will fit any skirt
band, requiring no folding of the
skirt. All that has to be done is to
place the hanger inside the skirt and
release the spring.

The hanger is so constructed that
the skirt cannot be shaken off, the

HEES WAREHOUSE FIRE
A fire in the spleudid new Hees

warehouse. Bay street, Toronto, on
December 28, ^..^ 5>i2o,Ui,u damage
to the buiiuing- and contents, tne
heaviest losers being Leo. a.
hees. Son & Co.. who sufter -to
tne extent of hO."^", tne loss,
however, being covered by insur-
ance.
Business, however, with this

firm wnl not be interfered wiui.
and orders will be executed as
usual. At the works of the com-
pany on Davenport Koad, a stock
of goods is carried in addition to
the damaged warehouse. It is a
singular fact that about a montn
ago this company sunered a i.eavy
loss by the lall of a large water
tower tank at their factory.
The losers, in addition to Hees

& Company, are Clarke & l lartve,

$15,000 ; Pocock & Cowill. $20.0t0 ;

Wrinch, McLaren & 1^0.. .^u.uuu,

and Turner & Hamilton. $8,000.
The building is owned by Leo.

H. Hees. of the Hees firm, who
was in New York when the fire

occurred. Hees & Co. are tem-
porarily installed at 67 bay &t.,
but they will shortly be in their
own building again.

pressure being entirely on the waist
band. It is practically the only
hanger that can be used to advan-
tage in the mantle room, taking up
little space on the rack, and it will

also have a good sale over the no-
tion counter.

The trouser hanger is designed to

take the place of the old style hang-
ers that fasten on the trouser leg.

This hanger has receptacles for the
suspender buttons, holding the trous-
ers "right end up," and will be ap-
preciated by men who have used the

other style hangers, and busied them-
selves picking up their change and
pocket pieces from the floor.

These hangers are fully patented,
and can be purchased from your
wholesaler or from R. C. Howell &
Co., 30 Wellington W., Toronto.

The Imperial Carpet Co., Ltd.

The Imperial Carpet Co., Ltd., re-

pent a much better prospect for
Spring business, following the turn
of the year. The prices in all house
furnishing lines, as buyers are by this
time well aware, still continue firm
at high prices. This firm, however,
have been fortunate in procuring
numerous lines which will be offered
at the house and by their traveling
salesmen at prices much under last
year's values, while the patterns are,

if possible, improved.

The rug department, which has
grown to be one of the largest with
the firm, is still well to the fore. In
it there are carried five qualities in

tapestry squares, three qualities in

velvet, four qualities in Axminster,
three qualities in Brussels, and four
qualities in Wilton, while the sizes
stocked range from 3x2£ yards to
4x5 yards, according to quality.

Other departments worthy of men-
tion are the tapestry and Brussels
body goods section, which are now
replete with the newest patterns and
values are always interesting.
The linoleum section would be well

worth a visit. A large stock of

printed linoleum and floor oilcloth,
together with cork carpets, four
qualities, inlaid linoleums, three qual-
ities, are to be seen there.

A new department is devoted to
curtains—tapestry, lace, chenille, mo-
hair ; table covers, cretonnes, art
muslins and all similar lines that go
to make a house furnishing depart-
ment complete.

Non-Collapso Hair Pads.

Many up-to-date dry goods stores
now have a smart corner devoted to
hair goods and novelties for the hair.
Messrs. Burnet & Temple's Non-Col-
lapso hair pads are always to the
fore in these displays, and many buy-
ers state that there is nothing to
equal them on the market. This en-
terprising firm is also bringing out
novelties in comb-curls and fancy hair
work generally.
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GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED

WHolesale

General Dry Goods

New Spring Goods
December 1st is the beginning of our new season; from that

date on we receive into stock our spring goods. This year our
collection is larger and the variety greater than we have ever shown
before.

In all departments we offer exceptional values and we request

a hearing for our travellers who are on their respective grounds,
before you place your Spring business.

Staple Department
We have a splendid showing of Canadian and Scotch ginghams,

also job ginghams at less than mill prices. See our bleached

cottons and sheetings, which were contracted for nine months ago
at from 10 to 20 per cent, less than to-day's prices.

Print Department
Crum's are again our leader and the range is still complete.

To-day we have sold more than any previous season in spite of the

advance in price.

Carpet Department
Sateens and Cretonnes bought before any advances ; also a

job line of wool and union carpets at less than present factory

prices.

Men's Wear Department
This department has received a great number of new lines of

fancy soft and stiff front shirts. The patterns are quite new and
the designs unique.

Our other departments have each something special to offer

and a magnificient stock to select from.

Winnipeg Vg street
54, 56, 58, 60 UlinninAtfV 53

'
55

>
57

>
59

Arthur Street
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New Dress Fabric for

Spring, 1908

Resilda

'Irye /^ew Dress

J4^^N6^tJuST^6

Does nor crease.

DUST RESISTING
3

(Regd.)

Cloth
New Process Permanent Lustre

This new cloth is brought out in the following weaves :

POPLINS, TRICOT, SAVONA

CREPE RESILD< VOILE STRIPES

Dust Resisting and

Does Not Crease

SEE? SPRING SAMPLES

GREENSHIELDS -LJMITEDL
Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg MONTREAL Greenshields & Co. Limited

Vancouver
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February

Special Millinery and

Knit Goods Number

Portrait Felix. Paris
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We Make and Save Money

for Dry Goods Men and Milliners

It is wise to make and save money at any
time. It is a necessity when trade is dull and
money is scarce.

Send us anything you have in unsalable, off-

color Fabrics, Hosiery, Ribbons, Feathers and
Plumes, and we'll so re-dye and finish these goods
that you can quickly transform them into ready

cash.

Hundreds of Merchants all Over Canada are Our Customers

R. PARKER & CO. Dyers and Finishers

to the Trade : : : Toronto, Ont.

^^^^•^^^^•^ i
^^

i
o^^

j
wioi**!^!^.!

*^ ,^^,^^^^..!,^^'

LACES
See our samples before buying else-

where. We carry a nice stock of the
latest effects: Vals., Appliques, Filets,

Net Laces, and all the latest novelties.

EMBROIDERIES
We are showing a beautiful line of 22

inch Swiss Embroidery Allovers, in Cam-
bric, Nainsook and Muslin from 30c. to

$1.50 a yard. Best value in Canada.

Call and see us when in town. We
can interest you.

ROOSTER BRAND

BEST MADE

Men's White Goods

BELTS
You should see our great range of im-

ported belt novelties for Easter. We are
pleasing hundreds of customers with
novelties that SELL and sell fast too,

judging by the repeats we get. Give me
a chance to please you.

R. C. BACH

Waiters' Coats,

Barbers' Coats,

Bar Coats,

Cooks' Coats,

Sleeve Vests,

Waiters' Aprons,

Pantry Aprons,

Cooks' Aprons,

Butchers' Coats,

Cooks' Pants.

Cooks' Caps,

146 St. James St.

P. O. BOX 64

MONTREAL, QUE.

»T-«»|*». .»?.».WMIMIMMIli
/"I"!"!'*; "I"!"!"*

These Goods are the Railroad Standard

of Canada

ROBERT CWILKINS
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Ltd,, Winnipeg, Wholesale Dry Goods.
See our ads. on pages 10, 11 and 12

and inside back cover.
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SORTING ORDERS
We can supply your immediate require-

ments promptly and satisfactorily.

^ The opening of the month of February

finds us settled in the big new Annex
and well-prepared to attend to all your

orders.

^ Every facility for quick shipment is in-

corporated in the new building.

^ Mail orders promptly attended
m
to.

^ Every department offers you attractive

values for Spring.

When visiting Millinery Opening call and

see us.

DURING MILLINERY OPENINGS:

TORONTO, 28 Wellington St. West,

CARLAW BUILDINGS.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montreal

IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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New Dress Fabric

FOR

Spring, 1908

'lf\e //ew Dress
L

pABI^I©

J4^^N6^tJuST^6

Does i\oh crease

.

DUST RESISTING

Resilda Cloth
REGISTERED

New Process Permanent Lustre

THIS NEW CLOTH IS BROUGHT OUT

IN THE FOLLOWING WEAVES:

Poplins Tricot Savona

Crepe Resilda Voile Stripes

Dust Resisting and Does Not Crease

See Spring Samples „

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg MONTREAL Greenshields & Co. Limited

Vancouver

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE HOUSE FOR YOUR SORTING ORDERS

FLOOR SPACE EXCEEDS FOUR ACRES
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Established 1832 Cable Address

:

"LAW," Bradford

SPRING 1908

(Registered)

These Goods are rolled on Special boards and stamped "Lawrus"
every five yards.

MOHAIRS
In all the Latest Weaves

We are showing a most extensive line in these fabrics.

Law, Russell & Co.
Converters of Bradford Goods UM,TED

BRADFORD and LONDON
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED

Wholesale

General Dry Goods

Carpets
We are showing for spring a splendid range of Carpets

in all qualities. Patterns and colorings are up to date and

saleable. Values are exceptional.

Tapestry CarpetS, in body and stair.

Brussels Carpets,

Axminster Carpets

Wilton Carpets

Velvet Carpets

Wool and Union Carpets

In this line we have an assortment of designs and

prices that cannot be beaten. We recommend these Ingrain

Carpets, especially to the smaller merchants, as being inex-

pensive and staple sellers. Samples sent on request.

Art Squares and Rugs.

The largest showing of these goods we have ever

had. In all standard makes. A good range of sizes. Patterns

and prices to suit all rooms.

54, 56, 58, 60

Arthur Street Winnipeg 53, 55, 57, 59

King Street

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE TELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CAHADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toropto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-Presideni

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Peliatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....--- $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

THE METROPOLITAN
Capital Paid Up
$1,000,000.00 BANK

Reserve Fund and
Undivided Profits

$1,183,713.23

Every Department of Banking Conducted with Satis-
faction and Absolute Security.

Accounts of Individuals, Firms and Corporations
Solicited

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

$1.00 or more opens an account. Interest allowed
from date of deposit and compounded FOUR times
a year. No delay in withdrawal.

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURA1NCF
• • • COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B, MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

Experienced Traveler

Wants Side Line

I represent a prominent Montreal man-

ufacturing company and have their per-

mission to carry a high-class side line.

I have a good connection of many

years' standing with the dry goods

trade and also with manufacturing fur-

riers and clothiers.

I call at all the largest towns and cities

in Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Prov-

inces and would represent a good

house on a commission basis only.

Address

ALEX. ROUGH,
156 Guy St.,

Montreal

1906

Canada Other Countries T.tal

£ 495
190
313

£ 154 047
87,675

279,452

£ 154.542
87.865

279,765

11.894

1,688
4,951
2.319

3,297.724
251,965
114.003

47,998

3,309 618
253,653
118,954
50.317

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia

:

Cosies, Cushions, etc.

Curtains
Fancy G ood»
Piece Goods. Cotton

and Linen
Flannelettes
Boots and Shoes
Rubber Sand Shoes

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing OfTloes

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.G.

New York, 29 Broadway

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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"MEN'S WEAR" says: "Tailors and Outfitters all over the Kingdom are greatly indebted to Messrs. Samuel Kirk & Sons,

Ltd., for the perfection to which they have brought their permanent finishes for linings (Italians, Mohairs, etc.)"

1 he BEST LiningS are those that bear the stamp of

Samuel KIRK and Sons
limited

THERE ARE TWO FINISHES WITH THIS NAME AS A GUARANTEE
OF EXCELLENCE IN BRILLIANCY, PERMANENCY AND STRENGTH.

(I) The Original

1 'Permanent '

' Finish.

(2) "Velper"
{Reed.)

The Velvety Permanent Finish for those who prefer a soft handle

Patterns of either Finish can be had on application to

The Bradford Dyers' Association, Ltd.

or "tm1X"e 100c, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.m

WOOLS and YARNS
The.

%tAU\
KNITTING
YARN

That pay you a

better profit.

4 Fold.
— n - -o- - n :

)

These Brands are the

best for the price.

Get samples and make
a comparison.

Ethel, Vanguard and
Maple are always

in stock. They
have a reputation of

over 150 years.

$%^

w ESTABLISHED.! 752. V KNITTING WOOL

TL O CANADIAN AGENTS—
Ihos. Burnley & oons, Ltd. i __ „ _ _

D. M. Chorlton & Bro.Manufacturers of Knitting Yarns for over 1 50 Years.

GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Established 1791

HORROCKSES ,

Longcloths, Nainsooks

Cambrics

India Longcloths

Sheetings

Ready-made Sheets
(plain or hemstitched)

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet

Flannelettes
of the highest quality

N. B. SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE

Horrockses, Crewdson& Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers

PRESTON MANCHESTER LONDON, ENGLAND

H. M.

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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SOLE
CANADIAN AGENT,

HAROLD F.WATSON.
6. SAINT SACRAMENT, MONTREAL.

110. BOULEVARD DE LA SENNE, BRUSSELS.
36. GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W., LONDON, ENG.

i

This is an illustration of another

ENGLISH^^ SAFETY

MADE SJONS) PIN

NICKELED STEEL DUPLEX in 5 Sizes.

Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

1/. NICKLIN & CO., - Birmingham, Eng.

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIBS-The ORIGINAL and BEST.

SOUTHALLS' ACCOUCHEMENT SETS
Containing; All kequliltes, in Three Sizes.

SOUTHALLS' SHEETS FOR ACCOUCHEMENT
And Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LirilTBO

BIRMINGHAM, ENO.

Representative In Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CJRLAW BUILDINGS, Wellington Street West, TORONTO

When writing advertisers phase mention The Review
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Spring Wash
Stuffs That

Will Make Profits For You

See that your Assortments
§

of ENGLISH and CANADIAN GINGHAMS are well up. Owing I
to the marked advance in Prints you will find GINGHAMS and &§
CHAMBRAYS sought after more THAN EVER, four special 1
prices to retail at—8, 10, 12£ and 15.

§|§

Dainty Wash Muslins
|

Smart Floral designs in PRINTED MUSLINS will be right at the i§

top for Summer selling and the prices we have are sure to be the §§§

biggest sellers, viz. : 10, 11, 12^, 15, 20 and 25c retail. m

Embroideries and Laces |
Represent a very large share of our notion and smallware business and ^
we would like to impress you that we have an excellent range, at m
the prices that invariably sell the goods. ||

P. S. When it's a rush order sale try our Mail Order
Department. Goods by return Mail or Express.

John M. Garland,Son&Co.
Wholesale Dry Goods, Ottawa Pan
Carpets and Woollens WlldWd, V^dlU

When writing advertisers please^mention The Review
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ENGLAND'S BEST
NEEDLE I

ABEL MORRALL'S
»j

N° . 4,

BevJl
EGG EYED
SHARPS

lEVERY NEEDLE SElECTEOll

OVER 100 YEARS
REPUTATION.

Points Ladies Appreciate

C.N0 Pins—

Ci, No Sewing onto the Corsets—

'

CI, No Heavy Snap Fasteners

—

CL. Hooks on the Corset Stud

—

CL. Prevents the Pad becoming Displaced

—

CL Takes the Strain off the Back

—

C. Gives the Straight Front Effect

—

CI, Holds the Corsets Down in Front

—

CI, And Keeps the Stockings Up.

SOLD BY ALL THE
LEADING JOBBERS

" FAVORITE "

Sole Manufacturers

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER C°
TORONTO BELT PAD HOSE SUPPORTER

(Patented Dec. 1900. Patent pending on Hook.)

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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MAKE YOURffiOWN LIGHT
IT'S CHEAPER AND BETTER.

"S.S." GAS LIGHTING MACHINES
A Few Points of Superiority based on Comparisons let US tell YOU About the others.

THE "SYLVESTER" LIGHT
Increases the brilliancy 100 per cent.

Decreases the operating cost 50 per cent.

No globes to break or clean.

No mantles dependent on wire or
magnesian supports.

Less heat than an electric arc and gives
more light.

No odor from unburned gas or the Pro-

ducts of combustion.

No sound from the light, absolutely
noiseless.

No shadows cast, all light thrown down.

No flickering, the only steady light upon
the market.

A gas fixture, more ornamental and
unique, has never been invented.

MODEL E MACHINE

The
"S.S."Gas Lighting Machine

The only gas machine that runs without
pumping under a uniform pressure.

The only gas machine that will success-
fully operate one gas fixture if desired.

The only gas machine that can be gen-
erated in thirty seconds and without
the use of alcohol or liquid gasoline.

The only gas machine with a safety vent
and escape pipe.

The only gas machine with an automatic
governor.

The only gas machine with a seamless
generator and the only one with an
entirely seamless copper tank.

NOT ONE DROP OF OIL PASSES THROUGH A HOLLOW WIRE.
WE CAN GIVE YOU CHEAPEST INSURANCE.

The "Sylvester" Inside Lights

OUR No. 1 SINGLE ARC
500 Candle Power

OUR No. 2 SINGLE ARC
500 Candle Power

OUR No. 3 SINGLE ARC
500 Candle Power

THE "SYLVESTER" NEW PROCESS MANTLE. Shipped in an envelope. Upon removing from envelope, can be crumpled
up without danger of breaking. When straightened out, it's just as good as new.

THE SAFETY SUNLIGHT GAS M4CHINE
THE LIGHT YOU SHOULD HAVE IF YOU WISH TO SAVE MONEY AND TIME.

It is the most modern Lighting System known to-day. It is acknowledged so by experts and the public at large because any
person can operate it. You do not need to be an expsrt because there is no possibility of danger from any source whatever.

This system is well adapted for Commercial Lighting, viz:—Railway Stations, Stores, Halls, Churches, Factories,

Warehouses, Hotels and for Laboratories, Cooking, Heating of Tailors' Irons, and whatever gas is commonly used for.

WRITE US FOR PRICES—DO IT NOW.

Mfd by The Sylvester Manufacturing Co., Limited
Lindsay, Ontario, Canada.
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DEBENHAMS F
°« NOVELTIES

Our collection of Fancy Dress materials represents all the latest effects in Novelty

Goods, the designs and patterns are exclusive. Some of the prominent are :—

Filet Voiles Veilings Silk Shantungs

Panamas Motor Veils Plain and Shot Taffetas

Serges Chiffons Louisines

Cloths Tulles Paillettes

Silk and Wool Shantungs Allover Nets Satins, etc.

Crepe de Chenes Laces Plain and Fancy Ribbons

DEBENHAMS «N*M
> LIMITED

Bay and Wellington Streets, TORONTO

"©Id mieacf)"
Expert buyers say

"@16 Meacf)" Linens
are unrivalled.

THIS BRAND OF IRISH LINEN is now known and

sold all over the Dominion.

Why not place a trial order and compare ?

Write for illustrated booklet on the "Care of Linens."

R. H. COSBIE,
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET,

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

TORONTO

Ulieu zvriting advertisers please mention The Review
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(jfWitei)

Toronto

0Tcor
Â*

THE

PALATINE
PRINT
REGISTERED

The best 31/32 inch British print in the trade specially con-

tracted for and confined exclusively to The W. R. BROCK CO.

(Limited), Toronto, Montreal, and Calgary, can be retailed for

12/$c., equal to any 15c. cloth. Samples can be seen with our

Travellers or goods in our Warehouses.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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A Splendid Wash Goods Department

Perth : Established Business Methods Take Precedence

Substantial Businesses Which Have Been Built Up Along Conservative Lines.

Store Patrons Content with Quality at Fair Prices. Dry Goods Merchant is Mayor.

Situated in the centre of the prosperous dairy section

of Eastern Ontario, and practically the birthplace of that

industry in the province, Perth is a substantial, if conser-

vative town. Novel business methods are not received

with favor either by the merchants or the public, but as

a compensation for what may be looked upon by some as

a disadvantage, there is a steady, satisfactory trade, and,

happily, the fluctuating influences which ia less conserva-

tive towns would be felt in times of alleged or real busi-

ness depression, are almost unknown in Perth.

Merchants report that the business of last year was a

record, and this in spite of the fact that the agricultural

community, upon which the town is practically dependent,

experienced unsatisfactory crops. A long succession of

years of plenty, however, combined with the frugal habits

of the characteristically industrious Scotch, had placed

them in a position to pass through a season of decreased

crops without being seriously affected.

Perth merchants are imbued with the spirit character-

istic of the community, and business is conducted along

old established and safe lines. Bargain sales are practi-

cally unknown, principally, because there is little or

no demand for them, and the merchants are loth to estab-

lish conditions which will result in a demand for price

reductions. The question of quality is apparently the one

important consideration, and merchants are content to

allow it to remain so.

Some four years ago the C.P.R. shops, which up to that

time had been Perth's chief industry, were moved to

Montreal, and, while about 400 men, many of them heads

of families, went with them, it was not considered an un-

mixed evil, since they constituted a class of trade to which

credit had to be given, and there were often losses to be

sustained, one merchant estimating that the profit on the

good business was almost offset by the losses from uncol-

lectable accounts.

It has been found impossible to bring the business up
to a cash basis, though The Review was informed that the

tendency was decidedly in that direction. The conservat-

ism referred to, however, is evidenced here; for more than

half a century the farmers have been accustomed to get-

ting credit, paying their accounts in the Fall, and this

practice is still being continued, though to a decreasing

extent. The great majority of these accounts, however,

are perfectly good.

The Tay Knitting Mills are the successors of the

woollen mills of the same name, and are now the town's

chief industry. They are represented to be in a flourish-

ing condition, employing about 150 hands the year

around. All grades of knitted goods are manufactured.

Three general and two dry goods stores supply the

wants of those trading in the town, in these lines.
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Established Turkey Sale.

About sixty years ago a business was inaugurated by

the late Arthur Meighen, and is still continued by brothers

and a son of the founder, under the style, A. Meighen &
Bros. A feature of the early days of the business was

the establishment of a turkey sale, when, during Novem-
ber or early in December, for two days the streets of the

town were turned into a poultry bazaar and often hun-

dreds of tons of turkeys were sold at good prices, Ameri-

can buyers attending these sales in large numbers. The

effect of the distribution of such a large sum of money
among the farmers was naturally felt among the business

men, all of whom benefited largely from the enterprise of

the firm which inaugurated the sale. Its success, however,

resulted in the establishment of similar sales in other

towns in the vicinity, until now nearly every town in the

county has its turkey sale.

A. Meighen & Bros, handle dry goods, groceries, car-

pets and housefurnishings, and millinery. The usual

semi-annual millinery openings are held, and these events

as conducted are very profitable of late years. For a

number of years the millinery department was unprofit-

able, and, as a result, unsatisfactory. This was found to

be because the prices asked were too low. A new policy,

however, was adopted; a readjustment of prices decided

upon, and with adaquate profits assured the success of the

department was accomplished.

Special sales are conducted only in January and July,

when the usual clearing sales arc held. Outside of these

events trade is conducted along the established lines, and

special efforts are not considered necessary. The general

tendency towards a better class of goods is reported by

this firm, fifty-cent dress goods now being- about the low-

est priced goods called for. and many go np to $1.50 and

$1.75.

Perth seems to have been one of the towns in which

the mail order houses have not made much progress, Mr.

Meighen reporting that he did not believe as much money
was being sent from Perth to the mail order houses as

formerly, and he attributed this to the realization of the

fact that the local stores were serving them better than

those in the cities making bids for their trade.

Exclusive Dry Goods Stores.

The exclusive dry goods business in Perth is repre-

sented by C. E. Armstrong and T. J. Conway, both of

whom carry well assorted stocks, and conduct their busi-

ness apparently along progressive lines. They use space

in the local newspapers, and use it to good advantage in

exploiting their goods.

New Furnishing Store.

P. &. F. Henderson arc proprietors of a modernly ap-

pointed men's furnishing and clothing store, known as

"The Quality Store." The better class of trade is catered

to by this firm, which makes a specialty of tailor-made

factory clothing, selling from $20 to $30. Polished oak-

fittings, including clothing wardrobes, make the store

present an attractive and rich appearance.

Girl Clerks Versus Men.

H. M. Shaw, who is conducting a business established

by his father about half a century ago, has solved what

he and many others consider an important problem, that

of the relative merits of male and female clerks. The re-

sult of his solution is that he employs no men, except in

the grocery department. He considers that in a store

working under conditions such as those which he meets,

the average male clerk is not as good as a girl. He usually

selects one who has had some knowledge of dressmaking,

and the advice of such a clerk is valuable to the custom-

ers, who, he finds, usually prefer the girls to serve them.

Possibly because of his employment of female help Mr.
Shaw makes a specialty of ladies' ready-to-wear gar-

ments, which is a very profitable and satisfactorily con-

ducted department. The extra space devoted to these

goods was formerly utilized by men's clothing, but this

department was closed out because it was considered that

the space could be more profitably used for ladies' goods.

Mr. Shaw is interested in the general welfare of his

native town, and is entering upon his second year as

Mayor of Perth, having enjoyed the unique distinction of

being re-elected with his whole 1907 Council by acclama-

tion. He has served 10 years in the Council, having been

chairman of the Finance Committee for a number of

years. He finds that since he became Mayor he has had
to spend less time from his business than when he was
chairman of the committee, because he can regulate the

H. M. SHAW
A Progressive Perth Merchant, Who Has Been Re-Elected

by Acclamation Mayor of the Town.

holding of the meetings pretty largely to meet his per-

sonal conveniences. He would not take time from his

business to enter upon an election campaign, but since

the electors are so well satisfied with his services that

they elect him by acclamation, he is willing to serve them,

appreciating his public duty.

Abandoned Millinery Opening.

An experience of more than a year has proven to the

satisfaction of Barry & Co., Trenton, the wisdom of their

course in abandoning the jJractice of holding formal mil-

linery openings. Prior to that time this store, in common
with the great majority of establishments in which mil-

linery is handled, held the usual Spring and Fall open-

ings, but, after due consideration, and having in view the

local conditions, it was decided to adopt a new policy, and

that the main feature of this policy should be the aboli-

tion of the millinery openings. Writing to The Review
recently, this firm states that the new practice has worked
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out entirely satisfactorily, and that it would be with greal

reluctance that the old way would be reverted to. Evi-

dence of the success of the new system is furnished by the

fact that the volume of business in the millinery depart-

ment has materially increased since its adoption. The rea-

son attributed is that a longer season is given in which

to sell.

The plan is outlined by a member of the linn, as

follows: "We keep our millinery department open the

year through, having a junior trimmer in charge (luring

the absence of the manager. Our whole staff gel to work
about ten or twelve days before the openings at the

wholesale centres; the slock having been purchased for

the department from travelers, and by the buyer visiting

the markets previous to this. Then the manager and trim-

mer visit the wholesales during the season's formal open-

ings and a day or two after their return we announce to

the public that we are ready with the new season's hats,

etc., and having fifty to seventy-five hats ready, we can

add daily to the stock, always taking care to have some-

thing fresh. The great advantage is that we are always

ready for business, and do not have to wait two or three

weeks after I lie openings, wholesale and retail in the large

places before we begin selling hats.

"This method gives an impetus to other lines in the

store, that sometimes wait on millinery, for instance, dress

goods and trimmings, ladies' ready-to-wear garments, etc.

Our town has a population of between four and five

thousand, and a line country surrounding' it, so that the

trade is apt to begin with the town people first, and the

country people a little later, which evens up the business

better for the season.

"We might add thai we are careful y> have our gen-

eral stock very complete, and a good display of new goods
always making millinery prominent, when we announce
millinery.

During the season, we from time to time give the de-

partment a boost, by advertising hats at a price, or a

special new feature or style that comes on:, and the head
trimmer visits the wholesales occasionally 1 .1 keep in touch

with the trade, and lo sort up. Millinery is like straw-

berries, it must be tine and fresh.

Success of Bulletin Boards.

Advertising a shire by means of bulletin boards, dis-

tributed throughout the city and used as an adjunct to

the store's campaign of newspaper publicity, has been

adopted in Peterborough by A. W. Cressman, and it is

described as most successful. About a year ago, three

bulletin boards were erected at different points in the

city, all of them in locations where they would be seen

by a large number of persons. The boards were about

3 by 2y2 feet, and a card with the name of the store, with

reference to a special line of goods sold at a specified

price. These cards were changed twice a week, a new item
being referred to each change. In order to thoroughly
test this method of advertising, care was taken not to

mention in the newspaper advertisements the goods which
formed the subjects of the bulletin board appeals. The
results are represented as immediate and gratifying, num-
erous inquiries for, and* sales of, the goods so advertised

being recorded. The number of boards has been con-

siderably increased, the initial equipment having proven,

that the scheme was a profitable one. Mr. Cressman,
however, has no faith in permanent bill-boards as an ad-

vertising medium. The people want and look for some-
thing new about the store, and this information the bulle-

lin board supplies.

Retiring After Half Century.

After having been actively engaged in business for

half a century, Robert Flaws, senior member of the firm

of R. Flaws & Son, dry goods commission agents, Toronto,

is retiring, and will in future enjoy the rest which he has
earned during fifty years of aggressive and successful

business life. Mr. Flaws is taking the sensible course of

withdrawing from business, while he is si ill in vigorous

health, and able to enter into the full enjoyment of what
his many friends hope will be a period of many years

relaxation from the cares incidental to business.

The first enterprise of Mr. Flaws look shape in the

village, now the town of St. Marys. Perth, where for ten

years he conducted a successful retail business. Upon
disposing of his business there he came lo Toronto, and
for eleven yearshe held positions of responsibility in the

wholesale dry goods trade, and in these various capacities

he formed many valued friendships. At the expiration

ef this period he received the appointment of aiding post-

master of Guelph, and for a decade he Idled the duties

of that position. The lure of trade, however, proved

R. FLAWS
Late of R. Flaws & Son, who is retirirg after 50 years

of active business life.

strong enough to entice him back into active business

life, and, coming again to Toronto he opened a manufac-

turers' agency, which he has conducted with a gratifying

degree of success and satisfaction until the present.

The business will suffer no interruption, but will be

continued by his sons, W. A. and A. L. flaws, under the

old style of R. Flaws & Son. W. A. Flaws was for seven

years connected with his father in business, but five years

ago joined the staff of E. G. Heckborn, clothing manufac-

turer, his place in his father's business at that time being

taken by his brother, A. L. Flaws. The office of the firm

will be in the same location, Manchester Building. Melinda

Street.

New Ottawa Company.

A new company, known as the Holden, Murray Co.,

has been formed in Ottawa for the manufacture of tents,

awnings, clothing, etc. A charter has been applied for

and the capital stock of the new concern will be $200,000.

Four Ottawa men and one Winnipeg resident, all former

employes of Woods. Limited, are the provisional direc-

lors. Manufacturing operations will be commenced
shortly.
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Some Good Advice to the Young Man Entering Business

A Few of the Qualifications Essential to Success—Business Training a Good

Foundation. Importance of Mastering Details. Some Business Rules.

In presenting a subject of this nature one must neces-

sarily repeat to some extent what has already been said

of the young man in our modern business life, still the

writer hopes that some hint or suggestion may be thrown

out which may be helpful to some young man in a practi-

cal way.

Preparation.

When a young man decides to enter the business

arena, the question immediately presents itself—What
preparation is necessary? Is a business college course

beneficial? Is a college education necessary to a success-,

ful business career? Or is it more advantageous to enter

the field without any special training?

•A College Education.

Though a college education is not necessary to a suc-

cessful business life, there is no doubt that it is of great

material benefit to any young man, in that he is able to

face the problems before him with a mind that is well

trained and his decision and assurance in all matters na-

turally gives him a better standing in the business world.

Some of the most successful business men of the day

have never had better than a public school education, but

there is not one of them but what will admit that he has

often been handicapped without a more complete educa-

tion.

The Business College.

The business college is a splendid training school for

the young man who contemplates entering business life,

and if the student would realize that such subjects as

spelling, composition and arithmetic are just as import-

ant as the special subjects of bookkeeping and shorthand,

the graduated student would be far more acceptable to

the business community, for it is not in the special courses

where he is deficient, but in the ordinary subjects he has

studied at school and which he feels that he knows so

well. The theory groundwork, if well taught, will prove

of great benefit to any young man.

Mastering Details.

In whatever capacity he starts out, whether with a

small or a large concern, he should determine to master

completely every detail of the business as it presents itself

to him day by day. Some of these details may be termed

"drudgery" at the time, but this very work will prove

to be of incalculable benefit to the young man when he

himself holds an advanced position or is even head of the

concern. We are too apt to speak disparagingly of some

detail work, in the early days, and yet this training is the

very best thing to fit us for the higher duties of life.

Aims and Ideals.

We are not permitted to map out our course in life

altogether, but we should all have some definite goal in

view striving in every legitimate way to overcome the

obstacles which confront us along the road, not forgetting

however that we have a duty to our fellowman, a duty of

First of a series of thret articles written by Howard R. Wellington, for

The Dry Goods Review.

brotherliness, which should influence us to extend a help-

ing hand as we go. We should not forget, too, that those

actions which hurt our fellowman, no matter if we are

greatly benefited thereby, are better left undone.
In what we read, in how we live, we should strive ever

to choose the best, having in mind always the improve-
ments of self to a high standard of manhood.

Success; What is It?

A man is called successful when he accumulates

wealth. He is successful when he develops the greatest

good in himself and others.

What is Success?

Alfred J. Waterhouse.

What is success ? Ye men whose way
Leads through the valley of toil and strife,

Who reach cold hands to the world, your prey,

And say :
'

' This is living, ay ! this is life
! '

'

Does the unused gold you store and store,

Fully and surely your own souls b!ess?

To live in plenty and cry for more,

—

Is this success?

What is success? I know a man
Who humbly walked, by the world unseen

;

Afar from the hurrying, bustling van
He walked with a strange and tranquil mien;

And his smile like a blessing shone for all,

A smile that seemed as the soul's caress,

And Care in his presence grew dwarfed and small

—

Was this success?

He whistled a bit as he journeyed along,

And pale men paused that whistle to hear,

And a whisper ran through the world-worn throng:-

—

"Now God be praised for the note of cheer!"

He died one day, and the world ne'er knew,

But it missed, nor knew it, his smile's caress

As the blossoms miss the kiss of the dew,

—

Was his success?

Preparation for Higher Position.

In these strenuous days the young man who would be

a success must avail himself of every opportunity to pre-

pare for a more responsible position. Many a young man
is content to go along from day to day doing the work
that has been assigned to him

;
perhaps complaining of

the slow progress he is making, but not making the

slightest effort to prepare himself in any way for the ad-

vancement which may come to him when least expected.

When a new position presents itself it is the man who

has filled his present position to the full, who is chosen

for it in preference to all others.

It is suggestive that the numerical character which

significes one, and the ninth letter of the alphabet which

stands for individuality, are almost identical. One and
one may be read two or eleven, but ciphers do not count

up very rapidly. Be something, and insist upin being

counted for all that you are worth
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pring Dress vjoods

<J Are you thoroughly prepared to meet the big
demand for Spring Dress Goods that is ab-
solutely certain to eventuate in a few weeks'
time ? Possibly not. A snow man or two has
stood in the way that the season's sun will soon
dissipate.

t§ Surely you don't mean to get left, and allow the
other fellow to supply the needs ofyour custom-
ers. Remember, a disappointed customer is

not easily reattached. But even at this late

date we can help you to keep all your engage-
ments with your clients.

<J As the result of long years of careful and per-
sistent work, our Dress Goods Department has
established an enviable reputation for itself

throughout the Dominion. Its claim for com-
pleteness in right materials at right prices is

based on fact, and will bear the strictest

scrutiny and comparison.

<J And mark this, our range for Spring, 1908,

taking it all round, has proved by the actual
test of selling, the best in the history of our
business.

<J We will be pleased to submit samples on ap-
plication or have our traveller call on you, to

prove by inspection how good some of the lines

on which we can still book orders really are.

N. B. Our WASH GOODS DEPARTMENT
is replete with all the latest and choicest de-
signs for the coming season, and deserves
especial notice from every merchant in the trade.

Visit our warehouse during the Millinery Open-
ings at the beginning of March.

Brophy-Cains, Limited
Victoria Square, MONTREAL

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS QUICK SHIPPERS

Please mention The Review when writing advertisers.
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Coronets Who Are Winning Success Behind the Counter

Many Titled Women of British Isles are Conducting Successful

Businesses. Patronage of Royalty an Important Factor in Their Trade.

MISS SYBIL HILLIARD

Proprietor of the Little Green Shop in Albemarle
Street, who counts Queen Alexandra

among: her customers.

T h e success

which Engl i s h-

women of title

have achieved in

business enter-

prises forms a

subject of en-

grossing interest,

and a recent is-

sue of Vogue,
New York, de-

votes consider-

able space In the

work of ladies of

title in England
who, turning' to

the marts of

gav/> been singu-

larly successful.

Formerly the

one resort for an
i m p o v e r i s li-

ed Englishwoman

of good birth was
to become a governess. To-day, owing to the abominable

manner in which the world over, the instructor of children

is treated, this field is being carefully avoided by those

who otherwise would prove most desirable to place in

charge of a brood of rampant youngsters.

Once started in the business world, the enterprise

shown by some titled women is amazing. At the preseul

time London enjoys the sensation of placarding a Lady-

ship as billiard marker in an establishment enjoying the

patronage of Mayfair and Belgravis, and from many
similar indications it would appeal' that the scope of the

coronet behind the counter in England ;.- far more ex-

tended than that of her path-finding sisters.

When the American woman of acknowledged social

.standing first went into Hade, she ventured through seas

of family opposition. Not so the English woman who
stands smilingly under her signboard with Queen Alex-

andra as sponsor and patron. The Queen, as the legiti-

mate head of fashion throughout the vast British domain,

appears to-day before the world in the role of a woman
of astonishingly progressive ideas and independent ideas

and indeiiendent attitude, since this is in direct opposition

to the attitude of Queen Victoria.

The astounding- financial conditions in the peerage re-

vealed at the coronation in 1901, explains the present

large number of titled women to whom has become im-

perative this necessity for adding to their income in order

to properly maintain their standing at Court. The dis-

covery by King Edward that few of the eoronetted con-

tingent could afford new coronation robes or the resetting

of their family jewels for the magnificent ceremonial at

Westminster Abbey, resulted in his order for greater sim-

plicity than has ever before been recorded for such an

event. With the exception of her corsets, Queen Alex-

andra confines her purchases to English firms. And it is

her custom when passing any of the London shops kept

by women of position, to lean from the carriage with

smiling inclination of the head. For years a Paris cor-

setiere has annually enjoyed a three days stay at Buck-

ingham Palace. During such times she is busy with mea-

surements, tit tings and refittings, followed by a careful

supervision of the entire royal wardrobe. While the fact

that royally purchases any of its wearing apparel or

makes the slightest purchase from a firm, gives in Eng-
land a prestige resulting in golden guineas from the pub-
lic, there are curious restrictions attaching thereto. Not
until the firm has been established for four years and thus

proved its right to be quoted among survivors of the fit-

test, may it use for advertising purposes the all-import-

ant fact that it enjoys the royal patronage.

And there are even more uncomfortable conditions at-

taching to this royal favor.' Under no circumstances may
a bill be rendered a second time to royalty. This is irre-

spective of the amount purchased, or the time elapsing

between such purchase and eventual settlement. It is

but just, however, to explain that delays in payment
should not be laid at the door of the Crown. All bills are

received and audited by persons of the royal exchequer.

Their whims and caprices decide whether a cheque is sent

in immediate payment or the firm compelled to an inde-

finite wait. In a number of instances this prolonged and
cruel delay in adjustment of bills has resulted in disas-

trous failure to the business firms.

Bruton and Grafton Streets are unique in London, for

scarce a shop upon their course but is owned by a woman
of title. In the majority of cases the name is carefully

THE COUNTESS OF LIMERICK
Who is well known for her efforts in putting on sale

the work of Irish Peasants.

omitted from the chic siuns and bill heads. A notable

example to be cited is that of the late Honorable Mrs.
Packington, whose hat shop in Grafton Street was known
by the firm name of Lilli.

The Countess of Warwick was the fir-.t titled woman
lo go regularly into trade. In her famous Bond Street

lingerie shop she not only attended personally to her cus-

tomers, but kept the books with an accuracy that would
have done credit to an expert. The royal consent was
necessary before this shop could be opened, and as the

late Queen Victoria was an exceedingly conservative wo-

man, it proved no easy task to gain the permission with-
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out which no man or woman of high degree in England

may at any time enter into trade.

After some years success in her lingerie shop there

came the Queen's mandate that it must at once be closed

or sold. The Honorable Margery Greville was to be pre-

sented at Court, and forthwith all connection with trade

by the ancient house of Warwick must (case, since the

royal ruling was that no daughter of trade was eligible

for presentation at the Victorian Court. There was the

further worldly consideration that by the mother remain-

ing in trade, the daughter's opportunities for a suitable

matrimonial alliance would narrow to the vanishing point.

Passing from Piccadilly into Albermarle Street wit!

be noted at 242, a modest sign, Miss Halliard, parfumerie.

Londoners of the Court set and those ardently desirous of

breathing the same air with the living element of Burke

and de Brett, bestow a liberal patronage upon The Little

Green Shop in Albermarle Street, for it is known that the

Queen stands foremost as a customer. This distinguished

list includes the Bishop of London, the Dowager Empress
of Russia, the Grand Duke George of Russia, the Queen

of Denmark, the Crown Princess of Greece, the Empress

of Sparta, the Duchess of Sparta, the Duchess of Con-

naught, the Princess Patricia and the Duchess of Port-

land.

A half-dozen years ago the proprietor, a highly con-

nected gentlewoman, was left suddenly penniless. Real-

izing that any of the ordinary occupations open to Eng-

lishwomen of rank gave at best a meagre living and were

accompanied by countless humiliations, Miss Hilliard

turned her attention to manicuring. For three years she

went the rounds from house to house of her old friends.

charming feature of this shop is that the assistants, like

their energetic owner, are well born girls, each of whom
is in turn sent for the winter in charge of a branch estab-

lishment at Cannes.

Emboldened by her sister's success, Mrs. Glynne has
established a smart dressmaking simp at No. :i() Bucking-

MRS. EVELYN GLYNNE
At whose smart dressmaking shop on Buckingham Palace Road

many of the most beautiful gowns of the London
stage are designed.

Then having secured such a clientile of regular customers

as made success a foregone conclusion, she leased the

Little Green Shop in Albermarle Street and put up the

sign, Parfumerie, under which her customers secure

skilled attention in manicure, face massage, hair dressing

and a supply of the latest luxuries of toilet adjuncts. A

THE COUNTESS OF DUDLEY
Wife of the former Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. The Countess

was before her marriage the beautiful Miss
Rachael Guiney.

ham Palace Road, where last season she designed and

made all of the costumes worn in the dramatization of

"The Morals of Marcus," and Lillah McCarthy's produc-

tion at the Court Theatre of "Man and Superman."
Threading oft' from Bond Street into Piccadilly, there

is a veritable congestion of shops kept by prominent wo-

men of London society. The Baroness Mechin, at 1.39

George Street, under the firm name of Biblot, conducts a

flourishing business in children's apparel and boudoir

fittings.

Mrs. Bartlett, dressmaker, on Frafton Street, is an-

other of the English women of quality who is heaping up

riches in the world of trade which she has courageously

invaded. The Countess Fabricotti has attracted to her hat

shop in South Moulton Street customers of whom any one

might be padonably proud.

The Honorable Mrs. Knox is the proprietor of a par-

fumerie and manicure establishment, enjoying distin-

guished patronage of the peerage, and Miss McArthur
practically shares with her this list of purchasers in one

of the- daintiest shops which London can boast. Lady
Alexander Kennedy, in her prosperous dressmaking shop

in Hanover Square, is to all intents and purposes one of

the Court dressmakers.

The Countess of Limerick, as well known in London
society as in Ireland, because of her practical work in up-

lifting the condition of poor women of her native land,

has established a number of agencies for the sale of Irish

lace, made by her peasant proteges. In addition to this

she is now at the head of what has grown to be an im-

mense enterprise in the annual sale of shamrocks. The

first consignment sent several years ago to London on St.
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Patrick's day was purchased by every officer and soldier

stationed within sound of Bow Bells, and this pretty

fancy has now developed into an annual custom of im-

mense dimensions.

Lady Brassey for a time ran a model farm upon one

of the family estates in England, and Lady Dudley, the

lovely young wife of the ex-Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland, is

accredited the silent partner in a flourishing business in

Piccadilly. One of the historic paintings owned by the

Earl of Dudley, the death of St. Cicelia, by Murillo, was

THE COUNTESS OF WARWICK
The Pioneer of Titled Tradeswomen.

sold by him some years ago during a depression in his

coal mining operations at his estate in Worcestershire,

and now hangs in the Dresden Gallery.

A clever Englishwoman has within three years past

achieved in an entirely noval line an income sufficient to

send her son and daughter through college, and as well

maintain herself. This is in the patenting of fortune-

telling cups and saucers, which sell at two and three shil-

lings, marked off in sections similar to a zodiacal map.

The key to the fortune-telling process accompanies each

cup in a printed chart. At the start, in order to get out

her patent the inventor was compelled to borrow the

money.

In addition to the enormous business transacted openly

by leading Englishwomen, there is a surprisingly extended

sub rosa aria, wherein women with pedigrees extending

back to William the Conqueror, besiege the American
Consulate in London to solicit at a guinea a head the cus-

tom of newly-arrived Americans of wealth. In shopping

for or with the otherwise too heavily tariffed newcomers,

these Englishwomen save many pounds, shillings, pence

to their customers. The guinea a day charge is exclusive

of cab hire, luncheon, teas and tips, by the way. All such

addenda must be on a scale commensurate with the stand-

ing and antiquity of the title figuring in the case.

A plan now under way is, when next season's big

liners discharge their lists of millionaire passengers, for

these to be met by personal representatives of coronets

behind the counter. Every American woman selected for

such meeting will then be presented with an exquisite

toilet bag, filled out with dainty samples of the attrac-

tive goods to be found at each of the fashionable shops

taking part in this enterprise.

And that there may be no annoying mistakes each ar-

ticle will be carefully labelled with the firm name and
address.

Note.—The Cuts illustrating this article are used

through the courtesy of Vogue, New York.

Japan's Silk Market.

The unsatisfactory condition of the Japanese silk mar-

ket is indicated in a recent report from Alexander

MacLean, Canadian Trade Commissioner, in which he

says:

Approaching the end of the year, the substance of the

review of the silk trade by the Mainichi Dempo (Daily

Telegraph), of Tokyo, and the Japan Mail, of Yokohama,
is to the effect that whereas this year's returns were ex-

pected to be much better than those of any previous year,

the forecast has been upset by the panic in America. Thus
the number of bales sent out of Japan, or contracted for

between June and November, inclusive, during this year,

was only 104,000, against 116,000 for the corresponding

period of last year; but the higher prices which ruled

this season relieved the situation greatly. Over 40,000

bales are now lying in Yokohama, and as the accommo-
dation given by the banks on this •stock alone represents

a very large sum, the tightness of the money market is

thereby greatly accentuated. The value of a bale of

raw silk may be stated at G. $500. The quantity held up
by the disturbed market, as mentioned, will be about G.

$20,000,000.

The D. Morrice Co.

A Dominion charter has been issued to the D. Morrice
Company, Limited, Montreal, by which the incorporators,

David Morrice, sr., William J. Morrice, David Morrice,

jr., Arthur O. Dawson and Arthur A. Morrice are given

authority to take over the assets and good will of D. Mor-
rice, Sons & Co., and to manufacture and deal in cotton

and textile goods, and to carry on business as commission

agents and general merchants. . The capital stock of the

newly-organized company is $400,000, divided into 4,000

shares, at $100 each, and the head office will be at Mont-
real.

-4

Sent Goods from Country.

On the strength of a deposit of $3,000 in one of the

Toronto banks a firm of tailors, Morris & Reid, who
cpened a store in Colbotne Street, secured goods worth
about $5,000 from three Toronto wholesale houses, and
shortly after the receipt of the goods, withdrew their

money on deposit, and closed the store, shipping the stock

out of the country, to Liverpool, it is alleged. Warrants
have been issued for the arrest of the two men, it is

stated, and Scotland Yard is said to have been requested

to assist in their apprehension.
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London, Jan. 2 7.—N
sooner did January open up
than the Winter sales were

in full swing. The opening

days drew large crowds, due

partly, no doubt, to the sea-

sonable, keen, dry, weather.

Though there is some com-

plaint of the fact that buy-

ers are economically in-

clined, there is no doubt that

the sales so far are a com-

plete success.

In the wholesale houses

there is a fair business pass-

ing in lines suitable for spe-

cial sales purposes. Stock-

taking reveals the fact that in spite of the trials and tri-

bulations of the past few months, 1907 has been on the

whole a good year, financially, in the wholesale trade. In

fact, in many cases, when the balance sheet for the past

half-year is examined, it is shown to have come out ahead

of the corresponding half of 1906, and very much better

than that of 1905.

Take, for instance, the Fore Street Warehouse Co.,

which is paying a final dividend of 5s 6d per share, bring-

ing up the total distribution for the year to 8s 3d, which

is equal to 3% per cent., as against the 5s, or about 2^
per cent, of last year. The amount carried forward too,

is larger, being £5,400, as against £2,036 in 1906, and £384

in 1905. There has also been. fewer failures in the textile

trade than last year.

Bradford.

Bradford is feeling the effects of a turn for the better

in the money situation. The prospect of an easier bank
rate livened things up, and as soon as it was assured, the

market situation showed a decided change. Even in the

early days of the year the better, and more cheerful feel-

ing was apparent. Another strengthening feature has

been the withdrawal of the extremely low quotations for

coarse fibred colonial cross breds—the section of the mar-
ket where the "break" has been most apparent.

There has been no such fall in colonial merinos as

developed in cross-breds, and as there is a shortage this

year of long stapled merino wools suitable for Bradford
use, it is quite possible that an advance may shortly have
to be registered in these wools.

The state of the money market will necessarily have
a great influence upon the future wool prices, but as there

seems to be a reasonable expectation of cheaper money in

the near future, as this letter closes, there is a decidedly

better tone to the Bradford trade.

Bradford is doing well with the new chiffon-mohairs.

High class dressmakers, both at home and abroad, are

taking them up satisfactorily. A new use has also been
found for them that promises a favorable development,

viz., for the making of rubberized cloth for showerproof
cloaks. A new fabric lately introduced is being well re-

ceived. It is composed largely of artificial silk, and sells

at a moderate price. It should prove a valuable acquisi-

tion to the list of blouse materials.

Manchester.

The near approach of the Spring season is making
itself felt, and preparations are now under way for the
opening of that season. These are being made with con-
siderable conservatism, as prospects for the home trade
are rather uncertain. Nevertheless, in some lines there is

a pressure for delivery—notably in velveteens. Those re-

tailers who have velveteens in stock are doing well with
them. Anticipations are that they will be in considerable

demand for the Spring trade, and also that they will be
good for Fall. Up to the end of the year there was a
good demand for flannelettes. This has fallen off and
deliveries are not now taken with any freedom. Now
that stock-taking is completed, there is considerable com-
plaint of the manner in which present cotton prices cut

into profits.

The market for piece goods abroad is decidedly quiet.

Stocks are reported heavy in India, though fair ship-

ments are still going forward. There is not much doing
for the China market, and only an assorting trade is being
done with Egypt and the Levant.

Spinners are still independent, owing to engagements
ahead, and full rates have to be paid for quick deliveries.

Rates for Bolton yarns are somewhat easier.

Tootal, Broadhurst, Lee Company are making a public

issue of 5 per cent, cumulative preference shares. This

firm started business in 1799, and, in addition to their

large Oxford Street warehouse, have many branches. The
extra capital is required because of increasing business.

Nottingham.

Certainly the money troubles of the latter part of the

past year have adversely affected Nottingham trade.

Though things are by no means at a standstill, a decided

lull has been experienced. Nottingham, however, has not

beem the only lace centre to suffer from the same causes,

and the slackness it is gratifying to note has not been
caused by any lack of popularity of Nottingham goods.

There are already signs that money is becoming easier,

and when this time arrives there is no reason why a re-

vival of activity in lace trade should not be experienced.

The high price of cotton yarns has also been a great an-

noyance, but no predictions can be made under this head.

Even in Nottingham all branches have not felt the quiet-

ening influence—net makers, for instance, are still busy.

Nets of all kinds are in big demand, and makers are

booked far ahead.

Scotch and Irish Notes.

Little change is reported in the linen situation, both

spinners and manufacturers curtailing production by
working short time. A more hopeful feeling is mani-

fested, as there is some improvement in the demand from
the United States. Should this develop further, it will

mean a change for the better all round.
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A Successful Business Built on a Capital of $2.50
Methods by Which R. C. Braund, a Peterborough Merchant, Developed a Business

Averaging $1,000 a Week in Fourteen Years. First Week's Sales $3.15.

The visible assets of R. C. Braund, when he arrived in

Peterborough fifteen years ago were represented by the

munificent sum of two dollars and fifty cents. There

were, however, in his possession invisible assets, else he

would not now be the owner of a business averaging

$1,000 a week, growing steadily all t lie time, and city pro-

perty worth possibly $25,000. These invisible assets con-

sisted of a stout heart, a sterling integrity and a deter-

mination to succeed.

That he was not in possession of a greater amount of

this world's goods when he landed in Peterborough was

not due to 'any spendthrift qualities, nor to lack of indus-

try. He had been an officer in the Salvation Army, and.

as those who are familiar with the work and life of those

so engaged know, the emoluments incidental to ii are not

conducive to a heavy bank account.

His invisible assets, in the shape of mental resources,

however, have stood him in good stead, send by their aid

he has built up a business totalling $50,000 a year, from

a small beginning in one room in a corner of his resi-

dence.

His success stands unrivalled in a city in' which the

majority of the business houses have been developed from

small beginnings. The story of his advancement reads

like a romance and is not without its interest for those

who, like him. are working to build up successful and

prosperous businesses.

Mr. Braund, bimself, attributes his success to bis buy-

ing. He believes that this is altogether the most import-

ant end of the business. His schemes, however, for at-

tracting the fickle godess of success are many, and varied.

He does not believe in following set rules and regulations,

while admitting that there are fundeniental business rules

which no business man can afford to ignore.

As has been stated, he arrived in Peterborough with

the last half of a live spot in his trousers' pocket. After

he had been there a couple id' days he was ready to return

to Toronto, and would have done so had his financial con-

dition made it possible. But by this time his little hoard

had dwindled to such an extent that he hadn't enough left

to buy his ticket. He decided to make the best of the

situation and remain—a decision which did not reflect

any particular wisdom, since he could not get away.

His first "job," and one which he held for six months,

was that of night operator in the office of the Bell Tele-

phone Company, and he received 85 cents a night.

Such an income was productive of little or no finan-

cial gain, so he resigned his eleven-hour-a-day job to

become the helper in a grocery store. Another half year

was spent in this position, and he saved a little money,

when he adopted a sensible course and married. Setting

up housekeeping, however, was a serious drain on his

financial resources. His wedding, though, marked the

beginning of a new era in his career. He secured a small

house on the corner where his large store now stands, and

in a room opening on the street placed a small stock of

groceries to begin with, gelling the goods from his em-

ployer up town. It is a somewhat significant fact that

Mr. Braund 's business now exceeds considerably that of

the store from which he secured the goods to get his

start. He still continued to work up town, while his wife

attended to the tiny store, so that his wages, together

Written for The Dry Goods Review by B. T. Hustrn.

with the profits from the sale of his own goods, produced
the capital with which he was able to add to his stock.

At the end of the next year he found that his business

had grown to such an extent that it became necessary for

him to give his own time to it, and in order to do this he

resigned his position and enlarged his store by taking

in another room, and it was at this time that he added dry

goods to his stock, and this dej)artrnent has been gradu-

ally assuming larger proportions, until at the present time

it is the most important end of his business, although he

handles general lines.

A rule which he has adhered to rigidly throughout his

business life has been to buy only such goods as he knew
he could pay for within the time specified in which to se-

cure the cash discount, which he has always taken ad-

vantage of, regardless of its amount, or the period. In

this alone he has saved hundreds of dollars, which a less

careful man would have lost.

His first store was an apartment about 20 by 12 feet

in a corner of his dwelling, and his first week's business

amounted to three dollars and fifteen cents. In six months
he was doing a business of $100 a week, and in three

years lie bought the house. He has made, during the

fourteen years since he commenced business, seven addi-

tions to his store, which is now 86 by 35 feet, and two-

storeys in height, and in it he does a business of $1,000 a

week on an average, and he states thai it is still growing.

Mr. Braund, asked for his recipe for business success,

stated his belief that the first requisite is honesty and
truthfulness with the public. He always tells the cus-

tomer, as nearly as he can, the quality of the goods he is

selling.

in setting a price on his goods he lakes into considera-

tion, not only the cost, but the value, in his estimation to

the purchaser. Because two articles happen to cost the

same it does not necessarily follow that they should be

marked to sell the same.

The problem of buying has been made a study with

Mr. Braund, and lie attributes his success very largely to

the exercise of care in this important feature. He ad-

vises his fellow merchants to use their brains more In

their buying. He claims that as a result of his care in

buying, practically 100 per cent, of his stock is good, and

very little is carried over one season to the next.

Another factor contributing to his success is his selec-

tion of clerks. "I do not look around for the smoothest

and most polished clerks," he remarked, "but I aim to

get those upon whom I can rely, and who will endeavor

to become part of the business, which they are assisting,

and which furnishes the means of their subsistence." His

clerks are allowed, and, in fact, encouraged to look over

all invoices and books in connection with the business.

He places implicit faith in the honesty of his clerks, who
are not engaged until he has satisfied himself that they

are in possession of these qualifications.

Considerable advertising is done by Mr. Braund, and
the form which he favors is that of hand bills. He uses

the newspapers, but not continuously. This is not be-

cause he does not believe in the efficacy of newspaper

publicity under ordinary circumstances, but in his parti-

cular case he thinks the most direct results come from the

hand bills, on which he quotes prices, making a leader of

an article of acknowledged merit at a price which will at

once be recognized as extra value.
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WHAT THIS SIGN STANDS FOR IN THE UNITED STATES IN THE OPINION OF
LEADING MERCHANTS IDENTIFIED WITH IT:

From Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co.

CHICAGO, January 2, 1908.

THE McCALL COMPANY.
NEW YORK.

In the five years or more that we have handled McCal] Patterns they have

proven verji satisfactory in every way.

CARSON, PIRIE, SCOTT & CO.

From a House of National Reputation

ST. LOUIS, December 15, 1907.

THE McCALL COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

We have been handling your patterns for quite a few years and they have

always given our customers good satisfaction, thereby pleasing us very much in

handling them. Our dealings with The McCall Company have always been

pleasant, and the sales of the patterns have increased every year

STIX, BAER & FULLER D. G. CO.
"The Grand Leader."

From One of Brooklyn's Big Stores

BROOKLYN, N.Y. CITY. December 18. 1907.

THE McCALL COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

We wish to say a word in appreciation of McCall Patterns. When we
began their sale, many years ago, we thought we had secured the best pattern

on the market, and our experience has confirmed us in that view. We have
found your house a good one to deal with—always ready to meet us more than

half way in everything that comes up in connection with our pattern business.

Very truly yours,

A. I. NAMM.

Lead All Others Because

—

JACKSONVILLE, FLA., October 17, 1907.

THE McCALL COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

McCall Patterns lead all others because :

1

.

They fit better.

2. They are true to measure.
3. There is no waste of material.

4. They are easy to put together.

5. There are more McCall Patterns sold in Jacksonville than any other

pattern.

6. They are the most popular pattern.

KOHN-FURCHGOTT COMPANY.

From a Mammoth Department Store

PHILADELPHIA, PA., January 2, 1908.

THE McCALL COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

We believe the chief reason we sell as many as 600 patterns per day some
months in the year is because The McCall Company has always recognized
the fact that it is the actual consumers of their goods to whom the appeal
should be made. Unlike other pattern manufacturers, their efforts have always
been directed to the consumer, showing clearly that they realize that the thing

which counts is not what the merchants "think" is a good pattern, but what
the people £non> to be a good pattern.

We have always taken our Pattern Department more seriously than the

majority of merchants. We do not regard it as a "necessary evil," but make
it a source of direct profit and, much more important, a stimulant to sales

throughout our establishment, especially piece goods, linings, trimmings,

notions, etc. Having made sure that we had secured the best selling paper
pattern on the market, we determined to do it justice—give the department a

good space, put intelligent sales-girls in charge, distribute Fashion Sheets
liberally but judiciously, and obtain as many subscriptions as possible for

McCALL'S MAGAZINE. The result has been just what we expected—
a Pattern ^Department which is one of the most attractive and profitable

features of our store.

LIT BROS.

A " Cure " for " Pattern Prejudice "

WILKES-BARRE. PA., October 18, 1907.

THE McCALL COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

For a good many years we had no Pattern Department, because we did

not like the business methods of the different pattern "companies with whom we
had done business. We put in McCall Patterns because your salesman
persuaded us that they were good 'patterns and the McCall people were fair

and honest in their dealings. Our experience has proved that every word
he said was true.

FOWLER, DICK & WALKER.
(Stores also at Binghamton, N.Y., and Evansville, Ind., in both of which

they carry McCall Patterns as well as at Wilkes-Barre.

)

From a Famous Pacific Coast House

1907.SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., November 20,

THE McCALL COMPANY,
NEW YORK.

McCall Patterns and Fashion Publications give us perfect satisfaction

.

HALE BROS., Inc.

What is true in the United States will be true in Canada, now that the recently established McCall Canadian Office and Factory, the largest

and best equipped Pattern Plant in the Dominion, make it possible to offer Canadian Merchants the Celebrated McCall Patterns and Fashion
Publications, with ALL the advantages of TERMS, PRICES, DELIVERIES, etc., United States Merchants enjoy.

WRITE NOW for free samples and full particulars about the exclusive sale of our goods in your town and vicinity. You
will incur no obligation except to consider the question and decide on its merits. Address Main Office, New York.

THE McCALL COMPANY
THE LEADING PAPER PA TERN HOUSE OF AMERICA

236-246 West 37th Street, - - NEW YORK
TORONTO CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Established 37 Year*. Not in the Trust. No Connection with any other House.

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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Proposed Co-Operative Legislation Will Injure Retailers

A Dangerous Bill, Affecting the General Business Interests of the Country May be Introduced at

this Session of Parliament. Retailers Should Take Immediate Action to Protect Themselves.

A proposal which, if adopted, will have a far-reaching

effect on the retail trade of Canada, will, it is understood,

be considered by the Dominion Parliament at the present

session. It is that embodied in proposed legislation to

facilitate the organization and operation of co-operative

societies. This bill was first introduced in 1906 by Mr.

Monk, M.P. for Jacques Cartier, but, after the second

reading it was referred to the Committee en Banking and

Finance, but got no further that session. It was reintro-

duced last session, and, at Mr. Monk's suggestion, was

referred to a special committee, which, after holding sev-

eral meetings, and calling a number of witnesses, reported

in favor of the measure proposed by Mr. Monk, with a

few changes. As a result, Mr. Lemieux, the Minister of

Labor, and chairman of the special committee, promised

that at the session of 1907-08 it would be brought in as

a Government measure.

•••

The bill, if enacted, will make possible "the creation

and organization of industrial and co-operative societies

among the farming and laboring classes of Canada," and

is opposed directly to the interests of the great mass of

retailers in Canada, and for this reason should be objected

to by them, in such a manner that its enactment will be

rendered impossible. The objectionable features of the

bill are that it gives special privileges to co-operative

societies; privileges not enjoyed by retail merchants, in

competition with which these societies will be doing busi-

ness. Seven persons, or any number over that, may form

a society, and, unlike, the organization of incorporated

companies, there is practically no expense connected with

their formation, whereas, if seven men wish to engage in

a retail business along established lines, they would have

to bear the somewhat heavy expense incidental to the issu-

ing of a charter. In a co-operative society the members

may resign and with the acceptance of their resignation,

their responsibility and liability in the society end. It

can readily be seen, therefore, that by this measure a

grave injustice will be done to retailers, who are already

in business, or who may later engage in business in com-

petition with these favored societies.

cial interest in them, the result would be the unsettling

of local trade conditions where they were organized, with-

out any adequate benefits being conferred upon the pub-

lie, because, in view of the present competition and close

prices in the retail business, it is a physical impossibility

for co-operative concerns to sell goods more cheaply, or

to give better service; indeed, the experience in England
and in localities where these societies have practically a

monopoly, the service, it is stated, does not begin to com-

pare with that where the retail stores are in competition.

It is probable that even the members of the committee

which reported favorably on this bill, were not thoroughly

conversant with the measure, in so far as the results

which it would produce, are concerned, and certainly the

members of Parliament are not ; one member, at least,

having admitted his complete ignorance of the fact that

such a bill was proposed, and, of course, knew nothing

whatever of its provisions.

In view of this fact, it would be an unwarranted pro-

ceeding to rush through such legislation, and retail mer-

chants, whose interests are vitally affected by this pro-

posal, should write or see their local member and call his

attention to the fact that such legislation is proposed, and
point out to him the disastrous effects which its enact-

ment will produce, soliciting his efforts to kill the bill,

which, intelligent reflection will convince him is prejudi-

cial to the best interests of trade in the country, as a

whole, and especially in the immediate localities in which,

through its influence co-operative societies are formed.

The Review urges every reader to take this matter up
without delay. Write to your local member to-day. Tell

him you expect him to oppose any such injurious legisla-

tion, and give him your reasons for expecting him to take

this course. Make it emphatic, and write it in such a

way that he will know you mean business.

Judged from the experience of the co-operative socie-

ties, which have been instituted in Canada, that principle

applied to retail merchandizing is fundamentally wrong.

In addition to the unfairness of the proposed legislation,

it is considered dangerous from the standpoint of the

public. It will open the way for unscrupulous promoters

to organize co-operative societies, reap the benefit from

the organization themselves, and then suddenly lose their

interest in it. With the great majority of persons, especi-

ally those in rural communities, and among labor circles,

which the proposed co-operative societies legislation is

designed, primarily to interest, the representation that

the retailers are "holding them up" and becoming rich

from big profits, is received with favor, and, presented, as

a plausible promoter would present it, the co-operative

scheme would find plenty of takers.

The organization of these societies, managed, as they

must necessarily be by men who have little personal finan-

Western Store Branching Out.

A firm which, according to standards of time in the

West, is old, but which in reality is but an eleven years'

lusty youth, is that of Sea & Gowen, men's furnishers, of

Victoria, B.C., who have recently removed into a new,

and, of course, larger store. The business was established

in 1896 by Samuel Sea, jr., and two years later he was
joined by F. A. Gowen. In four years their business had
grown to such an extent that large premises became neces-

sary, and they were secured. Hitherto this firm has con-

fined its attention solely to haberdashery, pure and simple,

but in their new store, which will give a floor space of

4,000 square feet, and to which access is given on two
streets, a line of clothing will be added. This firm states

that so far as Victoria is concerned there is no financial

stringency existing, and that retailers report business in

all lines as excellent.
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Growth of Departmental Stores in United States Cities

Establishments in Which Daily Sales go as High as $200,000. Equal

Receipts of Railway Corporation. Mail Order an Important Branch.

hi this issue the second installment of the article 011

"Department Stores," written by Frederick Scroggie, of

the W. H. Scroggie Co., Montreal, is given. The third

and concluding portion will be published in March:
You may gain some idea of the amount of business

done by the big stores of the United States from what an

expert has written on this subject. "The volume of busi-

ness done by the big stores is rapidly growing. Several

years ago one day's receipts of Montgomery, Ward &
Co. passed the $5,000 mark. The owner of the business,

who had watched it grow to this magnitude, was so highly

pleased by the day's figures when they were laid before

him that he closed his desk and went o'f to the country

for a holiday. He dreamed of a $10,000 day. Recently

the tabulated sheet sent to him at the close of the day's

business showed total sales of $200,000. Last year his

sales sheets, for the 300 odd business days of the year

showed average daily sales of $60,000.

"One store did a business last year of $25,000,000,

which is equal to the entire annual earnings of a great

railway system like the Big Four or the Wabash.
"In Chicago one great merchant's gross annual re-

ceipts from a store, combining wholesaling with retailing

are $70,000,000. A day 's business in a store will vary from
a few thousand dollars on a stifling August day, to $200,-

000 at Christmas time.

" On a Christmas weekday a quarter of a million shop-

pers enter a big store. To handle this immense business

there are employed from 5,000 to 7,000 persons, from cash

boys earning $2 a week, to the general manager, drawing
a yearly salary of perhaps $40,000 to $50.000. '

'

Mail Order Houses.

In the United States, there are many exclusive mail

order stores, and these stores do no business over the

counter, all their business is carried- on through the mail.

In the United States, the leading mail order firms, are

the Montgomery, Ward & Co., Sears, Roebuck & Co., and
the John M. Smythe Co. Strange to say, all these firms

are located in one city, Chicago. Each one of the firms

receive from twenty-five to thirty thousand orders daily.

Their catalogues weigh from three to four pounds, and
consist of over a thousand pages to each number. Every-
thing one may possibly want, be he rich or poor, will be

found in these catalogues. The firms that I have cited,

are not old, but are comparatively young, and are fair

examples of how trade can be won if sought in the right

manner. I would like to mention that each one of these

firms, spend from two to three millions of dollars a year
in advertising. It costs Sears, Roebuck & Co. over $650,-

000 to print and mail one edition of their catalogue.

The Canadian Stores.

The department stores in Montreal, Toronto and Que-
bec and other Canadian cities issue special catalogues in

the Fall and Spring, and other advertising matter is also

sent out at different times during the year. All the goods
thus advertised have a complete description, the price,

and, if possible, an illustration. No firm would think of
misrepresenting goods in their catalogue. Generally

speaking, most all department stores catering to the wants
of mail order buyers, will refund the money of any pur-

chase, should the customer have the slightest doubt that

the goods were in any way different from the advertise-

ment. If the first purchase made by a customer turns out
satisfactory, it is certainly sure that repeat orders will

i'ollow.

The Mail Order Manager.

This branch or section of a department store is in

charge of a special manager. He has absolute control of
it, and is responsible to the general manager and owner
of the business. The mail order manager must possess
good executive ability; he must have tact and diplomacy,
and not easily discouraged. He has quite an army of
employes under him. Any inquiry for prices, samples or
information always receives careful attention. A pos-
sible customer is being dealt with.

A directory of the mail order customers is kept by
card index. On these cards a full report is kept of all

transactions or inquiries received from each one. The
mail order manager never wants to lose a customer. If
he does not hear from a customer he will write and find

out what the trouble may be. Probably the customer is

dissatisfied over something. This must be rectified, even
if it occurred months ago, and the customer won back to

the store.

There are many who are opposed to the big store seek-
ing trade outside the city in which it is located. The pre-
sent state of our country requires it. A very small per-
centage of our population live in the cities, the greater
number live in the country. It is impossible for the small
store in the village to supply all the wants of these
people. Their market on certain lines is really too small
and it is impossible for them to carry a complete stock
of general merchandise.

Department Store Advertising.

I want to draw your attention to one of the great
problems of a department store advertising. This work
is in charge of an advertising manager who also has his

assistants. It is said that the Wanamaker store in New
York spends five hundred thousand dollars a year in ad-
vertising, the Siegel, Cooper Co. four hundred thousand,
R. H. Macey & Co. a like amount. Wanamaker 's adver-
tising manager receives a salary of fifteen thousand dol-

lars a year, or three per cent, on the amount of money
which he spends. The different department stores in

New York and Brooklyn spend about five million dollars

a year in advertising. The greater amount of this sum
is spent in newspaper advertising, which is really the
medium by which the department store reaches the
masses.

The advertising manager collects from the different

department managers such notes as will be of assistance

to him in advertising special lines. The advertising man-
ager's work is to tell the- store news. He may illustrate

his advertisement; or have some special design for the

top of the advertisement for a certain sale, or for a par-
ticular season of the year.

This, you may notice, in the advertising in our own
papers. The different department stores are advertising

goods suitable for Easter, and, in consequence, the head-
ing of the advertisement or the border will be made ap-

propriate to this season. The space used in a newspaper
is charged by the advertising department to the depart-
ment using it. You can at once see that no department
manager would want his department to pay for some-
thing that did not bring a return. The result is the de-
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partment manager will only advertise when he has an an-

nouncement of importance such as the arrival of new.

goods, or has sonic special lines to offer at a reduced

price, something that will appeal to the buying public.

This means increased sales for his department. It is a

strong rule with most all department stores to slate the

truth only; not to exaggerate, to represent goods just as

they are. If there is a price' reduction they tell the rea-

son why. The hrms that have tried to build up a busi-

ness by dishonest methods usually fail. They may do

business for a little whole, but they will not last. I want

to say this—I do not believe there is a newspaper pub-

lished in Montreal that desires firms to use its columns

in advertising merchandise which is not what it is repre-

sented to be, no matter what the firm is willing to pay

for space.

Window Displays Attract Trade.

Most firms realize the importance of having artisti-

cally dressed windows. The goods appropriate to the sea-

son are shown, or unusual bargains are exposed to view.

Properly dressed windows bring results. The public can

see exactly what the goods are. This important part of

the work of a department, store is in charge of a head

window trimmer or decorator. He must be an up-to-date

man, one who has ideas and is able to execute them. He
must have a proper knowledge of color effects, and must

be ready at any time to cany out a special display. At

festive seasons, such as Easter or Christinas, he must be

expert in creating novel ideas. The successful window

trimmer must like his work, and his whole mind must be

in it. Mosl firms, knowing the great value of this branch,'

have made it a separate department, giving the window
dresser a workshop, with a stage constructed in the form
of a window. In this workshop the window dresser will

spend hours of hard work, studying the artistic arrange-

ment of merchandise. The window trimmer is also en-

trusted with the interior decorations of a department

store, which are of considerable importance, and, at the

opening of the Spring and Autumn seasons, when usually

elaborate displays are made, he has ample scope for the

exertion of his talent. Good window trimmers are hard

to find, and at present the supply is not equal to the

demand.

Another important element in the display of mer-

chandise is the price ticket. Each large firm keeps at

least one ticket writer whose sole business is in the mak-
ing of show cards. These cards usually have a white

ground with black lettering. For special sales, etc., an

entirely different color may be used. Some firms use

special ticket for Friday, popularly known as "Friday
Bargain Day," with ground of some bright color, and

lettering in another color, and bearing the inscription

''Friday Bargain." It would not be out of place to men-

tion here, that Friday used to be the dullest day of the

week, but now it is one of the best. This change has

been wrought by the action of the large storeke ^pers in

offering special inducements to Friday shoppers. Thus

the pressure of Saturday work is considerably relieved, a

pleasant fact from the management 's point of view.

Local Stores Easily Undersell the City Catalogue Houses

How St. Mary's Journal Helped Retailers by a Comparison of Prices Between Local Stores and

Mail-Order Houses to the Distinct Advantage of the Former. Beneficial Educational Campaign.

The St. Mary's Journal has been doing the merchants

of that town excellent service in giving, in a double col-

umn space, headed, "Our Weekly Chat." a comparison of

prices on goods in the local stores, and those sold by cata-

logue houses, and in every case the advantage is with the

local merchants. It is a splendid educative campaign, and
the merchants of St. Mary's should, and doubtless will,

reap considerable benefit from it.

The result of the investigations of the newspaper man
who visited the stores and compared prices on goods, with

those quoted in the catalogue is just what The Dry Goods
Review has pointed out on different occasions; the local

stores sell just as cheaply, and, in many instances,

cheaper, than the city mail order houses.

Wide awake local merchants, who feel that their trade

is being affected by reason of the fact that the persons
who patronize the catalogue houses believe they are get-

ting better value than if they made their purchases at

home, may make good use of the investigations of the St.

Mary's Journal to convince the people in their vicinity

of the lack of business judgment they display when they

send out of their home town for their goods.

This is the way the Journal deals with some of the

price comparisons

:

Now get Eaton's catalogue. Turn to page five. Right
at the top of the page with the picture below it is a lady's

suit J. 6563. Read it:

Suit J. 6563. This handsome suit is made of all wool
imported Panne Cheviot; coat is 24 inch length and is

lined throughout with mercerette; front and back is made
with panel ending in scallop, trimmed with buttons and
braid. Skirt has seven gores with extra side pleat on side

gores giving 21 gore effect; finished fancy panel design.

Choice of black, navy or brown $13.50
Special sizes $2.75 extra.

Go into A. Beattie & Co.'s store, St. Mary's. Ask for
this article. Here is what they will show you in Beattie 's

store

:

Suit of fine Venetian cloth. Coat 24 in. long, tight

fitted cutaway. Elaborately trimmed with Soutache braid
on self-strapping collar of inlaid moire silk, double-

breasted fancy buttons, lined with mercerized sateen,

skirt gored with panel front , braid trimmed, side pleats,

in brown, black or navy $12.75
Now that you are in Beattie 's store test that catalogue

to the full. Turn to page 8.

Eaton 's Catalogue, page S

:

Coat J. 3518. Made of heavy weight Heather tweed, in

loose fitting style. Sitched straps of self-give wide shoul-

der effect; has velvet collar turn back pointed cuffs and
patch pockets; is made with fly front and is 40 inches

long. Choice of navy or brown tones in heather mixed
tweeds $8.50
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In Beattie's store:

Coat of heavy weight tweed in loose fitting style. Yoke
effect at back, with velvet piping, full flare skirt, has vel-

vet collar braided, turn back cuff with self strapping and

buttons, fly front, 42 inches long, in brown or green tones

of mixed tweeds $6.75

* #

Eaton's Catalogue, Page 9:

Coat J-6781. This dressy, neat-fitting coat is well-

tailored throughout; % length style, with Gibson shoulder

pleats, giving broad effect; is lined to the waist with twill

rnercerette; 51 inches length; material is a fine quality

imported beaver cloth ; black only $13.50

In Beattie's Store:

Coat of fancy tweed, semi-fitted with broad Gibson

shoulder pleats, piped with plain collar to match most

prominent shade in the cloth. Skirt with double box

pleat in back, pleat effect in double-breasted with fancy

buttons, 50 inches long $11.25

•••
Eaton's Catalogue, Page 11:

Fur-lined Coat J-4945. Excellent coat for winter wear,

style, comfort and service; lined throughout with

genuine muskrat; storm collar and revers of

blended sable ; covering of high grade imported broadcloth

made with side pleats front and back, and wide straps of

self extending from the pockets over the shoulders, giv-

ing broad effect; finished with rows of stitching; fastened

with braid loops and barrel buttons; length 42 inches;

colors black, navy brown or green $45.00

In Beattie 's Store.

Compared with coat with shell of imported broadcloth,

made with side pleats, giving a broad box pleat effect.

Full sleeve with turn back cuff, lined with Hamster sable

dyed, marmot collar and revers, 46 inches long ...$45.00

* •*
Eaton 's Catalogue, Page 16 :

Skirt J-3446. This popular thirteen gore style is made
of imported tweed, front gore made panel effect ending in

side pleats at bottom; side gores are stitched to below the

hips, and end in side pleats all round; in light grey

only $4.50

In Battie's Store:

Skirt of tweed 9 gores, full flare, each seam is formed
in narrow side pleats extending full length of skirt ; hips

trimmed with self strapping in pointed effect, button

trimmed -. $3.75

Eaton's Catalogue, Page 17:

Skirt J-4016. Made of all wool high grade imported

chiffon panama. The front is made with slot seam ending

in inverted pleat, and box pleat on either side. Alternate

side gores have two box pleats. Other gores have bias

tucks forming panels, and ending in inverted pleat. In

black,' only . $10.00

In Beattie's Store:

Our specialty skirt of fine chiffon panama, front made
with slot seam, ending in inverted pleat with box pleat in

either side. Alternate side gores have two box pleats

with slot seam ending in inverted pleat between, black

only $7.50

•••
Eaton's Catalogue, Page 21:

Child's coat. J-6618. Child's ulster, made of fine

quality all wool heavy weight frieze in double-breasted

style, with high storm collar. The collar and shoulder

are trimmed with fancy braid; turn back cuff has trim-

ming of velvet and braid. The front and back has but-

ton trimming and inverted pleats. Choice of blue, brown,

green or red. Prices 4 to 14 years $5.50 to $8.00

[n Beattie's Store:

Child's coat of heavy weight all wool frieze in double-

breasted style. Stitched collar and cuffs, braid trimmed;

back slot seam with box pleat on either side; front with

box pleat and pockets. Brass buttons $4.00

50 cents advance on sizes.

Eaton's Catalogue, Page 22:

Child's coat. J-6010. Child's coat, made of extra

quality cream mohair imitation polar bear; large scal-

loped collar of cream serge; lined with flannel and edged

with silk embroidered applique, also has storm collar of

self; made with yoke back and front with inverted pleat

in back; finished with frog ornaments and silk tie; lined

throughout with eiderdown flannel; lengths 22, 24 and 26

inches , $4.50

In Beattie's Store:

Child's coat of cream mohair imitation polar bear,

large collar with cream, cloth inverted braid, trimmed,

single breast; sleeve with cuff; lined with eiderdown flan-

nel, size 22 $2.75

50 cents advance on sizes.

The reader who examines this array of indisputable

facts, each one of which he is invited to examine for him-

self, need have no further doubt in his or her mind as to

the advantages which follow careful buying in the home
town. To every article mentioned above there are the ex-

press charges, money order and postage to be added to

the catalogue price.

The writer deals in the same way with many other

articles, the majority of them in dry goods, and in every

case the advantage on the side of the local merchant is

apparent. Prices in other stores, in addition to Beattie's

are quoted, and the result is the same.

Men's coon coats, catalogue house price $50; similar

coats in Lofft & Co.'s store, St. Mary's, $47.50.

Men's working jackets, brown duck, with corduroy

collar, catalogue house price $4.39, similar coat, in Lofft

& Co.'s store, $4.

Buster Brown coat, navy blue frieze, catalogue house

price, $4; Lofft & Co.'s price, $2.75.

Other price comparisons of a similar nature are made,

and in every case the advantage is with the local mer-

chants.

. It is a most excellent argument for the local merchants

and doubtless the result will be satisfactory. Merchants

in other towns might induce their local papers to take up

a similar line of argument and it will surely be found that

the volume of business going to the catalogue houses will

be very much less than formerly.

Decrease in Japan's Exports.

A report from Alexander MacLean, Trade Commis-
sioner to Japan from Canada, deals with the exports from

lhat country to Canada, in 1907, and a comparison with

those of 1906 shows a decrease in the majority of lines.

Following are some of the most important items:

1907. 1906.

Silk, raw $ 15.378 $145,090

Silk tissues, Habitai 165,051 253,899

Silk handkerchiefs 88,901 129,671

Cotton tissues 3 730 4.520

Mata and mattings for floor (Hana-

goza) 46,560 35,498
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Section of Modern Store Equipped
with our System

Weir Wardrobe System
PATENTED

For the Economic and Scientific

Handling of Men's and Women's

Ready-to-wear Garments.

Sectional Wardrobes—each complete
in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts, all of
uniform style, size and height.

Capacity : High Boys— in 30 in. frontage—50 Suits
Low Boys —25 Suits and 25 pairs odd

Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides. Price list

and catalogue on application. Estimates furnished.

Intending purchasers are specially requested to
see our Trcuser Slide and Suit Counters—the
only thing of the kind in existence.

Weir Wardrobe Co. of Canada, u«m
Head Office and Factory:

Mount Forest, Ont.

U. S. Factory:

Mason City, Iowa

44 NOT MOVE"
If you need more
room, simply build
your shelving to

ceiling, which you
can conveniently
utilize by installing

a system of the

Milbradt

Rolling Step Ladders

They cost but little

and enable you to

utilize space now
vacant.
Save your goods
and fixtures.

Save timeandclerk
hire.

Add to the beauty
of your store.

We make ladders
to order and to fit

any shelf arrange-
ment. A fully il-

lustrated catalogue
will be sent on re-

quest.

MFG.
CO.Milbradt

1450 N. 8th St.

St. Louis, Mo.,U.S.A.

WORTHY WAX

The Only Kind Worth

While

Inferior Figures are

Abominable and Ruin

the Effect of the Smart-

est Garment Display.

We are supplying the

best trade in Canada.
Why not you ?

All our latest Wax
Models are beautifully

illustrated in our new
catalogue, No. 15 L. Write
for it.

Learn about the new
high class window dress-
ing schemes, described in

our handsome red and
gold booklet "The Swan
in Decoration." Write for

it.

Write also for our rack
and hanger circulars.

J. R. Palmenberg's

Sons,
NO. 98 TL %»««»|

Factory 710 BROADWAY, N EW YORK U.S. A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. (established issa)

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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This window which was designed by H. C. McDonald, with Richard Hall & Son, Peterborough, shows a background which would adapt
splendidly for a millinery window. For a spring window flowers, say roses, would have to be used instead of vines.

Millinery Openings Windows

How to show the new millinery in a new way is the

problem. How to give the season's hats a setting that

will enhance, and show off their beauty to better advan-

tage. That is what is making the majority of window
trimmers think hard these days. Millinery windows are

hard to trim; they are a genre in themselves, and require

special treatment. There is, first, the problem of color

—

hats are many colored, and particularly in the smaller

centres monotone windows can be but rarely achieved. A
conglomeration of colors have to be provided for, and

harmonized. This places a limit upon background effects,

that, unless the window is a monotone, eliminates all but

white and green. The goods, too, are intractable, and the

series of rounds must be offset by straight up and down
lines. Also something overhead to take off the bareness

is required.

Just hats, for an effective window, is discounted by the

majority of trimmers. When a price window is to be put

in the trimmer may be content with hats alone, but he cer-

tainly will not, at opening time.

Trimmers do not now favor the elaborate trims that

were in vogue a few years ago. The high-class stores are

putting in trims upon simple and dignified lines. Effects

aimed at are rich and pleasing, rather than profuse. This

style, of course, is easy for them, because high-class goods

are so exquisite and beautiful that an elaborate setting

detracts from, rather than adds to, their charms.

The popular trade has to have recourse to the more,

elaborate trims, in order to differentiate between the new
goods and the ordinary everyday trade.

Foliage and flowers are still used, but not in such pro-

fusion as they were a short time back. A- good trimmer

when putting in a millinery window does not rely for in-

terest alone on the background and hats. He puts some
central feature in his window, that, while focusing as it

were, the whole trim, enhances the beauty and draws at-

tention to the goods. This usually is a figure dressed in

a smart Spring suit, and wearing the 1 andsomesl and
most extreme hat in the collection. The trimmer strives in

give an easy, natural pose to this figure, to give, as it

were, some logical reason for its presence in the window.
He will place a large upright mirror in a gilt or velvet

frame a little to the right or left of the centre of the

background, and will place his figure standing sideways
before it, as if she were trying the hat on. Posed, in this

way, the public can see the effete! of both the back, side

and front of the hat. Sometimes he will seal his figure

before a dresser, and will place a few choice hats upon
it. If he is using one of the new architectural back-
grounds, he will place a seat for her, built up like the

background, or he may make her a bower of laths, netting

and foliage. However he may place it, the majority of

millinery windows, will, according to their size, contain

one or more naturally posed figures.

The latest idea in window trimming is the use of archi-

tectural backgrounds. How these are managed was splen-

didly illustrated in the Marshall Field opening windows,
shown in the January Review. While many of these

effects are, as a whole, obviously beyond the reach -of the

ordinary trimmer, there are hints that Ciin be followed

and adaptations that can be made. The effect is gained

by covering a board frame with smoothly stretched felt,

but cotton can be used, painted over with alabastine, or

one of the many other fresco preparations on the market.

A latticed arbor might be used. This could be made of

laths, either painted or gilded, or gilded poultry netting

could be stretched over supports, and the whole trimmed
with flowers and foliage.

To balance the figure, a palm in a jardiniere on a stand,

or a handsome vase, with real or artificial roses, might be

used. A pedestal made like the one illustrated would be

effective. This is made of a roll of cardboard, strength-

ened by circles of wood, to which are nailed laths. The
whole is mounted on a base made from inch lumber, and
the scrolls used as handles, are sawn from the same. The
cardboard roll and base are covered with cotton, and the
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whole treated to a coat or two of fresco. In the top of

the round, a jardiniere is placed, which holds a plant and
flowers.

For a millinery window, a very effective treatment is

to cloud the floor with chiffon. This manner of using chif-

Pedestal, which while easily made can be
utilized with good effect.

fon is so pretty that it is a wonder that it is not more fre-

quently used, more especially as if a little care is taken

and the window is not kept in too long, little damage is

done to the chiffon.

A. E. Apted, decorator for the T. Eaton Co., Toronto,

used this method most effectively in one of his opening

windows last Fall. The colors used were white, pink and

mauve. The three colors were draped soflly and appar-

ently carelessly over the floor, and festooned high upon
one or two features of the background, as though it had
been blown there by a gust of wind.

The class of decoration shown in the millinery window
in this number and in the window in the January issue, by
A. H. Garon, is particularly suitable for showing millin-

ery, as it fills up the vacant space overhead.

As Easter Sunday does not fall until the 19th of April

this year, probably there will be firms that will select St.

Patrick's day as the date of their millinery opening. If

this day be chosen, it immediately gives ideas for an in-

teresting window. Naturally, the color scheme will be

white and green, with a harp as the central feature. Trim-
mers are familiar with the outline of the harp, and the

size of the window will regulate its size. The harp can be

sawn out of inch board, and should be covered with a

puffing of green. The wires simulated by fine gilded cord.

The harp should be placed a little to the side of the centre

and should be wreathed and banked with flowers and
foliage. Large bows of ribbon can be used as a further

decoration, and the ends brought down to the front of

the window. A good background would be of pleated

white sateen. A curtain of cathedral patterned Madras,
in green shades, might be used over the sateen, but could

be omitted. Above the curtain a panel covered with white

felt might be placed edged with green foliage. Large con-

ventional trefoils or shamrock leaves, cut from either felt,

velvet or crepe paper, and pasted on, would be the best

decoration. Foliage sparingly branched and with a few

sprays hanging down, might mask the corners. The floor

would have to be covered with white felt, dotted over with

little bunches of artificial shamrocks, and a pot of the

real article in all its luxuriant greenness placed on a

handsome stand or pedestal. The floor might be clouded

over with white chiffon.

A white and gold scheme, with delicate touches of

pink and green, would be highly effective for an opening

window. A white and gold window that would be well

The millinery window shown above was designed by A. H. Garon, with The Paquet Co., Quebec, and presents some new ideas in window
display. The background was cream pleated satin 42 inches high, with a black and gold moulding on top. This was draped with red rose

vines, 8 inches apart. The decoration piece carved from wood in a delicate renaissance design. This design was supported by wire rods
which were practically invisible. The finish was in black and gold. The floor covering was cream felt. The effect of this window was
highly pleasing. It was both delicate and novel. The design is placed well above the goods and does not interfere with them in any way.
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within the efforts of most decorators could be made by yellow ribbons, with the streamers coming to the front of

using' narrow poultry netting, gilded and placed over a

panel, covered with cotton batting, the panel edged with

foliage and pink roses. Below the panel could be placed

Sample of Shamrock Leaves, which may be used for a joint

St. Patri.k's Day and millinery opening window.

a curtain of pleated sateen, either white or green. The
gilded netting might also be placed diagonally across the

floor of the window, and edged irregularly with bunches

of millinery flowers. The floor could be covered with white

An effective use of bows of ribbon, they can be made to do excellent
service in a millinery window.

felt. In a large green jardiniere, or tub, place a small tree

with trunk and branches gilded, and with pink apple blos-

soms stuck on them, as naturally as possible. The flowers

can be bought in quantity for this purpose. There would

Suggestion for latticed arbor effect. It could be used
to advantage in a millinery window?.

have to be a smaller branch to balance ii; (lie opposite

corner, the centre effect being either a gilded mirror or a

large wired bow, wrapped with pink, green, mauve and

the window.

Should the window be a small one, -perhaps the most
effective way to treat it would be to bank the corner with

palms and ferns, mixed in with long stemmed American
Beauty roses. This treatment would be effective, both for

a millinery and garment window.

Suspender Co. Issues Writ.

The Dominion Suspender Company, Niagara Falls,

has applied to the High Court for a writ against the T.

Eaton Co., Toronto, asking damages, an injunction, pre-

venting them from continuing the alleged illegal practice,

an inquiry as to profits and other relief. The applicants

for the injunction claim that the Toronto concern has
been selling an imitation of their "President" suspender,

with a counterfeit trade mark label attached, at 39 cents,

whereas the regular selling price of the genuine "Presi-

dent" suspender is 50 cents.

The manager of the Dominion Suspender Company
made the following statement regarding the writ: "This
matter is in the hands of our Toronto solicitors, Messrs.

Beatty, Blackstock, Fasken & Chadwick. Certain lines

of goods we manufacture are protected by patents, copy-

rights and registered trade marks, among them the "Pre-
sident" suspender, a well and favorably known line of

goods, enjoying a very large sale.

"The selling price for all goods we manufacture is the

same to T. Eaton Co. as to any other retail firm in

Canada.

"The correct retailing price for the genuine "Presi-

dent" suspender is 50 cents."

What Good Display

Does
Good display of goods enables you to turn
over your stock quickly.

It gives your store a reputation as a place
where a customer can see goods to advantage.

It brightens up your premises and makes
shopping a pleasure instead of a task.

Good display makes people want things they
would never have thought about.

WRITE US FOR SUGGESTIONS. ABOUT DISPLAY FIXTURES

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co.
17-21 Temperance Street

TORONTO
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Millinery

Stand.

WE OFFER FOR SPRING SOME OF THE MOST EXCLUSIVE NOVELTIES IN

Metal Display Fixtures and Wax Figures
WE ADVISE YOU TO BUY FROM US

BECAUSE
We are actually making better Fixtures and newer Finish than we ever turned out and at no advance in price.

If we can't show you the greatest value for your money, we don't want your business.

Delfosse & Co., Canada's Greatest Fixture Factory
5 HERMINE STREET, - MONTREAL

Sole Proprietor of the 20th Century Wardrobe Cabinet Trolley Rod Hanger,' Etc.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS, SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS, LACE, ETC.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED MONTREALUNEQUALLED. IVIWI'* 1 rvi_.^VL. TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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January Sales in Montreal.

Every January in Montreal sees the usual January
clearing sales, and efforts to boom trade. A visitor to the

city this year, as throughout the past few years, would be

struck with the appearance of these sales. Among the

smaller stores, especially along Craig, Notre Dame, St.

James, St. Lawrence Boulevard and East St. Catherine

Streets, more than usual number of special sale indica-

tions were noticed during the past month. The extraor-

dinary feature of seeing special cut sales exploited almost

every few doors by means of boarding up the entire front

of the store and giving prices and the story of the sale in

large letters thereon, confronted an observer, threading

these thoroughfares. This shows the way things are run-

ning.

Along Notre Dame and Craig Streets, particularly the

first mentioned one, both small and medium sized stores

flourish, although this district is infested by a row of sec-

ond-hand ventures, which certainly do not add to the dis-

tinction of these down town streets. The main and East

St. Catherine Streets, is the home of a large number of

merchants, which have a multitude of small stores inter-

spersed with large specialty shops and a few large dry

goods establishments. St. Catherine Street West, the

home of the large English department stores, the Colonial

House, Scroggie's, Murphy's, Hamilton's and Ogilvy's,

did not share in these sensational sales, but ran the usual

discount and whitewear sales throughout the month.

All these special wild cat and sensational proceedings

tend to make jobbers cautious. Trade conditions also are.

never improved by these sales, and high-class trade is

killed. One very high -class clothing house, on St. James
Street and St. Catherine Street West, held one of the

"boarding up" sales which lasted for 10 days. While it

is certain business was larger and more L-uits were sold,

still the reductions offered served to swallow up all extra

profits from the slightly increased demand. The general

public, seeing a sale of this kind, consider the store seek-

ing popular trade, whereas the store formerly catered

for high-class men's trade. These sales hurt a high-class

business immeasurably. Many of the sales in Montreal

last month resembled the 10-day sale efforts of the special

sale promoters, who have been particularly active in

Northern Ontario and at scattered points in Canada.

Lower Taxes for Retailers

Winnipeg retail merchants will be greatly benefitted

by a proposed readjustment of the basis of assessment. A
special committee of the City Council appointed to deal

with the question of the equalization of assessment, re-

ported in favor of a change which would reduce the basis

of the retailers' assessment by 65 per cent., leaving that

of the wholesaler where it formerly stood. The report re-

commends that next year the retailer pay a tax amount-
ing to 8 1-3 per cent, on 35 per cent, of the annual rental

value of his premises, while the wholesalers will pay 8 1-3

per cent, of the annual rental value. The committee
makes this recommendation after a long and searching

investigation, on the ground that the retailer has to oc-

cupy much more valuable property than the wholesaler,

though his stock is many times less in value.

INVALUABLE TO THE AD. WRITER
THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER is the authority

on typography in Canada. It will be found very helpful to the ad.
writer in giving him information on how to arrange ads. to the best
advantage and showing him examples of fine work. A subscription
costs $2 per annum. Write for a sample copy and subscription blank.

THE CANADIAN PRINTER AND PUBLISHER
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

'LAMSON'
RAPID CASH CARRIER

For Busy Stores

Merchants everywhere are using
Lamson Systems. For any store,
in any line, whether large or small,
we have a cash carrying system to
meet all requirements. Your custom-
ers will be quick to appreciate
prompt service.

Ask for booklet N-5

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

126 Wellington Slreet West, TORONTO

'SERVICE'

The Art of Decorating
Show Windows and
Interiors

PHIS is a complete and up-to-date
A treatise on dressing of windows

and decoration of store interiors. It

is the work of not one man but of
HUNDREDS OF EXPERTS. Prac-
tically every prominent window
dresser in America has contributed to

it. The instruction may be followed
readily—no matter how little experi-
ence the decorator may have had.
It is absolutely necessary that every
window dresser should have this in-

formation—especially for his XMAS
DECORATION—There is only one
way of getting it. GET A COPY.
Send us

$3.50

and we will mail you a copy postpaid
by return.

410 pages 618 illustrations

MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Technical Book Dept.

10 Front Street East, - - TORONTO
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Some Problems for Progressive, Wide-Awake Clerks

Members of Selling Staffs Write on Relationship of Clerks to Employers.

Effect of Letter by " Interested Clerk." Pointers for Salespeople.

Editor Clerks' Page, Dry Goods Review:

I would like to express my appreciation of the posi-

tion described by "Interested Clerk," in your January
issue. In your comment on this letter yoa state that for-

tunately the class of merchant referred to—the man who
reprimands clerks in the presence of customers—is not

large, and, while this may be the case, such men are not

as rare as one might imagine. I have had the misfortune

—I consider it such—to be in the employ of a man who
has frequently "called me down" before my customer,

and, while I do not doubt that it was deserved, the effect

was wholly lost by the manner and the time of its admin-

istration. Why will such men not learn that the way to

secure the most efficient service from their clerks is by
treating them with consideration? To render the best ser-

vice a clerk must be enthusiastic, and enthusiasm cannot

be inspired by such an unwise and unsympathetic course

as that described in the letter of "Interested Clerk." I

am willing to work hard, and I think I am doing the best

I can, but I have to confess that it is not always easy.

Yours,

ANOTHER CLERK.

Editor Dry Goods Review: Dear Sir,
—"Interested

Clerk" interests me. The case he describes is an isolated

one, however, and the merchant who is so shortsighted as

to find fault with his clerks before customers is an iso-

lated case, and he does not represent the dry goods mer-

chants as a whole. They are too good business men to

indulge in any practices which they know will bring them

into discredit with the store's patrons. My "boss" is not

that kind. He is very sweet to me, and the rest of his

clerks when there are customers in the store, but maybe
we don't get it afterwards! After all, is it not better to

be natural than to be so very pleasant when store patrons

are within hearing, and show one's real, unpleasant and
unreasonable disposition to the poor defenceless clerks?

In nine times out of ten they deserve the" calls" they get.

Clerks do not use their brains enough. They perform

their work in a perfunctory manner, often careless and

usually mechanically, and, with this in view, it is little

wonder that store proprietors become annoyed and tell

their clerks what they think of them. This is not a plea

for the merchant. It's simply a few observations which

seem to me to be apropos. Yours,

CRITIC.

Evidently the letter published last month has aroused

some interest, and the discussion provoked by it will, no

doubt, be productive of good results. The relationship

existing between the merchant and his clerk is a matter

which is being given more attention to during recent years,

and, fortunately, a more sympathetic co-operation is being

secured. Merchants are finding that when encourage-

ment is given his clerks are taking an interest in the

business; they are making suggestions which often save

or make the business considerable money. This is the

general trend of modern business practice, and, as a result

of its adoption, many old-fashioned ideas in reference to

the conduct of a business are being replaced by modern
and profit-producing methods.

What Makes Poor Clerks ?

One may go into the stores of the city in search of

good clerks and find them—occasionally. There is a

dearth of good ones, but plenty of the kind which we
would class as a failure.

Why do some clerks prefer to talk to one another than

to pay attention to customers? Why do they sometimes

stare haughtily at poorly dressed customers? Why are

some of them continually losing sales because of their

languid indifference ? There is but one answer to all these

questions, one reason why there are so many poor clerks.

The reason is that they have no interest in their work.

They work because they have to have some money, and

that is the sole cause of their presence behind the coun-

ter. They do not care whether a customer is pleased or

not, so long as they get their pay envelope Saturday
night. Their chief hope is that their idleness or offen-

siveness will not call down on them the wrath of those in

authority.

Until an employe can find interest in the work there

is absolutely no hope of that employe becoming an effi-

cient clerk. Do not imagine the customers do not know
the difference—-they do. They resent inattention, super-

ciliousness, rudeness, languid lack of interest, impatience.

They may say nothing about it, but they know.

Nor do we desire to gloss over the trials of the clerk.

They are many. There are fussy customers who frazzle

out the patience of the best. There are rude customers

and unreasonable customers. But think that if all cus-

tomers were machines, if none of them showed any feel-

ing, if all were alike, no chance for skill in salesmanship

would ever come. A machine would be invented to wrap
up goods and hand them out.

The clerk has wonderful chances for becoming profi-

cient. Without interest in the customers, in the goods

and in the work' there can be no good salesmanship.

—

Oregon Tradesman.

Clerks' Pointers to Clerks.

"Always make it a point to see that your customer is

feeling perfectly at home before offering your goods for

sale."—D. S. Whitton, with A. E. Hill Co., Griswold,

Man.

"There are no two customers that you may treat just

exactly alike and get the same results. Each individual

lias some peculiar whim or notion that a clerk must learn

if he or she will make a success behind the counter."

"I do not believe in making pets of individuals, so

that they will come in and sit around for an hour and
wait for Tommie, when another clerk or two are standing

around doing nothing. This condition is caused by special

price-making, which, I think, is a detriment to any store,

unless, of course, it is given to all.

"I do not like too much familiarity with customers.
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Someone has said that 'familiarity breeds contempt,' and

I think it is true to a very large extent. '

'

"It's a stroke of good business for a salesperson to be

able to say to the customer that may or may not have

bought at her counter, "There's some splendid damasks
going vry cheap at the linen counter to-day,' or, 'They

are selling $5 white blankets at $3.99 in the basement this

morning,' or tell of some other good bargain in the store.

The customer will not resent it, and she may be a buyer

at one of these bargain events. At any rate, she will not

forget the clerk that is posted about what is doing, and

is inclined to put one 'next' to an advantageous pur-

chase.
'

'

"I consider the development of personal trade an art,

and an art that ought to be cultivated by each and every

person that has any connection whatsoever with a retail

store.

"It is an art that should be developed not only in the

store, but also outside, by both the clerks and the 'boss.'

In fact, I think that a person has a better opportunity for

developing personal trade outside of the store than inside.

"I consider that one of the best ways in which to de-

velop personal trade is by mingling with the people from
whom you expect to make your money. Be sociable.

Never miss an opportunity of greeting a customer with a

cheerful 'Good morning.' "

"The cry goes out from all country towns about how
the mail-order houses have taken the farmer's trade; and

so it is true, but it's the fault of the merchants them-

selves, for they do ,not use advertising like that which

drew his trade to the mail-order house. The time has

gone by when the entire dependence in the matter of

making and holding trade can be placed on the selling of

good goods alone, although most stores of any respectabil-

ity nowadays sell pretty fair goods and give fairly good

values. They should, to compete successfully with the

mail-order house, fight back with their best weapon, ad-

vertising, together with honest values, fair treatment, and

attractiveness of store appearance inside and out."

Municipal Politics do not Appeal to Retail Merchants

Some of the Difficulties in Securing Representation of Business Men in Municipal Councils. Time of

the Year at Which Elections are Held One of the Reasons. What Guelph Merchants are Doing.

The retail merchants of Guelph, while they are not re-

presented in this year's Council, are now taking steps to

interest themselves in the election for next year's Coun-

cil. The intention, it is understood, is to nominate repre-

sentative business men and work to secure their election.

The difficulty is that at the time when this work would

have to be done, the merchants are all busy with holiday

trade, and are unable to give the attention to election mat-

ters that they otherwise would.

Comparatively speaking, the elections this year have

brought few municipal honors to retail dry goodsmen.

This is undoubtedly because they have not been sought,

not the result of a lack of desire on the part of the elec-

tors to have dry goods merchants serve them in repre-

sentative capacities.

The dry goodsmen throughout Canada are men of the

highest intelligence—indeed, it is doubtful if in any other

mercantile business there is as high an average intelli-

gence and business capacity as in the dry goods trade.

Singularly, though, few dry goodsmen have an inclination

for municipal politics, and, as a result, the great majority

of town and city councils, as constituted, lack representa-

tion of this body of men.

The fact that the elections in the greater number of

Canadian municipalities follow closely upon the busiest

season in the year, probably accounts largely for the

scarcity of dry goodsmen and merchants generally, in the

councils. They do not feel that they can give the time

at this particular season of the year to a canvass of the

electors. The condition is somewhat unfortunate, since

municipalities are, as a consequence, deprived of the ser-

vices of men whose presence on the councils would greatly

strengthen them.
* *

*

In the West, elections are held on the first Monday in

December, and, as a consequence, the councils are more

fully representative of the business sections. While it

may be considered impracticable to change the date of

elections in the east to meet this difficulty, but it should

not be necessary for good business men, men who would

prove a source of strength to any council, to spend time

canvassing for votes which should come voluntarily. In

nine-tenths of the towns and cities the fact that councils

are not representative of the business men is deplored,

but at the same time conditions are such that the greater

number of self-respecting business men will not take the

time to make the canvass necessary to secure their elec-

tion.

Business Transfer.

John Wolff, one of the partners of the firm of Her-

mann H. Wolff & Co., 170 McGill Street, Montreal, has

taken over the business of this firm. He Avill continue the

business under the old firm name as heretofore. Mr. Wolff

will do a general importing and wholesale business. The

majority of the old staff has been retained.

Hermann H. Wolff has retired from the firm, having

formed a partnership with Peierles, Bushier & Co., New
York, formerly S. Peierles & Co., one of the largest im-

port and commission concerns doing business in the

United States, representing American and European

manufacturers.

An Attractive Calendar

The Dominion Suspender Company, of Niagara Falls,

with the enterprise characteristic of this firm, sent out

this year the usual New Year's greeting to its customers,

and it takes the form of a particularly attractive produc-

tion, a set of calendar panels, the latter reproductions of

Philip Boileau's works, and represent some of that art-

ist's best efforts. A set of this beautiful panels is being

distributed free to each of the company's customers, and

extra sets may be procured from them on receipt of 25

cents. They are worth a place in any room.
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Among the Dry Goods Travellers

Levis Commercial Travelers.

The election of officers in the Circle des Voyageurs de

Commerce, of Levis, resulted in the return of those who

held office in 1007, and those honored are.

President—J. N. Cloutier.

Vice-President—H. E. Dery.

Secretary—Eugene Gagnon.

Assistant-Secretary—Rosario Bernier.

Treasurer—Nap. Maranda.
Assistant-Treasurer—Arthur Leblond.

Thirty-Five Years a Traveler

After thirty-five years' service on the road, twenty-

five of those years with one firm, the W\ R. Brock Co., of

Toronto, Robt. H. Mitchell has taken a position in the

warehouse, and his friends now find him in the staples de-

partment. Mr. Mitchell is one of the pioneer travelers of

Ontario, covering the northern and northwestern portions

of the Province, first for Gray, Rennie & Co., and later,

before going with his present firm, for John Robertson &

ROBERT H. MITCHELL
For thirty-five years a traveler, twenty-five of which were spent

with the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto. He is leaving
the road to take a position in the warehouse.

Co. His territory originally embraced that along the old

Toronto, Gray and Bruce line, and as far west as Sault

Ste. Marie, and he relates some interesting stories of the

experiences of the early days, when considerable of the

traveling had to be by means of locomotion less pleasant

than by the present methods. He covered Northern On-

tario when Orillia was the terminal point on the railway,

and the greater part of Muskoka and Nipissing had to be

traveled on wheels or sleighs.

In his more youthful days Mr. Mitchell was a lacrosse

player of note, and has won distinction on the home of

the rbl Torontos, joining that famous team in the year of

its organization, 1867, and played for a number of years

with such men as Col. Otter, Inspector J. L. Hughes, Col.

Sam. Hughes, "Cheesie" Robinson, Ross Mackenzie, C.

H. Nelson, Tom Mitchell and others, the majority of whom
are now known in Canada as leaders in business, military

or political affairs. He figured in the shortest game on

record, when the Torontos defeated the Montreal Sham-
rocks on the latter 's grounds, the game lasting but five

minutes. That was in the days when the team that first

scored three goals won the game, and on this occasion the

requisite number of goals were scored in five minutes.

While Mr. Mitchell's interest in sport is not now repre-

sented by his active participation in it, it is none the less

practical.

After a period of more than a third of a century on

the road he welcomes the quieter life in the warehouse.

*
Better Hotel Accommodation.

The Dominion Commercial Travelers' Association has

secured the endorsation of the Montreal Board of Trade in

its efforts to improve the quality of the hotel accommoda-
tion in Canada generally, and particularly in those sec-

tions in which local option legislation has been enacted.

A resolution passed by the association and endorsed by

the Board of Trade was as follows:

Resolved, that it is considered 'desirabli that the Local

Option clause of the liquor or any Hotel License Act, in

any of the Provinces should be so amended as to require

municipalities adopting local option or issuing any hotel

license, to provide suitable places for lodging, eating and

sample rooms for the traveling public. That License Com-
missioners or Inspectors be qualified persons to direct

that all such lodging houses and hotels be placed under a

special license, and a medical health certificate for clean-

liness and sanitation accompany each request for a license.

We would also suggest that the same method be adopted

before the granting of license for the sale of liquor, and

that a copy of this resolution be sent to the Provincial

Governments and the Boards of Trade, of Canada.

*
Travelers' Mutual Benefit.

Reports presented at the twenty-seventh annual meet-

ing of the Commercial Travelers' Mutual Benefit Associa-

tion, held in Toronto on Saturday, January 25, showed the

association to be in a most satisfactory condition ; the

membership being 1,959, and insurance risks placed at

$1,943,000. The statement presented by the directors

showed that 163 new policies had been written during the

year, and that $43,000 had been paid out in death claims.

The receipts for the year in the benefit fund branch

amounted to $42,000, and $40,000 of this was paid out in

claims.

The following officers were elected for the current

year: President, S. R. Wickett; Vice-President, Joseph

Oliver; Secretary, Miss E. M. Rowley; Treasurer, H.
Goodman; Superintendent of Agencies, Richard Ivens;

Medical Referee and Toronto Examiner, Dr. Norman
Allen; Directors, Messrs. C. E. Kyle, R. Forbes, S. M.
Sterling, John Gibson, J. A. Ross. A. J. Tipping, C. S.

Parsons, R. G. Hector, R. Maxwell, John Hooper, Hamil-
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ton; C. L. Shorey and W. E. Ramsey, Montreal; J. M.
Dillon and John Dromgole, London; M. S. Sutherland,

Kingston; J. W. Harris and J. P. Morrison, Brantford;

C. Heuhn and Julius Knauff, Berlin; Hyinan Miller and

C. McGlashan, Winnipeg; H. F. Moulden and Andrew
Crosbie, Guelph; C. Wilson, Gait; R. M. Butler, Barrie;

T. C. Stegman, Chatham; Thomas Shore, Ottawa; A. G.

Dickson and W. J. Hopwood, Peterboro.

*
Suit for Damages.

Samuel R. Wickett, president of the Toronto Com-
mercial Travelers' Mutual Benefit Society, has entered

a suit against the Toronto Ferry Co. for $20,000, on be-

half of the estate of William Emerson Wickett, of which

he is administrator. He claims the sum mentioned as

damages for injuries resulting in the death of W. E.

Wickett, it is alleged, through negligence of the defend-

ants. The young man was drowned near the Island, at

Toronto, on June 22nd.

Travelers to Meet in Calgary.

Calgary commercial travelers are already preparing for

the annual meeting of 'the Commercial Travelers' Associa-

tion of America, which will be held in June of the pre-

sent year, and at an informal gathering of the Union

Commercial Travelers of Calgary the proposal to provide

some special and unique form of entertainment for the

hundreds of travelers who will be visiting Calgary on the

occasion of the annual meeting was launched, and en-

tered into enthusiastically by the members.

Calgary expects to secure some valuable advertising

from the fact that travelers from all over America will

be gathered there on the occasion of the convention, and

a big effort will be made to give them a good impression

of the city; so good, in fact, that they will become en-

thusiastic "boosters" for the progressive Western city.

Travelers Good Advertisers.

The benefit which London derives from the fact that

it is the home of 1,500 travelers who leave that city every

Monday morning selling goods either manufactured in

London or handled by wholesalers in that city, were re-

counted by H. E. Buttrey, traveler for John Marshall &
Co., furriers, at a banquet recently held in London. He
contended that there was no more loyal citizen than the

traveler, who is always boosting the home town and mak-
ing it known in every locality he visits.

Covering Ontario Territory

G. R. Adamson started the middle of the last month to

cover territory between Montreal and Toronto, and some
points north of Toronto in the interests of the ribbon

house of Canada, W. H. Barry & Co., Montreal. For
some time this firm has felt the necessity for covering

this ground more closely—Mr. Adamson will call fre-

quently upon the trade in this district, thus looking after

sorting wants promptly. He has a good knowledge of the

dry goods trade, and a splendid traveling experience for

so young a man. He formerly represented John M. Gar-

land, Son & Co., Ottawa, in that city.

West Indies Trade.

For the first time in the history of Canadian trade

with the West Indies, cotton was shipped from the

islands to this country, in 1907. Trade in all branches has

:diown a gratifying increase over that of any other year.

Cotton, which i? a new industry in the West Indies, and

its success will prove a great benefit to the islands. The
cotton, which was shipped to Canada, was forwarded to

England for manufacture.

New Woollen Firm.

Barlow, Mongevais & Co. have bought out the woollen
department of the firm of Hermann H. Wolff & Co., of
170 McGill Street, Montreal, the change in the firm dat-
ing from the commencement of the year. Active business
will be carried on under the firm name of Barlow, Mon-
gevais & Co., at the old premises on McGill Street, until

May, when they will remove to larger, brighter and much
more commodious quarters at the new Victoria Building, 52
Victoria Square.

The old firm, has enjoyed an active and extensive

woollen and trimming trade, and has an established repu-
tation for blacks and blues. All of the lines handled by
the old firm will be retained by the new, and, in addition,

will also handle extensively a complete line of tailors'

woollens and trimmings.

E. W. Barlow, a partner in the concern, started his

business career with the old firm of Maekay Bros., with
whom he was connected for over ten years, gaining thor-

ough experience throughout all departments. Later he
entered the employment of Hermann H. Wolff & Co.,

where he has been for over eighteen years as manager of

the woollen department. He also acted as buyer in Europe
for this firm for over twelve years, and will continue

doing so for the newly-established firm. J. B. H. Mon-
genais, another partner, was for some years with Gault
Bros. & Co., Limited, Montreal. Later he went to Her-
mann H. Wolff & Co., where he has been for the past six-

teen years. Mr. Mongenais has been travelling in the in-

terests of his firm for quite a number of years, and will

continue to do so, as he has made for himself an enviable

reputation among the trade. Mr. Herzberg, a third mem-
ber, left Germany, his native land, and came to Canada
some twenty years ago. Since coming to Canada he has

been with Feodor, Boas & Co., predecessors to Hermann
H. Wolff & Co., and has remained with the latter firm up
to the present. From a business standpoint, Mr. Herzberg
is well-known to both the dry goods and woollen trade.

The combination of financial man, traveler and buyer,

should certainly go to establish a most successful firm.

Enlarging Guelph Store.

G. B. Ryan & Co., of Guelph, one of the largest and
most progressive of the dry goods firms in Western On-
tario, are making another addition to their store. Re-

cently an adjoining store was secured, and in it the large

men's furnishers' department was installed. Now another

addition is to be made, and the extra space will provide

for an extension to the cloak and ladies' ready-to-wear

department.

Mitchell Woollen Company

An Ontario charter has been

Woollen Company, Limited, with

Mitchell, Ont., the objects of the

facture and sell woollen and co

porators of the new company are

John Hainsworth Waterhouse,

Andrew J. Brown and Edmund
capital of the company is $50,000

of $100 each.

granted to the Mitchell

head office and mills at

company being to manu-
tton goods. The incor-

John Frederick Dufton,
Arthur Henry Saul,

T. Dufton. The share

divided into 500 shares
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Liddells Linens

The "Gold Medal" Brand is known
to every housekeeper whose trade is

worth having. It means

Artistic Patterns
and Serviceable Quality to Her.

It means SURE SALES and

HANDSOME PROFITS to you

SEE SAMPLES NOW ON THE ROAD

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE

80 W. Wellington St. - Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

The Latest Idea Frjnge Net Envelopes
Send Photo of your Buildings and we print same on Envelopes free of charge.

The "Coverall"

Parisian

Invisible

Fringe Nets

Made expressly for

KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE WORLD FOR THEIR REGULARITY.

LEADING

LINES

The "Coverall"

Per Gross in Single

Envelopes

Large - - - 25/3

Very Large - 33/6

Extra Large - 42/6

Burnet & Temple,
3 Fitchetts Court

Noble St., E.C. London, Eng.
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Fancy Goods and Notion Department

A Promising Year.

There is every indication to warrant the belief that

this will be a fancy goods and notion year. That im-

porters, manufacturers and retailers vie with one another

in this respect is quite apparent by the large stocks now
being shown.

Unless all signs fail, business for Spring in the notion

departments throughout the country will be extremely

satisfactory.

Throughout the past month at retail special sales all

kinds of notions and dressmakers' supplies have had the

right-of-way. All lines sold well and stocks are fairly

depleted.

*

Japanese Fancy Goods.

Trade in Japanese fancy goods continues active. Some
of the principal lines for Spring and Fall trade, most of

which are manufactured in China and Japan, are to be

found below.

Silk Lines.

In silk lines, such goods as mufflers, handkerchiefs,

drapes, table covers, scarfs, embroidered goods of all

kinds, cushion tops and doilies, waists and dress lengths,

kimonas, dressing gowns, underwear, pajama suits and
smoking jackets are seen in abundance. All of the above

lines have secured a fair share of this particular trade for

1908.

Linen Goods.

Linen goods are also to the fore. Such lines as table

covers, tray cloths, doylies, drawn work of all kinds,

handkerchiefs, collars and cuffs, cotton crepe, plain or

printed, and matting, plain or fancy in all grades, are

selling well. Importers reported an active 1907 business

in the above lines, and are looking forward to another

favorable season during the present year.

$

House Furnishing Accessories.

Housefurnishing accessories, such as jute rugs, in all

sizes, and cotton rugs, are very fashionable. Screens, of

cut velvet, silk, cotton or paper and portions of bamboo
beads, reeds or rice, are also attractive lines, in a small

way. Lawn cushions, flooor mats, feather dusters, hand-

carved furniture, tables, chairs, etc., are shown at right

prices. Wall paper, vaneered or leatherette, wall hangers,

pocket pictures, skins of badger, otter and seal, are quite

suitable to the Canadian market, and a merchant need not

fear to cover actual wants in any of these lines.

*

Japanese Chinaware.

Tea sets, chocolate sets, fruit sets, cups and saucers,

plates, dishes, bowls, placques, trays and vases for 1908

have never been better. Flower pots, jardinieres, um-
brella stands, cloisonne ware, ivory carvings, vases, card

cases, brass or bronze gongs, brushes, hair, tooth, nail or

boot, are all seen in abundance and are meeting with aver-

age success.

Sundries.

Plain and fancy baskets, of straw or bamboo, continue

popular, while confectionery and perfumery lines are also

selling well. The demand for baskets, for fancy work
purposes, market wants, picnic requirements, waste paper

baskets, etc., while active, are only bought in proportion

to their respective values. In other words, their uses are

limited and only actual requirements are ordered. Dress
suit cases, made of wicker or bamboo, and lacquered ware,

fancy boxes, trays, lacquered tea caddies, panels, cabinets

are all meeting with a steady sale. The feeling for lac-

quered and metal crumb trays, antimony metal goods, fig-

ures, vases, trays, match boxes and smokers' sets, are

better than ever, and are having a fairly heavy showing.

Fans, manufactured from silk, paper bamboo or palm
leaf and lanterns, in all sizes and grades, are among the

Japanese lines for 1908. Lamp shades, paper decorations,

ornaments, games, puzzles, paper napkins, doylies, Easter

and Christmas toys, flags of paper, cotton or silk, banners,

parasols, in all sizes, made from paper or silk, are also

among the numerous selections required, to make a keen

merchant's notion stock present an attractive and bright

appearance. Other lines prominent are canes, plain or

carved, umbrella handles, tooth picks, with printed names
in boxes, straw cuffs, table mats, straw braids, pocket

heaters and fishing cords.

Never in the history of the Japanese and Chinese

fancy goods business has a more choice, finer or attractive

line been shown.

Fair Demand for Combs.

Combs continue their enormous vogue. High back
lines continue in favor. At present there is nothing new
over what was shown last month, with the manufacturers,

and as yet it is rather early to speak definitely on how the

spring trade will be.

With the retailers, plain combs are in regular request

at present, while the more expensive lines are much
slower. The plain high back line is one of the most popu-

lar comb lines just now. Cut steel is selling fairly well,

although the feeling is not up to that of the previous

year. Oriental effects have dropped absolutely behind

schedule.

Franco-British Exhibition

The Canadian Government has in course of erection a

large special building for the accommodation of Canadian
exhibits at the Franco-British Exhibition, which opens in

London, England, May 1st, next. The Government part

of the display will consist of exhibits of the natural re-

sources of Canada, such as agricultural products, miner-

als, forestry, fish and game, horticulture, dairying and
food products. There will be accommodation reserved

for the display of Canadian manufactures, and where ac-

ceptable exhibits are offered, very generous treatment will

be accorded them by the Government. Applications and
inquiries should be addressed to Mr. W. A. Burns, Exhi-

bition Branch, Department of Agriculture, Ottawa.
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GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montreal

A NEW DEPARTMENT

IMPORT FANCY GOODS
Everything for the Christmas Trade.

We have reserved considerable space, on

one of the floors, in the new wing of our

immense warehouse for the display of

Import Fancy Goods.

Largest Assortment in Canada

We purpose taking orders, for import, in

the same way as the large American

Import Houses do, and will quote prices in

foreign money, plus a small commission,

and also in Canadian currency.

Samples will not be carried by our travellers.

Orders will be ta\en in our warehouse.

We can show as representative a range as

any of those carried by the large New
York houses.

Place your order with us and save money.
«

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review
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HAVE YOU A LONDON AGENT ?

It is absolutely essential that your stock be kept

up-to-date, and this can only be done, short of

personally visiting the English market, by placing

your orders through an experienced Agent, who
is in a position to buy the newest goods at closest

prices, and to keep you supplied with the latest

samples. Having had many years' experience in

buying Dry Goods for the Colonies and being in

touch with all the leading manufacturing and
wholesale Drapery houses, I am able to place my
clients' orders to the very best advantage.

Full particulars as to terms, etc., from

T. W. BESTALL
12, 14 and 16 Tenter Street, - LONDON, E.C., England

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.G.

London, England.MACKINLAY & GO.

Are You in Need of a

Buying Agent for the

English Markets?
If so, we offer you our services. We buy for cash

and send original invoices.

We Can Save You Money
Atrial order solicited. Correspondence invited.

F. H. SEALEY & CO., Buying Agents
36 Basinghall Street

London, E.C., England

CONDENSED ADS.
AT A COST OF

2 CENTS PER WORD
All clerks requiring positions will do well to

invest a few cents in The Dry Goods Review
and state their requirements.

Those merchants who wish to dispose of their
business can insert their ad. under a box num-
ber and we will forward any replies. This en-
sures secrecy to those mat desire it..

The Review is read by 90 per cent, of the
entire trade. This ensures your wants being
read by the merchants throughout the Domin-
ion of Canada.

Address all correspondence to

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
1 Front St East,
TORONTO

232 McGill St
MONTREAL

DUCHESS HOOPS
Now made in the OVAL
as well as the ROUND shapes.

DUCHESS (OVAL) Two sizes—4Jx9and 6x 12 inches

DUCHESS (ROUND) 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 inches.

Sold in over

18,000

Retail Stores

'Don't fail to include' the "Duchess Oval" in

both sizes, along with the round shapes, in the next order
to your jobber. They appeal to every embroiderer an
sell at sight.

PRINCESS HOOP
Made in sizes 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 inches.

The Princess has the only

perfect elastic

adjustable spring, as

it expands the

outer hoop by

simply pressing

on the bow when
placing or re-

moving the work,

thereby prevent-

ing any rubbing

of the fabric or

injury to the em-
broidered pattern.

Order to-day from your lobber

No other hoops with spring attachments have this advantage

The Gibbs Mfg. Co.,
CANTON
OHIO, U.S.A.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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0L0NIAL1

^0E »A^

tt
There's More Profit in

Canadian Printed

Goods"

€[f You can offer Dominion

Textile Co.'s Printed Goods

with the certainty that you

are offering the best from

every point of view.

€[f Bring these lines to the

front^

H. P. Cloth

G. Cloth

<ff Give your Jobber your

repeats early.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Staple Lines Active

Up to the present writing most jobbers find deliveries

much more satisfactory than last year, as mills have pro-

vided for a larger output, and, consequently, have been

able to handle the orders booked much more promptly

than the preceding year. Orders taken by the whole-

sale trade have been fairly well filled so far as first ship-

ments are concerned. Sorting-up trade has been much
better for Spring than was expected. So far there has

been no disposition on the part of manufacturers or job-

bers to cut prices.

Canadian mills are in good shape. The cutting-up

trade has been good. Orders began to pick up towards

the end of last month, and at present everything is run-

ning in Al order. Prices from Canadian mills remain

unchanged.

The Print Trade

The print trade from a manufacturing standpoint is

almost over, excepting, of course, repeats, which came in

satisfactorily throughout last month and up to the present

writing. Mills are now finishing up Spring orders, and

are working on their wrapperette samples for Fall. So

far as can be learned, these lines will show an improve-

ment over anything yet shown by domestic mills. Mer-

chants who have not seen this line cannot go wrong in

selecting a few patterns of the new range, which will be

shown by the wholesalers about the 1st of March.

With the jobbers, print stocks are fairly light through-

out the country, and everything points to good assorting

business in all print departments.

The Trade in Ginghams

Although, perhaps, a little early yet to definitely state

the extent of this year's gingham trade, still it has been

beyond what might have been expected. Travelers have

little more than gotten on their respective grounds. Re-

sults, therefore, can hardly be accurately determined. At
the same time repeat orders are being received, in most
of which, deliveries cannot be guaranteed before April.

This is particularly the case in the Chambray's and staple

check patterns. Saxonies, flannelettes and domets are all

up to last year's figures, notwithstanding the advances in

prices. The demand for plain white goods is greater than

ever. Oxfords, shirtings and galateas are meeting with a

fair average business, and are more particularly used, of

late years, by the converters. The Spring trade for tick-

ings seems to be opening up nicely and already mattress

makers are looking for supplies. The large amount of

labor employed throughout the country, for some years

past, has created a good demand for denims, particularly

among the manufacturers of overalls. Mills report good
business in all of the above lines. Judging from reports

throughout the country an active demand for every line

of staples is likely to be continued. The only drawback,

so far as the cotton trade is concerned, is the extraordin-

ary high figure for which Southern planters are able to

hold their raw materials. From a jobbers' standpoint, in

many cases, ginghams have been receiving marked atten-

tion for Spring, owing to the advances on prints through-

out the past year.

m
To Discover Cotton in Wool

A reader of The Review writes to ask for information

which will enable him to determine the presence of cotton

in goods in reference to the composition of which there

is some doubt.

The presence of cotton in supposedly all wool fabrics

is in many cases difficult to determine, and, with the skil-

ful methods of scuffling, cotton and other vegetable sub-

stances in with the yarn it is almost impossible by a cur-

sory examination that these foreign substances are pre-

sent. The practice has, according to an English journal,

grown with astonishing rapidity in recent years, mer-
cerized cotton, having much the appearance of silk, being

used for the stripe in certain goods. In some cases a sub-

stantial foundation of cotton has been found in cloths

sold at from 6s 6d to 8s 6d per yard, and which, if not

sold as all wool, have been inferred to be such.

Simple Tests

The presence of cotton may be easily discovered by
dissolving all the wool, which may be done by boiling

in a bath of strong caustic potash, which acts on all the

animal matter, but leaves the vegetable fibres, such as

cotton and linen, intact. After the tested material is taken

out of the caustic bath, wash in clean water and dry. On
the other hand, the cotton may be all destroyed by im-

mersing the sample in a dilute sulphuric acid bath for

half an hour, and after wringing and drying, but if where

the temperature is 180 to 200 degrees Fanrenheit, and in

about an hour you can rub out all the cotton, which has

changed to carbon.

A Warning

Caustic potash, or sodium caustic, can be obtained at

any chemist's but, as its name implies, it is burning salts,

and if handled will injure the user. It dissolves quickly

in boiling water, and sufficient for testing purposes can

be made in a saucer, which may be heated over the gas.

Stir with a wooden or glass stick, and when the water

boils, put in your pattern of cloth, which will curl up like

burnt paper. After a time the wool will be all dissolved,

and only the cotton or linen foundation will be left. When
this stage has been obtained, take out the remains and
wash in clean water, and dry. The experiment is both

practical and interesting, and will be of service in many
ways. It will prevent people from paying for goods as

all wool that are part cotton, and they will be saved from
selling material as all wool that is not.

Cotton Company's Splendid Showing

The annual meeting of the directors of the Montreal

Cotton Company takes place this month. A splendid

statement of their business conditions will be presented

to the shareholders. The year 1907 with the company
was the most successful one in its history. The total

eales approximate $3,000,000, showing an increase over

1906 of about $400,000. Full details will be published in

the next issue of The Review.
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TO THE TRADE

ALL PRINTS sold by the lead

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

The Calico Printers' Assn. Ltd

Manchester, England
to be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

Season.

No other quality will bear this mark.
Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Pulling Power
in

ButtericK Patterns
It's a Fact

tKat 150,000 women a year Have
been drawn one blocK from tKe trad-
ing center of New YorK City to buy
ButtericK Patterns. TKat's ButtericK
Pulling Power.

It's a Fact
tKat in smaller cities 50,000 women
Have liKewise been drawn out of tKeir
way to buy ButtericK Patterns. TKat's
ButtericK Pulling Power.

It's a Fact
tKat no new pattern can possibly pull
business liKe tKe ButtericK and no
otKer establisKed pattern \ Kas ever
done so. TKere's one tKing every
merchant can depend upon—Butter-
icK Pulling Power.

TKe RIGHT pattern department is tHe tHing
to Have. Write us. We may be able to

maKe an arrangement witH you. There are
no patterns so perfect as ButtericK Patterns.

TKe ButtericK Publishing Co., Ltd.

33 Richmond St. W. Toronto, Ont., Canada

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Keep Orders on the Road.

Talks with up-to-date merchants clearly show that

their methods of buying are in marked contrast to those

of a few years ago. All over the country may be found

merchants whose store history reveals the fact that their

growth from small beginnings was due to quick stock turn-

overs. They opened, perhaps, with a capital of $500 and

a stock of $1,000. During the year their sales would be

$10,000 and upward. These newcomers in the mercantile

arena were -able to accomplish the extraordinary feats

they did because they had to. Their capital being lim:

ited, their stock necessarily was small. Methods being

right, and prices, too, the public patronized them.

Orders would go into the wholesalers every night.

Every dollar of capital was made to do its full duty.

And the store grew at a surprising rate.

In what marked contrast are such methods with those

of many a merchant to-day. He buys heavily in initial

orders. No effort is made to keep goods "on the road,"

as did the hustling new merchant with small capital.

Because of this practice of the average merchant to-day

his stock turnover is two or two and one-half times.

And somehow and for some reason he has been content

with this ratio.

But a change is slowly but surely coming over the

retail fraternity. Here and yonder, perhaps five hundred

miles apart, are merchants whose turnover of stock is

five times. Ask them how they are accomplishing it,

and you will learn that they are practicing only those

methods which the beginner in business used, namely,

keeping goods "on the road," having shipments arriving

every day, and orders leaving daily. In other words,

"stringing" their orders in an endless chain.

The result of this is that a merchant can show good

assortments with less tied-up capital, which means

greater earning power for his investments. Until a stock

is turned more often than the majority of merchants

turn theirs, it is not successful except in a partial

degree.

Claims for Shortage.

Possibly in no relationship existing between the whole

saler and retailer is there as much dissatisfaction evi-

denced as in the vexed matter of shortage claims. In the

great majority of cases in which claims are made to the

jobber, the fault does not lie at his door, and he is prac-

tically unable to bring the desired redress. When goodw

are delivered to the transportation company the owner-

ship is considered as being then vested in the consignee,

consequently should, in the course of shipment, cases be-

come broken and goods be damaged or disappear, the re-

tailer is the one whose complaint and claim will have the

greatest effect, and be considered first, since he is looked

upon as the owner of the goods.. It has been successfully

held on different occasions in the courts that in spite of

the fact that the goods have not yet been paid for, the

moment they are delivered by the wholesaler to the carry-

ing company the proprietory rights become vested in the

retailer. It can be seen, therefore, that there is a legal

justification in the railways' action in refusing to recog-

nize claims made by jobbers, who are not the owners of

goods on which such claims are made.

Claims for shortage, too, are made at times when the

fault may be traced to carelessness in unpacking goods.

Recently a Toronto wholesale house received a shipment,

of empty packing cases from a customer, and in one was

found a package of hosiery, bearing the price mark of the

very firm to which the cases were returned. In this in-

stance no claim for shortage had been made, but had it

been made, doubtless it would have had to be allowed.

Another case was referred to. A piece of fine bleached

table linen was, the retailer contended, omitted from a

shipment, and, while the wholesale house was confident

that the piece had been placed in the shipment, the credit
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note, for about $20, was sent. Some time afterwards the

retailer sold a packing case to a farmer, who, upon open-

ing it, found the missing piece of table linen, and returned

it to the store, and in turn its recovery was reported to

the wholesale house and apology made for having made

the shortage claim. Undoubtedly there are occasions

when there is ground for claim being made to the whole-

saler, but it would appear that frequently the retailer

gets after him when he should have recourse to the rail-

way company, or even when the fault is in his own receiv-

ing room.

Study Your Trade Journal.

Plenty of merchants are trying to work out a success-

ful business single-handed. They are conducting their

business enterprises according to pre-conceived ideas,

along well-beaten lines, forgetting that improved methods

are continually being devised and adopted by progressive

merchants, with the result that trade is coming to them

easier, and they are finding that business is becoming

more and more of a pleasure.

Undoubtedly the most important factor contributing

to this is the influence of the trade journal. In it the

newest and most effective trade-bringing methods are de-

scribed, with the results following their adoption, and

the merchant who does not spend a specified time periodi-

cally reading his trade journal is losing an opportunity of

acquainting himself with the most modern thought of the-

leaders in his line, and should not be surprised if 'he finds

that his competitors are outstripping him in the race for

success.

The merchants who are the most successful look upon

I he time given to a study of their trade paper as time well

spent. Recently one of the most progressive merchants

in Ottawa—a man fertile in ideas, himself—stated that

lie would not like to have to do without The Dry Goods

Keview. He studied it carefully, and found in it many

suggestions which he had made use of in his business with

excellent results. A systematic study of his trade paper

is as essential to a merchant's highest success as his pos-

session of bood buyers, or an attractive store.

Results of Enthusiasm.

An enthusiastic belief in the quality and value of the

goods one is selling is essential to success in salesmanship,

but, unfortunately, too often, one is content with a me-

chanical routine of work, into which no enthusiasm is in-

fused. An instance of the good results of an enthusiastic

salesmen's efforts recently came to our notice. A man
owing a long-standing account of $1.00 visited a store

with the object of paying it. This errand completed he

was leaving the store when one of the salesmen called

his attention to a line of suils which was being offered at

a special price. He waxed eloquent over those suits, told

of the quality of the cloth, the peculiar appropriateness

of the designs to the season, the good workmanship, and

a dozen other good point which he was able to find in

those particular suits. He interested the caller, but was

unable to effect a sale. Perhaps you think his enthusiasm

was wasted, but not so; the very next day a man came

into the store and said: "I did not intend to buy a suit

right away, but Mr. was telling me of some special

values you were offering, and I would like to see them."

He bought a suit. A few days later another person who
had not previously been a patron of that store came in,

and told the same story of a recommendation from the

same man, and took a suit away with him.

It is unnecessary to point out the moral in this story.

It is obviously that good, and often unexpected results

come from an irrepressible enthusiasm, an enthusiasm

which is contagious. Merchants who inspire their clerks

with this essential qualification have accomplished an

achievement which should prove their most valuable asset.

. The Co-operative Bill.

The particularly objectionable feature of the co-

operative legislation as proposed for enactment by the

Dominion Parliament is the facility with which members
of the societies may escape responsibility, financial or

otherwise, for the acts of the society. Should, for any

reason, any number of members wish to withdraw all

they have to do is to resign, and the moment their resig-

nations are accepted their liability for debts contracted

by the society ends. What assurance have firms who sell

to co-operative societies that those comprising it will

not "resign" and disclaim any responsibility for debts

contracted ? This feature in itself should be" objection-

able enough to defeat the proposal.

Collection Systems.

In the absence of a universal cash system, the question

of collections occupies an important place in the calcula-

tions of every business man. While the trend of modern
business practice is towards the cash transaction, that

desired goal has not yet been reached. Business men
should, and doubtless will, continue to strive towards that

end, but, in the meantime, the collection of accounts is a

matter of primal importance.

There are, of course, accounts which can be collected

with ease, and concerning these the merchant feels no

alarm. Others, however, cause him a great deal of worry,

and often he has to write them off his books as uncollect-

able with the means at his disposal.

Designed with the object of helping merchants who

have this class of debts, in the hardware trade, the Retail

Hardware and Stove Dealers' Association has adopted a

system which was described in the January issue, and

which is said to have produced excellent results.

Dry goods merchants have no provincial association by

which this method, or one serving its purpose, could be

carried into effect, though, doubtless, many who have

debts, which, if they could get them paid now, would tide

them over the tight places, would welcome a feasible plan

applicable to their use.
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Stock "J.A.P." Gloves and Mitts
THRIVING a bargain used to be the

*^ buyer's long suit in the old days.

The man who could knock the biggest

chunk off the manu-

facturer's prices was

the shrewdest merchant

then. To-day things

are different. Buyers

have come to see that

the manufacturer's price

which can stand for the

greatest amount of pruning invariably

stands for the smallest amount of satis-

faction.
'

"Gloves That

Stay Sold"

So the change has come to stay. Now
merchants want goods that will give abso-

lute satisfaction to their customers.

They know that if their

goods are not satis-

factory they must take

them back and refund

the purchase price.

And so they buy goods

of quality—goods that

will not come back.

"J. A. P." Gloves and Mitts are guaran-

teed to stay sold. Don't forget this when
buying Gloves and Mitts.

THE PAQUET COMPANY, Limited

Wholesale Division, QUEBEC, CANADA

SELL HATS FOR PROFIT

WHEN you sell Hats, you

generally pay particular at-

tention to the demands of your cus-

tomers. If you are asked for the

"Carter" or the "Wilkinson" you

must have the goods or your com-

petitor will make the sale. The
"Carter" and the "Wilkinson" are

Canada'schoice in headwear. There's

money in the sale of these hats are

you open to a proposition ? Write.

THE PAQUET COMPANY, Limited

Wholesale Division. - Quebec, Canada

FURS THAT STAY SOLD

OAQUET Furs represent the best

* value that money can buy just

as surely as they represent the high-

est achievment of modern brains, skill

and machinery. Paquet Furs Stay

Sold. You take no chances in

handling Paquet Furs. Every ad-

vantage known to modern manu-
facturing is embodied in each gar-

ment. If you are not now on our
visiting list, drop us a card and you'll

be on immediately.

THE PAQUET COMPANY, Limited

Wholesale Division, - Quebec, Canada

VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG
TORONTO

MONTREAL
OTTAWA
ST. JOHN, N.B.

Wholesale Division,

Head Office and Factory, QUEBEC, P.Q.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Canadian Fur Trade

A Review and Prophecy

In view of the very peculiar financial conditions,

which fortunately are rapidly being- righted, many firms

handling firms in the retail way are asking- for accom-

modations from their wholesale houses. The season of

1908-09 should hold prospects fairly good for those

manufacturers who were able to stand by the retailer

during the close of the past year. This would almost

warrant the statement that the small manufacturers

doing business as it were from hand to mouth, would

find it more difficult to book business for the coming

season.

In most districts in Canada most merchants started

off well early last Fall in their fur departments, but

November witnessed a slump almost everywhere. Holi-

day trade was not all that it should have been, judging

from reports received from merchants in many parts of

Canada. January also witnessed the usual closing out of

first stocks, but taking things as a whole, prices were

cut rather deeply. This applies to almost every variety

of fur, although there are some notable exceptions in

certain lines, such as ladies' fur-lined garments, which

proved and are still proving good sellers in every lo-

cality. At the fag end of the season it is now recog-

nized that retail stocks are comparatively heavy to what

they should be. This will tend to discourage the few

merchants with fur departments but no doubt the severe

winter weather prevailing at present writing will tend

to enliven matters considerably. It was more than ap-

parent during the past season than ever that a good

many of the consumers wait for the usual January sales

and discounts. This evil might be lessened by united

efforts on the part of retailers to' hold off discounts on

furs until at least middle of January or if possible

the first of February.

Retail fur trade is profitable, when rightly conducted

under favorable conditions and although retail competi-

tion is very keen, profits are at least fair. Viewing con-

ditions as a whole it cannot be said that either retailers

or manufacturers have had a splendid year, but at least,

it may be classed as fair. There are notable exceptions

to this and a few manufacturers and retailers have had

an exceptionally good trade.

Next month retailers will again have to face the buy-

ing problem and hordes of salesmen will again flock into

all parts of the country, especially from the fur manu-

facturing centres, Montreal, Toronto and Quebec.

Sample lines, which cost an enormous amount, in

some cases, are being prepared on a more elaborate scale

than ever. Buying furs from samples is, as every fur

retailer knows, more or less of a problem, unless there

is confidence in the manufacturer. Orders are never ex-

actly as samples, as this is next to impossible, and

price consideration should not always sway buyers, ex-

cept perhaps on staples, which are usually used as baits

for securing orders for more profitable lines. There are

many travelers who secure orders without showing

samples at all. Some of the younger and more ambi-

tious firms who pay a great deal of attention to their

sample lines deserve praise for these lines and an inspec-

tion is an education to any fur buyer. These firms also

recognize that in order to increase their business orders

must be filled with furs as good as, if not better than,

samples shown.

Manufacturers' Views

It is rather early yet to speak on the prospects for

1908-09 as far as supplying general trade prospects and
possible changes in styles are concerned. The Review
having duly interviewed most of the leading fur manu-
facturers finds the general tone of optimism prevailing.

Raw material is arriving in good shape and being pre-

pared for the manufacturing end and next month more
definite ideas regarding the styles for the approaching
season will have been decided on. Furs will not be very

much cheaper, except in one or two lines, principally

raccoon, which showed a decided drop in price, other
lines used in Canada being fairly firm.

For legitimate business purposes money seems to be
coming forward much better than one month ago.

Early Advance Orders

The Review has many times pointed out the desir-

ability of placing fur orders well in advance of the sea-

son. Prices have never been lower in the Fall except in

the case of job lines and even though many retailers

view the future as holding forth lower prices in all

goods, a knowledge of raw fur market conditions proves

conclusively that prices will be well maintained in the

majority of salable stock. There should be no fear on
the part of retailers that they will be offered goods at

lower prices next Fall than those which will soon be quot-

ed by the various fur travelers.

Early advance orders also mean better selected stock

as early orders get the choice naturally of the best

grade of skins. This consideration alone is sufficient

reason for giving of early advance orders. There is no
branch of trade that requires any more detail work than
the fur business and time is necessary for the manufac-
turing of goods in order to insure satisfaction.

London Fur Sales

Reports of the first London fur sales from the im-

portant firms reached Montreal early in the month.
Through the courtesy of an important Montreal fur house
who received complete cables, a fairly satisfactory view

of the situation is given. Broadly speaking, furs which

are used largely in this market maintained their prices.

This is disappointing to some manufacturers, who h.td

hopes of lower figures, but on the whole, is of a decid-

edly encouraging nature. Retailers and manufacturers
alike are, in many cases, obliged to carry over a fairly

large amount of manufactured furs, and that these will

not deteriorate in value is a hopeful sign for the future

The fact that skunk showed an increase is pleasant news
for many manufacturers and rotailers. Other leading furs

held their own, but mink is the chief fur showing a

weakening, which will in a slight degree affect this mar-
ket. There are many furs in the list which are not

brought to this market in large quantities. The follow-
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ing is the report of Sampson, Nesbit and Hudson's Bay
sales :

Sampson Sales

—

Fox, silver—same as last March.

Fox, white—Same as last March.

Fox, cross—20 per cent, higher than last March.

Otter—Same as last March.

Lynx—15 per cent, higher than last March.

Fisher—15 per cent, lower than last March.

Beaver—5 per cent, lower than last January.

Wolverine—20 per cent, lower than last January.

Chinchilla—Same as last October.

Fur Seal, dry—Sold at low prices.

Fox, red—10 per cent, lower than last March.

Cat, wild—10 per cent, lower than last March.

Cat, house—10 per cent, lower than last March.

Badger—10 per cent, higher than last March.

Hair Seal, dry—Same as last March.

Oppossum, Australian—15 per cent, higher than last

October.

Wallaby, tanned—Same as last October.

Wombat—20 per cent, lower than last October.

Skunk—10 per cent, higher than last March.

Cat, civet—Same as last March.

Mink, northern and northwestern—10/ per cent, lower

than last March.

Mink, western and southwestern—20 per cent, lower.'

Fox, grey—20 per cent, higher.

Fox, kid—Same as March.

Bear—Same as March.

Raccoon—Same as March.

Marten—Same as March.

Ermine—30 per cent, lower.

Muskrat, all kinds—20 per cent, higher than January.

Nesbit's Sale-
Skunk—25 per cent, higher.

Fox, red—15 per cent, higher.

Raccoon—10 per cent, higher.

Beaver—10 per cent, higher.

Otter—5 per cent, higher.

Bear—20 per cent, lower.

Ermine—20 per cent, lower

Mink, southern—20 per cent/ lower.

Mink, northern—10 per cent, lower.

Marten—10 per cent, lower.

Fisher—10 per cent, lower.

Hudson's Bay Sales

—

Beaver—5 per cent lower than last January.
Muskrat—30 per cent, higher than last January.

Dineen Manufacturing Company

After 43 years of continuous success in the retail hat

and fur business, a change is being effected in the organi-

zation of the firm of W. & D. Dineen, Co., Limited, To-
ronto, and a separate company has been formed to take

over the manufacturing branch of the business, in which,

in future, a wholesale trade will be done. The name of

the new concern is the Dineen Manufacturing Company,
Limited. The incorporators of the company are. William
Dineen, William Francis Dineen, Christopher James
Hohe, Frank Buchanan Dineen, and Clifford MeCallum
Dineen, all of Toronto. By the charter, which is granted

by the Province of Ontario, the company is given author-

ity "to manufacture and deal in raw and dressed skins,

fur garments of all kinds, robes, coats, gauntlets, caps,

children 's furs, fur-lined garments, costumes, cloaks,

waists, dresses and all other articles of clothing of a

similar character." Authority is also given to take over

the manufacturing department of the W. & D. Dineen Co.,

Limited, which, however, will continue in the retail branch

as before. The capital stock of the new company is $75,-

000. divided into 750 shares of $100 each. The head office

«£ the company, will, of course, be in ^ronto, and the

incorporators form the provisional board of directors.

A Fur Reorganization

Clement, Desjardin & Co., are successors to the busi-

ness and goodwill of Clement, Michaud & Co., Mon-
treal. The new firm is occupying the same premises at

corner of St. Paul and St. Peter streets, and are. hand-

ling the same lines in furs, hats and caps.

Mr. Michaud retired from the business, and Mr. Des-

jardin has taken his place. J. H. Clement is the active

manager of the firm, and has been in business three years

on his own account, and formerly represented Waldron,

Druin & Co., Montreal, for twelve years.

Drop Weekly Half Holiday

Guelph Retail Merchants' Association, one of the most
representative associations in Canada, and embracing
practically every line of retail business' in the city, at the

annual meeting decided to discontinue the custom of giv-

ing a weekly half-hoilday during the Summer months, a

custom practised for a number of years, but one which is

considered as detrimental to the business of the city, since

it practically killed trade for one day each week.

The officers elected for the present year are progres-

sive business men, and, under their direction, the associa-

tion is expected to flourish.

Fur Notes

James A. Sage, of Waldron, Drain & Co., Ltd., Mon-
treal, left towards the end of last month for the Am-
erican markets, visiting New York, Chicago and St.

Louis.

The Albert Vineberg- Fur Co., Montreal, has removed
from 622 St. Paul Street to larger premises at 516 St.

Paul Street. Their new building is in the centre of the

fur district and gives them largely increased space.

The premises of E. W. Jacobs & Co., Montreal, at

20 Lemoine Street, were gutted by fire last month just

previous to their removal to their splendid six-storey

warehouse at 309 Notre Dame Street West. The fire

has thus not interfered seriously with their business and

their sample lines for Fall and Winter, 1908, will be out

on time.

N. Moore, of Moore, Eady & Co., Limited, Leicester,

has just concluded a round of visits to the company's cus-

tomers in the principal cities as far West as Winnipeg.

MOULTON & OO.
Are Showing many Excellent BRAID NOVELTIES FOR SPRING.

Write for Samples and Prices

165 NAZARETH STREET, - MONTREAL

ASCHER BROS.
THE NEW AND UP-TO-DATE HOUSE

FURRIERS' TRIMMINGS
Hand Crocheted Barrel Buttons. Skulls, Claws, Eyes, Chains,

Braids, Taffeta Folds for Skirts, and full line for
Skirt and Cloak Manufacturers.

MAIL ORDERS ATTENDED TO PROMPTLY
Samples on request

209 COMMISSIONER STREET, MONTREAL
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Dry Goods Men Prominent in Board of Trade Elections

James P. Watson and Henry Brock, first and second vice-presidents, respectively,

of the Toronto Board of Trade for the present year. Both men well known

in Canadian dry goods trade. J. D. Ivey, chairman dry goods section.

Toronto Board of Trade elections were held on Mon-
day, Jan. 27, and interest in them is deepened for dry-

goodsmen by reason of the fact that the first and second

vice-presidencies are filled by men connected with the

trade. This evidence of the prominent part taken by the

men so honored and the appreciation of their sound busi-

ness judgment must be gratifying not only to their wide

circle of personal and business friends, but to the dry

goods trade generally, to which their election is an honor.

James P. Watson, vice-president of E. & S. Currie, is

the new first vice-president, and Henry Brock, director

has characterized the operations of the company is evi-

dence of his business ability. Mr. Watson is also vice-

president of the firm of Munro & Donald, Limited, whole-

sale men's furnishers, with warehouse in the Empire
Building.

His business interests, however, are not confined to

these two firms. He is president of Watson & Haig,

Limited, a company formed for handling the financing,

office work and shipping of different wholesale spe-

cialty houses. This company, operating under a Dominion
charter, is probably the first of its kind in Canada, but

New Vice-Presidents, Toronto Board of Trade
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JAMES P. WATSON MAJOR HENRY BROCK
Elected First Vice - President Toronto

Board of Trade for 1908.

Elected Second Vice - President Toronto
Board of Trade for 1908.

of W. R. Brock Co., Limited, is second vice-president, both

of whom are well known to the Canadian dry goods trade.

First Vice-President.

James P. Watson, first vice-president, was born in

Fergus, Wellington County, a Scotch community, which
has produced many of the foremost Canadian business

men of the present generation. His association with dry

goods trade in Toronto dates back to 27 years ago, when,
coming from his native town he entered the employ of

the wholesale firm of Caldecott, Burton & Spence, remain-
ing with them for eleven years, leaving sixteen years ago

to go with E. & S. Currie, neckwear manufacturers, mas-
tering the details of this business so thoroughly that five

years ago, upon the incorporation of the company, he was
elected vice-president and manager, and the success which

they are quite common in the United States, and it is

stated that fully three-fourths of the business of the spe-

cialty houses in dry goods and men's wear in that country
is handled by companies of this character. Their function

is to guarantee the credit of their clients, pay their bills,

ship their goods, and collect their accounts, leaving only

the work of buying and selling or manufacturing and sell-

ing, to the firm. In Canadian business circles it is an in-

novation, but twenty years of successful operation in the

United States have demonstrated its feasibility.

Mr. Watson is also president of the Monarch Supply
Co., Limited, and in his connection with that company, as

well as with Watson & Haig, Limited, a characteristic of

his business career is shown. He believes in establishing

businesses along new lines, holding that it is not good
business to enter into competition with firms which are
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already serving their constituency well, when there are

new branches of enterprise which have not been exploited.

The Monarch Supply Company furnishes heat, light and
power to a number of warehouses and factories in the dis-

trict bounded by King and Wellington, and Bay and York
streets. Heat and light and power are generated from a

central plant and distributed to the various building's

using the system.

Second Vice-President.

This important office will also be filled this year by a

well known Toronto drygoodsman. Henry Brock, who was
elected by the unanimous vote of his fellow members on
the Board to that position, is the eldest son of W. R.

Brock, the founder and present head of the W. R. Brock
Co., Limited, of which company the new vice-president is

a director. He was born in Toronto 48 years ago, and has

made his home here ever since. He was educated at Upper
Canada College and Toronto University, from which he

graduated in arts a member of the class of '82. After his

graduation he studied law with Blake, Kerr & Cassels and

later practised law for a number of years, as a member
of the firm of Cassels, Brock, Kelley & Falconbridge.

After several years spent in the practice of law, dur-

ing which his ability attracted a valuable clientele, Mr.

Brock, at the request of his father, disposed of

his practice to enter the W. R. Broek Co., as a director,

and familiarized himself with the business, with which

for several years now he has been associated.

In addition to his connection with this wholesale dry

goods firm Mr. Brock is a director of the Stanstead Gran-

ite Quarries Co., Limited, of Stanstead, Que., and of the

Dominion Fire Insurance Co., Toronto.

Mr. Brock is interested in military affairs, and is senior

major in the 10th Royal Grenadiers. He has also seen

active service in defence of his country, going through the

Northwest Rebellion of 1885, serving in that uprising with
General Otter. That his participation in that campaign
was not purely of an honorary character is evidenced b>

the fact that he was mentioned in despatches from the

front, for valor.

For several years he has been active in Board of Trade
affairs, and has been a member of the Council of the

Board.

John D. Ivey was elected chairman of the Dry Goods
Section, the officers of which will be chosen at a meeting
to be held in the course of a short time. L. H. Clarke,

general manager of the Canada Malting Company, was
elected to the presidency of the Board.

Civic Honors for Merchants

The educational affairs of their town are taken a deep
and practical interest in by the principals in the firm of

Couch, Johnston & Cryderman, one of the best dry goods
houses in Bowmanville, and that the public appreciate the

service rendered is evident. W. B. Couch, the senior mem-
ber of the firm, has for a number of years been chairman
of the High School Board, and this year an honor has

been conferred upon another member of the firm, J. H.
Cryderman, in his election to the chairmanship of the

Public School Board. They find time, in addition to that

occupied in managing their well-regulated business, to

lake a practical interest in the public affairs of their

town.

Frank Finch, of the well-known firm of Finch Bros.,

Hamilton, Out., sailed from New York on January 23, by
steamer Baltic, for England, on a 'buying trip for his

firm.

Each Griffin Brand Gar-

ment makes good. They

will build your popular-

priced trade permanently.

Griffin Brand Garments

Coats, Suits, Skirts ^
Your inspection is wanted

of the Spring Line.

The Empire Mam
138 Craig Street West

ifaduring Co.

Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Ladies' Ready - to -Wear Garments

Separate Skirts Good for Spring

The trade is devoting a great deal of its attention to

skirts now, and manufacturers are in receipt of large

orders for separate skirts for the early trade. It is be-

lieved that the season will open up on skirts, and that

they will be the early sellers.

New York is headquarters for skirt styles, the separ-

ate skirt, like the separate waist, being a product of that

pie effect that gives the smartness and style to the new
gored skirt. The extreme idea in the gored models is

the introduction of the saddle or habit back. This will

sell to the city trade, but for the present at least, the

back with the inverted pleat is the staple seller.

Trimmings are confined to folds of the material,

though on voiles, silk strappings are the vogue. Many
skirts have the folds so put on that it gives the effect

of a tunic or over skirt.

New Waist Style

Shown by Debenhams (Canada) Ltd., Montreal

city. The latest model there is the gored skirt, with

just one bias fold as a trimming. According to the or-

ders, the early trade will begin with pleated models in

various styles. There is, however, abundant indications

that the gored models will be the seller later. Com-
promise models are being taken by the trade in the larg-

er centres. These show some pleated effects in front, with

gored sides and back. This skirt has all the pretty rip-

It is to be largely a plain color season in separate

skirts. Black is very much en evidence and from orders

given is in first place. Blue, in various shades of navy,

comes next, with brown in the third place. Green fol-

lows brown, and occupies about the same position as

grey mixtures.

Materials all have the smooth bright finish. Panamas
generally take the lead, and serges and serge effects are
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decidedly good. Fine worsteds in suiting effects are also

selling. Some manufacturers also report good business

in wool taffetas and Venetians. Lustres, chiefly in black,

will be good for the summer trade.

Already good orders are coming in for skirts in

cream serge, Panamas, and in herring-bone weaves.

Separate skirts of this class promise to be very popular

later. The pleated front, gored sides and back model is

very popular in this skirt. When made by a reliable

manufacturer, skirts of this class are thoroughly shrunk,

and are also made in styles that are easily laundered.

The Hipless Figure

Dame Fashion is again getting restless, and as usual

when she contemplates a change, she begins with the

shape of the corset. Empire types and modes have taken

Silk Rubberized, Spot Proof Garment. Manufactured by National
Rubber Co., Montreal

a deep hold, and though modifications and changes have

been made, still there is left much of the spirit of the

classic and Empire fashions. If readers of The Review
will turn to the different Paris fashion plates, but more
particularly to that on the cover of the January num-
ber, he or she will see just what the new corset is striv-

ing to produce.

The sloping hip, accompanied by the high waist, is

the new type of figure. To produce this, it is the hips

that are laced, not the waist, and the corset is so cut

as to give the figure a long, slanting line from just under

the bust—this, it must be premised, is the extreme fig-

ure.

There are changes in the cut—bores are eliminated,

and a strip pattern substituted.

This is because the cloth the corset is made from will

give if cut on the bias, and over the hip now the corset

must be firm.

The weakest feature, because it is an uncomfortable

one, of this model, is the extremely long back, and this

feature must be incorporated, because it is impossible to

lace in the hips without it. As far as present indica-

tions go, this style of figure is sooner or later coming

into general vogue, and the necessary corsets will have

to be stocked to meet it. As usual, when such changes

are made, its approach is gradual and if the stock is

carefully watched, and the new numbers substituted for

the older styles that are being dropped, the change can

be accomplished without loss to the store.

Changes like the present, in which all women are in-

terested, should be used as a medium for advertising the

department.

*

Dresses and Costumes

Buyers anticipate a better business than ever in

ready-made dresses and costumes. This is a compara-
tively new departure, but Canadian manufacturers have

begun to go after this trade, and as a result departments

are growing in this line.

Two-piece, that is, blouse and skirt, and one-piece

princesse dresses are those shown for spring trade. These

come in chiffon, taffeta, messaline; and in other bright

soft makes of silk and also in tuss-ahs. Lace trimmings
and lace and net yokes and guimpes are a feature. Some
of these models are accompanied with fanciful butterfly

boleros—this is a very new idea.

Two-piece dresses, and the princesse gowns are also

shown in lingerie lines. These are of soft mulls, lawns,

etc., and are trimmed with Valenciennes, filet and other

laces, as well as handsome new embroideries.

Garment manufacturers are putting a number of sim-

ple dresses, made up of ginghams and printed materials,

into their Spring lines. These can be sold at a popular

price and should be a big success.

*

Spring Novelties in Suit Styles

Novelties for the Spring season are now under way,

and many of them are so excellent that they are bound
to meet with a favorable acceptance by the buying pub-

lic.

Smart, snappy styles are to the fore in suit lines,

styles, that while containing the essential elements of

nove'lty, are not so ultra as to present a totally new pro-

position. Styles of this class always make for a good

selling season.

The style idea is still the plain tailored suit. Many
models are on the cut-away order. Models showing vari-

ous modifications of the Japanese or butterfly idea form

a part of most lines. In coats the development tendency

is towards shorter lengths. The fashion idea is the new
form-fitted garment, that is, the coat, while not ex-

actly fitting, fully defines the figure. In hign'-class

models, decidedly high-waisted effects are making their

appearance, giving the new hipless appearance.

The plain gored skirt with just one bias fold of the

material is the novelty. Fashion does not prescribe the

number of gores, but it must fit the hips perfectly and
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ripple prettily around the feet. Many pleated models are

.still good, and models showing a combination of both

ideas are frequently met with.

The plain tailored coat of the Prince Chap type will

undoubtedly remain a good seller during the Spring when

accompanied by one of these new skirts. This style of

suit has been brought out by the makers of silk gar-

ments in the new tuss-ah silks, and promises a big popu-

larity in the coming Spring. Makers of wash suits have

also adopted this model. Wash suits in linens, poplinettes

and cotton suitings promise
:

to be a very big thing. The

tailored suit in wash lines promises to be a popular sell-

er, and a bigger season than ever should be experienced

in the garment department.

*
Waists

Up to the beginning of the New Year orders placed

for waists and blouses had been only fair. The money

situation was largely responsible for this, for it has been

a matter of settled policy to keep all buying down to

the lowest possible limits. Now that the turn of the

year has come, and it is apparent that separate waists,

lingerie and white wash waists are to experience their

usual demand, more orders are beginning to be received

and there is a decided revival of activity in the factories.

Many buyers who had cancelled early orders are now
again in the market, and are practically re-ordering lines

they have before refused. Though the styles are attrac-

tive, the only real novelty is the Japanese, butterfly, or

kimona waist, as it is variously called. Already this

style has caught on with the better trade, and before the

Summer is over it looks as if it will be strong also in

the popular lines. The wide armhole is so produced that

it does not add extra thickness, and also of importance

in washing lines, it can be easily laundered.

In better grade waists, which, by the way, do not

seem to have been as much affected by the money scarcity

as the popular lines, net waists are having a large sale.

The kimona styles are strong in this class of waists.

There is a good deal of talk about tailored waists, and

later tailored models are expected to make their ap-

pearance. Striped cottons will be a novelty in these

waists.

Filet nets are the high novelty, and besides white,

some demand is creeping in for the ecru tones. Cafe au

lait is the new tone, and waists in this color promise to

be a feature in the better trade. Heavy effects in filet

laces are used as trimmings, many of which have the pat-

tern raised and detached, as in French crochet.

$
Pioneer Waist Maker Dead

In the death of J. Cars, in Montreal on January 30,

the waist manufacturing trade has lost one of its pion-

eer members. The late Mr. Cars was only in his 38th

year and had been in ill health for some six weeks when
heart failure caused his untimely death.

He had a lengthy manufacturing experience in New
York City and ten years ago started a waist factory in

St. John, N.B., which he ran successfully for two years.

Seeking a wider field he came to Montreal ten years ago,

starting the American Silk Waist Company, in which
he was a prominent member until his death, though
there have been some changes in the partners of the

firm. At the time of his death he was a shareholder in

the recently organized, incorporated firm of the Ameri-
can Silk Waist Company, Limited. He was not actively

engaged in the management and his death will cause no
change in the company.

Personally he had pronounced characteristics of a co-

operative nature, which pleased his friends. He had a

good business record and leaves a wide circle of business

and social friends.

*
Skirts

The outlook for Spring is exceptionally good for the

separate skirt. The advantages which separate skirts

have over other lines is that they can be conveniently

used with any kind of a blouse and may also be worn
with the loose coat, which continues in popular favor.

Further, they can be used for filling in or between-time

purposes. Also, they prove useful for indoor wear, shop-

ping or marketing.

Materials, as forecasted in previous issues of The

The New One-Piece or Princess Dress

Review, fine serges, voiles and panamas for evening wear
will be prominent. For everyday purposes the staple

Venetian cloth is again in vogue.

The pleated skirt is still in demand from some buy-

ers' standpoint, but many of the large department stores

have every confidence in the new flare skirt, which, some
manufacturers state, is expected to take the lead during

the Spring season.

Taffeta silk falls, as regards trimmings, are promin-

ent for Spring in the cheaper skirt lines. In the finer

goods, the feeling will again be strong on self trim-

mings.

Colors to the fore are blacks, navies, and golden

browns. Other colors shown are wine, cream and green.

*
Favor Early Buying

Canadian garment manufacturers, particularly in

cloth goods in the better lines of suits, coats, skirts and
raincoats, except in rare instances, have not their usual

quota of orders for Spring. Every season sees a measure
of delay in placing orders early, and this causes untold
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trouble in garment centres. However, the so-called un-

settled conditions in the late Fall acted against free

Spring purchasing, with the result that many operators

in Montreal and Toronto are now looking for work.

This does not mean that garment manufacturers are

viewing the Spring season with uneasiness, or that re-

tailers have not confidence in a good volume of Spring

business. It seems only natural that conservatism should

rule when uneasiness is prevalent.

This condition will cause a great deal of trouble when
orders begin to come in this month, and during the early

part of March. There are. few manufacturers who will

gamble upon a big supply of material, let alone the dif-

ficulties of turning out orders quickly.

The smaller country merchants have not been as

negligent in this respect as merchants in the larger towns

and cities, who always argue that late styles appear at

the beginning of a retail season. This is in a measure
true, but staple orders should be given early to insure

satisfaction. Merchants who have not placed Spring

business should not delay in getting orders under way at

once.

Waist House Removal

I. Mishkin & Co., the Montreal silk waist house, are

now settled in larger premises at 40 St. Antoine street.

Last month their factory at 423 St. James street, was
considerably damaged by fire, covered by insurance. The
firm, it can be said with credit, lost no time in seeking

new quarters at above address. Fortunately, the greater

portion of their samples was on the road and a good

deal of Spring stock was due to arrive. These facts, in

a measure, lessen any inconvenience in their business.

New machinery has been installed and every facility for

business has been secured. The firm anticipate and are

prepared to look after a larger Spring business.

Successful Fur Company.

A notable success of a Canadian fur house is recorded

from the Maritime Provinces. The Dunlop-Cooke Com-
pany, of Amherst, N.S., has recently been incorporated

with a capital stock of $250,000, and is one of the largest

fur manufacturing concerns in Canada, with a chain of

stores in Halifax, St. John and Winnipeg, in addition to

the headquarter 's store at Amherst, and an American
branch at Boston, and in this respect it is said to occupy

an unique position, the Halifax Herald stating that it is

the only Canadian business house with an American
branch.

The growth of the Dunlop-Cooke Company is in many-

respects remarkable. Fifteen years ago George W. Cooke,

then carrying on a tailoring business, became impressed

with the possibilities of developing the native products of

the Provinces; especially in furs, in which they were then

dealers in a small way. One day he bought an otter skin.

which he had dressed, cut and made into a ladies' storm

collar, in their Amherst tailor shop. Such was the begin-

ing of the fur business of this company.

A new store building, and one of the iinest mercantile

structures in Amherst, is now occupied by this firm, and
is illustrated on this page.

The business in the Boston store, which, while it is

conducted by a concern working under a Massachusetts

charter, is practically a branch of the Amherst store, has

increased very rapidly, the reciprocity in furs enabling

the company to ship raw furs to Boston duty free, and

manufacture the goods in Boston. .Evidence of the im-

mense business done there is furnished by the fact that in

a single week it amounted to more than double that of the

four stores in Canada.
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I. Mishkin & Go. ? 40 St. Antoine St.

A BAD FIRE
The fire in our St. James St. premises last month damaged
us severely but we have secured new goods, new machinery
and even larger premises at 40 St. Antoine St.

And there will be

NO INTERRUPTION TO BUSINESS
Our samples were in our salesmens' hands and of course

were not touched. Spring orders will be filled promptly.

See our Lingerie Waists, Suits and Princess Dresses.

I. MISHKIN & CO., MONTREAL
MAIL ORDERS OUR HOBBY.

IF YOU ENTRUST THEM TO US WILL PROVE YOURS AS WELL

"Laurentian" The Whitewear Success

Laurentian Whitewear has been a decided

success. Such Success means merit—which you who

have held back ought to profit by at once.

Laurentian Whitewear, made from selected

English cottons, even stitching, full sizes, right

values, will make good.

Perhaps you are holding a February White Goods Sale. Get some Laurentian

Specialties. Combinations for example and watch sales jump.

Now write for those samples.

Laurentian Whitewear Co.
Levis, Que.

Montreal, Office, Room 703, Mark Fisher Building.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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PARISIAN

P. C.

PARISIAN

P. c.PARISIAN
P. C. CORSETS

C The series of new Spring Models are ready.

C, They are uniformly well made. There is a profitable origin-
ality in the style. The qualities are beyond question better
values at the same prices than others.

C. It is upon these virtues P. 0. reputation has been built and
it is these things that have made the P. C. Trade Mark
valuable to every department.

C Our representatives will be glad to give you fuller details of
the P. C. Corset proposition.

The Parisian Cbrset Manufacturing Co., Limited
Manufacturers of Health Brand Waists

PARISIAN

P. c.

HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY:

188, 190, 192 Caron, 76, 78, 80 Lallemant Sts., QUEBEC
Ontario Branch, F. W. Gillies, Manager, : : BRAMPTON, ONT.

Veiling Prospects

The novel features in tuxedo mesh veiling are the big

dotted effects, large chenilles, pastilles, also "boulle

chenille," known as ball dots. These are principally ap-

plied on hair lines and other small fine meshes.

Another feature is the flock spots of a new process,

being a flock silk powder composition, imitating to per-

fection, the real chenille, with the advantage of obtain-

ing a very close dotted effect at a popular price. These

come in all colors, same as regular chenilled goods.

As to the colors for Spring, besides the brown and

navy, still popular, there is a decided demand for garnet,

myrtle, lavender and purple. In addition there is a new
deep champagne, called khaki, which is much and most

spoken of in Paris.

The chenille border veils on tuxedos sold by the dozen

are meeting with success for the Spring. The big dots

around the border finish the veils and lends it a rich

stylish appearance.

While mentioning tuxedo mesh veils, general attention

should also be called to general made veils with ribbon or

lace effects on ring dots and spot nets, which are being

shown extensively in Paris, in regular shaped one and a

half yard veils also in circular veils, 42 inches round. These

circular veils covering the hats all over are very handy

while driving, automobiling, etc.

Chiffon veils are still popular, being practical in mak-

ing an effective drape.

REGAL BRAND m
GARMENTS

~"W
now brine shown for Spring*

on the road and in the house.

When at the Millinery

Openings call and see our

New Empire Juniper Suits.

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co.
367-373 St. James St., - MONTREAL

-f-

Vanier & Tesage, Limited, a department store, corner

St. Lawrence Boulevard and Mount Royal Avenue, Mont-

real, went into liquidation towards the middle of De-

cember under the provisions of the Winding Up Order

Act. The failure is a voluntary one, the firm itself hav-

SPRING COATS,
SUITS, SKIRTS

A superior line of Popular Priced Garments.

Silk Coats and Skirts a Specialty

Make Sure of Seeing the Line,

THE STANDARD CLOAK
AND SKIRT MFG. CO.

236 St. Lawrence Boulevard, MONTREAL
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Satisfaction
is the Keynote of the success of

Standard Patterns
TKe merchant's satisfaction is the

satisfaction of terms ; of increased
sales ; and a pattern department that
attracts trade for other merchandise.

The customer's satisfaction is the
satisfaction of new styles ; of absolute
reliability ; and of patterns that
always please in repeated use.

The customer's satisfaction makes
the merchant's satisfaction. W^e are
satisfied only when both the
others are.

Standard sales tell the story. Write
for terms They will interest you.

STANDARD FASHION CO.
33 RICHMOND STREET WEST

TORONTO, ONT, CANADA

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Remember the trouble you had last

season over the delivery of long silk

gloves— how you couldn't get them for

love or money ?

Now, they will be just as scarce this

summer, and a wise plan would be to

order early. We have them in stock

now, so send your order in by mail—

we will lay the goods aside and ship

them when you say ; but profit by last

year's experience and order at once.

™eW. R. Brock Company^w
Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

Ladies' Neckwear

The fashionable idea is distinctly encouraging to the

manufacturers of ladies' neckwear. The tailor-made style

still dominates, and for Spring and with these plainly

tailored suits as the distinctive feminine touch smart,

dressy, fluffy neckwear will be worn.

The Gibson collar, as they call it, in New York, that

for some months has been the dominating feature in Paris,

is at present the latest in neckwear fashions. This is the

new high collar, with points running up under the ears

—

the Gibson is the New York name for it. This collar has

during the past few months been several times referred

to in The Review, and has also been illustrated as a Paris

High Gibson Collar. Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto

novelty. The effect of this collar with plain tailor-mades

is very good. It is generally of transparent materials and
generally has a ruffle of lace or of frilling. The popular-

ity of this kind of collar is bringing into vogue collar

forms of chiffons with the featherbone supports. Bows
in varied styles, in lace, lingerie, silk, chiffon, etc., in

varied styles promise to be in high favor. Even when no

stock or collar is worn over the fancy stock of the blouse,

one of these smart little bows is worn. There will also be

a length of frilling used as a neck finish.

The tulle bow is another idea that promises to be much
en evidence. The bow used is a full, fluffy rosettelike

affair, and, besides the plain bow, it is often adorned with

ribbon, French knots, fancy buttons, pins, etc.

Jabots are another good line, they are shown attached

to a bow, with a turnover collar or to a straight stock.

The ruffled and pleated Marie Antoinette jabots that came
to the front last year, are again featured. Shorter ones

are also shown, and cascaded effects are very good. Lace

and lawn and lace are the best liked materials for this

class of neckwear.

Stiff linen collars are again shown, and are expected to

go better than they have done in the past season. The

novelty here is the striped designs. Deep turnovers, with

the stiff band, are already proving good sellers and prom-

ise to do even better when the season opens.

There is also a certain demand for the manufactured

silk chiffon and lace neckwear. Jabot styles are selling

in these and also the small pointed stock.

Manufacturers of frillings are particularly busy for
the new season. This is one line that is assured for the
coming season. Orders are heavy, so heavy, in fact, that
it is taxing the capacity of the makers. Sample lines show
many new and. dainty effects, just a touch of color being
in high favor. The solid white effects are mostly dupli-

cated in the fashionable shades, among which cardinal and
gold are the latest.

Wide scarves of printed or self-spotted mull are an-

other line prepared for Easter selling. These come in

white, pale blue, pink, mauve, cafe-au-lait, etc.—this latter

color is one that is greatly favored.

For dressy wear marabout and ostrich stoles, throw-
overs, etc., are expected to be good with the better trade.

These stoles, etc., are very becoming, as well as light and
warm. In fact, they form a good transition wrap in place

of heavy furs in the early Spring season. Smoke grey,

smoke grey and white, black and white, and brown, are

chief colors favored. Pretty sets in white and pale shades

are showing for evening and very dressy wear. Stole and
muff sets in the darker colors are shown, and are being-

fa vorably received.

Lace

Though the extreme conservatism in buying has ex-

tended to lace orders, business, particularly in the novelty

end is fair. There has seldom been a season when the

trend of fashion has been so clearly defined as it is in the

one now opening up. The free use of lace is indicated in

no uncertain way. The feature of the season seems to be

the prominence of bandings and allovers. Edgings and
flouncings are used, but only sparingly, and for special

uses. Bandings are used for trimmings, collars, sleeves,

etc., and allovers for yokes, guimpes and waists. Later
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Novelty Filet Effect.

in the season lace promises to be in great demand for

trimming washing dresses.

Neither medallions, nor galoons are much en evidence,

though double-edged bands, which nearly approach

galoons are to be very popular with the better trade.

Though there is no new lace featured and no lace

seems as though it would arrive at an almost exclusive
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monopoly, combination effects with introductions of filet

promise to be very much en evidence, and filet will, per-

haps, appeal more to the popular trade in this connection

than alone. Filet nets are, of course, a pronounced fea-

ture, in both fine and coarse mesh effects. These very
coarse filets with heavy raised and detached patterns are

a high novelty. Soutache effects are also very new.
Round mesh nets rival filet in popularity, and, in most
lines, patterns are duplicated on both nets.

"

Embroidered laces are decidedly good, produced both

<m filet and round mesh grounds, the patterns, which are

Plain Venise— Example of New Light and Heavy Effect.

of decidedly Japanese origin, and worked out in the long

flat Japanese stitch, being of cotton and fibre silk. Black
is extensively shown in I his class, and black laces, both

heavy and light, are favored now in Paris, though at pre-

sent there is no indication in this direction in Canada.
Valenciennes is in a very strong position, and Cluny is

in great and growing favor.

*

In Their Old Home
Konig & Stuffmann, Montreal, are now settled in their

improved old warehouse, at 9 Victoria Square, which they

vacated lasl Fall on account of alterations, moving tem-

porarily to the Mark Fisher Building.

They again occupied their warehouse the middle of last

month, and marked additions and changes have been

made. New fixtures have been added, and the two top

flats make much needed additional selling space. The re-

arrangement of departments has been necessary, and the

ground floor, outside of office space, is now given over to

Plauen laces. The four floors above are occupied with

stocks of laces, embroideries and trimmings. The entire

sixth floor is given over to their hosiery department, and
on the seventh, the top floor, their corsets are stocked.

The warehouse is now one of the most complete in

Montreal.

Parasols and Umbrellas

In the last three seasons parasols have been more in

use, and the indications are for a further development in

this direction. The introduction of coaching parasols

marked this revival, and they have largely maintained

their prestige since. Coachings, as usual, will be a big

factor in the coming summer. The lingerie styles that

scored so great a success last summer are again largely en

evidence. New ideas are shown and a big business is

expected. Lacy designs are particularly attractive, and

some handsome effects are showing in combination em-

broidery patterns. Some styles show edgings and trim-

mings of Valenciennes.

The high novelty, however, are the tuss-ahs. This
fabric is to be very much the vogue for suit and costume
purposes, and for this reason parasols of tuss-ah should
be big sellers. Tuss-ah parasols come in plain and in

fancy effects. These dressier forms usually have a band
of warp printed, or printed silk set in. Some show a
band of heavy ecru lace to match the natural shade of

the silk.

Natural wood handles are first in favor. Those of

light color and also those of white enamel, are shown
with the tuss-ah and lingerie effects. Ena nel handles, in

solid color to match the cover, are also employed. Black
parasols have black enamelled handles.

Veilings

A particularly good season for veilings is now closing,

and the prospects are bright for a continuance of this spe-

cial vogue. Veils will be worn, but would seem as though
the close fitting veil and less of the drape effect was going
to be popular. This is always more or less of a Spring

The special feature of this veil is that it will fit over any hat without being
draped. It is of allover net and edged all around with chantilly lace
in self color, which, in this instance, is the new and fashionable khaki
shade. This veil is shown by Benedictus Weill & Co., Lyons, France ;

Canadian Agent, Charles Tuteur, Montreal

fashion drape veils generally coming out strong when the

tourist season commences.

Tuxedos are to be specially good, not only in the pro-

nounced large ball spots, but also in many new effects,

velvet spots are showing and the ring dots will make an-

other successful bid for favor. Spots of a contrasting

color to the mesh are also shown. All these styles will
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come in hairlines. But in both Tuxedos and hairlines the

self-colored spot will be the big seller.

The colored veil still leads, with browns, tans and navies

in the best positions. Exclusive houses stock a variety of

colors, but these are the popular sellers.

As the tendency at present is to tie the veil smoothly

and plainly over the hat, veils by the yard promise to do

the big end of the business. When veils of this class are

worn every woman has her favorite length, and prefers to

have it cut to suit. For dressy events there are, of course,

some handsome made veils, chiefly of lace. Lace edged

veils are also showing. In the high-class trade hats of

dyed lace promise to be a feature and lace and veiling to

match are being shown.

In chiffon veils the situation is different. In this line

the call is for the made veil rather than in yard goods,

though a very large yardage will also be sold. The chief

use for chiffon veils is for automobiling wear, and for this

purpose the veil must envelop the head and be long enough

to tie in a bow under the chin. Brown and navy are big

sellers in chiffon goods, but there is a big call for sky,

pink and other light shades.

Embroideries

The fashion outlook for embroideries is a good one.

Sheer white fabrics are to be well worn, as also are sheer

fabrics in colors. For such, embroideries are the logical

trimming. Embroideries are freely used, upon the more
practical of the new white wash waist, and there is also

a development in favor of the all-over embroiderel

waist. Then, too, there is the large yardage used for

lingerie trimimngs for children 's clothes, etc.

Stocks are low in the hands of the retail trade, and
chiefly for this cause there has not been the usual business

done this January in embroideries. The January selling

is always done at a little price concession, but as a large

yardage was sold, the month was a profitable one in the

department. New embroideries, too, are usually shown,

sometimes in January, but this year retailers are holding

hack until stock taking is over. It is a pretty safe state-

ment to- make that, particularly in the large centres, had
t lie usual January assortment been shown a profitable

business would have resulted.

The only novelties developed so far are the soutache
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Novelty Beading" and Filet Lace Style. These and thei Filet
Design from the Collection of R. C. Bach, Montreal

effects, and the long flat stitch Japanese patterns. Very
handsome -patterns are shown in the usual effects, and
many novelty ideas and combinations are shown.

Lacy effects are to the fore, and filets are in high

favor, blind work and broderie Anglaise are much seen.

In the finer effects much shadow work is seen. Patterns
generally, even in the cheaper lines, are effective, and
pleasing.

In the cheaper end prices are somewhat easier, but

these reductions do not apply to the higher grades. Prices

on these cheap grades advanced because there was a scare-

An Exclusive Filet Design. Shown by R. C. Bach

ity of machines. Now new machines have been installed

and prices have dropped.

As in laces,, bandings are the big sellers. Flounces are

doing well, and the demand for double edge bands and

galoons is good. Beadings in all widths are in demand.

Gloves

The glove trade at retail eased off slightly towards

the end of last month, but at present writing it has some-

what improved. As soon as Spring goods arrive, which

they are expected to do sometime this month, trade in

gloves will again reach its former level. Compared with

the corresponding month of last year, trade is considered

favorable, notwithstanding the much-talked-of financial

stringency. By the end of January, most merchants were

through with the troubles of taking stock. Speaking gen-

erally, stocks, throughout the country are in about the

same condition as in the preceding year; i.e., at normal

level.

As yet it is rather early to speak definitely on the

long glove situation, as, practically the glove trade is now
between seasons. Later on, however, the forecast shapes

towards a big season in this line. In one or two large re-

tailer's opinions the long glove trade will exceed all ex-

pectations this Spring. Tans will again predominate,

while at present grays are somewhat slower than was

expected. In glace finish, the 12 and 16-button lengths

are strong. Suede finish is only in fair demand.

Short gloves are expected to sell as weU as ever. Tans,

browns and a sprinkling of greens, grays and reds will

be to the fore for Spring. Glace finish, as in long gloves,

continues to hold first position.

The Ribbon House of Canada
with increased floor space is even

better able to look after your

Ribbon Sorting Orders
Try Us Now

Walter H. Barry & Co.
Montreal
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Belts

Quite an interest in belt lines is reported from the

manufacturers during the latter half of January. Just

at present the trade is running largely on leather belts.

Tans and blacks are in the lead, in fact there is a de-

cided scarcity of tan leather and considerable difficulty

and delay is being experienced from that cause. Prices

consequently are stiffening and advances are expected in

the near future.

The demand runs to the narrower effects in crush

and in semi-crush styles and also in tailored effects. The

latest idea in crush leathers is a belt that comes ready

crushed. The advantage of this belt is that being pressed

into shape it does not develop with a few wearing^

into an unsightly mass of wrinkles like the ordinary

crush. The belt has a cording run clear through the

centre and has a fold firmly pressed and creased into the

leather on each side of the cord. This treatment gives

the belt all the good points of the crush and also keeps

it in shape, even after hard wear. Other crushes are

threaded through the back and front in such a manner as

to give a shirred effect. In tailored styles the novelty is

the belt made of strappings and trimmed and put to-

gether with the same. These often come in fancy shapes

that hold the belt together. A kind of flat bow effect

centred with a buckle and cut from the leather promises

to be good not only now but later, in wash lines.

Already good enquiry is being made for wash belts.

Embroidered belts are selling and in the popular lines

the new Japanese effect in embroideries promises to

carry these belts successfully through the coming season.

Novelty ideas are numerous and later on there will be

a sufficient number of attractive styles on the market to

give retailers the wherewithal to make a splendid show-

ing for the Summer trade, both in popular priced and in

high class lines.

For the Easter trade fancy elastics and tinsels

promise strongly. Tinsels both in elastics and beltings

the retailers have been holding back in placing Spring

orders, until inventory was completed. A steady demand
is now looked forward to at wholesale, especially in the

wider widths for millinery purposes." The leading colors

Cor Spring, will be, navies, browns, purples, greens and
the various shades of baize and ecru. The prevailing opin-

ion is that ribbons will be just as much in vogue for the

coming Spring as they were last year. Wide ribbons, up
to sash widths, have been largely ordered for the French,

English and American markets. Narrow widths, especi-

ally in black, brown and navy, are largely used on dresses

and form a very effective and cheap trimming.

In fancy ribbons the Dresden effects and stripes are

still to the fore. As regards ribbon prices, there is very

Soutache and Eyelet Spring Novelty.

Ready Crushed — New Idea in Crush Belts. Shown by
Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto

are indicated in a marked manner and some beautiful ef-

fects are shown in Japanese, pompadour and fancy

lines.

The newest buckles are handsome and come in Jap-
anese and antique lines. For the tailored and crush

belts buckles are still of the square, plain type in brass,

gilt, silver, nickel, gunmetal and pearl.

Ribbons

The fashion tendencies of the season are towards a

very extensive use of ribbons, both as accessories of dress

and as an applied trimming.

Since stock-taking has been completed at retail, the

demand for ribbons has increased materially, as many of

little change, as even with a slight reduction in the prices

of raw material the manufactured article could not pos-

sibly reach the Canadian market before well on in the

Summer. The difference in price, if any, is largely offset

by the increased wages which now have .to be paid.

&

Gauntlet Glove

Gauntlet gloves are also expected to be quite popular

this Spring, in both Mocha and English cape leathers.

Tans will be the favorite color, as usual. This glove proves

quite suitable for driving, toboganning or snow-shoeing

purposes.

Ribbons at Retail

The ribbon trade at retail, while up to expectations, is

only normal at present. Buyers are resting on their oars,

somewhat, waiting for Spring shipments to arrive before

giving this line their particular attention. First ship-

ments are expected to make their appearance about the

middle of the month.

Plain ribbons have been fairly well called for

throughout the past month. Plain taffetas, especially, in

wider widths; 40, 60 and 80, are to the fore. Fancy rib-

bons, also in the wider widths, namely, four to five inches,

are also selling well. Fancy Dresdens and stripes com-
bined continue in popular favor. Some retailers find

prices of ribbons not quite so firm as a few months ago.
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Fancy
Parasols

Tor

Ladies,

Misses,

Children

Samples now on the road

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

Manufacturers

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

The
Standard
Umbrella
Our Values are Unsurpassed

Made in

Ladies', Gents',
and Children's

Travellers now on the road

Samples on request

The Standard Umbrella Mfg. Go.

215 Notre Dame Street West

MONTREAL

RKys D. Fairbairn, Limited
Manufacturers

Our Salesmen are coming your way with a new range for Spring in

Ladies
9 Neckwear and Belts

Silk and Lace Waists

Hugh Henry
204 St. James St. MONTREAL

Pleated Dress Skirts

Frillings and Ruchings
We make a Specialty of having Latest Styles

107 Simcoe St., Toronto

Male Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

Established 1874

$7.50

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Creene 8t, Co. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U S A

LA8R0USSE & CIE. "Uattu

Paris, Grenoble, Prague
THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS

Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE MID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representative.

HAROLD F.WATS0N,6st sacra.ent st Montreal
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English Cape Glove

Quite a good demand is expected for the English cape

glove. This glove is sold only in tan shades, with heavy

mannish cut; pique sewn and prixn seam. This glove was

fairly popular last year, but expectations are that the

present season will see even a greater demand, and mer-

chants have ordered accordingly.

Ribbon Expansion

Walter H. Barry & Co., occupying the lower quarters

in the Imperial Bank Building, corner St. James and Mc-

Gill Streets, Montreal, added to their floor space at the

first of the year about twenty-five per cent., by taking

over the space on that floor used by Featherbone Novelry

Mfg. Co., Toronto. This gives Walter H. Barry & Co.

the entire floor, which is ideal for their purpose, providing

plenty of light and being centrally located.

The increased space will materially aid their plans for

the accommodation for sorting business. The business of

this firm, throughout the past year, increased over forty-

five per cent., and the necessity for the increased space is

quite apparent.

Concentrating Business.

Greenshields' new building in Montreal, as pictured

in the January issue of The Review, mo-'e than doubles

this firm's warehouse capacity, and is doubtless the ex-

planation of the transfer of their Western branch, known

as Greenshields Western, Limited, to Robinson, Little &
Co., London, Out.; the transfer to take place June 1st. J.

W. Little, of Robinson, Little & Co., and George B. Fraser,

of Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, conducted the negotia-

tions in Winnipeg. The stock and good-will involves half

a million dollars.

Greenshields Western, Limited, was one of the West-

ern branches of Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, and the

transaction does not include in any way the Vancouver

house of Greenshields & Co., Limited, which does business

in British Columbia. In fact, the Western business will

be as closely looked after as ever, and the Montreal tra-

velers of Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, will cover all

parts of the Western country. This house will keep its

foremost position in the trade.

In a general circular sent out by Greenshields, Limited,

Montreal, last month, to their Western customers, they

laid stress upon the concentration of their business in

Montreal, made possible by their increased warehouse ac-

commodation and also the advantage of doing business

under their personal management. As part of this policy

they sold their stock in trade in Winnipeg and rented

I lie warehouse to take effect the 1st of June. In October

their travelers will cover the country from Montreal.

They intend to give their Western customers the advan-

tage of buying direct at Montreal prices from their im-

mense stock. They conclude by inviting the Western

trade to visit Montreal this Spring and Summer.

A fire in the general store of Newcombe & Young, A!-

vinston, Ont., destroyed the entire stock, which was valued

at $15,000.

MOULTON & oo.
Manufacturers of FURRIERS' BRAIDS. BUTTONS, GIRDLES, Etc.

Write for samples an d prices.

165 NAZARETH STREET MONTREAL

Storey's Gloves

Are Ready Sellers

They are cut to give a very neat, shapely

fit; the skins are perfect, and handsomely

finished ; the sewing is done with infinite care ;

from wrist to finger-tips they show they are

unsurpassed for style and quality. The more

particular your customers are, the better for

you if you sell Storey's.

W. H. Storey & Son
LIMITED

ACTON, - ONTARIO

It is a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Fownes Bros. & Co.
Coristine Building,

MONTREAL
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Mainly About Ourselves

The January number of The Dry Goods Review seems

to have created a favorable impression. During the last

few weeks, numbers of letters of a congratulatory char-

acter have been received. They indicate a perfect unan-

imity of approval of that issue of The Review. Follow-

ing are extracts from a few of the many received :

A. W. Cochrane, sales department, Montreal Cotton

Co. : "I have looked over your January number of The

Dry Goods Review and must congratulate you on the

marked improvement over any issue that you have yet

made. The cuts therein are a great improvement, and

the reading matter is all that could be desired in a

publication of this sort."

K. S. Fenwick, advertising manager, the Paquet Co.,

Quebec : "Kindly send us a contract, in duplicate for

$300 to cover the cost of twelve full page acls., to be used

during this year. Kindly see that this contract begins

with the January number. We are pleased to know that

your circulation has increased so satisfactorily, and are

more than pleased with the January number."

The Robert Ryan Co., Three Rivers, Que. : "We are

quite well satisfied with your paper, and found your

January issue very satisfactory."

G. E. Fraser, Sons, Picton, Ont.: "I want to con-

gratulate you on The Review's Spring number ; it is cer-

tainly a fine-looking paper. Last night I spent consid-

erable time looking through it, and was much interested.

Those cuts of Field's windows are fine. I think it is won-
derful the amount of advertising you have."

The Carter-Crume Co., Ltd., Toronto : "January num-
ber Review, very fine."

Canadian Statesman, Bowmanville : "Tbe special

Spring number of The Dry Goods Review is a specially

fine number containing 246 pages of reviews of the differ-

ent branches of the drygoodsman's business, spicy ar-

ticles on up-to-date topics, illustrations, etc. The cover

is in color design and is very attractive. The MacLean
Publishing Co. is entitled to much credit for such a

superb publication."

Readers of The Review possibly do not always ap-

preciate the extent to which they may use the condensed

advertising service to their benefit. This paper is read

by ninety per cent, of those associated with the dry goods

trade in Canada, and affords an excellent opportunity of

reaching with an announcement those whom you want to

interest. It may be that you would like to exchange a

safe for a store fixture
;
you have some silent salesmen,

which, because of changes you are making in yonr store,

yen would like to dispose of
;
possibly you have a line

of goods, slow sellers with you, but which might be just

what some other merchant is looking for ; what more
natural than that you should effect these changes or sales

through the medium of your trade paper. When you use

it you don't spend money for circulating your advertise-

ment among readers, nine-lenths of whom are not inter-

ested in the slightest in your proposition.

The Review has made some resolutions. It's accept-

ing its own advice, too, and in this issue some of these

resolutions are being carried into effect. Speaking gen-

erally, the resolution is to make The Review a better

paper than it has been in the past ; to make it more in-

dispensable to the trade, by enlarging its scope and by

dealing with more problems of practical interest to dry-

goodsmen.

The determination to keep The Dry Goods Review
thoroughly up to the high standard we have set, typo-

graphically, as well as from an editorial standpoint, en-

tails the expenditure of a lot of money ; a sum, the pro-

portionable expenditure of which most publishers would
consider unwarranted. In the majority of publishing

houses type is made to do service about ten or twelve
years, but under the new system adopted in this office,

the whole equipment will be renewed every three years.

This means that every twelvemonth one-third of the type
is thrown away to make room for new purchases. This
will probably be looked upon as extravagant by most
publishers, and, while the MacLean Publishing Company
is spending more money than any other Canadian pub-
lisher in the efforts to make their publications typo-
graphically perfect, it is believed that this expenditure
is warranted by the higher appreciation which subscrib-

ers and advertisers will have, and, consequently the bet-

ter service which will be rendered.

EASTER, 1908
TRY THIS SEASON

Pewny s KiTGioves

THIS IS THE TRADE MARK

Albertine

and Ascot

Brands

at Old

Prices.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greeoshields Western Limited

Winnipeg.

Greensbields & Co., Limited
Vancouver.
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Canadian Dress Goods Styles

Prospects for? Fall

No line has felt the effects of conservative buying

more keenly than dre.ss fabrics, and though both import-

ed and domestic sample lines, for the Fall of 1908 have

been ready for some time, little or no business has pass-

ed. It will be February before serious buying for the

Fall develops. This is partly due to the money situation,

and to the policy of going slow, that it has developed.

Another factor is the uneasy state of the raw wool mar-

ket.

The sudden financial panic, and the high bank rate

have been the main cause of the break in wool prices dur-

ing the latter months ot 1007. As soon as the new year

opened a better feeling prevailed in wool circles. The
reduction of the Bank of England rate—which has al-

ready amounted to 3 per cent, since the beginning of the

year, has made a decided change. Before the free arrival

of the present crop, wool, particularly merino wools,

were decidedly scarce, and stocks in both manufacturers'

As was the case at the beginning of the present Fall

season, broadcloths again hold the first place. Since the

introduction of better and more permanent finishes this

fabric has become a greatly favored one, more especially

as there is no cloth that can rival the colors that can

be produced in broadcloth, as all shades, both light and

dark, are at their best in this cloth. Broadcloths must,

therefore, be placed first on the list for the Fall of 1908.

The Fall of 1908 promises to be largely a plain sea-

son, and as bright finish seems to be a sin qua non, all

smooth-faced, satin-finished materials will be in big de-

mand. This would place satin cloths high on the list,

and also fine bright twills and coating serges, etc. Rough
fabrics, serges, etc., cheviots, will also, it is expected,

make a considerable gain before the end of the season.

Tn the fancy end piece-dyed effects will lead—the novel-

ties being wide whale effects, diagonals, chevrons and

herring bone stripes. Two-tone effects, particularly -black

and a color such as black stripes on a somber ground
as black and blue, black and brown, black and green,

Two Representative Lines for Next Fall

Two-Tone Diagonal Stripe for Fall of 1908.

and spinners' hands were very light. The financial trou-

bles caused a slackening of all activities, and placed many
wool importers in such a position that they were forced

to sell. The lowering of the bank rate has brought buy-

ers into the market, and consequently a withdrawal of

all extremely low quotations.

The January wool sales in London were watched witli

extreme interest, as the results of the sales, will in all

probability settle the course of wool values for the Fall

season. As far as they have progressed, fine gradis have

been in good demand, and inferiors slow. Prices are oc-

casionally dearer for fine greasy combings, and super-

greasys are active, with prices in sellers' favor. Brad-

ford spinners are buying heavily, and continental buyers

arc active, while a few good lines are being taken by

American buyers. It would look as if no further decline

in values would develop in the near future—in fact, a rise

js predicted in wool values.

Two-Tone Stripe for Fall of 1908.

black and smoke grey, etc., will be favored. Diagonal

stripes will be the novelty here.

Plaids seem to have had their day, and for the com-
ing Fall, with the exception of patterns suitable for

children's wear will not be seen, and are practically out

of the market.

There is no change in the weights favored, and no
signs at present of any return to favor of heavier weights.

The present weights, which are almost identical both for

Summer and Winter's wear, still rule. Though there is

talk about the dropping out of the pleated skirt, in favor

of gored models. These latter are of such a class that

light materials are only suitable. Nor do the fashion

changes that are certainly pending encourage the idea of

heavier weights. Tunic ideas, and draped effects are what
the fashion makers are introducing. These call for soft,

clinging fabrics, and supple light weight cloths.

When the important question of color selection comes
to be considered, on all sides the preference seems to be
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for blue, and also for much the same blues that are being

selected for Spring. Light and dark navies head the list,

with the many fancy blues now so much en evidence, as

second choice. Brown seems to come second in considera-

tion, but the many beautiful green shades will run this

color closely for precedence. Reds on the claret and Bor-

deaux order are shown.

There is seldom a season where some shade of grey

is not sold. The fashionable grey at present is the new
elephant or smoke shades. Though shown for Spring,

these colors did not take, but they may do better for

Fall. High-class men's tailors are featuring these shades,

and this may make them more popular in the women's
section. Prunes will again appear, but their place is

problematical.

Dissatisfaction m Mail Orders

The people of the Canadian Northwest have been

taught a lesson on the folly of sending money to unknown
mail-order houses. The Northwestern Supply House, Ltd.,

of Winnipeg, has been bidding for business through Mani-

toba and the other Western Provinces, aud hundreds of

persons have sent money to the concern with the result

that the orders were not filled at all, and others only after

a considerable delay, in many cases, months elapsing be-

tween the date of the order and the receipt of the goods.

Many complaints were made to the police department

at Winnipeg by persons who had ordered goods from the

Supply House, remitting the money, but who had been

given no satisfaction.

When customers, annoyed at not receiving the goods

wrote, asking for orders to be filled or for the return of

the money, evasive replies were sent, and finally when the

return of the money was demanded, a cheque was sent,

but this was invariably dishonored at the banks.

The Winnipeg Free Press, which carried advertising

for the firm, until complaints were received, and the ad-

vertising was cancelled, instituted an investigation into

the concern, and, as a result, secured the return of the

money to many of those who up to that time had received

no satisfaction. The Free Press recently published a num-
ber of letters from dissatisfied persons, and these show
the methods employed by this concern. One of them is

as follows:

"On Aug. 20th I sent in an order to the Northwestern

Supply House for $71.70 worth of goods. On Oct. 10, they

shipped me $28.80. In the meantime I had' written to

them and they got my letter shortly after these were

shipped. They wrote to me on Oct. 15. I will send the

letter. (Letter enclosed.) They stated they had shipped

all the goods, but they did not. I wrote to the chief of

police telling him I would like my money or the goods. I

got a cheque for $42.82 and turned it in to the bank hei-e,

and got the money for it. I had $3.94 freight to pay on

the goods I got, but they sent me a cheque for same. On
Dee. 3, I got a letter from W. C. Hamilton. Union Bank,
Winnipeg, stating that the first cheque was no good. I

will send that letter too. (Enclosed.) I have written tell-

ing him that I am good for the cheque, but I want to see

what I can do with the company first. Then I wrote the

chief of police telling him and asking for advice. But not

not to the Northwestern this last time."

The Northwestern Supply House is chartered under
the laws of Manitoba, with an authorized capital of $100,-

000. They claim to give as references any bank, railway

or express company in Winnipeg, but the Free Press

learned that in many cases the use of these references bad
not been authorized.

THE

'PIRLE' Finish.
Indispensable for the Open Air Girl

"LADY'S REALM" says:
"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear

anything but a 'PIRLE' costume when she has once donned one. It maybe
the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will r»maln
unspo'ted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when it came from
the tailors' hands."

Registered
Trade-Mark

"MADGE" in "Iruth" says:

"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with
the 'PIRLE' stamp on it, as thisaffords an absolute guarantee forthe wearer

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so damped that
has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS.
or full particulars from

m
(Copyright

Edward Ripley & Son, Limited,

100c Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND.
HM,
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Busiusmess Note
Ontario

Thos. Stone & Son, Chatham; selling out.

Adelaide Kinny, milliner, Toronto; assigned.

R. Y. Fish, general store, Linwood; assigned.

P. G. Parrott, general merchant; assigned.

New York Tailoring Co., Stratford; loss by fire.

Metropolitan Costume Co., St. Thomas; assigned.

P. Lessar, men's furnisher, Haileybury; assigned.

Jean Hambleton, millinery, Toronto; loss by fire.

Win. J. Bell, general merchant, Thorold; assigned.

Robert W. Parkinson, women's outfitter; assigned.

Herbert MeGoldwick, tailor, Port Arthur; assigned.

S. Bosado & Bro., general store, Cobalt ; burnt out.

T. L. Broderick & Co., dry goods, London; sold out.

John Herbert, tailor, Chatsworth ; loss by explosion.

Ernest V. Leake, men's furnisher, Toronto; assigned.

Taylor & Scharp, merchant tailors, Toronto; assigned.

W. A. Melick, general store, Decewsville; loss by fire.

New York Tailoring Co., Ltd., Stratford; loss by fire.

L. Jodouin & Co., general merchants, Mattawa; as-

signed.

O'Donnell & Co., general merchants, Forest; as-

signed.

Oscar Macklin, general store, Netherby; sold to H. D.

Chisholm.

T. H. Halton, men's furnisher, Arnprior; retiring from

business.

Flood & McLennan, men's furnishing, Vankleek Hill;

assigned.

Edward O'Reilly, clothier and men's furnishei-

, Ottawa;

deceased.

Ephraim Cutler, dry goods and smallwares, Toronto;

assigned.

Stratford Clothing Co., Hamilton; discontinued Hamil-

ton branch.

H. P. Lang Co., Ltd., house furnishing and carpets,

London; assigned.

London Jobbing Co., wholesale furs, London; changed

to Spittal Bros. & Co.

Moore & Mowat, tailors, Brockville, dissolved; suc-

ceeded by Mowat & Jackson.

Grafton & Co., clothing and men's furnishings,

1 ! rant ford ; loss by smoke and fire.

McDonald & Atkinson, men's furnishers, Cobalt; dis-

solved; George J. Atkinson continues.

Quebec

Chas. Demey, dry goods, Montreal; assigned.

C. A. Cameron, dry goods, Montreal; deceased.

Mrs. A. Lapointe, millinery, Montreal, registered.

Mrs. Jos. Bertrand, millinery, Quebec; registered.

St. Lawrence Knitting Mills, Montreal; registered.

J. E. Croteau, dry goods, St. Romuald ; assets sold.

J. A. Mathieu, general store, Montreal; assets sold.

A. Gigure & Co., hats and furs, Montreal; assigned.

Belodeau & Rivard, tailors, Sherbrooke; registered.

N, Abdella, general merchant, Knowlton ; assets sold,

Marcotte & Pelletier, tailors, Sherbrooke; registered.

M. Michelson, tailor, Montreal; loss by fire and water.

Perfect Clothing Manufacturers, Montreal; registered.

C. H. Bradford, tailor, Granby; sold, to M. P. 0.

Guic.

Lechasseur & Frere, men's furnishers, Quebec; as-

signed.

London Hat & Cap Manufacturing Co., Montreal; dis-

solved.

Geo. J. Dibs & Co., tailors, Montreal; stock damaged
by fire.

S. Hird & Co., dry goods importers, Montreal; re-

gistered.

Trahan & McNully, dry goods, St. Hyacinthe; com-

promised.

Sandreuter & Waters, dry goods importers, Montreal;

dissolved.

Futeral & Bernfus, manufacturing furriers, Montreal;

dissolved.

I. Rubin & Co., clothing manufacturers, Montreal;

registered.

A. V. Gauvreau, manufacturer of blouses, Montreal;

assets sold.

L. B. Murphy, dry goods, clothing, Coaticook; selling

out at auction.

Syndicate de St. Vital, general store, Lambton; ob-

tained charter.

Hermann H. Wolff & Co., dry goods importers, Mont-
real; dissolved.

T. A. Durand, fur manufacturer, Montreal; demand of

assignment made.

L. 0. Vadebomcoeur, general merchant, St. Amie; de-

mand of assignment.

Edward Le Francois, general merchant, St. Clothilde;

demand of assignment.

Samuel Wenn & Co., manufacturers waterproof cloth-

ing-

, Montreal; dissolved.

S. Rosenberg & Co., manufacturing furriers, Mont-
real; dissolved; S. Rosenburg, succeeding.

The West

E. M. English, milliner, Grand View, Man.; assigned.

John Thomson, tailor, Winnipeg, Man.; loss by fire.

A. J. Periard, men's furnisher, Vancouver, B.C., as-

signed.

Calder & Foster, general store, Wawanesa, Man.; dis-

solved.

Brooks & Brown, general store, Abernethy, Sask.

;

assigned.

J. H. Haywood, clothing, North Battleford, Sask.;

burned out.

A. F. Banfield & Co., carpets and furnishings, Winni-
peg; dissolved.

J. H. Ogelsby, general store, Killam, Alberta; succeed-

ed by B. F. Fox.

R. F. Beamish, general store, Wawanesa, Man. ; sold

to Neilson & Gibson.

G. E. Agnew, general store, Mimitoivis. Man.; stock

sold to Mrs, E. Agnew,
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Pugsley & Bailey, general store, Waskada, Man.; suc-

ceeded by W. A. Pugsley.

George McDougall, men 's furnisher, Portage la

Prairie, Manitoba; assigned.

Maurice Hoffman, dry goods and clothing, Winnipeg;

succeeded by Samuel Levin.

E. Beeman & Co., general store, Wellwood, Man.;

moving stock to Wawanesa.

Pickel & Johnston, general merchants, North Battle-

ford, Sask.; small loss by fire.

R. W. Granville, men's furnisher, Macleod, Alta.

;

slock taken over by L. C. Riley.

Maritime Provinces

Donald S. Hart, groceries and dry goods, Sydney, N.S.

;

assigned.

R. Lidingham, dry goods, St. John, N.B. ; business ad-

vertised for sale.

D. J. Delaney & Co., dry goods, St. John, N.B. ; busi-

ness advertised for sale.

J. E. Dickson, general store. Hopewell Cape, N.B. ; ad-

vertising business for sale.

J. Shane & Co., clothing manufacturers, St. John,

N.B.; succeeded by Kaplan, Shane & Co.

The London House Wholesale, wholesale dry goods and
millinery, St. John, N.B. ; succeeded by Frank Skinner

& Co.

Late Henry Lowndes

The business community of Toronto suffered a distinct

loss in the death of Henry Lowndes, which occurred on

Sunday, Jan. 26, after a somewhat prolonged illness. For
more than a quarter of a century the late Mr. Lowndes
has been identified with the wholesale dry goods trade of

Toronto, and his record has been one of progressive suc-

cess.

We Manufacture an Extensive Line of

Canadian Homespuns
New Lightweight

Ladies' Suitings
and

Costume Cloths

Our samples for Spring

1908 are well worth your

inspection. Why not write

one of our representatives

to call upon you ?

Harris & Co., Limited

Rockwood, Ontario

TORONTO : MONTREAL : WINNIPEG :

E. J. Dignum & Co., Hector Prevost McRae & Walker

84 Bay St. 34 Cherrier St. Ashdown Block

HALIFAX: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.

THE LATE HENRY LOWNDES

Born in the City of Quebec 68 years ago, the son of

the late James J. Lowndes, a prominent lumberman, Henry
Lowndes spent his early life in that Province. Coming
to Toronto twenty-nine years ago, he, with John Flett,

formed the firm of Flett, Lowndes & Co., and engaged in

a wholesale importing and jobbing business, their first

warehouse being at 27 Front street west. The business

grew rapidly, and larger premises becoming necessary, the

firm moved to 61 Bay street, where these were secured.

In 1900 the Lowndes Company, Limited, was organized,

for the manufacture of clothing, and Mr. Lowndes was
elected president of the company, an office which he held

until his death.

Later, the Flett-Lowndes syndicate was formed, with

Mr. Lowndes as vice-president, to erect the splendid build-

ing at 142-144 Front street west, in which Hie factory and

offices of the Lowndes Company, and the warehouse of

Flett, Lowndes & Co., are located, was erected in 19015,

and has since been occupied by the companies with which

Mr. Lowndes was associated, as well as two other com-

panies, to which space has been leased.

A Mason, Mr. Lowndes was a member of Zetland

Lodge and the Scottish Rite. He was a lifelong member
of the Board of Trade, and a director of the Dominion of

Canada Guarantee & Accident Company. He attended

the Church of England. He leaves a wife and four chil-

dren—Mr. C. B. Lowndes, treasurer of the Lowndes Com-
pany, Limited; Mr. J. Mont Lowndes, secretary of the

same firm; Mrs. Fred. H. Gray, and Mrs. G. W. Booth.

Prize Coupons Given.

The Hudson's Bay Company, in its Vancouver store

during the holiday season, adopted a scheme of giving

prizes to the two fortunate holders of coupons. An evi-

dence of the popularity of the method is furnished by the

fact that 12,042 coupons were taken by the store's cus-

tomers. The holder of the coupon number drawn by the

Mayor of Vancouver, who acted as arbiter, was given her

choice of a $250 bedroom suite or a dining-room suite.
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A Highly Profitable Line
for any dry goods store is

"CEETEE"
Underwear

Sheer merit makes it a quick and constant seller all the year

round. "CEETEE" is made in India Gauze (medium and heavy

weights) Silk and Wool, Worsted, Lambs Wool and Merino. And
every "CEETEE" garment, is guaranteed to be unshrinkable, and to

furnish the maximum of cost. We replace any "CEETEE" garment

which does not answer 4o our description.

The ideal underwear for women and children is

Perfect Fitting Elastic

Ribbed Underwear

It is the underwear most suited to the tender skin of women
and children. There is not one second of skin irritation in a hundred

suits of Perfect Fitting Elastic Ribbed Underwear. In downright

comfort and elegance this is the underwear your most refined

customers are pleased with.

The Profits are Big and Sales CONTINUOUS.

The C. Turnbull Co.,
of Gait, Limited

Gait, " Canada

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Situation in Knitted Goods

Develop Specialty Mills

The line of development in knitted goods in Canada
in the future will in all probability be similar to that

which has characterized this industry in England and the

United States, that of specialization. It must be recog-

nized that perfection in manufacture is most easily at-

tained where the whole mental energies and mechanical

equipment are devoted to one particular line of goods.

This is the condition which prevails to a large extent in

England and across the line in the United States. Re-

cently the case was cited to The Review of a mill em-

ploying 600 hands in the latter country, devoted en-

tirely to the manufacture of fleece-lined shirts.

It is but natural that under conditions such as these

that particular mill, or any similarly situated, should

be able to produce lines on which they have concentrated

the equipment of the whole plant as nearly perfect as

it is possible to make them.

Tendencies in Canada are gradually working in that

direction. There are some mills in which this specializa-

tion has already been developed and with the enlarge-

ment of the market, doubtless this condition will more
largely prevail. The success which has characterized the

operations of the British manufacturers of knitted goods

may be attributed mainly to this feature, which has

there reached a high state of development. With the

world as a market this specialization is made possible

there, whereas in countries in which the market is lim-

ited its adoption must necessarily be slower.

Speaking generally, the Canadian manufacturers are

not worrying over the competition from the United
States. There are points in Canada touched by travelers

from American knitted goods manufacturers, and in

these they pick up some business in certain specialty

lines, but in the general staple lines, the Canadian mar-
ket is being well looked after by the Canadian makers,
for whose goods there is a reported increasing prefer-

ence, both among the retailers and the public generally.

There is a certain class of trade, especially among
the high class furnishers in which a demand for imported
goods exists, and this the British goods appeal to and
a satisfactory business is done. A few brands of high

class imported knitted goods have been introduced in

Canada, and they are well thought of. There will prob-

ably always be a demand for these goods and at the

same time the domestic goods will continue to develop

along lines suggested above, and find greater favor with
Canadian people.

*

Average Business Looked For

It may pretty safely be said that Fall lines of knit-

ted goods have not yet been taken to the trade. It is

true that in some isolated cases manufacturers' agents
and jobbers have shown samples, but they are so isolat-

ed that the general statement may be allowed to stand
undisputed. For this reason an accurate forecast of the
Fall business is practically impossible. In the heavy
lines it is accepted that stocks are somewhat heavy in

the country generally, due largely to the unfavorable
weather conditions which prevailed during the early

part of the Winter. The result will probably
be that orders for men's goods will be lighter
than a year ago, but the condition in women's
and children's goods is better and while it is admitted
that the business for Fall will be spread over a longer
period, and where last year one call was all that was
necessary, this year two or three will have to be made,
the total volume of business will fall little short of that
of 1907.

Conditions prevailed then which made business get-
ting comparatively easy, orders in many cases coming'in
so quickly that the whole output of the mills was sold
by the end of March and travelers were kept in the
houses for the balance of the season.

There is no occasion for alarm in the situation. Con-
ditions will be satisfactory and those retailers who order
sparingly will probably waken to find themselves short
of some lines just where they should have them in stock
in quantities. A left-over stock of Winter underwear
looks much heavier now than it will next Fall, when it

is gotten out for the Winter's selling.

Prices Remain at Normal

There will be no price reductions in knitted goods
this year. In fact but for the drop in the wool markets
in England towards the end of 1907, Fall weight of
underwear would have cost the retailer more. That de-
pression of prices, resulting almost wholly from rbe
action of the Bank of England increasing the bank rate,
is rapidly disappearing, and it is expected that wool will
in the not distant future reach the prices at which it

stood prior to the existence of the conditions referred
to.

In the first instance manufacturers of knitted goods
were asking slightly higher prices for Fall goods, but
with the drop in wool, the former prices were restored
and the public will reap the benefit, though wool bought
now will cost more, and it would seem that in this case
the manufacturers have been given slightly the worst of
it. It may be said that prices and qualities will rule
practically the same as those of 1907,

Americans and Cancellations

American knit goods manufacturers during the recent
financial difficulties in that country, have had to deal
with the question of cancellations, a problem which,
fortunately, Canadian manufacturers have had little
trouble with. The situation in the United States is thus
described :

Seventy-five of the most prominent hosiery mill own-
ers in this country met the early part of January in
Philadelphia, to take concerted action regarding the can-
cellation of orders after they have been placed with the
manufacturers, and by unanimous vote decided to "fight
to the bitter end" the plans of those buyers and jobbers
who endeavor to take advantage of a change in market
conditions.

The gentlemen present at that meeting represented
sectional organizations affiliated with the National Asso-
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ciation of Hosiery Manufacturers. The secretary, G. B.

Carter, of Philadelphia, reported that cancellations had
become so frequent since the recent financial troubles

that the manufacturing interests had decided that they

must get together and fight these methods of the jobbers

in order to safeguard their own interests.

"It has become a common practice," said the secre-

tary, "for jobbers in all sections to refuse goods after

they had been ordered, on the ground that they had no

available cash. Recently this condition has had a ten-

dency to demoralize the industry, but the mill owners

at last have decided to stand for it no longer. And they

intend to tell the jobber so, too."

This question was also discussed at a convention of

fifty-six big concerns organized as the New York State

Knit Goods Manufacturers' Association, held at Utica,

and it was there decided that no more orders to factories

should be cancelled.

Immediate Result

That action found immediate result in the knit goods

manufacturing district about Troy and Cohoes, one of

the greatest centres in the United States. The manager

of the Victor Mill at Cohoes, which had shut down, de-

cided to reopen at once.

In this connection it has been 'declared that the can-

cellations of orders to factories had given a false appear-

ance to the general situation. Many of these cancellations

it is said were due to a desire to secure lower prices on

orders that had been given in the height of prosperity.

*

The Sweater Girl

Women love to take a man's fashion, and by a few

deft feminine touches and changes to make it their own.

Some of the most becoming styles have been arrived at

in this fashion. No one will quarrel with their latest

attempt in this direction, for it is just as sensible as it

is becoming.

The sweater girl wears her sweater either without a

wrap or under it. In the east wraps have been discard-

ed altogether, and the debutante and the young society

matron go shopping in their fitted sweaters and their

snug little fur hats. Those who do not care to go to

this extreme have been wearing their sweaters under

their other wraps—between their tailored coats and their

peekaboo waists. Both ways of wearing the sweater arc

in fashion.

Knitted wearing apparel is all the rage just now, and

perhaps to this fact is partly to be attributed the high

favor with which the sweater has been received. The

kintted four-in-hand started the fad. But that is only

part of the story. The sensible girl watched her brothers

and the sensible wives watched their husbands. So when

the eastern girl saw her brother adopt the sweater habit,

the habit of going without an overcoat and wearing a

buttoned sweater underneath his sacque coat she won-
dered why it would not be a good scheme for her to

adopt the same plan for buffeting the weather and de-

feating the germs of grip and pneumonia. As a result

there was a rush to the stores for the kind of sweaters

that the men have been wearing under their coats in win-

ter for several years. All the small sizes soon disap-

peared from the counters of the New York furnishing

shops.

Woolen Mills Trying to Meet Demand

The sweater is collarless and buttons down the front,

and, of course, the favorite color is grey, as that shade

may be worn with any color without offending good

taste. While the sweater girl is content to wear the

sweaters made for men, the demand for fitted sweaters

—

sweaters fitted to the feminine figure, but in every other

way made the same as the men's sweaters—is increasing

everywhere. It is the fitted sweater that will be all the
rage after the sweater girl has captured this stronghold
of Jack Frost, and the woolen mills of the country are

busy just now turning out sweaters with record rapidity

to meet the anticipated demand.
Physicians approve of the sweater girl, since it is

much healthier to wear a sweater which weighs little

than to wear a heavy fur coat which taxes the full

strength of the strongest women after a half-hour's walk-
ing.

Looks Well Under Tailored Coats

The sweater girl has solved the problem of wearing
tailor-made suits—trim, snugly fitted suits—without be-

ing compelled to go along the street with chattering

teeth simply because the peekaboo waist is the only gar-

ment that looks well under the tailored coat. The sweat-
er does not interfere with the lines of the figure

; it does

not interfere with the fit of the tailored coat. It has

solved the vexing problem: "How can a woman be in

style without getting the grip or pneumonia ?"

The sweater girl is coming to Chicago—she is on the

way, and with her will come a decrease in the business

of the physicians of the city and a new high-water mark
for the health records of Chicago. For the sweater furn-

ishes a splendid protection for the lungs.

m

Canadian Goods Popular

A particularly gratifying feature in the review of the

underwear situation in Canada is the increasing favor in

which Canadian goods are held. During the past year

this tendency has been noticed^, and it is becoming to be

recognized, even by those who were determined to buy
only imported goods, that those of Canadian manufacture

are of equally good value, and as satisfactory as those

of foreign manufacture. This tendency on the part of the

jobbers to give domestic goods a better chance may be

one of the reasons for the fact that Canadian mills are

able to keep busy, while many of those, in the United

States particularly, have been obliged to curtail their

output and decrease their staffs.

As a matter of fact, there was no justification for

the prejudice which existed against- domestic goods, since

the conditions under which they are manufactured ate

unequalled by those of any other country. During the

past year, too, spinning plants have been installed in

some of the Canadian mills, and, with the manufacture,

not only of the finished product, but the yarn, as well,

carried on under the one supervision, a greater uniform-

ity is possible, and this is undoubtedly one of the fae-

tors making for the growing popularity of Canadian
goods.

Heavy Underwear for 1908
Makers of men's heavy underwear report that repe.it

orders for Winter goods are now being filled, and in vev-

cral cases, at least, a portion of the mills' equipment is

employed in manufacturing goods to fill these orders,

which have been received in rather larger quantities than

was looked for, in consequence of which there may be

some little delay in filling orders. The situation is some-
what unusual, though it indicates the tendency which buy-

ers have shown recently, to buy for immediate needs

only, and in this class of orders considerable sorting has

been done.

Most of the mills, however, are running on goods for

the Fall of 1908. In the cheaper grades of goods there
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Quality Always Wins !

Most merchants have discovered that there is more money in selling

goods of really high quality than in loading up a customer with poor stuff.

On that account

has become a necessary line in most of the really profitable drygoods stores.

New business always comes to the dry-goods-man when he stocks

" HYGEIAN " Underwear, because every " HYGEIAN " garment is a

splendid advertisement for the store which sells it.

Every "HYGEIAN" customer stays a "HYGEIAN" customer, as hun-

dreds of pleased dry-goods-men can testify.

You can ginger up your underwear department by putting in a stock of

" HYGEIAN " Underwear.

H
«
e
e„
you Hygeian Underwear FMes

?

If not, it will pay you to write your jobber now. The range of styles

is complete, and every "HYGEIAN" garment, of every style, is a model of

all that's desirable in comfort, fit, elasticity, unshrinkability and durability.

Eagle Knitting Co., Limited
Hamilton, - Canada

" HYGEIAN " WAISTS ATTRACT GOOD BUSINESS

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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is little or no change from those which were on the mar-

ket, and were in good demand for 1907, the qualities and

prices also remaining practically the same. Fleece-lined

underwear, with the improvement in the nap which has

been made in the last year or two, shows a tendency to-

wards an increased popularity, and as matters stand

now, it seems probable that the trade in these goods for

1008 will be larger than that of 1907. These, along with

all the heavier lines, promise to be good stock, if one

may judge by the confidence which the manufacturers are

showing, as evidenced by the extent to which mills oper-

ating on them are being run. There has been little or

no curtailment in the staffs of the majority of knitting

mills.

Better Goods in Demand

In the course of the next few weeks wholesalers' and

jobbers' travelers will be on the road with samples of

Fall underwear, which will vary very little in quality

and price from those of last year. The:e is a ger.eral

tendency, according to the statement of more than one

wholesaler towards the better grades of goods in men's

underwear, and the $1.50 lines, which in former years

have been heavy sellers, are giving way to the me^i un-

priced goods, while those who formerly bought goods to

retail at about $1 a garment are also calling for higher

priced underwear, the whole trade, therefore, tal.ing an

upward tendency.

The effect of the drop in wool prices, recorded in Lon-

don some weeks ago, has been to maintain the prici s of

underwear at their former level. Earlier in the season

manufacturers were asking slightly higher prices than

those which prevailed a year ago, but the reduction in

wool prices, slight and temporary as it was, resulted in

the restoration of the former prices, which are now pre-

vailing.

Modern Knitting Plants

A neat, attractive booklet, issued by the Eagle Knit-

ting Co., Hamilton, entitled, "Enthusiasm," deals in an
interesting way with the progress of this enterprising

company. Commencing with one mill, the business has

been gradually increasing until at the present three fully

equipped plants are in operation manufacturing
"Hygeian" underwear. Illustrations of these three mod-
ern mills are given in the publication; No. 1 mill running
the year around on all lines; No. 3 mill running the year

around on Spring lines, and No. 2 mill distributing yarns

specially spun to both knitting plants. The latter mill is

equipped with 6,000 spindles, and has the most modern
machinery procurable for producing soft yarns suitable

for ribbed underwear.

With this factory equipment the company is in a posi-

tion to meet all requirements of the trade.

Maritime Provinces Prosperous.

The general outlook for business in the Maritime Pro-

vinces is, according to the statement of W. Shives Fisher,

a St. John, N.B., wholesaler, when interviewed recently

by The Dry Goods Review, encouraging, and the prospects

of such a nature as to inspire confidence.

In reply to a question as to how the financial situation

was likely to affect the commercial progress of the Mari-
time Provinces, Mr. Fisher said that the buisness depres-

sion of to-day was less likely to influence seriously that

portion of the Dominion than any other. Business, as a

rule, was steadier there than elsewhere, and while the

progress in trade had been of consistent growth, there had

been no boom, thus giving no loophole tor slumping reac-

tion of a similar ratio. Again the natural resources of the

Maritime Provinces, while rather slow in their develop-

ment, were becoming more fully recognized. The people

too, were more imbued with the possibilities of the coun-

try. "It only requires a little consideration," said Mr.

Fisher, warming to his topic, "and a glance over the field,

to see tin' reason for this progress, and for confidence in

I lie future. Take, for instance, the vast coal areas of the

Maritime Provinces, Cape Breton, Pictou and Cumberland
counties are practically great foal beds. The percentage;

of the area that has so far been opened out, as compared
with the total that is available, is very small. In New
Brunswick; a province which, at one time, was not sup-

posed to be possessed of any mineral wealth, there has

been developed in the past few years large coal areas in

Queen's county which suggest possibilities of greater hid-

den wealth in other districts. Then again, recently in

Gloucester county, a very large iron deposit has been

found, and within a few weeks the entire rights to the

property were purchased by the Drummonds, of Mont-
real. The new owners claim that they have in this pro-

perty one of the largest and most important deposits of

iron in all Canada, estimating the amount of good trade

ore at not less than 10,000,000 tons. The company state

that it is their intention to develop the property without

delay, and if the results equal their expectations, they

will construct large furnaces on the spot.

"Then, again," said Mr. Fisher, "while treating of the

natural resources of the Maritime Provinces, the present

and prospective value of their agricultural wealth must
not be overlooked. Unfortunately up to a very recent

date, and, in fact, even at the present time, too little at-

tention has been paid to farming pursuits, with the result

that taking the country as a whole, there exists a good

deal of backwardness in this direction. Some districts,

however, notably Prince Edward Island and some sections

in both Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, are happy ex-

ceptions. The possibilities in store in connection with

agricultural development, especially dairying and sheep-

raising, are hard to estimate. But the farmers must be

educated to a fuller realization of their opportunities. At
the present time they are buying food products which they

should raise for themselves. In fact, the farmers should

go a great deal further than this, aad should produce large

quantities of food products for export, for they have at

their command lines of steamers running regularly from

the ports of St. John and Halifax to London, Liverpool,

Bristol, Glasgow, the West Indies, as well as to European

and South American ports, thus giving them easy access

to the greatest markets of the world."

A Traveller's Christmas Card.

Will S. Louson, one of the popular travelers for Green-

shields, Limited, Montreal, at Christmas issued a most in-

teresting and unique Christmas card. In a little dialogue

on the first of the four-page card Mr. Louson says the

past year has been his banner year, and naturally an

optimistic view runs through his Christmas greeting which

follows. An interesting feature of the card is the pres-

ence of three illustrations from photographs made by Mr.

Louson, who is evidently a successful amateur photo-

grapher, as well as a successful traveler. No doubt his

friends would fully appreciate the kindly wishes given ex-

pression to on the card.

H. S. Ireland is opening a men's clothing and furnish-

ing store in Medicine Hat, Alta.
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Peterborough

The usual calm, after the abundance of sales of the

Christmas season, prevails in the dry goods section. Local

merchants report, however, that the volume of sales dur-

ing January is fully up to the average for that month,

and in the goods specially advertised, business has been

particularly goods. Peterborough merchants are heavy

advertisers, and the good results following the generous

use of printers' ink are apparent.

J. C. Edwards, advertising manager for A. W. Criss-

man, has been notified by a Montreal clothing firm that he

has been awarded second prize in an ad. contest, conduct-

ed by this concern. Mr. Edwards submitted several ad-

vertisements, which appeared from time to time in local

newspapers, and was regarded a few days ago by a

cheque for $40, coming second in a field of more than 200

competitors. Construction display, position and reason-

ing are the points considered in the awarding of the prizes

given.

*
Chatham

January has been, as usual, rather quiet. It is the

month of stock-taking. People, after the Christmas rush,

seem rather slow to buy. The month is, however, gener-

ally reported quite up to the mark of the same month a

year ago—in fact, even better.

Does one firm's bargain sale help another firm's busi-

ness? In this age of many and frequent sales, it is inter-

esting to hear a merchant state that it does. "A sale

brings the people out," he remarked to The Review man,
"brings people out who would otherwise stay at home,

and not spend anything at all. Now, no store, however
well stocked, can satisfy everybody, and ladies are very

particular in their wants, and it is the rule rather than

the exception that mere cheapness will not atone for lack

of quality. If they can't get the precise quality they de-

sire at a sale, they will go to some other store and buy.

I have noticed it in my business when other stores are

conducting sales, and I daresay my sales have a similar

effect."

M. J. McArthur, formerly of Thos. Stone & Sons, but

who left here two years ago for the West, was recently a

visitor to the Maple City. Mr. McArthur is now located

at Cranbrook, B.C.

The 2 T's, Trudell & Tobey, are conducting a Green
Seal Sale at their Chatham and Hamilton stores. The
novelty is the use of green seals of a more or less flaring

type throughout the store decorations, from the big sign

in front to the smallest price card.

Arthur Wigmore, for the past two years with Thos.

Stone & Son, left recently to take a position on the

Northway Company's staff in Orillia.

The Mac. McLeod stock is now no more. Its vicissi-

tudes did not end with the assignment made by the pro-

prietor last month. Shortly after the assignment, the

Alexandra Block was visited by fire, and the stock suffered

damage from water. After matters had been adjusted

with the insurance companies, the stock was finally sold

to Andrew Thomson, auctioneer, at a low rate- on the

dollar, and for a week or so furnished the male portion of

the bargain-hunting public with what it wanted in the

way of cheap clothes. The stock and fixtures were valued

at a little over $2,000.

The civic elections are now a thing of the past. In a

hard, three-cornered contest, Aid. Chas. Austin, who
aspired to the mayoralty, missed his goal by a margin of

about 150 votes, his successful opponent being ex-Aid.

Thos. Scullard. Mr. Austin last year was chairman of

the Finance Committee, and his place in the Council will

be hard to fill. W. C. McArthur, of the C. Austin Co.,

was re-elected to the Board of Education at the head of

the poll, and will be chairman of the Internal Manage-
ment and Supply Committee for 1908, with the pretty sure

prospect of chairmanship of the Board of 1909. Aid.

Geo. Meynell, the only men's furnisher in the aldermanic

contest, was re-elected with practically the same vote as

last year, and is chairman of the Railway Committee for

1908.

A quiet movement has been going on for some time

among Amherstburg merchants to secure an unanimously

signed petition to extend the early closing movement to

include every night but Saturday. The petition has met
with fair success, but, unfortunately, the refusal of one

or two merchants to join the petition lias blocked the

scheme for the present. The prospect Is that the parties

behind the petition will put it up to the Council to pass

an early closing by-law with a view to accomplishing the

desired result.

Thos. Rogers, a valued employe of Wm. Gordon's dry

goods store, passed away on Jan. 14th, aged about 60. Mr.

Rogers came here from Glasgow, Scotland, about a year

ago, and has since been employed at Gordon's. He leaves

three daughters, one of them on the staff of the local

branch of the Northway Company.

At the annual meeting of the West Kent Agricultural

Society, held here recently, ex-Aid. Chas. Austin, of C.

Austin & Co., was elected to the office of second vice-

president.

There was a well-attended meeting of the Board of

Trade held on Jan. 18th, when the subject of fruit culture

in Kent and Essex was discussed by Editor A. B. Cutting,

of the Canadian Horticulturist, and Prof. H. L. Hutt, of

the Ontario Agricultural College.

*
St. John, N.B.

Business during the past month has been very fair in

dry goods lines. Travelers report that orders are about

as usual at this time of year. All the wholesalers are now
receiving large consignments of stock in preparation for

the Spring demands.

In the millinery line, business has been very good.

Orders for Spring goods are now pretty well in, and the

dealers are looking forward to a very successful season.

Travelers report that the tendency is toward better goods.

The styles for the coming season are pretty and the trim-

mings attractive, which helps materially in making sales.

The wholesale openings will be held about the middle of

March. Collections have been as good as in any other

year at this time and the merchants are all confident of

the outlook for 1908.
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FALL SEASON 1908

Our representatives are now on the road with a full assortment of

Fall Underwear for Ladies, Men and Children. Ask for LINE 222

McCLUNG & BURNS,
1 1 7 Wellington St., TORONTO

AGENTS :

J. A. MURRAY, A. L. GILPIN, BRYCE & CO.,
SUSSEX, N.B. 232 McGill St., MONTREAL Box 238, WINNIPEG

Watson Manufacturing Co., Limited, paris, Ont.
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Yarn Information

BLACK YARN. This is produced by all spinners.

EVENLY MADE YARN. More difficultly made and
therefore less of it on the

market.

'f STRONG YARN. Produced by pretty well all yarn
spinners.

LOW PRICE, WARM YARN. Is not produced in

Canada, it is made in

Alloa, Scotland out of

Scotch Wool.

EASY KNITTING YARN. Is made by a few spin-

ners only.

BLACK YARN, EVENLY
MADE YARN, STRONG
YARN, LOW PRICE
WARM YARN, EASY
KNITTING YARN.

[All these are embodied
! in Patons' Scotch Alloa

Yarn made in Scotland,
, and sold in Canada to

compete with all others.

John Paton, Son & Co., Ltd.
Alloa, Scotland

Philip do Gruchy, Sole Agent for fanada

207 St. James St., Montreal

99

sgtfpin"- Ribbed
5Yn UNSHRINKABLE

-rj

ELLIS
Spring Needle

RIBBED
UNDERWEAR

is the equal of any underwear in the

world, in all respects but one— and in

that respect it's superior to any other

underwear that is made.

^ We refer, of course, to the wonderful

ELASTICITY of our garments— a feature

which no underwear manufacturer in

Canada can duplicate—because we con-

trol the rights for the special " Spring

Needle "
stitch machinery.

O No other underwear is "just as good."

No other underwear is so certain to

please your customers.

ELLIS MFG. CO. Limited
HAM ILTON

MONEYPENNY BROS., Toronto and Hamilton,
SELLING AGENTS

; ?
,r^>»

VOLE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA:

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

theWEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION
IN FOOTWEAR

Manu(actured by

R. HENDERSON & CO.
w.RAVEN&co.,L.d.

MONTREAL and TORONTO Leicester, Eng.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

HEALTH BRAND

Brownie Vests
(Trade Mark)

Better than the Vest

You thought was best.

There are no pins to

injure the child.

Buttons do the work.

Made in sizes for

Infants and Children.

Samples of this line

and all Health Brand Lines

on the road.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL
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No Two Ways About It

You simply must have Hermsdorf-Dyed Fast Black Hosiery in

your stock in order to do justice to yourself and your trade.

•JT Send for free booklet
— "The Story of a successful Hosiery

' Week"—48 pages of ideas for the buyer, thpages
trimmer and the salesman
Hermsdorf.

yer, the adman, the window
Address American Bureau of Louis

The Name that sells the Stocking :-

JBu$&
works:

Chemnitz, Saxony.

AMERICAN
BUREAU :

Thirty-Ninth St.
Building,
New York

Cut By Hand
Stanfield's Underwear is cut by
hand—just as the tailor cuts a

suit of clothes. We know that

much Underwear is cut by ma-
chinery. That's why so much
Underwear bags at the knees

—

wrinkles at the waist—and draws
across the shoulders.

Stanfield's fits perfectly—because
it is cut by hand and is absolutely

unshrinkable.

STANFIELD'S
" UNSHRINKABLE " and

"TRURO KNIT"

UNDERWEAR
Made in Truro, N.S., by STANFIELDS LIMITED

Our travellers are now on

the road with samples of

Hewson's
Nova Scotia Pure

Wool Underwear
This underwear should be

on the shelves of those who

cater to a clientele who pre-

fer garments of superior

excellence. It is very fine

and soft, with our comfort-

able covered seams and neat

collarette. It is ribbed and

possesses an unusual amount

of elasticity. Furthermore,

it is perfect fitting, durable,

unshrinkable, and bears our

oval trade mark,

which means we are so

confident in the excellence

of this underwear that we
are proud to let everyone

know we make it.

H E WSON
Woolen Mills

Limited

Amherst, Nova Scotia

R. J. WH1TLA & CO., WINNIPEG
Western Distributors

When writing advertisers please mention The Revieiv
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Jaeger Pure Wool
Sweaters

Your preparations for

the outdoor season of

1908 should include a

selection of Jaeger
Coat Sweaters, Sweat-

ers, Ladies' Knitted

Coats, Norfolks and

Golfers. Correct in

Quality, Style, Fit

and Finish.

Negligee Shirts

in Pure Wool are the

healthiest and most

comfortable wear for

hot weather. Dressy

men recognize that the

exclusive designs of

Jaeger Twill Flannel,

Wool Cambric, Wool
Taffeta, and Wool
Tussore are the last

word for Summer
Shirts.

Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woollen System Co., Ltd.
Wholesale Warehouse, 301 St. James Street MONTREAL
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MR. MERCHANT:
If you have not asked travellers to

show you samples of "THE OXFORD"
SUMMER UNDERWEAR for Ladies and

Children, do so now— it will pay you well.

We excel in

Fineness of Material

Finishing

Bleaching

Deliveries

Our factory runs all the year round ex-

clusively on Ladies' and Children's Swiss

Summer goods ; and can ship repeats at

any Jme during the season.

Test Us

The

OXFORD KNITTING CO.
Limited

WOODSTOCK - ONTARIO

J^t^ror^e

IJNSHrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men

made in various weights and textures.

WOOLNAP
also bears above trade mark for your

protection and ours.

Want to Create

A Sensation In

Your Town ?

We've got a plan that will capture

all the youngsters in your town and

bring them running with their mothers

to your store.

It will sell more NAZARETH
WAISTS than you've ever sold

before and incidentally it will create

a lot of town talk that you couldn't

buy for a good sum of money.

We'll send full particulars of the plan

and complete outfit of advertising

matter so you can whoop things up

right away.

Write at once, it's too good to miss.

KwrfKo

350 Broadway, New York

Mills at

Nazareth, Pa

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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FALL
1908

UNDERWEAR

€(f When the fall of 1908 arrives you will either make

or lose money on what fa 1 lines you buy now.

€(f Consequently it's a wise dry-goods-man who care-

fully examines everything that comes along in the

shape of underwear.

•ff Our representatives are now on the road with

samples that are really worth your consideration.

€[f The range is wide, and the quality of the goods all

that can be desired, and such as will appeal to a

large number of your best paying customers.

€(f We solicit a continuance of your orders, and assure

you of a prompt service and the closest prices.

REPRESENTATIVES:
ONTARIO.—C. & A. G. Clark, Empire Bldg., Wellington St., Toronto.

QUEBEC— L. A. Prevost, 209 A McGill Street, Montreal.

MANITOBA.—A. J. Snell, Box 705, Winnipeg, Man.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.—G. A. Campbell, P.O. Box 1026, Vancouver, B.C.

MARITIME PROVINCES.—Geo. A. Woodill, 20 Granville Street,

Halifax, N.S.

Peerless Underwear Co.
HAMILTON, - CANADA

IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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A number of the local retail dry goods dealers have

been holding special work-down sales daring the past

month, and all report satisfactory results.

Owing to ill-health, Robert Wedingham, who has been

engaged in the dry goods business in St. John for the past

thirty-five years, has announced his intention of retiring.

Mr. Wedingham is one of St. John's best known and most

respected citizens. Coming to the city from Scotland

thirty-five years ago, he was employed for four years with

Magee Bros., who, at that time carried on a dry goods

business on the site now occupied by the Bank of Mont-
real. He started for himself in 1876, the year before the

big fire, and has occupied his present premises on Union
Street ever since.

*

London

Travelers for London houses report trade none too

active. Country merchants are rather inclined to buy

sparingly, being satisfied for the present at least with

having immediate needs satisfied. As one commercial

traveler puts it : "They are making time, waiting to

make sure how Spring is going to open." Nevertheless,

travelers are by no means pessimistic as to the outlook.

The fact that Robinson, Little &" Co., of this city,

have purchased the stock-in-trade and goodwill of the

large wholesale dry goods business of Greenshields West-

ern, Winnipeg, does not mean that the first named firm

will pull out of London. Col. J. W. Little, who con-

cluded the deal with the Greenshields people, states that

his firm does not intend to give up its interests here. It

will, however, take up a western location in Winnipeg

on June 1, after which all its western business, except

British Columbia, will be handled from the Prairie City.

The warehouse in Winnipeg will be 75x100 feet and six

storeys high, and a staff of about sixty-five men will be

employed. So far as the local and eastern business is

concerned it will be continued as usual and no reduction

in the staff will be made.

R. C. Struthers & Co., owing to their largely in-

creasing business, have decided to take in the premises

immediately north of their present warehouse, and will

take possession when the present occupants, Fraser &
McMillan, move out. The latter have purchased the next

warehouse north, now occupied by McMahen, Granger &
Co., who are forced to seek premises elsewhere, and
there is talk of their removing to Toronto. It is more
likely, however, that they will carry out their original

intention and erect a big warehouse on the north side

of York Street, opposite the Grand Trunk station. By
uniting and remodelling the two premises, Struthers &
Co. will have one of the largest and handsomest ware-

houses in Western Ontario.

The London Hat Company has been successful in it

^

suits against the insurance company, who resisted pay-

ment for losses in the fire in their factory some time
ago. Verdict was given for plaintiff for $8,500, the full

amount claimed.

The first section of the big Smallman & Ingram re-

tail dry goods store is rapidly nearing completion.

Brick, stone and iron are the materials used and when
it is completed the store will be one of the finest of

the kind in the country. The mild Winter has greatly

facilitated construction work.

The strike of Old Country hat workers is ended, and
the men have returned to work. Wright, Sons & Co.,

wholesalers, of this city, have just received word that
all back orders from Canadian dealers will from now on

be rushed forward as speedily as possible.

The

"Wearwell" Brand
Hosiery

"The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell" man is

out with a complete range

of Worsted, Cashmere
and Cotton Hosiery that

is hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.,
Limited

Clinton, - Ontario

Crescent {Z

Hosiery and Underwear

So Lennard
£* Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLINQ AOENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bldg., Wellington St. W. TORONTO, ONT.
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That the dry goods and allied trades are feeling the

effects of the monetary stringency, there is every reason

to believe. Not that retailers and the general public are

personally experiencing a shortage of cash, but the news-

paper talk of approaching hard times has made them cau-

tious, unnecessarily so, those best qualified to speak, say

—

and as a consequence there is manifest on all sides a disposi-

tion to hold on to the purse. Evidence of this is seen in

the number of cancellation orders, particularly from the

West, received by wholesalers, small dealers being inclined

to move slowly. The year, as a whole, has been a good

one for the trade, and but for the check of a couple of

months ago would doubtless have been a record-breaker.

The mild weather has been another factor in causing cau-

tion, no branch of business suffering more than furs. A
traveler in that line states that the absence of zero wea-

ther has knocked the bottom clean out of the business for

this season. The travelers have all been in this week, and

will remain in as usual, until after New Year's. Mer-

cantile travelers are doing some warehouse work, and

getting their samples ready for the approaching season.

Some local firms are doing quite an extensive mail

order business, one claiming to do thousands of dollars'

worth of trade through the post each/ year. The goods

are chosen with due appreciation of the taste of the out-

of-town buyer, and it is said that the satisfaction of pur-

chasing by letter gains many converts to this method each

year.

It is understood that McMahen, Granger & Co., whole-

sale dry goods dealers, contemplate the erection of a large

warehouse on York street, opposite the Grand Trunk

station, the coming year.

Manager Burdick, of the Helena Costume Company,

reports that he is experiencing much difficulty in securing

operators for the factory- For some lime he lias had ad-

vertisements in the local papers calling for fifty girls, but

there has been no rush of applicants, despite the fact that

the company offers good wages and unexcelled working

conditions. Evidently there are no girls out of employ-

ment in London.

*
Saskatoon

So far the weather has not been too severe in these

northern latitudes, and people are able to go about their

business with a fair degree of comfort. Recently, how-

ever, the thermometer took a dip down and is likely to re-

main below the zero point for some time. This may have

a tendency to send people to the dry goods stores in quest

of heavy clothing, warm mits and coats. Business is

quiet and stock-taking operations are in full swing at

most of the stores. In some cases stock-taking sales will

be continued until the first of February. Jones Bros,

have announced an eleven days sale. Just lately two fur

coats were stolen from in front of this store worth about

$30 each. One arrest was made, and the culprit, a Gali-

cian, admitted the theft, and was sentenced to sixty days

at Prince Albert.

The semi-annual drawing for prizes took place at

Cairns' departmental store on Tuesday evening, Dec. 31st.

All who purchased a dollar's worth of goods during the

last two months of the year received a coupon, a duplicate

of which was put in a large wooden box. On the last even-

ing of the year this box was opened in the presence of a

large number of people and ten coupons drawn for the ten

prizes offered. Three prominent citizens were placed in

charge of the drawing, and the following are the winners:

First Prize—Team of Horses—Miss Flanagan.

Second Prize—Silver Tea Set—Mrs. W. J. White
Third Prize—Ladies' Costume—S. A. Anderson.

Fourth Prize—Fit Reform Suit or Overcoat—C. A.

Gearheart.

Fifth Prize—$20 Worth of Groceries—J. E. Shocky.

Sixth Prize—Dinner Set or Rug—J. Wilson.

Seventh Prize—Pair of Shoes—W. Coleman.

Eighth Prize—Stetson or Hawes Hat—L. Scharf.

Ninth Prize—Hockey Outfit—T. W. McCrea.
Tenth Prize—Doll Outfit—H. E. Lawson.
That the competition helped to bring trade to the store

was very evident from the quantity of coupons handled*

Any prize hot suitable to the recipient may be exchanged

for other goods, at the various departments. This firm is

now offering three cash prizes for the three best Limericks

sent in during January. Quite a number have taken part

so far, and there are evidences that the competition will

be a keen one.

"The Store of Plenty," as G. C. McDonald's new
store in Prince Albert is called, now occupies its handsome
new quarters. Groceries, dry goods and boots and shoes

are kept in stock. The main store is seventy-five feet by
twenty-five, with a store room and full sized basement.

The north side is occupied by the grocery department,

The dry goods department is on the south side, and is as

elegantly fitted as the rest of the store. A feature of the

store is the silent salesmen, where the goods are displayed

to catch the eye. At the rear of the dry goods is the

clothing department. The two large windows are nicely

decorated, one with groceries and the other with gents'

furnishings. J. A. McMillan is in charge of the latter de-

partment. Since going into his new quarters, Mr. Mc-
Donald has installed the cash system, and is very well

pleased with the result. He points out that in selling for

cash he can consequently sell at a lower price. The cash

system catches the farmers' trade, -too, as they like to get

the money when they bring their produce to town, and

this induces them to spend more freely at the various de-

partments.

Taking conditions all round, the dry goods trade for

December compared very favorably with that of the cor-

responding month a year ago. During the first part of

the month, owing to the mild nature of the weather, and
the money stringency trade was inclined to lag and fur

sales were light, while there was very little call for heavy
underwear. Dealers stocked up very heavy during the

Fall, especially in leading lines and clothing, anticipating

an increase in business with the increasing population of

the West, and during the month in many cases goods were

marked down.

A good Christmas trade was done, although the ten-

dency was to buy only what was necessary. Storekeepers

made their place of pusiness as attractive as possible

and have more than realized their expectations.

A feature of the trade here during December has
been an epidemic of sales, especially the dry goods. Nearly
every store had its December sale for the purpose of re-

ducing stock or from removal causes, and bargain hunt-

ing was the order of the day. Overcoats, suits, blankets,

underwear, etc., were marked down and displayed, with

the result that a good trade was done previous to the holi-

days.

The explosion of an oil lamp caused considerable dam-
age by fire to premises on Twentieth street on Dec. 5. A
restaurant belonging to W. H. Gains and the tailoring

business of J. E. Rowe were completely destroyed. Mr.
Rowe lost to the extent of about $3,500, but had some in-

surance on stock and premises, and it is his intention to

open up for business again as soon as materials can be

bought.

Most of the goods stolen from the gents' furnishing

store of H. S. Parker on First avenue have been recov-

ered by the police. The missing articles were strewn
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about the floor of a stable on the Exhibition grounds,

and included coats, fancy vests, silk socks, etc. From
appearances it looked as if the thieves conveyed the goods

to the stable for the purpose of sorting them out and mak-
ing off with the best.

It was rumored that the Canadian Northern Railway

and the Grand Trunk Pacific would build a union station

here on the property of the former. As yet the Grand
Trunk Pacific has no station here, and it is thought that

the proposed road into Nutana is not feasible, so that

there may be some truth in the report.

J. Young, one of the most prominent young business

men of Nutana, was married on December 4th to Miss

F. MacDonald. The ceremony was performed by the Rev.

C. G. Young at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. MacDonald,

in Prince Albert. On returning to Nutana from their

honeymoon Mr. and Mrs. Young will take up their resi-

dence on Victoria street, near which Mr. Young conducts

a departmental store.

The Canadian Northern Railway has reduced the

freight rates between Winnipeg and Saskatoon. The dif-

ference between the old and new rates ranges from eleven

to one cent per hundred on different classes of merchan-

dise. Needless to say, the reduction is beneficial to this

district and welcomed by shippers and merchants. The

passenger rate has also been reduced on this line to three

cents per mile, which places the rate on the same level

per mile as that in Ontario.

A regular weekly freight train service has been organ-

ized by the Canadian Pacific Railway on their line from

Saskatoon to Asquith. A long felt want has thus been

filled, as merchants at Asquith could never depend on get-

ting their goods promptly.

There has been some trouble on the Goose Lake branch

of the Canadian Northern Railway. The road was graded

and then operations ceased for the Winter, although it

was understood that steel would be laid and the line in

operation this Fall. The settlers to the south are greatly

in need of a railway, both for drawing out the wheat and

supplying them with the necessities of life, so that keen

disappointment was felt at the action of the company. A
delegation was sent east to interview the officials and the

railway commission, to try and persuade them to have the

road completed at once.

A fine new departmental store has been opened in

Prince Albert by Hamelin Bros. & Company. The build-

ing is a two-storey structure and was erected specially for

Hamelin Bros. The new store is one of the largest in the

province, and a splendid addition to the business part of

the city, built of cement blocks and finished with metal

inside. The main entrance is on Central avenue. Show
windows extend sixty-five feet on Central avenue, and one

hundred feet on Selkirk street. The different departments

are very attractively laid out.

Another new store recently opened in Prince Albert is

that of A. E. Matheson. The new quarters are in the

Sanderson block on Central avenue, which has just been
finished. The store is thirty-three feet wide by eighty feet

deep, and is nicely finished in golden oak with fittings to

match. Clothing cabinets are used for keeping the ready-
to-wear clothing in, and this system keeps the garments
in good shape, free from dust and creases. The silent

salesmen are the best procurable, fitted with plate glass

tops, glass shelves and electric lights. There are two
large show windows, one is used for shoes and the other
for clothing. In the rear is a large fitting room, with mir-
rors and other conveniences. The store is lit with elec-

tricity and the windows are built to prevent frost gather-
ing on the glass/
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The Canadian Millinery Review

A Commodious Millinery Department. Interior view in Farthings' store, Aylmer, one of the modern
stores of Western Ontario

Early Season Features

Hats, at any rate for the early selling, are of medium size.

Plume effects, in nets, flowers and feathers, are the newest idea.

High, important crowns are shown, and promise at last to take
hold. Nets, laces, showerproof tulles, and crinnons, are freely used.
Hat brims, which generally roll to the left or in front, are smoothly
faced with silk or straw-braid. Pressed shapes of tuss-ah silk are a
high novelty. Turbans are featured.

Prospects in Montreal

Millinery prospects for Spring, from a Montreal

standpoint, are very satisfactory. Orders have exceeded

those of last year and in general have been much better

than was anticipated.

Montreal houses, also Toronto firms represented here,

are now busily engaged in making preparations for the

openings on March 2nd.

Shapes expected to be active for Spring are the di-

rectoire. Toque styles, for middle-aped persons, are also

expected to have a ready sale.

The leaders for Spring in straws are expected to be

Milans, Panamas, Javas, and also hair braids.

For trimming purposes blondine and flowers will be

largely used. The feeling for tulles and nets is also

strong. The style of flowers used will be principally Am-
erican Beauties, lilacs, pansies and corn floweis.

From a retail standpoint, the millinery tra?e for

Spring is likely to start early, as New York and Paris

houses have been showing for some time. Some mer-
chants are laying particular stress on flowers as regards

hat trimmings. Feathers will also be worn during the

early part of the Spring. It is expected that the pres-

ent season will start early in March, with a large

variety of novelty hats.

A Magnificent Structure

The wholesale districts of Toronto can boast of some
of the finest buildings in America. The magnificent stylo

and uniqueness of design of Toronto's warehouses is

amply shown in the handsome structure recently erected
by the D. McCall Co., Limited, at 94, 96 and 98 Welling-
ton Street West. The building is one of the most sub-
stantially built, artistically designed and completely
equipped millinery warehouses in America and takes its

place among the finest of Toronto's wholesale houses.
It is at once a credit to the firm and a testimony to
their unbounded confidence in the stability and progress
of that city.

It was back in 1880 when this business was first es-

tablished by the late Dugald McCall and it is to his

energy, enterprise and unswerving integrity that its

great success is to be accredited.

The first place of business was in a small building
at 51 Yonge Street. It was not long before greater room
and better facilities were demanded by the firm's ever
increasing trade. New and commodious quarters wore
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opened at 12 and 14 Wellington East. This building wms

at that time one of the finest warehouses in Toronto

and here it may be said was laid the real foundation of

the business and here that the founder of the lirm care-

fully planned and successfully carried out the many de-

tails that go to constitute a permanent and growing in-

stitution.

Some ten years ago the business had grown to sutfta

proportions that it was deemed advisable to incorporate

under its present title. D. McCall, Jr., was appointed

manager, and since his father's demise he has assumed

the presidency. Mr. McCall entered the business nearly

twenty years ago and has received practical training in

all departments, as salesman, traveler and buyer. ile

is therefore unusually well informed in all branches of

the business.

The present structure is indisputably the most oer-

fectly designed millinery warehouse in America. It is

the largest of its kind in Canada as it has a floor area

of 45,000 square feet. It is superbly designed and con-

structed after the most modern ideas in warehouse archi-

tecture. It is as absolutely fireproof as modern science can

devise. It is of steel and reinforced fireproof concrete, with

frames and sashes of woven wire glass. The capacious

vaults are built to withstand the fiercest fire and are

situated in the front of the building, extending out under

the busy thoroughfares. The steam boilers and the

electrical plant are placed at the extreme rear, carefully

shut off by huge steel walls from the building proper.

Though easily accessible, they are safeguarded in every

possible way.

The beautiful and ornate cut stone facade gives evi-

dence of a careful study of the renaissance style of archi-

tecture, and its perfect adaptation to the construction

of a thoroughly modern warehouse.

The approach to the commodious offices on the first

floor is by a marble lined vestibule and staircase. The
general offices are splendidly arranged, and as well as

the exquisitely fitted up reception and waiting rooms,
are situated on the ground floor. Here also is a space

of 7,500 square feet devoted to silks, ribbons, laces, vel-

vets, veilings and other piece goods. On the second floor

is the flower and feather department, the floor above

that being devoted to straws and braids, etc.

The showroom on the fifth floor is a handsome apart-

ment perfectly lighted and in every way fitted for the

use to which it is put.

While ornate in decoration and effect, the fact that

it is a wholesale showroom has not been overlooked. The
color scheme is white and green, the woodwork, perman-
ent tables, etc., finished in white enamel, picked out in

the same soft delicate shade of green that the walls are

tinted with. Rich hangings of green silk and lace shade

the windows and rugs on the polished wood floor carry

out the color scheme. Panelled off from the main room
and comfortable buying rooms where a customer can at

the main openings make her selections with ease and

comfort, away from the crowded showroom.
On this floor are the commodious workrooms. De-

scending to the basement, the visitor is shown the large

entry and packing rooms.

The McCall Co. have in addition to their large To-

ronto house, branch houses in Winnipeg, Ottawa and

Quebec. They have also permanent agencies and buyers

on both sides of the Atlantic. Douglas A. Ross is the

resident European buyer. H. McCall, buyer of the staple

department; E. A. Locke, buyer of hats, and George

Donaldson, buyer of flowers and feathers. Frank J. Dun-

nigan, the secretary-treasurer, entered the firm at its

inception.

Straws and Braids

Many pressed shapes will be seen, but there is a de

cided revival of interest in braids. The chief straws are

Milan, hemp, chip, Jap., Cuban and pyroxylin. There are

many beautiful novelties in straw braids. The majority

of these are soft and pliable, and have a rich and bril-

liant finish.

Picture hats are made up of a mixture of Leghorn or

pyroxylin braid and nets, lace or tulle. Hats of this class

will be large as ever, and will be well worn, as they arc

in keeping with the present classic and Empire ten-

dencies.

Large straight brimmed sailors, or with a little roll

to the edge of the brim promise well. They come in al-

most all braids and in all colors, and are banked high

with ribbons and flowers.

Dress hats will be of net lace and tulle with ostrich

and marabout plumes and aigrettes as the chief trim-

ming.

*

Materials and Colors

Much silk is used for under-brim facing, not only

taffeta, but the new tuss-ah silks, in both plain and
striped effects are the new thing. Pressed hats of tuss-ah

are a novelty. The close rival of silk as an under-brim

facing is straw braid—fine, smooth braids are freely used

for this purpose. Chiffon has rather dropped out of the

running, but the new waterproof tulles—tulle cravenette—

is used lavishly. Many novelties are shown in nets, soft-

ness being their chief characteristic. A novelty intro-

duced this year that looks like a big seller is the con-

fetti gauze. Crinnon is a new material of this class that

milliners highly approve of. Ribbons will be prominent,

and some very, handsome novelties are shown. There

promises to be more use for lace this season. Dyed laces

are indicated, especially the high class trade. Hat pins

are again to the fore, the novelty being the new long

shapes. Disc shapes, particularly in mock jade and in

Japanese effect, are also good, and the popular big balls

are again used. Large buckles are indicated," the high

crown accounting for this vogue.

Blue at present is decidedly the popular color, fol-

lowed by all shades of brown. Paris is giving attention

to pinks and reds. Marocain or mahogany is a color

that is running in that centre. It is as yet early to

speak definitely as to the color trend.

*

Flowers

Though wings, plumes and feathers will be more used

than usual, flowers, when the season once opens up, will

come to their own. Plume effects in bunched and branch-

ed flowers, seems to be the novelty. A single large rose

with foliage and stem, or a bunch of roses, foliage and
stalk so arranged that they will stand out like a plume
is one arrangement. Poppies, bluets and other flowers

arc arranged plume fashion—in fact, these plumes are

shown in all kinds of flowers.

Violets, not only in the ordinary shapes, but also in

enormous double flowers, will be very much worn, and

all violet flowers will be good, both for the early trade

and later. Besides the natural shades, violets come in

all the fashionable colorings—in brown, blue, taupe, the

blondine and other shades. In fact, a great number of

this class of flowers come in numerous shades. This is

true of the cow-slips, hyacinths, primroses, blue-bells,

clover and many other blooms. Wisteria comes in grace-

ful sprays, and in all the new colorings. Snowballs are
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shown in their natural green and white. Sweet peas,

larger than life and also natural size, are shown. Hops
also are good, and are shown in many shadings. Pansies

come in all violet shades.

Large daisies promise to be a feature, and besides

the white and yellow, are shown in a variety of com-
binations— thus a giant daisy with brown petals will

have a blue centre, or one with blue petals will have a

green centre. Others again will be edged with black.

Large geraniums in brilliant shadings are among the new
ideas.

The extreme novelties in the floral department are

magnolias in the natural shades and with the proper

foliage, orchids in all their peculiar shapes and colorings,

and long-bearded wheat and grain.

Roses come in every conceivable size and shade—some
are enormous, while on the other hand, tiny .June roses

in bunches are seen. Besides the natural tones, every

shading, blend and coloring of the season are represented

in these flowers. Foliage is particularly good, and par-

ticularly handsome.

Good Season Expected

Everything points to a satisfactory millinery season

in the coming Spring of 1908. Advance buying has been

The New Confetti — A Paris Millinery Novelty, which will be

largely used this season.

good—in fact, not a few houses report that their advance

orders are larger this year than ever before. And this

fact, coupled with the conservatism that has pre\ ailed

during the past few months, indicates the retailer's view
of the coming season.

The wholesale houses, both in Montreal and Toronto,

have chosen March 2nd as the date of their official oj en-

ings, and as is now usual, many firms will hold theirs

simultaneously, or just after. These early showings o ;ght

to be specially successful, as attention can be ghen to

hats for the early season, and a profitable early trade

done before the regular Spring business opens with the

Easter trade.

In fact, it is the usage now, instead of concentrating

all efforts upon one large opening, to hold a series of

less elaborate events. By this means the season is length-

ened out, and the buying public's interest kept up in the

denartment.

Some Hints as to Early Shapes

Shapes show a decided change and as seen so far are
much more moderate in size. Fashion papers tell you
that small shapes are coming into vogue—but small in

this case must be taken as opposed to tiny, and as in

contrast to the very large head coverings that have been
worn in the last two or three seasons.

Very little of the drooping effect is now seen in hat
brims-^brims are straight and exhibit a tendency to roll

either in front or at the side. Some of the new brims are
only two or three inches wide. Brims are often of net,
tulle or lace, edged with straw braid. Large brims are
either faced with silk or straw braid, put on plainly and
without a crease or wrinkle.

The crowns are very large and important, and are
considerably higher than for many seasons hack. In fa;t,

high crowns give promise of some permanency now. High
slanting crowns, mob crowns, round crowns and square
crowns are all shown.

There is a growing tendency towards a revival of
turbans. This will be good news for many milliners, as
this is always a good selling and an adaptable shape.

One point in favor of a turban is that it can be made a.<

plain or as dressy as is liked, and it is always a safe
and becoming shape for wear with the tailored gown.
The new turbans arc decidedly large, round aff. irs and
in company with all hats seen so far, show plume effects

as part of the trimming.

Plumes and Plume Effects

E,very hat, no matter what its^ snape or decoration,
bears a plume—this plume is not necessarily of feathers,
but is quite as often of flowers or of net or tulle. Tulles,
it may be premised, are waterproof or cravenetted in

these days and are now just about as durable as any
trimming that can be used. These plumes are placed
standing at a slight angle either just in front or at the
left side. Feather plumes, particularly for the early
trade, are very popular. Ostrich plumes are wired so
that they will stand, and sweeping effects in fancy os-
trich, and fancy feathers are shown. Stiff bush osprey
and heron plumes are used. Plume effects are made of

pleated tulle, and fancy gauzes, nets, etc. The plume
idea has also invaded the lloral world, and roses and
other flowers are branched for use standing in plume ef-

fect. The new confetti gauze was used in this manner-on
a recent Paris importation shown to The Review, and
certainly was a pronounced success for this purpose.
Wings and quills, and feather effects promise to be par-
ticularly strong for the early trade. Indeed New York
milliners are combining flowers and feathers on the one
hat. This is a thing Paris milliners rarely do, and it is

an idea that is not much favored by the Canadian trade.

E. J. Powell and staff, during Toronto millinery
openings, will show complete sets of samples of Green-
shields Limited, Montreal, in the Carlaw Building, Wi 1-

Hngton street west, Toronto.

Albert E. Giles, of Debenhams Limited, has just re-

uancd from a business visit to that firm's London house.

h. H. Cosbie, the Irish Linen Agency, and family
have been touring the Winter resorts in the south during
January. Mr. Cosbie reports that the weather is extra
cold for the time of the year.

J. H. Palmer, foreign buyer for Debenhams Canada
Limited, Montreal, is again in the city.
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New York Forecast Summary

Radical changes in fashions are promised. Long skirts supersede
the more sensible short lengths, even for street wear. Lace will be
largely used for trimmings, and in materials s Iks of the shantung
variety will be strong favorites. American preference will be given
to blue, in spite of the Parisian declaration in favor of rose shades.
The latter, however, will be largely worn. The lingerie blouses give
way to the tailor-made. Veils still hold sway, and will be considered
an essential feature of every smartly dressed woman's costume.
First place in popjlar favor in millinery is divided between the turban
and the very large hat, the two extremes being worn. Mushroom
shapes have finally been displaced and brims are to be straight or
rolled upwards.

Turban Shapes are to be Popular. A New York Early
Season Model

New York, January 21.—Spring promises some very

interesting and radical changes in things to wear. Com-
fort will be sacrificed once more to the demands of the

capricous Dame Fashion, for long skirts are once more
in vogue. I hear direct from Paris that French women
have even adopted them for walking. The smartty dressed

New York woman has not given up her trotteur length

skirt for the street, but she has gone in for the trailing

dress for all other occasions. There is no denying the

charm of the long graceful skirt, and the new models, so

designed to cling to the figure, are really very smart. The
plaited skirt is now quite passe, and in its stead is the

many gored skirt, and the skirt semi-circular as well as

the model with the full, or wrinkled front effect which

1 have already mentioned. There is still the Empire sug-

gestion and its effect is felt more forcibly than ever in

the tailored or semi-tailored costume. Another important

tendency is noted in the new sleeves. They are not only

long, but extremely small as well, so that in extremes one

(inds the plain skin, tight sleeve of many years ago. Prac-

tically all the shirtwaists have long sleeves, the same
being true of coats. Elbow or shorter sleeves are found
in dinner gowns for semi or full dress functions.

Quite the newest fashion is the lace coat developed

usually in Irish crochet or bebe Irish. These, in white

oi' colors, dyed to match the costume, are to be banked
on for the highest price trade. The majority of the coats

nie Empire or Directoire, about 40 inches in length.

Others are charming little coatees or theatre coats, nearly

reaching to the hips and being semi-fitted. A great deal

of lace will be worn on the Spring models. Inserts,

motifs and appliques are used with stunning effect on

suits of line cloth or silk. Silk will once more take its

place as the leading Spring material. The newest is the

Mirage, a lustrous Shantung, which is really a wonder-
fully lovely weave and finish. One of the most select dry

goods houses on Broadway recently had five window dis-

plays of this silk, each window being a different color.

The display was much admired and from the comment
hoard on all sides the material will be one of the season's

strongest sellers. Shantungs were strong last season, as

were Rajah's and Pongees, and it is very safe to bank
heavily upon these Oriental products for another year. A
good many very loud styles are shown. The wide stripe

continues strong. One of the most ultra designs is an all-

oxer Grecian Rey design. The Grecian Rey has always

been one of the most effective border designs, but in an

allover pattern it is rather startling. Jumper dresses,

shirtwaist dress and suits, as well as coats and skirts and
regulation gowns, will be made of the many beautiful

silks now being shown. As in other materials the prefer-

ence is most decidedly for soft finish silks. Satin taffetas

are the only taffetas in the running for other garments
than petticoats.

While the Paris syndicate color card leads off with

rose in six shades the concensus of opinion seems to be

that blue is the strongest color of the season. Old tapes-

try blues, they are called and very aptly. Goblin is the

name most applied. Copenhagen blue, which is "an off

shade of Alice," promises to continue strong. Peacock

and blue-greens are also important, in fact, as one im-

porter expressed it, "any color so long as it 's blue. " And
that about sizes up the situation, although the dull tones

are by far the stronger. Now, as to the rose shades,

which end in Cerise, the strongest of the series, for millin-

ery, they can hardly be put second, but rather side by

side with the blue series. Cerise is well thought of, also

crush strawberry, an old-time favorite. While on the

subject of rose, it recalls the fact that the flower men say
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roses were never as strong as at the present time. There
are flower novelties, gardinias and orchids, but in spite of

all, the rose continues the queen of them all. But to re-

turn to the question of color. Olive green is one of the

strongest shades, especially for suits, although solid colors

are decidedly in the minority. Self stripes and shadow
effects are selling strong. Mahogany shades are spoken
of as being one of the leaders in Paris, as well as on this

side of the "Atlantic Ferry."

Now, as to shirtwaists, the lingerie blouse, while by
no means passed the days of its usefulness, has a serious

rival in the severe tailored shirt—not even called shirt-

waist—you notice. These waists have little or no fulness

across the bust, and have the small back yoke, so popular

several years ago. Such waists, of course, have long,

plain sleeves, with mannish cuffs. Stiff collars, by the

way, will be worn, but they nearly all bear the feminine

hall mark of embroidery or drawn work. As many waists

are colored, there is a strong effort being made to estab-

lish the colored collar. There are some decidedly chic

models in striped lawns and batistes. Striped flannel,

waists are now being worn, and will continue good for

athletic occasions. From present indications the color

waist will be an important feature of the coming season,

but here again solid colors take second place.

In previous letters mention has been made of the high

Plume Effects are Very Strong. New York Model for Spring

cut boot, known as the Napolitan. Shoe manufacturers

feel assured of their continuance in favor for the coming

season. Footwear is at the present time very ornate.

Wash fabrics show a strong tendency to robe or deep

border designs, the same idea being carried out in silks

and chiffons. The material comes, of course, wide enough

for the skirt and plain material is brought into use for

the waist, relieved by the border design in many clever

arrangements.

Before taking up the subject of millinery, which is a

particularly fascinating one, this season, since the hats are

so unusually lovely, mention must again be made of the

prominence of veiling. To be correctly attired, the Easter
girl this year will wear a very handsome veil. The new-
esl are square and cover the entire head. Darned ring

Picture Hats have the Under-Brim Faced with Straw and
are Trimmed Plume Fashion with Flowers.

New York Spring Model.

patterns, Brussels and Chantilly meshes, so popular at

present, are to give way again to the fine silk mesh—de-

cidedly open pattern, with large Chenille dots, the dots

being heavily clustered in a deep border, as well as more
sparingly scattered over the entire veil. These veils, 1%
yards square, sell for $5.00 in the Fifth Avenue millinery

shops. A daintily dotted net, used not lor veiling, but
for crowns and other millinery purposes, is called the

confetti dot—a clever name.

Spring will be a strong fancy feather season. The
leaders are the dashing military pom-poms, whicli are

shown in endless variety. Although there is a slight de-

crease in size, millinery is still impressively prominent.
Small crowns continue to be extremely large and full, and
trimming continues to be lavishly used. The mushroom
has been ousted at last from the field, and now brims
are only of two varieties, those which are straight or those

which roll upward. The rolled brim sailor is one of the

best shapes. Large wings seem its usual and most na-

tural adornment.

Turbans are reinstated. I am sending you a photo-

graph of one of the very smartest turbans shown by the

importers. The coronet is faced with self-tone velvet, a
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good early season suggestion of the one full ostrich tip is

characteristic.

The second model, a huge Leghorn capeline, shows the

elegant simplicity of the new mode. Banks of variegated

roses are used interspersed with orchids and foliage. It

will be noted that the side bandeau is not brought into

prominence by trimming.

The third hat is another clever French turban, the

high, prominent crown being made of overlapping petals,

and the narrow brim of wide ribbon loops, vivid cerise in

color. 8he fancy feather trimming gives that smart mili-

tary air impossible apparently to overlook in this season's

modes.

Tt seems to be a case of extremes in millinery for the

turban and large hat are shown impartially—and manu-
facturers are preparing for a strong turban season.

Recently I visited Atlantic City, one of the most popu-

lar resorts, if not the most popular, in America. There

one had an opportunity to see fashionably dressed women
from all over the country. The most salient points noted

in their attire were, the fancy colored shoes, and the long,

semi-loose or tight-fitting coats of Persiari lamb, caracul

or imitations of these pelts. The three-quarter and full-

WILLIAM AGNEW
Of Agnew & Co., Montreal, a Member of Montreal Board

of Trade Council.

length fur coat must be considered next season. It is

sure to be the fashionable garment. In cloth suits the

semi-fitted or tightly-fitted cutaways were most in evi-

dence. These models will be practically duplicated for

Spring.

NELLIE GUNN McCLELLAND.

A Glove Change.

Perxin, Freres & Co., Montreal, have made the in-

teresting announcement that the}' have secured the sell-

ing agency of F. Galibert & Co., glove manufacturers,

Montreal, and will sell the entire output. F. Galibert

has been a successful glove manufacturer for many years,

and has a wide connection with retailers. An enlarged

tannery is about completed, and the output will be in-

creased during 1908.

The selling organization of Perrin Freres will greatly

increase the sale of these gloves. The following circular

has been sent out to the trade :

Montreal, Jan. 1st, 1908.

To the Trade,

We beg to inform you that we have secured the sell-

ing agency for F. Galibert, glove manufacturer, Mon-
treal.

Our travelers will show you shortly the entire range

of Galibert Mocha suede, Mochas, etc., for Fall, 1908,

the best values ever produced in Canada.
These goods are well and favorably known to the

Canadian trade, they will be sold and delivered by us as

Galibert gloves and at exactly the same prices and terms
as when sold direct by the manufacturer.

Thanking you for past favors, we are,

Yours truly,

PERRIN FRERES & CIE.

J. C. Shea, with the W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., Mon-
treal, left last month for the Maritime Provinces on a

special trip, where he will help out one of this firm's

progressive travelers. Mr. Shea will return some time

in March.

C. DORLIA
French Millinery Specialties

Spring Opening :

Monday, March 2, and following days
Inspection is invited.

232 McGILL ST. - MONTREAL

Wm

Thomas May & Co.
Limited

14 St. Helen Street,

Montreal

Complete Stock of

Ribbons
Laces, Trimmings, etc.

Milliners given every attention

Letter Orders a Specialty
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The Latest Pans Fashions

Paris, January 22.—Early Spring models are now to

be seen in the salons of les "Grandes Conturieres, " and
one marvels to see yet into another season such a quan-

tity of guipures and laces, in many cases heavy English

applications, mixed with finer laces. To-day a lady tak-

ing off her heavy furs or sables shows a bodice of gauze,

mousseleine-de-soie, or lace during the winter months.

This well-accepted fashion of wearing light goods re-

lieves to a great extent the gloom of Winter apparel.

True, it is against the principles of health, but la "femme
elegante" turns to ridicule any such fears, knowing that

such sacrifices are necessary to a woman aspiring to be

accepted as a woman of fashion. The same applies to a

ball or a dinner party; the costumes throw a certain

charm over the gathering, and are often the cause of much
animated conversation, and finally the verdict is pro-

terminating at centre with a tassel, which is of gold and

chinchilla colored passementerie.

A very handsome model is a full length Dolnia in seal

The Latest Paris Mode of Dressing the Hair Suited to the
coming: millinery styles.

nounced that the soirie was a great success. It is an ex-

emplification of the old time saying that "necessity is the

mother of invention." This must be as it has always

been, an accepted fact, inasmuch as fashion and color are

always pleasing to the eye and have a pleasing effect upon

the senses.

Furs are very expensive, and good furs are really beau-

tiful. One needs to pay any sum above £50 sterling for

a well marked, purely colored Russian sable skin. They

are, however, bought, and competition as to who is to have

them is very keen, for there is a great scarcity. Alaska

seal is also expensive; a model made in seal is not much

unless trimmed with chinchilla or ermine. I have just

seen a chinchilla mantle "coupe," a la visite, presenting

very much the form of a traveling cape, except that the

model is brought to a point at the back. There are no

sleeves and from the cutaway in front to point at back is

a five-inch frill, and headed with chinchilla heads and

"nocuds" of turquoise velvet. Across the chest, corn-

menciri from the edge of shoulder seam is a cordeliere,

Paris Model Square crown satin brim trimmed inaline, rhinestone
buckle and large aigrette.

with a hood of ermine. The front has a wide band, either

side of ermine falling to bottom of mantle. The sleeves

are "Gigot" in form, tapering to tight at the wrist, with

a wide over cuff frill, bordered with ermine, the inner

Paris Model for the Deini-Saison—Small maro-cain velvet toque.
Red osprey and large agate pins.

part of frill is very fully pleated with mousseleine-de-

soie. The edge of the mantle is surmounted with a full

flouncing of ermine, trimmed with real tails of the same.

Another model is a three-quarter tight-fitting jacket,
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in seal, without collar. The jacket fastens close up to

the neck, trimmed with a white fox boa; coming from the

centre of the back over the shoulders to below the total

length of the jacket, terminating with a fox tail or brush

either side, the point of which forms a pendant.

A new form of "matinee" or morning wrap is show-

ing. The foundation is a corselet of gold and ivory color-

ed lacings. The Surah silk is pleated very finely and at-

tached at edge of the corselet in front, falling straight

to knee depth. From the waist it is carried over the

Typical of the New Classic Modes—Costume of two piece materials.
High-waisted tunic coat in two-toned stripe. Skirt

of plain cloth.

shoulder and across the back from right to left and vice

versa, form, forming a V shape below the waist at the

back and front, and forming a high decolte at chest and

back. There is a ruffie of white mousseliene under a fine

lace at the collar and decolte, from where it falls as

streamers to knee. The plates accompanying these

fashion notes are, as Les Grandes Modes prove, worthy of

study, from an artistic point of view, and must command
the attention of all who are looking out daily for some-

thing with a really true born Parisien chic.

A. E. DACAM.

Brinton Carpet Company

An Ontario license has been granted to the Brinton

Carpet Company, of Canada, Limited, authorizing the

company to take over the business heretofore conducted

under a co-partnership by John Brinton, Reginald Sey-

mour Brinton, George Nash Preen, of Kidderminster,

England, and John Chaytor Brinton, and operating carpet

factories at Peterborough, Ont.

By this license the company is given power to expend
sums up to $200,000 for purposes specified, and incidental

to the carrying on of the business of carpet manufactur-
ing. George Percy Preen, the Canadian manager, is ap-

pointed attorney.

Stratford Retail Merchants

The annual meeting and election of officers of the

Stratford Retail Merchants' Association was held recent-

ly, when the association was given a new lease of life, and

a more aggressive policy is likely to be pursued in the

future. An address by E. M. Trowern, of Toronto, secre-

tary of the Retail Merchants' Association, dealt generally

with conditions surrounding the retail trade. He outlined

the proposed Co-operative Act, which will be re-intro-

duced into Parliament at the present session, and pointed

out the particulars in which it was objectionable to re-

tailers.

Harry Anderson and John Burnett are accused of hav-

ing broken into and stolen from the store of Boucher &
Mercier, furriers. Montreal, a quantity of valuable furs.

Francois& Co.
92 Wood Street

London, E.C.

A PARISIAN HOUSE
in London

for

High-Class

Novelties
in

Trimmed Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Straws, Etc.
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The Men's Furnishing Department

Opening a Men's Store

During the present year, doubtless, many stores de-

voted to men's clothing and furnishings will be opened,

while this department will be added to stores which at

present do not cater to men's trade, or small men's de-

partments will be enlarged, in every case where such a

departure is being made, naturally the highest success is

aimed at, and in view of this fact it may not be out of

place to offer some advice which may be relevant and

helpful.

From experience gained in 1907, when considerable

development in men's lines took place, there are some fea-

tures which seem to have been productive of profitable

results.

One firm which The Review has in mind at the present

time, embarked in the men's clothing and furnishings

business and determined at the outset to handle the goods

and adopt methods which they considered would appeal to

the best class of trade. It was in a town in which there

were a great many young men, the majority of whom,
doubtless, were valued customers of the tailor, since they

were good dressers. The firm referred to set out to cap-

ture a share of the trade in clothing, which had previously

It may seem superfluous to refer to the necessity for

care in deciding upon the personnel of the sales staff. The
idea that anyone can sell to men is an erroneous one, for,

while the qualities which make for success in a salesman

in ladies' goods, may not be essential in a clerk who han-

dles men's trade, a standard of ability equally high is

demanded.
There are, it is believed, many places in which, if mod-

ern methods were employed, men's clothing and furnish-

ing stores could be conducted with successful results.

Value of Young Men's Trade

There's not much to be said about the young man's

trade—only go get it ! It's almost indispensable to a

retail clothier's success and the minute "the boys," or

the young men of the town, put their stamp of approval,

by their patronage, upon a store, that store is bound

to be "the store" of the town and the merchant can

only secure this most valuable class of trade by sheer

merit. You can't fool "the boys," they know what's

what and you've got to have the most up-to-the-minute

merchandise -or Ihey don't buy, and if your competitor

Actual Size—The New Figg Bow,"made on the Figg Cravat' Holder

Manufactured by Geo. E. Figg, 715 Wellington St., Montreal

gone to the custom tailors, and with this in view, put in

lines of clothing in which, so far as possible, the style,

which they recognized as an essential feature with young

men, was present, with a good quality of material.

In furnishings the same policy was pursued, and the

result was that a successful business was done from the

start. They found that the class of trade they were after

was being secured, and the volume of business increased

satisfactorily. It soon became recognized that if one

wanted the dependable new goods this store was the place

to get them, and, as a matter of fact, the store exerted

an educative influence upon the men of the town.

Bright and attractive store premises also constitute an

important factor in catering to the trade of the men. par-

ticularly the young men. They do not care about flashy

stores, but one that is cheery and that is fitted to give an

air of progress and stability will appeal to them,

leads you the least bit in this respect the young men
soon find it out and noise it about.

The only way to hold young men's trade is to have

on hand the very latest in everything. When it comes
to garments the cut wants to be pretty nearly right or

they soon detect it—even in the staple colors, the cut of

the young men's suits wants to have more snap than

that of the seniors and you've got to dip into the novel-

ties as fast as they appear, in order to successfully hold

this trade ; by novelties, I don't mean freak styles, as

T don't believe it's ever policy to go. beyond the bounds

of good taste. The only hard and fast rule that I know
of to hold young men's trade is by clever merchandise.

The merchant, that is wise enough to buy clever mer-

chandise, generally knows how to attract the young
man to his store as well.

It's surprising how all other trade, in time, goes to
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Exclusive Patterns in Shirts

Is a Good Thing for You.

All Our Patterns are Our Own Property.

No other manufacturer can use them.

Don't you think it will pay you to have Patterns
that your next door neighbor has not got, especially
if the SHIRTS have "The Hagen" Label

Trade?

Look for the
Ajc

The Hagen Shirt & Collar Company, Limited

Berlin, - Canada
Western Representatives

:

THE WRIGHT-McMILLAN CO.,

159 Portage Ave., Winnipeg.

Eastern Representative

:

J. W. BROWN,
30 St. Francois Xavier. St., Montreal

Gloves and Mitts

Cfl
If you could walk through

our factory you would

understand our claim of

Glove Superiority.

Ifl
Everything is as it

should be. Organiza-

tion is at the best.

That's why you

should buy

this brand.

Robert Ryan

Co.

Three Rivers,

Que.
r
*»Aoe t****

Wreyford & Co,
Romain Building, TORONTO
WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Selling Agents for

following Manufacturers :

Young & Rochester,
LONDON AND LONDONDERRY

Fancy Vests—Knitted and Tattersal,

Dressing Gowns and House Coats,

Neckwear, Flannel Shirts, Etc.

' A. L. ThomaS, Worcester, Eng.

Dog-skin and Elk Gloves,

Ringwood and Vicuna Gloves.

Best Values in Unshrinkable

Underwear and Hosiery.

Novelties in Knitted Coats for

Gentlemen and Ladies.

ARRANGE TO SEE OUR FULL RANGE FOR FALL

IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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the store that has the young man's trade—men who have

got by that age give "the boys" credit for knowing
what's what in dress and nine times out of ten go to

the store whom they hear the young men quote the often-

cst.

As a general rule young men are not looking for

premiums, mark-down sales, or credit, they buy the

best and buy often and the store that, hasn't got its

share of young men's trade is fast going to seed.

Of course there's a great many ways of impressing

the young man with the fact that you are the up-to-date

clothier of his town, all these young fellows "are from

Missouri," and have got to be shown—you've got to

maintain a liberal attitude towards them, press their

clothes (bought of you) free of charge as often as is

needed. We keep a pressman doing nothing else and feel

that it pays.

It is good policy to show up your models early in

the season. In our store it's hard to tell when one sea-

son stops and the other begins, there are no waits to

speak of, the young fellows, as a rule, are early buyers,

and being able to call their attention to your many
snappy styles early in the season and to assure them
that the pattern will not be overdone in the town al-

ways proves a big temptation to them.

Well paid, optimistic, well-dressed, young salesmen

goes a long way towards cementing the yor.ns; men's

trade to your store—you can't be too careful, wren en-

gaging help, in selecting that sort—it means much to-

wards your success.—Frank M. Low, in the Apparel Re-

tailer.

Clothing Styles for Spring

Clothing men in the retail trade look for little or no

radical change in styles for some time to come. The

Spring plates will be out early in this month, but it is not

anticipated that they will show any material changes from

those of a year ago. It is generally conceded that with

some modifications, such as the elimination of the vent in

the back, the styles which have been worn for a year are

likely to be decreed by fashion as those which will char-

acterize the coming season. There is,, as yet no general

demand for a change.

So far as colors are concerned, there seems no good

reason to revise the opinion expressed last month that

greys, blues and browns, with degree of popularity in the

order named, will hold the trade for the Spring business.

*

Spring and Summer Neckwear

Canadian neckwear manufacturers report that busi-

ness for Spring and Summer in these goods is satisfac-

tory. So far as it is possible to estimate, the orders

for this season are up to those which characterized 1906,

the most successful year in their history.

There are two outstanding features in the Canadian

neckwear trade which should be taken cognizance of by

men's wear dealers who are ambitious to be up-to-date.

The first is the change in shape of the four-in-hand tie.

the wide widths which have been worn for several sea-

sons giving place to the graduated style with the wide

end. In New York the wide four-in-hand ties are finding

their way to the bargain counters in order to make way
for the new shape, and this will soon find its way into

the Canadian trade; in fact the manufacturers here are

already preparing to take up this new departure.

The second feature of importance is the fact that

wash ties are to be in more popular favor than in any

other season, and those whose trade follows that of the

cities will do well to stock in preparation of a big sea-

son in wash neckwear. A number of new styles and de-

signs are being shown, though in the manufacture of

these goods the important consideration of laundry has

to be dealt with, as well as styles, and the latter have
at times to be modified.

For Summer wear the paddle end or bat-wing tie

will be more largely worn. It is difficult to tie, but as

the smart dressers become more proficient, its popular-

ity will increase.

In the silk goods the colors will have a tendency

towards the plain, and browns, from champagne to

chestnut, greens and blues, including many shades of

purple, will have first call, about in the order named.

Summer Underwear Lines

Shipments of Spring underwear have all gone out from
i lie jobbers to the retail stores, and the goods have been

placed in stock. As has already been indicated in this

department, the mesh underwear, which during recent

years has been increasing in popularity, will again be
largely worn during the coming Summer, the city retail

stores having stocked largely in these goods.

The new short sleeve shirts in Nainsook and knicker

drawers, will also be worn during the hot Summer months,
trade in this class of comfortable underwear having de-

veloped rapidly during the last year. They are made to

sell at popular prices, from 75c to $1.50 a garment. For
the half-dollar lines the usual balbriggan goods will be

worn, and values in these are about as usual.

In the majority of cases, orders for men's wear for

Spring have been equal to those of a year ago, and indi-

cates the confidence of the trade in the situation. Under-
wear, as one of the staple lines, will have as good a sale as

in other years.

New Shirt Styles

Shirts for Summer will be predominatingly of the

negligee styles, the number of starched bosoms stocked

being comparatively small for this trade. Indications from
fashion centres, however, point to a change for Fall, and

it is in the nature of a return to the short bosom style,

especially in the popular price ranges. They will be in

the coat shapes, and the greater number will have cuffs

attached. This style is appealing more strongly to the

public year by year, and for reasons which are self-evi-

dent. The ease with which they are put on an off is the

strong point in their favor.

For Fall, too, there is promise of some changes in

color styles, and the more loud colors will be worn, with

widely spaced stripes replacing the quiet colors worn for

Spring and Summer. The favorites will be greens,

browns, tans and purples.

Men's Pants for One Cent

The Mark Workman Company, Limited, clothiers, cor-

ner of McGill and Notre Dame Streets, Montreal, continue

to attract public attention by peculiar advertising. On
Friday, January 31st, they sold black serge pants, which

were on display in one of the windows, for one cent. The

particulars whereby the public were able to secure same

are as follows: "Every purchaser of $5 or over, receives

a coupon which entitles him to one pair of pants at one

cent." Coupons were to be had throughout the preceding

weeks of the sale. Such sign cards as, "Get your cou-

pons now," and "Only a limited number, "were on view
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in the window. It can be plainly seen that this firm be-

lieve in attracting public attention; in fact, anything to

get them into the store is the evident desire.

This advertising is suitable to any firm catering to

popular trade.

*

A New Hat and Fur House

Mathews, Lee & Armstrong, 364a St Paul Street, op-

posite Hodgson, Summer & Co., Montreal, is the style of

a new hat and fur house. The firm occupies three large

flats. The lines handled embrace hats, cape, straws and

furs, and their travelers are now showing samples.

A. T. Mathews, of the firm has had a thorough experi-

ence in the lines handled, having been associated with

Swift, Copland & Co., Ltd., for over thirteen years. As a

traveler he covered territory from Montreal to Sarnia. In

later years he was buyer for American and Canadian

lines.

Mr. Armstrong, also of the firm, has been identified

with Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, for over fourteen

years, and has a good connection in the trade.

*

Important Glove Transfers

Perrin, Freres & Company, Montreal, arranged the

first of this year with F. Galibert, of the same city, to act

as their sole Canadian selling agents. They are now

showing the entire Fall range for 1908. F. Galibert sent

out the following letter with regard to the transfer:

Dear Sir,—I beg to inform you that after January 1st,

1908, the well-known glove firm, Messrs. Perrin, Freres

& Co., Montreal, will be my sole selling agents for the

Dominion of Canada.

Their travelers will call upon you shortly with a full

range of samples, all orders which you will intrust to

them will have, as in the past, my personal supervision.

Thanking you for past favors and hoping for the con-

tinuance of same, I am,

Yours respectfully,

F, GALIBERT.

Gloves for Fall

On March 1st travelers will go on the road with

samples of gloves for Fall of 1908. So far as it is pos-

sible to accurately size up the situation at this early

date, it appears that no radical changes, either in quali-

ties or colors, will be seen in the offerings which will

be given to the trade in two months' time. The usual

styles in wool and kid, with wool and silk linings, will

be in evidence.

Until the travelers are out with their samples it is

impossible to estimate the reception which the trade

will give them, though, with the better feeling charac-

teristic of the turn in the year, and running through the

trade generally, no fears are entertained on the score of

the volume of business.

Clothes Betray Identity

Man's dress invariably proclaims who and what he is.

It is an index to his character, his tastes and his national-

ity, and without making a too abstruse study it is possible

to indicate those features which proclaim the nationality

of the wearer.

Of course there is an aristocracy of the nations who
. are difficult to distinguish except by some peculiarity of

face or figure, says the Tailor and Cutter. Their clothing

is refined and tasteful and leads one to believe that their

garments are London made, as they are free from those

glaring peculiarities which characterize the products of

other countries.

The American's garments are generally quite two sizes

too large for him, the collar of his coat is exceedingly nar-

row and the shoulders and back excessively wide. His
jackets are often extremely long and his trousers pegtop,

finished with raised seams. His favorite garments are the

lounge and Chesterfield, and these are often finished in

some extraordinary way which he fancies to be original.

The Frenchman is dressy, his garments are close fit-

ting and decidedly "waisty. " He favors the frock and
the morning coat, which he has finished with as much
ornamentation as possible. Silk facings, braided edges

and fantastic flaps are all characteristic of his dress, while

he also pays a good deal of attention to his hat, tie and
cuffs.

The German is in many instances a modified Ameri-
can. He likes plenty of room, especially about the chest,

which part of his anatomy he delights to make much of.

Consequently there is often a seam up the front of his

coat from the waist. In cut his garments are angular, and
in style he favors the morning coat and lounge. There

is a lack of personality about his attire, and one can in-

variably detect the result of his military training in the

uniformity of his garments.

The Spaniard is a modified form of the Frenchman.
His garments are tasteful and neat. If the weather is

suitable he discards a vest, and his jackets are close fit-

ting and fitted with a low roll. Generally speaking, there

is less peculiarity to note about the Spaniard 's dress than

with many others.

The Austrian and Hungarian participate in the char-

acteristics of the German, but are more tasteful in the cut

and finish, suggesting a skilful blending of French and

German notions. On the other hand, the Italian type is a

Germanized French style, so that you get more of the

artistic finish of the French in their clothing than you find

in the Austrian or Hungarian.

The Norwegian and Dane are seldom distinguished

from the Englishman as far as their clothes are concerned,

except it be in a preciseness that is apt to suggest stiffness

in place of that ease and grace which mark the English

garments.

The colonial is invariably attired in utilitarian garb,

a tweed lounge suit in a modified English style, cut for

comfort, and made up for strength. He has no desire for

show and cares little for decorations, so that he is rarely

seen in a frock or morning coat.

J. & A. Matthews, who conducted three stores in

Cobalt, New Liskeard and Haileybury, dealing in dry

goods and boots and shoes, have assigned, with assets of

$18,000, while the liabilities total $23,000. Osier Wade,
the assignee, conducted the business over the hoilday sea-

son, for the purpose of securing the trade incidental to

that season for the creditors.

WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
In all Styles

"Tailor Made*' Brand
Price $6.50, $8,50, $9.00, $10.50.

A good stock ready for immediate delivery.

All Shirts Full Sized. Quality and Fit Unquestioned.

Write or Wire your needs.

The SMITH Ol McttEOWN
SHIRT MTG. CO. Ltd. 16 Cot* St.. MONTREAL
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THE"CRAVENETTE"CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/ffa? Trade Mark

PROOFED BY

Fac-simlle of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The t

DUST-PROOF
As well as

RAIN-PROOF

The "
t
Cravenette " Co.,

Ltd.-

Proofer. to the Trade

Bradford, Yks.

Co., Ltd.,

Many More I

Dollars Come £

|
your way if you supply
Hotels, Clubs, Restaur-
ants, Butchers, Barbers,
Grocers,Waiters, Cooks,
etc., with the

Miller Brand

J Washable Clothing §
Our line of Fancy Vests, Sleeve Vests,

White Duck Coats and Suits, Abbatoir
Coats, Bar Aprons and Caps are

The Best on the Market

All our garments are well made and
finished in high-grade ducks, drills, etc.,

at pi-ices that will

Return You a Good Profit

The

| Miller Manufacturing Co.
f

46 OFFICE :
Limited FACTORY :

# 505 YONGE ST. 251-253 MUTUAL ST.

% TORONTO
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4 fc 4 V
A GUARANTEE OF

BEST VALUE

¥ I
MADE IN CANADA

BY
THE BERLIN SUSPENDER

BUTTON CO.

$2.25 Leaders
Ask our Agents to see our Prince Brace,
and new lines of Cord Ends and Stag
Leather at $2.25. They are trade-winners.

Globe Suspender Co., Rock Island, P.O.

J. ALPHONSE OUMET,
366 St. Paul St., Montreal

L. 0. PAQUETTE.
70 Church St., Quebec

Persons writing to advertisers
will kindly mention DRY GOODS
REVIEW.
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The Glove House of Canada
PERRIN FRERES & CIE.

MARK FISHER BUILDING,

28 Victoria Sq., MONTREAL

Our travellers are now on the road with a complete range of

our Samples for Fall 1 908, including the very best values in imported

UNLINED AND LINED GLOVES
RINGWOODS AND CASHMERE.

In Canadian made goods our range is the best ever offered for we have

secured the SELLING AGENCY for GALIBERT GLOVES.
These goods are, well-known to the trade and will be sold and

delivered by us at exactly the same prices and terms as when they

were sold direct by the manufacturer.

TORONTO:
Traders' Bank Building,

YONGE STREET.

SAMPLE ROOMS AND OFFICES

WINNIPEG:
Hammond's Block,

ALBERT STREET

VANCOUVER

:

130 HASTINGS ST.

Show Your Customers The Pen-Angle 1 rade Mark

and the sale is made. This has

been demonstrated time and again

by the shrewdest merchants of the

Dominion. Underwear so trade-

marked has a reputation for sterling

quality, for reliability, for giving

utmost satisfaction, that is known

throughout the length and breadth

of Canada. People have confi-

dence in Pen-Angle and it is easiest

to sell—the liveliest-moving under-

wear line in the store.

ATUNSHRINKABLEtt
^/ Trade A(ar/(

PENMANS, Limited, Paris, Ontario, Sole Manufacturers

TRESS& CO.
Gables, " Tress, London,"

A.B.C. Code, 4th Edition

3, 5 and 7 Stamford St.

LONDON, England

Established over half a Century

Makers of the finest

SOFT and STIFF FELT

and SILK HATS

STRAW HATS, CAPS

and HELMETS

REVILLON BROS., LIMITED, 134-136 McGill Street, MONTREAL, have made
arrangements to take over our selling agency for Canada.
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OYAMA

KITCHENER 2H in. and 2<: in.

SUCCESS COLLARS
MADE IN CANADA

jpilfflfMllHiYour stock is " Success can

incomplete
wT ^m be sold at 2 for

without a com- m 25c. and give

plete range of ^m^gpr a fair profit

" Success " the M W to the dealer

best popular jk Am and good value

price collar in Bv M^ __^m to the cus-

Canada . . . ^^mh^ tomer.

BATTENBERG, 1 \ in., 2 in. and 2% in.

Success Collars Are Stocked By All Wholesalers

MINTO CONNAUGHT
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Good Advertising

How to

Produce It

Brief Talks Given Monthly

By T. J. Tobin

jgfrj^frjwj^

The aim of this department is to give readers of The

Review good practical information and advice on the

subject of advertising. There is every indication that it

is doing a real service to a large number of the live dry-

goodsmen in all parts of Canada.

We started out with the idea of impressing upon you

—those of you who had not already been impressed—the

very important part that advertising could be made to

play in your business.

Wide observation showed us that a considerable por-

tion of the immense sum being spent each year on retail

publicity was absolutely wasted, while a big percentage

of the remainder was not producing the returns that it

should. If exact figures could be quoted in this connec-

tion they would appal you.

It was plainly evident that the great majority of

merchants hadn't grasped just what is advertising's ex-

cuse for existence, and mainly because they hadn't given

much thought to the matter.

We realized that if we could arouse the active inter-

est of retailers, and set them on the right track, we

would be the indirect means of increasing the volume of

the dry goods trade in Canada; for, remember, the

proper kind of advertising creates business.

Now advertising is, briefly, printed salesmanship.

After driving home that fact we discussed a number of

its different phases, such as the value of description, the

foolishness of exaggeration, etc., and pointed out that

the average drygoodsman, with his intimate knowledge

of the merchandise, could write pretty strong copy if he

but worked along the lines suggested.

We are highly pleased with the manner in which this

department has appealed to our readers. We intend that

it shall be of even greater value to them in the future

than it has in the past.

We sincerely hope that you read and studied the

splendid articles by some of the best retail advertising-

men in the country which appeared in our last issue. Gn

over them carefully and thoughtfully, and absorb every

bit of information that they contain. This information

is the fruit of experience in some of the leading stores

and it can be turned into dollars and cents by you. Be-

low we reproduce some extracts which appealed to the

writer as being particularly good. They are well worth

being cut out and pasted up where you will see them

every time you sit down to prepare an ad.

M

"Now, having placed the profession of advertising

where it rightly belongs, in the forefront of the leading

professions of to-day, let's turn our attention to the

practitioner himself, and study him with the object of

finding out what makes for success in his chosen field.

Some of his principal characteristics are : Optimism, en-

thusiasm, energy, endurance, tact, aggressiveness,

imagination, firmness, judgment, integrity, truthfulness

and sociability. . . . Imagination enables him to put

himself in the consumer's place, and to paint pictures

that would tempt himself, were he in the market for

those particular goods. . . . Provided a man has

ambition, a common school education, and a thirst for

knowledge sufficiently strong to make reading a passion,

he must eventually succeed in advertising, for the prin-

ciples of advertising are simple, not complex; they are

natural, not scientific. And the closer a man can get to

nature the more thoroughly he understands the work-

ings of the human mind, the more marked will be his

achievements in this field."—K. S. Fen wick, with the

Paquet Co., Quebec.

"It is no exaggeration to say that millions of dol-

lars are annually thrown away in lettered attempts at

getting people to buy goods, which are not worth the

price of the paper they are written on. . . . There is

one very important factor in advertising and when you

look to that the rest is easy. It is the necessity of

taking a definite object and telling your readers about

it as plainly and frankly as it is in your power to do.

The cold print—and cold it is—must be warmed up into

a picture of the article, which by your powers of descrip-

tion you are endeavoring to make people believe is ne-

cessary to their well-being. Generalities, no matter how
glittering they may be, are no good. . . . Take the

average country weekly and you will find it filled up with

aimless, general advertising—the announcements of mer-

chants who merely advertise in the sheet to accommo-
date the publisher—to help him along; the same, no

doubt, as they would make their donation to an orphan

asylum or something equally as helpless. Yet it is a

well known fact among those who are 'next' that the

country weekly newspaper is one of the best advertising

mediums in existence to-day. It goes to the home where,

perhaps, it is the only paper taken—this of course ap-

' plies particularly to the rural districts—and where there

is so little reading matter, it is quite to be expected that

the very best use will be -made of what is available. The
natural consequence is that every single advertisement in

that newspaper is carefully read by every member of

the family and its adherents, perhaps several times over,

and what those ads. say must be impressed indelibly up-

on the minds of the readers. One can easily understand

what a good effect a real advertisement—one that tells
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you something you want to know—in such a medium
would be."—W. A. E. Moyer, with McLaren & Co., St.

Catharines.

*

"The proprietors of the greater number of large

businesses will, if they are honest, in most cases tell

you that they owe their success largely to advertising.

. . . The preparation of copy is of course an import-

ant factor in advertising, and the thoughtful advertiser

will carefully edit his copy before it is sent to the

printer. In time he will be able to produce result-bring-

ing copy, copy which will not only possess literary merit

but which will sell goods, which after all is the object

of all advertising, and towards which all energies should

be directed. . . . The successful advertiser will make
his plans in advance of the season. The material for an

advertisement should be thought out early and the

goods on which special prices are to be made should be

known several days ahead. These goods should be pre-

pared for display and properly ticketed, windows dressed

and catchy price cards written. . . . Advertising, to

be effective, must be backed up by co-operative effort on

the part of the clerks. They should be impressed with

the fatal results of misrepresentation. Exaggerations or

mis-statements regarding goods are not encouraged or

tolerated in the successful stores."—J. Bower Lyon, with

T. Lindsay, Ltd., Ottawa.

*

"The newspapers are the best and safest mediums
for the retail store and the retailer who pins his faith

to the newspapers of his town or city will seldom go
wrong. There is no force on earth that wields such an

influence as the newspaper, or brings quicker or more
far-reaching results, when the space is properly used. .

. . But newspapers are not the whole thing in the ad-

vertising field. The pleasant manners of salespeople and
floormen, the cleanliness of the floor, the condition of

stocks, the appropriateness and neatness of displays, the

display windows—all these things are advertising, help-

ing or hurting, as they range good or bad. . . Public

confidence is the foundation of business success. The one

thought that should be given more prominence in pre-

paring advertising matter than any other is that of

creating confidence in the store and its announcements.

Many an ad. man falls down through making a 39c.

article look like a 50c. one—in the paper. But the criti-

cal shopper doesn't see it that way. The public want
and should have straightforward honesty in advertising.

. . . The successful advertising of to-day is first and
always truthful. . . . The ad. man should have access

to all knowledge of the business that will help him in

his work. ... Be truthful. Show originality in words
and in phrases. Tell your story in terse, plain English

that is convincing. Put enthusiasm into your writings.

Describe the goods plainly. Embody the whole story in

one or two strong headlines that will compel attention and

carry the reader on into the details. Stick to the facts,

but write them in a way that will suggest the need of

the goods to prospective buyers. Talk about their quality,

their wearing ability, their style, and then drive your ar-

gument home w7ith the price. . . . Keep at it in season

and out, rain or shine, dull or busy days."—G. Ernest

Newkirk, with Thomas C. Watkins, Hamilton.

*

"Advertising is exactly the same thing as salesman-

manship, and if you want to sell any article by adver-

tising you must exert the same—if not a greater

—

amount of selling energy you would if you had the cus-

tomers in the store and were face to face with them.

. . . If you have some merchandise to sell cheap on
account of some small fault, then tell the public in your
ad. just what the fault is."—Geo. P. Wadsworth, Hali-

fax, England.

"Copy should be sent to the printer in ample time
to allow for proper setting and for the necessary changes
after thorough proofreading."—J. C. Edwards, with A.

W. Cressman, Peterborough.

"The ad. that interests the reader at the opening,

creates a desire a few lines further on that increases into

a determination to see the goods—that is a good ad. .It

may be faulty in diction and grammar, but if it goes to

the heart and touches the pocket of the great public it

can be classed among the good ones. The best method of

achieving that result is to look at the proposition from
the customer's point of view. Ask yourself : Why do
people want this article ? What argument of the sales-

man would convince the customer ? Is there any reason
why they should come here for it, rather than go down
the street ? Answer these questions to your own satis-

faction and you are probably on the right road to suc-

cess in building up the ad. . . . Undoubtedly a great
measure of the success of an ad. lies in the appeal pre-

sented in the headline. Awaken the reader's interest with
a few eloquent words and the rest of the story becomes
interesting at once. And if you are appealing to women
go into descriptions, tell them so much about the article*

that they can almost see it before them. A woman cares
little for adjectives and grandiloquent phrases, but she

does like to know how many frills and flounces there are

on a garment. If it is possible to illustrate the ad. with
the article exactly as it is described, the value is in-

creased fully fifty per cent. Make a strong point of the
descriptive part of the talk, so that it presents a mental
picture of something really desirable. Quote prices and
values always, and you will have what counts most in

building up a successful ad."—Frank Jones, with James
Ogilvie & Sons, Montreal.

"Blind publicity is less tiresome than freak advertis-
ing, but of as little value. Few persons are sufficiently

interested to follow up an advertisement that promises
nothing definite. Facts are what is wanted, strong, posi-
tive statements. . . . Advertising fake bargains may
succeed for a short time, but in the end brings loss of

trade and disaster."—Miss R. E. Timms, with W. H.
Scroggie Co., Montreal.

"The fact that you use up a lot of newspaper space,
with great flare headlines may not be judicious though
it is advertising. However, it is not always profitable
advertising. . . . Every ad. man should make a care-
ful study of the trade conditions of the store he writes
for. ... A man who understands merchandise and
has a good business training should be a strong ad.
man."—W. J. Ferguson, with J. Sutcliffe & Sons, Lind-
say and Ottawa.

*
The ad. of Hodgens Bros., Goderich, shown on this

page, is reproduced mainly because of its general appear-
ance. Note the neat, attractive layout. The cut across
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the top is a good feature. The heading says something
that carries the reader on to the concise introductory

paragraph, and there is no chance of interest lagging

before the list of goods is reached.

In the March issue a good deal of space will be de-

voted to criticism of advertisements.

*

Interesting Extracts and Ideas

"The clothing trade of a quarter of a century ago,

according to modern standards, was in its infancy. To-

day it has become a careful study for the manufacturer

i 1
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and his skilled staff, until, in an age that demands refine-

ment, taste and quality, it has become a branch of mer-
cantile life that entails the greatest care, judgment and
discrimination."—Hyndman & Co., Winnipeg.

"Style in a shoe is first and above all thing the point

of consideration with all discriminating women, but it's

not alone sufficient. You can no more afford to wear a

dainty shoe that will oppress the foot, than you can to

wear a shoe ungainly, because it's comfortable. The shoe

that combines the two qualities developed to highest de-

grees, and yet remaining within a moderate price—that's

the shoe you want."—The John Murphy Co., Montreal.

"Dress goods—quality, design and value—are the in-

ducement we offer to purchasers. We don't need to in-

form our patrons of the excellence of McCurdy's mer-

chandise. Thirty-eight years of a business career is an

accepted guarantee."—McCurdy & Co., Sydney, B.C.

"We would rather let you go out of our store without

making a sale than to sell you a suit of clothes that do

not fit you as well as the best tailor could make for you.
We will have none but satisfied customers."—Hart Bros.,

Edmonton.

"Some ladies dislike the term 'bargain,' but their

great-grandmothers thought it an excellent word, and it

is in this sense that we desire this fine blanket offer con-

sidered. Every economical housekeeper in Victoria owes
it to herself to investigate this astounding chance in the

face of a rising market."—Henry Young & Co., Victoria.

"No necessity for getting wet and feeling miserable if

you have a good coat to keep out the rain. We have a
splendid assortment, waterproofed in England, where
they know what rain is; tailored in Canada, where they

know what style is."—Wilson's, Victoria.

"The point we make with our hosiery, besides being

popularly priced, is admirable wearing qualities. It's a

matter of indifference to us what price you pay here, for

we show an immense range, but it is a matter of supreme
moment to us that we sell stockings that will prove ser-

viceable."—Henry Young & Co., Victoria, B.C.

"Why don't you investigate and compare a little in-

stead of buying at a store because you always have
bought there? Break away now. If you go suit or over-

coat buying to-day, by all means see the finest, largest,

freshest stock of up-to-date clothing in Saint John at this

store."—Macauley Bros. & Co., St. John.

"Not a few odd lines, but our regular brand new stock

—bigger and more varied than ever—made especially to

order for this season's trade, right-up-to-the-minute in

style and during this our great anniversary sale, we offer

you your choice from this immense stock of clothing at a

great big saving from our usual lowest prices.
'

'—Fan-
joy 's, Sydney, C.B.

MILLINERS IN NEED
of Fine

v
Wax

Figures,

Hat

Stands,

Plume

Stands,

Ribbon

Cabinets,

Mirrors,

ulieni or anything for the display

Salesmen °^ tneir New spring Goods

should call on us and see our

New Fixtures before placing their orders. Our
list is the most complete in the Dominion. New-

Designs now being made up. Prices moderate.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

CLATWORTHY & SON
38.40 Adelaide St. W., TORONTO
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Words of Wisdom
for

Manufacturers

<i

The Manufacturer who sells his product through

dealers, no matter how much magazine and news-

paper advertising he may do, cannot afford to ignore

the trade journals. The idea that if a general demand

is created, the dealer will be forced to carry the goods

is all right in theory, but the trouble is that it doesn't

work out in practice. The dealer is likely to carry

such brands of different articles as suit him, and if

he hasn't what people ask for, the people will take

what he has. As a matter of fact, the number of

those who ask for a certain brand, and refuse all

others, is very, very limited. This means that the

manufacturer must advertise to the dealer as well as

to the consumer. To convince the latter that it is

worth while to buy a certain brand is only half the

battle. The other half consists in convincing the

dealer that it is worth his while to carry the brand.

This is best accomplished through the trade news-

papers.

—

Profitable Advertising.
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LINOLEUMS
FIVE GRADES—A, B, C, D and E. 2 and 4 yards wide.

We have no hesitation in stating that these goods

represent the best value in the market as regards

DURABILITY, ATTRACTIVENESS, PRICE.

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS
THREE QUALITIES. All standard widths up to 10/4.

This line is so well and favorably known that little

need be said regarding its merit, other than that

they are the QUICKEST SELLERS giving satisfac-

tion, which we consider the best demonstration that

VALUES ARE RIGHT.

TABLE OIL CLOTHS
Made in 5/4 and 6/4

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

Linoleum Bordered Passage Cloth,

Canvas and Painted Back Stair Cloth,

Carriage Oil Cloths, Decorative Burlaps,

Mats or Rugs in all sizes, Enamelled Oil Cloths,

Cotton and Duck Back Stair Oil Cloths.

HANDLED BY ALL THE WHOLESALE DRY GOODS TRADE.

THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO.,
LIMITED

MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Carpets, Housefurnishings and Decorations

The Carpet Trade.

Conditions in the carpet and rug field remain quite

satisfactory. The mills are now fairly busy executing the

orders they have on hand for immediate and future de-

livery. The jobbers, also, are now actively engaged mak-

ing shipments to retailers for Spring business, while re-

tailers, in most cases, whose stocks are somewhat depleted

arc looking forward to the new Spring arrivals with a

view to replenishing stocks.

The Canadian manufacturers are now busy executing

orders which have come in, in fair proportions to those

in previous years. Rugs and squares have all sold well.

The principal colors that have been bought are greens and

fawns. Blues, as with the English manufacturers, are

behind schedule, while there is only a fair demand for

reds. Increased interest is being shown in Canadian

Brussels and Wiltons. Ingrains, in the cheaper qualities

are also strong favorites.

With the wholesalers, orders for Spring, speaking from

a general standpoint, while not up to those of last year,

are considered fair. The financial stringency and the

heavy stocks which most retailers have carried for some

time, owing to the large price advances, have been the

factors in limiting the volume of trade.

Fawns and greens, as with the manufacturer and re-

tailer, continue to hold first position with the jobbers, as

regards colors for Spring. Florals continue to do a good

business, while staple Orientals cannot be improved upon

fur dining-room and halls. Two-tones still sell well for

drawing-room purposes in the better grades of carpets, as

also do scroll patterns.

With some of the large Montreal and Toronto jobbers,

tapestry carpets have sold fairly well for Spring, consi-

dering the high prices asked, while three-quarter Wiltons

have held their own with some of the houses. Others ex-

pect the sale of Wiltons during 1908 to eclipse those of

Axminsters. However, this can only show itself at the

end <>f the present season. Prices remain firm, while de-

liveries arc very good, both from a manufacturing and

jobbing standpoint.

Rugs.

The demand for rugs is steadily on the increase. Rugs,

or squares, woven in one piece, are the most popular. The
feeling, at present for wool rugs, is stronger than it has

been for years, and mercbants are buying these goods free-

ly in anticipation of a big trade in them for the coming

Spring. At retail there are quite a few Orientals being

sold—Wiltons, Brussels and Axminster rugs have also met
with a ready sale.

Some retailers state that the trade in tapestries and
velvets has been somewhat lighter than usual, as more at-

tention is now being paid to the better class of goods.

Outside of this fact, however, the large advances in the

price column during the past year might have had some-

thing to do with the decreased demand for these goods.

Jute rugs also are somewhat behind schedule, and Japan-

ese lines, while not altogether neglected, are proving very

poor stock to the progresive retailer.

Trade for Kofi rugs is on the increase. This is alto-

gether due to the durability of this rug as a floor cover-

ing. The designs and colorings are so dainty that they

practically make sales for themselves.

Stores in which 'there is not a regular carpet depart-

ment, and undoubtedly there are some, can always handle

a few of the cheaper rugs in the early Spring, to great ad-

vantage, both as a means of brightening up a stock and
from a financial standpoint. In even the smallest towns
il lias become a custom to use some sort of a gay colored

rug in the porch, and, as the younger and more careless

members of the family are apt to be the last to retire,

such rugs must not be too expensive, since they are not

always brought in beyond the. reach of the sneak thief.

Besides this there is a growing demand for cheap, pretty

Hoor coverings for Summer homes. Jute rugs in Oriental

designs should prove quite suitable for this purpose.

British Carpet Trade.

Conditions in Kidderminster, which is practically the

home of the carpet industry in England, may safely be ac-

cepted as indicative of the general conditions prevailing

in the trade generally in that country. Reviewing the

carpet trade for 1907, the Kidderminster Shuttle, in a

recent issue, says, in part:

Xo doubt this is an age of cheapness and the manufac-

turer who while meeting the popular taste can also pro-

duce a cheap article will keep the bulk of his looms run-

ning. There is still, however, a considerable demand for

the finest products of the carpet looms. This is shown iD

I he revived interest taken in best Wiltons, as well as in

such superb carpets as the one just produced for the Jap-

anese Embassy in Paris. So far as the new season is con-

cerned there can be no doubt that some warehousemen
have been holding their hands so far as placing orders are

concerned. It is said that some of them fancy that con-

cessions will be made with the new year. There is, how-

ever, not the slightest possibility of anything of the kind

taking place. The slight fluctuations which have been no-

ticeable in the wool trade the last few weeks are not suf-

ficient to enable the manufacturer to derive any benefit;

for the spinner has been sorely pressed throughout the

year, and, on the principle of self preservation, if there is

any benefit to be conferred he will naturally in the first in-

stance claim it for himself. Taken as a whole the carpet

trade is in a healthy condition, and the outlook is hopeful.

One of the features of the year has been the formation

of the Empire Carpet Company, located at the Worcester

Cross Works. The company have just brought out a pat-

ented carpet, and have licensed four local firms, Brintons

Ltd., the Carpet Manufacturing Company. Harrison.

Keiupson & Co., and Woodward, Grosvenor & Co., to

make the carpet. It is intended to compete with the Ori-

ental fabrics, and it can be put on the market at a price

which ought to insure its success. It is a diagonal weave.

There is an entire absence of straight lines. It is woven

on a Wilton loom, and while it has all the enduring quali-

ties of a Wilton carpet it possesses Oriental features. No
stripe or shade effects are perceptible, and the effects are
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The Imperial Carpet Co.
LIMITED

60 Front St. West

TORONTO. ONT.

To Carfret Buyers:

AVe have just received advice of two heavy shipments

of Tapestry in body and all -widths of stair.

The goods will be ready for shipment approximate to

the time this journal is in your hands. The qualities consist

of our best known grades, namely. Dominion, Ellesmere,

Harvard and King.

Better -write at once for particulars.

Our cut order arrangements for 1908 are now com-
plete. \Ve have the most simple and effective system extant

whereby our customers make a reasonable profit at practi-

cally no expense and with comparatively little trouble.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Ti. C arpet House )f vjanads

KING'S
etabllehed 1T7i

FAMOUS
•old by leading: Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleoe perfect

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade
of the world aa the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling- Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordholmor Blt/gs., S Colborno St.,

TORONTO

very pleasing. The corners are made on the Childma

principle, and, as the patent can be applied to wide as

well as three-quarter looms, seamless squares can be

made.

At Retail.

During the past month the carpet business at retail

has been much better than was generally expected. This

is greatly due, no doubt, to the fact that there has been a

general cutting of prices, as is usual during the month of

January, when the annual clearing sales are held.

Notwithstanding the reports of the financial strin-

gency, most carpet managers are optimistic. With most

merchants, the reported tightness of money has been far

from apparent, judging from the increased trade in some

of the large carpet houses.

Pile carpets, such as Wilton and Axminsters are sell-

ing very freely, while Brussels are better than ever.

Tapestry carpets, especially in the better grades, are very

fashionable this season. The demand for ingrain carpets

in 2 and 3-ply all wools seem to be picking up as are also

Unions and cotton chain carpets. Stocks, in retail realms

are generally pretty light and most dealers are looking

forward to the arrival of new Spring goods as a replen-

ishment to their depleted stocks.

Length of Table Oilcloths

The following extract from a recent letter received by

The Review is self-explanatory :

"A question re table oilcloths came to my mind, as

I note the great number of small ends left from selling

these goods. This material is put up in twelve-yard rolls

and I see no good reason why the manufacturer could

not as well just put it up in twenty-five-yard rolls. Pos-

sibly this thing has been threshed out before, but I have

heard nothing of it. I believe in this section at least

such a change would meet with general approval.

"ARTHUR S. ESTABROOKS."
"Coldstream, N.B."

The Review has interviewed prominent manufacturers

regarding this matter, and they all state that there is

no general demand, in fact, inquiries for longer lengths

of table oilcloths have been remarkably few. Table oil-

cloths are put up in twelve-yard rolls, practically, the

world over, and this suits the vast majority of mer-

chants. In the twenty-five-yard lengths the variety would

naturally be smaller, and variety is what the consumer

demands. In the matter of remnants in table oilcloths,

every merchant realizes that these remnants can easily

be disposed of for innumerable purposes.

BPI The" Retail- End.

D. Smyth, manager the carpet department, W. H.

Scroggie, Ltd., Montreal, states that he finds the twelve-

yard piece quite satisfactory for his business. Very sel-

dom, if ever, is there a remnant left over.

In an ioterview with Z. Jolicoeur, buyer, the house-

furnishings department, S. Carsley Co., Ltd., Montreal,

he stated that he would much prefer 24-yard rolls, so as

to avoid remnants.

"Never was there a time when money could be more
wisely spent than now. Coupled with the low prices here

is the absolute surety of quality in merchandise. Coupled

with the special offerings is the steady maintenance of full

stocks, which are always a feature of The Right House."
—The Right House, Hamilton.
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Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co.
TORONTO: 52 Bay Street

MONTREAL : Cor. Peter & Recollet Sts.

LIMITED

OUR TORONTO FACTORIES

KING STREET

HEAD, OFFICES - S3 SAY ST. TORONTO.

Manufacturers of

Window Shades
Curtain Poles

Bobbinet Curtains

Lace Door Panels

Furniture Coverings

Tapestry Curtains

Chenille Curtains

Table Covers

Draperies, Silks

Burlaps, Wall Coverings

Plushes, Velours

Upholstery Supplies

Upholstery Hardware

LACE CURTAINS
We make a specialty of Lace Curtains both of our own make
and imported. Prices from 25 cents a pair to $25.00 a pair

N.B. Keep handy our Catalogue and Color Books

Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

N. B. We sell our goods at a price that

affords the Retailer Large Profits Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co. Limited

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

Lee, Betas* Co., Ltd.
SUCCESSORS TO

R. STANWAY
2 King Edward St., Newgate St., London, E.C.

AND

WM. MANSER & CO.,
21 Warwick Lane, London, E.C.

DEPARTMENTS

Chintz, Cretonnes, Printed Linens and

Warp Printed (Shadow) Taffetas for

1908 now in the hands of agents.

Tapestries, Cotton and Wool
Antique Silks & Brocatelles

All Silk Damasks
Silk and Wool Damasks
Antique Damasks & Brocades

Frieze Velvets

Utrecht Velvets

Plain Arras Satins

Linen Plushes SK&tf
Bump Interlining

We have an exceptional Range of Designs and Colours in

Cretonnes, Chintz, Damasks, etc,
A LARGE STOCK OF EACH NUMBER

Prompt Attention given to Applications for Samples

2 King Edward St., Newgate St., London, E.C.

NA/IVI. MANSER, General Manager.
Selling: Agrent for Canada—Mlohael Phelan, 505 Lindsay Bldgs., St. Catherine St., Montreal.

" " " United States—E. T. Cray, 27 East 22nd St., New York.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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A Good Opening

Writing from Melbourne,

Australia, D. H. Ross, Can-

adian Trade Commissioner,

states that Canadian wall

papers are in excellent de-

mand there, and adds that

business is being done there

(or Canadian manufacturers

of wall coverings who have

previously not looked upon

that part of the world as a

promising field for their

operations, and who have

not been represented there.

The statement of Mr. Ross

will be read with interest by
Canadian manufacturers who
are looking abroad for an

outlet for products of their

factories. At the present

time the greater number of

Canadian wall paper makeirs

are busy, some even having

to operate their factories

overtime to fill orders, the

bulk of which are for the do-

mestic trade.

The export of wall papers

to Australia has up to the

present time been small, but

with the apparently excel-

lent opportunities which

await the manufacturers of

these goods there, it is prob-

able that in future a good

trade may be developed with

the Antipodes.

WSTAUNTONHWALL PAPERS
BRINGS

CUSTOMERS, SALES, PROFITS
AND THE DOLLARS COME

EASY TO YOU.

Help the Push along by planning your Spring

campaign,—putting out your advertising and
making attractive window displays—changed

frequently.

If you Have not ordered, get your
order in NOW—RIGHT NOW.

Our offering of new styles is most complete,

and you can rely on prompt shipments.

MAKERS

Oilcloths and Linoleums

Floor oilcloths and linole

ums for Spring show in-

creased popularity and pro-

gressive merchants have cov-

ered themselves thoroughly

along these lines. Canadian
lines of linoleums, especially

8-4 and 12-4. plain ami
printed, are doing a good
share of the retail business.
Floral or carpet patterns, are in high favor and continue
to hold first position as regards appearance. These pat-
terns aer quite prominent for bedroom purposes this sea-
son. Some very pretty effects are also shown in small
designs in biscuit and green grounds. The demand for
inlaid linoleums is excellent.

In wholesale circles, block patterns and light grounds
in floral have sold very well in both domestic and im-
ported goods. So far this year there has been no early
shipments to the retailer as most merchants do not care
to receive goods for some time, since they are actively
engaged in taking stock. Linoleums in 12-4 width have
been very much asked for this Spring. No further ad-
vances in the price column are looked for for some time
to come.

The London House Wholesale, St. John, N.B., adver-
tised the whole of its stock of general and fancy dry goods
and millinery and store furniture for sale,

Samples on Request.

STAUNTONS Limited
WA

We Pay Charges

The bankrupt stock of J. E. Mcintosh, general mer-
chant, of Brinston's Corners, valued at $7,000, has been
disposed of to Richard McCaslin, of Iroquois, at 62 cents
on the dollar.

Men Who Sell Things.

One of the best series of talks on salesmanship that
we have ever read is found in "Men Who Sell Things,"
by Walter D. Moody, business manager of the Chicago
Association of Commerce. Most writers essaying this

subject have treated it too much in the abstract. The
highest compliment that can be paid to Mr. Moody's
work is that it appeals strongly, in an entertaining and
practical way, to any man who has ever "sold things."
The young salesman can get from it much valuable in-

formation that will give him a clearer insight into

many of the problem which he meets with in his every-

day experience.
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Items from all Canada

Ontario

Gillman Morris, furrier, Owen Sound; assigned.

W. Innis & Son, general store, Moorefield; assigned.

C. L. Nicholson, general store, Riceville; stock sold.

George Gray has opened a new general store in Grays-

ville.

Newcombe & Young, general store, Alvinston; burnt

out.

C. A. Owen & Co., merchant tailors, Southampton;

assigned.

J. A. McLean is opening a new dry goods store in

Cannington.

Flood & McLellan, men's furnishings, Vankleek Hill;

business to be wound up.

J. S. Rankin, men's furnisher, of Brampton, has made

an assignment to Richard Tew. '

Wm. Magee, a young dry goods merchant of Hamilton,

was married recently in Toronto to Miss Agnes Dods.

Miss M. Heywood, milliner, Woodstock, has removed

to new premises, where more room for her growing busi-

ness is afforded.

The stock and good-will of the ready-made clothing

department of J. W. T. Fairweather & Co., Toronto, will

be sold by tender.

During February, Iua & Patterson, ladies' furnishers,

Collingwood, will remove from their present premises to

a more commodious store.

W. A. McKim, who formerly conducted a dry goods

store in Goderich, has been appointed town clerk, and is

disposing of his business.

A branch of Gillman 's fur store has been opened at

Listowel, Ont., and now this firm has stores in Owen
Sound, Chesley and Listowel.

The merchants of Milverton have agreed among them-

selves to do business on a cash basis only in the future,

and are advertising to that effect.

The firm of Hall & Belt, housefurnishings and carpets,

Preston, has been dissolved, and the business will be con-

tinued by C. H. Belt, Mr. Hall retiring.

John A. Allen, merchant, Blind River, carrying a gen-

eral stock, has assigned, with assets of about $8,000. The

stock is being offered for sale by tender.

R. W. O'Brien & Son, who have conducted a furs and

men's furnishing business in Collingwood, have dissolved

partnership, H. B. 'Brien retiring from the firm.

G. E. Stafford, who has been the manager of Oak Hall,

Brantford, which has been disposed of, has been trans-

ferred to the head office of the Sanford Mfg. Co.,

Hamilton.

The Anderson Company, one of the largest of the dry
goods stores in St. Thomas, has bought from creditors of

the Lindsay estate, the store property which the firm has
occupied for some years.

After having been in business in Wingham for thirty-

two years, Hanna & Co., is retiring, the stock and good-
will having been disposed. of to George C. Hanna, pro-

prietor of the "Little Eaton" store. ....,.„ ','.

Swales Bros., hat and cap merchants, Hamilton, have
assigned, with liabilities estimated at $25,000, and assets

of $20,000. The Bank of Hamilton, and Montreal and
eastern houses are the principal creditors.

John Northway & Sons will open during this month a

store in Ingersoll, which will be the eighth store this firm

has opened in Ontario. Adam Strong, who has been con-

nected with the Orillia branch, will manage the new In-

gersoll store.

Hugh Montgomery, who for many years has been one

of the most respected residents and business men in

Morrisburg, died from heart failure in the curling rink,

where he was watching the play. He was a retired mer-

chant tailor.

The New York Tailoring Company's store in Strat-

ford was partially destroyed by fire early in the year. The
blaze originated from an overheated stove, and the in-

terior of the building was badly scorched. Insurance par-

tially covers the loss.

Logan Bros., woollen manufacturers, of Renfrew, have

had a prosperous year, judging from the reports presented

at the annual meeting held recently, when a surplus on

the year's operations equal to a dividend of 22^2 per

cent, on the capital stock was recorded.

The Greene-Swift Clothing Company, with factories

at London and St. Thomas, has decided to close that at

St. Thomas, and will transfer the staff employed there to

London, where the factory premises will be enlarged, to

accommodate the forty additional employes.

McMahon & Granger, wholesale dry goods, London,

are considering the advisability of removing to Toronto,

which, a member of the firm states, is being seriously

looked upon as a future location. In ease the firm re-

mains in London a new $35,000 warehouse will be erected.

For the first time in the history of the W. E. San-

ford Co., a gathering of the travelers, managers and ware-

house men, was held at Burlington on the day following

New Year's. A banquet was enjoyed and this was fol-

lowed by speeches of a felicitous nature, and a programme
of musical numbers.

J. Charrghanna, proprietor of the Smith's Falls

woollen mill, was the victim of a distressing accident re-

cently, when, in adjusting a belt on a pulley, his left arm
was caught in the machinery and was pulled off at the

elbow. A large portion of the arm above the elbow had

lo be amputated.

The Oak Hall establishment, in Brantford, has changed

hands, George Robinson, who for a number of years has

conducted a clothing business in Woodstock, becoming the

new proprietor. One of the plans of Mr. Robinson is the

installation of a new front and the remodelling of the

store interior.

Bemis Bros., an American firm, agrees to establish in

Welland, Ont., a large cotton mill, a condition of its estab-

lishment being the fixing of the assessment on the mill

property for 20 years at $20,000, and the provision of

suitable sewerage facilities to the mill site. A by-law for

the latter will, it is expected, be submitted to the rate-

payers of Welland in the near future.

Adam Strong, who is leaving Orillia to assume the

management of Northway Co.'s new store in Ingersoll,

was given a dinner by his Orillia friends prior to his de-

parture from that town, and was presented with a hand-

some leather traveling case. During his residence of eight

years in Orillia he wonmany warm friends, as was evi-

denced by the universal regret at his departure.

John Pageal, a prominent Windsor merchant, was the

victim of an assault as he was entering his home, after
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coming from his store, following the day's business. As
he was about to enter his door an unknown assailant

sprang out, dealing him a blow in the face, cutting a gash

two inches long. It is believed that robbery was the mo-
tive, but before the intentions in that direction could be

carried into effect, help arrived on the scene.

Maritime Provinces

McKenzie & Co., tailors, Charlottetown, N.B.; fire

damage.

Thieves entered the clothing store of Hymie Harrison,

Caledonia, N.S., and got away with goods to the value of

$125.

George Nixon, who for fifty-two years has been in

business in St. John, N.B., died at the age of eighty-one

years. He was the oldest merchant in the city.

H. P. Bezanson, men 's furnisher, Hailfax, has ad-

mitted his son, L. H. Bezanson, to partnership in the firm,

which, in future, will be known as Bezanson & Son.

William Walker, of Anderson & Walker, merchant

tailors, Fredericton, N.B., while driving to spend Christ-

mas with a friend, met with an accident which resulted

in a broken leg.

J. C. Grimm, for twenty-three years a general mer-

chant in Springfield, N.S., has admitted to partnership his

son, F. 'D. Grimm, and in future the firm will be known
as J. C. Grimm & Son.

*
Quebec

The Crown Hat Mfg. Co., Montreal; registered.

Bell, Duncan & Co., dry goods, Montreal; registered.

Lamy, Adam & Ephrem, dry goods, Montreal; regis-

tered.

The American Silk Waist Mfg. Co., Ltd., Montreal;

registered.

Extensive improvements are being made to the store of

I. A. Fortin, Quebec.

Application has been made to wind up the Moore Car-

pet Company, of Sherbrooke, Quebec.

Clement, Michaud & Co., hats, Montreal; dissolved.

J. A. Clements and A. Desjardins continue

Harris Wener, of the Montreal Waterproof Clothing

Co., Montreal, was in New York City last month.

A small fire did osme slight damage to the quilt fac-

tory of Heltner Bros.. Montreal. Insurance fully covers

the loss.

A new firm styled "Garniau, Limited," with a capital

of $1,000,000, has been formed, and will take over the

business of P. Garneau, Fils & Cie, Quebec.

M. De Boeck, of M. De Boeck & Co., Montreal, was
in New York last month. He states that retail condi-

tions in the American metropolis were much improved.

Mr. Eliasoph, of the American Silk Waist Co., Mon-
treal, spent a good deal" of last month visiting American
centres, such as New York, Boston and Philadelphia.

Alexandre Langlois, a retail clothier, St. Catherines

Street, Montreal, has made an assignment for the benefit

of his creditors, and the liabilities are estimated at from
$10,000 to $15,000.

G. Milligan, Canadian manager, Dehenhams Canada
Limited, is now in Londoh, Eng., attending the annual

meeting of this firm. Mr. Milligan sailed the 14th of

January, and is expected in Canada on or about Febru-
ary 20th.

A fire in the department store of Arsene Lemay, Mont-
real, on January 4, totally destroyed the building and con-

tents, the loss totalling about $75,000. Five firemen were
badly hurt by the collapse of a fire escape, which threw

tliem into the burning building.

The factory of the Fur Dressing & Cleaning Company,
a two-storey brick structure, Ville St. Louis, was destroy-

ed by fire January 3. The origin of the fire is a mystery.

The total loss is estimated at $22,000, and there is insur-

ance of $15,000 on the building and contents.

Uniforms for the Montreal police force for the com-
ing Summer and next Winter were ordered by the Police

Committee, the . contracts totalling about $30,000. The
clothing tenders accepted were: Officers' tunics to R.

Cliarlebois at $30, and officers' blouses to the same firm

at $15. Constables' overcoats to C. E. Lamoureux at

$17.50; constables' blouses to R. Charlebois at $8.25; con-

stables' summer trousers to C. E. Lamoureux at $6.25;

and constables' .winter trousers to the same firm at $6.34.

The West

Northwestern Supply House, mail orders, Winnipeg;

assigned.

John McKenzie, general merchant, Ladner, B.C., has

assigned.

Creech &' McMillan, men's furnishers, Daysland, Al-

berta; dissolved.

Shouldice & Saunders, merchants, of Shoal Lake,

Man., have assigned for the benefit of their creditors.

Brooks & Brown, general merchants, of Abernethy,

Sask., have made an asisgnment to H. H. Campkin, Win-
nipeg.

The premises of the Scotland Woollen Mills, at Regina,

Sask., managed by C. C. Julien, were gutted by fire re-

cently.

The general store of Hallonquist & Jackson, of Car-

lyle, Sask., was destroyed by fire, and the stock valued at

$14,000, and a building worth $3,500, were a total loss.

J. M. Lamb and J. Milgan, who have conducted a

general store in Grandview, Man., have dissolved partner-

ship, and the business will be continued by the former.

Fire did damage to the extent of $35,000 to the build-

ing and men 's furnishing store of White & Manahan, in

Winnipeg. The origin of the fire is supposed to have been

an exposed live wire.

One of the most elaborate and beautiful calendars

sent out by a Canadian firm this year is that which clients

of Oldfield, Kirby & Gardner, insurance and real estate

brokers, Winnipeg, have received during the last few
weeks. The picture is a large reproduction of the original

painting, "Beauty Triumphant," by B. E. Ward, who
was given the honor of having his work exhibited at the

Royal Academy, of London, in 1906.

W. & J. Wilson, clothiers and men's furnishers, Vic-

toria, B.C., have recently completed an addition to their

store, which will give them considerable extra floor space

and entrances from two streets.

McKenzie & Martin, men's furnishers, Vernon, B.C.,

recently advertised a special sale of ties, calling attention

in the advertisement to the window display, and an-

nouncing that every fourth purchaser of ties would be

given one free. This young firm has been doing some pro-

gressive and clever advertising recently, and the men's

trade of the town is being gone after vigorously.
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Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers

From Information Supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

THE REVIEW do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

The Plaza Linens.

The management of the new Plaza
Hotel exercised the same excellent

judgment in the selection of their

linen as in other fittings and furnish-

ings of this magnificent hostelry.

Their order for the table linen

amounting to over one hundred thou-

sand dollars, was placed more than
a year in advance. The design was
created for their exclusive use, and
manufactured by William Liddell &
Company, Belfast, Ireland, and furn-

ished through John Wanamaker, New
York and Philadelphia.

This long established firm of linen

manufacturers are no doubt by far

the largest makers of crest linens.

They make a specialty of this class

dollars.—New York Review, October,
1907.

Merchants who are tendering for
hotel, club or similar contracts should
write for particulars and estimates to

K. H. Costie, The Irish Linen Agency,
30 Wellington St., west.

W. R. Brock, Limited, Toronto.

Buyers of fancy goods, embroider-
ies and laces will study their own in-

terests if they inspect some of the
newest styles and creations of em-
broideries and laces that are being
shown by the W. R. Brock Company
of Toronto, at remarkably special

Hotel Plaza, New York

of type or crest linens, for hotels,

railroads, clubs and steamships. Lid-

dell's linens are to be found in the

leading hotels of the world, such as

the Waldorf-Astoria, Bellevue-Strat-

ford and Carlton of London, the King
Edward, Toronto, and other hotels

of the highest standing.

The exclusive and uninue design,

snow-white bleach and perfect finish

of the Plaza linens is a further de-

monstration of the general excellence

of the production of the house of
William Liddell & Co., and in keeping
with the luxurious furnishings of the

Plaza, representing an investment of
twelve million, five hundred thousand

prices, the goods having been pur-
chased out of the ordinary way and
Brock's customers will get the bene-
fit of the tremendous concessions
in price secured.

Our reporter for the convenience
of our readers gathered the follow-

ing information in the Brock ware-
house that they have been imparting
to their travelers; read it, no doubt
it will interest you.
To retail at 10c. : Sleeveless ribbed

vests, No. 440; half-sleeve ribbed
vests. No. 261; job excelda handker-
chiefs, HS ladies' linen; the job line

in green bork (range LA). L44 white
Victoria lawn, special sheer finish;

021, black cotton hose, all sizes.

To retail at 12£c : Sleeveless rib-

bed vests, No. 580; half-sleeve rib-

bed vests, No. 501 ; 25-in. white Swiss
spot muslin, 39-in. extra special Vic-
toria lawn, L36; Flyer and Invader
cotton hose, done up in 10-doz.

bundles.

To retail at 15c: HH6, black,

TT11. tan and WW19, white cotton

hose ; all sizes.

To retail at 25c. : Sleeveless ribbed
vests, No. 500; half-sleeve ribbed
vests, No. 121; half-sleeve extra OS,
No. 267; Gil, white Persian lawn;
electric cotton hose, plain, D321 and
Y.C. cotton hose, plain. Island lace

gloves, in hlack and cream; Buster
Brown, Princess, Hercules and Rock-
rib cotton hose, all ribs; fancv cot-

ton hose: black Narna. D241. D368,
HH2 ; white. D354, WW20 ; tans, TT2

;

141 Lisle gloves, with two domes, in

black and white; 109 and 109C, rib-

bed cotton drawers, open and closed.

To retail at 50c. : Sleeveless Lisle

ribbed vests, No. 390; half-sleeve

Lisle ribbed vests. No. 331; 129, rib-

bed drawers, open and closed; SI 73,

ladies' umbrellas; SI 65, men's um-
brellas; No. 152, Lisle gloves, lone
in black, white, tan or assorted

colors; No. 171, Lisle eloves. long,

in all colors, same as 152; fancy cot-

ton hosiery, embroidered on black,

white, tan, pink, blue, nile or helio.

To retail at 75c. :Sleveless vests,

No. 730; half-sleeve vests. No. 341;
long sleeve vests, button front, wool,

No! 145; S183, ladies' umbrellas;
S175, men's umbrellas: 154 and 153,

long Lisle gloves, in black, white and
colors; 161, long silk gloves in black,

white, tan or assorted.

To retail at $1: Sleeveless vesls,

No. 770: ladies' combinations, No.
220; umbrellas, shoot, for ladies;

shoofly for men, both self-openers;

long Lisle gloves, B155 and B172. in

black; W155 and W172, in white;
T172, in tan; B162, black; W162.
white; T162, tan; A162, assorted
colors, long silk gloves.

This department is offering three

special lines of boys' knickers: 1144,

corduroy, to retail at 50c; 4655
striped tweed, to retail at 50c; 4855,

striped tweed (made with double
seats and knees) to retail at 75c. Put
up in 1-doz. bundles, assorted 22 to

33.

These three lines are much below
regular prices.

They are also showing a line of

black Perry overalls and smocks, to

retail at 75c, which will repay inspec*
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tion. Overalls are made with and
without bib and well made in every
particular, while the material is ex-

tra good for the price.

They also call attention to their

three specials in men's black cash-

mere half-hose, to retail at 25c.

Premier, 2200 and Brockjnit. All

sizes, from 9i to 12, are now in

stock. ||| 4||

Tn hoys' wash suits and blouses

they are showing an excellent range
of new designs for spring and al-

ready have booked a large number of

orders for these goods.

The W. R. Brock Co. report that

beginning with the new year the de-

mand has greatly increased for all

lines' of "Her Ladyship" ready-to-

wear garments. Merchants who have
waited till after the turn of the

year are now in the market and find

stocks not as full and complete as
they had hoped. Their special cor-

set cover, at $2.25, No. E38, is again
in stock and the whitewear stock is

fairly complete. E335 and E336,
special black taffeta silk skirt, at

$3.75, is again in stock. Clearing
lots of top skirts at prices from $12
to $24 a dozen are bargains for the
early buyers. They now have a full

range of aprons in stock in Embdy
goods and plain linens, large working
aprons. Child's pinafores from
$1.80 doz. up to $9. Print wrappers
at $9 to $24. These cheaper goods
will be scarce as owing to the ad-
vance- in the print they cannot be
made this year.

their remarkable success in the Un-
ited States, and as the tastes of the
women of both countries are similar,

McCall patterns should daily become
more popular in Canada.

McCall Patterns in Canada.

Canadian merchants will welcome
the opening of a factory in Toronto
for the manufacture and distribution

of the celebrated McCall Patterns and
Fashion Publications. What is claim-

ed to be the largest and best equip-

ped paper pattern plant in the Dom-
inion has been established bv The Mc-
Call Company at 61-63 Albert St.,

Toronto, and in future all McCall
patterns used in Canada will be made
there. This makes it possible for

Canadian dry goods and general
merchants to secure McCall produc-
tions with all the advantages of
terms, prices and deliveries that Un-
ited States merchants enjoy.

McCall patterns have been on the

market since 1870 and were the first

reliable paper patterns to be sold for

ten and fifteen cents. The McCall
Company's chief claim is that they
give the greatest attention to the

practical side of their patterns, not
only striving to produce the best

styles, but to design garments that

the average woman can make with-
out difficulty.

Accuracy, reliability and simplic-

ity are far more important in a paper
pattern than finnicky styles, impos-
sible of attainment to any but ex-

pert dressmakers. To these features

The McCall Company largely owe

Novelty Neckwear Display Fixture.

Ladies' Wear, Limited, are always
alive to the interests of the trade
and recently, on noticing a fixture
on the market which was filling a
long-felt want in giving proper dis-
play and prominence to neckwear
novelties, they purchased the rights
of this article, with a view to plac-
ing it in the hands of merchants at
the lowest possible figure, thus as-
sisting sales in the neckwear depart-
ment.

The accompanying illustration
shows a stand with ten collar rings,

and continue to place confidence in

this big department. The various
lines which they are showing for
1908, in white, colored and printed
wash goods, are, as ever, the newest.
Considerable taste has been shown
in the selection of colored dress mus-
lins, prices of which are about the
same as last year. This department
has increased its floor space by more
than double, and up to date, shows
an increased business. When look-
ing over their lines one can readily
comprehend this. Special mention
might be made of mercerized mousse-
lines which are shown in eight dif-
ferent varieties. These will be spe-
cially suitable for summer wear.
Their stock of Victoria lawns, India
linens, Persian lawns, nainsooks,
Swiss books, Swiss spots and stripes
will be found in large quantities and

Neckwear Novelty Display Fixture, Shown by Ladies' Wear, Limited

which is sold at $2 each, also, a
similar individual stand at $1.50 per
dozen.

Greenshields, Limited, Montreal.

The new addition to the large ware-
house of Greenshields, Limited, Mon-
treal, facing Victoria Square, and
running back on Craig St., is now suf-
ficiently completed to allow of oc-
cupation and as new goods arrive they
are moved into the new part, gen-
erally called the "big annex."
The wash goods department has

just finished up the best season in the
history of the department, and the
present opening bids fair to outclass
that of any of the previous seasons.
They have evidently pleased their
customers and they are still satisfied

in the right qualities. They have
stocked up in these lines and can al-

ready see a shortage. They believe
in having these on hand at all times
so that mail orders can always receive
prompt and careful attention, being
filled with the best lines available.

Their print department requires no
introduction, it being easily the most
complete of its kind, and showing
the largest range of colorings, de-
signs, weaves, textures and assort-
ments to satisfy the demands of any
trade.

The carpet department report good
spring business with a complete stock
in all lines. They are showing some-
thing very special in the way of
squares for spring. The assortments
are the best in Canada, as they in-
clude popular sizes and patterns, in
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tapestries, brussels, velvets, wiltons

and axministers.

A splendid range of oilcloths and

linoleums is being shown in all widths

which already have had heavy sales.

In addition to above the other lines

include lace and tapestry curtains,

nets of all kinds, also a splendid as-

sortment of mats. This firm is^also

showing some special values in Chin-

ese and Jap mattings. Samples of

above have been in the travelers'

hands for sometime and already large

orders have been shipped out.

Greenshields' ready-to-wear depart-

ment report a very good spring

trade in blouses and white wear. Ad-

vance order business has been good

in all lines. Eepeats can be safely

handled till the end of March and

at present goods are being shipped to

all Darts of the country.

Fur orders for fall '08 business are

away above expectations. Travelers

are now on the road showing: full

ranges. Squirrel is again to the fore

for next season in muffs, stoles and

ties. A line of blue allamas shown by

this firm is being ordered freely. This

house is one of the few who are

handling a similar line. A visit to

this department from now on will

prove of mutual advantage, both from

a price as well as material standpoint.

Delfosse & Co.

Delfosse & Co., Canada's greatest

fixture factory, Montreal, are pre-

paring for spring trade, and their

factory is now running in full swing,

filling orders which are bein"-. re-

ceived from all over Canada. They

are displaying a great variety of fine

wax figures, such as costume forms

for millinery purposes and also a

large assortment of new ideas for the

coming season. Further, they state

that they are manufacturing the very

best values in metal fixtures, etc. Or-

ders should be sent in early so as to

insure no delay. New 1908 catalogue

cheerfully sent on request.

W. R. Brock Co., Limited, Montreal.

The W. R. Brock Company, (Limit-

ed), Montreal, have just received a

shipment of "Velma" silk in a large

variety of patterns. These goods can

be retailed profitably at 50c, and as

they are warranted not to cut they

should prove good sellers for Summer
trade.
In fancy silks also the Brock Com-

pany have made large purchases and

as indications point to a brisk de-

mand for this class of stuff we would
strongly recommend early buying.

Embroideries are to be strong fav-

orites this season, in fact, word has

come from the fashion centres that

everything is to be trimmed with
embroidery. The Brock Company
have a very large stock of these

goods and we understand that owing
to the quantities they are able

to handle they have secured conces-
' sions from the manufacturers which

enable them to offer the lines at low
figures.

In handkerchiefs the stock is very

well assorted, but intending pur-

chasers should order early, as we
understand prices on the goods are

advancing rapidly and when the pres-

ent stock is exhausted it will be dif-

ficult to match the values.

Long gloves promise to be very

popular again and it would be as

well to order early in order to get

all sizes. Wholesalers are not very

heavily stocked, but we believe the

Brock Co.'s range is as yet unbroken

and they have anticipated brisk busi-

ness by putting in a very nice line.

American Silk Waist Co.

D. W. Weiman, the popular repre-

sentative of the American Silk Waist

Co., was in Toronto during the lat-

ter part of January with a splendid

selection of exclusive novelties in

lingerie styles in waists and gowns.

He was also showing a number of

models in two-piece suits, Princesse

dresses and suits in chiffon, taffeta

and tuss-ah, etc. Tuss-ah silks, he

says, are to be much in vogue during

the coming Spring and Summer. In

silk and in the lingerie waist models

many new ideas in the Japanese and

kimona styles are featured. The Am-
erican Silk Waist Co. have given spe-

cial attention to these styles, and

the idea, which, by the way, is Mr.

Weiman's own, for the manner in

which this effect is produced without
the addition of a lining, is decidedly

practical, and one that will appeal

to buyer and customer alike.

John Macdonald & Co.

John Macdonald & Co., Limited,

Toronto, are showing for early spring

business twelve different numbers in

dress goods at reduced prices. If

you are interested they will forward

a full range of samples, in one line

or whatever number of lines you may
select from: No. L526, 40 inches wide,

5 designs, regularly 371c for 25c per

yd; No. L522, 38 inches wide, 3 de-

signs, regular 25c for 191c per yard;

No. L271, 42 inches wide, 4 designs,

regular 60c for 481c per yard; No.

L537, 39 inches wide, 3 shadings,

regular 371c for 30c per yard; No.

L270, 40 inches wide, 4 designs, regu-

lar 60c for 481c per yard; No. L504,

27 inches wide, 6 colorings, regular

30c for 241c per yard; No. L768, 44

inches wide, 6 colorings, regular 75c

for 521c per yard; No. L539, 40 inches

wide, 4 designs, regular 371c for 30c

per yard; No. L548, 42 inches wide,

4 colorings, regular 45c for 361c per

yard; No. L306x, 50 inches wide,

black only, regular 371c for 321c per

yard; No. L648, 42 inches wide, 5

colorings, regular 371e for 25c per

yard; No. L529, 40 inches wide, 3

shadings, 371c for 291c per yard.

There is no drop in the market
value of these goods. We want to

clear them out this month to make
room for more goods. Hence the re-

duction in the prices they are quot-

They are showing special value in

their staple and linen department

—

28 different numbers in white cotton

range in price from 41c to 15c per

yard, these lines are all old values

at last season prices. A clearing line

in English Galatea, K98, 27-28-ineh,

10c per yard; apron ginghams, 36-

inch, plain or bordered. 8c per yard

and 40-inch, 10c per yard. Extra

special value in bleached sheeting,

both in plain and twill.

194, 64-inch, bleached damask tab-

ling, warranted all pure linen, 40c

per yard.

No. L80, 54-inch bleached damask
tablings, at 25c per yard.

John Macdonald Co., Limited, dur-

ing the month of February, will show
special lines in every department. At
present they are showing in fheir

carpet department brussels squares,

3x3, regular $11.50 for $10.50; 3x34,

regular $13.50 for $12.50; 3x4, regu-

lar $15 for $14.50; 31x4, regular

$19.50 for $18.

These are new goods and in a fine

range of patterns.

Velvet squares, 3x31, regular $16.50

for $15; 3x4, regular $18.50 for $16;
;Ux4, regular $22.50 for $19; 4x4,

regular $27 for $21; 4x41, regular

$30 for $24, mostly Orientals and
crimsons.

R. C. Bach.

R. C. Bach, lace importer, Mon-
treal, is showing a complete range of

latest effects in laces for Spring.
Travelers have been on the road for

some time now and they report busi-
ness quite active. Other lines which
this house is particularly strong in

for the new season are novelty belts

and French Vals. All latest effects

in veilings and embroidered allovers
are also to the fore.

A glance into any of the lines

shown by this house cannot fail to be
appreciated and prove of mutual ad-
vantage.

"The Swan in Decoration."

J. R. Palmenbeig's Sons have in

press a booklet with the above title.

It will be a most exquisite exposi-

tion of a radically new and superior

way of displaying fine furnishings

and small wares. The swan neck
stands which will be abundantly il-

lustrated and expertly described in

the forthcoming booklet, have created

a veritable sensation, being the most
decided innovation in the fixture busi-

ness that we have had in many a

day. Indeed, these stands have been
pronounced by the leading decorators

of the United States as the nearest

approach to the ideal in the matter of

combining art and utility that has
ever been successfully attempted.
"The Swan in Decoration" should,

therefore, be in the hands of every
first-class merchant who appreciates

the value of the latest and most al-

luring methods of displaying high-

class merchandise. Write to J. R.
Palmenberg's Sons., 710 Broadway,
N.Y., for a copy.
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WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conreniently lo-

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL"*™™™
BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
olty. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stal lings, and near to all principal publio
buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spaoious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Electric light throughout.

WOODSIDE BOARDING
HOUSE

Corner of Main and Lamaha Streets

GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.
Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Ouisine

Attendance qualified. Terms moderate. Eleo

trio Oar Loop at gate of premises. Patronags
Sollolted. Manageress, E. Cottam.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH Proprietress.

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Aye.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open Nov. CIosm in May.

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For Rates, etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,

29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paisley, Prop

DOMINION HOUSE
W. H. DURHAM, Proprietor

RENFREW, - - ONTARIO

The most popular Hotel in the Ottawa Valley.

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

HOTEL IMPERIAL L
Toom

mpU

Steam Heated and Gas Lit

GEO.W. WEBSTER, Prop., Swift Current, Sask-

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS 4 HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 151 Toronto St. .Toronto.

465 Temple Building, Montreal.
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MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS.

129

S. W. STEVENSON & CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

TORONTO MONTREAL
218 Stair Bldg. 42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone Main 7130 Phone Main 4843

Cabla Address, " MACKEA," Office 51 1 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE &. WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesa'e
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturer!
desiring live, up-to-date representation in the
West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building - - TORONTO
Representing: Cornwall & York Cotton Mills

Co., Ltd . Cotton Goods, St. John, N.B. ; Paris,
Wincey Mills Co., Klannels, etc., Paris, Ont.; John
Bright * Bros., Ltd., Carpets, etc., Rochdale. Eng.

;

Wm. Clark k Sons, Canvas Hollands, etc., Ui-per-
lands, Ireland ; Albert Godde Beuin & Cie , Chiff-
ons, Laces, etc., Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

301 St. James St. Sylvester Willson Bldg.
Toronto—70 Bay St —Head Office

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces,
Tailors' Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts.

Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

HAROLD F. WATSON
Manufacturers' Agent

6 St. Sacrament Street - MONTREAL

GLOVES, SILKS, RIBBONS,
Laces, Embroideries, Hair Nets, Waists

Cable Address
" Kingsons, Toronto "

Phone Main 6158

W. P. KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY BLANKETS. Etc
74 YORK STREET TORONTO

Canadian and Foreign manufacturers'
solicited on favorable terms.

ines

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay Street - - TORONTO
Representing:—Otto Alder & Co., St. Gall-
fcmbroideries, Laces and Trimmings. W. B-
Baggaley, Nottingham, Val. Laces and Allovers'
Reiner Bros. & Co., Limited, Wellesley, Ont.-
Hosiery, Eiderdowns, Sweaters, etc. Samples to
Wholesale Manufaciurers and Importers only.

ALFRED WEYERSTALL
Head Office, 77 York St.

TORONTO
MANUFACTURER and IMPORTER of Covered,

Ivory, Pearl and Metal ButtonB.

Complete stock always on hand.

LEGAL CARDS

ATWATER, DUOLOS & CHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.O., Consulting Counsel
for City of Montreal. Ohas. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Ohauvin.

WHOLESALE MOUSES

!0CKfRf|RS0N
LIMITED

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDER £ CUR E£FECI/L ICFEY

DON'T WHINE!
When Collections

are Slow

Send them to

The Beardwood Agency
3I3 New York Life Bldg.

MONTREAL

AND WE WILL GET THE
MONEY FOR YOU

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-
formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

CANADA HAIR CLOTH CO.
Manufacturers of Hair Cloths.

St. Catharines, Ont.

Condensed Advertisements

SITUATIONS WANTED.

UPHOLSTERER CUTTING AND ESTIMAT
1NG draperies, curtains, slipcovers, shades
general upholstery; English and Canadian

experience; abstainer; references. Warden, 433
Greene Avenue, St. Henry, Montreal.

YOUNG MAN (27), thoroughly experienced in

dress goods, with knowledge of kindred lines,
desires change. At present with reputable

firm. Correspondence confidential. Address Box
A, DRY GOODS REVIEW.

A GENTLEMAN WITH SOME YEARS'
experience on the road is open for a posi-
tion to represent a jobbing or manufacturing

concern in dry goods, furs or specialties. Western
Canada preferred. Best of references furnished.
Address C.T., DRY GOODS REVIEW, 10 Front
St. E., Toronto.

Persons writing advertisers will

kindly mention having seen their

ad. in Dry Goods Review.
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ALPHABETICAL II NDEX
Oeeanrfemally advertisement! are inserted In the paper after the index has heen printed. The insertion of the advertiser's name in this

index is not part of the advertising order. The index is inserted solely for the convenience of the readers of the paper.

A
129

Asher Bros. 56

Australasian 8

B
Bach, R. C inside front cover.

Barry. W. H.. & Co 69. 93

Beardwood Agency 129

Bell Telephone Co 8

129

111

47

8

38

Bellinger, E
Berlin Suspender & Button Co
Bestall. T. W
British-America Assurance Co
British-American Dyeing Co
Brock, W. R. Co 18. 66. 100

Brock & Paterson 129

Brophy-Cains, Limited 23

Burnet & Temple 44

Burnley. Thos., & Sons. Ltd. 11

Butterick Pub. Co.. Ltd 51

c
Calico Printers' Ass'n., Ltd 50

Canada Haircloth Co 129

Cellular Clothing Co 13

Chipman. Holton Knitting Co 88

Clough. Pike & Co 6. 7

Clinton Knitting Co 91
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GREENSHIELDS WESTERN LIMITED
Wholesale

General Dry Goods

New Spring Goods
December ist is the beginning of our new season; from that date

on we receive into stock our spring goods. This year our collection

is larger and the variety greater than we have ever shown before.

In all departments we offer exceptional values and we request a

hearing for our travelers who are on their respective grounds, before

you place your Spring business.

Staple Department
We have a splendid showing of Canadian and Scotch ginghams,

also job ginghams at less than mill prices. See our bleached cottons

and sheetings, which were contracted for nine months ago at from 10

to 20 per cent, less than to-day's prices.

Print Department
Crum's are again our leader and the range is still complete. To-

day we have sold more than any previous season in spite of the advance

in price.

Carpet Department
Sateens and Cretonnes bought before any advances; also a job

line of wool and union carpets at less than present factory prices.

Men's Wear Department
This department has received a great number of new lines of

fancy soft and stiff front shirts. The patterns are quite new and the

designs unique.

Our other departments have each something special to offer and
a magnificent stock to select from.

54, 56, 58, 60 111
J
„

J
53, 55, 57, 59

Arthur Street J
jeS King Street
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To the Trade February, 1908

John Macdonald & Co.
LIMITED

TORONTO

Were never in a better position to fill

Spring Orders and

Serve Customers

visiting their warehouse than they are at present.

Every department fully assorted with novelties and daily

requirements for successful merchants who sell General Dry

Goods, Men's Furnishings, Haberdashery, Carpets, House-

furnishings, Woollens and Tailors' Trimmings.

If you are thinking of commencing business, or have not

yet done business with them, they shall be pleased to have

you visit or correspond with them.

They are still doing business at the old stand with the

Most Successful Business Men in Canada
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STOPPING all LEAKS
SMALL and LARGE

Careful business men these days are watching, as perhaps they have

not watched for years, every dollar of outlay and where every dollar

can be made or saved.

Do not allow a yard of goods to count as waste, and you need not do

it if you know of our way of re-dyeing and finishing shop-worn, faded,

soiled and off-color fabrics, hosiery, ribbons, feathers and plumes.

Our outfit for merchants' dyeing is complete and for over 30 years we

have counted the leading Dry Goods Merchants and Milliners, whole-

sale and retail, among our customers.

R. PARKER & CO. Dyers and Finishers

to the Trade : : :
Toronto, Can.

Plauen Oriental
Allovers

J m
Nice range in stock.

J. Special line, pretty patterns, in white
j. at 40 cents.

Embroidery Allovers
.*. Cambric, Nainsook and Muslin. Very
.;. pretty filet and Japanese patterns. 22
•J* inches wide. 28c. to 95c. yd.

T mPlauen Appliques, Filets,

? Nottingham Torchons
•• Prettiest Calais Vals in Canada.
.t.

Ji, Our travellers are showing one of the

„!. most complete ranges in Canada.

Laces, Embroideries, Dress
Trimmings, Collars, Belts

t All the latest novelties.

J. Give us a call when in Montreal.

Samples upon request.

R. G. BACH
X 146 St. James St.

£• P. O. BOX 64

MONTREAL, - QUE.

"ROOSTER BRAND"

BEST MADE

Summer Clothing Specialties

OUTING TROUSERS
and OUTING SUITS

Cream Serge, Scotch Flannels, "Hevvson" Home-
spuns, White Duck and Khaki Drills. The latest

cut and finish.

FANCY VESTS

Everything in vogue for the season, from $9.00

doz. to $36.00 doz.

Striped Sicilian and Black Lustre Coats

Yachting Jumpers and Gym. Knickers

ROBERT C.WILKINS
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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This is the Time
Each

Department
a

complete

Specialty

House
in

itself.

when retailers will appreciate the advantages

of our large stocks and the increased facili-

ties now possible by our large new warehouse.

Spring Trade will open out actively.

In your own interest keep your stocks well-

assorted.

The
most

comprehen-
sive and

best

selected

lines.

When you
want

a thing

and
need it

quick

order from
us.

We have a large and complete assortment of

Cottons, Ginghams, Prints and Wash
Goods.

Large and attractive lines of Carpets and

House-furnishings.

Men's Furnishings in endless variety.

Special attention is directed to our thorough-

ly equipped Smallwares Department.

Every department is in good shape to fill

your wants. We shall be glad to have you

look at our travellers' samples or send us a

list of your wants.

We will give prompt shipments.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montreal

JVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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New Dress Fabric

FOR

Spring, 1 908

Resilda
Cloth

REGISTERED

New rrocess

Permanent Lustre

THIS NEW CLOTH IS BROUGHT OUT
IN THE FOLLOWING WEAVES.

Poplins Tricot Savona

Crepe Resilda Voile Stripes

Dust Resisting and Does Not Crease

See Spring Samples

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg MONTREAL Greenshields & Co. Limited

Vancouver

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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® ®
® ®
® • @

8 Savings on Spring Merchandise 1

E

®

f®

•

of Spring lines finds our stock too heavy, and a quick

clearance is essential.

Spring Novelties

Advance Spring models used for display purposes are

in our Montreal showrooms and will be cleared at

marked reductions.

Revillon Brothers Limited
134-136 McGill St., MONTREAL

Established in 1723

Paris London New York Leipsic Shanghai Edmonton

£%Coscor» Nijny Nicolaiev Khabarosk (Bokhara 'Prince Albert

®^©©@*°j®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®*
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.

@
®
®

You will appreciate this exceptional opportunity for

savings on desirable Spring Goods. Our inventory
®
®
®
®
®
®These savings apply to Cloths, Silks, Ribbons,

Velvets, Laces, Feather Boas, and Gloves. All

lines are quality first and fully up to the Revillon g
standard. f®

Samples and prices upon request. g

$ ®
The reputation established for exclusive goods is ®

®
®
®

more than maintained this season. Our stocks of

Laces, Silks, Fancy Goods, etc., etc., comprise what-

ever is scarce and desirable. You will find for J
instance the Copenhagen blue shade in many quali-

ties in Silks and Ribbons.
®
®
®
®
®

®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

®
®
®
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SPERO: GALICOJES
-the mills where they are manufactured

The distributing centre for

SPERO' CALICOES
'SPERO' CALICOES ARE MADE
FROM HIGHEST CRADE COTTON

LOOK FOR THE WORDS
SPERO MAKE' ON THE SELVEDCE

"SPERO"
Manchester, Eng.
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Established 1832 Cable Address

:

-LAW," Bradford

SPRINC 1908

(Registered)

These Goods are rolled on Special boards and stamped "Lawrus"

every five yards.

MOHAIRS
In all the Latest Weaves

We are showing a most extensive line In these fabrics.

Law, Russell & Co.
Converters of Bradford Goods umithd

BRADFORD and LONDON
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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"MEN'S WEAR " says :
" Tailors and Outfitters all over the Kingdom are greatly indebted to Messrs. Samuel Kirk & Sons,

Ltd., for the perfection to which they have brought their permanent finishes for linings (Italians, Mohairs, etc.)"

The BES1 LiningS are those that bear the stamp of

Samuel KIRK AND Sons
LIMITED

THERE ARE TWO FINISHES WITH THIS NAME AS A GUARANTEE
OF EXCELLENCE IN BRILLIANCY, PERMANENCY AND STRENGTH.

(I) The Original

" Permanent ff
Finish.

(2) "Velper"
(Regd.)

m
(Copyright)

The Velvety Permanent Finish for those who prefer a soft handle

Patterns of either Finish can be had, on application to

The Bradford Dyers' Association, Ltd.

or *S!S!
l

r« 100c, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

I 'FOR HIGH CLASS NOVELTIES IN HflNDSMflCHINE MADE LflCES. .^.gSi

TULIES, VEILINGS. CHIFFONS.
-^3**T3

V

SOLE
CANADIAN AGENT,

HAROLD F. WATSON.
6, SAINT SACRAMENT, MONTREAL,

110. BOULEVARD DE LA SENNE, BRUSSELS.
36. GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.. LONDON, ENG,

j

Thl» Is an Illustration of another

ENGLISH ^7^ SAFETY
lSAJONIC nifcj

MADE
'"AQE MAR*

4

NICKELED STEEL DUPLEX in 5 Sizes.

Carded or Boxed in Dozen*.

J. NICKLIN A CO., - Birmingham, Eng.

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES The ORIGINAL and BEST.

SOUTHALLS' ACCOUCHEMENT SETS
Containing All Requisites, in Three Sizes.

SOUTHALLS' SHEETS FOR ACCOUCHEMENT
And Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LiniTBD

BIRMINGHAM, ENO.

Representative In Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CARLAW BUILDINGS, Wellington Street West. TORONTO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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England's

Premier Needle!
a

ABEL MORRALL'S
»i

N? 4

Bevjj
EGG EYED
SHARPS
EVERY NEEDLE SELECTED

OVER 100 YEARS
REPUTATION.

Stocked

by all

the Leading

Canadian

Houses

LOOK AHEAD!
Have your stock of Kleinert's Dress
Shields complete when the season opens.
It means money and trade to you. Cus-
tomers won't wait ; if you haven't the
goods they'll go to your competitors.

FIVE POPULAR STYLES SHOWN
HEREWITH. CAN BE WASHED,
IRONED AND STERILIZED.

Every Pair

Guaranteed

Every Pair

Guaranteed

LA MODE

POVBLB COVERED

SOLD BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS.

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO.
MINCING ST. - - TORONTO

When writing advertisers phase mention The Review.
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THE TELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CAHADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W, B. Meikle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

THE METROPOLITAN
Capital Paid lip D fi U If
$i,ooo,ono.on DM nil

Reserve Fund and
Undivided Profits

$1,183,713.23

Every Department of Banking Conducted with Satisfac-

tion and Absolute Security

Accounts of Individuals, Firms and Corporations Solicited

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
$1.00 or more opens an account. Interest allowed from

date of deposit and compounded FOUR times

a year. No delay in withdrawal.

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

Vv\ R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia :

1906.

Canada Other Countries Total

Cosies. Cushions, etc. £ 495 £ 154 047 £ 154.542
Curtains . 190 87.675 87,865
Fancv Goods 313 279,452 279.765
Piece Goods. Cotton »

and Linen 11.8114 3,297.724 3.309 618
Flannelettes 1.H8S 251,965 253,053
Boots and Shoes 1,951 114,1.03 118,954
Rubber Sand Shoes 2,319 47.998 50 317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York
Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing Offices

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.G.

New York, 29 Broadway
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WHITE HEATHER

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Baldwin's 2nd Quality

U

BALDWIN'S

BEEHIVE

BEEHIVE

99

AND

REGISTERED

Baldwin's Best

WHITE HEATHER
>>

ARE THE BRANDS FOR

KNITTING-WOOL SPECIALISTS
THEY ENSURE A READY SALE
Through leading Wholesale Houses. Samples, free on application, from :

—

J. & J. BALDWIN & PARTNERS,LTD. ^can Bell & Co.
HALIFAX, ENG. MONTREAL & TORONTOESTABLISHED 1785

When writing advertisers please mention The Review,
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«©Id Meach" Linens
ALL PURE FLAX

EMBROIDERY LINENS Their soft, silky quality and finish make

trade «Qi$ 3Blcacf)" MARK tnem delightful to work on. •

Stamped on every yard

TOWEL S — From plain work-a-day Huckaback and Diaper

"eiTmeach" t0 tne most exPensive Damask Towels in

Stamped on every Towel tllC WOTld.

in the NHUCKABACK (piece!) Diapers, Pillow Linens, Sheetings, H.S.— «0l6 meacb" MARK
Squares.

Stamped on every article and on every yard *

CAMBRIC and SHEER LAWN for Blouses and Underlines
trade «0W mieaclf MARK

Stamped on every yard

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET, TORONTO

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

Vital Facts to Remember
When Buying Wools and Yarns
n ei

^tme.
3

r

*

§

%tAc6"[ *l Ethel, Vanguard

KNITTING ' an<^ Maple stand for

YARN quality, and give
-'— :1 absolute satisfaction.

^ They bring added

profit.

Van^a^ RCG?

Knitting
Wool

MADE MM ENCLANTJ^

S%^

ESTABLISHED 1752.

A Comparison is an Education

SHOWCARDS UPON REQUEST

7VtAPL E
KW1TTINGW00L

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd. "™
1

A0EN™-
„ „

D. M. Chorlton & Bro.Manufacturers of Knitting Yarns for over 1 50 Years.

GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Send Us Your Order
by Mail To-day
We will send you reliable goods that will stand

comparison. Note the following lines :

R. B., a good strong I /I rib, six fold knee, sizes 8/^, 9, 9%, 10, seamless foot,

to retail ....... 25c.

R. J., nice fine wool 1 / 1 hose, women's sizes, to retail - - 40c.
Misses' and Children's sizes priced accordingly.

W. W., 2 / 1 rib, six fold knee, all sizes, soft finish, suitable for boys' fine wear,

retail _-...... 50c.

UJ

u

X
r/5

<
V

C, plain, seamless, women's, sizes 8%, 9, 9%, 10, retail -

P., full fashioned, extra weight, 8%, 9, 9 l/2 , 10, retail

Ri, women's plain, fine soft finish, 8%, 9, 9% 10, retail ....
Llama, as good if not better than is usually offered in this class of hose, women's sizes, retail

P. G., a special out size leg that is always wanted, women's sizes, retail

P. R., special, rib top, plain body of soft cashmere, retail ....
P. L., women's, spliced linen sole, a very sanitary hose, sizes 8, S/^. 9, 9%, 10, retail

Tan Cashmere, for women, 8/^, 9, 9%, good value, retail ...
Children's sizes, proportionate prices.

25c.
35c.
50c.
50c.
50c.
50c.
50c.
40c.

z
o
H
H
O
U

[ Standard Plain Cotton Hose for Women
P. 105. For a leader in low lines this one will suit you, to retail for - - - 10c.
P. 110. For a leader in low lines, to sell 2 pairs for .... 25c.
P. 115. For a leader in low lines you will find this one right, to sell at - - 15c.

< R. 150, heavy cotton 4/1, suitable for large boys, will retail two pairs for - - - 25c.
R. 1 70, heavy cotton 4/ I , suitable for large boys, will retail two pairs for - - 30c.
L. 130, fancy black lace hose, to retail ....... 25c.
L. 132, fancy white lace hose, to retail .....-- 25c.
L. 133, fancy tan lace hose, to retail at- - - -- - - 25c.

We carry full stock of Rock Rib, Hercules, Princess, Little Darling and Little Pet hose. They are staple beyond doubt.

Women's Hermsdorf Dyed Embroidered Lisle and Cotton, with laced ankle, to retail at 25c, 50c, 75c
We also show a range of Evening Shades in Fine Lisle that can be retailed to advantage, 50c and 75c

Rugs
and Art Squares
Tapestrys, in sizes from 3x3 up to 3x4 J^, to retail at, sq. yd., 50c
Brussels, in sizes from 3x3 up to 3 x 4^, $20.00 to $50.00

Axminsters, in standard sizes - - 25.00 to 50.00

Rugs are good, clean stock to handle. No remnants

to eat up your profits. Think it over.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
Ottawa, Canada

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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(£inaUd) Tomnto

NEW ARRIVALS
in Dress Goods Department

DL5— 43/44-inch Antwell Spots, a new silk and wool fabric, in all the leading-

shades. Can be retailed at $1 .50

GH15—48-inch Kashghar Worsted Striped Suitings, light grounds with dark
stripes. Can be retailed at $1.50

Z593—54-inch Sutton Suitings, pure mohair, with self colored stripes. Can be re-

tailed at $1 .75

Z594—44-inch Tangier Suitings, pure mohair in fancy checks. Can be retailed at $1.00

WT9—52-inch Panama, in moss, brown, navy and black, with white stripes. Can
be retailed at $1 .00

JA169—44/45-inch Panama, French make, of fine worsted yarn. Can be retailed at 75c

DM4—43/44-inch French Venetian, in a full range of shades. Can be retailed at 75c.

KG90—50-inch Riply finished Venetian, in all the staple shades. Can be retailed at $1.00

JA160—50/51-inch French Venetian, chiffon finish, very fine cloth, in all this
season's newest shades. Can be retailed at $1 .25

V90—50/51-inch French Broadcloth, chiffon finish, all new shades. Can be re-

tailed at $1 .50

Velma Silk—A new Wash Silk, in stripes and checks. Can be retailed at 50c.

O300—Tamoline Silk, fine even weave, a good range of shades, including brown.
Can be retailed at 50c.

O170—Colored Taffeta, a heavy cloth in all the leading shades. Can be retailed at 75c.

Three Leaders in black chiffon taffeta, at special prices for March. Can be
retailed at 75c, 85c. and $1.00

All of these lines are the Victorian Brand, which is a guarantee of reliable dyes and quality.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Why You Should be Confident.

RETAILERS OF CANADA:

YOU prepared for a record Fall and Winter business. Primarily because
of unfavorable weather it was not what you "had anticipated. The
consequent ill effect was increased by the financial stringency, which

arose, not because of any unsettling in local industrial conditions, but mainly
in sympathy with those prevailing in the United States. And it was partic-

ularly unfortunate that the situation should be aggravated by Canadian
banking institutions sending large sums—at one time call loans approxim-
ated $100,000,000—to New York, when the money could have been used to

great advantage at home. Unsatisfactory Fall business, and curtailment of
the accommodation which years of continued custom had led you to expect
from the banks, made your orders for Spring goods small. Now clearing
sales are over, stocks have been reduced, and the new season is at hand.
The outlook is excellent, and sorting orders should be an important factor

in your activity during the next month.

While conservatism is an excellent quality, and The Review advises it,

there is danger that it may be carried too far. If you fail to maintain well-

assorted stocks you are bound to lose considerable business.

The volume of trade done in Canada depends mainly upon you—the local

merchant. It will suffer if you do not take advantage of your opportunities
as you should. Your trade depends, directly or indirectly, very largely upon
the prosperity of the farmer. It is a solid, indisputable fact that, generally
speaking, the buying power of the farmer is fully equal to what it was a year
ago.

A good indication that people of the rural communities have money to

spend is found in the fact that, while the local trade of the big city stores
fell off materially during the past month, there has been a substantial in-

crease in their mail order departments.

By keeping up assortments, advertising strongly and optimistically,

attending carefully to display of stock, and maintaining an attitude of confi-

dence in conditions, you can create and encourage a demand for more goods.
In the past some of you have helped to spread the erroneous impression that
hard times were coming by talking pessimistically in the hearing of clerks
and customers. If you are easily frightened yourself, don't make matters
worse by alarming others. No news spreads so quickly as bad news.

You should do all in your power to promote early business this Spring.
Go after it right now. Big city stores are beginning to speak of and show the
new goods, and we believe that is the plan you should follow. Easter trade
will be late, and if you don't do this your Spring season will be a short one.

To reduce stocks to the lowest workable notch, to show no novelties,

—

to be out of the goods when they are asked for,—will mean loss of trade
and customers.

Perhaps you lack confidence in the stability of the present prices. You
think that concessions will come in the near future. Certain lines of goods
have been offered at prices just far enough below the general level to promote
a belief that lower rates would follow. As a matter of fact the drop in raw
materials has been merely sufficient to prevent further advances in the
finished product. Since the Bank of England rate went down to 4 per cent,

both wool and cotton values have grown stronger.

To sum up briefly—The Review advises you to be conservative, but at the

same time energetic in taking jull advantage of the purchasing capacity of your
community.

C^A^ y^J2^-iJL^r-
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Some Sound Reasons Why Retailers Should be Confident

Business conditions in Canada warrant confidence in the future— Business can be secured

if retailers go after it and keep stocks well assorted—Analysis of the situation.

There are substantial reasons for believing that the

Spring business of Canadian retailers will be good, and

this statement is made advisedly, and after most careful

investigation into the situation from all standpoints.

Money, which was sent out of Canada during the latter

months of 1907 is being returned to its natural chan-

nels, and will be available for use in Canadian commerce

in the near future. In addition to this, money which has

been tied up in grain standing in the elevators during

the Winter will be brought into use, since the grain will

then be realized on. Substantiating this belief that

money will be easier is the statement made by perhaps

the most important man in Canadian banking circles and

one who has an invariable rule of giving no public utter-

ances except at the annual meeting of the bank of which

he is a director, but who, when approached by The Re-

view, gave through his secretary the assurance that he

believes the worst of the present situation is over and

that normal trade conditions will soon be restored.

*

The Review makes these assertions because it be-

lieves the situation warrants them, and the aim of this

article is to give information which will be as nearly

absolutely accurate as it is possible to make it. With

this in view the belief is asserted that money conditions

will be easier during the next few weeks, and with the

coming of Spring. That the Canadian people have more

money than they ever had before is indicated by the

fact that bank deposits show a steady increase and that

never in the history of Canada were they as large as at

the present time. This should be reassuring, evidencing

as it does, the prosperity of the great earning and con-

sequently spending classes of Canada.

*

While this is being said, it is not the desire to stimu-

late reckless or extravagant buying in the belief that the

industrial expansion characteristic of the past few years

will be discounted by immediate future activity. With

the opening of Spring retail business is bound to show

a decided improvement, and, since stocks generally are

lighter than they were a year ago, except in some few

lines, the sale of which was affected by the weather, or-

ders will have to be placed for goods for immediate de-

livery later on, and there is good reason to believe that

those who delay buying will experience difficulty in get-

ting their goods when they want them.

*

The Review does not mean to say that large orders

should be placed, but it does say that conditions seem

to warrant the anticipation of a good business for

Spring and Summer and the advice to prepare for it.

An analysis of business conditions prevailing through-

out Canada generally, is most encouraging. Trade in

the Maritime Provinces is
1

' excellent, this information

coming from representatives of both wholesale and retail

departments of the dry goods business. Wholesale

houses, both' in Montreal and Toronto, doing business

with this portion of the Dominion, report the situation

as most satisfactory. The industries are finding little

or no difficulty in operating to the limit of their ca-

pacity, and happily the financial stringency talk, which,

unfortunately, has been indulged in too freely in some
portions of Canada, is practically ignored in the east.

*

Similarly encouraging conditions prevail in Quebec,
where business is showing a steady increase, and the

future is looked forward to with confidence, so far as

this province is concerned.

*

In Ontario the business of last year, as a whole,

showed an increase over the preceding twelve months,
and in some cases the first two months of 1908 were
ahead of those months in last year, but in other por-

tions of the province, from local causes, largely, the

volume of trade fell off slightly. This, however, cannot,

under the existing circumstances, be other than a tem-
porary depression, and one which a speedy return to

normal conditions will remedy. In a few cities depend-

ent largely upon manufacturing industries, business has
dropped off, but since the great bulk of the business of

Ontario is directly or indirectly built upon the farming
industry, it must improve, for the purchasing capacity

of the farmer is equal to that of a year ago.

The general opinion with respect to the west is that

a decided improvement is due to come with the Spring,

and conservative advices from there under recent date

indicate that already the looked for improvement has
commenced. An early Spring will mean, in all

probability a good harvest, and, under favorable condi-

tions the grain acreage in the west will be larger this

year than ever before, and more money, as a conse-

quence, paid to the western farmers, and available for

circulation in commercial channels.

*

Stability of business conditions describes the situa-

tion in British Columbia. The industries peculiar to the

province are prosperous, and with the money which will

be spent "this year for railway construction and in in-

dustrial development, a year of prosperity is assured.

Retailers may safely look to the future with confi-

dence. There is good reason to believe that if it is gone

after energetically and systematically, the business can

be secured. In the past some retailers unfortunately

have, possibly involuntarily, helped in the promulgation

of the belief that times were bad or about to be bad by

giving the impression to customers that they were
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doubtful as to the future, and by a general spirit of de-

pression. No other sentiment on earth has such a pot-

ent influence in discouraging buying as a pessimistic

clerk or merchant. It should be unnecessary to point

out the folly of such a course. The easiest kind of sen-

timent to inspire is that of "hard times," and there is

good reason to believe that the present situation has

been greatly aggravated by the fact that some persons

have taken an apparent delight in talking of the "de-

pression" and "stringency" which existed more in imag-

ination than in fact.

This statement of conditions as they exist through-

out Canada warrants the optimistic view taken of the

situation by The Review and may be accepted as proof

of the assertion that fundamentally Canadian trade is

in a healthy condition.

*
Confidence in the stability of Canadian business con-

ditions will accomplish a great deal in the restoration

of a national spirit of optimism which must necessarily

result in a return to normal business conditions.

Just what may be accomplished by a cheerful confi-

dence is illustrated by an incident recorded in Printers'

Ink, regarding the Sherwin-Williams Co. Last Fall a

number of the salesmen for this firm were taken off the

road, because of unsettled conditions and currency scare

ity. In December, however, it was decided to send the

staff to a man, on the road again, and a bulletin was
sent out to the salesmen giving some straight-from-the-

shoulder talk along this line :

"The way to get business is to go after it.

This is to be the battle cry of the delayed cam-
paign about to begin, and these are your march-
ing orders.

"We will commence January 6 the fight of our

lives. Some of you have been in enforced idleness

for two months, and we want to make it up and
I believe we can. . . .! We have come to the

conclusion that the time has arrived for action.

I never was more confident of anything in my
life than I am that now the command has been

given, we will make good. We must make good.

The conditions warrant our making good.

. . . . We don't deny that it (trade) may be

a little harder to get for awhile, because of the

lack of courage and confidence that will continue

to afflict the timid for a time, but it's up to you,

by your own confidence, energy and enthusiasm,

backed by knowledge and intelligence to inject

sufficient nerve into your trade to induce their

usual liberal orders." And in another talk : "We
propose to go right on just as if there never had

been 'tight money.' There is absolutely no reason

why business should not be as good in 1908 as

in 1907. In fact there are reasons why it should

be better. The great mass of the people have

more money—crops were good—the demand for all

sorts of manufactured products was never better.

Just catch this spirit of determination, and the

first of March will see better conditions than the

country has ever seen before."

This line of advice, while directed to traveling sales-

men, is surely applicable to the retailer. The all im-

portant question is as to the results of the policy indi-

cated. Here they are : In some sections the gain in

sales over the same period of a year ago was more than

thirty per cent., and the total business of the entire

company was larger in January than that of a year

ago, and the prospects for increased business are brighter

than ever.

*
This shows whay may be done by going after

business confidently. No man can sell goods who gives

his customers the impression that he is afraid he won't

make the sale. Of course he won't. He is beaten before

he starts.

*
In the last few years salesmen were not required.

Many men who were called salesmen were merely order-

takers, and now that a salesman is needed, we are find-

ing out what it really means to be a salesman. Those

who possess the qualifications of salesmanship are doing

business; the order-takers are marking time and giving

hard luck stories.

*
During the last month a marked improvement has

been recorded in many lines of business, and this may be

taken as an indication of the general improvement which

may be expected. Normal business conditions will be

restored, and Canada will proceed on her march of pro-

gress.

The fact that more foreign money will be spent this

year than ever before in industrial development and in

railway construction should inspire confidence in the

minds of Canadians themselves. Surely if capitalists of.

other countries have faith enough in the country to

spend millions of dollars here, those who will reap pos-

sibly the greatest benefit of this expenditure should not

lose confidence.

The managing director of one of the large manufac-

turing houses in dry goods lines, left for a two months
trip to Europe a few days ago and stated to The Re-

view before leaving that he was so confident as to the

future that he was leaving the business with the strong-

est belief that he would return to find a substantial in-

crease during his absence.

*
This is the time when the gospel of confidence—not

blind confidence with no foundation, but a confidence

which every intelligent man who studies the situation

must feel in the situation—should be preached, and if it

is preached by the retailer as well as by the other

branches of trade, the results will not only be satisfac-

tory, but surprising. Retailers are the ones above all

others who should be confident, because it is the con-

sumers upon whom they depend for their business who
have the bulk of the money in Canada to-day, and the

farmers, who have been less affected than any other class,

have a practically unimpaired buying power.

The business is here to be done, and the trade will

be secured by the retailers who show the greatest de-

gree of confidence in the situation.

Miss Edith, aged fourteen, walked with great dignity

into a large draper's establishment the other day.

"Please," she said to the stately shopwalker, "I want

a pair of gloves."

"Certainly, miss," replied that gentleman; "you will

find the kids' counter on the next floor."

"But I don't want the kids' counter," said Miss

Edith, freezingly ;
" I want the ladies ' counter. '

'
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

Store of MacKay Bros. Co., Renfrew. The building on the corner replaced the original MacKay Store in which
the business was established fifty years ago. The addition to the left of the picture

was erected recently, and is devoted to dry goods.

Merchant has Six Landlords

The business of Bryson, Graham & Co., Ottawa, is of

an evolutionary character. Beginning thirty years ago in

tx corner store, the business has gradually expanded until

i;cw six stores, all adjoining, and owned by six different

parties, comprise the establishment.

As can be imagined, under conditions such as these,

the store's business is carried on under some considerable

disadvantage, since a general scheme of store arrange-

ment is impossible.

Bryson, Grahams' valuable business asset is the firm's

long record of satisfactory business dealing, and, so far

as it was possible to judge, the class of trade done by the

store is of a decidedly substantial character—the kind of

trade that places confidence in the ability and willingness

of the store to serve, and that, consequently, stays with it.

The store has entrances on three streets, and a general

department store business is done.

One of the successful innovations was the establish-

ment of a restaurant, the only one in the city conducted

in connection with a dry goods store, and it is stated that

during the middle of the day, particularly, it is very popu-

lar, and is patronized by those who are in the store shop-

ping, as well as by business men who make a practice of

taking lunch in this store, in preference to going home.

A good mail order business is done, and two cata-

logues are issued annually. A member of the firm stated

that ordinarily no difficulty was experienced in meeting

the prices of the big Toronto catalogue houses, and in

some lines their prices were below those of the latter.

While the tendency is towards a cash business, the

store gives credit to a limited number, though it was
frankly admitted that the adoption of an absolutely cash

system, were such practicable, would be welcomed.

Sales to clerks must be effected through another clerk

in the department, and no second price is allowed, clerks

paying the same as the public.

The store has its own delivery system, and the char-

acteristic blue and yellow signs are familiar sights on the

streets.

The business was instituted by C. Bryson, who later
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look as - a partner his brother-in-law, Mr. Graham, both

of whom are actively engaged in the management of the

business.

Ottawa people are conservative, and, generally speak-

ing, prefer to shop in stores with which they are familiar,

iind the establishment of Bryson, Graham & Co., has for

more than a quarter of a century been one of the land-

marks of the business life of the Capital.

Ordinary methods of publicity are employed, the city

papers being freely used for the daily announcement of

the firm.

*

Bigger Business Under Cash System

"The Arcade," Ottawa, is owned by the C. Ross Co.,

Limited, and caters to the medium trade, while the latter

if. generally looked upon in the city as the store of the

highest class of trade, to which it devotes attention par-

ticularly. The Arcade handles general lines, silks, dress

goods, staples, laces, fancy goods, boots and shoes, millin-

ery and ladies' ready-to-wear. The staple department is

the most largely patronized, and one of the most profit-

able in the store. Lines of goods which are slow sellers

in the up-town store of Ross & Co., are sent to the Ar-

cade, where they find an outlet.

Men's shoes were formerly handled, but they were

found to be slow sellers, and it was believed that the

space could be more profitably utilized for other pur-

poses, consequently that department was closed out.

Dealing with the medium class trade, the tendency

towards a better quality of goods is noted in this store,

in ladies' vests, for example, the cheapest lines sold now
are 39 and 50-cent goods, whereas a few years ago there

was a demand for 25-cent lines.

About a year ago the cash system was inaugurated in

the Arcade, and this principle is adhered to strictly, no

goods being allowed out on approbation, even. Evidence

of the wisdom of this change is furnished by the fact that

the business increased $20,000 during the year following

the ntroduction of this system.

The 120 clerks in this store are paid on straight sal-

ary. J. Hector, for many years with the W. H. Seroggie

Co., Montreal, is the manager of the store.

Emphasize Quality, Not Price

Charles Ogilvy, who is the owner of a new store on

Eideau Street, Ottawa, has devoted his energies to inter-

esting his employes in the business, for the benefit of the

business, of course, but, as he pointed out to The Review,

primarily for the benefit of the employes themselves. He
\ery properly stated that the salesman who showed the

greatest interest in, and used the best effort to promote

the success of the store, was the one who would be given

promotion first, and would be fitted to take a more re-

sponsible position in that or another business.

This policy practiced by Mr. Ogilvy, appears to have

resulted in his securing and retaining a superior class of

help, as is evidenced by the fact that among his staff are

men who have been in his employ since he started in busi-

ness twenty-one years ago. During that time several of

the staff have left to start business for themselves or to

take positions of responsibility with firms outside the

city.

The new store, illustrations of which have been given

in The Review, is a modern mercantile establishment, in

which comfort of both the staff and patrons is the first

consideration, combined with excellent lighting qualities.

For the patrons, rest rooms and lavatory conveniences are

provided on ail the floors. Lockers for wraps of boih ihe

male and female help are placed in the basement, while

on the second floor is a comfortable and cheery lunch-

room for those members of the staff who take their lunch

in the store.

The store is exclusively a dry goods establishment, the

usual lines being carried.

Asked as to which was the most profitable of the depart-

ments, Mr. Ogilvy stated that, generally speaking, the

men's furnishing department, which occupies a prominent

place at the front of the store, was the best paying branch

of the store.

The other departments on the ground floor are dress

goods, staples, smallwares, notions, etc., while on the first

floor the ready-to-wear garments, boys' clothing and

housefurnishings are located.

During holiday sales the second floor is given over

partly to display of these goods, and at other times the

space is used for storing surplus stock, the intention

being eventually to move the housefurnishing permanently

to this floor.

Apartments on this floor are rented to dressmakers,

who handle considerable of the work of the store's

patrons. The same policy is pursued in respect of the

millinery department, the space being rented on the first

floor.

Receiving rooms are located in the basement, where

the goods, as they are opened and checked off, are as-

sembled according to their respective departments. All

the waste paper is gathered and sold, the aim being to

waste nothing.

Mr. Ogilvy 's policy in advertising is to use the medium
which he considers goes to the best homes, not necessarily

that with the largest circulation, and in his advertise-

ments he emphasizes quality, rather than price.

*

Appeals to Middle Classes.

The store of T. Lindsay, Limited, Ottawa, appeals to

the middle class trade of the city, and styles itself "The
house of Bargains."

A splendid new store was erected recently, and in it a

heavy stock of goods, attractive only to the class of trade

which the store goes after, is carried. Prior to the erec-

tion of the present store the business was carried on in

premises on the opposite side of the city, and with the

opening of the new building an impression apparently

prevailed that a change in the policy was to be instituted,

for on the opening days, persons came to the store look-

ing for high-priced goods, which were not placed in stock.

The demand, it is stated, however, soon ceased for these

goods, and the class of business which the store proprie-

tors consider the most profitable for them, was re-

verted to.

A strictly cash business is done in this store, which

embraces all lines usually found in a departmental store.

Not an account is kept, except those with the wholesale

houses and manufacturers.

Recently an extensive mail order business has been de-

veloped, an annual catalogue being issued. Dry goods and

furniture are the goods most largely sold in this depart-

ment, and the claim is made that the prices quoted in the

catalogue are lower than those of the Toronto mail order

houses. From Sudbury west through Manitoba and the

Western Provinces, is the field of operation of the mail

order department.

A specialty in this store is the clothing department, a

large portion of the goods sold being manufactured by the

firm in a factory operated in Hull. No high-priced cloth-
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ing is sold, and the same rule applies in furnishings, the
highest priced Derby hat in the store is a $1.00 Christy.

Flannelettes at 5 cents, and ladies' blouses at 49 cents,

are also lines constantly kept in stock, and are regarded
as staple lines.

is devoted to carpets, housefurnishings and furniture.
The offices are also on this floor, while on the third floor

reserve stock is kept. Sample rooms are also provided
here, and travelers are required to bring their samples to
the store.

In the basement, which opens from the street at one
side of the store, are the grocery and men's clothing de-

partments, the main floor being given over to staples,

dress goods, silks, trunks, boots and shoes, music, etc.,

and on the first floor ladies' ready-to-wear, whitewear,
and tinware, crockery and glassware. The second floor

Senator Belcourt and Senator Edwards are president
and vice-president, respectively of the company, T. Lind-
say being the managing director.

An advertising writer is employed, and a full page is

used daily in one paper, the one with the lowest rates, and
half pages in the two other papers.
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Handled Lumberman's Business

Carswell & Co., Renfrew, do a general trade, and con-

duct a branch store at Calabogie. The character of the

business is similar to that done in most agricultural com-

munities, a farmers' trading business forming the greater

proportion. This firm is one of the oldest, and most

wealthy in the town, and in the earlier days, when lum-

bering was more of a local industry than it is at the

present time, an immense business was done furnishing

supplies for the camps. With the changed conditions

under which this character of work is carried on, however,

and the gradual recession of operations to a more remote

locality, this business has been decreasing, and the stores

depend upon the town and surrounding farmers' business.

R. C. Wilson, in the almost continuous absence of Mr.

Carswell from the store, is the manager and buyer.

*

Took Employees Into Firm

Mackay Bros. Co., Renfrew, is the perpetuation of a

name which has been identified with the business interests

of the town for half a century, having been established

by the late Mr. Mackay, father of the two present heads

of the firm, when Renfrew was a small and unimportant

town. Recently a joint stock company was formed, the

heads of three departments, dry goods, boots and shoes

and groceries being admitted, with the Messrs. Mackay.
Five years ago a large addition to the original store

building was erected, and the store now comprises about

25,000 square feet of selling space.

The whole store is equipped with a cash carrier sys-

tem, operated by electric power.

The staff in the different departments of the store

numbers about forty persons, including those employed
in the dressmaking department.

A credit business is done in this store, though the man-
ager states that they would welcome gladly the adoption

of a cash system, if such were practicable, and they look

forward eagerly to the time when it will be possible.

Wealthy Merchants in Renfrew

Business conditions in Renfrew are possibly unpar-

alelled in Ontario, if not in Canada. There are four gen-

eral stores, and one handling dry goods exclusively. The
four general stores are owned by funis which have been

in business for many years, and the stores are supple-

mentary to other interests in which the proprietors are

engaged, the majority of them being identified more or

less with the lumber industry.

It is probable that in no other town in Ontario are

there four general stores comprising all the business in

those lines with the financial backing of the four in Ren-
frew, commercial agency reports giving their combined
rating at $620,000. It can be seen, therefore, that good
times or bad make little difference to these stores, and

they fear little from competition, since, with their strong

financial position, they are able to successfully cope with

*

After High Class Trade

The strictly high-class dry goods trade of Ottawa is

divided between two firms, the C. Ross Co., and Murphy-
Gamble Co. The former occupies one of the commanding
corners in the shopping section of the Capital, and does

a large business among the society of the Capital, hand-

ling the higher priced goods, for which in Ottawa there is

a heavy demand. Making the newest gowns is a feature

of these two stores, and for the social functions of the

season, beginning with the opening of Parliament, their

trade is largely dependent.

The conservatism characteristic of Ottawa, generally,

is in evidence in the policy of management of both these

stores.

Effect of Enthusiasm

The infusing of enthusiasm into the sales staff is, in

the opinion of L. N. Poulin, of Ottawa, the secret of suc-

cess in merchandizing. Said he, in speaking to The Re-
view on this question: "If I could only inspire in my
clerks the same enthusiastic belief in the value of my
goods that I have myself, I can see how I would soon

have much more business than I could possibly handle in

this store."

Considerable of Mr. Poulin 's characteristic energy is

devoted to this task of inspiring enthusiasm in his clerks,

and to one who visits his store, the results are apparent,

lie himself expresses gratification at what has been ac-

complished, though at the same time, he appreciates that

the goal has not been reached yet.

Undoubtedly the strongest factor in this campaign of

I his enthusiasm instillation is the example set by Mr.
Poulin. The office work is left by him to clerks and ac-

countants, and he spends practically all his time in the

store behind the counters, serving customers and showing
his clerks how to become successful salespeople by being

a salesman himself. So familiar is he with the depart-

ments that he can go into any of them and take a sales-

man's place—and frequently does it.

The two essentials to success in the dry goods business,

Mr, Poulin believes, are having in stock the goods the pub-

lic want, and having an enthusiastic staff of salespeople.

In the conduct of this store the policy has been to give

prominence to staple lines of goods—not necessarily those

generally known as staple dry goods—but lines for which

there is a staple demand, the belief being held that these

goods are more easily disposed of and help sell them-

selves.

Enthusiasm is watchword of the store, and to this

quality and its exercise, the growth of the store from
premises, 20 by 30 feet, nineteen years ago, to a sale area

of 21.210 square feet, at the present time, is attributed.

Smallwears and toilet articles are given a prominent

place in the store, and a good business is reported in them.

Clerks are paid a salary and are encouraged to make
suggestions to customers, and introduce new goods, though

they are taught to do it in a way which will not antagon-

ize the patron.

General dry goods lines are carried in this store, in-

cluding ready-to-wear garments, millinery and furs, and
such supplementary lines as cut glass, china, bric-a-brac,

cutlery, silverware and art goods.

The store appeals to the high class trade.

Not Bargain Hunters

Noble Dean & Son, is another of the old established

firms in Renfrew, and conducts a general business, divided

between the town and farming patronage. The Renfrew
people, fortunately, have not developed the bargain habit,

and, as a consequence, the stores are able to conduct busi-

ness along' sane lines.
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Department Store ManagementWhere Progress isDemanded

The Duties and Responsibilities of Department Heads — Originality of Ideas

Encouraged—The Opportunities for Young Men in Department Store Enterprises.

No article dealing with department stores' would be

complete without a reference to the details of their gen-

eral management. Each department is in charge of a

manager, who has an assistant. To all intents and pur-

puses he manages the department, as if he were the owner,

while to the general policy of the firm. He is given so

much capital with which to conduct his department, and

a certain buying limit, which he must not exceed. Should

he have reached the limit, and be offered the opportunity

of securing a special bargain, to the interest of his de-

partment and of the house in general, he must consult the

general manager, before declining to purchase. Most

firms make it a rule, that commercial men shall show

their samples, or do business with the department man-

ager, before 10.30 a.m. or after 5 p.m., thus allowing him

to be at liberty for the rest of the day. He devotes this

time to his department, or to visiting the local manufac-

turers, jobbers and wholesale houses.

The general office, issues to each department a report

of the amount of stock he has each week, and of the

amount he had for the corresponding week, of the previ-

ous year. In this way he knows his financial position, and

just how he stands with the office. He is also furnished

with a sales report for each day of the previous year. It

is only natural, that the ambitious manager should en-

deavor to surpass the sales of preceding years.

All progressive firms insist on this. There is no going

hack. Everything about a department store must be done

better than in former years; the sales must be larger, the

service must be improved, and the mistakes of the past

must not be repeated. Therein lies, to a great extent, the

success of the department store. Another point which con-

tributes considerably to its success are the managers'

meetings. These are held from time to time, the man-

agers attending, and the owner or general manager usu-

ally presiding. These gatherings are productive of great

good. All sorts of questions relating to the all-round im-

piovement of the business are talked over, and in this

way, many valuable suggestions are brought out. It also

promotes a more friendly feeling between the managers

and the firm. Ideas and suggestions, are what the de-

partment store wants, and welcomes, no matter who they

may come from.

The department store, always requires good sales-

people. They are not easy to obtain, and in spite of all

that may be said to the contrary, are paid fair wages. A
good salesman or saleswoman, is polite and obliging,

knows the stock thoroughly, and has a pleasing personal-

ity. A firm may spend a great amount of money on prin-

ter's ink, but if the customers who come in response to

their advertisements are not treated with courtesy, much
of the effect is lost. Many firms, in view of the grave im-

portance of this matter, are now running schools of sales-

manship for their employes, which are proving an educa-

tive and commercial benefit. In these schools of salesman-

ship such helpful mottoes as these are displayed:

"Oh, Lord, keep us from being sour, and grant that

this day we may lose no sales."

"Give the customers a buying spirit."

The department store is always interested in getting

to the bottom of any complaints. For that reason, the big

Third and concluding article" on Department Stores, written for The Dry
Goods Review, by Frederick Scroggie, Montreal.

stores have established a complaint office, or bureau of

adjustment, to which the customers may go at once, that

the error may be rectified. These complaints are num-
bered, and a careful record is kept. Most of the com-

plaints are due to wrong addresses, or to merchandise

which has been damaged in delivery. Each one of these

complaints must be carefully investigated.

The general manager of a department store is a very

important person. All the department, or sub-managers,

;'re responsible to him. He hires all managers, tells them
how much stock they shall carry, the amount of business

they should do, and the amount of profit they are expected

to make. He must have a general, all-round knowledge

of merchandise. He is the head of the business, and is

responsible to the owners. He has got to make good. If

be does not, he goes, and that very quickly. Good man-
agers are hard to get. You will not be surprised when I

tell you that they draw salaries of from five thousand to

fifty thousand dollars a year, and in addition they are

sometimes given a very small percentage on the total net

profit. This makes them take a greater interest in the

business. Mr. Wanamaker paid Mr. Ogden, his general

manager, a thousand dollars a week. The late Mr. Leys,

manager for Altmens', New York, received a salary of

thirty thousand dollars a year. Mr. Selfridge, who was

for many years general manager for Marshall Field & Co.,

Chicago, is said to have made in salary, and in his interest

in profits, over a hundred thousand dollars a year.

There are good openings for young men in department

stores, but the good positions go to the men who are not

afraid of work, who are not always waiting for the gong

tc sound the closing hour. The department stores want

young men of brains and ability, who have enthusiasm.

Be enthusiastic; it is the life of a business. I wish to

draw to your attention what a writer in the Booklover's

Magazine has said about department stores:

"A department store, is not so much an aggregate of

stores, as an aggregate of organized human ability. De-

partment stores succeed, not because of the number of

their departments, but because of the weight of ability

they attract. Each man counts for more in a department

store than he would alone, or in a lesser organization. The

proof of this is personal, known to every man who

personally knows the personnel of a store. Nothing is

more striking among them, than the sense of organic en-

thusiasm."

In closing let me say that the department store will

not do away with competition. This charge is often

brought against department stores. The department store

establishes a certain price for an article, and generally it

is the lowest price at which it can be sold.

I maintain that the department store is a benefit to the

community. It increases the value of real estate. For

instance, take the increase in value of real estate on St.

Catherine Street, in Montreal. This increase has been

brought about, to a great extent, by the department stores

situated in this thoroughfare. You will find that the cities

that have progressive department stores, are far ahead,

commercially, of cities that are not so fortunate. The

department store is here to stay, and the next few years

will, I am sure, see wonderful improvements made in it,

find it will then be able to serve even better than it has in

the past.
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SPECIALS IN EMBROIDERED LINEN COLLARS
8 :232 ALL THESE NUMBERS STOCKED IN 12, 12£, 13, 13}, 14, 14j

LOUISA-$3.25 doz. 2 in. DOROTHY- $3.00 doz. 2 in. EUGENIE—$3.50 doz. 2 in.

The Dry Goods Economist says: "Embroidered Linen Collars continue one of the big items and there is a heavy call
for little bows and other pieces to go with them." We have the Collars, Bows and Bosom Frills to supply this assured demand.

BROPHY-CAINS, LIMITED
Wholesale Dry Goods. VICTORIA SQUARE, MONTREAL. Quick Shippers

IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Young Men of To-Day Have Opportunities for Success

Modern Business Life Affords Many Avenues by Which They May Achieve Success

—

Advice to Young Men to Keep Out of Ruts. Importance of Acting Promptly.

It is the office man, who learns tc do more and better

work, ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, who learns at

the same time to get more money, and a more advanced

position. The successful office man, and, in fact, any other

man who makes a success of his vocation, must read, study

and come in contact with other men who have experi-

enced similar difficulties along the road.

Where the great mistake is made, is to allow oneself to

feel perfectly satisfied with the work being done, feeling

confident that there is nothing more to learn about it;

then, when the opportunity presents itself, it is the man,

who has been preparing himself for something better,

who is promoted, and the other contented fellow is left

behind.

The Opportunity of To-day.

The question is very often asked : "Is there as great

an opportunity to-day for a young man to make a success

in business as there was twenty-five to fifty years ago"?

Surely there is. Of course it may be argued that competi-

tion was not so keen then as it is to-day, and this is un-

doubtedly so. But, are we not better equipped to cope

with this same competition, and are not the conditions

of modern business life such that it requires the best that

is in a man, to make a success.

Look Out for Ruts.

We admire the young man who is steady, who can

always be relied upon, but "look on; for the ruts." Not

that we would discourage the steady young man who never

makes a move, for they say "A rolling stone gathers no

moss," but there is still a great danger of getting into a

rut along the road, from which it is difficult to move.

Did you ever notice a farmer driving a heavily loaded

team in winter? He tries to keep out of the ruts. To

get his loaded wagon into a rut is hard on the horses, it

strains the wheels, it racks the wagon, and, if the rut is

deep enough, it stalls the whole business. A business, or

d. man, is in exactly the same condition. As soon as the

business gets into a rut it means it is harder to pull, and

it is harder to push; when a lively competitor comes down
the road, you can't get out of his way; and if he is

heavier and bigger than you are, he will simply blot you

out of existence; and if the rut is deep enough you will

go to smash anyway. It takes careful driving, and it

pays.

Opportunities Seized,

Millions have been made during the last century by en-

gineers and mechanics acquainting themselves with, and

taking advantage of the knowledge and principles of

mechanical science and discovery. People can generally

find what they wish to see and be ignorant about what

they don't care about finding. Seize the opportunities

as they present themselves in every day life, and make or

create opportunities if they do not come to you, in other

words, meet your opportunity half way.

Albert Shaw says: "The cultivation of public spirit

in the broad sense, and the determination to be an all-

round good and efficient citizen and member of the com-
munity, will often help a man amazingly to discern the

opportunities for usefulness that lie in the direct line of

his business life. It is the positive and aggressive attitude

toward life, the ethics of action, rather than the ethics of

negation; that must control the modern business world,

and that may make our modern business man the most
potent factor for good in this, his own industrial period."

A Specialists' Age.

This is surely an age of specialists. While it is well,

to become an all-round man, and be in a position to turn

one's hand to any work which presents itself, should oc-

casion demand it, still to make a success of life a man
must specialize in some particular line of work, in which
he becomes, by strenuous effort, perhaps, more efficient

than in any other. It is the specialist to-day who com-
mands the largest salary, and whose opinion is sought by
the leaders in the commercial world. If you are a steno-

grapher, excel in this particular line of work, both as to

speed and accuracy, make every Tetter a perfect one as to

spelling, composition and neatness. .Excel all others of

the same profession, filling your present position so fully,

that your employer is forced to recognize the quality of

your service, and reward you in a practical way.

If you are a cashier, be able to account for every cent

that passes through your hands; study every phase of

your line of work. ; A good plan would be to compare the

different forms of cash books used by different establish-

ments, noting carefully the various ideas adapted to a

I cculiar line of business.

If you are a salesman, use every moment of your time

to sell your employer's goods. As has been said in a cer-

tain book we all know, "Don't let your employer know
continually what the opposition is doing." This antagon-

izes him more than anything you could write or say;

rather, send in encouraging reports about your own;

doings. He pays you to sell his goods, and not to help

the other fellow market his product by continually adver-

tising him.

If you do not believe absolutely in your goods, that

you have the best on the market, you had better not start

out at all—take something else.

Study your customer, his needs, then go ahead. Don't

be continually running down your own goods or your

prices to your house, but rather, study wherein your goods

excel all others. Strive to make a customer feel that he

is getting the best value on the market for the price, gain

his confidence and the battle is half won. If you see that

he is not inclined to buy, don't give him an opportunity to

tell you so, as he does not like to go back on his word.

Most -merchants nowadays are busy men, and appre-

ciate the traveler who comes to the point of his visit at

once.

If you are a shipper, study the railway maps, guides,

rates, etc., so as to be in a position to answer any reason-

able question as to which is the cheaper or quicker route

to ship certain goods. It is usually someone from the

inside who obtains this information ; why not the

shipper?
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Practical Suggestions for Basis of Paying Salespeople

Percentage on basis of net profit of departments is plan favored by correspondent,

who gives his personal experience—Another advocates the salary and premium method.

Percentage on Profits

The basis of the payment of clerks' salaries is a live

one with many merchants, and the satisfactory solution

of this problem affecting the vital interests of every retail

business will be welcomed by hundreds of merchants in

Canada, who are and have been giving this matter very

serious consideration.

Recently a merchant wrote to The Review asking ad-

vice on the best methods of paying clerks, and in re-

sponse it was stated that information gathered on this

point led to the belief that the most satisfactory methods

was payment on a basis of net profits in the respective

departments in which the clerks were employed.

A writer to The Review, subsequent to the publication

of that article, endorses the position taken, and the per-

sonal experience of the writer of the letter is quoted in

substantiation of the view taken.

The letter, which will, no doubt, prove interesting to

many readers of The Review, is as follows

:

"Editor Dry Goods Review,

"Toronto:

"Dear Sir,—I have read with interest the pages of the

special Spring number, entitled "Methods of Paying

Salespeople," and as you have invited further discussion

of this subject, I should like to briefly state my opinion

and my recent experience which was gained in a store

such as your correspondent describes.

"For a long time I had advocated the adoption of a

system—such as I had previously seen outlined in The

Review—of engaging upon a commission of the net pro-

fits of the department of which I had the management.

Last year I was permitted to give this a trial, and the re-

sult has been very satisfactory to my employer and to

myself. The fact that the sales in my department in-

creased 5y2 per cent, over the previous year, while the

aggregate of all the other departments showed a decrease

of 2y2 pr cent., indicates that I earned the substantial

increase of salary this system afforded me.

"The principal argument in favor of this system is

that the interests of salespeople, department managers

and proprietor, are identical—their energies are united

and, consequently, they work in harmony. Clerks, who,

upon a straight salary have been indifferent to customers

and careless of their stock, will, when placed

upon a commission of net profits, manifest an interest, not

only in these matters, but also in the buying, the adver-

tising, the window displays, the expense account and in

the study of every feature of mercantile life the mastery

of which makes the successful merchant.

"I had had nearly ten years' experience in a business

where salesmen served customers all over the store and

where the reputation and to a great extent the salary of

the clerk depended upon his sales. Now, I do not hesitate

to say that the competition, jealousy and ill-feeling invari-

ably resulting from such a system will prove a menace to

the success of any retail business.
' 'Competition for sales leads directly to price-cutting

—

one of the most common evils existing in smaller stores, and
. one which the greatest vigilance has failed to eradicate.

Keen competition between clerks will undoubtedly in-

crease the sales, but not the profits—part of the latter is

too often given to the customer to facilitate the sale and
another part remains upon the shelves in stock, accumula-

tions that might have been sold had the clerks taken a

little more time and made a greater effort than it required

to sell the new goods.

Salary and Premium

A. E. Dodman, Fort William, furnishes a most inter-

esting contribution to the discussion on "best methods of

paying salespeople." He takes the view that the salary

and premium, or as he termed it, "spiff," plan is produc-

tive of the best results. His letter, in which he describes

it, is as follows:

"Editor Dry Goods Review:

"Dear Sir,—I have read with deep interest your article

in Spring number on the different methods of paying

r-alespeople.

"The main object is, of course, to get the best possible

results out of your help and to pay as near as possible to

the actual worth of the individual.

"I have seen it tried in a good many different ways,

the straight salary, the salary and commission, the straight

commission and the salary and premium, or "spiff" plan,

the latter being in my estimation conducive to best results.

"Possibly some of your readers may not be thoroughly

conversant with this plan, so if you will allow me I will

endeavor to explain the main points.

"Each clerk is engaged at a salary, just as would be

the case where straight salary is paid and is given his

position in the department in which he is to work, will

say the dress goods.

"Now, in this department, suppose there are eight

men, six in the colors and two in the blacks, colored men
will take sales in their rotation, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, accord-

ing to their rank, the blacks in the same way, so that in

the event of both men in blacks being engaged at the

same time, and another customer comes in, the highest dis-

engaged man from the colors will be drawn in, and vice

versa, so that each man knows just when it's his duty to

serve, thus making any dispute as to priority of sale an

impossibility.

"This system could be worked satisfactorily in any

store, no matter how large or how small. The premiums

are arranged at the discretion of the buyer or manager,

and are placed on goods which are the hardest, and, there-

fore, the most important to sell.

"The idea is to put the premium on the goods that are

naturally slow, staple goods don't need it.

"In houses where premiums are used they figure on

1*4 Per cent, being used in this way, salaries, of course,

lower in comparison. The result is a keen desire in every

clerk to sell whenever possible, therefore, making better

salespeople than under the system of no matter how much
or how little you sell the pay is just the same.

"Every system has its for's and against 's, but I think

taking all in all the premium system is productive of best

results for employer and employe.

Yours truly,

A. E. DODMAN.
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Our Promise Squares With Our Performance

Under date of January 30, 1908, Conner, Sawyer & Cameron Co., "The Golden Rule," Keokuk,

Iowa, write :

—

"It was only by the strongest kind of work that your representative finally succeeded in placing McCall Patterns with us late last

Fall. We had given up the sale of another make and believed that all patterns were more or less alike. Now, although we have had

McCall Patterns on sale only three months and those months about the dullest of the year, our sales have far exceeded our expectations,

and we anticipate a very profitable pattern business, which we never had with the (one of the best known makes)."

All patterns are not alike. They differ in many respects, but the average merchant hasn't time to

go into technical details. The only difference which appeals much to him is a difference in selling qualities.

It is the selling quality of McCall Patterns which puts them in a class by themselves and enables a

merchant to sell two, three or four times as many as, with the same effort, he sold of the " just as good

as " pattern. McCall Patterns are known as the paper patterns that sell.

It is not just chance that there are more McCall Patterns sold in the United States than of any other

make. It is not just chance that McCall's Magazine has a million paid-in-advance subscribers, hundreds

of thousands more than any other fashion magazine. It is not just chance that there are more Dry Goods

and General Merchants handling McCall Patterns than any other make. It is not just chance tha*

these merchants, nearly ten thousand of them, control the desirable pattern trade of their locality with

McCall Patterns, irrespective of competition.

What is true in the United States will be true in Canada, now that the recently established McCall Canadian Office and Factory, the largest

and best equipped Pattern Plant in the Dominion, make it possible to offer Canadian Merchants the Celebrated McCall Patterns and Fashion

Publications, with ALL the advantages of TERMS, PRICES, DELIVERIES, etc., United States Merchants enjoy.

WRITE NOW for free samples and full particulars about the exclusive sale of our goods in your town and vicinity. You
will incur no obligation except to consider the question and decide on its merits. Address Main Office, New York.

THE McCALL COMPANY
THE LEADING PAPER PATTERN HOUSE OF AMERICA

236-246 West 37th Street NEW YORK
TORONTO

Established 37 Years.

CHICAGO
Not in the Trust.

SAN FRANCISCO
No Connection with any other House.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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MANCHESTER,
38 THOM A S ST
GLASGOW.

71 QUEEN ST
"* DUBLIN,

15 WlCKLOW ST

H3^B|
BERLIN

40 KRAUSENSTRASSE.

JOH/INNESBURG,
102 FOX ST.

CAPE TOWN.
94- KOUT ST.

ENGLAND

Cash Sales Books
THE

CO N T

I

NUOUS
is the ONLY PERFECT SALESBOOK
made. Numbers guaranteed. Printed

in colors. Advt. on back if desired.

WE ARE SOLE MAKERS WRITE FOR SAMPLE

THE CARTER-CRUME COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO and MONTREAL

Mention this paper

MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVE

W. W. JOHNSTON
203 Birks Building. Phone, Uptown 1830.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Valuable Hints on the Art of Display

Winners in Christmas Competition

An increased interest was taken in The Review's

Christmas window competition this year and photos of

trims were entered from various parts of Canada, evi-

dence of the very widespread influence which this compe-

tition is exerting'. An interesting- feature of the compe-

May Pole For the Easter Window.

tition is the fact that window dressers from a number
of the smaller places entered specimens of their work and

in the majority of cases these were extremely good, and

showed that there is a gradual improvement in the

quality of window decoration, and a more thorough ap-

preciation of the value of display in selling- goods.

The three winners in the competition this year are :

First prize, H. Robinson, with K. McKay & Co., Hamil-

ton; second prize, J. Ashfield, with Bryson, Graham &

Co., Ottawa, and third prize, H. C. MacDonald, with

Richard Hall & Son, Peterborough.

A number of other splendid windows were submitted

and the work of the judges, H. H. Hollingsworth, of

Simpson's, and A. E. Apted, of Eaton's, was by no

means easy.

In judging the displays, their selling power was

given first consideration. The chief function of a Christ-

mas window is to sell goods, to present them in such an

attractive manner that there will be an irresistible im-
pulse to buy. If artistic effect can be obtained and com-
bined with it good selling power, it is, of course,

desirable, but the former may at times have to be sac-

rificed in order that the latter effect may be obtained.

Later in the year, the winning photos will be pub-
lished together with the description, and in all prob-

ability others entered in the competition, but which were
not given prizes, will also be published.

The prizes for the three windows considered by the

judges as the best, are $15, $12 and $8, and The Review
has the satisfaction of knowing that its efforts to im-

prove the quality of store decoration, both from the

standpoint of art and selling power, are having the re-

sults aimed at. A deeper interest is being evidenced in

this important feature of dry goods store selling pro-

gramme, and young Canadian window trimmers are

training themselves for greater usefulness to their em-

ployers.

Easter Trims

The opening of the Spring season has now been ac-

complished, and Easter looms large upon the horizon.

Most communities have been educated up to looking for

extra decorations in the stores at this time of the year

and no- doubt most trimmers are beginning to think and

plan for the Easter opening. The spirit of conservatism

that now rules in the trade has no doubt made itself

felt also in the window trimmers' department. Trim-

mers, therefore, will welcome schemes and ideas that

can be carried out without incurring any great outside

expense. It is with this idea in view that The Review is

writing.

All Spring shades pertain to Easter, but white and

Rabbit Ideas—For Easter Displays.

purple are the colors that belong particularly to this

period. The egg is peculiarly also an Easter symbol and

of late years the rabbit has also come to be regarded

as pertaining to Easter. The Easter flower is the lily,

but all Spring blooms are admissible.
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The rabbit idea might be utilized by means of a

panel running around the window above the curtain

drape or mirror. Rabbits in attitudes as suggested in

drawings should be cut out of the wooliest Canton flan-

nel that can be obtained, and the markings and shadings

put in with paints. Childrens' toy books will furnish

good models. If they are not large enough, cut the rab-

bit out, paste it on a sheet of paper, and square it out

in say inch squares. Take a sheet of cardboard and cal-

New Pleated Drape.

culate the size you wish your rabbit to be and lay it

out in squares. Now draw the portion of the small rab-

bit in each of the smaller squares into the large one cor-

responding and you will have a proportionate enlarge-

ment of your rabbit. Cut it out and use it for a pat-

tern to cut your flannel by. The background of the

panel should be inch board, and should be covered with

either green or purple. The card-writer might further

carry out the idea by introducing rabbits on his cards.

The Maypole—at least that is what the originator-

called it—might also go with this rabbit panel. The
foundation was a skirt stand from the garment depart-

ment. The top part of the stand was lengthened by a

couple of laths and the whole was covered with green

crepe paper. The illustration sufficiently shows how the

stand was trimmed with flowers and ribbons.

Where a series of windows have to be dressed, a good
effect is gained by the use of a uniform background. In

this kind of window dressing the upright panel shown
shows up well. In a window seen by The Review, this

was used in the upper part of the panels, coming above

the curtain drape sufficiently far for a large oval or egg-

cut out of inch board and covered with white felt to be

inserted between each panel, the whole of the background

of the series of windows being formed of the long panels

and ovals alternating. The long panels were covered

with violet cloth and the flowers and leaves were cut out

of wall paper and pasted on, the whole helped out with

touches of paint. Both th long panels and the

ovals were edged with rope which was gilded, but could

also be painted white. In addition the ovals or eggs

had ribbons which were fastened under the rope edging.

These were arranged to represent cracks in the shell and

finished with a bow and long ends that were continued

down into the window.
These are just a few indications as to what may be

done with very simple means and at very little expense.

They are not intended to be exactly copied, but to give

ideas for other effects of the same class. All the effects

described have been used by practical window trimmers.

*

New Ideas in Dress Form Drapes

New York window trimmers seldom -make use of

fancy backgrounds. The majority of the stores have per-

manent backgrounds of mahogany, oak, or walnut, beau-

tifully polished, panelled, and finished. The floor is also

in most cases of the same wood as the background. It

is a case of the goods and the goods only in New York
window trimming, and it is on draping effects and tu

color combinations that the trimmers there have to rely

for making their windows a success.

In the larger stores showing lovely silks and fabrics,

rich laces, etc., there is no doubt of the telling effect of

this method of trimming windows, but on the other

hand, of the effect produced in the smaller stores doing

cheaper trades the less said the better.

The New York trimmers are past masters of the art

of indicating how a material will look when made up.

They will take a waist form and with a piece of silk,

lace, and other trimmings, without any cutting, simply

by draping, produce a handsome and fashionable waist,

showing definitely how it should be made and trimmed.

In showing gown lengths and handsome dress pieces,

particularly the bordered goods, so much in evidence now
great use is made of a square platform about 5 or 6 in

high. This platform is just large enough to hold the

drape, which it must be premised in this case is alwavs

built over a dress form. Plush is used to cover the plat-

form and a piece of plush of the same color is draped or

puffed from stand to stand on the floor of the window.
Each drape is adorned with ribbons to match or in

contrast. The waist will be draped with a ribbon wound
once or twice round it and tied in a handsome bow.

Panel for Easter Display.

The utmost care in arranging these drapes is evidently

given to every detail, and every fold and effect is most
carefully studied.

Hats are invariably shown, and also other accessor-

ies such as parasols, gloves, and also hose and shoes, the

idea being to indicate the whole toilette.

The drape given in this article was used in one of

Sterns 23rd St. windows. The trim was of Oriental
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An

up-to-date

store front.

STORE ON CRAIG STREET, MONTREAL.

Front made to match one next door, put in a year ago.
Having Luxfer Prism Transom and Patent all Glass corners.

LUXFER PRISM CO.,

Light being

directed right to

rear of store.

TORONTO AND
MONTREAL

Section of Modern Store Equipped
with our System

Weir Wardrobe System
PATENTED

For the Economic and Scientific

Handling of Men's and Women's

Ready-to-wear Garments.

Sectional Wardrobes—each complete
in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts, all of

uniform style, size and height.

Capacity : High Boys—in 30 in. frontage—50 Suits
Low Boys —25 Suits and 26 pairs odd

Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides. Price list

and catalogue on application. Estimates furnished.

Intending purchasers are specially requested to
see our Trcuser Slide and 8uit Counters—the
only thing of the kind in existence.

Weir Wardrobe Go. of Canada, lmm
Head Office and Factory:

Mount Forest, Ont.

U. S. Factory:

Mason City, Iowa

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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silks, shangtungs, tussahs, pongees, etc. The puffing at

the top, the belt, and a line down every third pleat was
of colored silk, the drapes themselves being of the na-

tural shade.

The sweep of the skirt was very wide and each fold

or pleat was pinned down to the platform on which it

stood.

The Consumer and the Producer

An interesting dialogue between Sandy, the hatter,

and Donald, the shoemaker, in which an important busi-

ness truth is brought out, has been written by P. H. Bur-

ton, president Burton, Spence & Co. It is an excellent

little piece of literature and is reproduced herewith:

Sandy goes to buy a pair of boots from Donald—enters

shop.

"Mornin', Donald. Hoo much wad ye be askin' the

noo for a guid pair o' boots?"
'

' Fower dollars,
'

' says Donald.

"Hoots, mon, that's ower muckle. I hae been readin'

some o' they poleetical speeches whaur it's laid doon as

a first preenciple that the great eend o''a' things is tae

hae low prices for the consoomer, ye ken; an forbye I'm
the consoomer in this case, I conseeder three dollars wad
be a fair price."

"Weel, then, Sandy," says Donald, "suppose ye are

the consoomer in this case—still I maun live an' hae a

fair price for a guid article. Noo, I was juist thinkin' o'

buyin' me a new hat. It's a lang time sin' I had the last

ane frae ye, an' I paid ye fower dollars for't. I'll no

deny 't was a guid hat-—but as I'm the consoomer in this

case, wull ye no' mak' ane tae me, th' same as last, for

three dollars?"

"Ay but Donald, that's no the same."
"May be no' Sandy, may be no'; but ye see, whiles a

mon is a consoomer and whiles he's a producer—sae hoo

does your theory wark gin it 'ill no gae baith weys ? '

'

"Aweel, Donald, I did'na think o't in that wey
afore. '

'

"Nae, " says Donald, "an' that's juist where they glib

tongue chaps aye mak sic fuils o' theirsels. Every mon
is a consoomer—and every mon that warks is a pro-

ducer; sae it's only they idle fellows that dae naething

wha are consoomers only—and the warld wadna be the

waur gin they were starvit oot.

"

"Ay, Donald,' ye are richt. Weel, I'll tak y'er boots

at fower dollars and ye '11 tak a hat frae me at the same
price—and we'll baith live and let live, and be content."

"I'm richt glad, Sandy, that ye hae ta'en that view

—

we're a' dependent ane on anither, and we live by ane

anither's wants. Guid employment, guid wages an' guid

prices mean guid times for us a'."

France Accepts the Treaty

The bill approving the convention between France and

Canada was adopted in the Chamber of Deputies on

Thursday, February 6, by a very large majority. M.
Lefas showed that Canada by concluding with France a

convention for ten years had followed a far-sighted policy

which would protect her industry, but he considered that

the French boot and shoe industry, which was of great

importance, would be unfavorably affected by the new
convention.

M. Klotz, speaking for the Customs Commission, said

the convention safeguarded France's absolute liberty in

the future. The chamber might ratify it without fear.

M. Siegfried said the convention was sufficiently ad-

rantageous to French commerce and industry.

WORTHY WAX

The Only Kind Worth

While

Inferior Figures are

Abominable and Ruin

the Effect of the Smart-

est Garment Display.

We are supplying the
best trade in Canada.
Why not you ?

All our latest Wax
Models are beautifully

illustrated in our new
catalogue, No. 15 L. Write
for it.

Learn about the new
high class window dress-
ing schemes, described in

our handsome red and
gold booklet "The Swan
in Decoration." Write for
it.

Write also for our rack
and hanger circulars.

J. R. Palmenberg's

NO. 98 T L
Sons

Factory 7 lO BROADWAY, N EW YO R K U.S. A.

89 and 91 W. Third St.
v

(established 1852)

The Art of Decorating
Show Windows and
Interiors

'"THIS is a complete and up-to-date
* treatise on dressing of windows

and decoration of store interiors. It

is the work of not one man but of

HUNDREDS OF EXPERTS. Prac-

tically every prominent window
dresser in America has contributed to

it. The instruction may be followed

readily— no matter how little experi-

ence the decorator may have had.

It is absolutely necessary that every

window dresser should have this in-

formation—especially for his XMAS
DECORATION—There is only one

way of getting it. GET A COPY.
Send us

$3.50

and we will mail you a copy postpaid

by return.

410 pages 618 illustrations

MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Technical Book Dept.

10 Front Street East, - - TORONTO
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LAMSON'
RAPID CASH CARRIER

For Busy Stores

Merchants everywhere are using
Lamson Systems. For any store,

in any line, whether large or small,

we have a cash carrying system to
meet all requirements. Your custom-
ers will be quick to appreciate
prompt service.

Ask for booklet N-5

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

126 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

•SERVICE'

A Double Opportunity to Get Business

2484. EASTER LILY 8TALK
36 in. high, 4 large lilies, 3 buds.
$3.50 per doz., $36.00 gross.

2423. SINGLE EASTER LILY

Stem 18 in. long, flowers 6 in.

long. 50c. doz., $4.80 gross.

FIRST

A Big Spring Opening

SECOND

Your Easter Style Exposition

To get the business you
must go after it by trim-
ming your store and
windows. Be the pros-
perous looking store of

your town. We have
New Decorations that
are original with us.

They are entirely differ-

ent from anything ever
shown. Over one hun
dred New Spring Decora-
tions shown in our new
Spring Catalogue.

Get the circular now so
that you can plan for

both your Spring and
Easter Openings.

The Schack Artificial

Flower Co.

1307-11 Milwaukee Ave.,

CHICAGO, U.S.A.

Right Place

to have the Right Store Fixtures is

DelfOSSe & CO., Canada's Greatest Fixture Factory

5 HERMINE STREET, - MONTREAL
Novelties in Square Tubing Stands for displaying

all kinds of Goods.

Fine French Wax Heads, Busts, Etc.

Alio the celebrated 20th Century Clothing Cabinet (Patented)

NEW CATALOGUE ON REQUEST.

CONDENSED ADS.
AT A COST OF

2 CENTS PER WORD
All clerks requiring positions will do well to

invest a few cents in The Dry Goods Review
and state their requirements.

Those merchants who wish to dispose of their
business can insert their ad. under a box num-
ber and we will forward any replies. This en-
sures secrecy to those mat desire ii>.

The Review is read by 90 per cent, of the
entire trade. This ensures your wants being
read by the merchants throughout the Domin-
ion of Canada.

Address all correspondence to

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
1 Front St. East,
TORONTO

232 McGiU St
MONTREAL

Have Your Goods
Within

Easy

Reach
Now is the lime to in-

stall a system of the
Milbradt Rolling Step
Ladders. For when the
old inadequate means
for reaching stock on
upper shelves is called
into use, you'll regret
not having acted on our
suggestion and com-
municated with us re-
garding the up-to-date
Milbradt Rolling Step
Ladders.

We make all ladders
to order and to fit any
place; fill orders prom-
ptly ; ship subject to
approval and guarantee
every ladder to be satis-

factory.

Write for Catalogue.

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,
1438 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising
By T. J. Tobin

Slaughtering $20,000 Worth of High Class Dry

Goods.

We are the oldest Business House in Sault

Ste. Marie and our reputation for carrying only

the best class of merchandise is well known. This

is our first slaughter sale in twenty years, and

it will be carried out strictly as advertised. In

this sale the profit for the firm is wiped out.

Our reason for this sale is the tightness of

money. We cannot secure the ordinary advances

that will enable us to carry our excessive stock

therefore we offer it at a tremendous sacrifice to

the buying public of Algoma. Those 'who know us

best will not fail to take advantage of this op-

portunity.

We assure you there is no bluff, buncombe or

balderdash about this sale. Depend upon it the

bargains offered are genuine. While the prices

are cut tremendously, we rely largely on the high

quality of the goods to make this sale a success.

At the prices our terms are strictly cash.

The above is the introduction to an advertisement

and circular used by Thompson, Limited, of Sault Ste

Marie, during the past month.

Mr. Thompson does not say just how successful his

sale proved, but I feel certain that his advertising

spoiled a good deal of business that he should have got.

It was a mistake to talk about the tightness of money.
Mr. Thompson, along with most other merchants, felt

the curtailment of credit, but it was most unwise to an-

nounce that circumstance to the public. Most people do

not size up a situation, such as has existed for some
months, in a broad way, and any emphasis laid on the

fact that money is scarce will surely make a great

many of them tighten rather than loosen their purse-

strings. It takes very little to frighten the public into

believing that hard times are ahead. Once give them
even slight ground for that impression and you'll find

them pinching the coppers and figuring out ways and

means to economize. The people of Canada are prosper-

ous, and there is no good reason why they shouldn't

buy freely. The future is bright and continued prosper-

ity is assured. Then every retailer should seek assidu-

ously to foster a feeling of confidence among his custom-
ers. Be cheerful yourself, make your advertising opti-

mistic, put enthusiasm and cheerfulness into your staff

and you'll find a satisfactory response from the public.

Above all, study how you may avoid anything that will

contribute to any existing apprehension that times are

not as good as they ever were.

Mr. Thompson could easily have emphasized the

merit of his bargains in another and much safer way.

He has doubtless built up a reputation as a truthful ad-

vertiser. Then, when he announces a big reduction sale,

his clientele at once is convinced that something real

good is being offered. Prices and descriptions will cre-

ate the necessary interest to draw a crowd. Always re-

member that the public know considerable about values,

and are quick to appreciate an opportunity to save.

Just one more criticism. 1 don't like that word

"slaughter" a little bit. It is sensational, and sensa-

tionalism is poor advertising.

Moore & McLeod, of Charlottetown, P.E.I. , send in

one of the best ads., both from the standpoint of lay-

out and subject matter, that I have yet received. It

occupied two full pages of the local papers, and I regret

that space does not permit of reproduction in sufficient

size to do it justice. However, a good idea may be ob-

tained of the general typographical arrangement. The
man who produces Moore & McLeod's advertising knows
his business, and he has the co-operation of a first-class

printer.

Note the concise editorial :

"Another Xmas season gives us this opportunity to

greet our customers, and offer the largest stock, as well

as the widest choice from our most complete lines. We
have done our utmost to choose for you personally,

and we know we have succeeded. Never before did we
show such Xmas suggestions, and our store is just a

bright thought in every portion. There are not many
days left now for you to do your shopping in—so it is

no harm to suggest getting it done early in the day,

when both served and serving are freshly ready for the

mutual pleasure. We are sure that you will appreciate

the timely suggestion and benefit in every way by it.''

Here are some samples of good descriptive para-

graphs found in this ad.:

"Gloves for men are here in abundance in unlined kid

—unlined mocha—wool lined—fleece lined, and, in a nov-

elty of the season, warmly lined, with strap closing

in around the wrist. Doesn't that sound warm and com-

fortable ? Prices — "

"A dainty China waist shows an Oriental lace yoke,

with lace inserts, collar and cuffs. Three-quarter sleeve-

.$5.35."

"An all-over lace waist has separate silk lining slip.

Two wide tucks over the shoulder produce an improved

Gibson effect. Three-quarter sleeve and buttoned back.

The front shows large, elegant medallions.—$7.58."

"Chatelaine bags in various leathers, and in shades

of dark brown, tan and black. Some have extension

sides, a new and trappy improvement to these useful

articles. All are finished with either gunmetal, brass or

gold fittings. Prices from 65c. to $3.85."

"A beautiful dressing- gown at $12 is made of pure

wool Molleton flannel, in combination of myrtle and

cardinal, with pockets, edges and collar bound with

flannel braid and finished with cord and girdle to

match."

G. Lawrence &/ Co., Creemore, Ont., write : "We en-

close a copy of a folder we issued December I. It proved

a good success. Where can we improve on it 1"

The best test of any retail advertising is the results

that it brings. This folder brought good results, •here-

fore it is a good folder. In criticizing it, I would say,

first of all, it should have been printed on better paper
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and a cut on the first page suggestive of Christmas

would be a big improvement.

Lawrence & Co. remark : "We want a clean sweep

of all holiday stock. We have made the prices right to

do it." And they give a long list of articles ani prices

Smith & Ash, of Sarnia, ask my opinion of an ad.

which they ran in connection with a mill end sale. It's

a good one and should have brought large returns.

Across the top is a cut suggestive of the nature of the

event, and several illustrations of material and gar-
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to substantiate this statement. A good deal of descrip-

tive matter is used with splendid effect. Dry goods,

chinaware and groceries are included in this folder.

This firm shows a grasp of the possibilities of good
advertising that is considerably above the average.

ments are given also. The opening editorial is concise

and convincing. In it should have been included this

sentence, which appears at the bottom of the ad.: "The
reason for this great sale is this—by giving such big

values at a time when they will do most good we are
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building for the future and familiarizing you with the

high grade of goods that we sell at such reasonable
prices." A paragraph calls attention to the mail order
department, and invites requests for samples.

"I noticed your comment in the December issue, and
herewith enclose a few more of our ads. for your criti-

cism. In preparing copy, I always make my own lay-

out. I find that much better than leaving it to the

printer."—A. E. Dodman, with The Hudson's Bay
Stores, Fort William.

This firm uses a good many specialty ads., that is,

the entire space one day is devoted to gloves, another

day to costumes, etc. The typographical arrangement is

always excellent and the subject matter bright. I hope

to produce one of these ads. next month.
J. W. Elliott, of Windsor, N.S., writes : "Please

find enclosed copy of dodger put out by myself on "Mer-
chants' Day,"" December 5. I had this distributed on the

trains before they reached Windsor and customers had
them before they landed. Our "Merchants' Day" was
the best we have ever had. Sales were 25 per cent, bet-

ter than ever before, and almost double
-
' those during the

same event last year. I don't believe there is a town
in the province that can work up a "Merchants' Day"
like Windsor, with its 3,500 population. There must have

been $8,000 spent here this year. Our cash sales ran up

to nearly $1,000. All of the merchants joined in making
the day a success. Besides the dodger we used big sheets

and the local papers. Advertising will do it every time

if done right."

Correct, Mr. Elliott. Advertising will do a great

deal if intelligently executed, and I can see that you

are enthusiastically endeavoring to make yours effective.

What you did on this occasion proved satisfactory, but

you could easily have got more work and better work
out of it. In the first place, too much space is given

over to introduction. It is an excellent rule to always

boil your opening editorial down fine and give all pos-

sible space to the goods. Another thing, you do not

describe your merchandise enough. Give a word picture

of a cloak, for instance. Quote the price and you have

something that will create a desire for this garment in

the minds of customers. The same policy can be applied

to many other lines.

The Review would like to have Mr. Elliott outline

for its readers the exact nature of "Merchants' Day" in

Windsor.

H. S. Terris & Co., of Springhill, N.S., want to

know how their advertising can be improved. The sample

that I have before me lacks most ,of all descriptive

quality. Mr. Terris knows what points in connection

with the goods mentioned, outside of mere price, should

make his customers desire to possess them. These points

constitute the best kind of advertising material.

*

Ashwell & Son, of Chilliwack, B.C., used a full

page in the local papers on January 22. One of the

opening sentences ran thus : "Read the list below. It

only gives you a slight idea of the thousands of bar-

gains. Call and pick out the goods." The list comprises

only a few items, in which dry goods, boots and shoes

and men's furnishings were included. Instead of wasting

so much space with heading and introduction and call-

ing attention to the greater number of bargains by mere-

ly saying that they would be found in the store, Ash-

well & Son should have given some of them, \\u.i de-
tailed description of their nature and prices. That's the
sort of talk that will bring the people quicker than any-
thing else. Abstract promises make very uninteresting
reading. Give your customer something that will arouse
a strong desire for the goods.

*

Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

1

• There are dollars waiting for you here. Come in and
get them; we'll cut them off the prices of our men's and
boys' suits, pea jackets, overcoats, winter vests, wool
toques, gloves and mitts of all kinds, woollen sox, work-
ing shirts, etc.

"If there is anyone within a hundred miles of this

store who feels blue—they should come here—to be made
happy. We're going to hold a "Happy Week"—a sale

that is pleasantly unlike any sale event you've ever
known. You smile at the name and the idea—already.
You'll smile for a very different reason within thirty sec-
onds from the time you enter our doors. How will we do
this? How do we expect to send hundreds and thousands
of people away smiling ? . Very simply and effectually

—

by selling to each visitor during "Happy Week" one of
the more needed articles for prices that will insure so

much real and unusual savings that the merriest kind of a

smile will be the natural and sure result."—The Robinson
Co., Limited, Napanee.

'

' If you can now buy a $15 suit of clothes for $10 you
will save $5. That's arithmetic. You can either put that

money in the bank, go out and have a good time with it,

or put another $5 to it and get yourself an overcoat. $10

is a whole lot of money to save, and if you buy $30 worth
for $20 you will save just $10."—The Mason Clothing

Co., Bowmanville.

"A happy succession of opportunities—why recount

them—makes - possible an offering on Saturday of neck-

wear dainty enough to compel the admiration of any lady

at prices that don't begin to suggest their values."—John
Murphy Co., Montreal.

"It's little wonder that this new silk hosiery has

taken so firm a hold on the affections of dainty women.
There's a look and a feeling of distinction about it, and
from one lady to another it proves a most acceptable

gift."—John Murphy Co., Montreal.

"Hoarded money gathers no interest shut up in the

dark. If it had any feeling it would feel mean for being

so useless and only a maker of greater distrust. Trust the

good future coming and set some of the hoarded money
afloat to make people happy who will have a feeling for

you that hoarded money cannot give."—Regina Trading

Co., Regina, Sask.

"Each season we bring out from Great Britain some

of the daintiest baby garments, adding them to our stock

of the finest wear that is made on this side of the water.

The English women, who seem to be born with a love of

the artistic and skill in needlework, make these in their

own homes, and it is because of the comparatively small

cost of having them done in this way that we can get them

to sell for such reasonable prices."—Hudson's Bay Co.,

Vancouver, B.C.
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Canada's Leading

Stores Use

Only Good Cuts

and {jet them from us. Do you?

Every experienced ad-man
will tell you to "USE ONLY
GOOD CUTS." You need not

spend one cent more in getting

up-to-date and good cuts, by
ordering your cuts from

CANADA'S LEADING ILLUSTR4T0RS
We have at our command 500 of America's leading artists, and If you don't get our proof sheets of cuts, write us. We are

we are able to supply cuts of every description at prices comparing only too glad to place your name on our mailing list.

favorably with what you have to pay for poor illustrations else-

where.

Our guarantee goes with every cut.

We issue every week over 2,000 new and up-to-date millinery,
shirtwaists, dress goods, dresses, men's'clothing and furnishings,
fancy goods, furniture, shoe, and cuts of every description.

"STORE NEWS," our monthly Magazine, of immense value
to every advertiser, contains important news for the ad-man.

" Ad- BUILDER," another of our publications, contains more
ideas than all other ad. magazines combined.

A postal, stating what lines you are interested in, will bring
them regularly.

OUR AD-MAN'S COMPETITION

WE WILL DISTRIBUTE $100.00 IN PRIZES
to advertisers sending us clippings from newspapers containing the neatest and most attractive-looking
ads. published up to May 15th, 1908.

Each ad. entered into this competition is to contain one or more of our cuts.

Anyone intending to enter into this competition is to send us coupon appearing' below.

The decision of the Canadian editor of STORE NEWS is to be final.

First prize for the best and oeatesl advertisement published up to

May 15th, 1908 $50 00 For the Ibird best .V $10 00

For the second best 15 00 I
For the next 25, $1.00 each 25 00

Send your clippings of advertisements all together in one envelope, but do not send them before

May 15th.

Each package of clippings is to contain name and address clearly written, so as to avoid all errors.

Address all correspondence regarding this competition, to "Ad-Man's Competition," P.O. Box 21.'?,

Montreal.

Of course, you can send as many clippings of advertisements as you desire.

Names of the first three prize-winners, and reproductions of price-advertisements, will be publish-

ed in the July number of this Magazine.

CANADA NEWSPAPER SYNDICATE, LIMITED
Designers, Printers, Engravers, Electrotypers, Stereotypers, MONTREAL,

We supply stock printed matter of all descriptions.

We have 500,000 stock cuts of all descriptions on hand.

Write for catalogues.

Represented in

TORONTO— Central Press

Agency, Ltd.

WINNIPEG—R. J. Macpher-

son & Co., Ltd.

CALGARY -

Herald.

The Calgary

HAMILTON— Geo. Davis.

HALIFAX—The Kent Ad-

vertising Company.

Canada Newspaper

Syndicate, Ltd.

MONTREAL

Gentlemen

:

Please enter my name in Ad-man's

Competition. Decision of Canadian

Editor of "Store News" to be final.

NAME.

ADDRESS

cm
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The Mighty Influence of Advertising Upon the Universe

What would happen if the direct and indirect effects of

Publicity upon the progress of the world were wiped out.

An interesting speaker at the February dinner of the

Toronto Boost Club was T. Johnston Stewart. His sub-

ject was "Advertising," of which he gave evidence of a

wide knowledge. Following are some extracts from his

remarks

:

Gentlemen! Advertising is the greatest topic of dis-

course in the world, because it is the mightiest lever for

the promotion of commerce our race ever devised. With-

out publicity, in one form or another, no great man

comes to his own;* without advertising the god of com-

merce has decreed no great thing shall come to pass.

Peace has been pictured as a dove brooding o'er our

world for twice a thousand years. Advertising may be

defined as the genius that has brooded, o'er our world

since prehistoric man began struggling toward Ithe light.

The first man to cry from the hill tops "This thing shall

be accomplished" was the father of all advertising men

and the true founder of civilization. Our prophets and

seers and statesmen were all advertising men. They

dreamed big dreams and related ithem to their fellows.

And just as surely as they thrilled the souls of their

hearers with mighty events of coming history—just as

surely as they scanned the future correctly—so surely

were they advertising men.

The man who sees the truth and proclaims it, the

man who can clearly determine the I rend and value of

events in a flash—Caxton seeing and talking aboul a

knowledge-lit world ; Columbus with all the fiery eloquence

of genius declaring to a benighted King and age: "Across

the troubled waters of that unknown sea is the straight

road to the indies—beyond its waves lies another world;"

Stevenson talking crudely, but with the precision of the

seer about the immense possibilities of his puffing Billy:

Walt and Fulton with a kindred faith declaring that the

power of steam would propel ships from port to port

even against contrary winds; Kelvin, E'lison, Bell and

Marconi—every man who has dared to peer into the

future, sweeping the veil of the "To Be" aside and read-

ing the pages of unmade history—every such man, I

say, whether poet, philosopher, statesman or inventor

was an advertising man, and as such he deserves the

plaudits of all generations.

These men talked straight and true—ignorance did

not intimidate or appal them. They simply advertised

the comforts and luxuries of our day—advertised them

so thoroughly that capitalists considered it sound com-

mercial sense to make their dreams realities.

Now I've done some boosting and I'm going to de-

liver a few knocks straight from the shoulder. For

several months our ears have been assailed by the cry

of hard times. We—I fear the most of us—have con-

doled with our merchants and manufacturers instead of

silencing the doleful devil of hard luck by a presentation

of the true facts. The manipulators of our currency

may or may not have created the money stringency.

They may have held up currency for the purpose of l-eap-

ing profits enormous enough to cover injudicious raids

on watered stock. T do not say they did do that, but

I know that when all hands are working, as our citizens

have been for several years, there is plenty of money
in the country and some to spare. We have had no

just reason to condole with our merchants and manu-
facturers in their woes, real or imaginery. We should

have been preaching the gospel of boost—every mother's

son of us should have been preaching that gospel with a

forty parson-power since last fall.

Advertising is the sum of commercial life without

which business would decay and we would have hard

times indeed. Could we wipe out the direct and indirect

effects of publicity on the progress of the world we
would fling the nations back into the warring darkness

and turmoil of mediaeval ages. All publicity is adver-

tising, and advertising is the collosal salesman which

a superstitious people might be forgiven for magnifying

into a god.

Fellow Boosters! Our business. is the greatest, on the

globe. Citizens with literary proclivities marvel that

no great authors or poets bless our age. Great preachers

we have none and few statesmen of our day are capable

of inscribing their names on fame's long and lasting

scroll.

The reason is not a perplexing problem. Our poets,

philosophers and statesmen—indeed, the real genius of

our age is concentrated in the advertising business and

that's all there is to it.

Paisley Merchant's Conduct

Charles Araby, an Assyrian merchant, of Paisley, Out.,

was arrested in Toronto on a charge of defrauding his cre-

ditors and of dissipating his assets.

It is alleged that Araby, who ran a general store in

Paisley, bought goods from Toronto wholesalers and in-

sured them in a number of non-tariff companies for

>7.000. The slock was almost wholly destroyed by fire.

Araby compromised with the companies for $4,500. He
paiil the Traders' Bank $1,500, and the charge is, left the

place with unpaid debts to the extent of about $2,500

behind him.

Small Fire in Montreal

A fire did damage to the extent of $3,000 to the build-

ings and stock at 146-148 St. James Street, Montreal, on

Thursday, February, 13th. The stock of R. C. Bach, the

specialty dress accessories house, with premises at 146 St.

.lames Street, was very slightly damaged, by smoke only,

pnd there is absolutely no interference to their business.

Orders will be filled as usual.

Gibb & Company, merchant tailors, on the lower floor,

suffered principally.

Mr. Bach is among the number who believe, not with-

out reason, that Spring will be about the best in the his-

tory of the country. He is particularly enthusiastic re-

garding trade conditions in the West, with which he is in

close touch.
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Thoughts for Drygoodsmen.

This paper is designed to be a help to its readers,

many of whom have been good enough to write us telling

that it was accomplishing its design.

Tt aims to show how drygoodsmen may be more suc-

cessful; how new methods may be made to work in to

the benefit of the business.

In this issue some valuable articles are published;

articles which The Review feels certain will bear careful

perusal, and which will prove beneficial.

Some reasons, based on a careful analysis of the

business situation, are given, showing the Canadian re-

tailer why he should have confidence in the future—the

immediate future.

The trade of the farmer is an important element in

the business of the majority of Canadian retailers. An

article points out the close relationship existing- between

the two and why united efforts should be exerted to make

this a banner year for Canadian farmers.

A member of The Review staff visited New York dur-

ing February; spent some time there for the purpose

of being able to advise the drygoodsmen of Canada as to

style tendencies. An article deals with that visit.

The Canadian fur trade; a careful and accurate re-

view of conditions and a forecast for the future forms a

feature of this important department this month.

Many merchants are interested in the problem of de-

veloping a mail order department in connection with the

local stores. A merchant in Renfrew has solved the

problem. The editor of The Review made a trip to Ren-

frew to interview him on the subject and to find out his,

methods. An article in this issue tells about them.

This does not, by any means, exhaust the list of

good things in this number. It is but a suggestion. Be

sure and read these. They will interest you.

Early Closing Movement.

There is a growing sentiment in favor of earlier

closing in dry goods stores, and this feeling is prevail-

ing, not only in the larger cities, but to a less ex-

tent, possibly, in the smaller places. The movement has

had its origin in the cities and results are represented to

be such as to warrant the adoption of the system where

it has been tried.

One London firm, a large, exclusive dry goods

house, informed The Review that the store

was closed at 6 o'clock Saturday, and during the Sum-
mer months at 1 o'clock, a rather daring innovation, it

would seem, in a city where such a large proportion of

the business comes from the farmers, as is the case in

London.

The experience, though, was satisfactory, and the

proprietor stated to The Review that under do con-

sideration would the old system be reverted to.

A merchant in a small town interested in the move-

ment to close the stores each night except Saturday at

six o'clock, wrote to more than fifty different merchants

in towns of corresponding size where early closing was

observed, and it is a significant fact that all except two
answered the inquiry, and of those who replied every one

spoke favorably of the early closing movement, and

stated that its operation had been entirely satisfactory.

The movement is spreading and the results show that

business benefits rather than otherwise by its operation.

The Fur Outlook.

Fortunately the very cold spell throughout Canada

in February has improved conditions in every branch of

the fur trade. In many cases retailers were able to re-

duce stocks materially and manufacturers lessen their

surplus. The season was disappointing to many manu-

facturers and disheartening to many retailers. The final

burst of trade has given renewed courage to every inter-

ested person.

Manufacturers in the important fur centres are now
starting a new season and retailers are commencing

buying with better heart. Prices are fairly well main-

tained and the fact that furs are fashionable gives cour-

age to every buyer. When rightly conducted the fur de-

partment is profitable and the setback last year should

not permanently discourage retailers.
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In this issue a special enlarged fur section deals

fully with conditions and suggests ways of improving

this department.

Confidence and Its Function.

Few of us, possibly, appreciate the extent to which

modern business success is dependent upon mutual confi-

dence. Business interests have become so closely inter-

woven during recent years that one branch of trade is

almost an essential part of another, and the whole

business fabric is built up and maintained in its integ-

rity by the adhesion of all the branches, each of which

must perform its function.

It can easily be seen, therefore, that should any

branch of business lose confidence in conditions and in

the ability of another order to carry out its part, the

whole system must suffer.

If, for instance, the artisan of the farmer

should lose confidencs in the ability in the one

case, of the manufacturer to continuously employ his

labor, or on the other, of the demand for the farm pro-

duce, the result will be that they, being consumers, as

well as producers, will curtail their buying, and the

retailer will suffer, and in turn, the wholesaler and

manufacturer, and the business life will stagnate.

Canada is suffering now, not seriously, but she is

suffering, because of a lack of confidence. A sentiment

has been created, no one knows just how or why; a sen-

timent of depression, and business has been affected as

a result.

There is no reason why Canadians should not exer-

cise the utmost confidence in the future. The slight

trouble has been largely of a sympathetic nature, and

has not developed because of any fundamental defect in

Canadian conditions.

Do not let us be a drag on the wheels of commerce

by thinking or speaking in a pessimistic vein. We can

inspire confidence by our attitude as well ,as create a

lack of it.

Let us be a motor rather than a drag.

Farmers and Retailers.

The prosperity of the farmer means the prosperity

of every class. This has been the experience since the

inception of this parent industry in Canada. If the

farmer doubles his income he will spend twice as much

money with the merchant, and he could increase his rev-

enue in this proportion by more modern methods of cul-

tivation. He could increase his income ten fold by a

continuous and consistent effort.

Can you, as a merchant, realize what it would mean

to you if the farmers upon whom you are largely de-

pendent for your trade had a revenue even five times

what it is at present ? And this is quite easy of ac-

complishment. Even the farmers themselves hardly real-

ize the tremendous possibilities they have before them,

and you will have to help in the campaign of education.

The farmer must be made to appreciate what he may

accomplish.

Why not try to make this the banner year for Can-

adian farmers ? It can easily be made such. With a

little extra effort the returns from the agricultural in-

dustry in Canada may be made to far surpass those of

any other year. Think of this, as a suggestion of what

may be done. If the yield of wheat in Ontario alone

could be increased by but one bushel per acre, it would

mean that there would be $3,000,000 more to be dis-

tributed among the farmers of that province, and they

would have that much more to spend in the retail

stores.

Co-operative effort along this line will accomplish a

great deal. Talk to the farmers you come into contact

with and try to inspire in them an ambition to achieve

greater results this year than ever before.

Efforts expended with this in view will be profitable

in results. No class will benefit from the prosperity of

the farmer like the retailer.

Interest Your Help.

The greatest problem confronting retailers to-day is

not one associated with buying goods, the methods of

selling, store accounting, or any of these kindred and in

themselves essential features of a successful business. It

is securing, in the first place, efficient help, or help that

may be made efficient, and in the second place inspiring

them with the store spirit. Without this no salesman

will be fully successful, and with it, the possibilities for

himself, his future, and his usefulness to the store, are

limitless.

Here and there one does find a clerk who possesses

this qualification of enthusiastic interest in the store in

which he is employed, and he does not go long unrecog-

nized. His progress, one would think, would serve as

an example to others, but too often it is attributed to

that mysterious quality known as "luck," and instead of

proving an inspiration to others, his success makes his

less ambitious fellow clerks bitter, forgetting, as they

often do, that progress comes very largely as the result

of one's own efforts.

It is quite probable, is it not, that if the right

methods were adopted, merchants might be able to de-

velop from promising material the kind of clerks they

are looking for in vain ?

A merchant in a Canadian city, who believes that en-

thusiastic clerks is the most valuable asset he can pos-

sibly have in his business, tries to inspire his sales staff

with that qualification by personal contact with them,

and by the force of his example—he waits on customers

regularly in all departments of the store.

This is impossible in every instance, and impracti-

cable in many. There is, however, usually some way by

which merchants may interest their salespeople in their

business sufficiently to make them think about it, and

to feel that a part of the responsibility for its success

rest with them, and when that feeling has developed,

one has the making of a salesman who will be useful in

the business and whose personal success is assured.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Merchants of Canada !

We wish to advise you that we now have a fully equipped

pattern factory at 23 Lombard Street, Toronto, Ontario. From this

address we will, in the future, ship all pattern stocks, re-orders, and

monthly fashion sheets to Canadian points. The Ladies' Home Journal

Patterns are now handled exclusively by

The T. Eaton Company, Ltd.

TORONTO and WINNIPEG

Marshall Field & Company
CHICAGO

John Wanamaker
NEW YORK and PHILADELPHIA

We are now in position to give the merchants of Canada the

same pattern service which has persuaded nearly 3,000 of the leading

merchants of America to prefer The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns to

all others. Correspondence invited.

THE HOHE PATTERN COHPANY
Sole Manufacturers & Distributors of the

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL PATTERNS
615 West 43rd Street, New York 23 Lombard Street, Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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"It would be very difficult for any purchaser, what-
ever their taste may be, to inspect Messrs Raphael Tuck and
Son's novel and charming Collection without satisfying every
need to the full."— The Times.

Raphael Tuck & Sons Co.
"LTD."

9-17 ST. ANTOINE STREET

MONTREAL

NEW YORK LONDON PARIS BERLIN

TRADE MARK

PUBLISHERS

BY APPOINTMENT

TO THEIR MAJESTIES

THE KING & QUEEN ALEXANDRA

EASTER CARDS and NOVELTIES
This year more than ever have we aimed at producing in our New Line of EASTER

CARDS a collection which shall continue to excel by its combination of Good Value and Genuine
Art. It consists of 150 New Sets, distinctive for the beauty and chastity of the designs as well as for

the appropriateness of the carefully selected texts.

EASTER POST CARDS
No less than One Hundred and Fifty distinct packets of Easter Post Cards have been issued

by us for the coming season, and testify to the immense popularity enjoyed by these dainty and
inexpensive missives.

BIRTHDAY POST CARDS
An exceedingly choice and high-class line of Birthday Missives, consisting of no less than

150 New Sets, containing Floral Designs of every shade and hue, delightful Views, Figures, etc.,

as well as reproductions of celebrated paintings, with gold beveling, embossed stamping, and
"Glistening Dews" effects. Appropriate mottoes and verses.

Catalogues and Price Lists for the asking.

Send for our 1908 Catalogue and Price List of

GIFT BOOKS, TOY BOOKS, PAPER DOLLS,
PAPER TOYS, MASKS, Etc.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Easter Trade

In the fancy goods and notion sections business con-

tinues fairly active, both in Montreal and Toronto. Orders

for Easter, while not as large as in some of the previous

years, have been sufficiently large to insure a good Spring

business. No department in a dry goods store presents

such a varied assortment, and up-to-date retailers realize

that Easter is a splendid period for making additional

profits on suitable novelties. Attractive displays and

newspaper advertisements are bound to bring the results

desired at this period of the year.

Japanese Lines

Importers of Japanese fancy goods are now taking

ciders for July and August delivery. Orders for imme-
diate delivery are also fairly active. Easter goods are

being shown at present writing, and these lines comprise

many new novelties which Japanese manufacturers are

noted for. Fancy baskets of every nature are shown, as

are candy and perfume baskets. Dress suit cases of straw,

willow and bamboo, are to the fore. Japanese vases, jar-

dinieres, umbrella stands and pedestals show that delight-

ful touch af Oriental patterns which make sales at retail

an easy proposition. The designs and colors are elaborate

and all that any keen merchant could desire to give his

notion stock a bright and attractive appearance. These

goods are being taken up more and more by dry goods

stores in every section of the country, and are pronounced

splendid profit makers. Other good Japanese lines which

are too well known to need extended description include

enormous varieties of lanterns and fans.

Picture Post Cards

Large assortments of picture post cards are to be seen

in nearly every large dry goods store. These lines are not

only profitable, but serve to attract trade to the store and
ether sales result. Special stands for displaying cards are

available and the space occupied is very small.

Scenes and views of noted places continue to hold first

position as a steady seller throughout the year, but just

now the feeling is mostly for fancy cards suitable to

Easter trade. Another attractive line of cards shown for

1908 is the "Leap Year" cards. These cards are just the

thing for the present leap year season. Merchants who
have not stocked this line should do so as they will find

them ready sellers. St. Patrick's Day cards are also

among the Spring lines shown. Local stores are handling

[hem freely. Leather cards, which are in great demand
by all classes, and affinity cards, which are also fairly

popular, as a rule, are selling well.

As the post card trade continues strong extra lines

should now be stocked in view of the approaching tourist

trade.

Gift Purposes

Fancy goods of every description should be active for

gift purposes around the Easter period, and small leather

goods of every description stand well to the front. Frame-
less bags, after the style of the college or squaw bag, will

be a strong favorite. The bracelet bag is somewhat of a

novelty yet. "Regular bn<r shapes in seal, morocco, walrus

and various grain leathers, will continue strong in medium
sizes. Finger bags, with strap handles, are shown in a

number of pretty shapes.

As regards colors, the lighter shades will be prominent.

Tans and browns are strong, while a few of the more fancy

colors will also sell fairly well. The staple plain black

bag, is as ever, popular.

The Belt Field

At retail the feeling for leather belts is better than

ever. The large buckle at the back, as well as the front,

io becoming more prominent daily. Silk belts are to the

lore and can always claim a steady sale. Elastic belts,

both in plain and in steel studded effects, continue good
sellers. Some very pretty designs in Parisian made goods
are shown at retail. Embossed beltings, in the leading

c'olors, for dress materials, are also seen in abundance. In

many cases the narrower widths are better than the wider

ones.

The Comb Trade

The comb trade continues fair in retail realms. The
high back, plain comb, retailing from 25c up, is a strong

favorite. There is a certain demand for brilliant selr-

stuff. Cut steel trimmed goods are also active. Fancy
combs are also fairly strong, while the feeling for cheap

metal trimmed goods is poor. Oriental designs are also

behind schedule.

Boas

In feather boas, the newest Austrian and French goods

have arrived at the big city stores. The lighter shades

for Spring, both in ostrich and marabout, are the principle

colors. Some very pretty effects are shown in coque fea-

ther and chiffon ruffs. Brown and black ostrich boas are

as great favorites as ever.

Duty on Blankets

A bulletin has been issued by the Customs' Depart-

ment at Ottawa for the guidance of Customs officers, and
importers respecting tariff item 565, "blankets composed
wholly of pure wool. '

' The bulletin is as follows

:

"Take note that in order to be entered under this item

blankets are required to be composed wholly of pure wool

without any admixture of wool shoddy, cotton or other

fibre than pure wool.

"Woollen blankets composed partly of wool shoddy,

cotton or other fibre than pure wool are rated for duty

under item 567.

"Any blanket costing forty-five cents per pound or

less is to be entered for duty under item 567, and if the

importer appeals from this classification for duty you will

select and submit representative samples for rating by
[he Board of Customs.

"Blankets costing over forty-five cents per pound are

to be carefully examined by your appraiser or proper offi-

cer who will certify in each case whether he found them
to be composed wholly of pure wool without any 'admix-

ture of wool shoddy, cotton or other material than pure
« on],
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EASTER
Is Coming

Get Your Comb Stock Ready !

TWO OF THE LATEST COMBS

There are many reasons for your buying combs
made by Granby Mfg. Co. Price, Delivery,

Quality, are all that you can desire.

This is made possible as our plant is one of the

best equipped in America. The patterns are

the very latest and up-to-date in every parti-

cular. Only the best stock is used in the

manufacture of our combs. This counts in

the beauty of a comb. The line is complete

in back and side combs in plain and fancy, in

Shell, Amber, Black and Pearl finish.

If your jobber does not show our goods,

write us direct and you'll get the goods.

Granby Mfg. Co., - Granby, Que.

IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Liddells Linens

The "Gold Medal" Brand is known
to every housekeeper whose trade is

worth having. It means

Artistic Patterns
and Serviceable Quality to Her.

It means SURE SALES and

HANDSOME PROFITS to you

SEE SAMPLES NOW ON THE ROAD

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE

30 W. Wellington St. - Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

DUCHESS HOOPS
Now made in the OVAL
as well as the ROUND shapes.

DUCHESS (OVAL) Two sizes—44x9 and 6x 12 inches

DUCHESS (ROUND) 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 inches.

Sold in over

18,000

Retail Stores

'Don't fail to include the "Duchess Oval" in

both sizes, along with the round shapes, in the next order
to your jobber. They appeal to every embroiderer and
sell at sight.

PRINCESS HOOP
Made in sizes 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 inches.

The Princess has the only

perfect elastic and

adjustable spring, as

to expands the

outer hoop by

simply pressing

on the bow when
placing or re-

moving the work,

thereby prevent-

ing any rubbing

of the fabric or

'njury to the em-
broidered pattern.r Order to-day from your jobber

No other hoops with spring attachments have this advantage

^ Gibbs Mfg. Co.,
CANTON
OHIO. U.S.A.
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The
w

American Girl

Embroidery Hoop

Pat. February 18th 1908. Others Pending.

The Inner Hoop is covered with a Frictional Band
which keeps the work from slipping.

It has a larger frictional surface than others and is se-

curely put on. The Frictional Band being on top of

the wood, the friction is always there, but when laid

in a groove between two shoulders it soon becomes
packed down into the groove flush with the wood,
and then has to be wrapped same as a Plain Hoop.

Do not be deceived by the slanderous remarks of jealous

competitors. See our goods and judge for yourself.

Write for our Illustrated Circular of Hoops. We
make the MARTHA WASHINGTON, DOLLY
MADISON, AMERICAN GIRL; also a full line

of the Plain Hoops, all in both ROUND and

OVAL.

Also write for our answer to the so-called "Legal(?)

Notice," sent out by an envious competitor.

Benjamin Franklin said "THEY WHO THREAT-
EN ARE AFRAID."

The Remnart Vaneties Co.
Canton, Ohio.

K. Ishikawa & Co.

Manufacturers and Importers

24 Wellington Street West,

s* s» TORONTO

The Latest idea Frjnge Net Envelopes
Send Photo of your Buildings and we print same on Envelopes free of charge.

The "Coverall"

Parisian

Invisible

Fringe Nets

Made expressly for

KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE WORLD FOR THEIR REGULARITY.

LEADING
LINES

The "Coverall"

Per Gross in Single

Envelopes

Large - - - 25/3

Very Large - 33/6

Extra Large - 42/6

Burnet & Temple,
3 Fitchetts Court

Noble St., E.C. London, Eng.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Monthly Review of the British Markets

Office Dry Goods Re-

view, London, Eng., Feb.

22—The Board of Trade

returns show that British

houses doing- a Canadian
trade have had a decided-

ly good year. The most
striking increase has been

in cotton piece goods,

ninety-one million six

hundred and fifty-nine

thousand yards having

been sent into the Do-

minion, against fifty-five

million, one hundred and

fifty-seven thousand in

1906. Linens, carpets,

woolen and worsted goods, as well as other

lines, show a gratifying increase. This is par-

ticularly noticeable in the case of apparel. Several

firms have been making special efforts in this direction

and have been at pains to manufacture garments in con-

formation with Canadian styles and measurements and

the increase under this heading may be taken as the

result.

These trade returns show the rapid manner in which

Canada is growing in importance as a customer for

British textiles. One reason that may be given for the

big increase is the many personal visits made to Eng-

land in the past eighteen months by responsible members

of firms, and to the fact that British merchants and

manufacturers are beginning to realize the value of the

Canadian market and are going after the trade of the

Dominion in a serious manner. There is a growing dis-

position to meet the wishes of buyers from that colony,

and to meet the peculiarities of the Canadian trade.

Though no one pretends that advance Spring business

booked so far is up to that of last year, there is no-

thing very depressing in the order sheets and letters that

travelers, who are touring the three islands, are sending

in. The reductions in the American orders are the real

lessening factor in the situation. The fact that the pric«

of money has dropped since the beginning of the year t.

a regular trade price is decidedly helpful and has alreadv

had a most beneficial influence.

The address of S. A. Courtauld, managing director

of the widely known and old established firm of Samuel

Courtauld & Co., to his workmen, in which he announced

his conversion from free trade to tariff reform, has at-

tracted wide attention. The reason Mr. Courtauld gave

for his conversion was the experiences of his own Srm in

recent years. He said in his address that he had become

convinced that British industries were handicapped be-

cause as a nation it had not the weapon of retaliation,

as continental nations had. A large quantity of the

goods manufactured in the Essex factories by his firm

used to find a market in Paris. The hostile tariff which

the French had placed upon imported silks had sin:: them

out of that market. The firm had been considering the

transference of its machinery to France, bui such a

course would inevitably mean that the men ana girls

employed in Essex would be thrown out of wor!;. There-

fore he had come to the conclusion that tariff r.vform

was essentially a question for the British working people.

Samuel Courtauld & Co.'s mills are the chief source

of employment in the three Essex towns of Rrainti'oe,

Booking and Halstead.

Bradford.

Coleman St. has shown that both the fashion and the

demand is running on fine wools.

Merinos continue firm, but at the same time fresh

business is not freely offered. Manufacturers are busy,

and there is no delay in deliveries. Combers are fully

occupied and no break in prices are reported. It is in

the crossbred section that trouble occurs. Prices here

are weak and promise to go still lower.

Crossbreds at the London sales did not even keep up
to the level of values of the opening week, and users are

looking forward to still lower prices. The fact is that

Bradford alone had to lift the whole of the New Zealand
crop of crossbreds, as both German and American buying
was conspicuous by its absence.

A very large share of the Autumn business promises'

to come to Bradford. This is because of the prominence
of such fabrics as coating serges, diagonals, chevrons,

etc. These have already sold in great quantities for the

coming season. Buyers' confidence in them is increased

by the great improvement made both in the fabric and
finish, when compared with those shown when last these

materials were the vogue.

The small remnant of the silk trade left in England
are congratulating themselves upon the splendid showing
made by the largest firm in the trade. Lisler & Co.

have made a steady advance during the last decade, and
the profits this year are more than double those of the

first year of the present century. That is, in 1907 they

amounted to £128,100, against $61,700 in 1901. This re-

sult has been accomplished by breaking new ground and
Lord Masham promises a still more aggressive campaign
in the future.

Belfast and the North of Ireland.

Conditions are much the same in the linen industry.

Prices are nominally unchanged, but there is little doing

either for the home or shipping trade. Manufacturers

are endeavoring to curtail their output in every way as

there is talk of a still further reduction in working
hours.

Owing to the serious decline in the demand for yarns

the Belfast Spinners' Association has issued a notice

stating that working hours will be curtailed to 37.

Outside the city it is said that they will be reduced 20

per cent. About 20,000 operatives will be affected.

Scotland.

The linoleum and floor-cloth business continues in a

prosperous state, but linen manufacturers are experienc-

ing an exceptionally quiet time. American and Canadian

orders are extra small and there is little doing for the

home trade. Lower prices, it is felt, are needed to make
business move as it should.
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Among Canadian Dry Goods Travelers

Traveler on Railway Board

A proposal to give commercial travelers representation

on the Dominion Railway Commission has been made and

a petition to this effect is being circulated among travel-

ing men of the Dominion. The proposal to give a man
representing travelers' interests a place on the Commis-
sion is made as a result of the announcement that three

new members to deal with the telegraph and telephone

interests would be appointed. It has much to commend
it. Travelers are, as a class, probably more closely in

personal touch with the transportation facilities of the

country than any other, and doubtless an addition to the

Commission's membership, chosen from them, would give

strength to that body.

A proposition has been made in this connection, which

will probably meet with approval. It is that travelers,

who in the prosecution of their business, make generous

use of the telephone and telegraph, should be given a spe-

cial rate, similar to that granted them by the railways. A
London traveler, discussing this phase, said:

"I would also suggest a special rate for commercial

men on telegraph lines. I think the regular rate up to ten

words might be paid, but after that, a special rate similar

to the newspaper rate might be paid. The commercial

travelers, I think, should have some representation on the

Board of Railway Commissioners, as their interests are

very considerable."

Travelers and Election

The practical disfranchisement of a large percentage

of commercial travelers because of the fact that in On-

tario municipal elections are held on the first Monday in

the year, except in cities of 100,000 or over, in which vot-

ing takes place on New Year's Day. At the present time

this applies only to Toronto, and the consequence is that

thousands of travelers living in the smaller cities are pre-

vented from giving expression to their choice for men
who are to govern the affairs of their home town. In

London there are hundreds of travelers, and hundreds

more live in other towns and cities of the Province, the

great majority of whom are prevented from exercising

their right to the franchise in municipal affairs because

they are away from home, Whereas if the elections were

held on New Year's Day, as in Toronto, they would be

able to record their vote.

In London, the proposal to change the date is assum-

ing definite shape, and a petition will be presented to the

City Council, asking that body to apply for legislation

making January 1 election day.

It is also pointed out that a large number of working-

men do not vote on election day, because they cannot

afford the time.

It is true that an hour is given them to vote, but many
of them go at the same time, and, as a result, the booth is

crowded.

The conditions prevailing in London are indicative of

those in many places in Ontario, possibly in a less aggra-

vated form, and if travelers who are affected would take

the matter up in their own localities, relief might be

secured.

The commercial travelers of Canada are among the

most intelligent men in the Dominion, and that they

should be prevented from their exercise of the franchise

is most unfair.

*

Traits of Travelers

A certain Western town has an hotel clerk Who is an

observer of human, or, at least, commercial traveler, na-

ture. He recently remarked to a reporter that men on the

road write letters to themselves before thy get to the next

hotel, so they will appear important when they register

and ask for their mail. The clerks soon get on to them,

because they see the handwriting on the register and on

the mail. "But," he added, "that isn't always the rea-

son, and I noticed it in a man whom I finally got to know
very well. He wasn't the kind of a fellow who cared

anything about appearing 'important,' so I asked him
about it. The explanation was simple. His business was
svch that it involved an infinity of minor details. His
memory was good as to these, but it was faulty as to mat-

ter not directly pertaining to his department, so when he

was in another town and recalled something he had to

rttend to in the next town, he would write it on a slip of

paper and mail it to himself. He didn't put the memor-
andum in his pocket for fear he would forget about put-

ting it there. He said he had used the plan for a long

time, always writing ahead if there was something in an-

other town he wanted to remember, and said it was the

best plan he had ever figured out to keep from forgetting

things."

*

Hamilton Traveler's Death

T. J. Kerruish, of Hamilton, a traveler for Redmond
Company, Montreal, and Winnipeg, died at the Royal

Alexandra Hotel, Winnipeg, as a result of an overdose of

laudanum. He was 30 years of age and had been travel-

ing out of Hamilton since 1901.

*

The Calgary Conventions

Calgary travelers are making extensive preparations

for the great gathering of commercial men from all parts

of the continent which will be held in that city in June.

If the plans proposed are carried out the visitors to this

convention will be given the time of their lives. That

the attendance will be large seems assured. Already in-

quiries are being received from travelers' organizations,

i'P.d assurances are being given that they are planning

to attend in large numbers. One such organization from

North Dakota proposes to bring two coach loads of tra-

\ elers and their wives, and a brass band.
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Money Is Not Tight
with your customers when they want some more "HYGEIAN" Underwear. The
class of people which it pays to bring into your store is the class which is

particular what comes in direct contact with its skin. And that is the class of

people which is attracted by

Consequently "Hygeian" Underwear is

Booming the Underwear Business

of hundreds of dry goods stores all over this prosperous Dominion. Are YOU
handling it ? Are YOU pushing it ? If not, it will pay you to start in right

now with a moderate order from your jobber.

Fall Samples for 1908
now on the road. Don't fail to examine
them. See what makes "HYGEIAN" the

most popular underwear with the best

customers.

"HYGEIAN" la the acme of comfort, fit, finish and durability

Eagle Knitting Co., Limited
Hamilton - Canada

"HYGEIAN" WAISTS ARE EXTREMELY PROFITABLE

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Jaeger Pure Wool
The life of the business community closely resembles the life of the individual. We are all liable

at times to an attack of indigestion from partaking too freely of the good things of this life. We
take our medicine and make a fresh start all the better for our temporary indisposition. So in

business. We have all been feeling a little sick, we have had our medicine, and are now all the

brighter, better, and clearer-headed, for the coming business of the year.

We have unbounded faith in the future of our great Dominion, and the steady march of develop-

ment cannot be arrested, the rapid growth of our trade in Canada shows that there is a need for

the best goods at reasonable prices, and we have made all preparations for a considerable expanse

in our trade during the year. Jaeger Pure Wool is Health, Comfort and Luxury, without extra-

vagance, and will daily appeal to a wider circle of wearers.

Our agents know that the Jaeger Agency gives them dis-

tinction and brings the best class of trade to their stores.

Dr. Jaegers Sanitary Woollen System Co.,

Wholesale Warehouse, 301 St. James Street,

Limited

MONTREAL

rpand K^
Hosiery and Underwear

8. Lennard
& Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTINQ,

iOLE SELLINO A0ENT5

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bldg., Wellington St. W. TORONTO, ONT.

THE
DYE
THAT
ENDURES
How are vour black
stockings dyed?
Are they fast and
pure? Do they
bear the Hermsdorf
stamp of genuine-
ness ? The answer
has a direct bearing
on your profit.

Hermsdorf's sig-

nature—stamped on
lit toe— settles all

dye doubts for both
merchant and con-
sumer. It guaran-
tees a dye that en-
dures through
wash tub and wear
absolutely fast to
the last.

Write us for a

copy of "The Story
of a Successful
Hosiery Week " -

48 pages of sales,
window - trimming
and advertising
ideas. It's free.

The name
That sells

The

Stocking"

Jvia4^tm4c^

Work. : CHEMNITZ, SAXONY
American Bureau :

THE THIRTY-NINTH ST. BUILDING. NEW YORK

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Have You Seen the

Fall Samples of
High Grade Knit

UNDERWEAR
11 Peerless " Underwear always " goes with a rush," and this year's

business will be no exception. Get in line for a good fall underwear

business by ordering " Peerless " now.

REPRESENTATIVES :

ONTARIO : C4 A. G. C larke. Empire Bldg., Wellington St. Toronto

QUEBEC : L. A. Prevost, 209a McGill St. Montreal

MANITOBA : /A. J. Snell. Box 70S, Winnipeg, Man.

BRITISH COLUMBIA : Geo. A. Campbell, P. O, Box 1026, Vancouver, B.C.

MARITIME PROVINCES: G. A. Woodill, 20 Granville St., Halifax, N.S.

THE PEERLESS UNDERWEAR CO.
HAMILTON, - ONTARIO
See Nos. 602, Countess, Duchess, Princess and Empress.

All made in Natural and White.

FALL SEASON, 1908
FACSIMILE! OF LABEL

THE LINE YOU ARE ASKING FOR

McCLUNG & BURNS,
Toronto, Ont.

AGENTS:

A. L. GILPIN, J. A. MURRAY,
Montreal, Que. Sussex, N.B.

BRYCE & CO.
Winnipeg, Man.

WATSON MANUFACTURING CO., Ltd., PARIS, Ont.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

Easter Fashions in Footwear

Though the smart walking skirt is somewhat longer,

it is still the short walking skirt that is universally

worn. This skirt permits a generous glimpse of both

boot and hose, and because of this extra attention will

have to be given to footwear.

Moderately high cut tan boots, Oxfords, and later on

in the season pumps are to be extremely popular. Even

if the lower part of the shoe is of black patent kid or

leather, both in boots and shoes, the uppers will be of

colored cloth—tan, blue and grey being the colors most

seen. A later development is for the whole boot to be

made of cravenetted cloth in fancy colors. Later on in

the season white boots, pumps and Oxfords will take the

lead—meaning a considerable sale for white hosiery.

For the early Spring season black, tan and blue are

the hosiery colors indicated for the popular trade. Those

departments catering to the ultra trade will continue to

stock hosiery in all the season's shades. Matching is and

still will be a feature in this class of trade.

As far as can be seen, the smart woman is now giv-

ing preference to plain hose, and the popularity of a

bright finish now so much en-evidence in other lines is

extending to hosiery. This means the sale of silk and

silk-finished, lisles, etc. Embroidered hose, and also

ankle laces are by no means out of the running, but plain

hose with a bright finish is what the women of fashion

now demands. Though sheer light weights are in as high

favor as ever, the extreme gauze effects seem to have

had their day.

There is always a considerable business done in hos-

iery for Easter. This year the great vogue of fancy

colors, etc., coupled with the fact that Easter falls at

so late a date ought to make for good business in the

department. Even though buyers are keeping, stocks

down to a certain margin, it will still pay them to put

in a good assortment of special styles for Easter wear.

Remember, Mr. Buyer, though the present trouble has

hit many trades, there is still no inconsiderable portion

of the community that has a fixed income—and these

people are now even better off than they were a year

ago. Show something attractive for Easter wear and

get the people into your department.

Knitted Novelties for Fall

The buyer who stocks the latest and newest ideas in

knitted garments is bound to score in the coming season.

Just as surely so as the department that shows only

the familiar garments will find that the sales will be

smaller.

The garment that is chiefly in the public eye just now
is the new sweater coat. This garment is an evolution

from the jersey, and was originally intended for athletic

wear. Men found it so comfortable that they began to

use it for a smoking and house coat, and when colder

weather came to give added warmth under the outer

coat or overcoat.

The sweater coat was altogether too small and use-

ful a garment for the feminine contingent to pass by.

At first women bought the smaller sizes in men's goods.

Manufacturers soon caught on, and put on the market
smart lines of sweater coats, properly shaped and made
for women's wear. Fashionable women have generally

adopted them for wear under the coat suits of light-

weight cloth.

As light-weight cloths are still indicated for another

fall, there is every possibility of the sweater coat for

this purpose. This will be over and above the large de-

mand for golfing, skating and other athletic purposes.

The sweater coats for the coming Fall, as now indicated,

are exceptionally natty and smart, and follow the lines

of the fashionable coat with great accuracy, the latest

idea being the form-fitting cut-away model. Grey is de-

cidedly the leading color, with red, white, brown and

green in about equal favor for second place.

There is quite a revival in the fashion of wearing
scarfs, square shawls, long shawls, fascinators, etc.,

made from ice-wool, silk and wool, and silk.

For infants there are the usual dainty lines of

sacques, bootees, mittens, leggings, etc. For small boys

and girls little sweater suits are showing. For the small

boys
l

these suits consist of sweater, pants, leggings, cap

and mitts. Girls wear the sweater with a short kilted

skirt. White is the color usually chosen. These suits are

handsome, practical, hygienic and comfortable.

In headgear, toques and skating caps, shaker toques
and tarns are all to be sellers. The fashion tendency for

all kinds of knitted garments is strong, and is one that
it will be profitable for the buyer to watch.

*
Ribbed Underwear Popular

A Canadian manufacturer of knitted goods stated

to The Review that there was an increasing- demand in

this country for ribbed underwear in preference to the flat

and plain knit goods, and it is in this particular that

domestic underwear is taking- precedence over imported
goods, the latter not having- g-one over to the popular
demand for the ribbed stuff, which the makers claim is

more satisfactory since it has greater elasticity and con-

sequently is better fitting. During- recent years a great

many rib machines have been installed in Canadian fac-

tories, and the number is constantly increasing- with the

growing- demand for the class of goods manufactured in

them.

Good ribbed underwear will not bag-] it fits closely to

the figure, and, in addition to being more comfortable,

it allows the clothing to fit better, considerations which,

no doubt, are important factors in the increasing popu-

larity of this class of goods.

*
Fall Underwear Orders

During this month the majority of jobbers and manu-
facturers' agents will go to the trade with Fall knit goods,

and, while, of course, it is too early to speak with any de-

gree of accuracy, except as may be judged by general

trade conditions, the opinion of those who are in touch

with the trade is that the total volume of business for

Fall will be almost equal to that of a year ago, but jobbers

will have to make more calls on the retailers than last

vear.
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Little or no change in price in Fall underwear is looked

for, and so far as styles and qualities are concerned, these

are also practically the same as last year.

Canadian mills ara now busy on goods for Fall, and
while in some cases the output may be slightly curtailed,

generally speaking the domestic knit goods manufacturers

are fairly busy at the present time.

It may be said, in view of the prevailing condition,

that it will be wisdom on the part of retailers to give their

placing orders for Fall goods now instead of depending

on sorting orders later on, for, if the crop prospects are

good during the Summer, the Fall business, it seems rea-

sonable to believe, will be the largest in history, and diffi-

culty will be experienced in obtaining the goods when they

are wanted, and business will be lost as a result.

The Review is of the opinion that the hope of any
price concessions is remote, since the prospects of a heavy

Fall demand are good.

*
Mercerized Underwear

The demand for mercerized underwear for men is

growing, and a good proportion of the sales in the bet-

ter class of goods for this Summer's trafde has been in

this material. The advantage it possesses over the cot-

ton goods are sufficient to warrant the extra cost. Men
who are particular about their personal comfort appre-

ciate the mercerized goods, especially in the very warm
weather.

The difficulty with the Canadian mills has been the

difficulty in procuring the yarn. Formerly some of them
got it from the United States, but this year they have

had to go to England and deliveries have been hard to

get. Naturally the result has been that the mills have

been experiencing difficulty in making deliveries of goods

to their customers as early as they would like, but they

arc going out now and will be in time for early selling.

Hosiery Terms

HALBRIGGAN—Full-fashioned hosiery, made from un-

bleached cotton.

C ASHEMIRE—Hosiery made from fine worsted yarn,

spun from Saxony or other soft wools.

DERBY RIB—Hosiery made with six ribs on the face

and three at the back alternating.

DOUBLE SOLE-HEEL-KNEE OR TOE—An extra thread

is knitted in at the points mentioned.

ENGLISH FOOT—The stockings have two seams—one on

each side of the sole.

EXTRACTED—A spot or other pattern is covered with

wax, then dyed in a cold bath. Afterwards the wax
is washed away, leaving the pattern in the natural

shade.

FRENCH-FOOT—In distinction from English-foot—has

only one seam down the centre of the sole.

FULL-FASHIONED—Knitted in the fiat upon machines

that automatically drop stitches at certain points to

make the stocking conform to the shape of the leg,

ankle and foot.

INGRAIN—Made with yarn dyed before knitting.

JAQUARD—Hosiery knitted in fancy patterns and in

two or more colors.

LISLE THREAD—Made from long staple cotton combed
and hard-twisted, and then run through a gas flame

to burn off the soft fuzz always seen on cotton yarn.

MA CO—Hosiery made from pure undyed Egyptian cot-

ton.

MERINO—Part cotton and part wool.

MOCK SEAM—Stockings that are extra long—usual
measure 31 inches.

OUTSIZE—Extra wide sizes.

PLATED—Hosiery having a face of one material, backed
by another.

REMBRANT RIB—Hose having a group of five drop
stitches, separated by one inch intervals of plain

knitting.

RICHELIEU RIB—Plain knit stockings having a drop
stitch every three-quarters of an inch.

SEAMLESS—Stockings knitted on a circular machine
with an opening at the toe that is fastened by loop-

ing together. The shaping is done by steaming and
drying on proper shaped boards.

SPLIT FOOT—Hose with white or unbleached sole.

SPUN SILK—Low grade silk hosiery, the yarn for which
is made from floss, injured cocoons, etc.

THREE-QUARTERS HOSE—Ribbed -top stockings for

children, reaching nearly to the knees.

TRUNK LENGTH—Longer than ordinary, but not as

long as opera. Usually gradually widening above the

knee.

Newspapers on Home Buying

The fact that much can be done to educate the people
i.ii the folly of sending their money to the city catalogue

houses is being recognized by some of the more progres-

sive of the newspaper proprietors in many of the smaller

towns in the country. The editor of the Bnrk's Falls

Arrow is one of these, and in a recent issue some pointed

arguments against the practice of too many persons to

send their money out of town, when as good or better

value could be obtained at home.
Such a course will, no doubt, be appreciated by the

local merchants, and The Review advises its readers to

clip the eight arguments published below from the Burk's
Falls Arrow and take them to their local papers. They
cannot refuse to publish them.

As soon as local papers realize more deejjly that their

best friends are (he local merchants, they will publish

more of this sorl of matter. Apart from its being in their

own interest to do this, it is also very much in the interest

of the public. The public must be taught that it is really

cheaper to buy at home. When they grasp this fact, they

will start in to build up their own business community
in a way that will presently astonish them.

These are the eight reasons given by the Arrow, why
the local merchants should be patronized:

1. It takes money out of circulation where it is most
needed.

2. It injures local business industries and that injures

you no matter what your occupation may be.

3. It helps to build up places at your expense.

4. The mail order houses do not help you to pay taxes

or furnish you with a market for your produce.

5. If you are sick or out of work the mail order houses

will not accept promises to pay until conditions change.

"No cash no goods" is their motto.

6. It is always sound business policy to spend your
money where you make it.

7. It is pretty small potatoes to send your spare cash

to the mail order houses and run up long-winded accounts

with local dealers.

8. It does not pay, because you can do as well or better

fit home.

The assets of the estate of M. GL Woodman, merchant
tailor, Walkerton, have been sold by the assignee, A. C.

Woodman.
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HEALTH BRAND

Brownie Vests
(Trade Mark)

Better than the Vest

You thought was best.

There are no pins to

injure the child.

Buttons do the work.

Made in sizes for

Infants and Children.

Samples of this line

and all Health Brand Lines

on the road.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

$t<&tor$t

LINSHrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men

made in various weights and textures.

WOOLNAP
also bears above trade mark for your

protection and ours.

HLWSON
sAMHERSp

TAKES A HIGH
POSITION

from a satisfaction-bringing standpoint.

FIRST OF ALL it pleases the

customer, because it fits and feels better

than the garments he has previously

worn. High-grade wool, accuracy in

designing, covered-seams, make Hewson
underwear the very acme of underwear

comfort.

SECONDLY, Hewson Underwear
pleases the merchant who sells it, be-

cause its quality is so apparent it only

needs to be shown to make a sale.

Then it stays sold. Anyway, the

merchant takes no risks as we guarantee

it to him.

Ask our representative to show you
samples of our Men's Heavy Ribbed
Nova Scotia Wool Underwear, also

Fine English Worsted and Merino
garments, for fall wear.

HEWSON
WOOLLEN MILLS

LIMITED

AMHERST, - NOVA SCOTIA

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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•^L£s.
Our mills are a wonderland
of machinery.

One of the most delicate
pieces of mechanism is the
Knitting Machine. We had
to invent this, because we
could not buy anything to do
the work as we wanted it

done.

This machine runs 16 threads
at once. So sensitive is the
adjustment that a machine
will stop knitting should any
one of the 16 threads break.

One girl attends eight mach-
ines, so you can see how sel-

dom this machine breaks the
thread.

There are no "dropped
stitches" in Stanfield's Under-
wear.

It is knitted right—cut right
—made right—wears right—
and is absolutely unshrink-
able.

It's the underwear you ought
to sell.

Write for samples.

STANFIELDS LIMITED
Truro :: :: :: N. S.

If a Thread

Breaks,

the

Machine

Stops

^1^^
Stanfield's
Unshrinkable

Underwear

Two Avenues To Profit!

^ There are two lines of underwear which you can handle

with complete satisfaction to yourself and your customers.

They are

"CEETEE"
and

Perfect Fitting Elastic

Ribbed Underwear

<fl "Ceetee" is guaranteed unshrinkable, and is perfect in fit,

finish and comfort. Any "Ceetee" garment not coming

up to our description we will replace. "Ceetee" is made
in India Gauze (medium and heavy weights), Silk and
Wool, Worsted, Lamb's Wool and Merino.

<]] Perfect Fitting Elastic Ribbed Underwear is ideal for

women and children. Made to fit and stay fit. This
underwear is suited to the tenderest skin.

The

C. TURNBULL CO. of Gait,

Limited

GALT, . CANADA

WOLSEY
Pure Wool

UnshrinKable Underwear
Pure wool unshrinkable underwear.

Every garment guaranteed by the

manufacturers. Jobbers now show-

ing Fall 1908 samples.

Always Come Back
for More

One of the best proofs of the un-

equalled quality of the Alloa Scotch

yarn produced by John Paton, Son &
Co. at their mill in Scotland is the

fact that merchants who buy it once

must keep on buying it

Because Customers Always Come
Back for More

The idea of each skein bearing a ticket

with the maker's name was first

thought of by the founder of Patons'

Business about one hundred years ago

because he was so sure the quality

would be found so satisfactory as to

bring back customers for his yarn

—

and it did, not only then but it docs

now even more than ever. Do you

keep yarn of this kind ?

John Paton, Son & Co.
Alloa, Scotland

PHILIP De GRUCHY
Sole Agent for Canada

207 St. James St., MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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UNSHRINKABLE WOOL

NDERWEAR
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and

the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
'STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down

inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only—
Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

HE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWEA
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frfe

WheT

6°^ RIBBED,
UNSHRINKABLE^

SPRING NEEDLE RIBBED UNDERWEAR
has never yet lost a friend—and it's gaining NEW friends every day.

It will "make friends" for you among the most desirable class of cus-

tomers—not only because of its superior value, but also because its

remarkable elasticity gives the greatest possible degree of UNDER-
WEAR COMFORT.

Our Travellers are Now on the Road with Fall Samples

THE ELLIS MFGCO LIMITEDHAMILTONONT.

"JlgT&?J3W}<*tt!nm,

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA

:

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFEOTION
IN FOOTWEAR

R. HENDERSON & CO.

Manufactured by

W.RAVEN&CO.,Ltd.

Leicester, Eng.

The

"Wearwell" Brand
Hosiery

u •>!

The Hosiery of Quality

The "Wearwell" man is

out with a complete range

of Worsted, Cashmere

and Cotton Hosiery that

is hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE

THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.,
Limited

Clinton, - Ontario

MONTREAL and TORONTO
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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It ems rom All C ana

Ontario.

Caster & Primer are the members of a new firm in

Shelburne, succeeding' J. E. Crone.

J. E. Diamond has sold his stock of furs in Listowel

to Walter Bros., and has closed his store there.

A new clothing and men's furnishing business is being

opened in Aylmer by Roth & Nicol, late of Brantford.

Livshitz & Gimpie, men's furnishers, Dryden, have

dissolved partnership, the latter retiring from the firm.

E. J. Malone has sold his clothing and furnishings

business in Ingersoll to Borrowman & Parker, of St.

Catharines.

John Walker, who has been conducting a general dry

goods store in Alvinston, Ont., announces that he is re-

tiring from business.

Robert Anderson, general merchant, Vermillion Bay,

is retiring from business, and has sold his stock to

.Maurice Greenblatt, Dryden.

F. S. Evanson has purchased the stock and fixtures of

W. L. Maley, Kempt ville, and will open up a men's furn-

ishing and clothing establishment.

E. Fenton, proprietor of Gentleman's Valet, Hamilton,

has purchased the business of My Valet, West Main
Street, and will combine the two businesses.

B. Leekie & Co., Stratford, proprietors of the wool

stock mills in that city, suffered loss by fire early in

February, by the destruction of the main building of the

mills.

The Waterloo Knitting Mills Co., offer to establish a

new knitting mills industry in Carleton Place, on condi-

tion that exemption from taxation for ten years be

granted.

J. J. Kerr, dry goods, Collingwood, has assigned, be-

cause of temporary financial difficulties. His liabilities

are about $20,000, but assets are over that sum by a sub-

stantial sum.

The partnership existing between Paul and M. N.

Awad, at Byng Inlet, under the firm name of Awad Bros.,

has been dissolved and will be continued by M. N. Awad
as a general store.

The firm of Maxwell & Hill, tailors and men 's furnish-

ers, Wingham, has been dissolved, and the business will

be continued by Robert Maxwell, Mr. Hill retiring o'n ac-

count of ill-health.

For the first time in ten years & dry goods bankrupt

stock is being offered for sale in Fort William. During
the past decade of prosperity failures in this lively town

have been practically unknown.

By supplementary letters patent, issued to the Clinton

Knitting Company, Limited, authority is given to increase

the capital stock from $25,000 to $50,000 by the issue of

250 shares of new stock at $100 each.

The Ontario Tailoring Co., according to a Hamilton

despatch, is a new concern which will open stores in

Hamilton, St. Thomas and Gait. W. T. Tomes, of Hamil-

ton, will be the manager of the concern.

One of the ill-effects of the recent dynamite explosion

which wrecked a portion of the town of Essex was the

failure of J. A. Francis, who has since made an assign-

ment, with assets approximating $5,000.

James Worrell, who has been conducting a merchant

tailoring business in Colborne for the past two years, is

removing his stock to Picton, where he will also work in

connection with the True Blue Orphanage work.

Hubert Walker, for forty years a general merchant in

WarUwoi'th, died recently. The late Mr. Walker was one

of the pioneer settlers of Northumberland County, and
during his long residence exerted a beneficial influence

upon the community.

Graham Bros., men's furnishers, London, are making
arrangements to enlarge their store premises. They con-

template acquiring more, and are erecting a new building

which will afford entrance to the store from two streets.

This enlargement will necessitate the removal of Mr.
Dambra, tailor, who is securing a new store.

The employes of the Lowndes Company, clothing

manufacturers, Toronto, have started a weekly subscrip-

tion in the factory, and the proceeds are to be equally

divided between' the Christian and Jewish missions in the

city to assist in giving free dinners to the unemployed.

MeMahon & Granger, wholesale dry goods, have had
under consideration a proposal to leave London and locate

in Toronto, but the London Advertiser states that a de-

cision has practically been reached to remain in London,
where a warehouse five storeys high will be erected at a

cost of $35,000.

R. E. Wheadon, for five years the proprietor of the

"White House," one of the large dry goods establish-

ments of Guelph, has sold out to James Ramsay, of New
York, who takes possession at once. Mr. Wheadon will

spend six months visiting in England, but will continue

to make his home in Guelph.

An application for the winding-up of the George
Queen Clothing Company, has been made by A. McDou-
gal, of Toronto, the latter being creditors to the extent of

$1,500. The liabilities of the clothing company are placed

at $8,500. In 1905 it was incorporated as the McClellan

Tryon Co., with a capital stock of $40,000.

Supplementary letters patent have been granted by an

Ontario order in council to the Helena Costume Company,
authorizing it to install a plant to supply electric light and
power, and to furnish heat for the purposes of its own
business, with power to sell and dispose of electric light

and energy in the form of power and steam heat to

others.

Prior to his departure for England, and on the occa-

sion of severing his connection with W. R. Johnston &
Co., Toronto, W. H. Brasbie, who for fourteen years has

represented his firm in the Maritime Provinces, was pre-

sented with a diamond pin by his fellow travelers and em-
ployes, the presentation taking place at the St. Charles

Hotel, Toronto.

The Jackson Mfg. Co., makers of boys' clothing, Clin-

ton, have recently erected a large factory at Goderich,

where extensive operations will be carried on. The
Goderich factory was decided on because of the availabil-

ity of female help, the ultimate intention being to employ
100 hands in this factory, the same number as in their

Clinton factory.

Patrick O'Brien, of the firm of O'Brien Ladies'

Tailoring, Toronto, died at the age of 28 years, after an

illness, lasting two years. The late Mr. O'Brien, coming

from his birthplace in Ireland, opened a ladies' tailoring

business in Toronto, and six years ago established a
similar enterprise in Ottawa, which, however, he had to

abandon on account of ill-health.

During the second week in February, Stanley, Mills &
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Co., Hamilton, held they annual "Home Industry Week,"
when exhibits of about 70 Hamilton manufacturers were

given in the store. The object of the firm is to build up

a demand -among Hamilton consumers for goods manu-
factured in the Ambitious City. Applications were re-

ceived for more space than was available.

Hugh Hughes, who has conducted a general store in

Hickston, Ont., died recently.

The firm of Grant, Whillans & Co., Amherstburg, has

been dissolved, W. S. Whillans dropping out, and the dry

goods department is being taken over by John Grant.

At Niagara Falls, Ont., a number of proprietors of

souvenir stores were convicted of employing labor, and

their clerks of selling goods, on Sunday, contrary to the

provisions of the Lord's Day Act, and all were fined by

the police magistrate.

The factory of the Erie Knitting Company, Dunn-

ville, was partially destroyed by fire recently. The fire

was due to a leak in the gas main, and an explosion

following the starting of the engine enveloped the build-

ing in flames. The total damage will be in the neigh-

borhood of $8,000, covered by insurance.

At the annual meeting of W. H. Storey & Son, Acton,

reports on the operations of the company for 1907 were

satisfactory, the business showing a material advance on

former years. The officers and directors were elected as

fellows for the current year: President, W. A. Storey;

Vice-President, H. P. Moore; Secretary-Treasurer, W.
Stark; Directors, John Firstbrook and John Moore, To-

ronto, and D. D. Christie, Guelph.

Quebec.

The stock and effects of the French Lady Corset Mfg.

Co., Quebec, valued at $10,013.83, have been sold by auc-

tion in parcels.

S. A. Jacobs of the Canadian Underwear Co., Mont-
real, is in Europe furthering their connections. He re-

turns about the middle of this month.

J. F; Hughes, eastern representative for the China

and Japan Silk Co., Montreal, returned early in the

month from a trip to the Province of Quebec.

Hugh Simington, manager, Greenshields Ready-to-

Wear Department, Montreal, sailed from New York to-

wards the end of last month on his usual foreign buying

trip.

H. W. Austin, buyer for Perrin Freres, Montreal, left

early in the month for European markets. Mr. Austin

will look at samples and select goods for Spring, 1909,

business.

A. Kellnor, of the National. Skirt Co., Montreal, re-

turned last month from the western part of Ontario,

where he has been on his usual Fall placing trips for the

wholesale trade.

Adjutor Amyot, manager of the D. &. A. Corset Co.,

Quebec, was the recipient of two presentations on his re-

turn from a seven months' trip to Europe recently by the

staff of the factory.

The Review regrets to hear of the death of Miss Mabel
Sehwersenski, daughter of A. D. Schwersenski, hat and
fur dealer, St. Paul street, Montreal. Mr. and Mrs.

Schwersenski have the sincere sympathy of their many
friends in their bereavement.

Moses Genser, who did business in Montreal under

the firm name of the Dominion Dry Goods Company, was
declared an absentee in connection with a demand for as-

signment made against him. The bailiff reported that the

merchant could not be found.

J. H. Palmer, buyer for Debenhams (Canada) Ltd.,

Montreal, left early in the month for European markets.

Mr. Palmer will gather together all new styles in a

novelty way suitable to the Canadian market for the

coming Autumn season. He will be away for eight

weeks.

C. H. Nelson, president of the Semi-Ready Clothing

Company, Montreal, was seriously injured in a street car

collision in Montreal. Mr. Nelson was on the

rear vestibule when the collision occurred at a

switch, and was thrown across the track, and would have

been run over had not another passenger pulled him away
from the approaching car.

George Milligan, general manager of Debenhams
(Canada) Ltd., Montreal and Toronto, is again in Mont-
real after his visit to the English house. Mr. Milligan

states that English factories are fairly busy and that

wholesale trade is in a healthy condition, although con-

tinental manufacturers are somewhat quiet. He has every

confidence in the development of Canada and believes

Spring trade will open up actively.

Thomas A. Durand, wholesale and retail fur dealer,

Montreal, has made an assignment at the request of Re-

villon Bros. & Co., wholesale fur merchants, whose
claim amounts to $350. The total liabilities are esti-

mated at about $12,000 and the assets at $9,000, the

latter consisting of stock-in-trade in insolvent's whole-

sale establishment, on St. Paul Street, as well as in his

retail store on Mount Royal Avenue.

A. H. Patterson, Canadian manager Dr. Jaeger San-

itary Woolen System, Limited, Montreal, spent a fort-

night in Winnipeg last month. Mr. Patterson recognizes

that retail conditions in the middle west were "not as

bright as desired during December and January, but he

believes the setback is but temporary and that a won-
derful development of the west is sure to come. Boom
conditions caused an unwarranted expansion in values,

crops did not move as readily as desired, mild weather

played havoc, and all these things tended to disrupt the

ordinary channels of trade. With the coming Spring he

feels conditions will be very much better.

A. J. Dougal, manager dress goods and staple depart-

ment, W. H. Scroggie, Limited, Montreal, re-

turned recently from an extended European buy-

ing trip. Mr. Dougal, in speaking of European
conditions, stated that prices for immediate delivery

were very firm, but slight concessions on cotton
goods could be gained for later delivery. In regard to

dress goods, linens, cottons, he did not think it wise to

speculate or anticipate entire requirements. Mr.
Dougal takes a keen interest in modern retailing, and he

states that the Scroggie store is up-to-date in way of

doing business in comparison with European stores.

The West.

The general store of McCamis & Broughton, Arden,

Sask., was destroyed by fire, with $10,000 loss, and insur-

ance of $6,000.

R. W. Madill, of Altamont, Man., signalized his em-
barkation on the cash system by erecting a new store at

a cost of $6,000. Since adopting the cash system on

November 1, he reports sales as large as ever.

*

Maritime.

George Silver, dry goods merchant, Lunenburg, N.S.,

has made an addition to his store, which has been stocked

with men's furnishings.
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Review of The Canadian

Fur Trade

A New Fur Buying Season

VOUR fur buying problem

is again uppermost. Per-

haps your fur department has

caused you some concern

—

not running smoothly, profits

unsatisfactory, customers
complaining.

^LEXANDOR guaranteed

, furs provide a sure

remedy.

Lively sellers, reliable

qualities, increased custom.

Put Your Faith in a Good Fur Season, 1908-9

\A7E'VE made broader and

better plans for the

coming season than ever

before. The benefits of the

European trip of A. J. Alex-
andor will be apparent in

the new samples.

IF you want good furs priced

right, see the samples. As

usual the Fur-lined Garment

range is the largest in the

trade.

A Post Card Will Get You on Our Calling List.

A. J. Alexandor,
504-506 St. Paul Street,

WHOLESALE FUR
MANUFACTURER

Montreal
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Vancouver
Winnipeg

Toronto

"Furs That
Stay Sold i>

THAT'S all you want to know
about Furs anyhow. You want

to be sure that when they're

sold they'll not come back

and haunt you. Paquet Furs are known
from coast to coast as the "Furs That

Stay Sold." What's more, they DO
stay sold. You aren't asked to take

our say-so for it either. We positively

GUARANTEE our Furs to give abso-

lute satisfaction to YOUR customers.

We have continued to guarantee our

Furs for some years, in fact, ever since

we discovered that Paquet Furs were

the best on the market.

Since that time our business has

grown to such enormous proportions

that we have now by far the largest Fur

Factory in Canada, and one of the

largest in the world. Our ambition, of

course, is to make it THE largest in the

world, and the methods that have made
it what it is to-day will get us there if

anything can.

Our 18 travellers are now on the

road with new samples. If you are not

now on our visiting list, drop us a line

and you'll be on immediately.

Montreal

Ottawa

St. John, N.B.
E_aiV3BViSE).

WHOLESALE DIVISION

Head Office and Factory, - Quebec, P.Q.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Review of the Canadian Fur Trade

Interior View in Fur Store of the Dunlap-Cooke Co., Amherst, N.S.

Optimism, Battle Cry of Furriers

If there ever was a time when the co-operation of

retailers and manufacturers in the fur trade was neces-

sary, that time is now. It is safe to say that fur manu-

facturers are doing their share and the elaborate sample

lines prove they have the courage of their convictions.

There is an undercurrent of hesitation existing among
both retailers and manufacturers, which will undoubtedly

lessen as the season progresses. Raw fur houses and

manufacturers have gained confidence after the bright

results of the London fur sales. This has put life in

every branch of the trade. Salesmen are starting off on

their trips with new lines of samples more enthusiastic

concerning the purchasing power of retailers. Further,

this is strengthened by the fairly successful unloading

of furs at retail during February. Collections have

improved and are certainly ahead of expectations of

many pessimists. There are, to be sure, many stories

regarding certain sections of the country, particularly

in the West, where renewals have been frequent, but

looking at the matter, broadly, fur payments may be

classed as fair.

Advantages of Early Buying

The advantages of early buying are many. As a rule,

merchants are always more sure of getting a far better

selection, as most manufacturers are keen on sending

out their early placing orders with the best selected

goods. When the season advances stocks are made up
of all kinds of skins and the choice, of course, cannot

be as good.

Ladies' Fur-Lined Garments Strong.

The sale prospects for ladies' fur-lined garments,

are of the brightest and retail furriers who study their

customers' and their own interests, will again give this

line prominence in their buying for the ensuing season's

trade. This line of ladies' wear has enjoyed a surpris-

ing and widespread popularity during the last few years,

preference being given even to the staple lines of jackets

once so much in demand. In fact, with the larger houses,

so important has this trade become that it almost forms

a distinct branch of their business. The loose-fitting-

coats in longer lengths, with Gibson shoulder effects

are still the most popular, although a slight tendency

towards semi-fitting garments is noticeable this year.

Black, blue, dark green and brown are still the most

widely sold shades with a few of the lighter colors, in

the more expensive garments.

Although prices ranges from $20 up, even into the

hundreds, the better grades from $50 and over are the

most popular sellers. Of the linings used muskrat is

in greatest favor. Next in order comes hamster, squirrel

and marmot. Mink and Alaska sable, fox and Ohio

sable, in the majority of cases are the trimmings em-

ployed1

, but Persian lamb and Russian squiiTel, on ac-

count of their tasty appearance, are sometimes in

demand.

Ladies' Fur Jackets.

The demand for ladies' fur jackets last season, while

not up to that of previous years, was fairly good as re-

gards placing orders, although sorting orders fell some-

what to the rear.
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Electric seal jackets are largely represented in the

new samples shown. Among the new ideas are the short

bolero jackets, with imitation Chinchilla trimmings.

These jackets can be retailed from $25 to $30, and are

within the reach of many consumers who could not afford

electric seal jackets. The garment is braided so as not

to show wear, and is shaped and moulded to the form.

Styles are made also in double-breasted, blouse and loose-

fitting auto garments.

The Vogue of the Collarless Coat.

The coming season will show, according to some of

the large manufacturers, a general adoption of the col-

larless fur coat. This coat is made in fine bokhara and

caracul, and is trimmed with braids and fancy buttons,

lined with fancy silks. The completed garment when

properly cut and made, has a smartness of style that will

appeal to the consumer. Collarless coats are looked upon

with favor for the coming season, and a good sale is

expected.

Astrachan Jackets.

Trade of late has not been very good in this line. In

some sections of the country trade has been absolutely

behind schedule, while in other parts merchants speak

fairly well of this line.

Manufacturers, at present are trying to improve this

trade by bringing out novelties in these jackets. One of

the new ideas is an Astrachan box-back coat, with a

notch collar. It is finished with light-colored button

trimmings. Short, pony box coats are also turned out in

this fur. One of the most novel ideas seen in the new
samples is an Astrachan jacket which can be made to

show either a Russian blouse or military effect, and has

a double set of buttons.

Attractive Neckpieces.

Forecasters for the ensuing season are unanimous

that everything in small furs will be strong sellers, in-

cluding a larger range than ever of throwovers, ruffs,

stoles, etc. The predicted feeling for natural trimmings,

such as heads, claws and tails is now a certainty. The
feeling for any kind of ornamentation on any of the

samples of small furs is generally avoided. Ornamenta-
tions of any kind, seem to have dropped behind schedule.

Although trimming houses are striving to improve condi-

tions, an extensive range of all classes of neckwear is

now being shown by road men, and the feeling about the

trade is that the general activity and interest shown in

all lines of ladies' fur-lined garments will not restrict

the sale of small pieces to any extent. Prices show no
material change, as while some fur skins have gone
higher, others have declined.

Strong Feeling for Ties.

As in the United States, ties, throw-overs or four-in-

hands, as they are generally called, were very active in

the Canadian market last season. As a result, manu-
facturers are giving quite a lot of attention to this line

and are looking forward to another good season. They
are to be had in the most expensive furs, as well as the
cheap ones, yet most of the better class houses absolutely
avoid the cheap stuff, as trimmings and also linings must
necessarily be sacrified. Styles run pretty much along
the lines shown last year. Popular furs in this neck
piece, are mink, sable, fox, lynx, Persian lamb and squir-
rel. General prices range from $5 to $50.

Demand for Caperines Good.

Especially in the country districts, where caperines
usually meet every fur want of the gffl^U purchaser, the

demand for this article is as good as ever. As in ties,

both, styles and skins used run pretty much on the 9ame
line as was shown last year.

Stoles.

Stoles are again to the fore. As this article is really

a luxury, only the best and high-priced ones should be

handled as in a cheap fur they look out of place. The
usual lengths will again predominate.

Muffs Active.

Muffs are again expected to have a fair share of the

small fur piece trade this year. The Empire and large

pillow muffs, which had such a great run last year, are

again expected to be popular. While some round muffs

are being shown the feeling shapes towards the pillow

and larger muff. The crushed effect
1 no lining, is coming

into favor.

Men's Fur-Lined Coats.

Manufacturers are looking forward to a good demand
for rat-lined fur coats. The popular collars, as in the

past, will be Persian lamb and otter. Prices remain

steady.

Coon Coats.

The coon coat, which has stood by the retail furrier

for many years, promises to sell in just as great num-
bers as ever the coming season. Stocks were heavy and

this may restrict advance orders.

The Raw Fur Market.

The fur market, in general, is much better than ex-

pected, taking everything into consideration. At the

beginning of the season American, as well as Canadian
buyers were buying very slowly, partly on account of

the financial stringency and a general hesitancy regard-

ing market conditions. Many dealers were also looking

for a decline in fur prices in the January London fur

sales. The results, however, were far brighter than was
expected, and the decline, where there was a decline, was
not as great as was expected. Further, a few skins, such

as skunk, red fox and lynx have advanced from 10 per

cent, to 25 per cent. This has put new life into the fur

market again and the demand for raw furs is rapidly

reaching its former level.

Popular Furs.

Muskrat, one of the most durable and adaptable furs,

has reached a high price, but will, no doubt, be much
sold in jackets, loose coats and for lining purposes. Mink,
also high in price, continues popular for fur sets chiefly.

Alaska sable is also prominent—despite its critics.

Public and Fur Values

Retailers in large centres will readily agree with

many of the points brought out in the following article.

It is certainly true that there is considerable choosing on

the part of the purchasing public in many cases. The
following is reproduced the New York Commercial article

and contains a fairly accurate summary of the position

of the purchasing public in cities:

The present season has proved that the purchasing

public possesses little knowledge on the subject. Price

and appearance seems to be the only object in view to

the purchaser, no consideration being given to quality,

nor wearing value nor how practical it will be at a future

time to remodel the garment; nor is any attention paid

as to how these articles are manufactured. Nothing
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IS REALLY
BIG WITH
PROMISES
OF FUR
PROSPERITY
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TRADE MARK

registered

MUSK OX BRAND
Everything in high-grade Ladies' and Men's Furs.

Wouldn't it be good business for you to get

into closest touch with a Fur House,where the

output is of a character that leads to demands
that are each season almost in excess of

the exceptional facilities for supplying them.

P R O FITS

We've many customers who have bought
regularly from us ever since they started in

business. Our reputation for the better

grade of Furs has increased each season.

Our representatives are now showing all over Canada
a line of special interest to discerning fur buyers.

A post card to us will get you on our visiting list.

CANADA'S FURRIERS
ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS.

Boulter, Waugh&Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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seems to be taken into consideration but the price and

appearance.

It is for such reasons as these that the so-called Rus-

sian pony fur has become popular. Coats of this kind

are made and said, ranging in price from $25 to $300,

according to where bought, quality, etc. These garments

have little real value. They give neither wear, nor

warmth, nor is it possible to remodel them at a future

day without showing every seam and piece. Next in

popularity comes the caracul. Coats of this fur are made

and sold ranging in price from $45 to $350. It is con-

tended by authorities that something must be wrong

when prices vary so much. The cheapest coats some-

times last a season or two. never more. Most of the

time they last a month or two, sometimes less, tearing

and breaking everywhere.

Persian Lamb Has Lost Favor.

Baby lamb is next in popularity for coats. Some of

it wears and some of it doesn't. Seal skin is slowly but

surely coming back into favor for both short and long

coats. Mink fur coats are popular, but expensive, with

no indication whatever of becoming cheaper next year.

Chinchilla and ermine are always popular for coats for

evening and carriage wear, while Russian and Hudson

Bay sables in these lines are beyond possibility. So much

for the coats.

Automobile coats for both men and women are made

in various furs, with natural raccoon in the lead, and na-

tural and black pony next in favor. In the furs for

neckwear black lynx is the most popular. The boas are

made in various styles of from one, two or three skins

with head and tail trimmings. This is another fur that

varies greatly in prices, the reasons for which are several.

First: The quality varies considerably, as wildcat skins

are some time dyed and called lynx. Some lynx skins

are dyed in this country, while others are dyed in Leip-

zig. Those dyed in this country invariably turn in color,

besides crocking and wear poorly. Those dyed in

Leipzig at all times give satisfaction, never losing their

color or lustre and never crock.

Next in favor is the pointed smoked fox, somewhat

an imitation of the genuine silver fox. These boas are

made as are the lynx boas. Some of the white hairs,

pasted in soon fall out, hence the difference in price.

Next comes the white fox for young people and for even-

ing wear. Most of the skins are yellow and green, and

are bleached white, the color only lasting until worn,

when the sun turns the pure white into a yellow. This

is another instance of price and quality.

Ermine, not so popular, but worn for evening, has the

same reason for varying in price as the white fox. The

skin of the American weasels, which turns yellow quickly

and gives no wear, is used to a large extent. The genu-

ine ermine is caught in Russia. Its skin never turns yel-

low and gives entire satisfaction. It is cleaned easily

with a solution of corn starch and bezine, mixed into a

paste, then rubbed with a brush, dried and shaken out.

Many Varieties of Mink.

Mink, with its many qualities, from the poor southern

skins to the light-colored western skins and the

dark eastern and Labrador skins, has a wide

range of prices. Some skins can be bought as low

as $5 each, while others sell at up to $25". the difference

due to quality and color. After quality comes the ques-

tion of how much material is used. Boas can be made

of from two to twenty skins, and the muffs of from four

to twelve skins, according to the size of the skins. The

. finer the quality of tin; skins the smaller in size they are.

Chinchilla, always, popular, is at present rather high

in price, for no reason other than the demand exceeds

the supply. The impression prevails that Chinchilla is

a poor wearing fur. On the contrary, Chinchilla will

wear for years if care and attention is given to it. Most
people when their furs become wet with rain or snow
immediately proceed to dry them near a register or tire.

They might as well throw them into the fire, it is declared,

as they are likely to be ruined by this treatment. An
authority advises to hang them in a cool room until dry,

and then shake them out.

Small and dainty neckwear can be made from pony,

caracul, Persian lamb, etc., but large boas when made
from these furs are invariably stiff and homely in appear-

ance. Muffs of all styles, however, can be made. Seal

for neckwear is rarely satisfactory. Hudson Bay and

Russian sables are made identical in style and shape to

the mink, and have the same reason to vary in price and

quality. Tipped and dyed sables are . sold from day to

day by irresponsible furriers and others, as natural.

s
Fur Notes

The new warehouse of Swift-Copland & Co., Limited,

Montreal, is rapidly nearing completion and will be ready

for occupation about May 1st. This large building will

be a decided and pleasing acquisition to St. Paul St.

fur and hat houses. As has been noted in The Review,

the site is their old one at 517-525 St. Paul St., near

McGill St. The building is one of the most modern in

Montreal and comprises 7 flats. It is of mill construc-

tion with a sand stone facing.

Fred Lawrence, representing B. Silver & Co., St. Paul

St.. Montreal, is now showing their fur line in the Mari-

time Provinces. Mr. Lawrence is a decided acquisition

to their traveling staff and has a valuable connection

with the trade in the Lower Provinces. He is enthusi-

astic regarding his sample line.

Bight representives of Boulter, Waugh & Co., Limit-

ed, Montreal, are showing their new range of sample,

"Musk-Ox" brand throughout Canada. This firm enters

1908 determined to further increase their prestige work-

ing along the same lines which have built their business,

making and selling high-grade furs. Every Canadian

fur retailer is familiar with the lengthy history of this

firm, which has been established in the fur business for

almost 40 years. They have followed every development

and have kept pace with modern ideas. About two

years ago, upon the death of Mr. Silverman, the firm

was re-organized and the style changed from Silverman,

Boulter & Co. to Boulter, Waugh & Co., Limited.

A. J. Alexander, the Montreal furrier, is again in the

city, after his extended European trip. Mr. Alexander

returned on the S.S. Campania, which reached New York
February 22nd. He united pleasure with business while

abroad and spent some time at his old home in Man-
chester, enjoying the beautiful weather. In a business

way he visited London, Leipzic, Paris, Berlin and Rus-

1
SAY ! What's the Matter ?

Why not remember that we are the New House in Fur-
riers' Trimmings. New prices and right ones. New-
est lines and prompt attention to your wants.

Your Correspondence appreciated by

ASCHER BROS., 209 Commissioners St., MONTREAL
Long Distance Phone Call Main 3734
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QUALITY
FURS

Revive and refresh and make every Fur Season

a success.

Quality Furs are a perpetual insurance against

failure.

This is the only kind of Furs we manufacture

and sell.

The Line for 1908 is on the Road.

M. SILVER y CO.
12-14 St. John Street, - MONTREAL

FURRIERS' TRIMMINGS
Best Styles, Superior Quality and Values.

NOVELTIES
in Braids and Gimps, Girdles, Etc.

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION

We keep stock of

BARREL BUTTONS, TUBULAR BRAIDS & CORDS

MOULTON&CO., - MONTREAL
165 NAZARETH ST.

Removing on May 1st, to 236 Craig Street East.

FIRE NOTICE
On February 10th my factory was damaged by fire.

Within a few days I was settled in premises opposite.
There is no interruption to business.

Our 1 908-09 Fur samples will soon be on the road.
The line is tne best in my history.

C. BESSETTE
4 DOLLARD LANE (opposite old address) MONTREAL

Persons writing to advertisers
will kindly mention DRY GOODS
REVIEW.

FURS
New Samples for Fall and

Winter 1908

A IN
D,

lF

K,

Raccoon

Electric Seal

Persian Lamb

Muskrat

Astrachan

CLOTH JACKETS

Kaluga Lined
Hampster Lined
Muskrat Lined
Squirrel Lined

VARIOUS TRIMMINGS

MEN'S COON COATS

CLOTH COATS
Mink Lined
Muskrat Lined
Marmot Lined

PERSIAN LAMB OR OTTER TRIMMED

UP-TO-DATE

CLOTH CAPS
Fur Band Golfs and Richmonds.

MITTS and GLOVES

We Trust You will see our Fall Samples

Before Ordering Elsewhere.

Swift, Copland & Co.
MONTREAL

LIMITED

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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sinn centres. He has some interesting lines far his

customers. To use his own words regarding the result

of his trips: "I feel just eight years younger and enter

the new season more enthusiastic than ever."

I. Rose, of A. Kirschherg & Co., Montreal, left about

I he middle of the month on his regular trip throughout

Ontario. Mr. Hose expects to return some time in May
or June.

R. Isaacs, general representative of The British Can-

adian Fur Co., Montreal, recently spent five weeks out

west making purchases of raw furs for the Canadian

market and for branch houses in Leipzic and Moscow.
John Maitland, general representative for the past

three years, for M. Silver & Co.. Montreal, left early

in the month on his usual placing trip throughout On-
tario. He expects to return early in June. A. Robitaille,

eastern representative of this firm, is also looking after

the wants of his customers for next season.

The premises of C. Bessette, wholesale furrier, corner

Dollard Lane and Notre Dame St. west, Montreal, were

considerably damaged by fire February 10th. The fire

broke out in the building adjoining that occupied by
C. Bessette and burned its way to the/ third floor of

the Bessette Building. In spite of the efforts of the fire-

men the fur factory was quite severely gutted.

With commendable enterprise Mr. Bessette, after

settling satisfactorily with the insurance people, moved
to premises opposite at 4 Dollard Lane and soon had
his factory in working order. As a result his fall line

of samples will be as complete as ever and will be shown
in good time.

J. E. McComber, of McComber & Cummings, Montreal,

is again in the city, after a fur buying trip in New York,
St. Louis and other American centres. E. E. Cum-
mings, of the same firm, leaves early this month to

attend the March London, England fur sales.

License to Parsons & Parsons

The Parsons & Parsons Canadian company, incorpor-

ated by the State of Ohio, to manufacture and sell collars

and cuffs, covers and taps for receptacles and containers

of every kind, novelties and machinery, tools and imple-

ments for making the above articles, has been granted a

license to operate in Ontario and to use in that Province

$40,000. Henry Frank Baldwin, of Hamilton, is named
as attorney of the company.

5, 10 and 15 Cent Stores

In Western Ontario the establishment of 5, 10 and 15

cent stores seems to have met with success, and in the

majority to towns of reasonable size there are one or two

of these stores. Up to the present the operations of these

concerns in Ontario have been confined pretty largely to

the western portion of the Province. A despatch from
Guelph states that F. H. Brewster & Co., who suffered in

the recent London store collapse, and the S. H. Knox
Company, are both looking for locations in the Royal City.

Rubber Trade Exhibition

A preliminary announcement of a Rubber and Allied

Trades Exhibition, to be held in London, England, Sep-

tember 21 to 26, 1908, is made. Arrangements will be

made for accommodating exhibitors from Canada and the

other colonies. Information, with plans of the buildings,

space, etc., may be obtained from the offices, 75 Chancery

Lane (Holborn), London, W.C.

Trade Inquiries.

The superintendent of the Canadian Trade Commis-
sioner Service announces that he has arranged, through

the co-operation of the Boards of Trade at Halifax, Win-
iiipeg and Vancouver, that hereafter all addresses of Brit-

ish and foreign trade inquiries will be mailed to the points

mentioned, where they may be obtained upon application.

Considerable time will be saved by this method, since,

under the old system, correspondents had to communicate
with Ottawa, and await a reply before being able to write

to respective firms abroad. Addresses will, of course, be

sent from the department as usual.

The names of the firms making the following inquiries

relative to the Canadian dry goods trade may be obtained

on application to "Superintendent of Commerce, Ot-

tawa," or from the secretaries of the Boards of Trade

mentioned above.

1803. Flags.—A Leeds firm inquires for wholesale dry

goods and other houses in Canada interested in the pur-

chase of flags and banners.

5. Jute and Burlap.—A London firm manufacturing

dyed jute or burlap for wall decoration desires to be

placed in touch with Canadian importers of the same.

6. Irish Moss.—A Dublin firm interested in Irish moss,

which is used in connection with weaving, brewing and

leather trades, as well as by manufacturing chemists, is

desirous of hearing from likely buyers in Canada.

21. Venetian Laces.—An Italian firm desires to export

Venetian lace to Canada, and wishes to ascertain the

names of firms here who will handle them.

23. Japanese Fancy Goods.—An importing and ex-

porting firm doing business at the two leading Japanese

ports, say that they are doing an increasing trade in

•'Japanese fancy goods" to other parts of the Empire,

and would be glad to extend the sphere of their opera-

tions to Canada. They invite correspondence from parties

interested in their lines of trade in Canada.

57. Skirt Pieces.—A Birmingham firm is open to

supply ladies' and children's skirt pieces.

66. Shoddies.—Inquiry is made by a Bradford firm

for woolen manufacturers and other firms in Canada in-

terested in the purchase of "pulled" shoddies.

68. Woolens, etc.—A Bradford firm of manufacturers

and shippers of woolen goods and tailors' linings are

inquiring for an agent in Canada.

75. Agent.—A firm of linen manufacturers in the

north of England wishes to get into touch with Can-

adian importers. They are prepared to appoint an agent

for their goods in Vancouver.

88. Agents.—A wool merchant firm in Yorkshire is

prepared to appoint agents in the manufacturing centres

in Canada for the sale of wool, tops and noils.

91. Wool.—A well known Bradford firm wishes to

supply woolen manufacturers in Canada with wool, noils

and tops and will forward samples.

96. Tents, Flags, etc.—Inquiry has been received

from a London firm for names of Canadian importers of

canvases, tents, marquees, flags and buntings, burlaps or

Hessian, dyed jute or burlaps for wall decorations, horse

clothing and rugs, hose (flags and indiarubber) , sacks

and bags, yarns (flax, hemp and jute), twines (sewing

and shop), oakum; also felt suitable for shoes.

98. Woolen Cloth.—An English firm of woolen manu-
facturers is seeking a market in Canada for woolen

cloth, 42 oz. and 48 oz., 54 inches x 36 inches, which is

suitable for the manufacture of slippers, and which they

claim has an advantage in price, finish, etc., over felt.

99. Rags.—A North of England firm is desirous of

being placed in touch with exporters of Canadian rags.
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A Montreal Incorporation

A Dominion charter has been granted to P. Lafrance

& Cie, with head office in Montreal. This company is

given authority in its charter to acquire and take over as

a going concern the business of P. Lafrance, to carry on a

wholesale or retail dry goods, women's clothing, millinery,

I u is, fancy goods and general haberdashers' business, and

to manufacture, produce, import, buy, and sell, all goods

necessary to the operation of the business.

The incorporators of the company are Pierre Lafrance,

Albert Lafrance, Henri Dion, Lorenzo Olivier and Arthur

Couture, all of Montreal. The capital stock of the com-

pany is fixed at $49,000.

Dry Goods Section Officers

The Wholesale Dry Goods Section of the Toronto

Board of Trade has elected officers and completed organi-

zation for the present year, at a meeting held recently the

following officers were elected: Chairman, John D. Ivey;

Vice-Chairman, W. R. Smallpiece; Secretary-Treasurer,

F. G-. Morley. Executive Committee—J. W. Woods, Chas.

Reid, John Muldrew, A. T. Reid, R. W. Spence, Jas. D.

Allan, C. B. Lowndes, John Northway, John Macdonald,

A. W. Allen, C. S. Meek, J. P. Watson, A. M. Ivey, R, A.

Nisbet, A. F. Rodger, Henry Brock, S. Ubukata.

An Optimistic Traveler.

Perhaps one of the best stories which The Review
has heard of the confidence created by optimism, both in

manner and conversation, was told by a Montreal gar-

ment manufacturer's representative. When calling on one

of his prospective customers he was met with the story

which so many travelers have heard, "Business is poor
;

my stocks are heavy, and I'm not buying one dollar's

worth of goods. How do you find it '.'"

The ordinary traveler has, unfortunately, usual 1

5

given an exaggerated story of his misfortunes, with the

idea of gaining the sympathy of his listeners. This re-

presentative, however, calmly said that he found things

just right, and went on to describe the real sound posi-

tion of Canadian business. The main point, however, is

that he finally impressed the retailer that it was essen-

tial to brighten up spring stocks, and he sold a bill of

merchandise.

It transpired that the merchant, becoming friendly,

stated that he had reduced his purchases, as he had heard

so many tales from travelers, of merchants not buying

that he felt that he should act accordingly, and he ad-

mitted finally that so far as he was concerned personally,

business had not been unsatisfactory. lie had begun to

think it was • going to be bad, because the hard-luck

stories he was hearing had frightened him.

Excelsior Fur Dressing
and Dye Works

TEL. EAST 19. H. P. GUTHEIL, Prop.

Office and Factory, 63-73 Amherst St., - MONTREAL
Prepared to handle promptly all your

FUR DRESSING AND DYEING
SATISFACTION-Our Motto

It's a Seal Brand

That Guarantees Satisfaction in a Fur

In December the market in Furs, as

in everything else, was demoralized.

To-day money conditions are improved, and in consequence prices are, in many Furs,

even higher than last year.

We purchased our stock' at low market prices and can therefore show you an advantage

of from 15 to 25 per cent.

The following values are representative, and a careful examination of the quality of the

samples will convince you

:

Choice Mink Set for «gQ QO
4 Skin Stole and large Muff with 6 tails

^ We are showing the finest range

Ladies' Canadian Muskrat Lined Coat, S4.C1 00 °{san>P les «his year on the road.

Alaska Sable Trim. Handsome Style and First Duality Fur ^ MHJ»\J\J The styles are consistent with the

„ , .. , i • l r> i ~ . t, .. C rl^ H^f\ highest class Canadian trade, and
Men S Marmot Lined Coat, Persian Lamb Collar, ^7 #5U the prices are positively the lowest .

*n m m g\i\ m every "ne '

Men's Special Coon Coat,
kJ)4lD«UU

B. SILVER & CO., 420 St. Paul St., Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv.
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3 Spring Coat Specials

839/259—A fine solid stripe, best quality covert; box style ;

length 24 inches; two straps cut on the bias; in

back and at cuff ; two pockets; no lining - Net $5.25

807/6 1 —A wider (y2-inch) solid stripe, best quality covert

;

semi-fitted ; length 23 inches ; slightly cutaway
front with two buttons; silk velvet collar; two
pockets; no lining; very chic - - - Net $5.75

839/236—A medium width solid stripe, best quality covert;

fitted; length 22 inches; modified Gibson
shoulder; cutaway front finished with one or

two buttons ; silk velvet collar ; two buttons at

back and cuff ; no lining ; very stylish - Net $6.75

<J These are as good values as are, or can be, offered to the trade. They are all made from our
finest quality covert. Send post card for sample shipment.

<J Our range of coats for Spring consists of 50 stvles, ranging from $3.50 to $12.00. Send
for sample shipment.

1$ We are the only concern in Toronto making a specialty of raincoats. Our values in these
are as good as our Spring coat values. Send for sample shipment.

<J On receipt of a post card stating range of prices desired we will send you a sample shipment
on approval. Address—

The Imperial Raincoat & Cloak Co., Limited
W. G. KEDDIE, President TORONTO HOWARD R. WELLINGTON, Sec.-Treas.

NOTE. We stock a number of styles in regular sizes, 34, 36, & 38.

" Capital

'

A new model. Extra long

waist, new high bust. All

sizes and colors.

Pansian "P. C.
»»

The Up-to-Date Maid will

Tell You that —
The superiority of Parisian Made Corsets is not

alone due to their material, workmanship, finish or

fit, but to all four combined with intelligence and

knowledge of the retailers' needs.

Won't you write in for more information,

or ask us to send you samples ?

P. C. 810

A Canadian favorite. Eng-
lish coutil. Medium high

bust, (our silk hose support-

ers. All sizes and colors.

Parisian Corset Manufacturing Company, Limited

Factory, 188, 190, 192 Caron St., and 72, 74, 76 Lallemant St., Quebec, P.Q.

Ontario Stock Rooms : : : : Brampton, Ont.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Ready-to-Wear Garment Department

Trade Conditions

Viewing the garment trade as a whole, Spring ship-

ments were practically completed last month. Judging

by the number of operators in search of work in Mon-
treal and Toronto and other big centres, advance orders

are not as heavy as a year ago. At that time many city

factories were seriously complaining of the lack of skill-

ed help and in many cases contemplated moving to small-

er centres in the hope of securing operators. In the high

class end of the garment business, trade has been fairly

active and manufacturers catering to the best class of

trade in all lines of garments, state that factories arc-

very busy and will continue so throughout the month.

April will tell the tale of the amount of sorting business

available. In medium and popular-priced garments, while

there are exceptions, orders are certainly not so large,

but there is a buoyant feeling of enthusiasm throughout

the trade. Salesmen in search of repeats are expected to

receive a much better reception than when in search of

advance orders. In fact, in certain lines, notably waists

and whitewear, it is expected the repeat business will b(

fitted. This shape of coat requires less altering than one

that is absolutely tight. One style most buyers favor

is the cut-away model. This comes in many forms, but

the one or the two-button shapes are in the lead. A

newer style than the cut-away, which was worn to some
extent last year, is the coat that presents an irregular

length. Some are longer at the back, some in front. The

most frequently seen is the model that is of about equal

length both back and front and shorter at the sides. Col-

lars are diversified and are either simulated by trimming
or are notch or shawl.

The extreme model is the hipless coat, with a fancy

waistcoat and three-quarter sleeves. Another model that

promises some extended popularity in the larger centres

is the butterfly style. This style has been greatly modi-

fied since it was put out last Fall, and in its new form

promises to attain some prominence. A model or so

should always be included in the suits selected for the

showing of opening styles, as it attracts considerable

comment and attention.

In the cut of the sleeves there is considerable variety.

The Latest Parisian Ideas in Suit Coats.

unusually heavy. Quite a number of merchants have

visited Montreal and Toronto during the last three weeks

and have rounded out Spring purchases.

Advance Showings of Spring Suits

Advance showings of the new Spring suits are now
being made in the retail stores. From what is now to

be seen, it may be gathered that buyers all favor the

tailored style in suits. Though the tailored style is

universal it does not mean that there is little variety,

on the contrary, a very large amount of diversity is the

ruling feature. There is the one universal element of

plainness and simplicity, but this conceded, the styles are

very diversified.

Though a few long coats are seen, the majority are

in the shorter lengths. The shape most often seen is the

one that can be most aptly termed form-fitting. That
is, while defining the figure absolutely, it is not close-

The majority of the plainer models have the long coat

sleeve. Very many, however, still show the three-quar-

ter and seven-eighths length. The novelty in sleeve

styles so far are the loose-hanging kimona sleeves.

Skirts are in the gored, semi-gored and pleated

models. The long-skirted tailored suit has made no ap-

pearance on this market, skirts all being of the regula-

tion ankle length.

Fine worsted fabrics—panamas, chevron and herring

bone suitings, serges and invisible striped fabrics are

those shown. The colors are navy, Copenhagen, brown,
and two-toned stripes in grey and black. Tuss-ah silks

are also used to develop the fashionable Spring suits.

Preparations are being made for good business on
washing suits. Plainly tailored suits in natural, white,
blue and brown linen are those most in favor. More
elaborate styles show the cut-away model trimmed with
Battenberg or heavy lace motifs and bands. There is an
anticipation of silk suits for the later trade.
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Ready for the Spring Trade

All in apple-pie order for Spring business should be

the state of the garment department now. February

should have seen the last of the Winter's stock, no mat-

ter how deep the cutting to attain that end must have

been. Department heads cannot afford to have Winter

goods around now, for more reasons than one. For one

thing, they discount and detract from the new, fresh

stock. They do not carry the air of freshness and new-

ness the goods you are now showing should do. Also,

they represent so much money tied up, that will bring

you no profit, and that should be free and in use ;
money

that would be earning something if it was invested in

new goods. If you should have any stickers now—get
them together onto a table close to the entrance of the

department or get table space on the ground floor if you

can. Put such a price on them that they will not long

cumber your department. Ticket them exceptional values

Paris Tailor-Mades

—no reasonable offer refused—anything to get the money

out of them to invest in profitable goods.

Do you keep a record of the way in which each manu-

facturer's garments sell from season to season, and also

of the proportion of each manufacturer's garments that

have to be altered ? Also of the cost of such alterations?

If not you should do so—no matter what the size of

your department. Such a record may change your views

materially as to the first cost of many lines. Particu-

larly, if you do not charge for making alterations, and

if the cost of alterations comes out of your profits. Such

a record will show that some lines, the first cost of which

is low, are in reality not so cheap as lines that cost

you more to lay down in your department. This is a -

record you cannot do without, it is the key to your pro-

fits, and shows you where to buy. It shows which manu-

facturer's garments are really the cheapest to stock. A
line that apparently may be cheap, if only a small per-

centage of the garments it contains leave your hands

without passing first through the alteration room, may
not bring you the profit that a higher priced line that

requires less altering will do. Certainly they will not

give as much satisfaction.

It is by keeping tab on such items as this that you

keep up sales and profits in your department.

Plenty of Novelty in Waist Styles

Business is decidedly improving in this department,

and the last week or so has seen the setting in of a de-

cided counter demand for lingerie waists. This condition

is not confined to the large city stores, as is proved by

the fact that country merchants are sending in requests

for the immediate shipment of goods on order. Orders

that were cancelled are also being renewed, with the re-

quest for immediate shipment.

While many of the new models are original in detail

they of necessity offer little that is new in general char-

acter. Summer models, however, are likely to show
many new touches that should furnish good talking points

in making sales.

Designers who have lately visited New York, have

noted quite a few little changes that sooner or later are

safe to find their way into Canadian blouse styles. Pos-

sibly some of these ideas will undergo some modification

in transit. For instance, many of the newest waists

have the high Gibson stock. As this idea, even in neck-

wear, is only beginning to take hold even in the large

towns, while it is full-fledged in New York, possibly it

will be another season before it comes to the front here.

The full pleated, ruffled jabot is another style that is not

likely to take hold here.

There is a very definitely decided tendency in favor

of the drooping shoulder. Shoulders are cut with the

long slope. The effect is intensified by the use of me-
dalions or motifs, as caps, or by a banding that starts

at the collar-band, and in some cases continues down
the sleeve. Wide embroidery bands are edged with an

insertion and edging of Valenciennes, so placed that the

edging falls over the top of the sleeve, is also used to

give the same effect. Generally speaking, all trimmings

are put on in long lines with groups of tucks, forming

yoke effects between. Considerable linen Cluny, and tor-

chon, and filet lace is used upon all better grades, while

expensive hand-made lingeries show hand embroideries,

and crochet bandings and motifs.

Sleeves are smaller, but to make up for it are more
trimmed. The trimmings here run to long lines. The
three-quarter length sleeve is the one that is almost uni-

versal, even in the tailored waists.

While it is not expected that tailored waists will

supersede the lingerie models, they will be very extensively

worn. Many models, it must, however, be premised, that

are now included as tailored, do not strictly deserve

that term. They are literally plain waists that have

none of the fluffy effect of lingerie models.

The Gibson style with the pleat over the shoulder i

;

one of the popular tailored styles. In addition to the

plain white linen waist, tailored styles come in mer-

cerized goods. There is a tendency here to introduce

colored effects in novelty cotton materials, principally

in stripes, but also in cross bared checks. These come
in pin stripes, as well as in" the broader tapes. The best

sellers are light blue and white, navy and white, tan and

white, and black and white. Pink, lavender and green

are also seen. The prettiest of these waists are more
simple styles than tailored. They show a yoke effect of

tiny tucks, often with a narrow centre strip of linen,

cluny, or of Irish crochet. The back is tucked to match
and the fastening is also down the back. These waists

show the high tucked collar, and three-quarter sleeves,
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finished with a cuff of lace and tucks. This style of

waist is good in lawn and batiste.

Evidently the net waist has a great hold on the

trade, both in ecru and white. Generally speaking these

waists are of the round mesh and filet mesh, though

sprigged and esprite nets are also seen. Here, the ki-

mona model is strong and combination laces are the

usual trimming.

Separate Skirts

Skirt manufacturers are on the whole fairly pleased

with the amount of advance business done. There is con-

siderable choice and novelty in the styles shown, and

this is always a factor in securing sales. The three lead-

ing styles are the gored flared models, the combination

gored and pleated styles, and the pleated effects. As the

season advances the gored models are coming into great-

er favor, and buyers are evincing more interest in them.

The compromise models—that is, the combination of

gores and pleats are proving extremely good sellers.

Pleated models are still in good demand and are likely

to co'ntinue so for some time yet. There are also a few

circular skirts shown, but this style of skirt is meeting

with only a small margin of success. There are well

known faults in the circular that is most difficult of

elimination and most buyers hesitate to stock this model.

Circular effects are all right in trailing costume skirts,

but for skirts of walking length this style is a failure.

Both the circular and gored models are shown, with the

habit back—this is the latest style idea. Buyers have

not as yet taken to it with any freedom, but it is looked

upon as a later season's development.

Paris is adopting all sorts of tunic and simulated

over-skirt styles, and while this idea has not been copied

on this side of the Atlantic, it has had its influence.

Traceable to this fashion is change in the putting on

of the folds or nuns' tucks. Instead of going straight

around the skirt, they now simulate an over-skirt.

The folds used as trimmings are most generally of

the material of which the skirt is made. On the voile

skirts, which are generally dressy in effect, bands of silk

or satin or sometimes braid is used.

Quite a variety of materials are bting used for separ-

ate skirts this Spring, panamas being perhaps most
prominent, serges, wool taffetas and a variety of invis-

ible and shadow stripe effects being very much en-evi-

dence. The new chevron and herring bone weaves are

also frequently used. There is promise of a fair business

in lustre and mohair skirts, chiefly in plain black and

blue. A few striped suiting novelties are also shown.

Blue, black and brown are the chief colors selling.

There is every evidence that skirts of fine serge, pana-
mas, etc., in white, will as soon as the season is fairly

opened, command a ready sale. These are when coming
from a reliable house, thoroughly shrunk and are made in

such styles as are easily laundered, the fact that this

can be done having a great influence on retail sales.

White wash skirts of linen, union fabrics, and duck are

also expected to be good sellers.

The Hipless Skirt

A new feature for Spring trade in the skirt line is

called the Empire or Hipless skirt. This skirt is shown
in all the leading materials and colors. It has caught
on like wildfire, both in Paris and New York, and not
only are costumes made in this style, but separate skirts

as well. In fact, there is no doubt but that the Empire
fashion is the keynote to the Spring and Summer styles.

It is shown principally in gored and circular effects, but
is also made in pleats.

The Skirt Market for Fall

The skirt market for Fall is very active at present

and will be strong for the approaching Fall season. So
far, skirt manufacturers are fairly well satisfied with the

beginning of the placing trade and expectations for re-

peats are stronger than those of last season.

The change this season from the past one is marked.
Dark plain cloths, such as cheviots, vicunas, Venetians,

are good, and also dark striped tweeds. There will be a
certain amount of voiles and silks sold for the Fall sea-

son, and the general prospect for trade looks very bright.

Rubberized Garment Styles

Manufactured by National Rubber Co., Montreal'

Browns, greens and mixed shades of dark colors will

be prominent for Fall. Staples, however, will be based

upon French Venetian cloths, in black, navy, brown,
green and wine.

The trimmings for next Fall will be silk strappings

and folds of that material. There is also a great deal of

velvet ribbon trimmings going to be used.

In order to receive good deliveries, merchants would
be wise to place their orders with the roadmen as soon

as possible, as deliveries from abroad are somewhat slow
and this may cause some delay and inconvenience the

store-keepers.

b
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A Garment Salesman

A modern garment salesman is not a mere peddler of

merchandise, but a man who is full of useful suggestions

adapted to his customers. He is a creator of business

and a decided aid to merchants. He improves the stand-

ing of ready-to-wear departments and at the same time

increases the retailer's profit.

It is quite a hard matter to get a man to measure

up to these qualifications, but the experience of many

H. S. ARNOLD
Representing J. H. Waldman, Montreal

merchants proves that H. S. Arnold is certainly above

the average salesman. It is interesting news to Mari-

time Province merchants to know that Mr. Arnold,

whose likeness appears on this page, is now the repre-

sentative of J. H. Waldman & Co., the Montreal gar-

ment manufacturers, in that territory. Mr. A mora' is an

enthusiast regarding the higher grade of merchandise and

is well qualified to show the Waldman samples.

He is exceedingly well known in the lower provinces,

where he has sold goods for some seven years. He was
identified with the New York Silk Waist Mfg. Co. since

its inception and was with that firm until the first of

this year.

m
For Fall 1908

Preparations for the Fall of 1908 are in an unusually

backward state. Hints and tendencies are now beginning

to be gathered as to what may or may not have a chance

for the Fall and Winter of 1908.

A good deal of confidence is expressed in the future

of fancy caracul, Persian, paw, etc.

In spite of the fact that the passing Winter has not

been up to par in the coat department, garments made
of these fur cloths are finishing up the Winter in a fairly

strong position in the New York market. The call has
been for the long, semi-fitting coat—that is, fox the 42

or 48-inch length, with a shawl collar of the same ma-
terial. The only color selling is black, and the smoother
varieties are the ones chosen. These cloths form a very

perfect imitation of the true fur.

The fact that fashion leaders are going back to seal

for handsome garments is bringing another imitation

cloth into the running. Long wraps of seal are tremen-

dously expensive, and there is no likelihood of any change

in the price of the real fur. Dyed rat and other skins

are being substituted, and also the seal plush. The seal

plush is as now put on the market a splendid imitation

and certainly wears better than many of the fur sub-

stitutes. New York garment makers, it is said, intend

to add seal plushes to the present lines of fur fabrics.

Broadcloths and diagonal weaves in cheviots, etc.,

are indicated for separate coats next Fall. In whatever

direction the tendency shapes, the coat and suit manu-
facturers will have to take note • of the strong position

of the sweater coat. It is worn quite frequently under

the coat this winter and this use is said to be develop-

ing.

SpringjUnderskirts

The tailored idea has extended to petticoats, and the

newer Spring models are of that type. There are plenty

of the fancy effects shown, but the fashionable tendency

is for the tailored type. The Spring lines of silks come
in the season's most wanted colors. Black, as usual, is

the big seller, with navy and brown strong.

Silk styles are closely copied by the manufacturers of

cotton and imitation silk fabrics. These come chiefly in

black. The sateen petticoat, as usual, is a big factor,

and there is also a strong line of moriettes en-evidence.

For the later trade, petticoats of wash fabrics, ging-

MR. J. G. GARNEAU
Of. P.'Garneau, Fils & Cie., Re-Elected Mayor

of Quebec by Acclamation.

hams, chambrays, fancy cottons, etc., are taking very

well. They come in plain colors and in checks and

stripes.

Quebec Tercentenary

K. S. Fenwick, advertising manager, the Paquet Co.,

Limited, Quebec, has complete charge of the plans and

publicity for the Quebec Tercentenary, which takes place

in August of this year. The advertising plans, shown

The Review, comprise perhaps the most novel publicity

of its kind, and reflect credit upon the originator.
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ELITE
GARMENTS

Merchants who buy promptly and care-

fully, and keep bright up-to-date garment

stocks will get the trade this Spring.

Be wise, buy now and get the latest

and choicest styles in Elite Raincoats.

Our Travellers are on the Road.

THE

Montreal Waterproof
Clothing Company
MONTREAL, - - - QUE.

THE LARGEST AND OLDEST OF ITS KIND IN CANADA.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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New Home of Hart Manufacturing Co.

During last month the Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal, re-

moved their factory from 13 Notre Dame street east, to

their handsome new building in Phillips Square. They

have been hampered for larger premises for some time

and their new building will give them much needed in-

creased facilities.

retail trade. Phillips Square is surrounded by some of

the most important retail firms and the Hart concern

are thus well situated. This district is also not far

from the down-town wholesale dry goods district.

The building, as may be seen from the illustration, is

one of the largest garment factories in the country. It

is built of white Ohio sandstone and the interior is fin-

New Home of Hart Manufacturing Co., Phillips Square, Montreal.

The location is convenient for a great many of their

work people and the factory is bright and airy. This

move uptown is not inconvenient to buyers out of the

eity, who usually make a practice of visiting the uptown

ishe'd in mahogany. The two entrance halls are panelled

in mahogany, with marble base boards and borders.

Every facility for the modern manufacture of garments

has been incorporated.
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earn your Pearl

Waist Trade
feS»

1

C| Your sorting wants

for Silk Waists can be

promptly filled.

<£

q Pearl Silk Waists

comprise the right styles

at the right prices.

Order Now ! Order Now !

Pearl Manufacturing Company
Bromptonville, Que.

"Every Knock is a Boost"

It is distasteful on our part to feel the

necessity of refuting publicly the remarks
made by a manufacturer of Silk Waists that

we were not in a position to deliver spring

orders on account of our fire.

As announced last month, the fire did not

seriously inconvenience us and our enlarged

factory at 40 St. Antoine St. ensures

PROMPT DELIVERIES
You know the "other fellow" isn't doing

himself any good by remarks of the

above nature.

Some of the new things :

PRINCESS DRESSES, in Silk and Mull.

"FLUFFY RUFFLES" WAISTS.
LINGERIE and NET WAISTS.
"BUTTERFLY" WAISTS.

Prompt Attention to Mail Orders.

I. MISHKIN & CO.
40 St. Antoine Street, Montreal

The Spring Success

RUBBERIZED
SILK- SATIN

COATS
Get ready for the Easter Rush

•S Judging by early orders, they will

be strong sellers. As usual, we
are in the lead with a line that

will please every class of trade.

We're showing a wide variety of

styles and prices in every good

shade.

€| These coats are made in our own
factory and are sewn then

cemented. They are superior in

style, fit and workmanship.

Values will please you.

Their Utility is Unquestionable,

Their Fashion is Irresistible.

<J Write to-day for complete illus-

trated catalogue of these gar-

ments, Men's Motor Coats, and

samples of Silks and Satins.

If The line of Ladies' and Men's

Raincoats and Waterproofs is the

largest and smartest in our

history.

We solicit a sample order.

TRAVELLERS ARE NOW OUT

National Rubber Co.

Montreal

Canada's Largest Exclusive Raincoat Manufacturers

I'hen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Optimism! Optimism!
We believe, not without sound reasons, that

Spring Garment business will be good

—

Your customers have money to spend and it's up
to you to show the goods-

Griffin Brand Garments will help you and
we're prepared to fill your wants promptly.

The Empire Mfg.
Manufacturers of Cloaks, Suits, Skirts.

138 Craig St. West,

Co.,

Montreal

For the Want of Faith

Your Profit is Lost

Here's Your Remedy
Laurentian

Whitewear"

CI A vital fact worth remembering is that sales can't be

made unless you show the goods.

CI Laurentian Whitewear will give satisfaction to your

trade, and bring prestige to your store.

CJ Laurentian Hemmed Sheets and Pillow Slips pay you

as good a profit as piece goods, and please your cus-

tomers better. There is no loss in yardage. Ask us.

Your repeats will be looked after promptly

Laurentian Whitewear Co.
Levis, P. Q.

Montreal Office : Room 703 Mark Fisher Building

then writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Winnipeg Dry Goods Stores in Gay Attire for Big Bonspiel

Annual Event Which Enlivens Business in Western Capital — Some Changes in Store

Ownership— Ideal Company Out of Business — Harmful Special Sale Epidemic Over.

The month of February, which otherwise would be a

quiet month in Winnipeg retail stores, is annually en-

livened by a big influx of visitors to Winnipeg's celebrated

bcnspiel. The bonspiel is actually larger than it was a

few years ago, but, comparatively speaking, it is a much
less important event than it was a decade ago, when the

influx of visitors crowded all the hotels and thronged all

the city stores. The railways still run cheap excursions to

. Winnipeg during the bonspiel, excursions which are taken

advantage of by many besides the curlers; thousands of

visitors come to town during the bonspiel, but the glory

and excitement thereof has departed to a very great ex-

tent for the city is too big now to be thrilled as it once

was by this annual event.

Nevertheless, although the bonspiel has lost in com-

parative importance it is still heartily welcomed by the

retail trade, and, perhaps, particularly by the dry goods

and gents' furnishing stores for the undoubted impetus

which it gives to business at a quiet time. This year one

would never suspect from the crowds of gay curlers, ex-

cursionists and devotees of the "roarin' " game crowding

the streets of the city that the West had come through a

bad season and was suffering ever so slightly from the

pinch of hard times. Business worries are forgotten dur-

ing the festive season, and the bonspiel trade has been

quite as large this year as usual.

*

Archibald Wright invariably has some attractive dis-

plays designed to attract bonspiel visitors, and this year

was no exception to the rule. Other merchants throughout

the city also had effective displays for the attraction of

bonspiel visitors. The window dressers in the Robinson
store excelled themselves this year. The best and biggest

bonspiel windows were those of the big Eaton store on
Portage Avenue. No expense was spared to make these

windows attractive and interesting.

The big furniture and general house furnishing store,

"The Ideal," has failed, a notice being put up early in

the month that it was in the hands of the liquidator, who
would shortly re-open with an immense slaughter sale.

This store has had an unfortunate history, the business

having changed hands a number of times and never at any
time having been upon a satisfactory basis. Other firms

have been able to sell on the installment plan successfully,

but "The Ideal" has always got into trouble. At time of

writing the future plans for this store are now known.
There have been persistent rumors for two or three years

that it would be acquired by the Robert Simpson Co., of

Toronto, who would proceed with a systematic invasion of

the West. Being opposite Eaton's, the site would be a

favorable one for such a store, but although the story has

been revived again since the failure of "The Ideal," it

would seem to lack confirmation.

Hyndman, the furnisher, has been conducting another

of his special sales, the motto of which was "cheer up.

The worst is over." These words adorned all his news-

paper advertisements, and were displayed on countless

show cards in his windows and through the interior of his

store. Hyndman is one of the most original advertisers

in Canada. His advertising for this sale was not so freak-

ish as it usually .is, but people are still wondering "what
next"-? And no doubt Mr. Hyndman 's object is at least

Make a Showing this Spring
of the newest ideas in

SILK COATS AND SKIRTS
(in Black and Navy)

Easily the largest range in the trade.

This is our specialty and you should see the new
embroidered ideas and the butterfly sleeve.

Call when in the city.

THE STANDARD CLOAK
AND SKIRT MFG. CO.

236 St. Lawrence Boulevard, MONTREAL

READY FOR YOUR SPRING GARMENT
BUSINESS IN LARGER PREMISES

AT

505 ST. PAUL STREET
In order to handle our Spring busi-

ness we have moved from our St.

James Street factory to occupy tem-
porarily, until about April 1st, the large
factory at the above address until our
own location next door, 507 ST. PAUL
ST. WEST, is ready for occupation.

Our line of

Coats, Suits <"«• Skirts
has made a "hit" wherever shown.
For medium - priced, well-tailored
garments we are in the front rank.

We'll be glad to have your inspection
either in the house or on the road.

Sample of our "maternity" Skirt upon re-
quest. It's always a perfect fitting Skirt.

The Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co.
505 St. Paul Street,

MONTREAL.
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partly attained when he can keep the public in this state

of curiosity.

*
White & Manahan had a scorching by tire in January

and they conducted a big sale at low prices to clear out

their damaged stock. The sale was an immense success,

the crowds being so large that the doors had to be closed

many times every day of the sale. The store is now closed

temporarily, but will be re-opened shortly with a new
stock.

*
The epidemic of special sales put on by special sales

sales agents, seems to be almost over, and there is little

leason to doubt that most Winnipeg merchants who in-

dulged in this temporary insanity now very much regret

their foolishness. The red flag methods of the sales agents

who took charge of the sales in several hitherto rather

exclusive stores, did not do the reputation of those Stores

any good. Moreover, as the commissions of these agents

depended on the volume of their sales, they followed the

line of least resistance and pushed the sale of the most

leadily salable lines, leaving the others to look after

themselves. As a consequence, several stores found that

as a result of these sales 'they had been relieved of their

most readily salable goods—at a loss—'but were still bur-

dened with the goods they had been most anxious to sell.

The net result was far from being satisfactory.

The Late John Cameron

Contributed by W. L. Edmonds, General Manager.

John Cameron, who for twenty years was on the

advertising and subscription staffs of the MacLean Pub-

lishing Company, died at his home. Durham, Ont., on

Monday, February 24. He was 76 years of age.

Mr. Cameron was well-known by the business men of

Canada, and particulai'ly by those in Ontario, to which

province his territory had been chiefly confined during

THE LATE JOHN CAMERON

the last few years. During the twenty years of his ser-

vice he not only several times covered Canada from ocean

to ocean soliciting subscriptions for the MacLean trade

newspapers, but he visited Great Britain and the West
Indies with the same end in view. His trip to the West
Indies was taken three years ago. His health was fail-

ing at the time and the company insisted that he make

the journey. He would only go, however, on condition

he was permitted to solicit subscriptions. He not only

visited the principal islands, but spent some time in

British Guiana, on the mainland. How thorough his

work was may be gathered from the fact that before

he was away a month he sent a rush order for more sub-

scription blanks. The supply he had taken with him
was exhausted.

This was typical of the man. He could not rest.

His heart was in his work up to the very last. Work
was as breath to his body. Last winter the company
wished to send him to Florida for a rest. "What is the

use of my going there," he remarked to the writer when
the subject was broached. "I'm afraid I won't be able

to get many subscriptions there.
'

' And because he did

not think Florida was a good subscription field he would
not go there for his health. He simply could not be

induced to take a rest for purely rest's sake. Five years

ago the company proposed to retire him on full pay, but

he scorned the idea.

Mr. Cameron was a persistent as well as a hard

worker. He had faith in the MacLean 's trade newspapers

and firmly believed it was in the best interests of the

retailers that they should read them and that manufac-
turers and wholesalers should advertise in their columns.

He was nothing short of an enthusiast in this respect.

Mr. Cameron was one of the most likeable of men.

He was as true as steel. No one can remember him
saying an unkind word of anyone. He was always look-

ing at the best side of people, not at their worst. Those
who knew him loved him. He did not blow hot one day
and cold the next. He was always the same. The Mac-
Lean Publishing Company will miss him, not only as a

valued and trusted employe, but what is more valuable

still, also as a trusted and tried friend.

Deceased was unwell the greater part of last year.

He spent the summer in Muskoka, but in September he

insisted on again taking the road in quest of advertising,

but was only out a few days when he had to give up and
return to his home in Durham. A few weeks ago he was
stricken with paralysis from which he never rallied.

His remains were interred in Durham on February 27.

Brock's Montreal Warehouse.

Descriptions of the Montreal warehouse of the W. R.

Brock Co., Limited, have appeared frequently in The Re-

view. The view of the completed warehouse on the op-

posite page, shown for the first time, will prove inter-

esting. The development of the Brock business, looked

after by the Montreal end, has been phenomenal, and

their large warehouse gives some idea of their confidence

in the future development of eastern Canada. Each year

has seen a steady gain in business, and although at the

time they bought the warehouse now occupied, the move
was thought foolish, the growth of their business is

proving their wisdom.

The warehouse, as has been stated previously, really

comprises what was formerly two large and important

ones, with an addition of an entire storey.

The building contains over 65,000 square feet of floor

space. If the measurements were in cubic feet the build-

ing would be perhaps the largest dry goods house in

Canada, as the ceilings are very lofty. There are many
exceptional features throughout the building and the

presence of every modern device for the quick filling of

orders and the careful handling of stock is everywhere

apparent. It is safe to say that no warehouse in Can-

ada is as modern and complete.
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B u s i n e s s Not e s

Ontario

J. W. Taft, tailor, Tweed; assigned.

John C. Hertel, tailor, Berlin; assigned.

The Fair, dry goods, Ottawa; sold out.

George Kempt, tailor, Norwood; deceased.

Hewson & Co., dry goods, Cobourg; assigned.

J. A. Francis, general store, Essex; assigned.

Marion Barrett, milliner, Toronto; loss by fire.

A. R. Smith, men's furnisher, Clinton; assigned.

H. J. Borget, general store, Bergland; assigned.

Wm. Bruce, general store, North Gower; deceased.

Burton Bros., general store, Osnabruck; burnt out.

Dominion Fancy Vest Mfg. Co., Toronto; burnt out.

Mrs. Chas. Bassitt, millinery, Hagersville; deceased.

Soper & Livingston, general store, Alvinston; assigned.

Thomas Desantis, general store, Shirkston; loss by
fire.

Samuel H. Irwin, merchant tailor, Owen Sound; as-

signed.

F. W. Ward, tailor, Toronto; succeeded by W. J.

Ellard.

H. J. Forrester, general store, Forrester's Falls; as-

signed.

R. L. Wheadon & Co., dry goods, Guelph ; sold to James
Ramsay.

W. New Young, dry goods, clothing, etc., Chatham;
assigned.

Miss Templeton, milliner, Ottawa; succeeded by Miss

C. B. Hickey.

Cockburn Mercantile Co., general store, Sturgeon

Falls; assigned.

W. N. Buck, general store, Cultus, succeeded by Scid-

more & Mofatt.

S. A. Wabb & Co., general store, French River; S. A.

Wabb, deceased.

A. 0. Scott, general store, Mono Centre; succeeded by

J. A. McFadden.
Bowles Bros., syndicate stores, smallwares, Toronto;

loss by fire; insured.

Estate of W. R. Emory, general store, Fort Frances;

stock sold to G. Herman.
Beam & Kraft, general store, Ridgeway; dissolved,

Frank E. Beam continues.

Calcott & Henning, dry goods, dissolving partnership;

business will be continued by Harriet Calcott.

Hand & Emery, skirt manufacturers, Toronto; dis-

solved; J. W. Hand continues as J. W. Hand & Co.

Quebec

J. E. Bourcier, furs, Montreal; assigned.

A. Giguere, furs, Montreal ; assets sold.

Chas. Demey, dry goods, Montreal; assigned.

0. Legendre & Co., millinery, etc.; assets sold.

Sack & Shuster, tailors, Montreal; registered.

A. Belanger, tailor, Stanbridge East ; assigned.

E. M. Vallee & Co., millinery, Quebec; assigned.

Auslander & Leon, tailors, Montreal; registered.

Arthur Senecal, dry goods, Montreal; assigned.

J. E. Beland, dry goods, Dechaillons, assigned.

Levitt Bros., wholesale furs, Montreal; dissolved.

Cote & Lebel, general store, La Tuque ; registered.

F. Clavet, men's furnishings, Montreal; assigned.

Z. Picotte & Co., general store, Victoriaville; dissolved.

Houle & Fortier, gener.y store, Plessisville ; registered.

F. X. Clavet, men's furnishing, Montreal; assets sold.

L. Robert, dry goods, Montreal; sold to J. Chartrand.

Abraham Essa, dry goods, Hull; compromise effected.

Leblanc & Girard, men's furnishers, Montreal ; regis-

tered.

Ray's Bazaar Co., millinery, Montreal; charter ob-

tained.

The Marieville Knitting Co., Marieville; obtained

charter.

T. D. Dubuc, dry goods, Quebec; partially burnt out;

insured.

M. J. Essa, fancy goods, Montreal ; sold to Boutard
& Kange.

The Standard Installment Co., dry goods, Montreal
;

registered.

The Sonne Awning, Tent & Tarpaulin Co., Montreal;
dissolved.

The Holdsworth Co., clothing finishers, Montreal;
registered.

Prevost & Schuch, blouse manufacturers, Montreal;

dissolving.

The Eagle Brand Co., shirt manufacturers, Montreal;

registered.

Alex. Langlois, clothing manufacturer, Montreal;

assets sold.

C. Bessette, manufacturing furrier, Montreal; burnt

out; insured.

Vineberg, Samit & Co., clothing manufacturers, Mont-
real; registered.

Doxtader & Richir, blouse manufacturers, St. Hya-
cinthe ; registered.

Savage & Co., ladies' and men's furnishers, West-
mount (Montreal) ; assigned.

Bookman & Peozner, manufacturers of ladies' gar-

ments, Montreal; registered.

Olivier Lafirriere, general store, St. Guillaume

D 'Upton; burnt out; partially insured.

The Clothing Manufacturers' Association of Canada,

Montreal; application made for charter.

*
The West

Bartram & Gervin, general store, Govan Station, Sask.

;

dissolved.

E. M. Schiedel, men's furnishings, Carstairs, Alta.

;

deceased.

E. Freedman, general store, Teuton, Man.; succeeded

by J. J. Bond.

Ouimette, Wright & Co., general store, Red Deer,

Alta.; sold out.

Hill & Lome, dry goods, Red Deer, Alta.; succeeded by

Hill & Murphy.
D. Sinclair & Son, general store, Makaroff, Man. ; suc-

ceeded by M. Evans.

Dominion City Trading Co., general store, Dominion
City, Man.; burnt out.

Freifeld & Shore, general store, Emerson, Man. ; suc-

ceeded by L. Freifeld.

B. Robinson, general store, Ruddill, Sask.; succeeded

by Robinson & Harper.

W. J. Curry, general store, Clearwater, Man. ; suc-

ceeded by D. A. Squires.

Ernest Roaper, general store, Camrose, Alta.; suc-

ceeded by Ladell & Butcher.

Strome & Kemp, general store, Hamiota, Man.; suc-

ceeded by I. R. Strome & Co.

Estate of Mackie & Co., general store, Battleford,

Sask.; stock sold to Burlingham, Speers & Crottie.

Harvey-Simmons Co., Limited, clothing and men's

furnishings, Fort Saskatchewan and Chipman; assigned.
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The Heart of Fashion Creation
responds to ButtericK worth. We Have
been doing business in Paris since 1899

THE BUTTERICtt PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ltd.

27 AVENUE DE L'OPERA
PARIS, FRANCE.

PARIS SALESROOM

Paris, Oct. 31, 1907

The Butterick Publishing Co., Ltd.

Butterick Building,

New York, N.Y.

Gentlemen:

While writing you to-day, I thought

you would, perhaps, be interested to hear

this: We have taken for retail pattern

sales this month the highest amount taken

here so far in any one month.

Yours very truly,

H«ad of Paris Salesroom

The RIGHT pattern department is the thing'

to have. Write us. We may be able to

make an arrangement with you. There are
no patterns so perfect as ButtericK Patterns.

The ButtericK Publishing' Co.
Limited

33 Richmond St. West, Toronto, Ont., Canada
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Trade Terms ; New Word Coinage Describing New Goods
Some Trade Definitions Which Canadian Drygoodsmen will Find Valuable— The New
Terms and What They Signify — Advertising Managers Will Find this List of Service.

A subscriber of The Review writes to ask the publica-

tion of a dictionary of new trade terms. With the con-

tinual introduction of new goods, the coinage of new
words becomes necessary, and it is not easy to keep closely

in touch with the constantly enlarging dry goods voca-

bulary. This month The Review gives a list of words,

some of them familiar, but many of them new, which it

is believed Canadian drygoodsmen will find valuable.

PYom time to time, as the introduction of new goods

brings new terms, supplementary lists will be published.

Aigrette—A standing plume of feathers, etc.

All-over—A wide lace, patterned from edge to edge.

Antique—A hand-made netted lace with pattern

earned in.

Applique—Materials cut out and sewed, embroidered

or pasted upon another material. In lace when the

ground and pattern is made separately.

Arabian—Coarse bobbin lace, made in Belgium and

France, as well as Arabia.

Point de Arabe—Has a bold pattern cable edged and

comes in a deep ecru tone.

Barre—Materials having a stripe or bar running

across the cloth produced by processes of weaving or

printing.

Bandeaux-—A band placed in the head size to raise

the hat from the head.

Batiste—A fine cotton muslin resembling lawn, but

slightly heavier.

Battenburg—Same as Renaissance.

Bedford Cord—A weave in wool goods similar to

pique.

Bengaline—A plain round corded weave of wool and

silk, in which the wool is used as filling.

Bouillonne—Narrow shirrings of ribbon or chiffon

that edge wider ruffles or pleatings.

Brandenburg—A military ornament composed of braid

and loops with which a jacket is fastened.

Broche—An effect where the warp design is raised in

tloats, and appears as though embossed on the surface.

Brode—Embroidered effects, either on silks, woollens

0" cottons.

Brussels Net—Plain net originally the ground needle

made Brussels lace. Now made in all manufacturing-

centres.

Butchers' Linen—A plain weave used for dress pur-

poses, similar to crash, but lighter in weight, and made
from smoother yarn.

Butterfly—Term applied to garments with sleeve cut

in one with waist. Literally Japanese—from John Luther

Long's heroine, Madam Butterfly.

Cabochon—A polished, uncut, precious stone. In

fashion parlance, a millinery ornament resembling a

brooch, or a large button-like ornament of metal, straw,

silk, etc. Button-like dress ornaments are known by this

name.

Cache Peigne—Literally "hide comb" any trimming

that fulfils this purpose, but more properly the trimming

under the back of the hat.

Cafe au lait—Literally coffee and milk. The new

shade of ecru in nets and laces.

Cheviot—Twilled, nappy woollen cloth.

Chine—Fabrics in which the pattern is printed on the

warp, so that the cross-threads show the design in broken
effect.

Chou—A large rosette of ribbon or tulle.

Ciel—Sky blue.

Couteau—-A knifelike quill or wing.

Covert—A twilled diagonal cloth, usually made in mix-

tures, for tailoring purposes.

Crepon Crimps—A crinkled dress fabric made of wool,

silk or wool and silk. Also in cotton.

Conifeti Gauze—Spotted gauze. Spots resembling

Lonifeti.

Crepe de Chine—A finely crinkled thin silk fabric;

also of silk and wool.

Crepe Lisse—A zephyr gauze, of plain woven silk.

Craquele—Crackled or broken glass effect in lace, net

or silk.

Croise—A cross twill in weaving. Applied to velvets

with a twilled back.

Crystal—A heavy corded silk, with wool filling, in

which the small cords alternate with large regular or ir-

regular ones.

Dained Lace—Net effects in which the pattern is ap-

plied in needlework.

Direetoire—In the style of the French Directorate,

1703-1801.

Dresden—Small, neat effects in printing—the term

adopted from Dresden China.

Duchesse—A satin fabric of which the back is woven
in flat twills, making a smooth face that does not show

the twill.

Egret—The light floating feathers of the heron.

Empire—Styles of women's dress fashionable in the

reign of Napoleon 1. Based upon ancient Roman and

Greek dress.

Etamine—A canvas weave with a wide mesh.

Facounc—Figured goods in which the design is raised

upon the surface. Silk or wool.

Faggoting—A crossed openwork stitch joining two

pieces of material.

Faille—Soft ribbed silk, with a prominent cord across

the fabric—not so heavy as Ottoman, but twice as large

as gros grain.

Festoon—Loop designs—scallops.

Filet—Meaning net. Applied to square mesh net,

lcce, etc.

Flitter—Light weight spangles, made of composition.

Floconne—A silk material having small flakes of

white or color.

Foulard—A soft, thin, washing silk, woven either with

or without twill. Twilled foulard is really silk serge.

Fourragare—Braid or cord ornaments set on each side

of the bodice connected by drooping cords.

Galoon—Narrow trimming or lace with irregular edge.

German Valenciennes—Round mesh Valenciennes lace,

made in Nottingham, so called because Plauen lace mak-

ers used round mesh nets chiefly for grounds.

Glace—Glazed, smooth surfaced, bright silk.

Greek Classic—Much used at present; means patterned

after the modes of ancient Greece.

Guimpe—Front and back yoke to be worn with a low

cut dress.

Habutai

—

A plain woven silk made in Japan on hand

looms.
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Illusion—A very transparent tulle.

Incroyable—A style of costume modelled upon that of

l he dandies of the time of the French Directorate.

Jaconet—A fine muslin, heavier than cambric, free

from starch or dressing, but glazed by calendering.

Jaquard—Applied to materials woven upon Jaquard
looms, which makes the pattern automatically. Before

this loom was invented patterns could only be woven upon
hand looms.

Jupe—Skirt.

Jupon—Literally under petticoat—''short petticoat.

Liberty—Thin satin-finished silk.

Louisene—-A silk fabric of over-lapping weave which

resembles that of armure in miniature.

Luxor—A ribbed satin or silk cloth, soft and rich.

Marocain—Morocco or mahogany red.

Maline—A very fine silk net of gauzelike texture.

Medallion—An ornament of trimming or lace applied

to a garment.

Melton—A smooth woollen cloth used for men's
ciothes and ladies' coats; the nap is sheared off close to

the surface, and it is finished without pressing.

Mercerize—A process for giving cotton threads the

luster and appearance of silk.

Merveilleux—A class of fine messaline back silk satin.

Messaline—A light weight silk having a lustrous sur-

face, and soft sheer weave.

Mirror—Smooth, glossy, brilliant surface produced

upon pile fabrics by calendering.

Mohair—A light weight, lustrous fabric made from
the wool of the Angora goat.

Moire—A watered effect produced upon silk, etc.

Moire Velures—A twilled silk fabric, on which a

watered effect is produced.

Motif—The unit of design which is repeated over and
over again in a pattern. In laces and trimmings, motifs

are so arranged that tiey can be separated and used as

medallions.

Mousseline de Soie—An extremely fine, soft muslin,

made from silk.

Nacre—Having the appearance of Mother of Pearl.

Ombre—Shaded.

Paillette—A spangle or scale. Also applied to large,

round spots on a fabric.

Panne—A long-haired pile fabri.3 of the satin antique

variety.

Passementerie—Heavy embroideries, edgings, galoons,

etc., made of cords, gimps, beads, braids, tinsel, etc.

Pastel Shades—Light tints, somewhat opaque in char-

acter.

Pastille—A round or oval spot, also applied to trim-

mings which are in lozenge design.

Peau de Cygne—-A soft, highly finished silk resembl-

ing peau de soie.

Peau de Soie—Silk woven like gros grain, but with so

close a rib as to produce a plain surface. The effeet is

soft and satiny.

Pekine or Pekin Stripes—A design of stripes in al-

ternate colors, the stripes being usually of the same width.

Percale—A kind of cambric closely and firmly woven,

made firm with dressing.

Picot—Small loop used as an ornamental edging to

ribbon or lace.

Peplum—Woman's over-dress or cloak antique.

Plisse—Plaited.

Plumetis—A fine sheer fabric in which the design is

produced by means of loose tufts or spots.

Pointelle—Dotted with small spots.

Pompadour—Flowered designs printed or brocaded.

Pongee—Rough, soft silk fabric woven from the na-

tural uncolored silk.

Poplin—A repped wool and silk material.

Postilion—Two ends or tabs at the back of the waist.

Princesse-—A long fitting gown made in one long piece.

Radium—Literally brilliant finish, applied to silks,

braids, etc.

Raye—Striped.

Rep—Kind of weaving that gives a cross-ribbed ap-

pearance to the fabric.

Shantung—A heavy grade of Pongee silk.

Suede—Leather finished on the wrong side, or having
the' outer grain shaved off—as applied to goods—a dull,

smooth finish.

Surah—A soft twilled silk.

Tapestry Shades, Art Shades—Colors that are rich and
ueep, and low in tone. Seemingly mixed with grey or

brown.

Tulle—Plain, fine silk net.

Tulle Cravenette—Tulle that has passed through a

waterproof process.

Tunic—Overskirt.

Tussah—Fabric made from wild silk. The worms that

produce this silk feed upon oak leaves.

Venetian—An all-wool material of broadcloth con-

struction, with a twilled surface.

Vigogne—French form of the word vicuna—applied

to fine, soft woollen fabrics.

Vigoureux—A worsted material printed in colors pro-

ducing a melange effect.

Voile—A plain woven wool, or silk fabric, semi-trans-

parent.

Veiling—Soft sheer fabric; nun's veiling.

Retail Merchants' Convention

The annual convention of the Retail Merchants' Asso-

ciation will h& held in Gait on June 16, 17 and 18, when
a number of matters affecting Canadian retailers will be

discussed. Dominion and Provincial officers will be pre-

sent, and deliver addresses of practical interest to the

Canadian retailers. There are a number of towns in

which the Retail Merchants ' Associations are active and
doing good service, but, unfortunately, their influence is

not as widespread as it should be.

Change in Firm Name

A change in the firm name of A. Weyerstall, manu-
facturer and importer, and in the location of the ware-

house is being made. In future it will be known as A.

Weyerstall & Co. and, after March 1st, the firm will be

located in the Rogers Building, 65-71 Wellington St., west,

Toronto. The securing of larger premises has been made
necessary by the increasing business in the manufactur-
ing branch, and because of the fact that new lines are

being added.

Some Failure Statistics

An interesting publication comes from the Bradstreet

Company, giving valuable information concerning busi-

ness failures during 1907. It is entitled "A Record,

Not a Prospectus: Failure Statistics—Their Meaning and
Utility," and is sent out with the compliments of T. C.

Irving, manager of Bradstreets' for Canada.

George G. Dunning, sales manager of Ladies' Wear,

Limited, has gone on a trip through western Canada in

the interests of his firm. He will be away several weeks.
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SPRING BUSINESS

The busy man is an optimist

if for no other reason that he

hasn't time to be anything else

SEE THE POINT?

You won't lose by working

hard this Spring

Put your faith in

CANADIAN PRINTED GOODS

They have made a success

Why seek the by-paths ?

Also

There's more profit in Canadian Print Goods

mm
DOMINION

Soup

FALL WRAPPERETTE LINES READY SOON

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

Prices Remain Firm

While there is a tendency on the part of some jobbers

to hold up deliveries, particularly in Manitoba and tbe

West, the general improvement in business has caused

them to draw against orders' which they have been holding

back. As a result, it is confidently expected that sales

will be satisfactory when the current half-year's business

is totalled up. The almost universal feeling that prices

will not be any lower will help very much in the above

direction.

A Cheerful Opinion

The intention which has been expressed by most of the

large manufacturers to issue their Fall lists at pretty

much the same prices as those now prevailing has had a

stimulating influence on business. This fact, together with

the gradual return of confidence in the general business

outlook, will likely have the effect of making the turnover

in the staple trade quite satisfactory for the next few

months.

From a large operator in the Liverpool cotton market

comes the following. "The indications, as regards the

crop, although now below their estimate of 11,600,000

bales, they nevertheless leave this figure unchanged. It

seems quite clear that the supply this season will be by

no means a large one, and the great question that faces

the trade, generally, is whether it will meet the world's

demand. Meanwhile spinners are covering their require-

ments well in advance, and good qualities particularly are

being largely drawn upon. The settlement of the indus-

trial trouble in the spinning branch, which was effected

recently, has given universal satisfaction and great credit

is due to both parties for coming to a peaceful arrange-

ment in an amicable manner, instead of risking a long and

unhappy industrial war."

The Gingham Trade

Business in staple ginghams for the past month has

probably been better than was anticipated in view of the

prevailing conditions. Repeat orders, though, perhaps, not

as large as a year ago, have been more frequent and the

aggregate volume of business done, in the first four

months of the year, is more than likely to equal that of

last year.

Prices for Fall flannelettes and Saxonys have not as

yet been issued, and in view of the very strong position of

the raw cptton market, there is no likelihood of lower

prices for the manufactured article.

From a jobbers' standpoint, a large sale of standard
qualities, staple patterns, in dress ginghams, is confidently

expected this season, as ginghams have been maintained
at somewhat lower prices, in proportion than prints;

many lines being sold at the same price as a year ago.

Considering the fact that shirt waist suits will more than
maintain their popularity this Spring, the gingham trade
is absolutely assured.

With the manufacturers, trade in prints, is over, with
the exception of repeats. Up to the present writing they
continue to come in in a satisfactory manner. Mills have
no jobs to throw on the market.

Wrapperette lines for Fall are now occupying the at-

tention of the manufacturers. Prices will be firm, al-

though price lists have not as yet been issued.

No Fear From Jobs

The buyer for one of the large Montreal jobbing

houses, who had occasion to go over some of the print

works lately, was very much surprised at the exceedingly

small quantity of printed goods in stock. In one works

the quantity of left-overs was so small that even a small-

sized wholesaler would not consider it a large quantity to

have on hand in his own warehouse at this season of the

year. This buyer stated that he had bought more goods

in half an hour, clearing up odds and ends in previous

seasons, than was for sale over the whole range of stuff

on hand.

*

A SuccessfulYear

The annual meeting of the Montreal Cotton Company
was held February 11th at 234 McGill Street, the sales

department of the firm.

S. H. Ewing, president of the company, in his address

to the shareholders, said that the past year had been. the

most successful in the history of the firm.

He referred to the recent labor trouble at Valleyfield,

but he was pleased to state that everything was running

smoothly at the mills. The management, he said, had
done good work, in bringing the plant up to such a high

standard of efficiency, while the business has grown large-

ly as a result of careful and judicious management on the

part of the directors and officials. The sales department

showed a gratifying increase, amounting to about

$346,000.

The annual statement showed that the sales for the

year amounted to $2,942,000, an increase of $346,000 over

the preceding twelve months. The net earnings amounted
to $454,000, which, after paying the regular dividends and
carrying a good amount to the contingent fund, left a bal-

ance of $80,000. The shareholders authorized the issuing

of $2,000,000 in bonds. Of this sum, $1,000,000 will be

issued at once. Of this, $1,000,000, the sum of $300,000

will be used to retire bonds which are due in May next,

and the remaining $700,000 will be utilized to pay the

floating debt.

The dividend rate is now 8 per cent. The mills and
machinery are well insured, and every precaution has been

taken to ensure the safety of the employes. He then an-

nounced that the old board was re-elected, with the addi-

tion of Messrs. H. S. Holt and J. P. Black.

The board now consists of the following: President,

S. H. Ewing; Vice-President, M. H. Molson; Directors,

Hon. L. J. Forget, H. S. Holt, C. B. Gordon, A. Hamilton
Gault, W. C. Finley, J. Grenier and John P. Black. Hon.
L. J. Forget, C. B. Gordon, H S. Holt and John P. Black

are members of the Dominion Textile Board, and it now
looks as if the Dominion Textile Co. was in command.

S. Heaton & Co., wholesale woollens, Winnipeg; re-

tiring from business.
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A Problem
Solved

!

t| Considerable interest at present at-

taches to the solution of the question,
" How to make a Cotton Flannelette at
once warm, healthy to wear, and non-
inflammable."

The
U
Arpekas"
Flannelette

possesses the above qualifications in tlie

highest possible degree.

€fl
It is a plain fabric, and not a twill.

CJ All household flannels are plain, and
it is obvious that an article intended to
be used as a substitute for flannel should
present a similar appearance. It has the
further advantage that it raises better

and closer, and is therefore less inflam-

mable than an ordinary twilled flannel-
lette. An article made in this manner
will not take fire more readily than an
ordinary cotton nightdress.

<J P]very piece is warranted free from ex-
traneous moisture, and from all injurious
chemicals. Being extremely short and
close in the pile, these goods do not get
out of condition on the counter.

PROPRIETORS

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
35 CHURCH ST., MANCHESTER, ENG.
and 20 CHEAPSIDE :: LONDON

Cheadle and Tean, Stoke-on-Trent

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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TO THE TRADE
ft

ALL PRINTS sold by the lead-

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

The Calico Printers' Assn. Ltd

Manchester, England
to be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

Season.

No other quality will bear this mark.
Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Established 1791

HORROCKSES ,

Longcloths, Nainsooks

Cambrics

India Longcloths

Sheetings

Ready-made Sheets
(plain or hemstitched)

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet

Flannelettes
of the highest quality

N. B. SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE

Horrockses,Crewdson& Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers

PRESTON MANCHESTER LONDON, ENGLAND

H. M.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Halifax Optimistic.

H. St. C. Silver, of the old established retail and
wholesale dry goods firm of W. &" C. Silver, Halifax,

with his young son, Arthur, was in Montreal last month
completing Spring purchases. Mr. Silver was busy with
garment orders when seen by The Review, but found
time to state that Maritime Province business was first-

class. Collections in a wholesale way were good and in

a retail way, trade was above the average. Their Janu-
ary retail sales for instance showed a gain over $1,200.

-

00. "Industries in Halifax," said Mr. Silver, "are in

first-class shape and the new Siliker car works will give

employment to many new wage earners. The fisheries

are holding their own and every indication points to the

H. ST. C. SILVER, HALIFAX, N.S.

fact that the day of the Maritime Province is coming."
"Easter comes at an opportune time this year for re-

tailers and will give every merchant time to display

spring goods. Very little was heard down our way of

the financial crisis and trade is running along smoothly."

The Salesman's Creed,

To respect my profession, my firm and myself. To be

honest and fair with them, as I expect them to be honest

and fair with me; to think of them with loyalty; speak

of them with praise, and act always as a trustworthy cus-

todian of their good name. To be a man whose word
carries weight at the home office; to be a booster, not a

knocker; a motor, not a clog.

To base my expectation of reward on a solid founda-

tion of service rendered, and profit made on my sales; to

be willing to pay the price of success in honest effort. To
look upon my work as opportunity, to be seized with joy

and made the most of, and not as painful drudgery, to be

reluctantly endured.

To expect difficulties and force my way through them

:

to turn hard experience into capital for future struggles.

To discount at their proper value the tales I hear of what
others can do.

To believe in my position, heart and soul; to carry an

air of optimism into the presence of possible customers;

to dispel ill-temper with cheerfulness, kill doubts with

strong convictions, and reduce active friction with an.

pgreeable personality.

To make a study of my business; to know my profes-

sion in every detail from the ground up; to mix brains
with my efforts, and use system and method in my work.
To find time to do everything needful by never letting

time find me doing nothing. To hoard days as a miser
hoards dollars; to make every hour bring me dividends in

commissions, increased knowledge or healthful recreation.

To keep my future unmortgaged with debt; to save
money as well as earn it; to cut cut expensive amuse-
ments until I can afford them; steer clear of dissipation,

and guard my health of body and peace of mind, as my
most precious stock in trade.

Finally. To take a good grip on the joy of life ; to play
Che game like a gentleman; to fight nothing so hard as my
own weakness, and to endeavor to grow as a salesman
and as a man with the passage of every day of time. This
is my creed.

Represents Manchester House.

The Review presents to its readers portrait of W.
T. Ritch, the Canadian representative of J. & N. Phil-

ips, of Manchester, England.
Mr. Ritch has an advantage over many representa-

tives in that he has a practical knowledge of spinning,
weaving and dyeing, and is thoroughly conversant with
all branches of the textile trade. He has had over 20
years' experience as a traveler and knows practically

every inch of the Old Country, besides being familiar
with the principal places in the British Colonies.

Mr. Ritch opened up the Canadian market for J. &

w. T. RITCH

N. Philips last year, and has done so well that he has

had to appoint two extra representatives already, and
will start a third man to work the west before the end

of the year.

In addition to his textile experience, Mr. Ritch has

made a careful study of advertising and up-to-date busi-

ness organization. He sailed from Liverpool on the 13th

February on the "Corsican," and after spending two or

three days in Montreal and Toronto, to initiate the two
new representative in their work, proceeded direct west

to Vancouver. After spending from six to eight weeks

between Victoria and Winnipeg, he will then go east to

take up his regular work in the Maritime Provinces.

Mr. Ritch makes it a point to return to England in

time to meet Canadian buyers.
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No Modern
Dress Goods

Stock is Complete

Without a Good
Showing of

B.D.A.

MOHAIRS
^ The day has come when you can as soon conduct a dry goods store

without cotton goods as you can conduct a dress goods department
without mohairs.

Yet mohair, without the B. D. A. stamp, means no more than gold with
the karat unspecified.

Fork is the BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION'S original and
skilful treatment of the mohair yarn that has augmented unquestioned

serviceability with suppleness, sheen, beauty of pattern and coloring.

The handsomest numbers of former seasons are eclipsed

by the new patterns for Spring, 1908, not only in

diversity, but in sheer beauty of design and the

exquisite shadings.

Have your jobber show you

the new Shadow Stripes, Tailor

Effects and Diagonals.

BRADFORD
DYERS'
ASSOCIATION

BRADFORD
ENGLAND

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Situation Unchanged

The dress goods trade, both for Spring, and also for

the coming fall, is proceeding on very conservative lines.

Buyers are in town for the millinery openings but they

are leaving only small orders in the dress goods depart-

ment.

The position of materials is unchanged—plain fabrics

are in the lead and for the early season at least plain

broadcloths lead. Worsted materials, however, are creep-

ing up. and the shadow effects in piece dyed cloths promise

to be .the leading sellers of the Spring season. Chevron

weaves are showing in limited quantities in the large

departmental stores. These showings are of an advance

nature, and no great development is expected before the

Fall when chevrons and diagonals are expected to be

strong in the novelty of semi-novelty end.

The position of colors is unchanged, and the con-

census of opinion is that 1908 is to be a blue year. All

shades of blue will be good. The classy trade is showing

a big selection of ultra shades of blue in Saxe, Wedge-
wood, Copenhagen and other art shades. Navy is a free

seller, and by Fall will be the leading blue. Brown is

just as good as ever, and if any color this season is scarce

it promises to be brown.

Leathers are again coming to the front and the full

range of browns from the lightest tans up promises to

be very prominent.

In the department trade black is practically dead, but

the cutting up trade is finding in black one of the best

of the season's sellers. This vogue of black is pretty

nearly confined to separate skirts, and that it should be

big enough to be remarked indicates the size of the

separate skirt business this Spring.

Rough Weaves for Summer

Tussahs, pongees, shangtungs and rough silks of a

like nature hold the first place in Summer silks. This

class of silk was highly favored by the better trade last

Summer, and this year will sell as well to the popular

end. The natural shades are expected to be free sellers,

both becauss of the fashion value of the silk and of the

color. The dyed silk in the various shades of blue, in

rose, brown, tan and other shades have all been taken

up by the leading stores.

Printed silks are the leading novelty. Stripes and

coin dots being most seen. In the New York foulards

are fairly strong. They had a successful run in the

early days of the Spring of 1907, but later the fact that

they were not to be had in the market put an end to their

sale.

The ultra idea in all these printed silks is the bordered

fabric. There are some very pronounced Oriental pat-

terns for the high-class trade. Persian stripes and shaded

satin stripes are perhaps the most conservative of these

styles and are the ones that may have a prolonged in-

fluence.

The demand for colored taffetas in blue, brown and

tans is good. They are selling for petticoats, waists,

and for foundations. Taffetas are also good for mil-

linery purposes. This is the latest use for the rough
weaves.

*

Green for Fall

Though green is shown this season it is rather as a

make weight color than as a serious seller. There is

no special sign at present, nor is there anything on the

The Latest Dress Goods Novelties. Chevron and Diagonal Weaves

surface that would single out green for a high place in

the coming fall.

While in New York a high authority in the dress

goods world—one that is in close touch with the leading

large stores, not only in New York, but in other leading

centres expressed it as his belief that green was the

coming fall color. From the prominence of the speaker

this opinion is entitled to consideration and retailers are

advised to watch the course of green in the coming
months.
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Male Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

a run O f~«N OPERATE l
T

Callor send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Greene St., Co. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Established 1874

35-37 Noble St. E.C.

LONDON, EN6.LABROUSSE & CIE.

Paris, Grenoble, Prague
THE WHOLESALE GLCTVXRS

Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE HID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representative.

HAROLD F.WATS0H,6st s.cram,nt st. Montreal

So Confident Are We
that this will be a good year for business,
that we have prepared the finest batch of
samples for the coming fall season that ever
left our mills—and that's saying a whole
lot ! There are samples of a new line of

Mantle Cloths
and

Ladies' Suiting's
in plain and fancy Homespuns, Serges,
Cheviots, Saxony and Worsted Cloths. The
patterns are extremely attractive Shadow
Effects, Chevrons, Diagonals, Subdued
Stripes and Fancy Combinations, and are
bound to catch the fancy of the public.
Another of our fall trade-catchers is a
new and really excellent line of

WOOLEN BLANKETS

Harris & Company, Ltd*
IVocKwood, Ont.

TORONTO

:

MONTREAL

:

WINNIPEG :

E. J. Dijjnum & Co., Hector Prevost McRae & Walker
84 Bay St. 34 Cherrier St. Ashdown Block

HALIFAX: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.

The Late Wm. F. Palmenberg

William F. Palmenberg died on the 22nd inst. at

the "Barnard," Central Park West and 71st St., after

a brief illness. He was a member of J. R. Palmenberg 's

Sons, manufacturers of window fixtures and display

forms. From his earliest years he had been identified

with the institution which was established by his father

in 1852. He succeeded his brother, the late Raymond
P. Palmenberg, as manager of the sales division. He
was an untiring, aggressive worker and cultivated among
his associates and assistants a spirit of co-operation and
interchange of information so that everybody in his em-

ploy worked not only for him but with him.

Mr. Palmenberg was known to the dry goods, cloak,

suit and kindred trades throughout the United States

and Canada and had a host of friends abroad. He was
a man of marked executive ability and everybody under

his direction was trained to rely upon himself; so that

the business in all of its ramifications, might proceed as

usual, in case for any reason it became necessary for

him (Mr. Palmenberg) to be relieved at any time of the

details and responsibility. This system has always

characterized the house of J. R. Palmenberg 's Sons.

There will be no change in the firm's style and all

the plans for extending the scope of the business

previously decided upon will be carried out by Emil T.

Palmenberg, the surviving partner. The Review takes

this opportunity of extending sympathy and expression

of appreciation. The deceased gentleman was a man of

marked personality. He took a deep and practical

interest in every suggestion that tended towards im-

proving social or commercial conditions. He was broad-

minded and enterprising. The action of his house at

the time of the San Francisco disaster in co-operating

with the merchants there to revive the activities of the

city of the Golden Gate will always be remembered.

Mr. Palmenberg is survived by his widow and his

brothers, Emil T., Edward C. K. and "Oscar W. Palmen-
berg and by his sister, Mrs. Ida J. Pfretzschner. The
funeral took place on Tuesday, the 25th inst. The re-

mains were conveyed by special car to Woodlawn.

Will Visit British Cities.

G. W. Hamilton, of the Toronto Upholsterers' Sup-

ply Co., 84 Bay St., Toronto, expects to leave for Eng-
land about July, and is prepared to execute commissions

entrusted to him. He is a thoroughly experienced dry

goods man, and will attend to any buying which his

clients may wish done. Anyone having novelties which

they want to introduce on the British market, may place

them with Mr. Hamilton, who, through his knowledge of

and close connection with the trade, is in a position to

handle such commissions satisfactorily.

Prices Are Strengthening.

A strengthening of prices on certain dry goods lines

is reported during the last few days. A Toronto whole-

sale house recently received word from England that

cashmere gloves had advanced and that lines which last

year were bought for five shillings will cost ten-pence

more this year. Shoe laces made from Egyptian cotton

have also advanced from 8 to 10 per cent.

A large Canadian shirt manufacturing firm issued a

new price list, and it provides for a number of advances,

practically every number on men's working and neglige

shirts being dearer this year than when the last list

was issued.
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Fashion News.

A booklet issued by Debenham & Co., London, which

was shown The Review by the Canadian house, is inter-

esting for the Spring- fashion news. The new styles are

thoroughly described along- with the fashionable colors,

fabrics and trimmings. The booklet is gotten up in the

usual attractive and elaborate way of this firm. Briefly,

some of the points brought out are as follows :

"The new colors talked of in Paris are a new blue of

the "Peacock" variety. A rich khaki or "old leather"

shade. A dull red shade, approaching terra.

"The new fabrics. Soft, drapable materials are still

the order of the day. Faced cloths in new shades are in

great favor, also soft finished mohairs. For coats and

skirts a new serge with an extremely broad rib is much
used.

"The new trimmings. Trimmings either match the

prevailing shade of the dress, or else are dyed a few

tones darker. Heavy laces and embroideries are very

much used, especially the new craponne laces and sou-

tache embroideries in bold geometrical designs. Wide silk

fringes form a trimming on some of the elaborate visit-

ing gowns. Straight galons in cashmere and oriental de-

signs are used largely.

Into Larger Premises.

The Sterling Dry Goods Company, one of the newer

dry goods establishments in the north-western portion

of Toronto, has removed into larger premises at 987

Bloor St. west, a few doors east of the former stand.

This firm started about a year ago and such progress has

been made that a larger store has become necessary. It

is modern and one of the brightest stores in that section

of the city.

Opening New Store

A. A. Garon, who, for some years, has been connected

with the Paquet Co., Quebec, for which company he has
been doing some splendid window trimming, has severed

his connection with that firm to establish a business for

himself at Grand Mere, Que. His store is known as

"The Department Store."

Home Pattern Company

The Home Pattern Company, incorporated under the

laws of New York State, is given a license to do business
in Ontario, subject to the usual conditions. Authority
is given to manufacture and sell patterns of paper or any
other substance of garments, clothing and wearing ap-

parel for men, women and children. The company may
use in Ontario a capital of $40,000.

Dry goods merchants in Niagara Falls, Ont., sustained

heavy loss through a series of floods, which resulted from
a break in the water mains.

It is reported that an exclusive dry goods store will

be opened up about 15th of March, in the new Williams
block, on Rose St., Regina, Sask. An eastern firm are
said to be the interested parties.

H. Symington, manager ready-to-wear department,
Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, returned early in the
month from a trip throughout Ontario. Mr. Symington
carried his Fall fur sample range and found trade fairly

satisfactory.

THE

'PIRLE' Finish.
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl

"LADY'S REALM" says:
"The out-door girl who loves to cycle, walk and drive will never wear

anything but a 'PIRLE' costume when she has once donned one. It maybe
the shower of May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will remain
unspo'ted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be as fresh as when it came from
the tailors' hands."

Registered
Trade-Mark

"MADGE" in "Truth" says:
"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with

the 'PIRLE' stamp on it, as this affords an absolute guarantee forthe wearer
"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that

has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS,
or full particulars from

m
(Copyright

Edward Ripley & Son, Limited,

100c Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND.
H.M
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How Retailers May Help Themselves by Helping Farmers

Greater Opportunities for Development in Agricultural Industry Than Any Other—Prosperity of

Farmers Means Directly More Business for the Retailers — How They May Encourage It.

The material progress and prosperity of the greater

part of Canada is the result of the prosperity or other-

wise of the industry of agriculture. If Canadian farmers

are well situated financially, all the other interests will

necessarily be active and healthy.

*
It is plain, therefore, that any movement or circum-

stance which conduces to the prosperity of the farmer,

who is the basic wealth producer, must prove beneficial

to all branches of commercial activity. This is a fact,

which while we have admitted its truth in theory, has

not influenced the great majority in their attitude to-

ward the farmer and the farming industry. As a con-

sequence, efforts to place it upon a better basis have not

met with the general encouragement which would have

been accorded it. were its importance, from a national

standpoint, appreciated.

*
The farmer is the best customer the Canadian retailer

has. He not only buys more goods, but on the whole,

he buys a better class, and he pays his bills. In spite of

this fact he has been neglected.

*
The opportunities for development are greater—many

times—in the farming industry, than in any other in the

world. Many who read this will not believe the state-

ment. Indeed, many farmers—unfortunately the major

ity of them—either do not believe it or they do not realize

it. It is a fact, nevertheless, and must be recognized.

*
Canadian farms are not beginning to produce the

wealth they are capable of producing. The last year for

which statistics are available, the average yield of wheat

per acre in Ontario, was 24 bushels and a fraction. No
one will say that this yield represents the best possible

average results, but the majority of persons will be

amazed to learn just what the possibilities in this one

instance are. If the condition were ideal; if the seed

were perfect—no weak, or worse still, dead grains—

•

if the soil were properly cultivated and the sown grain

properly covered; if the land were clear of weeds and

if reasonably favorable weather conditions prevailed, in-

stead of producing 24 bushels per acre the yield should

be 250 bushels. That is, the number of grains of wheat

in the bushel and a half necessary to sow an acre of land

are capable of producing 250 bushels.

*
These are under ideal conditions, it is true, and pos-

sibly they will never be absolutely reached, and yet their

accomplishment is quite within the range of human pos-

sibility. Think of the practically limitless opportunities

If Ontario's average grain yield were but increased five

times, instead of ten, as it might be, imagine the added

wealth such an increase would represent.

That the Canadian farms are not producing anything

like the wealth they might, must be admitted. Here is

proof of it: The average yearly yield of milk of the

cows of Ontario is not over 3,500 pounds, according to

the statement of C. C. James, Deputy Minister of Agri-

culture. There is a herd of cows at the Guelph Agri-

cultural 'College and the average yield of four of the best

cows in that herd last year was 13,008 pounds, not ten

times the average yield of the cows of the province, but

almost. These four cows produced a profit over value

of feed of $279.88, or an average of $69.97 as compared

with a net average profit for the cows of the province

of less than $7.75.

Were the dairy cattle of Ontario equal to the average

of the Guelph herd—which is quite possible—instead of

producing $17,000,000 worth of cheese last year the

province's cheese production would have been worth

more than $160,000,000.

Let us localize these figures. Oxford, last year pro-

duced cheese to the value of $1,200,000. With cows equal

to the average of the four at Guelph the farmers would
have had more than $10,000,000 from their sale of cheese

alone. Would the retailer of Oxford county have done

more business had the farmers received $10,000,000 in-

stead of $1,200,000? The answer is easy.

This is where the question touches the merchant. He
should see that to encourage the farmer is to promote
his own interests. If agriculture can be made a more
profitable pursuit, and the farmer becomes more pros-

perous, he will naturally spend more money for the goods

the merchant has to sell. The results aimed at cannot

be secured in one year. The perfection of the agricul-

tural industry must be through an evolutionary process.

There are some things, however, which may be done

to make this year, the year 1908, the most prosperous

and the best in the history of Canada, so far as the farm-

ing industry is concerned. To the accomplishment of this

end the united energies of the farmers, as well as the

merchants and business men in all branches should be

devoted. Some of these things the farmer must do him-

self. He must plan for the biggest crops he ever har-

vested and he must work towards this goal, it

is not too early to prepare for the season's crop.

In the first place, he must get his seed, and he should

exercise the greatest care to see that it is the very best

possible. If this is to be the banner year the farmer

must also see that the land is given the necessary cul-

tivation in order that it may provide the most perfect

facility for the multiplication of the seed.

The question of help is the most serious problem the

eastern farmer has to solve. ' Like the manufacturer, the

farmer makes his profit from the result of labor; his

own labor or that of others. If, because he cannot secure

the help necessary, he is able to work only fifty acres of

his hundred-acre farm, not only will his income be only

half what it might be, but his spending ability will be

only half what it would otherwise be.

The solution of the help problem lies it would seem,

in this fact. Farmers must erect houses—not neces-
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sarily costly dwellings—on their farms and engage mar-

ried men—men who are now in the cities, and who, if

the accommodation were afforded, would gladly take their

families to the country. This again works to the advantage

of the merchant, because it not only increases the profit

of the farmer, and makes it possible for him to spend

more money, but it practically doubles the population

of the farming communities and doubles the number of

prospective customers.

*
Profitable farming cannot be done with fewer men.

If the tremendous possibilities of agriculture in Canada

are to be reached, the farm population of the area at

present under cultivation must be doubled. Farmers,

themselves, should be made to realize this, for their own

benefit, as well as for the sake of the general prosperity

of the Dominion. Steps should be taken at once to build

on every farm, where one has not already been built, a

dwelling for the help.

*
The practically unlimited possibilities along this line

of effort, justify business men—merchants and manufac-

turers—giving every encouragement to the farmer; driv-

ing him, if necessary. Only a few farmers, a sprinkling

here and there, have taken a wide enough view to realize

what lies before them, and they may have to be convinced

in spite of themselves that they are the mightiest factor

in Canada's future industrial progress, since agriculture

offers ten-fold more scope for development than any
other industry.

s
The Review believes that it sees in this the supreme

opportunity for Canadian retailers. No movement yet

undertaken promised a fraction of the direct personal

benefit to them that this movement for the development

of agriculture does. Every factor which results in the

improvement of the financial position of the farmer bene-

fits the retailer as soon as it does him, because his in-

creased income is useless to him until he has spent it

with a merchant in the procuring of some necessity or

luxury.

*
This is an opportunity; in the first place, to inspire

and encourage the farmers to make this year the most
prosperous in their history, and to inaugurate the cam-
paign for the speedy adoption of the newer and modern
farming; the farming which will increase five or ten-

fold, the earnings of the Canadian farms.

S
It is worth retailers becoming enthusiastic over.

Here are some of the things they might do: By personal

contact with farmers get them to attempt what has been
suggested in this article; enlist the support of the local

press in bringing to the farmers a conception of their

opportunities; call a meeting of local business men and
discuss the question and endeavor to secure concerted

action; then get a meeting of farmers themselves and
talk it over with them. They do not know themselves yet,

what a future they have in store
;
get some speaker to go •

and tell the farmers and your fellow-merchants what
the enormous possibilities are. If there is no local man
who has the enthusiasm or who is in possession of the

knowledge write The Review and one will be sent.

No other commercial problem looms as large in Can-
ada to-day. Its solution will give the retail business the
greatest impetus it has ever had. Will the readers of
The Review grasp the opportunity t

NEWEST STYLES
BEST VALUE

KEENEST PRICES
In reliable Dress Goods for Fall and Winter,
comprising all the latest shades and fancy

weaves.

FRENCH DEPT.
New Normans, Vandykes and Novelty Her-

ringbones, in Chevron and Cheviot effects.

Every variety of New Light Weight Broad-
cloths, in All-wool Venetians, Amazons, Habits,

etc., etc.

Imperial SEDAN CLOTH, permanent Satin-

faced, indelible, unspottable and unshrinkable.

You will find this an attraction creator, a sale

stimulator, a reputation builder, and a big profit

earner.

BRADFORD DEPT.
In this department we hold reserve stock in

the grey, and dye and finish our blacks and self-

colors.

We are Specialists in Black Stuffs of every
description, and our brilliant blue-blacks are un-
surpassed by any other firm, either British or

Foreign.

We have surprising value in the following:

Indestructible English Amazons (non-spottable.)

Fine Coating Serges.

Plain and Fancy Alpacas.

New Crepolines, all-wool, fancy

weaves, silk effect.

Novelty Metz Cloth, and

Improved Cordelines.

Heavy Venetians, Meltons

and Cheviots.

Our three Dress Departments (French, Brit-

ish and Costume Tweeds) combined, are the

most extensive in England. We only supply
large importers and quick payers who can appre-
ciate extra value and keen prices.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
35 Church Street, Manchester, England,

and 20 Cneapside, London, E.C.

MILLS : Tcan and Cheadle, near Stoke.
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Mr. Merchant.- Don't fail to have a

large showing of Frillings.

THEY ARE GOOD

Box illustrated contains 5 neck lengths,

either all white or assorted colors.

No. 75 at $1.75 per dozen boxes

Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited

Bow as illustrated

is made of white lawi), hemstitched and

pleated.

A good range of Bows in your neck-

wear department will increase your sales.

No. B176 at $1.25 per dozen

BELDING'S
RIBBONS
will help your Spring Trade.

Spring Range Complete.

Sorting Orders Promptly Filled.

Belding Paul (& Co.
Limited

SILK MANUFACTURERS

232 McGill Street, - Montreal

Branch.* in Canada

TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Fancy Parasols

Ladies' Umbrellas

Misses' Umbrellas

Men's Umbrellas

A special display during Millinery

Openings and following days.

CALL AND INSPECT.

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
Manufacturers

LIMITED

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO
When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

Ladies' Neckwear

Just as New York looks to Paris for fashion guid-

ance, so do Toronto and Montreal look to New York.

Manufacturers, designers and buyers who have been to

New York during the past two months have come back

full of confidence and enthusiasm as to the strength of

neckwear in the comiag season. During the past two
seasons the stiff linen collar has been just about all that

was in it, in the neckwear business in New York, and

the fact that outside centres did not take to this style

of neckwear made business difficult. This Spring, the

situation is totally different, true, the stiff collar is still

seen, but it is only one among the many styles. The

fact that neckwear is as much in evidence on Fifth ave.

as in 14th street speaks for its universal popularity.

Altman's, Wanamaker, and all the large stores are de-

voting considerable counter space to ladies' neckwear
;

and more than that, there is always a crowd around the

neckwear counters.

The neckwear shown has every element of success.

It is new, it is different from what has been shown be-

fore, it is becoming, and while there is plenty of high-

stocks in the Gibson shape, with an embroidered pattern

worked into the material.

The feeling for color as a relief is strong, and this

class of collar is shown with the lower half in narrow
even stripes, with the top white and the embroidery pat-

tern concealing the join. These collars match the new
striped waists. Striped stiff collars are showing and
seem to be better sellers than the plain white ones.

Of bows and bow effects there is no end, they are

dainty, nifty, perky and decidedly smart. They are of all

shapes and sizes and are worn with all kinds of waists.

There is an immense assortment in lace embroidery and
net, and Irish crochet lace is very much en evidence in

these bows. They run from tiny to immense—everybody

is wearing them and every store is showing them. A
late arrival in the bow line is the "Merry Widow."
This has only been out a couple of weeks or so and has

made a strong and instant success. As worn in New
York, this bow is into the teens of inches across and has

a wide ruffle across the end. The size for Canada will

undoubtedly be modified, but the large net bow feature

is one sure to take here. In some cases, this large net

Embroidered Collars—Shown by Brophy-Cains Limited, Montreal.

priced neckwear shown, there are plenty of dainty styles

that can be retailed at a popular price. This being so,

it must be said that the Canadian merchant has the

choice in his own hands, as to whether his season will be

a good one or the reverse. He can put in a carefully

made selection of novelties—tne neckwear nouse or its

representative will give him every assistance in making
up collection suitable to the trade he is doing. He can

do so and do business, or he can let business go by

while he is making up his mind as to the saleable quali-

ties of the new styles. There are many ideas that look

extreme now, such as the high Gibson collar. And yet

this is just the effect in the States, which has been taken

up most strongly with the popular trade—so strongly

that it cannot help having its influence here. Transpar-

ent effects built up of rows of lace, lace and net. etc.,

supported at the back and points with stays of bone are

shown in every possible effect, and with the bow and
without it. High-class houses and the smaller exclusive

stores are showing these high shaped collars in fine em-
broidery, built out with lace. The ruche of net or lace

is the indispensable finish to this kind of stock.

The popular trade is running heavy in mercerized

bow is attached to a high collar of the same net, in

others, it is produced by a fancy net tie with ruffled

ends.

Huntingstocks with the ties of striped fancy lawn or

mull, or with printed border patterns in colors is another

popular idea in neckwear.

Jabots are taking well with the classy trade. Strip-

ed effects are the novelty here. Collar and cuff sets are

quite a feature not only in lace effects, but also in em-

broidered goods in lawn and mull ties, tucked through

the centre to form a high stock and with ends that bow
in front are shown.

Last, but by no means least in neckwear lines come
ruchings. Ruchings are prominently featured in both the

staple and the novelty lines in all stores. There is quite

a demand for color effects—that is white with a tiny

edge of color to some portion of the ruche. Ruching
lines include those made of crepe lisse, net, chiffon, lace

and lawn. The novelty in the ruching lines, and one that

has come to the front very quickly, is the new wide

ruchings. Where they have been stocked in this market,

as well as in New York they have made an instant and

big success.
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Laces and Nets

Though the Spring season has ostensibly opened, the

stores are as yet showing only a sprinkling of Dew
goods. They are using novelties so far to attract at-

tention to the department, and to help in the clearing

of extra stock.

The strength of the position of filet laces and nets is

very apparent in the showing, and the fact that those

buyers who had most confidence in them were on the

right track is coming to the front. Both the popular and

the better trade are taking strongly to filets, and the

New Gibson Collar

Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto

more desirable grades promise to be none too plentiful.

Buyers who placed fairly large orders and have not

cancelled them later, have no reason for regret. They
have the goods the buying public are looking for and are

making and will make satisfactory sales.

Though the absence of American business is being

severely felt in the lace manufacturing centres, prices are

still firm. This is explained by the fact that yarns are

at a high figure. Therefore production is being curtail-

ed. This promises to complicate the situation when the

season for heavy selling arrives.

It is yet too early for the development of any fashion

changes, as the counter trade has hardly started. The
tendency, as The Review has before stated is for the

heavier effects. This holds good even where the ground

is a net. The pattern in this case, is a heavy one, and

the whole effect is the same.

The high-class trade is making a feature of hand-

made Irish crotchet, and this will probably influence the

sale of the machine-made lace. A new departure is the

free use of narrow insertions and bands of this lace on

imported waists and gowns. There is a very big demand
for both plain and fancy nets from the cutting up trade,

which promises to be followed by one equally great from

the counter trade. Nets, tulles and lace are strongly en-

evidence in the new millinery.

*
The Veiling Situation

Veilings have sold steadily and freely all through the

Winter season, and now that the Spring trade is open-

ing up, early novelties for the new season are blossoming

out. Retail departments are looking out for these novel-

ties and putting them into stock. This is a paying
policy, for from now on a splendid business should be

done in this department.

There is also a good demand for staple mesh and
net lines, and in the high-class trade, magpie effects are

beginning to sell freely. Lately, the colored veils have
taken the lead, but there is some evidence of a revival of

magpies. There is little change in the dot situation-
large chenille dots still being much en-evidence. Velvet

dots are shown and some novelty ideas are featured.

Drape veils are strongly featured in all lines, and here

the leading novelties are in chenille border effects, in rib-

bon and in silk embroidered borders. Both mesh and
fancy silk nets are used for the ground.

Chiffons are in demand, both by the yard and in

made-up effects. As regards colors, blue has been strong

as in hairlines. Champagne shades also, are in particular

request. Striped chiffons have proved quite a hit in

Paris, in a high-class way and importers here are giving

quite a lot of attention to this line at. present.

Ribbons

In retail realms, very little advance ordering is

being done at the present writing. Sorting orders are

holding their own. With many retailers stocks are

fairly heavy. As a result, some merchants are antici-

pating lower prices. However, the millinery season

should have considerable effect on stocks, as both velvet,

and silk ribbons are being used.

At present the demand is for plain ribbons; taffetas,

duchesse and velvets all selling well. The widths which are

favorites in duchesse and taffetas is 4 and 6 inches, while

velvet widths range from H to 2£. Fancies will be used

but more so later on, while plaids are fairly quiet.

The colors to the fore are navy blues, tans, browns,

bieze and black.

From the new pattern bonnets shown in millinery,

there is no doubt that ribbons are going to be the

fashionable article for trimmings, both in plain and fan-

" Merry Widow "^Collar, Shown by Ladies' Wear, Ltd., Toronto.

cies. The former will be strong, chiefly in wide taffetas

and satin effects and the latter in Dresden designs. Stripe

ribbons are very much in favor in the States and shot

effects are also well spoken of, on account of ribbons

again being strong for millinery purposes jobbers and

importers are quite optimistic regarding the ribbon

business for Spring.

In conversation with a large ribbon buyer, he stated

that owing to the strong demand for ribbons for millin-

ery purposes, the ribbon market is already beginning to
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stiffen, and slight advances have taken place in the past

few weeks. Further, he said that prices from now on

would continue firm and that no further reductions need

be looked for, which is always very satisfactory for a

buyer to know.

The leading colors in millinery ribbons are going to

be golden browns, beize, leghorns, browns and blues.

Colored velvet ribbons, which were in such great demand
throughout the past year, are again expected to be in

favor but hardly to the same extent.

Braids

It needs little acquaintance with the trend of fashion

to predict a pood braid season this Spring. As shown

by the Paris suits illustrated on other pages, braid trim-

mings are those most favored at fashion's headquarters.

Braids are freely used upon the new spring suits and

when the counter demand for trimmings comes to hand

there is little doubt that braids will be in first place.

The fashion in braids follows the general tendency and

the new braids all show a smooth brilliant finish. This

is true of the new binding- braids. This fashion for bind-

ing the edges of coats, etc., was introduced last Fall.

It is increasing in favor, and not only coat edges, but

trimming schemes, folds, etc., are now found with braid.

Black, navy and brown arc the colors chiefly stocked.

High-class stores increase this list by adding a more

or less extended list of novelty colors.

Soutache continues to be very freely used. This is

always a favorite trimming when braids are in vogue,

and high-class ladies' tailors and dressmakers are work-

ing out elaborate trimmings with this class of braid.

There is also springing up a demand for cotton soutaches

for the trimming of the summer linen and cotton suit-

High Gibson Collar— Shown by Ladies' Wear, Ltd., Toronto.

ings. There are numerous fancy effects in radiums, the

Greek key pattern being one that is often repeated.

Fancy feathery gimps and lace effects are also showing.

A novelty that must be classed as a trimming is the

filet band with the pattern worked out in soutache.

Fancy trimmings are mostly in the form of bands. Filet

bands worked up in Oriental colors and designs and also in

natural colors in floral effects are shown. Bands for vest

effects and other trimmings come in very varied designs

and colorings. Trimming buttons of small size are free-

ly used, cloth covered for the early trade, but for the

Summer trade this class of button in colors in vegetable

ivory is shown.

*

Parasols

For the past two or three summers there has been a

growing tendency to see in the parasol one of the indis-

pensable adjuncts to the dressy toilette. And again, the

parasol promises to be much in evidence. Early show-

ings are confined chiefly to coachings and silk models.

Printed effects in border styles in floral patterns are the

Large Bow A popular New York neckwear novelty— Shown by
Ladies' Wear, Ltd., Toronto.

leading idea. The use of tucks as an embellishment, how-
ever, presents a newer idea. These are arranged in gra-

duated effects, say three, two, one, or there is a stripe

of tuckings half way up the cover of the parasol.

Later, lingerie parasols will make their appearance.

The band effects so popular last Summer are again

shown, but the new note in lingeries is struck by the

use of flouncings. These give the button-holed edge,

that is a feature. Manufacturers have anticipated this

new use, and have produced flouncings in patterns special-

ly adapted for this purpose.

The more expensive models show introductions of

lace. The laces used are Valenciennes, cluny and Irish.

The two latter come chiefly in the form of medallions

and motifs, the first lace edges and outlines them
Met parasols 'promise to be a feature. Embroidered

THE RIBBON HOUSE
OF CANADA

believes spring trade will open
actively. Also that optimism

pays, and that they can help

your spring ribbon trade.

Walter H. Barry & Co.
MONTREAL
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Imported and

Domestic Ribbons

F. D. de Sauzea

58-64 Wellington St. W., - Toronto

nets are employed and there is a demand for cream and

ecru, as well as white. Tucks are freely employed in net

models and showings are also seen.

Few models are lined, the ribs and frame being either

enameled or gilded. Natural wood handles are those best

liked, but there are extreme models with very fanciful

handles. For instance, a tucked silk model in the mw
Saxe shades had a vivid parrot's head as handle in the

natural shades of blue, green, yellow and scarlet.

*

Ring Dots Strong Favorites

In the new productions, ring dot effects are certainly

very strong and while the danand for large size dots has

been fairly active, the safest and best sellers are the

medium sized dots. The smaller dot effects, have not

only taken well in the larger cities, but the feeling in

smaller localities, has been, comparatively speaking, just

as good.

For the better class trade, two tone dot effects have

been strong favorites, while for the general trade, self-

colored dots have been active.

There has been a certain demand for hairlines in all

the staple colors. Next to the staple black, blue has

been the favorite. There is also a good call for brown in

the various shades.

Gloves

Deliveries in fabric gloves have been much better than

one year ago. There has not been the scarcity of mer-

chandise which has characterized the past few years. Re-

tailers in the various markets for repeats should be able

to fill their wants in a very satisfactory manner.

In the glove field, no doubt a large number of orders

will be placed before Easter, owing to it being so late

this season. As far as the retailer is concerned, there is

nothing to prevent the retailer now placing his order as

prices will not materially change.

Dress goods play a very important part in the se-

lection of kid gloves. Wherever convenient, kid glove

buyers should secure all possible information from dress

goods manager and act according to the ideas of both

"boiled down."
Weather conditions will play an important part in

the glove sales from now on. Should the Spring open

early the season should prove very good, as many pur-

chases will be made at once. Then the Easter trade is

sure to come, making a sort of double season.

The early demand will be mostly wrist gloves, but

long gloves will sell right along, and increase as the sea-

son advances. Spring deliveries are much better than

last year and with every prospect of continuing so.

Fall Business

While trade has been rather slow at the start, tra-

velers are sending in better orders and there is more en-

thusiasm regarding purchasing.

Samples of Winter gloves are now out and the pre-

sent season having been a fairly good one for lined

gloves, the orders should be up to, if not in advance of,

those given last year.

*

Spring Belt Lines

Belt lines have opened up wonderfully well this

Spring. For the early trade leathers are selling. Later,

fancy galoons, tinsels and elastics arve to become promi-

nent. For the Summer trade there will be a large de-

mand for wash lines. Here as in the other lines there

is promise of much variety, and manufacturers are now
making plans, the perfecting of which will result in a

big showing of novel and attractive wash belts for the

Summer trade. The straight unlined embroidered belt is

again shown, but as the embroidery patterns have been

brought up-to-date they enter the novelty lines. Swiss in-

Dainty Tan Leather Belt

Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto

sertions set into a lined belt of duck or mercerized, forms

another good'and varied line. And there are many tailored

ideas that will come to light at the proper time. Galoons
and tinsel elastics are strongly shown in Oriental color-

ings and designs. Some tinted effects are also shown. The
prevailing styles in leathers are moderate widths in

tailored styles.

Covered buckles, enamel buckles, matching the belt

and pearls for wash lines are the buckles chiefly used.

Japanese designs are the latest for the fancy elastics,

tinsels and galoons.
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Taffetas,

Peau-de-Soies,

Paillettes,

etc. SILKS
Satins,

Shangtungs,

Louisenes,

etc.

MILLINERY
(Stocked in our Montreal House only.)

Our assort-

ment the

most com-

plete in

the trade. RIBBONS
Shade

Cards

sent on

Application

DEBENHAMS «N*»« LIMITED
MONTREAL
18 St. Helen Street

TORONTO
Bay and Wellington Streets

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Benedictus, Weill & Co.
Manufacturers

Veilings, Nettings, Malines and Chiffons

At LYONS, France

Silver Medal,

St. Louis,

1905

Gold Medal, Liege,

Belgium,

1905

" VEILINETTE " °ur SPecial Veiling Cabinet
.^__^___________ ' Ask Your Jobber

Canadian Agent ....

CHARLES TUTEUR
301 St. James St.. MONTREAL

and Room 52 77 York St., TORONTO

EASTER, 1908
TRY THIS SEASON

Pewny s Kid Gioves
TBIS IS THE TRADE MARK

Albertine

and Ascot

Brands

at Old

Prices.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greensbields Western Limited

Winnipeg.

Greenshields & Co., Limited

Vancouver.

Quick Repeats
If you want to see your
Ribbon Department grow,

get in touch with the right

sorting house. The results

are beyond question.

Ribbons, Laces,

Trimmings, etc.

We're ready to help you
do a good Spring business.

Thomas May & Co,
Limited

14 St. Helen Street, Montreal

J
Spring"

J

*J
Ribbons \

H ~ r-YOUR SORTING WANTS
OUR HOBBY.

Stocks complete in wanted shades

• JAMES & M^ <

. Montreal.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Scarce Goods
Straight ahead go the sales so far this year, coupled

with the advantage of larger room and better facil-

ities. The real excellence of what we have to offer,

and the exquisite taste of all our lines combine to

make this headquarters for Fancy Dry Goods. We
have attractive novelties that merchants want and

know they want the minute they see them, includ-

ing :

-Novelties in Dress Nets

Chiffon Storm Veilings

Latest Styles in Neckwear

This business is based on solid values, and the tad

of handsome new quarters and a steadily increasing

trade tells better than anything else what merchants

think of our lines. With Easter just ahead you can

be sure of quick profits without any risk.

Sandersons Limited
New Building — Wellington St. W., Toronto

Itiis a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Fownes Bros, & Co,
Coristine Building,

M0NTRE4L

<a

In Fine Gloves
Storey's Excel

because our forty

years of experience

have taught us how
to get that extra fine

dressy finish that is

so eminently desir-

able in the better

lines of gloves— how
to make gloves that

fit snugly and com-
fortably — in short,

how to make fine

gloves that sell most
readily. Your mail orders will receive

prompt attention.

W. H. Storey & Son
Limited

Acton, ... Ontario

lien writing advertisers please mention The Revieiv.
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Steady Business Growth!

It may help the trade generally to know that

Spring shipments with us have been the largest in

the history of the business, and that every indication

points to the busiest kind of a year. With every-

body devoting more attention to legitimate business

and less to speculation the outlook is more than

encouraging, and the new spirit of carefulness has

done a great deal already to swing orders our way.

—We have the goods !—We have the styles !—We have the values!

Emergencies make men— and stores ! The country

was growing almost too fast—people were getting

careless. Merchants have been doing some tall

thinking, and the goods they're buying now are

the goods they can sell the quickest.

We're not urging anyone to buy—don't have to.

We're showing now the best selling lines ever

offered in Canada.

Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto

When voriting advertisers please mention The Review.
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We anticipate a very strong demand for embroideries,

and, consequently, have placed large orders—so large that

we have obtained concessions which enable us to undersell

other wholesalers.

The goods are in stock now, but advance orders have

been heavy, and it would be well to order your requirements

at once, because embroideries will sell, and the merchant

who doesn't carry them will lose money.

Can't wait for our traveller ? Send your order by mail.

"We put ourselves in your place" whenever we fill a Mail

Order, and ship the goods the day the letter reaches us.

TheW. R. Brock Company<u«k«o

Montreal
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Style Tendencies in New York as Seen by a Canadian

Stripes and border goods the feature of dress goods trade—Same tendency

introduced in cotton waist fabrics—Braids in popular favor for trimmings.

Style Points From New York.

Shadow stripes in piece-dyed goods the leading

dress goods feature. Navies, Copenhagen and blue

the best selling colors. Bordered goods strong with

the ultra trade. Rough silks for Summer selling,

with stripes and checks as the novelties. Tailored

suit styles the leading feature in both cloth and

wash fabrics. Binding braids and soutache coming

into prominence. Net waists, in both white and

ecru, big sellers. Waists of striped fancy cotton

fabrics the coming novelty.

A Paris tailor-made that shows the tendencies
of present styles.

Owing to the fact that a big proportion of wealthy
Americans go south during the early months of the

year, the Spring season starts in early in New York.
Spring novelties are all on show there now, and selling

is well begun. So that it is possible to get a fairly clear

idea of how the fashions arc taking.

There arc many Canadian merchants and heads of de-

partments that make a point of seeing each season what
New York has to show, there are others who do not take

the trip, and to these a report as to current styles in

the big city, as seen by Canadian eyes, will be not only

interesting, but helpful.

The effect of the financial troubles is written large

in the price of goods in the big departmental stores, and
New York at the present time is a veritable bargain

hunter's paradise. In this connection it should be re-

membered that the New York departmental stores have
been the leading avenues for the raising of money during
the past trying months. These stores can command an

immense outlet for attractively priced goods.

The fact that stripes have captured the trade is one
feature that forces attention. The garment manufacturers
equally as well as the dress department, has taken up

striped fabrics. There seems to be little doubt, however,
that this popularity is due to the garment manufacturer
—he has taught the dressmaker how to make up striped

fabrics attractively. It would seem as though decided

stripe patterns, taped stripes, etc., were at their height

By member of DRY GOODS REVIEW staff.

The Popular New York Model—The coat long: back
and front. New grored flare effect skirt.

now, for the tendency exhibited in buying for the later

trade is to take stripes, but in the shadow effects. These

are, of course, solid colors in piece-dyed fabrics. These

are all in worsted fabrics, serges, panamas, suitings, etc.

Blue is the leading color, without any doubt—the new
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marine blues and navies leading the way. In fancy fabrics

Saxe, Copenhagen and art shades in blue are the most
shown and seen. Brown keeps its place and is only sec-

ond to navy as a leader. Leather shades, notwithstand-

ing the wide sale they had last Spring and Summer, are

just as fashionable as ever.

The rough, raw silks—not only the imported Orien-

tals, but also the many excellent imitations of domestic

weave promise to be the leading silk fabrics. Besides the

natural shades and plain colors, striped and checked silks

of this kind are very much en-evidence. Printed bordered

effects, in Oriental patterns and colors, are the leading

novelties in the high-class stores. Foulards are again show-

ing—not the coin spots of last year, but in combination

spot patterns and designs. Bordered goods are shown here

—

the Greek key being the newest. In chiffon cloths, silk-

voiles, etc., besides the printed floral borders of last

the narrow train, they give the gored-flared short skirt

with the moderately high corselet. This skirt is cut for

the new sloping hip figure. The striped suit shown repre-

sents what may be termed the popular suit style at the

present moment in this centre. It is form-fitting and has

New Ideas in Linen Suits— Note the hats banked with flowers
and the lingerie parasol.

year, ombre fabrics, with borders of graduated satin

stripes are seen. Altaian's, in their Fifth Avenue win-

dows, were making an extensive display of these.

Stripes are the leading idea in cotton goods, also

checks that present a stripe effect. With the exception

of the linen and cotton suitings, everything in cottons

is sheer—sheer ginghams, crisp-finished voiles, lawns,

mulls, etc. Plain colors are good in all these fabrics.

Judging from the way in which the new corset is

being taken up, New York is fully prepared to take up

the Empire-Classic styles. The cut showing the cut-

away braided coat is typical of the very newest Paris

mode. The same type of coat islightly modified, is shown
by the leading garment manufacturers of New York, and

they have also made the high corselet, or Empire skirt,

their own. Only instead of the sheath-fitting model with

The Very Latest Waist Model—This is the latest sleeve.

the ankle-length skirt, gored-flaring skirt, trimmed with

the one fold. . The over-skirt or tunic idea, is indicated

by the shape of the cost, which is pointed, back and

front. The three-quarter sleeve certainly is the popular

length, even in cloth tailored suits. The butterfly and

cut-away Paris models might easily be duplicated in New
York. The chief reason for showing these suits was be-

cause of the manner in which they were trimmed, both

coats are bound with braid, and the butterfly model is

One of the new separate skirt models — gored and pleated.

trimmed with bound tabs and folds. Binding braids have

been coming into favor for some time now, and a more

extended popularity is promised for this fashion. Sou-

taches are in high favor. Note the way the coat in the

Paris figure is braided. Cotton soutaches are used 011
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high-class linen models, and even lace is braided with

soutache braid. A good many radium and fancy braids

are seen.

The tailored linen suit is much en-evidence in white

and in various pale shades. Coats are longer on the

linen than on the cloth suits, and there is the same di-

versity of styles shown. The coats worn by the sitting

and standing figures are good types of the leading styles.

The parasol is one of the new lingeries made from em-

broidery Bouncings. The hats are those designed for the

later season and are of crin, banked with mixed flowers.

Note the new short vamp pump worn by the sitting fig-

ure—it may be either of tan or black, and the plain silk

or silk lisle stocking will either match gown or shoes if

of tan or if the shoe is black will match the gown. Note

also the high Gibson collars on all the figures, and the

bow that is worn by most of them. The high Gibson

collar and the bow are the leading ideas in neckwear at

present.

Neckwear in New York has undoubtedly recovered its

status—all the stores are showing it in varied and ex-

tensive lines, and the further up town you get the

more you see. Though all stores have large departments,

Altman's have without doubt the largest space in New
York in one store devoted to neckwea-r selling, and have

the largest and most comprehensive collection. The new

high frillings are very much en-evidence in New York.

Net waists are strong sellers and are trimmed with

heavy Cluny. The free use of crochet bandings and filets

are the features of high-class lingeries. The latest idea

" in waists, however, is colored and white" striped models

in both tailored and semi-tailored styles. The three-

quarter sleeve is the leading sleeve. The waist shown

gives the extreme New York idea in waists. Note the

new sleeve.

Short Time in St. Gall

A correspondent from the St. Gall district states

that an extensive short time movement is being adopted

there. This movement also extends into the Austrian

Vorarlburg district which also borders on Lake Con-

stance. This district is also a producer of lace embroi-

deries and is suffering equally with St. Gall. Almost
the whole population of the Canton of St. Gall is more
or less dependent on the embroidery industry. The pre-

sent depression is almost entirely due to the absence of

orders from the United States.

"Underskirts are radically under-priced for this spe-

cial sale as never before, the best kinds are here at great

savings."—Stark's, Vancouver, B.C.

HAVE YOU A LONDON AGENT ?
It is absolutely essential that your stock be kept

up-to-date, and this can only be done, short of
personally visiting the English market, by placing
your orders through an experienced Agent, who
is in a position to buy the newest goods at closest

prices, and to keep you supplied with the latest

samples. Having had many years' experience in

buying Dry Goods for the Colonies and being in

touch with all the leading manufacturing and
wholesale Drapery bouses, I am able to place my
clients' orders to the very best advantage.

Full particulars as to terms, etc., from

T. W. BESTALL
12, 14 and 16 Tenter Street, - LONDON, E.C., England

KING'S
Established 1776

FAMOUS
Sold by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son

are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent i

SYDNEY MOSS,

Nordhelmor Bldgs., 8 Colborno St.,

TORONTO

Are You in Need of a

Buying Agent for the

English Markets?
If so, we offer you our services. We buy for cash

and send original invoices.

We Can Save You Money

A trial order solicited. Correspondence invited.

F. H. SEALEY & CO., Buying Agents

36 Basinghall Street

London, E.C., England

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.C.

London, England.MACKINLAY & GO.
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PHILLIPS & WRINCH, limited

Smallwares and Notions

Our Spring line is replete with novelties m—Hair Ornaments, Beauty Pins, Hat

Pins, Sash Pins, Veil Pins, Waist Pin Sets, etc. Hair Rolls all sizes.

The " Capsheaf Coilless Safety Pin is the only Safety Pin that will not catch m
the fabric.

We are introducing a new one-piece Collar button, the
k
' Brighton, With the

" Brighton Collar Button it is possible to button or unbutton the collar with perfect ease.

This quality is not found in any other make. Write for samples.

PHILLIPS y WRINCH, limited

25 'Wellington St. West, - Toronto

We are Sole Agents for Woodneld s Meteor Sharps
—
"The Best Needle."

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Canadian Millinery Review

The New Spring Millinery

Though the hats are not so large in themselves, they

are built out with such a mass of trimmings that they

appear so. The position of the trimming, too, is differ-

ent—it is all massed upon the crown and helps to give

the appearance of height.

As the season advances the fact that it is to be a big

flower season becomes more prominent. Roses are in

their usual pre-eminent place, and besides the natural

shades, are shown in all the new colorings. Floral mounts

this year eclipse in richness and beauty any that have

been shown before. These mounts take their shape from

the plumes and feathers worn on the winter hats. Some
are of one immense rose and foliage and stem or a clus-

ter of roses, foliage and buds will compose another. Big

aprich clusters almost like little trees are seen. Some-

times to the large mount a long trail of roses and foliage

will be attached. Mounts of other flowers of pink and

blue hydrangia and of mixed flowers are all seen.

millinery apple appears. It is made of some soft lustr-

ous silk or ribbon over a form and has a piece of the

centre of a rose for the pit. These apples come in green

and in colors to tone in with the hat and its trimmings.

There is some showing of other fruits and berries. The

From Magin Maurice—A black and white toque with diabolo crown ;

the rim is composed of sequin bandeaux, with brush osprey.
Imported by DebenhamsJCanada) Ltd., Montreal.

Field flowers are to the ultra touch. Cowslips, for-

get-me-nots and other field flowers, large field daisies,

grasses and ferns. Thistles are also brought into re-

quisition. Rose foliage in the natural green and also

in many shades good. On some of the Paris models the

From Madame Fare- A toque in three tones of vieux rose, made
of margerline straw with tulle mixture and a rosette

pompom of crinkled tulle. Shown by Deben-
hams (Canada) Ltd., Montreal.

milliner has no lack of floral material to work upon this

season.

Flower turbans of roses, lilacs, violets and other

flowers are appearing and collar effects in all flowers are

extra strong. The entire crown of the hat banked with

mixed flowers is a fashion that promises to be a seller.

Tulles and nets, particularly the new heavy spotted

nets, are made up into this plume effect. Turban brims

are draped with plea tings of tulle—in short tulle is one

of the leading materials of the new season.

Ribbons are in extra prominence. Big pom-poms,
chous and rosettes are being used on the majority of the

new hats. This is particularly true of the tailored hats.

The wider widths are those most favored. Heavy filet

nets are used and the laying of one color over another

in these nets is practised. Point de E 'sprit and fine lace

nets are also bidding for favor. Net hats with a wide
binding of silk or satin on the edge are among the novel-

ties and the large wired net or lace bow is a trimming
feature that promises to last over into the spring..
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Millinery Profits

The success of the Millinery

Department depends mainly

on the Buying. The test of

the wholesale house is the

number of its customers who

are making excellent profits

from that department. \Ve

can rightly claim precedence

in this respect. We are

students of your require-

ments, and we give you the

benefit of the best and most

carefully selected stock in

the trade.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS EVERYWHERE
CONFIRM THIS STATEMENT.

jJte Smith-Runciman Co., Ltd.

WHOLESALE
MILLINERY

100 WELLINGTON ST. W., - - TORONTO

Visit Us in Our New Warehouse.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Pongee in all colors is a new addition to millinery

silks.

Hat pins hold their place in ornament lines, the novel-

ty being the new elongated shapes. The straw effects

are the latest.

Oriental bands with more than a touch of tinsel,

and gold and silver bands are a new development that

promises prominence.

*
Shapes and Straws

There is a very seasonable reaction from the extremes

of the passing season. Paris is showing hats of a more

moderate type and other centres are with some thanks-

giving following Paris lead. It is not so much that the

new shapes are smaller, but the fact that they are less

eccentric in general effect. This will make a less difficult

season both for the milliner and saleswoman.

The tendency exhibited towards the end of last sum-

mer for the coarser straws is full fledged this spring.

Rustic straws are prominent. There is an undecided two-

toned effect, too, noticeable about the majority of the

new straws. The early season will be a color season,

and the fact that it will be a blue year is no where so

strongly foreshadowed as in the millinery department.

Brown is also a very strong color, and various shades of

rose are also good.

Though the pressed shape is the undoubted leader,

more braids are to be seen. They are working their way
in, in the make-up of the more expensive models. The

high-class milliner favors them as she can fashion them

into shapes and styles that are exclusively her own. The
braid novelty this year is the marsoline or chrysanthe-

mum braid. The new braids are in fancy weaves and

are extra soft and supple. For the early season turbans

of maline and braid are shown.

There is plenty of variety in straws this season.

Milans, Leghorns, Javas and Japs are good, and crin

and chips are to be used for the later trade. Tuscans,

both in plain and in fancy braids are also shown. A
feature of the majority of shapes is the bright finish.

High crowns are a settled feature, and one that most
authorities confidently expect to be good. Many of

the new hats are upturned across the front or sides. A
new feature is the poke styles. Then again, there is the

modish little toque with the upturned brim. The helmet

crown and the square and balloon crowns are all good.

Crowns are all large and important and are made more
so by the manner of trimming the hats.

Millinery Openings

The openings brought the usual crowd of buyers into

the big millinery centres, and though orders may in-

dividually be somewhat smaller the trade generally has
no real cause for complaint. Certainly styles have taken
no cognizance of any shortage in ready cash, for hats are

still loaded with expensive flowers, feathers and other
trimmings.

Even the street hats show a large amount of trim-

mings, chiefly ribbons, pointed wings and the new gold,

silver and Oriental bands.

There are an unusually good selection of hats suit-

able for the early trade, and milliners expect, as Easter
is late, that a good pre-Easter business will be done in

this class of hats.

There will be an unusually large number of openings
held in the next couple of weeks, as there is no feature
that can equal an opening in awakening interest in Spring
styles and in drawing people into the store.

Debenhams (Canada) Limited, Montreal

A Montreal millinery opening of unqualified success

was that of Debenhams (Canada) Limited, 18 St. Helen

street, Montreal, which started on Monday, the 2nd of

the month.

Previous to the opening, out-of-town merchants had

been coming in to the warehouse, picking up millinery

ideas, more than ever. The opening day, on every floor

was a record one, judging by the crowds of people who
flocked into this downtown warehouse.

The third floor contained millinery trimmings, such

as flowers, millinery braids, ostrich and fancy feathers

and various other ornaments. Part of this floor also

was devoted to the showing of trimmed millinery. Open-

ing day was a great success on this floor. There has

been tremendous quantities of flowers used on hats this

year, varying from the small flower to the extreme large

rose. The colors predominating were vieux blue, cerise,

natural tints in rose and tan browns. The above shades

ran through all the varieties of flowers. Crinoline braids

were a big success, owing to their harmonizing with

flowers which as before mentioned, have been in great

demand this year.

The floor below (2nd floor annex) contained untrim-

med and semi-trimmed hats. The hats, for this season,

which sold well, were the high crowns, and are a decided

new style, compared with last season's shapes. The
shapes this year, with this house, are smaller in propor-

tion, with the majority turned up at the sides. This is,

again, a decided change from the mushroom styles shown

so profusely one year ago. Crinoline flops also sold well.

These hats were shown with the soft brims and high

crowns in many shapes. Large rim sailor hats were also

seen in abundance. The unfinished leghorn was also

shown in the new styles of block shapes, and also in a

large variety of flops. Another very prominent feature

in the hat line which sold well was the chip hat, shown,

principally, in two-tone effects. A revival of the sequins

is expected, as sales in this line exceeded all expecta-

tions, this firm being practically sold out of their trim-

mings. The sequins are expected to have a large run for

the coming Fall trade. Ready-to-wears have sold fairly

well, mostly in Java straws with turned-up fronts and

drooping backs, trimmed with scarfs. The capelines were
very much in demand, as these hats are very suitable for

children, and are shown in all the light fancy shades. A
noticeable feature in straw hats was the dyed shantung

silk used as a facing under the brim.

This firm will have a Summer style opening in April.

A new shipment of French patterns and trimmings will

also be shown.

On leaving the annex you come into the main second

floor, which contains the most important factors in trim-

ming accessories. The fact that ribbons being worn very

extensively on the hats this Spring created a very lively

demand, and ribbon sales have been larger than ever. The
ribbons to the fore at present are taffetas, running in

40, 60 and 80-in. widths, also failletines and duchess

satin. Shades prominent were vieux blue, vieux rose,

tans and browns, The staple shades in the above sold

very well.

This firm have also had a good season in tulles. Sales

have been very heavy, and repeats, if demand keeps on,

are expected to show a shortage. Another feature is

fancy nets with spot rings. These had a very good sale,

practically they being all sold out, this firm had to cable

for rush repeats. Chiffons sold fairly well, the demand
coming principally from the country, where they show
preference to this article to tulles. Veilings are also

active, the large chenille spot being very prominent.
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INTERIOR VIEWS D. McCALL CO.'S NEW WAREHOUSE

Shipping Department The D. McCall Co., Limited

Flower Department The D. McCall Co., Limited
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The Openings in Toronto

Toronto is fast growing into one of the largest mil-

linery centres on this continent, and some of the largest

and finest warehouses devoted to millinery in America

are to be found in this city. Not only in point of size,

but also in the stocks carried, the Toronto houses

will compare most favorably with those located even in

the very largest centres in the United States. Many hand-

some warehouses have been built within the past four

or five years' growth of business. The great fire was

also partly responsible for these changes.

Practically every important millinery house but one has

built handsome new premises in the past few years. The

last two to do so are firms of D. McCall and Smith,

Runciman.

These warehouses are only just finished and the spring

openings of 1908 are the first these firms have held in

their new homes. The millinery openings this year were

a great success. The show-rooms were crowded until

a late hour in the afternoon and the salesmen on the

different flats were busy all day satisfying the wants of

their numerous customers.

D. McCall & Co.—The crowd came early to D. Mc-

Call 's, as many were anxious to see the new show-room

as well as the millinery. The room has already been

described in the pages of The Review. In addition to

the permanent decorations, for the opening day palms

were banked between the windows and in the corners

of the rooms. The millinery shown was grouped as

to colors, one table containing all the models in the new

shades of pink, another brown and so on. On the table

devoted to browns were two of the most notable hats

in the collection. These hats had always an admiring

crowd around them and it was only with difficulty that

a description could be obtained.

One was a new Paris model in Tuscan straw. It

had the new high crown and the brim turned up a little

on the left side. Around the top of the crown was a

drape of ribbon, below which was a rich flounce of Irish

lace. A large jetted buckle in front served to hold three

lovely ostrich plumes in Tuscan shade in place. Over

the hat was draped one of the new circular veils of ring

spotted net edged with a narrow pleating of chiffon.

The other hat was a New York sailor in the large

"Merry Widow" shape. This was also in Tuscan shade,

in a smooth glossy straw. The trimming was original

and effective. A high collar—much higher than the

crown—encircled it. This collar was of black embroider-

ed filet, topped with a drape of ribbon to match the

straw. An immense bow of the ribbon on the left side

completed the trimmings.

One of the new turbans, a military turban in the

busby shape, was very smart and chic. It was made
of a soft bright straw, box pleated onto the shape. A
shaded waved from the left side and a drape of

i:bbon encircled the crown and was bowed behind. The
ornaments were large, round pins of cut steel. This

hat was in the new Saxe blue.

TLe large "Merry Widow" sailors and the "Merry
Widow" bows are much en-evidence and promise to be

as much worn here as in New York.

Smith, Runciman & Co. were also holding their first

opening in their present quarters. The new show-room

is attractively paneled for three-fourths the height of

the room in green burlap and weathered oak, the wall

above being tinted in a soft buff shade. The hat cabinets

match the paneling. The millinery shown was exceeding-

ly handsome, and illustrative of the present, trend of

the mode.

As usual, J. D. Ivey's millinery attracted great at-

tention from the crowd of visiting milliners. The new

patachon shade has been with them a strong seller and

is regarded as one of the coming shades this Spring.

The new blues are Canard, Mousquitare, Persian and

Cliquot and Cerise are prominent shades. The geranium

shades are also bidding for favor.

Undoubtedly the present Spring and Summer will

prove a big flower season. For the tailored hats wings

in all colors are good, also numerous other feather effects,

among which may be mentioned military pom-poms,

osprey and heron plumes. Many block hats in Tagel

and pedel straws are selling. A novelty in this depart-

ment is the Bancock straw. For the made hats the new
braids wanted are the pedal and the charadon. This

will be a big ribbon season. Persians and plain ribbons

are those most en-evidence. Fancy bandeaux are good.

As an opening novelty owls' heads in gold, silver and

in feather effects are good. Velvet facings are seen

on many hats and Shangtung is used for trimming tail-

ored models. The black hat with colored trimming will

be well worn. Leghorns are selling for the dress hat,

to be trimmed with handsome ostrich, tulles and tinsel

lace and bands. The large chip sailor is a feature.

A full collection of the new season's novelties were
also on show in the warerooms of G. Goulding, J. C.

Green Co., Cockburn & Rae, J. Woodland and Taylor

& Smart.

Dainty Folders

The Canada. Newspaper Syndicate, of Montreal, have

sent out several samples of high-class folders which they

turn out for the dry goods trade. Some are devoted to

millinery and others to suits, etc. The designs, executed

in dainty colorings, are exceedingly attractive and ap-

propriate to the uses for which they may be intended.

This firm's work has a decided tone to it.

Saskatoon Correspondence.

Storekeepers are now experiencing the dullest time

of the year in every department. Stocktaking is done,

the special sales are over, and not a few merchants are

taking advantage of the season for recreation and busi-

ness trips. While dullness pervades other sections, the

dry goods department has an advantage over the others in

that it can produce a multitude of remnants after stock-

taking. There is an advantage in bringing these forward

just now and selling them off at a reduced price. If bar-

gains are announced people will come to inspect the

goods at, least. In this way odds and ends, remnants of

dress goods, ribbons, silks, laces, flannelettes, ginghams,

prints, shirtings, cottons, etc., can be got rid of, to make
100m for new stock. Many lines of heavy winter goods

still remain on sale at reduced prices; the severe weather

of the last few weeks, no doubt, encouraging dealers to

continue this inducement. In spite of the dull times the

merchants are satisfied with the amount of trade being

clone in this the quietest month of the year. Bright hopes

are entertained for a good Spring trade, and soon the

new goods will be arriving with which to replenish the

shelves.

Since last writing an important business change has

taken place in Nutana, the southern suburb of Saska-

toon. Clare & Young, who conducted the departmental

store there, have sold the business to B. A. Archibald &
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Co. The stock consisted of dry goods, groceries and hard-

ware. The manager, Mr. Archibald, is a capable business

man, having had fifteen years' experience. He comes from
Halifax, N.S., and assumed the management of the busi-

ness on the first of February. The stock is a heavy one

and a good country trade is done.

The Great West Furniture Co., on Second Avenue, has

a new manager in the person of H. A. Climia. Mr.

Climia recently came from Winnipeg, where he held a

responsible position with Banfield & Co. A neat ad. in

one of the local papers announces a sale of draperies, cur-

tains and portiers. Heavy soft brown blankets, cotton

blankets, elegant Battenburg and Brussels lace curtains,

Swiss net and Brussels curtains, and Nottingham lace.

It is worthy of note that J. A. Ramsay, of the Vachon
store,. Prince Albert, is one of the leading ad. writers of

Western Canada. Some time ago a Montreal clothing

concern gave six prizes for the best series of advertise-

ments written by agents in Canada, and Mr. Ramsay was
awarded third prize, amounting to $20 in gold.

Drygoodsmen have not been backward this year as far

as sports are concerned. P. H. Currie has been an ardent

devotee of the roarin' game of curling, while J. F. Cairn's

special team has been doing some fast hockey playing.

Friendly games have taken place both here and at Prince

Albert.

So far this year only a small quantity of raw furs

have been coming in from the north territories. Dealers

anticipated a scarcity in the fur trade this season, owing

to the fact that this is a lean year. This condition is not

due to the mild winter experienced this year so much as

tc the fact that there is a cycle of lean years and a cycle

of good years in the fur trade, and this action and re-

action may be looked for regularly. The larger fur-bear-

ing animals, such as the lynx and fox, subsist chiefly on a

species of rabbit or Arctic hare. When this little animal

is plentiful the fur-bearing animals will be numerous and

in good condition. Every few years the rabbit belt is

swept by a plague which wipes vast numbers of them out.

The lynx and fox, thus deprived of their means of sub-

sistence, attack the coon and marten, not from choice,

but from necessity, as a means ofexistence. The smaller

animals, however, soon play out before the ferocity of

the larger ones, and starvation is the fate of the more
valuable animals, hence the periodical dearth in furs.

Like the New Zealand and Australian rabbit, however,

the Arctic variety increases at an enormous rate, and

normal conditions are again restored.

Two young men have been arrested for stealing a fur

coat from the store of James Clinkskill a few weeks ago.

Peterborough Correspondence.

The dry goods trade in Peterborough during February
was particularly good, in spite of the general depression

in the money market. Local drygoodsmen state that it

was even better than during the same month of last year.

The stocktaking has been concluded to the satisfaction of

all concerned, and although the "dead" month is quiet,

in keeping with the past, the merchants are satisfied.

Arrangements are being made for the dress goods

opening in the large stores here when the usual rush for

the new Spring made-to-order suits is expected.

The J. T. Turnbull Company held an eight-day stock-

taking adjustment sale about the middle of the month.

Charles Anderson, who for the past two years has

been engaged with A. W. Cressman, has resigned his posi-

tion.

The employes of Richard Hall & Son are making ar-

rangements for holding an at home to promote the social

interests of the clerks.

The institution of a Blue Pencil sale in one of the local

dry goods stores has proved a profitable move. The sale

was run during the latter end of January, and was made
use of to work off odd, broken and undesirable lines of

stock, which the proprietor did not wish to carry over.

Each article was "blue pencilled" with the sale price in

black. The sale was extensively advertised in the news-
papers, and the innovation was justified by the rapid dis-

posal of the remnants. J. C. Edwards, the advertiser for

A. W. Cressman, in whose store the sale was held, claims

to be the originator of the idea in Canada.

Oilcloths And Linoleums.

Orders for Spring delivery were rounded up fairly

well last month. Up to the present wholesalers have
been busy shipping out goods. Altogether the amount
of business done has been fairly satisfactory to all.

Domestic lines have been well received by the trade.

Designs do not show any material change. Carpet de-

signs are to the fore, as usual, while the block patterns

are also proving strong sellers. Tile patterns, in some
localities are good, while in others the feeling for them is

only fair. Inlaids continue to hold their own. Prices, in

all lines, remain firm while deliveries have been all that

could be desired.

"The trouble with you is," said a wise buff leghorn

cock that was standing near, "you don't tell the public

what you have done. You lay an egg and waddle off

without telling anybody in the neighborhood about it. If

you want to cut any ice in this community, you must
learn to advertise."

TRADE
YOU

MUSTAV
MARK

Newell's Patent * * -r

Window Curtain

Extension Rods

They fit any window

Sell at from 5c. to 50c.

Net the retailer 50 to 100% profit

Write your jobber for samples and prices.

Made in Canada by

The Newell Manufacturing Co.
Prescott, Ont.
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New York Modes of the Season

New York, Feb. 21.—With the city filled with buyers

•V.iui all parts of the country it is not to be wondered at

thai importers, manufacturers and retailers are display-

ing, to the best advantage the richness of their store.

Millinery displays have been a daily occurrence in the

wholesale district, and while much criticism is heard of

the models shown there are for all that some clever and

handsome hats. The high crown does not seem to be uni-

versally admired and yet here it is and here it will remain

for a season or more, it is certain. The high, severe

Mother Goose variety isn't pretty, nor is it becoming, but,

nevertheless, it must be seriously reckoned with. Crowns
are not wide and soft, as formerly, but higher and quite

guiltless of an attempt to conceal or subdue the original

outline. With t lie rather narrow brims now en vogue, the

crown is all the more formidable ami practically all trim-

ming is arranged high. Certain it is that small hats need

not be dealt in too heavily this year. Indeed the majority

of the hats are large, some extremely so.. There is a de-

cided leaning toward the side flare, and side trimming, and

bandeaux are more or less inconspicuous. Extremely

large cart-wheel sailors are notably prominent, and these

models rest quite flat on the much built out coiffure as do

several other popular shapes. Flat brimmed hats mea-
suring 26 inches from side to side, are worthy of note.

The brim at the left side is nearly always much wider than

at any other part. An interesting race for supremacy is

being run between the flat and rolled brim sailors. It is

hardly probable that the mushroom will be at all in the

running. Mention in a previous issue has been made of

the huge broad bows of lace, net or tulle which are favor-

ite accessories. These gauzy bows are attaining a high

place on the winter models and promise to continue in

favor. The edges are, of course, wired, while these bows
ere wide, they are also high, carrying out the tendency

( f all trimming to shoot upward. The sheath flower effects

are certainly charming. Long grasses and long stemmed
tiowers are caught at a smart upward angle to the crown.

Corn flowers and lilies of the valley was one combination.

Daisies and American beauties, another. Croat (dusters

of Wistaria banked at one side and trailing across the

crown was a feature of an exquisite pink hemp model.

Geraniums, orchids, wistaria, gardinias. violets, lilacs and

first, last and always, roses, are to be utilized for milady's

Faster bonnet. Considerable foliage is employed and used

without the bloom more frequently than with.

Roses and feathers are no new fashion, and yet so

frequently are they combined this season that it •seems

quite impossible not to allude to them. The fancy feather

houses are a feast for novelty seekers. Hussar effects,

military pompons and all manner of up and out-shooting

ci mcuts are displayed. Cascade, fountain and tree or

shrub feathers, they are termed variously. A glittering

owl's head of silver sequins was nested at the base of a

full heron aigrette trimming a draped pyroxiline turban.

Even, stiff wings, usually mounted sidewise and used

standing endwise. A very effective fan-shaped side trim-

ming was made of dozens of tiny wings.

A novelty in a paradise aigrette has each separate

strand bent over at the end. Ostrich heron, paradise

"barnyard fowl," cassowary, hackle, coque and many

other varieties are used collectively and individually for

the Spring hat.

Two colors in endless varieties of tones stand out con-

spicuously—blue and cerise. The blue is a much softer

shade of Alice, and is known variously as King, Copen-
hagen or Saxe blue, although in reality each name applies

to a slightly different shade. Word reaches me direct

from Paris that blue has a slight lead over all other colors

there. It is hard to tell just which here is really in the

h ad. There is certainly much cerise, red and pink shown
here, and many wiseacres are giving the palm to this

K.nge. In dress goods, blue is in the lead. Bordered
effects are the season's fad, whether the material be wool,

cotton or silk. Ecru pongees have wide bands of color

oi a border design. These goods, as do all the border ma-
terials, come 46 inches wide. The waist is, of course,

trimmed with the edge. A clever voile has been intro-

duced, finished along one edge by bands of silk, looking

for all the world as if they had been sewn on, while in

reality they are woven. Voiles are gaining ground and
silk manufacturers who grumbled at their lot last season

have now every reason to rejoice. The Oriental silks are

(he favorite. Pony stripes in all materials are quick sell-

ers. White and colored striped lawn waists, with lace or

self jabots are the leaders in this line; Sleeves are long

and quite small, and gowns and "wraps for all occasions

are short waisted, at least, in the back. An absence of

any shoulder seam is a feature, particularly of coats. This

is an outcome of the kimino sleeve, which is still with us.

Waists having shoulder seams show that the drooping

shoulder is again on the tapis. Separate lace and silk

coats are charming and much in vogue. Colored and
white linen robes were bought up freely by those who
journeyed to Palm Beach, and can be banked on for

Summer trade. The coats are semi-fitted and reach to the

hip line.

Colored linen collars, embroidered or plain, are worn

with practically any waist, silk or cotton. Tiny butterfly

bows of the same color and often material as the collar

are a feature, but in the neckwear department the best

seller, so far, has been the lace or lawn and lace jabot.

Net wasts, no matter how ornate, have a net jabot—de-

tachable, as, of course, all jabots, in fact, collars, too, are

this season. Pique stocks, with striped lawn ties, are in

strong demand. Twin over-collars, with pleated tucker,

are made of colored bordered handkerchiefs. Rarely, if

c ver, has there been such an attractive display of neck-

wear and the introduction of colors in this realm adds

greatly to the charm.

To return once more to the subject of millinery, I wish

to state that while pressed shapes, Milans, Leghorns and

kindred straws are very strong, several braid and hand-

made hats were noted at each display. Chrysanthemum
braid, for instance, is prominent. Draped turbans greet

one as a familiar friend, and from many indications it is

easy to foretell that the pressed hat will not sweep every-

thing before it as formerly.

Manufacturers in all lines are doing a brisk business

and the stores are complaining of no inactivity in the vari-

ous departments devoted to the absorbing question of

dress. NELLIE GUNN McCLELLAND.
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No. 1— Hat of cerise milan

with side flare and helmet

back. High crown banded

with velvet ribbon in deeper

shade and banked with varie-

gated geraniums. Novel

pendent arrangement of buds.

No. 2.—A beehive turban of

fancy green and grey satin

straw with handsome fancy

feather trimming. Velvet
ribbon introduced at base of

crown.

No. 3— Picturesque model of

fine pyroxilined braid and
chiffon. The under brim being

of the straw draped effect

around high crown has motifs

of tuscan braid and a delicate

embroidery in which pink and

blue are introduced. Military

feather finished at base, well

toward the back with large

pink rose. Feather same
shade as the hat, a delicate

straw color.

Fig. 3-
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The Latest Paris Fashions Under Review

.Paris, Feb. 20.—Velvets are playing a very import-

ant part "en Robe de Visit." Velvets are made in so

many ways that the word velvet does not exactly define

the velvets shown to-day. Soft, clinging, with a bright

finish, this material, well made up, and last, but not

least, well worn, is charming, and after all has been

Corselet skirt of one fabric and coat of another. The coat shows the
new high waist, and sloping hip effect. Note the soutache

trimming on the coat — also the large bow at the
neck — known here as the Merry Widow.

said, a woman must be born with that particular apti-

tude, i.e., knowing how to wear a walking dress with as

much grace as a dinner gown. The next season's goods
are light in weight, as becoming the season, but this

early Spring there is every indication of crepe de chine,

voiles, etc., being worn, instead of the customary tailoi-

made. Looking well through the different models, finish-

ed and unfinished, the quantity of pleating and ruchings

are very noticeable. It is a sign that we are likely to

see less cloth. Of course there are very handsome models
in fancy cloth walking costumes, passementerie trimmed,
but they will not be overdone.

There will be a great quantity of fine passementerie

used on light weight materials and also some chenille.

Passementerie in its new form of manufacture, is a verj

handsome trimming, and is sure to be with us for some
time. The plainness of sleeves on tailor-made costumes

is very striking, and there is a tendency to tigM fitting

below the elbow.

The form of coat being made is a short cutaway, in

some cases the cutaway starting from the first button

and sloping away .to just below the hips. Some very

pretty Scotch goods are showing in plaids, navy blue

checks, surmounted by a very much larger check in bot-

tle green, also the same effect in violet and black. The
dressmakers are very busy just now for buyers from all

parts of the world will soon be with us. The excitement

is great, as is also the anxiety of everyone who is in

any way responsible for the success of the season.

It is remarkable to see the way corsages are trimmed

at the shoulder; in some cases drapings fall to knee

length, terminating with a pendant. In other cases

heavy embroidered stoles are formed over each shoulder,

falling to below the hips. From the shoulder point is the

same effect, carried down the arm to sleeve length, per-

fectly flat. Should the skirt be very high waisted, as in

some cases, the same stole effect of embroidery forms a

sash from the waist to the edge of the skirt. The sleeves

are wide and plain to the elbow, terminating with a cuff

of the same trimming.

Long gloves will again be required to complete a

lady's costume this season.

There is a certain smartness about some skirts now
showing. They are very high waisted, tight fitting over

the hips, taking well the form right to the edge of the

skirt. In front the wearer has but a limited space to

walk in, for the train, forming from top

of waist line to much past the length of the skirt, is

stitched so as to flare away from the skirt fan-form

when nearing the ground. The style of skirt being so

draped forms such a novelty as not to require any trim-

ming. In waists crossed over effects with draperies seem

to reign.

A pretty model in ivory Japanese crepe is decidedly

new. The corsage is all through tucked or pleated and

at each pleat there is an "a-jour," which is formed

crossing over the shoulders to attach at side, forming a

"decolte" in front. The back being made on straight

lines, is a groundwork for a drapery "paillete" and

steel. Mousseline de soie, commencing at waist belt, the

drapery is carried straight up to the shoulder, where it

is gathered, forming a half sleeve, and draping the front

in the style of a "Fischer." The waist belt forms a col-
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umn of silk, steel edged, tipped pendants, as is also the

edge of the mousseline forming the sleeves.

The first of really new early Spring hats are ama-
zons, with small round brims and exceptionally high

crowns—almost a gent's silk hat. A. E. DACAM.

London Correspondence.

Bad country road and snow blockades on the railways

for a couple of weeks or so, as was to be expected, have

had anything but a favorable effect on wholesale trade the

past month. Nevertheless travelers are still confident as

Evening Gown Modified Grecian Type.

to the outlook, and believe that as soon as country mer-

chants recover from the effects of the "hard times" scare

and the resultant over-caution, of which signs are not

lacking, things will brighten up considerably.

At the wholesale warehouses the feeling continues

cptimistic. One merchant interviewed said that while he

did not look for a season that would surpass form'er ones,

yet he believed a successful year was in store for all legi-

timate trade. Collections, he said, are a little dull so far,

but the fact that Spring orders are coming in earlier than

in any season for years, was considered a most' encourag-

ing sign.

So, too, in the retail trade. For instance, Smallman

& Ingram believe that the Spring and Summer trade will

be as good as, if not better, than it ever was. The out-

look is considered most hopeful.

McMahen, Granger & Co., wholesale dry goods, have

purchased a site on York Street, west of the Granite

Block, on which they intend erecting a handsome, up-to-

date warehouse. The firm will be compelled to move from
their present premises, owing to their purchase by Fraser

& McMillan, in September next. The new warehouse will

be 50x100 feet, four storeys high, with a shipping room
25x40 in the rear. The importance of this decision lies

in the fact that the firm had in contemplation the re-

moval of their business to Toronto.

The Pandora Hat & Cap Company, of this city, has

gone into voluntary liquidation. Financially, the com-

pany is said to be in good condition, a leading shareholder

declaring the assets to be considerably in excess of the

liabilities.

Col. J. W. Little, of Robinson, Little & Co., is on a

visit to the Pacific Coast in connection with his firm's

rapidly increasing Western trade. He will be away for

a couple of weeks yet.

The annual banquet of the London Board of Trade
was held at the'Tecumseh House on the night of February
28. Hon. Rudolphe Lemieux, Postmaster-General, was the

chief speaker of the occasion.

A despatch from London, Eng., to the New York
Herald says that one of the first British trades to be af-

fected by the financial crisis in America is the Irish linen

trade. The head of one of the largest Irish linen manu-
factories assures me that the traveling men are returning

from America without orders, and those who have big es-

tablishments in the United States report that orders are

very scarce.

Francois& Co.
92 Wood Street

London, E.C.

A PARISIAN HOUSE
in London

for

High-Class

Novelties
in

Trimmed Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Straws, Etc.
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WOOLLEN
Announcement

Fall Samples Ready

Cfl Our sales organization of 13 well-posted salesmen are

now showing the most complete range in our history of

Fall Samples in Woollens and Tailors' Trimmings.

^ If you make sure of seeing the range you will find many
trade winners' and exclusive lines in Suitings and Over-

coatings prices to allow you good profit.

tj Our aim is " always the first to show the newest things."

Get on our visiting list.

SORTING NEEDS

•J Spring business is opening up actively and our im-

mense stock is at your service for quick repeats.

•J Sorting orders have immediate attention whether by

mail, through our representatives or in the house.

<][ Try our Letter Order Department for any wanted lines

in Spring Suitings and Overcoatings. Samples of desir-

able lines are gladly furnished.

A. McDOUGALL & CO.
Sole Proprietor* of the famous

"Blenheim" Serges and

Salt's "Yotsman" Serges

196 McGill Street*] [- - MONTREAL
Branches at

QUEBEC TORONTO WINNIPEG ST. JOHN, N.B.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

Summer Neckwear News

Wash neckwear has increased in popularity during the

past few years, and, according to a prominent manufac-

; urer's opinion, will continue to be the means through

which a profitable business may be done, so long as the

better class of goods are sold. He holds the view that as

soon as cheaper lines of wash neckwear are introduced,

and become common, the higher priced and more profit-

able trade will be killed.

The wash goods for the coming Summer give promise

cf unusual attractiveness in colors and designs. A fea-

ture will be some exquisite goods in silk and linen effects,

with contrasting bar stripes. These come in a variety of

colorings. All linen neckwear, in fancy stripes, mercer-

ized Oxfords, and colored figures and stripes in many
fancy weaves, are among the many lines shown for the

Summer trade. The popular retailing prices for wash
reckwear will be 25, 35 and 50 cents. Some lines to sell

at two for 25 cents will no doubt be sold, but their exploi-

tation will be discouraged by those retailers who have the

best interesta of the trade at heart.

Some distinctive features will characterize the silk

neckwear this Summer. Manufacturers are showing shot

effects, pretty freely, and in a brown warp some pretty

effects will be seen. Brown, in spite of the fact that it

has been worn for some time, promises to be one of the

popular foundation colors in this line of goods. Blues,

of the Copenhagen shade, and purple will also be pretty

freely sold and worn. Plain colors will be strong, but in

figured goods stripes will be the feature. All-over pat-

terns are still worn, but in the New York styles, which

Canadian neckwear makers follow closely they have al-

most entirely given way to stripes, many of them wide.

A manufacturer has evolved a scheme of working zodi-

eal signs into neckwear silks, and fancy colors, with con-

trasting signs for the twelve months of the year are made
up into attractive ties which should prove popular for

birthday gifts.

Four-in-hands will be the dominating shape again, and

they will be made in narrow widths to tie into a small

but long knot. This is to accommodate the style of collar,

which will be most largely worn this Summer.
String and paddle end ties will be worn, particularly

with outing suits.

*

The Year's Hat Styles

Hat styles for 1908, so far as felt goods are concerned,

will show no radical change from those of last year.

Moderation is the word which best describes the charac-

teristics of the hat trade at the present time. There is con-

servatism in styles, as well as in buying.

Derbys and telescopes will hold the bulk of the trade

in felt goods this year, and blacks will be the predomin-

ant color in the former, with a few browns, as usual. The

Derby hats will be generally rather small crowns, with

nicely rounded rim, though there will be the usual modifi-

cations of this general tendency introduced by the various

manufacturers, each of whom will have a pet shape. Noth-

ing startling new, however, is looked for.

The same applies to the telescopes, the colors in which
v. ill be for the most part brown and grey in the varying

shades of each.

One firm has a characteristic shape in telescopes, which
is known as the "Kinky" style. The feature of this hat

is that the brim dips slightly upwards at the front and
rear, and may be dipped jauntily at either point, a feature

v hich will, no- doubt, make it popular with the younger
class of trade.

The same hat is shown in straw. In the straw goods
the same general remark respecting the moderate styles

may be made. There will be no material change from
those prevailing last .year. A few colored hats have been
sold, but the .plain white goods, with black bands, will

predominate as in the past.

Some Shirt Novelties

Some new ideas in fancy negligee shirts will be seen

in the men's furnishing stores this season. An exclusive

Toronto retail house is showing a variety of wide spaced
stripes on fancy grounds, and they promise to be largely

worn by the smart dressers. Other novelties are corded
French percaels, one and one striped Madras, etc. These
are in the higher priced goods, from $2.50 up.

Push Canadian Hats

Retail hatters have a patriotic work to do in the

popularizing of Canadian made felt hats. A large jobber

informed The Review that while domestic hats were equal

in quality to those imported, the public were apparently

prejudiced against them, a prejudice, wholly unwarranted,
since in style and quality Canadian manufacturers are

able to produce goods which will compare favorably with

those of foreign manufacture.

*

Styleles and Suitings

In suitings, sales up to the present have been divided

between practically three shades, lightish grays, browns
and greens, but the impression now seems to be gaining

ground that the grey will again be the prevailing color for

men's wear for this season, the only difference being that

the shade of grey has a much more bluish cast than
formerly, and the plainness is relieved by a more abund-
ant supply of brighter colors in the stripes, which, while

they are by no means loud, are large and attractive.

Brown is a good winter color, but the poorest of shades

for Summer wear in our Canadian climate, the fact that

it is too warm looking being one of the strongest objec-

tions, while the uncertainty of its holding its color is an-

other factor in preventing it from becoming a popular

Spring and Summer color.

In Spring overcoating the most pronounced sales have
been for grey cheviot of the lighter, or what is known as

the Cambridge shade. This makes the most serviceable

and economical coat, as it can be worn on all occasions.

Light fancy worsted of the soft make in a somewhat broad
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self-stripe or herring-bone with a faint line of green or

blue, is also being shown, and is likely to be very popular

as a fad.

The court coat, which experienced a great setback with

the introduction of the raincoat, is regaining its favor as

a handy coat.

Blacks and blues are undergoing a very decided

change, the rough cheviot, after the style of the Irish

serge rapidly displacing the smooth finished worsteds and
serges, which have had a long innings.

Fancy Hat Band Trade

The Summer season of 1908 will be characterized in the

Canadian hat trade as one in which the colored hat band
habit will have reached a highly developed state. Having
its origin a few years ago in an American college town,

and exploiting the college colors, the practice of wearing

fancy hat bands has spread rapidly all over the continent,

anl almost every conceivable combination of colors has

been utilized. At first stripes were adhered to, but this

year figures will be employed.

One manufacturer has used the Swastika emblem in

an effective manner.

This year these bands will be very extensively used on

telescope and straw hats, and the habit promises to be-

come very popular among the smart dressers of Canada.

*

Opportunity for Children's Clothing

A great many dry goods stores in Canada are missing

opportunities of making money by neglecting or ignoring

the growing demand for juvenile clothing. The general

dry goods store is the most natural place for the mother

in search of a new suit for her young son to look. It is

where she buys her own clothing, and if that merchant

carried a stock of children's clothing, it is reasonable to

assume that he would be able to supply the wants of the

sons of their lady customers.

One of the trade tendencies of the present is the de-

velopment of the children's clothing industry. It is a

rational tendency, too, because, what mother would not

prefer to visit the store in which she does her buying and
procure a child's suit ready to wear, than to go to the

trouble of having one made, particularly when she recog-

nizes that the latter is an exceedingly problematical

process?

There is opportunity for such scope in the originality

of design of children's clothing, and such a wide variety

of styles are possible that it is much more satisfactory to

go to a store where the boy may be fitted and have the

suit sent home the same day, than to run the risk of hav-

ing something made which, when it is completed, may not

be suitable.

A number of dry goods stores have already opened a

department of this kind, and where it has been given care-

ful attention the results have been satisfactory, and the

c pinion is held that many more stores could do a profit-

able business in this line.

There is an opportunity here which, at least, the mer-

chant in each town should take advantage of. It is the

one who first takes the proposition up seriously, and gives

it some careful consideration who will get and hold the

business.

The manufacturers of this class of garments in Can-
ada have produced some particularly dressy and attrac-

tive lines, and the merchant that puts in a stock and dis-

plays them effectively will find that his store has developed

a new popularity with the youngsters and their mothers.

The Review knows of at least one store in Ontario in

which a stock of children's clothing will be opened this

Spring in connection with a general dry goods stock, and
there is every reason to beneve that satisfactory results

will follow.

One essential to the success of such a department is a

careful study of the peculiarities of this class of trade. It

must not be assumed that a stock can be put in, and that

no further attention need be paid to it, because if this

course is followed the results will be disastrous.

The best plan will be to give the management of this

department to one of your clerks and make him respon-

sible for its success. This will necessitate his giving some
time to a study of the conditions, and the department is

more likely to prove a success than if it is left to anyone
in the store who happens to have the time.

*
To Hold Men's Trade

The clerk who cultivates the faculty of remembering
the likes and dislikes of the men who occasionally patron-

ize his store has gone a long way towards holding them as

permanent customers.

A man is seldom naturally inclined to shopping. He
likes to do business at one place so long as he feels

that he is being rightly treated there and that his trade is

really appreciated by the management and the clerk who
waits upon him. It may be that he is sometimes a little

particular and sometimes unduly sensitive about atten-

tion, but he is very seldom unreasonable in his demands
on the clerk. To be recognized as a factor that is worth

something in the business of the place will go a very long

way toward holding the business of many men who are

willing to have an habitual place of buying their goods.

Equivalents for their Money

Men are not naturally stingy, as a rule, but they know
how they came by the money they are spending, and they

desire to give it up only as they feel assured they are

gaining some equivalent for it. They are liable to be

slightly suspicious until the clerk is able to assure them

by his manner that he is dealing with them squarely so

far as he is aware. That refers to men in general. Of
course, there are sometimes fellows who will believe you

are attempting to cheat them, even though you should be

willing to make affidavit to everything you state. Of
them, we will have to talk some other time. The average

man may not be a rapid purchaser, but he is a rapid de-

cider as soon as he is shown something that really suits

him and as soon as he feels assured there is nothing better

to be afforded him for the money he is willing to spend.

Many men go to a store with a definite idea that they

will not spend above a certain amount for a suit, or a hat,

or shoes, or whatever they desire to purchase, and unless

they are shown something within that limit they are very

liable not to purchase and not to be willing to look at any-

thing else. If a man tells you that he wants a suit at

not over twelve dollars, don't be foolish enough to haul

out one at fifteen as a starter, or one at nine. Get him

the clothes he stipulates and let him look them over thor-

oughly, and then you can bring forward the other goods

for comparison or persuasion.

Popular Collar Styles

For business wear during the Summer now approach-

ing, the standing turn-down will have preference, and

about the only essential difference in style is that the open-

ing will be extremely narrow, necessitating the wearing of

ties which make up a small knot.
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Any design of crest or flag made to

order of felt, silk or bunting—you need
only send a rough sketch and colors of

what you want.

For further particulars and prices write to

GEO. E. FIGG
M\NUFACTURER OF

Neckwear, Crests, Flags

and
The Figg Cravat Holder

715 Wellington St., - MONTREAL

Many More

Dollars Come
your way if you supply
Hotels, Clubs, Restaur-
ants, Butchers, Barbers,
Grocers,Waiters, Cooks,
etc., with the

Miller Brand |

Washable Clothing
Our line of Fancy Vests, Sleeve Vests,
White Duck Coats and Suits, Abbatoir
Coats, Bar Aprons and Caps are

The Best on the Market
All our garments are well made and
finished in high-grade ducks, drills, etc.,

at prices that will

Return You a Good Profit

1 The

S Miller Manufacturing Co.
4i OFFICE : Limited FACTORY :

jj 505 YONGE ST. 251-253 MUTUAL ST.

4 TORONTO

Exclusive Patterns in Shirts

Is a Good Thing for You.
All Our Patterns are Our Own Property.

No other manufacturer can use them.
Don't you think it will pay you to have Patterns
that your next door neighbor has not got, especially
if the SHIRTS have " The Hagen " Label

Trader-

Look for the

The Hagen Shirt & Collar Company, Limited

Berlin, - Canada
Western Representatives

:

THE WRIGHT-McMILLAN CO.

159 Portage Ave., Winnipeg

Eastern Representative

:

J. W. BROWN,
30 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal

fern

I}
7

hen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Gloves

and

Mitts

Here's

Your

Standard

An examination of the Fall Line will prove in-

teresting and profitable.

Robert Ryan Co.
Three Rivers, Que.

Wreyford & Co.
Romain Building, TORONTO
WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Best Values in Unshrinkable Underwear
and Hosiery.

Novelties in Knitted Coats for Gentlemen
and Ladies.

Cellular AERTEX Underwear
All Weights and Shapes in Stock.

Selling Agents for the following Manufacturers :

Young & Rochester,
LONDON AND LONDONDERRY

Shirts and Collars,

Fancy Vests— Knitted and Tattersal,

Dressing Gowns and House Coats,

Neckwear, Flannel Shirts, etc.

A. L. Thomas, Worcester, Eng.

Cape and Elk Gloves,

Ringwood and Vicuna Gloves.

ARRANGE TO SEE OUR FULL RANGE FOR FALL.

THE"CRAVENETTE"CO., LTD.,

^affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

DUST-PROOF
As well as

RAIN-PROOF
/fe Trademark^

PROOFED BY

Fac-simile of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The (

Co., Ltd.,

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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TRESS& CO.
Gables, " Tress, London,"

A. B.C. Code, 4th Edition

Makers of the finest

T SOFT and STIFF FELT

LONDON, England anu sm HATS

STRAW HATS, CAPS

and HELMETS

3, 5 and 7 Stamford St.

Established over half a Century

REVILLON BROS., LIMITED, 134136 McGill Street, MONTREAL, have made
arrangements to take over our selling agency for Canada.

More People Ask For Pen -Angle
because the Pen-Angle reputation is greater. For years

the Pen-Angle trade-mark has been the guide by which

thousands have found the way to perfect Underwear

satisfaction. Those who now wear Pen-Angle don't

want to experiment with any other brand—and those who
don't wear Pen-Angle will thank the merchant who
introduces it to them. Pen-Angle is easiest sold—and

makes permanent customers.

PENMANS, Limited, Paris, Canada

Angle

For the warmer months the low turn-down collars,

which were largely worn last Summer, and whose strong

point is the comfort with which they may be worn, will

be popular again.

Wing collars, which are serviceable at all times will

be worn again quite freely, and considerable latitude will

be permitted in the depth of the point, though it is pre-

dicted that the most popular shape in this style will be
the medium wing, with rounded corners. While this may
not lie t lie most comfortable shape, it is the more dressy

looking, and this consideration will, no doubt, have weight

in the selection of this collar for many occasions.

Dufort & Major, merchant tailors, Montreal; dis-

solved.

George H. Katzermeyer, tailor and men's furnisher,

Rodney; deceased.

McLean & Campbell, clothing, Montreal; dissolved;

R. C. McLean registered.

TWO SUSPENDER LEADERS

COMMON SENSE:

WIZARD:

A new suspender giving maximum of com-
fort by simple joining piece in (he back,
leather ends, splendid web.
A striking feature of this suspender is the
cord end, which works on a swiveL

These lines are trade winners and profit makers. Send for Samples and Prices.

Globe Suspender Co.,
J. ALPHONSE OUIMET,

366 St. Paul St., Montreal

Rock Island, P.Q.
L. 0. PAOUETTE.

70 Church St., Quebec
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MADE IN CANADA
BY

THE BERLIN SUSPENDER

BUTTON CO.
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WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
In all Styles

"Tailor Made" Brand
Price $6.50, $8,50, $9.00, $10.50.

A good stock ready for immediate delivery.

All Shirts Full Sized. Quality and Fit Unquestioned.

Write or Wire your needs.

The SMITH (EL McliEOWN
SHIRT MTO. CO. Ltd. 16 Cot» St.. MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Carpets, Housefurnishings and Decorations

The Rug Field

While business up to the present has not been of a re-

cord-breaking character, yet the amount of orders placed

has been satisfactory. During the past week or so, in

particular, the trade has shown an increased interest in

carpets and rugs, and city buyers are operating with con-

siderable freedom. This is only to be expected. Buyers

now seem convinced of the futility of holding off any

longer, in the hope of inducing mills to put down their

prices.

Reports from all over the country indicate a good rug

business being done from a jobbing standpoint. Up to

date, while figures are not quite equal to a year ago, the

increased activity in buying during the past week prom-

ises well and the season will probably terminate quite as

satisfactory as during the past two or three years.

Some jobbers now claim, and justly, that they have to

do business on so close a margin that there is little profit

left for them. The trouble seems to be the wholesaler

wishing to give his customers the best possible value, has

to pay the penalty of not advancing his prices sufficiently

to cover himself.

*

Carpets

The Spring outlook in the carpet business is fairly

bright. Up to the present writing it has showed no ma-
terial change over last month. Canadian carpet manu-
facturers and wholesale houses state that advance orders

from every section of the country, while not up to previ-

ous years, were fairly satisfactory. City trade, also, was
as good as expected. Just now sorting orders are coming

in fairly well.

From a wholesale standpoint, stocks are somewhat
heavy, as quite a number of merchants would not take

shipments of goods, which were ordered in September,

before the beginning of the month. In previous seasons

these shipments were generally made during December
and January.

Concerning repeats, most jobbers are optimistic. With
the biggest season with the retailer now at hand, April

ought to see them coming in as usual. Progressive mer-

chants should anticipate all requirements at once for the

moving trade throughout April and the first three days in

May.

In retail realms, city trade is now fairly active and is

expected to be strong till well on in June. Trade in the

country has been good in some localities, while in others

it has been only fair. In the Maritime Provinces, trade

has been exceptionally active, while in Quebec business

has been up to the average of that city. The demand for

carpets throughout Ontario and especially in the West
has been poor, but with the approach of May, one of the

biggest carpet selling months in the year, it is expected

to again reach its former level.

Three-quarter Goods

The feeling for three-quarter goods continues as strong

as in previous years, and shows a steady growing demand

in Wiltons and Axminsters. Brussels, also, continue to

forge to the fore in a record manner. Tapestries have

also sold fairly well for Spring. Ingrain and wool car-

pets, especially those of home manufacture, are in good

request in small stores, and their popularity shows no

sign of abating. All lines are now selling fairly well at

retail in every section, and it seems that higher prices in

all lines have not restricted trade. As regards patterns,

they show no material change. Speaking generally, fawns
and drabs are in strong request, while greens, especially in

the soft, light tones, are also prominent. Red tones are

in fair demand, while. blues, never shown very largely by

manufacturers, have been bought in one or two cases for

bedroom purposes. A bedroom with a blue carpet on the

floor and a blue and rose wallpaper is hard to improve

on. Oriental designs continue strong for dining-rooms

and halls. Red and blue Oriental patterns in three-quar-

ter and four-quarter widths have been strong favorites

for stairs this Spring.

*

Retail End

Large city stores are doing a bigger rug business than

ever before. Rug sales are more easily effected, but the

profits are much less than fji the same amount of carpet.

Most city stores make rugs from their carpet remnants,

and have found the idea a paying one. In rugs, two-tones

and Orientals continue in popular favor, while colored

florals are also in demand among the cheaper grades of

rugs. As far as colors are concerned for this season, they

follow, pretty well along the lines of the three-quarter

piece goods.

Wholesalers, as regards ranges of rugs, have much
larger stocks and better assortments than ever before.

Hemp Carpets.

The trade finds the demand for hemp carpets very

good. These carpets have no set patterns or colors.

Prices at wholesale range from 10 to 25 cents yer yard.

China and Jap Mattings.

Placing orders for mattings have been very good,

especially in the cheaper lines, running from 10 cents to

20 cents per yard. Stensils and ingrains are selling well.

Prices run in Chinese lines from 10% cents to 15

cents per yard at wholesale, and the Jap lines, run from

131/2 to 25 cents. The feeling for the more expensive

lines is only fair.

Wall Paper Transfer

Montreal capitalists organized as the Reg. N. Boxer

Co., Limited, have bought the business of the Menzie

Wall Paper Co., Limited, Toronto. It is their intention

to improve the plant and extend the connection of the

old concern. The new firm is already laying plans with
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this in view. The officers of the concern are as follows:

Reg. N. Boxer, President and General Manager; F. C.

Hanson, Vice-President; F. Melvin Hulbis, Secretary-

Treasurer, and the remaining directors are S. S. Boxer

and H. Watson.

R. N. Boxer, the general manager, has had a varied

experience in the wall paper business and is well known

in that trade. F. C. Hanson was formerly a traveler for

the imported wall paper business of R. N. Boxer, while

Mr. E. Melvin Hulbis was of the office staff of the Wat-

son, Foster Co., Limited, wall paper manufacturers, Mon-

treal. S. S. Boxer and H. Watson, pioneers in the wall

paper business are directors of the Watson Foster Co.,

Limited, Montreal.

When R. N. Boxer was asked if the new concern had

any direct connection with the Watson, Foster Co., Limit-

ed, Montreal, he stated positively "Our relations with

the Watson, Foster Co., Limited!, will, we trust, be

amicable, but not more so than with any other of the

wall paper concerns. The policy of this concern will be

entirely independent."

The Canadian wall paper industry is expanding rapid-

ly and the new concern will carry on with increased

energy the well established trade of the old Menzie con-

cern.

The business of the Menzie Company was taken over

by the Boxer Company on February 15, and the factory

is now being operated by the new concern, which has no

connection with the former owners. The head office will

be located in Toronto, where the executive officers will

reside. Downtown offices will be secured in the near

future.

The Imperial Carpet Co.
LIMITED

60 Front Sreet West

TORONTO

n Business is now commencing to move in

Carpets. Your customers are probably

beginning to consider their Spring clean-

ing campaign. Is your stock in shape

to meet their requirements ? Better

think it over and send your enquiries

promptly and ask for particulars of

our Cut Order Department, together

with the list of special values we have

to offer in Velvet, Tapestry and

Ingrains.

THE CARPET HOUSE OF CANADA

THE clear sighted merchant anxious to build up

and hold against competition the kind of trade

that grows more profitable every year, knows

that no one thing contributes so much to his success as

the carrying in stock of the standard articles in each

line.

There is in every field of manufacture, one name

that is synonymous with admitted superiority. Fifty

years of concentrated effort to improve the processes

of manufacture to that point of perfection where the

Product becomes flawless have brought this prestige to

1S&STAUNTON x
SVTCRIORVALLPAPERS

une

They are identified in the public's mind with all that goes

to make wall paper beautiful and attractive. Their designs are

new and more attractive each season. The materials used are

the best to be had—bestowing upon them an air of un-

approachable quality. Their colorings are rich and durable

—

proof of honesty in manufacture and a strong influence in hold-

ing the trade of every customer you once sell to. No effort

has been spared in their manufacture to make it easy for every

dealer in Staunton Wall Papers to justify fully his claim that he

carries the best that are made.

Write us for samples, sent you prepaid if you mention

" Dry Goods Review."

STAUNTONS
LIMITED

941 YONGE STREET

TORONTO ONTARIO
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

Lee, Behrens&Co.
Limited

SUCCESSORS TO

R. STANWAY
2 King Edward St., Newgate St., LONDON, E.C.

AND

WM. MANSER & CO.,
21 Warwick Lane, LONDON, E.C.

DEPARTMENTS
CHINTZ, CRETONNES, PRINTED LINENS and

WARP PRINTED (Shadow) TAFFETAS for 1908

now in the hands of Agents.

TAPESTRIES, COTTON and WOOL FRIEZE VELVETS
ANTIQUE SILKS and BROCATELLES UTRECHT VELVETS
ALL SILK DAMASKS PLAIN ARRAS SATINS
SILK and WOOL DAMASKS LINEN PLUSHES ES&ffi)

ANTIQUE DAMASKS and BROCADES BUMP INTERLINING

We have an exceptional Range of Designs and Colours in

Cretonnes, Chintz, Damasks, Etc.
A LARGE STOCK OF EACH NUMBER

Prompt Attention given to Applications for Samples

2 King Edward St., Newgate St., LONDON, E.C.

WM. MANSER, General Manager

Selling Agent for Canada—MICHAEL PHELAN, 505 Lindsay Bldgs., St. Catherine St., Montreal
" " " United States—E. T. GRAY, 27 East 22nd Street, New York.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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How Renfrew Merchant Developed Mail Order Business

Giving Personal Attention and Taking Advantage of Some Favorable

Local Conditions I. E. Pedlow Has Built Up Satisfactory Trade

in Mail Orders — The Essential Qualifications for Success.

The only exclusive dry goods store in Renfrew, a town

of about 4,000 population, is conducted by Isaac E. Ped-

iow. The nature of the trade in Renfrew is such that it

can ordinarily be handled more satisfactorily in a general

store, the usual practice in communities where agriculture

ie the staple industry. In spite of this apparent handicap,

however, Mr. Pedlow has built up a trade averaging more

than $1,000 a week. One of the most interesting features

of his business is the fact that a considerable proportion

of the trade is done in a mail order department, a branch

which, under what would naturally be looked upon as un-

favorable conditions, has been developed into an import-

ant factor in the store's business.

The story of the development of this department is a

most interesting one. No catalogues are distri-

buted and no advertising is done outside of the

excellent. An order can be received at noon, sent from
Chapleau the night before, and the goods are shipped out

at three o'clock the same afternoon. This is, of course,

much better service than could be given by the Toronto
mail order houses, and this facility of transportation is

token full advantage of.

The business of the mail order branch is confined al-

most entirely to dress goods, and is done largely as a
result of samples sent out in response to requests for

them. Order blanks are sent to prospective customers,

much the same in style as those of the Toronto catalogue

houses, and a practical demonstration of the ability of the

Renfrew store to compete successfully with them is furn-

ished by the fact that frequently orders are sent to Mr.
Pedlow on Simpson's and Eaton's order forms. On the

day that The Review representative visited Renfrew,

Interior View of T. E. Pedlows Store, Renfrew This illustration shows how decoration for a special
occasion is carried out.

local press, and the success which Mr. Pedlow has made
may be attributed to the fact that he took advantage of

what few circumstances there were favoring the operation

of a mail order branch, and, what is most important, gives

the department his personal attention. The latter con-

sideration is undoubtedly the most important factor con-

tributing to its success.

The condition prevailing favorable to the operation of
a mail order store in Renfrew is the facility with which
orders can be filled. The trade is drawn almost entirely

from towns along the main line of the C.P.R. from Carle-

ton Place to Chapleau, and the train service between the

towns intermediary to those mentioned and Renfrew is

orders were received from persons who used Eaton's
blanks.

,

Requests for samples are frequently sent to the To-
ronto stores and to Mr. Pedlow, and the latter claims that

invariably his prices and the prompt and careful attention

given by him, prove sufficiently attractive to bring the

business to his store. In his advertising, in which the

mail order service is featured, he deals in a broad way
with the difference in prices between Toronto catalogue

houses and Renfrew stores. In this advertising he quotes

prices charged by ,the former, and compares them with
identical articles in the Renfrew stores—not necessarily

his store. It is unnecessary to say to Review readers
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

LL I

REGISTERED
Fringe NetsP^mii

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

EVERY NET

NOTE THE TIGHT HAIR at the bottom of the Net which
when placed over the forehead, forms a neat "Bag"' shape,
heaping the front dressing of hair "Tidy " whilst allowing
ample fulness.

GUARANTEED

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net

obtainable. A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with orders for one gross and upwards.

Pfa^FIVWAI n RRflC LONDON. PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also of popular Hair Nets,
lUJtJlJll TT -\1jU IJIHU., Hair Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents fo Canada

:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd., 70 Bay Street TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

that invariably these comparisons are made to the de-

cided advantage of the local stores.

A customers' list, numbering well over half a thousand

names, has been prepared, and it embraces buyers from

practically every town along the C.P.R. from Carleton

Place to Port Arthur, and many towns on the two other

railway lines entering Renfrew. These customers are cir-

cularized at intervals.

The mail order business is, of course, strictly cash, the

customer paying the transportation charges.

As illustrating the means by which a mail order trade

may be developed it is noted that in Lethbridge, Alta.,

which is referred to as a representative example, a lady

who had formerly lived in Renfrew, continued to buy

frm Mr. Pedlow, through his mail order branch. Gradu-

ally other orders were received from that town, and this

development is due to the fact that the first lady told her

friends of her purchases, and they, on her recommenda-

tion, sent a trial order, which was followed by others.

This process has been followed in many of the towns

from which considerable business is now being secured.

An evidence of the faith the customers place in the

ability to the store to give satisfaction is furnished by

this typical incident. A lady living in one of the northern

Ontario towns had a daughter attending college at

Whitby, and she ordered a dress to be made up from

goods selected from sample, and to measurements taken

by herself, and sent to Mr. Pedlow 's dressmaker. Confi-

dence in- a store developed to this extent is a most valu-

able asset for any business man or firm.

A successful mail order department, according to this

merchant, may be successfully developed if local condi-

tions are favorable, and if close personal attention is

given the business. This is the essential feature in build-

ing up a mail business, and, without it, success is practi-

cally impossible of achievement. No methods out of the

ordinary have been employed in the establishment and de-

velopment of this mail order business. An opportunity

was recognized and 'taken advantage of, with the result

that a business aggregating a fair proportion of last

year's $60,000, trade of the store was handled in this de-

partment, and with considerable satisfaction.

A fact in connection with the volume of business done

by Mr. Pedlow is interesting, as showing the possibilities.

In a town with a population of about 3,200, and where

there is practically no manufacturing operations carried

on, his business is equal to about $20 per capita of the

population, or nearly $100 per family. On this basis the

volume of business done by that store in one line—dry

goods only—will stand comparison with that done by the

large department stores, with the greater opportunities

they enjoy.

Mr. Pedlow 's connection with the retail business of

Renfrew dates back twenty-two years, when he went

there in the capacity of manager of a branch store for a

Kingston firm. He later offered to buy this firm out, and,

upon refusal, decided to open a store for himself, with the

result as outlined in this article.

"This stock of carpets has just been gone through,

and some very good designs have been neglected. We don't

care to carry patterns over, so if low prices would sell

them, we would prefer to let them go."—Dundas & Fla-

velle, Limited, Lindsay.
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Chatham Correspondence.

During the quiet season, from the middle of February

to the first week in March, Wm. Foreman & Co. use

their millinery show room for a linen room. This gives

them a great deal more room to display their fine range

of linens. This experiment has been tried during the last

three or four years, and has resulted very satisfactorily,

so that people now look forward to it at this time of

year. When the stock goes back into its old department,

the public know much better what to look for when they

visit the linen department.

At a time when special sales are all the go, Messrs.

Foreman & Co. have made a radical innovation. They

make a point of displaying their new goods early. They

find that they can sell higher class good's early, as peo-

ple interested in good goods generally make an early se-

lection, knowing that at a later stage of the season,

when everyone is buying, the stocks will not be so com-

prehensive. Furthermore, many people seem tired and

nauseated with the multitude of bargain sales, and seem

to turn with relief to this early display of good stuffs.

Geo. Meynell has installed a new American copper-

finished show case in his store. The case is lighted by

eight incandescent tubular lighls.

Webber & Sommerville are remodeling their tailoring

establishment on Fifth street.

Halifax Correspondence.

F. P. Hayden, one of the largest retail dry goods

merchants in Halifax, has assigned to the official as-

signee. His liabilities are said to be very heavy.

G. A. Smith, of G. M. Smith & Co., retail dry

goods, left for England last week to purchase goods for

his firm.

The store and contents of Smith & Co., Ltd., dry

goods merchants, of Truro, was recently destroyed by

fire. The firm had $3,500 insurance on the stock. Last

week Eldridge A. Smith, the senior member of the firm,

died, after an illness of one month. He was a prominent

citizen of the town of Truro, and had been identified with

the dry goods business for many years. For a long time

he was connected with the dry goods firm of William

Cummings & Sons, and later joined the dry goods firm

of Gladwin, Smith & Hay. About nine years ago he

became the head of the firm of Smith & Co., and was in

this connection at the time of his death. He was the

president and one of the most active supporters of the

Y.M.C.A.
Thomas Vooght, Sr., of the dry goods firm of Vooght

Bros., of North Sydney, sailed on the Empress of Ire-

land for Liverpool, to purchase Spring goods. Arthur

Vooght will leave shortly for New York, where he will

take passage for a three months' trip to the Mediter-

ranean. Before returning he will also spend two months

in England.

In his annual review, the chairman of the Board of

Trade's dry goods committee, says :

"The year 1907 for the dry goods trade has been a

fairly satisfactory one. The very severe Winter of 1006-

07 and the almost unprecedentedly late Spring, as well

as the very cold Summer, were serious drawbacks to the

trade in the Maritime Provinces, but even under these

adverse conditions, the trade, we believe, was full/ up

to the average.

Another very serious drawback has been the very slew

and unsatisfactory deliveries of the mills, which have re-

sulted in the loss of a good many thousand dollars of

trade through the inability to fill the orders which had

already been booked. Among these items were a good

many lines of grey cottons, flannelettes, white cottons,

sheetings, domets, hosiery, underwear of all classes, and

many other lines of goods. This tended to diminish very

considerably the volume of sales and the goods, in a

great many cases, were so late coming in that the sea-

son was about over and customers refused to take de-

liveries.

"Another drawback to the volume of business was
the high prices of many classes of goods, so high in fact

that a good many of the retail merchants in the coun-

try objected to placing orders in anything but small

quantities, further curtailing the amount of business that

might have been done had prices been anywhere normal.

"The stringency of the money market also tended to

restrict transactions during the last months of the year

and will likely curtail to some extent the purchases made
during the coming spring.

"The improved connections with the entire western

shore afforded by the H. & S. W. Railway have proved a

very great boon and we think Halifax has been able to

obtain through these a much larger share of the trade

of this part of the country than previously.

The failures' during the year have been rather more
than in 1906, beginning with about September, when quite

a number of failures took place in the eastern part of

the country, more particularly in Cape Breton.

"Payments during the year have been on the whole
fairly satisfactory, equally as much so, we think, as dur-

ing the year 1906.

"The prospects for business during the incoming
year hardly look quite as bright as they did a year ago.

Prices have fallen to some considerable extent, not so

much in the dry goods line as in some other departments
of business, but the same process that is now taking

place with these may extend during the year to the dry

goods business.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS. SILKS, VELVETS. RIBBONS. LACE, ETC.

ALL V«fAl

ttSa
NTEED MONTREALUNEQUALLED TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC
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Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers

From Information Supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of

THE REVIEW do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

The Nazareth Waist Union Suit.

This is the latest contribution of

the Nazareth Waist Co. for the com-

fort of childhood and is sure to be

a seller wherever shown. It is as

the makers term it, a double header,

and is a combination of their jjopu-

lar waist and a union suit all in one

garment.

It has all the good features of the

Nazareth waist, it is made of the

same elastic fabric, has the bone but-

tons, pin tubes for supporters and

tapes for supporting the outer gar-

ments. And as well it has all the

advantages of a union suit. It is

just the thing for children's Sum-
mer wear as it means one garment in

the place of two. That means extra

coolness in the heated season for the

child, and less work for the mother.

Tuck's Easter Lines.

Perhaps never before has there

been offered to the trade in the Do-

minion such a marvellous array of

Easter novelties as appear in the

collection of Raphael Tuck & Sons.

Perhaps the feature which will ex-

cite the greatest surprise, and will

please the artistic sense most is the

marvellous array of post cards

shown, and the many novel and ar-

tistic effects produced by as many
different processes. Iridescent back-

grounds in all the colors of the rain-

bow, real photographs, taken from
life, of graceful girls clinging to

floral crosses, ecclesiastical designs

by famous painters, picturesque ca-

thedrals, fluffy chickens and mother
hens, Spring flowers and Easter
blossoms in seemingly endless pro-

fusion, and "Glistening Dew" post

cards (an entirely new and dazzling

effect) showing the sparkling dew as

it rests upon the bosom of the flower

or glistens in the Spring landscape.

There are Easter cards of all sorts,

sizes and patterns, and at prices

to suit all purses, but each bearing

the impress of the Tuck genius,

which, as is well known, means the

apex of artistic excellence. We were

also shown a large line of birthday

cards and birthday post cards and an

amazing comprehensive collection

of "Oilette" post cards embracing

what seemed to be every possible va-

riety of subject.

The establishment of a branch

house in Canada has evidently prov-

en an eminently successful venture,

for this company is daily in receipt

of orders from all parts of the Do-

minion. Catalogues and price lists of

their various publications may be

had for the asking.

Greenshields Limited.

General activity prevails in all the

various departments of Green-

shields Limited, these days. From
the top of the house to the bottom,

or in other words, every section is

fairly busy filling orders and shipping

them to their various destinations.

It would be hard to pick out any

one department as being busier than

the rest as all report trade in a

very healthy condition.

The glove department report sales

active, with large orders coming in

daily. Lisles, taff°tas, and in a few

cases pure silks, are all in demand.
The feeling for long gloves, while not

up to last year, continues strong1

.

Short gloves in both glace and suede

finish for immediate use, are also

prominent.

The stock of taffeta and velvet

ribbons in all the latest shades ind

qualities, is complete, and orders for

these will be promptly filled.

Wash goods are going well as the

assortment is most complete. White,

colored, and printed wash goods are

in stock and are as ever the newest

possible. Mercerized mousselines,

which are shown in eight different

varieties, are also selling well. Vic-

toria lawns, India linens, Persian

lawns, nainsooks, Swiss books,

Swiss spots and stripes are all

stocked in the best qualities and in

large assortments.

In the ready-to-wear department
there is a fairly good demand for

white shirt waists, in combination

embroidery and lace effects. These
lines have had a fairly good sale,

bringing in many comfortable repeats

from all sections of the country.

NEW ADVERTISERS

Boulter Waugh & Co.. Montreal
Canada Newspaper Syndicate Ltd., Toronto
T)e Saurea, F. D,, Toron'o
Imperial Raincoat & Cloak Co., Toronto
Newell Mfg. Co.. Present, Ont
Phillip*. J. N., & Co , Manchester. Eng.
Reinhart Varieties Co., Canton, Ohio
Schack Artificial Flower Co.. Chicngo
Raphael Tuck & Sons Co., New York and
Montreal

This clearly indicates that the de-

mand will increase as the season ad-

vances. They (Greenshields) are in a

position to look after the wants of

their customers. They also have a

complete range of whitewear. Special

values are shown in all lines in de-

mand.

Now that the retail carpet trade

is in full swing this firm would

draw attention of the trade to the

fact that anything in the carpet and

housefurnishing lines can be had from

them at the shortest notice. Their

large and varied stock affords the

best selection in the trade—carpets,

oilcloths, linoleums, curtains,

squares of all grades, mattings, cre-

tonnes, art muslins, pillows and

cushions are shown in the latest de-

signs. Merchants would do well to

inspect this stock as there is every-

thing to please and prices are right.
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Standard Umbrella Mfg. Co.

Spring umbrella shipments are

practically complete and this firm

is in a splendid position to give

prompt repeats. Novelties are add-

ed constantly to their line and gold

effects in the knob style of ladies'

umbrellas are popular. Some ad-

ditional lines in gun-metal are worthy

of notice.

In men's lines partridge and"carved

boxwood effects are the newest ideas.

Merchants in search of a leader

for Spring trade should see the

"Liter" umbrella. It is a light-

weight, self-opener and is no heavier

than an ordinary umbrella. Th{is

fact should make it very popular.

Samples will be sent by addressing

Standard Umbrella Manufacturing

Co., 215 Notre Dame St. west, Mon-
treal.

Canada Newspaper Syndicate.

Up to about a year ago drygoods-

men and merchants in general, had

to send for their cuts which they de-

sired to use in newspaper advertise-

ments, to the United States, and

then they were not always able to

get just the cuts they desired to use.

About a year ago several of the

largest firms in the United States,

such as Barnes-Crosby, Meyer-Both,
and the Hawtin Engraving Company
established an agency in Canada, to

enable advertisers to get good cuts

at the same price as they are being

sold in the United States.

The Canada Newspaper Syndicate,

Limited, Montreal, who represents

these three firms, is issuing weekly
over 2,000 cuts of all descriptions,

for men's clothing- and furnishings,

and cuts for the general dry goods
trade.

The largest dry goods houses in

Canada are using no other cuts but

those from the Canada Newspaper
Syndicate, Ltd., and advertisers us-

ing these cuts have not failed to ap-

preciate the quick and good service

they are getting.

This firm is at all times pleased

to give suggestions of all kinds, to

send proofs of any cuts desired, and
is only too pleased to put anyone
desiring cuts on their mailing lists,

and on the list for their monthly
publication, "Store News."

They own and operate the lar-

gest plant of its kind in Canada,
and over 300 of the best artists in

America are at their disposal, and
consequently all orders for special

drawings, engravings, and anything

in this line, are executed in Barnes-

Crosby and Meyer-Both quality.

Of course, everything issued by

Barnes-Crosby, such as dry goods

folders, millinery opening folders,

etc., and everything issued by Meyer-

Both, such as men's folders and

mailing cards, is handled by them,

and they are pleased to send sam-

ples and quotations upon request.

John Macdonald Co., Toronto.

John Macdonald & Cov Limited,

state it is evident from the way that

assorting business has commenced

the demand for sorting lines will be

greater than usual.

Manufacturers are not reducing

prices and stocks are being reduced

more rapidly than would appear on

the surface. They would, therefore,

advise their customers to place their

orders with them as early as pos-

sible, as they believe, later in the

season, there will be a shortage in

some lines. Their stuck in every de-

partment is now fully assorted.

The carpet department is in full

swing for the Spring house furnish-

ings business—a great assortment of

squares in tapestry, brussels, velvets,

axminsters and wiltons in all the

latest designs and colorings. Yard

goods in designs suitable for all

rooms. New goods just opened up

and the display surpasses previous

seasons. Carpet samples and carpet

square samples have been secured

for the letter order trade. Samples

of every class of floor covering can

be sent to customers. Linoleums and

oil cloths in all grades in printed and

inlaid, an immense range of designs

—floral block and hardwood effects.

Sample patterns in lithographed form

can be sent by mail. John Macdonald

& Co., Limited, state that indications

for the coming season are a big rib-

bon season. They are prepared for

it with all lines of plain taffeta,

faillentine and louicine ribbons of

exceptional value in all the new
shades. They also mention a big

stock and superior value in cambric

and muslin embroideries, edgings,

corset cover embroideries and all-

overs!. Hosiery, in foreign and

domestic lines. Cotton hosiery, in-

cluding Hermsdorf dyed goods. Also

plain cashmere and ribbed in ladies'

and children's sizes. Ladies' and
children's cotton vests, in short and

long sleeves. Also drawers. In dress

goods they show the largest choice

ever shown of new effects in chiffon

broadcloths, chiffon panamas, striped

taffeta cloths, striped panamas
;

serges, cheviots, cashmeres, Venetians.

Ready-to-wear goods. A magnificent

range of new American designs in

shirt waists in batiste, lawn and

Swiss muslin. Also a large range

of ladies' dress skirts. In white un-

der wear a big range of corset covers,

drawers, gowns, underskirts at all

I he popular prices.

Importers' Tables.

A decided aid to all classes of im-

porters of goods from countries us-

ing francs, marks or kronens is

Creig's importers' advance tables.

Many merchants buying from France,

Germany, Austria, Switzerland, etc..

have 'had difficulty in finding the

American equivalent. The book is ar-

ranged to give the advance on Can-

adian and American currency, in

the above equivalents from 2\ per

cent, to 100 per cent, at intervals of

2\ per cent., including 33 1-3 per

cent, and 66 2-3 per cent. The franc

is calculated at 19 3-10c, the mark
at 23 4-5c and the kronens at

20 3-10c. The book, which is com-

piled by John Craig, accountant for

Revillon Bros., Limited, Montreal,

entails over 80.300 multiplications. The

book is on sale in book stores or may
be had direct.

W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., Mon+real.

The demand for embroideries prom-

ises to be very strong this season

and the Brock Company con-

sequently have purchased a

very heavy stock of these

goods. Reports from Paris, New
York, and other fashion centres state

that practically everything will be

trimmed with embroidery and air

though wholesalers have anticipated

the demand to a certain extent, yet

they advise retail merchants to

place orders early in the event of a

shortage.

Velma silk is proving itself a

strong favorite and at 50c. it is

hard to beat. The goods wash beau-

tifully, the finish not being injured

in the least, and when you add to

this the fact that they will not cut,

it can easily be seen that Velma is

an ideal fabric for Summer wear.

In dress goods, the Brock Com-
pany have placed extra large orders

and the range is larger and better

chosen than ever before.

In ready-to-wear goods, Brock's

range is fully equal to that shown

last year and as they now manufac-

ture their own skirts, whitewear,

etc., they are enabled to offer the

lines at very close prices in so much
as one profit is cut out.

They have control of the famous
Palatine print for Canada. Thi>

print is favorably known to the

trade and the manufacturers claim

that for a line to retail at 124c. it
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cannot be surpassed by anything

shown this season.

You will remember that last sea-

son there was a great shortage of

long silk gloves and the Brock Com-
pany have anticipated the demand
this year by placing very large or-

ders. The goods promise to be just

as popular as ever and there is no

risk whatever in the retailer buying

for his recpiirements.

In carpets and linoleums the

Brock Company have a beautifully

assorted stock, many of the pat-

terns being confined to them for Can-

ada. They are showing some excep-

tionally handsome patterns in Mo-

quette squares and mats, one in par-

ticular, known as the "Maple Leaf,"

is finding favor with a great many of

the city merchants and should go

well in the country.

The Brock Company renew their

invitation to milliners, etc., to make

the Montreal warehouse their head-

quarters during the Millinery Open-

ing.

Flags and Bunting.

Geo. E. Figgj neckwear manufac-

turer, 715 Wellington St., Montreal,

maintains a special department for

making to order any design of crest

or flag. Felt, silk or bunting are

the usual materials employed. Re-

tailers who have enquiries for this

class of work may rest assured of

getting their orders filled promptly

and satisfactorily. All that is neces-

sary is to send designs and colors.

M. Silver & Co.

M. Silver & Co., wholesale furriers,

12 and 14 St. John St., Montreal,

are showing, for the new season, one

of the finest and most exclusive

ranges of coon coats yet shown to

the trade. Their customers, in prev-

ious years, have relied implicitly on

the good faith of this firm, and the

present season will not be contrary

to the general rule. The sample lines

comprise all .that could be desired

as regards style, finish and quality

of skins used. This firm is also again

to the fore with their celebrated line

of electric seal jackets. These jackets

range in price from $28.50 to $50

to the trade. If you are thinking of

stocking a line of coon coats or in-

tend to brighten up stocks just drop

a line to M. Silver & Co., and they

will send a traveler to your door.

treal overall and specialty manufac-

turer, who states that for the first

five months of his present business

year a decided encouraging gain is

shown. In fact, on Feb. 11th, when
seen by The Review, orders totalling

$4,000 were received. This hardly

looks like any falling off in demand
according to Mr. Wilkins.

W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Tlif men's furnishing department
are offering some very special values

in men 's overalls. Three lines to be
specially noted are: 6425, men's
striped engineer overalls, to re-

tail at 50c; 4800, men's heavy
blajck derry overalls, to re-

tail at 75c; 6925, men's black

derry bib overalls, to retail at

75c. Specials in men's work shirts,

"Comet," "Wabash," "Big Four,"
"White Star," and Black Diamond,

to retail at 50c "Great West,"
"'C.N.R.," and "Rock Fast," to re-

tail at 75c. All these shirts are lar<;;-3

sizes, well made in every way and

guaranteed to give satisfaction to the

wearer. lumen's neglige shirts their

famous Grizzly Brand are again in

front with values that cannot be

beaten. Special mention might be

made of M1136, to retail at 50c;

M1146, to retail at 75c; M1156, to

retail at 75c. These are lines that

are exceptional value and worthy of

inspection.

This department is offering very

special values in black cashmere half-

hose, to retail at 25c, and would
draw attention to the following:

"Premium," "Alpha," "Perfect"
and "Brocknit" and "2200" in

plain cashmere and A25 and A26 in

embroidered cashmere. Samples of

any of above lines will be supplied

for comparison at any time.

Stock is now complete in boys'

wash suits and blouses and some spe-

cial values are being shown in these

lines that have already brought gen-

erous orders from some of the large

merchants in the trade.

All sizes of Mauchaufee's French
Balbriggan underwear, to retail at

50c and BVD nainsook underwear, to

retail at 75c are now in stock, also

French Health Natural Wool under-

wear, to retail at $1.

Robert C. Wilkins.

A cheering aspect regarding the

present business conditions was furn-

ished by R. C. Wilkins, the Mon-

Smallwares Department.

A splendid showing is made in

hosiery, gloves, underwear and fancy
goods and merchants will find the

stock of hosiery, gloves, laces, em-
broideries and muslins carried by the

W. R. Brock Company, Toronto,

larger and more attractive than any

previous season—as they have pro-

vided and anticipate a greater de-

mand for goods this spring than any

previous one on account of so many
merchants obtaining from direct im-

porting this season and depending

upon the larger wholesale houses for

their supplies. Last month a long

list of specialties was given and

readers are advised to look up again

page 126 in the February number, as

it contains some eye-openers and

money-makers. Here are a few more.

If you cannot call at Brock's ware-

house, write to their letter order de-

partment for samples: White Swiss

spot muslins, to retail at 10 and 12£c;

L36 and L48 white victoria lawn, to

retail at 12J and 15c. Special value

in India linens and Persian lawns,

black and white fancy muslins, fancy

white vestings, novelties in combs
and pins from New York, pin books

collar supporters. Their range of

ladies' and men's umbrellas is im-

mense. Choice handles, durable

cloths and well-made goods at popu-

lar prices are shown. See their

"self-openers," to retail for one dol-

lar. A special line of men's grey

covert raincoats, to retail at $6.50, is

marvelous value.

D Oyi:e-Shcwn;.by,.,Wm. Liddell & Co.

Old Bleach Linens.

The trade of Wm. Liddell & Co.,

manufacturers of old bleach linens,

in Canada, is growing rapidly, since

the superior qualities of the product

have come to be recognized by dis-

criminating Canadian buyers. Old

bleach linens have a distinctive qual-

ity, which at once stamps them as

different from the ordinary goods,

and the fact that such hotels as the

New Plaza, in New York, is being

furnished throughout with these

goods is proof of the fact that they

meet every requirement of the most

particular people. The Canadian
agent of Old Bleach Linens is R. H.

Cosbie, Wellington St. west, To-

ronto.
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HOTEL DIRECTORY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS. WHOLESALE HOUS ES

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently lo-

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention

paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and

cold water baths. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL°§°Mf™T
BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the

city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal public

buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spaoious

Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.
Eleotric light throughout.

WOODSIDE BOARDING
HOUSE

Corner of Main and Lamaha Streets

GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.
Cool and airy Bedrooms, Excellent Cuisine

Attendance qualified. Terms moderate. Elec

trie Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage

Solicited. Manageress, E. OOTTA.M.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH Proprietress.

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open Nov. Closes in May.

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For Rates, etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,

29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paisley, Prop

DOMINION HOUSE
W. H. DURHAM, Proprietor

RENFREW, - - ONTARIO

The most popular Hotel in the Ottawa Valley.

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS 4 HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 15J Toronto St. .Toronto.

466 Temple Building, Montreal.

S. W. STEVENSON & CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANT8

TORONTO MONTREAL
218 Stair Bldg. 42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone Main 7130 Phone Main 4843

Cable Address, " MACKER," Office 511 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE &. WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturer*
desiring live, up-to-date representation in the

West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building - - TORONTO
Representing: Cornwall & York Cotton Mills

Co., Ltd , Cotton Goods, St. John, N.B. ; Paris,

Wincey Mills Co., Flannels, etc., Paris, Out.; John
Kright & Bros., Ltd., Carpets, etc.. Rochdale. Eng.

;

Wm. Clark & Sons, Canvas Hollands, etc., Unper-
lands, Ireland ; Albert Godde Bedin & Cie , Chiff-
ons, Laces, etc., Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF OANADA, LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

301 St. Jamas St. Sylvester Willson Blilg.

Toronto—70 Bay St —Head Office

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces,
Tailors' Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts.

Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

HAROLD F. WATSON
Manufacturers' Agent

6 St. Sacrament Street - MONTREAL

GLOVES, SILKS, RIBBONS,
Laces, Embroideries, Hair Nets, Waists

Cable Address
"Kingsons. Toronto

"
Phone Main 6158

W. P . KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR H03IERY BLANKETS, Etc
74 YORK STREET - TORONTO

Canadian and Foreign manufacturers'
solicited on favorable terms.

ines

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay Street - - TORONTO
Representing:—Otto Alder & Co., St. Gall.
Embroideries, Laces and Trimmings. W. B-
Baggaley, Nottingham, Val. Laces and Allovers,
Reiner Bros. & Co., Limited, Wellesley, Ont..
Hosiery, Eiderdowns, Sweaters, etc. Samples to
Wholesale Manufacturers and Importers only.

ALFRED WEYERSTALL
Head Office, 77 York St.

TORONTO
MANUFACTURER and IMPORTER of Covered,

Ivory, Pearl and Metal Buttons.

Complete stock always on hand.

LEGAL CARDS

ATWATER, DUOLOS * CHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.C., Consulting Counsel
for City of Montreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Ohauvin.

ON
LIMITCD

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

? MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY. |

DON'T WHINE!
When Collections

are Slow

Send them to

The Beardwood Agency
313 New York Life Bldg.

MONTREAL

AND WE WILL GET THE
MONEY FOR YOU

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

Condensed Advertisements

SITUATIONS WANTED.

A GENTLEMAN WITH SOME YEARS'
experience on the road is open for a posi-
tion to represent a jobbing or manufacturing

concern in dry goods, furs or specialties. Western
Canada preferred. Best of references furnished.
Address C.T., DRY GOODS REVIEW, 10 Front
St. E., Toronto.

AGENCY WANTED.

BUYING AGENCY — Advertiser — 20 years'
experience; holding responsible position
leading London firm, desires buying agency

in England for Canadian drapery houses. Highest
London wholesale references- Newport, DRY
GOODS REVIEW. 88 Fleet Street, London, Eng.

Persons writing adver-

tiserswi II kindly nention

having seen th eir ad.

in Dry Goods Review.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Occasionally advertisements are Inserted in the paper after the index has been printed. The insertion of the advertiser's name in this

index is not part of the advertising order. The index is inserted solely for the convenience of the readers of the paper.
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"Be of good courage; that is the main thing.''

You KNOW that you will sell more

dry goods this season than ever before.

Have the courage of your convictions-

buy sufficient for your requirements.

That is what we are doing.

Why ? Because we expect to do more

business during the year 1908 than we
have ever done before.

The W. R. BROCK COMPANY, (Limited)

MONTREAL

We now occupy our new building

in Phillips Square, Montreal

With greater facilities for the

convenience of buyers, we invite

an inspection of our lines.

Hart Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers of Cloaks, Suits, Skirts,

Fur Lined Garments.

Phillips Square, - Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv.
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To the Trade March, 1908

The Assorting Season
The most visible expression of confidence that we can give for a good

Assorting Business is the stock we are showing at present inl our

warehouses. It is better assorted this season than ever before, and

merchants placing their orders with us will secure the best value and

their orders the promptest dispatch. Every department is a pillar of

strength for successful business.
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John Macdonald & Co., Limited

TORONTO
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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KEEPING STOCKS
NEW and CLEAN ALWAYS

One important secret of making profit in business is in keeping one's stocks

clean and new-like all the time— and for this reason salable.

Some goods will get soiled-shelf-worn, perhaps faded, it may be, by window

or door display; off-color somehow.

Send all such goods here and we'll re-dye and finish them in a way to

make bright as the new season's goods.

—Leading Dry Goods Merchants and Milliners all

over Canada have been customers of these

works for over 30 years.

R. PARKER & CO. ^he Trade? :

er

! Toronto, Can.

Plauen .Allovers
We are selling lots of these. Repeat orders

prove their value for the money. 18-inch,

three nice patterns, white. While they last,

at 30c. a yard. Worth 50c.

Embroidery
Allovers

30c. to $1.50. Grand range of latest pat-

terns.

j\ Leader in Collars
We are selling a swell white lace collar at

$6.50 a dozen. Send for a trial dozen. If it

is not every bit as good as what you have been

paying $10.00 for, you can return at our

expense.

Call in and see us when in town. Always some-

thing new, straight from the factory. Get your

novelties ahead of the other fellow.

R. C. BACH
p.o. Box e>*

146 St. JamesSt., Montreal, Que.

u ROOSTER BRAND"

BEST MADE

If You Buy

Pants for Workingmen
Try "Rooster Brand"

We make a specialty of Tweeds, Corduroys,

Mackinaw and English Bedford Cord, the

toughest-wearing stuff you can buy.

Robert C. Wilkins
Montreal

Shirts, Pants, Outing Trousers, Overalls,

White Coats, Fancy Vests
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Spring Sorting Lines for

Quick Shipment
To get your share of Spring business you will want a few

lines to brighten up your stock.

Throughout the various departments in our immense
new warehouse stocks were never in finer and more attractive

shape than now.

Cottons Ginghams

Prints Wash Goods

Dress Goods, Silks

In these departments you will find the newest

patterns and latest colorings at closest prices.

Dress Accessories Small Wares

Embroideries and Laces Seasonable lines are

are extremely active. featured here. Our

Take advantage of our assortments are easily

stock. the largest in the trade.

Send us a list of your wants or see our travellers samples.

Our Mail Order Department will look after you promptly.

See Samples Health Brand Underwear.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montreal
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New Dress Fabric

FOR

Spring, 1 908

Resilda
Cloth

REGISTERED

New Process

Permanent Lustre

THIS NEW CLOTH IS BROUGHT OUT IN THE
FOLLOWING WEAVES

Poplins Tricot Savona
Crepe Resilda Voile Stripes

Dust Resisting and Does Not Crease

See Spring Samples

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg MONTREAL Greenshields & Co. Limited
Vancouver

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Spring and Summer

are the Dress Shield

Selling Seasons

FOR 25 YEARS

Kleinert's Dress Shields

have been TRIED and PROVED
to be the BEST dress shields.

They are the lightest, whitest

and softest dress shields made.

Our guarantee has always

accompanied the shield.

If you do not know the value of

carrying KLEIJNERT S 9 now's

the time to make a test. Write for

electrotypes, which we furnish free

of charge. Use them in your daily

advertisement. Keep track of the

returns you'll get from advertising

advertised^goods.

The I. b. KLEINERT RUBBER CQ.
i Mincing Street .... Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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England's

Premier Needle!
a

ABEL MORRALL'S
»J

N° . 4

Bevil
EGG EYED
SHARPS

EVERY NEEDLE SELECTED!

OVER 100 YEARS
REPUTATION.

Stocked

by all
}

the Leading

Canadian

V Houses

TOR HIGH CLASS NOVELTIES IN HAND &MACHINE MADE LflCES^

TULLES, VEILINGS CHIFFONS. ., » gL^j K\
CREPES DE CHINE. ,,*# V* ft Hk" I"l^L^^ ^
ETC

CANADIAN AGENT,
(

HAROLD F. WATSON. S

6. SAINT SACRAMENT, MONTREAL. 5

36. GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.. LONDON. ENG . I

110. BOULEVARD DE LA SENNE , BRUSSELS

Established 1874

LABROUSSE & CIE. "IB&Sk"
Paris, Grenoble, Prague

THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS
Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE K.ID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representative.

HAROLD F.WATSON.est sacral st. Montreal

A CHILD CAN OPERATE It

Make Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50
Callor send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

266 Creene St., Co. 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

When writing advertisers please mention The Revieiv.
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MEN WHO SELL THINGS
We have just closed an arrangement whereby we will have the exclusive right to publish in Canada

a book for salesmen, by Walter D. Moody, formerly traveling salesman, buyer and general sales manager
for a large wholesale house, and now business manager of the Chicago Association of Commerce—the larg-

est body of business men in the world, numbering about two thousand seven hundred members.

Mr. Moody's book is dedicated to the "Commercial Ambassador," and he has written it primarily for

rhe traveling man. It also contains much educational matter for the business man, young and old, and
there is a vein of business philosophy running through it that will appeal to any man or boy interested in

self-development and a successful future. It is a book every salesman worthy the name will find indis-

pensable.

Mr. Moody has been engaged for a year and a half in compiling these experiences and observations

of his life's work in connection with the field of salesmanship as viewed from the standpoint of the travel-

ing salesman, buyer, sales manager and employer, and as this book appeals to all who are concerned in any
line of trade or business, it is just the book those in your own line who are engaged in the creative, money-
getting side will find most useful and valuable.

The publication will be begun shortly in The Dry Goods Review, and will run for six months
or more. Special subscriptions will be taken during the time it is running, at $1.00. Of course, reg-

ular subscribers get it without extra change. We would appreciate very much our readers drawing
the attention of commercial travelers, and their cl rks. to this announcement. Here are some selec-

tions which show the author's vigorous and enter aining style.

The salesman who hopes to win real success

must change his negative qualities into positive

ones, and then stick to some good reliable house

where his chances for grozvth are assured.

A salesman of experience realizes that ideas

—practical methods of selling goods—are of the

greatest value, and he also knozes that it pays

him to search for them.

Time and thought taken in complaining of

competition is useless expenditure of energy. It

lessens your capacity for the accomplishment of

things for which you were employed.

The Salesman goes out and digs up business,

while the Order-taker just shambles .
around,

-waiting to be fed., like the hippopotamus in the

menagerie.

A good salesman must knozv more about his

goods than the man he is selling to knows about
them. Knowledge and enthusiasm beat oratory
every time. Enthusiasm in a salesman begets
enthusiasm in a customer.

The best salesmen any house can have are the

salesmen it builds for itself. The old saying,

"Salesmen are born, and not made," is the

veriest kind of tommyrot in this day of science

and progress.

What the world of salesmanship ivants is

educated enthusiasm. The purest of king's Eng-
lish will secure an audience and hold attention

for the salesman anywhere, while slang and short
cuts of speech often excite distrust and offend
the ear of the truly refined.

MEN WHO SELL THINGS

Non-subscribers desiring the paper during the continuance of this series will kindly fill in the fol-

lowing order and pin $1.00 to it and put it in the Post Office.

MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Subscription Department,

10 Front St. E., Toronto:

Please send me The Dry Goods Review regularlv during time you are running "Men Who Sell

Things."

Name.

Street.

Town.

'hen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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B. D. A. MOHAIRS, EQUAL TO THE
BEST OTHER FABRICS IN ALL
POINTS, EXCELLING BEST OTHER
FABRICS IN AT LEAST TWO POINTS.

Isn't that reason enough for their sure selling power f

We think—yes.

There's "go" in every yard of the Spring line—color—fashion-

able patterns—extreme softness without flimsiness.

You will find them the most attractive window goods, the easiest

to show up to advantage over the counter, and the best satisfaction-giving

fabric in your entire stock.

The B. D. A. BJIAND stands for sales and satisfaction.

B. D. A. MOHAIRS MEAN MOHAIRS
DYED AND FINISHED BY THE
BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION.

They bear no queer-sounding and meaningless name, but just the

plain name of the fabric coupled with the brand which represents all that

the world yet knows of the art of mohair perfection.

The Bradford Dyers' Association have developed Mohairs to a point

where they rank with the foremost fabrics of the world. They are now
as supple, as versatile, as possible in fancy weaves and exquisite colorings,

as any material made.

Two qualities B. D. A. MOHAIRS possess in a degree not ap-

proached in any other material—namely: durability and permanency
of finish. As long as a thread of B. D. A. MOHAIR remains

—

and it is practically everlasting—the finish it bore when it left the

works remains.

BRADFOR D DYED
MOHAIRS never grow old. The
B. D. A. finish is the secret of their

perpetual youth. There is always
a "new" look about the garment
made of B. D. A. MOHAIR.

THE

BRADFORD
DYERS'

ASSOCIATION
OF BRADFORD,
ENGLAND
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

EVERY NET

paten reo

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

aad most dur-

noie tbe tight hair »i the boiiom oi the Net whic*
able fringe net

wheo placed over the forehead, forms a neat "Bai" shape,
i ilif i i n ill I (•

keeping the front dressing ol hair "Tidy " whilst allowin
.

UUiauwuic.
ample fulness. *

ft

A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with orders for one gross and upwards.

RfWIAYC\lli P.IJfK LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also .of popular Hair Nets.
AUJIjil TT .-Mill DnUJi) nair Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents for Canada

:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd., 70 Bay Street TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

\I7TDE and vigorous
» * advertising, coupled with

a really first-rate article, is creating

^P»n. a big demand for the unrivalled

vHPm SPERO Calicoes
Do not delay in a k'ng your Wholesale
House to show you a full range of
samples. All "Spero" Calicoes are made
of Highest grade cotton, and- may be
recommended with complete confi-
dence for lasting wear.
See that that tht words "Spero Make ' are

stamped on the selvedge.

"SPERO" MANCHEbTER

REGISTERED
HI75I2

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Time, Thought and Energy
given to Wools and Yarns has brought these brands

to the highest point of commercial utility.

n— u c u 1: ii a a n
The.

"%tAc6\

KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.

Van^ward Reg? S%^

Knitting
Wool

r*lA£M>.
KNITTING WOOL

rtXDE IN ENGLAND^
'MADE IN ENGLAND:: %Q

These brands are always in stock. Make a test

of their values by getting samples.

1908 CALENDAR UPON REQUEST.

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd.
j

Canadian Agents

Manufacturer, of Knitting Yarns for over 150 Years. \ \j * IVl . V> 1101*1 lOtt 0& 0l*0«
GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND * 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

"MEN'S WEAR " says :
" Tailors and Outfitters all over the Kingdom are greatly indebted to Messrs. Samuel Kirk & Sons,

Ltd., for the perfection to which they have brought their permanent finishes for linings (Italians, Mohairs, etc.)"

The BBS I LiningS are those that bear the stamp of

Samuel KIRK AND Sons
LIMITED

THERE ARE TWO FINISHES WITH THIS NAME AS A GUARANTEE
OF EXCELLENCE IN BRILLIANCY, PERMANENCY AND STRENGTH.

(I) The Original

' 'Permanent '
' Finish.

(2) "Velper"
(Regd.)

(Copyright)

The Velvety Permanent Finish for those who prefer a soft handle

Patterns of either Finish can be had on application to

The Bradford Dyers' Association, Ltd.

or "officis!
16 100c, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Embroideries Galore

for April Sorting

Our present stock of Embroideries

have been augmented by recent

shipments of the latest creations

now in vogue, such as Blouse Front

Embroidery, special Corset Cover
Widths, Finished Edge Insertions for Shoulder Straps.

These are lines that you cannot afford to pass. They are

priced so that most any trade can sell them. In the

assorted Box Lots it is well known that we do show
unusual values. No matter how cheap or how good, you
will always find in these assorted lots particular patterns

that are sometimes scarce in regular goods. The Smallware

and Notion Department will give over a special large

section to the showing of Embroideries for April buyers.

Visitors to the House will be shown through the many
very attractive lines.

Wash Goods Section

will make a special showing of the best sorting lines

—Muslins, a drawing card. We have the prices and

the patterns required.

SAMPLES BY MAIL IF YOU NEED THEM.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
Ottawa, Canada.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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THE TELEPHONE BATTING
It a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CAHADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-Preildent

Roberi Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,182,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 20.833,820.08

THE METROPOLITAN BANK
Capital Paid Up,
Reserve Fund,
Undivided Profits,

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$ 133,133

We

Solicit

Your

Account

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Drafts bought and sold.

Letters of credit issued.

Collections promptly attended to

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
open at all branches.

Interest allowed on all deposits

of one dollar and upwards.

wESTERN Ineorportted

1831

ASSURANCE
• COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
. Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made,

of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask: for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia :

1906.

Canada Other Countries Total

Cosies, Cushions, etc.

Curtains
Fancy Goods
Piece Goods, Cotton

and Linen
Flannelettes
Boots and Shoes
Rubber Sand Shoes

I 495
190
313

11,894

1,688

4,951

2,319

£ 154 047
87,675

279,452

3,297,724

251,965
114,003

47,998

£ 154.542
87,865

279,765

3,309 618
253,653
118,954

50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York
Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing Office*

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

When zvriting advertisers f I case mention The Review.
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«016 JBleacI)" Linens
ALL PURE FLAX

EMBROIDERY LINENS Their soft
'

sil^y quality and finish make

trade *<qia 3Ble{tch" MARK them delightful to work on.

Stamped on every yard.

TOWELS— From plain work-a-day Huckaback and Diaper
TRADE MARK

"0ld 3Bleach''
t0 ^e most exPensive Damask Towels in

Stamped on every Towel tllC WOTld.

HUCKABACK (W) Diapers, Pillow Linens, Sheetings, H.S.
trade «0ld wieacft* mark Squares.

Stamped on every article and on every yard

CAMBRIC and SHEER LAWN for Blouses and Underlines
" Old mieacf) "

Stamped on every yard

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET,

IRISH LINEN AGENCY
TORONTO

This is an illustration of another

ENGLISH £—fe
Sfl

p
F

,

E

N

TY

MADE
''"ADK MAR*

Size 4

Nickeled Steel "Skeleton" in 4 Sizes.

Carded or Boxed in Dozent.

</. NICKLIN & CO., Birmingham, Eng.

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES The ORIGINAL and BEST.

SOUTHALLS' ACCOUCHEMENT SETS
Containing: All Requisites, in Three Sizes,

SOUTHALLS' SHEETS FOR ACCOUCHEMENT
And Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LiniTED

BIRMINGHAM, ENQ.

Representative in Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CRLAW BUILDINGS, Wellington Street West, TORONTO

K. Ishikawa & Co.

Manufacturers and Importers

24 Wellington Street West,

* * TORONTO
When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review,
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(|XmiXe4)
Toronto

WASH GOODS
The Largest and Choicest Stock we have ever shown

NOTE THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS :

36-inch White Sheer Lingerie Linens, in big demand, wash well, wear

well, can be retailed at 25c, 35c. and 50c.

BK26—32-inch Indian Head Cottons, in white and colors, can be retailed

at 15c, regular 25c

HA3—27-inch Scotch Dimity, self colors and printed, can be retailed

at 12 l-2c, regular 20c

WH33—27-inch Fine Organdy Muslin, florals, spots and tape stripes, can

be retailed at 12 l-2c

Zl—27-inch Printed Voiles, large checks, very stylish in two tone effects,

can be retailed at 15c

BK21—27-inch Scotch Zephyrs, checks, stripes and chambrays, can be

retailed at 12 l-2c

Palatine—32-inch British Prints, can be retailed at 12 l-2c, equal to

any 15c cloth.

All of the above were made for ourselves, and are just as cheap as when raw
cotton was half the present price.

A large stock of Swiss Muslins in spots, figures and new effects. Light Weight
White Cord Vestings, Victoria Lawns, India Linens, and White Organdies.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

The Review's illustration service is the best that it

is possible to obtain. The articles and goods shown
are the very latest. Merchants who use illustrations

in their advertising may take advantage of this service

at a very low price, and greatly improve the quality

and effectiveness of their advertising, arrangements

having been made to supply subscribers of this paper

with cuts which have been used in illustrating newest

fashions at very little cost.

Half-tones may be procured at the rate of 8 cents

per square inch, and etchings at 4 cents. These prices

are less than half the cost of making the engravings,

to say nothing of the cost of the photographs, which,

often cost, for exclusive articles, from $2.00 to $5.00

each. The value of this service can be easily appre-

ciated, therefore.

In order to avoid disappointment, subscribers are

advised to order the cuts they require as soon as pos-

sible after receipt of the paper, and when writing give

the pages on which they appeared.

Art as an adjunct to advertising has become a re-

cognized fact. Art increases the effectiveness of ad-

vertising. Three or four years ago the MacLean Pub-
lishing Company established a staff of expert ad-

writers whose services were placed at the disposal of

advertisers free of charge. The results in the way of

increased attractiveness of advertisements have been

so gratifying that we have now created an art depart-

ment for the purpose of further augmenting the effec-

tiveness of the advertising carried by the nine trade

newspapers and magazines published by us. The chief

of the art department has done some of the most effec-

tive art advertising work in Canada, and we are look-

ing for big things.

*
But we are never satisfied. The more circulation

we have the more we want. Fortunately, there is no
Limbkins to declare that hanging will be our reward
for wanting more. We have within the last few weeks
added several new men to our subscription canvassing

staff. This will enable us to simultaneously work
every Province in the Dominion, so that every prob-

able subscriber who has come into existence since the

country was covered last autumn will be waited upon
before the end of the year by a trained solicitor, and
no other publishing house in Canada has ever carried

on such an extensive subscription campaign through

trained personal canvassers.

*
The "growing time" of the last few years has been

a growing time, indeed, in the cost of publishing

newspapers. Wages alone in the last nine years have
increased 55 per cent, in the mechanical staff, and the

end is not yet. Three years hence will see another

advance in the wages of the mechanical staffs, accord-

ing to the agreement between employers and employes.

An increase of 55 per cent, in the wages of the

mechanical staff of a newspaper means a great deal

more than a similar advance in almost any other in-

dustry. This is because wages bulk so largely in the

cost as compared with the total outlay. Like ordinary
raw material this cost does not fluctuate. It steadily

stares the cashier in the face from week to week, with
the assurance, as already noted, of eventually bulking
bigger.

Notwithstanding the great increase in costs the

various papers and magazines of the MacLean Pub-
lishing Co. have steadily improved. To-day they are
better than they ever were and have a larger and more
widespread circulation. They are to be found in prac-
tically every place in Canada where there is a store,

warehouse or factory. As one of our advertisers re-

marked the other day, "MacLean's trade papers are
signs which travel from one end of Canada to the

other." Our circulation abroad is also growing, quite

a number going to the United States, Great Britain,

Australia, South Africa, West Indies, China and
Japan. Only a week or two ago Stauntons, the wall

paper manufacturerers, received a large order from
British Guiana through an advertisement in one of our
papers.

*
That the business men of Canada have confidence

in the future of Canada is evidenced by the advertising
they are doing in MacLean's Trade Newspapers. New
business for January was the largest by 26 per cent,

of any previous month in the history of the company,
and the increase for the first three months promises
to be equally gratifying. These increases are signi-

ficant, in view of the marked falling off in the adver-
tisements carried by many worthy newspapers and
magazines in Canada and the United States. Profits

unfortunately do not show any such gain. The in-

crease in publication costs prevent such a desired con-
summation. But we have faith in the future ; and
faith is the substance of things hoped for.

*
It is significant that the growth in circulation has

kept pace with that in advertising. From all parts of
the country there has been a steady inflow of new sub-
scribers since the new year opened, while old sub-
scribers are renewing in a way that indicates that they
are well pleased with our papers. This is the proof
of the pudding.

*
Do you ever think of sending to your trade paper

items of news which would interest your confreres in

business? If you have not, try to think of it in future.

If you get the habit others will get it too. All will

thus be gainers.
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

Keep Dress Goods Stock Fresh.

W. <!. Tipper, who has charge of the dress goods de-

partment and windows in the store of T. A. Rutherford

& Co., Gait, has adopted an idea in keeping his dress

goods stock which may be worth considering by others

similarly situated. In order to give a uniformity to his

department each piece of goods is reboarded, immediately

upon its being passed into stock, and the ends of the

boards are covered with gilt paper. Each year he changes

the color of the paper, so that the stock is always fresh

looking. All dress goods which do not go out of stock the

first year are rolled on new boards, Mr. Tipper holding

the belief that instead of deteriorating by handling, the

stock is improved.

The original stock tickets are allowed to remain on

the piece, but they are placed on the end which goes next

the wall, a neat white ticket being attached to the outer

end of the board, and the unsightly green and red strings

which the stock tickets are usually fastened with, are out

of sight.

The uniform appearance of the department is a com-

mendable feature.

According to Mr. Tipper's view the function of a win-

dow display is to sell goods, and this result is accom-

plished. In the early stages of the season he trims his

windows with solid colors in dress good, and he finds that

there is an immediate increase in the sales in that color.

The store's patrons respond quickly to the efforts of the

decorator, and good results are said to follow the practice

outlined. It is valuable in another way, too. If the dress

goods department bought heavily in any one color, and

the goods do not go out as quickly as they should, a win-

dow display of that color invariably results in the sale of

a considerable quantity of these goods.

In this store the windows are changed twice a week.

Fancy Lines to Tourists.

F. G Wurster, of Preston, finds one of the most pro-

fitable departments of his general store that devoted to

fancy china and glassware, in which he does a good trade,

especially among the visitors to the springs near the town.

The business of Preston, so far as dry goods are concerned,

is confined to the town itself, the fanners' trade going

largely to Gait or Berlin, both of which are within easy

driving distances. There is a large transient trade, how-

ever, among those who go to the springs for treatment

or recuperation.

Mr. Wurster has a good location near the public park,

and has the central office of the local telephone system,

which, he states brings indirectly considerable business.

He handles general dry goods and groceries. He has been

in business for twenty-five years and is one of the oldest

merchants in the town.

The store closes at 7 o'clock each night, except Wed-

nesday and Saturday, which is found generally pretty

satisfactory.

Comparatively little credit is given by Mr. Wurster,

who states that he would prefer to keep the goods on his

shelves to allow them to go over the counters to persons

who were poor pay, and for this reason he is very careful

to give credit only to persons whom he knows are "good
pay. '

'

Cameras as a Side Line.

J. II. Erb, conducts the only exclusive dry goods store

in 1'reston. Up to recently lie handled groceries as well,

hut decided to devote attention solely to dry goods, with

me result that he is clearing out the grocery stock as

quickly as possible, and in a short time will carry nothing

but dry goods. Men's and boys' clothing are also

handled, a specialty being made of novelty articles in dry

goods, for which he finds a ready sale.

Mr. Erb has been in business in Preston about twenty

years, and, as a consequence, has a wide acquaintance

with the people of the town, among whom his trade is

practically confined. It may be a surprise to many to

learn that there are no less than twenty-one industries in

Preston, and it is a statement made with more or less

local pride that everyone in the town is connected directly

or indirectly with some one of the many factories.

Cameras and photo supplies are sold as side lines, and

during the summer months especially, a good trade is

done in those lines. The business portion of Preston is

spread over a large area, the stores being widely scat-

tered.

Abandoned Dress Goods.

A dry goods store without a dress goods department is

a novelty. There is one such store in Gait." K. Struthers,

who has been in business in that town and in the one stand

for twenty-eight years, found out after he had been doing

business for a short time, that the sale of dress goods was

a science in itself, and that it required the services of a

man who had given special study to that branch before it

could be made a success. He recognized that he did not

possess the necessary knowledge of dress goods to enable

him to exercise a supervision over the department, and

that, as a consequence, he would be dependent upon an-

other and in view of this fact he decided' to abolish this

department. Now he sells only black dress goods, and de-

voles his attentions largely to staples, and sells a large

quantity of prints. Mr. Strnthers has made an exhaus-

tive study of staples and underwear, and his sales in

these two lines form the greater part of his business.

A feature of his trade is the attention which he gives

to made-fo-order underwear. He has an arrangement

with one of the local knitting mills by which special sizes

are made from measurements furnished by Mr. Struthers,

who is an enthusiastic advocate of the use of domestic

knitted goods. He carries a number of imported lines of

underwear, his stock of which comprises a very wide as-

sortment from the cheap lines to the most expensive silk

and wool goods.

Mr. Struthers, in the conduct of his store, works to

the belief that special attention should be paid to any
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branches of the business with which the proprietor is par-

ticularly conversant.

Sensational advertising and sales methods he depre-

cates, and considers such measures to catch trade beneath

the dignity of merchants who should build their business

success upon a conservative basis.

*
In Business Over Half Century.

A business established in Preston fifty-eight years ago

is still being conducted by the Schlueter family. It was
founded by W. C. Schlueter in 1853, and it is claimed to

be the oldest retail dry goods business in Canada, con-

ducted continuously by the same family. "The Business

Corner," as it is known, is one of the landmarks of the

town. In the first instance the stock was confined to sta-

tionery and books, but shortly afterwards dry goods were

added, and for more than half a century general lines

have been carried, and during the whole period of the

store's existence business has been conducted on the same
site, though the original building has given way to a more
modern structure.

The founder of the business, the late W. C. Schlueter

took a deep interest in municipal affairs, and was a mem-
ber of the town council for twenty years, as well as reeve,

and he also occupied the warden's chair of the County of

Waterloo. /

Interior view general store of C. Schlueter, Preston. Dry goods occupies a
prominent place to the right of the entrance. The business was estab-

lished more than half a century ago, and has been in the
Schlueter family ever since

Some interesting facts are recorded concerning this

business. One is that it has held the local agencies for

express and telegraph ever since the first railway and
telegraph lines were constructed through the town. The
fact of having the express office enables the firm to post

itself in respect to the amount of business done by the

city mail order houses in Preston. Mr. W. J. Schlueter,

the present manager of the store, states that while some
years ago large quantities of goods came to Preston from
the catalogue stores, during recent years, this trade has

been greatly curtailed and comparatively few parcels now
pass through the office from these stores.

The lines of goods usually found in a general store, are

carried, and include dry goods, groceries and china and
glassware, a large business being done in the last two
lines. No clothing is handled, but a large dressmaking

department is conducted successfully.

Many customers have been patronizing the store con-

tinuously for more than thirty years, and as a consequence

it is easy to do business with a clientele of this character.

At the present time the business is carried on under

the name of C. Schlueter, the staff being composed practi-

cally entirely of members of the family.

Newspaper Advertising Effective.

The relative merits of the different methods of adver-

tising has been the subject of study by Moore & Carr, the

youngest dry goods firm in Gait, and they have reached

the conclusion after a thorough test, that the medium of

the daily paper, or where there is no daily publication,

that of the weekly, is the only practicable means of reach-

ing the consumer. For some bime this firm tried the dis-

tribution of hand-bills, both as a supplement to newspaper
advertising, and as a substitute, and Mr. Moore stated to

The Review that the experiment proved the superiority

of the service given by the newspapers in each case. This

discovery saved them a lot of money which would other-

wise have been spent in what was to them a profitless

publicity method.

Special attention is paid to the preparation of the ad-

vertising copy, which describes the goods actually as they

are. If they are sold cheap because they are damaged,

this fact is stated in the advertisement; if they are sec-

onds, this is also mentioned.

The ladies' ready-to-wear department is an important

one with this firm, and sales in it are steadily increasing.

An interesting fact in this connection is noted, viz. : that

the increasing sale of skirts and waists in the ready-to-

wear department has no appreciable effect on the dress

goods sales, which are equally as large as they were be-

fore. This would seem to indicate that the ready-to-wear

business is to that extent extra.

Both members of this firm are graduates of the dry

goods stores of St. Mary's, Mr. Moore having been with

Loft & Co., while Mr. Carr received his training in the

store of A. Beatty & Co.

*

Male Clerks Sell More Goods.

The two hour sale idea has been adopted with satisfac-

tory results by R. A. Briscoe, proprietor of "The Little

Giant," Gait. Every Tuesday is a pay-day in some one

or more of the shops of the town, in which a large number
of men are employed, and, taking advantage of this fact,

Mr. Briscoe conducts a special two hours' sale every

Wednesday afternoon from 2 to 4 o'clock. In Tuesday's

evening papers he advertises a list of special prices for

the two hour period only, and this, he states, brings a

good crowd of buyers, who, in addition to the specials,

take a quantity of goods at regular prices. He gets his

bargain specials from stock, putting low prices to clear

out the goods, and, in addition, he picks up goods in To-

ronto and Montreal for which he finds an outlet, usually

at a profit, in the Wednesday afternoon sales, which have

created considerable interest in the town.

Mr. Briscoe makes it a policy of his store to employ

only male clerks. As a matter of fact his staff includes

two girls, but the men do the bulk of the selling. His ex-

perience is that men take greater pains with customers,

and will put themselves about to please them. Another

important consideration in their favor is that they will

introduce goods not asked for. Sales by introduction is a

strong point in this store, and clerks are trained with this

in view.

Coupons, entitling the holder to chairs, dishes, etc., to

the value of 4 per cent, of purchases are given to all cash

customers, and the practice, which has been a feature of

the store for a number of years, is represented by Mr.

Briscoe as having been very successful, and one which

he intends to continue in the future.

Newspaper advertising, he considers, the most effec-

tive. Bills, which formerly were fairly satisfactory, no

longer produce the desired results.
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McCall

Patterns

and
Fashion

Publica-

tions

lead

all

others

in

sale

and

circula-

tion.

THE WISE MERCHANT
knows that if given an equal chance

McCALL PATTERNS
will outsell any other paper pattern made. More and more women
are realizing the advantages of making their own and their children's
clothes ; but these women have not the skill of a modiste and require

PRACTICAL PATTERNS
McCall Patterns appeal to women because with them they can get
positive results. The styles are not finicky and every garment
illustrated can be easily produced.

There are many more McCall Patterns sold in the United
States than of any other make.

CANADIAN MERCHANTS
are fast taking advantage of the opportunity to sell McCall Patterns
afforded them by the recently established McCall Canadian Office
and Factory. Your territory may still be open.

Write to-day for terms and particulars.

The McCall Company
The Leading Paper Pattern House of America

236-246 West 37th Street, - New York

TORONTO CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Established 37 years. Not in the Trust. No connection with any
other house.

Endors-

ed by

10,000

leading

Ameri-

can Dry
Goods
and

General

Merch-

ants and
millions

of

women.
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Some Good Advice To Young Men Entering Business

Loyalty to The Firm Necessary and Desirable Don't Be Afraid of Doing

Too Much Work — Faithfulness to Duty a Stepping Stone to Success

—

Other Characteristics Found In Young Men Who Go to the Top.

(live your employer a full measure of your time;

working a few minutes over the regular time if necessary,

showing him that you are deeply interested in your work,

which is in his business.

This maitter of a few minutes' overtime occasionally

may seem a very small matter, but the average employer

is quick to make a mental note of the young- man whose
ambition seems to be to get away from his work on the

stroke of the clock.

A great deal is said nowadays about working over-

time, and it might be well not to enter into a discussion

about such a large subject, suffice to say, that there is in

most businesses a busy season when the employe is asked

to work after regular hours, sometimes with no extra re-

muneration, but there is correspondingly a slack season

when the work is light, the hours shorter, and numerous
other little concessions are granted, which more than com-
pensate for the extra heavy work of a busy season. Of
course, there are extreme cases where an employe is ex-

pected to work all year round without holiday or conces-

sion of any kind, but such instances are rare and will be-

come more so.

It is a good plan to complete one's work as much as

possible each day, leaving everything at the close of the

day in such shape as to be easily taken up and carried on

by a stranger who may be introduced to the work.

Distribution of Work.

A bookkeeper might say to this suggestion: "My
work is never complete; if I were to take this advice. I

would be at it night after night.'' Possibly so, but a fair

amount of good judgment has to be exercised in the dis-

tribution of such a class of work over a period, so as not

to have more than say one night a month, perhaps, at the

first, perhaps at the last, and even this is not found ne-

cessary if the work is judiciously distributed. In one

respect positions are something' like boarding places. We
never know how well we are suited until we think of mak-
ing a change.

'To hear some men talk one would think their positions

were the most unsatisfactory in the world, and that their

employers were the most eccentric and ungrateful crea-

tures that ever breathed. Yet these men will usually hold

on and on, in spite of the fact that they have frequent

chances to leave.

Dissatisfaction.

The dog we know is better than the dog we don 't

know. There is lots of truth in it. The "old man" may
be cranky, ibut you understand him, you know how to put

up with his ways of doing things. It may not be so else-

where. Things are not half so bad as we often paint

them to ourselves. Analyze your complaints. Rest as-

sured of one thing—you could easily do worse than where

you are.

Life is made up of little things—if we are faithful in

the smaller details, the larger problems will be more
easily overcome.

*Third and concluding article of a series on "The Young Man In Business,'' written

lot The Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington, Toronto.

System.

We read and hear a great deal to-day about system, as

applied to business. When we speak of "systematic," it

does not necessarily mean that a man must get into a

groove and have a hard and fast rule for performing each

duty allotted him—rather, that he should be keen to

adopt any new method brought to his attention, bearing

in mind two tilings essential to a good system, viz., first,

that he is able to do a little more work with a little less

trouble; second, that he is able to produce more satisfac-

tory results with less work than at present.

Don't be satisfied with doing your work just as good

as the other fellow, aim to do it a little better.

Observation.

We learn a great deal by observation. To use a simple

illustration: Two men are walking down the street; one

with keen, alert and businesslike air, observing right and

left, the people, the stores, and, in fact, everything of

interest, gaining thereby a great deal of valuable informa-

tion at a glance; the other, listless, indifferent, with ap-

parently no interest in his surroundings, losing what the

other has gained.

Self-control under all circumstances is one of the most

salient points in a successful man's career. To show a

perfectly serene countenance and attitude during the most

exasperating circumstances, is a quality few men possess.

To control one's feelings under stress of great provocation

is the exception rather than the rule. The world has no

place for the indolent fellow; he is in the road and must

be carried along with the enthusiasm of the workers or

drift behind and become a drag on the community.

Each day should add one block to the strong structure

of character and manhood which we are building. Don't

shun the dull, uninteresting details which lead up to more

important work. It is these very small matters which

become the groundwork or foundation of a successful

life.

Make the best effort in the position you now occupy,

till it to overflowing, and when the opportunity comes,

you will be the man to seize it.

An old Arabian proverb says: "The man who knows

not, and knows not that he knows not. is a fo'ofl—shun

him. The man who knows not and knows that he knows

not is willing—'teach him."
The man who knows it all never succeeds. We should

always be ready to consult others, though we have formed

a decided opinion of our own, for it is only by such inter-

change of ideas that our minds are broadened, and our

thoughts crystallized into definite opinions.

The Young Man in Positions of Trust.

This is undoubtedly an age for young men in business.

Look around you, see the responsible positions being held

by young men everywhere in our large institutions. But

some one says, it is influence which has placed the young

man in these positions; granted—in some cases, but look

into it carefully, have not all or most of these young men

made the besi of every opportunity available, have they

not improved their time by preparing for something bet-

ter? Now, when new work confronts them, they are com-

petent to handle it.
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Monthly Review of the British Markets
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Office Dry Goods Review,

S8 Fleet St., London, March
23.—The brighl spells of

spring-like weather that the

country lias been favored

wiih, is making for better

conditions, and it now seems.

in spite of Easter's lateness,

that it will have no retarding

effect upon the Spring sea-

son. The trade for March
promises to be larger than

at first expected, buyers dur-

ing the last two weeks hav-

ing reached the city in con-

siderable numbers. They
are slow and critical, and

are exhibiting a great degree of caution in the placing

of orders, but the fact that they are operating at all is

making a material change in the totals of the month's

trade in the wholesale houses.

Owing to the fact that labor is not so well employed

the cheaper trade is suffering, but the medium and the

high-class sections have little cause for serious complaint,

and it is from this section that the larger orders are now
coining.

The London silk market shows little change, but re-

ports from Yokohama show that considerable damage has

been done to the later crops. The past year has been a

remarkable one in the Japanese market. Prices have

fluctuated in a most extraordinary manner. Raw silk

sold in April at a record price, and the Japanese made
large profits. At the closing of the year in December

prices were so low that for a considerable time they

hardly covered the cost of production. The silk spun

from the Spring cocoons is of fine quality, but that from

the Summer and Autumn crops is not so good.

Bradford.

The wool market in Bradford is passing through an

exceedingly quiet time, and this quietness is expected to

continue until the course of wool values at the March
sales is determined. There is a suspicion abroad that the

values of crossbreds and the coarser grades are being

kept down by the larger injporters until after the March
sales are over.

There is considerable speculation upon the course of

crossbred values at these sales. Much it is felt will de-

pend upon the demand from the States. Should Ameri-

can buyers come into the market in any strength competi-

tion will be fairly keen and prices should show a rebound.

Since 1902, when combed crossbreds touched 7yid. there

has been a gradual rise in the price of these wools. In

1 006, they reached the highest point and stood at lSy2 d.
Since then values have receded, and at the end of Janu-

ary last 40 's quality was down to 12d. Should this level

prove a permanent one, it will be a good thing for some

sections of Bradford's industry. There are many manu-

facturers here who make a specialty of the production of

cheap dress fabrics, and they certainly could produce

some highly salable lines with wool clown to this level,

Merinos show no change, and there is no difficulty felt

in absorbing all the visible supply.

The demand for mohair goods continues to improve,

the new uncrushable fabrics having made a big success.

Considerable quantities are selling both to the home and
foreign trade for both dress and cloak purposes. Such
colors as navy, brown, fawns and creams are decidedly

scarce, and for repeat orders the trade is assuming such

proportions that a longer time for delivery is being asked.

Three firms have been transferred recently to the

Bradford Dyers' Association. The taking over of the

Scotch firm of Adam Hamilton & Sons, Paisley, will

greatly strengthen the position of this organization in

Scotland. The two other firms concerned are those of

John & Henry Bleakley, Limited and Ashenhurst, Limited.

Manchester.

Notwithstanding the fact that prospects in some direc-

tions are none too bright, and that buyers certainly lack

confidence in the present position of affairs, there is cer-

tainly some improvement in the trade of the Manchester
district. The short time movement which is becoming gen-

eral, is lessening the purchasing power of the public. Then
there is the general anticipation of lower prices, and the

fact that retailers are expecting greater concessions than

the middlemen will allow. Deliveries are easier to secure,

and mill prices are lower, though the change is of no great

moment.

Staple lines are doing much the best, but there is a

considerable falling off in fancies and specialties.

Little that is encouraging can be reported of the ex-

port trade, and more and more looms are being stopped

for the want of orders. Manufacturers and merchants
are beginning to have stocks oil hand and remittances are

poor from many markets. The little that is being done
with China is in staple lines, and Japanese shippers are

said to be over-bought with goods that can now be pro-

cured at lower prices. On the whole, the Indian trade is

disappointing, and little is doing in the minor markets.

Spinners who are determined to sell their yarns are

making very low prices, and quantities of sales are made
where the margin of profit is very small.

Short time is becoming general, and in the Burnley
district alone between 25,000 and 26,000 looms are idle.

The Salford Dyeing & Finishing Co. has been organized

to take over and carry on the business of the Salford

Dyeing & Finishing Co., as a branch of the Bradford
Dyers' Association.

Nottingham.

The general opinion here is that trade on the whole is

better. Orders are of no particular size and many looms

are idle. Nevertheless, there is a more cheerful tone

manifesting itself.

Prices are well maintained and there is no weak
spots. Fashion is still favoring lace, and Vals, Maltese

and Torchons, and also allovers, are selling well. There

is a slight falling off in the demand for plain nets. Patent

spotted tulles and mosquito nets sell readily. There is

some demand for millinery laces,
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Energetic In Business And Serves In Public Capacity

G. B. Ryan, of Guelph, Has His Business So Thoroughly Systematized That He Finds Time

to Bring City Waterworks and Street Railway From Losing Concerns to Profit Producers.

A systematic organization of his business, which in-

cludes one of the largest dry goods stores in Guelph, with

large branch stores in Berlin, and Owen Sound, enables

G. B. Ryan, head of the firm of G. B. Ryan & Co., to in-

terest himself in the larger affairs of his city, and to ren-

der its citizens valuable public service, in addition to

supervising the management of the stores referred to.

Mr. Ryan commenced business thirty years ago with

$9.00 as his cash capital, but this sum did not by any

means represent the extent of his resources. Had this

been the case he would not now be the head of a business

representing the best type of dry goods merchandizing in

three of the most prosperous and progressive centres in

Ontario.

"In half a dozen words, what do you attribute your

success to, Mr. Ryan?" was the question propounded by

The Review, and it brought this reply: "Back of all the

successful business enterprises in the world are hard work
and study. No man ever reaches the stage that he knows

the whole story. Honesty and the square deal in every

particular is my business policy, and I consider the con-

fidence of the public the most valuable asset I can possibly

possess. A man would be a business fool who would be-

tray it; even from the low standpoint of policy. There

should be a higher motive, of course. I never fool the

public."

A Valuable Organization.

The organization which Mr. Ryan has built up is of

such a character that, as he himself put it, "the cost of

each clerk for every dollar's worth of goods he or she

sends out of the front door is known." Every morning

at 10 o'clock a statement is laid on his desk, showing the

sales in each department the day before, and a compari-

son with the corresponding day of the preceding year.

By this means he is able to keep his hand on the pulse of

the store, and if any one department shows 'an inclination

to lag, he knows it at once, and a remedy is sought and

applied. Weekly reports giving equally complete in-

formation concerning the progress of the braneh stores

are also received each week.

Interest in Civic Progress.

Mr. Ryan's interests, however, are not centred in his

business to the exclusion of those affecting his city. In-

deed, it is a fact worthy of record that largely because he

has his business so thoroughly systematized he is able to

devote considerable time to civic affairs. He served some

years as an alderman, and while in the council was able

to carry into effect a project which for some time he had

in contemplation; the city management of the waterworks

department by a commission elected by the people and re-

sponsible to them. Twice within a year the proposal was
submitted to a popular vote; the first time it was de-

feated, but, after an educational campaign had been car-

ried on it was approved by a majority of over 700.

Results proved the wisdom of that decision, for, where-

as in 1906 the total receipts of the department were $19,-

000, in the following year, under a commission, the pro-

fits equalled that amount. Mr. Ryan was elected to the

commission and was later made its chairman by his fellow-

commissioners. This remarkable increase in revenue was
not effected by an increase in the water rates; they were

the same as in the preceding year, but an inspector who
was appointed discovered some rather startling facts. He
found that there were over one hundred water-takers who
were not paying anything for the service; others were
paying only a fraction of what they should pay. The
same principles which Mr. Ryan has followed with success

in his own business have been applied in the operation of

the waterworks system, and with equally satisfactory

results.

Treasurer of Street Railway

This branch of the civic service does not, however,

claim a monopoly of Mr. Ryan's attention. He is the

treasurer of the municipally owned and operated street

railway. This had for years been a losing concern, the

deficit one year reaching $5,000. By the application of the

same business judgment which has made a success of his

private business and the waterworks system, though, the

railway has been placed upon a paying basis, a deficit

of $5,000 having been turned into profits of $4,800, re-

presenting a dividend of 4V2 per cent, on the entire capi-

talization of the road. In addition to serving the city in

these two public capacities, Mr. Ryan is a member of the

Hospital Board.

It is a fact not without significance that these services

are given the city without remuneration. The commis-
sioners were offered a salary, but Mr. Ryan refused to

accept.

Does Business by System.

It would be idle, of course, to suggest that all these

public interests, do not take time which would otherwise

be spent in one's business. Mr. Ryan admits that they

take time, but to his store he devotes all the time it needs.

His day's work, too, is by no means ended when he leaves

the store at six o'clock.

His evenings are devoted to studying the means by
which he may extend his business and make it more suc-

cessful.

He has discovered some facts in connection with the

business of merchandizing which many retailers have

either not realized or do not appreciate the importance of.

One of these is that while the profit-making period in a

dry goods store is only ten months, or, in some cases, but

eight months in a year, the expenses run for the whole

twelve months, and must be provided for in the months
when profits can be made. The profit line is affected by

the volume of buying. Merchants who buy more goods

than they can find an outlet for at a fair profit are not

only adding to their own difficulties, but make it harder

for the other merchants to do business.

Advises Co-operation.

Mr. Ryan believes in the policy of harmonious co-

operation among merchants. Said he. "Editors scrap,

but they don't cut the price of space; lawyers scrap, but

their bills provide for a large amount of brotherly love;

bankers scrap, but raise the interest account; doctors

scrap, but few ever get a reduced bill from them; mer-

chants scrap and cut prices. This everlasting price-cut-

ting among merchants played havoc with profits, and

should be eliminated."
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In Western Ontario Mr. Ryan is in demand at meet-

ings of retailers, and his addresses are models of business

wisdom. In a recent address, delivered at St. Thomas,

he spoke of the merchants as the "Big" men of the coun-

try. These men lay the foundation stone of every city.

They are the first to arrive—come before the doctor or

railway—take root and remain to help build up the city.

The merchant is expected to contribute to everything and

the collection plate is passed along the front street oftener

than on any other. He is expected to buy tickets to every-

thing from a raffle to a bazaar, and from a baby show to

a plowing match. Mr. Ryan thought that merchants

were foolish to allow themselves to be held up in this

taking accept at their original price goods which they

know are not worth to them what thev cost, until finally

they are forced to the admission that they are embarrassed

with dead stock.

His Sons Help.

In the management of his stores at Guelph and at

Berlin, Mr. Ryan has the assistance of his sons, Harold

being in the Guelph store with his father, while Norman
has charge of the business in Berlin. In Owen Sound the

store is conducted under the name of Ryan Bros., a

brother of Mr. Ryan managing it.

G. B. RYAN, GUELPH
Who looks upon it as a duty to devote some time to serving his city in managing public utilities.

way, and believed that with a proper understanding the

evil could be obliterated.

What Stock-talcing Means.

Stock-taking to Mr. Ryan means something. It means
that each year he buys his stock back and he only pays

what he considers it worth. If any goods are likely to

prove unsalable ; if they have gone through one season, he

buys them back at a price below their original cost, and

thus each year he takes care of the losses through slow

selling goods. Many merchants, he points out, are afraid

to face the actual conditions of their stocks, and at stock-

In the Guelph store general dry goods are carried, and
a department which is somewhat of an innovation, yet

which is becoming more popular in dry goods stores,

ladies' and misses' shoes, forms an important and profit-

able feature of the stoi'e.

Essentials to Success.

Speaking generally, Mr. Ryan told The Review that

he had discovered four things which he considered essen-

tial to success in business. Here they are : A man must
be honest; he must like his business; must know it, and
he must push it. He advises men who aim to be success-

ful to adopt these principles.
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That magic word.

How it signifies the

Dawn of Day.

How its very mention

Conveys the

Idea of Light.

How many places

have been brightened

by its rays.

How many Businesses

have been improved

by its effect.

Do not wait

until next season.

SEE US NOW

Luxfer Prism Company
LIMITED

100 King Street, West, TORONTO

Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be", and
we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.

WORTHY WAX

The Only Kind Worth

While
.

Inferior Figures are

Abominable and Ruin

the Effect of the Smart-

est Garment Display.

We are supplying the

\ , best trade in Canada.
™ Why not you ?

All our latest Wax
Models are beautifully

illustrated in our new
catalogue, No. 15 L. Write
for it.

Learn about the new
high class window dress-
ing schemes, described in

our handsome red and
gold booklet "The Swan
in Decoration." Write for

it.

Write also for our rack
and hanger circulars.

J, R. Palmenberg's

Sons,
NO. 98 T L '

Factory 710 BROADWAY, N EW YORK U.S. A.

89 and 91 W. Third St. (established ismi

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Valuable Hints on the Art of Display

Suggestion for Underwear Window, Summer

The Spring Openings in Toronto.

The Toronto stores started the Spring' campaign early

this season. By the middle of February the advance

millinery openings were held, and the display of suits,

costumes, dress goods and other lines followed in rapid

order.

With the exception of the interior decorations used in

the middle of March in the T. Eaton store, the Spring-

windows and decorations have been on a less elaborate

scale than usual. This is explained by some of the lead-

ing decorators as due to the fact 'that each year now sees

an increasing demand for high-class goods. Rich fabrics,

rich laces, and trimmings, etc., do not need an elaborate

setting to show off their beauty. Indeed, unless the setting

is unusually high-class and one involving a heavy ex-

pense, an elaborate setting positively detracts from high-

class goods. Therefore there has been a greater simplic-

ity observed in the window settings this Spring. .

For the early openings in the R. Simpson Co. windows,

IT. Hollingsworth has made free use of the mirror back-

grounds. Pleatings of China silk covered the frames, and

China silk pleating was festooned over the face of the

mirrors. Roses and foliage also were sparingly used.

The chief feature of the early windows of the T. Eaton
Co. was the way in which the now Spring colorings were

emphasized. Each color was grouped and the display

consisted of a series of monotone dress goods, windows,

the sequence broken by a millinery and a costume window.

One dress goods window was in shades of pink, one in

Copenhagen, one in brown, one in leather, and, one, the

new wine shades. The central feature of each, was an

art panel covered with white felt and framing a monotone
picture in the color of the rest of the display. Roses and

shaded foliage—the roses matching the goods were used.

One of the most effective of all the Spring millinery

windows seen in Toronto so far this Spring was the open-

ing window put in for W. A. Murray & Co. This window
was a mo^t effective monotone in the fashionable Saxe

and Copenhagen blues. The background was panelled in

white, each upright and cross-piece having a centre panel

outlined with inch wide gilt braid put on with thumb
tacks. Behind this panelling curtains of. moss green'
plush were hung. The floor of the window was covered
with white felt clouded over with Copenhagen blue chif-

fon. Palms and ferns in pots with green wicker covers,

draped with wide Copenhagen blue ribbon with long
streamers from the bows, and placed upon low gilt stands
were used throughout the display. Millinery all in the
blue shades, parasols and other dainty accessories made
up the rest of this most effective window.

The T. Eaton Co. usually plan something striking and
elaborate in the way of interior decoration for the open-
ing of a new season. Last Spring they had a monster
Eas'ter egg suspended in the central rotunda, which held
an orchestra that invisibly discoursed sweet music. This
year the opening decorations are planned on a most ex-

tensive scale, and certainly breathe as it were the very
spirit of Spring. The pillars that flank the three main
aisles of the store have huge gilded baskets suspended from
them on seemingly massive gilt supports filled with
branches of flowering apple blossoms, ferns and pussy
willows. All the white pillars are wreathed at the top
with clusters of rose blooms in the hearts of which arc
buried electric light bulbs. The long vistas of flowering
apple blooms under the soft pinkish light, give one the
feeling of having stepped into an orchard in the early
dawn of a Spring day. Suspended from the sides of the
centre rotunda by ropes of asparagus fern there is a
huge centrepiece of classic design, studded with innumer-
able colored lights. From this graceful central ornament
burst masses of pink bloom mixed with the soft green of
the ferns and the yellow and grey of the pussy willows.
In each corner of the court immense iridescent shells were
placed backed by more soft green and pink apple blos-

soms. The whole effect was indescribably lovely, and the
store was crowded each day the decorations were up.

The windows put in, though effective, were planned
upon fairly simple lines. The sketch given explains more
effectively than any amount of description. The foliage

was in shaded effect, white and green, The whole series
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of windows from the south entrance on Yonge Street, were

dressed with the same background, a picture and a mirror

in oval frames were used in each alternate window. The

central effect was somewhat different, but still was easy

of achievement.

*

The Review will try to help the small store trimmer by

giving ideas, recipes and devices that will be helpful to

him in his work. So Mr. Trimmer, be sure and keep each

issue on your fyle. If it is only a two by five corner, ev-

ery trimmer should have a workroom to keep his materi-

als and where he can work out and perfect his plans.

The Trimmer in the Small Store.

Some trimmers in the smaller centres have remarked

that the window displays given in The Review are on too

large a scale, are too elaborate and too expensive for

» i
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Classic back ground used in Murray's windows. Inch board covered with
Felt Gilt Braid used for inner panel. Easily adapted to any sized

window. In this case used in the whole series. Colors
White and Gold for panels. Curtains Deep

Empire Green.

them to copy. And with this expression of opinion The

Review fully agrees.

The Review is trying to set a standard of window

dressing and in doing so must use the best windows avail-

able. In giving each month a number of artistic trims, it

is not the object of this paper to furnish windows for

other trimmers to copy, but to furnish trimmers with

bright and up-to-date ideas. It is the suggestions for or-

iginal trims that these photos are intended to furnish.

If a trimmer has only a small winhow to dress he cannot

hope to crowd all the features of an elaborate display in-

to it. Let him study the window he intends trimming and

also the one that strikes his fancy, and then pick out one

or more features to adapt to his smaller window space.

Possibly he may have to make some changes, and if he

has, all the better, for that will be developing along or-

iginal lines.

The Review has a good deal of sympathy with the

trimmer in a small store, for it is an especially difficult

problem that he has to deal with in making an attractive

display. His window space is limited and the stock

of any one line is limited also. He is often

short of the necessary appliances, and his appropriation

is never very large. Many small show windows have no

proper background—some even are not enclosed—and in

this case it is indeed hard to put in a good window. In

most cases a neat rail from which a curtain can be sus-

pended is the best solution. This curtain can be made the

foundation of many of the more elaborate displays.

For instance a panel can go across the top of a cur-

tain. This ought to be easy for inch board can always be

made the foundation. If the decorator has any idea 'of

drawing, and there are very few that have not, a simple

scroll can be made. There are lots of trellis ideas that

cao be worked out with a bundle of laths and a can of

paint. If the trimmer will only exercise his ingenuity

lots of schemes and adaptations can be found for a small

window. To illustrate, The Review is giving the back-

ground of the T. Eaton windows and some adaptations of

the same suitable for small windows. In future issues

Windows Which Sell.

The function of a store window display is to sell goods.

If it does not accomplish this result it is a failure, just as

complete a failure as a salesman who did not make sales.

A window which simply affords a vehicle for the display

of goods which may be representative of the stock on the

shelves inside is of no more value than a clerk, who, while

he might be able to show the goods in his department,

was unable to create a desire in the mind of the prospec-

tive customer to possess those goods.

Many merchants, however, do not appreciate this fact

;

they look upon the windows in much the same way as the

sign board above the door.

This is all wrong. Every trim which the windows are

given should actually accomplish the sale of goods in that

window. A merchant spends good money in constructing

windows, and in paying wages of a man to 'trim them,

and he should not be satisfied if this investment does not

bring direct returns. The larger and more successful

store proprietors appreciate this, and impress the fact

upon the one they engage to trim their windows.

Indeed the first qualification of a store decorator is

the ability to produce direct selling windows. This does

not necessarily mean that artistic windows are not re-

quired ;. usually the display with the best artistic effect is

the best selling window. This is realized by some of the

men in charge of windows in the smaller places, and they

have been accomplishing good results by the application

of this principle.

It's a matter worth thinking about.

A Good Underwear Window.

At least once each season the trimmer has to put in

a trim of knitted underwear. It is not one of the easiest

of windows to trim attractively, as the goods, particularly

Wax figrure shown by Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

if of the cheaper grades, do not lend themselves to the

building up of an artistic display. If the finer lines and

higher grades are to be shown, stands may be used and
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fewer garments may be required, but when cheap grades

have to be shown the trim must be a fairly stocky one.

The window shown is of this description, and the goods

are exceptionally well arranged. The cat itself explains

the manner, and the trim would easily adapt itself to a

smaller window. The curtained background is topped

with a panel with floral decorations. This panel might

be trimmed in many other styles that may occur to the

window decorator.

manufacture as well as deal in the goods handled. The
company may carry on the Paris Kid Glove Store, and
may purchase the present business of Stitt & Co. The
share capital of the new company is $100,000, and the

incorporators are Reginald William Eyre, Hugh C. Mac-
donald, R. J. G. Dow, F. H. Hopkins and J. S. McKessock,
all of Toronto.

A Vancouver Transfer.

Negotiations were completed the middle of last month

whereby the stock and goodwill of Greenshields & Co.,

Limited, Vancouver, have been sold to Johnston Bros.;

Holt, Renfrew & Co.

By a Dominion charter the firm of Holt, Renfrew &
Co., Limited, is incorporated, with the head office at Que-

bec, and a share capital of $1,000,000, divided into 10,000

shares at $100 each. The incorporators are John H. Holt
and Archibald Laurie, of Quebec; Allan E. Renfrew and

Background of Eaton's Spring Windows. Long panels in two pieces. Mirror background panels cover one side of frame, the narrow straight panels the
other sides. Half of the trim would form a good background for a small window. The panels are smoothly covered with white felt, but dummet

would answer as well. The arrangement of foliage and flowers explains itself. The colors used were white felt

shades, white and green foliage and pink roses.

the transfer to take effect July 1st. The firm of Johnston

Bros, is composed of A. W. Johnston, Winnipeg, manager
of Greenshields Western, Limited, and A. M. Johnston,

Vancouver manager of Greenshields & Co., Limited. The
negotiations on the part of Greenshields, Limited, Mont-
real, were conducted by Geo. L. Cains, one of the directors.

The sale of the Vancouver house, following upon the

Winnipeg one, is along the line of direct development of

the Greenshields business, indicated at the time of the

Winnipeg transfer. The increased addition to the ware-

house of Greenshields, Limited, Montreal, enables this

firm to handle their far Western business from Montreal.

Concentration of their business in Montreal will enable

them to even better serve their Western trade and their

travelers will as usual cover that around.

Walter C. Renfrew, of Toronto, and Albert J. Brown, of

Montreal. Authority is given in the charier to purchase

and carry on the business of the firm of Holt, Renfrew &
Co., in Quebec, Toronto and elsewhere, in the manufac-

ture and sale of furs, hats, caps, Indian goods and gen-

eral merchandise. The company is also given authority

to organize, maintain and operate branch stores, trading

posts and cold storage plants in connection with the

company.

An erroneous impression may have been created by

an item which appeared in a recent issue of The Dry
Goods Review in reference to the Imperial Trading Com-
pany, of Moose Jaw, Sask., in which it was stated that

stores under the same management were located in Cal-

A wash goods trim for a small window. The scrolls are sawn out of lumber and painted. Curtains could
be substituted for the mirrors. If the forms are not to hand use high drapes instead.

Stitt & Company.
Stitt & Company is the name of a new company

granted incorporation by an Ontario charter, with head
office at Toronto. The company is authorized to carry on
a wholesale and retail general dry goods business, and to

gary and Medicine Hat, while W. J. Binning, who man-

ages the Moose Jaw store, has brothers who are in busi-

ness in Calgary and Medicine Hat, respectively, but in

each case the business is entirely separate from that in

Moose Jaw.
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LAMSON'
Perfection Cable
CasK Carrier

Sales Station

A modern cash centralizer for

QUICK SERVICE in active

stores. Unites all floors with

cash desk, which may be located

anywhere. Plans and estimates

free of charge. Ask for booklet

N.i.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

126 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ontario

'SERVICE'

New Waist Form

Have you got them ? If not, why ?

Manufactured by

A. S. RICHARDSON
TORONTO

99103 ONTARIO STREET

MONTREAL
239 ST. JAMES STREET

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Al»o

FEATHERS, SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS, LACE, ETC.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
UNEQUALLED. MONTREAL TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR FINE

French Wax Heads?
Ours have Beauty Expression and
Durability at the price of common ones.

Ask us for Blue Prints of Heads
and Catalogues.

New square tubing stands of all descrip-
tion in brush brass, oxidized copper and
brass, nickel, black, chocolate, green,

blue, brown, or any color wanted.

DELFOSSE & CO.,
Canada's Greatest Fixture Factory,

Veiling Stand. 5 HERMINE STREET, MONTREAL

CONDENSED ADS.
AT A COST OF

2 CENTS PER WORD
All clerks requiring positions will do well to

invest a few cents in The Dry Goods Review
and state their requirements.

Those merchants who wish to dispose of their

business can insert their ad. under a box num-
ber and we will forward any replies. This en-

sures secrecy to those that desire it.

The Review is read by 90 per cent, of the
entire trade. This ensures your wants being
read by the merchants throughout the Domin-
ion of Canada.

Address all correspondence to

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
1 Front St. East,
TORONTO

232 McGill St
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review,
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Cash Sales Books
THE

CO NTI NUOUS
is the ONLY PERFECT SALESBOOK
made. Numbers guaranteed. Printed

in colors. Advt. on back if desired.

WE ARE SOLE MAKERS WRITE FOR SAMPLE

THE CARTER-CRUME COMPANY,
TORONTO and MONTREAL

LIMITED

Mention this paper

MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVE

W. W. JOHNSTON
203 Birks Building. Phone, Uptown 1630.

Weir Wardrobe System
PATENTED

For the Economic and Scientific

Handling of Men's and Women's

Ready-to-wear Garments.

Sectional Wardrobes—each complete
in itself

Fitting- Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts, all of

uniform style, size and height.

Capacity : High Boys— in 30 in. frontage

—

50 Suits
Low Boys —25 Suits and 25 pairs odd

Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides. Price list

and catalogue on application. Estimates furnished.

Intending purchasers are specially requested to
see our Trcuser Slide and 8uit Counti r

—

the
only thing of the kind in existence.

Section of Modern Store Equipped
with our System

Weir Wardrobe Co. of Canada, lhm
Head Office and Factory :

Mount Forest, Ont.

U. S Factory:

Mason City, Iowa

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Store Plan Suggestions for Progressive Dry Goods Men
Layout and Equipment of two Stores Described. Valuable Suggestions for

Merchants who Contemplate Improving Present Premises or Erecting New Store.

The equipment and layout of a store is always a sub-

ject of interest to the majority of readers cf The Review.

For it is by the layout and equipment that store conveni-

ence and store attractiveness are secured. Therefore The
Review is presenting this month plans for the layout for

two medium sized stores. Both of these plans call for

the carrying of stocks on two floors—that being in the

majority of cases, the most satisfactory method.

Reasons are given for the particular placing of stocks,

and The Review is sure that these diagrams will be found

helpful to merchants who are contemplating either build-

ing or altering existing premises.

In both plans, special care has been taken to give a

large amount of display window space. Few merchants

will disagree with this feature, as all who are up-to-date

know the importance of the constant and adequade dis-

play of goods. Indeed this is the chief underlying idea

ence of level between the street and the store, a gradually

sloping pavement can be put in with the name of the

firm across it in neat letters. The floor of the show win-

dow should be about 20 inches from the sidewalk level,

and the height of the glass about 100 inches. The space

above the sash bar which should be continued right across

the front, should be filled with prism glass. The show
windows are enclosed at the back, the enclosure being

carried to about the height of eight feet solid, with the

space above to the ceiling filled with white glass.

The majority of stores now solve the background prob-

lem, by putting in a permanent one of wood panelling or

mirrors. No matter which is chosen, there should be a

drapery rod introduced at the upper part, from which

curtains or temporary backgrounds may be suspended.

The windows on the upper floor have the centre rail

raised above the middle of the window, and it would be
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Ground floor plan for single store 25 x 60 feet carrying stock of $12,000 to $15,000. Rest room and office not shown in drawing
suggested for balcony across rear of the store

in the preparation of these diagrams. The keeping for-

ward of as much of the stock as possible is the chief ob-

ject of modern store equipment. Shopping made tempt-

ing and easy—easy both for buyer and for seller—is the

present day ideal.

The diagram for the smaller store—25x40 feet—shows
a novel plan for materially increasing the display window
space. The window is planned to give a sort of arcade

effect. This is a splendid method of providing a plenty of

window space for a store with only a narrow front.

In the plan submitted the vestibule measures 7 feet

wide by 12 feet deep. The windows to the front are a

little over 8 feet, with a depth of 6 feet. These windows
will accommodate the displays of the larger items of mer-

chandise, such as dress goods, clothing, etc. Back of the

large windows, and facing the vestibule, are two other

windows, each measuring 6 feet by 3 feet deep. Here
may be made a constant display of fancy articles, and the

smaller items of dry goods, such as neckwear, notions,

belts, ribbons, hosiery, gloves, etc.

Though the counter space is shortened somewhat by
this method of window arrangement no shelf space is

sacrificed. A vestibule of this kind can be made very at-

tractive to the buying public. Should there be a differ-

an added advantage if this space was equipped with

prisms. Indeed, this would be a necessity if the side win-

dows shown had to be omitted. In that case the same ar-

rangement of glass as shown in the second storey front

would have to be repeated, on both the first and the second

floor at the back—of course with the addition of prism

glass. By this means a very light store should be ob-

tained.

The height of the first floor, from floor to ceiling,

should be 14 feet, and the second floor, 13 feet. This

gives ample height for the balcony on the main floor. This

balcony is utilized for the office. It is a good location,

as it is out of the way and yet gives a good view of what
is going on in the whole store. The balcony is also the

landing for the stairs, and part of it may be used to ad-

vantage for a rest room. At the head of the stairs on
the second floor there is a toilet for customers' use. This

convenience and the rest room if properly kept can be

made quite a drawing feature. The rest room should be

fitted with comfortable wicker furniture, and should have
a writing table, paper and envelopes, with the firm's

letter head, being usually provided.

Men 's furnishings are located near the door, and
umbrellas are carried in a case near the men 's depart-
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ments. Shirts, men's hosiery and underwear, and wo-

men's and children's hosiery and underwear, etc., are lo-

cated on the one side.

Fancy goods, notions, ribbons, neckwear, leather goods,

trimmings, gloves, laces and embroideries are all carried

in the centre circle—laces and embroideries together for

a reason to be explained in dealing with the larger store.

Notions, ribbons, and trimmings are placed on the same
side as dress goods; an arrangement for which the reason

is obvious.

side, room is made for two tables, as adjuncts to the dress

and wash goods departments. The bargain section may
be made a most valuable feature. Here may be sold lines

that need to be closed out, and which might hinder the

sale of the regular stock if exposed upon the counter. By
closing out this class of merchandise and by buying spe-

cial lines to sell in this section, many customers may be

attracted to this part of the store, and their presence here

will also benefit the regular departments.

The upper floor is divided into three sections. Car-

COUtJTER ™.t» MIRROR WARDROFE

bKIWT*i

o o

CABPTTS
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SHOW CASE

TABLE TABLE TABLE TABLE

CASE CASE

CORSETS WAISTS WHITE wf»R

First floor plan for Store 25 x 60 feet

The shelving for men's furnishing, hosiery, etc., may
be 18 inches wide, and the counters and floor cases, as

well as the floor cases in the centre, 24 inches wide. Floor

cases and stands should be about 40 inches high, and
counters and tables 32 inches. The shelving in the centre

may be about 4 feet wide, and should not be more than 5

feet high.

All the piece goods are located together as both shelv-

ing and counters for these goods will require to be wider.

Dress goods and silks are given the location indicated,

because of the light; this being with the windows as sug-

gested the best lighted position in the store. If possible

the light in the dress goods department should come from
the north, as goods show up much better under a north

light.

At the end of the white goods section patterns have

been placed as this really seems to be the only possible

2EDF

pets, mattings, curtains, draperies and rugs, being carried

in the back part of the room. The centre and part of the

front section is devoted to garments, dress skirts, cloaks,

waists, corsets, underskirts and wrappers, and whitewear,

being the lines carried. The equipment consists of tables,

racks, wardrobes, shelving and cases, making ample pro-

vision for showing goods.

The second set of plans is a suggestion for a larger

store, 40x70 feet, and located on a corner. The entrance

is placed at the meeting of the two streets, and planned

in this way it is more imposing, as well as more roomy
and convenient than it would be in the centre of the block

—that is, for a store of this size.

It also catches the people as they pass down both

streets, and gives a large and attractive range of store

windows. The window on the side street may be used

for showing men's goods, hosiery, underwear, blankets,

::«!
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Ground floor plan for store with corner entrance, 40 x 70 feet, and carrying stock of $20,000 to $25,000. The facility for display is the feature of this floor.

position. If you carry a popular line of patterns, cus-

tomers will come to any part of the store for them, and,

therefore, the location of the department is not of so

much importance.

Back of the centre section is a wrapping table, and a

bargain section. By placing this section a little to one

etc., leaving the front windows for the dress and other

departments.

Canadian merchants, as a rule, make little use of out-

side cases for display purposes.

This layout is specially designed to bring them under

notice. Three wall cases are indicated along the front of
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the store, and there is a large case in the vestibule. These
eases are splendid means of showing fancy goods, hosiery,

jewelry, combs, belts, notions, etc. As they take only a

few minutes to dress, their contents can be frequently

changed, and as they are always in the front view, sales

take place from them with great frequency.

The layout explains itself and the remarks about fix-

tures, eases, etc., applies equally to this store as to the

Suggestion for showing laces, embroideries, etc.

smaller one. Besides the centre section, two rows of

tables are provided.

There is also a bargain section. Notions and buttons

are located next to dress goods, and linings next to silks;

this is because silks are so often sold as linings at present.

Laces and embroideries are again located together; the

reason being a new method of showing aad keeping these

goods that has come under the notice of The Review.

This particular plan has so much to recommend it that

diagrams and a detailed description are given. By its

adoption all stock is easily kept in full view, and without

handling a single piece the customer can make her choice

and ascertain the price. As the stock is under cover it is

always clean and fresh looking.

Above the top of the counter a fixture is built, a dia-

gram of which is shown. Every 16 inches is divided off;

the front of the division following the slant of the fix-

ture. These divisions support a back of thin boards that

in Fig. 2, and with samples of the laces or embroideries
in stock mounted on them, price and s fock number is

marked in the space at the side, is placed in the openings
and the glass let in over the card. The goods themselves
are kept in the spaces under the fixture. Any carpenter
can easily fit a fixture like this to your present counter.

Provision is made for a wide easy staircase up to the

second floor, as it is believed that such a stairway makes
it an easier matter to induce customers to visit the upper
floor. Office space is marked in the end corner of the

store, and a cashier's desk may be located above it.

The front of the second floor is given over to millinery

and the central position to the garment department, ample
provision in the matter of fixtures being made for all

lines. Back of this department draperies, curtains, car-

pets and rugs are installed. In the corner to the side

street is a workroom and the opposite corner is railed off

for a rest, room, with a toilet room behind. Particularly

if you draw much trade from the surrounding districts

you will find the rest and toilet rooms a great attraction.

If yours is the only one in town you will find this feature

draw trade from the other stores. If it is not, aim to

have it the most comfortable and the best equipped.

Dupuis Freres Incorporated.

By a Dominion charter, Dupuis Freres, Limited, is in-

corporated to carry on a wholesale and retail dry goods

and departmental store business, and to manufacture
clothing and any goods which the firm may sell. Author-
ity is also given to purchase and carry on the business of

Dupuis Freres, of Montreal. The capital stock of the new
concern is $500,000, and the chief place of business will

be in Montreal.

Mackinnon Cloak Company.

An Ontario charter has been granted to the Mackinnon
Cloak Company, with head office in Toronto. Those com-

prising the incorporators are Angus Laniont Mackinnon,
Louis Korn, Margaret Elizabeth Mackinnon and Theresa

Korn, of To/onto, and Walter William Arnold, of Wash-
ington, D.C., and by the charter they are given wide

WHITE w£«R WAISTS

"TABlE TABLS

PETTICOATS

O r it nQU SKIRTS U _
Q/=\Q Q-P

SUIT? ano CLOAKS

B n

OJ j
a

First floor plan for Dry Goods Store, 40 x 70 feet

make with the crosspieces shallow trays. These cross

pieces are placed flush with the fixture, over the boards,

in front of each support, and the fixture top and bottom,

and the sides of the crosspiece are slightly cut away so

that a square of glass the size of the opening can be

dropped in level with the surface. A card ruled as shown

powers, the clause relating to this stating that they are

given authority "to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in

goods, wares and merchandise." The capital stock of

the company is $40,000, divided into 400 shares of $100

each. Messrs. Mackinnon, Korn and Arnold are the pro-

visional directors.
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in your selling ability ? Most dry goods men have—or they

wouldn't be in the business. Well you know how your selling

ability is enhanced when you are selling an article which is so

superior in quality as to arouse genuine enthusiasm within you.

That's What Happens To The Man Who Sells

Registered

It so arouses his enthusiasm that his every word carries con-

viction to the inquiring customer. Are you among the money-
making " Hygeian " enthusiasts ? Get there ; more business

awaits you.

Ask Your Jobber for Hygeian

All Good Jobbers Handle It.

Fall Samples Now on the Road.

Eagle Knitting Co., Limited
Hamilton, - Canada

Sell "HYGEIAN" Waists—Good profit, big sales.
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Underwear Business

is chiefly a matter of buying- and
keeping a complete stock of the right

underwear. The right lines to have
in stock now are

99CEETEE
light weight ALL-WOOL India

Gauze, Silk and Wool, Cashmere and
.Merino, in Ladies', Men's and Chil-

dren^. These are for Spring and
Fall, and although made from finest

of Australian wool, are guaranteed
unshrinkable. These goods fill a long-

felt want. We replace any "CEETEE"
Garment that shrinks. If you have
not seen these goods write us for

samples of fabric and prices.

They will not irritate the most tender
skin. Made by

THE C. TURNBULL CO. OF
GALT, Limited

GALT CANADA

WOLSEY
Pure Wool

UnsHrinKable Underwear
Pure wool unshrinkable underwear.

Every garment guaranteed by the

manufacturers. Jobbers now show-
ing Fall 1908 samples.
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Jaeger Pure Wool
For Summer

POINTS FOR SALESMEN :

JAEGER UNDERWEAR

Pure Wool Underwear and Shirts do not stifle the body like linen or cotton, the skin can breathe giving
a sense of comfort and relief.

Wearers of Pure Wool are just as comfortable in their everyday business dress as in their camp or holi-

day garb.

Pure Wool Garments are economical in laundry, they do not require such frequent changes in hot
weather as they do not become offensive like cotton or linen wear, the moisture from the body is evap-
orated at once, not retained in the garment to dry afterwards on the body.

Jaeger Pure Wool Goods are style, quality, comfort and luxury at a moderate price, and when laundry
is considered are cheaper than cotton.

Company,
LimitedDr. Jaeger's w^uS System

Wholesale Warehouse, 301 St. James St., Montreal

A NEW
ADVERTISER

We are new advertisers in The Dry

Goods Review and look to its readers

to give our travelers when they call

(they are on the road now) the op-

portunity to show our splendid selling

lines in

All Kinds of

Unit Goods, Tweeds,
Yarns, etc.

We want your trade—and our

values should get it.

Thomas WaterKouse
®L Company, Limited
Ingersoll - Ontario

ADAMS
LOCK-STITCH HOSE

TRADE MARK

Registered N2
ASK YOUR WHOLESALER FOR THE FALL RANGE.

Agents

:

A. E. ADAMS & CO. WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.

Leicester, England. 301 St. James St., Montreal.

Manufacturers. 33 Melinda Street, Toronto.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

Fall Underwear Situation.

Canadian knitted goods manufacturers are fairly well

satisfied with the prospects for Pall, so far as the under-

wear and hosiery trade are concerned. In fact, some

firms express themselves as well pleased with the orders

which have been received so far, one manufacturer stating

that he had orders which would keep his factory running

at full capacity for five months. Travelers have not been

on the road long, and in view of this fact there seems

good reason to believe that the present year will be almost

as satisfactory from the manufacturers' standpoint as

1907. So far the orders have been coming in for quanti-

ties, little, if any, less than those of a year ago.

Prices and weights for Pall have undergone practically

no change. The point has been reached when every price

concession may naturally be expected to come as the result

of a lightening in weight, or the production of a cheaper

quality. Manufacturers seem to have brought the prices

to the lowest possible level, under conditions of the raw
material market, as they now exist, and any change of

the immediate future will possibly be a tendency towards

higher prices, rather than a reduction.

Retailers are apparently appreciating this, and are

ordering to supply what they consider will be their need

for the Pall business.

A somewhat singular fact is commented on by a large

Canadian manufacturer, who states that he finds that in

proportion to the population the people in the West buy

a higher priced grade of underwear than those in the

East, in spite of the fact that the East is generally sup-

posed to represent a more advanced state of progress. The
more highly-priced goods are in better demand, propor-

tionately, in the West, and this condition prevails, in the

face of the depression which has possibly been reasonably

more acute there than in other portions of the Dominion.

The knitted goods manufacturers in both the fine and
in the cheaper qualities of underwear, anticipate a satis-

factory season for Pall, an improvement having been

noticed during the last few weeks.

*
John Penman's Gift to Paris.

To provide a much-needed addition to the educational

facilities of the town of Paris, John Penman, head of

the Penman Knitting Mills, has offered to donate $15,-

000 towards the erection of a new public school, the

total cost of which will be $55,000, including the site.

The more progressive residents of the town have for

years been making efforts to improve the schools, but

the by-laws to raise money for this purpose were in-

variably defeated when submitted to the ratepayers. The
council has now taken the matter up, and will provide

the $40,000 necessary to erect the building, with Mr.

Penman's gift.

*
Men's Summer Underwear.

With the approach of warmer weather, the question

of summer underwear becomes increasingly important.

So far as men's goods are concerned the balbriggan lines

will still be most in evidence, for the popular trade. In

the larger cities, and to a decreasing degree in the small-

er places, the new knicker drawers and short-sleeved

shirts will have a strong run, and the dealer who caters

to the trade of the young men will do well to provide

for a demand which is reasonably sure to be experienced

for these goods. The great point in their favor is the

comfort which wearing them ensures, and this advantage

is likely to be appreciated by an increasingly large num-
ber of men during the coming summer. They will retail

at prices ranging upwards from 75 cents a garment, the

medium lines selling at about $1, and it is probable that

the goods at this price will prove the best sellers.

Balbriggans .will be the staple goods for men, and

there is little change either in quality or price from

those prevailing last year.

Toronto Depot for Jaeger Goods.

A depot for the sale at retail of the pure wool wear,

manufactured by Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woollen System
Co., has been opened at 10 Adelaide St. West, Toronto, in

charge of W. C. C. Innes, who has been in the service

of the company a number of years. He holds the distinc-

tion of being the youngest manager on the company's
staff. In this depot, which is exquisitely finished in the

richest of mission oak, and plate glass, full lines of the

pure wool goods manufactured by the company will be

sold; nothing but Jaeger goods will be handled, and the

stock includes underwear, hosiery, gloves, men's neglige

shirts in exclusive designs, made in wool taffeta, wool tus-

sore and wool cambric; knitted coats, sweaters, dressing

gowns, caps, fleece slippers, belts, traveling rugs, and

ladies' knitted Norfolks, golf coats and blouses.

The better trade is catered to by these depots, of which

there are now three in Canada, in Toronto, Montreal and

Winnipeg.

*

SummerHosiery.

The popular color in women's hose for the coming
Summer in the Canadian trade will be tan, jobbers and
manufacturers reporting practically unanimously the

dominating influence which this color is exerting on the

trade in. this class of goods. It seems to have become
firmly established as the staple Summer hosiery color,

outside, of course, of black. Second to tan, in the plain

colors, blue will be strong, but indications point to a

decreasing degree of popularity for it, as compared with

last year. Copenhagen blue, however, will be so popular

in dress materials, that involuntarily, possibly, this will

exert an influence on blue as a hosiery color, and indica-

tions point to a heavy sale throughout the Summer. Re-
tailers will do well to prepare for the demand which may
reasonably be looked for.

White, as usual, will be one of the best sellers, for

Summer, and during the hot weather when white dresses

are worn there will be a big call for white hosiery.

The usual fancy lines will be sold, lace and em-
broidered work again being popular with the higher

priced trade.
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Knitting Factory for Glencoe.

The Glencoe Kinitting Factory, which has been closed

for some time will be re-opened and operated by a new

company. The town made a loan of $8,500 to the or-

iginal company, but the latter operated the factory only

a short time, and it came back upon the town.

Arrangements have now been made with the proprie-

tors of the Hamilton-Lewitt knitting factory, in Arn-

prior, by which this company will remove to Glencoe in

August, when the lease of their factory in Arnprior .ex-

pires. They pay the town of Glencoe $5,000 for the fac-

tory and agree to operate it continuously for at least

ten years.

$

Hosiery for Fall.

Travelers out with samples of hosiery for Winter re-

port that orders are being secured in fairly large bulk.

There is apparently a growing conviction among the re-

tailers of the country that the prospects for business this

Fall are excellent and in their buying they are making

preparations for this business, which under normal con-

ditions they should secure.

There will be no increase in prices of Fall hosiery,

Canadian manufacturers quoting the same prices as

those which they secured last year. There is just a pos-

sibility that in some lines of imported hosiery there may
be a slight reduction in price, though it would not be

considered safe to postpone buying in the hope of secur-

ing price concessions. As a matter of fact, some English

manufacturers of cashmere hose have advanced their

prices in some lines slightly. Generally speaking, the

prospects are for stationary prices in Fall hosiery.

Goods made in Canada from the Canadian cashmere

yarn, corresponding somewhat to the imported cashmere

goods, are gaining ground, their wearing qualities being

a strong point in their favor. That there is a bright fu-

ture for domestic knit goods manufacturers is the opinion

of those who are most closely in touch with the trade.

There is a growing tendency in favor of domestic goods,

both among the retailers and consumers, and tne great-

est increase in the knitted goods trade of the future will

undoubtedly be in those of domestic manufacture.

Make Underwear to Order.

Some of the Canadian underwear mills are doing a

good business in making special sizes of underwear, and

retailers who make a feature of this kind of trade ace

also reaping the benefit. There are in every community
men whom the regulation sizes do not fit ; the sleeves

are too long or too short, or the legs have the same
fault. These men are usually willing to pay a higher

price for suits of underwear which will. fit them comfort-

ably, and the retailers who make arrangements with mills

to fill orders of this character will be able to h'nld up a

desirable trade among the best customers in the com-

munity. Greater pains will have to be taken with sucb

customers, but when they have been secured their trade

is worth while. It is the retailer who does the unusual
thing that gets the business, and if the readers of this

article have not thought of catering to this trade hereto-

fore, will act on the suggestion made here, they will find

that the service will be appreciated and that it will be-

come a profitable feature, as well as leading directly to

other trade from the best dressed and best paying class

of customers in each business community.
The present would be a good time to inaugurate such

a plan; men will be buying their Summer underwear now

and you will be able to discover, if you take the pains to

inquire, the opportunities for profitable trade which tho

suggestion made affords.

*

Summer Underwear for Women.

Shipments for placing orders of Summer underwear

for ladies and children are practically complete, and

while the volume of business is somewhat smaller than

that of a year ago, there is no disposition to complain,

and hopes are strong for a good sorting business.

The styles and qualities of goods are practically the

same as those prevailing in 1907, and there is little or

no change in the prices asked.

The Late W. A. Flaws.

Many friends of W. A. Flaws, in the dry goods trade

will learn with regret of his death, which occurred sud-

denly on Monday, March 23, from heart failure. The
late Mr. Flaws has for years been associated with the

Canadian dry goods trade. Twelve years ago he entered

partnership with his father, engaging in business as manu-
facturers' agents, under the firm name of R. Flaws &
Son. He continued in business with him for seven years,

when he joined the staff of E. G. Heckborn, clothing manu-
facturer, continuing with that firm for five years, and only

severing his connection with it after the first of the pre-

sent year, to again enter into business as manufacturers'

agents, with his younger brother, A. L. Flaws, the two
taking over the business of their father, who retired from
business. The late Mr. Flaws was forty-five years of age

and was born in St. Mary's, Ont.

Japan's Canadian Trade.

Exports from Japan to Canada during 1907 in dry

goods lines show a decrease from those of 1906, with the

exception, mats and mattings for floor coverings. Fol-

lowing are the figures for the two years:

1907. 1906.

Silk, raw $ 15,378 $406,515

Silk tissue, habutai 195,900 303,987

Silk handkerchiefs 91,800 140,394

Cotton tissues 3,961 4,531

Mats and mattings for floor (Hana-

goza) 57,997 41,493

A. McLean, Canadian trade commissioner to Japan,

reporting to the Department of . Commerce, says, referring

to the trade in silk:

"The raw silk quantities exported in the course of the

latter six months of the late calendar year, and the chief

markets, are indicated as follows:

Bales.

To Europe 23,668

To America 45,292

Total 68,960

'

' The average value of a bale of silk as shipped may
be put at 1,000 yen; the above quantity therefore yield-

ing a total sum of 68,960,000 yen; or, without regard to

the minor fractions of exchange, $34,480,000.

"The extent to which the Japanese are taking over

leading lines of trade is a topic of much discussion. In

the details of the above summarized return, four Japanese

firms appear to have handled for direct export 32,615

bales. The remainder, 36,345 bales, is divided amongst

twenty-five foreign firms."
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Winnipeg Notes.

With ilic prospect of an early Spring and a favorable

season the dry goods trade of the West are looking for-

ward to much better business than Ihey had one year ago.

The seasons have been against the Western dry goods

trade during the last year, and the effects have been felt

in all parts of the country. The cold, disagreeable Spring

and Summer of 1907 had a bad effect on the sales of

Spring and Summer dry goods. The season was thor-

oughly disappointing to the dry goods trade, and it was
followed by an exceptionally mild Winter, which, in turn,

had a bad effect on the sale of furs and Winter dry goods.

For one year the dry goods trade has been "up against"

unfavorable conditions, but it is not expected that these

will continue and the optimistic note of the March Review
was approved by the great majority of Western
merchants.

A few months ago the trade were not disposed to order

Spring and Summer goods, their experience a year ago

having frightened most dealers. Now with every indica-

tion pointing to an early Spring, sorting and repeat orders

arc being received by the wholesale houses and the outlook

is much brighter than it was.

For some months it has been known that the big

north end department dry goods store of Finch Bros.,

Winnipeg, was in difficulties, and
;
therefore, the announc-

ment of 'their failure early last month did not cause any
particular surprise. An unfortunate feature was that the

sale was followed by a big bankrupt sale which created

considerable interest and excitement among the bargain

hunting public. There have been so many fake "bank-
rupt" sales put on by special traveling sales agents that

the legitimate trade have had enough of these inflictions

without having to contend with a genuine sale of the kind.

White & Manahan, Winnipeg, re-oper.ed their store

about the middle of the last month. They had a bad fire

in January, followed by a big sale of damaged goods,

after which their store was closed to permit them to put

in a new stock. They have re-opened with an entirely

new stock.

Hyndman, the furnisher, had a burglary in his store in

Winnipeg early last month. The burglarb carried away
nothing of particular value, and, as 'the damage done to

the premises was slight, a good opportunity was afforded

Mr. Hyndman to do some effective window and news-

paper advertising. The display of burglars' tools in the

windows and clever window cards, with ingenious con-

jectures, worthy of a Sherlock Holmes, as to the descrip-

tion and identity of the burglars, attracted the attention

of crowds of people. No doubt the publicity obtained

was valuable.

The stock and premises of Oreenshields Western will

be formally transferred to Robinson, Little & Co., on

June 1st. The Greenshields firm retain the ownership of

their big warehouse, but the stock will be sold to the

London, Ont., firm, who will henceforth devote increased

attention to the West. Geo. Cains, of Greenshields, Ltd.,

Montreal, was in Winnipeg last month on business in con-

nection with the transfer.

A. W. Johnston who wa-s managing director of Green-
shields Western, has, with his brother, A. M. Johnston,

purchased the stock of Greenshields & Co., Vancouver, the

transfer to take effect June 1st. At an early date John-

ston Bros, purpose opening a warehouse in Winnipeg.

S. D. Likely, late with Messrs. Gault Bros., Limited,

of Montreal, has been appointed the Eastern representa-

tive of the Hagen Shirt & Collar Company, Limited, of

Berlin. His office is at Room 9, 30 Hospital Street.

Montreal, whore a full line of this firm's goods may be

seen.

Jouid^im4€lc^

To err is human
-but unnecessary.

Every Hermsdorf-Dyed

Fast Black Stocking carries the

above stamp of genuineness.

And no amount of argument should persuade you

to believe otherwise. Your trade demands black

stockings that are dyed fast and pure, and if you are

laying the pipes for permanent prosperity you'll

take advantage of the great trade-increasing guar-

antee that Hermsdorf's name stands for.

Let us send you—free—"The Story of a Successful

Hosiery Week." Forty-eight pages of mighty
interesting stuff that'll surely help you make
more hosiery profit.

"The Name That Sells the Stocking"

JxHUd,

\ WORKS : CHEMNITZ, SAXONY.
AMERICAN BUREAU:

Thirty-Ninth St. Bldg., NEW YORK.

EVENLY MADE YARN
Yarn which is thick in some places

and thin in others is not desirable yarn

and the people who know this best are

those who knit, and, this being the

case, it is one of the reasons why

knitters ask and prefer

Paton's Alloa Scotch

Yarn

because it is evenly made and easy

knitting yarn. Then it is also known

to give much more warmth than

many others. Many merchants have

largely increased their yarn business

with this noted yarn, and you can also.

JOHN PATON, SON & CO. (Canadian) Ltd.

207 St. James St. MONTREAL
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HEALTH BRAND
This Brand covers the following lines

:

Children's Combinations, Children's Vests,

Misses' Combinations, Misses' Vests,

Ladies' Combinations, Ladies' Vests,

Ruben's Infants' Vests, Brownie Infants' Vests,

Corset Covers
All these lines may be had in either

white or natural.

Black Tights for Children, Misses,

Ladies.

SAMPLES ON THE ROAD

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA

:

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFEOTION
IN FOOTWEAR „ , , JkManufactured by

R. HENDERSON & CO.
™«.,lm.

Montreal and Toronto Leicester, Eng.

The Stanfield Man
Will Soon Be Com-

ing Around.

We hope you will be ready to see samples

and place orders for the coming winter.

We assure you that Stanfield's Underwear
for 1908 will be knitted of the same all-wool

yarns—that it will be absolutely unshrink-

able—with another year's experience to

guide us in perfecting the making. Three

winter weights—and all sizes from 22 to

70 inch chest measure.

To make sure that you will see Stan-

field's Underwear, write us so we can have

our representative call on you.

STANFIELD'S LIMITED

TRURO, N.S.

S. Lennard
£* SOPS DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLING AO.BNTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bldg., Wellington St. W. TORONTO, ONT.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Watson's
Unshrinkable
Underwear

is wanted by your best customers. Get

ready for a big Fall trade by inspecting our

new Fall samples.

AGENTS

41

McCLUNG & BURNS
Toronto - Ont.

O. L. GILPIN
Montreal - P.Q.

BRYCE & CO.
Winnipeg - Man.

J. A. MURRAY
Sussex - N.B.

Watson Manufacturing Company, Limited

Paris - Ontario

Do a Brisker Underwear Business

this spring. Get a good supply of Pen-Angle No's

95 and 100. They are the popular 'tween seasons'

garments. Medium weight, natural wool. Best

selling lines of underwear you can place on your

shelves.

PENMAN'S, Limited, Paris, Ontario
Sole ATUNSHRINKABLEK

Manufacturers j// Trade A(ar/(

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men

made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP

pt<irr<jr<jr

(For extra warmth)

also bears St. George trade mark for your protection
and ours. LinshrinkaBLE

UNDERWEAR FOR MEN
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UNSHRINKABLE

NDERW
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and

the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
'STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GA MENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale onli/—
Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

THE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWEAR.

Coming Your Way !

Perhaps they've come to you and gone away again. We refer to

the Fall Samples of

High Grade

Knit Underwear

The samples this year are fully up to the well-known Peerless

quality, and it will pay you to examine them carefully. An order

for Peerless, given now, will assure you of a good P all Underwear

business.
REPRESENTATIVES

:

ONTARIO : C. & A G. Clarke. Empire Bldg., Wellington St.. Toronto QUEBEC : LA. Prevost 209a

McGill St.. Montreal. MANITOBA : A. J. Snell. Box 705. Winnipeg, Man BRITISH COLUMBIA :

Geo. A. Campbell. P. O. Box 1026. Vancouver. B.C. MARITIME PROVINCES: G. A. Woodill.

20 Granville St., Halifax, N.S.

The Peerless Underwear Company
HAMILTON, ONT.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Renfrew Merchant Opposes Newspaper on Early-Closing

Drygoodsmen And Other Merchants Willing to Close Stores at 6 O'Clock, But Newspaper Opposed
It In Belief That Business Was Suffering— Proof That This Was Not The Case Furnished.

A peculiar condition of affairs developed last year in

Renfrew, where a newspaper publisher, who conceived

the idea that the business of the town was suffering- be-

cause the stores were not open in the evening (they close

at 6 o'clock every day except Saturdays) tried to se-

cure the repeal of the early closing- by-law passed by the

town council, in spite of the fact that the merchants of

the town were overwhelmingly in favor of it being allow-

ed to remain operative.

The situation was certainly unique. On the one hand

were the merchants, who, one would think, should be the

best judges of the situation, willing to close their stores at

6 o'clock, and on the other hand, the editor of one of the

newspapers, who was reeve of the council, determined

that the stores should remain open.

His argument in favor of late closing was that since

a large proportion of the customers of the local stores

were farmers, it would be a convenience to them to be

able, to do their shopping in the evening. The answer of

the merchants to this plea was that the farmers,

as a general rule, who remained in town after 6

o'clock were not the ones who wanted to spend

their money for dry goods or groceries and that

all who wanted to be served could make their

purchases before the closing hour.

A campaign which waxed warm, between the news-

paper man and one of the merchants who took up the

cudgels in behalf of those who wanted early closing con-

tinued, was conducted through the press, and a public

meeting was held, at which the matter was discussed

from every standpoint. The people of the town were ap-

parently behind the early closing advocates, since at the

last municipal election, the newspaper editor, who was a

candidate for reelection as reeve, was defeated, and it

is stated that this question of early closing was a factor

in the election.

An important feature which developed during the

campaign, was the revelation of the results which fol-

lowed the adoption of early closing in a large number of

towns and villages of the province. In order to ascer-

tain just how it had worked where it had been tried, the

merchant wrote letters to a list of merchants in sixty-

eight towns and cities, the most of them of a size corres-

ponding to Renfrew, or smaller, and all but two of the

letters sent in reply stated that early closing was iu

force in their community, and every letter was an en-

dorsation of the early closing plan. It is a significant

fact, too, as showing the general interest taken in bhe

subject, that only three out of the sixty-eight written to

failed to reply, and that replies were, in almost every in-

stance, by return of mail.

As a matter of record it may be of interest to readers

of The Review to learn the result of the investigations

into the matter of early closing in Ontario. Following

is a list of the places which this merchant discovered a:s

having early closing in force; the figure after the name of

the town representing the number of nights each week

the stores closed early and the hour at which they

closed. Population is also given and whether voluntary

or by by-law.

Almonte, 4, 7.00, voluntary, 25 years, 3,000.

Arnprinr, 5, 6.00, by-law, 3 years, 4.000.

Aurora, 3, 6.00, voluntary, 3 years, 1,743,

Aylmer, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 4 years, 2,167.

Barrie, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 20 years, 7,000.

Brampton, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 3,253.

Berlin, 5, 6.15, by-law, 10 years, 10,466.

Belleville, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 9,500.

Brockville, 5, 6.00, by-law, 20 years, 8,940.

Bowmanville, 5, 6.30, voluntary, 10 years, 3,377.

Bracebridge, 5, 6.00, by-law, 3 years, 3,000.

Crediton, 3, 6.00, by-law, 3 years, 650.

Chatham, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 12 years, 9,052.

Colborne, 5, 6.30, voluntary, 1,068.

CHnton, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 7 years, 2,800.

Carleton Place, 3, 6.00, voluntary, 20 years, 4,059.

Oobourg, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 35 years, 4,829.

Cornwall, 3, 6.00, by-law, 6 years, 6,704.

Deseronto, 5, 7.00, by-law, 19 years, 3,500.

Dundas, 5/ 6.00, voluntary, 3,600.

Exeter, 4, 6.00, voluntary, 1,809.

Fergus, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 7 years, 1,599.

Guelph, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 11,087.

Glencoe, 4, 6.30, by-law, 15 years, 976.

Gananoque, 4, 6.00, by-law, 7 years, 3,526.

Goderich, 5, 6.00, by-law, 35 years, 4,500.

Gait, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 7,900.

fngersoll, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 15 years, 5,000.

Kincardine, 5, 6.00, by-law, 7 years, 2,333.

Kingston, 5, 6.30, by-law, 3 years, 19,000.

Listowel, 4, 6.00, voluntary, 2,552.

Lindsay, 5, 6.00, by-law, 10 years, 7,000.

Mount Forest, 4, 6.00, voluntary, 9 years, 2,214.

Midland, 4, 6.00, by-law, 4 years, 4,000.

Mitchell, 5, 7.00, voluntary, 1,900.

Napanee, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 3,434.

Newmarket, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 5 years, 3,000.

North Bay, 5, 7.00, by-law, 5,000.

Niagara Falls, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 4,515.

New Hamburg, 4, 7.00, voluntary, 1,583.

Orangeville, 5, 6.00, by-law, 5 years, 3,000.

Orillia, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 6,000.

Otterville, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 500.

Owen Sound, 5, 6.00, by-law, 12 years, 10,500.

Petrolia, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 9 years, 4,135.

Palmerston, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 2,200.

Perth, 3, 6.00, voluntary, 3,588.

Peterborough, 5, 6.00, by-law, 16,000.

Picton, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 3,500.

Port Hope, 5, 6.30, by-law, 15 years, 5,042.

Prescott, 5, 6.00, voluntary, 3,019.

Pembroke, 4, 6.00, by-law, 5 years, 6,000.

Stratford, 5, 6.00, by-law, 12,000.

Seaforth, 5, 7.00, by-law, 2,641.

Sarnia, 5, 6.00, by-law, 15 years, 8.176.

Smith's Falls, 5, 6.00, by-law, 3 years, 5,155.

Strathroy, 5, 6.00, by-law, 3,316.

Walkerton, 5, 6.30, voluntary, 3,061.

Windsor, 5, 6.00, by-law, 7 years, 13,411.

West Ham, 2, 7.00, voluntary, 800.

Watford, 6.30, voluntary, 15 years, 1,279.

Zurich, 3, 6.00, voluntary, 480.

In their letters the merchants were practically a unit

in stating that the early closing was satisfactory to all

concerned, and that they would not consider for a mo-
ment a proposal to revert to the old system of keeping

their stores open in the evening.
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It will be seen that in some of the villages the stores

closed only three nights a week at 6 o'clock, in others,

four, but the tendency was towards an early closing ev-

ery day, except, of course, Saturday, while in the towns
and cities the rule is to close five nights at six, with

closing at five p/-n. during the Summer months of July

and August, which is preferred to a half holiday in most
places where both have had a trial.

This fact was brought out in the discussion in the

press and in the public meetings, the one merchant re-

ferred to using his advertising space in the newspaper

opposing his views to an educational campaign for early

closing.

Finally, as a personal protest, he cancelled his ad-

vertising contract with that newspaper and through the

other local paper gave his reasons for adopting this

course. He -pointed out that the statement of the news-

paper opposing early closing, to the effect that the busi-

ness of Renfrew was suffering because of early closing,

was injuriously affecting the credit of the town, and held

that it was "little short of a crime against the best

business interests and a disgrace to the paper giving the

report first publication."

As proof that early closing had not preju-

dicially affected his business, he presented in his

advertisement a statement showing ^he growth of

his trade, which is in dry goods exclusively.

Here are the figures : For the first year, 1889-90, the

total sales were $28,996.60; ten years later, 1899-1900,

they had increased to $46,566.24; while in 1906-07 the

figures were $58,481.71, and they were still growing. For
the last month for which figures were complete, prior to

the publication of this advertisement, the sales were

$4,777.32, as against $3,718.17 for the corresponding

month in the preceding year, a clear gain of over $1,000

in one month. As proof of the truth of these statements

the merchant offers to forfeit $5,000 to the Victoria Hos-

pital, Renfrew, if they are not substantiated by his office

records. These figures do not seem to give much ground

for the statement that the business of the town was suf-

fering because of the early closing.

There is little doubt that this particular merchant,

I. E. Pedlow, to whose business methods a reference was
made last month, secured a lot of most valuable pub-

licity through the discussion and his efforts elicited the

sympathy of a great many persons, who realized the in-

justice of the business methods which would make a

clerk's life little better than that of a slave.

Many of the successful merchants to-day spent their

earlier apprenticeship days under conditions which are

coming to be considered as intolerable in the light of

modern store practice. Working sixteen and eighteen

hours a day, as they had to do themselves, they are

quite willing to assist in bringing about more favorable

and more humane conditions for the clerks who are un-

der them, recognizing that by making working conditions

easier they secure much better service from their staff,

and that invariably their business increases rather than

diminishes under these more humanitarian conditions.

It is not probable that a similar circumstance will

arise in any other Canadian town. Usually the news-

papers are to be found supporting the early closing move-
ment. Newspaper editors are usually looked upon as sup-

porters of movements of this character, the popular

opinion being that as a class they should be leaders in

methods of reform.

Renfrew stores are now closing, as they have been

for the past four years, at 6 o'clock five nights a week,

but, it is stated, spasmodic efforts are still being made
to influence the people who are in favor of the late

closing- and to create dissatisfaction among the mer-

chants themselves, but evidently without success.

Plan Ahead
It's the man who plans ahead who makes
the biggest success. It's this kind of a
man who will look over our fall and win-
ter underwear during the spring months.
He will take the time to examine the

garments carefully, and to note what
"great sellers" our men's Nova Scotia
Wool Underwear and garments made
from fine Worsted and Merino yarns
are bound to be. He will decide to
handle the line that pays a good profit

and sells on sight. Write us and we
will arrange for you to see our complete
line.

Hewson Woolen Mills
Limited

Amherst, Nova Scotia.

The

"Wearwell" Brand

Hosiery

"The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell " man is

out with a complete range

of Worsted, Cashmere
and Cotton Hosiery that

is hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.,
Limited

Clinton, - Ontario
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An Attractive Front Is Essential In Dry Goods Stores

First Impression of Store Given by the Front Importance of Making Pleasing

Effect On Public—A Good Window Arrangement For a Store of Medium Size.

A store front is usually the means by which first im-

pressions of the store are gained. Since first impressions

are lasting, it is unnecessary to point out the desirability

of having attractive and modern fronts, if one wishes to

be recognized as a progressive, up-to-date merchant.

Recently a number of new fronts have been installed

in Canadian dry goods stores, the period of prosperity

through which the country has been passing doubtless

being responsible for the general desire and ability to im-

prove the store premises, as so many of the merchants

have been doing.

Dou'btless, during the coming year this practice will

be continued, and many new store fronts will be put in.

Naturally the merchant when he decides to improve his

store in this way wants to do it in the most effective and

at the same time he does not want to pay more than the

improvement should cost.

On this page a store front which is at once handsome
and modern, is shown, and the idea illustrated here may

trances. This could easily be done in the ease of the store

shown on this page, since the entrance is sufficiently wide.

These cases are in most instances portable, and may be
taken in each night. They are generally used to show
novelties, neckwear, fancy hosiery, gloves, ribbons, etc.

In the store referred to the ceiling on the ground floor

is 16 feet high, making it possible to run a line of prism
3 feet wide across the entire front above the show win-

dows, the ceiling of which slants slightly downward to-

wards the back. The space above the entrance is covered

similar to that over the show windows, except that in this

case the ceiling is of glass, and helps to light the front of

the store.

The bottom of each window is IV2 feet from the side-

walk. The windows have mirrored backs and sides, en-

trance being secured, of course, from the rear, a section

of the wall being made to slide for this purpose.

Drygoodsmen are getting away from the old idea of

having the show space in the windows extend to the ceil-
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The front illustrated is in the store of the Northway Co., Chatham, Ont., and shows a modern front for a single store with a centre entrance

be adopted with such modifications as the specific circum-

stances warrant by those who are contemplating placing

new fronts in their present stores or erecting new struc-

tures during the year.

This store shows but one entrance, but the same
scheme may be carried out in a wider building where two
entrances are desired, as is the case in the majority of the

larger stores where men's furnishings are carried.

In the store illustrated, which is a good representative

of the modern medium sized dry goods establishment, ample
space is given for window display, a factor which is as-

suming increasing importance in modern retailing. The
store is 36 feet wide, with doorway, as can be seen, in the

centre. Each window is 12 feet wide at the front, increas-

ing to 15 feet at the back, with a depth of 8 feet. This

gives a width of 12 feet at the front of the entrance, re-

ceding to a width of 6 feet at the back, a depth of 8 feet,

equalling that of the windows.
The most modern practice in the New York stores, and

one which will no doubt be adopted in Canadian stores in

the near future, is to place small show cases in the front

on pillars between windows and in the centre of wide en :

ing, and a double advantage is secured; the window is

more easily trimmed and presents a much better appear-

ance when dressed than the older style windows, and they

allow the place of prisms above the show windows, thus

giving additional light to the front of the store, and dif-

fusing it over the whole floor, a most important considera-

tion in every dry goods store.

Glove Industry Affected.

The financial crisis in the United States has bad a

mournful echo in the Erz mountain district, where the

glove industry has been temporarily destroyed. All the

factories have been shut down and thousands of men, wo-

men and young girls have been reduced to starvation. The

total output of kid and leather gloves amounted to 12,-

000,000 dozen pairs a year and nearly all of these were

for the American market. When the American shop-

keepers stopped their orders, distress followed immediate-

ly. The glove workmen are now emigrating to Germany.
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Profit-Producing Ideas.

The aim has been to make this issue of The Review

one of practical value to its readers. We want them to

feel after they have read it that they have derived benefit

from it; that they have learned some things which they

can apply with benefit to their own particular business.

We believe everything in this number will be found worth

reading, but there are a few articles which will be of

special value or interest.

This is a store equipment number, and consequently

the article on ideal store arrangement, with original sug-

gestions for two classes of establishments, will be of

timely value.

The importance of a modern, attractive store front,

with illustration of a model front, will also be read with

interest.

The merchants of Renfrew wanted early closing; the

pditor of one of the newspapers wanted the stores open it

night. . This conflict of opinion, with the unique charac-

ter of the situation, forms the basis of a special article.

It will be of interest to most merchants.

A Guelph dry goods merchant, who, starting in busi-

ness with $9 as his cash capital, has developed one of the

largest businesses in Western Ontario, with stores in

three cities, tells how he is able to keep in close touch

with the business in each of these stores and at the same

time serve his city as a member of two commissions,

managing two of the most important public utilities.

Store accounting; the cost of doing business, will be

treated by a special writer in a series of articles, the first

of which appears in this issue.

The introduction of a new skirt—the Trousers skirt

—

which may effect a revolution in women's dress, is told

by The Review's Paris correspondent. Drygoodsmen will

learn of it first through The Review.

These are but a few of the many valuable features in

this number, but they are sufficient to show that this

paper is alive to the interests of Canadian drygoodsmen.

Store Arrangement and Equipment.

There are a great many elements entering into the

successful management of a retail dry goods business. One

of them, and not the least important, is an attractive

and convenient store; convenient not only for the cus-

tomer, but for the staff. It is probable that in the past

dry goods merchants have not appreciated as fully as

they should have done, the fact that this is a most ;.m-

portant factor in merchandizing. A successful business is

being done, it is true, in many stores which are not

modern in their arrangement or equipment, but in these

same stores a much greater degree of success would be

reached if they were made thoroughly modern. This can

often be accomplished through the expenditure of a com-

paratively small amount of money; frequently it neces-

sitates the complete remodelling of the store, or the

erection of an entirely new building, but in the majority

of cases such expenditure is warranted. Increased busi-

ness will invariably follow, because customers like to do

shopping in a store where it is made easy and pleasant.

Ideas as to store interior are changing, and an ar-

rangement of departments which a few years ago was

considered the most advantageous is now looked upon as

undesirable. For instance, in the majority of stores, dress

goods are no longer placed at the front. A few years

since, and to place them at the rear of the store would

be considered suicidal to the success of that de-

partment. Now the smallwears, notions, fancy articles,

etc., are given the prominent place near the entrance, and

for a reason. These are goods which are sold largely be-

cause the buyer happens to see them or she has her atten-

tion called to them; not as a result of a direct inquiry for

them. Dress goods are placed at the rear, in a quiet

place—with good light, of course—where the customer

may take time, away from the disturbing elements inci-

dental to the bustle of the store entrance, -and make her

selection carefully.

This is but one feature in which a change has taken

place in rpcent years. The tendency is towards a more
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rational store arrangement, and considerably more

thought will be given. to this matter in the future than

has been given in the past.

In this issue The Review is devoting space to a con-

sideration oi this increasingly important subject. Sug-

gestions for what are considered good store plans are

made and some original ideas are introduced; ideas which

it is believed will be valuable to those who adopt them.

Trustworthy Information.

The ideal dry goods paper must aim to be an abso-

lute buyers' guide. It must, to be of any great use, be

able to forecast far in advance, the coming style changes.

There can be no chance work in preparing such fore-

casts. Not only the Canadian market and its tendencies

and possibilities must be known, but there must be abso-

lutely correct information, gained at first hand, of the

pending fashion changes that will exert an influence upon

that market.

To supply such information to the Canadian buyer has

always been the aim and' effort of The Review. We could

cite numberless instances where The Review's predictions

made months ahead have been absolutely correct. We

will, however, be content with drawing attention to two.

Fully six months before retail selling opened up this

Spring The Review predicted the present prominence of

Copenhagen blue. Copenhagen shades, both in the mil-

linery and the dress goods world, at present dominate all

other colors. For the Fall and Winter of 1907-8 brown was

announced in these pages as the leading Fall color—a pre-

diction that was amply verified when the season opened.

This is one proof of the practical value of The Dry

Goods Review to the Canadian drygoodsman.

Newspaper Patterns.

What would you, as a dry goods merchant, think of

a newspaper carrying your advertising, opening a dry

goods store and giving free readers and illustrations to

boom trade in it, in opposition to your store ? You

would very likely raise a pretty strong objection, and in-

timate as forcibly as you could that if your newspaper

man wanted to run a newspaper he should stay out of

the retail business.

You would be quite right, too, but what of those

newspapers which sell patterns ? Are they not entering

into direct competition with you, and in addition using

their reading space to advertise them ?

An increasingly important department in modern dry

goods stores is that devoted to patterns. In itself it

may be made a profit-producing department, but possibly

it is most valuable because of the possibilities which it

affords for sales in the other departments ; for its direct

influence upon the sales in the best class of goods car-

ried in the average dry goods store.

To take this pattern business, therefore, away from

its legitimate channels and to divert it into a mail order

business is a most dangerous practice for any newspaper

which hopes to retain the good will and respect of dry-

goodsmen, who are its most profitable advertisers.

Such news-papers invite their readers to order then

patterns by mail, and it is easy to imagine the next step;

to send to the mail order houses for their dress goods,

and a hundred and one other things which the local stores

should supply.

If newspapers want to give their readers a fashion

service, they can do it by working in conjunction with

the local stores. The majority of such stores have up-

to-date cuts, which they use for illustrating advertise-

ments, booklets, etc., and it would be an easy matter for

the newspaper to arrange for the use of these in their

news columns, to illustrate new fashions, the matter de-

scribing which most store managers will be glad to sup-

ply. The advantage of this plan is that instead of the

newspapers being, in opposition to their advertisers they

are helping them by describing fashions which will be

worn locally.

Merchants should, and, if they appreciated the

full significance of the practice, would insist upon the

newspapers abandoning the sale of patterns in direct

competition with those who furnish the bulk of their ad-

vertising revenue.

Returning Imported Goods.

It is quite probable that retailers do not fully ap-

preciate the inconvenience, not to say loss, which they

frequently inflict on jobbers and wholesalers by the prac-

tice which this season has been unusually prevalent, that

of returning goods received as a result of import orders.

Because a merchant feels after the shipment has been

opened up that his trade did not justify an order as large

as he gave, would not, one would think, be considered as

sufficient justification for throwing the goods back upon

the jobber. Few importing houses in the wholesale cen-

tres have escaped this returned goods evil this season.

One Toronto house relates this experience : A mer-

chant in one of the smaller towns sent back practically

an entire import shipment of goods. He followed the

shipment to the warehouse in person and on being re-

monstrated with stated that he knew they would accept

the goods, whereas he had doubt about the other houses

with whom he had placed import orders. The unfairness

of such a course is apparent. Because the house had

treated him generously, advantage was taken of them.

Wholesalers have a club held over them, and many of

them find it difficult to pursue the course which they

know they are justified in taking.

One house has taken a firm stand, and upon receipt

of a shipment of returned goods, imported to the cus-

tomer's order, a letter is sent refusing them, and stat-

ing their reasons, or they advise the customer that they

will ship again with next order.

Under ordinary circumstances, wholesalers do not re-

fuse returns, when they are made for a valid reason, and

in small quantities, but large shipments of the kind re-

ferred to are a very different matter, especially when it

is remembered that import orders, in the majority of

cases, practically constitute a contract, the retailer be-

ing furnished with a copy of the order for endorsation be-

fore it is forwarded.
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Newspapers and_Patterns.

The practice adopted by many of the newspapers in

the United States, and, to an increasing extent, by the

daily and weekly papers in Canada, of conducting a mail-

order pattern business, has become a matter of consider-

able importance to the merchants who are handling pat-

terns as a department of their business.

In Boston the merchants considered it of sufficient im-

portance to warrant their consideration, and, as a result,

the following petition signed by the leading dry goods

merchants, was presented to the newspapers:

The advertising of patterns in the daily papers

tends to conflict with the dry goods interest. This

feature of the business is small in every establish-

ment in the country, so far as aggregate sales are

concerned. These departments are maintained as a

means for attracting customers to the stores, and
liberal expenditures are made, considering the sales,

by the distribution of what are termed fashion sheets.

The business of such departments is not large enough
to justify expensive newspaper advertising, and the

undersigned do not think it fair for the newspapers
to become competitors of their largest advertisers in

this, or any other branch of their business. We hope
that, on consideration, you will agree with us and
decide to discontinue it.

This action on the part of the merchants had the de-

sired effect. The petition was mild, but diplomatic; it

brought the newspapers to time, and the practice was
abolished.

The question is one which merchants in Canada, if

they are not now interested in, will be in a short time.

Many newspapers are conducting this mail-order pattern

business in competition with the dry goods stores; pos-

sibly, the majority of them, without giving consideration

to the fact that they are in reality placing themselves in

this position.

The Review has learned that in at least one Canadian
city, the matter has been taken up, and the proprietors

of the newspapers which were in the pattern business,

were interviewed. No concerted action was taken by the

merchants, however, and the newspapers possibly did not

fully appreciate to what extent they were placing them-

selves in opposition to and in competition with their larg-

est advertisers.

The merchant interviewed by The Review on the mat-

ter stated that he considered it an injustice on the part

of newspapers, which were largely supported through

their advertisers' patronage, embarking in. and continu-

ing a mail-order business.

The Review is anxious to discover, if possible, to what
extent the merchants in Canada are suffering from this

practice, and what steps, if any, have been taken by them,

either individually or collectively, to bring the newspapers
to a sense of their position as it affects the retailers, and
with this in view invites contributions from merchants,

giving such information as they may be in possession of.

Is this practice considered by you injurious to your busi-

nss? If you consider it such, what have you done about

it, or what do you intend to do 1

? Letters on this subject

will be welcomed by the Editor of The Review.

A feature of this mail-order pattern business, which

may not have appealed to many merchants, is the fact

that it discourages store attendance. While the actual

sale of the patterns may not be an important item, the de-

sire to buy one brings a customer to the store, and while

there she sees a dress pattern or any one of a dozen other

articles she would like, and buys them. With the object

of securing this store attendance merchants spend thou-

sands of dollars in decorations, advertising special sales,

etc., and here at one blow an effort is being made to kill

one of the most valuable departments in the store.

The feature which makes it all the more galling is that

this competition comes from the newspapers which derive

the greatest portion of their revenue from the advertis-

ing of the merchants, whose business they are injuring.

This is a matter which affects the merchants in the

smaller towns, even those in which the newspapers do

not conduct a pattern department, because the city dailies

circulating in the smaller places secure business which

should go to the pattern department of the local merchant.

*

Shortage in Wool Crops.

In support of the statement that conditions point to a

shortage of wool during the coming year, and a conse-

quent stiffening of prices on wool products, is a report

from Australasia, J. S. Larke, writing from Sydney to the

Canadian Department of Trade and Commerce, as fol-

lows :

Though the wool year does not end until June next,

yet it is so far advanced as to lead to a fair anticipation

of what the return will be for the year. It is anticipated

that there will be a reduction in the yield of the present

year of 40,000 bales as compared with last year. Queens-

land, South Australia and Western Australia show in-

creases; Victoria, Tasmania and New Zealand expect a

return equivalent to that of a year ago. The heavy reduc-

tion is in the State of New South Wales, which, as stated

in a previous paragraph, is suffering more from the

drought than the other States. The following are the esti-

mates of the best authorities of the shear of the different

States:

1907-8. 1906-7.

Estimated Actual

Bales. Bales.

New South Wales 880,500 956,500

Victoria 268,500 268,500

Queensland 224,000 204,000

South Australia 172,500 158,500

Western Australia 44,000 42,000

Tasmania 33,500 33,500

New Zealand 427,000 427,000

Totals .
." 2,050,000 2,090,000

Hamelin Bros. Stores Sold.

An important business deal has been practically com-

pleted whereby the big chain of stores i:. the West be-

longing to Hamelin Bros, will be transferred to M. J.

McLeod, Moose Jaw, Sask. This deal has been under con-

sideration for some time and it was announced the other

day that it had been completed, the sum involved being

about $350,000. Since that announcement was made the

formal transfer has been delayed by proceedings taken

by one of the shareholders to stop the sale. It is likely

that this delay will be gotten over very soon.

The stores involved in the transfer are situated in

Moose Jaw, Prince Albert, Staughton, Manor, Napinka,

Melita and Areola. In the near future the business will

be re-organized under the name of the MacLeod-Hamelin

Company.

D. G-. Dunning, of Ladies Wear, Limited, Toronto, was

in Winnipeg the middle of the month on a trip through

the West. He was a welcome caller at the Winnipeg

office of The Dry Goods Review. Mr. Dunning is an

optimist, and expressed his hearty approval of the optim-

istic note in the March Review.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Merchants of Canada
We wish to advise you that we now have a fully equipped

pattern factory at 23 Lombard Street, Toronto, Ontario.

From this address we will, in the future, ship all pattern

stocks, re-orders, and monthly fashion sheets to Canadian

points. The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns are now
handled exclusively by

The T. Eaton Company, Ltd.
TORONTO and WINNIPEG

Marshall Field & Company
CHICAGO

John Wanamaker
NEW YORK and PHILADELPHIA

We are now in position to give the merchants of Canada
the same pattern service which has persuaded nearly 3,000
of the leading merchants of America to prefer The Ladies'

Home Journal Patterns to all others. Correspondence

invited.

THE HOME PATTERN COMPANY
Sole Manufacturers & Distributers of The

Ladies
9 Home Journal r atterns

615 West 43rd Street, New York 23 Lombard Street, Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Expense Accounts- -How To Arrive at Net Profit

A Distribution of Expense. How to Open Special Accounts for Items for Which
the Actual Expenditure is Desired. The Division of Profit for Partners.

In every business a certain class of expense accounts

must be kept, although the titles and arrangement may
be particular to the class of business carried on. For in-

stance, in a certain business where advertising is a spe-

cial feature, it is desirable to open a separate expense ac-.

count for advertising ; then again, cartage or freight may
be unusually heavy items and it is necessary to know
the total amount expended yearly for each item. These ex-

pense accounts may be grouped under comprehensive head-

ings, such as "Heat," "Power," "Water," "Light," etc..

but the information gained by separate accounts for each

heavy expense item more than compensates for the extra

work involved in opening a few new accounts. A plan

adopted by a number of large concerns who desire to have

detailed information in regard to expenses, is to have re-

presentative accounts in the ledger and a special itemized

expense book with twenty, or even thirty columns for

classification, which book is written up each month from

the book of original entry, thus giving the total expenses

for each minute division monthly.

Fxpense of a Retail Store.

At the end of a certain period we find the total of the

various expense accounts, after making allowances for

(1) insurance prepaid, (2) stationery and sundry expense

supplies on hand, (3) rent and taxes due, etc., to be as

follows : Light $50, power $15, water $10, heat $60,

rent $500, taxes $30, postage $25, stationery $30, salar-

ies $3,000, express and freight $75, delivery $40, phone

$20, wrapping supplies $30. These items may be classi-

fied as follows :

Heat, power, water, light $135

Rent and taxes 530

Postage and stationery 55

Salaries 3,000

Carriage and delivery 115

Store expense 50

Total expenses $3,885

The sales for the same period amounted to $40,800,

the purchases of new goods $30,000. The stock on hand

at the commencement (taken at cost) amounted to $7,000

and the stock on hand at the close, taken on the same
basis, amounted to $6,500. The trading account there-

fore shows as follows :

Trading Account.

DR.
Stock on hand $7,000

Purchases 30,000

Gross profit 9,500

$46,500

CR.
Sales $40,000

Stock on hand (at finish) 6,500

$46,500

The partners' share in the profits is simply a matter
of arrangement between the partners themselves, but for

the sake of illustration we will suppose that $8,000 has
been invested in the business, and that each partner gets

a salary of $1,000 a year. It has also been decided to

charge against the profits interest at the rate of 6 per

cent, on the capital invested. Our trading and profit and

loss accounts would then appear as follows :

DR.
Total expenses $3,885

Net profit *5,615

$9,500

CR.

Gross Profit »$9,500

DR.
Partner salary $1,000

Partner salary ; 1,000

Interest, $8,000 @ 6 per cent 480

Balance credit profit and loss *3,135

$5,615

CR.
Net profit *$5,615

—First of series of articles on "The Cost of Doing Business," written for The Dry
Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington, Toronto.

Strathroy Firm's Anniversary.

An annual event with Geddes Bros., of Strathroy, is

the celebration of the anniversary of the store's inaugura-

tion, twenty-seven years ago. These anniversaries as con-

ducted are somewhat out of the erdinary, the birthday

idea being carried out, and the selling of goods is for the

day forgotten. On March 12, the "birthday" for this

year, was celebrated. A reception was held in the after-

noon from 2.30 to 5.30, and the recently improved store

was crowded with friends of the firm who came to pay
their respects, and to inspect the new goods, which were
then on view. A dainty luncheon was served in the after-

noon to the ladies, and in the evening the Citizens' Band
was present, giving a programme, when the store was
again crowded. On the Saturday following the recep-

tion was continued, primarily for the benefit of the out-

of-town customers.

The business of this firm has made good progress since

it was established more than a quarter of a century ago,

and on the occasion of almost every succeeding birthday

some new mark of advancement was noticed.

A few years ago a branch store was opened in Sarnia
under the management of J. Ross Geddes, while the

Strathroy store is under the direction of Wm. Geddes.

Brantford Co-operative Store.

A co-operative store, supported by tradesmen and la-

boring men, has been incorporated under the name of the

Brantford Co-operative Association, Limited, "to carry on
trade as a co-operative company in groceries and provi-

sions, hardware, dry goods, clothing, boots and shoes, coal

and wood and other merchandise" in the City of Brant-

ford.

The share capital is $40,000, divided into $5 shares.

The incorporators are Malcolm Carter and Peter Noble,

machinists; Thomas Chamberlain, stove mounter; Thomas
Menzies Chambers and George Keen, agents; John D.

Murray, gentleman; Albert G. Sly and Geo. Wood, labor-

ers, and John F. Van Lane, accountant, all of Brantford.
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Retiring from the Fur Business

$30,000 worth of Furs to be sold

at 15% to 20°/„ below Market Value

{JJ
We are giving up the Fur Manufactur-

ing Business and our stock of manu-

factured Furs will be disposed of at the

above reduction.

{]| Every piece of Fur is of high-grade

manufacture. Merchants who know
Leak Furs appreciate Leak quality. All

these goods were manufactured for last

season's sorting trade.

Deliveries will be made to suit the convenience of buyers.

REGULAR FALL DATING

The Stock Consists of :

Astrachan Jackets

Caracul Jackets

Persian Lamb Jackets

Russian Lamb Jackets

Electric Seal Jackets

Muskrat Jackets

Men's Raccoon Coats and
various lines of

heavy Coats.

Heavy Robes.

SMALL FURS
FUR SETS-

Stole, Ruff or Throwover,
and Muff, in Mink, Fox,
Muskrat, Raccoon, Opos-
sum, Alaska and Western
Sable.

An Idea of Values :

TWO LEADERS
Astrachan Jackets, $18.00 Electric Seal Jackets, $26.50

Reliable Fur Houses ask for the same
grade $25.00.

Reliable Fur Houses ask for the same
grade $35.00.

The Furs are on view in our show rooms or will be shown either by sample or representa-

tion. It is safe to say this is your Fur Opportunity of the year.

Quick action assures you your share.

Leak Fur Manufacturing Co. of Canada, Limited
5 Recollet St. - - Montreal
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$1,000.00 IN CASH
Will Be Distributed FREE!

EVERY Merchant, Clerk, Window Dresser and Ad-Writer in Canada will be given an oppor-
tunity to share in the distribution of ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS, which sum we have
put aside to be divided into 40 prizes. Twenty of these prizes will be for the best Advertise-

ment submitted, and twenty for the best photograph of a Window Display, of the "Carter" or the

"Wilkinson" hat, or both. We will send, upon request, a proof sheet of the finest newspaper cuts

ever turned out in Canada. These cuts illustrate a few of the leading styles of "Wilkinson" and
"Carter" hats. You may have your choice of these cuts absolutely free. They will make your ads.

both attractive and profitable. There is no reason why you should not enter both competitions.

There is room for everyone and the prizes are worth working for. Stop and consider what
$1,000.00 in cash means.

GET YOUR SHARE OF IT !

The conditions are very simple and easily com
Clerks, Window Dressers and Ad-Writers i

son" hats are sold. If you do not handle thes

Each ad. submitted must be accompanied by a

Each photo entered in the competition must b

business, of the firm, or person, entering sam
either, or both, of the coupons printed below,

Committee, consisting of Mr. G. A. Yandry,

Manager, and Mr. J. H. Roy, Window Dresser

accepted as final by all competitors. Prizes w

ADVERTISING CONTEST

plied with. The competition is open to all Merchants,
n Canadian stores where the "Carter" or the "Wilkin-
e two brands, don't fail to write us to-day for prices.

letter containing the competitor's name and address,
e signed, on the back, with the name, address and
e. All those wishing to compete must sign and mail
not later than June 1st, 1908. The decision of the

General Manager; Mr. K. S. Fenwick, Advertising

, all of The Paquet Co., Limited, Quebec, must be
ill be awarded after July 1st, 1908.

1st Prize $150.00 in Cash

2nd Prize 100.00 " "

3rd Prize 75.00 " "

4th Prize 50.00 " "

5th Prize 25.00 " "

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.

10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 Prizes in all.

WINDOW DRESSING CONTEST
1st Prize $150.00 in Cash
2nd Prize 100.00 " "

3rd Prize 75-00 " "

4th Prize 50.00 " "

5th Prize 25.00 " "

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.

10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

COUPON : Advertising Contest

Date. 1908.

THE PAQUET CO., LIMITED.
Wholesale Division,

Quebec, P.Q.

Gentlemen :

I desire to enter your Advertising Contest, and agree
to abide by the conditions as published in " The Dry Good*
Review." I also agree to accept the decision of the Commit-
tee, composed of Mr. G. A. Vandry, Mr. K. S. Fenwick and
Mr. J. H. Roy, as final.

Name

Business or Position

Address

COUPON: Window Dressing Contest

Date, 1908.

THE PAQUET CO., LIMITED.
Wholesale Division,

Quebec, P.Q.

Gentlemen :

I desire to enter your Window Dressing Contest, and
agree to abide by the conditions as published in " The Dry
Goods Review." I also agree to accept the decision of the
Committee composed of Mr. G. A. Vandry, Mr. K. S. Fen-
wick and Mr. J. H. Roy, as final.

Address .

.

Vancouver

Winnipeg

Toronto

Ottawa

Montreal

St. John, N.B.
xLIMIYBD*

WHOLESALE DIVISION

Head Office and Factory Quebec, Que.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Review of the Canadian Fur Trade

The Fur Market.

The state of affairs governing the wholesale manufac-

turers in this branch of Canada's business is peculiar at

the moment, in view of the present development and the

unusual conditions experienced during the last four

months.

During last season, one of exceptional demand for

nearly all classes of articles, the manufacturers, when-

ever time permitted, prepared as much as possible for a

sorting trade, which was only partially realized owing

-

Ladies' fur-lined coats shown by John W. Peck & Co., Montreal.

to the unseasonable weather and other known causes

which affected every business more or less.

The merchants, already supplied with a fair quantity

of goods, preferred to unload their stocks to augmenting

them with offerings from some quarters at reduced prices.

'1 his left an overplus of some lines of made-up goods on

the manufacturers' hands, not great or serious in itself

except for the nervous feeling that prices in some of the

raw furs would decline and thus entail a further sacri-

fice. This view was accepted by the manufacturers gen-

erally, especially owing to the fact that matters in the

United States were even in a worse condition than in

our own country.

Conditions take a Turn.

Now comes the altogether unexpected denouement;

the January fur sales in London—the generally accepted

barometer of fur operations everywhere. Prices were

sustained in a most unexpected manner. Raccoon held

firm and stiffened somewhat over last year's prices, and

any early buying done on this side, at apparently easier

figures, only resulted in the grade proving that the

actual old price had been maintained. Therefore, articles

made from this good and always reliable fur cannot be

offered any cheaper for good articles this season, on the

actual merit of the goods. Manufacturers who would be

inclined to let what little stock they may have on hand

go at too low a price would only have to replace at a

cost which does not allow them to figure on any margin.

Consequently both manufacturers and merchants have a

good asset in all coon coats as against futures.

Skunk or Alaska Sable.

This fur which was confidently looked to for a de-

cline at the sales, actually fulfilled the prophecy to some
extent, and almost immediately started to rise in price

in New York, the base of supply, owing to the large de-

mand for the new good skins and the unusual rarity ex-

perienced by the collectors during the last six weeks.

Consequently skunk goods rule about at last season's prices

and as the season progresses there is every reason to be-

lieve they will go higher. Persian lamb, another great

staple fur, beautiful and useful, is higher in the better

qualities and hard to get, exceptionally fine skins being

held at record prices. Mink in the finer grades maintains
its price while the inferior sorts are somewhat cheaper.

Grey lamb is also a little easier. Heavy goods, such as

wallaby, Bulgarian lamb and Astrachan goat, are per-

haps a trifle easier, but not sufficiently so to be much
marked. The increasing demand for finer and better furs,

which are really the cheapest, combining as they do a

lasting beauty and great usefulness, is causing all manu-
facturers to place before their clients larger ranges of

beautiful novelties than ever before. Owing to the con-
ditions which are to-day governing the fur trade the

manufacturers or merchants who sacrifice their present
stock of any article which they are likely to require re-

peats of this season will do so unadvisedly and without
much thought of the near future, which promises nothing
in the outlook for a slumpy market, but on the other
hand has every tendency towards the other direction.

C. H. P.

*

A Fur House Removal.

The Redmond Co., Ltd., have moved from a large and
commodious building at 4 St. Helen St., Montreal, to
even a more modern and up-to-date warehouse at 185 In-

spector St. The dimensions of the new building are 7G
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bv 140 feet. It is absolutely fireproof and is equipped

from top to bottom with the electric power. The ware-

house comprises four storeys and basement. The ground

floor is taken up with the office, sample rooms and hat

stock. The second floor comprises furs and sheeplined

clothing. The third- floor is given over to the cap and

sheeplined coat factory. The fur department office is also

to be found on this floor. The top floor is devoted en-

tirely to the fur factory. The roof has been turned into

a roof garden for the use of employes during lunch hour.

Confidence Growing.

Travelers have now progressed far enough to prove

to fur manufacturers that advance orders will be suffi-

ciently large to keep fur factories busy during Summer
months. Western Ontario and the far west have proved

thus far the hardest grounds, but there are very few

serious complaints regarding the total volume of orders.

Quebec and the Maritime Provinces are doing about as

usual.

There are many stories regarding the serious falling

off in the size of many individual orders. There is a de-

cided disposition on the part of many merchants to hold

off until Fall in the hope of lower prices. The disad-

vantages of this policy are particularly apparent this

year. Raw fur values are well maintained and there is

tion to give his customers any articles required at

slightly lower prices than last year.

Fur manufacturers recognize fully the sound position

of t'anada and its assured prosperity. With this in view

they have every confidence that the demand for good furs

will be stronger than ever.

Fur Neckwear.

The call for fur. neckwear is becoming stronger, in

stoles, ruffs and scarfs of mink and Alaska and Columbia
sable in the better grade goods. Such lines give good
wear, are very sightly and can be made up in very stylish

articles. Neckwear, with fancy muffs, is shown in pro-

fusion in new lines and early orders show a tendency on

the part of merchants to sample one of the novel ideas.

The Empire is again the leader from a sales standpoint.

As predicted, natural trimmings are on almost every

piece of neckwear and muffs.

&
Fur Travelers.

The representation for the fur and cap departments of

John W. Peck & Co., Ltd., Montreal, has been strength-

ened. Their sales organization now covers all of Can-

ada. Photographs of their new representatives are given.

H. H. McOee looks after the Maritime Provinces, M. D.

Welch covers the province of Ontario and J. Laflamme

ur Travellraveiiers.

J. LAFLAMME. WELCH. H. H. McGEE.

no probability of lower figures in evidence. Early ad-

vance orders always mean best selected skins and prompt
deliveries.

During the last week in March reports coming to

Montreal houses indicated a better tone. Travelers were

hot on their routes as early as usual this year, but the

ground thus far covered is yielding almost as much as a

year ago. Many of the large Montreal fur houses fully

expect that before the season ends business will be right

up to previous years.

Many shrewd buyers bought fur skins in December and

early in January when prices were low. Nearly every

fur manufacturer anticipated that there would be a break

in prices at the recent January fur sales in London,
whereas there was an advance ; very few lines being low-

er. This stimulated the market to such an extent that

many of the lines to-day are as high, and some higher,

than they were at any time last year. As a result, the

manufacturer who bought skins early will be in a posi-

looks after the interests of this company in Quebec Pro-

vince.

*
A Fur Association.

Montreal, the centre of the Canadian fur industry,

has a large number of important fur factories, with in-

numerable smaller concerns. The abuses of special dis-

counts and credits have worried many firms considerably,

but keen competition has prevented any basis of agree-

ment. The fact that many important firms are not ac-

quainted with each other personally is also considered a

detriment.

With these facts in view, two or three of the larger

firms have taken tentative steps regarding the formation

of a manufacturers' association. It is proposed that the

association embrace practically all reputable fur factories

and that its scope be extended to include Toronto and

Quebec firms, and also other centres where furs are

manufactured. Thus far the trouble seems to be the
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Fur Business

Will Be Good
Good, active business will be the reward

of the merchant who buys reliable Furs

for the season 1908-9. Canada's assured

strong position warrants this statement.

Trade Mark for

Furs and Caps
a guarantee of

Quality and
Durability.

Peck's Furs

Peck's Caps

Every detail in the manu-

facture of Peck's Furs

receives the attention of

the most experienced
operatives.

The highly developed organization of this Fur

Factory makes for excellence. When you visit

Montreal make it a point to see the Factory.

Our sales-force from Halifax to Vancouver is now showing

the 1908-9 range for the Fur and Cap Departments.

Where Our Fur Range is very Strong.

Ladies' Fur Lined Garments,

Ladies' Jackets,

Ladies' Muffs and Neckwear,

Gents' Fur Coats,

Gents' Fur Lined Coats,

Gents' Fur Collared Coats.

WRITE FOR PRICE LISTS.

Our Own Cloth Cap Factory

This is the only Montreal

House operating its own Cloth

Cap Factory.

Every novelty is always on
hand, ready to be shipped at a

few hours' notice. Your own
shapes, your own sizes, anything

you want, you can get from us.

ADDRESS MONTREAL HEADQUARTERS

John W. Peck & Co., Limited
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

CLOTHING FURS HATS CAPS SHIRTS

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Summit
of Success

Can be obtained in your

Fur Department by handling

Alexandor Furs

The Buying Season

is at Hand

Do not hold back in mak-

ing your purchases, inas-

much as your Fur Depart-

ment is one of the most

important in your store,

and to do a large busi-

ness, it is necessary to

make sure of your stock.

THE LINE WILL BE SHOWN
GLADLY UPON REQUEST.

A. J. Alexandor
Wholesale Fur Manufacturers

504-506 St. Paul St. MONTREAL

lack of initiative on the part of any one house to take

the necessary steps for the formation of the association.

The interests of the retailer are considered above all and

manufacturers consider the better merchants would bene-

fit as the result of a strong manufacturers' fur associa-

tion.

It is pointed out that trades of far less importance
are welded more closely than the fur trade.

*
Mens Fur-lined Coats.

Large manufacturers are looking forward this year

to a good business in men's fur-lined coats and from re-

sults of orders already placed it would indicate a very

sharp demand for this class of goods. Collar laps trim-

med with otter or Persian lamb will again be prominent.

*
Ladies' Fur-lined Garments.

The same remarks would apply to ladies' fur-lined

goods. Blacks and blues so far will be the leading colors.

No doubt there will be some browns and dark greens

wanted, but trade for these colors will be limited. Of

the ladies' jackets shown those lined with marmot or

nuiskrat will be most in demand. The trimmings on

these goods will be largely Alaska sable and mink, for

the better class trade, and for the lower grades German
mink and Columbia sable will be largely used.

*
Branded Furs.

Furs are not like any other article which the public

luiy. One can take good material and destroy its beauty

and durability by poor workmanship. It will, therefore,

be good judgment on the part of -any buyer of furs to

make selection of most reputable houses where goods are

sold under a brand or a guarantee. No manufacturer can

afford to send his goods out with poor workmanship
where they are sold under a registered brand.

Leak Co. Retiring.

To many merchants it will come as a decided sur-

prise to learn that the Leak Fur Manufacturing Co. of

Canada, Limited, Montreal, have decided to retire from

active business. This firm entered the Canadian fur

manufacturing field some four years ago and, backed by
plenty of capital and sound knowledge of the business,

have steadily increased their connection. They prepared

for a record sorting trade last Winter, season 07-08, but

as is well known, all furriers were disappointed in this

respect. As a result this firm has decided to dispose of

their manufactured stock and retire from the fur busi-

ness. The uncertainties prevailing in the trade persuaded

the principals to take this step.

Fur Notes.

John W. Peck &J Co., Ltd., Montreal, are making a

strong feature in the general fur line of fur lined gar-

ments. They have prepared cuts of the many styles of

garments they have adopted for the coming season and

accompanying these pictures is a price list covering all

lengths and combinations of furs used for collars and

trimmings. This price list tells immediately what the

finished garment costs. This applies to ladies' and gen-

tlemen's fur lined garments. They also have cuts and

price list for gentlemen's fur collared cloth coats. These

price lists will be gladly sent by writing their Montreal

factory.
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Business Confidence
Restored

—

^ Early Fur advance orders now in our hands
prove that retailers are buying with every
confidence in a good 1908-9 Fur Season.

It is also a recognition of the strength of raw
fur markets, and an admittance of the wisdom
of early placing orders.

This Trade Mark on high-grade

Ladies' and Men's Furs is a good
thing to look for.

TRADE MARK
REGISTERED

MUSK OX BRAND

The most successful Fur retailers

are our best customers—Ask them.

Two Reasons Why

1F Our skilled buyers backed by
long experience and unequalled
advantages select raw furs at

first hand—values are right.

1§ Our manufacturing facilities are

conceded by representative fur-

riers to be the best organized and
perhaps the largest in Canada.
A visit to our factory will be

welcomed.

0" That's why we have confidence

in saying, an inspection of our
lines will prove a liberal Fur
Education.

One of our efficient sales force will show the

1908-09 Fur Line upon request.

CANADA'S FURRIERS
Established 40 Years

Boulter, Waugh & Co., Limited

St. Paul & St. Peter Sts.,

Fur Manufacturers

MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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FANCY BUTTONS
Furriers, Garment Manufacturers and Department Stores have now an

opportunity of inspecting the largest and highest grade range of Fancy Buttons

in the trade.

COLORED
STONES
of all kinds.

Shown in

Manufactured by "

The

Steele & Taylor Co.
Whiting Building,

Broadway and 19th Streets,

NEW YORK

GILT, SILVER,
GUN METAL,
OXIDIZED
FINISH.

ONE OF OUR SAMPLE CARDS

Samples and particulars gladly furnished by Canadian agents.

ASCHER BROS.
209 Commissioners St.,

MONTREAL.
Agents for Furriers' and Garment Manufacturers' supplies

)': "• ' '». i)'wysh'j''«V ;

i

FUR
CONDITIONS
ARE BRIGHT

Retailers may order Furs with

confidence in the Stability of

Prices and with rhe assurance

that early orders mean satis-

factory deliveries.

Quality is our watchword. Yet prices are

in your favor.

The 1908-9 Fur Line will be show>i you
upon request.

M. Silver & Co.
12-14 St. John Street,

MONTREAL.

The Art of Decorating
Show Windows and
Interiors

'T'HIS is a complete and up-to-date
1 treatise on dressing of windows

and decoration of store interiors. It

is the work of not one man but of

HUNDREDS OF EXPERTS. Prac-

tically every prominent window
dresser in America has contributed to

it. The instruction may be followed
readily—no matter how little experi-

ence the decorator may have had.
It is absolutely necessary that every
window dresser should have this in-

formation—especially for his XMAS
DECORATION—There is only one
way of getting it. GET A COPY.
Send us

$3.50

and we will mail you a copy postpaid

by return.

410 pages 618 illustrations

MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Technical Book Dept.

10 Front Street East, - - TORONTO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Merchants Cannot be Punished for People Blocking Street

A case recently before the Hamilton courts will be of

interest to merchants, generally, since others are likely

to be placed in a similar position, and the experience of

the Hamilton firm may be of service. The judge in this

case decided that the city cannot legally prosecute anyone

for what he does on his own premises, unless it is a nuis-

ance. That in effect was the judgment given by Judge

Monck in dealing with the Trudell & Tobey appeal from

the magistrate's conviction.

Trudell & Tobey did some out-of-the-ordinary window
advertising'. They had a man in the window trying on

suits and displaying the merits and defects in them. This

caused a great crowd to collect outside, and the sidewalk

was blocked. Constable Campaign got busy, and when
the two T. 's refused to remove the man in the window
they were served with a summons.

Found Guilty.

The magistrate found them guilty of breaking a city

by-law by causing obstruction in the street, and fined

them $25."

The appeal against this conviction was heard by Judge

Monck. The question raised was one of broad interest,

not only to the two T 's, but to merchants and newspapers

generally. There was a great deal of legal interest at-

tached to the case. E. H. Ambrose acted for Trudell &
Tobey, and City Solicitor Waddell acted for the city.

Cannot Interfere.

Mr. Ambrose argued that the city had no power, by

reason of its rights as to city streets, to limit any man 's

right to do as he liked on his own property. If anything

was done on private property that was in the nature of a

nuisance, to neighbors or the public, there was a remedy,

and that was indictment of a criminal nature. But Tru-

dell & Tobey had committed no such nuisance. The city

had not proceeded against them in the right way, and it

could have no redress in an action brought under the city

by-law. If the right way to proceed was by indictment.

the magistrate had no power to summarily try the case

as he had done, because in a case like that the defendants

had the right to be tried by jury.

City Solicitor Waddell argued that the city had power
to make by-laws governing its streets, because they were

necessary for the good government of the city.

The Decision.

Judge Monck held that while the city had a right to

make laws that were necessary for the good government
of the city, the "obstructions" mentioned in the by-law-

were meant to be on the street, not in the street. He
thought that the obsructions were intended to mean ma-
terial objects or articles that could be placed in the way
to interfere with traffic. Judge Monck held that the

Municipal Act gave the city no power to make by-laws

regulating what should be done on a man's private pro-

perty, so long, of course, as no public nuisance was com-

mitted. He quashed the conviction.

This means that crowds in the street caused by any-

thing in a building may be dispersed by the police, but

those causing' the crowds to collect "annot be prosecuted.

Chas. Curtis, jr., partner in the firm of A. Curtis &
Son. general merchants, Macdonald, Man., was married

last month to Miss Mabel Gibson, of East Gordon, Mich.

Trade Inquiries

The following are the trade inquiries received since

the publication of the last list :

—

128. Dry Goods, Groceries, etc.—A general dealer of

Mosquito Cove, Burin, N.F., wishes to be put in com-
munication with exporters of the following articles :

—

Woolen and cotton goods, men's top shirts, flannelette,

fleece-lined underwear, enamelled ware, leather ware, lines,

twines, crockery ware, jewellery, groceries, etc.

141. Clothing.—Inquiry has been received from a

London tailor respecting the opening in Canada for made-

to-measure clothing-customers to send measurements ac-

cording to a form supplied.

115. Looms.—A Lancashire firm manufacturing plain

and fancy power looms and all kinds of preparing and

finishing machinery for the cotton, silk, woolen, jute,

linen, etc., industries, desires to hear from Canadian buy-

ers.

148. Lace—A Nottingham lace manufacturer would
like to be put in touch with buyers of lace direct from

the machines in the piece undressed ; or with any inter-

ested in establishing the trade in Canada.

163. Furs.—A fur dealer of Gander Bay, Newfound-
land, would like to appoint an agent in Canada to sell

various kinds of raw furs.

183. Umbrellas, Toothpicks, etc.—An exporting manu-
facturer in Japan, making a specialty in paper umbrellas,

toothpicks, packed in various fancy boxes, folding fans,

kites, also printed • leather in gold and other colors,

wishes to form business connections in Canada. The)'

invite correspondence from parties interested in any
of the above lines.

185. Towels.—An exporting manufacturer in Japan,
making a specialty in towels (cotton), invites correspon-

dence from' parties interested in Canada. They are ship-

ping at present to the United States.

103. Agent.—A firm of loom makers in Yorkshire
woolen district are inquiring for a first-class agent in

Canada having the necessary connection with the trade.

Delayed in Senate,

Mr. Monk's Co-operative Bill, whose provisions have
been fully described in The Review, and which was ap-

parently railroaded through the House a couple of weeks
ago, when representations had been made to those inter-

ested that it would be given further consideration, was
discussed at some length in the Senate on Tuesday of this

week.

Senator McMullen, championed the cause of the retail

merchants in Canada, said that their interests as a class

should be considered and cited instances where co-opera-

tive organizations had not been successful.

Several other members spoke on other aspects of the

question.

After considerable debate the bill passed the second

reading and was referred to the Banking Committee. Con-

siderable hope is entertained that the Senate may refuse

to allow the bill to pass the third reading.

Evans Brothers, wholesale clothiers. Toronto, have as-

signed as a result of the absorption of the Sovereign

Bank, with which institution they did bus'i.ess. The guar-

anteeing banks refused to accept the account, hence the

assignment. English firms are the largest creditors, the

liabilities amounting to $11,500. and the assets, $7,000.
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The Most Successful

Stores Feature

Fancy Goods

And tke COMB Trade is

one of the profitable lines.

HAVE YOU STOCKED
THESE NOVELTIES

YET ?

Our Line Is Complete with " Sellers

WRITE US DIRECT AND
YOU'LL GET THE GOODS

Granty Mfg. Co.

Granoy - Que.

Ask the Girl

Martha Washington

and Dolly Madison

EMBROIDERY HOOPS

who has the Embroid-
ery Materials to test

The double-action
spring will cause
the Hoops to ad-
just themselves to
any weight fabric.
The materials will
be held at just the
correct tension. No
tangled or broken
silk from catching
on the spring. Hoop
just as serviceable
if used one or one
hundred weeks.

The Martha
Washington

Round, in 4, 5, 6, 7,

8, 10 and 12 inches
diameter.

The Dolly

Madison
Oval, 3x6, 4ix9 and
9\1 2 inches.

SEE THE SPRING
Patented June 4, 04

Note. The size 3x6 oval is without the REINHART SPRING.

You make the greatest profit on these Hoops. We will send sample
of each free for the asking. We stand behind every Hoop we sell.

We also make a full line of Felt-lined and Plain Hoops.

Write for our answer to the so-called "Legal <?) Notice" sent out
by an envious competitor. We guarantee our customers.

THE REINHART VARIETIES COMPANY
CANTON. - OHIO

Liddells Linens

The "Gold Medal" Brand is known
to every housekeeper whose trade is

worth having. It means

Artistic Patterns
and Serviceable Quality to Her.

It means SURE SALES and

HANDSOME PROFITS to you

SEE SAMPLES NOW ON THE ROAD

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE

30 W. Wellington St. - Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Fancy Goods and Notions Department

Business up to Average.

Business throughout the fancy goods and notion field

is about up to the average for this time of year. In other

words, wholesalers, while not rushed to any extent, are

booking a moderate amount of orders. The bulk of busi-

ness at the present time is being transacted by roadmen,

who report orders much more satisfactory than was gen-

erally expected. There is not any large sized business

being done, nor is such expected at this season. How-
ever, confidence is expressed that the lateness of Eastet

will help to make up materially for the tardy selling.

In retail centres most of the large stores have now
begun to feature the lines known as summer goods, to

quite an extent and from information gleaned it is judged

that a satisfactory amoupt of business is being transact-

ed in these quarters.

*
Fancy Jewelry.

The fancy jewelry trade is fairly active. This line

need not take up too much counter space, but there must
be sufficient room to show the goods, for it is chiefly by
introduction that this line is sold. Cheapness in these

goods, by no means, is their only recommendation, but

even in the low priced lines there is a high degree of ar-

tistic merit.

Beauty pins are indispensable now, and are stocked

quite heavily at retail. One of the latest additions to

this line is the Swastika emblem. This emblem is to be

seen on pins, brooches, scarf pins, hat pins, watch fobs,

bracelets, etc. Enamelled goods are also to the fore. All

souvenirs, such as maple leaves, flags, coats of arms, etc.

are selling well. Gilt beading and pearl beading pins are

also well represented and are in fair demand.

Bracelets commenced to sell during the holiday season

in the big departmental stores and have continued to do

so up to the present. Now that the time of the year is

coming when wraps may be discarded for the street,

bracelets are sure to be extensively worn. The continued

popularity of long gloves will also help towards the sale

of all kinds of bracelets. Lace collar spreaders continue

active with all retailers who handle them and this season

they should be worn more than ever, as they are much
better known to the trade.

Collars of beads and necklets can be stocked not only

in an immense variety of styles, but of prices also, for

they can be sold in retail stores from 25c. up.

Pearls, both real and imitation, continue in popular

favor. Coral is also much shown. Coral comes in pretty

necklets and collars and is also combined with brilliants.

Torquoise, amethyst, amber and other colored beads are

also selling. There is also a fair demand for jet, both
dull and cut, and in beads and collars.

Japanese Wares.

Another line that is increasing in popularity at a

steady, even, pace is Japanese china and fancy wares.

These goods have always had more or less representation

in the fancy goods displays, but of late are even more act-

ive than during the past season. The advance of this

line into public favor is due to several causes. One ;act

is that these goods are among "the best value for the

money" class.

Travelers at present on the road taking orders for im-

mediate delivery .of baskets for confectionery and perfum-

ery purposes are well represented. Suit cases are also

shown and values are as good as ever. Jap mattings are

reported to be selling fairly well all along the line. At
the present writing Easter toys of all descriptions are

seen in abundance and merchants are covering their re-

quirements in the anticipation of a g"od Spring trade.

)mallware Accessones.

The demand for smallware accessories continues as

good as ever, and no merchant with a fancy goods section

in his store should be without these articles. A few good
staple lines to handle may be had from the following :

Spools of sewing silk, which may be handled with fail-

profit, and can be stocked in a variety of colors; all over
silk hair nets large enough to cover entire hair may be
had in all shades. These nets are being worn more than
ever at the present time. Another good line to handle is

the non-collapsible hair paids, made of real hair. They are

shown in all shades. ' Black mohair bootlaces, 36 to 45
inches long, may be sold at good profits. Steel hat pins

with black or white heads, and all kinds of tape in assort-

ed widths should be included in an up-to-date notion de-

partment. Buttons of all descriptions also should not be

forgotten. They can be bought and sold at a fair profit. As
an extra, crochet silk buttons may be stocked. Any of

the following colors are good : Black, white, navy, wine,

cardinal, myrtle and brown. Dress steels may also be in

eluded as notion accessories. These can be conveniently

stocked in black, white, grey or drab, in assorted lengths.

Belt Lines.

Belt lines are immensely varied this Spring. Leather
belts in plain and narrow widths are in good demand at

present. Tinselled and fancy beltings of mixed silks are

selling well with the better class trade. The feeling for

elastic belts continues as strong as ever, while the feel-

ing for oriental designs is as good as ever.

At retail, all kinds of bags are to the fore. Hand
bags, vanity, purse, and squaw bags are all good sellers

at the moment. Cheyenne bags are proving strong favor-

ites with the younger class of the buying public. Metal
bags are also well represented in large retail stores.

Mesh bags and also solid metal German silver ones, in

exclusive designs, retailing from $10 to $35, are shown
in one or two cases.

Among popular leathers are to be found seal, grained,

walrus and morocco. Tans, browns and blues are the

popular colors.

Among new novelty shapes shown for Spring is the

papillon bag. The caddy bag is also a Parisian novelty.
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When in the market

for anything in

BACK and SIDE

COMBS
We invite inspection.

We are the oldest

and yet the youngest

comb factory in Can-

ada- The youngest

because we are al-

ways the first to show

the new things.

-WVWWWWVWM

Ask Your Jobber

For Our Goods.

R. B. McComiskey
& Co.,

Granby, Quebec.

Combs.

Combs continue to be a profitable line for the dealer.

While the demand for this article is not quite so satisfac-

tory to the merchant in some localities just now, other

stores report sales quite active. However stocks in re-

tail hands, in most cases, are heavy, and too much need

not be looked for on the part of the manufacturer. Plain

combs in high back effects are among the most promin-

ent comb lines at present. There is a fair demand for cut

steel and brilliants, while the feeling for orientals is

away behind schedule.

Bradford Industries Prosperous

Consul Erastus S. Day, of Bradford, writes that the

woolen industry of that English city is enjoying a period

of great prosperity. Some of the features of this textile

trade he describes :

It is difficult to state what it is that gives Bradford

its leading position in the production of textiles. There

is no doubt that the comparatively soft, damp atmos-

phere is an important factor in spinning, dyeing and fin-

ishing. A competent writer said a short time back that

"there is no English town that enjoys so little sun-

shine," and th's will explain at once that atmospheric

conditions which undoubtedly help to soften the wool

fibre, all conduce to its manipulation in as perfect a way
as possible.

The Bradford corporation, knowing the absolute ne-

cessity of a plentiful supply of soft, clean water, have

spent large sums of money to provide such a supply. In

1854 the corporation took over at a cost of $950,000 the

undertaking of the Bradford Waterworks Company, pay-

ing the shareholders $200 for their $100 shares, and im-

mediately set about extending and developing the water
supply of the city. In 1899, recognizing the heavy de-

mands of manufacturers, the corporation received the

sanction of Parliament to inaugurate a new scheme, the

construction of three storage reservoirs, with an aggre-

gate capacity of 2,590,000,000 gallons, constructing a

main conduit 33 miles in length, with 6 miles of branches,

in order to further augment the water supply of the

city.

Under the able management of the Bradford Dyers'

Association—a large and powerful syndicate—the art of

dyeing and finishing has been undoubtedly developed.

The mill help is generally of the' very best, and more
than ever the technical side of manufacture is being

studied, while anything brought out to aid or develop

production is instantly adopted. There is no doubt that

the inhabitants of Bradford have inherited from their

forebears the natural gift and intuition which is so es-

sential for the successful manufacture of wool.

It is commonly said that Bradford has all its eggs

in one basket, and that is true. The city is almost

wholly dependent upon wool and textiles for its exist-

ence, and when trade is quiet, the entire city instantly

feels it.

The population in 1901 was 279,767, and to-day in

round figures it is about 300,000. In the factory returns

for 1901—the latest issue"—the number of persons employ-

ed in the wool and worsted industry of Bradford is given

as 86,266, and the number of factories 1,199. The total per-

sons employed in factories connected with the textile

industry is returned at 101,623.
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Raphael Tuck & Sons Co.
"im "

9-17 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL
NEW YORK LONDON PARIS BERLIN

Dear Sir,

—

IS
IT TOO MUCH TO CLAIM that our Warrants as Art

Publishers ••
jjj, Special Appointment" to Her Late Majesty,

Queen Victoria, to Their Gracious Majesties, King Edward

and Queen Alexandra and to Their Royal Highnesses, The Prince

and Princess of Wales extend to the great Art-loving Public through-

out the world ? If any doubt on this point exists, we trust we may

be able to finally make good our claim and be voted that much coveted

appointment of art publishers to the JHniberSe, by virtue of the

unprecedented Collection of Christmas and New Year Cards, Cal-

endars, Books, Photogravures, Picture Post Cards, Toy Books and

Art Novelties, put forth by us for the coming season in a lavishness

of profusion, a perfection of finish and an originality of ideas which

will be found to excel all our many successful efforts of previous

years.

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR CARDS.

Of our this season's 1 ,000 entirely new sets of Christmas and

New Year Cards, we venture to say that every individual series lays

claim, apart from its beauty of conception, to exquisite designing and

the highest possible quality of reproduction, whilst comprising in the

aggregate a wealth and variety of subject adapted to every possible

taste, and fully justifying the definite confirmation of the Warrant

" J8p g>petial Appointment " to all Art Hobers, which it has

ever been our aim to merit.

CALENDARS AND BLOCK CALENDARS.

Our new publications of Calendars are "feperiallp Appointeb'

to appear in every home the whole world over. Their magnificent

success of last year, added to the charm of novelty, superiority of

reproduction, and general excellence of the new collection will en-

sure them a welcome reception everywhere. With this end in view,

we have enlarged our already considerable circle of artists and added

to our long list of authors. In a word, our Calendar Publications

start forth yet again with the brightest prospects of continuing a

highly successful career.

BOOKS AND TOY ROOKS
FATHER TUCK

j
-jgp Special appointment" to the i?urs-

trjts of tfje piptlb:—
Father Tuck received a mandate years ago. He was to supply our

children with lovely books, with wholesome books, with interesting

and useful books. How faithfully has he performed this charge

!

Father Tuck's name is synonymous with all that is delightful in the

book world of the Little People. The enlargement last year of

Father Tuck's "Annual" to twice its former contents, without any

increase in price, proved a great success. The enlargement has now

been made permanent and the "Annual" will be found better than

ever this season, for Father Tuck's successes run in strides.

TUCK'S POST CARDS.

While new processes of reproduction constantly engage our at-

tention and are ever requisitioned in the service of the splendid array

of new sets we are continuously placing upon the market, our

"OILETTE" Post Cards, like the real Oil Paintings which they rep-

resent in miniature, continue to maintain their undisputed sway. They

have been well termed by one of the leading journals

—

"iElir aristocrats of JJicture $ost Cartas."

The "Glistening Dew" effects, which achieved such a pronounced

success last year, are largely interspersed in our Christmas Post Card

assortment (as also in our General Line) and on fragrant flower

lovely landscape, and in many new and charming combinations the

dew "glistens" most beautifully. Comprised in the collection of

TUCK'S POST CARDS, are no 'ess tr,an 50,000 distinct de-

signs and millions of ardent Art Lovers all over the habitable globe

give evidence that "Jip Special appointment" to tfje OThole
Mlorlb. is surely the appellation which Tuck's Post Cards have

earned long since.

We are gratified to announce that in addition to the Royal

Appointments, which it has been our privilege to enjoy heretofore,

we have recently been s&pru.illr appointeb as Art Publishers to

His Imperial Majesty, Emperor William of Germany, Their Maj-

esties, the King and Queen of Spain and Their Majesties, the King

and Queen of Norway —eloquent proof of appreciation of Tuck's

high standard of artistic excellence.

We trust we have made good our claim, and that, proud as

we naturally are of our various Royal Appointments, this pride,

mellowed by time, will be permitted to renew its youth and glow by

the bestowal upon us of this "Special appointment" to ail llobers

of 3rt throughout tfje JUmucrsr. We venture to hope that the

sign manual of your valued personal Warrant of Appointment will

manifest itself by the special importance of your this year's esteemed

orders, and that we may be ever permitted to subscribe ourselves.

gours,

?Bp fepecial appointment,"

Raphael diets & s&ons. lUmiteb
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Trade Glc

Spring business lias been somewhat backward in open-

ing at retail, owing to the continued cold weather city re-

tailers are holding many special glove sales. Considering

that Easter is fully two weeks later than usual, business

has been fully up to last year. Everything points to good
Spring trade in kid gloves, providing seasonable weather

sets in. Wrist gloves are selling better than last year.

Long gloves are still in good demand, though the tendency

seems to be to pay less than a year ago on the part of

the buying public. Cape gloves are continually increas-

ing in demand.

Colors for kid gloves are golden brown, tan, black,

gray and white, in the order mentioned. Any demand
which still exists for suede gloves is an occasional call for

black. Glace finish continues to hold first position.

When the fabric glove season opens, long gloves

will be very much to the fore. This year's prices are con-

siderably better than last. A first-class 20-inch glove in

fine lisle thread can be procured at retail from 65c to $1

per pair and silks are to be had at from $1 to $1.50, all in

the mousquetaire wrist.

Gauntlet gloves continue an important factor in the

glove trade. Attractive lines to retail at $1.50 are being

shown.

A good business is also anticipated in chamois gloves

in natural colors, and white. Large city retailers have

given more attention to this line than for many seasons.

The range being shown by wholesalers for Fall is,

once again, large and varied. As to colors, almost every

shade is represented. The long glove will again be some-

what in evidence for Fall trade. It is not expected at

present that there will be any scarcity like last year, and
looking ahead deliveries should be right up to the mark
with prices right.

Glare, suede and silk gloves in the elbow lengths are

all represented in Fall showings. Colors vary. The ten-

dency, as during the past season, seems to be, to a certain

extent, to match costumes. At the present writing it is

somewhat early to comment very largely on Fall trade.

Hamilton Travelers' Club.

A business and social club has been formed among the

travelers, residing in Hamilton. There are a large num-
ber of city travelers in the Ambitious City, and the ma-
jority of them have been enrolled in this n-;w organization.

Mr. J. M. Zimmerman was elected President of the club,

and the other officers are: Mr. W. W. Jackson, 41 Went-
worth Street South, Secretary; R. M. Griffin, Treasurer. A
committee was also elected to arrange about quarters and
complete membership, etc. it consists of T. Edey, Chair-

man; D. Little, C. Lumsden, E. Weston, F Small and J.

Min ch en.

Punctuality.

If there is one thing an employer demands, next to

integrity, perhaps, it is punctuality. If the hours are

from eight o'clock, make a point of being on hand at H

o "clock. A few minutes before is preferable to a few min-

utes after the hour. Do not excuse yourself with the

statement that the manager does not get down until some-

time afterwards—perhaps this same manager has worked

for a number of years under the strictest discipline such

as you are now benefiting by, and has a right, perhaps, to

make his own hours. A young man displays his earnest-

ness and his desire for success in no better way than by

the manner in which he keeps his appointments and the

regularity of his business hours.

The Latest Idea pringe fJet Envelopes
Send Photo of your Buildings and we print same on Envelopes free of charge.

The "Coverall"

Parisian

Invisible

Fringe Nets

Made expressly for

KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE WORLD FOR THEIR REGULARITY.

LEADING
LINEN

The "Coverall"

Per Gross in Single

Envelopes

Large - - - 25/3

Very Large - 33/6

Extra Large - 42/6

Burnet & Temple,
3 Fitchetts Court

Noble St., E.C. London, Eng.
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The Real Verdict
on

ButtericK Patterns

We Have Had a Paris Salesroom for eight years.

Sales for November, 1907—21 per cent, over 1906.

Sales for December, 1907—26 per cent, over 1906.

That's tHe real verdict on ButtericK Patterns from

tHe Heart of fashion creation.

It's a tribute to tHe ButtericK styles and to tHe

patterns wHicH so accurately reproduce tHese styles

in tHe finished gowns.

THe rig'ht pattern department is tHe thing to

Have. Write us. We may be able to maKe an

arrangement with you. THere are no patterns so

perfect as ButtericK Patterns.

THe ButtericK Publishing Co., Ltd.
33 Richmond Street, West

Toronto, Ont., Canada

When writing advertisers please mention The Review,
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EASTER
MILLINERY

ALL REQUIREMENTS

VERY LARGE STOCK
OF

RIBBONS and FLOWERS

NEWEST HATS FROM

NEW YORK
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
THE INTELLIGENT FILLING OF

LETTER ORDERS

THE SMITH-RUNCIMAN
COMPANY,= LIMITED
100 Wellington Street West, - - Toronto
Also OTTAWA HAMILTON WINNIPEG

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Canadian Millinery Review

Laces and Nets Strong.

A feature that must not be neglected or overlooked is

the fact that lace is becoming of much importance in the

millinery field. Lace is always used to some extent, but

this season it is being given special prominence. Instead

of being only an incident in millinery trimmings, lace is

becoming one of the chief. There is every indication that

lace will be very freely used in the make up of Summer
millinery. Toques are made wholly of yards upon yards

of kilted lace. Crowns are made of the same and wreaths

are made for trimmings of pleatings and shirring.

The lace bow is extremely fashionable. The bow now
worn is very large and is wired near the edge. Some of

these lace bows are so big that they completely cover the

crown of the hat. Princesse laces are much used for these

bows.

Irish crochet is much used in the new millinery. Some-

times the hat is covered with crochet lace, more fre

quentiy the brim is of satin and the trim of lace. Os-

trich and marabout are freely used on this class of millin-

ery as also are fine French flowers.

Nets and tulles are much in evidence now as trim-

mings for the new hats. Hats of net or of tulle will be

much seen later.

Flowers.

Apart from the fact that the rose is so prominent,

the tendency in floral lines is to the free use of Spring

flowers and grasses. Grasses, mosses and ferns particu-

larly maiden-hair, are showing in waving-, feathery aig-

rettes. These come not only in their natural green, but

in most of the millinery shades and colors. Accompany-
ing these grasses are many Spring flowers, mimosia,

cowslips, primroses in natural and in minute size. For-

get-me-nots and lily of the valley are highly thought of

and the hyacinths that have been so good in the past few

Springs are freely shown. Poppies, daisies and marguer-

ites in many shades are meeting with great success. In

short, Spring blooms after the rose are the most ased

flowers. Rose petals of large size and done up in dozens

of assorted shades are a novelty that is taking well. Tur-

bans are formed of these leaves, and crowns are banked

with them.

Straws and Shapes.

There is always more or less of a quiet time in the

wholesale trade after the millinery openings are over.

This quiet time lasts until the retail trade have held

their openings and until the buying public begins to get

busy. It is only in the last few days that there has com-
menced to be much doing even in the big city stores and
selling will have to make more progress before the

fashion tendencies for this season can be clearlv indicat-

ed.

There can be no doubt as to the accuracy of the color

forecast, for it is certain that the Copenhagens are im-

mensely in the lead. The brown shades are much less

striking, but as far as sales go, brown will not, it is

thought, lag far behind the popular blue.

Some of the later hats that are making their appear-

ance show a combination of the two leading colors, Cop-

enhagen and brown. This combination is very pleasing

and is one that will match a suit of either color. Copen-

hagen and taupe makes another good color effect and is

one frequently seen in classy millinery.

As one becomes familiar with the new millinery, one

becomes more convinced of the attractiveness of the new
shapes. The season ought to be a good one if only for the

reason that the new hats are so pretty, and present with

a few exceptions so marked an avoidance of extreme ideas.

The wide straight brims are in a sense familiar and the

pretty curves and turns of the brim, combined with the

slight drooping effects, are picturesque and becoming to

most faces.

The new turban effects are certainly gaining ground

and they and the new sailors promise to be two of the.

leading shapes. The brims of these new sailors are of ex-

treme width and are generally shorter at the back md
front than at the sides. The crowns are of medium height

but are often made higher by the manner of trimming. In

New York where extreme ideas are always good, it seems

to be impossible to get the brim too wide, this pro-

nounced size being characteristic of the new mode. The
Canadian market seldom favors these extreme modes and

while the wide brimmed sailor types will be a big factor,

possibly the very extreme models will not enjoy a great

sale.

Milans, chips, Jap, straws and rustics are all prefer-

red straws for this season's sailors. They are also de-

veloped in pongees, nets and fancy braids. Ribbons and

messaline silks in solid colors and large wings, quills,

pom-poms and also aigrettes, feathers and flowers are used.

There are many styles in turbans for street wear.

They are being developed in straws, straw plaques, etc.,

and trimmed with ribbon and wings, quills and aigrettes.

For dressy wear toques are developed in nets, malines,

and in floral effects. Turbans, generally speaking, are ex-

tra large, and colors are prettily combined. A toque

shape that is highly favored is a kind of busby shape.

This shape is good, developed in either straw braids or in

floral effects.

The Ideal Man of Large Affairs.

Some of the most useful men, as well as the most un-

selfish and devoted, are successful business men of large

affairs. They are modest and unassuming, simple and
direct in their methods; wide as the world in their sym-
pathies; lofty as the stars in their aspirations for human
progress; sagacious beyond other classes of men, and re-

spected to the point of veneration by those who know
them well, because they are men of deeds rather than of

words, who make good their professions from day to day.

If your opportunity lags, go to meet it if you are strong,

or get ready for its coming if you are weak.
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Some of the Popular Styles in Summer Neckwear, as seen on the Smartest Dressers in New York. It will be seen
that the Colored Collar will have a strong hold during the coming Season.

New York, March 22.—Hats seem to grow larger and

more complicated. Some of the most stunning have very

high flower banked crowns, very large flowers, holly hocks,

poppies in exaggerated sizes and hydrangeas are among
the most favored flowers for this arrangement. Not only

are flowers of different sizes and colors combined, but of

different classes as well, field flowers being combined with

exquisite imitations of choice hot house blooms. Jonquils

have invaded the millinery realm, and a startling color

combination results in combining them with American

Beauties

Unquestionably cerise is the color most in evidence.

Earlier the contest for first place was an interesting one.

Copenhagen blue and the brilliant rose both having so

much in their favor. The character of the two colors is

so at variance that one cannot really regard them as rivals,
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Three Representative New York Hats

Fig. i.—Chic Street Hat. A
draped plateau of grey straw,

trimmed wings and ribbon in

Copenhagen shades.

Fig. 2.— Smart Model in Green

Straw, trimmed roses, ferns and

velvet ribbon, aigrette of grasses.

Fig. 3.—Hat of Fancy Net in

Tuscan Shade. The crown bank-

ed with tan and yellow roses, and

ribbon to match the hat.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3,
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there being' plenty of room for each color. New York is

at present, cerise mad—as it was rather aptly expressed

—

the hats seem to have broken out in a scarlet rash. The
vivid color flashes on all sides and now, when the Spring

hat is making its initial bow to the public, these flashes are

very attractive, but it is a fad which will undoubtedly

wear itself out with the very violence of the attack.

Dyers are kept busy dipping all kinds and colors of ma-
terials from straw to feathers, and transforming them into

the desired shade, or, rather, range of shades, since there

are in reality more than one in demand. A very stunning

hat recently imported was of black crin. The high rolling

side brim showed a facing of cerise Shantung silk, a new
material in the millinery world. Wide, blunt edged wings

in the same vivid color, were fastened to the very high

crown with a twist of black velvet. A simple but very

elegant model.

A smart beehive turban of black crin had a military

arrangement of stiff cerise wings and a folded arrange-

ment of cerise and olive green ribbon around the crown.

The beehive turban is one of the best sellers. The bee-

hive crown is also seen on some large hats, but it is most

usual with a small rolling brim. When treated with an

intelligent arrangement of trimming it is one of the most

attractive crowns of the season of bizarre crowns. Some
of which are high and having a decided tendency to topple

forward and to the right, miniature Leaning Towers of

Pisa. It has taken several seasons and considerable effort

on the part of the manufacturers to finally launch suc-

cessful the high-crowned hat. Those now in such demand
are not only high, but large in every particular, great pot-

like or hive-shaped crowns, quite different from the un-

becoming Mother Goose variety.

The newest millinery fad is the mop cap, a ruffled lace

affair, fitting close to the hair and beariug a decided re-

semblance to the Charlotte Creday of several seasons ago.

The mop cap is being introduced here, fresh from Paris,

and while it has not as yet attained any notable promin-

ence, its day is certainly not far distant. The up-to-date

mop cap is almost a faithful representation of the original

Charlotte Creday, and is very simple and particularly

fetching when the hair is arranged, as is now the fashion

in a Grecian knot.

Several times the importance of the sailor, both flat

and rolled brim, has been mentioned in my letters. There

importance this season can hardly be overestimated. The
cartwheel sailor, measuring twenty-four inches in dia-

meter, is proving, among the dealers, a tremendous seller.

The plain banded sailor will follow the trimmed sailor

quite as naturally as the night the day, but, of course, at

this early date it is the trimmed sailor which is being sold

and worn. Wide stub ended wings, maline or net bows,

or on handsomer models, paradise aigrettes are the trim-

mings most frequently chosen. A very smart grey chip

sailor had a most effective trimming of grey and white

wings, and Copenhagen blue velvet ribbon, a pointed effect,

resembling as much as anything the prow of a ship, was
obtained at the front of the crown, by the arrangement of

wings and ribbon band. Sailor shapes, it must be under-

stood, are like all other shapes, trimmed very high, the

only difference being that on the average hat the trim-

ming is much higher at one side, quite frequently the right,

while the sailor is usually trimmed directly across the

front.

Rough Jap straws, Milans and chips will be followed

later on by Panamas, Leghorns and crins. Wings and

fancy feathers are in great demand for this style of head-

gear. Mention has already been made of the stunning

military pom-poms, made of fancy feathers or of flowers.

Peacock feathers have reappeared. This time on some

truly elegant models. They, like practically every other

trimming, are mounted, uprightly. It seems as if there

was positively no limit to the height the season's hats

attain.

A decided novelty in veils has appeared. It is the

fringed veil. A veil of lace or net has its edges finished

with a silk fringe, one inch wide and matching, of course,

the veil. It is a very soft and pretty finish, and one that

promises to be very much in demand. Veils having borders

of knife-pleated chiffon or net, as the case may be, have
proven very popular, and have resulted, no doubt, in the

fringe idea. The open, rather coarse meshes, in white

and black, or in colors, are the leaders. Square veils have
proven their worth and are good sellers in chiffon or net.

A few of the neckwear novelties are shown with my
letter. They will give an idea of the trend of fashion in

fancy collar pieces. The neckwear departments have

never been more attractive and all the stores report a

brisk business in this line. Comparatively few waists

have attached collars. The white and colored umbroidei-

ed linen collars are the best sellers, these ranging from
12£ cents to $1 in price. Stripes you will note are the

rage in neckwear novelties as well as all materials. Pleat-

ed jabots of various shapes, sizes and materials, are in

vogue. Those of lace edged lawn and lace edged net are

among the most in demand. Pique and linen stocks, al-

ways attractive, are to be had in all the newest shades,

which reminds me to mention that colored lingerie

dresses are to be seriously considered. The setni-mide

embroidery robes are selling well in champague, blue,

pink and mauve, as well as white. Colored linen suits

are also on the tapis. Jumper dresses with coatee to

match are being shown, the jumper having a kimono arm
and worn with a lawn or lace guimp. Much band em-

broidery or applique of soutache braid is used.

In cotton fabrics as well as silks, wools and fancy

mixtures, border designs are the necessary requisite for

popular approval. Geometrical designs, lattice and floral

patterns, coin dots and conventional designs all vie with

each other. Pongees and Shantung show borders in con-

trasting colors. These materials with mirage, tussah,

and other oriental weaves are very pronounced in favor.

A novel way of ringing the changes in stripes is that

of using the diagonal stripe. This has the effect of drap-

ing the figure and as "classic draperies" is a term which

slips glibly from the lips of the importer of dinner and

evening toilette, it is not perhaps to be wondered at that

the effect should be tried in street clothes. Several at-

tempts at this sort of thing were regarded with interest.

A grey marquisette had a diagonal stripe of blue and was
made up in a tunic or over skirt effect, the tunic reaching

diagonally to follow the stripes from just below the right

knee to the left hip. The effect was quite unusual, if not

a trifle freakish, but the insatiable seeker after some-

thing new will have cause for joy.

Short skirts continue to be worn for street wear but

the sheath like long skirt is the one chosen for dressy

occasions. There is a decided bell-like flare at the bot-

tom, rather than a mass of fulness. This is in all prob-

ability to show to advantage the exquisite border effects

in vogue.

The Pacquin, wrinkled skirt is not gaining greatly in

favor. Panel effects and many gored bell-like models pre

smarter than the pleated variety.

The waist line continues to remain high. Even 'cats

are cut now decidedly short waist, large buttons or other

trimming accentuating this in the semi-fitted models.

Sleeves are of all kinds, long and short. Many cling

to the short sleeve owing to the coming of Summer, but

by Fall the long sleeve will be the favorite.

Preparation for Easter is apparent on all sides and

business in this section of the country is decidedly good

and on the increase.

NELLIE GUNN McCLELLAND.
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The Latest Paris Fashions Under Review

Paris, France, March 21.—The Paris season has started

in earnest with a "deniere creation." It would, indeed,

be astonishing if, among the many models created, there

was not something to talk about—something that requires

study to thoroughly grasp the situation of a supreme effort

to produce a novelty. This Spring season has brought up

Full Length Dress Mantle with Empiecement in Velvet, trimmed
with a Soutache. Wide Pelerine Sleeves.

fresh ideas, though it must be admitted that the designer

is the one to whom all must turn, and to whom recognition

must be given for the success of a strange combination or

an eccentric style.

The novelty this season is a new walking skirt, and it

has been given the appellation of the "Trouser Skirt," so

named because when worn it gives a trouser effect.

The skirt, made in cloth or fancy material, still keeps

its character. It is made as tight fitting as possible at

the hips, mounted on a high waistband. It is without

fullness of any sort to far below the hips, and is without

lining on which the skirt may depend to drape, falling

straight to the knees, from where it spreads to more than

the ordinary width of a walking skirt. There is a band of

lining quite at the bottom of the skirt, passed from side-

seam to side-seam, attached to the front of the skirt at

the middle. The wearer has to adopt the method of get-

ting into the skirt, by passing the feet through the bands

before adjusting the waist belt. This band, caught at the

middle, causes the skirt at the slightest movement of the

leg to form a pleat from the knee, with a trouser-like

effect appearing at every step. The novelty is so simple

to the eye that one is likely to forget the value. Those,

however, who have worked hard and long to produce a

skirt which will give the freedom and ease in walking

Grey Taffeta Hat with Draped Band of Soft White Liberty
Silk, ornamented with Gold Bangles. The large Ostrich

Plume is Grey, dying away to White.

which this new skirt affords, will at oncij appreciate its

great advantages.

Another skirt being much shown is the "Tunic." It

is made in various forms and styles, often the lap of the

tunic is draped to form a deep belt. Many are draped

from the back, underneath a pleat, such as a "watteau.

"

In all cases the skirt has a very high waist-band, and there

is a quantity of fringe used to trim the bottom of the

tunic.

I mentioned in my last letter that there was every in-

dication of the Dalma taking its place among the models

for the coming season, and the truth of that prophecy is

being exemplified. It may be worth while for manufactur-

ers to note this tendency. Of course, there is much change,

as becomes the period of fashion through which we are

now passing. If we notice well the trimmings it will be

discovered that they are somewhat heavy in character with
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the cloak. There is no pretence to light weight trimmings.

The empiecement is in velvet, and all others are in sou-

tache noir. with pendants to match.

The appearance generally, would, at first sight, give

one an idea that the model is of German production. The
experienced person, however, will soon detect the true

Parisian art, to which evidence is given in the fine ar-

rangement of pleats and other details.

Another beautiful model is a Peignoir, in white silk,

with large mandarin sleeves. The whole of the model is

covered with a very fine lace. The edge, including the

sleeve is interlaced with a fancy ribbon, with the neck

fastened with a Louis XV. bow, as are also the corners

in front and the sleeves. No collar is added to this model.

The ribbon trimmings are of lace and the foundation

of soft silk, making it a very handsome deshabille.

Dressing gowns alter much in their style, following

the trend of fashion. A dressing gown is as necessary to

"une femme elegante" as a dinner dress. It must be

easy to get into and very dressy, and as neatly and clever-

ly made as a ball dress. In short, it must be trimmed and

finished to suit the particular style, and to show to ad-

vantage "la femme dans son interieure. " A very original

model—Genre Directoire—recently made as a special order

has the two front panels hand painted; the flower, a rose,

drooping among its foliage from the stem, which is carried

from the edge of the gown to bust height. The pleat at

the back is ornamented with small baskets of roses and

foliage—genre Louis XV.—as are also the collar and wide

turned back cuffs.

A very striking model is a tailor-made costume in

bottle green. The skirt is essentially a promenade form,

and is in no way adaptable as an afternoon or visiting

dress, for it is plain and ankle length. The short cutaway

coat meets to point at bust and is semi-Siting. The only

trimming appears on the blouse, which i« of white satin.

The front and jabot of white tulle is very full, and, in-

deed, very striking, under such a vivid color.

The hat made to go with this costume is half bell shape,

in straw, shaded to match the dress, with two beautiful

ostrich feathers carried round the crown, almost hiding

the narrow brim. It must be understood that every con-

ceivable style of hat is being worn, ranging from the out-

rageous large and heavily trimmed shape to the common
t urban. High crowns remain to the fore, but by no means
have a monopoly, the full "calotte" seeming to bo almost

as popular as it was some two seasons ago.

A. E. DACAM.

A Montreal Dry Goods Fire.

On Friday, the 27th March, the premises of L. Hirsh-

son & Co., at the west corner of Notre Dame Street West

and Dollard Lane, were gutted in a short, fierce blaze.

They occupied the second floor of the substantial build-

ing at this.corner and the fire caused by defective electric

wiring, started in their premises. The entire stock was
damaged and the salvage will be slight. The loss is cov-

ered by insurance.

This firm immediately made arrangements for the re-

placing of their stock and within two weeks they hope to

ship all orders on time. At the time of the fire there

were many lines ready for Spring shipment. This whole-

sale dry goods house will occupy shortly larger premises.

On the first floor of this building was a sample room
of Tooke Bros., Limited, which was slightly damaged by

smoke.

C. Bessette, the fur house, whose premises were dam-

aged a few weeks ago in the building opposite, occupied

the third floor of this building-, and also suffered damage

by smoke. This will in no way interfere with their busi-

ness.

The total loss to building and stocks will not exceed

$7,000.

After the Shutters Are Up.

An advertisement once appeared in the Lost and
Found column of several daily papers. It ran :

^ound, yesterday afternoon, on Che^n ,t Street

near post office, a gold watch. Loser :uay recover same
by calling at office of John C. Smith, 287 North Street,

and paying cost of this advertisement."

Well, John C. Smith sat in his bare office the next
morning, and a little before nine a rather shabby man
entered.

"About that watch, sir ?" he began. He had an
anxious, furtive eye.

The unsophisticated Smith drew a large gold watch
from his desk drawer.

"Is this it ?" he asked.

"The very thing," said the other, hurriedly. He look-

ed immensely relieved.

"The advertising costs are £2," said Mr. Smith.
The shabby man's face darkened.

"Two pounds," he muttered, suspiciously.

"Two pounds," said Mr. Smith. "That notice has

been running a week in seven papers."

The man with some difficulty paid the money. Then
he hastened away with a few words of thanks.

Mr. Smith, after he was gone, smiled to himself.

"Ah," he murmured, "this watch-finding is a mighty
good business."

And in preparation for his next visitor, he put in

the drawer another gold watch from a large pine box of

them that lay under the table.

Francois& Co.
92 Wood Street

London, E.C.

A PARISIAN HOUSE
in London

for

High-Class

Novelties
in

Trimmed Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Straws, Etc.
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SORTING
All the

Fancy Dry Goods
that go to the making of a

high grade store may be

sorted up from OUR STOCK.

'0»l-LMvr|C Taffetas, Satins, Velvet and Satins, and Failletines. A
1\1IJIJUIIl> big range of shades. Every shade always in stock.

CJ'll Soft Satins and Shangtungs in the newest Shades. Taf-

kJUHk* fetas of exceptional value and in a particularly large

variety of colorings. Chevron Taffetas, Shangtung

Eaye and other Fancy Silks.

rtpfhCG frrinrlc Filet V°iles >
Chevrons, Panamas and Chiffon Cloths in

lil Cto UUUU&
the new Peacock shades.

Laces

Tulles

Flowers

Hats

Blouses

The newest designs in Artificial Silk Laces, Wide Inser-

tions and Filet Nets.

Black Tulles, White Tulles and a full range of Colors.

Lilacs, Hyacinths, Cowslips and Poppies in Copenhagen

Blue and Tan Shades.

Merry Widow Sailors, Pyroxeline Shapes, etc., etc.

Lace and Lawn Blouses in exceeding pretty designs and

the latest styles.

Millinery and Blouses Stocked in Montreal Only

DEBENHAMS canada* LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO

18 St. Helens Street Bay and Wellington Streets

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Styles in the Canadian Dress Goods Trade

The Present Color Tendencies.

The prediction was made when The Review first talked

of Spring buying in dress goods lines that dark colors

were to become fashionable. Thi9 prediction has been

amply verified since the retail season opened. The Review

also from the information gained of the t-end of fashion

selected the Copenhagen shades for a high place in Spring

selling. These shades of blue are certainly in the lead,

the only difficulty now being to obtain the leading ma-
terials in them. The whole blue series is in a strong posi-

tion. Navies, as the season advances, are coming to the

front and by Fall promise to be high in the selling list.

Owing to the strong predeliction for Copenhagen a very

dark shade of this color, known as marine blue, will be a

leading blue.

All the selling that has been done' in brown seems

only to have strengthened the vogue of this color and

brown will certainly stand only second to blue when Fall

buying opens. Browns in deep rich shades are indicated

for second place in the Fall. Though green is not at pre-

sent much in evidence on this side of the water, it is very

much worn and is gaining ground in Paris. For this rea-

son many authorities are inclined to give this color in the

Fall series. The shades indicated are the deep rich Em-
pire shades and bottle and myrtle greens. The rose and

raspberry pinks are coming into high favor in high-class

silks and woolens, and also with the classy trade for mil-

linery purposes. These shades and the deep reds should

also have a representation in the Fall colors. The taupe

and smoke greys are also colors taken up by the high-

class trade.

*
The Assorting Season.

The retail season is opening up in better shape than

was expected, and now that the Spring weather is putting

in an appearance trade in the dress department is assum-

ing bigger proportions. The very small size of the plac-

ing orders for this Spring, and also that the goods bought
were chiefly staple lines is affecting business adversely

now. Now that selling has opened up there is a big and
unsatisfied call for novelty lines. Stripe effects, parti-

cularly shadow stripes, are being constantly asked for,

and are in short supply. As it is, the assorting season

would be a good one if only the wanted fabrics could be

obtained.

In the larger centres there is a great run upon Copen-
hagen blue, and here also the stock is limited. The coun-

try trade as yet are not asking for this blue, but brown
and navy are the great sellers.

In the wholesale trade the Fall season is now demand-
ing the right of way. Buyers are returning from the

European market, and by the end of the month, perhaps,

travelers will have Fall samples in hand. The same
causes that have operated this Spring will, it is asserted,

make placing orders small for the Fall season. Buyers,

therefore, are reminded that the failure to secure stripes

this Spring, will certainly add to their strength in the Fall

season. Chevron stripes, herringbone stripes and diagon-

als are sure to be strong, as also are shadow stripe effects

in series and cheviots.

The trend of fashion is strongly in favor of twill

weaves and this will give goods of this class a leading

place in suiting lines.

For gowns of the dressy type cashemire is now favored

in Paris. This fabric is highly suited for the draped

classic styles now coming into such high favor.

The fact that there will be two leading styles—viz.,

tailored styles, and the more elaborate Greek or classic

gowns is more marked than ever at the present time.

The serges, cheviots and suitings, show a slight increase

in weight, but may be still classed as light weight cloths,

but materials for dressy gowns are still in the chiffon

weights.

Bright, glossy finishes are still in high favor and most

authorities give broadcloths the leading position in the

coming Fall.

Prices for all lines made from fine wools are firm, and
are about the same as those for the Spring season. As
these wools go into the make up of the wanted fabrics,

the fact that goods made from coarse wools and cross-

breds are easier, really does not affect the trade. There

have been isolated lines where for some special reason

prices have been cut, but this does not affect the whole

market.

Silks and Velveteens.

Fashion is particularly partial to silken fabrics, and
the fact that prices are easier ought to lead to an increased

demand. Jap silks are lower in price, and this also ap-

plies to the majority of the popular priced fabrics. High
grade silks are not so much affected, and prices here rule

much the same.

On the other hand, there has been a stiff advance in

velveteens. This is due to the fact that the whole output

of the Manchester manufacturers has been contracted for.

This fact speaks for itself as to the position of velveteens

in the fashion market. Paris dressmakers are very par-

tial to velveteens—-English velvet as they call it. And
with the exception of those houses who have old con-

tracts on hand, buyers are having to pay 25 per cent,

more for this fabric.

*

Spnng Fabrics.

Shadow stripe effects are the first choice in fashion-

able dress fabrics. Panamas, serges and other fine worsted

weaves, in plain, but particularly in shadow stripes, are

selling so well that already the market is in short supply.

Fine herring-bone and chevron weaves, in stripe effects,

stand second. Serges and cheviots are numbered among
the strong sellers. Fancy weaves in piece dyed fabrics

are the leading dress effects, and are selling much better

than two-toned and other stripes. In plain goods all

serge weaves are good. These fabrics having been ex-

tensively taken, not only for the counter trade, but also

by the makers of ready-to-wear garments. Some broad-
cloths, particularly in the popular Copenhagen shades,

are selling.

The new filet cloths and Phrynette, a fancy filet effect,

are extensively shown in all high-class dress lines.
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Black voiles are repeating their last season's success.

Pekin stripes are the latest novelty in voile lines.

Outside of Copenhagen, which is in extra demand,

navies are free sellers. Brown certainly ranks next to

blue. The light yellowish tans which are softer in tone

than the leathers of last year, are becoming more popular

each day. Green is in fair request, while the violet and

mauve shades only command an occasional sale. The new
Roman pinks, and the raspberry shades, are selling in high

grade fabrics. Taupe and smoke greys are good in high-

class materials. There is some showing of claret reds,

but this color is more of a Fall shade.

Wash Goods.

Now that the retail season is opening up the conser-

vatism that has marked the placing of orders for the

Spring season is beginning to show in many departments.

There is going to be a shortage in striped goods, and this

shortage of fashionable fabrics promises to become more

marked as the season progresses. In some of the large

departments only a sprinkling of new goods have been

shown as yet to help the sale of carried-over stocks.

Ginghams and linen and union suitings are the sellers

at present, and woven fabrics of this class seem as though

they would lead in the season's sales.

When the warmer weather arrives sheerer materials

will begin to move freely. Mulls, lawns, dimities, batistes

and colored Swisses, as well as the plain and figured silk

and cotton novelties, promise to be the sellers in this class

of fabrics.

Though the selling of sheer white cotton goods has

hardly commenced their position is regarded as a staple

one. In printed the big showing is in neat classic patterns

and in stripes, etc. Spots of varied sizes are numerous,

but as yet the sale has only been a limited one. Already,

however, the fact that even stripes are to be a big factor

is assured.

Floral effects are shown and for certain uses promise

to sell. Small neat patterns are those best thought of.

How to Handle Help Successfully

The main problems in the garment department are

those of alterations and help. This is a department of

problems, but these stand first.

This department can only thrive when the help is

competent and experienced, and none but experienced and

expert girls should ever be allowed to sell or handle gar-

ments. Even though a girl may possess intelligence and

ability, she will need careful training before she will be

of value to this department.

When you get a satisfactory staff do all in your pow-
er td keep your help together. There are dull periods to

be tided over, when the temptation to reduce expenses

is a strong one. Think well before you dismiss a good
garment saleswoman. Try some other way; perhaps you
can split the difference, and by a little give and take still

keep your hold on that effective salesperson. If you have
to put on new help, it is best to do so before the season

really opens. They then get to know the stock before

the busy season commences. If a girl is not letter per-

fect in her stock, and at home in her department she is

not of much use there.

This kind of a selected salesforce will not keep the

pay roll down to a limited figure, but it ought to and
will, if the stock is bought right, sell goods. And the pro-

fits made in the department will in the long run justify

the expenditure.

There are plenty of merchants who complain that the

garment department does not pay as it ought to do, but

THE

'PIRLE' Finish.
Indispensable for the Open-Air Girl

"LADY'S REALM" says:
"The out-door girl who loves lo cycle, walk and drive will never wear

anything but a 'PIRLE' costume when she has once donned one. It maybe
the shower ol May or the storm of November, her neat cloth dress will remain
unspotted and unshrunk, and, when dry, will be *s fresh as when it came from
the tailors' hands."

Registered
Trade-Mark

"MADGE" in "Truth 1
* says:

"Every dressmaker ought to leave out a bit of selvedge somewhere with
the 'PIRLE' stamp on it, as this affords an absolute guarantee forthe wearer

"The proprietors undertake to make good any material so stamped that
has been actually damaged by rain."

TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE LEADING IMPORTERS,
or full particulars from

m
(Copyright

Edward Ripley&Son, Limited,

100c Queen Victoria Street,

LONDON, E.C., ENGLAND.
H.M
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*

*

Mills i T««n and ChesdU

Newest Styles ! Best Value

!

Keenest Prices! 1

In reliable DRESS GOODS for Fall and Winter, comprising all the latest

Shades and Fancy Weaves.

FRENCH DEPARTMENT
NEW NORMANS, VANDYKES and NOVELTY HERRINGBONES, in Chevron and Cheviot

effects.

Every Variety of NEW LIGHT WEIGHT BROADCLOTHS, in ALL-WOOL VENETIANS,
AMAZONS, HABITS, &c, &c.

Imperial SEDAN CLOTH, permanent Satin-faced, indelible, unspottable, and unshrinkable.

New and original shadow effects in stylish and beautiful CLOTHS of WINTER WEIGHT. For

novelty of design and richness of color, they far surpass the smartest shadow stripes produced

for Spring.

BRADFORD DEPARTMENT
In this department we hold reserve stock in the grey, and dye and finish our blacks and self-colors. i

We are Specialists in BLACK STUFFS of every description, and our brilliant BLUE-BLACKS
are unsurpassed by any other firm, either British or foreign.

We have surprising value in the following:

t

Indestructible English Amazons (non-spottable,)
J

Fine Coating Serges, Plain and Fancy Alpacas;

New Crepolines, all wool, fancy weaves, silk effect,
{

Novelty Metz Cloth and New Self Stripes, i

Heavy Venetians, Meltons and Cheviots. *

Costume Tweed Department

All the newest shades and latest designs. t

i Our three dress departments combined, are the most expensive in England. We only supply t

large importers and quick payers, who can appreciate extra value and keen prices. I

Samples are now in the hands of our Canadian representatives.

| J. (EL N. PHILIPS (EX CO.,
35 Church St., MANCHESTER, 20 Cheapside, LONDON.

England

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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how many of them take any special steps to improve

the selling staff.? The garment department is one apart,

and one that makes a great demand upon the manage-

ment. When these demands are well met it gives a full

measure of return.

Even if the help is experienced, and as near perfec-

tion as possible, it can still be made more interested and

enthusiastic about the work. It pays to produce en-

thusiasm, and it should be your study how to surround

yourself with an enthusiastic staff.

Do you ever hold regular meetings of the whole of

the garment staff to discuss the affairs of the depart-

ment, and to plan how to attain and produce better re-

sults ? Wideawake and progressive merchants are doinc;

this, and are finding these meetings productive of koocI

results.

They make it a sort of experience meeting, and gel

from each member of the staff ideas on many subjects.

One thing they get is the experience of each member in

handling difficult customers. The first requisite of a good

salesperson is intelligence, and the second a knowledge

of human nature and the ability to size up successfully a

prospective customer. The recounting of experiences and

the comparing of notes on this subject will add to this

intelligence, and develop this knowledge and ability.

Some salespeople need cautioning against being in too

great a hurry with a customer. They positively railroad

her into making a purchase. When buying garments

women like to have time given to choose. The purchase

of a coat or suit, or skirt calls for a fairly liberal ex-

penditure, and a woman likes deliberately to pick and

choose.

Whether or not it is advisable to get the customer's

price idea is a debatable point. Many merchants will

HAVE YOU A LONDON AGENT ?
It is absolutely essential that your stock be kept

up-to-date, and this can only be done, short of
personally visiting the English market, by placing
your orders through an experienced Agent, who
is in a position to buy the newest goods at closest

prices, and to keep you supplied with the latest

samples. Having had many years' experience in

buying Dry Goods for the Colonies and being in

touch with all the leading manufacturing and
wholesale Drapery houses, I am able to place my
clients' orders to the very best advantage.

Full particulars as to terms, etc., from

T. W. BESTALL
12, 14 and 16 Tenter Street, - LONDON, E.C., England

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.C.

London, England.MAGKINLAY & CO.

claim that it is, but there are many who instruct their

clerks not to do so. Under any circumstances, the mat-

ter of price should end the questioning. If nothing Is

said in regard thereto, it is better to over-estimate than

to under-estimate.

Probably after one or two garments are shown the

customer will make some comment. If price has not been

asked, she will state what she wants to pay, and will

probably drop some hint as to style and color. With

these points gained, it is easy to know what to show.

Pull out a number of garments of the general nature re-

quired, making some little comment on each one. This,

as is stated in the foregoing, should be done slowly and

carefully. Above all, impress on the saleswoman that

she must give the customer the idea that she is 'ntere^t-

ed in the transaction, and takes a pride in showing the

stock.

Are You in Need of a

Buying Agent for the

English Markets?
If so, we offer you our services. We buy for cash

and send original invoices.

We Can Save You Money

Atrial order solicited. Correspondence invited.

F. H. SEALEY & CO., Buying Agents
36 Basinghall Street

London, E.C, England

The Fall of 1908
will be a brisk season for you if you have our

Mantle ClotKs
and

Ladies' Suitings
The samples are the best we have ever pro-
duced. Plain and fancy

Homespuns, Serges, Cheviots,
Saxony and Worsted ClotKs

in attractive Shadow Effects, Chevrons,
Diagonals and Fancy Combinations, with un-
excelled wearing qualities. We are also able

to supply you with a new and excellent line of

WOOLEN BLANHXTS

Harris & Company, Ltd.

IVocKwood, Ont.

TORONTO

:

MONTREAL

:

WINNIPEG i

E. J. Dignum & Co., Hector Prevost McRae & Walker

84 Bay St. 34 Cherrier St. Ashdown Block

HALIFAX: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.
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The Glove House of Canada

Spring stocks are unusually

complete and your hurry

up wants for Easter will

have immediate and satis-

factory attention.

4fe/Sjl

Jill#y
MA %

i

Long Gloves are selling

exceptionally well. Take

advantage of our well-

assorted stock. Every

possible want is antici-

pated. Popular colors and

styles in Kid, Chamois and

Fabric Lines await your

choosing.

It is to your interest to keep
your stock well assorted on

standard lines of Gloves.

Try us on your Fabric Glove

Repeats and you'll not be

disappointed.

The Fall range of Kid and Wool Gloves is now on
the road. One of our 15 salesmen will be glad to

demonstrate its values.

N.B.— Our general advertising campaign this year is more extensive than formerly. The demand thus created is

directed right to your counters. You get more profit on Perrin's Gloves, too.

PERRIN, FRERES & CIE.
Mark Fisher Building, MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Latest Ideas m Dress Accessones

Belts.

Belts have sold steadily since the season opened, and

interest in belt lines shows every sign of increasing. In

one factor at least there is no change, and that is in the

matter of variety. Though this big variety of styles

means that the merchant has to carry a heavier stock, it

means also that he makes more sales because his stock is

more attractive. Fifty, seventy-five and dollar belts are

the great sellers, and if a customer takes a fancy to a belt

she will not be deterred from buying it by any of these

Combination Belt and Collar, in blue and white polka dot, on white sir*

foundation, shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto.

prices. Even at 25c there is a splendidly varied line show-

ing. The tendency favors the narrow belt, from two
inches to two and three-quarters being the popular widths.

Tailored effects in leathers are good sellers, also the

very many tinsel belting lines. Wash belts in the narrow
effects, and also in the wider embroidered crush lines are

a success.

A new fad is for the belt and stock to match, and the

cut given is a good example. Buckles vary from the

handsome Japanese and classic metal effects to the plain

harness buckles, in gilt and pearl. Covered buckles are

seen, and also those of colored enamel.

Easter novelties are making their appearance and they

promise to be highly attractive.

Ladies' Neckwear.

There is a growing confidence in the position of ladies'

neckwear for the coming Spring, and the orders coming

to hand are satisfactory, both as to size and number.

Every store is featuring this line, and the outlook is for

an old-time season.

With the exception of a few lines, such as Ascots, silk

bows, etc., wash neckwear promises to dominate the sea-

son. Linen collars are still in the field,but there is also a host

of other novelties showing. Indeed it is to this wealth

of novelty that much of the present interest is due. Buy-
ers are taking these novelties quite freely, and manufac-
turers state that never before has the call been of so

varied a nature.

The latest tendency is for striped effects. This style

is already full blown in New York, where the striped neck-

wear matches the striped waists, or gives the fashionable

touch of color to a white one. In another section a full

page of New York neckwear is shown. This fashion has,

as yet, scarcely touched this market. The fancy for a

touch of color is good here. Colored edges, colored em-
broideries, a colored ribbon under lace, are among the

many popular means of introducing this popular effect.

Polka dot designs and combinations are also frequently

used. In short, any novelty in colored effects is good.

Bows and jabots seem to be the leading ideas. Bows
at present are in the lead, but jabots are expected to come
into strong prominence later. Bows and jabots form an

extremely interesting line. Though many silk bows are

selling the leading interest is in the lingerie lines. Smart
little jabot affairs about the length of the one illustrated,

are expected to be the leaders—this is the present Paris

idea. As this promises to be a big tailored suit year,

either a bow or a jabot will be needed to fill in the hollow

at the neck. Later they promise to be used as a neck fin-

ish for the blouse or tucker, as the guimpe is now called.

One of the popular effects of the season is the "Merry
Widow" bow. This at present is looked upon as extreme,

but it is one of those extreme touches that once started,

becomes universally popular. It is made of pleated tulle,

Black and White Jabot—Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto.

net chiffon or lawn, and is edged with valeneiennes, and

the very large ones as seen in New York extend from

shoulder to shoulder. This extreme style will not take

in Canada, but the more moderate sizes promise to sell

freely.

The Gibson collar is also an interesting feature this

Spring. This collar is strong in New York and unques-

tionably will be one of the popular sellers. This collar

comes in various dainty forms of linen, lawn and lace,
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lace and net. The vogue of net is very strong in neck-

wear lines this season.

Stocks and Ascots are very good this season, both in

all white and in white and colors. Stripes, checks and

polka dots are among the new showings.

Ruchings are again very strong, both in the ordinary

and in the new wide lines. Just a touch of color is the

present novelty in ruehing lines. Copenhagen, navy and

tan are the leading neckwear colors, and for the classy

trade pink is coming into prominence.

*

Veilings.

The veiling business continues fairly active, both from
a retail and from a jobbing standpoint. Orders for Spring-

have been placed in a somewhat careful manner, and when
the Easter rush sets in, a shortage is likely to develop.

Spring novelties are all in and practically nothing new
is expected in the next few weeks. The very large

chenille spots have reached the popular trade, and are at

present about the leading sellers. Though the very high-

class trade is evincing a considerable interest in black,

colors are the best sellers on the Canadian market. Golden
browns and blues are the leading colors—Copenhagen, of

course being the novelty. At the Anteuil races, blue was

£9&
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Russian Net—A leading veiling novelty for the coming Fall.

the chief veiling color, green coming next in order. Also

the two colors were often mingled in the same veil.

Import novelties for the Fall season are now beginning

to show. The Russian nets form one of the most striking

of these seen so far, and promise to catch the popular

favor. Some extreme sizes are shown in these nets, but

the most confidence is expressed in the more moderate
effects. This net is secure of consideration, not only be-

cause it is new, but also because it is becoming and will

wear well.

Another idea that is greatly favored is the dark spot

on a fine mesh net of a very light shade. When worn
only the spot is visible. There is no need to point out to

experienced buyers the possibilities of this veiling, as it

is needless to say that women will be quick to grasp its

great complexion improving possibilities Brown and
champagne, navy and Copenhagen, and other fashionable

combinations are shown in this net. The ring spot net

that has become such a favorite will also retain its high

place in the coming Fall.

A new patent for chenille spotting machinery that has

been taken out by a member of a Nottingham manufac-
turing firm promises to have an important influence on

the veiling trade. Spotting, which, at present, is done by

hand, is one of the chief items of cost in the production

of veilings. The spots, which are perfectly fast, can be

produced, it is said, by the new machinery at the rate of

190,000 per hour. Besides veilings, nets, chiffons, crepe de

chine, Japanese silks, etc., can also be spotted. The high

value of the inyention can be gauged by the eagerness of

the French firms in their efforts to secure it.

Ribbons

Prospects for a good ribbon season this Spring are of

the very brightest. Ribbons of every description are to

be used for every purpose, and this being the case, it is

up to the retailer to see that he gets the business. An-
other factor why merchants should sell a good quantity

of ribbons this Spring lies in the fact that ribbon prices

are somewhat easier.

At present plain ribbons are most in demand, taffetas,

in particular. Velvets are being used to quite an extent

Paris Gown—Showing the use of Ribbons. (Courtesy Walter H. Barry
& Co.) This photograph shows one of a collection of Gowns

in the hands of the above firm.

for millinery purposes, while there are some fancies used

for sashes and girdles. Ribbon widths, selling best just

now, are from 4 to 7 inches. Copenhagen blue is very

good at present, and is also somewhat scarce. Brown is

really more used than any other color.

*

Easter Styles in Parasols

Fashion tendencies for parasols this season seem to be

all away from the much trimmed fanciful lines. Silk

shades are strongly favored and promise to take pre-

cedence over other styles, the trend of fashion being for

plain and for fancy printed flowered silks.

The high novelties are the Pongee shades. These come

in blue, tans, old rose, etc., as well as in the natural

shades. Printed effects in pongees are selling to the
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classy trade. In pongees and in plain taffetas, the tucked

models are frequently seen.

The handles are generally of natural wood in both

straight and crook designs. Enamel sticks to match the

cover are frequently seen, and many of these are finished

with Dresden knobs. Some ultra handles on imported

goods are very striking. On a parasol of Copenhagen
blue, the handle consisted of a vivid parrot's head and

neck in shades of blue, green and rose. Another of green

silk had as a crook the tail of a fish. Purple grapes,

cherries, pine apples and other fruits are used to orna-

ment the handles of the new sunshades. The popular

trade will do a big business in lingerie effects.

Laces.

Lace prices in the manufacturing centres are firm in

spite of the fact that orders are scarce, and looms are

idle. Even in Germany, where some break in price oc-

curred a few months ago, prices have become firmer and

there does not seem to be any prospect of any further

reduction.

It cannot be said since the retail season opened up
that there has been any particular rush of business. Sales

have been fair in the cheaper lines, and where cut price

inducements have been given. The selling of the season's

novelties can hardly be said to have started as vet. This

at the Anteuil Spring races, there are developments tak-

ing place. There was a large display, particularly in all-

overs, and with black very much in evidence, of weighty

patterns on light net grounds. These patterns are worked
in very glossy silk and stand boldly out. Filet introduc-

tions are freely used, and the light nature of the net

ground throws these introductions into great prominence.

These introductions and the heavy character of the pat-

Ladies' Lace Epaulette—Shown by Debenhams (Canada) Limited.

perhaps has been a benefit in some ways, as a decided

scarcity is predicted in novelty lines when selling assumes
larger proportions. Import orders were very much re-

stricted, and when the call comes it will be too late to

place repeats. This condition should tend to clear stocks

and to prepare the way for a good Fall season.

Though it cannot be said that any new laces are com-
ing to the front, from reports received of the gowns worn

Pointe Venise and Filet Lace Collar -Shown by R. C. Bach, Montreal.

terns give a totally new effect in laces. Another novelty

is Binche lace. This consists of a coarse filet ground on

which a very much raised design in artificial silk is em-
broidered. Princesse lace was very much worn, as also

was Cluny and Irish point. There were many dresses of

black net and striped nets were very much worn.

$

Handkerchiefs for Fall.

Advance orders for the Fall and for the Christmas
trade are now being placed. The fact that there was con-

siderable delay about the making of deliveries last Fall,

and the scarcity of desirable goods, has led merchants to

place considerable orders for the coming Fall, and holi-

day season. There is no anticipation, of any trouble of

the same kind this year, and the trade is assured of the

fact that deliveries will be made in good time. There is

little or no change in the price situation, prices on hand-
kerchiefs being about the same as last year.

The cross-barred checks, which were shown as the lead-

ing novelty for the import trade last season, and which
only received slight interest then, are selling now with
considerable freedom. The season's novelty, however, is

the new colored effect. This fancy for a touch of color

that is one of the leading features of present fashions,

and its vogue shows considerable development in hand-
kerchief lines. Colored hems are numerous, and, in addi-

tion, fancy print.ed borders are used. In some cases small
neat widely spaced all-over patterns are used. The ex-

treme idea, however, is to have the centre in color and the

border showing a white pattern.

Blues, particularly the popular Copenhagen shades,

lead, other colors are tans, buffs, pinks, lavender and
green.

It is a long time now since colored effects in handker-
chiefs had any prominence, and as they come as a decided
novelty they ought to have a considerable success.

Initialed goods are always a good line to stock in both
high-priced and in medium lines, and initialed goods are

selling well for the coming season.
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Fancy Parasols

Ladies' Umbrellas

Misses' Umbrellas

Men's Umbrellas

CALL AND INSPECT.

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

Manufacturers

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

INCREASE YOUR
RIBBON PROFITS

A small investment only is required as

we carry the Ribbon Stock for you to

sort up quickly.

Try us on Scarce Shades.

Wide Range of Fancy
Novelties

Samples and Prices upon request.

Thomas May & Co.
Limited

LACES - TRIMMINGS - RIBBONS ETC.

14 St. Helen Street, Montreal

Itiis a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Fownes Bros, & Co.
Coristine Building,

MONTREAL

ORDER FOR QUICK SHIPMENT
FOR

EASTER TRADE

lewny's Kid (jloves

THIS IS THE TRADE MARK

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg.

Greenshields & Co., Limited
Vancouver.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The

Ribbon House of Canada
Carries a Complete Stock

THE RIBBON SITUATION

This is to be a banner Ribbon

season. Ribbons are used for

every conceivable purpose.

We're ready to supply your

wants. Consistent effort devoted

to Ribbons has brought our line

to the highest point of efficiency.

TAFFETAS ARE ALWAYS

LEADERS

We have all widths and quali-

ties. Every piece we send out is

worth what we ask for it, some-

times a little more.

You can always get

Ribbons here to fill

in stock as required.

fcj'i,VS.V n'-j; . 'ji S'J'iJ \\'i

WATCH YOUR STAPLES

and Remember our Mail Order

Department.

FANCY RIBBONS AT FAIR

PRICES

Our stock will be found com-

plete.

To get all the business you're entitled to, you must keep your stocks

well assorted. We have the Ribbons.

PRICES AND SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Walter H. Barry & Co.
Cor. St. James and McGill Streets, Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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i

OPALINE

J. CO. N. PHILIPS CD. CO.
35, Church Street, MANCHESTER, ENGLAND
20, Cheapside, - LONDON, ENGLAND

Mills: Tean and Cheadle

STANDS ALONE

!

}
INDELIBLE, CLEAR and BRILLIANT

2 It puts all similar maKes in the shade. i

J "Opaline" is no ordinary mercerised calico, but a Sateen-de-lux, and a lining par-excellence. *

\ It is spun and woven in Lancashire by highly skilled operatives, on machinery of the most modern
j

\ type, and only the very best Egyptian Cotton is used in its manufacture. Then it is dyed by a new t

patent process, and mercerised and schreinerised by the Bradford Dyers' Association, who guar-
jj

antee its unique, permanent, silky lustre. Every stage of its manufacture is carried out under the t

personal supervision of one of the leading experts in England. I

J
Opaline is a durable high-class fabric, a satisfactory silk substitute, and made in an endless variety

J
\ of fashionable shades.

-The peculiar humid climate of the Manchester district, and the wonderful deftness and skill of its i

operatives—apart from many other advantages— makes it an impossibility for any other country t

in the world to reach such perfection in the manufacture of FINE Cotton Goods.
\

Extract from "The Queen" Fashion Journal. I

A Long-felt Want Supplied. t

From every corner of the land where women are will go up a vote of thanks

to the promoters of Opaline. For that this has come to fill a long- felt want in

the shape of a substitute for silk, no one, after a most cursory glance, can have
doubt.

To describe Opaline as a superior sateen scarcely gives an adequate idea of

its appearance, which is really that of silk while the feel is equally deceptive,

and one of the chief points is that the radiant sheen obtained does not wash off.

Unquestionably it is the "best thing of the kind ever produced, and will speedily

console the many, who have hitherto ha 1 to content themselves with ephemeral
t finished cotton goods in lieu of the tempting but costly silk foundations. So per-

J
feet, indeed, is the finish of Opaline that it must readily take its place with the

} more costly fabric in the case of blouses, petticoats, children's frocks, etc., while

the range of colorings is exceptionally exhaustive and good, and as fast as cotton

* can be dyed.

i For lower qualities in similar goods, we have surprising value in " Opalette
"

t and " Shinerette."

t . Samples and prices on application.

We only supply large importers and quick payers who can appreciate extra

value and surprisingly keen prices.
jj

Samples are now in the hands of our Canadian representatives.

=— i

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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*
*

*

Revillon Brothers Limited

134-6 McGill St., MONTREAL
^ If you are striving to increase your trade, we strongly advise an inspection of our

goods. Our representatives are now showing a very complete range of the latest

novelties.

<| Our lines of Silks and Velvets for import as well as for immediate delivery are

unexcelled.

Ostrich Feather and Marabout Boas

^ We are prepared to meet the growing demand for that article at prices and

qualities unequalled.

Paris

£%Coscoto

London

Nijny

New York

Nicolaiev

Leipsic Shanghai

Khabarosk (Bokhara

Edmonton

'Prince Albert

k--^.-%.-*.-%.-%.-*.-^.-%.-%.-».-».-».%.-*."%^%.-^.-%^%.-%.-^%.-^.-*.-%..%^

Imported and

Domestic Ribbons

F. D. de Sauzea

58-64 Wellington St. IV., - Toronto

RHys D. Fairbairn, Limited
Manufacturers

Ladies' NecKwear Pleated Dress Shirts
Ladies' Belts Ruching's

Lace and SilK Waists
Latest design. Prices rigKt. Prompt delivery.

107 Simcoe St., TorontoHUGH HENRY
20* St. Jam.s St.. MONTREAL

hen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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We Know Your Requirements

<J Briefly, you want the goods

that will attract and hold

trade, and at the same time

return you a good profit.

Mackinnon Coats, Suits and

Skirts do that—and more.

Their distinctiveness of fit

and general appearance give

your department a strong in-

dividuality. Material, work-

manship and finish are of the

highest standard.

<J Greatest Values in Canada.
Slyle 512 - Tight-fittins;, in plain or striped
covert, best quality, Price $5 25 each, or gn r> n <

$60 per dozen This cut goes with dozen. % betid tOf Samples.

Style 527— Semi-fitting plain or striped
covert, best quality. Price $5 25 each or
$60 per dozen. This cut goes with dozen.

THE MACKINNON CLOAK CO., Limited
Manufacturers of

COATS, SUITS AND SKIRTS
285 and 287 QUEEN STREET WEST,

Angus L. Mackinnon, President. Louis (Corn, Vice-President.

TORONTO
Walter W. Arnold, Secretary-Treaturer

THE SELLING SEASON
FOR

Raincoats and

Waterproofs
Don't run short of

Ladies' and Men's Raincoats

Stock a few styles in

Ladies' Si k and Satin

Rubberized Garments

Samples upon request.

NATIONAL RUBBER CO.
MONTREAL

Canada's Largest Exclusive Raincoat House.

Fashion's Demands ^^
,N -

Coats yAIS?*'
Suits, Skirts ^|JXl&r
Ready for Your Approval ^$dnLS>^

A medium-priced line that has made a "hit."

Prompt Deliveries.

THE WATT & SHAPIRO MFG. CO.
505 ST. PAUL ST. : MONTREAL

QUICK ACTION
Your Spring Garment Orders will

have prompt attention.

LET US KNOW YOUR WANTS

THE STANDARD CLOAK AND
SKIRT MFG. CO.,

236 St. Lawrence Boulevard, - MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Ready-to-Wear Garment Department

Big Suit Season for Fall.

Tailored suits promise to be in high style in the com-

ing Fall. Their vogue now is strong in both Paris and

New York. It has taken some time to habituate the

Parisian to tailored suit, but she has taken to the style

most thoroughly now.-

At the Antueil races tailor-mades predominated. There

are several features of these suits that are sure to influence

Fall styles. The question of warmth is always to the front

when tailored suits are the vogue on this market. High-

class tailors are showing a third piece, viz., a waistcoat to

wear with the tailored suit. This waistcoat may be made
of the same cloth as the suit, and as plain and severe as

the one designed for men's wear. Fanciful waistcoats are

also seen. Fancy brocades, and also fancy cretonnes being

used... Another idea of the same class has obtained a firm

hold in the better trade this season and that is the selling

of a sweater coat to wear under the suit coat.

Judging from these indications some development of

the vest idea is due for Fall. Coats are very severe in

the Paris suits. They are rather short-wiisted and form-

fitting rather than tight. This is a feature that ought to

be welcomed as it means less work for tli3 alteration de-

partment. Paris models are nearly all of the cutaway

order, and it will be strange indeed if this vogue does not

find an echo here.

The strongest change is in sleeve styles, and something

totally new is expected here. The new sleeves ar modifi-

cations of the Japanese type, though often the sleeve is

not in one piece with the shoulder. Gathers are totally

done away with, and if pleats are toleiated, they are

stitched flat. The newest sleeve, however1
, has neither.

Braid is still the only trimming, both artificial silk pull

braids and soutaches being freely used. Buttons are more
en evidence, some very large ones being a feature of many
coats. One large one, or three being used to close the ma-
jority of coats. Many coats and also skirt trimmings are

bound with braid.

Skirt lines are more diversified. There is the circular

habit skirt, with a tightly stitched pleat down both front

and back. Numerous gored models, and also pleated effects.

The first' skirt is made in trailing length aid will be most

probably confined to the ladies' tailoring lines. The two

later are the practical skirts, and the changes rung on

these styles will be numerous.

The Present Situation.

The retail trade is feeling severely the effects of the

light placing trade. Business is coming their way now and if

only they could get the garments in time 'he Spring sea-

son would turn out a profitable one. Manufacturers must
have a certain time allowed before deliveries can be

made, as they have to order the cloths. Manufacturers, it

must be stated, do not take chances by carrying a big

stock of cloth, but order to cover the orders they receive,

therefore it is impossible to turn out orders for garments

a few days after they are received.

In the larger centres the main inquiry has been for

suiis. and for the large city trade Copenhagen blue is the

chief seller. Cloths in this color are very scarce, and the

head of the garment department is finding great difficulty

in keeping the stock up in garments of th's color.

From the smaller centres are coming daily inquiries

for coats of plain and striped fawn coverts. Manufac-
turers, however, have not the cloths on hand, and as it

takes at least five weeks to get deliveries, the selling sea-

son would be well over before the garments could be made
and delivered. .And for this reason rather than because

of the state of trade, the Spring is likely to prove an un-

satisfactory season.

There is one ray of light, however, and that is that

garment stocks will be cleared up this Spiing, and this

will give an impetus to the Fall season. Already this im-

Attractive New Model in Wash Silk. Note the High Gibson Collar
which promises to be a feature in the coming season.

petus is being felt and the prospects are very much
brighter for the Fall trade.

Manufacturers are busy with sample lines for Fall,

and already arc placing fair-sized orders for cloths.

Navy and brown are the leading colors, but green is

also receiving more attention.

Separate Coats for the Country Trade.

The suit question is assured, the suit is high style, hut

in Canada, at least, the Fall season's trade cannot he

done only on suits. Just as it has been this Spring, there

are certain districts where coats are sure t< be in demand'

—where a warm winter's wrap is a necessity.

At the present moment black is not in high favor for
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separate wraps, and it would appear as though colored

cloths will be the leading style for the separate coats to be

worn during the Fall and Winter of 1908-9.

Chevrons and diagonals, in heavy cheviots, are show-

ing, and browns, greens and mingled greens and very dark

blues in these effects are strong. Kerseys and fancy mel-

tons are also included. The better trade will call for

broad and boxcloths, principally in colors. As this will

mean a lined coat, coats of this class will come a little

higher than the popular price.

There is some uncertainty as to whether a loose or a

somewhat fitted type of coat will be the leader. Both,

possibly, wjll be taken and the popular coat is likely to

be in three-quarter length.

One point is assured; the sleeve will be in the new de-

parture from the Japanese styles and will show the seam
down the top of the arm, and the absence of fullness at

Suit Styles— Manufactured by Hart Manufacturing Company, Montreal.

the armhole. Next month The Review hopes to give draw-

ings of some of these new sleeves. For, as usual, the

presence of this sleeve will stamp the garment as one of

the products of the new season.

In the past few seasons there has sprung up a fairly

extensive trade for moderately-priced evening wraps. This

is a branch of the garment trade that promises to grow-

larger as the country progresses in prosperity.

The taste is new for colored or for white evening

wraps. The new wraps are of the surplice or burnous

type. These new wraps have a novel kind of a sleeve.

The armhole consists of a lung slit, three-quarters of a

yard or so long. This opening is framed by a wide band
of material that falls into graceful folds. Lace, cords,

tassels, etc., form the trimming.

These coats are developed in broadcloth, in rich shades

and in white, in satin or velvet.

Corsets.

Dress changes are pretty radical, and not the least

noticeable is the decided change in the fashionable figure.

The new figure has sloping hip effect which gradually

tapers into the waist.

The vast improvements which have taken, place in cor-

set making is indicated by the implicit faith women have
in the ability of manufacturers to produce models that

will be at once comfortable and yet give the proper fash-

ionable outline to the figure.

Present season corsets are specially designed in the

interests of tlie woman with the full figure. The new cor-

sets for stout figures are so perfect in their lines that it

seems as though, it would be impossible to improve upon

them. Their chief function is to give the slender hip, with

a bust that without being unduly high shall encase its

fullness without raising or compressing it. The corset

must be relied upon to give the long, slender lines so es-

sential in the present style of dress.

Waists.

Travelers are now on the road with blouse samples fol-

ic assorting and the early Fall trade. It must be said

that designers have used every effort to put before the

trade a varied assortment of desirable styles.

Besides the regulation lingerie models, a number of

lilored ideas are being shown. The term tailored blouse,

it must be premised, means a plain waist of any descrip-

lion, and is stretched to even apply to waists that button

down the back. The newest idea in tailored lines is the

fancy for the colored waist—even stripes, bar checks and
coin dots are the styles of cloths fashionable. The high-

class trade is showing these waists, and they are so dainty

as well as totally different that a good business ought to

be done with .them.

Lingerie models arc numerous, and are shown in all

degrees from the simple waist at a popular price up to an

elaborate affair that retails at two figures. Japanese ideas

in sleeves are shown among these models. Many pretty

silk lingerie styles arc shown developed in Japanese,

liberty and other soft silks. The Review is illustrating a

>retty model of this kind, showing the latest idea in col-

lars—viz., the high pointed Gibson style, which is seen

on many of the new waists. All waists, whether tailored,

silk or lingerie, almost invariably show the single or

double Gibson pleat over the shoulders.

For the assorting trade the three-quarter sleeve is best

liked, when for Fall the long sleeves are oftenest ordered.

Washable silks in stripes, and also striped outing flannels,

are new features in Fall lines. These are made in tailored

styles, with Gibson pleats over the shoulders and long

sleeves.

Manufacturers of net and lace models are very busy,

and are finding it difficult to fill all the orders now com-

Every young man has. or should have, certain definite

principles which will govern his actions in his business

dealings. If you find it necessary to do anything in your

work which.is contrary to these principles, it is far better

to be perfectly frank about it with your employer; the

respect and admiration of an employer who appreciates

true service, will be gained in almost every ease,
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If you want to at-

tract new trade and

hold it if you

want a profit - making

line that you can

guarantee—give us an

order for "Invader"

ready-to-wear garments.

Designed by experts

and made in our own

factory, we are confi-

dent that dollar for

dollar we can give bet-

ter value than any other

house in the trade.

Remember, we pay

particular attention to

letter orders and in

filling them "we put

ourselvesin your place."

May we fill your next

list of "Hurry-up"

wants ?

The W. R. Brock Company (Limited)

Montreal
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Trade Inquiries.

Since the publication of the last list of trade inquiries

the following have been received. The names and ad-

dresses of the firms referred to may be obtained from

Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

219. Cotton Goods—A Glasgow firm of cotton yarn

merchants desire to get into communication with Canadian

manufacturers of cotton goods.

222. Wood—A firm of import merchants in close touch

with the Yorkshire woollen industry is desirous of form-

ing connections with Canadian exporters of wool.

225. Woollens—A firm of stuff and woollen merchants

in Bradford are open to hear from a responsible and well-

known house in Canada which would tak.3 their produc-

tions on a buying or selling agency basis.

234. Buying Agent—A Bradford merchant would like

to hear from a large house in Canada with a view to act-

ing as buying agent for dress goods.

250. Dress Goods—A Bradford firm of dress goods

buyers are desirous of hearing from Canadian wholesale

buyers. (No agents).

251. Trousers' Presses, Etc.—An English firm wishes

to lie referred to houses in Eastern Canada likely to be

interested in the purchase of their patent- trousers'

I

Messes, stretchers and accessories.

254. Dress Goods—.V firm of stuff merchants in Brad-

ford inquire for wholesale dress goods' buyers in Canada.

257. Wool, Shoddy, Etc.—A Bradford firm inquires for

buyers in Canada for wool, shoddy, noils and waste.

262. Coir Mats—A firm in Southern India, manufac-

turing coir mats and matting, desires to get into communi-

cation with importers of the same in Canada.

270. Agents—A Scotch firm, manufacturing cheviots,

Saxony and worsted suitings and trouserings, also over-

coatings and blue and black worsted serges and vicunas,

seeks suitable resident agents in Montreal and Toronto.

A firm already representing a firm of trimming manufac-
turers would be preferred.

279. Fancy Goods—A foreign export and import firm

in Japan wishes to get into touch with good Canadian
firm, with the view to the export of Japanese fancy goods
and curios. Other lines may be discussed.

285. Soft Furnishing Goods—A Yorkshire firm wishes

to hear from a firm of first-class agents in either Toronto
or Montreal, who must be known to the very best buyers
of soft furnishing goods, such as casement cloths, art

•serges, plushettes. Business to be done on a basis of cash

in one month.

366. Yenetian Lace—An Italian firm desires to export

to Canada, among other things, Yenetian lace. This firm

wishes to get into communication with merchants who-

would be disposed to buy these goods.

Farmers' Bank Deposits.

An erroneous impression may have been created by a

statement made by The Review in its last issue, in the

article, "Why Retailers Should be Confident." It was
stated that the bank deposits showed an increase over

last year. This is incorrect, and does not express the

idea The Review was trying to convey, which was that

the bank deposits of the farmers, who are the largest

buying class in the greater number of communities, were
larger than they have ever been, a fact which should in-

spire Canadian retailers with confidence.

"THE GRIFFIN BRAND"
GARMENTS FOR SPRING

Have the Style and the Swing that make them attractive to prospective boyers.

We are able to make reasonably prompt

deliveries on Spring Repeats.

The best way to prove the value of "Griffin" Brand Garments is to test them in your
department. When you come to Montreal visit us.

WRITE TO-DAY.

The EMPIRE MFG. CO., Montreal
138 CRAIG STREET, WEST.
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THREE MILLION
Pairs of Corsets Sold Annually in

Canada.

DO
YOU
GET
YOUR
SHARE
OF
THE
TRADE ?

Are you getting the full share your district ad-

mits of.

One thing is certain— the retailer who sells Paris-

ian P. C. Corsets, renowned for the stylishness and
beauty of their shapes gets his full share of the trade.

The experience of good retailers throughout Can-
ada echoes the truth of this.

Try a few representative members of the P.C. Corsets this Spring

as a test.

Our representatives will gladly call upon request.

P. C. 810

A Canadian favorite. Eng-
lish coutil. Medium high
bust, four silk hose support
ers. All sizes and colors.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Limited
Head Office and Factory

:

188, 190, 192 Caron, 76, 78, 80 Lallemant Sts. - QUEBEC
Ontario Branch : F. W. Gillies, Manager BRAMPTON, ONT.
Montreal Branch : Alp. Moisan, - - Manager

Superior in Style, Fit,

Workmanship and

Material

Flannelette

Underwear
The Fall Line is now in our

travellers' hands.

It is made to wear
It is made to sell

It is made to uphold your reputation

INSPECTION
INVITED

Whitewear Repeats promptly attended to.

Laurentian Whitewear Co., Levis, P. Q.
Montreal Office

703 Mark Fisher Building

Toronto Office

715 Empire Building

Eastern Townships Office

121 Wellington St. L. E. Chamberlain, Agt.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Ready-to-

wear Gar-

ments that

Create
business.

LADIES' and

M 1 S S E S
1

DRESS
SKIRTS.

A glance at our

new range of

samples will con-

vince you we
are right at the

top of perfection.

All designed by

our New York.

Artist.

FALL 1908
Snappy,
Smart
Styles de-

signed by

Artists.

LADIES'
SILK and

LACE
WAISTS.
in fact Waists

of every class of

material and

style. See our

Extra Special

Allover Lace
and Silk Blouses.

Every number

specially design-

ed and con-

trolled by us.

SHIELD Brand GARMENTS SPELL SATISFACTION
Successful Merchants realize this as a fact.

OUR.

TRAVELLERS

I

Are showing the complete range now ; do not delay in making your

selection, as you are going to have the greatest Fall business in the

History of The Retail Trade in Canada, and you want the best

SHIELD BRAND

We have everything in Ready-to-Wear Garments to make

your Department complete.

A line to our big Mail Order Department, and we will give any information required. Our Staff

of Competent Buyers in this Department represent you in filling your

mail orders. Others have tried it with

success. Why not you ?

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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News of the Canadian Dry Goods Trade

Attractive Window Display.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

St. John, N.B., March 28.—Business generally has been

very satisfactory since the first of the year, and it is the

opinion of the majority of the dealers that the volume of

trade has been a little ahead of last year.

Several very pretty window displays were made here

on St. Patrick's Day. The upper show window of the

main store of M. R. A., Ltd., was most tastefully and ap-

propriately decked out in honor of Ireland's patron saint.

It was a symphony in the fashionable greens of the day,

which happily corresponded witli the traditional hues of

the Emerald Isle. The scheme of decoration took the form

of fine dress goods, deftly draped over, display figures

and backed with the Irish flag, nicely festooned. Irish

shamrock potted, here and there and Irish linen goods,

with photographic views of the beauty spots of the Irish

country, set the whole display off most effectively. Scovil

Bros. & Co. also had a very tasty and attractive display

with an arch of green and white, with artificial potted

plants and palms to set off a showing of men's ready-to-

wear garments. This firm also distributed free to all who
called small pots of shamrock, to the number of 2,500.

Employees Into Partnership.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

London, March 28.—An important change lias taken

place in the Smallman & Ingram firm, of this city, the big

dry goods concern having been turned into a joint stock

company, with a capital of half a million dollars. Inter-

viewed in regard to the change, J. B. Smallman said the

move had been contemplated for some time. His idea is

to allow all the old and faithful employes to. obtain an in-

terest in the business. Out of the 200 employes of the

firm, about 40 are eligible as stockholders, and will be

granted shares upon application. Women employes as

well as men are allowed to become shareholders. The

Board of Directors will consist'of seven members.

An Important Transfer.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Chatham, March 28.—An important business change

has occurred here in the transfer of the stock of the old

established firm of Thos. Stone & Son to Hie new firm of

Appelbe, Stone & Appelbe. The firm of Thos. Stone &
Son was the oldest dry goods firm in Chatham, and prob-

ably the second oldest in Ontario. Established in 1852 by

the late Thos. Stone, it was conducted by him till his death

some nine years ago, and since then by his son, Mr.

Spencer Stone. The latter is a member of the new firm,

having associated with him Messrs. Joseph and Richard

Appelbe, of Windsor. Mr. Joseph Appelbe, who is pro-

prietor of a large business in Windsor, \^ ill continue the

same, his interests here being represented, it is understood,

by his brother, Mr. Richard Appelbe. The new firm pro-

cured the Thos. Stone & Son stock at 40s. on the dollar,

and put it on the market at bargain prices, a big sale

being inaugurated March 21. Madame Skirving and Mrs.
McGregor, who were both associated with the old firm,

will be continued in charge of their respective depart-

ments.

"The new purchasers make the following announce-
ment: "The business of this new firm of Appelbe, Stone

& Appelbe, will be conducted on a strictly cash basis. No
credit will be given, no goods sent on approval and no
samples will be given, but money will be cheerfully re-

funded for any goods, whether cut or not, that are re-

turned in proper condition."

Judge Dowlin recently reversed Magistrate Houston's
decision in the Brodie peddling case. Last Fall Brodie

was summoned under the civic by-law for peddling with-

out a license, but Magistrate Houston refused to convict,

holding the by-law invalid on the ground that the $100
license fee was a prohibitive one. Judge Dowlin took the

stand that the by-law could be enforced, but agreed that

I he fee was excessive, and, accordingly, imposed the in-

effectual fine of $1 and costs. The appeal was taken by

the city at the instigation of the Retail Merchants' Asso-

ciation.

J&

Our special line for Easter" is certain-

ly one we can boast of, judging by

the way orders are placed.

( )ur Princess Dresses and Lingeries

in general speak for themselves by the

way the re-orders are coming in. Re-

peats are much larger than the plac-

ing orders. Get in line and procure

(Reliable Waists) for your depart-

ment. They please others, and will

certainly suit you. Get in touch with

us and you will be satisfied. Your

department will grow and stand reli-

able.

We give special attention to Mail

Orders.

I. MISHKIN & CO.
40 St. Antoine Street, Montreal
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IncreasmgSales
Deliveries of Spring Printed

Goods were the 1argest this
flaasa*

Spring in the history of the
°- *V

D
rin

ommion Textile Ci am

wholesale stock* are ligkt.

This is a simple statement of a fact which

proves that retailers who sell Canadian

printed goods are doing a good staple business.

Fall RangeSoon
l he Fall Wrapperette range

shows a decided advance in

Canadian printed goods. Pat-

terns, colorings and values are

alike pleasing.

Progressive Canadian dry goods merchants

have confidence in the stability of business

conditions and will make provision for Fall

trade accordingly.

There s More Profit

in Canadian Printed Goods.

See Your ^wholesaler

Early

DOMINION

iSP-US

\vatcA for Colored Announcement in J^Iay Issue.

,\'hcn writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

Spring Trade Improved.

It is evident from a thorough canvass of representa-

tive city retailers, important wholesalers and Canadian

mills, that there is a decided optimistic feeling in all

branches of cotton goods. In retail realms progressive

efforts on the part of merchants have resulted in an in-

creased demand. Stocks in wholesale hands are reduced

to a size that means the maintenance of values. Mills

have comparatively no jobs to offer, except in rare

instances, and this has given confidence to other branches

of the trade. As compared with the situation in Eng-

land, the Continent and the United States, the Canadian

cotton goods trade is in a healthy condition. The isolat-

ed reductions on the part of one Canadian mill were

brought about in order to prevent the dumping of goods

from across the line.

Special cotton goods sales have been featured in many
Canadian cities and prices were not cut to make these

sales successful. It is quite evident that retail trade did

not open as actively as might be desired, but towards

the end of last month trade improved considerably. As
a result, wholesalers who were somewhat worried, owing
to the size of their stocks in certain lines, were able to

clear goods at full value, This applies particularly to

printed goods. Merchants who have been in the market
in search of jobs have been somewhat, disappointed and
it is clearly evident that there wi 1 be little more than

the usual amount of inducements offered at wholesaler's

stock-taking sales in May.

The Fall Tendency.

Flannelettes and wrapperettes are now being shown
to the wholesale trade, and retailers will be confronted

with the buying problem towards the end of. the month.
The price lists issued by the mills have inspired con-

fidence, as values are approximately the same as for the

past two seasons. However, there are reductions in some
popular lines. The wrapperette range particularly shows
few decided changes. Flannelette prices as a whole are

lower. There is nothing in the price range of any lines

of Fall cottons to cause wholesalers or retailers any de-

cided uneasiness. This policy has also been pursued in

practically all other lines of cottons. The Montreal Cot-
ton Co., for instance, have not issued any new price lists

and are taking orders upon old prices.

The Canadian wrapperette range is the largest and
most varied in the history of Canadian wrapperettes.
Mauretanial, a reversible line in checks, is one of the

new things which will do active business. An immense
range of Empress suiting is being shown. The kimona
and swansdown ranges are seen to advantage. Patterns
are right up to the mark, with values right. A new
line, known as Imperial suiting, takes the place of Royal
waist. The Empire twill range is particularly strong in

patterns in light goods. Beresford shirtings are good for

cutting-up trade.

Raw cotton prices are fully maintained and there is

no prospect of a marked reduction in this respect. The
wage scale is high and outside of foreign competition

there is nothing to warrant Canadian mills in revising

their prices to a lower level.

The inflated condition of American cotton values is

rapidly re-adjusting itself. Frequent revisions in a down-
ward direction are hiking place. The Canadian market

never reached such a high level and naturally the read-

justment is less severe. Across the line production is

being rest rifted in older to maintain the same price

level.

Canadian mills and wholesalers have every confidence

in the Fall outlook. Retailers are justified in being care-

ful with buying for present and future delivery, but good
judgment should be used in keeping up proper assort-

ments. With the view of having goods on hand when
called for, usual placing orders may be given with the

confidence that values will be maintained throughout the

season.

*
Linens.

There is some improvement in the outlook for Fall,

and though business is not likely to equal the high re-

cords of the past two or three seasons, there will be

more doing than has been for the present season. Orders
placed are still of small size, as buyers are still inclined

to be conservative in their purchases, and this holds in

the face of price concessions. Linen prices are certainly

lower. Though nominally prices on some lines are not
reduced, the tendency all round is in favor of easier-

prices.

From correspondence received from Belfast, it seems
that the situation there is about the same. There is

still an absence of big American orders, though a little

more enquiry from that quarter seems to be developing,
and there is a fair trade experienced from other markets.
Curtailment in both the spinning and weaving branches
continue. Flax is easier in price, and there is a further
decrease in the price of yarns. The principal business
passing just at present is in dress linens.

New ideas have been worked out in connection with
these goods. Linens have made a decided hit in Paris
in striped effects. Indeed, these striped linens have been
so strongly taken up there that they are sure to invade
other markets. About one-quarter inch even stripes of
color and white are those best liked, though a little

wider and also narrower stripes are seen. Blue and
white is specially favored, though brown and white is

good. Copenhagen, lavender, olive and pink are also
sellers.

For the very high class trade printed border effects

are showing. This class of pattern is never freely adopt-
ed by the popular trade.

Another novelty that promises well is the pongee or
Oriental silk weave. This fabric, though made of flax,

shows the thick threads introduced irregularly as in an
Oriental silk. It is shown in both white and colors.

White is still the staple seller in dress linens, but
there is an increasing vogue noticed in colors. The na-
tural brown linen is good. Blues, with the Copenhagen
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shades leading, are heavy -sellers. Brown, olive, lavender

and pink are good.

The linens selling are in suiting weights, those suit-

able for tailored effects being the ones selling.

There is a fair demand for household linens and some

novelties that have been brought out are in considerable

demand. Towels of allover patterned huckaback is one

of them, and this fabric also conies in the piece.

A Textile Authority.

Very few salesmen in textile lines measure up to the

standard of accurate knowledge regarding the various

details of manufacture of the lines handled by them.

W. T. Ritch, representing J. & N. Philips &J Co.,

Manchester, was in Montreal the early part of last

month on his way to the far west, and The Review had

an interview with him regarding the world's textile in-

dustries. By reason of his intricate knowledge of the

sources of supply, the manufacturing advantages of cer-

tain points and his familiarity with manufacturing de-

tails, he is qualified to speak on such a broad subject.

"I see," said he, "sound reasons f6r the immeasur-
able superiority of Sheffield as a cutlery centre ; Lanca-

shire for cotton spinning, and the northern part of Ire-

land and a portion of the east of Scotland for the linen

industry. In each case there are some natural advan-

tages which ultimately attract both labor and capital."

"While I am not desirous of discussing tariff prob-

lems, I feel that Canadian woolen manufacturers' trade

can be fostered without an increase of the present tariff.

There is a great future for certain classes of Canadian
woolens and tweeds, but certain details of sheep farm-

ing, sheep dipping, cleaning and wool sorting must be at-

tended to. These are at present overlooked. Apart from

size and output, I consider some of Canada's woolen

mills quite equal to anything of the same class of mills

in other countries. The woolen industry is not dependent

upon climatic conditions and could thus compare favor-

ably in the future with England as' a woolen centre."

The New Suit Styles.

A correspondent, writing from New York, says that

self striped mohair suits show up attractively among
the new suits. One exceptionable chic one in olive green

had a paneled skirt, clearing the ground, and a short

waisted jacket with a kimono arm. Oriental embroidery

was introduced—a trimming in high favor, apparently.

Several white suits, serge and cheviot, were noted. These,

while far from a novelty, will undoubtedly hold their

own, but once more the stripe creeps in, this time more
prominently in black, there is no escaping them, not even

in the many charming silk gowns worn, although mirage

and the shantung weaves are for the most part plain.

On many silk coats cordings were used. The call being

for pliable fabrics and clinging effects in skirts, it stands

to reason that the softer silks are more in evidence than

taffeta.

Bu siness Not es

Ontario

J. W. Shields, dry goods, Elora; assigned.

W. A. McKim, dry goods, Goderieh; stock sold.

M. Quackenbush, tailor, Warkworth ; assigned.

E. R. Ballert & Co., dry goods, (hielph; assigned.

Kstate of .). .1. Kerr, dry goods, Collingwood; sold.

L. A. Archambault, merchant tailor, Toronto;

assigned.

Eld Turner, merchant tailor, Toronto; loss by tire;

insured.

Frank W. Singer, men's furnishings, Toronto;

deceased.

Buchanan & Co., women's and children's clothing, To-

ronto; assigned.

The Miller Mfg. Co., washable coats and vests, Toron-

to; partially burned out; insured.

A. Screaton & Co., bousefurnishings, carpets, etc.,

London; opening branch at Nortb Bay.

D. H. Bastedo & Co., wholesale and retail bats and

furs, Toronto; stock partially damaged by smoke; fully

insured.

Elizabeth Hayden, dry goods, Hagersville; admitted

Harriet Hamilton to partnership and firm now Hayden &
Hamilton.

Quebec

Elzar Bruneau, bats, etc., Quebec; assigned.

TJbric Gaudreault, tailor, St. Pie; assigned.

Ed Rivest, dry goods. St. Theodoise; assigned.

J. A. G'agne, clotbing, etc., Montreal; assigned.

' George Bergeron, tailor, St. Thecle; assets sold.

J. H. Lacarte, dry goods, Montreal ; registered.

Syndicat Canadien, dry goods, Montreal; dissolved.

Dostert & Joncas, hats, etc., Montreal,; dissolved.

Benoit & Daignault, dry goods, Montreal; registered.

J. P. Moreault & Co., dry goods, Coatieook; registered.

A. Cohen, clothing manufacturer, Montreal; registered.

Miss A. Thouin & Co., millinery, Montreal; registered.

Kaufman & Shapiro, fur manufacturers, Montreal;

registered.

Prevost & Schueh, blouse manufacturers, Montreal;

dissolved.

A. Larette. tailor, St. Anne de Bellevue; removed to

Montreal.

Kussner Bros., mfgrs. ladies' shirtwaists, Montreal;

registered.

Freres Thibodeau, men's furnishings, Montreal; sell-

ing out at auction.

John Henderson & Co., hats and furs, Montreal; E. H.

Botterell, deceased.

Kumfort Cap Mfg. Co., Montreal; Walter George

Helleur, registered.

The Montreal Custom Tailoring Co., Montreal; Mrs.

Alexander Langlois registered.

Brodeur & Moreau, merchant tailors, Montreal; dis-

solved; Eugene Moreau registered.

Paquette & Co., blouse manufacturers, Montreal ; as-

signed.

The West

M. Drummond, furs, Indian Head; sold to E. R. Eaton.

Pinch Co., department store, Winnipeg; stock sold to

A. C. McDonald.

M. Alexander, millinery, Calgary; succeeded by Miss

R. Patterson.
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LET US INCREASE YOUR
GLOVE BUSINESS,
help you to make larger profits, and still give better value to your customers.

We hold one of the largest and best assorted stocks in England, and our
deliveries are usually prompt. Our qualities are always reliable, our shades fash-

ionable, and our styles new, smart, and exclusive.

Our trade is a very select one, our terms are short, and our prices are sur-

prisingly keen.

Here is one popular line out of many

:

THE FAMOUS "LILY" GLOVE.

Ladies' 2 Buffalo Horn Domes, Beavers, Tans, Browns, Slates, White,
White Sewn Black, Navy, Myrtle, Black, Black Sewn White, &c, &c.
New Fancy Trimmed Welts, Needle Points, and Imperial Points.

21/9 dozen. (Laid down in Canada $7.41.)

Every Pair Guaranteed.
Each Skin is specially selected and carefully tested.

Correct Style, Best Finish, Latest Cut.

This is a durable high-grade glove at a popular price. It fits perfectly,

assimilates itself to the hand, retains its shape, and gives complete satisfaction.

Glove samples are now in the hands of our Canadian representatives

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.,
MANCHESTER

Factories and Mills,

TEAN AND CHEADLE, Nr. STOKE.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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TO THE TRADE

ALL PRINTS sold by the lead-

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

The Calico Printers' Assn. Ltd.

Manchester, England
to be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

Season.

No other quality will bear this mark.

Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising
By T. J. Tobin

The "Man Behind."

The merchant who builds a successful business

must put into it a great deal of the force of his own
personality. All through its policy and manage-

ment that quality crops out and proclaims the
'

'Man
Behind." It's his work, and it bears the indelible

mark of those characteristics which serve to make
him a good merchant.

That's what gives a store that valuable posses-

sion—individuality.

Where there is red-blooded energy and original-

ity, high ideals and honesty in the man, you'll feel

it in everything that the store does or attempts. On
this account the latter occupies a place all its own
in the esteem of the public. No two businesses could

be alike, any more than the men at the head of them
could be alike.

The advertising should always reflect the indivi-

duality of the store. That's what ninety-nine per

cent, of 'advertising doesn't do.

The ad.-writer must study the merchant as well

as his goods. He's got to speak about a successful

business, and if he can grasp just the qualities that

have made it successful, and which have appealed to

customers in a particularly strong way, he can invest

his copy with a human interest antf individuality

that will make a name for himself and the store.

Just give some study to this point. The more
you look into it the more you will realize its im-

portance.

John E. Boles, of Ingersoll, sent out a booklet to a

large list of people in his town and vicinity, announcing

the Spring opening in all departments of his store. It

was a good little booklet, but could have been improved
very much by the use of better paper and more descriptive

matter. "The Trustworthy Store" emphasizes the hon-

esty of its values and the freshness of it.-i stock in all of

its advertising.

*
The advertising of "The Business Corner," Preston,

is pretty good stuff. This store has strong outside com-
petition, Preston being about midway between Gait and
Berlin, with both of which it is connected by trolley. How-
ever, none of the merchants of the larger towns publish

any better ads. than does Mr. Schlueter. He puts plenty

of good, sound business sense and enthusiasm into his

copy, and I feel sure that his ability to do so means a

considerable sum of money to him every year.

Following are some extracts from a sample of "The
Business Corner's" advertising that I hiive here before

me: "We guarantee everything we handle to be as repre-

sented, and are always ready to rectify errors. We have

a reputation for keeping a clean stock. All poor sellers

are weeded out daily and put on the bargain counter for

quick moving. . . . We are agents for the best line

of overalls made in Canada. We give you 10 cents for

every button that comes off, and 25 cents for every rip

in the seam within thirty days. . . . Pure food gro-

ceries—we have them. We guarantee everything. If you
want the best, it will be found here. If you want a spe-

cial cup of tea or coffee, try our special blends. We know
we can suit your taste. . . . Prompt smd careful de-

livery. . . . Established 1853."

Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

"By its dress goods—stocks and displays—it's a good
—a sure test, too. We want you to take our measure in

these lines—more different kinds—more fine and medium
qualities—more- special values—more exclusive styles

—

than you'll find anywhere. Come here first, last or any
time that suits your convenience. Make critical compari-

sons and examinations—the more careful you are the bet-

ter. We like it."—Thos. Symington & Co., Sarnia.

"To the uninitiated the stocking of a lace department
is a very ordinary affair, but just how much it is to the

contrary full well our buyers know. There is hardly a

stock calculated to call forth the selective powers of the

purchaser more than lace. No stock presents itself in such

a bewildering profusion of quality or wealth of design.

r~3

From the superb richness of the maltese, through the long

line- of filets, guipures, Orientals, Torchons, point de Paris,

to the more modest Valenciennes—from beautiful all-over

to dainty edgings and insertions, so dear to woman 's

heart, the markets of London, Paris, Berlin and New
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York must, be ransacked to provide the thousand and one

varieties of (his refined material."—The Hamilton Co.,

Montreal.

"Not a word of exaggeration will find its way into

our announcements. We are prepared for large business

during the next month and want your patronage and con-

fidence by giving you value for every dollar you spend,

is no use in denying facts. Under the credit system the

man who will pay must pay an additional profit on the

goods he buys to remunerate the merchant for losses sus-

tained from bad accounts. We are satisfied that we can

convince any reasonable man or woman that it will pay
them to deal at a cash store."—Grigg Bros., Bruce Mines,

Out. • .
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To-morrow"the Unfolding of

the First Authoritative
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Extensive Showing of New Tailored Suits
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New Styles in Cloves for Spring Wearing
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Important Window Displays This Week

lasgow House

and your money back any time without talk, inconveni-

ence or red tape."—J. W. Wakely, Lindsay.

"As you know, a corset ultimately suited to your figure

must first be procured, before any form of artistic dress

can be considered, and in choosing that corset allow us

to show you your particular style."—Gordon Drysdale,

Limited, Vancouver.

"We have tried the credit system for the past thirteen

years and have come to the conclusion that it is a failure.

It is unfair to the seller; it is unjust to the buyer. There

"Five hundred and twenty-nine customers purchased

goods in the Annex last week. The largest crowd ever on

the fourth floor in one day was waited on, and the great-

est turnover of goods that has ever been recorded in the

history of the Bargain Annex was passed out at the Cen-

tury Annex Event. This was indeed the record-breaker,

not one of the previous 99 annex days compared in any

way with this one, and we aim to make each succeeding

sale break the record of the last; with this in view we

present this week nearly half a hundred money savers."

—A. W. Cressman, Peterborough.
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"Planned on broader, hotter and more extensive lines

than ever before, this year's sale of ladies' muslin under-

garments promises to be the most successful ever launch-

ed by this store. Not only do we expect phenomenal sell-

ing, but we expect our patrons will be better pleased with

t'lieir purchases than on any previous occasion."—Hud-

son's Bay Co., Vancouver.

They 7Failed to Advertise.

Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was white as snow.

it si rayed away one day where lambs should never go.

And Mary sat her quickly down and tears streamed from

her eyes; she never found the lamb because she did not

advertise. And Mary had a brother John who kept a

1 HAMILTON, ONTARIO

( STAXLKY ^Ill^I^iS «t CO., iTHm IX I £ 1 >

"The ways of the world, business and social, have

changed in a quick moving age. The Young- West is in

the vanguard of the progressive change that is sweeping

aside the methods of other days. The clothing trade of a

quarter of a century ago, according to modern standards,

was in its infancy. To-day it has become a careful study

for the manufacturer and his skilled staffs until, in an age

that demands refinement, taste and quality, it has become

a branch of mercantile life that entails the greatest care,

judgment and discrimination."-—Hyndman & Co.,

Winnipeg.

village store ; he sat down and smoked a pipe and

watched the open door. And as the people passed along

and did not stop to buy, John still sat and smoked his

pipe and blinked his sleepy eye. And so the sheriff

closed him out, but still he lingered near, and Mary came

to drop with him a sympathetic tear. "How is it sister,

can you tell, why other merchants here, sell all their

goods so rapidly and thrive from year to year?" Re-

membering her own bad luck, the little maid replies:

"Those fellows get there, John, because they adver-

tise."
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SPRING BUSINESS with us has been

GOOD—150% ahead of 1907

Has It Been Good with You?
If not, "sort up" on " HAGEN " Brand and you will quickly

see results.

Our stock is complete in every desirable line.

Mail orders shipped same day as received. Sample order sent
on request.

Your correspondence is solicited.

The Hagen Shirt & Collar Company, Limited,

Berlin, - Canada
Western Representatives

:

THE WRIGHTMcMILLAN CO.

159 Portage 4ve., Winnipeg, Man.

Eastern Representative

:

MR. S. D. LIKELY

Room 9, 30 Hospital St., Montreal, Que.

The Canadian Underwear Co.

Collars XgX Cuffs

Shirts

Removal Notice
WE ARE NOW DOING BUSINESS

AT

309 Notre Dame Street West

MONTREAL

Catalogue now Ready.

Have you seen our new styles ?

Comfort - Dorchester — Atlantic.

Beware of imitators.

a.****************************

WASHABLE
CLOTHING
is a very profitable line

if you specialize on the

MILLER BRAND
We can supply you with a line of
Carpenter Aprons, Fancy Vests,

Sleeve Vests, White Duck Coats and
Suits, Abattoir Coats, Bar Aprons,
Caps, etc., which will

NET YOU SPLENDID PROFITS
Every garment well made of high-
grade ducks, drills, etc., finished in a
stylish and workmanlike manner. We
shall be pleased to mail you our cata-

logue and prices. Ask us on a postal.

The

t Miller Manufacturing Co.

t

OFFICE : Limited FACTORY :

505 YONGE ST. 251-253 MUTUAL ST.

TORONTO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

A Good Opportunity.

It would seem from investigations which have been

made during the past month that a great many dry

goods stores in Canada are missing a good opportunity

of opening what promises to develop into a most success-

ful department. Children's clothing is the department re-

ferred to. While a great many stores devoted to general

lines carry these goods, and are making a success of them,

many others have not as yet realized the opportunities

afforded in this department, and are either handling it in

a more or less half-hearted manner or they have not put

in a stock of this clothing at all.

Every clothing store, of course, puts in a stock of

boys' clothing, and there is in these stores a steadily in-

creasing trade in these lines, but there is an apparently

well founded opinion that the better place for this class

of goods is in a store where the child's mother does >ier

own buying.

Every woman would prefer to do her shopping in a

dry goods store, rather than in an establishment devoted

to selling men's goods, and if a well assorted and up-to-

date stock of children's clothing were put in by one of

the leading dry goods stores in each town, and the de-

partment taken seriously, the bulk of the trade would

soon be done there. There are sound, logical reasons for

this. The mother always buys the boys' clothing. The
clerk who sells her the goods she requires for her own use

will be in a much better position to sell her the clothing

for her boy. The clerk who buys for a dry goods store,

goods, the final judgment upon which is passed by women,
will be better qualified to buy clothing which they would
choose for their children.

Throughout Canada during the last few years a num-
ber of dry goods stores have opened departments for the

sale of children's clothing, and in every case where the

matter has been taken up in earnest, and intelligently

handled, the result has been perfectly satisfactory.

Many stores in which men's clothing is not sold have

put in stocks of children's clothing and report that the

business done has been such as to justify the action taken.

Clothing manufacturers who make children's goods ex-

clusively, report that many of their best accounts are

with dry goods stores which do not handle any lines of

clothing but those for children.

It is a department which requires watching, of course;

what branch of any business does not ? There are, how-
ever, great opportunities. These opportunities are not

represented solely by the direct profits from the sale of

these goods themselves, but it affords an excellent chance

for a store to stamp its progressiveness and individual-

ity upon its patrons.

Tn order to make a success of this branch of the busi-

ness it may be necessary, as suggested in this paper last

month, to give it over to a clerk, who will have it as his

special care. It will then be "up to him" to make such

a study of the goods and conditions of that trade as will

enable him to show a credit balance at the end of the

year. It can be done without a doubt, if normal condi-

tions prevail, and if full advantage of the opportunities

for trade are taken.

Some very attractive lines in boys' clothing are being:

offered by manufacturers this season. The staple Norfolk

styles still occupy the most prominent place in the trade.

These are the coats with straps and belt, and have for

years been favorites. Their popularity as yet shows no sign

of disappearing and those who intend catering to this trade

will make no mistake in stocking this line. It will be

good. These come principally in the tweed effects, and
so far as -materials and patterns are concerned, there is

practically no limit to the possibilities. The patterns
will follow those "worn by men, and the stripes will be

strong, though they will probably be smaller in the mat-
ter of stripes, than in the material for the clothing of

their fathers.

There is almost no end to the fancy effects in styles

which are available for those putting in a stock" of chil-

dren's clothing. The "Buster Brown" suits have had a

good run for some time, and they are still being sold

freely. Every manufacturer, however, has a number of

special styles, peculiar to themselves, and they all pre-

sent desirable features, which will appeal to those whose
trade is sought.

Clothing travelers are on the road now with Fall

samples, and this will afford a good opportunity for those

who up to now have not handled these lines, to put in a

stock, and increase the volume of business which it is

possible to do with this auxiliary to their regular trade.

The Spring Overcoatings.

Grey cheviots will hold the field in Men's Spring over-

coatings for this season. Up to recently the weather has
been such that it has been practically impossible to wear
Spring top coats, but from now on they will be strong.

The Cambridge shade of grey, rather than the Oxford
will be the favorite in cheviots, while in the tweeds much
lighter colors will be worn.

The stripes will find their way into the overcoats,

too, and in tweeds these effects will be prominent.

The herringbone in the tweed cloths will also be popu-
lar and these will come in very light shades.

Medium lengths will be worn, the style being less ex-

treme, so far as the flare skirt is concerned.

•¥,

Grey for Suitings.

In men's suitings brown and brown 'colorings are sell-

ing in the great mass of trade, and for Spring it will un-

doubtedly be the popular color, and it is certain that at

the present time there are more brown suits being sold

than of any other, possibly more than all others combin-
ed. They will also continue strong for some months.

For the better class of trade, however, browns will

be sparingly sold, and as the Spring approaches, light

greys are becoming much stronger. For Summer this

will probably be the best color, and later will dominate
all classes of trade, although there is no doubt that it

will be many months before the popularity of browns will

have waned.

Black and white mixtures will be worn among the

best dressers and will be strong right through the sea-

son. For Fall these goods will in all probability sweep
the field.
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Stripes are still good; in fact anything in the way of

a stripe, plain or indistinct, and wide effect, will sell

well this season. Stripes are dominating the whole realm

of fashion at the present time.

It is probable that a great deal of blue will be soon

a navy blue, in a light weight holds an undisputed place

in men's suitings, and will be worn again this Summer
as usual.

Men's Suit Styles.

The general tendency in men's sack suits is towards

;i shorter coat. This has been at work for some few

months, but it is usually a long time between one ex-

treme and another, a process of evolution invariably being

gone through, and, save in exceptional cases, this season

is not likely to develop anything even approaching the

brevity, of the modes of ten years ago.

A Three Button Sack Coat, representative of the Modest Style
which the best dressers will wear.

the four-button coat is not altogether a thing of the

past, and again the perfectly straight front and that

with coiners more rounded are both correct designs. And
there are still other details in which one may note a dif-

ference, some coats ha\ing vents, some none ; some turn-

ed-back cuffs of various designs, and some puckets patch-

ed on or set diagonally.

The best dressers will not be inclined to favor the

turned-back cuff or the diagonally set pocket. While one

might like to be in a position to describe one cut and

finish as the really smart thing, this is impossible, be-

cause fashions must be recorded as they are, not as any-

one may think they ought to be, and this season is go-

ing to show quite as much variation in detail as usual,

in the double-breasted coat there is always less than in

the single, however, or rather it is easier to describe

correct cut for the front is invariably square-cornered,

the pockets almost invariably set square, and covered by

square-cornered flaps, and there is no doubt that the

model with two buttons and extremely long lapels is not

"good style." This design is more standard than the

single-breasted, and while varying in exact size of lapels

or in such small matters as vents, sleeve finish, etc., it

remains much the same year in and year out.

*

The Season's Shirt Fancies.

That the coming Summer would be another negligee

season in men's shirts, has been frequently predicted by

The Review, and sales by manufacturers and jobbers to

date verify the truth of that prediction. The advantages

from the standpoint of comfort embodied in that style

of shirt make its adoption for practically universal use,

rational.

For strictly outing wear, in the better class of goods,

flannels will be largely sold, and these will be shown in a

variety of patterns and colors, the stripe effects being

most largely favored.

Stripes will again predominate for Fall, as they do

for the present Spring season, and novelty stuff has the

preference. Stripes with color are prime favorites, both

in white and color ground goods. ' The seas<5n again runs

heavy on color grounds, in both woven and .printed

goods. The choice of colors falls to blues, tans and

slates, with green and other color trimmings. Tans are

holding on well, as are the yellow shades, corn, lemon

and biscuit.

The extent to which stripes predominate was shown
by an inspection of several leading lines of foreign and

domestic goods, ninety per cent, of the showings being

stripes, and ten per cent, checks and figures, or staples.

Nor shall we (referring to general fashions as exem-

plified by the good tailors and better class of men) see

any extreme either in fulness or form-fitting effect of

back, but rather a straight hanging coat, with just a bit

of spring to the seams, and without exaggerated fulness

of shoulders, decided cut at the waist, or noticeable flare

below.

The model shown here will give readers an idea of

the shallow notch in lapels, which is a pronounctd fea-

ture in many of the new coats, but it would hardly be

correct to describe it as a typical example of the sea-

son's vogue, because, when it comes to detail, fashion is

not strict enough to mave it possible to so call any one

style. In other words, while collars are still fairly wide

and lapels fairly broad and deep, those on the coat

shown are wider and deeper than on some models. Again

*

About Neckwear Styles.

Neckwear manufacturers report that while the shapes

and widths of scarfs selling for Summer differ according

to locality and the nature of the trade commanded by the

dealer, and includes about every style of shape popular,

the widths range from If to 2i inches. The tendency,

however, is towards narrow scarfs, with 2, 2| and 2£

widths favored by the better class trade. In some sec-

tions the preference is for the open-end, shoulderless scarf

of graduating proportions, for the reason that this shape

makes a small knot and best accommo'dates itself to the

popular close-front fold collar. There is also a decided

preference for the regular four-in-hands in pointed stitched
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and square stitched and open ends, French and side seam-

ed, with and without shoulders. The shoulderless styles,

however, are coming into greater popularity because ex-

per'ence with this form shows that it ties into a more

graceful knot, which slips well up under the fold of the

collar and is not so bulky in breadth as the non-graduat-

ed shapes.

The old-fashioned bow cravat of graduated width,

from a two-inch wide pointed and stitched end, is being

revived for Spring, and is already shown by first-class

stores as Spring introductions.

Among the recent innovations in Tuxedo batswings

for informal evening wear are stripes, black on white

grounds, and white on black grounds, in corded silks.

These are worn with either a black or grey waistcoat,

and considered chic with the black and white striped silk-

waistcoats.

A New York authority on neckwear, reviewing the

situation there, deals with the prospects for fibres or

artificial silk scarfs, and since the tendencies of the New
York market in men's neckwear are followed pretty close-

ly by the trade in Canada, his opinion may be of value

here. He says :

"Fibres or artificial silk scarfs are well favored, and

principally because at popular prices the fibre scarf pre-

sents a very good imitation of the crochet silk goods.

The laiOst fibre weave is so strong that a great strain

can be put on the goods without its stretching or giving.

As the smoothness of the fibre makes the scarf slip easy

in the collar, and as it can be strained to the utmost
without suffering from the pull, the new weave results

in a much improved scarf in woodpulp fibre."

*

Canadian Woolens for Uniforms.

, The question of making uniforms for police, firemen,

postmen and other municipal and civil servants from do-

mestic woolens and making' this a condition of securing1

the contract is just now being given some consideration

"and is likely to be given more in the future. The man-
ager of a Toronto wholesale house informed The Review
that within the last three weeks 2,000 yards of woolens
had been sent from that warehouse for the purpose of

being manufactured into uniforms.

Tn cases where domestic woolens have been used in

the manufacture of these garments the result has been so

satisfactory that it fully justified the wisdom of adopt-

ing that course.

Canadian Woolens are Popular.

The present season promises to be a record for Can-
adian worsteds. Never before in the history of the in-

dustry has there been as large a proportionate demand for

domestic woolens, particularly for men's wear. It is

claimed that the supposed advantage which imported

worsteds possessed over those made in Canada can no
longer be used as an argument in favor of the former and

the Canadian mills are producing goods equal in pattern,

color and, many claim, superior in wearing qualities to

those imported.

A lar^e woolen house informed The Review that the

volume of business in the men's woolen" section this year
to date was several thousand dollars ahead of the same
period in 1907 and that by far the greatest increase was
in the goods of domestic manufacture.

Colored Collars.

The prediction that the colored collar was to be re-

vived is about to be substantiated, and they are to-day

making their appearance in many of the fashionable

shops.

But, after all, one has only to know the history of

fashion and to have a sort of intuitive feeling about such

things, and then one can never tell how soon their ex-

elusive smartness will be killed by general popularity.

As it is, the colored collar, of which an illustration is

given on this page, must, of course, be of the same ma-

terial as the shirt, must lie of certain pattern only (not

figures, checks or overplaids), and must be of the turn-

down shape. Like many things in dress, tobe good form

it must be good style, and it will be at least interesting

to see what it does as a fashion after all the years of

non-use.

Among the other collars, especially to be mentioned

is that with small rounded and that with small pointed

A Revival of the Colored Collar, shown in the Stripe Effec

wings. The four-in-hand tie will be worn in medium and

narrow shapes. Bows are made in a variety of styles,

and as for the other articles of haberdashery, while much
might be said of them in detail, the Spring is not apt

to bring out anything decidedly new.

Perseverance.

The world can ill spare men who possess the rare

capacity of perseverart3e ami strong, untiring will, as this

ability is at the rool of all great achievements in every

wall-; of life. It is the capacity which everyone is gradu-

ally gaining, and every difficulty manfully overcome,

which brings each one of us a little nearer the goal.
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Ours is

Headquarters for
Canada

for the much advertised, much dis-

cussed and much admired

LITHOLIN
WATERPROOFED LINEN

COLLARS and CUFFS
The enormous sale of these re-

markable goods is increasing daily.

Do not confound them with Celluloid
or Rubber. They are Linen, water-
proofed, and of course look like linen.

Do not wilt, crack or fray, and always
retain their shape. When soiled, are
cleaned and made white as new with
a damp cloth.

Style

Economy

Fit"
OMFORT
c<

COLLARS 25c. CUFFS 50c.

Retailers will please write us for free samples and quotations. Liberal supply of window and show-case

signs, decalcomania transparencies, booklets, dodgers, etc., furnished free with first order.

WILLIAM P. KING & SON, 74 York Street, TORONTO
AGENTS FOR DOMINION OF CANADA

THE"CRAVENETTE"CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/^eg?TraoeMark\

.PROOFED BY

Fac-slmlle of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The (

DUST-PROOF
As well as

RAIN-PROOF

m
(Copyright)

The "Cravenette" Co.,

Ltd.

Proofers to the Trade

Bradford, Yks.

Co., Ltd.,

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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WORKING and NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
Our Salesmen are now showing the most complete range

of Fall Samples.

Don't fail to see them. They are Trade and Profit
Creators.

Large Stock for instant delivery.

BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

Wreyford & Co,
Romain Building, TORONTO
WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Best Values in Unshrinkable Underwear
and Hosiery.

Novelties in Knitted Coats for Gentlemen
and Ladies.

Cellular AERTEX Underwear
All Weights and Shapes in Stock.

Selling Agents for the following Manufacturers

:

Young & Rochester,
LONDON AND LONDONDERRY

Shirts and Collars,

Fancy Vests -Knitted and Tattersal,

Dressing Gowns and House Coats,

Neckwear, Flannel Shirts, etc.

A. L. Thomas, Worcester, Eng.

Cape and Elk Gloves,

Ringwood and Vicuna Gloves.

ARRANGE TO SEE OUR FULL RANGE FOR FALL.
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TO OUR READERS

The Review uses monthly in

its reading columns late fashion

cuts which we secure from the old

and new worlds.

These are only used once by

us, and we offer these cuts to our

supporters for their advertising

work at the following low rates :

8 cents per square inch for half-tones

4 " " ' zinc etchings

Only the originals will be sold.

When ordering p'ease mention

page and month of the Review in

which the cut appeared.

Address

MONTREAL
232 McGill Street

TORONTO
10 Front St. East

WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
In all Styles

"Tailor Made" Brand
Price $6.50, $8,50, $9.00, $10.50.

A good stock ready for immediate delivery.

All Shirts Full Sized. Quality and Fit Unquestioned.

Write or Wire your needs.

The SMITH (EL McftEOWN
SHIRT MTG. CO. Ltd 16 Cote St.. MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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It ems From All Canada

Ontario.

Bernard Kealey has opened a new tailoring establish-

ment in Ottawa.

The Bell Thread Company, formerly of Montreal, has

located in Toronto.

Qua & Patterson are opening a ladies' and children's

store in Collingwood.

It is expected that a branch of S. H. Knox & Co.

will be opened in Gait.

A. J. Graham, an Oshawa clothier, will open a simi-

lar store in Picton about May first.

Wm. McPherson, of Toronto, has joined the staff of

Borrowman & Parker, tailors, Ingersoll.

J. C. Irwin, of Barrie, has decided to retire from

the dry goods trade and will sell out his stock.

Fire did considerable damage to the general store of

the Playfair, Preston Co., Midland, during March.

Fire did $7,000 damage to the dry goods store of Frank

Wilson, Queen Street West, Toronto, on March 25.

W. R. Bird, a well known shirt and collar traveler,

of Toronto, has bought the J. R. Hallman men's furnish-

ing business in Berlin.

McCarthy & Co., tailors, 208 Queen street east, To-

ronto, have removed to larger premises at 194, 196 and

198 Queen street east.

W. McSween, who for two years has been in the em-

ploy of W. Scott is Sons, tailors, Gait, has decided to

go into business for himself.

H..S. Stephenson, until recently manager of the

Brownscombe store, New Liskeard, is opening a new
men's furnishings store in that town.

George Callan, late of London, has taken a position

with Jas. Maylor & Son, of Forest, and will have charge

of the dress goods department of that firm's store.

The Oxford Linen Mills Co. has practically completed

its mills at Tillsonburg, and they will be in operation in

a short time. More than fifty looms have been installed.

D. J. McGuire, who has been on the staff of

Geddes Bros., Strathroy, has resigned to take a position

as head of the dress goods department for H. N. Evily,

also of Strathroy.

W. M. Willard, who has been in business in Gait for

twenty-nine years, conducting a clothing and men's furn-

ishing store, is retiring, and the business will be carried

on in future by his son.

L. P. MoKindsey, formerly with Jas. Maylor & Sons,

Forest, has formed a partnership with J. Douglas, and

the new firm, which will be known as McKindsey Si

Douglas, has opened a general store.

Harold E. Burns, for several years with the firm of

Ryan Bros., Owen Sound, has gone to Peterboro, joining

the staff of Robert Fair & Co., in the capacity of man-
ager of the dress goods department and window trimmer.

W. H. Kennedy, who has conducted a tailoring and

furnishing business in Gait, has sold out and will become
a member of the firm of W. H. Payne & Co., wholesale

woolens, Toronto. He will travel for the firm in west-

ern Ontario.

Extensive alterations and improvements have been

made to the premises of W. D. Dineen Co., Toronto. The
departments devoted to millinery and spring furs have
been made more comfortable. The windows have been

deepened, and better facilities for display are afforded.

Albert Peddie, who has been in the employ of the T.

Eaton Co., Toronto, for over twelve years, recently sev-

ered his connection with that firm to enter business for

himself, and was presented by J. C. Eaton with a gold

watch in recognition of his services.

James F. Moore, who has for about two years been

a director in the firm of Robt. Fair & Co., Peterboro,

has severed his connection with that company, and is

leaving for the west, where he has taken a position as

window trimmer. He came to Peterboro from Napanee.

Western travelers will lie pleased to learn that accom-

modation is again available at Miami, Southern Mani-

toba. The "Grand View" hotel, which has been closed

for the past year is open again, the differences between

the proprietor, S. Cowan, and the municipality, being-

settled.

Damage to the premises and stock of the Miller

Manufacturing Co., Mutual street, Toronto, to the ex-

tent of over $11,000, was done by fire on March 10.

Manufacturing operations, however, were not interfered

with beyond a few days, and the company is again filling

orders promptly.

The Wm. Wyndhani Co., Ltd., wholesale hats, caps and
fins, has made an assignment, with liabilities and assets

of about $20,000. The mild weather of the early part of

the past winter, and consequent depression in the fur busi-

ness, is largely responsible for this failure. The firm was
incorporated in 1002, and did business at 62 Front Streel

West.

T. E. Vanstone, one of the prominent dry goods mer-
chants, of Owen Sound, suffered a loss of «45,000

through the destruction of his three-storey building and

stock by fire on' March 18. The fire, which is supposed
to have had its origin in the basement from the furnace,

totally destroyed the stock, valued at $35,000. This loss

will be partly covered by insurance.

The Northwiiy Co. recently opened a new store in

Ingersoll, Ont. , making a chain of eight stores now
operated by this company throughout the province. They
are occupying the store in which for years the business

of Hqllinrake & Co. was carried on. The manager of

the Ingersoll store is A. H. Strong, formerly with the

same company in the Orillia store.

A new firm has been formed to take over the stock

of W. A. McKim, who conducted a dry goods store in

Goderich, and in future the proprietors of this store will

be Neil Cameron and W. E. Moore, both of whom were
former residents of Peterboro, and they bring to the

business considerable valuable mercantile experience. The
firm will be known as Cameron & Moore. They will in-

crease the dry goods stock and will add grocery and
dry goods departments.

(Continued on page 116.)

Send for Samples and Prices of these Suspenders

COMMON SENSE, WIZARD

Globe Suspender Co.,

J. ALPHONSE OUIMET.

366 St. Paul St., Montreal

Rock Island, P.Q.

L. 0. PAQUETTE,

70 Church St., Quebec
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YOU, THE TRADE MU I
rAV ***

NewelPs Patent Extension Rods
FOR LACE CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES NOW MADE IN
CANADA. NO HEAVY DUTIES OR FREIGHTS TO PAY.

This is a cut of our new No. 76 Rod. It is made with very heavy, highly polished brass ends, full 6 1
i inches in

circumference. The tubes are of % inch, highly polished brassed tubing, supported by a strong ferrule.

RETAILS 50c. COMPLETE.

41 Other Styles retailing 5c. to $1.00, netting you 50 to 100 per cent, profit.

BEAUTIFUL HIGHLY POLISHED $5.00 DISPLAY RACK FREE.

WRITE YOUR JOBBER FOR PRICES. WRITE US FOR CATALOG.

A Few Good Agents

Yet Wanted. The Newell Manufacturing Co., Pres
^JADA

°nt

IMPERIAL CARPET
CO., Limited
60 Front Street West,

TORONTO, - ONT.

SPECIAL LINES FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
VELVET CARPET

INGRAIN ."

Cotton Chain

All Wool, extra heavy

Three ply

95c. per yd.

48c.

64c.

78c.

LINOLEUMS 8-4 Regular 40c. for 37c.

16-4 " 45c. " 40c.

8-4 " 35c. " 30c.

FLOOR OIL 16-4

8-4

40c.

27c.

37c.

23c.

Terms on these lots Net 30 days from shipment.

SAMPLES GLADLY SENT.

KING'S
Established 177S

FAMOUS
Sold by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a
century and a quarter, have
been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money In the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
iHordtteimer Bldgs., 8 Colhorno St.,

TORONTO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Carpets, Housefurmshings and Decorations

Rugs.

The most popular lines shown in carpetings this sea-

son are undoubtedly rugs. The increased manufacture of

all grades of rugs has been somewhat of a surprise to

some manufacturers, while other firms who, some time

ago, looked into the selling qualities of rugs and acted

accordingly, are "now reaping the benefits. All grades

and styles have been immensely popular, and there is

every reason to expect that the industry will continue to

grow for some considerable time. Many retail merchants

prefer not to sell rugs and it cannot be denied that it is

more profitable to sell enough carpet to cover a floor

than it would be to sell a rug. However, tapestry

squares are selling well in standard sizes, such as 3x3,

3x3£, 3x4, and 3£x4. There is also a strong feeliD- this

year for larger sizes. Velvet rugs, in two-tone greens,

are also prominent, as are wiltons. The feeling for

Axminster squares, as ever, is good. A square of this

kind wears well and retains its brightness. Further,

these rugs are shown in all classes of designs from the

staple Oriental to a pretty two-tone effec't.

As regards designs, in all lines, the Oriental effect

still predominates for halls, stairs and dining rooms
,

the two-tone effect and florals for both parlors and bed-

rooms. Greens, fawns and reds are selling well, par-

ticularly the green shades.

Oilcloths and Linoleums.

This has been a remarkably good season for both oil-

cloths and linoleums in all grades. In linoleums this

applies to printed and inlaid goods, domestic, as well as

imported. An excellent business has been done in 12-4

and 16-4 widths. Floral and block patterns are selling

well, while lighter ground cloths are also prominent. In-

laids and corks are also to the fore ; "block patterns in

inlaids, and in cork carpets, the natural and green shades

are asked for.

Carpets

Manufacturers of all grades of carpets are fairly busy
completing Spring orders. The season in these lines is

expected to show vast improvement over the past few
months. Deliveries from the manufacturers are, and have
been, good.

From a jobber's standpoint, there is not much change
in the carpet trade over last month, as regards Spring
business. Up to the present there has been practically no
repeats, but it is rather early as yet to expect any. This

is founded on the fact that initial orders were not up to

general expectations owing to heavy stocks at retail, and

as a result, most merchants refused to place Spring orders

early. As a matter of fact, some buyers have as yet not

placed an order for any quantity of carpets for Spring

business. Another reason why buying for Spring has

been light lies in the fact that one merchant found out

that the other merchant wasn't buying, and acted accord-

ingly. The pessimistic cry of financial stringency, etc.,

also helped along the non-placing of Spring orders.

So far as Fall trade is concerned, nothing out of the

ordinary is being done as yet.

At retail business in the three-quarter end of the carpet

trade has been fairly satisfactory during the past six

months, but takejn all around, has not bean up to general

expectations. All lines have been well represented as re-

gards selling qualities, particularly Axminsters in the bet-

ter qualities and tapestries in the cheaper lines. An ex-

ceptional demand for the Axminster fabric is shown.

Velvets, Wiltons and Brussels are also selling fairly well.

&

Lace Curtains.

The volume of trade in lace curtains, so far as the

jobbers are concerned, up to the present time, has not

been equal to that of a year ago. Housefurnishings gen-

Maple Leaf Design in Lace Curtain—Shown by
W. R. Brock Co. Ltd., Montreal.

daily, however, are expected to show an immediate and

satisfactory improvement. With the arrival of warm
weather, the retailers will find an increased demand for

these goods.

The tendency in lace curtains is towards a compara-
tively plain centre, both in the popular Nottingham cur-

tains, and higher priced Swiss and Irish lace goods.

What figures there are in the centres are light, and the

borders are inclined to be rather heavy, giving a rich

effect. In ivory and white these goods are most in de-

mand.

The Canadian jobbers have large stocks in lace cur-
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FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

Lee, Behrens&Co,
Limited

SUCCESSORS TO

R. STANWAY
2 King Edward St., Newgate St., LONDON, E.C.

AND

WM. MANSER & CO.,
21 Warwick Lane, LONDON, E.C.

DEPARTMENTS
CHINTZ, CRETONNES, PRINTED LINENS and

WARP PRINTED (Shadow) TAFFETAS for 1908

now in the hands of Agents.

TAPESTRIES, COTTON and WOOL FRIEZE VELVETS
ANTIQUE SILKS and BROCATELLES UTRECHT VELVETS
ALL SILK DAMASKS PLAIN ARRAS SATINS
SILK and WOOL DAMASKS LINEN PLUSHES gS&g
ANTIQUE DAMASKS and BROCADES BUMP INTERLINING

We have an exceptional Range of Designs and Colours in

Cretonnes, Chintz, Damasks, Etc.
A LARGE STOCK OF EACH NUMBER

Prompt Attention given to Applications for Samples

2 King Edward St., Newgate St., LONDON, E.C.

WM. MANSER, General Manager

Selling Agent for Canada—MICHAEL PHELAN, 505 Lindsay Bldgs., St. Catherine St., Montreal
" United States—E. T. GRAY, 27 East 22nd Street, New York.it <(

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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tains, and retailers will thus be able to assort up for

tlic trade, which should come to them in the very near

future.

m

Spring Wall Paper Sales.

Wall paper sales are heavier in the spring than at any

other season of the year. Are you going to get your

share of the coming season's trade ? You will not do so

if some extra effort is not made on your part. The manu-
facturers have given the dealer a greater variety in le-

signs and styles than ever before, and dealers should have

very little difficulty in choosing lines to suit their par-

ticular trade. Most dealers have, of course, already

bought their stock, and they should now devise some plan

whereby they can increase their sales.

Use space in your local paper for advertising. Be care-

ful in the wording of your advertisement and make it as

interesting to the reader as possible. The advertising

columns of the newspapers of to-day are widely read, es-

pecially by the women folk, and it is the women that gen-

erally do the selecting and buying of wall paper.

Your advertising should be followed up by the issuing

of a neatly printed circular and delivered to every home
in the vicinity. Describe fully on the circular some of the

lines you are carrying and quoting the price. This plan

should bring results; but do not let your customers find

you unprepared. Bring your wall paper into prominence in

your store, and have the necessary space in which to show
your goods to intending purchasers. For a time give your
entire window to the display of wall paper, changing the

styles frequently.

To be a successful salesman of wall paper, a man
should know his stock thoroughly and the different styles

suitable for certain conditions.

Liquidation of Dominion Woolen Co.

The Dominion Woolen Manufacturing Co., Limited,

of Montreal and Beauharnois, went into voluntary liqui-

dation on the 17th of March.

The general trade depression of the past few months,

which has been accentuated, in the case of the woolen in-

dustry, by the preferential tariffs, is given as the cau.se

fin- this action.

It was stated at the offices of the company that the

decision to close up had been arrived at by the directors

on the above mentioned date, and that it had been an en-

tirely voluntary move, since the liabilities outside of those

to the directors and shareholders, were comparatively in-

significant.

At a meeting of creditors on the 27th of last month a

liquidator was appointed. At the time of going to press

nothing new had developed.

Conditions in New York.

A New York daily paper recently computed the ar-

rival of 4,000 buyers in this market for a single day.

Perhaps the number was a trifle exaggerated, but there

are certainly nunc here than at any time since the finan-

cial trouble began and the total is increasing every day.

They have largely gotten over their scare and are satis-

fied that by the time their bills come due there will not

be the slightest difficulty in getting the currency to meet
their obligations. The New York merchants are all ready

to receive them with full lines of all sorts of goods.

Wall Papers
of such artistic merit and such appar-

ent quality that they sell themselves

to even your most exacting custom-

ers are found in profusion in

fS&STAUNTON i
SVPERIORWALLPAPERS

fine

The above panel decoration was achieved through the use
of popular priced papers—and ingenuity. Just as attractive and
interesting effects can be secured in infinite variety. The materi-
als are practical, "everyday"' patterns, but their combination in

ingenious design results in a decoration that looks expensive.

Papers sold for such purposes will bring easily twice what they
would if sold separately.

Write for our free portfolio of decorative suggestions- a
postal card will do.

C. Shmidt & Co., of Hamilton, will open a factory

in Brantford for the manufacture of bedding, mattresses,

etc.

STAUNTONS Limited
941 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.
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darpet and House r urnishin^

Department
Our Spring Stocks are in splendid shape to serve

you. Your sorting orders will have accurate and

prompt attention. Values will please you. Make

a point of visiting this department when in the

warehouse.

Oil Cloths and Linoleums (all widths) Tapestry Carpets

Hemp Carpets Brussels Carpets

Prettiest Designs in Cretonnes Wilton and Axminster Carpets

Nottingham and Swiss Curtains Squares in all qualities

Large Assortment of Mats China and Japanese Mattings

Tapestry Curtains Curtain Nets

Chenille Curtains and Covers Extensive Range of Art Muslins

Furniture Coverings and Art Draperies Silkolines

Examine our Fall Sam

Greenshie

iples, n

ratr

ow in travellers' hands.

s Limited
eal

[

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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LINOLEUMS
FIVE GRADES -A, B. C. D and E. 2 and 4 yards wide.

We have no hesitation in stating that these goods represent
the best value in the market as regards

DURABILITY, ATTRACTIVENESS, PRICE

Floor Oil Cloths
THREE QUALITIES. All standard widths up to 10/4.

This line is so well and favorably known that little need be
said regarding its merit, other than that they are the QUICKEST
SELLERS giving satisfaction, which we consider the best dem-
onstration that

VALUES ARE RIGHT

Table Oil Cloths

Burlaps

Made in 5/4 and 6/4.

Handled by all the Wholesale Dry Goods Trade.

We also manufacture

Prepared
Decorative

Made in all standard colors, in widths of 30, 36, 45, 54, 72, 90 inches.

THE MODERN WALL COVERING

ECONOMICAL, ARTISTIC, SANITARY and DURABLE.

Write for sample book of this line and pamphlet giving
PRICES and USEFUL INFORMATION concern-
ing them.

Manufactured by

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Ltd.

MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Items From All Canada.

(Continued from page 109.)

Quebec.

J. A. Deslaurier will shortly open a clothing factory

in Hull, Quebec.

J. L. 0. Proulx, merchant tailor, Quebec, has been

obliged, by the growth of business, to move to larger

premises.

E. H. Botterel, for thirty years head of the hat and

fur firm of John Henderson & Co., Montreal, died at

Lachine recently.

H. B. Tait, manager carpet department, W. R. Brock

Co., Ltd., Montreal, left early in the month for eastern

Ontario and the Quebec Provinces on a spring sorting

trip.

E. A. Reinhardt, of the Reinhardt Mfg. Co., Recollet

street, Montreal, committed suicide early last month by

stabbing himself several times with a carving knife, at

his home, 473 Clarke street, Westmount. He had been

in ill health for some months and owing to a nervous

breakdown on September last retired from active busi-

ness. The Reinhardt Mfg. Co. was recently organized and

moved to premises on Craig street, Montreal. Mr. Rein-

hardt had spent his life in Montreal and' was a successful

business man. He leaves a widow and two sons, Earnest
and Cerrol.

The East.

W. D. Ross has purchased the interest of S. D.

Moses, in the firm of Moses & Ross, dry goods, Yar-

mouth, N.S.

P. W. Collins, for several years in the dry goods

Umbrellas
for

April Showers
Send a Sample Order for These Specials

Immediate Delivery. Terms 6 per cent. 10 days, 3 per cent. 30 days

No. 20 Ladies' and Gents' Umbrellas, made of
fine mercerized cotton, unalterable black, Solid frame,
assorted handles. A leader to retail at 90c.

Our Special Price, $6.60 per doz.

Ladies' Storm Umbrella. A safeguard for stormy
days. Made of fine mercerized cotton, fast black. Best
storm fnme, fine assorted handles. A seller this month
at $1.25. Our Price, $8.00 per doz.

Tercentenary Umbrella for Ladies and Gents. Made
of finest near silk finish cotton, unalterable black. Best
paragon frame, up-to-date assortment of handles.
Good value to retail at $1 50. Our Price, $9.00 per doz.

All Lines Full Up to Our Well-known Standard Make

Any of Your Wants Can be Filled Promptly

The Standard Umbrella Mfg, Go.

215 Notre Dame Street West

MONTREAL

store of Marshall Bros., St. John, Newfoundland, has

gone into business for himself in that city.

Hyman Davidson, for seveneteen years a resident of

Cape Breton, and for nine years one of Sydney's business

men, will go to New York to open a men's furnishing

store.

The Halifax Merchant Tailors' and Custom Cutters'

Association held its annual banquet recently, when forty

members of the association and guests gathered for the

annual dinner, when matters of interest to the trade

were discussed.

The West.

Alex. Ross, a Winnipeg tailor, committed suicide be-

cause of his inability to pay his business tax of $39.

R. C. Fairey, formerly assistant manager of the Im-

perial Dry Goods Co., in Winnipeg, and more recently in

business for himself in Calgary, died in the latter city

last month from heart failure.

George A. Maybee, late of Brandon, Man., has pur-

chased an interest in the Mitchell & Hembroff Co., of

Moose Jaw, and will fill the position of sales manager.

The company handles men's clothing and furnishings.

New Manufacturers' Agent.

V. Norman Smallpeice, until recently a member of

the firm of Coyle & Co., has gone into the agency busi-

ness on his own account, and has already been appointed

V. NORMAN SMALLPEICE
Manufacturers' Agent, Toronto.

selling agent for Toronto and the west for J. B. Lewis

& Sons, Limited, of Nottingham, the well-known hosiery

and underwear manufacturers. This will necessitate Tiis

taking two trips a year to Winnipeg and the coast. He
has opened up an office at 90 Bay street, Toronto, and

is now on his way to England to complete arrangements

with several other large manufacturing concerns whom
he is to represent here.

Mr. Smallpeice is well and favorably known to the

wholesale and manufacturing trade in Toronto and the

west, and his many friends will unite in wishing him suc-

cess in his new venture. He will be ready for business

about the first of May next.
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The Millinery Season Is On.

® JY UOIIS ~~" Counter and Trimming Widths."

@ iVlO. TlC^—"Rainproof and ordinary makes."
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We have the wanted colors and makes in FLOWERS, WINGS, QUILLS
Write for samples of the latest in Hats, "MERRY WIDOW SAILOR"
Prices from 50c. to $2.25 each.

The D. McCALL CO., Limited
TORONTO
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Advantages of Cash System.

The Bowmanville Statesman says that a local firm

reported recently that it had in its books accounts

against its customers exceeding $4,000, and makes this

comment :

"The house is supposed to do a cash business, too.

People can hardly realize the stress such conditions cause

to business men. Inquiry reveals the fact that many of

the debtors are farmers and mechanics who are regularly

paid their wages. Farmers in this locality never had less

excuse than now. During the past season crops have been

fairly good, prices for everything they have had -to sell

have been high. We are glad to see some of tTie mer-
chants announcing that in future they will do an ex-

clusively cash business: Five-sixths of the failures, notes

a. commercial journal, of retail merchants are caused by
giving credit too freely. It comes, of course, through the

very laudable ambition of the trader to increase his

business and expand his sales. He takes risks with his

goods that he would not take if the customer was ask-

ing for money, and instead of increasing the cost to take
care of that chance of loss, sells to the customer at the

same prices as he does to the one who pays cash.

Nottingham.

It is difficult to write very cheerfully from this

centre, for trade is in a very quiet condition, so quiet,

in fact, that some people tack another name to it. There
is, however, not that tightness and scarcity of money
that had to be faced a few weeks ago. The fact that the

cotton strike has been averted is another satisfactory

feature. Though large orders are nil, prices are firm,

and there has been no drop in the price of cotton yarns.

There is a growing belief that the present quiet time is

only temporary. The early shipping and home trade will

not be up to par, but as the year advances, things ought
to improve. Makers of filet laces and nets are fairly

busy and there is also a fair business passing in Vals.,

Cluny, Torchons and Maltese laces.

A few orders are coming from Canada and the other

colonies, but the outlook, from the States is very little

better. Payments are easier, but buyers are taking no
goods. The shipments of nets to Plauen has also fallen

off as Plauen also is doing little or nothing with the

United States.

Notes.

Mrs. Pillsbury. late of Minneapolis, Minn., has opened

a millinery store in Humboldt, Sask.

G. C. Emerson, of Saskatoon, Sask., is erecting a fac-

tory for the manufacture of tents and carpets.

D. H. Shapiro, of the Watt & Shapiro Manufacturing

Co., Montreal, is in New York city in search of late

Spring styles. He returns this month, bringing with

him many new ideas in wash goods.

The D. Milne Company has been incorporated, with a

capital stock of $75,000, to take over the business of the

Medicine Hat Trading Co., of Medicine Hat, Alta., and

authority is given to conduct a department store. All

the members of the Trading Company are interested in

the new concern, and G. K. Graham, late manager of the

dress goods department, also becomes a member of the

new firm.
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HINTS TO BUYERS
From information supplied to Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW

do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

A NEW AGENCY.

Win. P. King & Son, 74 York St.,

announce that they have secured the

agency of "Litholin" Waterproofed

Linen Collars and Cuffs for the Do-

minion, and predict a success almost

as great as in the States, where the

sale has become enormous. Being

made of linen, the goods have the

advantage of having no gloss and

looking like linen, yet, when soiled,

they ean be cleaned and made as

white as when new, by merely wip-

ing with a damp cloth. Besides re-

taining their shape under all condi-

tions, they last, with care, indefi-

nitely. There must be hundreds of

thousands of men whose occupation

makes it difficult to keep their linen

unsoiled to whom these waterproofed

goods will prove a boon, and prob-

ably every man would find it advan-

tageous to keep them on hand for an

emergency. They are manufactured

by the Fiberloid Company, who :e

works are at Indian Orchard, Mas 5
?

,

U.S.A.

STANDARD UMBRELLA MFG. CO.

The Standard Umbrella Mfg. Co.,

215 Notre Dame Street West, Mont-

real, are offering this month at the

height of the selling season some spe-

cial lines of umbrellas well below

present market quotations. They are

equipped to give prompt deliveries

upon all lines. Outside of the staple

lines mentioned in another part of

the paper, they have some leaders in

glorias, silks and other high grade

lines. Samples are gladly sent upon

request.

THE W. R. BROCK CO., LTD.,

MONTREAL.
The Brock Co., Montreal, ire

showing some pretty patterns in

"Velma" silks to retail at 50 cents.

This cloth positively will not cut and

as it can be laundered without the

slightest injury to the finish, it is

an ideal cloth for Summer costumes.

Quite a range of designs is now being

shown, but the demand is heavy and

there is a likelihood that merchants

who delay ordering will lose the

most desirable patterns.

Some pretty shades are being:

shown in Rajah silks to retail .it

$1.75.

Embroideries promise to be strong

favorites this season and the Brock

Company have anticipated a heavy

demand by purchasing a larger

stock than ever. They state they

have the largest stock in Montreal

and the fact of their having bought

so heavily enables them to offer uhe

goods at very low prices. Reports

from the fashion centres say that

everything will be trimmed with em-

broidery.

In carpets and linoleums the firm

are showing a good range. Many of

the carpet designs are confined to the

Brock Co., for Canada, and the val-

ues are very good. They are also

showing some very pretty patterns

in moquette rugs—the maple leaf de-

sign in particular being worthy of

particular notice. These goods can be

retailed at very low prices and an-

swer very well as carpet "specials."

The fancy cotton department are

showing some very pretty muslins

for Summer wear and the display

near the front door has attracted

quite a lot of attention during the

past week. Some of the pink and

white designs are going very well.

R. C. WILKINS.
The traveling staff of R. C. Wi\-

kins, the Montreal overall and speci-

alty manufacturer, are now showing
their Fall lines and goods for sort-

ing. As is well known, their repre-

sentatives cover all Canada and ter-

ritory is thus divided. J. M. Hamil-
ton, who has been traveling in Bri-

tish Columbia and Alberta, has tak-

en the additional territory of Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan; Arthur Cro-

teau is representative of this firm in

Northern Ontario, going as far west
as Kenora: F. J. Hourigan has West-
ern Ontario, west of Toronto; 7i. O.

Touraneeau of Eastern Ontario and
northern shore of Quebec; Chas. Wil-

kins holds down the Eastern Town-
ships; Alf. Trudean. Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick: E. H. McEachern,
Prince Edward Tsland.

HAGEN SHIRTS POPULAR.
The Hag-en Shirt &' Collar Com-

pany, Limited, of Berlin recently

wound up their first year's business

and. notwithstanding the general

trade depression, they have no rea-

son to feel discouraged with the .re-

sults shown. Thev started durinq- the

vear 1907 with one representative on

the road, John Hutton. who is still

with them and whose territory is in

Western Ontario. The firm's goods
took so well that thev very (juickly

found it was advisable to increase
tVioiV colljno- fnrcp and thev now have
six travelers who devote their H-me

to demonstrating the -nerits of the

"Hagen" shirt : Archie Mouat, C.

P. R., west to Vancouver; J. M.
Wright, Winnipeg and Manitoba;

Peter M. Anderson, Northern On-
tario; Robert J. Maxwell, Toronto
and Eastern Ontario, and Sam D.

Likely, Quebec and Maritime Provin-

ces. Their employes have increased

one hundred and fifty per cent, in

twelve months and their ouput ;n

actual sales in the same proportion.

These facts speak volumes for the

undoubted excellence of the "Hagen"
shirt. The manager of the company,
W. G. Martin, states that their mail
order business is also increasing very

satisfactorily. Nothing succeeds like

success.

FACTS AND QUESTIONS.

John Macdonald & Co., Ltd., state

facts and ask a few questions. Spring
housecleaning time has arrived. The
time when householders want new
carpets, linoleums and curtains md
want them supplied quickly. Is your
stock well supplied with these goods?
Are you ready for the rush ? They
are ready. Below they give you some
idea of their v prices. They carry an
immense stock and are the leaders

in wholesaling these goods :

Tapestry carpets ' at 274c, 384c,

414c, 45c, 55c, 65c, 724c and 774c

per yard. Brussels carpet at 674c,

75c, 874c, 95c, $1 and $1.10 per yard.

Hemp carpets at 10c, 114c, 124c,

15c, 174c, 184c, 20c and 224c per

yard. Wool carpets at 524c, 624c and
75c per yard (1 yard wide). Union
carpets at 224c, 264c, 324c, 374c per

yard (1 yard wide). Velvet pile car-

pets at $1 and $1.20 per yard and
with § border to match; Wilton ear-

pets at $1.45 per yard and with §

borders to match; Axminster car-

pets at $1.30 per yard and with £

borders to match. 8-4 linoleum at

square yard; 8-4 inlaid linoleum at

35c, 40c, 45c per square yard; 16-4

linoleum at 35c, 40c and 45c per

60c, 65c, 85c and $1 per square yard.
Floor oil cloths in widths 4-4. 5-4,

6-4, 8-4 at 21c, 26c, 33c per sq. yd.:

stair oil cloths, in widths 2-4, 5-8

and 3-4 at 10£c, 13£c, and 16c per

yard; table oils (every pattern

shown by the makers, at list prices).

Carpet floor squares, in tapestry,

velvet, Axminster, Brussels, Wilton,

wool and union, in sizes 2^x3, 24x3.

3x3. 3x34, 3x4, 4x4, Ux4%. 4x4* and
4x5. Lace curtains and Swiss cur-

tains, 20c to $10 per pair; tapestrv

nortiores from $1.75 to $12 per pair.

China and Japan straw mattings,
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10c, 12ic, 15c, 17ic, 20c, 25c per yd.

Quilts 75c, 85c, 90c, $1, $1.25, $1.50,

$1.75, $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4 each.

Hearth rugs from $3 per doz. to $65

each. Hall runners sizes 3 ft.x9 ft. and

3 ft. x 12 ft. in Wilton and Axmins-

ter. White and colored curtain mus-

lins, Madras curtains and muslins,

Japanese verandah rugs, Cork car-

pets for public buildings and offices,

buff and green shades. They will give

your letter orders special attention

and can send samples to you by ex-

press.

*X<npM^W<titfi? Sketch iN<i Contest
3000 PRIZE? TO CHILDREN

W. R. BROCK CO., TORONTO.

In the smallwears department this

company offers some special clearing

lots for April which will give keen

merchants a chance to sort up their

stock to advantage. Three lines of

Victoria Lawn, AB, to retail at 10c,

L46, at 12y2 c, and 72 at 15c, are

good value. A line of Hermsdorf

black cotton hose, with natural feet,

known as "Uneek," to retail at 25c,

will interest live retailers. Two lines

of ladies' unbleached imdervests are

offered below cost of manufacture.

They are without sleeves, and are of-

fered at 48c per dozen, while those

with sleeves are quoted at 72c per

dozen. There is only a limited quan-

tity at these prices. Three widths of

card edge ribbon, 5, 9 and 16, are of-

fered at iy2C, 2y2 c and 4c per yard.

Other bargains are: New embroi-

deries, in 5 and 10-piece lots, with

choice patterns, at 3e and 5c per

yard. These may be retailed from 5c

to 12y2 c per yard ; corset cover em-
'broideries to retail at from 15c to

75c per yard, with belting and strap-

pings to match; special box lots of

Valenciennes and Torchon laces, put

up in 6 to 12 pieces, to retail at 25c,

both good value; one lot of pin books,

at half price; pure linen hemstitched

handkerchiefs at $10.50 per gross,

just the thing for the bargain basket

;

ladies' lisle gloves, with lace and em-
broidered backs, to rstail at 75c per

pair; special value in long and 2-

dome gloves, in black, white and tans;

ball pearl buttons, at clearing prices,

all styles and all new goods; odd
lines of silk and leather belts, ladies

'

collars, ladies' vests and umbrellas

at sacrifice prices; Brock's O. S.

ladies' vests, to retail at 25c; special

line of ladies' 12-button length Mon-
guitaire undressed kid gloves for

Easter, in black, white, greys and pas-

telle shades, at cut prices; the best

selection of embroideries, laces, all-

overs, and nettings; black lace lisle

vests, sleeveless, to retail at 25c to

30e, No. 290, ri'bbed vests, with gus-

sett, sleeveless, to retail at 20c; No.

300, ribbed vest, lace trimmed, to re-

tail at 20c. The last three lines are

Korkinest

Krowd Katching Plan

Ever Konceived

The plan is a peach. It's making good in

hundreds of stores—large and small. Get

next to it NOW if you want some of your

junior patrons to share in the 5,000 prizes

we offer.

It katches the kids—brings them right into

your store—gets them and their mothers

worked up to the purchasing point, and be-

fore you know it you're selling more NAZ-

ARETH WAISTS than you ever sold

before.

Coupon Brings Everything
Necessary. Send It AT ONCE

!

350 Broadway

NEW YORK

Nazareth
Waist Co.,

350 Broadway,
New York

Send complete outfit of

advertising matter for con-

IV1 i |ls / ducting the Nazareth Sketch-

ing Contest.

at

Nazareth,
"a " X Address
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last year's values, when cotton and
cost of manufacture were much lower

than the prices of to-day. A large

range of plain and fancy muslins, in

Persian and Victoria lawns, India

linens and Swiss spots in all the up-

to-date effects, is shown.

W. R. Brock & Co. (Toronto),

gents' furnishing department, are

showing a very extensive range of

men's fancy cotton arid lisle half-

hose, in stripes and embroidered, both

in French and German makes, in all

the new shades for Spring. Tans,

chocolates and greens are particularly

strong this season. Recent shipments

make their stock complete in above
lines. They would call special atten-

tion to "D353," a black cotton, y2 -

hose, with a natural cashmere foot.

This is special value to retail at 25c.

In men's summer underwear, they

have now in stock range B154J Brit-

tania natural merino, to retail at 50c.

They are at present offering a spe-

cial purchase of boys' black sateen

blouse, to retail at 50c, regular value

75c.

To go with these they have a line

of boys' corduroy knickers, to retail

at 50c; also worth 75c.

These two lines will be picked up
quickly as they are exceptional value

and the quantity of each is limited.

They show some very special values

in men's leather belts, much below
regular prices. The range of these

comprise lines to retail from lOe to

75c each.

In her ladyship department is to be

found a full stock of ladies' ready-

to-wear goods. The range is now fair-

ly complete. Buyers will find this

stock very useful to them from now
on, as the season opens the demand is

going to be pressing, and "immediate
shipment" will be the cry. Here is

whei-e the merchants can get the

goods they want, the day they want
them. Special lines in gowns at $6.75,

$9.00, $12.00. Skirts at $6.75, $9.00,

$12.00. Corset covers, $2.25, $4.50.

Drs., $2.25, 4.50. They have a few
of the E73 at $2.25 in stock. In top

skirts, No. 138, made in a wool taf-

feta, all colors and stripes, sells for

$4.50, and is a very good seller.

No. 137, in a Panama and Vene-
tian 9-gore, pleated, with one fold, at

$3.75, is the best value on the market.

They show in this department a

full line of childs' pinafores, pellises,

long coats, in cashmeres, silk embroi-

dery goods. Also a line of feather

boas in Oocque, Ostrich and Mara-
bout.

R. C. BACH.

R. C. Bach, lace importer, 146 St.

James St., Montreal, is showing a

complete range of latest effects in

laces.

He is showing a wide range of lace

collars and as a leader at $6.50 per

dozen he is selling Pointe Venise and
Filet lace collars, embroidered in

white net, with filet insertion and
edging.

DELFOSSE & CO.

This prosperous and up-to-date fix-

ture firm are adding an extensive ad-

dition, on the second floor to their

factory at 5 Hermine Street, Mont-
real. This step was necessitated ow-

ing to a largely increased business

during the past year.

The reputation of this firm as mak-
ers of fine wax heads with exclusive

expressions and natural appearance

is assured. The beauty of the heads,

made by this firm, is so exquisite that

a person can hardly distinguish them
from a natural head.

Among their new fixtures is a line

of stands for dress goods, collars,

shirts and shoes. These are manu-
factured in brush brass, antique

brass, oxidized brass and copper. The
effects are novel.

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED.

The various departments of Green-

shields, Limited, Montreal, are show-

ing great activity in turning out or-

ders for Spring delivery. They re-

port the demand much better than

was generally expected, practically,

every department being busier than

usual. Travelers report fairly satis-

factory conditions, throughout the

Dominion and are enthusiastic over

their fine display of Fall samples.

The carpet department of Green-

shields, Ltd., report trade active in

all lines. They suggest that you sort

up your stock with a few of the new-

est designs in carpets, squares, oil-

cloths and linoleums. They have the

largest and best assorted stock of

these goods in the trade. Usually at

this season these goods move freely,

and you are liable to run short of

some line, and if not convenient to

see their travelers, dnp them a line.

Orders of this kind are "their spe-

cialty." They have full stock and

splendid assortment of carpets,

squares of all kinds, oilcloths and

linoleums, curtains, mattings, cre-

tonnes, and art muslins, quilts, pil-

lows, cushions, carpet sweepers and

an extra large assortment of mats.

Their travelers are now showing sam-

ples of blankets and comforters for

Fall. Let them' book your order for

these goods.

The ready-to-wear department of

this firm find a decided improvement

in business covering every part of

Canada. During the last few weeks,
repeats in all lines of ready-to-wear
garments have been splendid. This
fully indicates that the care exercised

earlier in the season has left mer-
chants hungry for goods. Every-
thing points to a scarcity of all lines

later in the season; particularly in

ladies' waists, dress skirts and white-

wear. These three lines appear to

be very strong with all merchants.

They find retailers, throughout the

country, paying greater attention

than ever to children's ready-to-wear

garments. The demand has been
most active in these lines as mer-
chants find this line a most profitable

one to handle. Owing to present in-

dications, this department would
strongly advise merchants to make a

careful list of stock and not delay

in placing orders for lines in which
they find themselves short. The pre-

sent position of the department is

such that your every want can be

cared for at present, but they cannot

promise the same later, as it will be
almost impossible to get repeats in

wanted lines as the manufacturers
anticipating tremendous Fall busi-

ness, are devoting their entire atten-

tion in producing full lines to the ex-

tent of closing out all lines for pre-

sent delivery.

The wash goods department is

hopeful of showing an improvement
in business this Spring. Business has

been fairly quiet for a month or so,

but they think that if more suitable

weather sets in around Easter, trade

will come back to its own. This sea-

son of the year always entails a cer-

tain number of hardships, in the

country, particularly relative to tra-

veling. Therefore, business is more
or less dull at this period of the sea-

son. As regards fabrics offered to

the trade, the advance in price, if

any, is very slight against last year's

prices. There has been a marked im-

provement in designs and colorings

offered to the retailer this season. A
tendency has been shown to be up to

the minute in all creations. Novelties

are proving very attractive and have

had a large sale, whereas plain white

goods are as strong as ever.

G. department of Greenshields,

Ltd., has grown so remarkably that

it has been found necessary to sub-

divide the stocks. In the annex of

this floor is the new Department K,
where are the stocks of hosiery, un-

derwear, knitted goods, etc. G. de-

partment still retains laces, embroi-

deries, ribbons, umbrellas, etc.

The old part of this immense ware-

house has undergone a marked brigh-

tening up. Painters, decorators, etc..

were busy last month, and the re-

sults are apparent.
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MOTEL DIRECTORY

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Thia home i» pleasantly and conTeniently lo-

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention

paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL"™*™™
BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal public
buildings. Oool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Electric light throughout.

WOODSIDE BOARDING
HOUSE

Corner of Main and Lamaha Streets
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA.

Cool and airy Bedrooms. Excellent Cuisine
Attendance qualified. Terms moderate. Eleo
trio Car Loop at gate of premises. Patronage
Solicited. Manageress, E. Cottam.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH Proprietress.

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open Nov. Closes in May.

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port or 8,pain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN MoEWEN, Manager. For Rates, etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,
29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. ' James K. Paisley, Prop

DOMINION HOUSE
W. H. DURHAM, Proprietor

RENFREW, . . ONTARIO

The most popular Hotel in the Ottawa Valley.

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALiFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS* HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, \b\ Toronto St. .Toronto.

465 Temple Building, Montreal.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing; commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

HINTS TO BUYERS

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS.

121

S. W. STEVENSON & CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANT8

TORONTO MONTREAL
218 Stair Bldg. 42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone Main 7130 Phone Main 4843

Cablt Address, " MACKER," Offlcs 51 1 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturer <

desiring live, up-to-date representation in the
West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building - - TORONTO
Representing: Cornwall & York Cotton Mills

Co., Ltd . Cotton Goods, St. John, N.B. ; Paris,
Wincey Mills Co., Flannels, etc., Paris, Ont.; John
Bright & Bros., Ltd., Carpels, etc, Rochdale, Eng.

;

Wdi. Clark k Sons, Canvas Hollands, etc., Upper-
lands, Ireland ; Albert Godde Bedin & Cie., Chiff-
ons, Laces, etc., Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF OANADA, LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

301 St. James St. Sylvester Willson Bldg.
Toronto—70 Bay St -Head Office

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces,
Tailors' Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts.

Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

HAROLD F. WATSON
Manufacturers' Agent

6 St. Sacrament Street - MONTREAL

GLOVES, SILKS, RIBBONS,
Laces, Embroideries, Hair Nets, Waists

Cable Address
"Kingsons. Toronto"

Phone Main 6158

W. P . KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR HOSIERY BLANKETS, Eto
74 YORK STREET - TORONTO

Canadian and Foreign manufacturers' lines
solicited on favorable terms.

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay Street - - TORONTO
Representing:—Otto Alder & Co., St. Gall,
hmbroideries. Laces and Trimmings. W. B.
Baggaley, Nottingham, Val. Laces and Allovers.
Reiner Bros. & Co., Limited, Wellesley, Ont.,
Hosiery, Eiderdowns, Sweaters, etc. Samples to
Wholesale Manufacturers and Importers only.

ALFRED WEYERSTALL
Head Office, 77 York St.

TORONTO
MANUFACTURER and IMPORTER of Covered,

Ivory, Pearl and Metal Buttons.

Complete stock always on hand.

LEGAL CARDS

ATWATER, DUCLOS k OHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.C., Consulting Counsel
for City of Montreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Ohauvin.

Condensed Advertisements

ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.
per word first Insertion, and lc. per word for
subsequent insertions.
Cash remittances to cover cost must accompany

all advertisements. In no case can this rule be
overlooked. Advertisements received without re-

mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in our care to be forwarded,

5c. must be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100° words, each issue, one year $15

" " " six months 9
three months 6

50 " " " one year 9
" six months 6

25 " " " one year 6

PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT

KEEP POSTED.—The leading authority In

Canada on Groceries and foodproducts Is

THE CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade
conditions generally discussed every week. Price
$2.00 per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of

the worlds periodical press is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE— National Cash Register for sale.

Six drawer counter, revolving, almost new'
Box 5, THE DRY GOODS REVIEW.

Toronto.

POSITION WANTED

COMMERCIAL Traveller with 8 years experience
Winnipeg and West, wants position represent-
ing jobbing or manufacturing concern. Dry

goods, men's furnishings, or specialties. Well in

touch with trade. Experience with two largest
Canadian houses. Box 807, Winnipeg.

MANUFACTURERS who would like to have
their goods introduced in the Maritime
Provinces will do well to correspond with A.

J. Dearness, St. John, N.B.

WHOLESALE HOUSES

g©C9

Person
LIMlTtO

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDER3 OUR E8PECIAL HOBBY.

DON'T WHINE!
When Collections

are Slow

Send them to

The Beardwood Agency
313 New York Life Bldg.

MONTREAL

AND WE WILL GET THE
MONEY FOR YOU
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Oe«a»lanally advM-ttauu»ntt art lnswttd In the paper after the index has been printed. The insertion of the advertiser's name In this
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Canadian Underwear Co
Carter-Crume Co., The, Ltd. ...

Chipman, Holton Knitting Co.

Clough. Pike & Co
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HORROCKSES,

Longcloths, Nainsooks

Cambrics

India Longcloths

Sheetings

Ready-made Sheets
(plain and hemstitched)

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet

Flannelettes
of the highest quality

N. B. SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE

Horrockses,Crewdson& Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers

PRESTON MANCHESTER LONDON, ENGLAND

H. M.
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To the Trade :

CUT PRICE
IN

NEW GOODS
The individuality of our Firm Name has a prestige in the mercantile

world which emphasizes the superior value and extensive assort-

ment of our stock, at all seasons.

The different lines we are showing, just now, at cut prices,

are new, fashionable and saleable. It is our policy to commence
every season with new goods and to give our customers, as

early as possible, the advantage of buying at cut prices any of

our surplus stock . We want the room for our Fall Stock. It

pays us better to sell our surplus stock of this season at a con-

siderable reduction, than to carry and store it until next Spring

Season.

When you are in the City it will pay you to visit our warehouses

and see the superior value we are showing in the following

—

Tapestry Squares Men's Tweed Pants Fancy Mohair Waistings

Velvet Squares Men's Overalls Cotton Hosiery

Brussels Carpets Men's Underwear Light Weight

—

Tapestry Carpets Men's Neckwear Fancy Dress Goods
84 Printed and Working Shirts White Lawn Waists

Inlaid Linoleums Neglige Shirts White Cotton Underwear

2 lines in White Cotton, 1 line in Bleached Tabling.

54-inch Mercerized Italian Cloth and 54-inch Kirk's Italian Cloth.

54-inch Wool Broad Cloth and 27-inch Tweeds.

John Macdonald & Co., Limited

Toronto
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It Will Pay the Dry Goods and Millinery

Trades to Read This Advertisement.

Why ? Because we can save money for every merchant

by re-dyeing and finishing many lines on his shelves that

are to-day unsalable because faded, shop-worn, soiled or

off color. Leading members of the trade in all parts of

Canada are our customers. Goods go from our hands

with all the appearance of new stocks.

FINEST FEATHERS AND PLUMES
CLEANED, DYED AND CURLED.

R"D D. i^ Dyers and Finishers rTl i f\
. rarker & Lo., to the Trade, loronto, Lan.

Largest Dyeing Works in Canada. Over 30 Years Established.

Filet Torchon Lace

Illustration shci\v> Two-Inch Width.

A novel pattern and a quick seller, Three widths,
in stock. 25c. 30c. and 48c. per dozen yards.

Insertion to match. 2.">c. a dozen yards.

A full line of new White and Black Vals. and
White Torchons in stock. 20c. to 50c. a dozen.

NOTTINGHAM ALLOVERS. A fine line of

these seasonable goods. Latest patterns in

white, ecru and two-tone. 15c. to 25c. a vard.

A beautiful pattern, Mercerized Allover.
two-tone at 30c. a yard. In black 36c.

In

We have the Novelties. Give Us a Trial.

EMBROIDERED BLOUSE FRONTS, in finest

Mercerized Nainsook, each with materia] for

blouse. Seven beautiful patterns, assorted, at

$1.75 each. Regular prices $2.00 to $4.00 each.

Send for a sample set. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded.

R. C. BACH
146 St. James St., MONTREAL, Que.

P.O. BOX 64

"ROOSTER BRAND"

BEST MADE

If You Buy

Pants for Workingmen
Try "Rooster Brand"

We make a specialty of Tweeds, Corduroys,

Mackinaw and English Bedford Cord, the

toughest-wearing stuff you can buy.

Robert C. Wilkins
Montreal

Shirts, Pants, Outing Trousers, Overalls,

White Coats, Fancy Vests
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Stock Taking
As we take stock on May 31 we have many lines

to clear out before that date to make room for new

Fall Goods.

Trade Stimulators,
Stocks in all departments were never in as attractive

shape as now, and trade stimulators are many.

We have the goods and values will please you.

We can make it worth

your while to make a

visit to our warehouse.

Let Us Help Your May Sales

IMPORT FANCY GOODS DEPARTMENT
This department has met with the instant approval

of the trade, from the viewpoints of values and

assortments alike.

As the assortment is so large (comprising over

• 10,000 numbers) samples are shown only in our

warehouse.

Make a point of placing your orders while in the

warehouse, as all orders must be in our hands by

the 3rd week in May.

WE WILL BE GLAD TO WELCOME YOU TO OUR IMMENSE WAREHOUSE.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Montr ea 1

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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New Dress Fabric

FOR

Spring, 1908

Resilda
Cloth

REGISTERED

New Process

Permanent Lustre

THIS NEW CLOTH IS BROUGHT OUT IN THE
FOLLOWING WEAVES

Poplins Tricot Savona
Crepe Resilda Voile Stripes

Dust Resisting and Does Not Crease

See Spring Samples

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
Greenshields Western Limited

Winnipeg MONTREAL Greenshields & Co. Limited
Vancouver

When, writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Known all over Canada

The Elite Garment

The Elite Garment has proved

a tonic for many a store.

The Elite factory is noted for

its perfect organization and

its equipment.

The Fall Line consists of the

most varied assortment in our

history of Ladies' and Men's

Raincoats, Waterproofs, Ladies'

Cloth Coats, Men's Overcoats.

TRAVELLERS ARE ON THEIR ROUTES
Immediate orders receive prompt attention.

Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co.,

Montreal

"The Largest and oldest of its kind in Canada."

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviczv.
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WHITE HEATHER BEEHIVE

BALDWIN'S

BEEHIVEREGISTERED TRADE MARK ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^™ ^" ^^ w ^^^^^
REGISTERED

Baldwin's 2nd Quality AND Baldwin's Best

WHITE HEATHER
ARE THE BRANDS FOR

KNITTING-WOOL SPECIALISTS
THEY ENSURE A READY SALE
Through leading Wholesale Houses. Samples, free on application, from:—

J. & J. BALDWIN & PARTNERS, LTD.^M &^
established 1785 HALIFAX, ENG. MONTREAL & TORONTO

«0/d Meacf)" Linens
ALL PURE FLAX

EMBROIDERY LINENS Tneir soft
>

si,^y Quality and finish make

trade "0M 3Blcnch" MARK them delightful to work on.

Stamped on every yard.

TOWELS— From plain work-a-day Huckaback and Diaper
TRADE MARK ,«_ • TX 1 HP 1 •

"Old #Meacft"
t0 most exPensive Damask Towels in

Stamped on every Towel tllQ WOwd.

HUCKABACK (^) Diapers, Pillow Linens, Sheetings, H.S.
trade «eid wieacf," mark Squares.

Stamped on every article and on every yard

CAMBRIC and SHEER LAWN for Blouses and Underlines
trade « 0i$ 3Bicacf) " MARK

Stamped on every yard

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET, TORONTO

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review.
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MEN WHO SELL THINGS
We have just closed an arrangement whereby we will have the exclusive right to publish in Canada

a book for salesmen, by Walter D. Moody, formerly traveling salesman, buyer and general sales manager
for a large wholesale house, and now business manager of the Chicago Association of Commerce—the larg-

est body of business men in the world, numbering about two thousand seven hundred members.

Mr. Moody's book is dedicated to the "Commercial Ambassador," and he has written it primarily for

the traveling man. It also contains much educational matter for the business man, young and old, and
there is a vein of business philosophy running through it that will appeal to any man or boy interested in

self-development and a successful future. It is a book every salesman worthy the name will find indis-

pensable.

Mr. Moody has been engaged for a year and a half in compiling these experiences and observations

of his life's work in connection with the field of salesmanship as viewed from the standpoint of the travel-

ing salesman, buyer, sales manager and employer, and as this book appeals to all who are concerned in any
line of trade or business, it is just the book those in your own line who are engaged in the creative, money-
getting side will find most useful and valuable.

The publication begins in this issue of Dry Goods Review and will run six months, at least.

Special subscriptions will be taken during the time it is running, at $1.00. Of course, reg-

ular subscribers get it without extra charge. We would appreciate very much our readers drawing
the attention of commercial travelers, and their clerks, to this announcement. Here are some selec-

tions which show the author's vigorous and enter Gaining style.

The salesman who hopes to win real success

must change his negative qualities into positive

ones, and then stick to some good reliable house
where his chances for growth are assured.

A salesman of experience realizes that ideas—practical methods of selling goods—are of the

greatest value, and he also knows that it pays

him to search for them.

Time and thought taken in complaining of

competition is useless expenditure of energy. It

lessens your capacity for the accomplishment of

things for which you were employed.

The Salesman goes out and digs up business,

while the Order-taker just shambles around,

waiting to be fed, like the hippopotamus in the

menagerie.

A good salesman must know more about his

goods than the man he is selling to knows about
them. Knowledge and enthusiasm beat oratory

every time. Enthusiasm in a salesman begets

enthusiasm in a customer.

The best salesmen any house can have are the

salesmen it builds for itself. The old saying,

"Salesmen are born, and not made," is the

veriest kind of tommyrot in this day of science

and progress.

What the world of salesmanship wants is

educated enthusiasm. The purest of king's Eng-
lish will secure an audience and hold attention

for the salesman anywhere, while slang and short

cuts of speech often excite distrust and offend

the ear of the truly refined.

MEN WHO SELL THINGS
Non-subscribers desiring the paper during the continuance of this series will kindly fill in the fol-

lowing order and pin $1.00 to it and put it in the Post Office.

MACLEAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Subscription Department,

10 Front St. E., Toronto

:

Please send me The Dry Goods Review regularly during the time you are running "Men Who
Sell Things."

Name.

Street.

Town.

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv.
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

REGISTERED

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

t*

EVERY NET

PATENTED

Reg'd Trade Mark

GUARANTEED

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net
NOTE TBE TIGHT HAIR a< the bottom of the Net which i . • i i

wheo placed over the forehead, forms a neat "Baii" shape, ODtainaDle,
keeping the front dressing of hair "Tidy " whilst allowing
ample fulness.

A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with orders for one gross and upwards.

RflCFIVW A I n RRftC LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also of popular Hair Nets,
MUJLil! TT HIjIJ UllUJi, n

air franle3 , Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents (or Canada

:

DieckerhoH, Raffloer & Co., Ltd., 70 Bay Street TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

The.
a a u

UkU"\
KNITTING
YARN

MADE IN ENGLAND 4 Fold.

S%^

w&m
KITTING WOOL

'MADE IN ENOLAND';: •wi

Your Profit Making, Quality Giving

Wools and Yarns
In your own interest get free samples and prices before giving your fall orders.

WRITE OUR

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd. j

Canadian Agents

Manufacturer, of Knitting Yarn, for over 1 50 Year.. I I/. Pf*« (^1101*11011 \jC DfO.
GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND ' 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Dress Goods Department

Down Go the Prices

!

on Broken Lots for May

and June Sortings
'' --^•^y't :

1,000 pes. English Prints—for 10c.

31-32 in. in a nice soft delaine finish, equal to 1(H or ll^c. goods. In solid

navys with white spots, large and small, solid dark reds, solid light reds and

solid blacks, with spots, stripes and small floral designs.

200 pes. Real Swiss Muslin

Assorted spots, stripes and florals.

Regular prices 15, 20, 25, 30, 35

and 37£c.

For 12J, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 33c.

20 to 30 yd. ends and white as the snow.

35 boxes Silk Chiffon

40 to 44 in. wide, in pink, sky, rose,

cardinal royal, red, cherry, tomato,

mauve, nile, maise, turquoise. Regular

price 35 and 37ic. v For 15c.

20 pes. 27 in. Jap Wash Silk

In black and cream, in a nice soft

finish for dresses or blouse wear.

Regular value 40c. per yard.

For 35c.

500 pes. 32 in. Special Print

In Chambray and Cambric finish

—

all light grounds with small patterns.

The bargain Print cloth of the

season. For 8c.

200 pes. Fancy Solid Dress Muslin

Pin spots, pea spots, florals and

stripes, in fast washing color. Good

value at 7|c. Balance for 6 c.

150 pes. Scotch Gingham

Odd lines from 14f to 10c.

The balance at 7c.

These goods are in perfect order and will be picked up quick at the prices

mentioned. Don't wait too long—the choice is to the swift. Write to-day.

Orders filled same day as received.

Yours for good value,

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
Wholesale Dry Goods OTTAWA, CANADA

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv.
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r la The Open Purse is the

Shopper's Greeting to

B.D.A. Mohairs
j
j

r\n
£

No other fabric wins so prompt and enthusiastic

a welcome from women everywhere. They know

these goods as old and tried and tested friends.

The economy of presenting known goods of splendid

reputation is plain.

Standard fabric quality plus latest colors and patterns means

quickened sales.

And quickened sales increase your actual profits.

Emphasize the B.D.A. Brand,

It is the stamp that marks

Mohairs right in finish and

texture.

B.D.A. Mohairs

& Siciliennes

DYED & FINISHED

by

The BRADFORD
DYERS
ASSOCIATI

of BRADFORD,
ENGLAND

L*
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England's

Premier Needle!
cc

ABEL MORRALL'S
ii

N? , 4

BeviJ
EGG EYED
SHARPS
EVERY NEEDLE SELECTED

|

OVER 100 YEARS
REPUTATION.

Stocked

by all

the Leading

Canadian

Houses

li

Mental Menu Rich and Rare

A bill-of-fare that will assuredly appeal to the tastes of all will be found in the

May number of

The Busy Man's Magazine
which provides the following bright, entertaining and enticing repast, with appropriate

illustrations

:

LIFE STORIES—
Racy narratives telling of enterprising Canadians
who are doing things, and how—men who have or

are forging their way to the front.

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY—
Principle of Profit Sharing in Business.

Youth Should Be Taught the Habit of Saving.

Where Beauty Spots Flourish.

Value of Time Is the Thing That Counts.

Canadian Banking System the Best in the World.
The Keen Competition in Business.

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION—
The First Steam Heated Building in Rome.
Canadians Should Indulge in More Boating,

Wealth and Power of India's Native Princes,

English, as She Is Recognized Elsewhere.

POLITICAL AND COMMERCIAL
AFFAIRS—

A Merchant Prince in the Canadian Metropolis.

How Those Who Fall Are Given Another Chance.
Who Stole the Organizer's Handbag?
Tiie Young Man and His Problem.

ENTERTAINING SHORT
STORIES—

A Man of No Imagination.

The Windfall of the Governess.
The Story of a Shattered Affinity.

How Silver Bullet Brought Death to Mad Wolf,

SCIENCE AND INVENTION—
The Adoption of Automobiles in Business

The World's Greatest Plow Manufacturer.

Several Improvements in Office Devices.

ARTICLES FOR THE WORKERS-
Some Deductions on the Average Man.
What Financial Prosperity Costs.

Strive to Cultivate the Habit of Good-will.

A Police Force That is a Credit to Canada.
A Greater Sense of Our Responsibility,

MISCELLANEOUS—
Things Worth Crying About.

Common House Fly Disseminates Disease.

Contents of May Magazines,
The Busy Man's Bookshelf,

Selections of Latest Humor,

Ask for Busy Man's, " the book with the red cover," on sale at all news-stands.

20 Cents a copy. $2.00 per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
10 Front Street East - TORONTO, ONT.

When ivriting advertisers please mention The Review.
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WAREHOUSES:

69 lo 74 Si. Paul's Chcrcnjard
43 I' 50 Paternoster low
1 to 8 London House Yard

MANUFACTORIES.

Warwick Lane aod Paternoster Bldjs,

Mantle, Costume and Millinery Manufacturers

ST. PAULS CHURCHYARD

LONDON, ENGLAND
Telegrams-" CHURCHYARD, LONDON "-A.B.C. Code

Telephone-No. 162 G.P.O. Central.

Represented by Mr. A. W. Cliffe, Central Quarters, Windsor
Hotel, Montreal, from March 31st to June 20th, and from October
1st to December 10th. Our representative carries samples of
Ribbons, Laces, Nets, Chiffons, British and Foreign Dress
Goods, Printed Cotton Dresses, Silks, Velvets, etc., in the
latest novelties.

CANADIANS, WHEN VISITING LONDON, are invited to inspect
the above departments and our Showrooms for Mantles, Costumes,
Ladies' and Children's Millinery, Felt Hats, Flowers, Feathers,
Maids' and Children's Costumes, Underclothing, Curtains, etc.

Ji'hen xvriting advertisers please mention The Review.
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THE TELEPHONE BATTING
It • companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience In the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CAHADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Henna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskln, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nichollg, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager/ P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

THE METROPOLITAN BANK
Capital Paid Up,
Reserve Fund,
Undivided Profits,

$1,000,000
$1,000,000
$ 133,133

We

Solicit

Your

Account

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Drafts bought and sold.

Letters of credit issued.

Collections promptly attended to

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
open at all branches.

Interest allowed on all deposits

of one dollar and upwards.

wESTERN Incorporated

1891

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over

Income for 1906, over

$3,570,000
3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

A«k -for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia

:

1906.

Canada Other Countries T*tal

Cosies, Cushions, etc.

Curtains
Fancy G ooda
Piece Goods, Cotton

and Linen
Flannelettes
Boots and Shoes
Rubber Sand Shoes

Z 495
190
313

11.894
1,688
4,951

2,319

6 154 047
87,675

279,452

3,297.724
251,965
114,003
47,998

£ 154.542
87,865

279,765

3,309 618
253,653
118,954

50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York
Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing Offices

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Offioe Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., EC

New York, 29 Broadway

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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77)/* Is an Illustration of anothor

ENGLISH ^^^. SAFETY

MADE <& ™2) PIN

Size 3

NICKLED STEEL DUPLEX in 7 Sizes

Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

J. NICKLIN &. CO., Birmingham, Eng.

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES The ORIGINAL and BEST.

SOUTHALLS' ACCOUCHEMENT SETS
Containing All Requisites, in Three Sizes.

SOUTHALLS' SHEETS FOR ACCOUCHEMEHT
And Other Sanitary specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LIHITBD

BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

. Representative in Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CARLAW BUILDINGS. Wellington Street West, TORONTO

Established 1874

LABROUSSE & CIE.
3MaiuV c

Paris, Grenoble, Prague
THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS

Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE KID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representative

HAROLD F. WATSON, 6 st.s»t st. Montreal

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

Spring and Summer
are the Dress Shield

Selling Seasons

FOR 25 YEARS
Kleinert's Dress Shields

have been TRIED and PROVED
to be the BEST dress shields.

They are the lightest, whitest

and softest dress shields made.
Our guarantee has always ac-

companied the shield.

If you do not know the value of

carrying KLEINERT'S, now's
the time to make a test. Write
for electrotypes, which we furnish

free of charge. Use them in your
daily advertisement. Keep track

of the returns you'll get from
advertising advertised goods.

The I. B. Kleinert

Rubber Co.
1 Mincing Street - Toronto

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

53 East 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U S, A.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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(jflmltei)

TORONTO
The warm weathei; has brought an extraordinary demand for

Cream Dress Fabrics
The following saleable lines are now in stock :

Victorian Cream Henriettas

Nun's Veiling

Taffeta Cloths

Bedford Cords

Wide Wale Wool Serges

Cheviots

Voiles

Figured Mohairs

Striped Mohairs

Victorian Cream Albatross

Llama Cloths
«

«

<«

<<

<<

Satin Cloths

Coating Serges

Henrietta Serges

Panamas

Silk Eolienes

Lustres

Venetians

Wool Crepe de Chines

Silk and Wool Crepe de Chines

All Silk Crepe de Chines

SAMPLES SENT ON APPLICATION
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

Millinery a Money-Maker.

Alfred Taylor, who is now the proprietor of the firm

of Woods & Taylor, Gait, entered the business, of which

he is now the sole owner, forty years ago as a junior

clerk. Thirty years ago he, in company with Mr. Woods,
bought out the business from the former proprietor, and

it has ever since been conducted on the same stand,

which is one of the best in the town.

Two things have been discovered by Mr. Taylor dur-

ing the years that he has been in business. One is that

his dressmaking department has never been a profit-

maker. He does not believe that in a hundred years a

dressmaking department conducted in connection with a

dry goods store would produce a revenue over expenses

simply that he has watched that department, and has

given it careful supervision.

It is the only dry goods store in the city using arc

electric lights.

Clearing sales are held at the close of each season,

but Mr. Taylor does not believe in bargain days or

everlastingly talking of bargains.

The daily newspapers are the mediums used for ad-

vertising, that form of advertising having proved the

most profitable. The Gait newspapers have apparently

established an excellent reputation among the merchants

in that town, an almost universal opinion prevailing that

money spent in that form of publicity will produce good
results.

The cut above represents the Smallwares, Linens, Staples and Dress Goods Departments in Store of J. M. Farthing, Aylmer.

of maintenance. In this store, however, a dressmaking

department is conducted, as a convenience, not as a profit-

producer.

The second discovery was that a millinery department

if it was properly conducted was a big money-maker.

In many stores this department is on much the same
basis as dressmaking; it is there because the customer

expects it, and for the indirect benefit to the store.

With Mr. Taylor, however, it is different. He has

developed it into a big paying branch of the store's

business. There is no secret to it either, he says. It's

Sell For Cash Only.

Every dollar's worth of goods that leaves the store of

Caudwell & Beckett, Brantford, is paid for before the

goods are delivered. This is, perhaps, the most distinctive

feature of this store, and one of the proprietors informed

The Review that the firm would do business on no obher

basis. They would rather do without the business than

sell goods on credit, and run the risk of having to wait

for the money.
This is a ladies' store, pure and simple. Three floors

are devoted to selling space, millinery and ready-to-wear
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departments being located on the upper floors. v

Friday is recognized as bargain day in this store, andf|

for that day special offerings are made, the firm's policy
f.

of selling for cash only making it possible to make prices

which are attractive.

Steady and established business methods are encour-

aged, and no sacrifice sales are indulged in.

Special attention is paid by the firm to window dis-

play, and the value of show cards is appreciated. Wherever

possible they are made use of, and they are made as at-

tractive as possible. Prices are quoted on them, and the

experience is that they are a decided factor in selling

goods.

*

Gait and Mail Orders.

W. Wilkinson, of W. W. Wilkinson & Co., Gait, has

some interesting views on the question of mail order

trade which goes to the catalogue houses in the big cities

from towns where there are good dry goods stores. He be-

lieves that there is not available to the local merchant any

weapon by which he may successfully fight this trade. It is

not, he asserts, a question of price; the local stores sell

as cheaply as do the catalogue houses., and the people

who make investigation know that. According to his

belief the main consideration is that of the novelty of

shopping by mail, and the ability to say "I bought this

in Toronto."

He believes that there is no use going after that

trade ; those who send their money to outside cities be-

cause of these considerations, will still continue to do

so, in spite of any influences which might be brought to

bear upon them.

A lady may see a piece of dress goods on a shelf

in a local store for six weeks and go to a city store and

buy the same goods there, thinking they are entirely

new.

This business has been /established for thirty-five

years and the proprietors have aimed to make it a store

which will cater to the better trade.

Friday bargains were tried for a time, but the experi-

ment was abandoned.

The store has a double entrance, one half of the

ground floor being devoted to men's furnishings and
clothing, distinct from the departments devoted to the

sale of goods for ladies. It has been found in this de-

partment that the men like to deal in a section of the

store isolated from the other departments of the store.

Dressmaking and millinery departments are conducted
on the upper floors.

Store Gives No Premiums.

Ogilvie, Lochead & Co., Brantford, recently completed
a large addition to their store, which now embraces 25,000
square feet of selling space.

The new addition, secured by acquiring an adjoining
store, gives a good frontage on the main street, and the

ground floor of the store presents a splendid appearance
and affords ample space for the numerous departments
located on it. This floor is 140 feet by 50 feet in size.

This is an exclusively ladies' establishment, men's furn-
ishings not being handled. There are a number of men's
clothing and furnishing stores in the city, and the dis-

position of the greater number of the dry goods store

proprietors seems to be to allow them to handle this end
of the business.

The Ogilvie-Lochead store was established in 1853 by
Thomas McLean, and it was subsequently known as Mc-

jLean, Ogilvie & Lochead, the former retiring some years

"ago, when the younger members took over the business.

They are large users of newspaper space, and during

the progress of the work on the store enlargement some
effective advertising was done. A view of the exterior

of the store, showing the stage of the work was used, and

some facts which the public would be interested in, relat-

ing to the store were given.

Bills are not considered effective advertising by this

firm; consequently they are not used.

No premiums are offered, and a steady business is

encouraged.

The store does a small credit business, though it is

stated that this end of the business is limited, the sales

being practically all for cash.

A pattern department on the main floor in a conspicu-

ous place has proven a good proposition, both as a direct

business getter and for its indirect effect on the sales of

the store.

*

To Shorten Credit.

A new departure in dealing with the question of

length of credits has been adopted by Sinclair & Stewart,

general merchants, Summerside, P.E.I. In an announce-

ment made recently the firm's new policy is stated as

follows

:

"Instead of following the usual method in marking
goods with a credit price and a cash price, all goods will

be marked one price only. The price will be marked as

low as possible giving only a fair margin of profit and
be subject to a discount of five, four and three per cent,

according to the terms of purchaser. All open accounts

will be averaged and due May 1st to November 1st in

each year. It will be one price to all and the smallest

child will receive the same attention and get the same
discounts as the older buyers."

iNew Front Helps.

J. M. Young & Co., Brantford, occupy a prominently
located store on the main street corner, facing the market.
A general dry goods stock is carried in this store, which
has been established a few years. Mr. Young, who is the

head of the business, believes in the value of an attractive

store front, <and recently installed a new modern double
front, with excellent facilities for displacing goods. A
window dresser who knows his business makes good use

of the space placed at his disposal, and the store is one
which appeals to the public. On the main floor the staples,

dress goods, and general dry goods are located, while the

first floor up is devoted to mantles, ladies' ready-to-wear
and millinery.

Newspaper advertising is good enough for this firm as

a means of attracting the public to the store.

To Sell Ladies' Shoes.

Special attention will be paid to gloves, hosiery and
smallwares in the store of James Ramsay, who bought the

subiness of R. L. Wheadon & Co., Guelph. Primarily the

reason for the decision to give prominence to this depart-
ment is that Mr. Ramsay, the new proprietor, is thorough-
ly familiar with these goods, and sees the possibilities

which they offer for building up a large and profitable

trade. He was for several years manager of the gloves

and hosiery department in the Simpson store, in Toronto,
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and subsequent to that was with Perrin, Freres & Co., in

Montreal, and in New York.

The usual departments incidental to a modern dry

goods store 'are found in this establishment, and dress

making and millinery arc carried on under the same roof,

work being carried on. of course, in the upper storeys.

In an annex, entry to which is secured from the ground

(ioor, the ladies' mantle department is located. Formerly

this space was occupied with men's furnishings, bill bhis

department was discontinued, 'because it was found that

men did nol care to pass through the departments de-

voted 'to the sale of ladies' wear to reach it.

It is understood to he the intention to open a depart-

ment for ladies' and misses' shoes in I he near fill inc.

Shoes are being sold more and more largely in dry goods

stores in the cities, and wherever this departure has been

taken, it has apparently proved successful.

In the management of the store Mr. Ramsay will he

assisted by C. H. Reed, his son-in-law. Mr. Reed was

formerly with A. Bradshaw & Son, Toronto.

*

Ten Per Cent. Off on Birthday.

T. A. Rutherford & Co., of Call, have been in busi-

ness seven years and to celebrate the anniversary of

the store's birthday a special anniversary sale is held

each year, on one day everything in I he store is reduced

10 per cent. This has proved an excellent advertise-

ment for the firm and each year better results are obtain-

ed, according to the statement of Mr. Rutherford.

This store specializes, too, on Canadian made goods,

'fhe proprietors are lirm believers in the ability of Can-

adian manufacturers to produce goods which will appeal

to' the trade of the Canadian psople, and, so far as

possible, handle only goods of domestic manufacture.

This feature is emphasized in the advertising of the

firm.

The store is purely dry goods. Men 's goods are

carried only in furnishings and clothing. A dressmaking

department is one of the profitable features of the store.

The trade in ladies' ready-to-wear goods in this store

is increasing steadily, and a fact not without signific-

ance is that while ready-to-wear garments have steadily

increased in sale, there has also been a good growtli in

the sale of dress goods, the inference being that the

trade in skirts and suits is extra, and represents so much
"found" business. This is an increasingly important

department and offers splendid opportunities for develop-

ment.

Houserurnishings Profitable.

In cases where one member of the firm has given spe-

cial study to and is better qualified to handle successfully

some particular line of goods, it has been frequently con-

sidered advantageous to make a specialty of that depart-

ment. This is done in the store of Lang Bros., of Berlin,

and with good results. One of the partners makes the de-

partment of housefurnishing and wall paper his especial

care, and it is stated that this department has been de-

veloped into a most profitable one; possibly the best pay-

ing in the store. This firm has been able to establish a

reputation for its complete stock in these goods.

The value of the confidence of the public is appreciated

by Lang Bros., and every effort is made to conduct the

business in such a way as to maintain that confidence.

Indeed, it is looked upon as one of the most valuable of

1 he firm 's assets.

Berlin people like bargains, and in order to give them

what they want in this respect, Lang Bros, hold a weekly

bargain day, Thursday being recognized as the day when

special price inducements may be expected. The special

offerings for that day are advertised in the daily papers

of the city on the preceding day.

A general dry goods stock is carried, but no millinery

is included, the linn preferring to allow other stores to

reai) what benefits they may from that department.

The lirm has been in business only four years, but dur-

ing 1 hat time has made good progress and the store is mod-

ern, a private telephone system connects the different de-

partments of the store with the office.

Improvement in the West.

An encouraging report of business conditions as they

exist in Winnipeg was given by Rhys D. Fairbairn, head

of the linn of the same name, in Toronto, after a trip to

the prairie capital last month. To The Review, Mr. Faii-

hairn said that in Winnipeg there was a satisfactory im-

provement in conditions so far as dry goods retailers

were concerned. The month of March was cold, but sea-

sonable, and business men with whom he came into con-

tact spoke hopefully of the situation. In the city, pro-

perty is beginning to move and while there is no boom,

values are good and there is an improving condition in

evidence. It would seem that a busy Summer is assured,

since $10, 00(1, 0(H) will be spent in Winnipeg alone on

buildings, among the large projects being station and

hotel buildings for the Canadian Northern and Grand

Trunk Pacific.

A somewhat surprising feature of the past few weeks
was the fact that a very large quantity of wheat was
brought out and placed on the market. These shipments

have assumed quite huge proportion.

One of the most hopeful indications uf the future sub-

stantial progress of the west is the fact that the people

who are coming into the country now are settlers, not

speculators.

That the people generally have money is proven by
the statement made by the manager of one of the lead-

ing trust companies in Winnipeg to Mr. Fairbairn. He
reported this year interest payments were being met bet-

ter than in any year since he had been in business in the

west.

Manufacturers' Convention.

The annual convention of the Canadian Manufactur-
ers' Association will be held in Montreal, September 15,

1(>, 17 and 18, when 700 delegates, the largest number ever
attending the annual gathering, will be present. The
programme for the meeting has not vet been arranged.

Hamilton Merchant Dead.

Alex. Murray, for many years a leading dry goods
dealer in Hamilton, died at his home at the age of 86.

He has lived retired for many years.

The late Air. Murray was a brother of Mr. W. A. Mur-
ray, Toronto, and William Murray, of Hamilton. Mrs.
William Hendrie is a daughter.

He was a man of sterling integrity, and his name was
one of the most respected in Hamilton business circles.
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Cash Discount - Its Object and Treatment on the Books

The Practice of Buying at "Net" Terms Spreading.—

Renewing Drafts on Which Discount has Been

Some of the Reasons for This set Forth.

Allowed. — Discount on the Books.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington, Toronto.

Very few manufacturers or wholesalers are doing busi-

ness to-day on a "net" basis, the reason probably being

that when a merchant is not offered some special induce-

ment in the way of a rebate to pay his account, he is in-

clined to allow it to remain unpaid. Did it ever occur to

you, Mr. Merchant, that the reason for quoting "net"

prices is simply to get the prices of goods down to rock-

bottom, and that you are altogether likely buying goods

at closer prices than could be obtained if bought on reg-

ular terms less cash discount. Most dealers insist on hav-

ing a cash discount, but whether it be 6 per cent, or 2 per

cent, we should bear in mind the fact that the selling

prices have been figured so as to permit of allowing 6 per-

cent, or 2 per cent, as the case may be.

Differences in Percentage Allowed.

A traveler who represents a concern having 2 per cent,

or 3 per cent, as their regular cash discount is often con-

fronted with the argument, "Why, I can get 6 per cent,

cash discount from another house on the same goods."

If this is the case, it simply means that the other house

referred to has increased selling prices slightly to permit

of allowing this higher percentage, for competition is too

keen nowadays to permit of more than a reasonable per-

centage being added for profit.

Net Terms.

The advantages of buying on "net terms" are appar-

ently being recognized more than ever before, as the mer-

chant knows exactly what the goods cost him without any

further rebate, and feels, too, that he is buying at a closer

price in this way. To the manufacturer or wholesaler the

advantages are also manifest, for instead of advancing

on his cost so as to permit of allowing a rebate of 5 per

cent, on his selling price, supposing he desires to make

33 1-3 per cent, profit, he simply adds the necessary per-

centage and feels confident that he is working on a certain

margin.

It should be remembered always that cash discount is

allowed for payment within a definite period, and if the

account is allowed to run over that period, it should be

paid "net." Instances often occur where the terms are

3 per cent, for payment in 30 days, and the account is

paid after the termination of about 60 days, discount still

being deducted. This is hardly fair to the importer, as

he has to pay practically "cash" for all imported goods,

and has based his selling prices and discounts on the sup-

position that if cash discount is deducted the account will

be paid within a certain period.

Treatment of Renewed Drafts.

The general practice, when renewing drafts for ac-

counts on which cash discount has already been allowed, is

to charge back the cash discount to the customer, redraw-

ing for the original amount, adding interest and exchange;

this custom has often caused considerable misunderstand-

ing with customers who feel that the amount should re-

main the same as on the returned draft, adding expenses.

It is only fair to the wholesaler to say that the first

practice of charging back the cash discount is the correct

<>ne, as the customer has not earned his cash discount, al-

though a partial allowance may be made if the renewal is

only a short one.

When a renewal is asked for, it is the wholesaler who
has to stand for it, as his large stock has probably all

been paid for in cash.

Treating Cash Discounts on the Books.

Some merchants insist on a cash discount, for they

argue—"it will help to pay office expenses"; this may be

true, but is it the correct method of treating cash dis-

count? If a merchant borrows money from the bank to

run his business and is enabled thereby to take advantage

of all his discounts, is not the interest which he pays the

bank properly chargeable against cash discounts earned?

Two accounts might properly be opened on the books to

take care of these items—one entitled "Cash Discount,"

earned and allowed, and the other "Interest" account,

and in this way it could readily be ascertained whether

it pays to run a business on this basis and to what extent.

It might be argued that cash discount should not be treat-

ed in this way at all, but should be credited to "Mer-
chandise Account," to show the net amount paid for

goods purchased. When no cash discount is allowed in

turn, as is usually the case with the retailer, this plan

might be adopted, but strictly speaking, the account should

be treated separately as a "Profit and Loss" account, as

it depends upon the capital invested in a business whether

a merchant can take advantage of his cash discounts or

not.

On What Amount Figured.

In connection with making freight allowances from the

face of invoice, there seems to be a diveisity of opinion

as to whether the cash discount should be figured on the

amount before or after deducting the freight allowance.

No two ways are correct in this instance, and yet there

are arguments in favor of each. In the first case, when
the discount is deducted from the gross amount before

deduction of freight has been made, it seems to be the

correct method, as, if goods are quoted, "delivered," and

freight prepaid by the shipper, the question of cash dis-

count would not figure at all, as the customer would re-

ceive his full discount, and, besides, if the goods are "de-
livered" and the customer pays his own freight and
Charges it back he is entitled to some little consideration

for his trouble. Looking at it from the other side, it may
be argued that the freight allowance is simply a conces-

sion from the price of the goods, and should be treated

exactly the same as any ordinary allowance or credit, the

cash discount being allowable from the net amount after

deducting freight. Both methods have merits, but the

former will probably appeal to the majority.

Save the Discounts.

The safest way to insure the saving of cash discounts

is by having your wholesaler make drafts on you at stated

periods. Some firms prefer to remit direct on certain

days each month, which is a very satisfactory method, and
probably saves considerable time in the end, although the

majority of firms prefer the draft system.
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Stock- 1 aking Invents

By reason of stock-taking the end of this month, we are

offering many of the most popular and desirable lines of dry goods

at prices, which would otherwise be out of the question

The several departments of our house vie with each other in

a generous rivalry for the first rank in attractiveness and

compelling values.

A visit to our warehouse, or an inspection of our travellers'

samples will amply demonstrate our ability to help you round out a

successful Spring Season.

Your May Sales Exceptional Values

A backward Spring Season has per-

haps affected your sales. This sale is

your opportunity to brighten conditions.

Your customers' purchasing power is

unimpaired and offerings of desirable

merchandise at attractive prices will

bring trade your way.

We ask particularly your considera-

tion of our values in seasonable

lines of

COTTONS, HOSIERY,
RIBBONS, WASH GOODS,

GLOVES, LACES

Bright Fall Outlook
Business confidence is restored—Foreign capital is seeking

investment here. Railroad and industrial activity is extensive.

Seeding is being accomplished under favorable conditions. In fact

the "howler" is entirely out of ammunition.

Dry Goods Markets have been adjusted, and retailers may
place Fall orders with confidence in the maintenance of values.

All our Fall lines of samples reflect our determination to meet

conditions fairly and squarely. As usual, exclusiveness is the

key-note to many of our selections.

Brophy-Cains, Limited
Victoria Square, MONTREAL

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS QUICK SHIPPERS

When "writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Cash Merchandizing as a Means to Achieve Success

Growing Tendency Towards Cash System in Retail Dry Goods Stores.—Some Notable

Examples of Good Results Following its Adoption. — Late T. Eaton's Success Due to It.

That there is a growing tendency towards the adop-

tion of the cash system in retail merchandising, at least,

so far as Canada is concerned, is apparent to everyone

who has studied conditions; during the last year a large

number of dry goods merchants have turned their busi-

ness into one conducted on a cash basis and in every

case, so far as The Review has been able to learn, the

results following the adoption of such a course have been

satisfactory. Sales have invariably increased and 'hen-

has been this distinct, advantage; the merchant k'.<-\\>

that he has the money for every dollar's worth of g)ods

that has gone over the counter, and is able to turn it

again into the avenues of trade.

In a growing country like Canada the cash system

is especially desirable in that it enables one to do busi-

ness on a smaller capital. This is a most important

consideration where so many young, ambitious men are

entering business for themselves with a capital which

often consists of a limited amount of cash and a iarge

supply of enthusiasm and energy.

In many cases stores in which for years a credit

business has been done have been turned over to the cash

system and The Review has yet to find the one in which

business suffered.

One such case is typical. In a city less than 100

miles from Toronto a store doing a splendid busino-w on

the credit basis was owned by two brothers, one of

whom decided about a year ago that the timo had come

vhen goods should be sold for cash. The oihe" broihe'

objected, but was finally convinced and the announcemon..

was made that after a certain date every sale in that

store would be for cash. The experiment was a success,

because at the lower prices which were made possible

when no bad debts had to be considered, the store's

business showed a good increase during the first year fol-

lowing the adoption of the cash system, and the pro-

prietors are well pleased with tW results of the new

policy.

The success of not a few men who are to-day or who

have been in the past regarded as leaders in the science

of merchandising, may be directly traced to their adop

tion of the cash method of doing business as a store

policy.

One such conspicuous example will appeal with pe-

culiar force to Canadian merchants, and its recital will

reveal a phase in the business ate of the late Timothy

Eaton not yet recorded in public print. The Eaton busi-

ness was not always on the strictly cash basis that it is

at present. For some time following Mr. Eaton's removal

to Toronto from the little western Ontario town where

he commenced business, credit was given, and had that

method been continued there would not have been the

Eaton store of to-day.

At one time, before the store was opened on Yonge

Street, the late Mr. Eaton is said to have been embar-

rassed by the demands of an English firm of creditors.

In his dilemma he went to a gentleman, now also de-

ceased, but who in his lifetime was prominently associ-

ated with the wholesale dry goods trade and told him

of his difficulties. This gentleman told him to make an

inventory of his stock, and prepare a statement of his

assets and liabilities, which was done, with the result

that a very small balance on the credit side was record-

ed. The means by which to meet the demands, however,

were not in Mr. Eaton's possession.

The wholesaler made this proposal to him : Turn the

business absolutely into cash, not giving a cent's worth
of goods on credit to anyone, and the demands of the

creditors would be satisfied.

The offer was accepted gladly and the crisis in the

now great retail establishment was past. The gentleman
by whom this incident was related to The Review, stated

it as his conviction that had not the business been turn-

ed to a cash system, the career of the late Mr. Eaton
as a successful business man would never have been re-

corded.

In the earlier days of merchandising in Canada, credit

was a necessity; the store customer' did not have the

money to pay for the goods when they were purchased;

the sale of crops in the Fall had to be depended on for

providing the cash and under this systen, when higher

prices could be charged and when larger profits were pos-

sible, the foundations of some of the largest Canadian
fortunes were laid.

Conditions have changed, however. Farmers now have

money in the savings banks and are able to pay for the

goods when they are bought. The difficulty seems to be

that they have for so many years been accustomed to

getting credit that they still expect it, even though the

necessity for the establishment and operation of that

system has ceased to exist.

The high prices and profits", which were incidental to

merchandising- in the earlier days, are no longer obtain-

ed, and merchants cannot afford to continue to give

credit and sell at the prices necessary to secure the

trade.

There are, of course, local circumstances which must
always be taken into consideration. No general rule can

be adopted and applied to every locality. There are

places where the cash system would be adopted to the

injury, possibly to the failure of the business, but on the

merits of these the merchant must decide for himsei'f.

There are classes of trade which can only be successfully

prosecuted on a credit basis ; there are some persons

who will buy more freely if they do not have to pay
cash, but whose credit is good. To these it would seem
that credit must be given, but to make it profitable,

higher prices should be obtained.

Stores which have made a success of selling on credit

have done so because they have secured higher prices and

larger profits.

That lower prices are possible where business is done

absolutely on a cash basis is evident, and especially will

there be a saving in cases where the merchant has to

depend on the banks for accommodation. The one who
has the money to pay for his goods and take his cash

discounts will save on that end and he will also save

the interest charges on his bank overdraft, which would

not be necessary if he had the money for accounts which

he has on his books.

That its general adoption would result in very much
improved conditions, both in the retail and wholesale

and manufacturing centres, few will deny, and happily, a

larger number of merchants are realizing that their in-

terests will be served by placing their business on a cash

basis and are acting according to their convictions.
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Main Office and Factory

THE McCALL COMPANY, New York City
The Largest Building in the World Devoted to the Manufacture of One Make of Paper Patterns.

This building, occupied entirely and exclusively by The McCall Company for ils business,

stands as a monument to the supremacy of McCall Patterns and Publications in the United Stales.

It is also indicative of the supremacy which may be expected for McCall Productions in Canada, now
thai a first-class Pattern Factory and Distributing Station has been opened in the Dominion.

McCall Patterns will, at any time and in any place, outsell any other patterns made. They

have absolutely no equal for Style, Simplicity and Reliability. The results produced with McCall

Patterns cannot be attained by the use of any other pattern and the dealer who handles Mc-
Call Patterns, controls the desirable trade of his community.

WRITE NOW for full particulars and samples. You will incur no obligation except to consider

the question and decide on its merits. Address—Main Office, New York.

THE McCALL COMPANY
MAKERS OF FASHIONS

236-246 West 37th Street, - - - - NEW YORK
TORONTO CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Established 38 years. Not in the Trust. No Connection with any other House.

iVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review,
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Buyers' Club Building, A New Mercantile Feature

A St. Louis Enterprise. Eighteen Storey Building being Erected in

which Samples may be Displayed. Club Conveniences Provided.

A new type of business building is under way in St.

Louis which presents many practical features never be-

fore carried out on such a large scale, and others of per-

haps equal value which have never been utilized anywhere

before.

It is to be called the "Buyers' Club Building," and its

cost, it is estimated, will be fully $4,000,000. The build-

ing was promoted and will be financed by H. A. Vroo-

man, president of the State Trust Company, of St.

Louis, who has erected some of the largest apartment

houses in that city. The Buyers' Club building will oc-

The fare of 10,000 buyers will be paid to St. Louis twice

annually by the building company, and the exhibitors will

choose the buyers who are to be brought. Special trains

will be hired by the company and run from distant points

where dealers from a considerable radius can be gather-

ed. The building is designed to extend the territory St.

Louis supplies, so that exhibitors will enjoy not only

the immense trade of the southwest, which now centers

in St. Louis, but that of all the central west and north-

west as well. Only a limited amount of space will be

leased to each exhibitor, so that the exhibits may be

NEW BUYERS' CLUB BUILDING, ST. LOUIS, MO.

cupy the entire block bounded by 17th, 18th, Chestnut

and Pine streets, a location within one block of the St.

Louis Union station, and a suitable one for all visitors

to the city.

Its ground area is 234 by 324 feet, and it will be

eighteen storeys high, with a tower extending ten storeys

above the building. It will be given up entirely to the

display of merchandise, with the exception of the top

floor, which is to be sumptuously furnished for club pur-

poses, exclusively for visiting buyers, convention dele-

gates, etc., and the tower, which will contain offices.

The club floor will comprise a convention hall with com-
mittee rooms, etc., the use of which will be given free

together with all the club privileges to all visiting buy-
ers and to conventions where the delegates are in a posi-

tion to buy goods or influence their purchase.

The first floor will be devoted to general display

demonstration and advertising purposes. The basement
to demonstrating machinery, engines, tools, etc., with
provision for power of every nature. Sixteen floors will

be used exclusively for sample rooms.
The most important feature the Buyers' Club pre-

sents is the plan for bringing the buyer to the seller.

sufficiently comprehensive to attract the best classes of

buyers from great distances.

A club bulletin will be published monthly and sent to

over 100,000 retail buyers. A close organization of all

the retailers in the central and southern States will be

promoted by the club management, and" extensive plans

for the benefit of the various retailers are under way.

The Buyers' Club building will be thoroughly fire-

proof, with an interior finish equal to the best office

buildings. The floors throughout will be of finished fire-

proof composition, with floors of corridors and public

places paved in marble, tile and mosaic. All interior

doors and trims, as well as window trims, will be of

steel and copper, so that no fire could spread from one

room to another, nor to the corridors. Elevators and

stairs will be protected by enclosures of metal and wire

glass, making impossible the spread of smoke.

Ten large passenger elevators of the highest type of

efficiency are provided, and two freight elevators with

special lifting capacity for hoisting machinery, safes, etc.

Toilet rooms will be mechanically ventilated by exhaust

fans.
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Yellow Ticket' Sale Which Brought Record Business

It was Applied With Good Effect to the January Business of Brantford Firm.

— An Idea Which Could be Adopted as Stimulus for Summer Trade.

A "Yellow Ticket" sale may be new to many Cana-

dian drygoodsmen, though the principle has been applied

to other special sale efforts. It was tried in Brantford
last January. The plan, however, is one which might

The Review that as a result of this sale, the store's busi-

ness for the month was away ahead of that for any other

January in the history of the firm. To merchants who
look over their books and make a comparison of their
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WINDOW
Showing ground floor of E. B. Crompton & Cos. Store, Brantford. The small, quick-selling goods it will be noticed are placed

at the front of the Store. Space is admirably employed.

easily be adapted and applied as a stimulus to trade in

any quiet month, and it might suggest a method of stimu-

lating trade in July, to some merchant, who may be on

the lookout for some special sale features.

As to its efficiency, Mr. Ramsay, manager for E. B.

Crompton & Co., the Brantford firm, which tried it, told

January business with their sales a year ago, this state-

ment will be interesting.

For this sale $150 was given in thirty prizes, ranging

from $30 to $2, and as a means of impressing the sale

upon the public by an ocular demonstration, thirty new
one dollar bills were spread in the window.
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Commencing with the first business day in the year.

Yellow Tickets representing the amount of the purchase

were placed in each parcel—this applied to cash sales

only—and to the one obtaining tickets representing the

highest amount the first prize was given; the other prizes

being awarded in order.

This was a competition for the boys and girls, the

Crompton Company believing in the theory that it pays

to interest the children in the store. In this case, at least.

the truth of that theory was demonstrated.

Five hundred of the bright boys and girls were soon

on the hunt for Grompton's Yellow Tickets. Those 500

youngsters made bhings lively, too, and very Pew tickets

got away from them.

Some idea of the amount of business done, and of the

assiduity with which the boys and girls prosecuted their

search may be gained, when ii is learned that the winner

of the first prizi—the thirty one dollar bills—brought in

over $2,500 worth of tickets. The winner was a girl.

People whom the clerks never remembered having seen

in the store before visited it and made purchases during

this month. Others said that while they had not intended

buying the goods they were getting, until later, but their

little "boy or girl was collecting Yellow Tickets, and they

had decided to get the goods then.

Children stopped ladies with parcels on the streets and

asked for the Yellow Tickets. Those youngsters were on

the job early and late, and Crompton's store was talked

about as it had never been before.

The talk was profitable because goods were being sold

with a facility which surprised even the proprietors of

the store. Some special offerings were made, and these

were advertised, but. as a general rule, the incentive furn-

ishd by the Yellow Ticket was sufficient to increase the

sales.

Liberal space in the newspapers was used to announce

this sale, and after its inauguration to maintain interest

in it.

This is a new adaptation of an idea which is not new,

but in this case, at least, it worked out satisfactorily, ac-

cording to the testimony of the proprietors of the store in

which it was tried, and they should know.

Other stores in Canada could make use of the sugges-

tion—it is not patented—and July should be a good month

in which to conduct such a sale. In smaller places, where

the opportunities for volume of sales are not so great,

prizes of lower value might be offered, and results equally

good in proportion might be secured.

The main floor of this store impresses one as being well

arranged, the department being accessible and the goods

in popular demand are placed to the front. A diagram

of this floor showing the arrangement of the departments

is given herewith, and furnishes a suggestion for mer-

chants who contemplate a remodelling of their present

store, or the erection of a new building.

On the second floor the millinery, costumes, ready-to-

wear and curtain departments are located. This floor is

reached by an electric elevator.

The store has a list of 500 mail order customers, and

to these a booklet, issued twice a year, is mailed.

The trade of the farmers—and there are many pros-

perous agriculturists in the country surrounding Brant

-

ford—is a big factor in the business of this store, and a

satisfactory feature of this class of trade is that it is

pretty largely cash, a very great change from the earlier

days, when the farmers, above all others, had to be given

credit.

Crompton & Co. do not do a cash business; in fact

they encourage good credit customers. In this respect they

are probably different from the great majority of stores,

in which the tendency is towards an absolute cash busi-

ness, rather than to an extension of credit.

Merchants' Fire Insurance.

The Retail Merchants' Association of Western Canada
has organized a mutual fire insurance company, which

will he operated for the sole benefit of the members of

the association in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta.

Incorporation will be sought in Manitoba, while licenses

will be obta'ned for the other two provinces. All the in-

surance of the members will be taken by the new organ-

ization, which will take out any amount over the policy

limit. It is estimated that the mutual company will ef-

fect a saving to the merchants in an item of expense

that is usually considered as high as 25 per cent. The
offices of the Retail Merchants' Association will be the

offiees of the insurance company.

Edward Fudger Dead.

Edward Fudger, father of H. H. Fudger, president

of The Robert Simpson Company, Toronto, and a former
Toronto wholesale merchant, died in Albany, N.Y., in

April, at the age of S4 years. The late Mr. Fudger com-

menced his business career in Canada in Paris, where

he Bonducted a retail store until 1851, coming to Toronto
in that year and forming a partnership with his son in

the wholesale fancy goods business.

Japan's Silk Trade.

Reporting from Yokohama, Alexander MacLean, Can-
adian Trade Commissioner, says of the silk industry:

According to the Yokohama Raw Silk Traders' Guild

the various kinds of raw silk arriving on the Yokohama
market from forty-six tributary perfectures during last

year totalled 200/764 bales. Of this number 166,833.5

bales are filature silk, -23,758.5 bales re-reels.

The guild, however, is taken to task by the press for

not giving the quantity of silk now lying idle in godowns
in Yokohama, which cannot be moved owing to the lack

of money. The figures, it is said, would make interesting

reading, as giving an insight into the conditions at present

prevailing in commercial circles

—

conditions which are

far from hopeful, and material improvement of which

depends largely upon the restoration of confidence in

the American market. The silk trade has its vicissi-

tudes as the more common trade lines have. About
two years ago raw silk reached the highly satisfactory

figure of 1,300 yen per bale. To-day at 800 yen it fails

to move off. The only party to the trade here who, as

things are, finds a harvest in silk, is the banker, with

whom silk carries well.

To Assist Industries.

Application was made by the corporation of Peter-

boro to the Legislature for power to confirm a bonus to

the Colonial Weaving Company, and to fix the assessment

of the Auburn Woolen Company at $40,000 for ten years

The bill was reported by the Private Bills committee.
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How to Run Summer Sales and Make a Good Profit

If These Sales are Properly Conducted, Stock Will be Cleaned up and Merchant Will

Make Profit on Goods Sold.— Importance of Preliminary Work.— Strike First and Hard.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by H. N. Evely, Strathroy, Ont.

Summer sales are held for one of two purposes or for

a combination of the two. They are conducted, I believe,

in the majority of cases, as a means of clearing oui of

stock lines of goods which arc becoming or soon will be-

come unseasonable.

The merchant will profit from such a sale, but the

benefit to him will bo of a negative character. Pie will

probably accomplish the sale of the goods which are ap-

proaching the stage of unseasonableness and will not have

to carry them until the succeeding year. He will not

make any money. The positive, benefit of such a sale lies

with the patrons of the store; they get goods below their

regular market value.

There is a fortunate class of merchants—their number
is small though—who do not have to resort to the expedi-

ent of a clearing sale to get rid of their stock. If they

hold summer sales it is for the sole object of making

money.

The merchants, however, who are in this fortunate

position are so few that for the purpose of this article

they need not be seriously considered. They don 't need

advice.

The ideal Summer sale, I should say, would be one

which would serve the purpose of furnishing an outlet for

such goods as it may be considered desirable to get rid of

and which at the same time would be a direct, positive

profit producer.

When I run a Summer sale I run it for what purpose ?

Primarily to make money, and if this object is not ac-

complished at the end of the two weeks; if I have not sold

more goods than I did a year ago in the corresponding

period; if my net profits have not been larger, I tell myself

that my sale was not a success.

How to accomplish this result; that's the question

which every merchant would like to solve, I assume.

A successful Summer sale cannot be conducted unless

some hard thinking and harder work have been put into

the preliminary arrangement. A merchant can't decide

after he goes home from the store some night, and is play-

ing whist with his wife, and mother-in-law, that he'll in-

augurate a big Summer sale the next morning and make
a success of it.

Neither should he expect that he can take the goods

that he finds on his shelves, change them around, cut the

prices, and make money out of his sale.

I believe this Summer will offer an unusually good op-

portunity for a successful sale in one live dry goods store

in each town. Retail stocks are low, so that it will not

be necessary to sacrifice much stuff; the people have not

been buying as freely as they did a year ago, though their

actual needs are just as great and their ability to buy is

slightly, if any, impaired. With this in view, and given

seasonable weather they will be in the humor to buy bar-

gains which may be offered them through the medium of

a Summer sale.

They will have to be given bargains, though, and these

may be secured.

I make a trip to the wholesale centres before I plan a

sale, and pick up from jobbers and manufacturers goods

which I kuow my customers will buy if I can give them

bargains. By careful selection T secure these goods at at-

tractive prices, and have them shipped to reach me early,

in order that there may be ample time to place them in

stock for the opening of the sale.

Then I prepare my whole stuck; arrange the tables

and counters for the specially priced g Is; ticket the

regular goods upon which reductions are to be made; pre-

pare with care the advertising; in a word, be absolutely

ready for the people when I ask them to come.

Advertising a sale is important. Shall I tell you one

method I use'.' We have weekly papers here only. I pre-

pared copy for"a full page advertisement, and had several

thousand hand hills run off from the advertisement before

the publication of the paper. On the day prior to its pub-
lication I engaged six men with rigs to distribute them to

every house over an area of country twenty miles square,

ten miles in each direction from Strathroy.

The sale opened the next day, and by the time the

paper appeared announcing the event to the townspeople,

every family in the area from which Strathroy gathers its

trade was made aware of the sale and of the bargains
which were being offered.

In a successful Summer sale it is important to strike

hard, and to strike first.

I had everything ready for the people, when they came.

and they did come with a vengeance.

While the other stores in the town opened their sales

on the same day, the people had not been made aware of

it in the same effective manner.

In a sale extending over a period of two weeks it is

necessary to offer something new at intervals during that

time.

In cities with a daily press, this is comparatively easy.

I would hold back certain of my "bargains" and put

them on sale at certain stated hours, one each day during

the sale. If I had a daily press at my service, I would
announce these special items through its medium. In the

aibsence of such a service, I distribute each night through

the town dodgers making the announcement that at a cer-

tain hour the following day these particular goods will go

on sale.

The other prices are in effect throughout the sale

period, which I usually make two weeks. A month is too

long; the people become tired of it, and lose interest,

while one week is, I find, too short.

I would strongly advise not bringing on a sale too

early The regular trade will be killed if the people get

into the habit of thinking that in a few weeks after the

opening of the Summer business they will be able to buy
goods at big reductions.

In a small place where all the stores run these sales I

would advise the merchants to get together and decide on a

date on which to inaugurate the sale, otherwise, in the

desire to get in first someone is likely to start so early

that the good effect will be lost, not only for himself, but
for every other merchant in the town.

Sales in which a uniform percentage discount is given

on all goods in the store, I do not favor, although I know
that this practice is prevalent in some sections. To give a

discount of 15 or 20 per cent, on dress goods, carpets or

mantles to clear, may be. and I believe is desirable, under

certain circumstances, the urgency of which must be de-

cided by the one holding the sale, but why give such a

discount on lines of goods which do not depend on seasons
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for their sale? Novelty goods, smallwares, notions, etc.,

will sell any time, and while a good profit is usually made

on them, there is, I (believe much which might be urged

against the advisability of cutting prices on these goods.

Some merchants, I believe, are preparing to hold sales

in May. They no doubt are acting with the conviction

that this course is a wise one, but I distinctly disapprove

of running sales so early in the season that the course of

regular business will be interfered with and during May

the summer goods trade should be good, and to unsettle

it by running special sales and cutting prices is detri-

mental to a merchant's best interest.

If the circumstances favorable to the prosecution of

Summer sales are taken advantage of this summer mer-

chants should be able to increase the prestige of their

store and at the same time increase their profits and sales.

My advice to merchants who contemplate summer
sales is ; take time to perfect your plans

;
get some gen-

uine bargains, but buy the goods at a price which will en-

able you to sell them at a profit; strike hard, and, as

David Harum says, "Do it fust."

Some Pointers for Dry Goods Clerks

The Premium Plan.

Another interesting letter has been received from

A. E. Dodman, of Fort William, in which he refers

more fully to the desirable features of the salary and

"Premium" or "Spiff" plan of paying (salespeople,

which he claims is the most satisfactory method that

has ye't been devised. Some new advantages of this

method are set forth in this letter, which is in part, as

follows

:

"There are so many different and ever-increasing

features to the "premium or "spiff" plan of paying

employes that to deal with them all fully or even as I

would like, would, I fear, take up too much space in

The Review.

"The success or failure of the plan would, to a very

great extent, rest with the department managers, but to

the man who takes it up, studies it out in detail and

acts conscientiously to employer and employee, it is bound

to increase the net gains of the department.

"Everybody who has been in the dry goods business

for any length of time knows (very often to his cost)

that no matter how careful and exacting a buyer may
be, there is a certain percentage of goods that he is bound

to have in stock, that he feels, if not at the time of open-

ing them, very soon after, that they are pretty risky

and need all the push and energy possible to get them

out at a profit. These are the goods he should get after

and not be afraid to put on a spiff, and so get the con-

centrated energy of every salesman in the department

at those particular goods and he must find that at the

end of the season that he has far less goods to offer at

sacrifice prices.

"To look at it in another light, take the idea of in-

troductory sales, a lady is possibly just in looking around,

or has finished her purchases as far as she intended pur-

chasing at 'that particular time—jus't a few judicious

words and the showing of the goods to her in a proper

and polite manner, would, in a great many eases, result-

in the sale of an extra dress, or whatever the case might

be.

"There are some who would say, that is what every

true salesman ought to do, either with or without the

spiff, but are all salesmen true salesmen? If they were

there would be no need of any schemes to increase their

interest on their employers' behalf, but the spiff system

will make a better salesman of any man, no matter what

his pretensions are.

"Then again, take the remnant question, how often

does it happen that a customer is looking for a piece of

goods, and questions may be asked as to what price and

style of goods are desired, but not until selection is made

is she asked what length is required? Now if the rem-

nants all bore a spiff that same salesman would at once

be interested in the short-end section, which would, in a

great many instances, result in a remnant being sold

at but a slight reduction from the regular selling price

instead of cutting into another piece and, possibly, hav-

ing a bad length, making necessary a big clearing sale

of all remnants at end of season. We are living in an

age of bargain-giving, but is it not better policy to buy

goods for that particular purpose and sell them at a

very small margin of profit or even at cost, than to

rely on the culls and slow sellers altogether for this

purpose.

"Every merchant is in business to sell goods, to sell

and make a profit and any idea that will increase both

sales and profits should be welcomed by all. The beauty

of this plan is that every individual who works for the

best interests of the store receives remuneration in exact

proportion to his individual efforts."

*

Don't Waste Spare Time.

It is remarkable that more clerks do not fit them-

selves for a higher position than they have ever held.

Considerable acquaintance with this class of workers and

constant association with them leads me to believe that

they do not succeed in higher and better positions in the

retail field in greater numbers because they wilfully pass

by the time and opportunity through which they might

fit themselves for the same. How many clerks are there

who could write an advertisement for the daily paper

if the boss should be taken sick, and that duty were to

fall upon him ? How many others could trim a window

acceptably under like conditions ? How many could

make a proper window card for a sale display if they

were forced to do it ? It is the men who can "make
good" in a pinch that are needed these days, but it is

an unfortunate fact that the average clerk does not seem

disposed to take advantage of opportunities for improv-

ing his position, when they offer.

There are to-day all sorts of books written on win-

dow trimming, ad. writing and sign writing ; there are

schools teaching these, both by correspondence and by

personal contact; there are magazines devoted to these

features of store management, and yet, in spite of the

importance of these subjects, and their essentials to suc-

cessful, salesmanship, it is safe to say that not one in a

hundred clerks make an effort to avail themselves of these

opportunities for making themselves more efficient and

useful to their employers.

Very often a clerk complains because someone else

gets the promotion which he thought should have gone to
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him, but it will be found invariable that the other fel-

low got the job because he could do something which the

second man could not.

The most successful and best trained men are con-

tinually on the lookout for new ideas and new informa-

tion on their business, and surely if they can afford to

spend time in completing their education, those in more

humble positions, and with so much more to learn can

afford to do the same.

The earnest advice is given to every clerk who hopes

to get anywhere in his calling to avail themselves of

every opportunity to make his spare time profitable.

This is the only hope many clerks have of ever reaching

any position of responsibility in their business.

*

A Salesman's Diplomacy.

The manager of a large store, who has had a wide
experience in training salesmen, has this to say of the

art of successful salesmanship. Of first importance is

the fact that customers, knowingly or unknowingly, like

to feel at ease. How is this possible if the clerk who
waits upon them lacks a knowledge of his duty or

interest in his work? A pleasant demeanor and uniform

courtesy do much to put a customer at ease, and make
the task of shopping easier and pleasanter for both

buyer and seller. Often it is the customer who is at

fault in the matter of good manners and pleasant disposi-

tion, but this is where the diplomacy of the first-class

salesman most asserts itself. It is hard enough to get

customers into the store, and it is well worth while to

use every effort to please them ere they are permitted to

depart. Should customers go away without having made
purchases, let it be with the feeling that they were made
welcome just the same, and that they will be greeted with

courteous attention at all times.

*

Have Confidence in Yourself

Herbert J. Hapgood, in the New York Commercial,

gives this advice to young men:
Don't ask for a position as though you were begging

in behalf of a church fair. When offering your services

to an employer, remember that you are worth as much to

him as he is to you. Prove to him that the salary he pays

you is a safe investment which will yield liberal dividends.

A young man came into my office the other day, and
before I really knew what he wanted I had listened to a

most pitiful tale about a crippled father, a sickly mother,

and seven younger sisters, all of whom, at that very mo-
ment, were home crying for bread. That young man would

make an excellent beggar, but an exceptionally weak
candidate for a position.

I like to see a man ask for a position as though he had
something to sell. In fact, he is selling something—he is

marketing his ability. Let him have faith in his goods.

He knows what he can do, and in modest self-confidence

he should show a good line of samples t<? tb<> employer.

In applying for a position use the tactics of every suc-

cessful salesman. Be tactful and enthusiastic, and, above
all things, don't misrepresent your goods.

on the question of sending out of town for goods. The
local paper reports him as having said :

"The question has often come to us, 'Is a man an
honest man who lives in one place and deals almost ex-

clusively in another ?' It may be at times that a man
cannot obta'in what he really needs without going out-

side. We deal with principles and lay down no rules to

which there may not be some exception, but it oc-

curs to us that there is something too selfish to be

honest in the man say who lives in Arnprior, breathes

its salubrious air, walks its granolithics, mingles in iTs

genial society, earns his living here and yet deals in Ot-
tawa or Toronto. He not only lacks in public spirit, in

love for his neighbor, except he be far away, but owes
to the town a debt he is unwilling to pay. A man in

honor is just as much bound to deal where he lives as he

is to pay his taxes. If he doesn't deal where he lives he

would not pay his taxes if he could help it. When it

comes to a man boasting of how he lives in Arnprior and
then goes and sends elsewhere for what he buys he has
lost his sense of shame, and his emigration from the

place would be in the public interest,"

Does not this well-intentioned gentleman make his ap-

peal from an entirely wrong basis ? People will not trade
at home because a minister begs them to help their

local merchants out, nor should the business men thank
him for trying to make them objects of charity.

There is one reason, and only one reason, why people

should buy at home, and that is not a patriotic reason.

It's because their home merchant can serve them better

than the mail order houses in the big cities.

An appeal on any other ground than that of oenefit

to the purchasers is not likely to produce the results

aimed at.

A Renfrew newspaper sees in this article an argument
against early closing. It says : "If local merchants set

arbitrary hours for closing, practically saying, !"You

must shop in just such hours as suit us,' then there may
naturally be those who will say that if their convenience

is not consulted they do not feel any compulsion to be

locally loyal in buying. These may not be many in num-
ber, and then again they may. The profit on what they

would buy might not pay the extra electric light bills
;

but accommodation sometimes bears profit of its iwn."
This paper goes a long way round for an argument in

favor of late closing, and then it is not a good one. He
should know that the big city mail order stores to which
he directs attention close at 5 o'clock or 5.30.

Early Closing and Mail Orders.

The pastor of a Methodist church in Arnprior, a few

Sundays ago, evidently, with the object of helping out

the local merchants, delivered himself of some remarks

Western Enterprise.

The new city hall in Regina, Sask., was formally

opened a few weeks ago, when the citizens were invited

to inspect the building and were given a luncheon. The
carpets for the splendid new structure were supplied by
the local firm of R. H. Williams & Sons, and on the oc-

casion of the opening this firm donated the coffee.

Given Ontario License.

The I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., incorporated in New
York State, is given an Ontario license. The sum of

$40,000 is the amount allowed for carrying on the opera-

tions of the company, in Ontario. W. H. Williamson, of

Toronto, is made attorney for the company. Mr. Wil-

liamson has for some time been the manager of the office

and factory, in Toronto.
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The Canadian Woollen Industry and Its National Aspect

Representatives of Manufacturers Wait on Government and Ask for Increased Pro-

tection. — Jas. P. Murray Sets Forth Some Reasons Why Industry Should be Considered.

The woollen manufacturers of Canada, feeling that

by the present tariff regulations the woollen industry of

the country was not being given justice, waited on mem-
bers of the Dominion Government, through a deputation,

and asked that such increased protection should be given

the Canadian woollen industry as would enable the

manufacturers to place their goods on the market in com-

petition on an equal basis with those imported.

The deputation was received by Sir Wilfrid Laurier,

with Hon. W. S. Fielding, Hon. Sidney Fisher, Hon. G. P.

Graham, Hon. Wm. Pugsley and Sir Frederick Borden,

while Messrs. Zimmerman, Logan, McCall and Caldwell

were also present and took part in the discussion. A
despatch from Ottawa says:

It was stated by the manufacturers that despite the

tremendous influx of new settlers of recent years the

makers of Canadian woollens were deriving no benefit

therefrom, although in many cases the imported goods,

which were preferred to our own, lacked the substantial

value of the home-made product. It was stated also that

British exporters are in the habit of "dumping" woollen

goods into Canada at much lower prices than are ob-

tained in the British market, and that this adds to the

severity of the competition which Canadian manufactur-

«rs must face. The average customs appraiser was not

at all competent to pass judgment on the qualities or

values of woollen goods, and for this reason they urged

that the Government should add to the staff of the Cus-

toms Department men who were fully familiar with both

woollens and cottons.

In this connection an address given by Jas. P. Murray,

of the Toronto Carpet Co., who was also the chairman of

the deputation, before a meeting of the Toronto Com-
mercial Travelers' Association, will be of interest, treat-

ing, as it does, in a broad way with the Canadian woollen

industry. Mr. Murray said in part :

In most every country the manufactures of wool are

used to a greater or lesser extent, though in most coun-

tries they are a necessity. In the others they are used as

luxuries as in carpets or hangings.

In Canada the climati,c conditions are such that for

several months of the year warm coverings are necessary

and are found not only in the palatial residences of the

wealthy, but also in the homes of mechanics, farmers and

even laborers, for in the domestic economy of both rich

and poor warm clothing plays as important a part as

wood or coal. Canadians, in fact, buy more woollens per

capita than the people of any other country in the world.

It might be supposed, therefore, that woollen manufac-
turing would have long ago became one of the most suc-

cessful industries of the Dominion, especially as it is a re-

cognized fact that the strong-fibred wools of Canada are

peculiarly well adapted to the manufacture of goods most
suitable to a majority of our people, and have, indeed,

been pronounced superior to those of any other country

from which wools are imported. However, notwithstand-

ing the fact that large investments have been made in

land, building's, plant and machinery, the woollen manu-
facturing industry in Canada is very far from being in a

flourishing condition.

The Reason.

This is caused by the fact that practically no encour-

agement on the part of any Canadian Government has,

during the past 15 years, been given either to it or to

those who have struggled to keep it in existence.

It is unnecessary to review the facts so well known
and so often pointed out that in Canada, with a commer-
cial giant at our side, and that giant something of an

ogre, infant industries must be protected if they are to

grow and become factors in the development and wealth

of the country. The object hereof is to rer-iie briefly

a few of the national advantages that may be expected

from a flourishing Canadian woollen industry when per-

mitted by tariff protection to derive a livelihood from

its own natural soil, and also in refer to some facts relat-

ing to the industry, which should be kept in mind.

Highest Order of Skill.

In no other industry is skilled assistance of a high

order more necessary or more largely employed, for not

only must the manager and foreman of departments be

specialists in their respective spheres, but every work-

man throughout the factory must be intelligent and pos-

sessed of skill of no mean order. The ingenious artist,

the expert chemist and the practical scientist have each

here a wide scope for the employment of their respective

talents.

That the many delicate and costly machines necessary

in an up-to-date woollen factory may be productive of the

best results and maintained in a state of proper efficiency,

technical skill of the highest order must be largely and
constantly employed, and in this respect alone the woollen

industry offers most diversified opportunities to the gra-

duates of our schools of practical science. Nor does the

matter end with the providing of employment of a strict-

ly scientific nature. There is so much to be known in

each of the many branches of the industry that none but

men of sound mental ability can have a place in any
department of it. There is the expert wool buyer, who
must be versed in the comparative values (monetary and
technical) of wools of all countries and of grades, yields,

virtues, defects and peculiarities of eacli ; the wool cleaner,

carder and spinner, on whose skill dependence must be

placed for evenly spun, strong yarn, economically made
and produced on time; the scourer and dyer, who must
be expert and careful in order that the animal oil neces-

sarily used in the carding may be removed without mak-
ing tender the yarn, and who, especially in Canada, where
the bright, clear sunshine is trying to color tints, must
be a master in all that pertains to his department. Then
there is the weaver, who is responsible for evenness of

surface, proper matching, good selvedge, general uni-

formity and many other essentials to the fabrication of

a good article, and who at the same time must not only

be alert to all matters that are new in fabrication, but

able to mold them to the circumstances of his own work.

Even the finisher must be possessed of intelligence and
skill, for in the final work to be done on a roll of cloth

or carpet, dropped threads, knots, rough shearing and
other items may easily cause considerable loss. Finally,

there is the salesman.

The national value of expert traveling salesmen of the

class necessarily employed, is, perhaps, not thoroughly

appreciated, for the reason that the duties of a sales-

man are not, as a rule, folly understood. It is generally

presumed that his' sole duty is to sell goods, as is the
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case with the foreign traveler in Canada who sells all he

can at leasl expense, and in the shortest time. While
selling is, of course, a very important part of the Cana-

dian traveler's mission, he has other duties as well which

arc just as important, and of these may be mentioned the

establishing, maintaining and guarding generally of cre-

dit and confidence, as well as advising judiciously and

recommending extensions or curtailments, as the needs

of the times and circumstances demand.

Difficulties.

Canadian merchants are not supposed to be advocates

of the products of any particular mill, but to search out

for their customers the best values wherever they may
be found. There is in Canada, however, as there seems

to be to a greater or less extent in every young country,

an erroneous impression that goods that are imported are

necessarily better, and while faults in the home-made
article are frequently magnified, defects in productions

from abroad are largely excused. There was a time, per-

haps, when, as an outcome of initial efforts, these imper-

fections, to a certain extent, existed, and prejudices in

respect of Canadian goods were in some cases justifiable,

but while through development and perfecting of systems

and machinery, those conditions have passed away, the

prejudices themselves unhappily have largely remained,

and in order to meet them, Canadian manufacturers gen-

erally, and the woollen makers especially, are obliged to

offer better inducements, both in quality and value of

product, than are given by any of the makers of foreign

countries. And in this regard it may be interesting to

note that in many cases goods that are giving good satis-

faction, and are much in demand, are made in Canadian
factories, though sold to consumers as imported.

Factory Help.

Owing to the uncertainty regarding tariff protection,

the inducements to enter Canadian woollen factories in

anticipation of procuring permanent positions are small,

and, in consequence, factory help in this country is both

scarce and high-priced, and in large measure it is owing
to this, as also to the fact that the products of low-

priced labor have been sold here under dumping prices,

that many woollen factories have been forced to close

their doors. There being no textile schools in Canada,
help, when secured, has either to be imported or educated

in the factory. Factory education, on the one hand, ne-

cessitates engaging foremen at higher wages than the

positions themselves warrant, while, on the other, it in-

volves the wasting of much valuable material. The be-

ginner, in fact, while producing least, is the most ex-

pensive employe in the establishment, for the waste he

causes through lack of knowledge amounts to more in a

few weeks than that caused by an experienced man in

years. Notwithstanding this, however, Canadian woollen

makers have always preferred to educate Canadians
rather than to import foreigners, and Canada has thereby

derived a benefit.

Building and Plant.

As the manufacture of textile machinery is not a

Canadian industry, it is necessary that all machinery be

imported, and this must continue to be so until the de-

mand in Canada will warrant a home production. The
more home factories there are, the greater will be the de-

mand for such machinery. Duty, freight, packing and
insurance, resulting in a machinery cost of from 25 to 30

per cent, greater than these cost to the foreign makers,

have to be paid by the Canadian, who would engage in

the trade. Reliable statistics show that in Great Britain,

from which country the strongest competition comes, the

costs of building are at least 40 per cent, less than in

Canada.

In the erection and fitting up of woollen plants, en-

gineers who make this their special business have to be
employed, and as they have to be brought from abroad
under heavy expense, costs in this direction are fully

three times as much as have to be stood by the makers in

Germany, Great Britain or the United States.

Wages High.

In Canada wages for the ordinary factor}' help

amount to from one-third to one-half more than in Great
Britain and double what they are in Germany. To retain

competent men in a woollen factory in Canada, they must
receive wages as high as those paid in the United States.

Bank charges are less in the older countries than in

Canada, so also to a much greater extent are interests on
loans, cash discounts on sales, etc. In respect of these

alone Canada is found to be laboring under a disadvan-

tage of from two and a half to four per cent. Interest

costs in Canada are considerably greater than in any of

the countries competing in our market; for the reasons,

first, that the rates themselves are higher, and, second,

that the amounts necessarily invested for the establish-

ment of buildings and plants are at least 50 per cent,

greater in Canada than are the costs of similar plants

abroad.

In the great manufacturing countries where the in-

dustry is old and the home market is large, no factory is

obliged to produce woollens of more than one class and
even then but a very few numbers in that class. In Can-

ada, however, it is necessary not only to manufacture

many lines, but many varieties in each line, and it conse-

quently follows that stocks of very many kinds of raw
materials have not only to be kept on hand, but con-

stantly in process of manufacture, and this in turn means
more building, more handling, more machinery, and na-

turally the investment of more capital.

The Dumping Evil.

And last, but by no means least of the handicaps

which hamper the growth of the woollen industry of

Canada, is the dumping evil, the effects of which are so

ruinous to every branch of the manufacturing interest of

a young country. It is unnecessary to speak of the varie-

ties of ways in which the intention of legislation in this

regard has been and is being frustrated in order that

shoddy products, "seconds," and surplus stocks of goods

of passe styles may be loaded upon the Canadian market

to the detriment of the honest industry of the country.

In woollen making, the would-be dumpers of Europe are

excluded from the United States through effective protec-

tion; and while only Canada and Australia remain pos-

sible fields in this respect, Canada, having the largest

market, is naturally given the greatest attention.

As will be seen, then, the woollen industry, while a

great and many-sided benefit to the community, essenti-

ally a natural or so-called "legitimate" industry of the

country, a direct and powerful assistant to Canada's

other great branch of national enterprise—farming—and
from every point of view entitled to a foremost position

in Canadian enterprise, has encountered and is encoun-

tering difficulties and drawbacks at every turn. A few of

these difficulties are, of course, insurmountable, such as

those due to climatic conditions, etc. Others, through

the development of the industry itself, must automati-

cally disappear, but by far the greatest and most deadly

of its foes has, since its inception, been the unfair and

relentless war which foreign makers have been allowed

to wage, unchecked by legislative interference.
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It can scarcely be said

that the hopes of a great im-

provement in trade have ma-

terialized, and most city

wholesale houses are finding

that it has been impossible to

exceed the figures of last

March. Indeed, those houses

that have reached the same

total are now considered ex-

ceptionally lucky, as there is

no doubt that the same fig-

ures this year represent in-

creased trading. This is due

to the prevailing tendency of

buyers to reduce the standard of the quality of the goods

taken for the Spring trade. This applies in a greater

measure to high-class goods. Notwithstanding this fact

and the admittedly trying nature of the past year's condi-

tions, the majority of the prominent limited companies,

both in the wholesale and the retail section, have man-
aged to maintain both their profits and dividends.

In London, at least in the retail section, the Summer
season is looked upon with equanimity. There is felt to

be a reasonable promise of the presence of a larger in-

flux of visitors than usual, both from the Continent,

America and the colonies, owing to the holding of the

Anglo-French Exhibition and to other social functions

that are to be held.

As usual, a very large proportion of these will doubt-

less be large purchasers of fashionable apparel and other

goods.

The weakness that has developed in the past few
months in the silk market, gives signs at last that the

bottom is about reached. During the past few weeks a

firmer tone has been apparent, and prices at last give

some promise of stability. Prices have gone down con-

siderably, but stocks are low. At any rate, signs of a

turn are not absent, and prices it would seem have re-

ceded far enough on this article to make it decidedly in-

teresting to the trade.

Bradford.

The course of prices at the last series of wool sales in

London have been most disappointing to the Bradford
trade. Contrary to advance anticipations a serious drop
in wool prices occurred. The proceedings were on the

whole of a most depressing character, and the March sales

revealed a much weaker situation than the majority of
the trade expected. The most damaging fact was the

revelation that wool was not wanted, and the result of
the sales is that the values of all classes of wools are dis-

tinctly cheaper.

The wools offered were of a rather mixed variety, but
there were among them some very desirable parcels of

both sound merinos and cross-breds.

There was, however, a complete absence of spirit in

the buying and withdrawals were very numerous.

The following table gives the changes in values when
compared with January prices:

Good combing merinos Id lower

Medium combing merinos Id to lV^d lower

Faulty merinos 2d lower

Fine 'cross-breds Id lower

Medium cross-breds 1V2<1 to 2d lower

Coarse cross-breds 2d to 2V2d lower

Fine slipe cross-bred Id to lV^d lower

Coarse slipe cross-breds 2d to 2V^d lower

That values can now regain the higher level is regard-

ed as impossible for in the case of cross-breds, the coarse

qualities are within l 1/^ of the lowest level they have

ever touched. The decline since March set in has been

very rapid, and there is little hope of a re-establishment

in the near future. One feature of the sale has been the

almost complete absence of buying for the American
interests.

Taking the series as a whole, no one expected such a

slump to take place, and the doings of the week have

caused a semi-panic in the Continental wool centres. It

would seem, however, that a workable basis of values is

now in sight.

Fluctuations rule in the raw product, but spot trans-

actions continue to be of very moderate size. There are

some consumers who evidently think there is little further

easing in price to be expected.

It is said that weft cotton of good grade is becoming
scarce. The weather reports are being closely watched,

and there is, as usual, the disposition manifested to make
the most of any adverse change.

Up to date the Continent has taken 3,537,000 bales,

against 3,677,000 last year, and Great Britain 2,563,000,

against 3,234,000 the year previous. Egyptian cotton con-

tinues dull and transactions small.

High-priced contracts are coming to an end, and irre-

gularity in quotations are becoming increasingly manifest.

In some quarters there is quite an eagerness to sell, and
users have little trouble in negotiating. The average offers

for piece goods continue at a low level, and complaints

are frequently heard of the slackness of demand. There
are few, however, who look for anything in the nature of

a prolonged depression.

The general state of the cloth market seems to be of

a continued dullness in all directions, though if prices

were to ease off a little, more business might result in

many quarters. Some specialties are selling well, but the

home trade is very quiet on the whole.

The North of Ireland.

There is not much change in conditions in the linen

market, but it is said that the action of the Flax Spin-

ners' Association in deciding to maintain prices to the

end of the year on a basis of 5s for common line wefts

will have a firming influence. Inquiries are said to be

more numerous, but prices are lower than manufacturers
are willing to accept. Prospects are, however, more
hopeful.

In Scotland the feeling is hardly so good, for even
with the short time movement, the production is ahead of
the demand.
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Card Writing and Its Place in Modern Merchandising

Carefully Prepared and Artistic Show Cards Essential in Dry Goods Store.

Uniformity in Style of Cardboard and in Writing Should be Observed.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by H. C. MacDonald, with Rich. Hall & Son, Peterborough.

Card signs are to the dressing of the store what

the collar and tie are to the dressing of the man. Jn both

cases, they are the eye-catchers of the whole outfit. A
man with a long neck, wearing a pink bosom shirt, a low,

turned-down collar and yellow dotted necktie may have

on a $75 suit and a silk hat, but they account for little.

You know how he would look. The same with a store

which may carry a fine line of merchandise and be

equipped with up-to-date fixtures. If the card signs

they do to getting up new1
, furbelows and filagree work,

they would find their signs much more effective and
productive of results in the business. The man who
can rapidly execute clean-cut work is the man who
stands in best favor with the merchant. Signs like

windows should never be overcrowded. It is a mistaken

idea with some cardwriters that a sign is easier to read

if the letters are large, taking up the entire surface of

the card. In reality, a smaller letter on the same card.
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Some good examples of card writing, the work of H. C. MacDonald, with Rich. Hall & Son, Peterborough.

throughout the store are of the haphazard sort with no

uniformity of size, color and style of lettering, the en-

tire appearance of the store is thereby made incon-

gruous. Whoever has the matter of store signs in charge

should first settle upon a certain style of cardboard,

then adopt a certain characteristic style of lettering and

use a uniform method of laying out the work. Color

work and fancy work should be used but sparingly for

the interior of the store.

The cardwriters should bear. in mind that people are

not going to hunt for his signs, or for what is on them
and he must so arrange them, both in matter of lettering

and placing so as to make them reach out for the people

in the store. If some cardwriters would give as much
study to making their letters clean-cut and plain as

allowing a liberal margin on all sides, is much more
effective as an eye-catcher and is more easily read.

Young Merchants' Club.

The Moose Jaw Progressive Association, formed by
and taking its membership from the younger business

men of the city, has been launched with every prospect

of success in Moose Jaw, Sask., and will work along

lines similar to those prosecuted by the Board of Trade

and for the general advancement of the city's trade.

The young dry goods men are taking a deep interest in

the new association and their enterprise and good busi-

ness judgment will find scope for exercise in this laud-

able effort .to promote the prosperity of their city.
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A drygoodsman in an Ontario town of
3,000 population, after spending a
good deal of time studying the methods
of the most successful stores in

Canada and the United States, recently
installed 125 foot of showcases.

You must sell your goods while they are fresh. The fashion quality represents a

large part of their value, and a definite style lasts for only a short season. That means

that you have got to get the goods out where they can be seen and examined — where

they will introduce themselves. It means that, to comply with modern merchandising

conditions, you must employ showcases to help you sell.

This is our improved "Century" Silent Salesman.

Write for Catalogue and Price List

of all kinds of Display Fixtures.

Toronto Show Case Company
Limited '

J

5. 7-9- n-13- is- 17-19-21 Defri.es St Toronto
Jas. C.Kent President Late Cowans Kent & Co. RV/.McClain Cen. Mcr. Late Cowans Kent& Co

W. M.Peterkih Sec.Treas Late Cowans Kent & Co Harry Chinn Supt.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Valuable Hints on the Art of Display

Windows That Sell Goods.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by W. G. Tipper, with
T. A. Rutherford & Co., Gait, Out.

Dry goods merchants, especially those in the smaller

cities and towns, are, perhaps, not always getting the

value from their display windows that they expect, or

that they should get, and to many of them the question

of making windows more effective and of having them
work in with the general policy of the store as a selling

factor, has been given some serious consideration in the

past, and more will be given in the future.

It may be that a good deal of the blame for the in-

effective character of many window displays may be

frequently, and in a small place, this is doubly essen-

tial.

I should like to impress upon the trimmer and the

merchant the fact that they should get the public into

the habit of looking for and expecting something new
and original in your windows. This is one of the best

means of calling attention to the individuality, which

every store should aim at. They will then develop the

habit of looking for your window display every time

they are down town and may be trained to look upon
it as a guide for their buying. I should make a store

window a moving picture, and pass through it in the

proper season representations of the entire stock, timing

their appearance in such a way as to make these dis-

June Bride Window. Trellis work of laths painted white (cross bars should be continued down the side). Heart, ring and arrow cut out of heavy card-
board, backed with strips of wood and gilded. Draping of white chiffon and ribbon. Can be used with the many lines June brides are interested in.

traced to the fact that they are not carefully handled.

Often in the smaller places displays are allowed to re-

main unchanged for not only one week, but for twice

that length of time, in which case every one of the buy-

ing portion of the community has seen it so often and

become so familiar with the contents that it is passed by

with no notice after the first day, and consequently

loses its value as a selling factor.

The first point, therefore, in producing windows that

sell should, I believe., be that they should be changed

plays of the greatest possible value from a selling stand-

point.

Every window trim put in should effect sales of the

specific goods shown or through mental suggestions creat-

ed by them, other goods in the store. Unless a display

does this, I should look upon it as a failure, except the

object aimed at in some special window is to, by its

unique character, call attention to the store, rather than
to actually accomplish the sale of goods.

I have found that special sales displays for a cer-

tain day or for a specified hour, are effective at times.
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Timely Windows.
Every local event thai is interesting your (own should

if it has any possibilities in thai direction, be seized upon
by the trimmer as an occasion for a timely window. A
very good example of this class of window, and one that

attracted much attention, was shown in the west window
in W. A. Murray's store on King Street, Toronto, during
t he time the automobile show was held in t lie St. Lawr-
ence Market building.

The background was a large drop scene, representing

the Bay of Naples, painted by Wylie Greer. On the banks
of a rustic stream of real water, that trickled over real

stones, was seated a party of ladies and gentlemen in

correct attire for the sport. A little further on was a

broken-down automobile with chaffeur in the attitude that

the comic papers have made so familiar, tinkering away
at the works under the machine.

Last year when the Horse Show and the races were in

progress ribbons showing 'the colors, whips, spurs, bits

and bridles were used as decorative material. Very hand-

big stores, been lifted out of the commonplace, and is now
classed as one of the minor arts, also, that it has reached
this point, with an enhanced uesfulness to the store and
an added capacity for selling goods, is gradually exercis-

ing a developing influence, upon the smaller stores. In
many stores where ly a few years ago the presence of
an exclusive window trimmer would have been looked upon
as a joke, the services of such a man are now held as a

necessity.

The merchant has a very exact idea of the part his

windows play, for he knows them to be the most import-
ant link between his store and the public, as well as the
most essential help in building up the business. The
skilled trimmer nowadays is a highly paid artist, who
commands a figure far beyond what the smaller stores can
give. This fact is just what gives the ambitious young
clerk a chance, for if he has ability as well as ambition,
sooner or later he gets an opportunity to show what he

can do. The position he soon finds carries its full share

of problems and troubles. Lack of experience and

Several good window displays by H. C. MacDonald with Rich. Hall & Son, Peterborough, have been given in the Review. This wash-goods
window shows what may be accomplished in artistic effect with this class of goods.

some lines of goods were on display suitable for such fes-

tive occasions.

The 24th of May gives another good occasion for a

distinctive display. Flags—the Jack, the St. Andrew's
flag and the Irish flag can be used. This display, from
the colors that must be used, will be one that will attract

more attention than sell goods.

Soon, too, the June bride will have to be catered to,

and these windows can be made eminently trade pullers.

Last May, The Review gave a splendid illustration of a

window of this, class. The one background can be made
do for a variety of trims. There can be one showing dress

goods, silks, etc., suitable for the bridal gown. Lingerie,

including sets of underwear, can compose another. Yet
another can show suitable presents. Another bridal trim

can show household and art linens. If glassware, china

and housefurnishing are carried in the store these may be
also shown, thus carrying the idea for a sufficient time to

thoroughly impress it and your goods upon the public.

Problems of the Small Store Trimmer.

Every merchant, be he big or small, has only one opin-
ion as to the value of his display windows, but the trouble
is, that so many of them, only partially follow out their

convictions. The fact that window dressing has, with the

knowledge are only some of them. Very often there is

another lack that seriously handicaps him, and that is a

lack of the necessary expense allowance. A window and'
goods, and some one to combine them, cannot produce a

paying display. Fixtures and decorative materials are a

necessity also, and there must be a reasonable allowance

as well for incidental expenses. This is not intended to

advocate an extravagant expenditure or the buying of
each or every decorative novelty, that comes along, but
that judged according to the number of windows that are

to be trimmed and the standing and trade of the store, a

reasonable allowance should be made.
The city trimmer has many windows to attend to,

trims have to be frequently changed, and he has also a

large interior space to look after. His salary is a large

one; therefore he buys many effects, and, also, because he

is in a large centre he can command skilled assistance

that the country decorator has to do without. The coun-
try man, on the other hand, has a larger leisure, and if

he will use his brainis and ingenuity, can plan and make
many of these effects for himself. This means much hard
work, but if he will try this plan he will get his reward.
For the first thing h|is allowance will go further and his

trims will attract attention. More important, still, for

himself, he will be fitting himself for his step higher when
the opportunity comes. The man who will do this is the

class of man who is going to make a success of window
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trimming'. For he is one that lias a thorough liking for

the work. He is ambitious, alert and painstaking, and is

steadily and patiently striving to improve his work. There

will be no obstacles that can turn him aside. If he cannot

gain an effect in one way he will in another, lie will

evolve schemes, and will devise methods. Also, there will

be no talk about what he could do if only he had the

windows, the fixtures and the materials. He will go ahead

and plan how to make good trims with what he has at his

command. Incidentally, in doing so he will develop his

own powers and each trim will carry 'him on into a higher

plane of work and thought, and will also help to lit him

for a more responsible position.

There are trimmers who say the windows shown in

The Review are no help to them. They say such high-

class trims are of no use to them, as they are beyond their

scope and means. How are such men going to raise bhe

standard of their work if they are not given an oppor-

tunity to compare 'it with what advanced and experienced

I rimmers are doing .'

There is one point thai all these high-class windows

Some Stock Forms all Window Trimmers Should Have.

unite in teaching, and that is the high value of simplicity.

Now, the most common error, that a young trimmer makes
and just the one that it is most difficult to make him see,

is the futility of croAvding his windows. Let a trimmer
who says the windows The Review has been giving are

loo elaborate compare them with those he is putting in

and try to realize whether he has this crowding habit. Let

him try the experiment of giving plenty of space around

each article or drape so that it stands distinct in the

window. Let him then decide as to whether this manner
of showing goods has not, besides its artistic qualities, a

greater selling power.

Even a small store that carries only a limited stock in

each line can have simply trimmed windows. To put in

a jumble of all the lines carried is bhe time-honored way.

But by putting in a trim of this class you both cheapen

your store and its goods. Crowded windows are associated

in the minds of the buying public with cheap stores and

under-priced goods.

The next time you come. to Toronto just take a look

into the ladies' tailors' windows on King Street. Very

few of you have to deal with so restricted a space, and

few of you have more primitive window backs to contend

with. The majority are of the unenclosed type, and The
Review is giving diagrams of two very prevalent ones,

which furnish a good idea of the manner in which they

overcome this condition. Note also the manner of dress-

ing I here is no crowding. Two or three pieces of dress

goods are shown. Two or three hats and a waist or so.

Some Stock Forms all Window Trimmers Should Have.

perhaps a single suit or costume. Everything stands free

and clear in the window and makes a distinct impression.

Of course, these are high-class, exquisite goods, but the

uptown trimmer in the large departmental store follows

just the same rule and gets just the same distinct effect in

cheap goods, and this is what the trimmer in the country

store ought to aim for. Trims of this kind would be put

in much quicker than the crowded one so much seen; con-

sequently the trim could be much more frequently

changed. Thus just as much of the stock would be shown

in the window, but the effect of the goods on the public

would be intensified tenfold.

Just contrast the window referred to below with the

effect that might have been gained. The window described

was seen not so many miles from the centre of Toronto.

In it was a jumble of smallwares, needles, thread, buttons.

pins, aprons, towels, knitted underwear, hosiery, white-

Some Stock Forms all Window Trimmers Should Have.

wear, a few bolts of ribbon, some ladies' neckwear, braces,

men's ties, etc., in short, a sample, it would seem, of al-

mosl every line carried in stock. Among the rest were

five boxes, each containing a quarter dozen of lawn

blouses. These were neither of the expensive class, nor
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yet of the very cheapest—they were priced from $1.00

each to $2.25 each, and were both good value and style.

Now, a really good window, a window that would have

drawn attention and sold goods, even on Yonge Street,

Background for an Unenclosed Window. Any carpenter can do the
Paneling of Oak Finished Hardwood. The Curtains on Brass Rods

are of Dull Orange China Silk.

might have been trimmed just with those blouses alone

had they been handled in a modern way. There would

have been no need for any elaborate background, for

either of the ones illustrated would have been amply suffi-

cient. Possibly a few fixtures would have been needed,

but this small expense would soon have been covered by

the increased sales that would result. Now just what has

been written about this window would apply to so many
of the small country stores. And depend upon it, a few

windows, as indicated, would reduce the mail orders sent

from your section. The windows full of goods are all

right for the sales' season—they would emphasize the fact

that you were making reductions. The very fact that

you could, and did, show goods, in both ways, would lend

an added interest to your windows.

*

Thmgs livery 1 rimmer Needs

Every trimmer should have a room set apart for his

use, and where he can store his tools and properties, and

can plan and execute his work. A corner of either the

basement, or of the top flat, will answer, but wherever

Simple Lay-out Suitable for Millinery showing the use of Stock Forms.

it is located, the light should be good. It may only be a

corner partitioned off, but it must have places provided

for keeping fixtures, figures, stands and other properties.

A place for boards and cardboard, a cupboard and shelves

for keeping draperies, and curtains must be provided.

There must also be a workbench and a table. If this latter

is of the kind that is supported on trestles and may be

taken apart to make room, it will be all the better.

The size of the room, of course, will be governed by
the size of the store, and the number of windows to be

trimmed. The trimmer, however, must have plenty of

space for executing his work.

A proper outfit of carpenters' tools will be required.

These will consist of crosscut and rip saws, chisels, screw-

drivers, awls and a hammer. Different sizes of nails,

screws, and tacks have to be provided, and also screw-

eyes, hooks, wire and cord. For upholstery work a large

pair of shears and an upholsterer's hammer are wanted.

Much time will be saved by having a pin cushion that has

a loop of tape that you can pin to your vest or coat.

Besides fixtures, etc., most trimmers make and keep

in stock standard pieces for use in building their trims.

These the trimmer ought to make in his spare time. These

pieces consist of shelves both of wood or glass, wood
arches, various sized pillars, pedestals and bases and tops

Background for Small Unenclosed Window, wood-work Painted White
small Beveled Glass—looking-glass squares set in. There is a door

in the center. The paneling reaches further than is shown
at the sides, and could be varied to fit any small

window. Gives a very handsome effect.

for the building of pillars. These are made of wood and

are either .stained and varnished or covered with plush,

felt, etc. w

Some Valuable Recipes.

The following are some recipes for wood stains that

may come in useful. If the stains are to be used on soft

wood, a coating of boiled oil should be applied first.

DARK OAK STAIN.

Oil of turpentine V2 gallon

Boiled linseed oil V2 gallon

Best brown Japan 1 quart

Raw sienna 1 lb.

Raw amber V/2 lbs.

Should this give too dark a stain put in more raw

sienna, or if too light add an ounce or so of burnt amber.

LIGHT OAK STAIN.

Oil of turpentine V2 gallon

Boiled linseed oil V2 gallon

Best brown Japan 1 quart

Raw sienna 2 lbs.

Raw amber % lb.

If the shade is not right use more raw sienna.

Mahogany is very popular as a fixture and background

wood, and the following gives a splendid mahogany stain.
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Poplar or white wood and birch are the woods that give

the best results when stained. The following is the

formula: MAHOGANY STAIN.

Oil of turpentine V2 gallon

Boiled linseed oil 1/2 gallon

Best brown Japan 1 quart

Drop black 14 lb.

Rose pink 1 lb.

Burnt sienna 2 lbs.

The quantity of drop black may be made more or less,

according to the depth of the stain required.

The quality of the tinting colors will govern the beauty

and richness of tone of all the above stains. Therefore

the best colors that can be bought should be used. There

are also ready mixed stains on the market that can be

successfully used.

*

New Window Fixture.

The window stand illustrated above, is made from

fancy square brass tubing. It is also made in plain

tubing and finished in polished, brush or antique brass

or antique copper. The stand represents one of the new-

est ideas in display fixtures and is suitable for showing-

ties, shirts, gloves, hosiery, handkerchiefs, ladies' neck-

wear, etc. It may also be made to suspend from the

ceiling. The attachments to fit the cross rods are made

in a variety of shapes for displaying different articles.

This particular stand is 5 feet high, with the stand-

ard and cross bars, g-in. square. The cross rods are of

^-in. tubing and are 3 ft. 6 in. long. Any size of course

could be made in this fixture, which is manufactured and

shown by datworthy <v Son, Toronto

Trade Inquiries.

407, Flags, Banners, Bunting—An English firm of ac-

tual manufacturers of flags, banners, bunting, etc., are

open to appoint a responsible firm as their agents for the

Maritime Provinces. A first-class connection among ship-

ping, soft goods and other buyers is essential.

427, Agents—A Scottish firm, manufacturing hosiery,

underwear, etc., is open to appoint agents in Canada to

push the sale of their goods.

472, Clothiers' Machinery—Inquiry is made by an Eng-
lish firm for clothing manufacturers in Canada interested

in the purchase of cloth cutting machines, pressing, shoul-

der forming, collar forming, button sewing and similar

labor saving machinery generally used in the clothing

1 rade.

477, Clothiers' Machinery—An English firm specializ-

ing in machinery used in the clothing trade, invites in-

quiries in connection with their cloth grippers, button

spacers, band knives, hand-pressing irons, etc

514, Agent—A London firm of wholesale clothiers,

woollen drapers, etc., desires to secure the services of an

agent in British Columbia to push their goods.

557, Agency—A well connected tinn of manufacturers'

agents proffer their services and experience to Canadian
wholesale merchant houses in want, of the services of a

buying agent for French and English dress goods, fents,

cottons, linings, Manchester goods and similar merchan-

dise.

562. Agents.—A French manufacturer of ribbons, vel

vet, plush, wants agents in Canada.

567. Agent.—An exporter of wool in Mazumet desires

to get into communication with an agent doing business

with Canadian woolen yarns manufacturer.

568. Agents.—A French manufacturer of ribbons,

velvets, belts and laces wants agents in Canada.
569. Agent.—An agent is wanted in Canada for a

French manufacturer of cambric, lawn, linen-cloth, hand-

kerchiefs.

French Drygoodsman Dead.

A death which has caused keen regret in business

circles is that of the late Mr. Wm. Lesperance, of the

firm of Liddell, Lesperance & Co., St. Paul Street, Mont-

real, which occurred on Friday, April 24, after an illness

of four months. Mr. Lesperance, who was born at L'As-

somption, Que., spent practically all his life on St. Paul

Street, among the wholesale firms, until twenty years

ago, when he finally established himself with the firm

which still exists, and with which he was connected at

the time of his death. An indefatigable worker, he con-

fined himself strictly to business, taking little part in

public affairs. He lent considerable assistance to the Lib-

eral party, of which he was a staunch supporter.

On his business trips to England and elsewhere, he made
many friends, being highly respected by the trade gener-

ally, and by every one with whom he came in contact.

-4—

Bound for the Maritime Provinces.

The Montreal Gazette of April 28 said : "Mr. Ed-
ward Michael, who has been connected with the editorial

staff of the MacLean Publishing Co. for the past three

years in this city, has been appointed their representa-

tive for the Maritime Provinces. Mr. Michael left yes-

terday at noon by the I.C.R., and his many friends who
gathered to see him off wished him every success with

his new position
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Up-to-Date Goods
are doubly attractive when they are displayed on

thoroughly up-to-date

DISPLAY FIXTURES

The most enticing way to display Blouses is on this

NEW WAIST FORM
Prices are really reasonable. Ask us for them.

A. S. RICHARDSON
Toronto Montreal

99-103 Ontario St. 239 St. James St.

WORTHY WAX

The Only Kind Worth

While

Inferior Figures are

Abominable and Ruin
the Effect of the Smart-
est Garment Display.

We are supplying the
best trade in Canada.
Why not you ?

All our latest Wax
Models are beautifully
illustrated in our new
catalogue, No. 15 L. Write
for it.

Learn about the new
high class window dress-
ing schemes, described in

our handsome red and
gold booklet "The Swan
in Decoration." Write for
it.

Write also for our rack
and hanger circulars.

J. R. Palmenberg's

Sons.
NO. 98 TL """™

Factory 7 lO BROADWAY, N EW YOR K U.S. A.

89 and 91 W. Third SI. (established 1852)

ASK FOR BOOKLET N. 5

LAMSON RAPID SPRING
CASH CARRIER

PERFECT SERVICE
CASH CENTRALIZATION

Both are requisites in busy retail stores.

You can have them by installing a

LAMSON RAPID
CASH SYSTEM

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.
126 WELLINGTON ST. WEST - - TORONTO. ONTARIO

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS. SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS, LACE, ETC.

ALL W£??^?£NTEED MONTREALUNEQUALLED. TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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Counter Check Books
THE

u >>NEWTI P
is recommended for quick operation of car-

bon sheet. It has other advantages. Advt.

on back if desired.

SOMETHING NEW

WE ARE SOLE MAKERS WRITE FOR SAMPLE

THE CARTER-CRUME COMPANY,
TORONTO and MONTREAL

LIMITED

Mention this paper

MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVE

W. W. JOHNSTON
203 Birks Buildine- Phone, Uptown 1630

Weir Wardrobe System
PATENTED

For the Economic and Scientific

Handling of Men's and Women's

Ready-to-wear Garments.

Sectional Wardrobes—each complete
in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts, all of
uniform style, size and height.

Capacity : High Boys— in 30 in. frontage

—

50 Suits
Low Boys —25 Suits and 25 pairs odd

Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides. Price list

and catalogue on application. Estimates furnished.

Intending purchasers are specially requested to
see our Trcuser 811de and 8uit Count* n the
only thing of the kind In existence.

Section of Modern Store Equipped
with our System

Weir Wardrobe Co, of Canada, u.m
Head Office and Factory:

Mount Forest, Ont.

U. S Factory:

Mason City, I

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Hints on Figuring Profits.

A western Canada reader of The Review is interested

in the question of figuring the percentage of profit. An
article published in th : s paper several months ago in

which it was pointed out that, for instance, a profit of

20 per cent, on the cost price, does not mean that a

merchant is earning 20 per cent, on the turnover. No
doubt many merchants who have not paid special atten-

tion to this question are, to a certain extent, working

in the dark. They figure on a certain profit, and are

surprised to learn at the end of the year that their books

do not show the profits they thought they should have

made.

Taking dry goods as a whole, a gross profit of 33 1-3

per cent, on the selling price is generally regarded as

fair, and most businesses, with a live, energetic man-
agement, can live on that, and flourish. To secure this

profit, however, it will not do to take hosiery that cost

$3.60 a dozen and add one-third to that price, selling

them at 40 cents a pair ; that would produce a gross

profit of but 25 per cent, on the sale. To make a profit

of 33 1-3 per cent., and the trade in the great majority

of dry goods stores will stand that, 50 per cent, must be

added to the cost price; the pair of hose referred to above

would have to sell at 45 cents to bring the percentage

of profit aimed at.

A very popular price in many lines of dry goods are

those which cost $4.50 a dozen. They are usually sold

as lines to retail at 50 cents, costing 37^ cents. It must

be remembered, however, that in taking something which

cost the merchant 37£ cents at the wholesale house, and

adding one-third, selling it at 50 cents, he is not making
33 1-3 per cent, profit ; he is making only 25 per cent.

The writer from the west stated his inability to un-

derstand the logic of the reasoning in the previous ar-

ticle on this question, and this explanation is given for

his benefit, as well as for any others who may be in a

similar position. It is certain that many merchants have

not thoroughly understood this matter, and they may
be surpr'sed to learn that they have not been earning the

profits they thought they were.

If a store does a yearly business of $50,000, and he

made an average profit of 33 1-3 per cent., his gross pro-

fits would amount to $16,666.66 2-3, but to secure this he

must add an average of 50 per cent, to the cost price of

the goods.

It will pay to think of this when marking off the next

shipment of goods.

To Make Neckwear and Clothing.

Two industries manufacturing goods sold to the dry
goods trade may locate in Port Hope. The Board of

Trade of that town recently considered a proposition to

establish there a factory for the manufacture of neckwear
and fancy vests. Eighty-five hands will be given employ-
ment. Another concern which proposes to manufacture
clothing and to give employment to seventy-five hands
would like to locate in Port Hope, if suitable arrange-

ments as to the site, power and labor could be made.

Hamilton Firm Retiring.

T. H. Pratt, who has been in the dry goods business
in Hamilton for over thirty-five years, will retire at the
end of this year. The store has been sold to the Grafton
Clothing Company, the amount involved being over $100,-

000. The stock will be closed out during the next nine

months. The announcement of Mr. Pratt's retirement oc-

casioned considerable surprise in Hamilton

Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be, and

we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.

The Art of Decorating
Show Windows and
Interiors

PHIS is a complete and up-to-date
* treatise on dressing of windows

and decoration of store interiors. It

is the work of not one man but of

HUNDREDS OF EXPERTS. Prac-

tically every prominent window
dresser in America has contributed to

it. The instruction may be followed

readily—no matter how little experi-

ence the decorator may have had.

It is absolutely necessary that every

window dresser should have this in-

formation—especially for his XMAS
DECORATION—There is only one
way of getting it. GET A COPY.
Send us

$3.50

and we will mail you a copy postpaid

by return.

410*"pages 618 illustrations

MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Technical Book Dept.

10 Front Street East, - - TORONTO
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"Men Who Sell Things
»»

A Reconstruction of the Question of Salesmanship—New Dignity Revealed in the

Money-Getting Side of Business— The Commercial Ambassador, the Man who

Sells—Business Philosophy for those Interested in the New Science of Merchandizing.

First instalment of Book written by Walter D. Moody, Chicago, on " Men Who
Sell Things "—Serial rights for Canada purchased by the MacLean Publishing Co.

CHAPTER 1.

THE NEW ERA.

The salesman regularly supplies the electric

spark which keeps the commercial engine going.

I i*n
:

'

iii j^iiEHKsini
This book is an attempt to specify the qualifications

necessary to the making of a successful salesman, and the

reasons for so many failures in the greatest profession

on earth, the profession of salesmanship.

I wish to write, not of the doctrine of "luck,"

"chance," and "good fortune," but of the doctrine of

effort and result ; to proclaim that highest form of

twentieth-century salesmanship which brings success, not

to the indolent, the improvident, and the dreamer, but

to the striving, the intelligent, and the busy man.

The commonplace salesman who is content with a

mediocre degree of success, who lacks either desire or

power to labor for the best that his profession contains,

is little worthy of the name "salesman."

Work of the type most needed in the field of sales-

manship is the successful carrying out of that which re-

flects the most credit upon the profession.

Little that is worth having is secured in this world

except by unceasing toil. The salesman must be glad to

do a salesman's work.

"Few battles are ever finally won. There are al-

ways positions to be held and new ones to be conquer-

ed."

The enormous pressure of new business and the con-

stant tightening of competition seem to crush out the

hope and energy of a large proportion of salesmen. The

great problem of modern business progress to the sales-

man is how to deal with this tendency—how to prevent

being crushed out and shoved to one side in the mad
commercial whirl for conquest.

The well-rounded salesman who has husbanded his

strength for the onrush will find methods to preserve his

talent and energy from decay. The preservation will

come, not through boasting or through the acquisition of

new territory and accounts, nor through the magnifica-

tion of past achievements, but through the natural law

of infinite patience, constant study of new conditions,

clearer adaptation of means to ends, infinite devotion to

instant duty, and absolute fidelity to his house as it is

and yet may be.

There can be no more accepted time than the present

as the arena of this action. The success of the efficient

salesman will be greater in proportion to the number of

those who are yet unaware of the changing times and the

growing feeling that professional salesmanship must su-

persede the old school of unorganized ways and methods.

The crowding of the field of salesmanship, and the ex-

haustion of old-time resources in the art of selling goods,

have forced a revolution in this special branch of indus-

try. The pressure of business intensified, manufacturers

and merchants who employ large forces of traveling

salesmen are looking for a new degree of greatness in

salesmanship based on scientific methods.

More zealous care is needed that no talent may be

neglected, that employers may not constantly be obliged

to seek outside forces with which to replenish their de-

pleted sales ranks.

The successful salesman will not lose his character.

His proud claim of leadership on the sales force of his

house will not pass into the hands of others if he recog-

nizes the fact that his first duty to himself, and his high-

est duty to his house, is to have his ship constantly

cleared for the action of the present strenuous day, and

to be prepared for the coming era of unparalleled com-
mercial activity.

To the twentieth-century salesman it is of the ut-

most moment to look at coming conditions and make
sure the defence of his selling methods against the creep-

ing foe lurking behind commonplace ways,—the foe that

only newer, better, and quicker methods can halt in his

conquest of the indolent, the over-anxious, the old-timer

and all other types of negative salesmen that go to make
up the vast crowd of the improvident and unwise.

A salesman of experience realizes that ideas—prac-

tical methods of selling goods—are of the greatest value,

and he also knows that it pays him to search for them.

It takes brains to influence brains. Some one has said :

"For every ten dollars that a high-salaried man draws,

he gets nine dollars for what he knows and one dollar

for what he does."

The same old way of doing things cannot be success-

fully employed month after month and year after year.

The salesman must be modern—up-to-date—as much as

the men of other professions. The physician or lawyer

finds that to compete successfully he is compelled to

read, read, read, all the time, in order that he may learn

of advancement in treatments or procedures.

"To the man who fails belong the excuses." The
more good ideas, the better the basis for good work. The
best of salesmen fail at times to sell to certain buyers,

without being able to give a reason for falling down. The
methods employed successfully for many years seem to

count for nothing. In such cases, no doubt, a very little

thing, a mere oversight, perchance, has caused the trou-

ble. To locate the "nigger in the wood-stack" in one's

methods means much. The only hope lies in putting the

plumb-line of the experience of others beside one's own.
Every new idea aids in the salesman's ultimate

triumph—adds a sound piece of timber to the structure

of his final success.

Failure does not come through making mistakes, but
in refusing to learn by mistakes how to avoid them.

Experience is a good teacher, but it is a great thing

to be able to learn from the experience of others, for we
cannot all have the same experiences or the same view
of similar experiences. There are many pathways to suc-

cess, but the road of the individual's experience is nar-

row and rugged.

The old-time "minstrel" traveling man is a thing of

the past, and with him have gone the days of getting
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business b) r means of circus tricks, chicanery and sleight-

of-hand performances in tact. True knowledge properly

applied is the power behind the throne winning the big

business of to-day.

That vast army of business-getters known as travel-

ing salesmen have attained a. dignity fitted to promote

the interests of their houses in the field, realizing that

scientific methods have placed their vocation in the list

of professions.

The real purpose, character, calibre, and life of the

commercial traveler have too long been depreciated by

the general public. He may be suffering in this respect

for the sins of his forefathers on the road ; but things

have changed. No one has a right to look upon any

phase or sphere of American manhood as subject-matter

for a joke-book, and the traveling salesman is becoming

very tired, and justly so, of being regarded as a five-

ring circus, or a wild beast going about seeking whom he

may devour.

True, the law of "the survival of the fittest" has

caused business on the road to become a contest of wits;

but it is also true that the traveling salesman has ele-

vated himself and his work by force of character and dint

of his own energies. /

Many writers on matters pertaining to salesmanship

have not yet discovered the real character and work of

road salesmen. We are looking to a higher and better

sphere of usefulness in the business and social world than

much of the stuff written to portray real road life would
indicate.

"John Henry," "It's Up to You," and other modern
compilations are side issues compared to the vernacular

of the road as served up by some writers in object-lesson

style to attract the attention of salesmen as a guise for

a course in salesmanship.

The salesman who regards his work from a serious,

high-grade standpoint is constantly seeking instruction

of a meritorious nature—new ways and methods. He does

not want stories of road life veneered in the coarsest

slang, all tending to assign to him a serio-comic role.

What the world of salesmanship wants is educated en-

thusiasm. The purest of king's English will secure an

audience and hold attention for the salesman anywhere,

while slang and short cuts of speech often excite distrust

and offend the ear of the truly refined. The field is ripe

for educated salesmen—the sort that refuse to give their

customers credit for knowing more about their business

than they know themselves'—salesmen who can go out

and put up a selling-talk that is earnest, logical, and
clean-cut from the time they strike one town until the

train carries them to the next with their pockets full of

orders.

The question of handling a customer in making a sale

is naturally a local issue to some extent, as merchants
in widely separated localities conduct their business ac-

cording to the usages of their part ; cular sections.

Tt is also true that dealers in small towns require

different tactics from the large city merchant
; but no

matter what the conditions may be, the old saying,

"Business is business," holds true pretty much the world
over.

With the arrival of interurhan electric cars and rural
free deliveries and telephones and many other improve-
ments in rural districts, a pace of progression has set in,

even in the most out-of-the-way village, that is rapidly
changing the ideas and methods of the country mer-
chant. With the farmer buying automobiles, and the

prosperous small-town business man sending his sons off

to college, it is high time for the traveling salesman to
begin to realize that a new era is dawning for him also.

It is no longer necessary in making a town to begin
the day before by planning some new and wonderful

strategy that will insure the selling of a bill to this or

that customer ; no need of a "Samantha Allen" visit,

with a dance at the village hall in the evening with your
favorite customer's friends and family.

Tact ? Why, yes, that is necessary, of course. You
can no more interest the man whose store has just been

robbed, or whose head salesman has just left to take a

position with his worst competitor, now than you could

twenty years ago. But you can approach the merchant
the country over, small town or large, under ordinary

circumstances, and gain and hold his attention with the

right kind of selling-talk, all on bus:ness and delivered

straight from the shoulder. Even the "before-breakfast

grouch" will listen to you if there is a resolute ring in

your voice and a good-natured sparkle in your eye.

One of the most successful business men of my ac-

quaintance started life with a shoestring, and worked his

way up from stock-boy to salesman, from salesman to

buyer, from buyer to the head of the greatest house in

the world in his line, besides holding large outside re-

sponsibilities.

The most prominent feature of his character was his

remarkable earnestness of purpose. There was not a

salesman in the long list of those in his employ who
could begin to approach him in selling-talk, and he had
some of the best men in the business. As buyer, before

he became an employer, it is said of him that he could

take prospective customers into his office for fifteen min-
utes, from among the largest and hardest merchants to

sell to in the country, and turn them out with an im-

mediate and enthusiastic desire to go through the great

establishment and select goods.

He had no time to bandy idle words, and rarely in-

dulged in useless sentences or light remarks. He be-

lieved buyers came into his store bent on business ; and
he despatched them with courtesy, backed up by argu-

ments, every word of which put new ideas into his cus-

tomers' minds and helped to swell the accounts on the

right side of his ledgers.

Basing my calculations on actual experience with a

large number of salesmen of all classes, sorts, and con-

ditions, I assert without any hesitation that the really

big men, those who have .made the profession worth while,

are the ones who have employed the highest degree of

science in their work—not an acquired science, perhaps,

but a natural, established and classified knowledge of

men and things relating to the daily routine of their

work.

"Brain stuff and soul stuff."

I am not the one to gainsay that an acquired science

of professional salesmanship will be generally recognized

by employers of large numbers of salesmen within the

next five or ten years, in fact, an exact science of suc-

cessful salesmanship has already been formulated, and is

being taught with success ; it fits the needs of our pro-

fession, just as the science of law or of materia medica
fits the requirements of those respective professions, and
is receiving widespread attention on the part of thinking

salesmen and employers of salesmen.

Failures may be due to lack of natural ability, or

adaptability, but they are more often due to lack of in-

telligent application.

There are many industrious salesmen who have al-

ways applied their energies in commonplace ways—for in-

stance, with territories that could easily.be made to

yield much larger returns from their labor—who. have
little idea of the great values that may be produced on

a given territory subject to high culture iu salesman-
ship,

There is a natural tendency, when big sales are made
by the re.ally successful .men, to suppose that they are

peculiar to some distant or especially' favored location,
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that the golden harvest, the good things, are away off

somewhere else, in the other fellow's territory. Those

failing to see advantages at home, who are disposed to

seek the gold at the rainbow's end, may well ponder the

story of the old Persian who sold his little hillside farm,

wandered far over land and sea in a vain search for dia-

monds, and finally died a pauper in a strange land
;

while the stranger watering his flock at the stream on

the little farm found a pecuPar pebble glittering in the

brook, which proved to be the first of a wealth of gems

such as the old man had gone to seek.

All salesmen start with an equal chance, but many
are soon distanced in the race. They are content with

a steady, plodding, uniform way of doing things, and

while they are methodical and obtain good results, those

who win figure out some way of getting better results

and getting them more easily. They take chances on

doing things in other than the prescribed way, often

finding the new way the better. Few have the energy to

break out and get away into the wild fields of effort

worth while.

We get into a certain circular routine, and we go

around and around, week in and week out, year in and

year out, not realizing that life's really important work
is the doing of something new.

The opportunities of the present are vastly superior

1o the opportunities of the last two or three decades.

The needs of our great commercial machine multiply with

its growth ; and he is the fortunate salesman who has

learned the immense value of educated enthusiasm, for

to him is open the pathway to high-salaried positions

that appear as dreams of Aladdin's Cave to his less am-

bitious brother.

True, the mountain seems high, but he who finds the

right road will surely get to the top. Every mountain

seems insurmountable at first, but little by little 'he

ther it is a mountain after all, we find ourselves at the

top. But to find the easy ascent to the golden mountain

of salesmanship, the salesman must first dig, dig, dig,

deep in the fields of knowledge of his profession.

Successful salesmanship carries with it large salaries

—often of from five to fifteen thousand dollars per an-

num. "Oh ! but such salaries are not for me," wails the

timorous one. Listen ! The salesman who lies down at

the beginning with, "Oh, "t never had any luck. By the

time T get there I'll find some one else already there

ahead of me," would better stay out of the salesmanship

business—or any other kind of business, for that matter.

He is of little faith, a pessimist, a failure at heart to

begin with, and wouldn't hold a position long with any

house at a thousand dollars per year, to say nothing of

five.

To the bright salesman it is not a difficult task to

map out a promising line of action for his career on the

road "from among the failures and middleweights, and a

persevering hustle will do the rest.

A shrewd, perceptive faculty, together with a con-

\incing perseverance, is one of the main essentials to

success in promoting any enterprise.

Away with easy-going, rollicking ways and debauch-

ing influences ! Away with small salaries, "water-tank"

towns, and "one-night stands"! Let there be more lucra-

tive fields and broader knowledge ! that is the twentieth-

century salesman's slogan ; and that he is manfully liv-

ing up to his battle-cry, the pay-rolls of large institu-

tions all over this broad land will attest.

CHAPTER II.

PURE GRIT.

He who sleeps beneath the fruit tree must be

contented with windfalls. The one who climbs

the ladder plucks the choicest fruit.

Pure grit constitutes one of the most essential ele-

ments -of successful salesmanship. It is the best there is

in a man ; it is that fine quality that whispers in our
car in moments of discouragement, "Never lie down."
When exhausted and sinking in the mire of despond, it

calls cheerily from the banks of hope along the shore :

"Don't give up ! I'll pull you out."

It does not fall to the lot of the average man to

have more hard knocks than he can stand. If he has
pure grit and a sound heart, there is always open to

him an avenue of escape, by which he can avoid the

knock-out blow that would put him down and out for

good. If he does lie down, there is a lack of manliness
in him.

The journey over the flinty pathway of the business

life is not unlike a ride on a lumber-wagon over a road-

way strewn with boulders in a mountainous country.
There is a constant jolting and danger of being thrown
from the seat ; axles creak and groan as you rattle on

over bogs and rocks
;
now and then a precipitous plunge

into one of Nature's ditches causes a shiver to run

through the staunch vehicle from stem to stern, but all

goes well until a sharp turn in the road brings you face

to face with a large boulder square in your path. Before
you can rein up and put on brakes, snap goes the axle.

You climb out to examine the break, and with an ex-

clamation of dismay you wonder what you are going to

do next
;

then, looking about in your perplexity, you
see a blacksmith coming toward you in the form of a

good genie, Pure Grit. You failed to notice him, his

little shop having been hidden from view by the turn in

the road. The damage repaired, with a smile of encour-
agement the good genie sends you on your way rejoicing,

cautioning you to drive more carefully. Everything goes
all right for a time, but the journey grows tiresome and
you relapse into carelessness, with a light grip on the

rein
; or, seeing a smooth strip ahead, you whip up at

a reckless pace, unmindful of the deep gully just beyond,
until suddenly snap goes something else. This time the
break is in all likelihood more serious. In despair, the

realization is forced upon you that you are a long way
from home, darkness is coming on, there is no shelter,

nor any provisions for either man or beast. With many
a misgiving you set about making repairs alone ; it is

hard work, and the experience is new and rough. You
scarcely know how or where to begin ; the task seems a
hopeless one. Just as the last hope is giving way, you
look up and perceive standing before you in the doorway
of his little shop the good genie, Pure Grit. He is

beckoning you to come in
; you wonder why you had not

noticed him before. Once more he comes to the rescue and
repairs the break, cautioning you the meanwhile to drive
more carefully. You mount the seat more confident than
ever that the road can hold no more terrors, but. the
good genie knows the road better than you do, and, not
trusting you to drive along this time, he climbs up on
the seat by your side and rides along until he is con-
vinced" that you are determined to keep a sharp outlook
to the end of the journey.

Robert Collyer, in a famous lecture touching this

subject, said :

"Clear grit is the power to say 'No' to what
seem to be a multitude of angels, when they
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would counsel you away from a downright loyalty

to your instant duty. . . Simply determine once

for all that any torment for being a true man is to

be preferred to any bliss for failing."

Mr. Collyer lived in Chicago when the population

numbered about one hundred thousand. During his twenty

years' residence there he became quite intimate with the

life of that great city, and in the early times knew every

man who had come to the front and was wielding a real

power of any sort for good. He says :

"I do not remember one among them who did

not begin his life as a poor man's son. They all

came up, so far as I could trace them, without

any good time at all excepting as boys ought to

have a good time in growing strong as a steel bar

on plenty of wholesome work and what we should

call hard fare ; fighting their way to an education

through a great deal of effort, and then, when

they are ready, coming out west from the east

with that half-dollar in their pocket, and that lit-

tle lot of things done up in a valise that you will

notice every young fellow is said to start with

who ends up by making his mark or making a for-

tune."

Perhaps the first characteristic of Pure Grit lies in

the power to do a good honest day's work; and this pow-

er to do a good honest day's work lies at the root of

every true life.

And yet it is just what a great number of salesmen

try not to do, as if they felt that the best thing is to

get the most money possible for the least work possible,

and very often for the poorest work possible, too
;
and

that the best success they can attain in uhis world is

that which comes through what we call good luck. It

seems as if young men began their life in this, the twen-

tieth century, dazzled by "get-rich-quick" opportunities

that seem open before them on every hand. A few, a

very few, seem to strike it "lucky," hut ihe great ma-

jority who coquette with the chances to get ilong easily,

which seem as plentiful as flies in summer time, general-

ly find themselves at last either in the penitentiary or

the poorhouse.

They will try this and then that, and generally fail

at everything they do try, if this is all they want to do ;

then they wait for something to turn up, insiead of

turning something up for themselves. The man who sat

down on a log, waiting to get warm enough to chop

down a tree, froze to death.

Commercial achievements does not come to the dr< nc,

neither is it a product of luck or chance.

"The career of every successful business man is a

ladder of effort and results ; and the strength of the ef-

fort is the measure of the result."

Luck and chance do not enter the struggle at any

stage.

Your present position may not be congenial ; but all

that can be changed, if you but set your goal-post far

out in the field of endeavor and strive with all your

might to reach it.

The stock-boy that sets his mind on a general sales-

manship position is bound to have his desire gratified.

The general salesman that sets his mind on heading the

list in sales of his house will as surely realize his ambi-

tion as the morning's sun follows the deep shadows .of

night.

"Where there is a will there is a way," and that way
is not the way of the thoughtless, the ignorant, and the

indolent, but is the way of the striving, the intelligent,

and the ambitious.

How well I remember my first employer ! He was
the hardest taskmaster in the world, T thought, when I

got my start in life ; but now 1 know he was one nf the

best. I would prefer to write about your experiences,

but, not knowing them, I hope you wiTl be interested in

mine.

No experience of my lifetime has been so thoroughly

and indelibly stamped upon my memory as was my first

three years with the wholesale dry goods house of S. L.

& Co., of Detroit, my boyhood home town. I began at

three dollars per week, with a raise of one dollar, in the

second year, and two the third. I had the linen and

white-goods stock. The work was heavy, and the hours

were long. We had it drilled into' us in those days that

orderliness was—if not next to godliness—next to the

next step in promotion. We were taught that a good

stock-keeper was a logical candidate for a house sales-

manship ; after which, the road.

There was no standing around in cliques discussing

the latest sporting edition, no prevailing idea, as now,

that working when there was nothing to do was a mere

pretence for work. Idleness amounted almost to a crime

then ; it does now, but plenty of young men do not real-

ize this truth.

The covers removed from the piles of goods, the dust-

ing finished, which took about an hour, for it had to be

done thoroughly, bringing down the reserve stock was
next in order. The tables rearranged we set about re-

pairing broken covers of boxes, or we re-wrapped goods

which had been in stock a long time. Everything had to

be spotless and in apple-pie order ; so when this result

was attained we started in to dust all over again, even

polishing the edges of tables and counters with a cloth.

There was keen rivalry among the boys to see whose
stock could be made to look the best. By the middle

of the forenoon work began to get pretty scarce, but

there was no getting away ftom it, for if one of us be-

gan to take an idle stroll in the next boy's stock, the

floor manager would appear around the corner of an aisle

to make his usual morning inspection. It used to bother

us a great deal to know how he figured out to spot us

right to a dot, which he did with unerring accuracy.

Having satisfied himself that there was really nothing

more of importance to do, he would order an entire table

of goods to be torn down and rearranged. We hated him
for it, but it was good exercise and kept us out of mis-

chief, the twin brother of idleness, besides teaching us

the lesson of "everlastingly keeping at it," which was
then, as it is now, one of the cardinal principles of suc-

cess. But there is a vast difference now as to the modus
operandi.

There were no janitors or scrub-women in those days.

Twice a week each stock-boy was obliged to sprinkle and
sweep the floor in his stock, and even wash the windows
and clean the woodwork. We rather balked at this ; it

hurt our pride a little, but beyond that no harm was
done.

Thing's have changed ; whether for better or worse
must be argued elsewhere. One thing is certain, the

bright, industrious stock-boys of a decade or two ago
are the successful merchants and salesmen of to-day.

History repeats itself, and no doubt the future will take

care of itself; but a grave danger confronts the mer-
chant in the too rapid promotion of the boys in stock,

the lendency being to "nip the flower in the bud."
Tli ere is plenty of good raw material, but too rapid

growth and not enough care in selection. The demand
for high-grade men is ever on the increase; it behooves

the boys in the ranks to keep their feet on the ground

—

which is the humble position the rest of us occupy—to

have something to set them down on when they become
tired.

My first desire to sell goods amounted to almost a

longing. Tt attacked me early. T had been wrestling
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with dry goods boxes and feather dusters for about a

year and a half, when all of a sudden the seed burst

forth, unfolding the petals of a new life, the freedom

and brilliancy of which fairly dazzled me, young as I

was.

One day a handsome, finely attired chap, with a

flow of English that sounded to me like a lesson in rhe-

toric, appeared in the store. He hailed from New York
with a line of linens. When he encountered the buyer

in my department, there commenced at once a contest

of wits that to this day I have never heard equalled.

Sheltered by a pile of friendly damask, I eagerly

listened to all that was said, making mental blue-prints

of the whole dialogue, even jotting down some of the

good points. In the selling talk of that dapper sales-

man lurked the germs of a new life for me. I became
inoculated with a burning desire to do something and

be something; the determination to become a salesman

seized me on the spot; my future was sealed; I knew it,

felt it, breathed it, and was content to bask in the rays

of its stimulating influence.

I was at the foot of the mountain, and the way up

looked steep and strewn with boulders, but the strength

of my determination made the pathway seem easy and

gave me a glimpse of the glorious outlook at the top.

At last an opportunity came to make my first step.

It was just a little one, so small that some would have

passed it by, not realizing that it really was an oppor-

tunity. It happened that one of the house salesmen who
looked after the German trade had a small customer from

a side street in the house buying white goods. Having
been called away to meet a more important buyer he

turned his little customer over to me with the joking

side remark, '

' Sell him a good bill, my boy. He 's good

for it," and was gone. I was frightened half out of

my wits at being left alone for the first time with a real

customer. I had handled many in fancy since the great

event of the New York salesman's visit. I stood for

a moment helpless and undecided, but was promptly

brought to by Hans, who, having noticed my backward-

ness, said with some spirit, "Vill you do me sometings?"

The spark ignited the powder, and the way I lighted into

that poor little side-street merchant was worthy of bet-

ter results than the amount of his bill afterwards showed.

I had my notebook to prompt me with my New York

friend's ideas, and many a furtive glance I stole at it

when Hans was not looking. He must have thought I

was suffering with St. Vitus 's dance, for the contortions

of salesmanship I went through in a vain effort to make
him take two pieces of bird's-eye linen in place of one

would, with a little more polish and experience, have

landed a contract for a suspension bridge.

Two years of waiting, and my dream became a reality

when I secured a position on the road with a neighbor-

ing wholesale millinery house, and my cup of happiness

was filled to overflowing at the thought of becoming a

real salesman and closing the old life forever.

I was fortunate in securing a little business in my
first town, and when I had finished writing and mailing

the order to the house that night, I went up to my room

and literally threw up my hat in giving vent to my
feelings. I regarded my subsequent sales for weeks

as corner-stones in the superstructure of my building

toward success, and the final results, of each month

whether large or small, as filling-in stones to its com-

pletion.

My salary contract for one year was at six hundred

dollars. The salesman ahead of me was getting one thou-

sand dollars, and I said to myself I must have that much

next year. It seemed a fortune, and the thought was

ever with me that if I could earn one thousand dollars

per year I would have reached the end of the rainbow.

Having secured that, I wanted fifteen hundred, then

eighteen hundred. Finally arriving at two thousand

five hundred, I paused and looked back over the six

preceding years in an effort to measure the future by

the past. The thought occurred to me that but one-third

of my life had been spent in climbing, figuring it from

the usual estimate of 'threescore years and ten' ; and

why stop there? The mountain was high, and the dis-

tance to the top yet a long way up.

That was years ago, and I expect to keep on climbing

until I die. But I have not engaged to write a history

of my life. In passing, I wish merely to emphasize the

words of James Allen in his most excellent little book,

"As a Man Thinketh":

Into your hands will be placed the exact

results of your efforts. You will receive that

which you earn—no more, no less. Whatever
your present circumstances might be, you will

fall, remain, or rise with your efforts, your

visions, your aim.

To desire is to obtain ; to aspire is to

achieve. The thoughtless the ignorant, and the

indolent, seeing only the apparent effect of

things and not the things themselves, talk of

luck, of fortune, and of chance. Seeing a man
grow rich, they say, "How lucky he is!" Ob-
serving another becoming intelligent, they ex-

claim, "How highly fortunate he is!"

They do not see the trials, the failures, the

struggles which these have encountered ; have no

knowledge of the sacrifices they have made, of

the undaunted efforts they have put forth that

they may overcome the apparently insurmount-

able, and realize the goal of their ambition.

They do not know the darkness and the heart-

aches; only see the light and joy, and call it

"luck"; do not see the long and arduous journey,

but only the pleasant goal, and call it "good
fortune"; do not understand the process, but

only perceive the result, and call it "chance."

Successful salesmanship is the product of intelli-

gent earnest effort. There is no serving two masters,

Indolence and Industry. It is climb, climb, climb, all

the way, exercising watchful care; but the summit of

the mountain is your reward. The pleasure is not all

in winning, by any means; the real exhilarating fun, or

two-thirds of it, is in the climbing.

Self-deception is responsible for more than three-

fourths of the so-called "unexplained failures" in sales-

manship. Many salesmen in the race for success explain

their shortcomings as they do in a game of ten-pins.

If they fail to win, something is wrong with the alley,

or the pins are not spotted, or their arm is out of whack.

The trouble is never with themselves.

You cannot afford to fool yourself. Your success

depends absolutely upon the amount of skill and energy

you throw into your work.

If you are always on the anxious seat about your

your territory, or your line. Just as the poor work-

man always finds fault with his tools, so does the poor

salesman complain of his surroundings.

Your light will not be hid under a bushel, your

capabilities will be recognized. The good salesman will

succeed with a weak line and a poor territory, and then

hunt around for something better with which to fit

the growth of his expanding powers; but the poor sales-
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man is a poor salesman still. The best line in the uni-

verse cannot supply the missing link in his negative

make-up.

Don't imagine you are kept down by lack of your

employer's appreciation. If you do. you fool yourself.

ami will remain a dwarf forever.

Of all I he disgruntled failures, those who deserve the

least sympathy are the ones who gather in foolish little

cliques, praise each other, deceive each other, and fool

themselves. It is a great thing to know yourself and

acknowledge your mistakes.

Have faith in your own ability to win. Cut loose

from the weakness that prompts you to say :

"I am not appreciated;" "I have had bad luck all my
life;" "Others have had a better chance;" "1 wish I

could have the good fortune of Jones or Smith or

Brown."

Remember that there may be undiscovered diamonds

in your own back yard.

Determine that in your case you will not recognize

failure, and that "explanation is damnation."

Success lies in your ability to discover and apply

your own powers. Excuses and the admission of failure

are the thieves that rob you of your strength, causing

you to play against yourself and fool yourself in the bar-

gain.

The salesman is what his spirit and his determination

are. Nothing hurts except that which weakens our minds

by weakening our courage.

The salesman should say, "1 will stand what comes,

I won't give in. No matter what the discouragements I

am going to climb this mountain Success, from the bot-

tom up, just as well as I know how. No matter what

happens, 1 am going to reach the top, if possible, with

just as much Pure Grit as I had when I began the

journey."

The "Chicago Examiner," in an editorial on Courage,

related the following story :

In this street of Life, walking in the darkness

of the shadow, hungry old Satan was out hunt-

ing with his dogs, the little imps of human
weakness.

A man came walking through Life's street.

Satan said to the little devil, with a bitter

face, "Go, get him for me."

Quickly the imp crossed the street, silently

and lightly hopped to the man's shoulder. Close

in his ear he whispered :

"You are discouraged."

"No," said the man, "I am not discouraged."

"You are discouraged."

The man replied this time, "I do not think f

am."
Louder and more decidedly the little imp said

again : "I tell you you are discouraged."

The man dropped his head and replied : "Well,

I suppose I am."
The imp hopped back to Satan, and said

proudly, "I have got him, he is discouraged."

Another man passed. Again old Satan said,

"Get him for me."

The proud little demon of discouragement i ij-

peated his tactics.

The first time that he said, "You are discour-

aged," the man replied emphatically, "No."
The second time the man replied, "I tell you

I am not discouraged."

The third time he said : "I am not discour-

aged. You lie."

The man walked down the street, his heud up.

going' toward the light.

The imp of discouragement returned to his

master crestfallen.

"I couldn't get him. Three times I told him
he was discouraged. The third time he called me
a liar, and that discouraged me."
Make up your mind, Mr. Salesman, that the little

demon whispering discouragement in your ear shall al-

ways get from you the answer, "You lie."

Temporary reverses are good for the spirit, strength-

ening to the mind; not calamities, but real benefits, if

we receive them in the proper spirit.

A certain business man told the following story of

a clerk in his establishment. The clerk was asked why
he remained in a poorly paid position when, by working

a little harder and taking a little more interest in the

business, he might get into a place that would lead to a

salary three or four times as large as he was receiving.

"Oh," he said, "there's no chance for a fellow to

make a hit here; all the good positions are taken, and

whenever there's a prospective vacancy there are three or

four fellows waiting to step into it. No; it's a poor

chance a fellow has here; so what's the use of killing'

yourself. I'm not such a fool; I'm just hanging on here

until I get something better. I've got my lines out in

two or three places, places where there are plenty of good

chances for a fellow to start in and dig his way up. Just

as soon as I get answers to my applications you'll see

me get out of here so quickly that it'll make your head

swim to watch me. When I get into a good job in one

of these other places is when I'll begin to work. What's

the use killing yourself here f There's no chance for

you."

What a delusion ! Poor dunce? playing against your-

self and fooling yourself ! Bnployers are not looking

for professional floaters, and if you cannot succeed where

you are, you will never succeed anywhere. The place you
are in right now is just the place for you, if you mean
business. If you don't, you will not be wanted long any-

where. JJ'rom this very class of young men is recruited

the vast army of ne'er-do-wells. You must first prove to

your own satisfaction and that of your employer that,

you are a success at what you are doing, before you can

hope for something better.

The salesmen who are traveling on limited trains,

making large cities, living in first-class hotels, and

drawing monthly pay-cheques beginning with the figure 3

and up and ending with two ciphers, started where you
are and stuck to it.

Where are you on the mountain, reader ? If you have
climbed for all you are worth and feel tired and a trifle

discouraged, look up; safety is there. Remember when on
an eminence there is danger in looking down. If the way
is more rugged than you thought, do not give up. You
may still have reserve strength that you know not of.

No man can tell what he can do until he tries. And it

is a moral certainty that "the reason why most men do
not accomplish more is because they do not attempt
more."

Cast off the dead weight that is dragging you down;
throw overboard every pound of unnecessary ballast; let

yourself soar in the thought that you possess powers
that are yet undiscovered. Make a draft on your reserve

force. Exercise new faith in yourself and your surround-

ings. You cannot navigate far without faith, and some
of the best of salesmen have gone down for lack of it.

Cut away from the influences and the company that can

do you no good. Seek only the approval of those above
you in authority, and you will surely win success.

(To be Continued).
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HEALTH BRAND
See samples particularly of Ruben's

and Brownie Vests.

Health Brand covers the following

lines: COMBINATIONS for

Ladies', Misses and Children.

VESTS for Ladies', Misses and

Children. CORSET COVERS.
BLACK TIGHTS.

Place your orders now to ensure

prompt delivery.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

The Stanfield Man

Will Gome To You.

Why not see Stanfield's Underwear for

yourself ? Compare its quality—examine

its texture — note the weave — see its

weights and sizes. Just seeing implies no

obligation to purchase. If the Underwear

you have been handling did not give satis-

faction—or did not sell well—you certainly

owe it to yourself to at least see Stan-

field's Unshrinkable Underwear.

The Stanfield Man is on his rounds.

Write us so we can arrange to have him

call on you.

STANFIELD'S LIMITED

TRURO, N.S.

j$>t<£xrorije

llNSHFUNKABlf
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men
made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP
(For extra warmth)

also bears St. George trade mark for your

protection and ours.

Why Waste Time
talking up some "little known" line

of underwear when you can sell

Pen-Angle by just showing the

trade-mark? Pen-Angle Underwear
is the "best known" in Canada. It's

the underwear that the majority of

people want. Are you ready to

supply them?

Angle

ATUNSHRINKABLEtt
Trade A{ar/(

PENMANS
LIMITED

PARIS, - CANADA

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Why Don't You Run a

Hermsdorf Week ?

If you carry Hermsdorf - Dyed
Hosiery you have in your hands

some valuable advertising ammuni-
tion. Women everywhere want
black stockings that are fast dyed

and pure. Hermsdorfs name on a

stocking is a positive guarantee of

these qualities. Impress your trade

with this fact and you'll permanently

increase the prestige and profit-earning power of your

hosiery department. And that's good for the whole store.

HERMSDORF
Dyed Stock-

ings are car-

ried bj prac-

tically every

jobber in

Canada and
the United
States.

Write for our 48-page booklet—" The Story of

a Successful Hosiery Week." It tells all about

running a Hermsdorf campaign, and contains

many photographs of window displays, news-

paper ads and all kinds of hints and helps for

hosiery buyers and sellers. It's free for the

asking. We supply newspaper cuts free, too.

^tu^^tm^t/

Works

:

Chemnitz

Saxony

American Bureau :

Thirty-ninth Street Building

New York

CHILDREN'S
STOCKINGS

Satisfy your customers by selling

ADAMS
LOCK-STITCH HOSE

Sizes 4— 10 in.

PURE CASHMERE

C| The Lock-stitch means a tear or hole gets

no larger.

•J The 10 fold knees, 6 fold ankles, seamless

heels and toes ensure protection against hard

wear.

This is the stocking you've been looking

for. Your wholesaler has or can get them.

Write our agents for particulars.

A. E. ADAMS & CO.
Manufacturers.

Leicester, England.

Agenta

:

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.
301 St. James St., Montreal.

33 Melinda Street, Toronto.

*RAH*>'

All Kinds
of

Knitted

Goods
Tweeds
Yarns,

Etc.

n We are new to the col-

umns of this magazine
but many of its readers
are our regular cus-

tomers. Those who are

not familiar with our
products should at least

give our travellers, who
are now on the road, the

chance to show our line.

Our values are real eye-
openers.

Thomas Waterhouse & Company, Limited

INCERSOLL - ONTARIO
W. M. Angus & Co., Agents, Toronto.

Frank W. Nelles & Co., Agents, Montreal.

WOLSEY
Pure Wool

UnsHrinKable Underwear
Pure wool unshrinkable underwear.

Every garment guaranteed by the

manufacturers. Jobbers now show-

ing Fall 1908 samples.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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which clinches permanent business. And it's

Register^!*

which will convince customers that they get

a square deal in your underwear department.

Our aim is to make Hygeian Underwear really

worth your customers' money. The ever-in-

creasing number of drygoodsmen whose busi-

ness acumen makes them Hygeian Enthusiasts,

is the most eloquent assurance of our success.

Are You With Us?

Ask your Jobber for Hygeian Samples.

SPRING SORTING is on—Let us know
your requirements—prompt delivery.

Eagle Knitting Co., Limited
Hamilton, - Canada

Hygeian Waists are Wonderful Sellers

!
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UNSHRINKABLE WOOL

NderweaR
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
'STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY CA'MENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only—
Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co.,Lon., ENG.

THE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWEAR.

JAEGER PURE WOOL

For Holiday and Sporting Wear there

is nothing better than " Jaeger."

For Illustrated Catalogue and terms

apply

301 St. James St. MONTREAL

You Are Not Contented
No progressive merchant can be contented. Your
discontent is your spur to progress. You are ever-
lastingly on the lookout for lines that will bring
new business. That's just the very reason why
you should sit down and

WRITE US FOR FABRIC SAMPLES AND
PRICES OF

CEETEE
UNSHRINKABLE UNDERWEAR
Never mind your prejudice—cast it aside. Don't
leave " well enough" alone—look for the very best.

We]say that the best underwear on earth is Ceetee.
We claim it is unshrinkable and that it's quality is so
fine that it will not hurt the tenderest skin. We
believe ourselves to the extent of guaranteeing to
r:place any Ceetee garment that doesn't come up to
our claims. But it's up to you to investigate ; to
find out ; because if it is the best vou ought to be
handling it.

WRITE US TO-DAY.

We want to show you that what we say about
Ceetee is true.

'I

THE C. TURNBULL CO. OF
GALT, Limited

GALT - CANADA

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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More Time

More Sales

More Profit

fj The closing date of the Nazareth

Waist Sketching Contest has

been changed from May 1 st to

May 18th.

tfl Simply had to do this to please

a large number of dealers who

didn't want us to kill the golden-

egg goose too soon.

tfl That gives you eighteen days

more of rousing Nazareth Waist

Sales before the 5,000 prizes

are passed out.

Need more Waists ?

See your Jobber.

J^gl^to^
Mills

at
350 Broadway,

New York
Pa.

Dry Goods Review

99

S^SHBS

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA

:

T HE HALL-MARK OF Registered N

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFEOTION
IN FOOTWEAR „ , ,Manufacture by

i HENDERSON & CO.
"™w*

MONTREAL and TORONTO Leicester, Eng.

Crescent (2
^f?and \^

Hosiery and Underwear

S. Lennard
£» Sons DUNOAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies'.

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTINQ.

50LE SELL1NU AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bldg., Wellington St. W. TORONTO, ONT.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

Sweater Coats for Men.

Sweater coats for men promise to be a factor in knit

goods selling this Summer, particularly for the use of

athletes. Many manufacturers are making these goods

in cotton yarn, and with the increased popularity which

these goods have obtained recently, a good business

should be done.

Almost any color is good, blues, browns and greys

being the favorites.

*

Shorter Dating Discussed.

At a meeting of the Canadian Knitted Goods Manu-
facturers' Association, held in Montreal, during April,

the question of shorter datings was discussed fully and

frankly by the representative gathering of knitted goods

makers. It was realized that the tendency was towards

shorter datings and that this was the goal towards

which all manufacturers and jobbers should work, to

place their business on an equal basis with that in the

United States and other countries, where much shorter

terms of credit prevail than in Canada.

It was felt, however, that the time was not oppor-

tune for any change in that direction, and action was
postponed for a year.

Next year, it is anticipated, a movement with this

in view will be taken by the knitted goods manufacturers

of Canada, and there is a general opinion among the

manufacturers that the move will be beneficial to the

trade as a whole.

*

Fall Underwear Orders Smaller.

Canadian manufacturers of knitted goods, selling to

wholesale houses and jobbers have, it is stated, not been

satisfied with the volume of orders for Fall delivery. A
prominent manufacturer informed The Review that his

mills were not running at full capacity, as they were a

year ago, and attributed it to the absence of orders for

Fall delivery. The unseasonable weather of last winter

left in some cases large stocks of Winter underwear in

the hands of both retailers and jobbers, with the inevi-

table result that orders to manufacturers for next Fall

must be lighter.

The same manufacturer stated that the present con-

ditions in knitted goods manufacturing circles were due,

partially at least, to the tariff, which was in some re-

spects unfavorable to Canadian woolen manufacturers.

He also informed this paper that this condition was re-

cognized by many prominent members of parliament, a

fact learned on the occasion of the deputation's visit to

Ottawa, to ask for modifications in the tariff, which

would rid the woolen trade of burdens which this depu-

tation claimed were needlessly inflicted upon it.

Last year conditions in the knitted goods trade were

abnormal; most manufacturers found it impossible to

make deliveries on time, and in many cases mills were

worked overtime. This year there will be no delay with

deliveries, and a better service will probably be given.

Travelers for manufacturers going direct to the retail

trade have been out for several weeks on their respective

routes and have been sending in fairly satisfactory orders

for Fall delivery. An encouraging feature is the volume

of orders placed in the west and the large proportion of

the better quality underwear sold there.

The orders generally are not as heavy as those of a

year ago, but in view of the setback which business re-

ceived there last Fall they are of such a character as to

restore confidence in the situation.

Prices are quoted about the same as a year ago md
there is little or no change in the qualities which are

being taken, the trade apparently being satisfied with the

goods turned out.

.

A Visitor from Shetland.

Information regarding the Shetland Islands and their

products is by no means general among Canadian mer-

chants, and it needs the refreshing talk of an Islander to

accurately understand the situation there. Thomas P.

Young, who is interested in the Shetland wool trade,

was a visitor to Canada last month and to The Review
pointed out some of the facts regarding Shetland sheep.

These sheep run wild and it is a paradox that on this

account they produce the finest wool known. The sheep

are never sheared but are plucked. As many as six colors

of wool are sometimes taken from one sheep. In the line of

shawls, in which Mr. Young is interested, the work is

all done by hand, from the carding to the knitting of the

garment. Another interesting point brought out by him
is the terrifne storms occurring in the Shetland Islands.

Umbrellas and hats are rather needless accessories. This

is his first visit to Canada and he is impressed with the

extent and size of Canada and its modern business con-

ditions. He will visit various centres of Canada during

this month.

Tan Hosiery Leading.

Hosiery prices continue fairly firm, and for the pre-

sent, at least, little change in prices is to be anticipated.

On Fall goods of a fairly good quality prices are about
the same as last year, that is, on goods made from the

better wools. Tans, both in cashmere and lisles, are the

best sellers, but there is a feeling manifested for shades

of blue, green, grey, etc. The latest idea in fancies is

the embroidering with self-colored clocks. Lisle thread

hose with lace ankles and cashmere soles are a well con-

sidered novelty.

The selling in the hosiery department has been to a

great extent lifted onto a novelty plane. This means
that it is the color and character of the goods that
makes the sale, not price. No retailer that has a de-

partment of any pretensions can afford to ignore the pre-

sent tendency towards fancy colors and effects. Not only
is it so strongly marked as to affect all lines, but it has
been the means of raising the quality of the goods now
sold. Women who were wont to buy 25c. hosiery when
plain blacks were the universal wear, are now easily in-

duced to pay 50c, 75c, or even a dollar or more for
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Oxford Brand

REPEATS
We can take care of your repeat orders

at very short notice in

Ladies' and Children's

Summer Underwear

Compare our goods with what you are

selling.

The whiteness and finish of pur goods

cannot be excelled and are ahead of all.

Try Us

The

OXFORD KNITTING CO.
Limited

WOODSTOCK - ONTARIO

The

"Wearwell" Brand

Hosiery

"The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell " man is

out with a complete range

of Worsted, Cashmere

and Cotton Hosiery that

is hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co..

Limited

Clinton, - Ontario

fancy colors and effects, and this 'applies with equal force

to children's goods.

Now that Spring selling has opened up, the strong

lead enjoyed by tans is becoming daily more marked.

This applies not only to women's and children's hose,

but to men's also.

From a fashion standpoint plain hosiery is more in

evidence than for some seasons back. There is, how-
ever, a strong liking manifested for embroidered goods.

Self on self and two-tone effects are the leaders. There

is also a good demand for ankle laces.

In the classy trade blue is becoming a big seller, and

as buyers have been a little shy of this color when plac-

ing advance orders, it is not on hand in any quan-

tity. Navies and Copenhagen are the leading shades in

this color.

All the usual light shades in plain lisle hosiery are

also stocked, as the fashion of matching the hose and the

gown is extending.

*

Knit Goods Prices.

Prices on knitted goods have remained practically

stationary, and while there have been some few changes

—reductions—in prices, these changes have been princi-

pally in the coarser goods, the finer qualities maintain-

ing their prices well. Crossbred wools have sold off

heavily in England, and this will have an effect in the

future prices of the coarser grades of knitted goods,

though it is not anticipated that for the coming Fall

there will be any further drop. The only probability of

such a reduction will be in case a manufacturer finds

himself with more goods than he has orders for, and will

offer them at a sacrifice in order to clear out his stock.

Retailers have apparently been satisfied with prices

quoted so far, and while manufacturers of knitted goods

are not too well pleased with the orders received to date

from jobbers, there is a probability of repeats in fairly-

large quantities, since travelers for men's knitted goods

at least, have done very well, in some cases the orders

exceeding those of a year ago. Such lines as socks,

sweaters, cardigan jackets, etc., have been taken well.

Fleece lined underwear is sold at the same prices as

last year. They are quoted at close prices to retailers,

jobbers' profits being small, and lines range from $4.50

to $9 a dozen.

New Companies Incorporated.

By an Ontario charter the Berlin Suspender Company,
Limited, is incorporated. The provisional directors are,

C. K. Hagedorn, H. F. P. Hagedorn, Emily Hagedorn,

J. E. Vogt and C. E. Einwaechter, all of Berlin, where

the head office and works will be located. Authority is

given by the charter "to manufacture, buy, sell and deal

in suspenders, buttons, neckwear, smallwaies and ready-

made clothing, and to take over the business of the Ber-

lin Suspender Si Button Co. The share capital of the

company will be $40,000.

By an Ontario charter E. J. Vincent. Limited, Parry

Sound, is incorporated, to take over the business of The

Vincent Mercantile Co., Parry Sound, and to deal in dry

goods and general merchandise at wholesale and retail,

as well as to engage in manufacturing. The incorpora-

tors of the company are: E. J. Vincent and A. N. Fenn,

of Parry Sound; R. J. Vincent and Rowena Vincent, of

Forest ; and C. A. Jackman, of South River. The com-

pany will have a share capital of $30,000.
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Look Back—Then Ahead !

Look back to your last Fall underwear season. What was the matter with your

stock ? Couldn't you have done more business if you had had the right leader ?

Look ahead to your next Fall season ! Have you investigated all that's

offered ? That's the way to get the right line ! Start now by investigating

High

Grade

Knit

JT^
P Underwear

Its Quality and Style Means Sure Success
REPRESENTATIVES :

ONTARIO : C. & A. G. Clarke, Empire Bldg., Wellington St., Toronto.

QUEBEC : L. A. Prevost, 209a McGill St, Montreal.

MANITOBA : A. J. Snell, Box 705, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

BRITISH COLUMBIA : Geo. A Campbell, P.O. Box 1026 Vancouver, B.C.

MARITIME PROVINCES : G. A. Woodill. 20 Granville St., Halifax. Nova Scotia.

The Peerless Underwear Co., Hamilton, Ont
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NEW PREMISES OF

L. Hirshson & Co.,
248 Notre Dame Street West

l| Since our fire we are receiving

continually a large stock of general

dry goods and fancy goods. There-

fore we can give prompt deliveries.

€fl With six times our former floor

space we shall be able to carry a

larger and more varied stock, and

look after your interests even more

satisfactorily.

L. Hirshson & Co.,
248 Notre Dame Street West, Montreal

Liddells Linens

The "Gold Medal" Brand is known

to every housekeeper whose trade is

worth having. It means

Artistic Patterns
and Serviceable Quality to Her.

It means SURE SALES and

HANDSOME PROFITS to you

SEE SAMPLES NOW ON THE ROAD

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE

30 W. Wellington St. - Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

K. Ishikawa & Co.

Manufacturers and Importers

24 Wellington Street West,

* * TORONTO

THE "AMERICAN GIRL"
EMBROIDERY HOOP

Pat'd. Feb. 18 1908 and Apr. 7 1908

The Inner Hoop is covered with a Frictional

Band which keeps the work from slipping.

It has a larger frictional surface than others,

and is securely put on. The Frictional Band
being on top of the wood, the friction is always

there, but when laid in a groove between two

shoulders, it soon becomes packed down into the

groove, flush with the wood, and then has to be

wrapped same as a Plain Hoop.

Write for our illustrated circular of Hoops.

We make the MARTHA WASHINGTON,
DOLLY MADISON, AMERICAN GIRL; also a

full line of the Plain Hoops all in both round

and oval.

Also a line of stocking darners.

THE REINHART VARIETIES COMPANY
CANTON, OHIO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Fancy Goods and Notions Department

Summer Trade in Notions.

No two seasons are ever the same. Merchants have

to meet the changed conditions which come each year and

be prepared to take advantage of any circumstances

which may seem to be favorable to them.

In making a forecast of the conditions which are

likely to prevail during the coming summer, and of the

opportunities for business, the wise merchant will give

some thought to the prospects for trade in fancy goods

and notions. There is no reason why, during the coming

summer, a good business should not be done in these lines.

It will be the merchants, however, who are alive to their

opportunities that will get this business, because they

will prepare for it.

There is good profit in fancy goods, and some of the

largest stores in the country owe their success to the

prominence which has been given to these lines.

A good proportion of the summer trade is catch-trade;

people buy because they see something which takes their

fancy. They will not make many big purchases, pos-

sibly, but if a store has a lot of good, attractive and use-

ful articles in fancy and notion department the sales in

that store stand a good chance of showing an increase

during the months when trade is usually somewhat dull.

In every town there are a good many visitors during

the summer and their presence offers a good opportunity

for increasing sales in this department. Some merchants

will accept the advice given here and profit by it.

The Comb Trade.

The comb trade at retail brightened up considerably

at Easter and in the large centres stocks, which were

heavy reached their normal level. The principal demand
now runs on high back combs in plain staple lines. An-
other tendency is towards brilliant set combs. They are

shown in pretty designs and effects with back and sides

to match. A high back comb with an eagle design for

a setting is proving quite popular just now. Jet combs
are also selling fairly well. Cut steel lines are much
slower than at this season one year ago. The demand
for Orientals is away behind schedule.

Hair nets in different sizes are selling well, now that

the warm weather has set in. They are largely worn at

picnics and outings of different kinds and as a matter

of fact are being worn daily in many cases. Retailers

state that trade in this line was never better and as a

result prices have advanced thirty-five per cent, over

previous seasons to the retailer on this account. A new
hair net with hair pin fastener, which will loosen or

tighten on the hair as desired, by a draw cord, is among
the best selling lines.

Hair pads also are claiming a small part of the re-

tailers' attention. They are shown in various shapes and

in assorted colors to match any kind of hair. They can

be had anywhere from eight to twenty inches long and

in the better grade goods some soft and light quality

effects are shown.

The post card and album business continues fairly

active. Just now views and scenes are holding- first posi-

tion, with sentimental views and comic cards following

in the rear. Fancy cards sold well at Easter in lines re-

tailing from 1 cent to 5 cents each. Above that price the

demand was somewhat limited.

Large city stores are showing varieties of fancy bags

at the present time. Hand bags continue active, while

the demand for the Squaw bag is better than ever.

Cheyenne bags are proving good sellers, as previously

mentioned in The Review. Mesh bags, in all sizes, are

also to the fore.

Leathers prominent are seal, grained walrus and
morocco. As regards colors, brown continues to hold

first place, while blues, greys and blacks follow in the

order mentioned. ,

*

Notion Accessories.

Notion accessories continue to hold a position in all

fancy goods departments. Profits are large, although

sales never amount to a very big figure.

Mending wools, assorted colors, can be handled with

advantage. Another good line to handle is belt and
pad hose supporters with straps of plain or fancy elastic

rubber buttons to prevent hose wearing. They are to

be had in assorted colors and are a necessity to the buy-
ing public.

Roman striped cushion-covers in assorted stripes of

blue, breen and red, with tassels on each corner, are also

good profit-makers and serve to give an attractive appear-

ance to the department.

Japanese fancy goods continue to hold their own.

Such lines as vases, baskets, 'bronze and brass ornaments,

crockery ware, tea sets and fancy lines of silk goods are

shown. Candy baskets manufactured from fancy straw
in every shade are to be had at right prices. Japanese
lines are good profit-makers to any merchant and some
of the numerous lines shown should be given a trial this

year.

The Notion Trade.

From the viewpoint of wholesalers and retailers alike,

trade in fancy goods, notions and kindred lines is now
at low ebb. Business for summer months is pretty well

underway, while that of the fall and winter has not as

yet actively commenced. Merchants, at the moment,
are buying on the hand-to-mouth principle and although

manufacturers, in many cases, have their Fall lines ready,

retailers show no marked disposition to look at samples.

Taking everything into consideration, the season now
about ended, from a wholesaler's point of view, has been
fairly satisfactory, though it is not as good as it should

be. It seems that many unforeseen circumstances and
conditions now prevailing have conspired to dampen the

enthusiasm of both wholesaler and retailer. Nearly

everyone, in fact, has a reason to offer. However, things

should brighten up by fall and then everything possible

will be done to even up. Retailers should, and will, push
business in every way. This is the surest way of gaining
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!

The Big City Stores are

Selling Fancy Combs

|

\ GRANBY MANUFACTURING CO., GRANBY, QUE. t

Get your share of the Trade. More Comb Sales for you if you get an assortment from

hack business and making up for deficiencies during a

preceding season.

In retail centres most of the large stores have now
begun to feature the lines known as summer goods to

quite an extent.

About the middle of last month the principal features

were the showings of Easter lines and many departments

were very tastily decorated. Business was fairly good,

but not up to that put through one year ago.

Imports from Great Britain.

Returns of the British Board of Trade show that Bri-

tish houses doing a Canadian trade met with very good

business last year, a very striking increase being record-

ed in the amount of cotton piece goods imported into

this country. About five million yards more were im-

ported in 1907 than during the year preceding. Other
textiles also showed a great increase, notably in linens,

carpets, woolens, and worsted goods. The same report

shows that there has been a considerable increase in the

amount of ready-made clothing brought into this country,

and this is accounted for largely by the fact that a large

number of English people have been arriving in Canada
and have sent "home" for clothing.

Parisian Millinery Company.

"To purchase, manufacture and sell goods, wares and
merchandise" are the powers given the Parisian Millin-

ery Company, Ltd., with head office at Ottawa, and share
capital of $35,000, working under an Ontario charter.

~»*

The incorporators are, Minnie Beatrice Smith, Lillian V.
Cassidy, Louis Arthur Smith, Margaret .Jane Cassidy
and Isabella Ritchie.

Standard Mackintosh Co.

The Standard Mackintosh Co., Ltd., is the name of

a new company incorporated under an Ontario charter,

with head office at London. The incorporators are, J. C.

Butler and C. H. Ivey, of London, and P. D. Ivey, P.
W. Cooper and Sidney Cracker, of Toronto. The object
of the company is to manufacture, buy and sell men's and
women's clothing and dry goods.

Forty thousand dollars is the share capital of this

new concern.

Millionaire's Humble Start.

Byron Nugent, a millionaire dry goods merchant, of

St. Louis, Mo., who died recently, was a native of Can-
ada, was born at Marysburg, Ont., and commenced his

career as a drygoodsman in St. Thomas, where he earned
$6 a week. About thirty years ago Mr. Nugent and
three brothers went to St. Louis, where they engaged in

the dry goods business in a small way. The business
grew rapidly and when Mr. Nugent died he was a very
wealthy man, and left behind him an immense business.
His success is said to have been due to his ability as an
organizer, rather than as a salesman, his experience as a
clerk in his early days demonstrating that as a salesman
he did not shine. His organizing faculty, however, was
given scope in St. Louis, with the result that at his

death he was rated as a millionaire.
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London-Paris Dress Exhibition
LONDON, ENGLAND, January 25th -February 8th, 1908

Our Exhibit Was Awarded the First Gold Prize

ButtericK patterns are Known all over tKe world. TKey are
best Known in tKe United States, and Known to be tKe best.

TKey are tKe rig'Kt pattern for you to Kave, and tKe rig'Kt

pattern department is a tKing to Kave. We mig'Kt be able to maKe
an arrangement witK you. We would liKe to Kear from you.

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY, Ltd.

33 Richmond St. W.. Toronto, Ont., Canada
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FALL 1908
EVERYTHING IN HIGH-GRADE
LADIES' AND MENS' FURS

IADE MARK
Registered

,

Ladies' Fur-Lined Cloth Jackets with Fur Trimmings

The best selection in Canada. They have Style, Finish and Durability

Ladies' Auto Goats

Natural Muskrat, Black Muskrat, Caracul, Electric Seal.

Ladies' Jackets

S. S. Seal, Electric Seal, Near Seal, Baltic Seal, Persian Lamb, As-

trachan, Natural Muskrat, Black Muskrat, Sable Squirrel, with Fur Trim-
mings as required.

Mink Goods
An extensive range of every description. Our Muffs and Neckwear in

Mink are a special feature this year.

Men's Furs

Fur-lined Cloth Coats with Fur Collars, Raccoon Coats, and every other

kind of Fur Coats for men.

CANADA'S FURRIERS
ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

Boulter, Waugh & Co., Limited
Fur Manufacturers MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Review of the Canadian Fur Trade

Advance Orders Better Than Anticipated.

Fur houses have now received accurate reports of re-

tail fur conditions in all parts of Canada. Salesmen re-

presenting the various houses have practically covered

every part of Canada and, broadly speaking, results are

better than anticipated. There is no disguising the fact

that particularly in western Ontario and the western

provinces, more than the usual hesitancy has been shown

in placing orders and in all parts of the Dominion the

total volume of orders has decreased. This has resulted

in many houses taking extreme measures to secure busi-

ness, going so far in some cases, as to take orders sub-

ject to cancellation during August. With the view of

crop conditions turning out well a list of the merchants'

requirements may be had.

The majority of Montreal houses state that they have

enough business to keep factories busy during the Sum-
mer months. In some cases the Fall and Winter demand
on the part of retailers will be anticipated and a certain

amount of stock garments manufactured. However, re-

tailers cannot count upon securing their requirements in

the Fall and as there is no question about the mainten-

ance of prices, a fair amount of the usual Fall orders

should be placed. It is noticeable that the more import-

ant merchants in all parts of Canada are showing no

hesitancy in placing Fall orders, although in many cases

amounts are very much cut down. The strength of raw
fur markets, last evidenced at the March London fur

sales, has helped a great deal in this respect; still it is

clear that the volume of sorting orders will undoubtedly

be heavier next Fall than usual.

Reports from many travelers go to show that trade

on the whole is quieter than last year, partly on *c-

count of stocks being carried over and partly through

fear of inability to meet obligations, caused by an un-

warranted curtailment of credit, which merchants

throughout the country had advantage of with then-

banks heretofore.

Merchants do not feel justified in buying for Fall to

the extent of other years. It is believed, however, that

this retrenchment will ultimately accrue to the general

benefit of the merchants and manufacturers at large.

In heavy lines the merchants have been buying their

requirements with the feeling that they are not taking

any chance in staples. Of course the fur trade has suf-

fered in sympathy with other lines, and while it is not

generally thought there has been an over production,

still the manufacturer is curtailing the output and very

small stocks will be carried over next year or manufac-

tured for sorting trade. There seems to be a great de-

sire of late for the retail merchant to visit the various

fur centres to select goods that they may require.

*

Small Fur Pieces.

It is generally admitted that the demand for cheap

muffs or ruffs is growing less annually. The demand for

articles of durability, such as those made of mink or

skunk skins is growing stronger. The desire to invest

more money in this apparel with the object of more

wear is on the increase. The popularity of the stole is

on the wane, while that of the four-in-hand is increasing

yearly. This, with the double ruff, seems to be the popu-

lar styles for the coming season. Short cluster ruffs and

articles of that style seem to have gone out altogether.

The round muff hae gone out of style and has been re-

placed entirely by the Empire or flat muff. Dark furs

are in demand. Such skins as broad tail, persian lamb,

and caricule, and also dark shades of mink skins are

prominent.

In cheap furs the sale of coney skins, marvelously

dyed, continues strong. These lines are not pushed, as

manufacturers prefer to sell their own manufacture; furs

which will give adequate service.

*

Fancy Fur Jackets.

Some of the manufacturers expect that ladie;'

jackets will be prominent for Fall and are manufacturing

accordingly. These garments being of small size do not

consume a great quantity of skins and therefore can be

placed on the market at prices within the reach of *he.

masses. They are generally made without collars, with

three-quarter sleeves, making on the whole a very ;hic

appearance.

Ladies' Fur-lined Garments.

The growing demand for these garments is still evi-

dent and it is thought that trade for Fall should not be

very much behind that of last year. Styles do not vary

to any great extent, but it is thought by many manufac-

turers that the muskrat garment, from 27 to 46 inches,

lined with brocaded silk, will again be a favorite. Cloth

coats with sable trimmings are also expected to be very

much worn next winter.

March London Fur Sales.

At the March London fur sales the last criterion of

raw fur prices before Fall, the majority of furs used in

this market advanced in price for good qualities. This

is somewhat of a disappointment to many Canadian

manufacturers, who trusted to boom sales by offering

garments at lower figures than a year ago. This is out

of the question and in a number of cases advances are

asked.

At the London sales foreign demand has been excep-

tionally heavy, Russia and Get many both being strong

bidders. United States buyers hoped to bear the mar-

kets but were forced to meet the higher level. Canadian

buyers who attended the sales state that the demand
was very active.

Inferior grades in many furs brought lower figures,

but the better qualities maintained their price level.

Skunk fulfilled recent prophecies and brought a new
higher price level on account of the very poor catch.

Muskrat is now regarded as having reached its top price.

The extreme high figure of this fur adds to the cost of
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fur-lined garments. Squirrel and hamster, also used ex-

tensively for lining purposes, are both high. Mink eased

off, particularly in the lower grades. Following are the

reports of the Hudson Bay Co.'s sale and C. M. Lamp-
son &' Co.'s sale of the furs in which the Canadian mar-

ket is chiefly interested.

Hudson Bay Co.'s Sale.

Otter

—

Y2i per cent, higher than last March.

Mink—17^ per cent, lower than last March.

Lynx—40 per cent, higher than last March.

C. M. Lampson & Co.'s Sale.

Mink, northern and northwestern—15 per cent, lower

than last March.

Mink, western and southwestern, 25 per cent, lower

than last March.

Marten—17^ per cent, lower than last March.

Otter—Same as last March.

Skunk—35 per cent, higher than last March.

Muskrat—15 per cent, higher than last January.

Raccoon, southwestern and western—20 per cent,

lower than last March.

Raccoon, northern and northwestern—10 per tent.

lower than last March.

Opossum—40 per cent, lower than last March.

Lynx—40 per cent, higher than last March.

Opossum, Australian—15 per cent, higher than last

January.

Wallaby—10 per cent, higher than last January.

Wombat—10 per cent, lower than last January.

*

Fur Notes.

E. E. Cummings, jr., of McComber & Cummings,

Montreal, has returned from his foreign fur buying trip

and attendance at the March London fur sales.

Levitt Bros., 299 Notre Dame St. West, Montreal,

are moving to larger premises at the corner of Beaver

Hall Hill and Lagaucheterie St.

Swift, Copland & Co., Ltd., Montreal, are getting

settled in their mammoth new factory and warehouse at

517-525 St. Paul St.

Cancellation of Orders.

A large jobbing concern in the States asks the Re-

view what means the Canadian trade is adopting to pro-

tect itself against the cancellation of travelers' orders,

after they have been sent into the house and placed away

awaiting shipment. They say that within the last few

months the utter disregard on the part of some concerns

to recognize orders has compelled them to adopt the rule

that they will not accept any orders in future unless

they are confirmed and signed by one of the firm or some

one in authority. The order must be approved as to

quantity, price, discounts, dating and time of shipment,

with no privilege of cancellation.

While it is, no doubt, very provoking and disappoint-

ing to jobbers to have orders cancelled after considerable

time and money has been expended in securing them,

there is not in Canada any general disposition on the

part of the retail trade to impose on the good nature of

the wholesale firms they may be dealing with. There is

a businesslike and unbusinesslike way of doing everything

and it is possible that there are occasions where the re-

tailer inclines more to the latter than to the former

Let us look at the matter from a practical and purely

disinterested standpoint. An order is placed in good

faith and at considerable expense at the house. Delivery

is requested, say in two months. In perhaps two weeks

or less, the house receives a letter reading as follows :—

"Please cancel order placed with your Mr. So and So."
Short, sharp, incisive and to the point, but unsatisfac-

tory from the wholesaler's standpoint. This we must
classify under the heading of the unbusinesslike way. An-

other retailer, under similar conditions, writes the whole-

sale house and states that upon consideration he thinks

that he made a mistake in placing so large an order. He
finds trade rather quiet, the value of the goods appealed

to him, he did not like to disappoint the traveler, and

now regrets the fact that the latter 's time was wasted.

However, he would make this up again and if the house

could accept his cancel he would feel obliged. This is the

businesslike way, although we must admit, it leaves the

way open for the wholesaler to say that the retailer

should have thought all this out before he placed the

order. However, a good business man will never invent

an excuse for cancelling an order. He either has a reason

or he has none.

1 he wholesaler and retailer should be able to work
along harmoniously and without the necessity of cast

iron rules, the enforcement of which a customer is some-

times inclined to resent. It seems reasonable that there

should be a certain amount of give and take on both

sides. The retailer should carefully consider his wants

before he orders, bearing in mind the fact that time is

money, and that his own, as well as the traveler's has

been wasted if he spends a number of hours in the sam-

ple room selecting goods which a week or two later he

cancels.

The point in question bears particularly upon goods

booked for future delivery. In the case of sorting orders

there should be no trouble. The retailer knows, or should

know, what he wants, and it comes down then to a ques-

tion of quickness and despatch upon the part of the

wholesaler to get the order forward with the least pos-

sible amount of delay. Only exceptional circumstances,

or those over which the merchant has no control, should

warrant a cancel in a case of this kind. The wholesale

trade has the interests of the retailer at heart and there

is usually no disposition to force upon him more goods

than he really needs or more, perhaps, than he can com-

fortably pay for. We do not believe that any reasonable

request as to the cancellation of an order, the return of

goods, or any of these vexed questions that are from

time to time coming up before our board of trade and

elsewhere, will be unceremoniously turned down by the

wholesale trade in general. However, let the request be

made in a courteous and businesslike way (because, after

all, a favor is being asked) and not as if it were by

right.

Let there be confidence on both sides. Let the whole-

sale trade trust to the honor of the retailer, but let the

latter see to it that he does not impose upon their good

nature. If this mutual feeling of confidence exists, there

should not be occasion for stringent rules on the sub-

ject, all important though we admit it to be, providing

the proper feeling of distinction between right and wrong,

fairness and unfairness, businesslike and unbusinesslike

methods exists as it should between all branches of trade,

wholesale and retail.

Concessions will be granted by the City Council of

Windsor to the Mississippi' Pearl Button Co.. which will

locate its factory in that city and will employ about one

hundred hands.
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Peck's Furs Will Help
To Make Your Fur Department

a Big Success

A " Strong Line"

of Furs

From every viewpoint the

Peck Fur Line offers you ele-

ments of strength that will put

your Fur Department in the

front rank in volume of sales,

profits and estimation of your

customers.

Our organization for the pro-

duction and handling of an im-

mense output is as near perfect

as sound sense and experience

can devise.

STYLE i-LADIES' FUR LINED MANTLE. Write for Price List giving all

particulars of combina tio 1 .< etc.

The Fur range is now being shown by our sales force all over Canada.

Make note of the styles and values in Ladies' and Men's Fur and Fur
Lined Garments and Ladies' Muffs and Neckwear.

If interested in seeing the Fall Lines of Samples
from any one of our departments, address :

Trade Mark for Furs

and Caps—a guaran-

tee of Quality and

Durability.

JOHN W. PECK & CO., LIMITED
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

Clothing Furs Shirts Hats Caps

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Service, Not Sympathy.

A correspondent writing in the Elmvale Lance, takes

a fling' at the department stores and makes a plea for

the local stores. In this letter he asks, in reference to

the local merchant : "Is his interest not in many ways

bound up with ours ? If he suffers, does not the town

or village suffer also, in the trade thus diverted from its

doors ?" He adds :

"As a result, is there not stagnation of business

and a shrinkage in rents and land values and the

once growing town or village is at a standstill and

property becomes a drug. This is where the shoe

pinches and the short-sighted policy, in my opinion,

comes in. We grasp at the shadow and lose the

substance."

This writer is arguing from a wrong standpoint; it

is lowering to the self respect of a merchant and places

him in contempt with the public to make a plea for busi-

ness on the score of sympathy.

Believe us, this is not the way to meet the competi-

tion of the mail order houses. A store which has to de-

pend for its business on the sympathy it can arouse in

its fight against outside competition is bound to lose.

The only ground upon which a successful bid for trade

can be made is that of immediate, direct benefit to the

customer, and this is the ground which local stores must

meet this competition on. It is reasonable and ratiotia!.

and no progressive merchant need be afraid to ask for

patronage on this score.

That local stores can serve the wants of their pat-

rons better than the mail order houses merchants know

but is this fact made sufficiently plain to the public ?

Is it not a fact that the majority of local merchants are

beaten before they start in their fight for the trade of

the local patrons ? They take it for granted that people

will send out of town in any event and do not try to

get the trade which should be theirs.

People send to mail order houses because they

BELIEVE they are getting better service. If they were

SHOWN that they would be consulting their own inter-

ests by dealing at home, they would trade there.

This, it seems to one who looks at the matter im-

partially, is the only ground upon which mail order com-

petition can be met.

The Business Outlook in the West.

Following the business depression of the latter part

of 1907, it is gratifying to note a general return of con-

fidence in the outlook throughout the whole of Western

Canada. This returning confidence is accounted for by

solid, substantial reasons, which appeal to the common

sense of level headed business men acquainted with the

situation as it really is, and there is now no reason to

doubt that there is to be a speedy return of the business

prosperity to which the west has been accustomed for

several years and which had come to be looked upon as

the natural order of things.

Two principal causes were responsible for the business

depression from which the west is now emerging. These

were the world wide financial stringency and the partial

crop failure of 1907. Either of these causes alone would

have resulted in considerable inconvenience, and the com-

bination made the way of the business man difficult, ft

is now a matter of common knowledge that the world

wide financial storm has been weathered and money is

rapidly becoming easier. This cause of business depres-

sion has been removed.

What of the crops this year? It is of course mm ii

too soon to prophesy what the 1908 crop will be. but all

the indications are favorable. May 1 this year finds

practically the whole of the seeding done, whereas at th»-

same date last year it had not been even commenced.

Following the seeding there have been general rains

throughout the western provinces, and all weather con-

ditions seem to be favorable to growth. Last year if

there had been another fortnight to spare to allow tho

grain to ripen before the September frosts, the weit

would have produced by far the largest crop in its his-

tory. When it is remembered that this year seeding has
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been completed fully a month earlier than last year and

that the acreage under crop will show at least 25 per

cent, increase, it can readily be understood that the out-

look is much brighter and that the business man of ' he

west has a reason for his returning optimism.

Western Canada suffered from the depression of 1907

but upon the whole she is to be congratulated upon the

steadiness shown under stress and upon the slight dam-

age sustained. Because of the newness of the country,

people feared the worst for the west when the depression

began, but it was found that it endured the business

troubles of recent months quite as well as older com-

munities.

The net result of the depression will be good. It has

put an end to land speculation, of which there was alto-

gether too much in the west, and therefore the pros-

perity of the country will henceforth be on a sounder and

more stable basis. Moreover it has dealt a staggering

blow to the credit system, which has been the bane of

business in the west for many years. For some time

there has been a general tendency towards the curtail-

ment of credits and the introduction of the cash system,

but some compelling influence was required to give the

movement impetus. The depression has accomplished

this and all through the western provinces merchants

have been shutting down on credit and insisting on get-

ting cash before parting with their goods. It is perhaps

not too much to say that in at least one-third of the

stores in the west the cash system is now in operation,

and in all of them credit has been greatly curtailed as

a result of the recent depression.

This means that business will henceforth be on a

more satisfactory basis and as stocks throughout ' he

country have been very greatly reduced the manufactur-

ers and wholesalers may count with certainty upon a

strong demand during the coming months from the

dealers in the west. The western merchant will be on the

market during the Summer and Fall for large supplies

of goods and with a reasonably good crop, he will have

plenty of money to pay for what he buys.

The Price Situation.

A combination of disquieting elements has entered

into the dry goods trade, and has had possibly a more

serious effect on 'it than upon many other branches. Two
circumstances have conspired to produce an unsettling

effect; the financial stringency, which of course has not

been peculiar to the dry goods trade, and the uncertainty

as to prices. There is no doubt that prices are lower

than last year on a number of lines, and that until a

basis upon -which there is a feeling of finality, has been

reached, there will be' a disinclination on the part of the

wholesalers to place large orders.

There is, in both the wholesale and retail stocks,

goods ordered when prices were firmer than they are now

and in more than one case they have been quoted at

prices which, in view of their cost, make them look

cheap. These reductions have been made mainly to re-

duce stocks, the price question not having had as strong

an effect as might be inferred.

Curtailment of orders and cancellations in many

cases, from the trade in the United States, has had a

depressing effect upon the primary markets, and manufac-

turers in many cases have reduced operations and output

and this slackening of the work of looms, is producing

its effect on spinners and raw materials.

There was an unusually heavy crop of silk an 1906-07

and this with the decreased demand from the United

States caused a decline in silk prices. There are, how-

ever, indications that the bottom has been reached, and

under these circumstances there is no reason why the re-

tail trade should not order a fair stock with every con-

fidence that it will be disposed of profitably. Silken fab-

rics are high style, and at prices at which they can now
be offered, should prove attractive counter goods.

The raw cotton market, governed largely by specula-

tion, continues its see-saw movement. The tendency of

cotton prices is downwards, though there are some

notable exceptions, and in some cases prices even higher

than a year ago for articles of cotton manufacture are

quoted.

In the linen section the atmosphere is clearer. Spin-

ners and manufacturers have agreed upon a price basis

for yarns for a year, and by this agreement prices have

been reduced materially and a definite basis to work

upon is given.

Conditions in the wool market are, however, not as

satisfactory. Though there was a slight fall in the

values of merinos between the November and March sales

values were considered firm in fine wools and prices are

being maintained. Crossbreds, however, have declined,

March sales showing a reduction of considerable magni-

tude in these wools and while the effect may not be felt

immediately, prices for goods made from these wools

will be cheaper in the future.

In this connection a word of advice may not be out

of place. Money is becoming more plentiful—bank de-

posits show an increase—and an outlet is being sought.

Seeding operations in the west are progressing rapidly

and the feeling there is one of confidence in prospects for

a good crop, which will be a strong factor in the res-

toration of normal conditions.

Under these circumstances, The Review strongly ad-

vises drygoodsmen not to starve their stocks—many mer-

chants have been doing so during the Spring, and the

effect has been seen in the large increase in the mail

order business of city stores. For one month this

Spring in one such store, the mail order business was
four times as large as it was a year ago. In order to

hold customers it is necessary to keep up assortments
;

sizes must be in stock and lines unbroken.

This does not mean that merchants must plunge, or

not buy cautiously, but that they must exercise good
merchandising foresight and see to it that the goods are

in stock when required.
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Packing and Cartage Charges.

The retail merchants of Chatham are dissatisfied with

the practice of wholesale houses, by which the former

have to pay cost of cases, bales, crates and cartage from

railway station to the customer's store and, The Re-

view's correspondent states, have agreed to insist in fu-

ture on these charges being paid by the wholesale houses.

It is doubtful if such a radical departure will be made

by wholesale firms in favor of the Chatham merchants,

for even though the actual amount involved may not be

large, it was pointed out by a jobber, to whom The Re

view spoke on the matter, that it would certainly be un-

fair to their other customers to agree to this demand of

the Chatham merchants and; speaking for his firm, he.

said an order upon which such a stipulation was made,

would not be accepted.

He pointed out that the prices charged customers for

packing, cases, etc., were less than the actual cost, and

that should a general rule to bear the cost be adopted

by the wholesale trade, it would simply mean that the

prices would have to be increased by an amount sufficient

to meet the extra cost, which has to come out of the

goods in any event.

If packing and cartage charges are to be borne l>v

the shipper, it would probably lead to the practice of

quoting on goods f.o.b. customer's stores, freight charges

being paid by shippers as well.

There is, however, no immediate probability of either

practice being adopted.

An Encouraging Note.

Easier money and a resulting improvement in busi-

ness is in sight. The tightening in the money market,

with the curtailment of credit extended to the industrial

and mercantile concerns was largely responsible for the

depression experienced during the last few months.

The last bank statement shows that the turn in the

tide has come, and deposits, the real test of the

wealth of a country, increased during March by over

$8,000,000. This indicates that the persistent withdraw-

al of funds has ceased and the augmentation of deposits

begun. While they are still less than they were a year

ago by $22,000,000, the increase for the month covered

by the report is very encouraging.

That the additional money thus placed at the dis-

posal of the banks is being used to relieve the stringency

in commercial circles is indicated by the fact that the

current loans in Canada increased during March by

nearly $4,000,000.

Throughout the trade generally, there is a better tone

in evidence, and indications point to a return—possibly

by a healthy, gradual process—to the conditions which

prevailed prior to a few months ago.

With good crop prospects in the west and the conse-

quent buoyant influence upon trade in both the east and

west, retailers and wholesalers are more cheerful.

The fact which should impress itself upon those in-

clined to take a less hopeful view of the situation is that

by the showing made in the bank statement the Canadian

people have practically as much money as they had a year

Inducements to Short Credit.

A large store in Prince Edward Island, in an effort to

equalize conditions under which business is done, and to

shorten terms of credit working towards a cash basis of

selling, has adopted a method which has a feature, to that

part of the country, extremely novel. The practice pre-

vailing there is to mark goods at two prices; a cash price

and a credit price, but it is found that often in order to

effect >a difficult sale the cash price is given to a credit

customer.

In future, this store will sell the goods at one price,

absolutely, but discounts ranging from five to three per

rent, will be allowed if the accounts are paid within cer-

tain stated periods. Inducements will thus be offered for

early payment of accounts.

In this portion of the Dominion where the farmers

are in an unusually prosperous state, they have allowed

their money to remain on deposit at the banks, drawing

interest, and pay their store bills once or twice a year.

They are perfectly good pay, but they are slow, simply

because they have developed the habit of making the

merchant wait for his money. The unfairness of this

practice is apparent, and the method adopted by the firm

referred to will, no doubt, bring about a better and more

healthy state of affairs. In localities where the adoption

of an absolute cash system is impracticable this example

might be followed with benefit.

Cash or Credit ?

In what relative positions are the merchants who sell

for cash and those who adhere to the credit system ? A

typical case may serve to answer this question. It was

related by a Toronto wholesaler to The Review. A man

recently opened a general store in a country town, and

on a recent visit to the city was asked how he was gor-

ing along, and said : "Splendidly; business is better than

I expected, even. You know," he said, "I sell for cash,

and the advantage this gives me was proven recently

when two ladies came into the store and asked to see

some dress goods in the window, ticketed 25 cents.

After examining the goods they remarked that they had

just paid 30 cents for the same goods in the store of a

competitor, a man who gives credit."

A discount of 16 2-3 per cent, for cash is a heavy ad-

vantage in favor of the merchant who sells for cash and

while such inducements may not always be possible or

practicable, there is no doubt that the merchant who

gives credit and who is honest with himself, must, in

calculating the cost of his goods, add a certain percent-

age (how large, only his own experience determines) for

bad debts, and this loss represents the advantage dos-

sessed by the merchant who sells for cash.
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Merchants of Canada
We wish to advise you that we have a fully equipped

pattern factory at 23 Lombard Street, Toronto, Ontario.

From this address we will ship all pattern stocks, re-orders

and monthly fashion sheets to Canadian points. The

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns are handled exclusively by

The T. Eaton Company, Ltd.
TORONTO and WINNIPEG

Marshall Field & Company
CHICAGO

John Wanamaker
NEW YORK and PHILADELPHIA

We are now in position to give the merchants of Canada

the same pattern service which has persuaded nearly 3,000

leading merchants of America to prefer The Ladies' Home

Journal Patterns to all others. Correspondence invited.

THE HOME PATTERN COMPANY
Sole Manufacturers and Distributors of The

Ladies' Home Journal ratterns
615 West 43rd Street, New York 23 Lombard Street, Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Among Canadian Dry Goods Travelers

Brandon Travelers' Club.

The latest addition to the ranks of commercial tra-

velers' clubs in Canada is the Commercial Club, com-

prising the 140 travelers who make Brandon, Man., their

headquarters. For some time, with the increasing im-

portance of Brandon as a commercial centre, the neces-

sity for some local organization has been felt, and it is

expected that this new club will rapidly develop into an

influential association.

A committee to effect the organization has been ap-

pointed and is reported as making good progress.

Brandon travelers have contributed largely to the

success of the Summer and Winter fairs, and with the

concerted action which will now be possible, greater suc-

cess of their work is anticipated.

Associate Members.

A campaign for securing associate members for the

Toronto Commercial Travelers' Association is now be-

ing carried on, all the present members being engaged in

this effort, which will, no doubt, be successful. Those

who become associate members will not only enjoy the

club privileges of the association, but will be entitled to

participate in the benefits of accident and sickness insur-

ance at the same rates as travelers. For each member
who joins, a good proportion of his fee and a bonus from

the insurance company, will go to swell the association's

relief fund. It is understood that the matter is being

taken up enthusiastically by the active members of the

association.

Lady Commercial Travelers.

The question of admitting to membership in the Com-
mercial Travelers' Association, and of their participation

in the benefits accruing from such membership is again

being discussed. In some quarters it is felt that the

ladies who are now employed quite largely as traveling

saleswomen for wholesale and manufacturing concerns

should be allowed to become members of the Travelers'

Associations, and should be entitled to the reduced rail-

way rates which those members enjoy.

The suggestion has been made that the attention of

the Railway Commission should be called to the appar-

ent injustice, and that body will, doubtless, be asked to

direct the railways to give the lower rates to commercial
travelers of either sex.

Easing His Conscience.

In a Scottish town a commercial traveler who called

upon a tradesman at long intervals made a visit at

Christmas time. "Here's a box of cigars," he said to the

tradesman, "and I hope you'll enjoy them."

"Na, na !" replied the trader ; "I couldna tak' them

—I never dae business that way."
"Tut, tut—nonsense, sir !" exclaimed the traveler

;

"it's just a Christmas box."

"Na, na, mon ! I never tak' anything for naething."

"Well, well—give me a shilling for the box," said the

traveler, "if that will ease your conscience."

"Ay, ay ! Weel, let me see," said the honest shop-

keeper, running his eye over the silver he took from his

pocket ; "I see I've got a florin here—I'll tak' two
boxes."

Young Traveler's Death.

Thomas Brown, a traveler for Burton, Spence & Co.,

Toronto, died suddenly on the day before Good Friday at

Sundridge, from pneumonia and heart trouble. He had
been on a trip for his firm to Sault Ste. Marie, and was
returning for the holiday when he was taken ill.

Mr. Brown was 26 years old, and very popular with

his employers, who spoke of him as a promising young
business man. He had been connected with the firm for

five years, and for the last two years had been one of

their travelers.

On Thirty-Second Trip.

John Wildman is this spring making his first trip

for M. Bottomley & Co., of Bradford, England, and he

will cover for this firm, Ontario, west to Windsor, and
in Eastern Canada. While this is Mr. Wildman 's first

trip for this company he is by no means a stranger to

the Canadian dry goods trade. He has made sixty-three

crossings between England and Canada and is now on

his thirty-second annual trip calling on the dry goods

trade of Canada.

United Travelers' Officers.

The annual meeting of the United Commercial Travelers

of America was held in Winnipeg, when the following

officers were elected for the year: Senior Counsellor, R.

M. McGowan; Junior Counsellor, Geo. W. Barrett; Past

Counsellor, F. H. Nesbitt; Secretary-Treasurer, Fred
J. C. Cox ; Conductor, J. E. McRobie ; Page, F. H. Agnew

;

Sentinel, W. J. Stevenson; Executive Committee, two

years, J. M. Scott, J. H. J. Murphy; one year, W. J.

Litster, H. J. Clare.

In the advertisement of the Reinhart Varieties Co.,

published in the April issue of The Review, the measure-

ment of one of the three sizes of the Dolly Madison Em-
broidery Hoop is given as 9x12 inches. This should have

read 6x12 inches.

R. A. Whytlaw, Son & Co., manufacturers of shirtings

and fancy cotton dress goods, Glasgow, Scotland, suspend-

ed payiment about a month ago and at a meeting of cre-

ditors held subsequently, the offer of full payment by in-

stallment was approved. A limited company is now, it is

stated, being formed to carry on the business of the old

concern.
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Notes on Canadian Business Changes

Ontario

John Gould, merchant tailor, Ottawa; assigned.

Levy & Rose, men's furnishings, Kenora; sold out.

F. L. Willis, men's furnishings, Seaforth; assigned.

H. C. Little & Co., merchant tailors, Toronto; assigned.

Wardy & Biskinty, dry goods, etc., Sudbury; assigned.

The Fair, 5c, 10c and 15c store, Toronto; discontinued.

Elizabeth Y. Johnston, dry goods, Port Arthur; as-

signed.

Mackenzie & Monroe, men's furnishers, Forest;

assigned.

Miss H. M. Ladouceur, milliner, Ottawa; removed to

Montreal.

Estate of George H. Katzenmeyer, merchant tailor,

Rodney; sold out.

F. E. Rousseaux, men's furnishings, Toronto; suc-

ceeded by W. Squire.

Behan & Whittun, clothing, men's furnishings and

manufacturing tailors, Hamilton; assigned.

Quebec

The Canadian Knitting Co., Levis; dissolved.

Wallace & Wills, tailors, Montreal; dissolved.

Simon & Shaw, tailors, Montreal; registered.

Guenette & Bedard, dry goods, Levis; dissolved.

Darche & Nault, dry goods, Sherbrooke; dissolved.

Boutaro & Kanage, dry goods, Montreal; registered.

Bouchard & Frere, dry goods, St. Johns; registered.

Darche & Co., dry goods, etc., Sherbrooke; registered.

John Henderson & Co., furriers, Montreal; dissolved.

Goldstein & Hyman, dry goods, Montreal; registered.

Standard Cloak & Skirt Mfg. Co., Montreal; dissolved.

Jules Due, fur dresser, Montreal (St. Louis); assign-

ed.

M. K. Maher, millinery, St. Guillaume d 'Upton, as-

signed.

Geo. Bergeron & Co., clothing, St. Hyacinthe; regis-

tered.

J. B. A. Houde & Cie, merchant tailors, Quebec; re-

gistered.

Durand & Boivin, manufacturers gloves, Lorette; re-

gistered.

Hamilton Neckwear Co., men's furnishings, Montreal;

registered.

The Warwick Gloves, Mitt and Shoe Co., Warwick;
registered.

0. Vanier & Co., dry goods, Montreal (St. Louis)

;

registered.

The Ideal Ladies' Cloak & Novelty Co., Montreal;

registered.

Mrs. K. Wilson, millinery, Montreal and Virdun;
commencing.

Darche & Nault, dry goods, Sherbrooke; style changed
to Nault & Co.

L. P. Dion, dry goods, Montreal; stock damaged by
fire and smoke.

J. P. Gariepy & Co., dry goods, Three Rivers; Alfred
Gariepy, deceased.

Glover, Fry & Co., dry goods, Quebec; Miss Harriet
Ann Hill admitted.

Shapiro & Rosenstein, manufacturers embroidery,
Montreal ; registered.

Shaer & Eliasoph, manufacturers ladies' garments,
Montreal; registered.

A. La Cravatte, men's furnishing, Montreal; Jos.

Henry Lesage, registered.

The East.

Thorne Bros., hats and furs, St. John, N.B. ; succeeded
by F. S. Thomas. .

The West

Hunter Bros., dry goods, Rossland; stock sold to
H. S. Wallace Co.

Mitchell & Hembroff, Ltd., tailors and men's furnish-

ers, Moose Jaw; succeeded by Mitchell, Hembroff, Maybee,
Ltd.

Change in Buying.

A change in the buying practice of Australasian mer-
chants is indicated by a report made by J. S. Larke,
Canadian Trade Commissioner at Sydney, N.S.W. In a

recent statement on trade conditions there he quotes
from the "British Australasian" as follows :

"Little surprise has been expressed by manufacturers
and agents in England at the announcement which has
reached them that at least one of the largest Austral-
ian houses, who have for years past maintained a

large establishment on this side for the purchase of goods
for the markets of the Commonwealth, have decided that
in future orders for the greater part of their require-

ments will be placed on "indent" with the manufactur-
ers. The meaning of this is that goods will be selected

from the samples which are sent out. The expense of

the buying in England has increased considerably, and as
the price of nearly every line is higher, it was felt that
some cutting down of expenses had to be undertaken."

He adds this comment : "This is an indication of

some change in the methods of buying in Australia.
Large houses had either their own establishments or
commission agents in England, on the continent, and in

New York and did their buying through them, frequently
refusing to purchase from travelers who visited Aus-
tralia. There were firms always open to buy from repre-
sentatives here, but many of the older firms gave them
little welcome. Canadian travelers suffered as well as
those of other countries in this respect. The change will

be to their advantage."

A New York despatch says that as a result of the
failure in the supply of fresh water mussels, the "pearl"
button factories of New York are finding it difficult to
supply the demand, and many of the plants may be forced
to close down.
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Blue Leads for Fall.

Pall selling to the retail trade is opening- up under

more favorable trade conditions, but much of the same

conservatism that has marked the buying of the last

few months, promises also to influence that of the coming

Fall season.

The Fall of 1908 is to be another big color season.

With the soft art tones and shades now popular again

en evidence. The whole range of blues, in spite of the

fact that they have been so much worn this Spring, must

be placed first upon the list. Light and dark navies

are to be good, nor does the end of the much-talked-of

Copenhagen shade seem to be yet. This color has been

in great demand in the larger centres and as Spring

buying for the most part was confined to a limited supply

of chiefly staple lines, there has been a decided shortage

of this color. Owing to the same conditions this color

as yet has no representation in many sections.

It is included in the Fall sample lines and will cer-

tainly be a seller. In the classy trade greenish blues,

[particularly in face cloths are confidently featured.

That is, blues on the order of peacock, Atlantic, canard,

petrol, etc.

In brown, as in blue, this Spring, the demand for

popular shades has exceeded the supply. In Fall lines

brown stands high, and for the early season at any rate,

brown must be placed next to blue as a selling color.

By many authorities, green is expected to outrank

brown. This color is to be strong in the millinery end,

there being no less than seven different series, showing in

all twenty-one tones of that color displayed in the mil-

linery syndicate card for the coming Fall. The brilliant

Empire green is to be a prominent trimming color and

darker shades that tone in with this color will be much

used for dresses and gowns.

The prominence of the cerise shades in millinery

at present, and also in the Fall list, favors the red series

and soft deep reds will have a place in Fall lines.

The fact that striped fabrics have been badly wanted

this Spring, lends strength to the Fall lines of striped

fabrics. The chevron effects that have been taken up by

the better trade, are expected to come into popular de-

mand. The diagonal stripes and weaves are the novelty

and as The Review has before stated, are favored by

most buyers.

Serges are always a favorite dress material and the

fact that prices are somewhat lower should help their

sale. This also applies to cheviots and everything points

to a big selling season for these goods.

In plain cloths panamas and wool taffetas are still

prominent, as in these goods it is possible to combine

quality with moderation in price.

In better class goods cloths with a bright finish are

indicated. The novelty feature here is the combination

of the plain cloth coat with a skirt of stripe or check.

Checks, by the way, are the feature with the better

trade, tweeds and suitings being used for the skirt. This

combination idea is also produced by using a check and

a striped fabric together. In making up, the coat and

waistcoat will be of check and the skirt of the stripe.

Bordered goods are very much favored for the high-

class trade.

A new fabric that Parisian dressmakers are favoring

for formal gowns is cashenise de soie. This, of course,

is a high-priced fabric, but it is quite in line with the

favor that fashion is according to all twill fabrics at

the present time.

m

Silks.

The decline in raw silk has enabled the manufacturer

to produce effective, saleable goods at popular prices and

the fact that such prices can be made, in comparison with

those now ruling should largely increase the sale of

silk fabrics.

The leading material from a fashion standpoint cer-

tainly is satin, and in the better trade, soft makes of

this silk are taking the place of chiffon taffeta for gowns1

,

waists and for other uses.

Fancy silks are in little demand, their place being

taken by novelty shades and colors. This means that

besides the standard shades, a larger or smaller range of

fancy colorings, according to the size and standing of

the department will have to be stocked. There is also

a wider range of plain silk makes sampled than for

many seasons, both in the narrow and in the wider

widths. Chiffon taffeta is by no means done with, and

as the price is lower, it should still be a good seller.

Owing to the fact that so many veilings are selling

and to the popularity of dress nets for costumes, waists,

etc., foundation silks will be wanted. Taffetas continue

to be the leading silk for this purpose and will have

to be stocked in the leading colors. Theire is still a de-

mand for dyed shantungs and this is expected to con-

tinue during the Fall, both for costumes and waists.

Jap silks are considerably lower in price and there

is prospect of a further drop as that market is in an un-

satisfactory shape.

An unfortunate error occurred in one of the advertise-

ments of J. & N. Philips & Co., in the April issue of

The Review. In this sentence, appearing on page T6 :

"Our three dress departments combined are the most

expensive in England," the word "expensive" should read

"extensive," an error which will be obvious to Review

readers.

The departmental store of David Spencer, Victoria,

B.C., had a narrow escape from serious damage, if not

destruction, by fire recently. A blaze, evidently of in-

cendiary origin, was discovered in the basement, fortun-

ately in time to permit of its being extinguished before

serious damage was done. A former employe of the

store, whose actions on the day of the fire were suspicious,

was taken up by the police in connection with the fire.
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'About Fall Dress Goods"

We anticipate a good sale

of fancy striped fabrics, but

a large portion of the trade,

we are confident, will be

done in the plain cloths f

such as Venetians, panamas,

broads, box-cloths, etc.

Our traveller is on the

way to see you now. May

we solicit an inspection of his

range ?

REMEMBER-We make a

specialty of attending to

"hurry-up" wants. Mail

your order and if the goods

are to be had in Montreal,

you will get them by return.

Let's show you.

=g£

The W. R. Brock Company <Limited)

Montreal
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Your Dress Goods Samples
and other patterns of cloth, etc., will look well if

cut with serrated or gimped edges by my

"Easicut" Sample Gutter
Hand Power ; four sizes, I9|\ 28i", 30", 32".

j n ^s«-N. We make to

^2 S^S^KT 1 X J**?A stock sample-

JL - - w il
11 u ^HV^^Bh cutting ma-

y™ J chines in nine

"ill '*' ^m liferent sizes,

IT W —from 8" to

1 m 32 "-

1* w lt.i A SEND FOR

\ jjW LISTS.

jga^M Cut illustrates

^^ our 30™ ma-

chine.

We build Sample-cutting Machines, not Mechanical

Toys. Write for our monthly lists of orders and

unsolicited testimonials

J. T. HARDAKER,
99 Crowther St., BRADFORD, ENG.

Sole Agents for Canada :

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal
301 ST. JAMES ST.

ORDER YOUR FALL NEEDS IN

Mantle ClotHs
and

Ladies' Suitings
from a Canadian woolen mill. Our Fall samples in

plain and fancy Homespuns, Serges, Cheviots. Sax-

ony and Worsted Cloths are worthy of your inspec-

tion. The patterns are thoroughly up to-date Shadow
Effects, Chevrons, Diagonals and Fancy Combina-
tions. They have the attractive power of imported
goods, as well as wearing qualities of the highest

grade. And they are going at popular prices.

Our agents want to show you samples of

these goods and to tell you about a new
line of

WOOLEN BLANKETS
WRITE THEM TO-DAY !

Harris & Company, Ltd.
Rochwood, Ont.

TORONTO :

E. J. Dignum & Co.,

84 Bay St.

HALIFAX:

MONTREAL : WINNIPEG i

Hector Prevost McRae & Walker

34 Cherrier St. Ashdown Block

G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.

100-In-The-Shade Suitings
It's time you sent us your order for our 100-in-the-shade suitings. We've a splendid line of

light, cool, comfortable fabrics for wear during the dog days. The patterns are very stylish.

The quality, the good old dependable Hewson kind. You know what that

means. Satisfaction all round.

HEWSON WOOLEN MILLS, Limited,

AMHERST, N.S.

Are You in Need of a

Buying Agent for the

English Markets ?
If so, we offer you our services. We buy for cash

and send original invoices.

We Can Save You Money

Atrial order solicited. Correspondence invited.

F. H. SEALEY & CO., Buying Agents
36 Basinghall Street

London, E.C., England

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.G.

London, England.MACKINLAY & GO.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Latest Fashions, Correct
j

Shades, Best Value
\

}

In reliable DRESS GOODS for Fall and Winter, comprising all the newest shades t
' and fancy weaves.

J

I FRENCH DEPARTMENT
1 NEW NORMANS, VANDYKES and NOVELTY HERRINGBONES, in

J
Chevron and Cheviot effects, exceedingly smart and stylish.

J

{ Every variety of the NEW BROADCLOTHS — AMAZONS, SEDANS and
$

t VENETIANS. These can be had Satin-faced, Suede-faced and Chiffon-faced. *

t Warranted permanent finish, indelible, unspottable and unshrinkable. t

\ New and Original Shadow Effects and Semi-Diagonals, in suitable cloths for winter

t wear, large variety.

i
BRADFORD DEPARTMENT

i In this department we hold reserve stock in the grey, and dye and finish our blacks

t and self colors. We are specialists in black stuffs of every description, and our

\ brilliant blue-blacks are unsurpassed by any other firm, either British or Foreign.
j

We have surprising value in the following :

Indestructible English Amazons (non-spottable,)

Fine Coating Serges (indelible), Plain and Fancy Alpacas,

New Crepolines, in fancy weaves

New Self Stripes and Diagonals

Heavy Venetians, Meltons and Cheviots.

( Our three Dress Departments combined, are the most extensive in England. We
i only deal with large importers and quick payers who can appreciate extra value and
* keen prices.

J. C& N. PHILIPS (& CO.,
35 Church St.

MANCHESTER. ENGLAND
Mills : Tean and Cheadle Branch : 20 Cheapside, London

i

• '

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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COLORED STRIPES
ARE CORRECT

See them in our range of Wash Neck-
wear and Belts. Write for an assort-
ment, and be in the lead.

Ladies' Wear Ltd.,

58-64 Wellington Street West TORONTO, ONT.

Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited
Manufacturers

LATEST DESIGNS in Wash NecKwear. such as 1

HUNTING STOCKS. BOWS, JABOTS. Etc.
in all white and also the new colored effects.

SPECIAL VALUES and Natty Designs in Wash Belts

Leaders to retail at 15, 20 and 25 cents each.

TOURIST LAWN RUCHING :

3 yards in a box at $15.OO per tfr. boxes. 6 yards in a box at $27.OO per gr. boxes.

107 Simcoe St., TorontoHUGH HENRY
204 St. James St.. MONTREAL

Thomas May (8b Co., Limited
Importers of

Laces, Trimmings, Ribbons, etc.

CI Our stocks are equipped to give you the Right Goods

at the right prices.

CJ Don't forget to look especially at our new Dress

Trimmings Samples for August delivery. Trav-

ellers are now on the road.

14 St. Helen St. Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

Ribbons

The demand for ribbons at retail throughout the past

month was better than generally expected. At Easter,

especially, merchants looked after all requirements, and

ribbon displays were at their height. Belting is worn

very much in New York, also London and Paris, and is

Popular widths run from five to six inches. Taffeta ilk

baby ribbon, in a full range of colors, including all the

dainty shades of sky, pink, white, mauve, nile, coquelie-
' ot, mexique reseda are also prominent this season and
with most retailers are selling well. This ribbon is

quite suitable for underwear, trimmings, etc. Duchess
ribbons are in demand for sashes. Fancy dresdens are

being used fairly extensively for many purposes. These
ribbons, in either colored or white ground, in four-inch

widths, are selling well in pink, blue, tuscan and white.

Moire effects with small spots or squares are coming into

prominence and should do very much better later on.

Fancy check ribbons, in floral and stripe effects, in light

and dark combinations of colors, are also shown.
Wash ribbons in white, sky, pink and helio are gain-

ing favor every year. People are finding what a great
advantage they are and what a splendid satisfaction is

generally obtained.

Retailer should make a point of having stocks well

assorted for the busy ribbon retail months, May and

Dress of Plain Cloth, trimmed with'Bands of Striped Tussah Silk, Soutache
Braid and Heavy Ornaments. The hat is one of the smaller

shapes now coming to the front in Paris.
Photo by Felix, Paris

rapidly being taken up in Canada. Plain, moire and gilt

effects in white, black, brown, navy, green, sky blue and

pink, are most popular.

Taffeta ribbons for many purposes, in Copenhagen

blue, light browns, are well to the front. These shades

are in short supply. Greens are selling fairly well.

1 Jk^SSIH
Yfs'

Es^"' w
tt+ ^

mV Am fc,

^^k m&\

Novelty Lace Stock, with Merry Widow Bow. This is the Latest Idea in

u_i | High 'Stocks ; is h'gher at the back than in front. Shown
'jy Rhys D. Fairbairn.

June. After that it will be plenty of time to get stocks

in shape for Fall lines. In this way no business will be

lost and stocks will be at low ebb, before new goods ar-

rive, based on lower prices.

Importers are not pushing Pal] business actively, as

of the lower price scale would unsettle trade conditions.

as retailers show no disposition to order, and the tact

Ribbon markets are rapidly adjusting themselves to a

new scale of prices. Fall orders will soon be placed.

Guaranteeing Kid Gloves.

Should a retailer guarantee kid gloves ? Many clerks

to clinch a sale at the glove counter use the statement
that the store guarantees that pair of gloves, and does

not make every effort possible to deliver them in such a

condition that his unwise guarantee may not be used
against the store in claim for a new pair.

It should not be necessary to guarantee gloves to ef-

fect a sale and the head of the department who follows
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that course is laying up trouble for himself, for the

wholesaler and manufacturer.

That there is a remedy for what has developed into

an evil in the dry goods trade, no one would probably

care to deny, though many have sought it in vain.

Probably one of the most practical suggestions that

could possibly be made on this subject is that of a man
who has charge of a retail glove department. This is

what he says :

"One of the first things I say to a new glove sales-

woman is : 'Remember this, we do not allow the word

guaranteed to be used by anyone behind this counter; we

guarantee the wear of no glove we sell, and any sales-

woman using the word to effect a sale, loses her posi-

tion.' That removes all possible misunderstanding be-

tween the buyer and clerk. Then I explain to them what

we will do for a customer, viz.: 'Fit both hands, if the

customer will allow you; see that the gloves are perfect,

and then explain to her that our responsibility ceases.'

"We feel that we have done all that a reasonable per-

son should expect. How can a glove be guaranteed to

wear to a woman who, we will say, weighs 150 pounds ?

She insists on as snug a fit as the material will allow of;

Gibson Stock of Soft Pique Striped Strappings. Tourist Frilling on Neck
Bow of Lawn and Lace Shown by Ladies' Wear.

Belt to match Stock Collar. Pique and Striped Strappings. Pearl Buckle

she leaves the store and boards a street car; she grasps

the hand rail and pulls her weight on the tight fitting

glove. Is it surprising that it bursts under such a

pressure f Is it the fault of the glove if it does f

"Every glove department should have a skilled glove

repairer. It is possible to take all the 'injured attitude'

away from a complaining customer by listening to her

story and then quietly saying, 'You have had quite an

accident, but we will put the glove in good repair for

you if you will leave it with us.' In nine cases out of

ten that is all the customer expects or wants, and they

are grateful for being helped out of their trouble. The

tenth woman is probably one of those who will try to

get a new pair for nothing and is willing to fight and he

for it. With her, one must use judgment and firmness.

Don't think your reputation is being damaged because

one woman is unjust in her demands. Don't be afraid

to do what is just, nor be frightened into doing an in-

justice to your firm and the manufacturer by giving

away their goods to make peace."

This will be accepted by the majority of retailers, it

is believed, as good advice. It is impractical, of course,

to keep, as he suggests, a "repairer" in every store; this

would be possible only in the larger stores, and it might

be open to question whether the convenience thus afford-

ed might not be abused and gloves damaged beyond re-

pair brought back in the expectation that a new pair

would be forthcoming.

A printed ticket worded something like the following

might be inserted in the envelope with gloves : "We fit

kid gloves at our counter and when accepted by the cus-

Lawn Jabot with Striped Edge. — Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

tomer, our responsibility ceases. Gloves fitted, tried on,

worn or soiled, positively not taken back or exchanged."

Possibly some other glove salesman has had experi-

ence with this question which will be of interest and

benefit to others. The Review will be glad to hear from

any such.

Gloves.

At retail long gloves are still holding their own with

retail prices lower than last year. Big sales have been

held on 12 and 16 button goods in fine lambs and some

real kid goods in off shades. These lines have not been a

loss to the retailer but to wholesalers, who wished to

clear certain lines of lamb goods.

Wrist gloves are selling much better than one year

ago and will do even better during the Fall season,

One of the Latest Ideas in Leathers — Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

though long gloves will still be used during the Autumn
of 1908.

A good glove trade was put through during the

Easter period last month and though there was a feeling

for cheaper goods, particularly in long gloves, high prices

of real kid have been a certain strain on the purse.

Long lisle gloves have not shown anything wonderful

as yet, owing to cold, backward weather, but will be

very good just as soon as warm weather sets in. Dark
T ans, navy blue, and the new Copenhagen blue, are much
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called for. Black and white are always selling well. So
far very few silk gloves have been sold, weather condi-

tions being very much against such thin gloves. How-
ever, good values will be afforded when the time comes

and silk glove sales will without doubt be quite up to

last year.

Sorting orders with the wholesalers in general, con-

tinued to arrive throughout the past month and up to

the present writing. The denand has been slightly

Strap Belt of Leather. Straps held at the Back by Three Gilt Back Pieces.
Tailored Front and Gilt Harness Buckles. — Shown by Ladies' Wear.

towards short gloves, while 18 and 20-inch gloves have

been extensively asked for.

Black cashmere gloves are selling fairly well for Fall.

Jerseys and two-dome gloves from around $2.10 to $4.50

are being shown also and orders up to the present are

considered fairly satisfactory. Fancy ringwoods )on-

tinue to sell as well as ever. Glove prices will be

slightly easier for Fall.

Veilings and Nets.

A very good business was done for the Easter season

in veilings, and since then a fair trade has been passing.

Yardage goods are the chief sellers, but there is also a

considerable demand for made veils.

The chenille effects in hair lines and tuxedos are the

popular sellers, and colors come first in these goods. The
golden tans are decidedly the first in favor, and other

shades of brown rank next. Navies follow, but as the

season opens, champagne and Copenhagen are coming to

the front. The ring spot net deservedly keeps in high

favor—a favor that is likely to extend into Fall.

In the high-class trade the new Russian nets are com-
ing to the front, while another leading novelty consists

of a dark chenille spot on a light-colored net—thus Copen-
hagen will be spotted with navy or champagne with
brown. This makes a most becoming veil.

In made veils the high novelty is the square veil.

Lace-edged, chenille-bordered and ribbon-edged veils are

all shown in individual lines.

Soft Turn-down Collar with Stiff Band. Made of Striped Linen Fabric.
Shown by Ladies' Wear.

There has as yet been little demand for chiffon and

auto veils. This demand, however, will open up strongly

during the present month.

Some Fall novelties have reached this side, colored

effects are very prominent, and besides the staple browns,

black, navy and magpie, an extensive list of fancy colors

are shown, the leading ones being myrtle, mole, Copen-
hagen, canard, emerald and bronze.

There is promise of a large trade in nets this Fall,

both for costume and blouse purposes. Filet effects are

strong in this connection. Ecru, cream and ivory are

corning into high favor, and all the leading colors prom-
ise to be prominently used. Stripe and spot patterns

have the fashionable precedence over floral effects.

For the classy trade, bordered patterns in gauzes,

crepes and veilings are to be particularly good. The

Soutache Effect — Net Allover.

floral effects are lovely, and besides these, smart stripe,

spot and key patterns are shown. These goods come in

all the newest shades and tones, such as Cordova, can-

ard, La Reve, luciole, vert Japonaise, patachon, etc.

Crepe de chines are much favored by the smart set

for costumes and waists.

*

Laces.

Filet effects in bands and all-overs continue in strong
request, and promise to keep first in fashion's favor for

some time yet. These effects have taken a strong hold,

and novelties in this class are very prominent in the

new sample lines now being brought out for the early

Fall season.

Nets and net lace all-overs have been strongly taken

up by the waist manufacturers. The season for the sell-

ing of this class of waists is now over, but the manu-
facturers look for a big season in nets again next Fall.

White, however, will be scarcely so strong, ivory, cream
and ecru taking its place.

Embroidered effects in artificial silks arc promising
to take a strong lead. These patterns are developed in a

Spot Pattern — Filet Allover.

heavy, long stitch, upon filet, heavy round mesh, and fine

nets. The Paris idea is to have these laces dyed to

match the color of the gown. Staple colors, such as

Copenhagen, navy, brown, etc., are sampled, and the lace

can also be bought in the grey to dye to the required

shade. This vogue of colored laces is the high novelty

at present.

Colored silk nets are selling to the high-class waist

makers, and the colored net waist may be looked for as
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a high novelty in the coming Fall. Heavy embroidered

spots in various sizes are strong for Fall.

For present selling Cluny is good, and the bands, in

particular, promise considerable prominence. This lace,

dyed to match, is much used to trim the new linen suits.

There is a staple demand for vals., and the price ques-

Spot Pattern - Net Allover.

lion is now being used as a trade-producing feature in

these goods. ,

There has been very little doing in Plauen goods for

some time past. Manufacturers in that important centre

are in want of orders,

Embroideries.

Though the merchants and manufacturers are begin-

ning to place more orders for embroideries, the trade

done is not only later than usual, but also much smaller.

The absence of the usual American buying has been

severely felt in St. Gall, and the stitch rate has dropped

considerably.

Those retailers who can dispose of a considerable

quantity of embroideries, if only the price is attractive

enough, are able to secure some good lines at present,

and several successful sales, at which values have been

notably good, have been held lately.

There is no question of the standing of embroideries

from a fashion standpoint. Fashion is decidedly in their

favor, and many of the new Paris gowns are elaborately

trimmed with embroidery flounces and bands. All-oyers

have been taken up for the smart Summer waist, and
the better class waist houses have had a considerable run

on all-over embroidered waists. These waists arc strong,

both in lingerie and in semi-tailored styles.

*

New Corset Factory.

A factory for the manufacture of corsets will be es-

tablished at Niagara Falls by the Spirella Company, of

Meadville, Pa., An Ontario charter has been applied for

and the company will, employ $50,000 capital in its opera-

tions in Canada. An interesting feature of the new com-
pany's formation is the fact that employes of the Mead-
ville plant applied for more stock than was for sale. Wel-

fare work is carried on among the employes of the par-

ent concern. A building will be erected on the side of

the Niagara river, 32x135 feet, and it is stated that 100

hands will be employed in the near future.

The city council will grant fixed assessment and^ will

supply power at a low rate, $12 per horse-power per

year being suggested as the rate.

%,

Feather Boa. — Shown by Debenham's Canada Limited.

It is not the price question that is keeping back trade,

for lower prices do not seem to be any inducement to

buy. It seerus to be a fear or an uncertainty as to whe-

ther the goods will be wanted.

Chatham Merchants for Cash.

(By Our Own Correspondent.)

Chatham, Out., April 25.—Coincident with the recent

widespread revival of confidence, the local retail mer-
chants held their annual meeting in April. The following:

officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President—Wm. Anderson.

First Vice-President—A. D. Westman.
Second Vice-President—W. E. Parrott.

Secretary—J. W. Powers.

Treasurer—H. G. Hodges.

The meeting was a very successful one, despite coun-

ter attractions, and a number of subjects of interest were

discussed. President Cowan reported that the Co-opera-

tive Societies' Rill had come up in the Dominion House
since the lasl meeting, and gave a detailed history of the

THE RIBBON HOUSE
OF CANADA

offers you the advantages of large

stocks and exceptional values.

Many merchants have proved

the above.

Walter H. Barry & Co.
MONTREAL
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WE CAN INCREASE YOUR

GLOVE BUSINESS,

help you to make larger profits, and still give better value to your

customers.

We hold one of the largest and best assorted stocks in Eng-
land, and our deliveries are usually prompt. Our qualities are always

reliable, our shades fashionable, and our styles new,, smart, and exclusive.

Our trade is a very select one, our terms are short, and our prices

are surprisingly keen.

Here are a few of the many skin gloves we have for fall

:

it IVTf t-i/-\tn
" the new frilled bracelet wrist, with dome fasteners to

match frills. Very stylish and dressy. Retail at $1.25.

it "T)o p"ma'^
,, Real Nappa, Semi-gauntlet, new style in three

" lengths for short or long sleeves, neat and smart.

Retail $1.25 to $1.50.

it AIq-o " 3 dome Musquitaire, made in three lengths, spear points,
" prix seams, gusseted fingers and Boulton thumb. This

is essentially a glove for the " Smart Set," and made expressly for New
York. Large orders were booked in February for the United States

market. Retail in Canada, $2.50 up.

it Qfpfli fip- " Real Cape, English manufacture, spear points,
" prix seam, Boulton thumb, special value. Retail

$1.00.

it T iItt" Our leading specialty. Every pair guaranteed. Each skin
*

is specially selected and carefully tested. Made in 2 and 3

dome. Imperial points. Retail 95 cents to $1.00. Also in 3 dome Mus-
quitaire, three lengths. Retail $1.25, $1.75-

PTjflfk "RTiH Exceptional value, correct style, best finish, latest

cut. Popular brands :
" Luxe," " Norah," " Louise,"

" Royalty," " La Splendide," " Le Brilliant," etc., etc. All guaranteed.

Retail—with good profit—$1.00, $1.25, $1.50.

FflhnV CxInvP^ Splendid selection. Endless variety. Style,

fit and finish unsurpassed. Surprising

value.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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I Ribbons 1

j
i

The Better Your Assortments

The Better Your Business.

I

Fill in your Ribbon stock by /
^ ordering some of your big sellers /
fA of the season. ' '

|9

Taffeta Leaders
6 shades of Light Bluet and Copenhagen,
3 shades of Light Biscuit Browns in

48, 60 and 80 widths.

i
t

Everything that is new is in stock.

'• jAMfs a, M^ <

Montreal

It is a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Fownes Bros^&Co.
Coristine Building,

MONTREAL

steps which had been taken to fight the measure, which

was now before the Senate, and being dealt with by a

special committee.

The subject of programme advertising and ticket solici-

tors was also brought up. President Cowan stated that

since the resolution passed by the local branch a year ago,

prohibiting the purchase of tickets, the signing of sub-

scription lists and the use of advertising space in pro-

grammes, the practice had been practically killed. The
resolution had been pretty well kept, with beneficial re-

sults to retailers, and many ticket solicitors and others

had "given up in despair."

The subject of cartage fees on freight shipments was
warmly discussed. A. D. Westman declared that the pay-

ment by retailers of the cartage fees on goods at the point

of shipment was an imposition, and that manufacturers

and wholesalers should ship f.o.b. He urged unanimous
action on the part of retailers.

The making of a positive agreement with travelers and

wholesale firms that goods would be bought only f.o.b. was
suggested. Peter Cunningham stated that he had done

this, but, even where such an agreement was made, and

where the wholesalers had done their own carting at the

point of shipment, the charge for cartage had been made,

the freight agents explaining that unless the bills of lad-

ing were specifically marked "No cartage," the charge

was always made.

It was decided to have printed a number of cards, to

be handed to travelers, stating, among other things, that

no cartage fees would be paid by local retailers. The
suggestion was made, and will probably be adopted, to

embody in this card a refusal to pay for boxes, the charges

for which in the past have taken a considerable amount
of money out of retailers' pockets. „

Many of those present expressed themselves strongly

in favor of a strictly cash business, one merchant declar-

ing that where he found a man couldn't pay at the end

of one week, he was invariably less able to pay at the end

of two. Several stated that they were cutting out their

credit business and found that it paid to do so.

Optimistic in the West.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Vancouver, B.C., April 13.—Trade in British Columbia

is opening up a little, being accelerated by the conditions

obtaining at this time of the year. Business is dominated

by the advent of Spring, and while in amount there is

more doing at present than at the corresponding period

of a year ago, yet business is not quite up to what it

ought to be. The retail trade is ordering in small amounts,

it may be in anticipation of a lowering of prices. What-
ever the cause, the difference is marked between now and

last season. Then the business could be selected, but now
it is coming in broken lots. Orders are given with a cer-

tain reluctance by the merchant, as good stocks are held.

Daily trade is spasmodic, showing that money is not as

plentiful as it was when things were altogether lovely.

Even on a fine Saturday, when business should boom,

there is often a falling off, and two weeks ago the Satur-

day business in the trade was rather low. Yet there is no

talk of continued depression. All are optimistic, for if

the depression is now being felt it is at a time when
Spring conditions will offset it, and the general opening

up of various lines of development will bring a steady

betterment.

The dry goods trade with the North, where new settle-

ments are coming ahead, has not yet been felt to any great

extent. This is looked forward to, however, and now that

construction is being started on the railway, many new

places of business will be following.
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The Glove House of Canada
^JT In your own interest make sure of Fall deliveries by

rounding out your Fall Glove Purchases now.

One of our fifteen salesmen will be glad to aid you.

The line is the largest and most varied in our history.

FABRIC GLOVE REPEATS

All the new and up-to-date

shades and lengths.

Perrin Gloves are advertised continuously to

your customers.

Keep your stocks

well assorted.

Perrin, Freres & Cie.

Mark Fisher Building Montreal

Place Your Import Orders Now, and Make

Sure of Early Fall Delivery

Pewny s Kid Gioves

THIS IS THE TRADE MARK

Umbrellas

Sunshades

Parasols

Albertine

and Ascot

| Brands

at Old

Prices.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Greeoshields Western Limited

Winnipeg.
Greeoshields & Co., Limited

Vancouver.

Does your stock need

assorting ?

Special attention given to Mail Orders.

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

When writing advertisers

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO
please mention The Review
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"The effect of the sale

of a good article is

cumulative."
P.C. Corsets

WIN AND HOLD TRADE.

Every day people are getting more educated as to values,

and greater becomes their demand for reliable merchandise.

In your Corset purchasing remember that retailers in rapidly increasing

numbers are recognizing what an unrivalled foundation

Parisian P.C. Corsets
are for their Corset Department.

Don't you think ypu can make P.C. Corsets of value to your business?

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Limited
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY:

188, 190, 192 Caron, 76, 78, 80 Lallemant Sts., QUEBEC.
Ontario Branch : F. W. Gillies, Manager, Brampton, Ont.

Montreal Branch: Alp. Moisan, 291 Craig St. West.

A New Garment Concern

Shaer & Eliasoph

DESIGNERS and MAKERS
OF HIGH GRADE

Cloaks, Suits,
and

Separate Skirts

40 St. Antoine St., Montreal

All orders entrusted to us will

have our best attention, and we
will prove ourselves worthy of

your consideration. Our Fall

lines will be ready about June 1st.

We cordially invite your inspection.

The real Merry Widow Waist not only

name but when you look through our

line you can't help noticing it. Our

Merry Widow Princess Dresses have

taken quite a lead. Our Princess Dresses

in general are good, otherwise repeat

orders would not be coining in the way
they are.

Our Special Line for midsummer selling

in Lingerie Waists and Di'esses is some-

thing which was never shown in

Canada. Look through our travellers'

samples and be convinced or we can

submit samples.

We give special attention to Mail Orders

I. MISHKIN & CO.
40 St. Antoine Street, Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Ready-to-Wear Garment Department

How to Make Suits Pay.

The fact that suits are so fashionable, and that they

will continue to be free sellers again this Fall, is leading

many merchants who have not hitherto stocked them, to

contemplate a dip into the suit business.

Many of these merchants now have established suc-

cessful skirt and coat departments, and are ambitious to

extend operations into the coat field.

This is exactly as it should be, but The Review won-

ders how many of them are prepared to handle them so

as to make a success. That is, a success both from a

profit standpoint and also from that of the customer.

Most probably these merchants have done a fairly

satisfactory business so far without any provision being

made for making alterations. If he is going to make a

success of handling suits, and is going to come out on

the right side of the suit trade, he will have to estab-

lish a proper alterat on department. For, make no mis-

take, Mr. Merchant, you cannot do a suit business with-

out it. Before ever you attempt to handle suits you

must make provision for the proper making of altera-

tions.

The manufacturer can do a great deal by careful grad-

ing and cutting to eliminate, or to minimize the altera-

tion to be made, but no manufacturer living can turn

out suits that will fit all figures without altering. There-

fore, you must alter garments if you wish to sell suits.

No make-shift affair will do—an experienced and capable

person must be -in charge, and a dollar or two saved in

the salary bill here may prove the ruin of your hopes for

the suit trade. When a garment is to be altered, the per-

son in charge of the alteration department should be

summoned
; should do the fitting, and should, in fact,

take the responsibility for the whole affair, and should

also be responsible for any dissatisfaction after the al-

terations are made.

Many merchants have been buying a short coat in

black or brown, etc., and also skirts of the same fabric

and colors. These they have either sold separately or

together. And they have done fairly well with them in

communities that are not inclined to be too critical.

This will not answer for the Fall season, and some
other plan will have to be tried. The fact that a suit

stock runs into money will make the man who has never
stocked them very cautious. This caution will, if he is

not posted, cause him to invest in say at the first five

or six suits. These are not enough to make a big noise

about, so they get little advertising. They are put on

view in the department. Women look them over, but as

there is only one of a size or color, and not any variety

of choice, it is not easy to make a sale. The average

woman when she pays as much as a suit comes to na-

turally wants more than one specimen to choose from.

One customer likes one of the suits, but it is a 32

she takes, and not a 36, and she will not buy until fit-

ted; so that sale is lost. Another wants a blue, and the

only one in stock is brown, so she, too, will not buy.

In another case the coat is a little long-waisted and

wrinkles in the back; or the skirt is too long, and as

there is no alteration department l<> fall hack upon, that

sale is off also.

There is so much trouble with the suits; so much
time taken, and so few sales made, that your salespeople

naturally give them the go-by. So they stick until they

become such well-known features in your department, that

the majority of your customers would hardly have them
as a gift.

Finally, after a lot of pushing, and at a great sacri-

fice, they are at last gotten rid of and the merchant

Skirt Style. — Manufactured by the Standard Cloak & Skirt Mfg. Co.

sighs, and is convinced from experience that suits are no

good anyway. So he makes up his mind to have no more
to do with them.

Now, just figure out how you would come out, say,

in your dress department if you ran it in the same way.

Suppose you bought blue in one material, brown in

another, and so on, instead of stocking a full range of

colors and prices, and tried to do your season's business

with half a dozen pieces of cloth or so—how do you think
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you would come out ? You know quite well you must

have an assortment of fabrics, and a proper range of

colors, to do a satisfactory dress goods business. The
accumulated experience of generations of dry goods mer-

chants tells you this. You have not that experience to

guide you in selling suits, as it is a very modern de-

velopment. It is just as necessary, however, in the suit

as in the dress department that your assortment of sizes,

styles and prices be a full one. You cannot do without

it any more than you can dispense with it in any other

department in your store. If you decide to handle suits,

therefore, be sure to put in a proper assortment. Rest

assured that no woman is going to pay from $12 to $35

for a suit without having a pretty full one to choose

from.

Now, as to the number to buy at first, so as to give

your customers a fair choice. To have sizes, colors and

variety in styles to show, the least number you can do

with will be twenty suits. It looks a large number, but

you will find it none too many for a beginning.

In selecting your suits, go to the manufacturer you

buy your coat and skirt stock from—that is, if he also

makes suits. Tell him you are about adding suits to

your stock. As he knows something about the class of

coats you handle, he will be able to give you valuable

your alteration department and salespeople ready, you

must launch them in style. You should advertise- a

special show day in the department. Have extra decora-

tions, or music, or both. Give each woman a souvenir

or serve afternoon tea—do anything, in fact, to draw at-

tention to your stock.

Rightly bought and rightly advertised and shown, you
should do considerable business in the early season.

Say, for argument, that your twenty suits cost you

$12 each, and you mark them for $18. In the first part

of the season you should sell at least half of them. The
ten suits at $18 is $180. Now take $180 from the $240

you paid for your suits. Not making any allowance for

trade discounts, etc., that leaves you $60 as the cost of

the ten you have left.

As you have parted with the most saleable and the

season is getting on, the time has come when it is wise

to do a little price-cutting. You should mark down your

remaining suits so as to bring $14 or $15 each, and con-

tinue to cut prices as needed, to make things interesting,

and so as to have your department clear by the end of

the season, for suits should never be carried over.

When you have cleared your $60, all you have over is

profit, and without taking into consideration your trade

discounts, too.

New Ideas in Sleeves for Fall. A further development of the Japanese idea.

advice as to the kind of suits you had better stock. You

may follow his advice with confidence, as it is to his in-

terest that you should make a success of your new ven-

ture. You will be just that much larger customer if you

do.

You must treat your new department as a novelty

department, for style is the chief factor in the selling of

suits. As soon as it changes your old stock has little

value. You must, therefore, mark prices accordingly.

You should in the first rosy dawning of the new season

mark fully 50 per cent, and not a cent less profit on

your goods, if you want to make a successful showing.

The big department stores are not afraid to do so, and

they know their business there.

Perhaps 50 per cent, seems a pretty steep rate—but

stop to think—it represents to you the profit upon many
lines. If your customer bought the goods in your dress

department and had the goods made up, you would gain

the profit not only upon the material, but upon trim-

mings and all other findings. Then there is the dress-

makers' profit to add.

Supposing your suits marked off, added to stock, and

Suits handled in this way will pay a good profit and

will build up the reputation of your department.

Where merchants use this method of handling suits a

big business can be built up. There are merchants in

very small towns who dispose of over 100 suits a year,

because they buy as indicated and always have a good

assortment to choose from.

New Sleeve Styles.

It is the sleeve that gives the character to the gar-

ment and decides its date. In these seasons of variety

of styles a coat may be long or short, loose or figure de-

fining, and yet be fashionable if the sleeve is of the ac-

cepted type.

The Japanese idea is not dead yet, and as last year,

forms the basis of the new sleeve, though development

and modifications make it decidedly different from the

shape worn last year.

Some of the latest Paris sleeve styles have been
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specially drawn for The Review, and a study of the illus-

trations will furnish some idea of what coat and suit

designers are working to.

Suits for Summer Selling.

April started business in the suit department, as the

nearness of Easter made the selection of the new suit

imperative with many. Business since Easter passed has

been of a satisfactory nature. For the city trade Copen-

hagen has been the big seller and buyers have had con-

siderable, difficulty in keeping up stock, sizes and assort-

ment's. Brown has been the next best selling color, and

navies have been in good demand. The shadow striped

fabrics have been particularly good sellers.

The big sale of suits this Spring has made the buy-

ers' faith in suits of linens, etc., very much stronger.

Already the advance models are on show in the depart-

ment, and a little warmer weather will give buying a

good start. The popular suit is the plain tailored model,

built upon. Prince Chap lines. In higher priced suits

modified Butterfly effects are shown, as well as cut-

away and loose Pony models. Heavy medallion lace fre-

quently trims the more elaborate styles ; also bands of

Summer novelty suits are shown in raw silk, taffeta

and in fancy striped and check shadow voiles. Modified

Butterfly styles are good here, and pipings and strap-

pings of striped silk are a new idea in trimmings.

.lumper suits in taffetas have the neck opening trim-

med with striped silk and lace. The skirts of these suits

are full pleated and have from one to three folds.

Waists.

The lingerie waist business is backward this Spring.

Early orders were gotten out in good time, but as yet

there has been a remarkable dearth in repeats to hand.

This is explained by the fact that as yet there has been

little retail buying of washing waists. Just as soon as

warmer weather comes there is sure to be a change in

this respect. The white lawn waist has suffered no

eclipse—it is the Summer wear of the millions. Only in

these days of little work and high prices, the woman is

not going to buy lawn waists until she has to. Should

active duplication of orders set in there may .be some
difficulty experienced in meeting the demand.

Many buyers have the idea that the tailored waist is

to be a very strong feature this Summer, but it hardly

New Ideas in Sleeves for Fall. A further development of the Japanese idea.

heavy lace following the lines of the coat are very much
seen.

White is the leader, but colored models are much
more numerous than for some seasons past. Many of

these colored suits have insertions of cotton Cluny dyed

to match ; or the coat will be of the dyed cotton Cluny,

trimmed with strappings of the material.

Manufacturers are now showing novelties in Summer
lines. In wash lines striped linens stand first. These

come in plain tailored styles, with the coat about 28 ins.

long. Equal width stripes of white and color, and also

of hair line stripes on a white ground, are most seen.

Many of these latter show the folds, etc., piped with the

plain color.

The colors are blue and white, tan and white, and
raspberry pink and white. Newer still are the skirts of

the stripe and the coat of the matching solid color.

Skirts are made both in pleated and circular gore

models. A New York novelty shown by one large de-

partment consists of the waist of eyelet embroidery, with
short sleeves, and with soft collar and cuffs of the linen.

The skirt is of the same linen in the gored circular

models, and buttons all the way down the front.

seems reasonable to expect that it will greatly interfere

with the sale of the lingerie model. Both have their

uses and both will sell.

Makers of all-over lace and net models have done
well. There has been a large demand for waists -of this

class and they have certainly sold well up to Easter. The
time for this class of waist is now pretty well over.

However, it is bound to re-appear in full force in , the

Fall lines. Paris, cream and ivory shades are to lead for

the Fall selling. Exclusive manufacturers are sampling
colored filets and nets. Copenhagen is a leading color

here, and brown shades are decidedly good.

Whitewear.
The January sales were not the usual success this

year. Both the buyer and the public were short of cash
and preferred putting off operations until the season ar-

med when whitewear was really needed. This season is

nigh at hand now and the June sales will soon be on.

As yet travelers who have shown Fall and assorting
season lines have met with only a limited amount of suc-
cess. Prices are the same as when the season opened and
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buyers have not taken the goods. The making of white-

wear is in the hands of a few strong firms who have had
a series of splendid years. The season is arriving when
women will have to buy. It is said that the mail order

departments in the big city stores have been unusually

active this Spring.

Montreal Garment Removals.

That Montreal garment manufacturers have confidence

in the future of the ready-to-wear business is clearly

shown by t he large facilities provided this year in many
instances. There is united effort on the part of the

Montreal garment factories to increase the prestige of

the city as a garment centre. One of the oustanding

features of the new factories and the changes made in

old ones is the accommodation provided for visiting buy-

ers. Tn the past commodious sample rooms and show
places have not been evident, but this is now remedied.

Many of the modern display rooms compare favorably

with the best New York City affords. Another good fea-

ture is the desire on the part of manufacturers to furnish

their work people with better ventilated and lighted fac-

tories, Luncheon rooms and proper toilet equipment are

furnished. Some of the changes in location in Montreal

factories are given.

The Empire Manufacturing Co., Montreal, have moved
from their factory- at 138 Craig Street west to larger

quarters at 8 Beaver Hall Hill. Their new location is

in the centre of the business district and gives them

18,000 square feet of floor space. Their manufacturing

facilities are largely increased and they trust to give

prompt deliveries even with a much greater output.

One of the good points of their new premises is a

commodious sample room located on the first floor. This

will be a decided convenience to visiting buyers. Their

offices are also to be found on this floor.

This firm, one of the pioneer Canadian garment con-

cerns, has shown a steady growth each year. Their new
factory will enable them to make still greater progress.

Another forward step has been taken by the Watt.

& Shapiro Manufacturing Co., Montreal, who now occupy

three floors at 507 St. Paul Street, the premises lately

vacated by A. Sommer & Co. Their additional space

will enable them to cops with an expanding trade. The
factory premises have been improved and commodious
sample rooms will be convenient to their visiting buyers.

The Standard Cloak and Skirt Manufacturing Co.,

Montreal are now occupying three large floors of the

building at 8 St. Helen Street, in the centre of the whole-

sale dry goods district, having removed from 236 St.

Lawrence Boulevard. With larger facilities and an in-

creased designing staff they are paying more attention

than ever to the better class garments. This firm is

one of Montreal's garment concerns that has grown very

quickly. Their business life extends over four years.

The Hart Manufacturing Co. have now arranged to

their satisfaction their new buildings at 1 Phillips

Square. On the ground floor are the private offices and
shipping facilities. The first floor is used as a skirt fac-

tory and has exceedingly well-equipped sample rooms.

On the second floor cutting rooms and coat factory are

located. Piece goods and reserved stock are stored in

the basement.

A Summer & Co. are now getting settled in their

new factory in the Workman Building at 282 St.

Catherine Street west, in the very heart of the uptown

retail district. The spac-e occupied measures 32,000

square feet and many merchants who have inspected

the premises pronounce the facilities fully equal to the

best New York City has. Stock cutting and designing

space is all provided to save both time and expense. The
factory proper is exceedingly well lighted and ventilated.

Sample rooms and offices are furnished sumptuously,

the former being finished in oak and the lattefc in ma-
hogany. In fact, every convenience for work people

and visiting buyers is provided.

An evidence of the wisdom of specialization in the

garment trade is furnished by Berger & Co., Montreal,

who, owing to the increase in their business' have moved
from Notre Dame Street west to a splendid location

at 385 St. Paul Street. The flat occupied has been fitted

up with good office facilities, a private office for Mr.

Berger and a useful sample and show room. The factory

itself is well lighted and gives space for many additional

machines.

The Belmont Manufacturing Company, Limited, have

moved from Notre Drime Street west, and are now
occupying commodious premises at 291 Clraig Street west,

just off Victoria Square. Their new quarters provide

them with ample factory space, a large office and splendid

show rooms.

H. Bernstein & Sons have moved to 20 Lemoine

Street, where they are occupying the entire building,

three floors and a basement, measuring 100x33 feet. On
the top floor are the factory and cutting room, the second

floor is utilized for manufactured goods and sample

rooms, and the main floor is occupied by piece goods and

office space. Their new quarters give them large facilities.

The new address of the Beaver Rubber Clothing Co.

is 229 Notre Dame Street east, where they occupy larger

quarters than at their former St. James Street location.

This firm occupies the entire building of three floors and

basement and has commodious offices and sample rooms

on the main floor. The location is convenient for their

factory help.

Montreal's New Garment House.

Shaer & Eliasoph is the style of a new high-grade

ladies' garment house at 40 St. Antoine Street, Mon-
treal. The long experience of the principals seems to

assure the success of their venture.

D. Shaer, of the firm, will look after the manufac-
turing and designing. He has an experience extending

over twenty years, being with such first-class houses as

Thos. May & Co. the John Murphy Co., Limited, and Jas.

A. Ogilvie & Sons, and was for the last six years the

designer and maker of the suits and mantles of the

garment concern of J. H. Waldman & Co., of Montreal.

H. I. Eliasoph has also a thorough knowledge of the

cloak trade. For five years he was the office manager
for J. H. Waldman & Co.

This firm has a well organized factory, a good show
room and office facilities. They are now working ton

their fall samples, consisting of suits, mantles, fur-lined

oats and separate skirts, which will be ready about the

beginning of June.

A. T. Mathews, of Mathews, Lee & Armstrong, a

specialty hat. cap and straw house, Montreal, sailed

first of the month for a six weeks' visit to foreign mar-

kets. He will visit all the leading hat and cap centres

in order to secure Spring samples.
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J. H. WALDMAN

The Garment Problem

Practical Pointers from J. H. Waidman.

Where a manufacturer is in close touch with

the retailers, and his organization is right, he has

built up one of the strongest possible sections in

the foundation of permanent success. J. H. Waid-

man, of Montreal, has given this point constant

attention. He lays great stress upon this close

contact with retail conditions as one of the main
reasons for the success of his business. Equally

important is the question of a manufacturer giv-

ing his personal attention to all details of his

business.

"Th'- garment section," says Mr. Waidman,
"is the most important in department stores in

Canada, as well as across the border, and in

smaller towns is rapidly becoming of equal im-
portance. With this fact in view, retailers should

study carefully, not only their buying, but their

selling plans. Conditions are rapidly changing.

Whether it is a coat, suit or skirt, assortments
count to-day. Variety is the keynote. In former
years quantities counted. To-day variety is essen-

tial. Women will not have garments similar to

those worn by their neighbors or friends."

J. H. Waidman & Co. make a specialty of su-

perior assortments. Their sample line is an edu-

cation to retailers who have not had the advan-
tage of such variety in the source of supply.

Mr. Waidman gives minute attention to every

detail of his business. That attention has proved
a large element in his success. The designing is

all done under his personal instructions.

When writing advertisers please mention The Re\
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J. H. Waldman& Co.
"Makers of Renown Garments"

Coats Suits Skirts
We call your special attention to the fact that

our Designing Department is now busy at work, with

J. H. Waldman at its head, on our Fall productions.

Our collection of Garments will be the strongest and

most varied in our history.

Our line will be ready for your inspection

May 20th. Our representatives will leave for all

parts of Canada June 1st.

The range includes styles adapted from New
York and foreign models, made suitable for the

Canadian Trade alike from the view-points of style,

fit and price.

The line includes popular-priced, as well as

high-class Garments.

In the way of materials we have at our

command the best foreign and domestic mills, and

we buy the best they can make.

We will be pleased to have your inspection of

the line either in the house or by representative.

ONTARIO, ------ A. J. ELLIS.
WESTERN PROVINCES, - - - A. M. BRADFORD.

REPRESENTATIVES : •{ MARITIME PROVINCES, - - H. S. ARNOLD.
HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE - - A. J. ALEXANDER.

^ GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE, - J. H. WALDMAN.

J. H. WALDMAN & CO.
" Makers of Renown Garments "

"The line that builds successful cloak departments "

509-511-513-515 St. Paul Street, - MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review,
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J. H.Waldman& Co.
"Makers of Renown Garments"

The business horizon is clear and good Fall

prospects are practically assured.

Your Ladies
1 Ready-to-wear Department requires

to-day more particular attention than ever before.

Don't forget you can always do business when
you have the right article.

There won't be an opportunity for sentiment

this Fall. You are looking for profits—so are we.

We have made the greatest effort of our lives, and

have gotten together the best ideas from every good

source—changed some—Americanized others. In a

word, every garment a winner—lots of style—talking

points—and all the rest which goes to make your

sales easy and your profits sure.

We will be glad to welcome you at any time

when you are visiting this market.

f

ONTARIO, ------ A. J. ELLIS.
WESTERN PROVINCES, - - - A. M. BRADFORD.

REPRESENTATIVES :
- MARITIME PROVINCES, - - H. S. ARNOLD.

I HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE, - - A. J. ALEXANDER.
' GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE, -

J. H. WALDMAN.

J. H. WALDMAN & CO.
" Makers of Renown Garments

"

" The line that builds successful cloak departments "

509-511-513-515 St. Paul Street - MONTREAL

li hen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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^e Empire Mfg. Co.

Your House for

Coats

Suits

Skirts

The Fall line is now in the

hands of our travellers.

Quick Repeats for

Spring

To accommodate our grow-

ing trade, and to give you

even better deliveries, we

moved 1st May to larger

and better premises at

8 Beaver Hall Hill

MONTREAL

Canadian Branch of

The American Trimming House.

Freydberg Brothers
44-48 West 18th Street, New York

Owing to the growth of our Canadian
business, we have opened a Canadian
office and warehouse at the address
below, where stocks of "selling" lines

are carried, and all orders receive

prompt attention.

For immediate delivery we call to your
attention our lines of the POPULAR
TAFFETA FOLDS. They are manu-
factured in all widths and colors. Full

lines of braids, skirt beltings and
vestings.

Samples of any lines upon request,

from Canadian Managers.

Ascher Brothers
30 St. Francois Xavier St., Montreal

Removal Notice
We beg to advise our numerous customers and
friends that we have removed our offices and works
to commodious new premises at the corner of

CRAIG and GOSFORD Streets

where we will have much more room, a larger plant
and better facilities for carrying on our growing
business.
We respectfully remind you that ours is the first

braid, cord, fringe and tassel manufactory in the

Dominion, and that we still lead the trade in quality,

and workmanship, which we guarantee.

Correspondence Solicited

MOULTON & CO.
236 Craig Street East, MONTREAL

IN LARGER PREMISES
We now occupy three floors at 8 St. Helen St. and are

making an exceptionally strong line of medium priced

Coats, Suits and Skirts.

Fall Range Ready. Inspection Invited.

THE STANDARD CLOAK AND
SKIRT MFG. CO.

8 St. Helen Street, MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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BERGERS
The Place

for

Skirts

The "Trade Winners" of the

coming season can be

picked from the Berger line.

Berber Skirts Are the Skirts

for live merchants

Larger manufacturing facili-

ties in our new home.

NOTE THE ADDRESS-

BERGER & CO.
385 St. Paul Street,

MONTREAL

SHOWER

GENTLE

Order " LAURENTIAN " Goods Now
It is much better to look ahead and prepare than
to look back and regret.

Place Your Orders NOW for

Flannelette Underwear

There is money for you in handling this line.

Laurentian Whitewear Co. Levis, P.Q.
Montreal Office

:

Toronto Office

:

703 Mark Fisher Bldg. 715 Empire Building

Eastern Townships Office: 121 Wellington St., Sherbrooke, Que.
L. E. Chamberlain, Agt.

H hen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Items From All Canada

Ontario.

W. T. Tomes, of Hamilton, has opened a men's tailor-

ing business in Grimsby.

Robert Winning, merchant tailor, of Creemore, died

suddenly from heart failure.

Andrews &' Co., dry goods merchants, Kincardine, are

asking- for tenders for the erection of an addition to their

store.

P. S. Brady, who has been in charge of the dry goods

department of Groves' Store, Gravenhurst, has opened a

store in Waubaushene.-

Robei't Wright, proprietor of one of the largest dry

goods stores in Brockville, recently celebrated the fifty-

first anniversary of his entry into business in Brock-

ville.

H. Huntley, who for five years has managed the Oak

Hall store in St. Thomas, ha<; retired from the clothing

business and will, with Mrs. Huntley, take a trip to

Europe.

William Dewar, former superintendent of the Pen-

man mills in Paris, and later Liberal candidate for the

Ontario Legislature for North Brant, died recently at the

age of 65 years.

Lang & Maher, proprietors of "The Daylight Store,"

Peterboro, clothing and men's furnishings, have opened a

branch store in Lindsay, and Jos. Maher will be in charge

of the store in that town.

R. H. Brown, formerly with W. W. Ferguson, of

Petrolea, has joined the sales staff of the White &' May
Co., of Ailsa Craig, and will have charge of the men's

furnishing and clothing department.

E. Corser, a young Englishman, who was in the em-

ploy of Swift Bros., dry goods merchants, Watford, died

a short time ago under circumstances which seemed to

indicate that he had committed suicide.

Chas. McNown, of Vankleek Hill, has taken John

H. Robinson into partnership and in future the firm will

be known as McNown & Robinson. The dry goods stock

of Flood & McLennan has been purchased.

The Cornwall town council has agreed to fix the as-

sessment of the Canadian Colored Cotton Mills Company
at $275,000 for ten years. The company employs 1,100

hands, and pays out over $413,000 in wages each year.

The Metropolitan Costume Co., and the estate of

Delia and George Livy, of St. Thomas, which made an

assignment, will pay 12 cents on the dollar. Liabilities

amounted to $2,464, and the total assets were $295.74,

The Menzie Wallpaper Co., Toronto, has gone into

voluntary liquidation, and T. W. Harn, former secretary,

and J. J. Gibson, manager, Title and Trust Co., are

joint liquidators. There is a balance of assets over

liabilities.

Carlisle Bros. & Co., the oldest dry goods establish-

ment in St. Catharines, andwith one exception, the oldest

mercantile business of any kind in the city, celebrated

on April 4th the 57th anniversary of their inauguration

in business.

At the end of the year the business of the T. H.

Pratt Co., Hamilton, will be taken over by Robert

Preebles, a member of the present company, and will be

conducted under the firm name of Robert Preebles & Co.,

in another building.

The business of the Brantford Hosjecy Company, of

FrrMitfnrd, has been acquired by the Chipnian-Holton

Knitting Co., of Hamilton, and it is stated that the fac-

tory equipment will be removed to Hamilton, About

fifty hands were employed in Brantford.

Maurice Greenblatt, who has conducted a successful

dry goods business in Parry Sound, is closing the store

in that town and is removing to Montreal, where he has

purchased a controlling interest in a clothing factory. He
will also operate a chain of stores in New Ontario.

James Walker, Hamilton's oldest business man, died

in that city recently at the age of 87 years. During the

fifties he conducted a dry goods store on the corner of

King and James Streets, the principal business corner of

the city, and he later engaged in the wholesale dry goods

business.

T. W. Byam, window dresser and sign writer, with

the Ritchie Company,' Belleville, was thfe victim of a

hold-up on a recent Saturday night on his way homr
from work. Fortunately, he was able to break away
from his would-be robber and is none the worse for his

exciting experience.

The stock of E. R. Bollert & Co.. Guelph, has been

sold to a new firm, Benor, Scott & Co., and the new
proprietors have commenced business. J. T. Benor, is a

former Toronto dry goods man and Andrew Scott has

lived in Guelph for twenty-six years, spending twenty-

three years with the Bollert firm.

Fire in premises occupied by the Dominion Cloak Co.,

Toronto, did damage to the extent of several thousand

dollars. The Cloak Company carried a stock valued at

$10,000, while on the lower floor the Courian, Babayan
Co. had a stock of $100,000 worth of Turkish rugs, to

which some damage was done by water.

R. M. Ballantyne, Limited, Stratford, has made a

proposition to the city council to take over the Krutze-

McLean factory and operate it as a knitting mill. Within

one year from the occupation of the factory the Ballan-

The Furriers' and Cloak Manufacturers'

Supply Trimming House

HAS REMOVED TO LARGER PREMISES AT

30 St. Francois Xavier St.

Larger Facilities Give You Even More Prompt Service.

ASCHER BROS., MONTREAL

Linen Suits
A look at our line

of Linen Suits will

prove interesting

and profitable.

Visit us this month in our large

new factory.

THE WATT & SHAPIRO MFG. CO.
507 ST. PAUL ST. : MONTREAL
-" '
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tyne Company will employ 100 hands. It is probable that

an agreement to this effect will be entered into.

The partnership existing between Messrs. Moore &
Carr, proprietors of one of the progressive dry goods

stores in Gait, has been dissolved, and J. Carr has gone

to Toronto to take a position in the mail order depart-

ment of the Gordon, MacKay Co. Before leaving Gait

he was presented by the employes of Moore, Carr & Co.

with an address and signet ring.

Quebec.

Reynier Freres, glove importers, are now located in

the Victoria Building, Victoria Square, Montreal.

Mr. B. Kay, of L. Hershson & Co., Montreal, leaves

the middle of this month for foreign markets, on a buying

trip.

The British American Import Co. have removed from

385 St. Paul St. to co nmodious premises at 3 Ontario

St. West, Montreal.

Sidney B. Pocock, who for seven years has been with

the Globe Suspender Co., will engage in the manufacture

of gloves at Beebe Plain, P.Q.

Hanson's Woolen Mills, Hull, Quebec, are making al-

terations to their factory, improving their shipping fa-

cilities, and installing a sales room.

Fownes Bros. & Co. are occupying larger premises

in the new wing of the Coristine Building. The location

is on the main floor, as was their old quarters on the

same floor.

T). J. Hoerner, representing Revillon Bros., Limited.

Montreal, returned towards the end of last month from

a six weeks' trip to Europe. He visited all the principal

fur markets, making purchases and preparations for the

coming season.

Alp. Moisan is the Montreal representative of the

Parisian Corset Manufacturing Company, of Quebec.

Mr. Moisan has an office and warehouse at 291 Craig St.

west, where stock will be carried for the convenience of

the Montreal trade.

*

The East.

The store of F. E. Soulis, Parrsboro, N.S., was to-

tally destroyed by fire, and the loss will be serious since

no insurance was carried.

S. L. T. Morrell, for some years with the Sussex

Mercantile Co., of Sussex, N.B., has joined the staff of

the Murphy, Gamble Co., Ottawa.

Joseph Marshall, a prominent cotton mill superin-

tendent, died at Marysville, N.B., recently. The late Mr.

Marshall spent practically his lifetime in the cotton busi-

ness, having been master mechanic of one of the largest

mills in England at the age of twenty years.

The West.

Chas. J. Train has opened in Red Deer, Alta., a mer-

chant, tailoring business.

Thieves entered the dry goods store of A. C. Fraser

& Co.. Brandon, and secured a small amount of money

l?ft in the till.

Hills & Co.. Vancouver. B.C.. have recently enlarged

their store, devoted exclusively to ladies' and children's

wear, anrl held a formal opening.

C. D. Mitchnor & Co. have opened a men's furnishings

and clothing store in Saskatoon, taking over the business

formerly conducted by II. S. Parker.

The Lethbridge Woolen Mill Co., of Lethbridge, has

issued preferred stock to the value of $25,000, to provide

for extension and development of the business.

Hunt & Co., dry goods, Brandon, suffered a loss re-

cently, by the bursting of water pipes in an upper

storey of the building. Before the break was discovered

and the flow of water stopped considerable damage was
done.

A. F. Mills, representing Geo. H. Hees & Sons Com-
pany, was in Winnipeg last week returning to the east

after his semi-annual trip west. Mr. Mills reports sales

very fair, exceptionally so in the face of general con-

ditions. He also reports a general tendency to a demand
for high-class goods in the West.

The Imperial Trading Company, of Moose Jaw, Sask.,

has been taken over by their successors, Love & Tupling,

the principals of the new firm being James Love, form-

erly of Toronto, and Winnipeg, and Harry Tupling, who
for a number of years has been identified with the retail

dry goods trade in Regina and Moose Jaw. A stock of

general dry goods will be carried.

Business Expansion in the East.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

St. John, N.B., April 18.—Conditions in the dry goods
trade in St. John, and, in fact, in the Maritime Provinces

in general, might be termed as very satisfactory. There
has been no serious setback on account of financial de-

pression, but business has been going on quietly and cau-

tiously, while less favored communities have suffered a

real depression. An evidence that merchants here are

optimistic of the future is shown in the many changes

and improvements that have been or are being made in

various establishments. The tendency everywhere is to-

wards expansion and the costly improvements being made
by several of the large business houses are indicative of

present satisfactory conditions and the expectation of

greater trade in the future.

Manchester, Robertson, Allison, who recently pur-

chased the big three-storey brick and stone building ad-

joining their Germain Street premises, have remodelled it

and fitted it in modern style for extending their wholesale

business. The new building is 50x200 feet, and is directly

connected with eight of their other buildings. This firm

also has in contemplation the erection of a big new ware-

house, during the Summer in the rear of the King Street

buildings with a frontage on Prince William Street.

Henderson & Hunt, dealers in men 's furnishings, are

removing from King Street to larger and more commodi-

ous quarters on Charlotte Street.

F. W. Daniel &i Co.'s dry goods store on Charlotte
street, has been greatly enlarged and remodelled, and
Scovil Bros. & Co., men's outfitters, King Street, have

made important changes and improvements in their prem-
ises, recently installing showcases of the latest pattern

for exhibiting their stock of hats and caps. Macaulay
Bros. & Co., Wilcox Bros, and others, have also made more
or less extensive improvements.

F. S. Thomas, the Main Street hatter, has purchased

the business of Thorne Bros., hatters and furriers, King
Street, and will continue the business under the same
name.

These manifestations of enterprise on the part of busi-

ness men here show that they have the utmost faith in the

future.
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TO THE TRADE
ft

ALL PRINTS sold by the lead-

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

The Calico Printers' Assn. Ltd

Manchester, England
to be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

Season.

No other quality will bear this mark.
Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

Staple Department, E. B. Crompton & Co., Brantford.

Cotton Mills Reduce Wages.

As anticipated by those in close touch with Canadian
cotton conditions, all the important Canadian cotton

companies posted in their different mills the last week
of April a notice of a general reduction of ten per cent,

in wages, the new scale to become effective at various

dates during the first week in May. The reduction in

wages is not so serious to the operatives as* might al

first appear, as this advance, had been given only a few

months ago, and the new rate scale is considerably higher

than the one ruling a few years ago. It is expected that

while the federation of textile workers will not take

kindly to the cut, they will recognize the necessity of

the measure.

The reduction applies to all classes of labor and
effects the seven thousand employes of the twelve mills

of the Dominion Textile Company, Limited, the mills

of the Canadian Colored Cotton Mills, Limited, at Corn-

wall and Hamilton, Out., and Marysville and Milltowu.

N.B.; the Montreal Cotton Co., at Valleyfield; The Corn-

wall and York Cotton Mills St. John, N.B., etc. It will

be seen that the reduction applies to operators making
every class of Canadian cotton goods.

Across the border and in England, owing to the dis-

quieting situation in trade circles, wages have not only

been largely reduced, but the number of working hours

lessened, curtailing productions considerably. The neces-

sity of the lower price scale for finished goods has caused

these drastic steps.

Conserving the Home Market,

Canadian cotton mills were confronted, owing to these

conditions with the necessity of lowering prices in order

to hold their trade. Their aim is to keep mills running,

and from their viewpoint it appears lower wages, or in

some cases the closing of mills.

A Representative Opinion.

While discussing the reduction in wages with The
Review, C. B. Gordon, of t he Dominion Textile Co., Limit-

ed, laid particular stress upon their desire to keep all

their mills running, and furthermore, of their ambition

tojiave cottons used in Canada made in Canada by Can-
adians. "Our new scale of prices," said he, "shows
reductions and the cost of production must necessarily

correspond. We want to give our employes work, and
believe they prefer a reduction in wages to a closing down
of the mills. A calm judgment of future needs on the

part of the cut ting-up trades and retail merchants will

doubtless soon restore normal business conditions. A
careful analysis of the cotton situation should prove

to buyers that waiting for lower figures will prove an
expensive matter. With these facts in view we hope

that further reductions in wages will be unnecessary.

*

Linen Prices.

An agreement that promises to have an important

bearing upon the future of linen prices has been arrived

at between the spinners and manufacturers. By this

agreement the prices of yarn are fixed for one year.

The new price list presents a reduction of about 28
per cent. This move, it is expected, will give the weaving
industry a more settled basis of prices, as it should
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eliminate much of the speculative uncertainty from the

market. £ -

Easier prices are ruling for all linen fabrics, but

orders are so light that it is not easy to give quotable

figures. In the case of a considerable order the manu-
facturer is ready to make concessions to meet the views

of the buyer.

There is little interest manifested in the new Fall lines

and travelers on the road find little doing. Many firms

placed fairly liberal orders last Summer for early Spring

delivery and these goods have yet to be moved.

The only branch where there is any great activity

is in dress linens. Here white is the big seller, but there

is a larger enquiry for colors. The new blue shades,

broAvns, naturals and pinks lead. The high novelty,

however, is the striped effects.

From the North of Ireland and the Scotch linen cen-

tres market reports are not particularly encouraging.

Flax and tow yarns are slow. Linen goods generally

are dull and from no quarter is there any important

demand at present. Some manufacturers are in a better

position than others, but things generally are quiet.

*

Tillsonburg Linen Mills.

The new linen mills at Tillsonburg were formally

opened about the middle of April and are now in opera-

tion. Ninety-six looms have been installed and the dif-

ferent departments of the factory are completed and the

whole plant is modern and well equipped in every par-

ticular. The Northway Company has placed an order for

the first manufacture of towelling from the new mills.

*

A Gradual Improvement.

With the wholesalers sorting orders throughout the

past month were fairly good, and up to the present writ-

ing, continue to arrive. However, the continued cold

weather and backward Spring has kept repeats from

coming in as promptly as the trade in general might de-

sire.

There is a general feeling that prices will be some-

what easier on wrapperettes for Fall. Wholesalers ex-

pect to have samples ready early in the month. Some of

the houses have a feeling that dark colored prints will

be popular for Fall wrappers, as the lower lines of nap

goods have not met with as ready sale over retail coun-

ters during the last season as heretofore. The fact that

several of the large cotton manufacturing concerns have

refused to deliver goods at anything but their Spring

lists up to the end of the month, has steadied prices

somewhat, and while some of the lines will show a drop

of from 5 per cent, to 7i per cent, on Fall lists, many

of them will remain stationary.

English white cottons were so well bought up by the

majority of the Canadian trade that the late easing off

in prices in Lancashire has hardly been an inducement

for placing orders.

Canadian and English sheetings have not been made

for stock this year and the fact that many jobbers have

been curtailing their purchases, it is expected, will re-

sult in a shortage when crop reports, if favorable, give

a stimulus to buying—This will be caused by the diffi-

culty of finding looms in sufficient numbers, capable of

making wide goods.

The month of May will no doubt see a great many

customers in the wholesale districts. They may pick up

a bargain here and there whic^ will complete their

stocks. The staple department, particularly, will be of-

fering inducements during the stock-taking sales through-

out the month. A keen merchant ought to do well dur-

ing these sales.

*

Printed Goods.

From a manufacturing standpoint, sorting orders

continue to come in from all sections of the country. A
large cotton mill states that there will be no jobs thrown
on the market, and that stocks are pretty well cleaned

out at present.

Mills" started preparations for Fall business last

month. In wrapperette lines Empress and Imperial suit-

ings are very prominent. Empire Twill, same standard

as last year, will again be shown in the usual large

range. The difference of price ought to make this line

exceptionally popular for Fall. Kimona, for heavy

wrapper cloths, is becoming more popular season by sea-

son. A few of the new lines are Kenilworth Checks and
Scotch reversibles in 27-inch goods. Another new line is

Grampian plaids in 36-inch goods. Outside of above
ranges the usual staple lines, such as tickings, shirtings,

drills, tweeds, etc., will again be shown with great as-

sortments to choose from.

X

Flannelette Lines.

Flannelette manufacturers are meeting with a good
deal of encouragement, in spite of trade conditions, in a

number of repeat orders that are daily received for pre-

sent consumption. Particularly is this the case in the

finer lines of flanelettes, saxonies, and bleached domets.

Ticks are also meeting with considerable demand, pre-

sumably for mattress manufacturing.

As yet Fall results have scarcely shown up, since

except in a few instances travelers have not gotten on

their respective grounds for next season. However, it is

confidently expected that at least as good a showing, if

not" better, will result over the Fall season of 190?-

There have been a few chansres in quotations which will

have the effect of more popular prices than was the "ase

last season.

The cutting-up trades are holding off purchases to

some extent, but there was an improvement the latter

part of the month. It is clearly evident cotton mills

will not produce goods for stock, preferring to run short

time, if necessary.

The H. S. Wallace, Co., Ltd., of Rossland, has pur-

chased the dry goods stock in trade of Messrs. Hunter
Bros., of that city. To properly house the stock, the

premises adjoining the Wallace Co. 's store has been leased

for a period of five years, and will be thoroughly reno-

vated and refitted. As soon as these alterations are com-
pleted the stock will be moved to the new store. It is the

intention of the purchasers to cut communicating arch-

ways between the two buildings, so as to form a depart-

mental store with a floor space of 60x100 feet. This en-

terprise shows that the improved outlook for the mines

of the camp is bearing good fruit in the way of business

ventures, and also reveals what great faith leading busi-

ness men have in Rossland 's future.
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A Problem
Solved

!

C Considerable interest at present at-

taches to the solution of the question,
" How to make a Cotton Flannelette at
once warm, healthy to wear, and non-

inflammable."

The

"Arpekas"
Flannelette

possesses the above qualifications in the
highest possible degree.

C. It is a plain fabric, and not a twill.

C. All household flannels are plain, and
it is obvious that an article intended to
be used as a substitute for flannel should
present a similar appearance. It has the
further advantage that it raises better

and closer, and is therefore less inflam-

mable than an ordinary twilled flannel-

ette. An article made in this manner
will not take fire more readily than an
ordinary cotton nightdress.

C Every piece is warranted free from
extraneous moisture, and from all injuri-

ous chemicals. Being extremely short
and close in the pile, these goods do not
get out of condition on the counter.

PROPRIETORS

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO,
35 CHURCH ST., MANCHESTER, ENG.
and 20 CHEAPSIDE :: LONDON
Mills Cheadle and Tean, Stoke-on-Trent

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Way to the Retailer.

flg Advertisements should not, any more than individuals
obtrude.

<J Obtrusion is more likely to meet with rebuff than cordial

reception.

€fl
The advertisement in a trade newspaper never obtrudes,
because the medium which carries it does not obtrude.

€| Every trade newspaper that leaves the press reaches a

buyer or probable buyer.

<1 Retail merchants buy trade newspapers for the adver-
tisements they carry as well as for the reading matter
which they contain.

IJTheylookto the advertising columns of the trade news-
paper for hints on what to buy, and where to buy, just as

much as they look to the reading columns for market
information, trade news, and business-getting ideas.

CjWhat, then, is the conclusion of the whole matter ?

This and nothing else : Those who wish to maintain

their standing in ihe trade or those who wish to improve
their standing in the trade should continuously use the

advertising columns of a good trade newspaper.
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Canadian Wrapperettes
^T The Fall range of Dominion Textile Co. 's

Wrapperettes represents the widest variety and

the most salable lines in the history of Canadian

Wrapperettes.

Some of the Representative New Patterns

i

.

From the Kimona Range From the Empire Twill Range

From the Empire Twill Range From the Downette Range

•

s
j^'-

"S*>

$*

From the Imperial Suiting Range From the Empire Twill Range
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Patterns

XX
^A»<y¥&&

The Fall

of Wrapp
Range
erettes

XX
^8

XX

XX

There's More Profit in

Canadian Printed Goods.

c/a?*^/i

z

govern in a large degree the sale of

Wrapperettes
The patterns and colorings of the new
range of Dominion Textile Co.'s Wrap-
perettes are important factors in secur-

ing the confidence of the trade.

will soon be shown by the whole-

sale trade. The values will please you.

Examine carefully the extensive

ranges of these numbers.

Downette,

Imperial Suiting,

Empress Suiting,

Empire Twill,

Kimona Cloth

Order early from your wholesaler.

WW
DOMINION

£0115,
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In Millinery
You Want!

What You Want !

!

When You Want It ! !

!

NOT WHEN THE DEMAND IS OVER

By making your selection from the largest stock in Canada

you avoid disappointments. We can supply your WANTS in

Hats Flowers Wings

Ribbons Malines Chiffons

The D. McCall Co., Limited, TORONTO

HOUSEHOLD LINENS
SORTING WANTS PROMPTLY FILLED

This is your active selling month for

Table Linens, Napkins, Towels, Toweling, Etc.

Use Our Stocks to get your share of the trade.

for Canada for the old J. & T. ALEXANDER, Ltd.
established and well-

known Linen Manu- DUNFERMLINE - SCOTLAND
facturers

TJA^T^I^pTP^UirTHTHCM Complete assortment of plain and fancy linen

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Canadian Millinery Review

A Good Season on the Whole.

Though there were some slack days in the early part

of April, the Easter trade was good, and business has

been very fair since in the millinery department.

The chief feature of the selling at present is the craze

for Merry Widows—this at present dominates the trade-

reverse, as it takes a considerable quantity of trimming
to look well on such an immense hat.

The better trade has not taken to the extreme styles,

but fair sized, straight brimmed sailors are good sellers.

This should mean that, introduced at its proper season

—

that is at the end of June—as an outing hat, these large

Shown by Debenham's, (Canada) Limited.

at least the popular end of it. Some of these shapes are

immense. This is, however, the feature that will kill its

vogue. Luckily, this is a trimmed sailor, and the trim-

ming departments do not suffer by its vogue. Rather the

sailors should sell well, and be profit bringers to the

department.

For Summer selling lace and net hats promise to

come to the fore. The mob or Corday model is again
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SORTING
We specialize in

Millinery and Millinery Materials

Tulles, Chiffons, Allovers and Nets

SILKS, RIBBONS, LACES and
BLOUSES, DRESS GOODS, VELVE-
TEENS, VELVETS

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO POST ORDERS

MILLINERY and BLOUSES stocked in Montreal only.

IMPORT
Our travellers are now on the road with a full collection

of samples from our London House.

We draw special attention to the fact that our quotations

make the fullest allowance for the recent fall in prices.

DEBENHAMS <canada> LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO

18 St. Helen Street Bay and Wellington Streets

P||7 r>I7'M| I A l\jT J&r Cf*\ (London (West), Paris, New York, Melbourne, Cape Town
L/HiDHii>n/-\iVl Ot ^V-J. ^London (City), Brussels, Boston, Sydney, Johannesburg

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Reviezv.
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showing. A new idea is for a soft frill of lace or net as

an underbrim trimming, and should this style take

strongly it would mean that quantities of lace would be

employed. The new high crowned hats are developed in

Valenciennes edge. Ostrich fancy pins and flowers are the

trimmings employed. Bright touches of cerise, chiefly

consisting of chous of velvet, are beginning to be used.

This color and the new pink and geranium shades are the

chief color development.

Black and cerise, burnt shades and brown and cerise

are very much seen.

Fall Indications.

Present indications point to green as a leading color

in millinery lines in the coming Fall. Paris is strongly

favoring green and already green is freely employed in

millinery lines.

The prominence of this color in the eyes of the trade

in that fashion centre is shown by the fact that there are

twenty-one shades of green and seven series of this color

on the syndicate card for the Pall season.

The color most favored is the bright shades of em-

pire, or emerald green. This is a color that combines

well with dark blue and in all probability hats will com-

bine both colors, or the green hat will be much worn with

the blue suit. Blue greens are favored and already petrol

and peacock are favored by the classy trade. These colors

will be shown, but it is of course impossible to predict

how the popular trade will view them.

Cerise is the most sought for color at the present

time. Its use has brought the black hat to the front. In

all probability, judging from its strength now, this color

will be an important one in the Fall season.

Wings of the large, soft, pliable description are very

much worn, and wings and ostrich promise a strong lead

in the coming Fall.

Copenhagen will again be a good color, in spite of

the fact that it has been the leading one this Spring.

The tapestry pinks, old rose and strawberry or, as

they are to be called, heather reds, are also expected to

be good. Apricot and the castor shades will be seen in

combination with other colors.

With the made hat more en evidence, a good velvet

season is predicted. Pins still continue to be the most
used ornaments. The new pins are mostly of the disc

or saucer shape and are fairly large. Japanese effects are

strong. Tinted pearl, cameos and jade pins are the

novelty. Jet pins are showing in immense variety and
are regarded as a very strong line. There is still a call

for the popular ball pins.

Splendid New Millinery Warehouse in Toronto

Toronto millinery firms have been gradually adding

to the prestige of Toronto as a millinery centre, and the

handsome warehouses, many of them of recent construc-

tion, are tributes both to the enterprise of the firms en-

gaged in the business and to the importance of that

branch of the dry goods business.

The newest of these warehouses is that erected by the

Smith-Runciman Company, at 100 Wellington St. West.

Early this year the company moved into its new

home and the many out of town customers who visited

the city during the openings and since, have had an op-

portunity of inspecting the new warehouse and of con-

gratulating the firm on the completeness and conveniences

represented by the modern structure.

Since this firm commenced business six years ago,

splendid progress has been made; the business has grown

to such an extent that the former warehouse at 9 and 11

Wellington St. East became inadequate for the constant-

ly increasing business and it became necessary to secure

more commodious quarters.

The result is seen in the superb building, an exterior

view of which is given on this page. It has been design-

ed specially for the prosecution of the millinery business,

exceptional facilities having been afforded by its construc-

tion for the abundant light and other advantages requir-

ed for the manufacture and display of millinery.

The new building has a frontage of 44 feet on Wel-

lington Street and extends to a depth of 140 feet. There

are five storeys and basement, light for which is obtain-

ed from three sides. The front of this imposing struc-

ture is of Indiana limestone, with pressed brick side

walls. The general interior finish of the building is in

oak and Georgia pine.

Entrance is secured through a handsome marble ves-

tibule, leading to the general offices of the company,

situated at the front of the building-. A fine reception

hall, for the use of customers, forms three sides of a

square, opposite the general and private offices. This hall

is finished in the early English style and contains tables

and chairs for the comfort and convenience of those vis-

iting the warehouse, and the service thus afforded was
thoroughly appreciated during the recent openings. The
office partitions are in oak, with rich, dark red leather

panelling.

In the building's equipment special attention has

been paid to the convenience and comfort of the staff

and customers. Two electric elevators afford easy access

to the different floors, while in the workrooms the prob-

lems of ventilation and sanitation have been admirably

solved.

The showrooms, which are located on the top floor,

are finished with excellent taste in mission style antique

oak, with an attractive green panelling. On this floor

ample accommodation is afforded for displaying the pro-

ducts of the staff of expert milliners employed by this

firm. With a commendable foresight and a nice regard

for the convenience of its customers the firm has

provided rooms in which business may be transacted un-

der conditions which make its prosecution a pleasure.

On the main floor, in addition to the general offices

and reception room, the silk and ribbon departments are

located, while the third floor will be devoted to flowers,

feathers and ornaments. On the fourth floor the stock

of untrimmed hats will occupy the space.

While this building has 50 per cent, more space than

that formerly occupied by the company, it is all being

utilized.

The Smith-Runciman Company are jobbers in millin-

ery goods exclusively, including ribbons, velvets, silks,

flowers, feathers, ornaments, laces, braids and hats,

trimmed and untrimmed, and by concentrating their ef-

forts on millinery alone they have achieved remarkable

success. This is evidenced by the fact that their volume

of trade in this line has multiplied five times over the
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amount of business done the first year of the company's
existence.

The local working officers of the company are Thomas
Runciman, managing director, and K. Sid. Smith, secre-

tary-treasurer. H. W. Smith, vice-president, is the for-

eign buyer for the company, and is in charge of the Lon-

don offices at 35 Milk Street, Cheapside. Mr. T. Runci-

man also makes two trips to the continent each year.

This firm has warehouses as well in Ottawa, Hamilton
and Winnipeg.

Summer Millinery Openings.

The twentieth of April heralded Summer millinery

openings in Montreal. From every standpoint success

was thr outcome, in spite of the unseasonable weather

shapes were all represented. The attenuated style of

mushroom, with a tendency to turn up at the front and
side, was also seen in abundance.

The Merry Widow craze, which has been purel) and

essentially an American one, is rapidly disappearing.

Even in New York the manufacturers report the sale for

this article as rapidly falling off.

During the Easter parade in New York, among the

great throng of new toilettes could be seen a few plain

sailors with a plain band, but the so much talked of

Merry Widow only put in an appearance on what might
be called "the masses" and was only noticed in one or

two cases among the better dressed public.

Trimmings most noticed among the better trade were
of a sober nature. Wings and ostrich feathers in plain

colors were to the fore. Wild flowers were seen in

abundance also, but only among the popular trade.

New Warehouse of the Smith-Runciman Company Wholesale Millinery, 100 Wellington Street West, Toronto.

which was prevailing at the time. The attendance was
fully 30 per cent, to 50 per cent, greater than the pre-

vious year and sales were about in the same proportion.

Many milliners who either held off or bought cautiously

at the Spring openings, held March 2, made up for their

lack of buying.

Styles which many houses in Montreal imported from

Europe continue to go along lines which were generally

forecasted in The Review—medium, small and large

As for colors, the great range of shades used at the

beginning of the season have dwindled down to the staple

black and burnt shades.

J. H. Fawcett, of Cypress River, Man., who recently

sold his general business to Wm. Mowate, formerly with

R. J. Whitla & Co.. Winnipeg, is leaving for British

Columbia, where he will engage in fruit farming.
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New York Modes of the Season

New York, April 23.—The Easter parade brought out

many ultra effects in millinery and gowns and not a few

rather new ideas. Of the hats worn the large size sailor

was most in evidence. A very smart sailor of a dark

tone chip has a two-inch facing of burnt or lighter chip

on under brim. This same effect was noted in a soft

chip, wider at the back and right side than at the front

and left. This very picturesque shape, slightly drooping

as it was, was worn minus a bandeaux, as indeed the

majority of hats seem to be. The sailor, while most

popular when the brim is flat, is mgre elegant when

slightly rolling. It was noted that several flat brimmed

sailors were caught up at the left front and tightly held

by an owl head or fancy pompom, from which long

pheasant tails shot backward. While pheasant tails, per-

fectly straight and of extreme length, are in demand, so

are wide wings in the vivid cerise, soft blue or green,

and yet these feather effects are by no means used to the

exclusion of flowers and ribbon. When flowers are used

they are either arranged in a wreath around the crown

or else to cover the entire top, crown included, a raised

effect being given at the side, but when wings or fancy

feathers are used they are clustered at side, front or

perhaps back, the greater portion of the crown being

left untrimmed and in most cases not even banded.

As cerise is the color of the hour, it is but natural

that roses should be a favorite trimming. Several charm-
ing violet trimmed sailors have been noted with interest,

the double violet being used, arranged around the crown
in loose clusters, the flowers being fastened at the ex-

treme tip of their stem. A dark blue rolled brimmed
sailor trimmed with field flowers, daisies, buttercups and

clover, was a pretty model.

Another extremely good shape is the Leghorn model
illustrated. This is trimmed with lilacs and enormous
hollyhocks in soft pinks, the flowers covering the entire

top of the crown.

The arrangement of lace on the lace trimmed model
is worthy of special notice and the high standing stiff

clipped peacock feathers on Model No. 2 is characteristic

of this season's trimming arrangements, the hat itself,

one of the most admired at a recent importer's display,

is in green and black, the brim being encrusted with Irish

lace. It is doubtful whether larger hats have ever been
worn than those which are now au fait. And yet, im-
possible as it may seem, practically all are worn with a

veil, indeed need it, to be really becoming to the wearer.
Very coarse veils in colors or black and white mixtures
are the rage, a wide fish net pattern being the leader.

Undoubtedly the banded sailor will be a factor but
the high class trade will have the sailor trimmed in

some way, no matter how simply. Panamas, Bancocks
and Summer felts are now engaging the attention of the
trade. These follow the more elaborate hat, at least in

size, and are in consequence extremely picturesque.

The craze for stripes has invaded the realm of millin-

ery, quite a few hats having been noted, the brim of

which was faced with stripe silk, in very pronounced pat-

tern. A few striped ribbons are used, but not to any

remarkable extent. In suits, however, there seems to

be no falling off of their favor. Striped flannels, linens

and crashes are now well to the fore in the shops. Un-

doubtedly white has taken a back seat this Summer for

colored shirt waists, colored linen suits and lingerie

dresses are each day more in demand. Very handsome
are the colored butchers' linen suits, heavily trimmed
with coarse linen lace, usually, but not always dyed to

match. The jackets of such suits, indeed one might say

of all suits, are semi fitted and decidedly short waisted

in effect, the length being to the hip, or below. Cape ef-

fects, kimono sleeves, butterfly jackets, or other loose

fitting styles, are in the lead, and while in the majority

of cases the sleeve is extremely long, it is quite evident

that for the Summer, at least, elbow sleeves will hold

their own, although for Fall, so extremely long are the

sleeves to be, that practically the entire upper part of

the hand will be covered. Sleeves are gradually getting

smaller, even now no fulness is apparent at, or rather

above, the shoulder line.

All manner of oddly cut jackets are seen. The cut

away has many rivals in form, squares, long pointed

sides, or backs with shortened sides, are among the oddi-

ties one sees everywhere. The lace coat, such an elegant

addition to one's toilette, is no doubt responsible for the

coats now worn, made of silk braids in semblance of

laee. These are very handsome and at present quite the

fad in colors as well as black. They are made sometimes
on a silk foundation, which may or may not be veiled

with chiffon or net, or else are unlined and worn simply

over one's gown, in which case the laciness of the design

is brought out more prominently. Here is a garment
both suitable for old and young, the black coats being

very appropriate for matrons and those in color, to

match one's gown, being extremely youthful. Tussah,
mirage and kindred weaves are proving in lively demand.
Soft finished materials of all kinds are the only ones on
which milady looks with favor, indeed the only mes
which lend themselves to the clinging empire lines which
are now the accepted standard. Once more one sees

women walking along with long skirts gathered into their

hands, and looking picturesque, perhaps, but far from
practical or comfortable either.

Day by day the clothes problem becomes more com-
plicated as day by day it becomes more specialized. The
woman who has any pretence of being fashionably gown-
ed must be gowned for the occasion, even the tailor-

made, formerly appropriate for almost any informal
wear, now seems sadly deficient. It is a period not only
of costly gowns, but of many gowns, not always, how-
ever, with hat to match, for this season one does not
have that to consider, the hats being rainbow-hued af-

fairs to be worn with anything one may desire, only of

course, as with the gowns, one must specialize, or no
matter how costly one's raiment may be, they will be

"out of the picture."

NELLIE GUNN McCLELLAND.
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Some New York Headwear Fancies
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The Latest Paris Fashions Under Review

Paris, France, April 18.—Creations this season are

rich in novelties and innovations. It sometimes happens

that one has little but evolutions of a past mode to re-

cord. This Spring we have the high, clinging skirt, worn

without an underskirt, reaching two or three inches above

the waist line; the sleeveless coats and jackets, descrip-

tion of which is given below; the immense armhole, which

is sometimes carried to the waistbelt, as shown in

Lingerie Corsage Plisse, with Entredeux of Filet Lace and Gold Buttons.
High Waist is Draped with Liberty Silk.

sketch No. 2, all of which mark a garment as being up-

to-date. Costumes, as becoming the season, are light in

weight, light in color, and (what is most remarkable)

although some are passementerie trimmed, the greater

number are light in appearance.

There are now being worn some very handsome "Toi-

lette de Coures;" one most exquisite model is in pastel

blue cloth. The jacket is severely cut away, resembling

what is known in America as a Tuxedo.

The Raglan sleeves continue their fulness to just be-

low the elbow, being finished with gauntlet cuffs of lace

and ornamented with two brilliant buttons, forming

studs. Commencing from the roll collar, which is of

pastel blue silk, is a zigzag trimming of bottle green silk

cord running around the jacket. At the back is an "em-
piecement" carried to a point at the waist, carried out

in the same silk and ornamented with the same cord

trimming.

The skirt is high waisted and cut with a front panel,

which is also ornamented with the same trimming. Com-
mencing at the hem and decreasing in size to the waist.

The sides and back are accordion pleated. This style of

skirt is effective and is certainly new in idea. It would

be a splendid mode made up in shot taffetas

The stripes of last season have given away to checks.

A smart effect is obtained by means of a taffeta or satin

jacket, worn with a check skirt, the jacket recalling one

of the colors of the checks. There is a great demand for

black and white checks. Three-inch checks are the ex-

travagant style, and are better known as the block

pattern and, strange as this mode may seem, it 4as

character of its own.

A costume made of this material and worn at a race

meeting is a splendid style for a woman interested in

sport.

French women are to-day taking up sport and adapt-

ing their attire (as French women known how) to suit

the necessity of the occasion.

Long three-quarter coats for sporting costumes are

worn with bold lapels; in most cases the front and back

are cut in one piece, with the shoulder seam. Sleeves are

separate from the coat, belonging to an under bodice,

allowing free movement of the arms. Many sleeves are

full at the shoulder and extra wide at the elbow, the

under seam being cut straight and quite plain.

A very rich combination is a ruby colored silk with

blue velvet trimmings. The jacket is semi-long and cut

away, and is made without a collar. The entire coat is

interlaced with a pale blue passementerie silk cord. There
are bands of the silk half an inch wide forming columns
four inches apart over the silk cord trimming.

Spotted Silk Net Heavily Embossed with Pastel Blue Taffetas,
Velvet Border Collar and Front of Broderie Anglaise.

Blue

The lingerie sleeves are made with gauntlet cuffs of

ruby silk. These do not in any way connect themselves

with the coat, but are mounted on the lingerie corsage.

A light tone is given to the costume by four distinct ja-

bots of lace, fan shape at the front of the corsage, di-

viding the jacket. The collar is high, especially at the

sides, with a neckband of ruby silk, interlaced with a

pale blue velvet ribbon. The skirt is very high waisted

and tight fitting below the hips, from where the skirt is
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cut on the bias, allowing the train a very wide sweep.

Starting from the edge of the skirt, in front, are rows

of pale blue velvet buttons, diminishing in size up to the

knee. The trimming is carried around to the skirt,

where in consequence of the length of train they increase

in size, terminating as in front to very small.

Hats this season in some cases are enormous as regards

the height of the crown; in others both height and great

width of brim are present. Trimmings, too, are rery

voluminous. Straws are largely worn in dark and light

browns, khaki, ecureuil, "nattier," different shades of

Fawn Cloth with Brown Check Border. Cuffs and Revers of Pastel Blue
Cloth, with Brown Velvet Bows and Waist Belt. The Jack

is Sleeveless and without Shoulder Seam.

grey and green, with a few violet and mauve. Black

hats trimmed with color are rarely seen.

As regards the very large hat, everything is ''Fan-

tassie." Crowns are of tulle, chiffonne, gauze or lace. Silk

straw is another novelty. A style much seen is one

termed "Amazon," much the shape of a gentleman
-

^ felt

hat, the crown being oval in shape. This hat is being-

generally shown in "Tabac," with a very wide ribbon

band terminating with a large bow at the side, or with

wide brim at the front, turned up at the side, starting

from a sharp point at the centre of the front. The side

turned up is trimmed with an enormous bow of ribbon,

the centre of the bow carrying a large rose, or as is

often the case with morning hats, the raised side is or-

namented with three or four large quills (the enormous
bunches of quills being less seen) while the crown is

draped with taffetas.

Flower toques are likely to be much worn later on.

A good model is carried out in white lilac with a band
of cherry colored velvet carried all around, showing be-

tween the flowers, and a bunch of cherries fall into the

hair just behind the left ear.

Flowers this year are to be employed with a liberal

supply of leaves, large and small varieties being equally

in favor.

Many capelines d' Italie, trimmed with aigrettes or

feather tips quite surrounding the large crown are much

seen; each tip bending to the brim, with a large bunch of

aigrettes or marabout in front.

Sketches 2 and 3 show the high waist and wide arm-
hole effect. The filet lace of No. 2 is being much em-
ployed for waists and trimmings and No. 3 is a spotted
net, heavily embossed with pastel blue taffetas.

A. E. DACAM.

A "41 Table "Sale.

A "41-Table" Sale was held during the latter part

of May in the store of G. B. Ryan & Co., Berlin, and
it is described as the most successful sale event ever held

in that store.. Forty-one tables, each loaded with special-

ly priced goods were placed on the main floor and it is

stated that the store was thronged with customers, checks
counted at the close of the last Saturday of the sale

showing that 1,200 customers were waited on that day.

The sale was liberally advertised in the daily papers.

A certain firm of clothiers insured their premises one

day, and most unfortunately a fire broke out in their

shop immediately thereafter, doing much damage.

The agent who had taken on the risk reported par-

ticulars to headquarters, stating, incidentally, that in-

surance was ratified by noon 12th instant, and that the

fire occurred at 3 p.m. same day.

The manager, in returning the papers in due course

queried the agent :

"Why the delay in having the fire ?"

Francois & Co.
92 Wood Street

London, E.C.

A PARISIAN HOUSE
in London

for

High-Class

Novelties
in

Trimmed Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Straws, Etc.
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There's Money in These Hats

!

$1,000.00 IN CASH
For Those Who Sell "CARTER" and "WILKINSON" Hats.

Act Quickly—There's No Time To Lose !

EVERY Merchant, Clerk, Window
Dresser and Ad. Writer in Canadian

stores, where the "Carter" or the " Wilkin-

son" Hats are sold n
will be given a

chance to share in

the distribution of

$1,000.00, which
sum we have put

aside to be divided

into 40 prizes.

Twenty of these

prizes will be given

for the twenty best

Advertisements
clipped from your

local papers, advertising the " Carter " or the

"Wilkinson" Hat, or both. And twenty

prizes will be given for the twenty best

Photographs of Window Displays of the

"Carter" or the "Wilkinson" hat, or both.

ADVERTISING CONTEST
1st Prize $150.00 in Cash
2nd Prize 100.00 " "

3rd Prize 75.00" "
4th Prize 50.00 " "
5th Prize 25.00" "

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.
10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

We will send you, on request, full

particulars and proof sheet of the finest

newspaper cuts ever turned out in Canada.

You may take your

choice, or as many
as you wish, and

we will send them
F K E E, postpaid

to your address.

Don't lose a min-

ute ! Sit right
do

v
wn a n d write

to-day. A post-

card will do. But

please mention

this paper, a n d
don't forget to give your name and business

address. If an employee, give name of the

firm by whom you are employed. Competi-

tion closes June 1st, 1908. You haven't a

day to lose.

Vancouver

Winnipeg

Toronto

WINDOW DRESSING CONTEST
1st Prize $150.00 in Cash
2nd Prize 100.00 " "
3rd Prize 75.00 " "
4th Prize 50.00 " "
5th Prize 25.00 " "

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.
10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

Ottawa

Montreal

St. John, N.B.

.LIMITBDi
WHOLESALE DIVISION

Head Office and Factory, Quebec, Que.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

The^above view represents therReady-to-wearTClothing and Men's Furnishing Department in Store 01

John M. Farthing, Aylraer, Qnt. A^neat, attractive department.

Summer Vest Styles.

The fancy vest is no longer a novelty. It is a staple

article of a man's attire for Summer, and, consequently.

the trade has developed into a settled demand for these

goods.

A men's store would not be complete without a good

assortment of Summer vests any more than it would if it

were minus a stock of collars.

Manufacturers report that the sales for the approach-

ing Summer season have been larger than ever before, and

retailers state, in explanation of their more than usually

liberal orders, that they feel certain that the demand for

what is at once a sensible and dressy garment will warrant

their purchases in these goods.

Among manufacturers' and high-class retailers' stocks

the white vest holds sway, as is to be expected. Many
are plain white, but there will be an abundance with

stripes and small figures. Second in popularity to whites

are the tans, which will have a big sale, and greys will be

received with almost equal favor by the best dressers. The
greys will range from very light to the darker shades,

and come in a variety of patterns, most of them, small

figures.

The three-button vest will probably be the most popu-

lar, though those with one more will by no means be

considered as lacking in style. The two-button garment,

which was strong with the ultra trade last season, will be

rarely seen this year.

Flap pockets will be seen on the majority of this sea-

son's vests, and that they add to the dressy appearance of

the garment is admitted.

Children's Clothing for Fall.

Retailers who handle children's clothing will find

many attractive lines among samples shown by travelers

on the road for manufacturers for Fall delivery.

In suits the sailors are still staple and are selling

well, this style having attained such a hold upon the

trade that they sell themselves. Buster Browns, with the

bloomer pants and long coats are high style for young-

sters from 3 to 9 years of age, and they are shown in a

large range of colors, but, singularly, brown, following

the fashion in men's clothing, will be in good demand.

Norfolks, which are always good, and which this sea-

son are shown in stripes largely, will occupy a promin-

ent place in every stock of children's clothing. A double-

breasted Norfolk is being shown this year.

Boys' overcoats, too, will have to occupy a place in

the consideration of retailers who handle clothing for

juveniles. A serviceable and good looking line this Fall

will be nap coats, which are shown in a good range of
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colors, dark and light greys being prominent. These are

made, too, in pea jacket lengths.

A long reefer overcoat, to be worn with the Buster

Brown coats, will be a good seller, especially among the

trade, which has sold the Busters at all largely. This

makes an extremely dressy outfit and mothers who want
their young hopefuls to present a good appearance will

likely be favorably appealed to by them.

The Peter Thompson reefer, an old favorite, still

holds sway and with many/
1

persons is a prime favorite.

*

Neckeckwear Tendencies.

The neckwear trade, speaking generally, is not as good

as manufacturers and retailers would like to see it. The
former state that the trade has not been taking goods as

freely as it did a year ago, though it is believed that this

setback is but temporary, and that business will soon as-

sume its normal proportions.

The Easter business in neckwear, so far as the retail

stores are concerned, was good, the novelties put out for

that season being well received.

From now on Summer neckwear will be selling. In

the wash goods lines, mercerized fabrics will be strong,

and orders have already been placed for the bulk of goods

for Summer selling, though, no doubt, if the weather con-

ditions are favorable some good sorting business will be

done.

Prospects in New York, where the Canadian neckwear
style tendencies are determined, are for an increased

popularity for wash neckwear, especially for outing wear,

and unless signs fail, a good demand may be anticipated

by Canadian retailers.

Knitted ties in silk, most of them with cross stripes,

have been worn recently by some men, and they will prob-

ably be sold somewhat more extensively in the future,

especially by the trade in the' cities.

For outing some dealers will show woollen wash ties,

but their wear will be somewhat limited.

Louder colors and patterns promise to be the features

of the Fall neckwear. Stripes will still be very strong,

but it is possible that their use will be slightly diminished
though manufacturers are showing almost every conceiv-

able stripe effect in ties now. A wide latitude, so far as

color are concerned, will be allowed for Fall.

*

Browns Show a Revival.

It may be somewhat surprising to learn that for Fall

brown promises to develop unexpected strength. Brown
was undoubtedly the leader for Spring, while for the

Summer trade greys were favorites, since brown is not

a good Summer color. That it is coming again in quanti-

ties, and in a variety of shades for Fall is the belief of

many of those in close touch with the trade.

In this respect the trade on this side of the Atlantic

has broken away from the vogue in England, where black

and white and green will be the leading colors for suit-

ings this Fall. Those who want to follow English pre-

cedent will wear these colors, while the devotees of the

American style, will probably go for browns.

In view of the fact that this color had such strength

for the last two seasons it is not unreasonable to assume

that in the centre of the United States trade, a successor

to brown may be looked for.

Something new may be expected before Fall from

New York, but as yet what that something is has not yet

been determined and in the meantime Canadian trade is

taking strongly to brown, which, after all, is essentially

a Winter color, and a rational one for that season.

*

Smaller Stiff Bosoms.

Apparently a change is imminent in men's shirt styles.

For the last few years negligees have been increasing in

strength, both for Summer and Winter wear. The former
was to be expected, since they certainly provided greater

comfort. It now appears that stiff bosoms are about to

come into their own again for Fall and Winter. A new
York authority says

:

"Manufacturers go out for Fall determined to "play
up" fancy stiff bosoms. Smaller bosoms are recommend-
ed as helpful to retail distribution, and a bosom measur-

ing eleven inches from the centre of the neck band and
seven inches wide, is favored as being more comfortable

than the large sizes formerly made.

*

Stripes for Frock Suits.

Stripes in men's clothing are being strongly worked,

and in addition to appearing in tweeds and Avorsted suit-

ings, in fancy vests, in shirts, and in neckwear, they are

now coming into use in New York for frock coats, in

both black and grey. This is, of course, an extreme

novelty, and it is doubtful if the style will be at all

generally adopted in Canada. ThevStripes are self-colored,

of course, and do not obtrude. They are considered

good form among the smart dressers in New York and,

while the vogue may not extend much beyond that city,

as a novelty it offers some possibilities.

*

Hats.

Last month repeats were exceptionally good, as mer-

chants entered Sprirg with very light stocks. Vaiious shades

in brown derbies have exceeded all expectations, doing par-

ticularly well in the cities. The natty college shapes in

telescopes have been taken up by more merchants than

formerly. In stiff felts the flat set effects are the pre-

vailing mode, and there is a strong demand for colors.

More calls for these are coming from the country.

In straws it is difficult as yet to predict what will 1),

the favorite shape for Summer. Last Fall it seemed that

the 2| by 2 would be the correct size, but these did not

sell well, as the higher crowns were heavily in demand.

However, it is expected that smaller hats will be worn,

as they hold first place in the United States and Europe.

Split straws are in favor, and many fancy bands are

used. There are a few fancy shapes. Panamas are

selling well in the cities, and a few are going to the

country.

*

Fall Suiting Styles.

The suit styles, which have been characteristic of

the Spring and Summer seasons are being adhered to in

the fashions for Fall. The ultra Fall coat will be a single

breasted, two buttons and long roll lapel; another novel-

ty will be the coat with three buttons, set closely together,

with very deep cut in front, and cutaway effect at the
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A HIGH GRADE POPULAR COLLAR

These collars are

made in such enor-

mous quantities
that they can be
retailed at 2 for

25c.

A High Grade Collar at a Popular Price

Kingston

CARRIED BY ALL WHOLESALERS
When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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bottom. The best seller, however, will be the three-

button sack, with fairly wide lapel.

Wide padded shoulders have gone and in their place

has come the natural, easy-fitting coati. fairly long and

slight flare in the skirt.

Trousers will be practically the same as for Summer,
medium large leg, and some will be shown in the peg-

top effect.

Travelers for clothing manufacturers, the majority

of whom went to the trade with samples in April, do not

send in roseate reports of their reception. Retailers are

apparently not anxious to buy largely for Fall, and it

looks as if the novelty end of the business will be the

salvation of the situation this year.

Purple for Men's Ties.

In thinking of neckwear for Fall, the possibilities

of purple as a favored color must not be overlooked. In

centres of men 's fashion purple is being thought well

of for neckwear, and in the smart New York stores is

being shown already. That it will reach Canada this

Fall is not doubted by those in touch with the situation.

It will come, in all probability, in the long diagonal

stripe which will be strong for Summer wear.

The narrow widths for standing turn-down collars

with narrow opening will still be worn and an authority

makes the prediction that woven ties will sell well for

the better trade. They are reported strong in England,

and in lines which retail up to $1.50 are sold in the

stores catering to the better trade in Canada. These

are, of course, in pure silk and hand-woven. Mercerized

goods retailing for half a dollar are quite largely sold

in the colors most freely worn for this Summer.

Strong Hat Band Season.

Extreme as many of the colored bands worn last Sum-
mer on straws and soft felt hats were considered by some,

this season's range of colors 'and patterns will be even

more varied, and this practice of wearing colored bands

will be more largely adopted. Almost every conceivable

color and combination have been employed, with the result

that something to meet every taste has been provided.

This style, which had its origin a very few years ago

among college students who used their college colors, has

spread rapidly, and has been adopted by young men in

every station in life. This season will probably see the

height of its popularity.

A young man with a fancy for a change of hat bands,

will, by the expenditure of a few dollars, be able to lay

in a stock of bands sufficient to make a change every day.

Retailers, particularly those who cater to the young

men's trade, will be safe in putting in a selected stock

of these bands for the Summer trade. They will be in

high favor, and can be sold at a good profit.

&

Knee-length Overcoats

Knee length, or those reaching slightly below, will

be the lengths most favored for overcoats this Fall and
winter. The long 50 and 52-inch coats are not expected

to be popular, except in some extreme cases.

The college coat, which had its inception, so far as

Canada is concerned, last winter, will be worn still more

largely next season. This is the coat with wide collar,

usually rolled, and buttoning closely around the neck.

In the plain colors, blues, blacks and greys will have
the preference, while in fancy tweeds, brown in stripes,

plaids and mixtures, will be the most favored. Stripes

are still strong, and somewhat loud effects in plaids will

be seen as well, in the novelty trade.

In the ready-made clothing trade, overcoats are sell-

ing in a better class of trade, the best selling lines being

those which cost the retailer from $9.50 to $16, and many
are finding that coats up to $25, if they have the style

and quality, will sell.

Clothing Men Form Local Association.

Certain prominent clothing manufacturers of Montreal

are asking incorporation under the title of the Clothing

Manufacturers' Association of Montreal. A bill is being

introduced at Quebec for that object. The objects of the

association are to procure uniformity throughout Canada

and certainly in the customs and usage of the business of

dealing in clothing and garments. Another reason is to

promote a greater friendly intercourse and a better under-

standing between those engaged in the trade, to endeavor

to amicably settle the difficulties and disputes that may
arise among its members and employes.

The promoters of the enterprise are Harris Vineberg,

of H. Vineberg & Co.; David S. Friedman, of Friedman
Bros.; Jos. Levinson, of S. Levinson, Sons & Co.; Sol.

Kellert, of H. Kellert & Son; Samuel Hart, of Wener
Bros. & Hart.; Bernard Gardner, of B. Gardner Co., Ltd.,

and Ed. P. Wright, of Standard Clothing Mfg. Co., all of

Montreal.

&

New Shirt Factory.

The Wardell-Greene Company is the title of a new
firm of shirt manufacturers which will open a factory

in Berlin. J. T. Wardell, Toronto, manufacturer of

fancy vests and neckwear, will be associated with Wm.
A. Greene, formerly of Berlin, and the Toronto firm will

handle the products of the factory. About fifty operators

will, it is anticipated, be employed by the end of the

year.

Boys' Clothing Factory.

The new clothing factory of Jackson Bros., in Goderich,

will soon be in full operation. At the present time 2,000

pair of boys' knickers a week are being manufactured,

and in a short time the whole factory equipment will be in

use. A "reception day" on which the Goderich people

were invited to see the factory in operation, was announc-

ed by the firm.

*

Modern Co-operation.

The Paquet Co., Quebec, adopts some progressive sell-

ing methods and effective sales helps are frequently given

to retailers. One of the most courageous attempts to assist

retailers in the distribution of merchandise is the thous-

and-dollar window-dressing and advertising contest for

the Carter & Wilkinson hats. This competition has excited

a great deal of interest and deserves the attention of the

trade. Particulars were given in the last issue of The
Review.
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Ours is

Headquarters for
Canada

for the much advertised, much dis-

cussed and much admired

LITHOLIN
WATERPROOFED LINEN

COLLARS and CUFFS
The enormos sale of these re-

markable goods is increasing daily.

Do not confound them with Celluloid

or Rubber. They are Linen, water-
proofed, and of course look like linen.

Do not wilt, crack or fray, and always
retain their shape. When soiled, are

cleaned and made white as new with
a damp cloth.

Style

Economy (OMFORT

COLLARS 25c. CUFFS 50c.

Retailers will please write us for free samples and quotations. Liberal supply of window and show-case

signs, decalcomania transparencies, booklets, dodgers, etc., furnished free with first order.

WILLIAM P. KING & SON, 74 York Street, TORONTO
AGENTS FOR DOMINION OF CANADA

Wreyford & Co.
Romain Building, TORONTO
WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

"WOLSEY" and other lines Unshrinkable
Underwear direct from England.

Novelties in Knitted Coats for Gentlemen
and Ladies.

Cellular AERTEX Underwear
All Weights and Shapes in Stock.

Selling Agents for the following Manufacturers :

Young & Rochester,
LONDON AND LONDONDERRY

Shirts and Collars,

Fancy Vests— Knitted and Tattersal,

Dressing Gowns and House Coats,
Neckwear, Flannel Shirts, etc.

A. L. TtlOmaS, Worcester, Eng.

Cape and Elk Gloves,

Ringwood and Vicuna Gloves.

T. H. Downing & Co., Leicester

Underwear and Hosiery, Club Jerseys, etc.

ARRANGE TO SEE OUR FULL RANGE FOR FALL.

AUSTRIAN COLLARS

Always the same

DON'T BUY IMITATIONS

Atlantic $1.50, Indestructible Brand.

OUR STOCK IS NOW COMPLETE

The A Austrian Collar has given entire satis-

faction for twelve years and has to-day
many imitators but no equals.

THE CANADIAN UNDERWEAR CO.
New Addrew 309 NOTRE DAME ST. WEST, MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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THE "CRAVENETTE" CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/faG?TRADEMARK\

PROOFED BY

Fac-simile of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The r

(Copyright)

DUST-PROOF
as well as

RAIN-PROOF

Proofers to the Trade, BRADFORD, YKS.

Co.,
Limited

SPRING BUSINESS with us has been

GOOD—150% ahead of 1907

Has It Been Good with You?
If not, "sort up" on " HAGEN " Brand and you will quickly

see results.

Our stock is complete in every desirable line.

Mail orders shipped same day as received. Sample order sent
on request.

Your correspondence is solicited.

The Hagen Shirt & Collar Company, Limited,

Berlin, - Canada
Western Representatives

:

THE WRIGHT-McMILLAN CO.

159 Portage '4ve., Winnipeg, Man.

Eastern Representative : .

MR. S. D. LIKELY

Room 9, 30 Hospital St., Mon real, Que.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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THE BERLIN SUSPENDER

BUTTON CO.
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DRY GOODS REVIEW
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others

wanting representatives in the leading business centres here

ana abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a

special list Kept for the information of enquirers in our various

offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

charge.

Address : Business Manager.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Montreal and Toronto.

3 Is
4gv. Let us Help *

You to Make I

More Money ! J
For it will amount to that

if you let us introduce you
to the

Miller Brand
Washable Clothing

Our line of Fancy Vests,
Carpenter Aprons, White
and Suits, Abbatoir Coats.
Chef's Caps, etc., is the
and up-to-date in Canada,
chock full of style and
made of high-grade ducks, d
finished in a thoroughly
manner.

Sleeve Vests,
Duck Coats

,
Bar Aprons,

most complete
Every garment
"snap," well
rills, etc., and

workmanlike

May we send you our Catalogue ?

A postal card request will bring it.

J
The

J Miller Manufacturing Co.
X OFFICE :

Limited FACTORY :

«f 505 YONGE ST. 251-253 MUTUAL ST.

Jj
TORONTO

We're Ready to Supply Your Immediate Wants for

WORKING and NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
FOR MEN AND BOYS

In ZEPHYRS, OXFORDS, DRILLS, SATEENS, FANCY SILK STRIPES,
CHAMBRAYS, CEYLON FLANNELS, Etc.

We have been very careful to make our shirts create a good last impression as well as a good first

impression. They'll stand the criticism of the most exacting purchasers.

AT ALL PRICES-SAMPLES ON REQUEST

waccn
BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

It's Time to Push These Suspender Leaders:

Common Sense, Wizard

Samples and Prices upon request.

Globe Suspender Co. - Rock Island, Que.

1. ALPHONSE OUIMET, L. 0. PAQUETTE,

366 St. Paul Si.. Montreal 70 Church Si., Quebec

WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
In all Styles

"Tailor Made" Brand
Price $6.50, $8,50, $9.00, $10.50.

A good stock ready for immediate delivery.

All Shirts Full Sized. Quality and Fit Unquestioned.

Write or Wire your needs.

The SMITH (EL McREOWN
SHIRT MFG. CO. Ltd. 16 Cote St., MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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** ALASKA FEATHER & DOWN CJL.
WHOLESALE BEDDING MANUFACTURERS

MONTREAL

DOWN QUILTS
Women who buy Down Quilts select them to go with artistic surroundings.

They must harmonize with everything in the bedroom, and give a finishing

touch to the whole. Above all they must give satisfactory service.

"Alaska" Brand Down Quilts do just this, and represent seventeen years

of "Money-back" reputation.

Prices from $40.20 to $90.00 per dozen.

Our COTTON COMFORTER Range

is the best we have ever offered—even the very cheapest grades have real

artistic merit.

Prices from $8.00 to $48.00 per dozen.

WRITE FOR PRINTED PRICE LIST.

tflARANTE
Faotories at

eddTH
MONTREAL
TORONTO
WINNIPEG

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Carpets, Housefurmshings and Decorations

A section of the Carpets, Curtains and Housefurnishings Department in J. M. Farthing's Store, Aylmer.

Oilcloths and Linoleums.

In retail realms the demand for both oilcloths and

linoleums is quite active. For bedroom purposes both of

these lines are becoming more noticeable on account of

their sanitary qualities. Floral patterns are generally

chosen. Cork carpets, both plain and printed, are selling

fairly well, but natural cork continues to hold first place.

Among the jobbers inlaids continue to sell as well as

ever. Block and floral patterns are evenly divided in both

oilcloths and linoleums, as far as demand is concerned.

As regards widths, the staple 8-4 continues prominent,

but during bhe past year in a number of cases 16-4 has

sold extremelv well.

*

Carpets

During the past few weeks at retail business in car-

pets and draperies has been generally satisfactory, having

shown a decided improvement over previous months. The
managers of all 'the larger stores report that business,

while picking up slowly, shows every prospect that sales

will be equal to, if not better than, those of a year ago.

As March was only a fair month in all lines of carpetings

with most retailers, the improvements of trade at present

is quite gratifying, and, as a result, merchants should an-

ticipate sorting wants immediately, as May is one of the

biggest housefurnishing months in the year.

Axminsters and Brussels, as previously mentioned in

The Review, hold first place as regards three-quarter

goods. The demand for these goods this season continues

as strong as ever, and this in spite of the big trade being

done in rugs. The Axminster fabric, in particular, has

shown a decided increase in sales, and although manufac-

turers in general were looking forward to a good trade,

many were surprised at the attention shown by retailers

to this line of carpeting. Axminster carpets wear well,

have an attractive appearance and retain colorings mar-
velously well. Retailers who handle carpets and have

any call for good qualities, cannot go wrong in ordering

at least a few pieces. Brussels, for general trade, con-

tinue active in every store. A Brussels carpet can fit in

anywhere; stairs, halls, bedrooms, drawing-rooms, or din-

ing-rooms. A small self-color or two-tone Brussels carpet

of blue gives an exceptionally pretty effect to a bedroom.

Blue wall paper, with a pink rose design should work in

well with a floor covering of this kind.

Manufacturers are still giving lots of attention to

Wilton carpets. Colorings used in these goods are of the

best/and for a hard wearing carpet they have yet to be

beaten. For hotel purposes, theatres, etc., Wiltons can

be used to advantage. Pretty two-tone reds or self-color

reds are sure to please.

Tapestry carpets, notwithstanding the high prices
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asked, art- being sold freely at retail in the large centres.

Designs of every description are shown.

Among colors predominating are greens, light chintz

effects and soft tones. There is a general tendency to-

wards bronze greens, more especially in the cheaper grade

goods. This color has been prominent during the past

two seasons.

From a jobber's standpoint, trade is going along fairly

well. Sorting orders in all lines are arriving daily from

all parts of Canada and are receiving prompt attention.

By the end of the month wholesalers will prepare for the

Fall season. At the time of writing manufacturers are

very busy preparing their new lines for Fall, and these

will be on show sometime this month, no definite date

having as yet been fixed.

m

The Rug Trade.

Rugs continue to be the favored style of floor covering,

and the demand for all lines, from the best to the cheap-

est grades, has grown enormously during the past three

years. During the last two seasons, the chief difficulty

for the retailer has been to get the goo'ds from the manu-

facturers. This season manufacturers have looked well

ahead and are in a position to give prompt deliveries at

present, but will not promise, on orders booked later.

Jobbers' stocks, also, are complete, and sorting orders

will receive prompt attention. Rugs can be lifted, cleaned

and relaid with very little trouble, a fact which the buy-

ing public appreciate at this season of the year.

Seamless art squares are in popular favor just now.

Tapestry rugs, in all colors, are also in demand. A tapes-

try rug 3x4, or, in other words, 9.0x12.0, is the best selling

size, and can be had at retail, in good qualities, for $20.

Two-toned effects in Brussels squares are also to the fore.

Orientals and antique Persian rugs are still in high favor,

and high-class houses are well satisfied with trade in these

goods. Axminster rugs are selling in enormous quantities

in every shade conceivable. Smyrna rugs have also en-

joyed a greater amount of popularity this season than has

been the case for sometime past.

China and Jap Mattings.

Many wholesalers find the demand for China and Jap

mattings as good as ever. The low grade Chinas have sold

well. In fact, everything has been ordered. The mats

are used extensively for Summer purposes.

New Company's Plans.

One of the first acts of the Reg. N. Boxer Co.. when

they entered into possession of the plant and assets of

the Menzie Wall Paper Co. last March, was the disposal

of every block and pattern which had been used by the

Menzie Company. In thus immediately disposing of

blocks and patterns, which could easily be made to serve

again, the Boxer Co. clearly show the policy they intend

to pursue. That policy, as outlined to The Dry Goods

Review in an interview with Mr. Reg. D. Boxer and Ml.

Hanson respectively the president and secretary of the

company, is to have a more complete line than any here-

tofore turned out in Canada. A line of wall papers* that

everyone will be interested in, from the buyer of the

common grades at moderate prices to the buyer of the

highest grades in demand is the aim.

To the end that such a purpose be furthered, the old

Menzies factory has been completely remodelled, new
machinery installed, new help obtained, including the

addition of expert . colorists, who are there to see t.o it

that every color effect is right.

Every design being manufactured by the Boxer Cum
pany is perfectly new and exclusive to them. Most of

these designs come from England and Germany, ia which

parts of the globe the designing of wall paper is a highly

cultivated art.

Among the European wall paper designers whose
work will appear in the Boxer Company's line aie such

names as Wilcock, Lithgoe, Haviland Davis, Lee,

Howard.
Mr. Boxer says that one of the aims of the company

is to avoid all impractical designs. He says that there

are many designs on the market which are costly ai.d

beautiful, but which are not practical designs for rhe

average dealer to handle. His idea is to produce foreign

effects, as well as Canadian and American effects, but

only in such a manner as will appeal to the average

dealer's customers.

Mr. Boxer claims that his company stand in a class

by themselves, when it comes to varnished tiles. The de-

signs, he states, are exclusive, so is the coloring. The
tile is pure white, and guaranteed not to rub, and they

are in a series of patterns and colors.

In the higher grades of papers they are going to

bring out a large line of guaranteed non-fadable papers.

*

Timely Wall Paper Hints.

The drygoodsPian who makes the most of his wal!

paper department is the man who realizes that a mere
knowledge of cost price and selling profit is not by any
means the only equipment necessary for success.

You would not try to sell Emerson's essays to a

giddy girl, or Laura Jean Libby to a college professor.

And yet, many drygoodsmen know so little about wall

decoration that they are restricted in their selling to a

mere exhibition of the various patterns. They can throw

no light upon the adaptability of this or that paper to

the requirements of the purchaser—and a natural dis-

satisfaction ensues on his part with their appearance

when the papers have been hung.

The dominating element of the paper is almost al-

ways its coloring—not its pattern design. A paper in

light tones and delicate tints may be suitable only for

a lady's bedroom, while the same pattern in rich and

heavy colors may be just the thing for a hall or den. So

a knowledge of colors is requisite, especially the effect

that bright sunlight and subdued riorthlight have upon

the different shades.

Rooms with bright southern exposure are best treated

with the "cold" colors—grey, blue and green. Those with

nothern exposure should have the walls covered with rich

tones of the "warm" colors—yellow, orange, brilliant

red, etc.

The hall should be made pleasing through the use of

soft, rich colorings in tapestry, medallion and other such

papers.

The dining-room should reflect the spirit of good cheer

and comfort. Forest, verdure and Oriental tapestries in

two-third treatments; grasscloths and similar textile

effects with landscape or scenic borders; or stripe designs

with subdued patterns for the border are the safe things

to use. Rich browns, greens, olives and reds are highly

recommended.

Bedrooms should not be too decided in color treatment,

the most satisfactory papers to use being the dainty
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tt THE LINE OF BEAUTIFUL FLORALS.

MORE PROFIT IN WALL PAPER

is only possible when yon get in touch with a line which is so superior in attrac-

tiveness and variety of design, in harmony of color and decorative utility that you

can sell at a higher price even though it costs you less than a line of inferior quality.

You may have been handling wall paper mainly as a sort of convenience to

your customers. But, now that the Boxer line of wall papers have arrived it will

pay you to go into the wall paper business in dead earnest. Start to make money
out of it.

The Boxer line is made for every class of your customers. This our travelers

will demonstrate when you are looking through our sample hooks. We know that

Your Aim Is To Make Money
And so we have produced a line of wall papers that you can sell ! A line in

which every grade from highest to lowest is practical—free from cumbersome at-

tachments, in which every design is attractive and original, but in which no design

is freakish.

It's a duty you owe your own ability to make as much money as

possible. If you're going to do so you've got to have the best line of wall papers

that you can buy. There's no reason why you shouldn't, if you follow the only

course that will make you competent to pass judgment—know every line that is in

the market. Examine them all—it'll pay you well to do so—and compare the Boxer
line with the others. That's all we ask — the goods themselves will do the rest.

We're a new company, but with a full knowledge of the wall paper business of two

continents. Our very existence depends upon our manufacturing better goods than

any other house. We've simply got to do it to succeed -and succeed we will.

The Boxer line will comprise wall papers of every description, from the

cheapest grades up to the most elaborate and decorative. The designs are, for the

most part, the work of the best European designer's. This will enable you to get

really imported designs at only a fraction of the " imported" cost.

No other factory in Canada can show a line so complete, or as wide a range of

designs and colorings at such attractive prices.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

The Reg. N. Boxer Company, Limited

New Toronto, OnL.

"OUR TRAVELERS WILL PROVE THE CLAIMS WE MAKE."

I Then writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Made in 5/4 and 6/4.

Handled by all the Wholesale Dry Goods Trade.

We also manufacture

Prepared
Decorative Burlaps

Made in all standard colors, in widths of 30, 36, 45, 54, 72, 90 inches.

THE MODERN WALL COVERING

ECONOMICAL, ARTISTIC, SANITARY and DURABLE.

Write for sample book of this line and pamphlet giving
PRICES and USEFUL INFORMATION concern-
ing them.

Manufactured by

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Ltd
MONTREAL

LINOLEUMS!
FIVE GRADES—A, B, C, D and E. 2 and 4 yards wide.

We have no hesitation in stating that these goods represent
the best value in the market as regards

DURABILITY, ATTRACTIVENESS, PRICE

I Floor Oil Cloths
J

THREE QUALITIES. All standard widths up to 10/4.

} This line is so well and favorably known that little need be
said regarding its merit, other than that they are the QUICKEST

J SELLERS giving satisfaction, which we consider the best dem-
J

i onstration that }

t VALUES ARE RIGHT t

I Table Oil Cloths I

i

\

*

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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siripos in ribbons, chintz and embroidery effects for Ladies,

and plain stripes or subdued floral patterns for gentlemen.

The kitchen and bathroom can be made so bright and

attractive with the use of modern varnished wall papers

or Sanifcas that there is no excuse for the old-time drab

paint and soiled "woodwork. These papers can be pur-

chased in infinite variety of design, especially in tiles,

and are kept immaculately clean through the use of a

clamp cloth.

The drygoodsman who in a general way follows the

lines laid down here cannot go far wrong, and he is more

than likely to hit things right.

Wall Paper Combinations.

"Suggestions for Wall Decoration" is the title of an

interesting and valuable booklet issued by Stauntons

Limited, Toronto. From an artistic standpoint, as well

as because of its contents, it should be in the hands of

every retailer who handles wall paper. The process of

grouping and combining papers is explained and illustrat-

ed, cuts of some of the moderate-priced papers in the

1908 lines being shown.

&

A Splendid Furniture Store.

H. A. Wilder & Co., who conducted retail stores in

St. James Street and St. Catharine Street West, Montreal,

are concentrating their business in their Mammoth new

store at 282 St. Catharine Street West. They occupy five

floors of this building which measures 87 by 105 feet.

Bjsidds their former lines in furniture, carpets, etc., they

are utilizing the basement for fancy crockery and tinware.

The building is a decided addition to the uptown retail

district of Montreal and is one of the most modern retail

furniture stores on the continent.

"Hut I thought you meant " faltered the typist.

"Never mind what you thought I meant, madam I"
thundered the junior partner. "It's my business to
think, not yours. In future, you just take down my let-

ters exactly as I dictate them."
"Yes, sir," said the typist meekly, and they got to

work. But when he came to sign the first of these let-

ters, the junior partner remembered his commands, and
looked foolish.

"Dear sir," it read. "No, better butter him up a
bit; make it my dear Mr. Skid What the dickens is

his name ? Oh, Skinner. My dear Mr. Skinner. Where
the dickens is his letter ? I've got it. With regard to
your inquiry of the What was the date of his letter ?

Blessed if I can read it. Writes like a spider with its

legs dipped in ink. Well, of recent date, we have plea-

sure in quoting you the following prices ! I say, Smith,
what do you think we ought to quote this chap Skinner?
I should say whack on 70 per cent. What, only 50 I

Very well, then; £1 10s 6d, £2 and £3 per ton; car-
riage paid. That's about it, I think. Awaiting your re-

spected commands, I am, yours very sincerely, .

That's polished him off !"

Your Safe Combination
in the wall paper department is a line of Staunton goods

—

and the proper advertising.

If you were heeding, rather than seeking experience when
you ordered your paper, the Staunton Trade Mark is on

every roll in your store.

If you didn't provide the proper advertising equipment, cut off the

coupon and send to us. By return of post you will receive a sample

copy of a booklet that would cost you over a hundred dollars to

prepare and print, but which we will send you in quantities for

a few cents per hundred. Booklets imprinted with your name and

all ready to send out to your prospective customers. Prepared for

yoil and not as an advertisement of Staunton Wall Papers.

Cut the coupon and send to-day—it in no way commits you

to order.

STAUNTONS Limited y
Wall Paper Manufacturers *l <^^

941 YONGE ST., TORONTO, ONT. C
Ĵ D

V j^^ Stauntons

^y~j^^ Limited

THE ELMS S>Z^ 941YongeSt.,
FRIEZE TREATMENT y*^ Toronto. Ont.

Most popular scemc border sold « <>^ p^ send me samp ,e
in Canada. No. 4794, in many . j^ , \\r 11 r»' \ ^r copy your Wall Decoration
colorings. Samples on request. r "^> j^ r> 1 j 1 i_ j j6 v ^ C ^r Book snd pnee tor hundred.

^^ Name

yy Address
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KING'S
Established 177B

FAMOUS
Sold by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling- Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordheimer Bidets., 8 Colborno St.,

TORONTO

IMPERIAL CARPET CO.
Limited

60 Front Street West,

TORONTO, - - ONT.

Spring Sorting
We have the following lines in stock for

QUICK DELIVERY
Prices Low, Quality and Designs the Best.

Velvets, in Body, Stair and

Squares,

Tapestry, in Body, Stair and

Squares,

Linoleums, Inlaid and Printed,

Oil Cloths,

Japanese Mattings.

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

Luxfer
Prisms

Showing how
Goods can be

brought out in

Clear White Light.

Every Detan

coming out, Back
of Store being

lighted as well as

front.

This is the ad-

vantage of having

Luxfer Prisms in

your front Transom
and frequently does

half the selling.

The only way to

show Colored Goods
and textures.

SEE US FOR INFORMATION

LUXFER PRISM CO., LIMITED, TORONTO, ONT.
When writing advertisers please mention The Revieiv.
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The Canadian Farmer is a Fortunate Individual

As a Class the Agriculturalists are in Splendid Position from Financial Standpoint

—-Maritime Province Farmers Particularly Favored—Situation in the West is Hopeful.

By J. W. Whealon, Editor Canadian Fanner and Dairyman.

The financial position of the farmer at this juncture

is of some importance in the business world. The rush

of the Spring' season is on. Larger business is looked

for. Its coming will depend in no small degree upon

the farmer. Is he in as good position to buy as other

vears? Have the somewhat trying experiences of the

past Fall and Winter impaired his power to buy? Is

there as much ready money in the country as there was
a year ago? Will trade be seriously hampered by the

farmers' financial position this Spring?

During the past few weeks the writer has received

reliable information from a number of well-informed

people in all parts of the Dominion on this question and
is in a position to give a fairly accurate summary of

the farmers' financial position. Leaving the West out

of the reckoning, it is, generally speaking, fairly satis-

factory. The farmer has come through the financial

crisis in good shape. He has had, in some cases, to ex-

pend more for feed than usual and to economize iii his

feeding operations. This has left him in the one case

with less ready money this Spring and in the other with

his live stock in thin condition. Aside from these draw-

backs the farmer has little ground for complaint and
begins the Spring season without any serious handicap.

There is a tendency to economize, however, which may
affect trade more than any lessening of the farmers'

l^ower to buy. This tightening of the purse string will

be applied largely to the luxuries and not to the neces-

sities. The farmer, this Spring so our correspondents

tell us, is buying and is able to buy everything necessary

for carrying on his farming operations, but he is indulg-

ing very little in unnecessaries. In some instances the

old binder will do duly another year, the old harness

will be polished up a bit and the young lady will have

to wait awhile for her piano. Economy is in the country

air as well as in the city air and a little of it applied to

both may do good and not harm.

The feed scarcity has been more acute in Ontario

than in any other part of Canada. Live stock husbandry
is the chief industry of Ontario farmers. Comparative-
ly little grain is sold off the farm. It is fed largely to

stock. A feed scarcity with high prices means expensive

production of stock. And it is just here where the On-
tario fanner has been hit the hardest and more particu-

larly the one who depends upon cattle and hogs for a

revenue. During the Winter these have been low in

price and the price of feed being high there has been

no profit in their production. The hog raiser should

have had, at least, $6.50 a cwt. for his hogs to have
come out even on the deal. But he got less than $5 a

ewt. most of the time, which, of course, meant a loss.

Dairy farmers, who are in the majority in Ontario, have
had several good years and can stand a little setback

without interfering with their financial position very

seriously. The feed scarcity will no doubt hamper dairy

operations this Spring somewhat. Cows have come
through the Winter in thin condition. Many, because

of the feed scarcity last fall, sold their cows. These
conditions will affect the output of cheese and butter

for a while and lessen receipts. But they are by no means

general, even in Ontario. Fully one-half of the farmers
have had plenty of feed and some to spare, which has
helped to swell the year's income considerably.

Quebec is somewhat similarly situated to Ontario,

though the feed scarcity was4 on the whole, not so serious.

In some districts, notably those supplying milk to Mon-
treal and there are a number of these, farmers have had
to buy larger quantities of feed than usual at high prices,

so that there has been considerably less profit in produc-

ing milk. In the outlying country districts, our corre-

spondents say, there was plenty of feed and farmers are

no worse off this season than a year ago. Dairying plays

an important part in Quebec agriculture. Prices have

ruled high and farmers have been making money in the

business, and though the cost of production has been in-

creased by the higher prices for feed their financial posi-

tion has not been seriously impaired as they have had

little feed to buy. On the whole, therefore, the Quebec
farmer, financially speaking, is in very little different

position from what he was a year ago.

As we journey east and get into the Maritime

Provinces, the farmers' position this Spring materially

improves. That part of Canada had a good average

year in 1907, and in some parts an exceptionally good

year.

Where Do You Buy?

Your Upholstery Hardware

such as Pole Ends, Brackets,

Rings, Stair Rods, etc., and your

Extension Rods for Lace

Curtains and Draperies.

FROM THE U.S. - directly or indirectly—

at a 30 per cent, import duty.

or

IN CANADA.— from us or our jobbers?

Don't book your Fall order until

you've checked our prices with those

of our American competitors. We
can surely save you money.

WRITE TO-DAY TO

The Newell Manufacturing Co.
Prescott, Ont., Canada
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Toronto Horse Show Increasingly Important Fashion Event

Some Valuable Style Tendencies Reflected by Occupants of Boxes at Annual Spring Horse

Show—Green Promises to be Leader for Fall—The Millinery Trend—Merry Widows few.

Some Representative Styles seen at the Horse Show.

As an assembly of smartly dressed women, the To-

lonto Horse Show, just closed, was a great success. In-

deed, it is only when such a gathering is seen tha't the

great becomingness and attractiveness of the present

styles is realized. Though the weather, which was for

the most part cold, wet and gloomy, prevented the don-

ning of very summerlike gowns, there was plenty to in-

terest the student of fashions. Millinery from this view-

point was specially interesting.

z As far as colors go, of course, thei
v
popular Copen-

hagen was well worn. This applies, perhaps, to the pub-

lic outside the boxes. By the smartly gowned women in

the boxes the new greenish and grey blues—the peacook

and blue cendre tones were the blues chosen. Most of the

pale blue gowns, of which there were many, were of this

new grey blue.

Some handsome gowns were of the new greenish

blues, the Atlantic blues, the petrols, etc. One or two
suits were seen in peacock blue, notably one with even

stripes of peacock and black. This class of blues has

been gradually gaining ground since last Spring. At the

Horse Show last April only one gown was seen of this

color, but this was one of. the smartest that was worn
at that show. This year, particularly in millinery, this

color was frequently seen. Navy blue, and the brighter

navies and royals were very much en evidence, particular-

ly in the afternoon, when tailored suits were so much
worn. . 1

r
|T|]

Brown was universally worn, but the absence of, the

leather tones was very noticeable. The majority of the

browns were of a rather dark order and having either a

greenish or greyish cast. On the former order was a

handsome gown worn by a well known society woman.
The trailing skirt was of a soft silky ninon or silk voile,

showing even stripes of a darker and lighter brown, and

also of black. The coat was very new. It was of taf-

feta in brown, braided all over with black soutache. The
shape was the latest type of cut-away, known as the

beetle w'ng. This, as its name implies, is cut away
sharply at the sides and is long and narrow at the back.

This combination idea is a new one Paris is just de-

\ eloping and is so striking that it is sure to make an

impression on Fall fashions.

One of the newest ideas is the check or stripe skirt

with a coat of plain cloth—this the French call "com-

pose," or combination. The skirt of one fabric and the

coat of , another is another fashionable variation of the

same fashion. Thus the coat may be of cloth, and the

skirt of silk, or a skirt of voile, ninon or net, may be

worn with a coat of soft silk or satin.

The hat worn with this striking brown gown was
also very new. It was decidedly on the small ordtjr,

made important, however, by the trimmings. It had a

narrow straight brim, and a high crown, with a gilt

fancy band encircling it. Caught under the buckle in

front were either three or five ostrich plumes, in pale

apricot. These passed straight over the hat, the ends

falling over the hair at the back. With this costume was
worn a high lace stock, with a tightly pleated short

jabot of lace. Many of these short jabots were wcrn
both with the the tailored suits and with the more ela-

borate evening gowns, the majority being of lace. Lace

bows and Merry Widow bows of tulle were very often

seen. Neck frillings were much used—nearly e^ery sown
showing this finish. The new wide frillings are evidently

popular with the exclusive trade. Green was more seen

than it has been for some time. The soft reseda shade

is entirely absent, the fashionable greens being of the

clear bright type. Several pale green gowns were noted,

also one or two of quite blight Empire shades.

The Empire greens were much used in millinery—

a

green hat often accompanying a blue gown, particularly

when the gown or suit was of a dark shade.

Grey is always a favored color with the better trade

and quite a number of hancksome grey gowns were worn

both in the morning and evening.- Mid-grey and dark

smoke grey tweed suits were worn by several smartly

dressed women. A noticeable one was of striped effect

in a wide broken pattern. It was elaborately braided,

several rows around the skirt giving a kind of checked
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border effect. The coat worn was quite knee-length and

was also handsomely braided.

Mauve and helio are colors that are always taken by

the better trade. This is a color that is only at its

best in high-class cloths, etc. Therefore, the fact that

this color was seen has little bearing on the style ten-

dencies.

The whole red series, beginning with the new pinks,

were very much worn. In the evening many pale pink

gowns were en evidence.

Very much noted was a handsome wrap of bright

strawberry pink. This was made in loose and flowing

mandarin shape and trimmed with touches of black. An-

other evening coat of a little deeper shade worn on an-

other night, was trimmed with white. Many red suits

were worn in the afternoons, several in deep beauty

shades and others in the new wines.

It was in millinery that pink was so strong. Many
evening hats were all pale pink with a hint of gold. Roses
in the natural shades were the most used flowers. The
fact that cerise has caught on was evident and many
hats, not of black alone, but in ftrown, and even white,

showed touches of this color. The geranium shades were

also well worn.

Though many straight brimmed sailors were seen, the

exaggerated Merry Widow shape was conspicuous by its

almost complete absence. All the sailors worn, even at

the afternoon performances, were of the trimmed variety,

no plain banded ones being seen. Generally speaking, the

hats were of a moderate size ; many were even small.

The high crown has also evidently been accepted by the

fashionable woman, therefore, smaller hats and high-

crowned millinery, may be looked for in the popular end

of the trade next Fall. Very few made hats were seen,

the high-crowned hat with the brim turned up on one

side being the most popular shape. Toques and turbans
were general, and crin, leghorn, tuscan and yedda were
the most fashionable straws. In the afternoon many very
bright coarse straws were seen.

Two or three hats were noted with a pleated
frill of lace as an under brim trimming. This has a

quaint, picturesque effect that suits many faces, and
certainly is a fashion that will be frequently be seen

when the summer hat is due. Several net hats were
worn, nets and gauzes seemingly being more used than
tulles. Hat trimmings are much more simple, the gen-

eral rule being that a band of some material shall en-

circle the crown, and that all trimming shall be massed
high either at the side or front. When flowers were used

for this purpose they were generally roses in the natural

shades. Very deep bindings were used on most hats. The
number of black hats were conspicuous.

One of the most noticable of these was a toque shape

of black crim. The crown was large and perfectly flat,

and the brim was somewhat in the mushroom effect., but

tight and close. A wreath of cerise roses completely

encircled the crown, and there was a clump of black os-

trich, on the left side, the ostrich following the line of

the hat. More of a Corday model was a white hat worn
with a suit of white serge, trimmed with narrow strap-

pings of blue, black and white stripe. This hat had the

drooping brim of fancy crim while the crown was of

frills of narrow Valenciennes. There was a wide white

satin ribbon drawn round the crown and finished with a

bow on the left side. This bow raised the crown high

on the left side. Both these hats and also many of the

new toques; were worn very far back, showing the hair

very much in front. Another hat that illustrates the

tendency of the mode was worn with a striped suit of

peacock blue and black. This hat was of peacock blue

fine Milan. The crown was high and the brim was a

very narrow one and turned up slightly all round, but
higher on the left side. The front was banked with

roses in pink and red, but with a bluish cast in the color,

to harmonize with the rest of the hat. On the right side

was placed a large flat bow, of peacock velvet. Another
hat of the same color and of a similar shape had as

trimming rosettes of peacock silk, and a high military

plume of feathers in the same color.

Very many large pointed wings were used, many of

which were white. White wings and green foliage were
seen on a high crowned hat, and many black hats had
white wings.

All kinds of wings, but particularly large pointed ones,

were well worn. Quills, the large pointed ones particular-

ly, were much seen. Fancy plumes in military style were
seen, but ostrich was on the majority of the very hand-
somest hats. Not so many very long plumes were used,

but massed bunches of the shorter demi-plumes. Many
black hats had the crown hidden by black plumes, and
the wearing of a black hat with a white or a light colored

gown was again fashionable.

Many brown hats were worn, the burnt shades being

particularly strong. These were trimmed both with brown
and also brown combined with other shades, the newest

combinations being brown and cerise.

W hen white was worn it was chiefly in the form of

the white serge suit. White serge keeps all its popularity

and seems to be the general utility suit of the fashion-

able woman. It is suitable for all occasions and can

be donned either for evening or day wear.

Elaborate evening gowns were all of the new draped
Greek-Empire type. They were developed in soft laces,

gauzes, nets, voiles, ninons, etc., and had the drooping

shoulder, and high waist. Greek key trimmings in the

form of silk strappings, soutache braidings, silk shirred

over a cord, etc, were frequently seen. The latest note

was the making of white and light colored gowns over

grey instead of white. A beautiful gown made in this

manner was of pale blue satin striped white chiffon, the

white stripes carrying a dotted pattern of black.

Dressey suits were generally made with the butterfly

sleeve and sharply cut away in the beetle-wing fashion.

Many of these were in light blue or fancy blue serge,

and had fancy waistcoats mostly of white.

The Prince Chap suit, in navy, brown and black serge.

or in grey suitings, or in the two or three toned equal

stripes were most worn. In the evening elbow length

gloves of white kid were almost universally worn. All

dressy suits had short sleeves with these long black or

tan gloves were the rule. Plain tailored suits had the

long sleeves and with these short gloves generally to

match were worn.

This year the Horse Show committee offered prizes

for the best dressed Horse Show windows. They must

have been gratified at the large response. This is as it

should be, for these windows are the very best advertise-

ment possible and help very materially to make the

Horse Show a popular event. The window dressed by

A. E. Apted for the T. Eaton Co. won the first prize.

The winning window had a mirrow background, the

frames draped with pale yellow. Trophies of yellow

locust flowers and yellow and blue ribbons, whips, spurs,

etc., centred each window. One window had a fair eques-

trian, and a number of beautifully posed figures in hand-

some gowns suitable for wearing at such a function as

the Horse Show, while another window devoted to men's

wear had a phaeton and pair with the whip in correct

costume,
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising
By T. J. Tobin

Human Interest in Advertising

Behind every successful business there is some-

thing more than the bare principle of buy for so

much and sell for so much in advance—there must

be. You'll find enthusiasm, determination, love of

trade for its own sake and a high conception of its

dignity, the principle of the square deal, and prob-

ably several other things. Combined, they repre-

sent the "undcrneath-something"—the spirit—which

lifts a business clear of ordinary standards, and

stamps it as an organization having ideals and the

vim necessary to attain many of them.

With the right sort of advertising a business

answering the above description could be made to

appeal powerfully to its public. Into his daily

story the adman would be able to weave a good

deal of the human interest quality, the love of

which is born with all of us.

One of the best pieces of advertising I have ever

read was inserted recently by a large paint firm in

a popular magazine. The writer knew paint, and he

knew thoroughly well why the people should buy

this particular brand. He made a number of illum-

inating statements regarding its constituents and

uses, and showed a simple way in which the claims

set down could be tested. Most admen would have

considered this sufficient ground to cover. As a

matter of fact, the great majority do not go that

far in copy which they produce. This writer knew

his business better than that—he realized the im-

mense value of striking a human interest note. He
did it by the introduction of several brief para-

graphs, of which the following is a sample :

—

"It is the spirit—doing the day's work ac-

cording to the best there is in us—building

up here a loyal, honest, earnest-working

personnel, and guiding and guarding the per-

fection of the product as though our whole

future business hung on the quality of every

drop—that is the underneath reason why
give best results."

That's the finishing touch. I venture to say

that it more than doubled the effectiveness of this

advertising. The reader interested in paint is in-

troduced in an attractive way to this product ; its

purity is proven to him ; every line of copy strong-

ly appeals to his reason. Then to cap the- splendid

effect already produced, the writer tells his public

that the manufacture and .sale of paint is not a

cold, colorless business transaction with this firm,

but rather a life-work actuated by the best ideals.

It, is a matter of principle, as well as profit, that

every drop of the product that leaves the factory

should represent the highest possible form of paint

purity.

• *
•

Have high ideals in conducting your store; try

hard to attain them—and get the 'public interested

in your efforts. Tell them there is a principle be-

hind your business that is bigger in your eyes than
even the profit consideration. You'd sooner lose a

sale any day than make one that did not carry

complete satisfaction with it, so you offer to ex-

change any goods, and refund the money if desired.

You want to make your store a pleasant place for

the ladies to visit. Tell them all about these things

—take them into your confidence—and invite their

suggestions regarding improvements in store ser-

vice and equipment.

Don't do this unless you are in earnest about
it. If you are really in earnest you'll find your ad-

vertising invested with new life and attractive force,

and that means increased patronage.

Of course, in recommending such a plan, I do

not mean that descriptions of goods should be

neglected in the slightest degree. They are always
of first importance.

The full-page ad. of Herbert Snell's, (Moose Jaw),

reproduced, undoubtedly attracted the attention of every

woman who turned over the pages of the papers in which

it appeared. The heading cut, symbolical of Spring, at-

tended to that. The introduction is moderate-toned, al-

though a trifle too long. The subject matter all through

the ad. clearly indicates that Mr. Snell knows how to

write interestingly about his goods and methods, in a

reasonable way that will appeal to the public.

There is one suggestion I would make. It is that

exact description of goods be used more extensively. For

instance, the general talk about suits should have been

condensed considerably and supplemented with descriptions

in detail of at least two suits; the same with corsets. As

it stands, the ad. mainly "asserts." The addition of such

matter as suggested would supply what might be termed

"the proof." In the general talk certain claims are

made ; these claims should be supported by "reasons

why."
Mr. Snell pays a good deal of attention to perfecting

his store service, and he believes in advertising, the fact

to his customers. That's an excellent policy. A para-

graph in this connection is. b.ere quoted :

"By strict attention .tp, and an ever-increasing know-
ledge of, our business, with proper treatment of our cus-

tomers, and the goods they demand brought conveniently

within their reach, we' are endeavoring to niaJ<e this

store an ideal place in which to trade. We want our c-ujh
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tomers to be pleased when they make a purchase, and

just as pleased with the article as long as it is in use,

otherwise we are not fulfilling our ambition to make this

the ideal store. We make mistakes—of that we are well

aware—but we are only mortal and we constantly aim to

el' ruinate errors and friction. Your co-operation is de-

sired, and any information or advice our customers can

give will be appreciated. If you have anything disagree-

able to say about us, say it TO US."

Many good stores use specialty ads. a great deal,

that is, they speak of only one class of goods at a time.

If I had a dry goods store myself I would adopt that

plan, at least to a certain extent. An excellent ad. by

Ladyware Co., Vancouver, devoted exclusively to waists,

is reproduced. It is easily read, the matter is strong

and the appearance attractive.

"A tempting feast of Saturday bargains," by Paquet

Co., Quebec, is a style of advertising beyond the small

or even medium-sized store. If it were within reach of

these latter I wouldn't recommend its use. The idea is

certainly novel and well worked out, but is it worth
while ? Paquet Co. have used many a great deal super-

ior. Their advertising is usually about the best that

( see.

W. R. Megaw, Vernon and Lumby, B.C., writes :—

"Your monthly talk on advertising in The Dry Goods

Review is a department we. take more than usual inter-

est in from month to month. We intend to send you,

from time to time, copy of our ads., and as a starter

enclose one that appeared in the Vernon News, issue of

April 9, which we would like you to criticize in an early

itsue of The Review. This department should prove a big

help to all advertisers who wish to write copy straight

from the shoulder; copy that will bring results and not

merely fill up the space contracted for in their local

papers,"

Judged by the standard of most ads. that come to

my desk this one of Megaw's is pretty good. The illus-

mgicBwggBncramnCTjmwOT»ra*CTTEe:i»l3Trff¥WBnFWfJgaBEga

t ration is excellent, the set-up neat. The chief fault to

be found is the lack of descriptive matter. Skirts and

coats are spoken of in one paragraph. Now the ladies

of Vernon want to know just what these garments look

like—how they are made, and of what materials. Why
not tell them ? Describe at least one or two of each.

If necessary, use fewer items and describe more exten-

sively.

*

The Sussex Mercantile Co., Sussex, N.B., send in a

full-page Spring opening ad. The subject matter is much
above the ordinary and characterized by commendable
moderation of tone. There are no extravagant terms used

in any department, and that in itself is a point of merit.

The feature I would criticize most strongly is the typo-

graphical effect. This firm should insist upon the printer

turning out a much neater job. In some sections there

is not enough contrast between the headings and para-

graphs and too many different styles of type are used.

*

R. H. Knight, Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie, send in two
samples of their advertising. Both are good, the chief

polnfof merit being the use of detailed description. Ads.

of this kind are always strong pullers. I hope to see

more of Mr. Knight's advertising.
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Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

A Long- Day but Short Prices—It will be our banner

bargain day. We've great reasons for making it so in

the great price inducements offered. A whole lot of

space could be taken up in telling you about it, but it's

not necessary— the prices speak for themselves; but just

a word of counsel—come during the morning, at 8 o'clock

if possible, you escape the crowds and get best choice.

—

Brown's Limited, Portage la Prairie, Man.

If you've a bedding need of any sort, come here Mon-

day. Chances are you'll find just what you want decid-

edly underpriced.

'These to illustrate—many other not advertised bar-

gains: Starks, Vancouver, follow this with some prices

and good description.

There is no other way which we can lead you to a

knowledge of the merit of our men's clothing other than

to give you the opportunity of examining the workman-
ship and style of the garments.

This offer of ours is a perpetual one. Anytime which

suits you suits us.

"As Welcome to Look as to Buy."

* -J T Jz. Vf . ^

413 Hastings Street, West

What we wish you to know is what our clothing is

hammering into every man and boy who has a suit on

his back. "You can't equal the wear, the style, the shape

keeping features of the Kyan brand of clothing.—G. B.

Ryan & Co., Guelph.

To-morrow brings forth our great Spring Garment
Carnival. The most important event of its kind ever held.

The opportunities for genuine economies this Spring are

enormous. We offer the latest fashion-approved styles.

Garments tailored with care, at prices very much lower

than usual.—R. McKay & Co., Hamilton.

Exquisitely Beautiful—This comprehensive phrase de-

scribes to a "T" the many handsome Easter Millinery

creations.
(
The styles shown are authoritative—they are

patterned after those being worn in Paris and New York.

Every hat has a style which is distinctly its own and
which will delight you.

The keynote of each hat is value—the price marked
being the lowest consistent with the quality of the ma-
terials and workmanship.—J. F. Cairns, Saskatoon, Sask.

Our selections of merchandise in each department, while

they retiect the smartest decrees of fashion, they are not

innovations, but sane and authentic forecasts of the

proper styles for the coming seasons.—Madi'll's. Napanee.

A remarkable Manager's Sale purchase held specially

for to-morrow 's selling. Absolutely nothing better in the

way of value has ever been presented to you.

120 (10 dozen only—we wish there were 50 dozen)—
Fine Lawn Waists, in five splendid styles. Some have
broad panels of embroidery insertion in front; others of

fine al'lover embroidery, with fine tucks at side; still others

with V-shaped piece of allover embroidery, finished with

lace and embroidery insertion. All have dainty lace

trimmed collars and cuffs to match. Every waist in the

lot a genuine bargain at $1.50. Your choice at 8.30

sharp Saturday morning, 98c.

NOTE.—We won't guarantee to have one of these

waists left after 10 o'clock. Be here early.—A descrip-

tive paragraph which will make any woman who reads it

interested in these waists, from Stanley Mills & Co. 's

advertisement.

Bedroom Rockers, regular $2.7.") values for $1.98.

—

These are lonelies—one and two of a kind lots, and they

are taking up valuable floor space, so to clean them out

quickly, we're marking them all witli Saturday snap

prices that can't help but tempt ready and brisk buying.

-Hudson's Bay Co., Vancouver.

The "Rajah" Silk—The latest American novelty fin-

silk suits and dresses—a 'beautiful rough, brightly finished

silky weave in exquisite Spring tones of Copenhagen,
del ft. navy and browns. These silks wear like iron. They
won't crush and they are always fresh and distinctive.

They are procurable at The Right House only, in Hamil-
ton. $1.65 the yard.—The Right House, Hamilton.

Spring Suits, conservative materials for dress wear
and for business and in the shoVy fabrics for those who
like them best; cut in the most distinctive styles, nicely

trimmed, faultlessly tailored, perfect in fit and at a price

far below what you planned to pay for your new Spring

suit.—Kilroy, Morgan Co., Vancouver.

The mornings are undoubtedly the best time to do your

shopping. Not so busy. You can take as much time as

you like to do your choosing. Lots of buyers like to keep

away from the afternoon rush and it seems to be a pretty

good plan. Why not try it?—The Anderson Co., St.

Thomas.

Just as an out of the ordinary value in the Embroi-

dery Section for dollar day, we offer these pretty flounc-

ings for children's. dresses and women's wear at much less

than regular.

Beautiful 27 inch Embroidered Ruffled Skirtings and

Flouncings for children's dresses and women's wear.

Good quality Swisses and Batistes with well worked scal-

loped edges that will stand the wash. Pretty embroidered

patterns. Regular 59c, 69c and 75c a yard. Wednesday
Rush Special, 2 yard length for $1.00.—Thomas C. Wat-
kins, Hamilton.

Not factory made in the common factory method, but

each of the hundreds of costumes we shall be prepared to

show you on Tuesday have been designed individually,

cut individually on individual models, and have 'been given

each in their turn the undivided attention of the expert

designer who worked upon them.

That's why their lines fall on the sight perfect in their

graceful simplicity. That's why there's life and brilli-

ancy and distinction in them to so marked a degree.

—

John Murphy Co., Montreal.
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EDITORIAL (Continued from Page 66.)

Terms of Credit.

It looks as if the leading wholesale dry goods houses

would at last agree on a uniform practice in reference to

dating terms of credit, discount and interest. In fact,

as The Review has pointed out on several occasions, that

there was not some such an understanding or gentlemen's

agreement adopted years ago is not much to the credit

of the greatest wholesale business industry in Canada.

The Review goes much further than do the wholesale

houses, and no doubt eventually the entire trade, whole-

sale and retail, will come to this basis. Years ago the

publishers of The Review adopted in their -business the

principle of taking all cash discounts and paying every

account, whether there was a cash discount or not, be-

tween the 15th and 20th of the month following the re-

ceipt of the goods. For example, all goods received be-

tween the 1st and 30th of April, would be paid for be-

tween the 15th and 25th of May; or just as soon after as

the accounts could be checked. Moreover, all wages are

paid weekly, instead of monthly or fortnightly, as in

most businesses. This policy has been one of the most

valuable principles that have aided in building up the

business of the MacLean Company, and during all their

years in business they have never borrowed a cent from

any bank or individual and have never discounted a cus-

tomer's note. Knowing that accounts had to be paid,

the bookkeeping staff of the various offices had to see

that accounts owing them were collected. It is to the

retailer's very best interest to do his business on a cash

basis, and as we have pointed out, we are talking from

actual experience of both systems. The objective point

towards which the entire dry goods trade should work is

that manufacturers should be paid for everything deliver-

ed to the wholesaler the month following delivery, and

the wholesaler should look to the retailer for the same.

The retailer who is not doing a cash business should in-

sist upon all accounts being paid monthly. Thia is the

policy towards which The Review will continue to work.

It may be difficult for a time, particularly in the new

districts where the farmers have to be carried, or, where

young retailers beginning in business in new localities

cannot be financed by a local bank and have to be aided

by the wholesaler. Excepting in these districts, farmers

should be educated to have their own bank accounts, and

should be encouraged to pay by check. The agreement

published in another column ought to receive the sup-

port of the entire dry goods industry. We know that

some leading wholesalers and retailers have differed from

us froni time to time, but th)e more experience we have

the more decidedly fixed are our views as to this being

the right principle to follow to maintain the dry goods

business on a sound basis.

Merchant Settles Newspaper Patterns.

The position of The Review on the question of news-

paper patterns has been endorsed heartily by merchants,

many of whom have suffered through this practice.

One merchant who was in this position, but who
adopted the course advised by 'I he Review, with results

satisfactory to both himself and the newspaper, writes a

very interesting letter, which explains the methods made
use of. lie says :

"I was very pleased with and deeply interested in

your article on the pattern business conducted by news-
papers.

"Quite recently one of our local papers started in this

business, and we, realizing at once the gross injustice of

it, took up the matter with them, thinking we could in-

duce them in an amicable manner to discontinue publish-
ing these daily fashion cuts.

"The stand we take is, I think, quite reasonable and
fair, viz., that we are bound by contract to keep a cer-
tain amount of money invested in the pattern depart-
ment, spend a lot of money in the purchasing of and dis-

tributing fashion sheets, also devote a lot of time and
energy entailing many minor expenditures in the sale of

patterns, not merely because of the profit possible to
make from such selling, but for the amount of business
created by the 'sale of patterns and for the benefit that
must be derived from people being obliged to come to
this store to purchase the particular patterns for which
we are sole agents.

"There are, of course, two sides to every question,
and it would be just as well to look at this through the
eyes of a newspaper man, so I will give you their side.

"They claim, and justly so, that these publications
have been directly responsible for a heavy percentage of
new subscriptions, and the greater the circulation the
more valuable it must be as an advertising medium, so
that if an advertiser's business is hurt to some slight' ex-
tent, it is more than counter-balanced by the increased
circulation, and it was purely and solely for the benefit
of the advertisers that they entered into their contract.

"However, we have induced them to discontinue, and
we are now co-operating with them to publish every Sat-
urday a 'Weekly Review of Fashions as seen in the Local
Stores,' which must, I think, prove most satisfactory to
all concerned.

"Other towns and cities would do well to follow this
course, which is bound to mean increased circulations for
the papers and incidentally better results from the ad-
vertising in general and the creation of new business- that
might otherwise be led into different "channels."

The contention of the newspaper referred to above
that the pattern business was taken up as a circulation-
builder is not by any means unassailable. There are
dozens and dozens of effective methods by which increased
circulation may be secured

; methods which will not af-
fect the business of the advertiser detrimentally. Any
live circulation manager will be able to introduce and
carry out such schemes, and, if he is not, The Review can
"put him wise" to several which will produce the de-
sired result.

The Shetland

Shawl Co .

112 to 116 COMMERCIAL ST.

LERWICK,
SHETLAND ISLES

Complete lines shown by

CANADIAN \GENCY:

BRUCE BROTHERS,
242 St. James St., MONTREAL
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Wholesalers Agree on Shorter Dating and onTerms of Credit

In Future Uniformity Will Prevail Among the Dealers in Canada—Every Retailer Will

be Treated Alike—Terms of the Agreement Entered Into by Wholesalers and Jobbers.

An agreement entered into by the Canadian wholesale

dry goods firms by which a uniform practice in regard to

dating, terms of credit, discount and interest has been

determined, is in this issue of The Review made public

for the first time. The clauses of this agreement dealing

with these matters are published herewith, and it is

stated that they will be adhered to in all cases. They

are as follows :—

Ontario and Island of Montreal Terms.

1. That all goods (except six-quarter and three-quar-

ter woolen fabrics suitable for men's wear, or tailors'

trimmings) shipped by or on behalf of the undersigned re-

spectively, to any part of the Province of Ontario or

Island of Montreal, in the Province of Quebec, during the

month of March each year, shall date not later than from

the first day of May following ; that all such shipments

made during the month of April shall date not later than

the first day of June following ; that all such shipments

made between the first and 24th days of May inclusive,

shall date not later than the first day of July following ;

that all such shipments made between the 25th day of

May and the 31st day of August shall date not later

than the first day of October following ; that all such

shipments made in the month of September shall date

not later than the first day of November following ; that

all such shipments made during the month of October

shall date not later than the first day of December fol-

lowing ; that all such shipments made between the first

and 24th days of November inclusive, shall date not later

than the first day of January following ; that all such

shipments made between the 25th day of November and

the 28th day of February following inclusive, shall date

not later than the first day of April following.

Quebec (outside of Island of Montreal and City of Hull).

(b). That all goods {except six-quarter and three-

quartef woolen fabrics suitable for men's wear and tail-

ors' trimmings) shipped by or on behalf of the undersign-

ed respectively, to any part of the Province of Quebec

(outside of the Island of Montreal and the city of Hull)

between the 25th day of November and the 31st day of

March following, inclusive, shall date not later than the

first day of May following ; that all such shipments made
during the month of April shall date not later than the

first day of June following ; that all such shipments

made between the first and 24th days of May, inclusive,

shall date not later than the first day of July following
;

that all such shipments made between the 25th day of

May and the 30th day of September shall date not later

than the first day of November following ; that all such

shipments made during the month of October shall date

not later than the first day of December following ; that

all such shipments made between the first and 24th days

of November, inclusive, shall date not later than the

first day of January following.

Maritime Provinces Terms.

(c). That all goods (except six-quarter and three-

quarter woolen fabrics suitable for men's wear and tail-

ors' trimmings or millinery, consisting only of hats,

caps, flowers and feathers) shipped by or on behalf of the

undersigned respectively, to any part of the Provinces of

Nova Scot a, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island

during the month of March each year shall date not later

tham from the first day of May following ; that all such

shipments made during the month of April shall date not

later than the first day of June following ; that all such

shipments made between the 1st and 24th days of May,
inclusive, shall date not later than the first day of July
following ; that all such shipments made between the

25th day of May and the 31st day of August shall date

not later than the first day of October following ; that

all such shipments made in the month of September shall

date not later than the first day of November following
;

that all such shipments made during the month of Octo-
ber shall date not later than the 1st day of December fol-

lowing; that all such shipments made between the 1st and
24th days of November inclusive, shall date not later than
the first day of January following ; that all such ship-

ments made between the 25th day of November and the

28th day of February following, inclusive, shall date not
later than the first day of April following.

Terms.

2. That the credit given on such shipments shall not
in any case exceed four months from the day of dating
as above fixed, and further, that the credit given on

Canadian cotton staples shall not in any case exceed
three months from dating as above fixed, and that no
greater discount or allowance for payment shall be

made, allowed, credited or conceded directly or indirect-

ly in respect of the price of any such goods or any part
thereof than, the following :

Cash Discount.

For payment within ten days from dating, five per-

cent.; for payment, within thirty days from dating, four

per cent., and on all payments made after the expiration
of the said thirty days, twelve per cent, per annum for

the unexpired time may be allowed, provided, that in

case of payment before dating there may in addition to

such five per cent, be allowed interest at the rate of

seven per cent, per annum.

In order to obtain five per cent, cash discount the re-

mittance must be mailed on
(

or before the tenth day of

the month and to obtain the 4 per cent, cash discount the
remittance must be mailed on or before the last day of

the month.

Won a Silver Cup.

A. E. Apted, who won the first prize for the Horse
Show window, has been very successful in other lines,

lie has just received a handsome silver cup, won in com-
petition with the chief window decorators in the United
States. Over a thousand photos of windows were en-

tered in the competition, which was under the auspices
of the Merchants' Record and Show Window. The judges
were, Harry Jones, chief decorator for Mandel Bros.,

Chicago
; Charles Moyer, with Stevens & Bros., and

Thos. A. Bird, editor of the above paper. Mr. Apted sub-
mitted six photos, and took the sweepstakes prize.
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Specific Advantages of Doing Business On Cash Basis

Inducements Which Should be Offered to Purchasers to Pay Cash, Instead

of Doing Business on Credit. Much Money Lost by Credit System.

Every few years the business world imagines it has

discovered some new principle. Not infrequently after it

has tried to put the new principle into practice it wakes

up to the fact that a mistake has been made.

One of the latest theories in business is that it is

possible to build up a big paying business on credit. Peo-

ple are urged to believe that they can live and die on

credit. There has been an orgy of credit talk ;
but there

are indications that the world of industry is waking up

to the fact that the new theory is not all that it is

"cracked up to be." It is coming to realize that the old

ideas about credit being a vicious principle on which

habitually to do business, are sound.

Chief among the guiding rules of the late Marshall

Field were the mottos : "Do business on a cash basis,"

"Never borrow." If it is absolutely necessary to give

credit then "Sell on a shorter time than competitors."

Make every inducement to the buyer to pay for his goods

as soon as possible.

People often fail to grasp the truth that the success

of the gigantic mail order houses is as much due to their

doing business on a strictly cash basis as to any other

factor. The enormous success of the mammoth stores of

Philadelphia, New York, Chicago, etc., largely can be

explained by the "small profit, quick return" idea being

everlastingly put into operation.

Pay When You Buy.

In stores the most satisfactory way of doing business

is to see what you are getting, after a careful examina-

tion, pay for your purchase, and walk away with your

parcel under your arm. Of course if it is too heavy you

have to ask for van delivery.

This is the way the storekeeper likes things to be

done, and if every one would pay for small purchases and

take them away it would enable the retailer to sell his

goods on a smaller margin of profit. The stores that are

asked to send a few needles or a box of handkerchiefs by

delivery van lose much of their profit on such transac-

tions. They usually do not make a large amount on

shoppers who continually ask to have goods send "C. 0.

D." Often by the time the shopper has reached home her

mind has changed, and when the delivery man trudges up

five flights of stairs the lady is "not at home ; no in-

structions have been left." Then, after a vain attempt

to deliver the goods the next day and the day after, the

goods are put back into stock. This is not doing business

on a credit basis ; but it is the halfway post to it. The

element of delay in getting the money enters into such

transactions, with attendant danger to tile retailer.

The man who aims to do business on a credit basis

is often in an infinitely worse predicament. Not infre-

quently he loses a great amount of time and trouble in

making a sale and then loses the goods as well. Who
pays for such losses ? The honest man or woman who
pays up. That is why it pays both the retailer and in-

dividual to do business on a cash basis as much as pos-

sible. You are not paying for the sins of "dead beats"

and chronic debtors when you trade with a man who does

business on a cash basis only.

Collect When YouJSell.

The beneficial results of doing business on a cash

basis are far reaching. The retailer who abstains from

giving credit and buying more goods than he can pay for

quickly has a better reputation with wholesalers than the

one who always has a lot of money outstanding and who

continually is buying goods for which he is going to pay

when he himself gets his money from a hundred different

sources.

If this matter were pursued further it would be seen

that the individual himself purposes paying provided he

gets some money. The chain of credit has generally a

weak link somewhere.

D. A. Kimbark in a lecture before the University of

Chicago gave the following lucid example, showing how
it pays to do business on a cash basis. Suppose that

two firms applied for credit on a bill of goods, the first

trader had assets :

Stock on hand

Trusted out ....

Cash on hand .

$28,000

14,000

Total .... $42,000

LIABILITIES.

Due Bank $ 7,500

Merchandise not due : 15,000

Merchandise due 4,500

Total $27,000

Net worth 15,000

The second firm had :

ASSETS.

Stock on hand $ 5,000

Cash on hand 1,000

Total $ 6,000

Liabilities—None.

j___ Cash Business Valued Highly.

It is safe to say that the later trader would be given

credit gladly by any wholesale house, while in the former

case, though the man was worth two and a half times as

much as the latter, it would be hard for him to get cre-

dit. He is carrying too large a stock, living too much

in the regions of credit for his good.

The man who does business on a cash basis can secure

far better terms than the man who wants a long time

to pay his account, with the wholesaler. Some of the

bargains secured by the mammoth mail order houses who
have plenty of ready money on hand all the time are al-

most incredible. The small retailer who can pay for

goods immediately undoubtedly gets the cream of the

bargains in the wholesale world. A hundred credit men
know his record. They pass no sleepless nights in think-

ing out whether it is safe to trust such a man, and he is

going to get a better deal from the wholesaler than his

competitor who sells on credit.

The trader who does business on a cash basis really
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gets the cream of the buying market. He usually gets

those who have money fifty-two weeks in the year.

The merchant who does business on a credit basis

does not get such a good class of people.

Specific Date for Payment Best.

The question of giving credit centres at all times

into the life of almost every one. It is almost impos-

sible to make a rule never to extend credit, but when it

is necessary there should be a hard and fast understand-

ing about repayment.

A writer for a weekly paper sagely remarked that

nearly all bad debts are due to lack of proper investiga-

tion and a want of understanding at first. When a man
asks for credit he should be asked the least amount that

will satisfy him. Suppose a man goes into a grocery

store, and, acting upon this rule, the storekeeper finds

out that a monthly credit of $25 will be satisfactory.

The retailer then tells the man flatly and in strong terms

that having set his own time, the customer must abso-

lutely abide by the terms made. A certain date should

always be named—say the first of the month, and the

time of payment vividly impressed on the customer's

mind. Nine times out of ten he will meet his obligations.

But if the date set be indefinite, say between the first

and the seventh, negligence will almost inevitably ensue.

Cash on Hand Big Help.

The example is applicable in a large degree in in-

dividuals. It is not enough to have wealth ; but It is

also a wise thing to have a certain amount of cash on

hand to meet emergencies. How many men turn their

cash into a lot of personal effects and unnecessary house-

hold goods which could not be sold for one-third of what

was paid for them if they had to be converted into ready

money ? How many people mortgage their future earn-

ings by buying a lot of stuff '"on time" which is not

half as useful when bought as the money itself would be ?

The habit of buying things when the ready money has

been saved up makes people infinitely wiser judges of

values and enables them to make better bargains. Fur-

ther, those who deal on a cash basis save much needless

worry about meeting payments.

"Never place a mortgage on your holdings" was an-

other motto of Mr. Field. He referred to present hold-

ings. If he thought it unwise to mortgage present be-

longings he would have said it was infinitely more fool-

ish to mortgage future holdings. Yet this is exactly

what the man does who takes credit.

Good—Ourselves.

Bad—Other people.

Right—What we do.

Wrong—What they do.

Salary—Our wages.

Wages—Their salary.

Reputation—That which one is unable to live up to.

Income—That which one is unable to live d.iwn to

The local pawnbroker's shop was on fire, and among
the crowd of spectators was one old woman, who at-

tracted much attention by her sobs and cries of de-

spair.

"What is the matter with you ?" a fireman said.

"You don't own the shop, do you ?"

"No," she wailed, "but my old man's Sunday suit

is pawned there, and he don't know it !"
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Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

That the April number of The Review was good

enough to suit some of our newspaper friends—the men
who are capable of judging a live publication—is evi-

denced by the following paragraph from The Bowman-
ville Statesman

:

The Dry Goods Review for April is a capital

number. Employers should encourage their employes

to read this very excellent business publication. No
person engaged in dry goods trade can fail to profit

by reading the practical articles it contains. The

business man who does not take a trade journal is

missing a golden opportunity.

In this issue of The Review the first chapters of

"Men Who Sell Things," for which the serial rights for

Canada have been purchased by The MacLean Publish-

ing Company, are given. Instalments of this book, writ-

ten by Walter D. Moody, will be given during the next

ten months, and everyone engaged in the business of

merchandising should read every chapter of this interesting

and helpful book. How to approach men; how to create

and develop the compelling personality, the genial ad-

dress, the engaging presence of the energetic business

getter; how to attract, convince and sell a prospective

customer under adverse conditions; how enmity may
be turned into friendship, interest into desire, curiosity

into sales, and sales into permanent custom—these and
scores of other themes are forcibly and clearly projected

into the pages of this book by one who is a master of

his subject. The author runs the whole gamut of a

salesman's difficulties, and tells just how to overcome

them.

Every merchant is, or should, be in business to make
money, and since this is the case, will welcome suggestions

by which he may accomplish his object more easily and

at the same time build up a business for the future. In

this issue The Review gives some space to articles de-

scriptive of sale plans which have been successfully

worked by various merchants in different Canadian
towns. These plans are not mere theories; they have

been tried in actual business practice and were productive

of the desired results. It will pay readers of The Review
to study them.

One of the chief functions of a progressive dry goods

paper like The Review is to give its readers accurate

forecasts of styles and markets. In order to do this it

is necessary to have access to the information in possession

of those who make the styles, and manufacture the goods.

This season practical demonstration of the accuracy of

the forecasts made by The Review nearly a year ago, has

been given, and those who accepted the advice given in

these pages then have found that they have acted wise-

ly. To obtain this information costs money; a heap of

it, but The Review feels that the expenditure is war-

ranted, and not only that, but plans are under way now

by which further improvements will be made in the edi-

torial department of this paper. It is too early to take

readers into the secret, but they will be advised of the

improvements referred to in the near future, and it is

believed that everyone will agree that nothing is being

left undone to give Canadian drygoodsmen the best

trade paper for'their needs in the world.

Subscriptions to The Review have been coming in at

an unprecedented rate during the last month, evidence

of the fact that dry goods merchants are appreciative

of the efforts being made by The Review to publish a

paper which will be valuable to them. A significant fact

is that there are practically no discontinues.

Newspapers that are successful are so because they

print that which pleases their readers. We have always

aimed at this, and that we have not been amiss in our

aim is evident from the wide circulation and strong in-

fluence that characterize MacLean's trade newspapers. To

attain this position, the best newspaper men and women
have been secured and large sums of money have been

spent and are being spent. To-day our editorial staff is

unsurpassed in efficiency and numbers by any publishing

house in Canada. Twenty editors and reporters are

regularly attached to the newspapers and magazines

published by us, while of specialists and correspondents

in Canada, Great Britain and France, there are 133.

Each paper has its own staff of editors, correspondents

and specialists.

This large staff enables us to accomplish a great deal

but we want to accomplish more. We want to get as

near perfection as possible. Our readers can help us.

With their knowledge of business, some of them may see

where an improvement can be made, where the paper is

perhaps not as strong as it might be, or that we are not

publishing articles on subjects you would like to see pub-

lished. Drop us a line when you either see a weakness or

think you see one. This is your paper as well as ours,

and remember two heads are better than one.

Newspapers cannot live on their editorial staff

alone any more than man can live on bread

alone. There must be the co-operation of efficient

advertising and subscription staffs as well. It

is when these pull together and pull together

well that the newspaper makes headway. On the staff

of the MacLean Publishing Co. the aggregate number of

men employed in either selling, advertising or soliciting

subscriptions is 56. This enables us to systematically

cover every part of the country. No other newspaper

publishing firm in Canada has as large a selling staff as

this, and we doubt whether it is equalled by any other

on the continent. We do not say this boastingly, but

merely to show our readers the extent of our organiza-

tion.
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Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers
From information supplied to Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW

do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO.

Following are some of the specials

that John Macdonald & Co. are
showing- in their linen and staple de-
partment : 64-inch bleached linen
tabling- (all linen) regular 50c for

37£c per yard; white cotton, regular
8c for 7e per yard; 29-inch grey cot-

ton, regular 4fc for 4^c per yard.
Specials John Macdonald & Co. are

showing in their carpet department
are : 200 rolls Japanese matting,
regular 20c and 22c, clearing at 16c
per yard; they have no samples of

these goods. Patterns are in green
and red colorings. 25 patterns in 8-4

linoleums, regular 37ic goods, for

33^c per square yard. 30 pes. 8-4 C.

inlaid linoleum, 60c per square yard.
Specials that John Macdonald &'

Co. are showing in their men's fur-

nishings department are : Men's soft

front colored shirts, regular $4.50 for

$3.90; regular $6.50 for $4.80; $9 for

$6.50 per dozen. Men's blue and white
stripe overalls and smocks, $6 per
dozen; men's black sateen shirts, a
good big well made shirt at $4.50
per dozen.
Specials that John Macdonald &

Co. are showing in their dress goods,
silk and ready-to-wear departments,
are 15 pes. black silk chiffon, 42
inches wide, length 30 yards, regular
price 20c, job price 14c per yard; 10
pieces British cashmere in navy, re-

seda and myrtle shades, width 44
inches, job price 30c per yard; cor-

set covers, made of fine English cot-

ton, assorted sizes, $3 per dozen
;

Summer gloves, black and white silk,

length 18 inches, $6 per dozen; jobs
in plain cashmere and cotton
hosiery; cotton vests, white cotton
night gowns and white cotton un-

derskirts.

CHANGED ADDRESS.

Those who stock, or are about to
stock the "Coiffura Tidy Wear" will

do well to note that Dicckerhoff,

Raffloer & Co., the Canadian agents
for the manufacturers of this accept-
able article, have changed their To-
ronto address, and are now to be
found at the corner of Simcoe and
Wellington Streets. The "Coiffura
Tidv Wear" hair net is making good
its claims to strength and dur-
ability. Its shape is also very com-
mendable.

W. R. BROCK CO., TORONTO.

New goods are continually arriving
in the fancy goods and muslin sec-

tions to keep pace with the times.
Amongst the latest are point d'es-

prit nets in black, white and cream;
spot effects in filet nets, in black,

white and Paris, the newest thing
for blouses and dresses; white spot
and figured Swiss muslins can be had
in all prices from 7| to 60c per
yard; India linens at 8c, 10^c, 15c,

i8ic, 25c and 35c, in white and black

at 15c; white organdies at 12^c, 15c,

18£c, 25c and 35c; white Persian
lawns at 12-Jc, 15c, 18£c, 25c and
35c; black Persian lawns at 18-^-c and
25c; an immense stock of fancy
white and black muslins; all prices in

up-to-date fabrics. Hosiery, gloves and
underwear are three of our special
lines; we recognize their immense im-
portance to the drygoodsman and al-

ways aim to have every line "lead-
ers," paying particular attention to
lines that can be retailed at popular
prices, such as 25c and 50c. We have
an immense stock of hosiery, gloves
and underwear and can supply any-
thing you want. In fancy cotton and
lisle lace and embroidered hose, we
can supply black, tan, pink, sky, car-
dinal, helio and greys. Allover laces
and embroideries are always much
admired and used by the fair sex.

Brock's assortment is large, patterns
are new and values are right. Em-
broideries and laces are being added
to weekly. Brock's stock of both
these much sought after lines is one
of the most attractive ever impor-.ed.
Some novelties in ladies' fancy belts
have just been passed into stock.
For rainy weather goods, such as
umbrellas, rainproof and waterproof
garments for ladies and gents, send
to Brock's, Toronto. They carry a
large stock of good value 'requisites.

Their rainproof coat for men called
"Leader" in grey covert can be re-

tailed at $6.50 and $7.50 with a
grand margin of profit.

See Brock's black and white long
lisle gloves, No. 151, to retail at
35c, black, white and colored, No.
152, to retail at 50c, and No. 153,

in same assortments, to retail at
75c. Long lisle gloves, embroidered
backs, regular $9 line to clear $6.75,
for a leader, is a snap. Order white
as W113 and black as B113.
Merchants wishing to sort up their

stock of men's Summer underwear
can be sure of having their orders
promptly and completely filled by
sending them to W. R. Brock Co., as
their stock is complete in every de-

tail in balbriggan, nainsook, merino
and Summer weight natural wool.
Brock's gents' furnishing department
can supply sizes for stout men, as
thev carry all sizes up to 50 in both
balbriggan and natural wool. They
also carry a range of the celebrated
B.V.D. nainsook underwear, which
has made a reputation for itself as
being the most comfortable under-
wear made for warm weather wear.
This department is offering two

lines of men's cotton half hose at

clearing prices. One line is plain

black, the other is a fancy. These can
be retailed at 10c. The regular price

MOULTON & CO.

Moulton & Co., the old established
cord, braid, fringe and tassel manu-
facturers, of Montreal, are removing
their works and head office to more
commodious premises in the new
building, corner of Craig and Gos-
ford Streets. For some time past

this firm have been much inconveni-
enced by reason of the cramped con-
ditions in the Nazareth Street fac-
tory, which they went into after
being burnt out on St. Peter Street.
They have now, however, secured a
fine, up-to-date factory, very bright
and roomy, and easily accessible.

They are in a much better position
than ever before to meet the growing
demand for their trimmings this

month.

THE CANADIAN UNDERWEAR
CO.

The Canadian Underwear Co. has
removed from St. Paul Street to a
flat in the newly-renovated building
at 309 Notre Dame Street West. The
increased floor space is necessary to
handle their growing business. To
their well known lines of "J" and
"Derby" Brand collars they have
added a line of men's Summer and
Winter vests, as well as men's novel-
ty jewelry. They are in a position to
ship orders the same day as receiv-

ed.

NEW WAIST FORMS.

Dry goods merchants who want to

be up-to-date "and who appreciate the
value of modern display fixtures, will

be interested in the new waist forms
manufactured by A. S. Richardson,
Toronto and Montreal. These forms
show the slender, tapering waist,
with the proper bust point, and are
essential to the proper display of new
garments. This form is made in sep-

arate parts and since no pins are re-

quired, there is no danger of ruining
the goods or losing one's temper.
This form is just what is required to

show off the new fancy waists. Write
to A. S. Richardson, Toronto or
Montreal.

INCREASE AT PALMENBERG'S.
Enterprise is restless. Only love-

the-rut concerns are contented with
existing conditions To them a

change is a shock—a waste of money
made years ago. They regard any de-

parture from traditions as a confes-

sion of weakness. Such concerns
should drop in at Palmenberg's. The
three great floors there are being fit-

ted out to suggest how easy it is to

obtain the clean-cut, welcome ap-

pearance that every store should
have. Already the second floor of

that old institution at 710 Broadway
has been "shaped up." The office,

removed from the mezzanine floor,

now fills a large area in the front,

where there is plenty of natural light

and excellent ventilation. All the ne-

cessary modern appliances for speedy
and thorough transactions have been
installed.

On this floor, als.o, is novel show-
ing of metal and glass in small

stands and large fixtures, the enor-
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mous variety of display devices be-

ing presented to magnetic advantage.
Long tables of mahogany, arranged
lengthwise, are provided with metal-

framed glass partitions or separa-

tors. Occupying, vertically, the cen-

tre of each table they have a scheme
of shelving which increases the econ-

omy and effectiveness of displays.

These table partitions are entirely

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons' in idea

and expression. They serve to keep
samples from getting mixed up in

handling a busy crowd, yet show
what is "doing" on both sides of the

table ; at the same time intensifying

the conditions of light and scintilla-

tion.

The last time we visited this house
we thought its "layout" and facili-

ties could not be improved, But, to

repeat, enterprise is restless and al-

ways seeking new avenues of effort.

What has been done on the second
door gives one a foretaste of things

to come, when the contemplated im-
provements on the other floors at
Palmenberg's shall have been com-
pleted.

they are in the United States, where
it is claimed, that there are more of

them sold than any other make.

L. HIRSHSON & CO.

Not daunted by the fire in their

premises a few weeks ago, L. Hirsh-

son & Co., Montreal, soon occupied

premises at 248 Notre Dame St. west

and they now announce the lease of

this building for a long term of

years. The building is in the centre

of the dry goods wholesale district

and is thus ideally located.

They occupy entirely three floors

of the four-storey building and have
one of the show rooms on the main
floor, where they intend to display

continuously some of their leaders.

Their new location gives them al-

most six times their former space

and affords them an opportunity of

carrying additional lines of dry goods.

It is interesting to note that they have
been able to fill some orders since

the fire, and new stock is arriving

almost daily.

In connection with new lines of

goods, Mr. B. Kay leaves for Europe
the middle of this month. He will

visit the principal foreign markets,

replenishing their stock and adding
new lines. Mr. S. Harris., of the firm,

came from New York after the fire

and will be in charge during Mr.
Kay's absence.

THE MeCALL PATTERNS.
Among the big Canadian depart-

ment stores which have recently
taken the agency for the sale of Mc-
Call patterns and publications, are
the C. Ross Co., Ottawa, and the
Woodward department store, Van-
couver. Large and small dry goods
stores alike have been quick to grasp
the opportunity to undertake the sale
of McCall patterns, which was offer-

ed them by the recent establishment
of a factory for their manufacture in

Toronto. McCall patterns and pub-
lications bid fair to soon become as
well known and popular in Canada as

"EASICUT" POST PATTERN
CUTTER.

The many advantages derived from
the cutting of samples with a ser-

rated (gimped) edge, has now been
fully recognized by all up-to date
business houses. Up to the present
the machines which have been 1 uilt

for this purpose have been of lavge
dimension and costly, thereby unly
meeting the requirements of mer-
chants having to cut the fabric in the
full width.
A large amount of post pattern

trade is done by all the retail houses
and it would be a great advantage if

these were cut with a serrated edsro.

A machine has now been placed on
the market for speedily cutting or
trimming such patterns. This ma-
chine takes up very little space, is

easy to work, is of British manufac-
ture throughout, and will cut pat-
terns with ease up to eight and ten

inches wide. The cost of this machine
is within the reach of every house,
and no one, no matter how small a

pattern trade they may do, can af-

ford to be without one. These pat-

tern cutting machines are also made.

^N—

in different styles and sizes to meet
all requirements. For prices and fur-

ther particulars address the Can-
adian selling agents, Messrs. Walter
Williams & Co., 301 St. James St.,

Montreal, or the maker, Mr. J. T.
Hardaker, 99 Crowther St., Brad-
ford, Yorks.

A NEW BOOK.

The Standard Fashion Company, of

Toronto, have just issued a new book
of fashions, called the "Standard
Fashion Book." This book is print-

ed on good paper, is 11x16 inches in

size, has a cover illustration by C.

Allan Gilbert and is the ne plus ultra

of printers' art. It contains over

1,000 attractive illustrations of styles

from fashion authorities that are un-

questionable, and portrays every kind

of garment needed in the feminine
world. The dressmaker will find in

this book, illustrations of the plain-

est house dress to the most elaborate

weeding costume. To the mother, al-

so, who sews for herself and family

this book will be a valuable assist-

ant.

The price of the book by mail is

25 cents and if bought over the coun-

ter at any of the Standard agencies,

is 20 cents. With the book goes one
coupon, good for any pattern illu-

strated in any of the company's pub-
lications. This coupon is redeemed
by the Standard Fashion Company or

by their agents.

With a subscription to the Designer
(he Standard Fashion Book can be
had from Standard agents on pay-
ment of 10 cents, or if ordered by
mail 15 cents. In the first case I lie

subscriber gets the book for 5 cents
less than nothing and in the second
case gets it free. The Standard
Fashion Company will give a sample
copy of this book to any merchant
or head of department on request.

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED.
Messrs. Greenshields, Limited;, are

thoroughly optimistic regarding trade
in the near future, as there are in-

dications of heavy sales in all lines.

In the garment department there have
been many repeats in summer gar-
ments, all-over lace garments, and
whitewear. This indicates that there
must have been a healthy trade in the
country. Before stock-takinsr the
end of this month, all departments
have many special lines to offer.

This firm is showing a complete
range of broadcloths, Venetians,
cheverons, panamas, coating serges,

satin cloths and voiles, in all the lead-

ing shades, in (he plain and striped
lines. Velvets velveteens and cordu-
roys are big sellers for the fall trade,
also satins fur linings and trimmings.
In the silk department this firm states
that they have a complete stock of
peau de soies and taffetas ready for
delivery, also Shantung silks in colors

as well as natural.

Ginghams in the staple colors and
patterns are good sellers, and orders
for the fall trade are commencing
to come in from the country mer-
chants. By the middle of May a full

range of staple goods will bo on the
road, and prospects are that sales will

be heavy. The muslin trade has
opened up briskly, and retailers have
been buying up the average amount
of low and medium-priced muslins,
with a fair share of the higher-priced
goods. This firm reports a heavy
call for linen pongees, which from
their close resemblance to silk, and
their moderate price, are very popu-
lar. In linings percalines and the
Jap soie tnffs are largely used, and
there are indications that the trade
in linings will be heavier than in the
past. In cottons there is a steady
improvement, and prices remain about
the same.

In the fancy goods department the

new beltings in Persian effects are
very popular. These will be used

both as beltings and hat bands, and
to correspond with them some very
handsome buckles are shown. Of these

the "Merry Widow" buckles and the

cameo buckles are the best sellers.
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Elastic belts still hold their own, and

that they are still in great demand
is proven by the fact that they are

hard to procure. Leather belts are

still extensively worn, more particu-

larly in the narrow widths. The enor-

mous demand for fallings continues

and the fall trade in these will be

heavy. A new article for ladies' wear

is the. "hairiight crown" for sum-

mer wear, instead of the heavier hair

pads. These are of woven wire, with

side combs attached, and are sensible

and cool for summer wear, preventing'

injury to the hear by over-heating.

Hair-pads, twenty-two and twenty-

four inches in length, to reach en-

tirely around the crown of the head

are also shown.

Greenshields, Limited, are devoting

an entire floor 110x100 feet to laces,

embroideries, ribbons and ladies'

neckwear, and as the result of this

they now have the finest department

of the kind in Canada. Their stock

is complete in all lines. Cluny laces,

which are in such great demand across

the border, are predicted as good selb

ers here in the near future, and this

firm carries a fine range of these.

Guipures in straight insertions are

good, and there is a continued de-

mand for Valenciennes. All-over

laces in all classes are in demand and

embroidered nets are still wanted.

particularly in the better grades. Em-
broideries are selling largely, particu-

larly flouncings and insertions, and

corset cover embroideries s'.ill hold

good.

In ribbons, taffetas lead, and this

firm carries a full range of colors and

widths.

In the carpet and housefurnishings

department Messrs. Greenshields are

showing some new and pretty designs

in linoleums and oilcloths. A visit to

this department shows the extensive

ranges carried of these lines. A full

assortment may also be found of

squares of all grades, mattings, lace

and tapestry curtains, cretonnes, art

muslins, quilts and mats.

REAL (?) DOWN QUILTS.

Only a very few years ago an

"Eiderdown" quilt was such a lux-

ury that it was regarded as an heir-

loom.

"Eiderdown" is a misnomer, as

there is not enough Eiderduck Down
collected any year to supply the de-

mand of Royalty. Goose Down is

what our grandmothers had, and
prized. Duck Down also gives excel-

lent service, but is much harder to

purify.

Machinery now crushes chicken

feathers, worth 6 cents a pound into

"down," which, mixed with Goose

Down, so cheapens the price that bar-

gains can be offered to tempt buyers.

This '
' Chicken Down '

' not only de-

tracts from the buoyancy of a quilt

hut will finally work through the most
closely woven cloth. Canadian manu-
facturers cannot use this adultera-

tion, as the quilts Avould be finally

returned to them, but some English

firms have sent large quantities of

such goods into this market and have
brought discredit on a line of goods

that should be good enough to al-

ways keep. '

The Alaska Feather & Down Com-
pany, of Montreal, whose advertise-

ment appears on another page, have

been making down quilts in Canada
for seventeen years and "Alaska"
Brand has always been guaranteed to

give satisfaction.

Canadian buyers will do well to

investigate "Alaska" Brand before

buying; the patterns are excellent,

the prices right, and the dealer runs

absolutely no risk in selling and
guaranteeing them.

in stock is plain and striped taffeta

folds for skirts. The folds are shown
in all widths.

ASCHER BROS.
A seller Bros., making- a specialty

<>f cloak and fur manufacturers' sup-

plies, have moved from 209 Commis-
sioners St. to larger quarters at 30

St. Francis Xavier Street. They
will thus be enabled to carry
a larger stock to fill orders at
short notice. A timely line now

GERMAN UNDERWEAR.
E. Bellinger, manufacturers' agent,

101 Bay St., Toronto, has recently

been appointed agent for Canada for

the high-class underwear for ladies'

and gentlemen, manufactured by
Herman Muhlinghaus, Lennip, Ger-

many, and will handle these lines in

addition to the laces, embroideries,

caress trimmings, lace dollars, etc.;,

which he has been selling agent for.

RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS.
The Review has had a look at some

of the Easter lines of Raphael Tuck
& Sons, and finds then characterized

by the usual high-class color print-

ing, apt illustrations of splendid de-

sign, and interesting text. They are

indeed superior examples of the art
publisher's work. The post card de-

partment is well represented. Apart
from the Easter lines are series de-

voted to "Scottish Clans," "Can-
ada," "Winter Sports—Canada," and
"The Canadian Rockies."

DEATH OF A MILLINERY TRAV-
ELER.

David J. Stephen, who represented

Debenhams Canada, Limited, Mon-
treal, died in 'Montreal on Sundav,
March 29th. The late Mr. Stephen
was well known in millinery circles

ami formerly represented J. M. Orkin
& Co. He was only 40 years of age.

R. C. WILKINS.
This firm is always showing new

specialties in overalls and one of

their specialties is a line with an ex-

tra wide suspender with double loops

and two buttons on each loop, front

and back. The overall is of special

indigo dye, engineers' blue, double

and twist denim. It is a specially

strong overall and a sample suit will

be sent upon request.

THe Review's Special Fall Number
TO APPEAR JULY 1

Will be tKe best -we Have ever issued

Advertisers are requested to send in their copy as soon as possible. This is not too

soon to lay plans for a good strong talk about your goods.



HOTEL DIRECTORY

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, &ERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently lo-

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL™-™"
BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal public
buildings- Oool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON. BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH Proprietress.

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open Nov. Closes in May.

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For Rates, etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,
29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paislev, Prop

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALiFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Aooountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 15J Toronto St. .Toronto.

465 Temple Building, Montreal.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports

to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in

formation to date. Every modern facility for the

collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

A Remarkable Year
We have been in business for

over a year. Our record has been

one of continual growth—from 1 40
new claims in May, 1907, we
have reached to 425 in the month
of April last. Have collected

$10,959.99 for our clients dur-

ing the past twelve months.

We can help you as we have
helped those who have supported

us during our first year in business.

THE BEARDWOOD AGENCY
313 New York Life Building

MONTREAL

DRY GOODS REVIEW

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS.

S. W. STEVENSON & CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

TORONTO MONTREAL
New address 42 Victoria Sqr.

55YongeS.t. Phone Main 4843

Cable Address, " MACKER. Office 51 1 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesa'e
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturer
desiring live, up-to-date representation in the

West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building - - TORONTO
Representing: Cornwall & York Cotton Mills

Co., Ltd , Cotton Goods, St. John, N.B. ; Par.is,

Wincey Mills Co., H'lannels, etc., Pans, One; Juhn
Bright & Bros., Ltd., Carpel s, etc., Rochdale, Kng. ;

Wm. Clark & Sous, Canvas Hollands, etc., TJ' per-
lands, Ireland ; Albert Godde Bedin &, Cie , Chiff-
ons, Laces, etc., Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF CANADA, LIMPED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

40 St. Ant im St. SylvepterWillson Bldg.
Toronto- S mcoe & We''>'ngt n Sts —Head Office

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces,
Tailors' Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts.

Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

HAROLD F. WATSON
Manufacturers' Agent

6 St. Sacrament Street - MONTREAL

GLOVES, SILKS, RIBBONS,
Laces, Embroideries, Hair Nets, W.ists

Cable Address
"Kingsons Toronto"

W. P. KING

Phone Main

& SON
1158

Manufacturers'

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY
74 YORK STREET

Agents
BLANKETS,

- TORONTO
Etc

1

Canadian and Foreign manufacturers'
solicited on favorable terms.

ines

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay Street - - TORONTO

Representing Herman Muhlinghaus,
Lennep, Germany — High-class Ladies' and
Men's Underwear.

Laces, Embroideries, Dress Trimmings,
Kimona Lace Collars, etc.

LEGAL CARDS

ATWATER, DUCLOS 4 CHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.C., Consulting Counse
for City of Montreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Ohaurin.

WHOLESALE HOUSES

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY.
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Condensed Advertisements
ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.

per word first insertion, and lc. per word for
subsequent insertions.
Cash remittances to cover cost must accompany

all advertisements. In no case can this rule be
overlooked. Advertisements received without re-
mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in our care to be forwarded,

5c. must be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100 words, each issue, one year $15

" six months 9
" three months 9

50 " one year 9
" six months 6

25 " " " one year 6

PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT"
KEEP POSTED.-The leading authority in

Canada on Groceries and foodprcducts is
THE CANADIAN GROCfcR. Important trade

conditions generally discussed every week. Price
$2.00 per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the mos
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be
cause each issue contains a strong list o"

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It
also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the world's periodical press is too valuable to
overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

A DVERTIS1NG WRITERS and business men in-
XT terested in good printing should subscribe to

Canada's only, printing trade paper, THE
PRINTER AND PUBLISHER. Subscription
price, $2 per annum. Address, 10 Front St. E.,
Toronto.

COMPLETE information on books, stationery,
fancy goods, music, photo suppliesand kindred
lines is given each month in THE BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER of Canada. Subscrip-
tion price, $1 per annum. Address, 10 Front St.
E., Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed every Friday. Subscription price is $2 per
year. Address, HARDWARE AND METAL,
Montreal, Toronto or Winnipeg.

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK -Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co., Limited. Office, No. 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work-
manship, business methods.

COLLECTIONS.

MERCHANTS,— Have you accounts hard to
collect ? Try our up to-date system. It brings
results, costs little, saves money and worry.

Write for particulars to ImperlalCollecting Agency,
315 Mclntyre Block, Winnipeg, Man.

HYGIENIC INSTITUTE.
T^HE WHAT, THE WHY, THE WAY.-If you
1 want to get well and stay well, you can— with-

out drugs or medicines. Learn the wonderful
mission of the INTERNAL BATH. Our free book-
let proves that 90 per cent, of human ailments are
due to one cause, and tells you how to remove it

Write to TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE.'
305 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

ELLIOTT-FISHER
ADDING TYPEWRITERS

ELLIOTT-FISHER, Limited, 1 29 Bay St., Toronto

Persons writing adver-

tiserswill kindly mention

having seen their ad.

in Dry Goods Review.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Occasionally advertisements ace Inserted in the paper after the index has been printed. The insertion of the advertiser's name in thi

index is not part of the advertising order. The index is inserted solely for the eonvenienoe of the readers of the paper.
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Boulter, Waugh & Co
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British-America Assurance Co.
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Brophy-Cains, Ltd
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Butterick Pub. Co., Ltd
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Canadian Underwear Co
Carter-Crume Co., The, Ltd

Chipman, Holton Knitting Co.

Clinton Knitting Co
Cosbie, R. H
"Craftana"
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Defiance Button Machine Co. ..
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Eagle Knitting Co.
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Greenshields Limited
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Imperial Carpet Co.

Irving Umbrella Co.

Ishikawa, K., & Co.

Jaeger, Dr., Co
"Jay Finish" Underwear

K
King, John, & Son
King. W. P
Kleinart, I. B.. Rubber Co

Labrousse & Cie

Ladies Wear, Ltd
Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

Laurentian Whitewear Co
Legal Directory
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Established 1791.

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, Nainsooks,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready-made Sheets,
(Plain or hemstitched)

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes
of the highest quality.

N.B. SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers,

PRESTON. MANCHESTER. LONDON, ENGLAND.
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To the Trade: May 1908

May 31st ends the first half of our business year, Dec. 1st, 1907, to Dec. 1st, 1908. May is our
semi-annual stocktaking month, when all odds and ends are cleared, at a big reduction in price.

Not only will there be a big reduction in the price of odds and ends, during this month, we will

also show special inducements in every department, to buyers visiting our warehouses.

Clearing Lines in Our Carpet Department
Tapestry

]

Brussels - Squares.
Velvet )

Clearing Lines in Our Men's Furnishing Department
Men's Summer Underwear,

Men's Working Shirts.

Men's Half Hose and Overalls.

Clearing Lines in Our Silk and Dress Department
Summer Dress Goods, Fancy Silks,

Ladies' Hosiery and Underwear,
Laces. Embroideries and Ribbons.

Clearing Lines in Our Ready-to-Wear Department
White Lawn Waists, Print Wrappers,

White Cotton Underwear.

Clearing Lines in Our Staple and Linen Department
White Cottons, Dress Muslins,

Towels and Towellings.

Clearing Lines in Our Woollen Department
Fancy Worsted Trouserings.

2 Halifax Tweed,
54-inch Tweed Suitings,

54-inch Black Italian Cloth.

John Macdonald & Co., Limited

TORONTO
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Limited

Office of Publication

10 Front Street E., Toronto

Montreal Winnipeg
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SAVING MONEY IS

MAKING MONEY
You may think it somewhat difficult to make money

these days with the commercial horizon somewhat clouded.

Well, one way is to stop all leaks and waste. Make every

yard of fabrics on your shelves count in dollars—every roll

of ribbon—every feather and plume. If these are soiled or

off color, and therefore unsaleable, send them to these works

to be re-dyed and finished, and made like new again.

Leading merchants all over Canada
are our customers—Established 30 years.

R. PARKER & CO.,
TORONTO, CANADA

DYERS AND
TO THE

FINISHERS
TRADE

"OYAMA"
SILK LACES, INSER-

TIONS, and ALLOVERS

are the latest novelty. Heavy artificial silk embroid-
ery on fish net.

We have them in stock, in

Black, Ivory and Champagne.

Our stock is well assorted in Vals., Torchons, All-

overs, etc. Give us a try when vou want the RIGHT
goods at the RIGHT prices.

My travellers are now out with one of the finest and
most complete range of Laces, Embroideries, Trim-
mings, Belts, Lace Collars, and Lace Robes, ever
shown in Canada. Inspection will prove their
superiority. Goods up-to-date. Prices right. As-
sortment and variety unequalled. I represent
MANUFACTURERS, and large ones, too; not con-
tinental commission and jobbing houses. This
means that you get up-to-date clean merchandise at

the right price.

SEE OUR RANGE

R. C. BACH
146 St. James St., MONTREAL, Que.

P.O. BOX 64

"ROOSTER BRAND"

BEST MAKE

SUMMER SUITS
Scotch Flannels,

Hewson Fancy Homespuns,

English Cream Worsteds,

White Duck, Khaki Drills,

Khaki Riding Breeches,

Outing Trousers, Fancy Vests

Robert C. Wilkins
Montreal

Overalls, Shirts,

White Coats,

Sleeve Vests, Pants,

Boys' Knickers
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YOUR FALL TRADE
/^UR Fall selections from all departments surpass any

previous showing. Our travellers are now showing

Fall samples. An inspection of our line of

Cottons, Dress Goods, Carpets, Silks,

Men's Furnishings, Hosiery, Underwear,

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear Goods, Small-

wares and Notions

will prove a liberal education as to what Fashion demands

for Fall.

FEATURE SUMMER GOODS
Your Midsummer Clearance Sales can be materially helped

through the introduction of our recent offerings of either a

staple or novelty character. Every department of this house

can help you in this respect.

A VISIT TO OUR IMMENSE WAREHOUSE ALWAYS WELCOMED

Greenshields, Limited
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Revietv.
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New Dress Fabric

FOR

Spring, 1908

Resilda
Cloth

REGISTERED

New Process

Permanent Lustre

THIS NEW CLOTH IS BROUGHT OUT IN THE
FOLLOWING WEAVES

Poplins Tricot Savona
Crepe Resilda Voile Stripes

Dust Resisting and Does Not Crease

See Spring Samples

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezu,
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

REGISTERED
Fringe NetsWilli
Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

99

EVERY NET

Reg'd Trade Mark

NOTE THE TIGHT HAIR al the bottom of the Net which
when placed over the forehead, forms a neat "Bad" shape, ODl3in3DlGt
keeping the front dressing of hair "Tidy " whilst allowing
ample fulness.

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net

A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with orders (or one gross and upwards.

rtllCK\U'\l H RRHC LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also of popular Hair Nets,
nUJljllTf ALlLI DDUJ., Hair Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents for Canada

:

Dieckerhofi, Raffloer & Co., Ltd., Cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts. TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

are made in

SIX SHAPES and TEN SIZES
The best KINDS are FEATHERWEIGHT, GEM double covered, ONANDOFF and JUNO

r*x

QOUBLB COVERED.

FOR 25 YEARS, "A QUARTER OF A CENTURY,"

DRESS SHIELDS
have been in use and by all tests proven to be the best. They are the lightest, whitest
and softest Dress Shields made. They are absolutely impervious and can be washed
and ironed without injury to the shield.

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO., TORONTO
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England's

Premier Needle!
(i

ABEL MORRALL'S
u

IN? . 4

BevJl
EGG EYED
SHARPS

I

|! EVERY NEEDLE SELECTED!]

OVER 100 YEARS
REPUTATION.

Stocked

by all

the Leading

Canadian

Houses

«©Id IBleaci)" Linens
ALL PURE FLAX

EMBROIDERY LINENS Their soft
>

si,ky ^uality and finish make

TRADE «0[d ffileZCl)"
MARK

Stamped on every yard.

them delightful to work on.

TOW ELS -From plain work-a-day Huckaback and Diaper
TRADE MARK . , tv < T I .

"016 JBleach" t0 tne most exPensive Damask lowels in

Stamped on every Towel t\\Q WOrld.

HUCKABACK (%£) Diapers, Pillow Linens Sheetings, H.S.
trade «@w Mieacfr' mark Squares.

Stamped on every article and on every yard

CAMBRIC and SHEER LAWN for Blouses and Underlines
trade «0W mieacb" MARK

Stamped on every yard

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET, TORONTO

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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SCKWtlZEK KONSUL FUR

CONSULAT

ONTARIO u~o MANITOBA

stuss*

.£^et^^L

sfr£Z£4. s&&B***~

-*^2-Ot-^
/

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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MMa^.ffl2fam4i&.

WAREHOUSES:

, 69 to 74 Si. Paul's Cbur< bvsrd

43 I' 50 Paternoster Row
1 to 8 London House Yard

MAM FACTORIES:

Warwick Lane and Paternoster Bldls.

Mantle, Costume and Millinery Manufacturers

ST. PAULS CHURCHYARD

LONDON, ENGLAND
Telegrams-" CHURCHYARD, LONDON "-A.B.C. Code

Telephone-No. 162 G.P.O. Central.

Represented by Mr. A. W. Cliffe, Central Quarters, Windsor
Hotel, Montreal, from March 31st to June 20th, and from October
1st to December 10th. Our representative carries samples of
Ribbons, Laces, Nets, Chiffons, British and Foreign Dress
Goods, Printed Cotton Dresses, Silks, Velvets, etc., in the
latest novelties.

CANADIANS, WHEN VISITING- LONDON, are invited to inspect
the above departments and our Showrooms for Mantles, Costumes,
Ladies' and Children's Millinery, Felt Hats, Flowers, Feathers,
Maids' and Children's Costumes, Underclothing, Curtains, etc.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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WarmWeather
Goods

Make up your order to-day. Mail

orders are filled same day as received.

--

Palmer Hammocks
New designs to retail from $1.50 up.

Boat or Lawn Cushions (We sell the com-

bination, Life Preserver and Cushion

Combined), all standard sizes

Fly Nettings in Pink, White, Green, Red

and Black.

Womens' Underwear
in sleeveless, quarter, half or full sleeve

—

Natural or White to retail— 8, 10,

12J, 15, 20, 25 and upwards.

Women's Cashmere Tan Hose
Two shades to the half dozen to retail at

40c. or 2 pairs for 75c.

Men's Cool Balbriggan

Underwear, soft finish to retail 50, 75 and
$1.00.

Special weights in Summer Half Hose in

Lisle, Cotton and Cashmere to retail

25, 35 and 50.

This season we are showing a nice line of

Men's Real Panama Hats to retail from
$4.00 to $9.00.

Summer Fancy Wash Vests

to retail from $1.00 and upwards.
The Separate Vest trade is worth
your consideration they take up a

very small space and insure a good
profit.

Ladies' Swiss Embroidered
Drop Skirts. This lot embraces some
very dainty combinations of Swiss
Lawn • and Embroideries, prices to

retail from 75c. to $7.00.

For Hot Weather Black Goods write for samples of Leno
Taffetas, Grenadine Checks and Fancy Black Muslins.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
Wholesale Dry Goods Ottawa, Canada

]

l'Jien ivritmg advertisers please mention The Review,
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Style and Service

Combine
in greatest degree in White

Mohairs of B. D. A. Brand.

The finish makes them prac-

tically insusceptible to soil.

To women who cannot afford

constant dry cleaning, and

who object to grimy white,

these goods are indispens-

able. Feature this quality

in your ads.

The Bradford Dyers'

Association

of Bradford, England

•
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Knitting Wools and Yarns
n u a El CI O

The.

~UkU\
KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.— n n u ' n i ti

&&&

Knitting
Wool

QUALITY

a KNITTING WOOL
•MADE IN ENGLAND p^\MR&

MERIT VALUE
These features must exist in merchandise to make it of sufficient value to be branded.

They do exist in Ethel, Vanguard and Maple Knitting Wools and Yarns.

Samples will prove these facts.

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd.
j

Canadian Agents

Manufacturers of Knitting Yarns for over 1 50 Years.
J

\j . IVl. V/tlOrltOn Ot 1^0.
GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

I FOR HIGH CLASS NOVELTIES IN HflND&MflCHINEMflDE tflCES. _^ggi
TULLES, VEILINGS. CHIFFONS.

V

SOLE
CANADIAN AGENT,

HAROLD F.WATSON.
207 ST JAMES STREET , MONTREAL.

110. BOULEVARD DE LA SENNE, BRUSSELS
36. GREAT PORTLAND STREET. W.. LONDON. ENG

WE WILL SELL THE REVIEW COVERS
You have no doubt admired the two-color fashion covers which The Review
has been using during the past year. One of them might be appropriate
for your next catalogue, for a special calendar, or for some other purpose.

We will dispose of these cover plates at a small fraction of their cost.

Address: "CUT DEPARTMENT. "

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG, LONDON, ENG.

rl'heu writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE TELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience In the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPAHY OF CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE &. MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Blckerdike, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W. Cox, G«o. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskln, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Melkle, General Manager! p- H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,182.753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 28.833,820.06

Joint Deposit Accounts
are a special convenience arranged for customers of

THE METROPOLITAN BANK. Money can be
deposited or withdrawn by husband or wife. Partic-

ularly valuable for farmers and town residents.

Money Orders and Drafts sold at lowest rates.

Farmer's Sale Notes collected and advances made
thereon.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT-$1.00or more opens an
account, Interest allowed from date of deposit, and
compounded FOUR times a year.

You may deposit or withdraw money by mail.

The Metropolitan Bank
Capital Paid Up:

$1,000 000

Reserve Fund and !

Undivided Profits: f

$1,241,532.26

wESTERN Incorporated

18S1

ASSURANCE
• • COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income lor 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

BATTING
Guaranteed free from threads and other

weak and lifeless stock.

NORTH STAR,
CRESCENT and

PEARL

COTTON BATTING
Quality for this season still better than

ever. The best at the price. Made
of good pure cotton—not shoddy.

Ask for

North Star, Crescent

and Pearl Batting.

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia

:

1906

Canada Other Countries T.tal

Cosies, Cushions, etc. £ 495 £ 154.047 £ 154.542

Curtains 190 87.675 87,865

Fancy G ooda 313 279,452 279.765
Piece Goods, Cotton

and Linen 11,894 3,297,724 3.309 618
Flannelettes 1,688 251,965 253,653
Boots and Shoes 4,951 114.003 118.954

Rubber Sand Shoes 2,319 47,998 50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing OfTlose

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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This Is an illustration of another

PIN
ENGLISH
MADE

NICKLED STEEL DUPLEX in 5 Sizes

Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

J. NICKLIN & CO., Birmingham, Eng.

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
POR LADIKS The ORIGINAL and BEST.

SOUTHALLS' ACCOUCHEMENT SETS
Containing All Requisites, In Three Sizes.

SOUTHALLS' SHEETS FOR ACCOUCHEMENT
And Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LiniTED

BIRMINGHAM, ENQ.

Representative In Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CARLAW BUILDINGS. Wellington Street West. TORONTO

II

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Callor send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

53 East 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U 8. A

Established 1874

35-37 Noble St. E.C.

LONDON, ENG.LABROUSSE & CIE.

Paris, Grenoble, Prague

THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS
Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE ftID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representatire.

HAROLD F, WATSON, 207 st. jam„ st. Montreal

THE MEDIUM FOR ALERT PEOPLE
Do you wish to keep tab on what is going on round about you in the great world of literature, exploration, business,

travel, industry, invention and commerce? You can do so by reading each month one publication only, and that is

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE Sft£«,2rS?i5
particularly attractive. It is a review of reviews for busy men and women, with several bright Canadian specials.

The table of contents embraces:—

Political and Commercial Affairs.

Enough Money in theThere is Not
World.

Building a Busy Business City.

The British Trader in Canada.
The Pass ng of the Maephersons.

Entertaining Short Stories.

'ITii- Head of the House Economizes.
The Milliner : A Monologue.
Jim Cradlebaugh : Headliner.

The Enlistment of the Long Reach Men.

Business and Industry.

The Power Behind a Vast Enterprise.

West of To-day Building for West of

To-morrow.
The Richest Coal Baron in the Domin-

ion.

Some Methods of Distributing Profits.

The Fertility of the Great Hinterland.

Science and Invention.

What the Genius of One Man Has Ac-
complished.

The Righteousness of Doctors' Bills.

Ask for Busy Man's, "the Magazine with the red cover

20 cents a copy

Travel and Description.

The Proper Way to Spend a Holiday.
Summer Tour of the Maritime Prov-

inces.

How Indians Gather the Wild Pice

Crop.
Automobiling in Canada Decidedly Popu-

lar.

Articles for the Workers.

Who Should Furnish the Guarantee ?

Get This Kind of Trouble.
How Sir Thomas Shaughnessy Reached

the Top.
The Young Napoleon of the West.
The First Public Ownership Candidate.

Other Features.

Will There be Another Canadian
dinal ?

Canadians Who are Doing Things,
How.

The Tyranny of Clothes.
What Men of Note are Saying.
The Busy Man's Bookshelf.
Contents of Current Magazines.
Improvements in Office Devices.

On sale at all news-stands.

Car-

arid

$2.00 per year.

THE BUSY MANS MAGAZINE, IO Front St. East. Toronto, Ont.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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If your tailor should call on you just when you had

decided that your clothes looked shabby, he would

have an extra good chance of an order; if a book

agent should offer you a pocket dictionary, just at

a moment when you were wondering how to spell

"embarrassment,'' he would probably land you.

The best time to put your claims before a consumer

is when his mind is already interested in the subject.

—Curtis Publishing Company

THE strength of/the technical or trade paper lies in just that

timeliness and assured interest. The reader is a reader simply

and solely because his bread-and-butter interests are involved

in the particular subjects of which a given paper treats, and because

he knows that practically all the matter in that publication will apply

directly to, or have a bearing upon, the subjects on which he must

have the latest authoritative word in order to compete successfully

for business.

And in no other class of publications are the advertisements so

essentially a part of the text—so necessary to completeness of the

information furnished.

To the progressive manufacturer, the technical or trade paper has

become an important part of his business machinery—a machine for

impressing his name and that of his product on the minds of prospect-

ive customers, for keeping in close, constant touch with old customers,

for removing prejudice unfavorable to his product, for creating inter-

est and molding favorable opinion—a machine whose finished product

is a desire to buy, as expressed in an inquiry; a mind prepared to re-

ceive and assimilate the salesman's arguments or an order.

Are you using the modern machinery for marketing ?

Are you buying and using it with the same care as you buy and

use the machinery whose profits are so dependent upon its intelligent

selection and use ?

—Selling Magazine.

I' 'hen writing advertisers please mention The Review,
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SORTING
We specialize in

Millinery and Millinery Materials

Tulles, Chiffons, Allovers and Nets

SILKS, RIBBONS, LACES and

BLOUSES, DRESS GOODS, VELVE-
TEENS, VELVETS

SPECIAL ATTENTION IS GIVEN TO MAIL ORDERS

MILLINERY and BLOUSES stocked in Montreal only.

IMPORT
Our travellers are now on the road with a full collection

of samples from our London House.

We draw special attention to the fact that our quotations

make the fullest allowance for the recent fall in prices.

DEBENHAMS «nadai LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO

18 St. Helen Street Bay and Wellington Streets

r\|7 f>l7'M| I A 1\jf JP CC\ (London (Wert), Paris, New "York, Melbourne, Cape Town
UlutDJutl\riJ\iyi OL \^\J, (London (City), Brussels, Boston, Sydney, Johannesburg

When writing advertisers please mention The Rcviezv.
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(jfututed)

Toronto

Men's Furnishings

Balbriggan Underwear

Poros Knit Underwear

B.V.D. Nainsook Underwear

Summer Weight woof Underwear

Boys' Wash Suits and Blouses

Men's Washing Neckwear

Stock of these lines well assorted.

Orders filled promptly and completely.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

The above view shows the ground floor of the Northway Company's Store, Chatham, looking from the rear ; dress goods department
on the left side of the illustration.

Employees Taken Into Firm as Reward for Long Service

Charles Ogilvy, Ottawa, Forms Joint Stock Company to Take Over Store and Stock is

Given to Three Members of Sales Staff— Discontinues Discounts to Dressmakers.

The perpetuation of a store—its name, its good repu-

tation and the enterprise which has resulted in its initial

success—is the aim of many merchants, who have built

up a successful business. This ambition, coupled with the

desire to recognize and reward faithful service influenced

Oharles Ogilvy, of Ottawa, in his decision to form a joint

stock company to take over his store, and to admit to the

new concern three of his oldest and most faithful em-
ployes.

It is a practical application of the principle of profit-

sharing with those who have been most largely instru-

mental with the proprietor, in securing the success of the

business up to the present moment.
Two of the three new members of the firm of Charles

Ogilvy, Limited, have been with Mr. Ogilvy practically

since he entered business, twenty years ago. John Pitt-

away, who for a number of years has been in charge of

the dress goods and silks department, started in with Mr.
Ogilvy the day he opened his then small store, and invited

custom. Early the next Spring William McGiffin entered
his employ and these two men have been factors in the

steady growth of the business culminating in the necessity
for and the erection of the new store, a description of
which has already been given in these columns.

John Anderson's connection with the store dates back
eight years, during which time he has had charge of the
ladies' and children's ready-to-wear and housefurnishing
departments.

To these three men blocks of stock in the company
have been allotted; such stock to be paid for by service.

The management of the store remains practically un-
changed. The two heads of departments continue to hold
those positions, while Mr. McGiffin retains his office as
manager.

This movement is the beginning of the inauguration
of a new store policy, and, while a definite statement to

that effect was not made, it is inferred that the same
policy pursued with respect to the three oldest members
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of t lie staff, will be made operative in the ease of others

in I he future, should their efficiency and enthusiasm ren-

der such a course justifiable.

Salespeople in this store are paid what they are con-

sidered worth; a clerk, young in experience, but who

makes a successful salesman or saleswoman, is paid in

proportion. Salaries are increased at the discretion and

on the initiative of the management.

As an incentive to hard work a bonus on the cash sales

in each department is given to the clerks in these depart-

ments. The standard is made on an increase in sales of

10 per cent, over the corresponding period of the preced-

ing year. Should the sales in any department exceed

those of the year before by more than 10 per cent., the

bonus is proportionally greater, while, on the other hand,

if the increase falls short of that increase, the bonus is

smaller, and there is a minimum increase, below which

no bonus is given.

Mr. Ogilvy stated that this system of paying bonuses

had proved very satisfactory.

In addition to a fortnight's holidays in the Summer
at full pay, the store is closed each Saturday during July

and August at 1 o'clock, while in the other ten months of

the year, in conjunction with three others of the large dry

goods houses, the store closes at 6 o'clock on Saturday.

The solution of the credit system has been found in

this store by the application of a thirty-day credit period.

Seven-eighths of the business is said to be for cash, but

for the fraction not so classed, bills are rendered, and pay-

ment expected in one month's time.

Recently the question of discounts to dressmakers,

clergymen and societies was grappled with by this com-

pany, and the result was that these discounts were cut off.

It was recognized that the privilege was being abused in

some quarters, and that fundamentally the principle was

wrong. As a result of this decision the firm sent out

letters like the following to the list of persons to whom
the discount had been given in the past:

Ottawa, April, 1908.

D

In regard to the ten per cent, discount which for many
years we have given to Dressmakers, Clergymen, Societies,

etc., etc., we found about two years ago that the volume of

business done in this way had grown to such proportions

that the discount in the aggregate was very large, so much

so, that from that time we have been endeavoring to c'leck

it, and have in a measure succeeded, but with added ex-

perience we have gradually come to the conclusion that to

maintain our well known close prices based as they are on

doing a strictly cash business we ought to discontinue

giving discounts entirely, and from the first of May they

will no longer be allowed to anyone.

We trust this change will make no difference to the

pleasant business relations existing between us.

Assuring you of our best services always, we are,

Respectfully yours,

CHARLES OGILVY, Limited.

CHARLES OGILVY, President.

In cases where an unusual quantity of goods is bought

at one time; when web lengths are taken, etc., a discount

may be given, but as a store policy the discount practice

has been abandoned.

The most prevalent form of abuse of the discount

system was the practice of employes of dressmakers mak-

ing purchases presumably for their employers, but in

reality for themselves.

Cash, and the Reasons Why.

i). Brocklebank & Son, of Arthur, have adopted the

absolutely cash system of doing business, and, dating from
April 11, no goods have been or will be sold except they

are paid for in cash at the time they are bought. In a

booklet issued the firm gives seven reasons why the new
system has been adopted. These seem to put into a few
words the salient points in favor of doing business on the

new basis, and are reproduced herewith.

Have you ever stopped to consider the unfairness of

the credit system? You must know that the credit system

means losses each year to the merchant through bad debts

—you know it means extra book-keeping, that means extra

expense. Who pays the book-keeper? Who pays the lost

accounts? why you, that is, the man who pays for his

merchandise. Is that fair to you? Reason No. 1.

Have you ever quarrelled with a merchant over some-

thing being charged to you that should have been charged

to some on else or that you had forgotten having pur-

chased? And the merchant lost a good customer. Reason
No. 2.

Have you ever stepped into your merchant's store and

told him that you had not been charged in your account

for some article you had purchased, not paid for,

and were entitled to pay for? Some people forget to do

so. Reason No. 3.

Do you not surely know that the merchant who pays

spot cash for his goods buys away cheaper than the mer-

chant who does not? Do you not also know that the mer-

chant who sells on credit can rarely pay spot cash for his

goods? You pay the extra charge. Reason No. 4.

Do you not know that we have in Arthur two chartered

banks whose business it is to loan money? We have

neither the desire or the means to run opposition to them.

Our business is the buying and selling of merchandise.

The credit business is really a money loaning concern.

Reason No. 5.

Do you not know that the successful merchants of to-

day are those who run a strictly cash business? We hope

to be in that class. Reason No. 6.

Perhaps you don't know that the wholesale hardware
houses used to give 6 to 8 months' credit. The big end

of goods are now 30 days, some 10 days. Reason No. 7.

Continuing, the circular adds:

This is going to be an "equal rights" system—no

favors—the poorest man will be on the same footing as

l he wealthiest. No goods charged, not even to the cor-

poration of Arthur. No excuses for "forgetting pocket-

books," or "pay to-morrow." Saturday morning, April

11th, every book or paper for charging goods on in our

store will go out of business.

*

Ran Trade Excursions.

McLaren & Co., St. Catharines, believe in encouraging

people to come to the Garden City to shop, and, with this

as an object, a trade excursion was held on Wednesday,

May 20. This excursion, which was run on a new electric

railway, brought a large number of persons to the city. It

was along the route between Welland and St. Catharines,

and the return fare was five cents, the difference in price

between that paid and the excursion rates being made
good by the McLaren Company. To secure the return

portion of the ticket it was necessary to visit the McLaren
store, but, no stipulation was made as to buying goods,

though special offerings were made in anticipation of se-

curing trade as the result of the visit to the store of the

hundreds of persons who took advantage of the cheap

rate, amounting practically to a free trip.
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Seasonable Goods

You have an unusually good opportunity

now to hold successful sales of summer
merchandise. Seasonable weather is putting

your customers in a buying humor. We anti-

cipated and prepared for a large sorting de-

mand this season, and the volume of orders

coming in fully justifies our optimism. Look

your stock over carefully and then order from

us with the assurance that the goods will be

shipped practically complete the day the order

is received.

Special Inducements are Offered in Saleable

Lines of

Cottons Ribbons

Laces Wash Goods
Hosiery Embroideries

Dress Goods Gloves

Neckwear

FALL LINES
Now in the Hands of Our Travellers

Our ranges from our various departments

show great care in their selections and will

prove a powerful help to a bigger and better

business, for those handling our goods.

Brophy-Cains, Limited
Victoria Square, MONTREAL

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS QUICK SHIPPERS

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Tourist Season Affords Opportunity forCanadian Merchants

Some Reasons Why Dry Goods Men Should Encourage Development, and Means by Which

it may be Made Profitable for Them— Furs, Linens and Souvenir Goods can be Sold.

Did you ever spend a night worrying over a scheme to

increase your sales during the hot Summer months; those

two hot thirty-day stretches, when you've almost got to

start a free soda fountain to coax people into your store?

If you haven't had to you're a mighty lucky man, and

will probably not derive much inspiration from this

article.

It deals with the question of tourist trade; extracting

the dollars from the pockets of the wealthy seekers after

rest and recreation, which Canada seems to be able to

furnish the hard worked American business man and his

wife and family.

'The border towns, along the Great Lakes, and their

connecting waters, from Sault Ste. Marie to Quebec, and

those farther inland, are becoming more and more popular

as places of Summer residence. The visitors come and

spend their money, but do they spend as much as they are

willing to spend if they are catered to properly?

Isn't it a fact that those who are most largely bene-

fitted by their visit are the proprietors of the Summer
hotels and boarding houses?

Souvenirs for Tourists.

During the last few years, it is true, the souvenir busi-

ness has been developed until it has come to be looked

upon as a factor in the midsummer trade, and the sale of

these goods has helped in a great many cases to pull up

the net profits of an otherwise unsatisfactory Summer's
trade. It is probable that little further development may
be looked for along that line; nor is it desirable that there

should be. At best, individual sales are small, and profits

in proportion.

Get the Big Game.
Canadian drygoodsmen should go out after bigger

game and the one merchant who does this in a town where

there are Summer tourists and who does it systematically

and energetically, will find that his sales reports are

showing the results of his efforts.

And it will take some effort, too, to aouse within him-

self and to inspire in his staff the necessary enthusiasm to

really make a success of a campaign after tourist trade in

the dog days of August.

Chance for Furs.

Possibly the greatest opportunity offered is in furs.

Canadian made furs will compare favorably with those

made anywhere, and Americans who spend their Summers
here appreciate this. They have money to spend, and will

spend it on such necessary goods as furs, if they are ap-

pealed to in the proper way.

Those who are handling furs and who are alive to the

opportunities afforded are making money in this way.

In the great majority of cases, furs are packed away
during the Summer and no effort is made to sell them in

these months, when a strictly Canadian trade is all that

has to be depended on, this is to be expected, of course,

but it will pay merchants in whose vicinity tourists from
across the border spend the Summer, to keep them out

and make an effort to sell them.

Linens Should Sell.

Linens, too, afford another medium for a profitable

tourist trade. These goods in the United States cost much
more than they do in Canada, due to the tariff regulations,

which are framed to furnish protection to the industry in

the United States.

An important factor in securing this trade is the pro-

vision of attractive window displays. It will be found

that if they are arranged with intelligence and care they

will attract attention and interest will be aroused.

How to Get Business.

This should not be considered as sufficient. As a next

step, secure from the hotels lists of visitors whom you

believe would be interested in the lines you sell. Mail

them a letter, and, if possible, a neat booklet, with illus-

trations. Give some facts which will interest the recipi-

ent, and courteously invite them to call and inspect the

goods and compare prices with those which they would

have to pay in their home stores.

Encourage Tourist Trade.

Tourist trade can be made profitable; therefore it

should be encouraged, and the merchant has some respon-

sibility here, too.

Many localities possess natural advantages in the way
of good fishing, boating facilities, a high altitude and
bracing air, but they are not getting their share of Sum-
mer visitors because the persons in search of such a local-

ity have not been made aware of their existence.

The Merchants' Part.

Anything that brings people with the ability and in-

clination to spend money to a town must necessarily bene-

fit the merchants in that town.

With this in view it looks like good business for a mer-

chant to encourage any movement calculated to bring

publicity to the advantages which the town possesses.

A co-operative publicity campaign might be inaugur-

ated and would, it is confidently believed, bring good

results, provided sane and well-directed methods were

employed.

Form an Association.

An association working with this object in view could

accomplish a great deal and could work in co-operation

with the transportation companies, the heads of which are

fully appreciative of the importance of encouraging and

developing Summer tourist trade.

Experience 'has proven that the most popular resorts

have been developed largely as a result of a systematic

campaign of advertising, not necessarily because they

have possessed the greater advantages.

Tourist trade this year may be restricted somewhat
because of the fact that the Americans will have less

money, possibly, to spend in this way than they have had

during the past few years, but there are always opportuni-

ties for live merchants.

Work all Lines.

In the first place, get the visitors coming to the store

for novelty and souvenir goods; then go after them for

the big things, the furs and linens, and lines on which you

can make good profits.

Give them good value, as you can afford to do, but

don't sell the goods too cheaply. You might as well not

do the business as sell staple goods, which you will have

to pay out good money to replace, without a reasonable

profit.
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Montreal Horse Show and Some Fashions Seen There

Many New Styles Were in Evidence— Blue Shades Were Predominant— Stripes

the Favorites in Tailored Suits—Hats are Smaller and High Collars are Worn.

The Montreal Horse Show, last month, was a decided

success, from the point of view of the gowns and costumes

worn by the ladies, as well as the horses shown. Jn spite

of the fact that the weather was most unpropitious

throughout almost the entire week, many handsome gowns

were worn, though those which were Summerlike in char-

acter were conspicuous by their absence.

Colors were most striking. Brown was scarcely seen

in the boxes, only one or two costumes being noticed.

These were very dark, and one was in quarter inch stripes,

in different tones. Blues and greys in the different

shades were the principal colors in the costumes. Copen-

hagen blue was the leading shade, and from this the

shades ranged to the navies, though more of the lighter

tones were worn. Many of the costumes had touches of

green in the brighter shades, emerald being noticed on

many of the dark blue costumes. These bright greens

were worn in the millinery to a considerable extent. Pink

was prominent, almost all shades being worn, and it is

evident that cerise has been given a place in Fashion's

favor once more, judging by the amount seen at the

Horse Show. Touches of this color were seen on many
of the gowns, and a great deal was noticed on the hats.

With fancy dresses a great many all black hats were worn,

and a number of all white hats were seen.

In the plainer tailored suits stripes were almost uni-

versally worn. Stripes in different tones of the same

color, or in different colors, have taken a great hold upon

the public. Suits were principally in the Prince Chap
style, and were very striking on account of their simplic-

ity. Many of these were in the beetle wing style. Gray

effects were most commonly seen in these tailored cos-

tumes, different tones of grey being combined. Some of

the lighter costumes were braided in a sort of broken

check border effect.

Some of the more elaborate coats were made with a

white vest. One striking costume was of navy blue, the

coat being tight fitting, opening over a white vest, with a

narrow collar of green velvet. The beetle wing effect was

employed in this, and on each side of the front narrow

curved insets of the green velvet were used to good ad-

vantage. The back was also trimmed with the green velvet

insets. The skirt was pleated, and a white lingerie collar,

with the new jabot was worn. The hat completing this

costume was of black spotted tulle, with a large bow of

the tulle at the front.

Taupe was seen in a few instances. One costume was

made with a tight fitting coat, beetle wing effect, and

three-quarter length loose sleeves, in a modified bell form.

The skirt was of soft material, very long and full, and

trailed considerably.

A rather novel feature was the use of lemon stripes,

alternating in one costume with white, and in another

with light gray. White serge seemed to be very popular

for suits, there being a number of them made with the

Prince Chap coats.

Among the fancy gowns worn were a great many
in the pale blues and grays. Point d 'esprit was exten-

sively worn in combination with heavier materials. Jump-
ers were much in evidence, and were very elaborate. On
many of the gowns touches of cerise were seen. One gown
had a yoke of embroidered net, with Dresden silk, in gun-

metal tones, combined with white, with touches of cerise,

draped over the shoulder. A bow of cerise ribbon was
placed at the bottom of the yoke, directly in the centre,

both in the front and back. Tight fitting sleeves of white

lace, reaching halfway from the shoulder to the elbow,

were edged with cerise.

Stripes have invaded the realms of fancy gowns. A
dainty gown was of pale green and white striped ma-
terial, made up with lace and motifs.

Evening wraps were mostly in Japanese effects, very
loose, with kimona sleeves. Several pink wraps were
worn, and a great many were in Copenhagen blue, and in

the gray blues. Some of the wraps were cape-like gar-

ments, falling loose from the shoulders. A cream wrap
was in this style, with a narrow circular oape over the

shoulders. Another wrap, in Japanese effect, was in

orange with kimona sleeves, and was trimmed with a

Japanese border, worked out in black. A striking evening
wrap was of gunmetal velvet.

The hats worn by the occupants of the boxes were of a

smaller order than might have been expected, judging by
what has been popular this Spring. The "Merry Widow"
hat was seldom seen, and when it did appear on a few
rare occasions, it was in the smaller sizes. Judging by the

millinery at the Horse Show, the hats for Summer and
Fall wear will be smaller, with higher crowns, and nar-

rower brims. Cerise and green were prominent colors' in

the trimming. Wings were used to a great extent, and
ostrich tips seemed to be strongly in favor. A noticeable

feature was the number of hats with quills, wings, flower

sprays, or ribbon loops placed upright at the front or

slightly to the left of the front.

One hat had a high crown, and a narrow brim, slightly

rolled off the face. The crown was covered with half-

opened cerise roses, and at the left were two large ospreys,

also in cerise.

A large black hat was simply trimmed with four large

pointed green wings, fastened to the front with fancy
pins. Several black hats were trimmed with clusters of

gray ostrich tips.

An extremely pretty hat, worn one of the evenings,

was a white shape, medium size, having the crown covered

with tulips in the pastel shades, and narcissi. Another
white hat had the crown shrouded with Copenhagen blue

tulle, with ospreys of the same shade placed directly in

front.

High collars were worn, the greater number having a

high point at each side. Ja'bots on the lingerie collars

were much in evidence, and were worn by the majority of

smartly dressed women. A few of the tulle neekruffs

were seen, both in black and white. Buttons were used

to a considerable extent for trimming purposes.

Oak Hall, Owen Sound, offers seven free trips to the

Quebec Tercentenary in July next. The conditions at-

tached to this contest are simple. To every person mak-
ing a purchase in this store between the dates of May 9

and July 11, a counter check is given, and the seven re-

turning to the store at the close of the contest the largest

amounts will be given the trips to Quebec. These checks

are transferable, and any number of persons may give

their checks to one collector.
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Traveler's Financial Responsibility.

The responsibility of a traveler for advances obtained

from a bank on a credit note issued by a firm, which be-

fore it liquidates its account with the bank goes into

bankruptcy, is being- tested in the courts in British Co-

lumbia, and referring to this question, which is one in

which every traveler will be interested, the Vancouver
World says :

"Say that while a commercial traveler is abroad on
the business of his firm his employers go into liquida-

tion, what is his position with respect to money drawn
on their credit from banks at towns visited in the course

of his work ? This is the question which the courts will

decide in at least some of its aspects in the course of the

next few days. It has arisen in connection with the fail-

ure of a large Manitoba firm of millers, whb employed a

Vancouver man to travel through the province disposing

of the product of their mills. The defendant in the suit

under consideration was making his usual tour when he

received a telegram instructing him to return home, lie

at once repaired to the nearest bank to draw the neces-

sary funds, but was informed that his credit note was no
longer good as his principals were in liquidation. Making
the best of the situation, he borrowed sufficient money to

bring him home, consoled himself that the firm did not
owe him more than a few weeks' salary and expenses,

and promptly dropped into a new situation. During his

trip, however, he had drawn several times on his em-
ployers and to his astonishment he speedily found that

the banks which had cashed his drafts held him person-

ally responsible, although the money was obtained on the

strength of a credit note from the firm which employed
him. As the case is sub judice, it would be improper to

enter on a further discussion of its merits, but it is per-

missible to say that whatever the decision a principle of

considerable importance to commercial travelers will be

thereby established."

*

Traveler Burned to Death.

By a fire which destroyed the Queens Hotel, Tillson-

burg, on May 20, Clarence A. Bernard, of Toronto, a

traveler for Flett, Lowndes & Co., was burned to death.

Mr. Bernard was one of a large number of travelers who
registered at the ill-fated hotel that night, but fortu-

nately the others escaped with their lives.

Mr. Bernard was on the second storey of the building

and jumped when the flames came near him. He expired

a few minutes after he was picked up by the rescuers,

and it was at first supposed that he had died from the

effects of his leap. It was discovered, however, that the

flames had fatally burned him before he jumped.
He was a popular and efficient traveler and had been

in the employ of Flett, Lowndes & Co. for a number of

years, and was highly respected by his business associ-

ates. He was about 42 years of age.

R. M. Overholt, a traveler for Bradshaw & Sons,
Toronto, had a sensational escape. He was on the third

storey and to jump meant certain death. All hope from
the inside was cut off. The only avenue of escape was

the water pipe that ran up the wall at the side of the

window. It was extremely hazardous for anybody but a

born sailor to attempt, but there was no alternative. He
slid out on to the sill, clutched the precarious support,

and slid to a lower roof. Here he had to repeat his

performance before he landed safely on the ground. There

were many other thrilling scenes, the actors in which

were unknown. Among the commercial travelers who es-

caped unhurt but lost valuable outfits were Robert "VIc-

Keown, of the Office Specialty Co.; W. C. Halliday, of

II. W. Nelson & Co.; H. B. Jackman, of J. J. Taylor &
Co.; W. T. A. Proctor, of Austin & Co.; W. S. Wisner,

of Massey-Harris Co.; .f. Miner, of Heintzman & Co.;

John Huxley, of W. B. Hamilton & Co.

Travelers Gather at Vancouver.

On June 5 and 6 nearly one thousand members of the

United Commercial Travelers of America will be in Van-
couver in attendance on the sessions of the Grand Coun-
cil of the order. The convention is under the manage-
ment of local Council, No. 284. The council covers

Oregon, Washington and British Columbia, and those in

attendance will include travelers covering the entire

country from the Mississippi west and from Mexico to

the Arctic Circle.

On the morning of June 5 the local men will meet
visiting delegations at the trains and boats and a grand

parade will be held. For this occasion the local wholesale

houses are being asked to prepare floats. In the after-

noon a business session will be held, and in the evening

a stag smoker for the men, while the ladies will be taken

to the theatres. On Saturday morning an auto ride about

the park will be taken, and at night a grand ball and

banquet will wind up the gathering.

To entertain these visiting commercial travelers the

Vancouver merchants have already subscribed about

$2,500.

Travelers Notes.

On Friday, May 9, the death occurred at Quebec of

J. R. McKernan, residential agent in that city for Revil-

lon Bros., Montreal. The late Mr. McKernan was only

thirty-one years of age. The immediate cause of his

death was heart failure. He was very popular with the

trade, and had a splendid connection, the result of almost

fifteen years' travel.

F. I. Town, the representative of George H. Evans
& Son, Montreal, died in the General Hospital, Toronto,

on the 12th of May, as the result of an attack of pneu-

monia. The funeral took place at Orillia, Ont., his

native town. Mr. Town leaves a wife and son.

He represented Geo. H. Evans & Son for about five

years, and previous to that date was buyer with Henry
Morgan & Co., Montreal. He was very popular person-

ally, and leaves a very wide circle of business and social

friends.
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It Will Cost You

$000,000.01
to find out how you can materially increase your business the coming Fall.

Just one cent for a post card. That's all. You will incur no obligation what-

ever by asking. We are sure that you will regard the $000,000.01 as well

invested.

We will try to convince you that a McCALL PATTERN DEPART-
MENT will

Make your store a Center of Fashion.

Insure periodical visits from women within a radius of miles.

Increase sales of dress goods, linings, etc.

Yield a handsome direct profit.

ADDRESS, MAIN OFFICE,

THE McCALL COMPANY
MAKERS OF FASHIONS

236-246 West 37th Street, - - - - NEW YORK
TORONTO CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Established 38 years. Not in the Trust. No Connection with any other House.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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An Advice to Caution.

This is the time of the year when many annual pub-

lications are being- gotten out nominally in the interests

of transportation companies and other big concerns.

They are usually called an "Official Guide" and claim to

be issued under the authority of the president or general

manager. The canvassers approach firms who supply, or

want to supply these corporations with products of some

kind or another, and they hint that it is very much in

the interest of the firm that they should advertise in this

guide, otherwise they hint it may affect their business

with the corporation. A couple of years ago a letter

was carried by one of these canvassers alleged to be

signed by President Hays of the Grand Trunk Railway,

which was proved to be a forgery. There is another of-

ficial guide now being prepared in the interests of one of

the big railways and claimed to be issued under the au-

thority of the head of the road. A letter has been re-

ceived from him which states distinctly that his corpora-

tion has nothing whatever to do with the publication.

The book is issued entirely as a private enterprise and

the giving or withholding of an advertisement will

neither help nor hurt anyone who has business to trans-

act with the corporation. When business men are ap-

proached by canvassers from publications of this sort

which they believe to be a fake, and most of them are,

they should positively refuse to place any business and

snould write at once to the head of the corporation and

get his assurance that the statements made by the can-

vassers are correct. Certain big firms have been doing

this, and in few, if any, cases have they found the state-

ments verified.

Wholesalers' Profit on Long Credits.

Discussing the question of the retailer selling for cash

and thus placing himself in a position to pay the whole-

saler cash for his goods and save his discounts, a promin-

ent member of the wholesale trade said to The Review

:

"If all our customers took their discounts, we would

have to go out of business; we make money on our long

datings.

"

From the standpoint of the retailer, this constitutes

possibly the strongest reason why he should place his busi-

ness on such a basis that he will be able to pay for his

goods in 10 or 30 days and take his discounts.

Why not make this money yourself instead of paying

what amounts to almost 10 per cent, per annum to the

wholesaler!

Merchandising of the Future.

Speaking of the future of mail order houses, and their

relation to the local stores, a distinguished department

store manager, and probably the second greatest mer-

chant in the world, recently made the statement that

the big city stores of the future would not do as large

a volume* of business by mail; that branch, he predicted,

would not be nearly as important as it is now.

The reason for this, he asserted, would be the more

aggressive and more modern methods which the local

merchants would adopt, and which would place their

stores in a position to successfully compete with the mail

order houses.

The merchant referred to is an American, and was

speaking, with a view, particularly, doubtless, to condi-

tions there. The decadence of the mail order houses

may be realized more quickly there than in Canada

where the process will be worked out more slowly.

Dressmakers' Discounts.

How many dry goods merchants in Canada are con-

tinuing the practice of giving 10 per cent discount to

dressmakers and clergymen, when they know the principle

is wrong, and that its continuation is an injustice to their

other customers?

There may have been at the lime of its inception rea-

sons which seemed to justify giving discounts to dress-
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makers, but the privilege has been abused and the mer-

chant who to-day gives them must know that he is being

imposed upon.

Almost every week The Review learns of stores in

which this practice is being discontinued and the results

are invariably satisfactory.

Possibly some who read this are afraid to abandon a

practice which they know is costing them money and

which is unfair.

A Hint to Inspectors.

A new aspect of hotel accommodation is presented by

the fatal fire which occurred in Tillsonburg a few days

ago, by which one of Toronto's brightest commercial tra-

velers lost his life. Complaints have been made on the

score of inadequate accommodation and unsatisfactory

service, but this is much more serious, affecting, as it

does, the lives of travelers.

Every Monday morning several thousand commercial

travelers leave their homes, to spend the next few days

in hotels, many of which it is feared, do not observe the

laws laid down for the protection of their guests from

catastrophies, such as that to which reference hr>« been

made.

In many of the smaller hotels—wooden structures for

the most part—fire escapes are unknown, and, it appears

from statements made since this fire, in comparatively

few are ropes placed in each room, as part of the equip-

ment which the law demands.

It would seem that inspectors have other duties than

those relating to the enforcement of the law on selling

liquor during prohibited hours.

It does not appeal to The Review as unreasonable Lo

assert that a license should be withdrawn when a hotel

proprietor fails to provide the necessary safeguards to

the lives of its guests.

This is an aspect of "hotelkeeping" which has been

neglected in the past.

The Situation.

Dry goods merchants are dealing in futures now.

They are deeply interested in the prospects for the Fall

and Winter trade. The Spring business was not as satis-

factory as most merchants would have liked, and, until

more definite information on the prospects for this Fall's

crop are available, no marked revival is anticipated by

those who take a conservative view. Up to the present

time, it must be said, these prospects are exceedingly

bright, much better than a year ago, and that the effect

of continued favorable weather, will be felt on the dry

goods trade, there is every reason to believe.

Travelers for Toronto houses report a dearth of plac-

ing orders for Fall, and while retailers are buying goods

they are doing so to a degree which gives promise that

they will have to come into the market again in order to

fill up their requirements for Fall.

The Summer sorting trade has been fair, so far as the

number of orders and volume of business arc concerned,

though there is little doubt that the financial stress and

the curtailment of credit on the part of the banks has

resulted in restricted buying. Retailers have been trying

to reduce stocks and to conform to the wishes of the

banks in this respect.

Owing to favorable weather conditions last month,

Montreal wholesalers and manufacturers report a healthy

sorting demand ; numerous orders of small volume. Pay-

ments have been fairly well met in Quebec Province, the

Maritime Provinces, and British Columbia, but Ontario

and the other Western Provinces are still leaning heavily

upon wholesalers and manufacturers.

More merchants than last year visited Montreal last

month, particularly from the West, filling in Summer
stocks. Wholesalers have heavy stocks of Summer goods,

which they are clearing out rapidly. Manufacturers sell-

ing direct to the retail, are in much the same position.

Orders for Fall delivery are unsatisfactory. Retailers

are holding off purchases for many lines, and wholesalers

are following the same course with respect to manufac-

turers. If crop conditions are good, and manufacturing

is normal, there will be a scarcity of desirable Fall mer-

chandise. Manufacturers would like to anticipate Fall

requirements, but the capital necessary to do so is not

obtainable as banks are not even lending on warehouse

receipt. Wholesalers are forced to carry many mer-

chants, and their eapital does not permit them to specu-

late.

Fall Buying ; Now or Later.

There is a strong probability that Canadian drygoods-

men are threatened with a danger, of which they are un-

aware, and for which they are consequently unprepared.

During the last few months buying in the wholesale,

as well as the retail trade, has been light; neither branch

of the trade has been buying more than was actually

needed.

This is a wise course to pursue, and, carried to a rea-

sonable point, will result in a healthy readjustment of

conditions. It is possible, and The Review believes, prob-

able, that this spirit of retrenchment has been carried to

the danger point, and stocks have been allowed

to become depleted until it could not be said that they

represented a good assortment, and business has gone to

the mail order houses.

There is, however, a more serious side to it. Retailers

are, it is said, putting off their buying for the coming

season to a later date. With the element of uncertainty

which has existed, on the question of prices, and on the

crop conditions, upon which future business is so largely

dependent, heavy buying was, possibly unwise.

The feeling has undoubtedly been that later in the

season wants could be filled from wholesalers' stocks.

But can they?

Wholesalers have not been in a position to buy as

freely as they have done in other years. Their stocks
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have been large, and they, as well as the retailers, have

been handicapped by the action of the banks.

In most eases they are buying only when they have

received orders from the retail trade.

What, therefore, will be the situation when in, say

three months the trade begins to come to the wholesale

market for seasonable goods, demanding immediate

delivery?

Business will undoubtedly improve in the Fall. The

extent to which that improvement will affect the retail

trade is hard to determine.

For this reason the retailer does not want to take a

chance. Neither does the wholesaler. Therefore it would

seem that as a measure of self-protection, the retailer will

have to anticipate his wants, and if he wants new goods

and the up-to-date designs for Fall, he will have to come

into the market in the next month in order to have the

goods when he wants them.

Buying from open stock will be practically impossible

so far as seasonable goods are concerned this Fall.

Reckless and heavy buying is not advised by The

Review; such a course is always followed by unsatisfac-

tory results.

As a matter of fact, nothing is advised.

The situation is stated clearly. The facts warrant

sueh a statement, and the intelligent retailer will follow

the course which will justify The Review's belief that

Canadian dry goods merchants are men possessing the

highest degree of intelligence.

The Business Outlook in the West.*

Since last month there has been no particular change

in the business outlook in western Canada. The first of

May found western business men hopeful and with solid

substantial reasons for the optimistic faith that was in

them. Conditions during the month have been very fav-

orable and the hopes of four weeks ago are becoming cer-

tainties in the general opinion of the people of the west.

Two principal causes were responsible for the busi-

ness depression from which the west is now emerging

—

the world-wide financial panic and the partial crop fail-

ure last year. The financial troubles are righting them-

selves and if there is even a reasonably good crop this

year the business of the west will soon return to its

normal condition. That being the case, everything this

year depends upon the crop and for this reason western

crop reports are being scanned with more than ordinary

interest by business men, not only in the western pro-

vinces, most directly concerned, but in every part of the

Dominion.

It is, of course, very unwise to attempt on the first

of June to make any positive statements or predictions

as to what the crop of 1908 is going to be. Many things

may happen before the last of August, when the wheat

Written for the Dry Goods Review by western editorial representa-
tive, Winnipeg,

should be ready for harvest. All that it is possible to

do is to state facts and deduce probabilities. It is now
known that the increase in acreage under crop is at least

25 per cent, and probably is all of 30 per cent., as com-

pared with last year. This year seeding was practically

completed in every part of the west by the first week in

May, and in many parts of the country the wheat was

already above the ground. An experienced grain man

who has been in the west for a generation, the vice-presi-

dent of one of the largest elevator companies in the

country, stated recently that he had never known pros-

pects at this time of year to be so favorable as they are

now. The pessimists predicted a dry season, but the

month of May brought frequent rains and warm weather

for the greater part of the time. The first of June finds

vegetation far advanced and every reason for hopefulness

as to the result of the season's work.

The railways expect a busy Fall, and they are mak-

ing their preparations to handle very heavy east-bound

traffic. It is confidently expected that the double-track-

ing of the C.P.R. line from ,Winnipeg to Fort William

will be completed this Summer, and this will mean much

for the speedy handling of the season's crop. The G.T.P.

will for the first time be an important factor in the

situation and the C.N.R. will be in better condition than

ever before to handle its rapidly increasing share of the

grain traffic.

All these conditions combine to inspire the western

business man with hope, and while his hope is tempered

with more caution than in previous years, the result is

bound to be seen in his buying of dry goods for Fall and

Winter trade. A year ago the western merchant was

compelled to starve his stock. He knew that the crop

was bound to be more or less of a failure and he was

already feeling the scarcity of money. Buying was light,

and the result showed that this was the right policy to

pursue. But now, as a consequence, the retail stocks .ire

light and with every reason to expect a satisfactory crop

and a return to the prosperity of two or three years

ago, the western merchant is buying much more freely

than he did one year ago. He is buying more freely and

he has or will have the money to pay for his purchases

more promptly than has been the case at any time be-

fore in the history of the west. This is due to the fact

that the depression of the last year gave great impetus

to the movement for the establishment of the cash sys-

tem and the general curtailment of credit. The western

retail trade made a virtue of necessity and the credit

system received a staggering blow. Everywhere credit

is at least dear and hard to obtain now ; in many places

a strictly cash system has been inaugurated.

With land speculation given a decided check and the

savings of the people no longer diverted to speculative

purposes and with the introduction of the cash system

in all parts of the west business is certain henceforth to

be conducted on a surer foundation.

There is every reason to regard the business outlook

in the west with the utmost hopefulness.
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A Factory in Canada
Nearly 3,000 American merchants have already taken ad-

vantage of the new era in the pattern trade inaugurated by

the modern methods of The Home Pattern Company. At

23 Lombard Street, Toronto, Ontario,

has just been installed a fully equipped up-to-date

pattern factory which will be devoted to the

Canadian Trade Exclusively

From this factory will be shipped to all points in Canada

pattern stocks, re-orders, and monthly fashion sheets of the

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns. The T. Eaton Company,

Ltd., of Toronto and Winnipeg, Marshall Field & Com-

pany, of Chicago, John Wanamaker, of New York and

Philadelphia, and thousands of the leading merchants in

other cities are selling this pattern in preference to all others.

A splendid opportunity is offered enterprising Canadian

merchants. Correspondence is invited.

The Home Pattern Company

Sole Manufacturers and Distributors of The

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL PATTERNS
615 West 43rd Street, New York 23 Lombard Street, Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Monthly Review of the British Markets

Staff Correspondence.

Office Dry Goods Review,

London, England, May 23.—

April and early May
weather has not been con-

ducive to extended trade.

The report of country

travelers, however, shows

some slight improvement.

West End business also is

beginning to pick up, owing

to the beginning of the

London season. The opening

of the Franco-British Exhi-

bition at Shepherd's Bush is

expected to help the London

trade because of the influx

of visitors, not only from

the provinces, but from abroad. This exhibition will, it

is said, lead to better trade relations between the two

countries. The London silk market is quiet with prices

undecided in the face of the coming crop reports. Advices

from Japan, however, point to lower prices and a weaker

market. The European market maintains its late im-

provement and although business is not very large prices

continue firm.

One of the most noteworthy figures in the English

silk industry passed away last month in the person of

Benjamin Warner, the respected head of the firm of

Warner & Sons, Newgate Street, E.G.

In the possession of the present firm is a vellum-

bound book of patterns bearing the date of 1684, brought

by the family to England, and the pieces of silk are as

perfect in texture and as delicate in coloring as the day

when they left the loom. The coronation robes of the

King were produced by this firm.

Bradford.

There has been a very serious falling off in business

both in the raw material end and in the manufacturing

branches, since the extensive lowering of wool values

took place.

It is a curious fact how closely the present slump

in wool values is paralleling that of 1900. In January,

1900, a super sixty's top was quoted at 33^d. In April

the same wool was quoted at 25d., or a drop between
January and April of 8H- Last October the same qual-

ity brought 29d., the price to-day being about 20£d., or

a drop of 8id., just about the same as in 1900.

The position of crossbreds is, however, much worse.

Last March a standard 40's top was selling at 17fd., or

18d., and to-day the self-same top can be bought at 8d.

It is impossible to deny that the situation is a serious

one, and one that is due solely to the stoppage of busi-

ness by the financial stringency. The trade has been

called upon to lift something like 263,000 bales of wool,

and even with the bank rate at 3 per cent., is not in the

financial position to do it.

From all accounts, neither the continent nor Ameri-
ca are in want of wool, therefore, the principal weight of

buying will rest upon Bradford's shoulders. Should this

be so it is said that a further fall of at least 15 per cent.

will take place in crossbreds, and one of 10 per cent, in

merinos.

Manchester.

The past week or so has seen an important strength-

ening of raw cotton values. There has been some fluctu-

ating, but on the whole values have advanced, and the

tone of the market is decidedly stronger. Crop reports

are now coming to hand. There seems to be little doubt
that planters are increasing the area under cultivation,

and that a fairly large yield may be expected. Meanwhile
it may be said that cotton merchants are easier to deal

with, and are displaying some anxiety to keep in touch

with the spinners. Therefore the short time movement
may be said to have resulted successfully.

The cciTimon grades of Egyptian cotton are lower,

but futures are up.

The improvement in the raw material has not bene-

fitted the spinners, and it is claimed that only a further

recourse to short time will help the spinner. In some
lines there is a slight improvement, but in many in-

stances trade is being done at a loss to the spinner.

There is a little better enquiry for shipping yarns, but

yarn made from Indian cotton in Bombay is being sold

in Manchester in competition with that of Lancashire

production.

Egyptian yarns are easier. Yarn agents and spinners

are complaining about the number of overdue accounts.

There is a little better tone tn the piece goods mar-

ket, and a slightly better business is reported in some
lines. Transactions, however, take place only in small

lots. Buyers are still waiting for further developments
and both from the home trade and for foreign markets
orders are of small size.

Irish and Scotch Notes.

The absence of American orders is being severely felt

in the north of Ireland and in Scotland, the demand from
that market having fallen off fully 60 per cent. The Irish

Flax Spinners' Association have under consideration a

movement to put mills on half time. The working hours

have already been reduced to 37 hours a week. There has

as yet been no improvement in the manufacturing end

and many looms are idle. The linen market is in an un-

settled state and much of the new business is put through

on such terms that there is little profit in the transac-

tion for the manufacturer.

Improvement in Europe.

V. Norman Smallpeice has just returned to Toronto

after a six weeks' trip to Europe, where he has been com-
pleting arrangements with manufacturers to represent

them in Canada. He has secured ten agencies for differ-

ent lines of dry goods, and has opened offices and sample

rooms at 90 Bay St., Toronto. During his absence, Mr.

Smallpeice visited the principal cities in France, Ger-

many, and the British Isles. He reports that as a gen-

eral rule business is none too satisfactory, but that an

improvement during the last few weeks is noted, and
better things are looked for in the future.
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Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

The best and final test of the value of a newspaper

is the degree of favor it meets with at the hands of its

readers. Judged by this standard, The Dry Goods Re-

view has "made good."

From the letters which have come to tne editor's

desk during the last few days, two are selected as typi-

cal of the tone in which readers of this paper speak of

The Review.

H. B. Dawson &' Co., of Port Arthur, write :

In asking you to discontinue The Dry Goods Review

(we have sold out our D. G. business to Campbell Bros.)

to our address, we would like to thank you for the

very many pointers we have received at its hands. The
advice was ever timely and the fashion hints inestimable

to one so far removed from the centre of distribution.

We are still receiving The Busy Man's Magazine, and

can always assure it a warm and glad reception; for a

busy man we consider it the piece-de-resistance on our

literary table.

The waist buyer of the Robert Simpson Co., Toronto,

says : "Each month when The Review comes in I have

to get my hands on it at once, if I want it at all." The
paper has attained distinct popularity among the people

in this department.

it may not be untimely to refer to the place which

this paper holds in the estimation of its advertisers. An
unsolicited and impartial opinion is that expressed by

Paul Fitzpatrick, manager of sales and advertising of

Staunton's, Ltd., manufacturers of wall paper, when in

a letter to the president of the MacLean Publishing Co.,

he said :

Toronto, May 7, 1908.

John Bayne MacLean, Esq.,

President MacLean Publishing Co., Toronto.

My Dear Colonel MacLean :

Without exception or qualification, The Dry Goods

Review is the best trade paper of its kind that I have

ever seen. And I am not only familiar with the Dry

Goods Economist of New York, but have had the pleasure

of contributing to its contents frequently in the past.

The Review seems to me to get right down to bed-rock.

It is so sane, healthy and enthusiastic, that merely

thumbing it over is no little inspiration. In mechanical

get-up and photographic embellishment it hasn't a peer.

It is a monument to what I know must have been a long

and hard fight to bring it to its present significance.

Sincerely yours,

(Sgd.) Paul Fitzpatrick.

Manager of Sales and Advertising.

&

Next month, July, the special Fall Number of The
Review will be issued, and at this date plans are suffici-

ently developed to warrant the prediction that it will be

the best in the history of this paper. Efforts are being

centred on articles which will have a practical value,

Theorizing will give place to matters of practical inter-

est. Special attention will be given to the questions of

store plans, and a number of diagrams are being pre-

pared in connection with the articles on store arrange-

ment. Salespeople handle daily, goods, with the process

of manufacture of which they are totally unfamiliar. An
interesting feature of the special number will be articles

dealing in a popular way with some of these goods. Such
practical questions as locality, trade and basement de-

partments will also be handled efficiently and illumin-

atingly by special and regular staff writers. Fashion fore-

casts for Fall—every dry goods merchant is interested in

these—will form an important feature of the July issue.

These are) only a few of the good things the Fall special

will present to its readers. We say it will be the best

we have ever published, and we honestly believe we will

make good that prediction.

*

The MacLean Trade Newspapers are looked upon as

authorities by the leaders in the different branches of

mercantile life which they deal with. The following let-

ter was recently received from Mr. Edward Brown,
Mayor of Portage la Prairie, who was chosen leader of

the Liberal party at the big convention held in Winnipeg.

It will be noticed that he writes after reading two of

our papers regularly for fifteen years. During a recent

visit to Toronto he called at our office to make the pei-

sonal acquaintance of the president and managing edi-

tors of the papers referred to. On May 5 he writes as

follows :

Mayor's Office,

Portage la Prairie,

Manitoba, May 5, 1908.

J. B. MacLean, Esq.,

Toronto, Ont.

Dear Mr. MacLean.—During- the fifteen years in which
I was actively engaged in the retail business here after

coming to Portage la Prairie, I considered The Canadian
Grocer and The Dry Goods Review among the most valu-

able newspapers that we received, and always looked for-

ward to the weekly numbers with the greatest interest.

The information furnished was a distinct help in the con-

duct of our business, and I certainly think that every re-

tailer in Canada should be a subscriber.

During the last five years my attention has been de-

voted more particularly to financial matters, and in so

far as The Post is concerned, I cannot speak of it in

terms too eulogistic. It covers a particular field of its

own, and should be of immense value to anyone who is

attempting to study at close range the financial situa-

tion. I feel assured that the views presented are of a

disinterested character, and so long as its present policy

is pursued of discussing in an independent way all mat-
ters bearing on the questions of finance, it will continue
to be more and more appreciated by men who desire to

get at the true inwardness of things.

Yours truly,

(Sgd.) Edward Brown,

Mayor.
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"Men Who Sell Things"

Mr. Moody Pays His Respect to the Man who is a Knocker—Many Classes

of Salesmen — Pays to Speak Well of One's Rivals in Business—Some Opinions

on the "Order Taker" - Be a Salesman or Get Out of the Business.

(Continued from May D. G. R.)

CHAPTER III.

THE KNOCKER.

The man who tears down reputations always gets

most of t he dirt himself.

What a jolly world of grand morals this would be if

every man came up to the standard of perfection he fixes

for his neighbor !

Someone has said : "There are but two kinds of

young men, tnose that are good, and those that are no

good."
This scarcely applies to salesmen, for there are many

kinds in between.

To which class do you belong ?

We have the Knocker, the Order-taker, the Wheeli

barrow, the Skyrocket, the Fussy or Over-anxious, the

Quick-tempered, the Know-it-all, the Old-timer, and a few

others with accompaniments not altogether in the nature

of selling-assets.

In the whole category of men who sell things, the one

whom the novice should strive to irritate is the well-

rounded, strictly up-to-the-minute business-getter. Such

a one is at once ambassador, minister plenipotentiary,

and promoter of his house.

The salesman who is worthy of his profession is not

only the ambassador of his house, he is in reality the

house itself, when he is out in the field. His every word

and action should be clothed with a dignity suitable to

the work with which he is intrusted.

In the natural course of business events, it is gener-

ally found that large institutions which employ many
travelers are able to secure the services of enough really

capable ones to make the general average good. If this

were not so, and they were obliged to draw their selling-

strength from the list of misfits mentioned above, they

would very shortly find a padlock on the front door and

the sheriff in charge.

When one government sends an ambassador to an-

other, a man is selected for the mission who has stood

high in the community, and who is endowed with pe-

culiar ability to perform the duties. If a mistake is

made, and he is found to be lacking in the necessary

qualifications, such as tact, honesty, or loyalty to duty,

he is promptly recalled and his place filled by another.

Or, if he lacks ability only, he may wake up some fine

morning to find that he has been relegated to some un-

important post in an out-of-the-way country.

But to return to salesmen. Beginning with the

Knocker and taking them in order, we find them an in-

teresting and heterogeneous group.

Knocking is Robbery.

The Knocker is the most obnoxious type, and is

branded at once as the most useless. He can scarcely >?

rated as an asset in the selling staff, unless we take him
in the inventory at a discount of ninety per cent. The

remaining ten per cent, might be realized upon as a job

lot, to be sold out in the first clearance sale that come-,

along.

The editor of "The Philistine" says : "Knocking is

criticism, and without criticism there is no advancement."

In making that statement he certainly was not speak-

ing of salesmen, or he would have said, "Knocking is

robbery, and the thief is a parasite."

The knocking salesman should not pray, with the

Pharisees, "0 Lord, make other men as we are," but

rather, "Let us see ourselves as others see us." If the

latter prayer were granted, they would take the shortest

cut possible to the nearest oculist to have their eyes

fitted with long-distance, clear-seeing glasses to replace

their blue goggles of doubt, hate and suspicion.

The Knocker reminds me in some of his phases of the

story of the man down in the spring branch trying to

clear the water so that he could get a pure drink. He
was doing all he could to filter the water, when some
friend called out to him : "Stranger, come up a little

higher and run that hog out of the spring, and it will

clear itself,"

No trouble then. The hardest work a man ever under-

takes in this world is to try to liff himself up while try-

ing to pull his brother down. It is like trying to pull

yourself out of a quicksand; the more you try to work
free from it, the deeper you sink. There is no such thing

as boosting yourself by knocking someone else.

A Mental Introspection.

Did you ever look at yourself from head to foot-
look at yourself as a salesman ?

Did you ever wake up in the morning and shut your
eyes and lie still and say : "Well, suppose every sales-

man in the house were just like me, what sort of a house

would we have ? Suppose every salesman in our house

knocked as much as I knock, what sort of a house would

we have ? Suppose every salesman in the house worked
as little as I wqrk, how long before the whole thing

would go into bankruptcy ?"

It is well now and then to get a square, honest look

at yourself.

What sort of a salesman are you ?

By Walter D. Moody. Published in the United States by A. C.
McClurg & Co., Chicago. Canadian serial rights purchased by the
MacLean Publishing Company.

The Easier Path.

The traveler's path is generally easier to tread

if his prospect already knows something about him
or the firm he represents. It makes the retailer

familiar with the traveler's house—when that house
is an advertiser.

A wholesale house or manufacturing establish-

ment which advertises well in the trade paper de-

voted to its branch of business activity stands

higher in the estimation of the retailer than the

house which does not.

Stands to reason, doesn't it?
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A salesman's tongue has a great deal to do with his

salesmanship; or, rather, a salesman's salesmanship has

a great deal to do with his tongue.

The Knocker's tongue is full of deadly poison. It is

sharp-edged and treacherous as an ever-ready stiletto.

Sit beside the victim of the Knocker. Put your jar

to his heart, and you can hear a steady drip, drip, drip,

as of blood from a gaping wound.

"What did that?" you say. His reply is : "An un-

kind tongue wounded it there."

The meanest man on earth is the one who will wound

a man's character with his tongue.

The Knocker is no respecter of persons; he knocks the

credit man, knocks the buyer, knocks the sales manager,

knocks his fellow-travelers; in fact, he knocks everything

and everybody in the place, from office boy to president.

He even knocks his own interests. Everyone but the

Knocker himself knows that "the dog that will carry a

bone will fetch a bone;" but, as a temporary mischief-

maker he causes "Maud," the mule of comic-newspaper

fame, to appear to have creeping paralysis when com-

pared with him as to their relative kicking merits.

Knocking is a habit, and a bad one. Don't acquire

it. If you do, some day you will give yourself a knock-

out blow. Remember the old saying, the man who at-

tends to his own business has not time to attend to the

business of others.

Now, recollect, if you are a salesman and love your

house, everything you cannot help, everything you would

have warded off if you could, everything you would have

conquered if you could, everything in the salesman's life

except dishonesty—and knocking is a form of dishonesty

—works for good, and no power on earth can make this

negative quality work for anybody's good, because dis-

honesty is the reversal, the throwing out of gear, of the

machinery of our nature.

Harmony in Business.

When we begin to undermine the honest efforts of

others, we reverse the machinery of our nature and run

it backwards. You can no more do good work for your

house when you reverse the machinery of your nature

than you can make a lawn-mower cut grass when you run

it backwards. One is as impossible as the other. All

things work for your good when you are running in har-

mony with your house and in line with your house.

When you walk up to a piano and touch a key, and

that key is out of tune and out of harmony, it is out of

harmony not only with the rest of the keys of the piano,

but with everything in the universe that is in harmony
with them. But when the piano-tuner walks up to the

piano and opens it, and takes out his instruments and
works away at that particular string, he restores the

harmony that was lost. And success lies in getting into

harmony with your house. Then everything moves along

harmoniously, adjusting and setting the rules of the

house to music. Is it not so ?

When your firm bids you do this or that, the com-
mand should immediately touch a responsive chord in

your nature in sympathy with the work in hand, and
then you are in harmony, which makes easy of accomp-
lishment the most difficult task. Your house wills it,

and they will do their part to make your daily efforts

conduce to your final success.

When you are tempted to believe that your house is

going straight to perdition, and that you are the only

man on the premises who can save it, think of the inci-

dent that occurred in 1864 in the administration of Abra-
ham Lincoln as President of the United States. The po
litical aspect of the whole country was that of a seeth-

ing, boiling Niagara. Some gentlemen from the wesv

were excited about the commissions or omissions of th&

administration. President Lincoln heard them patiently,

and then replied: "Gentlemen, suppose all the property-

you were worth was in gold, and you had put it in the

hands of Blondin to carry across the Niagara River on a

rope; would you shake the cable or keep shouting out to

him, 'Blondin, stand up a little straighter!' 'Blondin,

stoop a little more !' 'Go a little faster !' 'Lean a little

more to the south !' 'Blondin, lean a little more to the

north ?' No; you would hold your breath, as well as your

tongue, and keep your hand off until he was safe over.

The government is carrying an immense weight. Untold

treasures are in our hands. Keep silence, and we'll get

you safe across."

Knocking or "kicking" salesmen classify themselves

as among the reform forces.

Inasmuch as their object seems to be the immediate

reformation of the entire business world, they are hope-

lessly beyond argument, and therefore the best course

for a sensible salesman to pursue with regard to them is

to leave them alone, and let them kick. They don't sug-

gest any remedies, but they just kick, and there are al-

ways a few of the weaker sort standing around to give

them encouragement and assistance.

To reform the whole earth and make it over different.

is a job that only the saints can tackle.

Speaker Cannon, of the House of Representatives,

paid more attention during the political campaign of

1906 to the reform forces than to any other faction.

Let Kickers Alone.

"We have had ten years," said he, "of uninterrupted

prosperity under the management of the Republican

party, but in spite of this there are here and there among
our eighty-five millions of people kickers whose vanity

leads them to believe they could manage things much
better if they had the chance. . . We use to have a

mule, and when we used to put him in the log barn and
give him a full feed of oats, as soon as he had eaten the

oats he'd begin to kick and bray. We never could figure

out whether he was braying because he was kicking, or

kicking because he was braying. But all we did was to

keep out of the barn and let him kick and bray all he

wanted to."

That's all you can do with the kickers—let them
alone. They are beyond reasoning with.

Your house has enough to take up all its attention

with things that are happening every day, without
bothering about things that are going to happen some
time in the future, except, perhaps, to ask your resigna-

tion if you can't break the habit of knocking.

What you have to do is to take care of the things

that are within the sphere of your duty, and you will

have no time to bother about things that do not con-

cern you. That's what your house is doing, and what
the men are doing who head the sales list in your house.

The Knocker is bad enough, but his friends who
stand around in foolish little cliques encouraging him are

no better. He at least has the courage of his convictions

such as they are, while those others stay around in the

dark and act as cat's paw to pull his chestnuts out of

the fire.

The Knocker is of the least account in the entire

group of negative salesmen. The others try to amount
to something in their own way, but he has been mean
ever since he was born.

In reviewing them all, I want you to understand— if

you are a Knocker—that you are worse than a hundred
of the poorest salesmen put together.

The most stupid Knocker of the entire kicking class

is the one who seems to take peculiar delight in running
down his competitors.
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The Good Word for Rivals.

There is no surer help to the efforts of a salesman than

that which comes through speaking well of his rivals in

business whenever opportunity presents itself, and that

not merely in the sense implied by the witty preacher who
said, while seeking a goodly collection from a large audi-

ence, " In order to get a good collection nowadays an audi-

ence must be assured beyond a reasonable doubt that it

will get back two dollars for every one put in the box."

Kindness for kindness' sake alone is its own reward.

When 1 was about to make my first trip on the road,

my employer came to me and said : "I hope you can sell

Mr. at . If you succeed in getting a bill there,

we will give you a long credit mark. As yet no man call-

ing from our house has been able to interest him."

On my arrival there, I was g'iven a cold leception.

Quite naturally, I was anxious to land an order, as can

well be imagined; but like the rest, I failed, and .vas

greatly crestfallen over my defeat.

I kept on drumming that customer, determined that 1

would get him sooner or later. About the time of my
fourth visit he surprised me by saying: "I aeed some

goods to-day. If you have what I want, you'll get a good

order.
'

'

When he had finished looking through my sample line,

he turned io me with, "Do you know whv I am giving

you a trial?"

I told him I supposed it was because I had happened

along when he was out of goods.

"Well," said he, "that is only part of the reason. The

first time you called at my place you asked me what house

T traded with mostly, and you spoke so highly of them

that I made up my mind you would give me a square deal

if you had a chance."

I sold that man goods until he retired from business,

ten years later, and he was one of the best friends I lad.

President Roosevelt, in his last message to Congress,

said: "Science in business is advanced as never before.

No one of us can make the world move on very far, but

it moves at all only when each one of a very large num-
ber does his duty. Our duty is not in doing what we

think is best, or what is best for ourselves, but in doing

what is best for the common good of all."

There are people who believe that criticism and fault-

finding are indicative of wisdom, and that the man who
performs his daily task quietly and without murmur is

lacking in the substantial qualities of mind. To be dis-

paraged is the penalty Brilliance must ever pay to Dull-

ness.

A psychologist tells us: "In each human being ihere

are four personalities, namely, first, John as he is known
to himself; second, John as he is known to his friends;

third, John as he is known to his enemies; fourth, the real

John, who is known only to his Maker, and on whom every

deed of the other Johns leaves its impress for good or evil.

Tlmse who love us see us at our best, and only by striving

the soul grows stronger."

Harmony as a Business Lubricant.

However perfect a piece of mechanism may be, it must
be kept well oiled, in order that it may perform its func-

tions properly. In the same manner the house and its

salesmen must fit together and work harmoniously; yet

none the less there will occasionally be found external

and internal causes which create friction or clog the

wheels.

The "petty dust" of daily business life is more than

apt to upset the mental machinery, and the best lubricant

is to be found in tact combined with humor. A kind word
or thoughtful silence, which sometimes is better Hian

speech, a boost in place of a knock, each has its place in

keeping the wheels of commerce running smoothly along

the roadway of business life. So that, after all, the con-

clusion of the whole matter may be found in the old rule

"Do unto others as you would have others do unto you."
Boost, brother, boost! Don't knock.

"What a mighty power there is that regulation of

an establishment secured by cheerful willing. 'ess amo^g
all concerned to carry out the laws; a willingness that

makes every member of the organization an agent in rhe

interests of its common good!"

"In the mud and scum of things,

Something always, always sings."

"Drop an unkind word, or careless—in a minute it is

gone,

And there's half a hundred ripples circling on, and on,

and on

;

They keep spreading, spreading, spreading from the centre

as they go,

And there ain't no way to stop them, once you've started

them to flow.

Drop an unkind word, or careless—in a minute you for-

get,

Bid there's little waves a-flowing, and there's ripples cir-

cling yet;

And perhaps in some sad heart a mighty wave of tears

you've stirred,

And disturbed a life that 's happy, when you dropped

that unkind word."

CHAPTER IV.

THE ORDER-TAKER.

It's a good thing for the man who looks at the corns

on his hands to remember that on Easy Street the corns

are on the heart.

The Order-taker and the Drone are identical. Men of

1 his stamp while waiting for an inspiration would find

success at once, if they were not so afraid of a little per-

spiration.

The Salesman goes out and digs up business, while the

Order-taker just shambles around, waiting to be fed, like

the hippopotamus in the menagerie. The only difference

is that his capacity is more limited. Even having things

thrown to him worries and wearies him. Mental or physi-

cal courage is lacking in his make-up to the extent that

anything like effort of any sort is foreign to his compre-

hension when it is necessary to go after business.

As says the rag-time song, the Drone aimlessly wan-
ders through life in the atmosphere of—"I don't know
where I'm going, but I'm on my way." He is bright

enough in many respects, but a natural born ne'er-do-

well.

Imagine a salesman with just sufficient energy to send

out advance cards and check trunks from one town to

another; whose sole ambition seems centred in drawing his

breath and his pay, and you have a life-size picture of the

Order-taker.

The Order-taker drops out of the race at the first way-
side shelter on the slope of Mount Success; but he is a

different type from the Knocker, as he does no actual

harm, though he fails to get anywhere. Besides, knocking

requires energy, even if perverted. The mediocre capacity

musl be eked out by brave resolve and persistent effort.

Hard Work Needed.

When the old lady was training her son for the tra-

peze, the hoy made three or four rather ineffectual efforts
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to get over the bar. Then she was heard to suggest

:

"John Henry Hobbs, if you will just throw your heart

over the bar, your body will follow."

And thus it is with the salesman who is inclined to

take things easy. If he will just throw his heart into his

work, success will follow, and then he -will see the em-

ployer's anil employe's interests going forward hand in

hand, as they should go, supporting each other.

William Matthews, at one time Professor of English

Literature in the Chicago University, writing on the sub-

ject Self-reliance, in "Getting On in the World," says:

"A lobster, when left high and dry among the rocks,

has not instinct and energy enough to work his way back

to the sea, but waits for the sea to come to him. If it

does not come, he remains where he is, and dies, although

the slightest effort would enable him to reach the waves,

which are perhaps tossing and tumbling within a yard of

him."

The world is full of human lobsters, men stranded

on the rocks of business, who, instead of putting forth

their own energies, are waiting for some grand billow of

good fortune to set them afloat. There are many young

men of vivid imaginations, who, instead of carrying their

own burdens, are always dreaming of some Hercules com-

ing to give them a lift.

"The hardest fortune of all is to find fortune easily."

Good hard work is one of the richest blessings that God
has given man. The Idler, the Drone, the Order-taker, or

whatever we may choose to call him, either in salesman-

ship or out of it—the man who fails to make the most of

his privilege to work and amount to something—sins not

only against his Maker, but against himself and society.

Many an otherwise good salesman has remained all his

life in the light-weight class, solely because he lacked

faith in himself.

Faith is the lever that moves mountains. '

'

"Faith is not faith until it gets into your fingers and

your feet."

Faith begets faith. The salesman who has faith in

himself has faith in his territory and faith in his house.

His employers and his customers seeing the strength of

his position, place their faith in him also.

Faith and Its Functions.

There is no standard broad enough or high enough
with which to measure the value of faith in the commer-
cial world. It is 'the Alpha and Omega of all business ac-

tivity. It is the guiding star, shedding its beams of trust,

confidence, good-will, and good-cheer along the pathway
of every successful transaction, large or small. There can

be absolutely no trade without faith; hence, its indispens-

ableness as a commercial asset.

The salesman of little faith in himself is not only

enveloped in doubt and mistrust, so far as his ability to

win for himself is concerned, but his faith in his proposi-

tion, his employers, and his fellow-workers hangs in the

balance, reducing his chances for success to the minimum.
He is apt to be peevish, ill-natured, and enshrouded in an

atmosphere of insecurity, and he soon drops into oblivion

or joins the large class of "floaters" who are continually

looking for a job.

A salesman, to succeed, must not only have faith in

himself, but faith in the article he is selling. He should

approach his customer in such a manner as to leave no

room for doubt that he himself believes what he says of

the article ne has to sell.

In a salesman of this character, faith is the source of

courage, industry, and perseverance. It makes for him
a strong personality. He surmounts all troubles by dint

of his own energy. His name spells S-U-C-C-E-S-S.

Wishes Instead of Work.

Some one 'has said: "The trouble with too many
young men is that their wishbones are where their hack

hones ought to be."

A practical psychologist asks the question:

"Did you ever say '1 can' ami 'I will' with the strong

feeling that you spoke the truth
1

? If so, you then felt

within you the thrill which seems to cause every atom of

your being tt> vibrate in harmony with some note in the

grand scale of life which has been sounded by the I AM
—the real self.

"If so, you caught a momentary glimpse of the inner

light; heard a note of the song of the soul; were conscious

for a moment of yourself, and in that moment you knew
that untold power and possibilities were yours. You felt

somehow that you were in touch with the Source of all

strength, knowledge, happiness, and peace. You felt that

you were equal to any task, capable of executing any un-

dertaking. All the universe seemed to vibrate in the same
key with your thought."

Sam Jones, the famous Southern wit, lecturing on
Faith, once said:

"You well know what it is to pull on a cold collar.

It takes a good tame horse to do it. You hitch him up of

a cold, frosty morning, hitch him to a big load, and he sets

to and pulls it off like a mule. That is what we call a work
of faith, it is pulling on a cold collar. That kind of horse

you can hitch to a tree on a frosty morning, and he will

make a hundred set pulls at it. That is what we call a

work of faith—putting on a cold collar.

"I knew a fellow once who had a wagon-load of wood
to haul to camp, and it was a cold morning. He hitched up
his horses, but they would not pull a pound. He put a

boy on each horse, and then ran them up and down, riding

about two or three miles, and got them warmed up, and
then hitched them up, and they pulled right off."

A dog will run a rabbit when he feels like doing it,

and when he doesn't feel like it he won't.

A salesman of faith will show you what he is by what
he does. If you will find me a salesman who is busy for

his house, I will show you a salesman wthat has works of

faith and will do his duty whether he feels like it or not.

Some salesmen think that if they do a thing when they

do not feel like it, they are hypocrites. Well, we will talk

about that some other time.

"I feel it is my duty to do so and so."

Sing it out; you have heard such salesmen, haven't

you?

The Pleasure of Work.

I tell you what it is. to a real live, wide-awake sales-

man, his work is a pleasure; it is a privilege. All others

should keep in mind the business aphorism, "They who do

no more than they are paid for get paid for no more than

they do."

You know, when they first built engines, they put only

two wheels on them. They would run and make schedule

time, but schedule time was only just three miles an hour,

and it was all they could do to pull one car. After a while

they put a jack under that engine and put eight more
wheels under it, making ten in all; and that engine will

cut along at the rate of fifty miles an hour, and will pull

forty cars if you couple them on.

And then came the "great moguls"; those great liv-

ing, snorting, prancing things of finest steel, with a speed

of seventy or eighty miles an hour. That is the difference

between the little two-wheeled fellow and the sort they

run now. That is the difference between the Order-taker

and the professional salesman. 'There are plenty of little
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two-wheelers in the business world. Brother, cut that

two-wheeled business out, ii' you ever hope to make a

schedule of more than three miles an hour.

What would you think of a man starting from home
who would go trotting down the railroad on foot? You
ask hiin why he doesn't take the cars, and he answers:

"Well, I feel it is my duty to go on foot."

The Two-Wheeler Failed.

I remember very well one of these two-wheeled men.

He crossed my path when I had been out on the road

about three or four years. It was a " Ships-that-pass-in-

the-night" sort of experience, which leaves behind the

shadowy impression that something crossed your bow in

the fading light, but you could not make out just what

manner of craft it was, or where it hailed from.

I had been out on my advance trip with a line of os-

trich goods and velvets, and was winding up the last week

of an unusually successful Fall business, when I was sud-

denly stricken with a serious case of blood-poisoning, con-

tracted from opening a water-blister on my hand with a

rusty knifeJblade. I was working on my way home from

northern Michigan, and had but a few towns left, when

the doctor ordered me to take the first train home and

see a first-class surgeon, adding that I had no time to lose

if I valued my life.

I hesitated about taking his advice, hating to give up

a winning streak of business; besides, I knew that my
rival salesman from our house was working might and

main to nose me out of first place on the sales list. That

was not all. In the next town I had a slim hold on an ac-

count that hod started new the season before, and as I

was out ahead of my competitors, I felt that my chances

were good to self the customer his opening Fall bill. The

doctor finally convinced me that a dead salesman was of

very little use; and not wishing to shuffle off this mortal

coil at tiie very outset of my career, I went home and re-

mained there for three weeks.

I worried and chafed under my enforced idleness, real-

izing that before I could get back to that town and my
new customer, the country would be full of millinery sales-

men just as eager for that first bill as I was.

As soon as convalesence set in, I wired him the exact

date of my arrival, and not waiting for the bandages to

come off, with my arm still in a sling, I set out to do the

best I could in handling my trunks with the aid of porters

and fellow-travelers.

I arrived on schedule time. Jumping out of the bus, I

did not stop to register, but called to the porter to throw

my trunks into the best sample-room he had, and was off

like a shot for my customer's store.

Entering, I was filled with misgivings, half expecting

some salesman had been there and secured that much-

coveted bill ahead of me. I greeted him with as much con-

fidence as my shaken faith would permit. I expected it;

almost the first thing he said was, "A new man from

& Co. was here a few days ago." But my hopes arose

when he added, "But I didn't buy anything from him.

His samples were not opened, and he came in sort o' look-

ing as if he expected to be turned down. I really did want

to see his line, and might have given him an order, having

heard his house well spoken of; but I guess my greeting

was kind of cold. When I said I didn 't want anything

anyway, and as long as his samples were not unpacked I

wouldn't have him go to the trouble of opening them just

for me, as it wouldn't pay him, he waited around for a

few minutes for further confirmation, and then explained

that, owing to his big territory and being late, he was
making towns pretty fast, and that if there wasn't much

I wanted he'd see me next trip. But T don't believe he

will ever make another, do you?"
I thought as he did about it, and it afterwards proved

that we were both right. To make a long story short, my
friend told me just about what he had said to the other

fellow— that he didn't want much, and he had made up
his mind that he would wait until he went to market to

do his buying.

Work Which Won.
I reminded him of his desire to see & Co. 's line,

adding that as he was the only customer there, I was
obliged to remain all the afternoon anyway, and would

rather put in the time showing him the line than lie

around the hotel office doing nothing.

It was not easy to budge him, but he finally said,

"Well, nry boy, if you have got grit enough to unpack
your stuff with a game arm, just to show me your line, I

guess I can find time to run over to the sample-room a

little later."

He came before I was through unpacking and stayed

long enough to give me a bill for over one thousand dol-

lars, and helped me to pack up when we were through.

No, he didn't buy from me out of sympathy for my
crippled condition. He was too good a merchant for that.

On leaving, he said half to himself but loud enough for

me to hear, "Most curious fellow I ever saw." Then aloud

to me, "Likely I would have given him the bill I have

given you if he hadn't been so confounded lazy."

While leaning back in the cushions, bumping along over

the ties, did you ever say to yourself, "If I am a sales-

man, I'm going to be one all over, through and through;

but I won't be a little, old, dried-up, knock-kneed, one-

horse, shrivelled nothing, anywhere"?

Some Aspirations.

Haven't you had a desire to rise above the sight of

l he kind of little fellow that you can pack in a sardine-

box with nineteen others? You have never known much
about salesmanship if you have never felt in your soul

that you wanted to be somebody—something—so big that

you could fly up, and up, and up. If you have had this

sensation, then you know something about what salesman-

ship is.

Well, know, your house acts on the principle that each

individual employe takes part in forming that house. If

your employer has forty-five salesmen in his

house, and fifteen of them are good salesmen, who love

their house and their goods, and thirty others who are in-

different and careless, then you see what sort of house he

has—two-thirds of his sales-force away from loyal duty,

and one-third hustling to increase the business.

With forty-five salesmen on the force and only fifteen

of them active, that house has all it can do to look after

those thirty invalids, and has no time to go out for new
business.

Don't you see?

To succeed, you must comply with all the conditions of

your house. You might ask me: "What do you mean by
conditions?"

Railroads carry you, for instance, on certain condi-

tions. I know of but two—one is that you get your

ticket; the other that you get aboard. And just as soon as

you comply with these conditions, then all the speed in

that engine and all the comfort of that coach are yours to

your destination. And when a salesman obeys the orders

of his house and backs them up with intelligent service,

the success of that house is his success also. And the

salesman must learn this fact.

It is not so much a question of who I am, but with

what am I intrusted? There is a great deal in that.

(To Be Continued.)
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Card Records as Applied to Catalogues, Costs and Stock

Some Practical Suggestions on Labor-Saving Office Methods for Dry Goods

Store — How to Treat Expenses in Books at Close of the Year.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington.

A correspondent lias written asking for information

on t lie best card system for keeping track of catalogues

and also for stock instead of using a stock book.

As to riling catalogues, the only tangible method, owing

to the varieiy of sizes and shapes, is to have a tiling box,

extra large size preferred, together with large division

cards, forming pockets, arranged alphabetically, into which

the catalogue can be dropped, according to the firm's

name from whom the goods have been purchased, and not

according to the class of goods covered, as is sometimes

done. If the proprietor possesses a low desk, one of the

large drawers on the right, hand side can be used to ad-

vantage for this purpose. Frequently a buyer will run

across a certain line of goods required for stock and has,

for the moment, perhaps, forgotten from what concern he

has purchased previously. To overcome this difficulty, we
would suggest using a card index somewhat similar to Fig.

1, arranged alphabetically according to the line of goods

bought or sold, and giving in addition the purchases, sales,

checking same off with the purchase invoice, in addition

to the selling price in plain figures. This is an excellent

plan for two reasons— first, it enables the head salesman

to make a slight reduction, if necessary, to a sale, and,

second, it will save a great deal of time at stocktaking,

when the quantity and cost, price may be called in at one

time.

Expense Items When Closing Books.

When we approach the end of our financial year, there

are a number of expense items, such as telephone, rent,

taxes, insurance, stationery stock, outstanding, either pre-

pared or due. If these items can be paid within the year,

so that each year's business will assume its share of such

expenses, no provision need be made for outstandings, but,

as a rule, there are some items which of necessity are not

to be treated in this way, and which must be carried for-

ward either as an asset or a liability. In bringing these

items forward, if the amount is due or a certain propor-
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slock on hand at any period, concerns from whom par-

ticular lines are purchased, cost and selling prices of each

line.

Both sides of such a card could be ruled, and with the

three sections on each side of the card, it could be used

for a considerable time before it is necessary to make a

transfer. The purchases could be posted each day from

the purchase invoices or periodically—say every week

—

and the sales posted from the sales invoices and also from

the cash sales slips, the balance being the stock on hand,

is extended when posting is finished. A great many mer-

chants may argue that it does not pay to adopt such a

system, but the results obtained will more than compen-

sate for the small amount of detail involved. By using

some such method the stock may be watched more care-

fully from the office and these records used as a guide

when ordering goods. Some special check mark should

b^ used on the sales and purchase books to indicate that.

the quantities had been posted to the stock card.

We find that a number of merchants are adopting the

plan of marking the cnsl of each article in cipher, when

tion of it is due, that amount is brought down as a liabil-

ity; on the other hand, if the amount is prepayed or un-

earned it is brought down as an asset. These items appear

on the statement under the heading "Expenses Prepayed

or Unearned," or "Expenses Due."

Note.—In the next issue of The Review the question

of "Sales Purchases and P/ofits of Each Department in a

Moderate Sized Store," will be taken up in this de-

partment.

R. A. Sabiston Co.

An Ontario charter has been issued to the R. A.

Sabiston Co., of Toronto, with a share capital of $60,000,

and by it authority is given to manufacture and deal in

horse blankets and collar pads, and to take over the busi-

ness of R. A. Sabiston and continue it. The incorpora-

tors are R. Sabiston, (1. D. C. Sabiston, Emma Robinson,

Annie L. Sabiston, Geo, L. Robinson and (i. S. Hodgson,

all of Toronto.
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SHOW CASES
n This illustration represents the most per-

fect silent salesman made in America.

JTT Everything about it is

Til ABSOLUTELY HIGH-CLASS

Improved " Century
"

We have one prica, whether you buy one case or one thousand.

Write for Catalogue, with our cash and time propositions.

WE OUTFIT A DRY GOODS STORE FROM
THE FRONT WINDOW TO THE BACK DOOR

Toronto Show Case Company
Limited ' .'

5-7-9-H-I3-I5-I7-I9-2I Defnes St Toronto
Jas. C.Kent President Late Cowans Kent & Co. RW.McClain Cen. Mgr. Late Cowans Kent & Co

W. M.Peterkin Sec.Treas. Late Cowans Kent& Co Harry Chinn Supt.
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Valuable Hints on the Art of Display

Some Specially Fine Windows.

Toronto store windows are now full of Summer

goods. During the past month decorators have been put-

ting forth their best efforts to help in particular, both

the suit and the millinery departments to sell their

goods. As the time for price reductions has arrived on

many lines, careful posing and a showing of the goods

to the best advantage, as well as attractive price ticket-

ing, was the leading motive. No background, or only

slight background, effects were used.

A favorite way to reduce millinery stocks with the

large departmental stores is a window display of trim-

med hats all at one, price. The window will be shown,

say, Thursday, for Friday selling, or Friday for Satur-

day selling. This method of price-cutting sells both hats

and materials. The middle week of the past month—May
—has been utilized by both Eaton's and Simpson's for

an extended and extensive display of goods pertaining to

June brides and June weddings. A very long list of

goods have been on display—ranging from the expensive

This was a display that attracted much attention. It

was around this window also that the decorative scheme

centred. It was as all windows so far this year have

been, a fairly simple one.

Mirrors were used in front of the permanent wood

background. Their frames were covered w th white. In

the centre of each mirror, and also defining the corners,

was a cluster of artificial foliage, daisies, and asparagus

fern. In the principal window this floral grouping was

further enhanced by white doves, satin ribbons, etc. Sus-

pended from the doves' beaks were two interlaced floral

lings holding three gilded hearts hung by a ribbon.

After the first two days the display in the central

window was changed, and very high class furniture was,

shown—the figure of the bride and the background being

retained. The displays in the other windows were also

frequently changed. Lingerie, hosiery, linens, china and

fancy articles, and furniture suitable for presents being

all shown.

Some very handsome bridal windows were shown by

the Robert Simpson Co., notably a splendid window of

A good opening window, showing foliage treatment and mirrored background. This trim was the work of Balfour
M. Dickson, with James Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal.

lace gown to articles of household use. The range of

windows from the south entrance, including the Albert

Street windows, of the T. Eaton store were filled with

a display of this kind. The large corner window was
used for the central display. Here the bride and her at-

tendants were placed, robed in Paris gowns. These were

late Paris importations of lace and net and were made
in the new Empire-Greek fashion. The bride's gown was,

of course, all wh'te, but the others were either touched
with or made over color. In this window handsome mil-

linery, dainty embroidered silk hose, and the very latest

in white shoes were also shown. The figure wearing the

bridal gown was a mechanical one, and inclined its

dainty head from side to side—the eyes moving in unison.

cut glass for presents. China and brie a brae were also

shown. The window showing silks and satins for the

wedding gown was also one that it would have paid an>

young decorator to have come miles to see. There was

an easy grace about the draping of these fabrics. They
were so simple, so unlabored, and so effective that the

drapes alone were \vorth an amount of careful study.

The background, too, was a revelation of the effect

that can be gotten out of the most simple treatment.

Over the mirrors were stretched a length of brocaded

satin. At intervals were placed set sprays of white

bride roses and maiden-hair fern—both, by the way, re-

quisitioned from the millinery department. This treat-

ment was most effective, the formality, contrasting and
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showing up the soft flowing lines of the draped fabrics.

The central feature was a form draped in semi-Empire

style, with a Pekin striped satin.

Decorators and retailers who take a trip during the

Summer to Toronto ought not to fail to note this corner

window in the T. Eaton store, as it is such an excellent

window for display purposes. The chief feature is that

the corner of the background is cut off—see Fig. 1. This

date window dressing. If ,you crowd a window with

goods, you only present a confusing mass to the eye, and

no article stands out and says, "huy me." You only

convey the impression that your stock is a large one,

which it is not the mission of the show window to do.

The show window is to advertise and to sell goods.

It is inside the store by having what the people require,

where the impression as to the size of your stock should

he made.

A Drape to which Soft Summer Materials lend themselves. Suggestion for Summer Drapes.

gives a sense of size and space that makes for good dis-

play. No matter what goods are shown in this window
they always look well. Should any merchant be con-

templating building or altering a present window, if his

is a corner store, he would do well to study this build-

ing. The proportions of the Eaton windows are larger

than those of an ordinary store, but might be preserved

on a smaller scale.

Another point that trimmers will note is the way
goods are shown. Many lines have to be displayed that

appeal to the popular trade—only ordinary every-day

This is a point upon which many young decorators

with advanced ideas are sure to have trouble. Most
heads of departments, and too many retailers also,

put out far too much stock for the making of a proper

display. "Put it all in," they say, "I want to sell it,"

and if the decorator is not properly backed up by the

management, it goes, and a very gVeat part of the win-

dow's effectiveness is lost. If you have a fairly clever

young decorator—one who has some advanced ideas—just

give him a little rope. Let him have a chance to make
good in his own way. You may know all about financing,

How to show Lingerie — Beautifully Posed Figure — Tastefully Draped Garments.

bread and butter goods. These, however, receive just as

careful treatment as if they were classy goods. They are

not crowded into the windows, but each article, each

drape, has its proper amount of room. It stands free

from other goods, and can impress its individuality upon
the buyers outside. This is the great secret of up-to-

store management, etc., and your department head may
know all that there is to know about his goods, and yet

not be quite wise as to the latest and most approved
methods of store display.

Even if your decorator's methods are radical, don't

cut loose. It ought to be all the better, for the further
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he gets within certain bounds, of course, from conven-

tional lines, the more attention will his windows at-

tract.

Great Britain Largest Importer

The last estimate of the bureau of statistics of the

total annual imports of all the countries of the world is

*'A
feer
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Fig. i.

$13,739,000,000. The bureau's estimate of total exports

is S12, 496, 000,000.

The four leading commercial nations, England, United

States, France and Germany, take nearly 48 per cent, of

the total imports and send out over 45 per cent, of the

total exports.

England is the chief importing country of the world.

Her imports amount to 20 per cent., or one-fifth, of the

world's total in a given year. Germany comes next, with

imports of 12.3 per cent.; the United States next, with

A Ribbon Trim for a Small Window.

imports amounting to 8.9 per cent.; and France fourth,

with a percentage of 6.7.

The United States is the largest exporting nation,

her exports amounting to 13.8 per cent, of the world's
total. England comes next with a percentage of 12.9

;

Germany third with a percentage of 11, and France
fourth with a percentage of 7.5.

Great Britain, therefore, stands first as an importing
country, and second in exports; the United States is

the largest exporter, and stands third in imports, while
Germany is second in imports and third in exports,
France following, being fourth in each instance.

'LAMSON'
Perfection Cable
CasK Carrier

Sales Station

A modern cash centralizer for

QUICK SERVICE in active

stores. Unites all floors with

cash desk, which may be located

anywhere. Plans and estimates

free of charge. Ask for booklet

N.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

126 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ontario

•SERVICE'
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WORTHY WAX

The Only Kind Worth

While

Inferior Figures arc

Abominable and Ruin
the Effect of (he Smart-
est Garment Display.

We are supplying the
best trade in Canada.
Why not you ?

All our latest Wax
Models are beautifully

illustrated in our new
catalogue, No. 15 L. Write
for it.

Learn about the new
high class window dress-
ing schemes, described in

our handsome red and
gold booklet "The Swan
in Decoration." Write for
it.

Write also for our rack
and hanger circulars.

J. R. Palmenberg's

Sons,
NO. 98 TL ---J)

Factoky 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK U.S.

A

(ESTABLISHED 1852)89 and 91 w. Third St.
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Weir Wardrobe System
PATENTED

For the Economic and Scientific

Handling of Men's and Women's

Ready-to-wear Garments.

Sectional Wardrobes—each complete
in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts, all of

uniform style, size and height.

Capacity : High Boys— in 30 in. frontage—50 8uits

Low Boys —25 Suits and 26 pain odd
Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides. Price list

and catalogue on application. Estimates furnished.

Intending purchasers are specially requested to
see our Trcuser Slide and Suit Counters—the
only thing of the kind in existence.

3 Weir Wardrobe Go, of Canada, lmm
Section of Modern Store Equipped

with our System
Head Office and Factory:

Mount Forest, Ont.

U. 8 Factory:

Mason City, Iowa

Counter Check Books
THE

"NEWTIP"
is recommended for quick operation of car-

bon sheet. It has other advantages. Advt.

on back if desired.

SOMETHING NEW

WE ARE SOLE MAKERS WRITE FOR SAMPLE

THE CARTER-CRUME COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO and MONTREAL

Mention this paper

MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVE

W. W. JOHNSTON
203 Birks Building. Phone, Uptown 1630

When ivriting advertisers please mention The Review
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Midsummer Busmess : oome Means of Increasing it

Special Sales and Plans Which Have Been Adopted With Satisfactory

Results by Some Stores in Montreal and Other Cities—The Tourist Trade.

July and August are months which are always re-

garded as being especially dull. There is a natural lull

in trade, and in order to keep the profits on an average

with other months of the year, extra effort must be

made. All retailers must cope with the question, and

adopt varied methods for attracting the Summer trade.

Then, too, it is a season when the clerks are apt to feel

listless and dull, and find it difficult to maintain their

usual interest in their work, and something should be

done to stimulate their interest, as well as that of the

buying public.

A great many of the residents of your town do n< <

go away during the Summer, and if business is to be

kept up, something must be done to appeal to those you

are in touch with. It may be, also, the tourist trade is

within your reach. Shopping is tiresome work at the

best, and is doubly so in the hot weather, therefore spe-

cial inducements are necessary, to persuade people that

it is worth while to undergo the exertion incident to a

shopping tour.

Attractive Stores.

The general appearance of a store may have a great

deal to do with drawing the hot weather trade. Spacious

show windows, daintily dressed with airy fabrics, by no

means over-crowded, the windows well shaded by awn-
ings, give the passerby the idea that within the store

they will find comfort and coolness. Neatly-dressed lady

clerks, in white blouses, give the impression that they

are comfortable, in spite of the heat, and many a cus-

tomer who goes into such a store, merely with the idea

of getting out of the burning sun, may become a profit-

able customer, if given the right attention.

In the hot weather, and at any time of the year,

there are a great many who enter a store, more for the

purpose of passing away time, and if they can have a

bargain suggested to them without apparent over-offi-

ciousness on the part of the clerks, many sales will be

made, where otherwise the customer would have been

merely a visitor. Sometimes it is only necessary to

display an article to convince a customer that she is in

need of it.

Comfortable rest rooms, supplied with a few maga-
zines will often attract ladies to a store, where they will

make one or more purchases before leaving, though they

did not enter for that purpose.

Some Summer Sales.

Many stores have special Summer sales, giving them
a name which will attract attention by its oddity. The
advertising manager of the W. H. Scroggie, Ltd., depart-
mental store, Montreal, speaking of these sales in an in-

terview with The Dry Goods Review, referred to the

marvelous success of the "Sixty-Minute Sales" which
were held every Saturday forenoon during July and
August of last year in Scroggie's big store. Newspaper
advertisements informed the public that there would be

sales in different departments which would last for sixty

minutes. Real bargains were offered in each department.
On entering the store customers were given a circular

giving information as to what articles were to be found

on the sales tables in certain departments, with the hour

at which the sale would begin. In each department an

alarm clock gave the hour at which the sale started, anil

near the door, an alarm rang the hour when a sale com-
menced in any department. As the result of sales ((in-

ducted in such a -novel manner, this firm claims that thej

did more business in a half day, than they would have

done otherwise in a whole day.

Months of Happenings.

Some of the stores do not believe in sensational

methods of attracting custom. Discussing the question

of trade in the months of July and August with The

Review representative, L. Brownhill, the sales manager
of the John Murphy Co., Ltd., Montreal, said : "July

and August are months of happenings." Explaining this

statement, Mr. Brownhill said that for other months de-

finite plans are made. For instance, in March they plan

on selling the heavier Spring suits, in April the lighter

Spring costumes, voiles, etc., and in May and June, Sum-
mer fabrics, while in July and August they merely plan

on clearing out whatever happens to be in stock. The
firm makes no special preparation for counteracting the

dullness of the season, except that prices are slaughter-

ed, and if goods are not cleared out at the first price,

another cut will be made, as nothing must be carried

over. Special attention is paid to window dressing in

order to draw the attention of the public to the bargains

in Summer materials, millinery, blouses, and whitewear.

Attractive show cards placed in conspicuous places

throughout the store, call attention to these bargains.

Mr. Jones, advertising manager of Jas. A. Ogilvie &
Sons, Montreal, when asked what means were employed
by this firm to keep up the trade during the dull months
when so many of their customers are away from the city.

leplied, "We advertise, advertise, advertise. We do

a great deal of legitimate advertising to draw custom,

especially from the tourists. We do not conduct any

sales on lines out of the ordinary."

Getting the Tourists.

This firm advertises largely in the newspapers, and in

guide books, and the various publications of the trans-

portation companies, which have a large circulation.

This attracts the attention of the visitors to Montreal,

and the transient trade serves in a large measure to re-

place the ordinary custom. Souvenir articles and travel-

ing accessories are always prominently displayed for the

benefit of these visitors to the stores. The Midsummer
whitewear sale is vigorously boomed by increased adver-

tising space in the city papers, and a strong line of talk

runs on the special prices. There is a general clearing

out of stock in all the departments.

Dupuis Freres, Montreal, is another firm which docs

not do anything in the line of sensational sales, but

which depends upon attractive window display, a cut in

prices, advertising to keep up the Summer trade. The
store itself is most enticing in the decorations. A soft

green for the walls, birds in gilt cages, hanging fern

baskets, and ample space makes it seem a haven from
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the dusty streets. Novel sales are never held, and noth-

ing is done to specially attract tourists. Whitewear

sales, the clearance sales in Summer fabrics, and other

lines, prove sufficient inducement to customers.

A certain firm in the city of Montreal increases its

Summer trade by giving every cab driver a "spiff" for

bringing sightseers to his store. Fifty cents to a two-

horse rig, and twenty-five to a single rig is the amount

paid. This has proven of immense advantage to this

dealer.

A Quebec Plan.

Many city stores have featured successfully, especial-

ly during the month of July, a Number Nine sale. In

a small town it is more difficult to obtain the publicity

needed, but the idea is capable of being worked out.

As an example of this sale, the Paquet Co., Ltd.,

Quebec, last Summer held a sale of this nature, the de-

tails of which are briefly given. It was a decided suc-

cess in this instance. The sale was largely advertised in

the papers, and minutely explained. It lasted from July

1st to July 10th. All checks were numbered on the

back consecutively, from one to nine, and the ninth check

was pronounced the lucky number, the entire amount of

that check being refunded. This also meant the name, and

address of each customer had to be taken by the clerk.

The only stipulation was that customers holding a Num-
ber Nine check must call at the office and present them.

Further, the names of the lucky ones were printed in the

newspapers. Number Nine checks were also displayed

largely in the windows, and the entire store was decorat-

ed in keeping. The first advertisements introducing the

sale had these headings for the main paragraph : "Nine

Days' Wonder," "The Lucky Number Nine," "The Way it

Works Out." All merchandise was sold at regular prices

and the refund made a discount of less than 10 per cent.

Trade Inquiries.

Since the publication of the last list of trade inquiries

those given below have been received. The addresses

may be had on application to the Trade Inquiries Branch

of the Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa, or

to the secretary of the Board of Trade at Halifax, Win-

nipeg' or Vancouver:
,

612. Plywood—A firm of timber importers, making

a specialty of 3-ply\vood, wish to hear from Canadian

shippers, with samples, full particulars and prices c.i.f.

Hull.

625. Wools—A merchant firm in close touch with the

Yorkshire woollen industry asks for samples and prices

from Canadian shippers of all kinds of wool, suitable

for the Bradford blanket and woollen trades.

631. Woollen Rags—A firm in Yorkshire will be glad

to receive samples and prices from Canadian shippers

of new and old woollen rags, with a view to business.

640. Cotton and Jute Goods—A Manchester firm de-

sires to be placed in touch with Canadian buyers of all

classes of cotton and jute goods, and bagging cloths in

particular.

643. Flannels—A Lancashire firm manufacturing flan-

nels, and handling all kinds of blankets, would like to

get into correspondence with Canadian importers.

Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be, and

we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS, SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS. LACE, ETC.

ALL ^I^ll^7^ MONTREAL TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC
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Items from all Canada

Ontario

A. Gilbert has opened a dry goods and men's furnish-

ings store in Fort William.

Henderson Bros., Port Arthur, have opened a men's

clothing store in Fort William.

Theodore Maynard, of Hull, has leased the Gould

woolen mill at Smith's Falls, and will operate it in fu-

ture.

The Coghill Tailoring Co. has been formed in Strat-

ford and will conduct a special-order clothing business in

that city.

The dry goods stores in Gait will be closed Thursday

afternoons during June, July, August and September,

this year.

A by-law was passed in Sudbury recently making it

compulsory for all stores to close at 6 o'clock three

nights a week.

W. T. Stewart, of Toronto, has bought the stock of

the J. E. Crone Estate, in Shelburne, and will in future

conduct a dry goods store there.

A thread and cordage factory is about to be erected

by a British company on the north side of Gerrard St.,

East Toronto, near the Scarboro' line.

In the act of changing their old clothing for new suits

from the stock of Robinson & Thompson, Belleville, three

men were caught about midnight recently.

The merchants and other business men of Chatsworth
will close their places of business every evening, except-

ing Wednesdays and Saturdays, at G o'clock during the

Summer.
The Canada Flax Fibre Co., of Montreal, has pur-

chased the flax mill of Weir & Weir, of Wallaceburg. They
pull flax for the farmers by machinery at from $3 to $4

per acre and pay $10 a ton for the stuff.

The Retail Merchants' Association of Canada will

hold a convention at Gait, June 17 and 18, when it is

expected that merchants from all parts of Ontario, and
several from beyond the borders of that province, will be

present.

Edward McCrone, who for more than half a century

has been a resident of St. Thomas, and for twenty-seven
years in business as a dry goods merchant in the same
city, died, at the age of 80 years. He had been secre-

tary-treasurer of the Board of Education for thirty-eight

years.

Fred Campbell, who until recently was assistant man-
ager of the clothing department of the Robert Simpson
Co., Toronto, has resigned to go into the real estate

business. Prior to his departure from the firm's employ
he was presented with a mission table, arm chair and
rocker.

Quebec

The annual picnic of the Dry Goods Association of

Montreal will he held July 9th, at Joiiette, Que.

The store is most effective in its arrangement, and the

stock, valued at $5,000, consists of laces, lace curtains, and
fancy goods.

Mr. Hawley, manager of the Fownes Bros. & Co.,

Montreal, left Friday, May lf>tli for his usual foreign

buying dip.

Mr. A. .lavev, of. Revillon Bros., Limited, Paris

France, is spending a few weeks in Canada, with head-

quarters at Montreal, familiarizing himself with Canadian
dry goods conditions. Mr. Javey was, for many years,

manager of their New York establishment.

Mr. V. Dowker, of the Crescent Manufacturing Co.,

Limited, of Montreal, is again in the city, after a tour

of the European markets.

T. Cotton, of T. & H. Cotton Co., Limited, woollen

manufacturers, Longwood, near Heathersfield, visited

the Canadian market last month, making his headquarters

with the Canadian agents, 1). M. Chorlton & Bro., Mon-
treal.

"The London House" is the name of a new store which

has been opened at 209 St. Catherine Street west, Mon-
treal, by the Alfred Bromwich Co. The firm consists of

Mr. Alfred Bromwich, of London, Eng. and his brother.

Mr. Joseph Bromwich, formerly of The Siberian Fur Co.,

of Montreal.

The Dominion Cord and Tassel Co. have moved to

much larger premises at 505 St. Paul St., Montreal, just

opposite their former location. The ground floor is used

for offices, showrooms and stockrooms, and is elaborate-

ly fitted up. The large upper flat is given over to manu-
facturing, and additional machines have been installed.

T. McNeish, general merchant. Slocan, B.C., visited

the eastern market last month, uniting business with

pleasure. Mr. McNeish, when seen by The Review in

Montreal, stated that conditions were fairly satisfactory

in his part of British Columbia, and laid stress upon the

high quality of goods sold in that district.

Mr. G. A. Bean, of Bean & Kay, Otterville, Out., was

among the visiting merchants to Montreal last month.

Trade in his district has proven satisfactory, although

farmers complain that high prices for feed, instead of

encouraging the cheese, pork and produce industry, make
conditions harder in his district. Mr. Bean states, how-

ever, that the farmer is in an enviable condition, and that

fruit prospects are splendid.

&

The West.

The Lethbridge Woolen Co., manufacturing blanket,,

has had to close down because of lack of wool supply.

Mitchell, HembroH & Maybee is the name of a new

firm launched in the wholesale dry goods business in the

Canadian west. This firm has opened a warehouse in

Moose Jaw, and in addition to doing a retail trade in

clothing and men's furnishings, will do a jobbing trade

as well. Travelers will cover the Northwest for Spring

of 1000.

The East.

The knitting mill in Glace Bay, C.B., owned by F.

Ferguson, has been moved to New Glasgow, N.S., where

all kinds of hosiery will be manufactured.

One of the most prominent dry goods merchants in

the Maritime Provinces passed away in the person of

George B. Layton, who died recently at New Glasgow,

N.S. About, twenty years ago Mr. Layton removed

from Truro, where he had been a member of the firm of

Wm. Cummings & Co., to New Glasgow, entering busi-

ness for himself. He was for a number of years vice-

president and a director of the Oxford Woolen Mills Co.
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Keeping Business Active

Now is your time to push your Fancy Goods

Trade, and don't forget the Fancy Comb end.

Be a trade creator by

displaying the newest

ideas in Fancy
Combs.

Our facilities are large,

large enough to supply
you in a hurry. Let
us help your Summer

Comb Trade.

We make " SELLERS " in Fancy Back and Side Combs.

Order by letter. We make a specialty of assorted

Cartons, to retail at 25c, 50c, 75c. and $1.00.

GRANBY MFG. CO., - - GRANBY, Que.
ORIGINATORS OF COMBS THAT SELL

Liddell's Linens

The "Gold Medal" Brand is known
to every housekeeper whose trade is

worth having. It means

Artistic Patterns
and Serviceable Quality to Her.

It means SURE SALES and

HANDSOME PROFITS to you

SEE SAMPLES NOW ON THE ROAD

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE

30 W. Wellington St. - Toronto

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

K. Ishikawa & Co

Manufacturers and Importers

24 Wellington Street West,

* * TORONTO
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Fancy Goods and Notions Department

Summer Needlework.

Usually there is something doing in art needlework

in the next few weeks. Women are preparing tor the

Summer outing-. Preparations usually include one or two
pieces of fancy work that may be taken up at odd mo-

ments. There are many new ideas in fancy cushion tops

that are big sellers. Must popular of all are the pat-

terns for waists, jumpers, corset covers, etc., and both

ready stamped patterns and new patterns for stamping

should be in stock.

At present lawn is more fashionable than linen for

embroidered blouses, as it wears equally well and does

not crush so easily. The majority of patterns consist of

fronts, collars and cuffs, and the waists, though button-

ed down the back, are in semi-tailored effects, having the

Gibson pleat. The cuffs are extra wide and the collars

are the new high ones.

The novelty idea is the coral stitch embroidery, as it

introduces the touch of color so fashionable this season.

There is an extra background or underlay of colored

lawn that produces a two-toned effect. Sufficient of this

underlay material must be provided to fit smoothly under

ent colors, black, brown, tan, green and purple. Beaded
bags and the vanity bags are selling well.

Business in .Japanese wares seems to have improved

in the past few weeks. Japanese basket suit cases arc

in good demand, also Japanese market and confectionery

baskets. There has been a heavy call for bamboo bead

portieres, but these arc difficult to procure, and the sup-

ply has been insufficient. Japanese tea and chocolate

sets are in active request, and the newest in these have

the butterfly handles. Screens are in good demand, also

the drawn linens.

The Quebec tercentenary has increased the demand
for .Japanese wares, as many merchants are stocking

them largely for the souvenir trade.

The Comb Trade.

The comb trade, both wholesale and retail, is very

quiet just now. It is the between season, a fact which

accounts in a very large measure for this inactivity. One
Montreal firm, which does a good business in fancy

Novelty in Hair Ornaments - Tilet Bands in Shell and Brilliants.

the sprays, or if the pattern covers the whole front, the

underlay must be of the same size. The two materials

must be smoothly basted together.

The material is very plainly stamped, dots being

used instead of continuous lines, and the stitch employed

is simply a French knot. When the pattern is worked

the colored underlay is clipped away, leaving the spray

in color on the plain ground.

Shadow and eyelet patterns are also much in vogue

and conventional patterns imitating French embroidery,

are very much sought after.

Leather Bags.

In leather bags the newest design is the balloon bag,

which is fairly large, the opening of which is curved. The

bag is quite popular with the trade, and comes in differ-

combs, states that business during the past few months

has not been as good as during the same period last

year. High back combs without ornaments are princi-

pally in demand, and those with the carved tops are

doing well. There is a fair demand for jet combs in the

colored stones are achieving some popularity. The eagle

high class trade.

Brilliants are still in favor for evening wear, and the

design is the favorite in this line of combs.

The Grecian ribbon hair ornament has not been taken

up to any great extent yet, but it is expected that it

will be a good line for the Fall trade. These Grecian

ribbons are worn with a pair of sidecombs which are

joined by a plain perforated band of the shell, through

which the ribbon is threaded, connecting the rosettes at

the sides.

The present fancy for Grecian effects is responsible

for more hair novelties, one of the newest of. which are
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THE COMB HIT

filets of shell, set with brilliants. These are shown in

both simple bands and in fancy effects of a more or less

classical design. They can be retailed at a popular price

and promise well as a novelty for the Fall season.

The "Hold Fast"

Here's your chance to

boom sales. The 'Hold
Fast" Comb is al-

ready a proven seller.

Comb

Comb Closed

No more lost combs,
no bother. The fasten-

ing is strong, and does
the work.

Comb Open

Be the first to introduce

the "Hold Fast" Comb
in your town.

Retail 50c. and up.

If Jobbers are not showing this

line, orders direct for any quan-
tity required will receive
prompt attention.

CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS,

R. B. McComiskey
&Co.

GRANBY ODE.

Hat Pins and Jewelry.

The furore for fancy hatpins still continues and hat-

pins promise to prove just as popular sellers during the

comiqg Fall as they have done during the past season.

Styles of course are new, the large disc pin being the

leader. Japanese effects in different metals, in enameled

effects, in porcelain, will appear particularly to the better

trade. Pearl, clouded glass, jade and cameo heads are

also included in the list of novelties. Jet effects are par-

ticularly strong and promise to be large sellers in the

coming Fall.

There are many novelty lines in fancy jewelry for the

coming Fall, and in particular may be mentioned waist

sets. As tailored waists are to sell freely this Fall,

there is a great field for moderate priced, dainty sets.

These sets consist of buttons or studs for the front and

cuff links to match.

Returned Goods Evil.

(From our own correspondent).

St. John, N.B., June 1.—Cold Pig—This term
is well known among the wholesale dry goods

trade, as applied to goods returned by their

customers for different reasons, or for no reason what-

ever. A number of leading drygoodsmen have expressed

themselves very strongly on this subject, and there seems

to be a general feeling that concerted action should be

taken to do away with this practice.

One prominent jobber in talking with The Review's

correspondent, said : "The practice is one that every

self-respecting jobter should discourage. It is not busi-

ness. To receive a cancel is bad enough, but to have

your goods returned after being out of your warehouse,

in some cases for two months, is, to use a slang pihrase,

'rubbing it in,' yet the wholesaler will in most cases,

rather than risk offending a good account, accept the

goods and send a credit note, without one word of re-

monstrance.

This is a question which in my opinion has only one

side. The purchaser should keep the goods he has order-

ed, and if he finds he has made a mistake, he should take

his medicine like a man, as the jobber has had to do

many a time. He should realize that the jobber has in-

curred a lot of expense to procure the order for the

goods he is sending back. The salary of the trave'ler,

his traveling expenses, etc., will be at least forty dollars

a week, and yet without a qualm of conscience he will

ship back any goods he thinks he is better without.

"If the jobbers would make a hard and fast rule to

deduct, say, ten per cent
;

. from the amount of every

credit note for goods returned, I think the practice would
soon become obsolete."

-4~

George H. Bisby, of Long &' Bisby, wool dealers,

Hamilton, and vice-president of Coppley, Noyes & Ran-

dall, clothing manufacturers, died recently in that city,

at the age of 72 years. He was associated with many
other business enterprises) both in Hamilton and in

other cities, and was highly respected by his fellow citi-

zens.
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Tuck's Holiday Lines
ARE READY

Christmas and New Year Cards
Over one thousand entirely new sets, comprising in the aggregate a
wealth and variety of subject adapted to every possible taste.

Calendars and Block Calendars
Their magnificent success of last year, added to the charm of novelty,
superiority of reproduction and general excellency of the new collec-

tion, will ensure them a welcome reception everywhere.

Toy Books and Juveniles
In great variety and of unsurpassed beauty and excellence.

Christmas and New Year Post Cards
Unapproachable for beauty of design, elegance of finish and appro-
priateness. Glistening dew effects more beautiful than ever, and
bewildering in their variety.

Holly Specialities
Such as Seals, Tags, Embossed Greeting Cards, in great variety.

Paper Dolls, Half Masks, Reliefs, Wall

Texts, Christmas Tree Ornaments, etc., etc.

Raphael Tuck & Sons Company
LIMITED

Publishers by appointment to Their Majesties the King and Queen Alexandra By Special Appointment

9-17 St. Antoine Street,

Montreal, P.Q.

LONDON, PARIS, BERLIN,

NEW YORK, MONTREAL.

TRADE MARK
Publishers by Royal Warrant

// hen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Notes on Canadian Business Changes

Ontario.

A. C. Stoba, tailor, East Toronto; assigned.

J. R. Stewart, general store, Gelert; assigned.

Allen Barr, general store, Belmont; sold out.

Ernest L. Morren, merchant tailor, Gorrie; assigned.

E. S. Thompson, tailor, Woodstock; damaged by fire.

J. C. Irwin, dry goods, etc., Barrie; discontinuing

business.

Nipissing Dry Goods Co., North Bay; discontinuing

business.

James Laframbois, men's furnisher, Sturgeon Fails;

out of business.

Murray Bros., merchant tailors, Niagara Falls South,

business for sale.

Quebec.

Coyle & Co., woolens, Montreal; dissolved.

Freedman Bros., tailors, Lachine; registered.

Mrs. J. A. Trudel, hats, Montreal; registered.

Mrs. I. Cardin, dry goods, Montreal; assigned.

Seedeway Bros., dry goods, Montreal; registered.

A. Lamy & Freres, dry goods, Montreal, registered.

Mrs. Eugene Millette, millinery, Montreal; registered.

M. R. Des George & Co., hats, Montreal; dissolved.

Salvatonio & Lesage, dry goods, Montreal; register-

ed.

H. Barie & Co., merchant tailors, Grand Mere; regis-

tered.

P. Lafrance & Co., mantles, etc., Montreal; dis-

solved.

Thibadeau Freres, men's furnishings, Montreal; dis-

solved.

Mrs. Morin, millinery, Quebec; stock damaged by

water.

Mrs. Auguste Laberge, general store, Laurierville;

assigned.

J. Rosenthal & Son, furs, Montreal; discontinuing

business.

Paquette & Co., manufacturers blouses, Montreal; as-

sets sold.

The West

McBeath Bros., general store, Gleichen, Alta.; dis-

solved.

John A. McDougall, general store, Crossfield, Alta.,

sold out.

'Henry Willie, general store, Stoney Plain, Alta.; as-

sets sold.

T. J. Noble, general store, Prince Albert, Sask.;

stock sold.

Mrs. Chas. Cohen, general store, Kelloe, Man.; out

of business.

Eli Shilson, general store, Snowflake, Man.; slight

damage by fire.

Ellis Trading Co., general store, Shepard, Alta.; suc-

ceeded by W. H. Whiting.

R. F. Summers & Co., general store, Bethune, Sask.;

stock sold to Fethwilton.

Wm. Stone, general store, Maidstone, Sask.; stock

sold to J. M. Montgomery.

The Moir and Renuart Co., general store, Attor-

burne, Man.; incorporated.

Napinka Clothing Co., Napinka, Man.; sold to Jacob

Bender.

Ellis & Steward, general store, Wolseley, Man.; suc-

ceeded by Steward & Co.

Chartier & Son, general store, St. Lazare, Man.; suc-

ceeded by J. M. Fouillaird.

Ouimette & Wright, general store, Red Deer, Alta.;

reported closing out business.

P. Larinee, general store, Notre Dame des Lourdes,

Man.; sold to Albert De Briant.

Estate of A. M. Brunsing, men's furnishings, Cal-

gary; stock sold to W. E. McLeod.
Smellie Bros., general store, Russell, Man.; capital

stock increased from $100,000 to $200,000.

Estate of James & Freeland, men's furnishers, Van-
couver, B.C.; stock sold to James & Freeland.

McLennan & Co., clothing, etc., Revelstoke, B.C.;

sold men's furnishings, shoes to K, G. McRae & Co.

Estate of Peachland Trading- Co., general store,

Peachland, B.C.; stock and fixtures being sold to Morrin
Thompson & Co., Phoenix.

The East.

Joseph E. Danaher, tailor, St. John, N.B.; fire

damage.
Joseph Tenenhouse, general store, Campbellton, N.B.,

retired from business.

J. Cullenan & Son, clothings St. John, N.B.; fire

damage, insured, $4,600.

The American Girl Embroidery Hoop
PATENTED FEB. 18, 1908, APRIL 7, 1908 and MAY 12, 1903.

See illustrations below.

The centre is higher than the edges, thus getting
the full benefit of the friction. There is no counter-
sink or channe' for the felt to pack down into.

Write for our Pamphlet illustrating Stocking
Darners, Spring Hoops, Felt Hoops and Plain Hoops.

AH of our Hoops are made in both round and oval
shapes.

The Reinhart Varieties Company

CANTON, OHIO, U.S.A.
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Hosiery and Underwear

S» Lennard
£» Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTINQ.

SOLE SELLING AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Go.
Empire Bld«., Wellington St. W. TORONTO, ONT.

WOLSEY
Pure Wool

Unshrinkable Underwear
Pure wool unshrinkable underwear.

Every garment guaranteed by the

manufacturers. Jobbers now show-

ing Fall 1908 samples.

See samples particularly of Ruben's

and Brownie Vests.

Health Brand covers the following

lines: COMBINATIONS for

Ladies', Misses and Children.

VESTS for Ladies', Misses and

Children. CORSET COVERS.
BLACK TIGHTS.

Place your orders now to ensure

prompt delivery.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

/^)T> T~\T1"D A complete line of

«v T/^VTT _ our rapid -selling

NUW.... UNDERWEAR

^Tlf our representative has not

called on you just drop us a

card and we will arrange tor

you to see our line or rail

and winter underwear—

a

line that dealers are waxing
enthusiastic over — a line

that will "open your eyes"

and your customers "pocket-

books. A wise move would
be to -write us now

HEWSON
WOOLEN
MILLS
Limited

Amherst, - Nova Scotia

When writing advertiser!- f lease mention The Review
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^ A chain is no stronger than its

weakest link.

tj Likewise a knit waist to be right

must be right all over.

<I That's where the Nazareth

Waist is strong— it isn't right

only in spots.

^1 It is a known quantity—it's bread-

and-butter, come -back -and -get

-

more merchandise that's as good

next year as it is to-day.

€} You see, we don't make our

waists to look at—we make them

to sell.

C| And if we didn't make them right

all over we'd have stopped selling

them long ago.

{fl 2 1 8 jobbers carry complete lines.

See yours.

Mills

at

Nazareth,

Pa.
350 Broadway
New York

REPEATS REPEATS

Merchants can have their

sorting orders filled at short

notice, for Ladies' and Child-

ren's Swiss Ribbed Summer
Underwear. We make the

finest goods in Canada, Best

Finish, Best Bleaching and

Best Value.

Send us your orders and

see what we can do for you.

We make nothing but

Summer Underwear.

THE OXFORD KNITTING CO.
P

LIMITED

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

J5>t<ixr0rtjf

LINSHrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men
made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP
(For extra warmth)

also bears St. George trade mark for your

protection and ours.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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There is but one way to get rich in any business.

That is by making everything in which you invest a

dollar take its coat offand bring in " $i + profit "—and

do it quickly. Quick turn-over—the key to the situ-

ation—is governed by careful investigation of the

market and the purchase ofthe best goods procurable.

The drygoodsmen who make the most frequent turn-

over in their underwear departments are those who
specialize on

Registered

"Hygeian" quality leads in sales and satisfaction.

Every garment snug, well-fitting, beautifully smooth

in texture and thoroughly worth its price.

All the really good jobbers

handle "HYGEIAN." Ask
yours for samples.

Eagle Knitting Co., Limited

Hamilton Ontario

Are you handling '". Hygeian "Waists ?

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Select The Light

Underwear From Our

line's of Two-Thread Egyptian Bal-

briggans, Mesh Stitches, Natural

Merinos, Worsted Mixes, Honey-
comb Stitches, etc. The Pen-Angle

trade-mark guarantees their good-

ness and assures a ready sale.

ATUNSHRINKABLEK
Sf Trade A{ar/(

PENMANS,
Limited

PARIS, CANADA

Have Any Trouble Fitting

Your Customers ?

Well, you won't with Stanfleld's Under-
wear.

To begin with, all the shrink is taken
out of the wool before the fabric is woven.

Then the cutting is done by hand,
because no machine can cut out cloth as
well as it can be done by hand.

Garments are sewed with interlocking
stitches which makes it impossible for
seams to ravel.

Every piece of Stanfleld's Underwear
is tested on models—ranging in size from
22 to 70 inches chest or bust measure.

You can give your customers their exact
sizes in

Stanfield's

Unshrinkable Underwear

and you may be sure, too, that you will
never have a complaint about Underwear
"shrinking."

Made in three weights for all Canadian
climates.

Write for Representative to Call.

Stanfield's Limited
TRURO, - N.S.

The Art of Decorating
Show Windows and
Interiors

THIS is a complete and up-to-date
1 treatise on dressing of windows

and decoration of store interiors. It

is the work of not one man but of

HUNDREDS OF EXPERTS. Prac-

tically every prominent window
dresser in America has contributed to

it. The instruction may be followed

readily—no matter how little experi-

ence the decorator may have had.

It is absolutely necessary that every
window dresser should have this in-

formation—especially for his XMAS
DECORATION—There is only one
way of getting it. GET A COPY.
Send us

$3.50

and we will mail you a copy postpaid

by return.

410 pages 618 illustrations

MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Technical Book Dept.

10 Front Street East, - - TORONTO

HOSIERY
"The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell" man is out with

a complete range of Worsted, Cash-

mere and Cotton Hosiery that is

hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.
Limited

Clinton, - Ontario
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COULD ANYTHING BE FAIRER

than our offer to replace any " CEETEE "

Garment that does not come up to our
claims? It just shows that we are prepared

to back up our statements to the letter.

CEETEE
Unshrinkable Underwear

really is unshrinkable, and you may safely

sell it as such. The Texture of Ceetee is

uniformly smooth and excellent. It has

none of those little irritating patches which
are so characteristic of inferior underwear.
Every Ceetee garment is a good fit, adjust-

ing itself to every curve and angle of the

wearer's body. Made in various weights

and sizes.

WRITE US TO-DAY FOR FABRIC

PRICES AND SAMPLES

The C.TURNBULL Co.

GALT
OF GALT LIMITED

ONTARIO

Every
Time

you buy black

hosiery, specify HERMS-
DORF DYED—and look for HERMS-
DORF'S signature on every toe.

It's a positive guarantee of FAST BLACK
and PURE DYE.

HERMSDORF
Dyed stockings are

carried by practical-

ly every jobber in

Canada and the
United States.

Write for our 48-page

booklet—"The Story of

a Successful Hosiery

Week." IT'S FREE.

c^u^^^tm^i^t/

Works

:

Chemnitz

Saxony

American Bureau

:

Thirty-ninth Street Building

New York

*RAW^

We Should Get a Share of

Your Trade
Our values are certainly too liber-

al for a shrewd buyer to pass by.

Our travellers are on the road.
Ask the one that calls on you to
show you our full line of all

kinds of Knitted Goods, Tweeds,
Yarns, etc.

Thomas Waterhouse & Company, Limited

INCERSOLL - ONTARIO
W. M. Angus & Co., Agents, Toronto.

Frank W. Nelles & Co., Agents, Montreal.

ADAMS
LOCK-STITCH HOSE

TRADE MARK

Registered N?
ASK YOUR WHOLESALER FOR THE FALL RANGE

A. E. ADAMS & CO.

Manufacturers,

Leicester, England.

Agents

:

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.

301 St. James St., Montreal.

33 Melinda Street, Toronto.

When writir^r advertisers please mention The Review
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

An Improved Situation.

With the selling season for Fall underwear at its

height one is able to gauge with a fair degre of accuracy

the prospects for the season's trade. Manufacturers who

experienced in the earlier stages of the season a fear

that the year was to be one of unsatisfactory conditions

are now feeling more elated, because, with the improve-

ment of crop prospects, orders for Fall delivery have

been coming in more freely, the retailers appreciating that

with a good crop, such as is promised, the business this

Fall will show a decided improvement.

Some of the underwear mills are still running on a

short-time schedule, while others, working on special lines.

art busy.

It may be said, generally, that the wholesalers ' initial

oiuers to the knit goods makers have been on a smaller

scale than last year, and even providing for fairly liberal

repeats, it seems to be assured that there will not be the

quantities of goods taken from the mills that there was
a year ago. Both wholesalers and retailers were left

with large stocks of underwear on their hands last spring,

and consequently they have been disinclined to place

large orders.

Underwear prices are practically the same as a year

ago, any changes noted being towards a reduction, though

such isolated changes are not of a character or magnitude

to be counted upon as a factor.

The drop in the price of wool has not had time to

affect the values of yarns entering into the manufacture

of knit goods, and any reduction in these goods is one

of sympathy, rather than because of a cheapening in the

manufacturing costs.

That the Canadian retailers have confidence in the

ultimate resumption of trade in normal activities is

evidenced by the fact that a large proportion of the

purchases in Fall underwear has been in the better qual-

ity of goods, rather than in cheaper grades.

There is a growing tendency towards the higher priced

and finer qualities, and the sale of the $4.50 lines in

men's goods is gradually decreasing in proportionate

volume.

The same may be said in reference to the demand for

ladies' underwear, and the 25-cent bnes, quantities of

which have been sold in the past are decreasing, while

the place formerly occupied by this class of goods is

being taken by those of better quality and higher prices.

For Fall the greater proportion of sales are in the

natural wool lines, those retailing at from $1.25 to $2

a garment proving the better sellers.

Fleece-lined goods will have about the usual run for

the Winter season, and, with the improvements which

are being effected in the manufacture of fleece garments,

there seems good reason to believe that added popularity

will b given to this class of goods, which has many friends

among those who buy the higher-priced garments as well

as the cheaper lines.

It may be said that the underwear of domestic manu-
facture is steadily growing in favor, and with the ex-

pansion of the knitting industry consequent upon this

increased favor, specialization in manufacture will doubt-

less be developed to a greater extent than is possible

under the conditions at present prevailing.

Undoubtedly prejudices in favor of domestic or im-

ported knit goods are entering less and less into the

consideration of the retailer in his purchase of goods,

and the respective qualities are being given first thought.

The fact that a certain line of goods is of Canadian
manufacture or imported does not "cut the figure" it

once did ; the question now is as to the actual quality

of the goods.

Most Canadian mills have orders sufficient to keep

them busy for several months, and with repeats which

are bound .to come later on there seems good reason to

believe that the year on the whole will be satisfactory.

*

Summer Hosiery in June.

One month represents the length of time left to dispose

of summer stocks before, under ordinary circumstances,

the clearing sale period will be upon the retailer.

June should be one of the best months in the year

for Summer hosiery selling. It is feared, however, that every

drygoodsman does not appreciate to the full, the oppor-

tunities which offer in this department.

Summer hosiery is becoming an increasingly import-

ant part of a woman's costume, and it should be com-

paratively easy to stimulate buying by suggestion.

Special attention might be paid, with profit, to win-

dow display, and hosiery windows should prove very

profitably expended labor, during this month particular-

iy-

Tan hosiery for Summer is, without doubt, the leader,

and in both plain and colored embroidered effects is prov-

ing a good seller. This is the color which the popular

trade is taking and the biggest sales will be in these

lines, though in the exclusive trade, the tendency seems

to be in some degree to take up the modes and grays,

which promise some strength in the future.

An attractive display of hosiery will bring women
to the store, as quickly as any other feature, and after

they have been brought inside the goods should present

themselves so favorably that sales will be effected.

Don't cut too much on Summer hosiery this month,

but increase your sales as much as possible; and this

department should show up well. The goods are sea-

sonable and with a good stock sales will be satisfac-

tory.

*

Importrtance of a Contract.

It is not suggested that men engaged in the knit goods

branch of dry goods merchandising are more in need

of a talk on business honesty, but at the recent conven-

tion of Knit Goods Manufacturers' Association, William

Whitham gave an address on this subject. It contained

a good deal of food for thought, and is reproduced in

part here in the belief that it will be read with interest

and possible profit. He said:

I do not question the business honor of our people,

but recent experience has forced me to the conclusion
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too large a proportion of business men do not recognize

the binding nature of the obligations imposed by con-

tracts. Jt seems to me that this is especially so in the

business in which we are mutually engaged, and I think

tliat it should not be so.

In my opinion, a true regard for the inviolability

of mercantile obligations furnishes the best safeguard

against unnatural rapid expansion of credit or of busi-

ness. If that regard existed financial institutions would

bo more careful in making engagements for the loaning

of money, and surely one of the greatest losses to the

business community during the recent panic resulted from

the sudden withdrawal of bank accommodation. Com-
mission houses would not arbitrarily withhold advances

upon the merchandise of their consignors. Nor would

they easily permit returns and cancellations which are

so detrimental to the interests of consignors. When
our merchandise is disposed of we should have the assur-

ance that the sales are bona fide and that payment can be

depended upon.

Should Recognize Mutual Obligations.

If every man who sold merchandise would insist that

the buyer live up to the terms of the sale; if buyers

would feel that they must not buy beyond the needs of

their business or beyond their capacity for paying; if

both buyers and sellers would recognize their mutual

obligations to the full extent, and neither one would

expect the other to bear any part of his losses or bur-

dens it would surely lead to more conservative and

sounder business transactions.

Only a Partial Excuse.

* * * Failure to live up to the terms of a con-

tract is only excusable on account of inability to per-

form and inability is, after all, only a partial excuse,

for obligations should not be incurred without reasonable

certainty of ability to meet them.

Any attempt to evade the terms of a contract on

technicality is to be condemned. The magnitude of our

business is so great that it could not be transacted if

contracts had to he surrounded with every possible legal

safeguard. The oral contract should he equally as bind-

ing as the written contract, but the latter is needed to

prevent misunderstanding of terms or conditions as well

as lapses of memory.

Some Kinds of Competition are Ruinous.

Sellers of merchandise only too frequently refrain

from demanding what is justly due them from buyers for

fear of losing what they term the buyer's patronage or

good will, but neither buyer nor seller can afford to do

business with those who either cannot or will not meet

their obligations. It has been said that competition is

the life of trade. While this may be true, there is a

kind of competition that is ruinous to trade. The records

of the past are filled with business wrecks resulting from
unfair competition.

Such competition as comes from underselling the pro-

ducts of one's own labor or that of others is destructive.

Underselling is to be condemned, not approved.

Should Shoulder One's Own Mistakes.

No man should be excused from the performance
of a contract because of loss arising from changed mar-
ket conditions. The burdens of mistakes or errors of

judgment should be borne by those who make them.

Burdens of the community can be more widely and
evenly distributed by each man accepting and bearing his

own burdens. The man who cheerfully and manfully
hears his own burdens cannot but command the respect

of his fellows.

aeger ure Wool

TRAD- MARK

DO NOT FORGET

that we carry

STOCK

of our catalogue lines

jaeger underwear and can fill orders

BY RETURN
II Shirts to special MEASURES
MADE in our own Factory.

Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary
Woollen System Co., Ltd.

301 St. James St., MONTREAL

Are You in Need of a

Buying Agent for the

English Markets?
If so, we offer you our services. We buy for cash

and send original invoices.

We Can Save You Money

Atrial order solicited. Correspondence invited.

F. H. SEALEY & CO., Buying Agents
36 Basinghall Street

London, E.C., England

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.G.

London, England.MACKINLAY & CO.
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What About Fall Underwear?
If you buy the right goods now for fall delivery you can bank on a

successful fall season. Better ask our representatives to show you samples of

High Grade

*D

Knit Underwear

A wide range of styles and every one shows finish and quality unsurpassed.

REPRESENTATIVES :

ONTARIO : C. & A. G. Clarke, Empire Bldg., Wellington St., Toronto.

QUEBEC : L. A. Prevost, 209a McGill St., Montreal.

MANITOBA : A. J. Snell, Box 705, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Geo. A. Campbell, P.O. Box 1026, Vancouver, B.C.

MARI TIME PROVINCES : G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

The Peerless Underwear Co., Hamilton, Ont.

UNSHRINKABLE WOOL

NDERWEA
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

These Specialities are made
also be obtained in Mer

GENTLEMEN'S
'STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
I inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

of Unshrinkable Wool and can
no, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK PATENT

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only-
Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

E LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWE
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising
By T. J. Tobin

The editor of the Ladies' Home Journal has been

quoted as saying that all his copy is written with one

woman in view. That is, it is written to this one

woman, although it's a woman to whom he has never

been introduced—with whom he has no acquaintance. But

he saw her once or twice and said to himself, "There is

the ideal, or rather the average, of every home-loving

woman of this country." And since that time he has had

her in view when writing for The Journal.

Why not follow out this idea when writing your ad-

vertisements ? You probably know fully seventy-five per

cent, of your customers. You know some one woman who

is probably a type of the 'na.jority of your customers.

Why not write your ad. for her, and to her ?

*
R. H. Knight, Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie, send in an-

other sample of their advertising. It is a circular 24 by

36 inches, and while the subject matter is good, the size

spoils its effectiveness. All advertising literature should

be easily read, and because this circular is unwieldy, I

can assure Mr. Knight that a good many people—perhaps

the ones he would have found it most profitable to reach

refused to give it any attention whatever.

Martin's, Limited, Amherst, N.S., write : "We are

mailing you a poster on which we would like your honest

criticism. Our last one did not tickle you, but it did the

work for us."

If this is indeed a "poster," intended to be tacked ux

pasted on bill boards, I have no fault to find with it.

The size—24 x 36 inches—would indicate that it is. If

it was used in any other way, the criticism made above

regarding the circular of R. H. Knight, Limited, applies

here. Of course this refers only to typographical merit.

The subject matter is good.

The occasion for the sale announced was Amherst's

"First Carnival and Bazaar," May 22 to 30, inclusive.

At Martin's, refreshments, consisting of the best bread,

rolls, cake and pastry were daintily served with tea, ill

free of i charge, during the bazaar. On Friday and Satar.

day, May 22 and 23, afternoon and evening, an orchestra

furnished music.

Under the heading of "railway fares," the following

information is given : "On the 22nd, 26th, 27th, i3th,

29th and 30th, return tickets will be issued to a oaitv

of ten or more from any one station on I.C.R. at -.ingle

first-class fare. On Saturday, 23rd, and Monday, 25th,

return tickets will be issued, good to return the same
days or until the 26th, at single first-class fare. Realiz-

ing that a large percentage of the people in our neighbor-

ing towns and country are not aware of the great >d van-

tages and everyday bargains to be had in Amherst, and
that there is a dry goods and house furnishing store

equal to those in cities of a hundred thousand popula-

tion, we consider it best to make an extra special induce-

ment that you may see and know what we say is true.

This is especially for the people of Springhill, Parrsboro,
Oxford, Pugwash, Maccan, Joggins, River Hebert, Nap-
pan, Ohignecto, Saekville, Baie Verte, Port Elgin, Dor-

chester, and all the surrounding villages and country, and

for your benefit we will not open until 1.30 p.m., Friday,

after the arrival of noon trains, and our other friends

have driven into town. We earnestly invite you to bring

any catalogues or samples you wish, for comparison witli

our regular values, say nothing of the special discounts

you will receive. Our object is to hold the trade that

should not go beyond Amherst."
An offer of $25 in gold is made to anyone, including

the store's clerks, who can prove that Martin's, Limited,

ever mark up prices in order to mark them down, and

give customers the impression that very large discounts

are being granted.

A small dodger issued by the Mount Royal Depart-

ment Store, in the north end of Montreal, has been

brought to the attention of The Review. It contains no

less than twenty-five typographical errors, the majority

of a thoroughly inexcusable nature, and, altogether, is

one of the most remarkable pieces of careless advertising

that I have ever seen.

The Spring circular of Thos. Mulcahy, Limited,

Orillia, is a particularly good one. It is well written,

well illustrated and well printed. -One of its best feat-

ures is the quantity of descriptive matter which it con-

tains. This firm believes in telling its customers what
they want to know. I presume this circular was sent to

a regular mailing list. Distributed any other way it

would not likely be very effective.

That is a neat advertisement of Binning's, Calgary,

which we have reproduced. It talks well, too—earnestly,

interestingly, straight from the shoulder. A reorganiza-

tion sale is announced to clear out all piece goods. For
the future Binning's will be exclusively a ready-to-wear

store, except that a basement department will be opened

for the accommodation of articles at 5, 10, 15, 20 and

25 cents.

A circular produced by G. A. Fraser, for Chisholm,

Sweet & Co., Antigonish, N. S., should have brought

good results. The subject matter is excellent and the

typography fair. Mr. Fraser's work indicates an appre-

ciation of the value of descriptive items.

Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

Here 's a good example of descriptive advertising from

the advertising of Bradley & Tuck Calgary:

74 coats in this lot. Made up of fine broadcloths,

in shades of fawn, olive, navy and brown. Some of

these are silk bound; all of them are trimmed with self-

stitching, strappings silk braids, velvets and fancy but-

tons. These are made in three-quarter and seven-eighth

lengths. Then there are pretty black and white tweed

effects, in three-quarter length, full length suit coats,

made of heavy weight Sicilian cloth, as well as smart,

jaunty coats, made of all-wool coverts, in fitted and semi-
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fitted or loose styles, in fawn shades only. All sizes in the

collection. Made to sell at $15, $18, $20 and $25.

The back of the east store, second floor, is full of

cool summer frocks—practical and tine. Where to begin

the telling is the most perplexing part of the story. There

are dainty frocks so prettily trimmed with laces and

ruffles and furbelows that you'd hardly attempt to analyze

how they'd been put together. There are pretty sheer

lawns, fine mulls dainty nets, linen and some silks. And
all are just waiting to be put on.—The John White Co.,

Woodstock.

"Not expensive," you will say, when you see the

beautiful, waists we are selling at these prices. Large

purchasing has enabled us to buy a number of beauti-

fully made and trimmed waists. Waists that will fit you

perfectly and become you admirably. Let us show you

these special values we are offering, then you will be

better able to judge.—D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph.

For wearing on these warm Spring afternoons you

ought to have a costume which is suggestive of the season.

If you are dressed in a cool costume you always feel cool,

they are very fashionable as well. Go to any of the

fashion centres and you will find that they are worn

very extensively by those who profess to follow fashion 's

fancies.—J. F. Cairns, Saskatoon.

If there is one thing we take pride in it is our skirt

department. The variety to choose from is almost end-

less, and the styles and materials are the very latest,

as to values we will let them speak for themselves. Af-

ter trying everywhere else you will find just what you

want here and at the right price. Let our young ladies in

the skirt department help you with your skirt require-

ments.—The Ritchie Co., Belleville.

We usher in the month of May with an unprecedented

Saturday bargain list. Everything on this list represents

more saving and greater saving than you have ever known
before this season. May will be really the first month

of Spring for the backward season has given you very

little opportunity for shopping or for appearing in your

new spring apparel. Now that Spring is here at last,

we are going to make up for lost time and to start the

ball a-rolling we offer for Saturday a choice selection

of seasonable and fashionable goods at startling reduc-

tions in price. Come in the morning if you can—come

in the afternoon or in the evening if the morning is too

early for you—but whatever you do, don 't fail to COME,
if you want to make your dollars do double service.—The

Paquet Co.. Quebec.

Some beautiful suits in this assortment in the smart

mannish tailored effects, also some of the more dressy

styles, including the popular and handsome butterfly

effects. In the tailored styles the modified Prince Chap
is a very attractive model. These costumes are made
of French Panama, English serge and Chiffon Venetian,

in all the newest plain colors, including grey, fawn, blue

and black. Also some very pretty effects in light tweeds.

Regular value $35. Monday, $25.—David Spencer Co..

Victoria.

Just a word about these suits; they are endowed
with an elegance that expresses the season's fashion-

thought. All the newest tailoring features are possessed

by these distinctive clothes; cut in single or double-breast-

el styles from worsteds and tweeds in fancy mixtures

and clever patterns and colorings. Every suit is of

vniversal merit and hand-tailored.—Kilroy, Morgan Co..

Vancouver.

If you want a stylish costume; if you want it cut in

fashion's newest mode; if you want it in the new panama,

the new voile, the new tweeds or the new serges; if you

want it silk lined; if you want it for half its value or

less, the opportunity, not likely to be repeated, will be

held out to you by our mantle depart men! on Saturday.

—

The John Murphy Co., Montreal.

There are 6,000 rolls to sell at this price. The papers

are of beautiful quality, in this season's newest and best

WE DONT GIVE CRED IBINNING'
Calgary's Best*

Store

THIS IS A CASH STORE.

Uon't uk lor credit. Term*,

ipot cash to all That's why

Means a Complete
"Change In Our Business Methods

By adopting a

STRICTLY SPOT CASH SYSTEM
that will mean lower prices and better value for you. It means that
we are disposing of all yard goods to make an exclusive Ready-to
Wear Store. It means that we are organizing a Bargain Basement
for the sale of articles at 5, IO, 15, 20 end 25 cents. In a nutahell It

moans that we are going to Revolutionize our Business Methods.
LOOK FOR THE «ED TAGS for the Reduced Prices on Everything.

Twenty -Five Women's Fur -Lined ',

Coats on Sale at $60 Each, with
Collar and Lapels of Mink,
Sable or Isabella Fox. Reg.
Values $9G to St25 Each

\
A Clearing Event In Fur Coats at $26

;

Fach. A Substantial Saving of
$10 on Each Garment

Once a Year Sale of Women's Coats '.

at $10 Each. Actual Values
at $18 to $25 Each

I
All Small Furs, Collars, Stoles, !

: Muffs, on Sale at Just 1-3 Off *

! A Gigantic Price Movement of Turk-
ish Towels at 25c Each. Peg.

Values 35c and 40c Each

U..t.ttM. U.^XM.. s»s •# * • ;

Battesberg Centre* at 6ot Cicat Sale of Kid Gloves ai

7$ «nt* a pair
• tfj.oo Mink Muff, for $50.00

:«.3J.. A.PK ,r l.„. JrfLlaw

Imti.1. m r*cn. *»»

$60.00 Mink Muff* for $35°°;

Cuahion Corda at jc a yard at^pK '*"""' ""»!

:UZX*a£*»£
, *£ Berlin Wool. Zephyr Wool

You'll Hardly Believe It. Such Uttle
Prices for These Swell Persian Lamb
Jackets. S200 Values for$it9.SO

Children's Wool Legging.,

iS cents 0- sal* sassM, H •«"•*"
....I*

tVrczv^?"^ Turn Over Collars at ioc

Each.

Children'* Glove,. M.<U at **?w^'*^'w?*£'?-

K* y tn .".-«». »™ Buy a Golfer or a Dressing Sacquo at
$1.75 Each, Le— Than the

Maker's Price

«J.
T.U..,,.^!,, »IU Bf]

j.

« Wm!T" K^Hrtu'JTli^ Women* Wrapper* at $i 15

Women'* Underwear at »je
«« O- saw •< ..... *\x>

£^?3>«lm STE- Wool Bojnktu and Com

Whatever You Do, Dont Ml— This
Hosiery Sale. Moot Wonderful

.£££•* *« "v^""*i „T™
White Lawn Handkerchief*

MS*

imi .»»« *i>. mrm— n-i «1»F Itc •!;. O. ul, .(. M'lr I**

Colored Fringe

! Our Entire Stock of Dress Goods at
Slaughter Prices, Every Yard of

Ores* Fabric* Must be Sold

j Here Is a Tempting Assortment at
;

26c a Yard. Values and Quality

That Are Exceptional

j
'Pay Half and Keep Half for These

Handsome Costume Lengths
at $6 Each

t The Most important Sale of Embrol- I

* dery_Jnsertlons and Lovely New :

• Embroideries at So a yd. Ever \

I Offered theWomen of Calgary

: Wonderful Activity Amongst ths Win-
ter Coats. Shrewd Buyers are

Carrying Away the Best
bargains

19 Only Women's Coats Selling at
;

$6. 75 Each. Fancy Such a Price

tor These Lovely Garments

designs and color effects, Included in the lot are papers

s itable for any and every room in the house, as well ;
-

halls. Such a temptation should prove irresistible to

every person meditating the purchase of new papers. The
best designs will sell first. So come as early as yen ear.- -

Hudson's Bay Co., Vancouver.
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Review of the Canadian Fur Trade

Furs and Tourist Trade.

The tourist season offers an excellent opportunity for

furriers to increase their business during months when

the domestic trade in these goods is practically at a

standstill.

American tourists who visit Canada during the Sum-

mer months are often excellent customers for the retail

stores here, and the fact that furs can be bought much

more cheaply here than in the United States influences

many of them to make investments in these goods and

take them home with them in the Fall.

This class of trade is growing rapidly; the charms of

Canada as a place of Summer residence are being more

widely recognized by persons living in the border states,

and even those farther south are coming7 here in increas-

ingly large numbers to spend their Summers.

Canadian furs have a reputation as representing the

best obtainable, and advantage may be taken of that

fact when the tourists are here to show them the goods

and point out their superior qualities.

'Some of the stores in the larger cities are already

doing a good business in these lines, but in the smaller

places the opportunities are not always taken advantage

of. Why not make a start this Summer ?

The Review has in mind a number of comparatively

small towns along the Great Lakes, or inland waters,

where each year hundreds of wealthy Americans spend

from two to three weeks to as many months, and in few

of these places is a systematic effort being made to se-

cure the volume of business which might be gotten if the

merchants were alive to their opportunities.

A list of the American guests at the different hotels

could be secured and a letter addressed to them, calling-

attention to what they will know, if they are as well

informed as they should be, that Canadian fur goods are

recognized as the best made. Point out that you have

facilities for procuring the latest styles, and invite them

to see your goods.

This is but one way of reaching this class of trade.

Others will suggest themselves to the merchant who i-

alive and energetic in his fight for business.

There seems to be no good reason why Canadian dry-

goodsmen and furriers should not increase their business

very materially by this means during the present Sum-
mer.

Fur-lined Garments Sell Well.

In proportion to the total volume of business report-

ed by manufacturing furriers this year, fur lined gar-

ments are selling exceedingly well, and they promise to

be more popular than ever during the coming Winter.

The fur lined coat is a most useful garment; it com-

bines comfort with good appearance.

Muskrat is the most largely used skin for lining,

though marmot is also frequently seen. Those who
hoped to buy rat lined coats cheaper this year will prob-

ably be disappointed, the last London sale reporting

muskrat 15 per cent, hie-her than in January.

Alaska sable will be the most popular trimming again

for lined coats for ladies. This fur, both for trimming-.

and made into individual pieces, will be exceedingly

strong this season, and on it, too, prices have advanced,

a 35 per cent, increase in skunk having taken place

between the sale of a year ago and that of March.

Mink, because of the fact that it has dropped in price

somewhat, will probably be used to a large extent as

trimming for fur lined coats, while Isabella fox and

opossum will also be utilized for the lower priced gar-

ments.

In shells, green looks as if it would be the favorite

this year, in sympathy with the popularity accorded this

color in other lines of ladies' wearing apparel. Black,

of course, will be staple, while blue and brown will be

sold, the latter, however, will show a decline from last

year.

The loose-fitting coats will be the style again this

season, practically no change being recorded in this re-

spect from those prevailing a year ago.

*

Ornaments on Muffs.

The flat effect in muffs is likely to be even more »ro-

nounced this season than last year
{

The aim seems to

be to produce a muff which will resemble a piece of fur

doubled, allowing one end to fall over the hands. There
will be very few round muffs sold.

Ornaments, heads and claws principally, are replacing

the tails as trimnings for muffs. Some very dressy ef-

fects are produced by this means. On the whole, these

articles will be largely sold this year, the tendency being

towards better goods.

Mink is Popular.

Mink, which in the past season has been favored for

ladies' fur garments, promises to have an unusually good
sale for next Winter. Samples, which are being shown
to the trade by travelers, after Pall business, in most
cases feature this fur, and the best information available

is to the effect that trade will be unusually large in this

skin. A slight reduction in the price—about the only ap-

preciable change recorded- -possibly accounts largely for

the proportionately heavy demand for it, though outside

of that consideration entirely, mink is good style for

Fall.

In this fur the neckwear, scarfs and throw-overs will

be favorites, and some manufacturers are introducing

with satisfactory results, a small neck tie, which seems

to be taking favorably with the trade. This novelty

offers an advantage in the fact that a good looking neck

wrap is obtained at a comparatively small cost. Stoles

will experience their usual strength and will be seen in

all the leading furs suitable for this class of wrap.

Some manufacturers report that flat black furs in

some quarters are showing a marked increase in popu-

larity and in fact that the sale of this class of fur is a

feature of the trade.

While prices on Alaska Sable have not advanced this

is due to the fact that Canadian manufacturers placed
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large orders for skunks early, and it is stated that these

skins are scarce, and that manufacturers who have to re-

peat will have to pay more money for them, the reason

assigned being a shortage in the supply.

*

Canadian Furs Popular.

A Canadian manufacturer of furs informs The Review

that imported marmots and coneys are not as popular

with the Canadian trade as they were formerly.

A few years ago quantities of these goods were im-

ported and sold; they were liked by the trade and by the

consumer, because of their style, a feature in which they

surpassed Canadian made groods. The wearing: dualities,

however, were inferior, and the goods did not retain the

srood appearance which was the reason for their ready

sale at their introduction.

Recently the Canadian goods have been rapidly grow-

ing in favor, and their superior quality has won for them

the recognition which they deserve.

Fur Buying in the West.

Furriers and dry goods merchants in Western Canada

handling furs are extremely optimistic over ?he pros-

pects for the coming season. A prominent merchant in

the west, writing to a fur manufacturer recently, ex-

pressed his belief that the coming Winter would see the

best business season in the history of that portion of

the country. He referred to the splendid crop prospects

and, stated that should the expectations in this respect

be realized the merchants there would experience by long

odds the best year in their history.

Travelers for fur makers who have visited the west

report during the last few weeks a decided improvement

in the feeling which pervades business men and they are

buying in a more encouraging spirit.

Candidate for Quebec Legislature.

Frederick A. Scroggie, of the W. H. Scroggie Co.,

Montreal, has been nominated as the Liberal candidate

fur St. Antoine Division of Montreal, in the general elec-

tions for the Quenec Legislature to be held June 8. Mr.

Sr-roggie was the unanimous choice of the convention, and

will be opposed by C. Ernest Gault. In proposing his

nomination, W. A. Weir, the Provincial Treasurer, de-

clared he had not the slightest doubt of Mr. Scroggie 's

election.

Canadian Manufacturers' Convention.

The annual convention of the Canadian Manufactur-

ers' Association .will be held in Montreal this year. Sept.

15 to 18, and the sessions will be held in the Windsor
Hotel. The arrangements are in the hands of the Mont-
real branch of the association, and it is anticipated that

the gathering will be one of the most interesting in the

history of the organization.

The annual meetings of the Canadian Manufacturers'

Association are the largest gatherings of business men in

Canada. At this convention it is anticipated that seven

hundred delegates will be present.

On Tuesday night, the first day of the convention,

there will bf a seneral rprpption, at which the various re-

presentatives will be present. On Wednesday afternoon

the delegates will be the guests of the Montreal Harbor
Commissioners and will view the extent of the port's fa-

cilities from a steamer.

On -Wednesday night there will be a general theatre

party.

On Thursday afternoon the delegates will be the guests

of the city and will be driven to the crest of the moun-
tain. On Thursday night there will be a big dinner, at

which six hundred men are expected to sit down. On
the same night there will be a theatre party for the

ladies.

On Friday the members will be the guests of the

Montreal Cotton Company. They will be conveyed to

Valleyfield on special trains and will view the works
there.

No Score Card Advertising.

The retail merchants of Guelph have declared against

a weekly half-holiday this Summer. The question was
fully discussed at a meeting held for that purpose, and
it was finally decided that the practice had an injurious

effect on trade, hence the decision to abolish it this year.

The question of placing advertisements on the various

programmes, etc., that are being prepared for distribution

was considered, and it was left to the honor of the mer-

chants of the association not to place any advertisements

on the score cards being prepared for publication, and to

restrict this to legitimate newspaper advertising.

New Companies Incorporated.

By an Ontario charter the Windsor Pearl Button Com-
pany is incorporated, with head office at Windsor, and a

capital stock of •$40,000. The object of the company is

to manufacture and sell pearl buttons, and the incorpora-

tors are Alex. Moir, James Moir, Leon Lemaire and Fred-

erick A. Thornton, of Burlington, Iowa, and John Lewis

Schrarn, of New Boston, 111. These five men also consti-

tute the board of provisional directors.

Western Fancy Goods Co.

The Western Fancy Goods Company, with a share

capital of $60,000, and head office at Port Arthur. Ont.,

has been given an Ontario charter to carry on a wholesale

jobbing trade in fancy goods,, stationery, etc. The in-

corporators of the company are J. A. Prockter. Montreal;

S. W. Marsmi and E. E. Wire, Winnipeg, and N. C. Lunan

and W. F. Eclipston, Port Arthur.

Swiss Lace and Embroidery Co.

The Swiss Lace & Embroidery Co., with a share capital

of $50,000, and head office at Toronto, is incorporated

with an Ontario charter, and given authority by it to

manufacture and deal in lace and embroidery and other

merchandise. Those to whom the charter was given are

H. W. Maw. G. S. Hodgson, W. A. McLean and Elizabeth

Jean Maw, of Toronto, and Elizabeth C. Paterson, of

West Toronto.

New Telephone Number.

Owing to inability to secure a sufficient number of

lines into our Toronto office, in consecutive numbers, it

has been found necessary to change the telephone num-

bers for that office. The numbers are Main 7324, 7325

and 732fi.
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Latest Fashions, Correct
Shades, Best Value

i

t In reliable DRESS GOODS for Fall and Winter, comprising all the newest shades \

K and fancy weaves. '

I
FRENCH DEPARTMENT

5 NEW NORMANS, VANDYKES and NOVELTY HERRINGBONES, in I

j Chevron and Cheviot effects, exceedingly smart and stylish. i

I
Every variety of the NEW BROADCLOTHS -- AMAZONS, SEDANS and

\

* VENETIANS. These can be had Satin-faced, Suede-faced and Chiffon-faced, i

J Warranted permanent finish, indelible, unspottable and unshrinkable. t

\ New and Original Shadow Effects and Semi-Diagonals, in suitable cloths for winter

i wear, large variety.

\
BRADFORD DEPARTMENT

$ In this department we hold reserve stock in the grey, and dye and finish our blacks i

J and self colors. We are specialists in black stuffs of every description, and our *

i brilliant blue-blacks are unsurpassed by any other firm, either British or Foreign. '

t Indestructible English Amazons (non-spottable,)

Fine Coating Serges (indelible), Plain and Fancy Alpacas,

New Crepolines, in fancy weaves

We have surprising value in the following

Extra Heavy Panamas, New Self Stripes and Diagonals

Heavy Venetians, Meltons and Cheviots.

Our three Dress Departments combined, are the most extensive in England. We
only deal with large importers and quick payers who can appreciate extra value and
keen prices.

j. ca N. PHILIPS (& CO.,
35 CKurcK St.

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND
Mills : Tean and Cheadle Branch : 20 Cheapside, London

}

When writing advertisers please mention I he Review
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Styles in the Canadian Dress Goods Trade

Dress Goods for Fall.

Salesmen are now on the road with Fall lines and

are finding- that retailers are very conservative in their

orders for Fall trade, as, owing- to the uncertainty of

the price situation and until the financial prospects for

Fall are more definitely known, they do not wish to

stock heavily on any line. A note of warning-, however,

must be given. The wholesale trade is buying quite as

conservatively as the retail and in many cases novelties

are only bought as placing orders develop. Therefore the

trade should place at least sufficient orders to ensure

having up-to-date goods in stock when the season opens.

The retailer who does not do this will certainly miss

trade, as it will be next to impossible to obtain the

goods when the season opens.

As has already been stated in The Review there will

be a heavy trade done this Fall in striped materials both

in dress fabrics and suitings.

The heavy demand for this class of goods during the

Spring gives assurance that they will lead for Fall. It

is expected that the chevron effects will be in popular

demand, and that the diagonal and herringbone stripes

will be the novelty feature of the better class trade. The

plain stripes will probably sell most extensively, and the

shadow stripes will also be good.

Some demand for checks is also anticipated, but

chiefly in the high class trade, and large sombre checks

are being shown, although it is not probable that they

will attain any great popularity. Smaller checks will

be better, being used in combination with plain goods in

the leading shade of the checked material for costumes.

The coat is made of the plain material and is trimmed
with the checked material of which the skirt is made,

the latter in turn being trimmed with the plain material

of the coat.

While stripes are expected to lead for Fall wear, there

is every prospect that a heavy business will be done in

plain goods. Plain chiffon broadcloths, Venetians, satin

amazons, wool taffetas and boxcloth will be the principal

materials in the plain goods.

Heavy wide wale cheviot serges are in demand for

the Fall trade, and tweeds will also be used to some ex-

tent. Bordered goods will be a feature of the high class

trade.

Blue will be the leading color for Fall, and it will be

worn in all the principal shades. Copenhagen blue, which

is having such a run at present, is expected to sell, al-

thoug-h it is not a Fall color. There is a deeper shade

called the bleu chasseur, which may take the place of the

Copenhagen. Green will be the novelty color, but with-

out doubt the brown yardage will be better than any

other color, being better for bringing out the rich effects

in furs, while it is also becoming to the majority of

people. The medium and seal shades of brown will be

best.

There will also be a call for rich wine red.;. These

colors will be good in the millinery section, and should

be fair sellers in dress fabrics.

Black voiles will be in very good demand, in fact the

skirt and costume manufacturers have placed heavy orders

for black, blue and brown voiles. Bordered effects in

voiles are also selling to the better trade. Tn fact, it is

said that all manufacturers making bordered goods arc

busy at present.

For evening wear the silk permo de chines will be

a prominent feature. Eoliennes are expected to be en-

evidence and voile ninon, very sheer, with embroidered

spots and stripes, in all delicate shades, are sure to be

in marked favor- Some of these voiles show a lacy

stripe and make very handsome evening gowns. They
come in popular prices and are sure to be a good selling

line.

Plaids Popular in Paris.

Paris is again turning the attention of the trade

towards plaids. Though at present there they are of

little moment in the popular trade, the high class section

is beginning to look upon them with greater favor. The
ultra trade is buying plaids for the coming Fall, but

generally speaking they will attain little prominence
until the Spring of 1909 comes under consideration.

Not only is there a revival of plaids in Paris, but

tweeds are again becoming popular there. In Canada at

least at present, it is a difficult matter to interest buyers

in tweed fabrics, most merchants having a heavy stock

on hand for which there is little or no demand. The new
tweeds come in new effects, many in large checks and
stripes. These are generally in three tones, a darker and

lighter shade of one color combined with black as the

third. The colors most seen are greens, blues, reds and
smoke grey.

Linens.

Orders for Fall are few and snail in quantity. Linen

prices are still falling, and during the past month many
firms have further revised their price lists. The latest

reports from Belfast are of a somewhat encouraging na-

ture. Manufacturers are receiving more orders and there

is also a better demand for yarns. Not much of thi^

activity is due to either Canada or the United States.

The only portion of the linen trade to experience a sat-

isfactory season is that devoted to dress linens. There-

fore it is not remarkable that manufacturers are making
special efforts to introduce novelties in the weaving of

this class of linens.

It is also, in the face of the growing vogue of colored

linens for dress purposes, to know that great improve-

ment has been made in dyeing these fabrics. For a long

time considerable difficulty was experienced, the great

trouble being to dye fast colors. This difficulty has now
been overcome and a much more extended field opened up
for linen fabrics.

Though colored linens are very much favored this

Summer, particularly by the high class trade, by no
means all the linens sold for dress purposes are colored.

White still keeps a very high place, and the natural,

cream and ecru shades are extensively u^ed.

The high novelty in linens this season is striped ef

fpfts, and indications are that not only plain colors but
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stripes also will be increasingly popular another Sum-

mer.

Not only are pure linens extensively worn, Hut an

increasing business is being done in fabrics composed of

tiax and mercerized cotton. Many of these are exception-

ally good, both in appearance and wear.

m

Silks.

The very attractive prices at which merchants can

show silk fabrics, coupled with the great favor Dame

Fashion is now showing them should lead to a large and

profitable business this Fall.

The evening gown and the gown for a dressy occasion

is now invariably of some silken fabric. Ninon, voile,

crepe de chine, etc., are greatly worn, as also are rich

soft makes, particularly those with a satin finish.

Silks are also used extensively for semi-dressy gowns

in costume styles. Plain and striped taffetas are much

en-evidence here, and as a Fall development the extens-

ive use of satin is predicted. Satin, it is said, is the

coming silken fabric, and is largely taking the place of

the long popular and much worn chiffon taffeta. Not only

are gowns and costumes to be made of it but handsome

tailored suits are to be worn in the coming Autumn.

Sani is also superseding taffeta for foundation purposes.

Plain silks in all the popular colors are to be the

leading sellers this Fall. Fancies will be in the minor-

ity and little shown. Stripes and Persian patterns are

likely to be most wanted in the fancy end.

The popularity of raw silk fabrics continues and tus-

sahs, shantungs, etc., will continue to sell freely in the

coming. Fall. Bordered fabrics in...these silks "will sell to

the better trade and the art shades now so much worn

will continue their vogue.

Men's Sweater Coats.

Sweater coats for men for Fall are going to sell well.

This prediction, if it is believed, will influence retailers in

their buying for this season. For some time the tendency

towards this class of garment has been growing, and in the

season referred to it should be in good style.

As a matter of fact, orders are being placed for quan-

tities of these coats, and that they will be seen in abun-

dance during the Fall and Winter months is certain.

Comfort in a lounging garment, and in one which

athletes wil take to, is essential and this qualification

Hie sweater coat possesses.

Colors are not an important consideration, though the

quieter effects will probably have the larger sale. Greys,

blues and browns will be the more popular, and, in all

probability in the order named. Few will be plain, how-

ever, and combinations of red and white in the colors

named will be freely used.

Prices range from $3.50 up, and a good profit margin

is allowed.

A joint stock limited liability company has been

formed to take over the business of A. A. Allam & Co.,

Toronto. The new company, which has an Ontario char-

ter, and a share capital of $500,000, is given power to

manufacture, buy, sell and deal in hats, caps, furs, silks,

gloves, skins, leather goods, woolen goods and fancy

goods. The incorporators are Arthur Alexander Allan,

Frank S. Allan, Alexander Archibald Allan, ('. H.

Francis and H. M. Ferguson.

You'll Profit
by cutting your Dress Goods Samples with a serrated

or gimped edge. They look best that way. You
can do it with the

"Easicut" Table Sample Cutter

Made in three

sizes :

16", 194" 24",

We make to

stock Sample
cutting Mach-
ines in nine

different sizes,

from 8" to 32"

wide.

We build Sample-cutting Machines, not Mechanical

Toys. Write for our monthly lists of orders and
unsolicited testimonials.

J. T. HARDAKER, Engineer

99 Crowther St., BRADFORD, ENG.
Sole Agents in Canada :

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal
301 ST. JAMES ST.

.Attractive in Price and Style

!

Mantle ClotHs
and

Ladies' Suitings
for your fall trade. Our patterns are up-to-date

Shadow Effects, Chevrons, Diagonals and Fancy

Combinations in Plain and Fancy Homespuns,
Serges, Cheviots, Saxony and Worsted Cloths.

OUR NEW LINE OF

WOOLEN BLANKETS
is an offering of extraordinary value.

Write our agents to call upon you

with prices and samples.

Harris & Company, Ltd.

Rochwood, Ont.

LONDON : MONTREAL : WINNIPEG :

J. A, Irwin Hector Prevost McRae & Walker

341 Princess Ave. 390 St. Hubert St. Ashdown Block

HALIFAX: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.
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?

Sorting up ? Just
about this time all

sorts of little wants

crop up. You're short

of one or two sizes in

underwear—a certain

price in socks—a line of hosiery—oh !

of a hundred and one things.

Let's help you out. We would

like to show YOU that our title "The

Assorting House of Montreal" isn't an

empty one.

Lest you for-

get — we are
still in the Let-

ter Order busi-

ness and want

a chance to de-

monstrate,
what we can do. We ship all goods

the day your letter reaches us and

"we put ourselves in your place."

May we ?

The W. R. Brock Companij,
Montreal

(Limited)
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Seasonable Sorting

Wants

Special Values in Desirable Laces

Va s. Filet Grounds with mercerized

Torchon Laces embroidery in Galloons and Allovers

Fine Cluny Effects Heavy Guipure Allovers

Straight Edge Galloons Net Allovers for Shirtwaists.

Embroideries
A well assorted stock of Insertions and Edgings

Corset Cover Embroideries

Flouncings with Insertions to match

Shirt Waist Allovers.

Ribbons

We are particularly well-assorted with new goods

just arrived.

Your Orders have Immediate Attention.

Green shields Limited
Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

Parasols.

Now or never is the motto for t his department during

the coming weeks. The beautiful Summer weather should

make business in this department.

For the woman with the long- purse who wants a

parasol to go with each gown there is ample choice and

also for the woman who can only afford the one there

are many styles that will do duty, with a number of

gowns. Chief among these are the dainty lingerie styles,

and also those of pongee. Many of the natural shade

of this silk have embroidered borders worked either in

self of a solid color. The Greek key pattern is one of

the newest for this purpose—thus on a natural ground

the pattern will be of Copenhagen blue, tan or newer

still, of Empire green.

Many of the lingerie parasols have scalloped edges,

though quite a number are finished with a deep hem. A
newer form of the lingerie parasol introduced this year

is of colored batiste. These are dainty in the extreme

and form a lovely finish to the numerous pale-colored

frocks so much worn this season. Valenciennes is the

approved trimming for this class of parasol, and one seen

recently had three rows slightly gathered around the

edge with a half-inch tuck between each frill.

Above this was a broad insertion of filet lace and three

more frills of Valenciennes and tucks above. The

handle of this parasol was enameled the color of the

batiste. Thus a pink batiste had a pink handle, a blue

a blue one and so on.

Plain silk, parasols are becoming increasingly popu-

lar. They generally have some trimming on the edge.

A very Parisian idea is to have this of fringe. Silk

frills are also much used. One seen had two frills put

<m in quite a novel manner. One row formed a scallop

from the point of the wire, to high up in the centre of

each form and the other row reversed this order.

Other silk parasols are of striped, plain and printed

silks in many shades. Very elaborate lace and chiffon

parasols are reserved for very dressy occas : ons.

Showing the color tendency this season, is the adop-

tion of Empire green for the parasol for wear with any

gown. We have become used to this color in this capacity

in millinery, but its adoption for this accessory marks

an advance in the use of green.

Parasol sticks are usually of the natural wood but

very elaborate ones generally have the handles enameled

the same shade as the cover.

A novelty that hails from over the Atlantic is a

parasol with a removable cover, allowing the same frame

to do dutv for several changes.

*

Veilings.

There has been a fair amount of business passing in

veihngs this month, as veilings are popularly worn.

Auto veils are beginning to be inquired for, and in thes;'

goods and in high-priced lines, individual veils are sell-

ing. There is a slight call for bordered goods by the

yard, but the real sellers arc; the mesh and the ring spol

tulle veils.

The large ball spot effects are still inquired for but

smaller patterns are gaining in favor. The Russian nets

are the leading novelty at present, and particularly in

the smaller effects promise well for Fall.

Plain, fine mesh nets are in good demand and some
business is being done in the combination colorings, but

this is chiefly confined to the high-class trade. The ring

spot on a fine mesh tulle is a good line, and is popular

with the trade.

Blues, principally the Copenhagen blue are at present

good, and for Fall wear navy will be a prominent feature.

Other shades fashionable for costumes will also be shown
in veilings.

In made veils the novelty is still the circular veil.

Paris is featuring this veil as it lends itself to most

Thu " Little D." Bow, with " Merry Widow ' Pin- Shown by
Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited, Toronto.

effective arrangement over the hat. The latest shown
have a fairly open mesh, and are heavily dotted with

chenille, having a heavy scalloped border.

A unique feature is the straight rows of dots arrang-

ed vertically from the top of the veil to the lower edge

and a great demand for this style is anticipated.

Another novelty is the self-draping veil, fitted with

clasps. The veil is simply thrown over the hat, the

clasps fastened and the draping is complete.

Judging from sample lines the tendency for Fall is

i ; the direction of quiet effects. Many plain nets are

shown, the newest of which is the hexagonal or six-sided

mesh.

*

Braids and Trimmings.

Braids will be freely used on the Fall costumes. Sou-
tache braids will be used to a srreat extent and will be
worked up into elaborate trimmings by high class tailois.

Pull braids wdl also be used extensively. Gilt effects in

braid trimmings have come into prominence and much
use will be made of gilt drop ornaments.

Buttons are to have a place in the fashionable Fall
trade. The covered buttons matching the costumes will

be worn, and the hand painted buttons, also the enamel-
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led buttons will be in vogue. Cut steel is staple and it

is expected that the average amount of business will be

done in these buttons. Plaid covered buttons will .:lso

be shown.

There is again a big assortment of bandings and

these will have to be stocked in quantity as the vest is

such a prominent feature in Fall styles. Though pat-

terns differ somewhat from those shown before, they are

along similar lines to those used in other seasons. That

fewer floral effects are shown, and that patterns are of a

semi-classical effect, and much gilt is used, constitute the

sole novelty.

Ladies' Neckwear

Ladies' neckwear lines have interested the trade more

tCs Spring than for many seasons past. This is largely

due to the fact that the lines shown are totally of a

novelty character. True bows and jabots have sold before

bur they have been quite of a different character from

those selling now. Bows have been very big sellers, and

are no?* for that matter, as are also jabots. Jabots, the

neckwear houses say, are beginning to take the lead.

The latest thing in bows is a medium-sized one of

taffeta, instead of the usual centre piece of silk, its place

is taken by a fancy brooch. This brooch is specially made
for the purpose and comes in a variety of styles, one of

the most notable of which is set with a cameo.

Many novelty styles in stocks are shown, but all agree

upon one point, viz., that they are extremely high. Not
all are in the Gibson style with the high points. The new-

idea is for a ruffle effect around either one or both edges

in dog collar effect. Narrow velvet necklets, cat-stitched

together and with ends in front trimmed with lace or

net tassels, are to be very much worn with the Summer
blouse. These necklets are a pretty finish and are also

useful in keeping up the high neck.

In Paris scarves are very much worn, few dressy cos-

tumes being considered complete without them. To a

certain extent they are worn here but have not as yet

been taken up by the popular trade.

Smart ruches of maline just the length of the neck

and fastened behind with a bow of satin ribbon and long

ends are a late New York noveltv.

in happy contrast—the maline is always of a pale color

and the bow of a darker shade. Curiously, too, all seen

so far are in colors—none in black or white.

Ribbons.

The ribbon trade at present is confined to very nar-

row limits, the big call being for taffetas in 5 and 6-in.

widths, and in the heavier and stiffer qualities.

Morie is coming in strongly for the Fall trade. Some
very handsome ribbons are shown in this style. Self-

Ladies' Collar made of Pleated Lawn and Lace and "Merry Widow'
Frill— Made by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited, Toronto.

These neck affairs, though hardly suitable for Sum-
mer wear, were very much worn at the Woodbine races.

They come in either matching colors with the gown or

Ladies' Belt in Suede Effect, with Gilt Buckle— Shown by Rhys
D. Fairbairn, Limited, Toronto.

striped effects in alternate plain and moire weaves are

very effective. The striped and spotted taffetas are gain-

ing in popularity and promise to lead for the Autumn
trade.

Tans, blues and greens are the strong colors for Fall.

In the blues there will be a wide range of shades, from

the pale blues to the deep navies. Copenhagen blue

promises to be popular in ribbons, but the novelty shade

is Chasseur blue, a darker shade than Copenhagen.

In belting ribbons the chief demand is for the gilt

and tinsel effects, either of these alone or combined, or

with colors. Judging by present indications the Fait

trade in these will be better than ever. There are some
very pretty effects in belting, composed of the gilt and

tinsel, woven with colors, several colors sometimes being

used. The tan effects are very popular.

The price question is still in favor of the retailer for

Fall delivery.

Laces.

The embroidered filet nets, in all-overs and bands

lead among laces, and will be good for the Fall trade.

Guipures are good and Irish lace is much worn in New-

York at present. The all-overs will be largely used for

blouses for Fall wear and will be combined with inser-

tion and the small laces. In the filet nets there are

some very striking and very handsome designs, embroi-

dered in the artificial silk in the raw shades. These all-

overs have bands to match the quality and pattern. Next
to the filet nets are the coarse fishnets embroidered in

silk. Oriental all-overs are good, but the plain nets are

better. These are sometimes made up very sinply with-

out trimming of any kind. The most popular color is

ecru. White will not be worn to any extent, ivory ecru

and black leading.

The German tambour insertions are good. Valenci-

ennes is a staple, and the latest feature in this lace is

the outlining of the pattern with gilt thread. This lace

is not expensive, and the gilt thread is claimed to be no

detriment to the washable qualities of this ever popular

lace.

Torchons are in fair demand, there being some very

good imitations, which are used a great deal. There is
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a call for the imitation Irish point and other real laces,

in white, ivory, butter and Paris. A shade off white is

best, as it more closely resembles the real. A novelty

in laces is the all-over silk and lace intersections.

There is great complaint as to lack of orders, and

from reports from the manufacturing- centres there is

little or nothing doing, and workpeople are more or less

idle. It is pretty difficult to gauge prices, as there are

so many job lines on the market, and some , remarkable

values can be had here. Retailers should have some
splendid values and lines with which to stimulate Sum-
mer sales, and also for Fall selling.

*

Gloves.

Fall sales in gloves should be good. Prices are in

favor of consumers and money conditions will, without

doubt improve. Every year people are buying more kid or

cape gloves and less fabric. A good feature of the glove

trade is that country merchants are buying better qualities

than ever before, showing that the public mind is being
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Artificial Silk Filet Insertion— Shown by R. C. Bach, Montreal.

educated to the fact that real economy in gloves means
buying a good quality.

Wrist gloves are in fair demand at retail, the sales

in these being ahead of last year at this time. As the

season advances, there will be " heavier sales in these

short gloves, and a heavy Christmas trade is expected.

Long gloves will still sell well, though short gloves will

gain in favor on account of the tailored waist styles.

Up to the present writing, silk and lisle gloves have

been quiet in the retail stores, but with warmer weather

trade is opening up briskly, and there promises to be a

heavy run on these lines. Glaces are worn entirely in

the kid gloves, and a few orders for suedes are coming
in for the Fall trade.

There is a new, heavy, washable tan glove made with

a gusset in order that the glove may be worn with long

sleeves. These come in the 8-button lengths.

Tans and browns are the leading shades at present

and will continue in popularity for the Fall. The tan and

tabac browns lead among the brown shades. Black,

white, navy and green will follow. Self-color stitching

is seen on nearly all the gloves.

Unique Advertising Campaign.

K. S. Fenwick, formerly of Toronto, at the present

time advertising manager of The Paquet Co., Quebec,

is handling what is in many respects the most unique

advertising campaign ever conducted in Canada. He is

secretary of the advertising committee for the Quebec
Tercentenary Celebration, the firsi pageanl ever held in

Canada, and a feature of the advertising 6or this evenl

is the fact that while $15,000 or over will be spent in

ali probability not a cent of Hie $300000 voted by the

Dominion Government for the celebration will be spent

for this purpose. Mr. Kenwiek's plans providing for rais-

ing enough money to cover the cost .of the campaign, lie

was in Toronto, Ottawa and Montreal recently in con-

nection with this work.

A. F. Revol Honored.
The French Government has recently singled out for

distinction A. F. Revol, known to the dry goods trade in

Canada, through his position as manager in Canada of

Perrin Freres & Cie, of Grenoble. France. Mr. Revol is

in charge of the company's office in Montreal, from where
the Canadian business is handled, and has just received

MR. A. F. REVOL.

from the hands of the new Consul-General, M. de Loynes,

a diploma as officer of the academy.

For four years Mr. Revol has held the office of secre-

tary of the French Chamber of Commerce, in Montreal,

and it is in recognition of his services, both in that capac-

ity, as well as in his unofficial interest in the material

welfare of his compatriots that the French Government
has given him the honor referred to above.

THE RIBBON HOUSE
OF CANADA

offers

Ribbons of All Shades and Widths

Full Stock of Whites for Summer Season.

Walter H. Barry & Co.
MONTREAL
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The Summer Glove Season

IS NOW IN FULL SWING

Mousquetaire, Plain or Embroidered

Silk and Lisle

Gloves
BLACK, WHITE

AND TANS

Our stocks are a decided

convenience.

Let us know your wants.

PERRIN, FRERES & CIE.

Mark Fisher Building MONTREAL

Place Your Import Orders Now, and Make

Sure of Early Fall Delivery

Pewny s Kid Gioves

THIS IS THE TRADE MARK

Albertine

and Ascot

Brands

at Old

Prices.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Umbrellas

Sunshades

Parasols

Does your stock need

assorting ?

-

1

Special attention given to Mail Orders.

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

fashion Curs
vwvwwvw

TO OUR READERS

The Review uses monthly in

its reading columns late fashion

cuts which we secure from the old

and new worlds.

These are only used once by
us, and we offer these cuts to our
supporters for their advertising

work at the following low rates :

8 cents per square inch for hall-tones

4 " " zinc etchings

Only the originals will be sold.

When ordering please mention
page and month of the Review in

which the cut appeared.

Address :

MONTREAL
232 McGill Street

TORONTO
10 Front St. East

When writing advertisers phase mention The Reviview
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WE CAN INCREASE YOUR

GLOVE BUSINESS,

help you to make larger profits, and still give better value to your
customers.

We hold one of the largest and best assorted stocks in England,
and our deliveries are usually prompt. Our qualities are always
reliable, our shades fashionable, and our styles new, smart and ex-

clusive.

Our trade is a very select one, our terms are short, and our prices

are surprisingly keen.

Here are a FEW of the many skin gloves we have for fall :

ii IV If! Ofl" ^ne new frilled bracelet wrist, with dome fasteners to
IN 1 11U11 match frills. Very stylish and dressy. Retail at $1.25.

^Da^Tnar" Real Nappa, Semi-gauntlet, new style in three
o lengths for short or long sleeves, neat and smart.

Retail $1.25 to $1.50.

UOl2"fl" 3 dome Musquitaire, made in three lengths, spear points,
O prix seams, gusseted fingers and Boulton thumb. This

is essentially a glove for the "Smart Set" and made expressly for New
York. Warranted real Russian Kassan Leather. Retail in Canada,
$2.50, $3.00, $3.25, $3.50.

"^+Pflirio"" Real Cape, English manufacture, spear points,
& piquet sewn, Boulton thumb, special value. Retail

$1.00.

U
T llv" Our leading specialty. Every pair guaranteed. Each skin

.* is specially selected and carefully tested. Made in 2 and 3
dome. Imperial points. Retail 95 cents to $1.00. Also in 3 dome Mus-
quitaire, three lengths. Retail $1.25, $1.75, $2.00.

pTi'r-ip TClH Exceptional value, correct style, best finish, latest
cut. Popular brands : "Luxe," "Louvain," "Louise"

"Royalty," ''La Splendide," "Le Brilliant," etc., etc. All guaranteed.
Retail—with good profit—$1.00, $1.25, $1.50.

"p'sh'TIP CtIoVPC' Splendid selection. Endless variety. Style,
fit and finish unsurpassed. Surprising value

in every line. Write for price list.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND

Factories, Tean and Cheadle. Branch, 20 Cheapside. London

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review
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RKys D. Fairbairn, Limited
Manufacturers

New Ideas in NET and LACE Frilling's
Large Range of the New WIDE. Frillings

LADIES' NECKWEAR LEATHER BELTS
LAWN and LACE WAISTS SILtt BELTS

PLEATED SKIRTS, in up-to-date designs

107 Simcoe St., TorontoHUGH HENRY, 204 St. James St.. Montreal
"WESTERN FABRIC CO.. Hammond BlocK, Winnipeg

Halifax Drygoodsmen Active.

(From our own correspondent)

.

Halifax, N.S., June 1.—Marked strides have been

made in the retail dry goods trade in Halifax of late and

the change in business is most notable. All the large

stores have been modernized and brought up-to-date in

every respect. Some firms active in this particular are

Mahon's, Limited, the A. O'Connor Company, Wood
Brothers, W. L. Kane & Co., George M. Smith & Co.,

and Wand C. Silver. All of these stores have made ex-

tensive alterations in their premises, some of them
carrying their show rooms through from one street to

the other and making other improvements that have been

found necessary to their increasing business. Modern
overhead cash systems have been installed and all have

large and well lighted stores. Plate glass fronts have

been put in, and more attention has been paid to window
dressing than ever before. There was a time when the

Halifax dry goods, house did not give this feature of the

trade any prominence, but now it appears to be general

and all of the firms mentioned have men in their employ
who look after this end of the business. Many attractive

displays are made, and in nearly every case the goods

are plainly marked with the price of each article. W. &
C. Silver have also opened a branch at the north end of

the city, to meet the requirements of their customers

in that section. All the firms agree that advertising

pays, and they spend money liberally in making known
the class of goods that they carry. In the past they

used only a small space in the daily papers, but they

have more than trebled it now and on special occasions

they devote a whole page to the lines that they feature.

Special sales days have been inaugurated and these have

been found to be most advantageous. New faces are at-

tracted to the stores, goods other than those advertised

at special figures are disposed of, and in this way good
results are brought about. A special effort is made to

clear the shelves of old stock, and as little as possible is

kept over from one season to the other. This is a great

vmprovement over the former custom, and representa-

tives of the firms say that it is better to clear out the

goods left over after certain seasons at a loss than to

keep them on the shelves, where they depreciate in value

the longer that they remain. It always pays to keep
bright, fresh stocks on the shelves, and it is with this

end in view that the firms have made the change.

The introduction of young blood in the firms is follow-

ed in a large measure by the adoption of new methods in

business. These firms are not only catering to the city

trade, but they are reaching out for business all over
the Maritime Provinces and are now keen competitors of

the big departmental stores of Toronto. While their

business is not by any means on such an extensive scale

as these large departmental stores, still they are holding

their own. Catalogues are issued by several of them,

and good results have been brought about. On the whole

the Halifax dry goods firms are prosperous and enter-

prising, their aim being to keep abreast of the times.

Business Extension in the West.

(From our own correspondent).

Vancouver, B.C., June 1.—General improvement is

noticed in trade conditions this month, and the tone is

considerably better and more encouraging. Business is

better from the lower interior, consequent upon the

gradual betterment of the mining situation. The opeiir

ing of the B. C. Copper Company's mines and smelter at

Greenwood, where 700 men will be employed when the

old force is got together, has had a good effect. These
plants have been idle for nearly six months, and the re-

sumption of operations has put heart in the merchants
in that district. No appreciable effect has been noticed

yet of the trade from Prince Rupert and the north,

though Spring outfitting is bringing its usual business.

Warm weather has been very slow in coming this

Spring, and is only now starting in. The result has
been that the demand for ladies' wash fabrics has not
been emphasized. The chilliness which has been very

marked this season, is now passing away, and this line

should show up well during the next month.
The David Spencer Company has now completed the

larger portion of the extension through from Hastings
to Cordova Street, over the lane which divides the lots.

The new building is nine storeys in height, giving about
seven on Hastings when it is carried through, and will

add another record to Vancouver's large commercial
buildings. Chris. Spencer is now in Europe buying for

the firm.

Turner, Beeton & Company, of Victoria, wholesale
dry goods merchants, and manufacturers of clothing, are
reported to be backing a general store which is making
preparations to open in Prince Rupert. No large cloth-

ing or dry goods house has yet been established there,

the stocks carried being on general lines in other stores.

Kauffman Tailoring Co., Hanrlton
; assigned.

Cameron & Downey, general store, Vankleek Hill
;

succeeded by Bertram! Bros.
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Retail Sales

of

JDuttericK latterns

show an averag'e

increase of

25O
o

tHis year over last.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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TRADE

White
j^^V, Summer Waists

"•"K.j^T "LAURENTIAN"

Lawn and Muslin Waists

Will be money makers for you this month. If you don't know Laurentian

Waists we want you to judge them in your own store. Prices range from

$4.50 to $36.00 per dozen. Samples of any lines sent upon request.

Deliveries—Reasonably prompt.

Write or wire your orders for whitewear. Tell us what you want, and we will see that you get it.

Laurentian Whitewear Co., Levis, p.q.

Montreal Office: Eastern Townships Office : Toronto Office :

703 Mark Fisher Bldg. 121 Wellington St., Sherbrooke 715 Empire Bldg.

Z. P. BENOIT L. E. CHAMBERLAIN W. A. McARTHUR

FASHION'S FAVORITE IN CORSETS

Parisian P. C. Corsets
The goodness of Parisian P. C. Corsets is proven by the demand.

The painstaking care in manufacture is worth while. The only

way to know a thing is to try it. It's easy for you to get our

samples and compare them with others.

Regal Model The Latest Style

Extremely high bust—long back giving the hipless effect, made
of best imported material, Rustproof steels, Aluminum eyelets

—Price $15.00 per dozen.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Limited
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY:

188, 190, 192 Caron, 76, 78, 80 Lallemant Sts., QUEBEC.
Ontario Branch : F. W. Gillies, Manager, Brampton, Ont.
Montreal Branch : Alp, Moisan, 291 Craig St. West.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Ready-to-Wear Garment Department

Fall Style Recommendations.

The National Cloak, Suit and Skirt Manufac-

turers' Association have settled the salient fashion

points for ready-to-wear garments. One feature

of the meeting in Chicago was a style exhibit of

Fall models. The display was a fine one, very

many of the houses connected with the association

contributing. The whole of the day was given

over to viewing these models and the draughting

of the following style recommendations

:

Suits are to be half-fitted, and three-quarter

fitted, with a tendency toward the small hip effect,

minimizing the hip line, thirty to thirty-six inches

predominating, with the suggestion of some show-

ing of 27 and 45-inch lengths. The individual

manufacturer will exercise his originality as to

details and trimmings, based^npon these recom-

mendations.

Suit skirts are in gored and pleated effects

with the suggestion to make the skirt consistent

with the outline of the coat.

Separate skirts: Pleated and gored effects with

an increasing tendency toward the use of gored

models.

Coats for the early F-all and the intermediate

season : Tailored coats 32 and 45 inches long, of

broad cloths, coverts and fancy materials, semi-

fitted.

Coats: Form-fitting, semi-form-fitting and loose

coats, with the semi-form-fitting types predomin-

ating.

The Fall Outlook.

Canadian manufacturers of ladies' ready-to-wear

garments did not show Fall samples as early as usual this

year, even in popular-priced goods. However, the first

of this month every class of Fall samples is represented

on the road. Lines which were shown early did not have

a ready reception. More assured Fall prospects and many
style changes will make business easier to secure this

month. Buyers are reminded that the manufacturers both

of garments and of cloths and trimmings, etc., are like

themselves, taking no chances. Goods are not being made
until orders are placed for them or until there is a rea-

sonable assurance that Jhey will be needed. Therefore,

if the garment manufacturer has his cloths, etc., to

procure after the retailer's order is given. If the order

is delayed too long the garments cannot be in the de-

partment in' time for the best part of the selling season.

If the buyer is to be sure of having his goods when the

season opens he must order soon, as delay after a certain

date must mean uncertain delivery, as Canadian factories

are so organized that it is almost impossible to turn out

goods late in the season. If buying is delayed much
loneer and the season is anything like a normal one, there

will be a rush for goods when the season opens and de-

partments will be short of desirable styles all through

the best selling and most profitable part of it.

Sample lines have not done the usual amount of early

business and this will benefit Canadian manufacturers

as the season approaches.

In every, branch of the trade Canadian sample Lines

have shown improvement. There is a better representa-

tion of coats, suits, skirts and more high-class lines are

shown than in any previous season.

Waists.

At present there is not much activity in the wholesale

blouse trade. Trade at retail, too, has been unsatisfactory.

The financial situation and the backward season have

had a strong influence. There has not been the usual

early season's trade in lingerie waists; women are wait-

ing until they want the goods before buying this year.

The burst of fine warm weather, however, has made some

improvement, but retailers' stocks are heavy. For this

season travelers out with Fall sample lines are not meet-

ing with marked success, as the retailers claim they have

large stocks that they will sell during the Fall, and are

holding off buying until a later date.

The fancy blouse is somewhat under an eclipse, its

place being taken by the tailored effects with long sleeves

and mannish cuffs. For the Summer trade these tailored

waists are of lawns. The hard surfaced lawns are better

than the softer muslins, and less of the latter are being-

manufactured. The straight up and down effects are

selling best. Yokes are in fair demand. More attention

is being paid to cuffs, sleeves, backs and collars, with the

result that there are many very handsome models on the

market. Swiss embroidered waists are active sellers, and

a great deal of lace, particularly very fine valencienne is

used. The heavy valenciennes will be introduced into

blouses for next Spring, and manufacturers claim that

this will be a very desirable feature, owing to its durabil-

ity. There has been some call for the kimona effect in

sleeves, but there has been no extraordinary demand. All-

over embroidery blouses are the rage, and it has been

almost impossible to get enough to supply the demand.

This will be good next.

There are many attractive bargain lines to be picked

up in lawn and muslin waists, as manufacturers are clear-

ing lawn and muslin waists at attractive discounts.

Some novelties are being put out for the assorting-

season. These consist of bordered goods chiefly in colors

with spot and stripe grounds. Very few manufacturers

were prepared for the demand for striped waists, but

those that had the fabrics have done exceptionally well

with them.

Taffeta waists, which are being made up for the Fall

trade are on severe lines generally, some having the yoke

effect in half-inch tucks combined with small pin tucks

and trimmed with self-strapping and self-covered buttons.

These blouses are made to retail at $5, $6 and $6.50. The
fact that there has been some demand for these tailored

blouses during this Spring is evidence that they will be
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good sellers for Fall. More fanciful styles are trimmed
with artificial silk lace and some good looking numbers

are shown in black taffeta trimmed with white lace.

Flannel blouses of good French quality, neatly striped

and well-tailored, will be in active request for the cool

Autumn weather. The collars of all these tailored waists

are made in the Gibson style.

All-over lace and net blouses will have another season,

as they have proved such favorites. The novelty will be

those of the plain tailored net. There has already been a

call for these, and they will hold the lead for "the Fall wear.

There will also be a fair share of fancy styles. Spotted

patterns, and the plain nets are in the lead, and the lead-

ing color will be ecru. Many of these have pipings of

color introduced. They have wide bretelles or epaulettes

made either of tucked net or of lace. The laces most
used are fine Cluny and the new heavy embroidered effects.

"^SS

One of the New Fall Coats— Manufactured by Dominion Cloak
Manufacturing Co., Montreal.

The most fashionable nets are the coarse Ilexigon mesh
and the square filet. Waists of colored net with dyed
lace to match wil sell to the better trade. Copenhagen,
brown and navy are the chief colors. The Gibson tucks
are being introduced into the majority of the models manu-
factured.

Some elaborate lingerie models are being prepared for
the Christmas trade.

¥.

The Fall Coat.

The majority of Fall samples in separate coats are
semi-fitting, and are about 48 and 50 inches long. Some
tight-fitting models are shown and also a few loose coats.

In plain cloths blues, browns and black are the prin-
cipal shades. The majority of coats are trimmed with
braid.

Some manufacturers are predicting a heavy run upon
mohair caracul coats for the Winter trade. They claim

that the high prices for furs during the past few years

have put them beyond the reach of many people, conse-

quently caracul has been introduced to take its place.

These coats are elaborately trimmed with braid.

The patterns used are pony skin, caracul and broad-

tail. In the high-class trade some attention is being given

to sealskin plushes. This is a feature introduced in Paris

last Fall and also continued in the early Spring months

in the Riveria. This is owing to the high price of seal-

skin, which is again taking a leading place among fash-

ionable furs. Even in New York at present there is no

special demand felt but there is every evidence of a de-

velopment in this direction.

*

Showerproofs and Motor Garments.

The tendency to delay orders for Fall delivery as

long as possible seems to be the condition in all lines.

In waterproof garments and motor coats, trade is dull,

the bulk of the business being done in special high-priced

lines, and almost nothing in the popular-priced garments.

In the rainproof coats the rubberized silk has made
a hit. There is a new mercerized cotton which closely

resembles the silk, and which is made with the rubber

facing. These coats are very much cheaper than the silk,

and are expected to be good sellers for the popular-price

trade.

The latest which is being shown in rainproof gar-

ments is a cravenette, which comes in checks and stripes,

and which does not in the least resemble a rainproof ma-
terial. A few of these coats are being made with the

dolman sleeve effect, produced By small capes over vhe

shoulders.

*

Separate Skirts.

Separate skirts for Fall are being made in a wide

range of styles, materials and colors. The newest is the

gored skirt, made with from eleven to nineteen gores,

with a very wide flare, which in some cases makes them
hang like a pleated skirt. They are trimmed with folds,

three being the number most commonly seen. On some
skirts the folds vary in width.

Another new style, which is expected to attain con-

siderable popularity as a house skirt, is the tunic skirl.

The tunic effect is produced by folds, which are arranged
on the skirt to resemble the tunic. These skirts are not

intended for street wear to any extent, being more in

the dressy line.

The pleated skirt is still popular, and a great many
are being made for the Fall trade. Folds are still used

extensively on these for trimming, the deep folds, nine

or ten inches in width, being the best.

Some of the gored skirts are made with the habit

back, and wide flare, and a seam at the front and back-

opens over a facing of the material, something like a

slot seam. This seems to be one variation of the open
seams which are so popular in Paris just now.

Voiles, Venetians, and panamas are the materials
principally used in the separate skirts. Black voiles are
staple, and are made both in the pleated and the gored
styles. These skirts are elaborately trimmed with folds

and strappings of taffeta. Self-striped satin, cut on the

bias, is being used to trim many of the hew skirts. The
Greek key design is employed to a considerable extent in

the arrangement of the trimmings, and the Swastika em-
blem is seen on some of the Fall skirts. Buttons are
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also in vogue, and in some instances, two kinds are used

in combination.

The principal colors for Fall are black, brown, and

navy, and a great many green skirts are being made

—

for the novelty feature. Striped materials are also be-

ing made up.

Suits and Costumes.

The present vogue of suits is still helping sales in the

garment department. In all departments of any size

and pretensions there is every promise of a good season's

business being done in Summer lines.

The linen suits have made a hit both in white and

colors, the preference being given in the better trade to

the more strictly tailored styles. Silk suits and costumes

are selling well both in the raw silks and in plain and

fancy taffetas.

The lingerie coats are another winning line. In the

high-class trade there is a demand for the lace coat. A
recent New York novelty introduced here is the separate

coat of artificial silk braid. These are shown in hip and

three-quarter length and are semi-fitting, and have three-

quarter length hanging kimona sleeves. They are shown

in black, ivory, Copenhagen, navy and brown and have

a silk lining to match.

In costumes for P'all manufacturers are making up a

line in two materials. The skirt is made of checked ma-
terial, and the coat is made of the same kind of goods,

plain material, of the prevailing shade of the skirt. The
coat is then trimmed with the material of the skirt and

vice versa.

Three-quarter coats are a feature of some of the Fall

costumes. These were shown in New York at the end

of last season, consequently they are sure of a run for

the Fall trade.

Whitewear.

June sales of whitewear may be said to have started

early this year, for attractive pricing and efforts to force

the sale of whitewear began early in May. As prices

showed a visible decline from those of last year some sell-

ing was the result. It is the same in whitewear as in

waists this year; customers are in no lines buying before

the articles are needed. Therefore, it will take a spell

of fine warm weather before retail buying becomes gen-

eral.

Some beautiful underwear at attractive prices was
shown in the Toronto stores specially for the benefit of

June brides. These were chiefly in sets of three or four

pieces. Also there was a plentiful showing of hand-made
and embroidered French underwear at very moderate
prices.

The Corset Trade.

Orders are coming in for Fall delivery in corset lines.

The introduction of the slender, hipless effect in Fash-

ion's calendar, has transformed the style of the corsets

worn by those who follow the styles, and instead of the

shorter corset, very long hips and very high bust are being

made in order to produce the slender effect. This style

of corset has been taken up to a remarkable extent, and

manufacturers are paying attention mainly to this line.

Formerly tie chief consideration was the waist and bust

of the corset, but lately, it has been necessary, in order

to produce the desired results, to give more careful at-

tention to the hips, and to make them as carefully as

the rest of the corset. This change in making came with

the addition of the hose supporter, and since then many
different features in style and cut have been introduced

to improve the hip of the corset, until now they are vastly

superior to the old-fashioned makes. At first manufac-

turers were slow to adopt the supporter idea, but now very

few lines are made without them. The long hips are

not new, but the length has been increased to suit the

present-day styles.

Corsets for stout figures are given particular care in

making. One style is full gored, and around the lower

section a horizontal portion is interposed, which aids in

reducing the figure.

Many manufacturers are making a specialty of the

hose supporters. One objection to these has been the

poor quality of the elastic used, which necessitated the

wearing of extra hose supporters. To remove this objec-

tion, better elastic is now being used, especially in the

better lines of corsets, than ever before. This is making
the hose supporter, in connection with the corset a very

desirable feature.

Muslin

&

Underwear.
Manufacturers are making up their goods with a

view to producing the hipless effect now in vogue. To
achieve this great care must be taken in cutting the gar-

ments. They are made of sheer materials, and all fullness

about the waist and hips is eliminated as far as possible.

On account of this the combination garments, both the

two-piece and the three-piece, have figured largely in

underwear sales. At present, the two-piece, either the

corset cover and drawer, or the corset cover and short

petticoat, are more actively in demand, but every month
the sales of the three-piece combination garment, the

corset cover, short petticoat and drawer are increasing.

In night gowns the full gown, with the short sleeve

made in one piece with the gown, and with the Dutch
neck is a good seller. The three-quarter kimona sleeve,

or the elbow sleeve is also a very popular style of gar-

ment.

Lacy effects in the petticoats seem to be strongly in

favor this Summer, and the eighteen-inch flouncing of

embroidery is also used to a great extent on this season's

skirts.

The Dominion Cloak Manufacturing Co., Montreal,

are now occupying much larger premises at 324 Notre

Dame Street west, giving them a total floor space of about

12,000 square feet. Like many other Montreal factories,

they have fitted up an elaborate showroom and are well

equipped to look after house trade. This firm is one- of

the oldest in the garment trade in Canada and is making
steady progress. Mr. S. Greenfarb representing this firm,

is now showing' their Fall line in Western Ontario.

G. M. Farrington, clothing merchant, of Picton, re-

cently celebrated his twenty-third anniversary as a mer-

chant, coming from a farm to the town and becoming

proprietor of a store, without any experience as a sales-

man. He has been three times elected mayor, and as

many times chosen for a seat in the council. His other

civic honors include service on the Public Library Board,

the High School Board, and as an Electric Light Com-

missioner.
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VOU ought to see our Fall Line of

Ladies' Coats, not only smart styles,

quality fabrics but prices right.

One of our many clever semi-fitting

styles :

Ladies' Goats
F

$5.50

Children's Coats *• $2.75

A Full Range of Caracul Coats

We now have twice former facilities.

Our Fall Samples reflect our determina-

tion to deserve and get a larger share

of your business.

OUR SALESMEN ARE NOW
SHOWING THE LINE.

DOMINION CLOAK MFG. GO.
OUR NEW HOME

324 NOTRE DAME ST. WEST
(GLENORA BUILDING)

MONTREAL

Chatham Merchants and Cartage Hduse Charges.

(From our own correspondent).

Chatham, June 1.—Chatham merchants, through the

local branch of the Retail Merchants' Association, have

taken a decided stand on the subject of cartage charges.

The question has been a vexed one for a long time,

and action of some sort or other has been mooted for a

couple of years past. It crystallized in the adoption on

April 27 last of a resolution refusing henceforth to pay
double cartage charges. Three thousand copies of this

resolution were printed at the expense of the local branch

and distributed among retailers, to be handed by them to

travelers as an essential condition of all business, and

to be sent with all mail orders.

The resolution is as follows :

"NOTICE."
"We will in future require all goods purchased to he

delivereh free on board cars at point of shipment.

"We will pay no cartage charges.

"All shipping bills must be marked 'Not Carted.'

"Adopted by all sections of Retail Merchants' Asso-

ciation, Chatham, April 27th, 1408."

Explicit though this notice seems, it has from all ac-

counts been in some instances misunderstood outside the

city.

In the first place, the protest, of the local merchants

is solely against being compelled to pay cartage on

goods from the premises of the wholesaler to cars at the

point of shipment. No objection is made to cartage

charges at the Chatham end of the lines. These the

local retailers are perfectly willing to pay. Nor—though

such action was at. one time contemplated—has the sub-

ject of charges for packing and boxes been included, the

local association deferring- that matter for further con-

sideration.

The local retailers are solidly behind the resolution.

The charge for cartage at the point of shipment was uni-

versally condemned as unfair. Retailers felt that the

wholesalers should look after all cartage at their end of

the line.

It vas claimed that in many instances Chatham mer-

chants were unfairly discriminated against.

One merchant stated in the course of the discussion

that frequently where the traveler had actually agreed

that there should be no cartage charges, and where he

had positive knowledge that the wholesaler had done his

own carting, the railway company had presented the bill

for cartage just the same. On enquiry at the freight of-

fice he had been informed that cartage was invariablv

collected except in cases where the shipping bills were

specifically marked "Not Carted." It was to cover such

cases that the third clause, with reference to the mark-
ing of shipping bills, was included in the notice.

Timely savings to be made here on garments right

up to the minute in point of style. Every garment new
this season and as the quantity is limited do not delay

i;i making your selection.—G. E. Fraser Sons, Picton.

The Cloak and Furriers'

Supply House
Your " Hurry Up " Wants have prompt attention.

Stock carried at our new address.

Ascher Bros.
30 St. Francois Xavier St., MONTREAL
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TAKE A TIP
You will find the Fall Lines of Griffin Brand Suits, Coats,

Skirts will prove of value to you in your buying for the

coming season.

Griffin Brand Garments

will establish a new record this fall. Our new building

gives us increased facilities to accommodate you.

Our Sales Organization Covers Canada

A visit solicited when you come to Montreal.

The Empire Mfg. Co.
8 Beaver Hall Hill, MONTREAL

J3£

i

Our Lingerie Dresses sell at sight. The

way they are got up is what takes. We
have them fancy and plain effects, in

white and colors.

Tailor - Made Waists are the coining

article for next fall. We are showing

quite a range. We will start out very

shortly with them. Make it a point to

see our range. It will interest you.

We give special attention to Mail Orders

I. MISHKIN & CO.
40 St. Antoine Street, Montreal

Eve Would Be Pardoned
Did She Live To-Day

The chance of appealing in one of our

"QUIET ELEGANCE" Coats, Suits

or Skirts would tempt any woman.

"They Attract and Hold Trade"

All live stores sell them and you can

see our "FALL" samples now.

You know
them by the

"TIGER'S HEAD"

Walt & Shapiro Mfg. Co.
507 St. Paul St., Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Rock
Fast Drill
Canadian Rock Fast Drill, in black

and white, is a proven line. The
black is fast and will not crock. The
white is clear. All lines are evenly

woven, ensuring perfect wearing
satisfaction. Your wholesaler has

the goods.

Art Tickings

Art Draperies
These lines are enjoying a wider
reception each season. Your whole-
saler has an assortment of the

beautiful new floral effects.

Canadian
Wrapperettes

The Dominion Textile Company have
brought Canadian Wrapperettes to

a point where they rank with the

foremost wrapperettes of the world.

In making your Fall selections, note

the value and enormous variety of

patterns in the lines of

Empress - Imperial

<ffiM*

DOMINION

SNJB

"There's More Profit In Canadian Printed Goods"
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

Raw Cottons Higher.

Prices of raw cottons have been acting in a peculiarly

mystifying- manner during, the last few weeks, and the

lower quotations which have been made on practically all

lines of manufactured cotton goods may have to be with-

drawn for a return to the high prices prevailing a few

months ago.

At the present prices of raw cotton, staples look

mighty cheap, and it is doubtful if the mills, with the

facts in view, would care to contract for future delivery

on this basis.

At the moment many lines of cotton goods are sell-

ing lower and wholesalers are not finding much difficulty

in getting rid of good quantities at the prices quoted.

The combination of circumstances resulting in these

the New York Commercial will, no doubt, have a bearing

on the prices here :

American middling cotton was worth $8.80 a bale

more in Liverpool yesterday than it was in New York;

the freight on a bale of cotton from New York to Liver-

pool is 60 cents. Of course there is a way of explaining

all seeming inconsistences perhaps, but at the same time

it looks just now like a market in which the careful

market students should be most successful.

Liverpool came very strong yesterday. The big spot

sales continued, and the reports from the yarn and
goods markets on the other side were very bullish. Re-
ports from the goods market here were also most en-

couraging. There are said to be more buyers in town
than at any time in three years, and the prices of cotton

g-oods are hardening, while the New England mills are

Embroidered Bed-Spread — Manufactured by Wm. Liddell & Co.

lower prices, the reduction in raw cotton and the effort

to shut out importations of cut priced goods from the

United States, upon which the anti dumping regulations

do not appear to have been fully effective, has ceased to

exist. The raw material is again soaring in price, but

with a revival of orders the American manufacturers do

not have to look towards Canada as an outlet for

slaughtered goods.

Even at the increased price of July cotton, the New
York market is still away below that of Liverpool, and

it looks like an adjustment upwards for the products on

this side of the Atlantic. The effect on the prices of

manufactured cotton in Canada may not be immediate,

but the conditions as indicated by the following from

after cotton, as was shown by a sale of 1,400 bales out

of the local stock to a New England mill yesterday.

Wealthy Thread Maker Dead.

Probate has been granted the will of Mr. Stewart

Clark, of Dundas Castle, Linlithgow, a member of the

thread manufacturing firms of Clark & Co., of Paisley,

and J. and P. Coats, Limited, who left, in addition to

real property of great value, personal estate valued at

£1,947,281.

The total amount of the estate and legacy duty pay-

able on the passing of his estate will amount to slightly
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more than £250,000. Mr. Clark's brother John, who
died in 1894, left personal estate valued at over £500,000

and his brother William, who died in 1902, left person-

alty valued at over £1,000,000.

Flannelettes Sell Well.

Selling in flannelettes, in comparison with other

lines in staples, has been good during the last month. It

was anticipated that orders might fall off considerably,

and while they have not been as large as those of a year

ago, wholesalers are satisfied.

Flannelettes are cheap. There is no denying this

statement. They are ranging in price now from 5£ to

12£ cents, and some of the reductions representing the

comparison of prices with those of last year may be

given. The narrower and lighter goods, selling last year

at 6 cents, may be had now for 5£ cents. In the 32-inch

width, a cent a yard reduction has been made, 7f cents

being asked, whereas last year the price was 8f cents.

The 34-inch line, quoted this -year at 8J cents, cost the

retailer 10 cents a year ago.

These figures may furnish an explanation of the com-
paratively heavy business reported by most houses in

these lines.

Wrapperettes Little Lower.

Wrapperette lines for Fall delivery have been selling

fairly well. The reduction in price, amounting to about

easier quotations. In the former, orders up to date have

been better than expected, sorting business and repeats

having brought the total up well, and stocks in the

wholesalers' hands have been brought down to a satis-

factory basis.

In apron ginghams there has been a good staple

trade, with little or no change in prices. Percatines and
near silks in the dress goods section are also selling

well. Prices on these goods, too, are practically un-

changed.

Black denims is selling, and while other colors are

in demand as well, the former has the first call.

Linings Practically Unchanged.

The raw cotton used in the manufacture of dress

linings has not been affected to any appreciable extent by
the reduction in prices, which that made use of in the
cheaper grades experienced, and as a result these lines

show little change. Of the goods embraced in the pro-
ducts of the mills manufacturing linings and similar

goods, fully two-thirds are unchanged in price.

The makers are not reporting as heavy orders as a
year ago, but they are not by any means despondent
over the situation, and they feel satisfied that in the
near future trade will have resumed its normal state.

In lawns and other white goods, there has been a re-

adjustment of prices, the new lists showing slightly

lower quotations.

-* -.-V -^

Table Cover —Made by Wm. Liddell & Co.

5 to 6 per cent., seems to be about as much as can be

expected in those goods, and in the regular way no fur-

ther concessions may he looked for; in fact, when new
lists are out, this line will probably be quoted higher-.

Mills are running rather heavily at the present time

on wrapperettes, and shipments going out from whole-

sale houses usually include a few pieces of these goods,

which, in good colors and patterns, should be splendid

sellers at the present prices.

While some wholesale houses report a slierht falling

off in the sales of wrapperettes for Fall, there does not

seem to be anything selling to take their place, c.nd it

would give color to the statement that sorting orders

will show an improvement.

The Gingham Trade.

Dress and apron ginghams are showing little chang'C

in price from a year ago, though the tendency is for

Will Goods be Scarce ?

Should business in staple lines show the improvement

which it undoubtedly will, with the harvesting of a good

crop in the west, such as present indications seem to

warrant, there may be some difficulty in securing deliver-

ies of goods from the mills. Wholesalers have not been

placing large orders and the mills, as a consequence,

have been curtailing production to a certain extent. In

the heavy staple lines repeat orders can be filled satis-

factorily, because heavier stocks of these goods are on

hand, but in such lines as flannelettes, saxonies, ging-

hams, bleached domets, etc., orders for repeats will have

to wait until stocks are made. No accumulation of these

goods has been permitted by the manufacturers, conse-

quently the situation, if the expected sudden revival in

business in the Fall is experienced, will be somewhat
hard on the retailer, who will need goods and to find

himself unable to procure them.
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TO THE TRADE

ALL PRINTS sold by the lead

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

The Calico Printers' Assn. Ltd

Manchester, England
to be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
;

of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

* Season.

i No other quality will bear this mark.

J Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

•~
When writing advertisers please mention The Review

•»••W^. •»••*- «.A
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Why Wear Silk Linings? t

\

*

*

"The Radiant Sheen on Opaline Surpasses Silk." \

J. (& N. PHILIPS CgL CO.
35 CHURCH STREET

MANCHESTER, - ENGLAND
Milla—Cheadle and Tean. Branch—20 Cheapside, London

When writing advertisers please mention The Rezneiv

*OPALINE is no ordinary mercerised calico, but a sateen-de-lux and a

lining par-excellence. It is spun and woven in Lancashire by highly skilled \

operatives, on machinery of the most up-to-date type, and only the very best \

Egyptian cotton is used in its manufacture. Then it is dyed by a new patent J

process, and mercerised and schreinerised by the Bradford Dyers' Association, who
guarantee its unique, permanent, silky lustre. Every stage of its manufacture is

carried out under the personal supervision of one of the leading experts in England.

The peculiar humid climate of the Manchester district, and the wonderful

deftness and skill of its mill operatives—apart from many other local advantages

—

makes it an impossibility for any other country in the world to reach such perfection

in the manufacture of fine cotton goods.

OPALINE is a durable high-class fabric, a satisfactory silk substitute,

indelible, clear and brilliant, and puts all similar makes in the shade. It is got up

in a tasteful and artistic manner to please the most exacting Dry Good» Dealer, and

the endless variety of fashionable shades will satisfy his most fastidious

lady customer.

"THE QUEEN" says:-

"To describe Opaline as a superior sateen scarcely gives an

adequate idea of its appearance, which is really that of silk,

while the touch is equally deceptive, and one of the chief points

is that the radiant sheen obtained does NOT wash off.

£
Unquestionably it is the best thing of the kind ever produced."

t

Samples are always in the hands of our Canadian representatives, and we
also send samples and quotations by mail when requested.

|
We only supply large importers and quick payers who can appreciate

* extra value and surprisingly keen prices.
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LUXFER MULTI -PRISM
The Greatest Light Reflecting Prism for Basements and Sidewalk Areas

Installed

In

Wrought

Iron

Frame.

No

Iron

Exposed

On

Surface

LUXFER PRISM CO., LIMITED
100 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

TKe 3 Leading Styles of

INFANTS' HOSE
Made in Canada. Every pair guaranteed by the manufacturers.

Little Pet Little Daisy Little Darling
Fine Seamless Cashmere, One and one rib Cashmere, One and one rib Cashmere,

double heel and toe. double heel and toe. silk heel and toe.

Made in sizes 4 to 7.

Black, Cardinal, Tan and Cream.

[Made in sizes 4 to 8/4. Made in sizes 4 to 7.

Black, Cardinal, Tan, Cream, Pink Black, Cardinal, Tan, Cream, Pink
and Sky. and Sky.

Manufactured for the wholesale trade only, by the

CHipman-Holton Knitting' Company, Hamilton
E-. H. WalsH & Co., Toronto, Solo Selling Agents

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv.
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The Canadian Millinery Review

The Autumn Tendencies.

"Thin body, small head, and enormous hat," is the

phrase in which a fashion authority recently summed up

the fashionable contour for the social season just com-

menced. The small head is still to seek in most cases,

if the dressing of the hair is the thing alluded to, as it

must be, but there is much to be seen, even in the med-

ium fashions, supporting the other two items. "Thin

body" will be a distinct aim during the summer, al-

though London will not imitate Paris very closely in the

matter of eel skirts. It is by way of exhibiting the

"thin body" without conceding too much that the ad-

vance of the waistcoat is going to be eagerly welcomed
by many ladies.

&

Millinery Trade Good.

It is a ourious fact that the upheaval and financial

depression has had less effect upon the millinery branch

than any other portion of the trade. On the whole, both

the wholesale and retail trade have every reason to be

satisfied with the passing season, and ought to be in good

shape and in good heart for the coming Fall.

Fall hat samples are out, and "there is every pros-

pect of a heavy Fall trade. The high dome crown is

a feature of the new samples, and there are also some
high square crowns. Brims are medium in width, and

the style sure to maintain the greatest popularity, in

spite of the fact that the effect is not entirely new, has
the brim slightly rolled off the face at the left of the

front, while there is a drooping tendency at the right

and the back.

Satin and velvet in all the popular shades are com-
bined in some of the Fall shapes, the upper side of the

brim and the crown being smoothly covered with satin,

and the brim faced with velvet of the same shade. Aus-
trian felts will be very good.

The peacock shades will lead as the novelty color,

and the greens, particularly the hunter's green, will be

worn to a great extent. Cinnamon, tabac, champagne,
mole, bronze, and the Saxe blues will all be good, and
in all probability, cerise, which is such a rage at present,

will have a prominent place in Autumn millinery. Copen-
hagen blue will, of course, be in evidence. Vieux rose

will be used to some extent, and copper is very popular
in Paris, though it has not yet been seen to any extent

on this side.

Fur toques will be good sellers for the Winter trade,

•and a good season in this line is expected. Astrachan
effects, in silk braid, in all colors, are a novelty. These
are made chiefly in turbans. There are also some new
designs in sailors, with a medium brim of mohair braid,

and a large crown, with a ruching of the silk Astrachan
around the. crown.

,
Trimmings for Fall promise to be in the high mili-

tary effects, the trimmings, whether tips, wings, quills,

or pompoms, being straight in the air at the front of

the hat or slightly to the side. Drooping pompoms arc

good, and a bunch of ostrich tips, in three tones of the

same color, will be used extensively, being placed on the

hat in the military style.

Fancy pins will be good, those having the large oval
tops being best. Jet will be used, and the Japanese ef-

fects will be extensively employed in these pins. Touches
of gilt will be seen on many of the hats, some of the

velvet shapes being bound with gilt braid.

The season has reached the point where great atten-
tion is paid to the novelties introduced by Parisian mil-

liners at this stage of the season. It is here that ideas

and models are seen that will be adopted later for the
Fall.

In Paris now high crowns are fashionable. Many
brown hats are worn. With a brown dress, a hat in

brown trimmed with old rose and velvet gives a good
effect. Beige colored feathers are also seen on brown
hats. Grey straw hats are trimmed with just one green
feather, and blue hats are with grey.

Many hats are making their appearance that are not
quite so large, but what is lacking in size of brim is

made up for in height. The small hat, it is said, is again
en evidence, and as they are leaders in society some of
the fashionable milliners are meeting the demand for
them.

The new red, which is neither carmine nor cherry, is

often combined with black in millinery. Black and dark
blue is another fashionable combination.

The Merry Widow.
The Merry Widow craze is dying down, even in the

popular end of the trade where its hold has been the
strongest. Though sailor shapes are good and will con-
tinue so for Fall, it is only as a street hat that Merry
Widows are now worn. At no gathering where dress of
any pretensions is worn are these extreme sailor shapes
seen. Wings, quills, fancy feather effects, and for dress
hats quantities of ostrich are very much worn. If it is

true this year that the effects that lead at the end of the
season indicate their strength in the season following, a
very large feather season must be expected in the com-
ing Fall.

Another feature is the use of tinsel. Many of the
Summer novelties have bands of gold braid. Paris crea-
tions show loops of gold braid mixed with feathers, and
this loop trimming promises to be a feature in the com-
ing season, not only in braid, but in ribbon.

Black and Green.

The combination of bright green with black, which
had its origin in millinery, where its influence is very
plain just now, is likely to be fairly widely adopted for
dress in general. There have already been turned out a
few very striking dresses in these colors. These things
would seem to provide a sufficient hint that the com-
bination may be pushed in several sections with advan-
tage.
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New York Modes of the Season

Staff Correspondence.

New York, May 23.—The sensation of sensation in

New York at the time of writing is the sheatli skirt, ex-

aggerated accounts of which are arriving with every mail

from Paris, where it is the rage. It must he admitted

that on this side of the water its popularity is doubtful,

for while the American woman is noted for her extreme

tastes, there are, of course, limitations so that if the sheath

skirt does become an fait it will in all probability become

greatly modified. The fame of the sheath skirt has un-

doubtedly reached you, but whether or no it is not out

of place to mention that it is a long, clinging skirt, ab-

solutely plain and as scant as it is possible to have it,

held in to the feet by tapes invisible, of course, and

hugging the form much after the order of the most severe

Greek drapery. The sheath skirt is denounced as im-

modest by our press and our men folks are loud in their

disapproval. However, all this furore has been occasion-

ed simply by advance information and very likely the

reports are greatly exaggerated. After all, a skirt can-

not be much scantier than the old-time bell and habit-

back varieties, but it is a bit startling to have them

tapering at the ankles, instead of flaring out from them,

and the idea of having one's movements further com-

plicated by the addition of tapes, does not sound alto-

gether alluring, particularly when one takes into con-

sideration that the sheath skirt rests on the ground on

all sides, including front and back. As is true of all

of the present-day fashions, only the lithe, willowy

woman escapes ridicule, but just as a demand produces

a supply so nowadays all women are thinning to the

point of emaciation, for which effect be it known the

exceedingly long-hipped corset is largely responsible. Sit-

ting down in the new creations of the corsteriere, is no

mean feat- Among the ultra corset novelties may be

mentioned the combination petticoat and corset, a gar-

ment to be worn under the tight Princess gowns and
tightening skirts.

Lingerie, must of necessity, be reduced to a minimum.
The French combinations are coming in for the -lion's

share of attention. The waist line daily diminishing to

suit the present demands of Dame Fashion, cannot af-

ford to be encumbered with bands or any hint of fulness.

Whatever else the new woman may or may not be she

must be srelte, that is, if she makes any pretense of being

in fashion.

It is certainly a season of exaggeration in all things.

The millinery is a source of amazement and amusement
to one and all. The Merry Widow hat, has swept the

town as has also, the cartwheel rolled brimmed sailor

(the brim of the Merry Widow is straight) known as

The Waltz Dream. It is almost unbelievable that brim
circumferences measure 70 inches. Hats 22 inches in

diameter are numerous enough to be common. Sailors

are much in vogue, and yet their popularity has had little

to do in injuring the trade for quantities of materials are

used in their construction and comparatively few are worn
banded, that is, simply banded. The smartest hatters are

showing the mushroom sailor in coarse or Jumbo Jap

braid and that the mushroom which seemed to have had
lis day is once more gaining prominence, is a tact not to be
overlooked. "They say mushrooms are coining in again,''

everyone is saying to everyone else, and to give color to

the rumor, the mushroom sailor is in your midst and the
picturesque Charlotte ("onlay, which is another Parisian
tad of the hour, and one that is being enthusiastically
taken up here. Certainly the mop cap or Charlotte Cor-
day, which is another Parisian fad of the hour and one
that is being enthusiastically taken up here. Certainly
I he mop cap or Charlotte Corday is a charming model
for Summer wear. Lingerie, net pleated, lace and tine
straws are the materials used. There seems to be no
uniformity in size. Some extremely small hats on this
order have been noted, one especially pretty model was
of box pleated ruffles of black and white net, in alterna-
ting rows, a pink cabbage rose, the only trimming poised
directly in the centre of the front. In direct opposi-
tion 1o this was a huge net Charlotte Corday, one of
the 70-inch variety, with its slightly drooping lacy edge.
The crown was extreme in height and width and was
banded with a blue and silver tapestry ribbon, tied in
a huge choux from which long paradise aigrettes curved
backward. Truly a picturesque model. In laying in one's
stock for Mid-summer or early Fall, do not overlook the
mushroom, and the Charlotte Corday, or the smart new
shade called "Prunell," a lovely bluish purple, impos-
sible to do justice to in words. Then, extremely long,
pheasant feathers and other sweeping "fancies" are
strongly to be considered. The flower preference for
large hats, is for extremely large hollyhocks, hydrangeas
and poppies, not, of course, forgetting roses. In arrang-
ing the trimming' it is noticed that the brim line is left
free, whatever trimming is used being arranged on or
from the crown. Bandeaux are still conspicuously absent,
side flares, which are in such favor, are the result of the
brim development and not from any tipping bandeau.

The days of Summer felts are upon us. The popu-
larity has been somewhat shadowed by the craze for
Panamas, which is a feature of the season. Panamas
are greatly reduced in price and can now be had in all

the ultra shapes and sizes, and are "the" favorite out-
ing and traveling hats.

A word about sleeves is always in order. They, too,
are becoming elongated and scant to correspond' wfith'
the sheath or serpentine skirt. There is no fulness what-
soever above the shoulder line, the new sleeve
fits in with any pleats or gathers and fits snugly
over the wrist and hand, almost like a mit. Elbow sleeves
will continue to be in good form for the Summer, but
by Fall the long, tight-fitting sleeve will be the leader.

Even collars are extreme, the majority fitting the
throat like a vice and being boned to the hair line back
of the ears. Embroidered and colored linen collars haVe
proven popular. Colored shirt waists are worn, not to
the exclusion of white by any means, hut in friendly
rivalry. Linen and wash goods of all kinds are made up
in jumper designs. There is little change in coats, semi-
fitting and butterfly effects lead. Braided linens in white-
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Latest New York Millinery Fancies.
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and colors are seen in pretty suits. Lingerie robes arc lust rated are not extreme, as hats go and are by courtesy
selling well and makejip prettily into Summer frocks, of Mathille Speigl, Fifth Ave., from her latest shipment

of Paris goods.which show decided Empire tendencies. The hats il-
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The Latest Pans Fashions Under Review

Staff Correspondence.

Paris, May 15.—Paris is at its best, both as regards

its natural features and its display of elegantly attired

"mondaines." New creations derive an added grace

when worn under happy circumstances—with beautiful

surroundings. A promenade in the Bois de Boulogne is

most interesting and it is well worth while, for the Av-

enue du Bois is perhaps the most frequented promenade

of the fashionable world.

One sees the fairer sex en route for Anteuil or Long-

champs, while the "pesage" at the two race courses are

to make up, seem to be giving way to harder tones and

more decided shades.

A striking Longchamp costume is carried out in white

crepe-de-chine, of the draped empire style. The short

corsage of lace, heavily embroidered in silver, is crossed

over in front and -carried under each arm to a very high

waist at the back, from where a large box pleat of uhe

same embroidered lace falls to the hen of the skirt.

Long, transparent sleeves of gathered crepe have a

narrow ruching running down the outer seam, the sleeve

itself being finished in a point on the back of the hand.

Many long sleeves are worn, but with the exception of

the classic tailor-mades, they are of some thin, trans-

Robe of White Tulle incrusted with Lace and Gold Embroidered Flowers
on a pink satin ground. A pink satin belt and fans of the same falling

at the back finished with tassels. The short bodice and sleeves
are cut in one piece. An edging of small pompon roses,

white and gold, completes the trimming.

Manteau of Liberty Parma Violet, the lining and upper part of cloak o'

liberty " Blonde," the passementerie trimming recalling the two
colors. Gown of blonde mousseline, embroidered white silk.

Black straw hat, wings fantaisie, blonde and parma.

veritable dreams of delight to designers, so wonderfully

garnished are the stands by a varied assortment of

bright colors, gorgeous trimmings, rich laces and furs. I

say "furs" advisedly, because this season the fur stoles

are to rival the feather boas. The slightest breeze will

be an excuse to don an ermine stole or white fox boa,

while many mousseline, crepe-de-chine, and lace wraps
have bands and edgings of fur.

At a recent race meeting were noticed several green

(vivid green) crepe-de-chine gowrns, heavily ornamented
with lace incrustations, also a cream foulard made em-
pire form, with liberty green draped belt and trimming,
but as well as this green one sees a great deal of pink,

and many shades of brown and blue.

The soft pastel shades, so becoming to wear, so easy

parent material. In fact, short sleeves are so general

that the "Maisons-de-Nouveautie" are making a special-

ty of half sleeves (from elbow to wrist) in lace or lin-

gerie, to wear with any blouse or gown.

A smart Rue de la Paix costume is carried out in

point de esprit tulle. The skirt is very full and high

waisted, the top part being mounted on a band of gui-

pure, ornamented with Irish points. This has a heading

of mousseline roses. The hem of the underskirt is also

covered with the same lace, which is carried high up in

front, where the upper or tunic skirt opens. With tins

is worn a short lingerie chemisette, the neckband and

yoke of which are gathered under a lacing of gold and

emerald green braid.

This heading of roses is being much employed now.
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A good description of it is given in sketch I., which is a

very handsome evening gown of white tulle covered with

white lace with a number of large conventional flowers

carried out in gold thread over pink satin. Pink satin

is also employed for the high draped belt and three

streamers at the back. A narrow edging of white and

gold pompon roses complete the trimming. These are

carried round the decolte corsage, the hem of the sleeves,

the waist belt, and down each side of the centre pan.

A few years ago it would have been ridiculous to

speak of ball gowns in the month of May, but now it is

not till the months of April or May that the smartest

models are seen.

Another beautiful model is carried out in white crepe-

Robe in Mousseline-de-soie, white, with wide biais of Peau-de-soie at the
hem. Redingote of peau-de-soie gansee in the same shade. Low

waistcoat of gold and silver embroidery. Front and collar
of lace and mousseline plisse.

de-chine, with high tunic skirt. The tunic reaches to the

knee in front, lengthening towards the back, where it is

lost in the folds of the train. The corsage, verj decolte,

is a simple plastron of embroidery—perles-de-nacre on

white satin—with a narrow embroidered border of nacre

and gold. This embroidered satin, with its narrow

border, forms a narrow apron in front reaching to the

edge of the tunic, and at the back two panels, widening

towards the bottom, fall from the high pointed waist

and these also are lost in the ample folds of the train.

Another interesting garment called "manteau d'in-

terieur," is carried out in gold tulle, very decolte and

open in front. It is fastened across the bust by means

of two streamers of the tulle simply knotted, the ends

falling loose and finished with two tassels. The mantle

which is very long, is also slit up each side. The mantle

is everywhere edged with a 4-inch band of many colored

beads embroidery. The centre of the panels of the cloak

are lightly embroidered with a green silk conventional

design. This was worn over a simple empire gown of

white tulle.

Sketch II. shows a white mousseline-de-soie gown,

the hem being a 4-inch band of peau-de-soie, parma violet

color. The redingote is carried out in the peau-de-soie,

ornamented with narrow braiding of the same shade.

This style of trimming "gauser" is likely to be very much

in vogue for jackets and cloaks next season.

Fringe trimmings too, will be good stock and used

on all descriptions of garments. The waistcoat worn

with this costume is heavily embroidered in gold and

silver; the front and collar are of lace and mousseline-de-

soie.

The very becoming toque is composed of immense

pansies, shaded from parma violet to deep purple, while

at the side is a spray of white lilac.

Sketch III. is a new mantle in a deep and very pale

shade of violet, the lining and upper part being carried

out in the latter, while across the shoulder and arm are

ornaments of braid and tassels of the deeper shade, with

touches of the paler introduced. The gown is of a pale

violet mousseline-de-soie, embroidered in while silk of a

conventional design. The high crowned hat is in black

straw, the crown draped with black tulle and an immense

fantaisie white wing.

Trudel &c Graham.

A Dominion charter has been granted to M. J. T.

Trudel, Gertrude Moore, A. E. Simpson, Alexander

Giguere and Alexander Trudel, Montreal, incorporating

them as Trudel & Graham, Limited, with head office at

Montreal, and a capital stock of $20,000. Authority

is given to purchase the business of Trudel & Graham

and to" carry on the business of manufacturing and sell-

ing furs, hats, caps and other, articles.

Francois & Co.
92 Wood Street

London, E.C.

A PARISIAN HOUSE
in London

for

High-Class

Novelties
in

Trimmed Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Straws, Etc.
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The Greatest Notion Success of the Season.
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"CANT-SLIP" Pompadour
Just what we promised—The Queen of Pompadours. Here it is—the
greatest invention—the invention that settles the question of superio-
rity in Pompadours.

NO COMBS to Slip and Slide and Get out of Order
Clings gently and firmly to the head—always in place—no adjustment
necessary—place it in position and let go—it stays there—cannot slip up
or slump down.
We also call attention to improved Flexo style No. 3—to retail at 25 cts. It is exactly the same as

cut, but without the "Can't-Slip" Grips. May we send a dozen on approval ? Price, $2.25 per doz.

We guarantee the "CAN'T-SLIP" to be better than any Pompadour with Combs— if you do not
think so, you can return at our expense.

Light as a Feather, Weighs only f ounce, $4.25 per doz. Colors : Black and Brown

CANADA PATENT APPLIED FORw'E are making 300 dozen per day "Can't-Slip" and are increasing as fast as possible. We ought to

make 1000 dozen every day—we need them. Send us your orders and we will try to ship prompt-
ly. We will soon have more machinery going—then the out-put will increase. We want to dis-

tribute in small lots to each one of our 6000 customers enough "Can't-Slip" Pompadours quick to start the
selling. So we say :— We will send three dozen or six dozen to any dealer in Canada (through our agents,
Phillips & Wrinch, Limited, Toronto,) by express prepaid, at $4.25 per dozen, SALE GUARANTEED,
with the privilege of returning in 10 days, if the "Can't-Slip" is not the best and best selling Pompadour
ever made.

"CAN'T-SLIP"—The Queen of Pompadours
The THOS. P. TAYLOR CO. Inventors, Bridgeport, Conn.

PHILLIPS & WRINCH, limited, Toronto,
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

FOR CANADA

When writing adz'ertisers please mention The Review
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The $1,000.00 Prize Contest

Will remain open until August 15th

A S a great many merchants have de-

'*' clared that the time limit of our great

Prize Contest, which was to close June 1st,

wo ul (1 pre vent

their taking part,

we have decide* 1

to extend the time

to August 15th,

1908. All adver-

tisements and all

photos of window

displays must 1 >e

in our hands not

later than August

loth. This competition is open to all Mer-

chants, Clerks, Window Dressers and Ad-

Writers in Canadian stores in which the

"Carter" and the "Wilkinson " hats are

sold.

Each Advertisement must be clipped

from the newspapaper in which it appeared,

and must be accompanied by a letter con-

taining the name

and address of the

competitor. Each

photo must 1 »e

signed, on the back,

with the name, ad-

dress and business

of the firm, or per-

son, entering same.

The Advertise-

ments and Window
Displays must advertise the "Carter"

or the "Wilkinson" hats or both. You

may submit as many Advertisements or

Photos as you wish. Proof sheet of free

cuts on request.

ADVERTISING CONTEST. WINDOW DRESSING CONTEST

1st Prize $150.00 in Cash 1st Prize

.

2nd Prize 100.00 "

3rd Prize 75.00"

4th Prize 50.00"

5th Prize 25.00 "

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.

10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

$150.00 in Cash
2nd Prize 100.00

3rd Prize

4th Prize

5th Prize

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.

10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

75.00

50.00

25.00

Vancouver

Winnipeg

Toronto PanLIMITBDi
WHOLESALE DIVISION

Head Office and Factory,

Ottawa

Montreal

St. John, N.B.

Quebec, Que.

When writing adi :crtisers please mention The Review
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

Special Order Clothing.

A- great many clothing manufacturers arc providing

facilities for handling special-order business, a branch

which during the past year has shown a remarkable de-

velopment, in keeping with the strides made generally

in this department of the dry goods business in recent

years.

That there will be equally great development in the

near future there is no reason to doubt, and the special-

order branch provides a means by which merchants who

do not carry a heavy stock may still get a good aggre-

gate of business out of their clothing department.

This will, however, not supersede the regular ready-

to-wear trade, since in the first place, suits so ordered

cost more money, and almost as much time is required

as for a local tailor.

The "style" so much desired, and now obtained by

the progressive clothing manufacturers in their product

places the regular ready-to-wear goods on a much higher

plane of excellence and this effect is obtained at such a

moderate cost that the special-order business will be

confined to those who have been in the habit of paying

the higher prices for their clothes, and who are willing

to continue to do so to secure the slightly better work.

Custom Tailoring in the East.

Custom tailors in eastern Canada report that busi-

ness has not been as good in years as they have experi-

enced it during the last few months. The St. John, N.

B., Sun, in a recent issue, says that the thirty-five or

forty tailoring establishments in that city are all busy,

and that difficulty is being met in securing help, because

of the fact that during recent years there has been a

dearth of apprentices. It adds that the salvation of the

custom tailoring business lies in the tendency prevailing

to wear better qualities of clothing than say, a dozen

years ago. "Had it not been for this fact," says the

Sun, "merchant tailors would be crowded out by the

goods and the factories in which ready-to-wear is manu-
factured."

*

Decided Colors for Shirts.

Shirt styles for Fall promise to embody the decided

effects as to colors and pattern which are characterizing

men's wear generally. In some quarters it is asserted

that the stiff bosom print is to replace for Fall the

negligee article which has held sway for several years

and for all seasons. There is a determined effort beina;

made to bring the stiff bosom again into use for Fall,

but it does not look as if the effort would be successful.

The negilgee shirt has a strong hold upon the trade,

largely because of the comfort which it affords the wear-

er, and for this reason, if for no other, its popularity

would seem to be justified.

Tn any event, manufacturers are placing samples of

soft shirts for next season, on the road, and their sale

jn proportion to the total volume is of such dimensions

as to warrant the belief that this shirt will again hold

first place.

Stripes and plaids will be the dominating feature in

patterns for Fall, and both as to color combinations and
design the tendency will be towards striking effects. Tans
will be stro'ng sellers.

A novelty is a shirt with cuffs and front band of a

contrasting color from the body of the shirt.

Pleated fronts are also being shown in large numbers,
and while this shirt is more extensively worn in Sum-
mer, it appears to he good for Fall as well.

X

A New Wing Collar.

From London, England, comes news of a new shape
in men's collars, and from this distance it looks like a

shape that will sell well.

For some time a firm of shirt and collar manufactur-
ers have been experimenting with a view to producing a

wing collar, which on either a soft or dressed shirt would
sit close at the top. A collar which looks dressy, and
which at the same time is not uncomfortable, is the re-

sult of several months' work. The makers claim that it

is scientifically cut and that it cannot possibly gape at

the top, which, if true, should make it a popular shape.

It will be put on the English market at once, and will,

it is believed, make a hit with those who have been look-

ing for a modification of the straight standing collar,

which will give a wing effect.

Juvenile Clothing.

With the Summer season practically at its height,

and Summer clearing sales claiming the attention of the

drygoodsman, few will be inclined to immediately open
a new department, but it is not too early to begin to

plan for extensions to husiness for the Fall.

One means by which extra business may be procured
is the introduction of a department devoted to children's

clothing. Reference has been made to this in previous

issues of this paper, and evidences are not lacking that

drygoodsmen throughout the country are becoming inter-

ested in the suggestion made by The Review.
On only one ground can the opening of such a de-

partment be urged, and that is that it can be made a

profitable branch of any dry goods store's business. This
is a claim which should, and doubtless will, appeal to

every retailer handling dry goods, and while there may
be difficulties in the way which may make an immediate
extension of business along the lines indicated imprac-
ticable, it is undoubtedly a line of development which
will be taken by the majority of progressive dry goods
retailers before long.

The arguments in favor of handling juvenile clothing

in dry goods stores are many, the most potent of them
probably being that it is the logical place for these goods

to be sought. A woman buys the coat for her little girl

at the same store in which she gets her own suit. Why
should she not get her boy's suit there as well ? In-
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variably the mother makes the purchase herself ;
when

the youngster grows into a young man he will do his

own buying and go where his father has gone; but in the

meantime it's the mother who does the buying, and in

the great majority of cases she would much prefer to do

it at her own store, to going to a strange store, sur-

rounded by men in her buying, and being served by a

clerk who is a stranger to her, and unfamiliar with her

tastes.

The advantages in favor of the dry goods store as a

place in which to buy boys' clothing are obvious.

Few clothing stores handle these goods because the

proprietors really want to do it ; in a sense they are

driven to it because the dry goods store owners are not

alive to the opportunities and do not embrace them, as

a consequence.

There is an excellent chance for one bright drygoods-

man in each town where, in this class of stores, juvenile

clothing is not handled, to make a good profit with com-

parative ease.

Meltons for Overcoatings.

For Winter overcoatings the meltons will be leadeis.

Already they are selling in such strength as to warrant

this belief in their popularity.

Black will be best in these goods, while there will be

a few Oxfords, and the ever-present brown will again

make its appearance in the cloths for outer garments.

Some check ulsterings, for the comfortable and sens-

ible button-to-chin overcoat, which will be worn again,

are selling, and in these about the only combinations

arc those of greys and browns, with the popularity in

that order.

Brown and Green Suitings.

In men's woolens, suitings, serges and meltons repre-

sent the great bulk of the selling for Fall.

As The Review predicted a month ago, brown will be

the leader again for Fall in suitings. In this the Can-

adian trade is following closely after that across the

line, something which will be learned with considerable

surprise in some quarters, because, while it was believed

that brown would be popular in the United States again

for Fall, it was looked upon more as a novelty than as

a color to be depended on for a staple seller.

This is just what it is going to be though, and for

Fall wear there is nothing which begins to develop the

strength obtained by the browns in all classes of ma-

terials.

In spite of the fact, too, that it is essentially a Fall

color, there is a demand even for Summer trade, though

of course, grey is the leader in this respect.

It shows, however, the strong hold which brown has

taken on the trade, a hold which will undoubtedly last

until next Spring.

Combinations of brown and green, introducing green

as the next color which will develop as a leader, will

also be largely in evidence this Fall, and among those

who are close followers of styles, this combination will

likely be worn, leaving the browns to the popular trade.

In patterns, stripes and checks—nothing very pro-

nounced, however, because of the dark colors—will ,>re-

dominate.

Blues, of course, are always staple, and are good

sellers, but for this Fall they will be particularly good,

and in this color, a navy blue serge in fine twill promises

to prove a strong seller. Blue, as a suiting, has so

many advantages that it seems unnecessary to enumerate

them.

Brown and Green Neckwear.

A Canadian neckwear manufacturer stated his opinion

based upon his years of experience, that in order to sell,

and take with the trade, neckwear must have something

distinctive about it. This applies both in colors and

patterns. Unpronounced coloring and patterns do not

impress the trade favorably and their sale is compara-

tively limited.

This will probably explain the strength of the bias

stripe effects, which are now selling well, and which are

predicted as good sellers for the Fall trade. Both in

pattern and color effects these goods are decided, and

whether or not this rule is general in application, it cer-

tainly seems to be given endorsation in this particular

case.

A line which also promises popularity, possibly for

the same reason, is a small grey checked silk, with the

bias stripe in a contrasting color.

Generally speaking, browns and greens will be good

for Fall, with the former showing the greatest strength.

Green, however, is a coming color, and is said to be de-

veloping a good following in New York, where after all,

the greater number of styles adopted by the Canadian

neckwear trade are originated.

It is a fact, however, that adaptations have to be

made to meet the specific requirements of the Canadian

trade, and imany of the styles which have been specially

good here, are the result of a breaking away into novel

channels.

For the eastern trade this Fall the four-in-hand ties,

will form the large bulk of the trade. The width favored

is 2£ inches, while in the west wider ties are the most
wanted. Dealers in Western Canada are not stocking-

heavily in neckwear for Fall; what they do buy, however,

is of the better quality.

Grey for Next Spring.

Some advance information concerning suiting styles

for the Spring of 1909 is to the effect that mills in the

New England States are now working on samples for

that season.

In worsteds, which promise to be strong for next

Spring, grey is the prevailing color, replacing brown,

almost entirely, few samples of that color befng shown
at all.

Greys, which came into the limelight as the succes-

sors to brown during the past Spring, will be the leader,

beyond a doubt, a year from now.
In patterns, stripes will still prevail, and, following

the tendency introduced for this Fall, a more pronounced

pattern will be shown in nearly all cloths.

A purple mixture will be introduced, and this bears

out the prediction that this color will be given promin-

ence for men's wearing apparel during the next few sea-

sons.

WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
In all Styles

"Tailor Made" Brand
Price $6.50, $8,50, $9.00, $10.50.

A good stock ready for immediate delivery.

All Shirts Full Sized. Quality and Fit Unquestioned.

Write or Wire your needs.

The SMITH (EL McKEOWN
SHIRT K4TG. CO Ltd '6 Cote St.. MONTREAL
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Style

EconomyOurs is

Headquarters for
Canada

for the serviceable, economical, quick-

selling and profitable

LITHOLIN
WATERPROOFED LINEN

COLLARS and CUFFS
Not Celluloid or Rubber, but Linen,

and look it. When soiled they wipe
white as new with a damp cloth. The
only practical, permanent, non-
laundry linen-wear manufactured.
Keeps its shape, does not wilt, crack

or fray Invaluable for travelers,

automobilists, and those subjected to

dust or soil. Cut in all the latest

styles.

COLLARS 25c. CUFFS 50c.

Retailers will please write us for free samples and quotations. Liberal supply of window and show-case

signs, decalcomania transparencies, booklets, dodgers, etc., furnished free with first order.

WILLIAM P. KING & SON, 74 York Street, TORONTO
AGENTS FOR DOMINION OF CANADA

I IF YOU HAVE THE GOODS. THE TRADE WILI COME

PECK'S
PERFECT

FITTING SHIRTS
«n

The Line, consisting of over 250 numbers, covers every possible wan
of out-door men, as well as Shirts designed for other purposes. The
facture is not how cheap, but how good. All lines are full sized, and
of the highest tvpe.

t for all classes

motto in manu-
workmanship is

-A GLIMPSE AT THE RANGE
Black Satteens $4.50 to $12.00 Oxfords $4.50 to $10.00

Serges 9.00 to 30.00 Drills . . . 6.00 to 10.00

Moleskins 6.00 to 8.50 Plain & Fancy Lustres 12.00 to 18.00

Tweeds 9.00 to 13.50 Grey and Blue Flannels 9.00 to 18.00

Fancy Flannels, 9.00 to 24.00 Plain and Striped Silks 6.50 to 36.00

A full line of Boy's Shirts in various materials from $4 to $10 per dozen.

Our sales force covers all Canada. An in-

spection and comparison will be welcomed.

John W. Peck & Co., Ltd.
MONTREAL, WINNIPEG, VANCOUVER. CLOTHING, FURS, SHIRTS, CAPS

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•».-%.'^-v-^»-«.-*'»-»-»-^'^-«.-».-v-%.-»'».'%.-«.-^-»-»».».-%.'%-».-^^-».».'».-».-».-».-».-%.-».».^^.^.^.».^.-%.^.j

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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We're Ready to Supply Your Immediate Wants for

WORKING and NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
FOR MEN AND BOYS

In ZEPHYRS, OXFORDS, DRILLS, SATEENS, FANCY SILK STRIPES,
CHAMBRAYS, CEYLON FLANNELS, Etc.

We have been very careful to make our shirts create a good last impression as well as a good first

impression. They'll stand the criticism of the most exacting purchasers.

AT ALL PRICES-SAMPLES ON REQUEST

BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

**********************************

Get Busy
>

I

i

Do you sell parade uniforms ?

Or does the other fellow supply

the demand ? The neat, natty

Miller Brand
Washable Parade Uniforms

will sell on sight to your local

fraternal organizations, bands,

etc. They are well made and

handsomely trimmed in any de-

sired color combinations and
tailored to individual measure-

ments.

May we submit samples ?

A postal card request brings them.

Miller Manufacturing Co.
OFFICE :

Limited FACTORY :

505 YONGE ST. 251-253 MUTUAL ST.

TORONTO
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A GUARANTEE OF

BEST VALUE
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H.y.
SUHaDHl

MAOt IN CANADA
BY

THE BERLIN SUSPENDER

BUTTON CO.

Wreyford & Co.
Romain Building, TORONTO
WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

"WOLSEY" and other lines Unshrinkable
Underwear direct from England.

Novelties in Knitted Coats for Gentlemen
and Ladies.

Cellular AERTEX Underwear
All Weights and Shapes in Stock.

Selling Agents for the following Manufacturers :

Young & Rochester,
LONDON AND LONDONDERRY

Shirts and Collars,

Fancy Vests—Knitted and Tattersal,

Dressing Gowns and House Coats,
Neckwear, Flannel Shirts, etc.

A. L. Thomas, Worcester, Eng.

Cape and Elk Gloves,

Ringwood and Vicuna Gloves.

T. H. Downing & Co., Leicester

Underwear and Hosiery, Club Jerseys, etc.

ARRANGE TO SEE OUR FULL RANGE FOR FALL

250 NUMBERS
Our Suspender Line is broad enough to please every taste

TWO SELLERS
PRINCE, $2.25 IDEAL, $4.25

Do You Want Samples ?

Globe Suspender Co. - Rock Island, Que.

J. ALPHONSE 0U1MET,

366 St. Paul SI.. Montreal

L. 0. PAQUETTE,

70 Church Si., Quebec

•
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When writing advertisers kindly mention the Dry

Goods Review.
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Peck's Clothing
Furnishes a Sure Road to CLOTHING SUCCESS

Nowhere in Canada can you find a larger and more perfect organiz-

ation, a better equipment and more enthusiastic workpeople than in

the enormous factory where Peck's Clothing is manufactured.

The clothing buyer who KNOWS will readily see the advantage of

buying Men's, Youths', Boys' and Children's Clothing where he has

the largest line to select from at the lowest possible prices.

Call and inspect our Factory when in Montreal.

JOHN W. PECK & CO., Limited
CANADA'S FOREMOST CLOTHES MAKERS

MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
CLOTHING FURS SHIRTS CAPS

THE "CRAVENETTE" CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/&eg? Trademark^

proofed by

Fae-simlle of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The t

m
(Copyright)

DUST-PROOF
as well as

RAIN-PROOF

Limited

Proofers to the Trade, BRADFORD, YKS.

When ivriting advertisers please mention The Review
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DON'T BUY DOWN QUILTS

OR COTTON COMFORTERS

TILL YOU HAVE SEEN
THE "ALASKA" SAMPLES

Styles

Qualities

Prices

ALL

O.K.

e: best line ever
iona/n in canada

^ ALASKA FEATHER & DOWN C°LIMITED

MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Carpets, Housefurnishings and Decorations

Rugs Selling Well.

Art squares are claiming special attention in the

house furnishings trade at the present time, and this

class of goods is being sold in larger proportions than

has been the case in the past They are not, of course,

being sold to the exclusion of piece goods, but are ex-

tremely popular with the trade at the present time.

With the shading in prices which may be possible in

the future Wilton and Axminster rugs will probably show

a still further increase in sales.

Rugs used for hall runners, and varying in size from

27 ins. by 9 feet, to 36 ins. by 12 feet, are selling well,

and are filing a want which for some time has been ap-

parent. These rugs may be had in the Axminster, and

can be sold at a price which will not be prohibitive to

persons of modest tastes.

*

Oilcloths and Linoleums.

Oilcloths and linoleums are in much the same posi-

tion as the carpet branch, and the business is largely of

a sorting character at the present time. Sales up to the

present have been good, and the future is looked to with
confidence. The inlaid linoleums are selling well, those

who are after a floor covering vhich will give good ser-

vice under the hardest possible wear turning to this class

of goods.

The oilcloths are finding for themselves new uses, and,
with the splendid lines of patterns and range of colorings

now offered, are becoming more popular.

*

Carpet Trade Improves.

An assorting season of more than usual duration
seems to be in store for the carpets and housefurnishings
department this year, and managers look for this class

of trade to keep up fairly well until about July first,

whereas ordinarily it ends fully a month earlier.

The reason for this is that at the time when placing
orders were expected, retailers were not in the market,
and as a matter of fact, business all season has resolved
itself into a sorting trade. The unfavorable weather of

the earlier months interfered with this business even, and
as a consequence, the volume of trade will be spread over
a much longer period than usual.

In the end it is believed, the season's business will

show little below that of a year ago, though, in sym-
pathy with the depression experienced in other depart-
ments, sales have been smaller and orders harder to pro-
cure.

Wholesale houses did not stock largely for the pres-

ent season, and as a matter of fact, buyers in many
cases did not go to the markets in January, as they
usually have done in the past.

As a result, selling has to a large extent, depleted

the stocks held by wholesalers, and in practically every
case the buyers will go into the market for goods about

the last of the present month. Buying will then be done

for next Spring, but it is probable, too, that in not a

few cases, rush orders will be placed for Fall business,

in the event of manufacturers having the stock available

to fill such orders.

As yet there is no material change in prices, and

there is some- difference of opinion as to whether the com-
ing Fall buying will see the reduction which many have

been looking for. One buyer told The Review that he

did not look for any lower prices lor that season, though

in some quarters there is a feeling that retailers will be

able to buy their carpet stocks for Fall on a slightly

lower basis than that which has prevailed hitherto. In

any event there will be no decided drop, it is believed.

The new Fall lists, issued by United States dealers,

show lower prices, on many lines, and this will probably

be one circumstance which will have a tendency to aff-

fect the price situation here.

There is a good normal demand, and, while, as has

been stated, new lists in the United States are lower,

the feeling is decidedly good, indication of which is found

in the fact that at a recent auction sale held in New York,
more than $3,500,000 worth of carpets and rugs were

sold, at good prices, and in the face of a demand which
showed that the carpet retailers have faith in the situa-

tion.

An encouraging feature of the Canadian trade is the

fact that the better goods are selling better than the

cheaper lines, which have had a slump in favor of the

lines which sell at higher prices.

Money in Wall Paper.

How are you conducting your wall paper depart-

ment ? Is it with you a matter of keeping these goods

as a convenience, or do you look upon it as a positive

profit-producer ? It is surprising how many drygoods-

men who handle wall paper do so from the con-

venience standpoint. It's all wrong, though, and there

are better things in store for such. A prominent manu-
facturer of wall paper told The Review that the greatest

trouble he had was to induce retailers to mark their

wall paper high enough. A profit of 100 per cent, looks

too much to them, while, as a matter of fact, the deal-

ers who do the biggest trade in these goods get that

much and more.

On the question of handling wall paper successfully
;

making a profit, and a good one at that, a wall paper
man who is in close touch with the situation and who
has studied it, has written the following :

"I was utterly dumbfounded at the indifference of

many of the dealers—and agreeably surprised at the

infectious enthusiasm of some others. Incidentally, the

soreheads were usually the little fellows who carried wall
paper in stock simply and solely as a convenience to

those customers who called for it. They di*d nothing to

convert a burden into an asset—and if anything, con-

tributed largely to their lack of success. The enthusi-

astic fellows may have started carrying wall paper for

the same reason, but through the application of brains
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and energy have brought their departments to where

they now compete in profitableness with the other

branches of their business.

Have you ever wondered why the trade of certain

customers who once dealt largely with you ceases sud-

denly ? Have you ever seen a one-time patron .pass your

store and go into your competitor's 1 Have you ever

wondered at the mushroom-like growth of some younger

man who opened in your town and within a few years

had the cream of the trade that had once been yours ?

There's some mighty good reason, you can wager,

and it may be just the fault of service, either on your

part or on that of your employes. Emerson says : "The

highest price you can pay for some things is to have to

ask for them." Fair treatment and courteous attention

are embarrassing things to have to ask for, and cus-

tomers don't come to your store to be embarrassed.

"The dollars and cents value of service as shown by

such incidents in everyday business ought to set mer-

chants thinking.

"Every instance of indifferent attention, every dis-

agreeable or sarcastic word, every impatient gesture,

every scowl or quick retort to a customer, spells LOSS
—not mere theoretical loss, but loss that can be deter-

mined in money—that takes dollars out of your cash

drawer and puts them into that of your wiser competi-

tor."

And remember that courtesy and patience, sympathy

and intelligent suggestion just as certainly spell GAIN.

The next time you are tempted to kick about your

wall paper department take the time to go into the

matter as I have, and you'll be ready to agree with me
that there isn't a line that can be made more profitable

to carry by the retailer, IF you but go at the thing

in the right way.

Fawns and Greens in Carpets.

In three-quarter floor coverings there is a decided

feeling in favor of greens and fawns, with appropriate

combinations, and while the trade cannot be said to be

specially brisk even in these favorite colors, there are

good quantities selling, and the prospects for a satis-

factory Fall business are good. Reds are reported to be

quiet, the other colors having superseded them in popu-

lar favor.

Pile goods are selling freely, and, taken altogether,

the feeling is decidedly better, and, with the opening of

the Fall season, shortly after July first, a marked im-

provement is expected.

In the general business improvement housefurnishings

will probably benefit most largely. With the splendid

crop prospects it is not unreasonable to assume that the

floor covering trade for Fall will show good gains in

sales, and those who have refrained from buying will

doubtless appreciate the wisdom of placing stocks in

such a condition that they will meet the demands which

will in all probability be made upon them in the not

distant future.

Sales of the jute and hemp carpets are at a low ebb,

the feeling apparently being distinctly in favor of the

more costly and more durable goods.

Textile Co. Had Good Year.

The annual statement presented on Wednesday, May
27th, at the annual meeting of the Dominion Textile Co.,

proved satisfactory to the shareholders present. These

i pi rrs were adopted unanimously, and the management

was congratulated upon the presentation of such state-

ments.

The labor question was discussed at some length by

Mr. David Yuile, who explained that in the years when

business was prosperous, the company had given the

highest possible advances. It had been expected that

in the face of adverse business conditions, the hands

would accept the reductions offered. The trouble arose

from the fact that while some were willing, others, on the

advice of the dealers, refused to do so.

The financial statement showed the earnings for the

year to have been $900,805.89, there had been written

off during- the year $218,186.96 for repairs and better-

ments, and $235,340.40 for new plant and machinery,

and after payment of interest on bonds and dividends,

there remained a surplus of $44,493.36 for the year.

The sales for the year amounted to $8,045,497.16,

a decrease of $461,516.65 in value under the previous

year.

The raw cotton purchased for the mills has been

secured at a very fair price.

In order to keep the mills of the company thoroughly

up-to-date, the sum of $850,472.78 has been spent during

the past three years for repairs, improvement to plants

and new machinery.

The company has in operation 7,965 looms, 377,888

spindles, and employs over 6,000 hands and paid out

in wages almost two million dollars, being an advance

of two hundred thousand dollars over the year previous.

The board of directors, which comprises twelve mem-
bers, were re-elected.

The board is as follows:

David Yuile, Hon. L. J. Forget, C. B. Gordon, Hon.
Robert Mackay H. S. Holt, H. V. Meredith, J. P. Black,

S. Carsley, D. Morrice, Sr. ; G. A. Grier, John Baillie, A.

B. Mole."

At a subsequent meeting of the board the following of-

ficers were elected;

President. David Yuile; 1st vice-president, Hon. L. J.

Forget ; 2nd vice-president, and managing director, C.

P. Gordon ; secretary-treasurer, C. E. Hanna.
The statement showed that the company's assets total

$14,688,522. The profit and loss account, with the last

surplus added, shows a total of $568,335.

Notes,

('has. Troyer, general store, Hills Green ; deceased.

William Willison, men's furnishings, Ayr
; assigned.

Mrs. E. Y. Johnston, dry goods, Port Arthur ; stock

sold.

Bertha Crottie, dry goods, Toronto; sold to J. W.
Dale.

A. Mover & Co., general store, Mildmay ; succeeded

by John O. Hymmen.

C. P. Hoffman, men's furnishings, Hamilton; sold to

W. & R. McLelland.

Mrs. N. G. Murphy, general store, Rainy River ; .ell-

ing off men's furnishings.

The Star, clothing, Fort William ; sold to A.

Krasut/,ky, possession July 1.

A license issued by an Ontario Order-in-Council has

been granted to Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woolen System
Co. authorizing it to do business in that province, and
to employ for that purpose in the province $40,000. The
attorney is H. D. Gamble.
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W FEEPAEi
Tike Sftir®nni(g^ft Lnnae @f

MX
yet offered the Canadian trade, originality in design,

coloring and price carry conviction that it will prove the

I1ATEST

ATS05M4P© TEW,
S0CC3

A SFEATOME

The most original and progressive plan to deliver ready-

made profitable business to YOU, costing you nothing

and advertised direct to the consumer. See further issues

of this publication regarding it or write "BRIGHTLING
STUDIES" and your name on a postal, and we will tell

you things which will make your future in WALL
PAPER look R0SEY.

Tib® Wgfe®ai°F®©tar C®oa l«
fTEEAL

June, °®&.

U hen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Why Did so Many Retailers Go Out-

side of Canada for Wall Paper?

Because they had to have something that the Canadian factories

have not been making heretofore.

There is no longer any need for even the most progressive re-

tailer in Canada to go outside of Canada for Wall Papers. We con-

tend that the Boxer line is as fine as anything turned out anywhere
on earth—and at moderate prices. We make this statement after

our President has been to Germany, France, United States and Eng-
land and has seen them all.

It's a Duty You Owe Yourself
to see the Boxer line before placing your requirements for the coming
season.

Don't assume anything about us—know us !

When our traveler calls, don't say you buy from such and such a

factory—that's no excuse !

See what new blood has done for the Wall Paper trade of Canada.

This is all we ask—We are not afraid of the results.

THE REG. N. BOXER COMPANY Limited,
NEW TORONTO, - - - ONTARIO

Don't buy till you see our traveler.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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CANADIAN CORft LINOLEUMS
See our range before

placing your orders. Fall, 1908 Made in Canada, by Cana-

dian*, for Canadians.

Keep your money at home, by buying Canadian goods, and at the same time
get the best value in the market.

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Limited, Montreal
When ivriting advertisers please mention The Review.
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Where Do You Buy?

Your Upholstery Hardware
such as Pole Ends, Brackets,

Rings, Stair Rods, etc., and your

Extension Rods for Lace

Curtains and Draperies.

FROM THE U.S.—directly or indirectly—

at a 30 per cent, import duty.

or

IN CANADA.—from us or our jobbers?

Don't book your Fall order until

you've checked our prices with those

of our American competitors. We
can surely save you money.

WRITE TO-DAY TO

The Newell Manufacturing Co.
Prescott, Ont., Canada

KING'S
•tabllehed 177$

FAMOUS
•eld by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the maiket,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
CLASCOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordholmor Bldgs., 8 Colbornt) St.,

TORONTO

THE

IMPERIAL CARPET CO.
Limited

60 Front Street West,

TORONTO, - - ONT.

For orders received

In Hay, we will ac-

cept 35c. per yd. for

King Tapestry

Samples sent on Application

THE CARPET HOUSE OF CANADA

Modern Army Rifles
WHICH COST to manufacture at the Government
Armory $15.00 EACH, can be obtained in quantities

that can be RETAILED AT $1.50 EACH. Fine, ser-

viceable, Calibre 45, Springfield breech-loading rifles,

with cartridges, new swords, etc. Everyone is inter-

ested ; crowds attracted
; good profits realized. NEW

YORK CITY DEPARTMENT STORES HAVE JUST
BEGUN A MOST PROFI TABLE AND SUCCESSFUL
SALE. Write to FRANCIS BANNERMAN, dealer in

MILITARY GOODS from Government Auctions, 501
Broadway, New York, for Special Dept. Store Circular.

An Evidence of Our Worth
We were awarded a large contract for

papier mache plastrons of Chan plain,

Wolfe, Montcalm, etc., for d«corations at
the Quebec Tercentenary.

We furnish all kinds 'of papier mache
works for decorative purposes at

all seasons.

Delfosse & Co.
Canada's Greatest Fixture Faotory

5 Hermine St, - - - MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Fashionable Dresses as Seen at Woodbine Races

Pink and Blue the Leading Colors Seen at Spring Meet—Many Empire and Greek Gowns Were

Worn—Black and White a Favorite Combination —Green Parasols and Dyed Laces Featured.

Some new Costumes seen at the Woodbine during Ontario Jockey Club Races at Toronto, May 23 to June 6.

The weather for most of the days of the Woodbine
Meeting was all that could be desired, consequently the

stands and the lawn were thronged with a big crowd

of fashionably gowned, handsomely dressed women. The

fine warm weather was no doubt responsible for the

many light and airy Summer gowns that were worn.

The most noticeable feature was the large number of

Empire and semi-Empire gowns worn, showing that this

style has now obtained a firm hold and no doubt herald-

ing its adoption by the popular trade. By far the largest

number of gowns worn of soft silken fabrics, of clinging

woollen stuffs and of muslin or lace were made in this

manner.

Skirts were long and plain, the trimming being mostly

confined to the edge of the skirt and consisting of folds,

tucks or bands of lace or embroidered trimmings in

Oriental colors. Quite a number of trimmings of this

class were seen. There were also some very handsome
bordered gowns. One of these in a soft ecru shade had

the border printed in a persian pattern. To complete

this costume was a kind of bernouse cloak. This reached

to a little below the waist, and was very becoming to its

wearer. Another noticeable bordered gown was in shades

of violet and mauve. The ground was in the very palest

shade of mauve, the border in wisteria in na-

tural colors; the edge being of a deep hem of the

color known as emenince. This gown had a sash of rib-

bon velvet to match the darkest shade. Many of these

sashes were worn both in velvet ribbon and in plain

satin, and fancy ribbons. By referring to t lie accompany-

ing cut an idea as to then- arrangement may he gained.

In all cases they formed brettelles. The one illustrated

is of wide, fancy ribbon but some were quite narrow,

but in the same style. This is the sash that accompanies

the new Empire gown and points to a large sale of rib-

bons for this purpose. These sashes, as well as all other

trimmings, help to give the long, slender lines to the figure

now so fashionable.

All the materials used for these gowns are soft and

clinging and are very sheer and light in weight, without,

however, being very transparent. Very many lace gowns
were seen, white being the most numerous. These, how-

ever, generally had some touches of color in the trimming

or if all white, a colored hat was worn, or there was

color introduced into the hat trimming. Black lace

dresses were mounted over white satin and were chiefly

of the net variety. Lace coats were much en evidence.

They were for the most part quite three-quarter length

or longer, but a few were about hip length. Heavy
Guipure, Prineesse and Irish lace were combined in these

coats. One coat noted was of filet antique Prineesse

lace with a filet ground was the trimming used on a num-
ber of handsome gowns.

The quantity of black and white worn was remark-

able many of the handsomest gowns showing this com-

bination. Blue, perhaps, counting all shades, was the

color most en evidence, but the lead of blue was closely

contested by the new pink and red shades—indeed, there

were some days when the pinks and reds quite eclipserl

Hie lead of blue. Thes? shades are certainly in high

favor with the Canadian elite, and this is a fact that

will surely have nil influence on the popular trade
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later. Save for the many biscuit and mode shades, brown

was little seen. This does not mean that brown is decreas-

ing in favor, but that it is not as a rule a dressy color

and was only so employed when its use was a novelty.

Brown is a splendid street color and is extremely fash-

ionable for this purpose.

Peacock blue is slowly but surely coming to the front

in the high-class trade, and several gowns and quite a

number of hats were seen in this color and the allied

greenish blues. These shades had their best representa-

tion in the gowns and tailor-mades of raw silks. Hats

of this color were generally trimmed with ostrich and

tinsel bands, tulle, etc., and only rarely with flowers.

When flowers were chosen they were roses in deep red

and pjink.

Mauve and violet were well worn but these shades

are always fashionable with well-dressed women and

have always to be stocked in high-class materials, there-

fore, their presence except in one instance, has little

bearing on popular fashions. This one instance is in

linen-tailored suits. It was a curious fact that on the

special days such days as the King's plate day, etc.,

very few suits of white linen were Avorn. Linen suits

were very numerous, but were chiefly made of colored

linens, both plain colors and striped effects.

There were many blues, but pink and mauve linen

suits were largely worn by the smartest people.

There was a decided preponderance of silk fabrics

and the range of silken materials was a large one. Soft

clinging fabrics, such as voile ninon, soft satin finished

crepes, silk voiles, etc., were very much en evidence.

Handsome brocaded satins were worn in gowns of soft

satin, and many handsome gowns of soft silks. Besides

elaborate gowns there were many tailor-made and jumper

suits of both plain and raw silk. Tussah and shangtung

gowns and suits were much en evidence, but only one or

two were in the natural shade, the majority were in

colors the blues Copenhagen, Saxe, peacock, and the

blue g'reens being decidedly most en evidence.

Some of the more elaborate gowns of silk were made
in the draped Greek fashion that is an evolution of the

Empire style. One of these was of a soft corded white

silk with trimmings of silk chantillv lace and black

velvet. The tunic effect was draped from the left

shoulder in a slanting fashion to the opposite side of

the gown joining the skirt on the right side. Some of

the tailored suits had odd-looking directoire shaped coats

cut off sharply in front and having long postillions at

the back.

The skirts to these gowns were cut circular fashion

with a seam up the front and were very tight with a

slight ripple flare around the feet.

With the suits lingerie blouses very much trimmed
with lace were worn, the collar high and transparent

of fine Valenciennes lace. Many net and lace blouses

were also seen, the majority in white. Dress waists

were elaborately trimmed, all the elaboration of the gown
being concentrated on the waist. Sleeves, though elaborate,

fit closer to the arm. The majority were elbow or three-

quarter length on the dressy gowns, but all tailored effects

had the long sleeve. White gloves were generally worn
when the gown was of a light color, and even with many
of the darker gowns. Where the gown was of black and
white the gloves were white, and even when the gown
was all black white gloves were often worn.

Hosiery generally matched the gown, the shoes often

matching as well. Where the shoes did not match, if the

gown was very light in color, white shoes were worn.

Tan shoes were very much en evidence with hose to

match. Patent leather shoes were very much worn.

Pumps were most en evidence, and women generally seem

to have adopted these as the dressy shoe.

There was a big display of lace, and lace does not

seem to have altered its place one iota in fashion's fa-

vor. All gowns have the guimpe or yoke of lace or net,

or both combined, lace trims the sleeves, and in many
cases the skirt also. There was a complete absence of

flouncing laces save in the case of handsome real, which

are always in vogue. Much dyed lace was seen. All the

dressy tailormades and many of the gowns being trimm-
ed with lace dyed to match. Heavy crochet and Clunys

are the laces chosen for €his purpose. Less white lace

and more ecru seems to be the rule. Filet effects parti-

cularly in the form of princesse bands were much used.

Neckwear again has come in for fashionable considera-

tion, jabots and bows of net and lace being freely worn
with tailored suits. The latest novelty, however seen,

was the Pierriot ruche or muff. This is a wide loose

ruche of tulle that encircles the neck and fastens with a

bow of satin ribbon, and long ends at the back. None
were seen in either Mack or white, but were in pale

shades of pink, blue, maize, etc., the ribbons being of a

dark shade, thus pale blue would have navy ribbon, pink,

deep rose, or fraise red, maize, brown, etc. A few ladies

had handsome lace and painted chiffon scarves. These are

much worn in Paris, but only two or three were seen

here.

The novelty in parasol lines was the number of Em-
pire green ones seen. These were not chosen to match
any gown, but were used with any gown, either light or

dark. This ranking of green as an accessory color is a

new feature this season and indicates the high standing

green is attaining.

The many black hats, though few were all black, was
a noticeable feature.

Many of the smartest hats worn were of black

trimmed white, or of white with black trimmings.

The nearest approach to an all-white hat was
the hat of net or tulle with bands of gold

braid. Many all pink hats and all blue were
seen. Some also were all mauve. Many leghorns and
tuscans were worn, the crowns in most cases loaded

with flowers. Here the choice seemed pretty limited,

roses, lilacs and daisys being favored.

Feathers, ostrich paradise and numerous fancy effects

were very much en evidence, very disproportionately so

for the summer season. Wings and quills, too, were very

much worn and all classes of feathers are in high favor.

Though many moderate sailor shapes were worn by
the younger contingent, none of the Merry Widow type

were seen. High crowns were much en evidence, some of

them being with a very narrow brim. Corday effects of

a very large size in net and tulle were a feature. These
were trimmed with tinsel and feathers. Many hats had
a' frill of lace on the under brim, falling softly on the

hair.

The many lingerie princesse dresses worn were a fea-

ture. These were of the sheerest mull and were simply

covered with lace and embroidery. Some of the hand-

somest gowns worn were of this class.

W. E. Northway and John A. Northway, of John
Northway & Sons, Toronto, were in attendance at the

twlfth convention of the National Cloak, Suit and Skirt

Manufacturers held at the Great Northern Hotel, May
2nd. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss and
recommend cloak, suit and skirt styles for the coming
Fall. The result of the convention is given on another

page.
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An Organizer.

A. Goodman, Canadian manager of Raphael Tuck &
Sons Co., Ltd., with Canadian headquarters at 9-17 An-

toine St., Montreal, is of the modern school of sales-

manship. Mr. Goodman has had charge of the Canadian

business for some six months, and the selling plans, or-

iginated by him, have proved decidedly effective in ex-

tending their Canadian market. His ambition is to make
"Tuck" as much a household word in Canada as it is in

Great Britain.

He has had an extensive and varied experience of al-

most fifteen years in all the branches of this concern.

He mastered every detail of the business in boyhood in

London, England, has spent some time in Paris and Ber-

lin, and studied closely American selling methods in their

New York branch. Coupled with this experience and

knowledge is a healthy enthusiasm.

Mr. Goodman is the grandson of Raphael Tuck, the

founder of this business, whose lines of fine art produc-

tions of every description radiate from London as a

centre to all the four quarters of the globe.

Cotton in British Columbia.

That cotton can be successfully grown in British

Columbia is the belief of one interested in the culture of

that p^ant, who rrjade a recent visit to the Pacific Pro-

vince. Captain Bowler, who recently came from South

Africa is desirous says a Vancouver dispatch, of seeing

whether or not the tree will grow in this province. He
thinks the Ohances are fairly good, especially in the dry

belt, as the tree has been a success in Mafeking, South

Africa, Captain Bowler having brought the seeds from

that portion of the world.

"This is not a shrub, but a tree," Captain Bowler re-

marked, "being a hybrid between Peruvian sea island and

Mexican long stable. It is more productive than the or-

dinary plant, and gives a far greater percentage of lint.

Ordinary cotton gives about 48 per cent, lint, while this

produces 60 per cent., the other 40 per cent, being seed.

Not only that, but the new tree produces from 1,000 to

1,500 pounds per acre. Moreover, it is a perennial,

whereas the other is an annual, and bears eighteen

months after planting.

In Egypt, the new kind is grown on an enormous
scale, and a large company has been formed, with the

nephew of the Khedive in charge, to especially grow it.

It is also grown in Queensland, and in India the govern-

ment is distributing tons of seeds to small planters to

see what can be done with it there. As it will nearly al-

ways grow where peaches grow, I do not see why British

Columbia cannot produce cotton, and if the province can,

another great resource will be added. Warm valleys with

light sandy soil, are required/ thffugh it grows well in

loam. The seeds are planted
1

ten feet apart, about an
inch deep, and 450 may be put in to the acre."

Evils of Co-operative Schemes.

The principal of retail co-operative merchandizing was
condemned by E. M. Trowern, secretary of the Retail

Merchants' Association, in an address delivered by him
at Hamilton recently, when he pointed out the important

part which retail merchants had played in building up
the trade of Canada.

Mr. Trowern also dealt with the methods used by the

co-operative societies in gulling the workers, who ire in-

duced to take shares and do their buying at co-operative

stores. Dividends, he contended, were paid out of money
secured by over-charging customers and he gave ; t,ures

showing the higher prices charged by the co-operative
stores.

Not alone are the co-operators satisfied with inducing
the public to purchase at their stores, but they have a

pretentious system of inducing the public to invest their

money in shares, which range all the way from one shill-

ing upwards. In Toronto, for instance, has just been
started one of these co-operative societies. The capital

stock of the concern is placed at $40,000. In their pros-
pectus they offer 9,875 shares of stock for sale at $2 per
share to the public, which is equal to $19,750. Ten
thousand shares, which is equal to $20,000, is given to

the promoters for their services, and the directors have
subscribed for the balance. Out of every $2 share sub-

scribed and paid for by the poor working man, whose
friend these concerns claim to be, 10 cents is given to

the promoter, or 50 per cent, of the capital, which is

the poor man's money, is given away to induce him to

invest in a company in which they claim in their pros-

pectus that tens of thousands of working men will de-

rive the benefit of the profits which otherwise would go
to swell the pockets of the few individual traders. They
state that 50 per cent, of the profits will be divided as
"bonus" among the members according and in propor-
tion to the amount of their purchases. Twenty per cent,

of the profit will be paid in dividend on the capital stock

and the remaining 30 per cent, of the profit will be ap-
plied to create a fund to be used in the further extension
of the husiness.

Views of Trade on Agreement.

(From our own correspondent).

London, June 1.—All the leading wholesale dry goods
houses of London are parties to the agreement entered

into by the trade in Canada regarding dating, terms of

credit, discount and interest. As yet the agreement has
not gone into effect generally, though one firm—R. C.

Struthers & Co.—has already taken advantage of it, so

it is impossible to tell just how the country merchants
will take it. One of Messrs. Struthers' travelers, how-
ever, says he does not see that the agreement has made
any difference to his customers.

James Granger, of McMahon, Granger & Co., when
interviewed by The Review, said he did not look for pro-

tests from any of his firm's customers. "If," said he,

"the agreement is lived up to by all those signatory to

it, there will result a uniformity in dealings which is

most desirable. We have been giving too long datings,

each firm having a system of its own, and it is to be

hoped that this agreement will remove this laxity of

business method. The subject has long been a vexed one
to the trade, and now that merchants have come to

their senses, I hope they will stick to it."

To the suggestion that enterprising travelers in order

to close with reluctant customers might be inclined to

offer such persons special favors in the way of datings

and discounts, Mr. Granger replied : "I admit there is

that danger, but if the wholesale merchants are sincere

and honestly desire a betterment of existing conditions,

they should be able to keep a curb on even the most
zealous traveler. For, after all, you know, it is the pro-

prietor, and not the drummer, who has the say."

The head of another leading wholesale house was
asked if the agreement carried with it any penalty.

"None whatever," was the reply. "The thing is left as

a matter of honor, and if any wholesaler, through his

headquarters or his travelers, chooses to break from it,
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we have no remedy. However, the agreement is so much

to the advantage of the trade generally that 1 have

strong hopes that every merchant who has signed it will

be loyal to it.

The view of the retail merchants of the city is well

voiced by the members of the firm of Gray & Parker,

Dundas Street. After reading the terms of the agreement

in The Dry Goods Review, Mr. James Gray said :
"It

just makes a difference of one per cent, in the whole-

salers' favor. It also means thirty days' time in their

favor. The result will be that instead of having our

goods for Fall shipped now, they will be left in the

wholesaler's warehouse perhaps two months longer, or

at least until we want them. This will at least mean a

saving to us in insurance."

"More than that," spoke up Mr. Parker, "we will

make smaller orders and make them oftener, so that

there will not be so much gain to the wholesaler after

all. In the past we have been at some disadvantage

through wholesalers shipping before the end of the month

whereas, if the goods were kept back till the opening of

the month we would gain a month's time, which now the

wholesaler gets the benefit of.

"I was much amused recently," continued Mr. Parker,

"by receiving a circular from the dry goods section of

the Toronto Board of Trade relative to cancellation of

orders, just about the time we received from the house

of one of the members of that body a consignment of

curtains which were three months overdue. When his at-

tention was drawn to the matter, the wholesaler at once

saw the humor of it, but after all it is no laughing mat-

ter."

Canadian Colored Cotton Meeting.

At the annual meeting of the Canadian Colored Cot-

ton Mills Co., held on May 28th, the main feature was

the good statement presented. The sales for the year

amounted to $2,967,000, a decrease of $204,000 from last

year.

The company, after paying its bond interest of $111,-

000 and a four per centum interest on the capital stock

carried to the credit of the profit and loss account $139,-

000. This brings the total surplus to the credit of the

profit and loss account up to $1,534,000, or practically

sixty per centum of the capital stock. In other words

the company earned a net nine per centum during the

year.

The president, Mr. David Morrice, stated that while

they could have paid the shareholders a greater dividend

than the four per cent., it had not been considered good

business to do so, under existing conditions. The presi-

dent also announced that application had been made to

increase the number of directors from seven to nine, the

additional directors chosen being Mr. Arthur Morrice

and Mr. A. O. Dawson.

While the turnover of the mills was $200,000 less than

last year, the amount carried forward to profit and

loss account was $139,000 as compared with $69,000 the

previous year.

President Morrice stated that the company used some

10,000 bales of cotton in its year's business, and as the

price held for their grade of cotton around twelve cents

a pound, they were working on a very close margin.

The company's total assets amount to $8,430,000.

The cloth on hand amounts to $656,000, cloth in process

$270,000, raw cotton $186,000.

During the year new plant and machinery were in-

stalled to the amount of $121,000, and repairs and im-

provements were made to the extent of $106,000. The

company had experienced no labor trouble, although early

in May they made a reduction in wages of about ten per

centum. The mills have been running full time, with the

exception of necessary stoppages for repairs.

Agents Do Not Represent.

There has been some criticism recently by Canadians

resident in England, who are in a position to know where-

of they speak, regarding the nature of the work some of

the .Canadian commercial agents in Great Britain are

doing.

These agents are presumably working for the devel-

opment of Canadian export trade and yet it is reported

by authorative parties in England, and a study of the

weekly reports issued by the Government 's Department

of Trade and Commerce would seem to bear this out, that

a goodly part of the time of some of the agents is spent

in calling on British manufacturers and exporters, seem-

ingly with a view to encouraging their business with

Canada and thereby stimulating competition with our

own industries.

The weekly Trade and Commerce reports contain a file

of trade inquiries which one would naturally suppose

would be devoted to the interests of Canadian business.

A study of several of these reports the other day revealed

I he fact that out of 197 inquiries 95 were from English

firms who wished to get in touch with Canadian buyers

with a view to disposing of their manufactured product.

A representative of a Canadian firm, at present in

England, tells of several instances he met with where

the commercial agents had gone to a good deal of trouble

to procure lists of Canadian buyers for English firms.

In some instances, the firms in Great Britain making
good use of the agents, are not even manufacturers of

the goods they propose to market in Canada.

Some years ago one of the agents on his appoint-

ment expressed a desire to visit a number of Canadian

manufacturers who were anxious to develop their export

trade, and was instructed by the Minister then in charge

not to do so. He reported the matter to some manu-
facturers who advised him to see Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

His visit put a new face on the incident, and, as a result,

his instructions were immediately reversed.

It cannot be the desire of the Government that the

Canadian commercial agents should pursue the policy a

few of them seem to be doing. And the matter would

seem to repay some attention being paid to it immedi-

ately.

Wool Market Stronger.

London wool sales held during the past week have a

decidedly better tone, and prices have been much firmer.

The buyers were present in large numbers and the offer-

ings were well taken. In three days about 40,000 bales

were placed on sale and were practically all taken at

prices which ruled considerably higher. A cable despatch

says that good merinos and crossbreds showed decided

strength and ruled fully 5 per cent, above the March
prices. Inferior crossbreds frequently showed advances

of more than 5 per cent. The market for inferior and
heavy conditioned wools generally has improved mate-

rially since the beginning of the present series and prices

are now not more than 5 per cent, below the March levels

Eor such wools.

As having a bearing on the genera] market situation

this information is decidedly interesting and many believe
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thai the turn lias Come al Inst, and as a result there is

a much more optimistic feeling prevailing. Indicating

that the revival noted in the London sales is no) confined

1(» the other side of the Atlantic is the following despatch

from Boston:

Some of the most conservative merchants are now
included in the ranks id' the optimists. Continued im-

provement is reported in the worsted goods market, holh

for fancies and staple, with a tew mills running extra

time, because of belated orders with calls for prompt

delivery. Shipments the past week, at 4,500,000 pounds,

are the largest of any week this year.

Brown Hats for Fall.

The fawn hat has been a favorite for Summer selling

and while with the approach of Fall, the proportion of

black to the total number of hats sold will be in heavier

ratio, the color tendency is likely to be continued, and
it is predicted that the darker shades of browns will he

very popular.

Orders for these lines already seem to substantiate
this belief, and that seal brown will he a big (actor in

the Fall selling lor men's hats is certain.

The brim will be inclined to the flat and narrow and
the crown inclined to the square shapes.

The hat, trade for Fall, manufacturers report as being
satisfactory, the retailers apparently being in a position

to take freely of the offerings for that season.

The college hat will be the popular line again in soft

hats, and they will he sold freely, especially by the

young men's trade. The fedora, which for years was
"it" in the soft hats, has practically disappeared,

though they are selling in some quarters. In the west,

the typical soft hat is the wide straight brim and round
crown, in the cowboy style.

In the college hat, some have low straight crowns,
but the telescope shape will still be a strong favorite,

and its nattiness will make its sale practically assured.

The brim in this hat is inclined to be somewhat
smaller than formerly.

So far as colors are concerned, they will follow

closely those of the stiff shapes, the seal brown beiny a

leader.

Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers
From information supplied to Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW

do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

DELFOSSE & CO.

Delfosse & Co. were awarded last

month the contract for papier mache
plastrons of Champlain, Wolfe and
Montcalm, to be used as decorations
at the Quebec Tercentenary. This
firm has also supplied Quebec mer-
chants with a variety of stands,
made from their square tubing, with
satin brass finish. They have just

bought the stock of another fixture
firm in Montreal, and merchants can
procure many desirable lines at close

prices.

JOHN MACDONALD & CO.

John Macdonald & Co., Limited,
report from each of their respective
departments that business during the
past two weeks has improved great-
ly. If the demand for Summer goods
continues for the next two or three
weeks to the same extent that it has
for the past fortnight their stock of

Summer goods will get a great clear-

ing out. At present every depart-
ment is fully assorted.

In the house furnishings their stock
of carpet squares is larger than

. usual at this season, and, of course,
better assorted. Axminster and vel-

vet squares in seamless goods are in

greater demand than the lower
grades. They are showing special

value in tapestry, Brussels and Wil-
ton carpets in piece goods.
John Macdonald & Co. state that

owing to the late season the stocks
of men's underwear, hosiery and furn-

ishings of all kinds are better assort-

ed just now than usually at this sea-

son of the year. They also have in

stock some special lots and clearing

lines in men's shirts and neckwear.
John Macdonald & Co. were never

on a better pos tion to supply wants
in ladies' underwear, hosiery, gloves,
muslins, laces, embroideries and
ready-to-wear goods than they are at
present.
John Macdonald & Co. are giving

more and more attention to letter

orders. If you have not already or-

dered through their letter order de-
partment give them a trial order and
satisfy yourselves as to the prompt-
ness and correctness with which they
fill letter orders.

W. R. BROCK CO., TORONTO.
The W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., of To-

ronto, have been receiving during
May large shipments to fill up gaps
made in their stock during the sea-
son as they recognize that June is

the month that merchants want to
sort up their stock, particularly in

hosiery, gloves, underwear, muslins,
etc., etc.

Their stock of fancy lace and em-
broidered hose to retail at the popu-
lar prices of 25c, 50c, 75c up to $1.-

50 per pair, is large and just what
the people want. It comprises fancy
whites, fancy tans, blacks, greys,
and opera shades ; while the value
that they show in staple, plain and
ribbed goods is not to be surpassed
by any house in the trade between
the two oceans.
A special line in their ladies' un-

derwear is a white sleeveless lace
vest, called "Back," that can be re-

tailed for 25c. Just what the ladies
want ; daintily trimmed and trans-
parent fabric.

The lace department reports a well

selected assortment of all-over nets,

all-over ends, etc., for blouses or

waists.

They have also opened out during
the past week a case of new filet net
waistings, comprising coin spots,
coin squares and other new designs.
During June we have frequent thun-

der storms, Brock's can give you in
both ladies' and gents' umbrellas spe-
cial lines to retail at 75c, $1 and $1.-
50. Also ladies' raincoats in fawn
or grey stripe than can be retailed
at $5 or $li, and their men's tailor-
made grey covert that can be retail-
ed at $6 to $7.50.
Their stock of muslins is very ex-

tensive. Good values are offered in

Victoria lawn, organdies, Swiss
spots, nainsook, India linen or fancy
black and white muslins.
The 1st and 12th of July will soon

be here. There will be a great de-
mand for flags of all kinds. Orange,
blue, purple, royal, red ribbons for
these two festivals ; also for the Old
Boys' reunions in various cities and
towns in the Dominion.
Send to Brook's, Toronto, for your

hunting, decorations and welcome
flags.

In the hosiery, glove and under-
wear department, clearing lots are
being offered of broken ranges, odd
lines and trade stimulators for bar-
gain baskets for the bargain hunters,
as every retail merchants knows that
the woods are full of them during
June.
Ladies' undressed kid gloves, 12B

Mousquetaire ; send for sample or-
der of blacks that can be retailed at
$1, and black, white, pastelle and
grey that can be retailed at $1.25
per pair, the kid glove special of

1908.

In "Her Ladyship" department at

W. R. Brock & Co.'s are to be found
a full line of white, colored pique and
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linen suits ranging in price from $6.-

50 to $20 each. These goods are hav-
ing a very heavy season in New York
and the larger markets, and later on
the sale for them in this country will

be very beavy, as every woman will

want them. They are trimmed with
contrasting shades, and are very
stylish, as well as very well made
and full-fitt'ng garments. They are
also showing lines of job waists, at
$9 and $12, regular $12 and up to

$18 goods.
A line of goods which they find

steady sellers are the lines of heavy
linen and Holland aprons, these are

shown in all sizes and all prices from
$1,80 to $6.75 a dozen.
The special travelers are all on

their ground with the full range of

Fall goods and the orders so far

to hand bespeak a successful sea-

son. The new and full range of

mantles and skirts are meeting with
great success, and th's line bids fair

to distance the other lines they are
showing. Their special Fall coat,

full length, in wool kersey, all col-

ors, at $7.50, has startled the trade/
and orders for this line should be
placed at once, as the merchants
must bear in mind, that next season
will be different in many ways than
the season at hand, both wholesales
and factories will have small stocks
and business will come with a rush
and the trade will not be in the posi-

tion to handle it that they have been
in past seasons.
The men's furnishing department

is offering for the month of June
clearing lines of men's black and
fancy cotton half-hose at very spe-

cial prices.

They are also showing an extra
value black cashmere half-hose which
can be retailed at 25c and pay a
good profit.

Special quotations are being given
on boys' wash suits and blouses to

clear out balance of stock.
Notwithstanding the lively demand

there has been for men's summer
weight underwear for the last week
or two their stock is still complete
in all lines of balbriggan, merino and
natural wool, A shipment of men's
washing ties in some new effects has
just been passed into stock. They
also have in stock men's crochet ties

to retail at 50c. .These have been
very popular lately.

In men's negligee shirts some very
special values in clearing lines are
being offered to sell at 50c and 75c,

regular 75c and $1. The demand for

Success linen collars is steadily
growing and they are gaining a repu-
tation as being the best value in the
market to retail at two for 25c.

"CAN'T-SLIP" POMPADOUR.
Attention is directed to the adver-

tisement of Phillips & Wrinch, Ltd.,

on page 89 of the "Can't-Slip" pom-
padour. The present style of hats
demand the pompadour. The "Can't-
Slip" is made of fine imported Da-
mascus steel wire, and weighs less

than three-quarters ounce. The
"Can't-Slip" is much healthier than

greens are the colors most in de-
mand. More orders are coming in

for silks, the striped taffetas being
good sellers. Velvets and velveteens
are doing well.

Staples are selling well in all lines,

sales during the past two or three
weeks having shown a decided im-
provement, but buying is done very
carefully. Nearly all lines are mov-
ing. This firm advises retailers to

begin to stock up with cottons, as

prices are stiffening. Orders have
been coming in more freely, and pros-

pects are good.
A fairly brisk business is being

done in the fancy goods lines, and a

the ordinary hair rolls, being more
sanitary. In fact, in a good many of

the hospitals the nurses are not al-

lowed to wear hair or imitation hair

pads.

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED.

Messrs. Greenshields, Ltd., report

an improvement in trade in nearly

all departments during the past two
or three weeks. Stock-taking has
just been completed. They still are

ready to fill all immediate orders.

In the dress goods department there

is a complete range of all the new-
est and most popular materials.

This firm states that there will be a

rush for dress goods later on, and
that there will be a scarcity, with
higher prices as a result, as whole-
salers have not stocked up to ac-

commodate a rush. Cheviots, chev-

rons and striped, goods generally are

in good demand, and in the plain

goods, broadcloths and Venetians are

the best sellers. Navies, browns and

heavy trade for Fall is anticipated.
Already heavy orders are coming in

for the Christmas trade. Ribbons
are being made a specialty, and it is

expected to double the amount of

business in this line, as increased fa-

cilities makes this possible. The
stock of ribbons, laces and embroid-
eries is complete, and new items are
constantly being received. There has
been a heavy call of late for the
straight galloons in filet effect, em-
broidered with mercerized yarn, also

with silk. There seems to be a ten-

dency towards a greater use of cluny
laces and torchons. These are great-
ly in demand in Europe and the Unit-
ed States, and a run on them here is

anticipated.

Cashmere hosiery for Fall is in the
hands of the travelers, at a lower

price than it is likely to be later on.

There has been an advance in the

price of cotton hose. The stock of

hosiery is complete in all lines, sizes

and colors.

TKe Review's Special Fall Number
TO APPEAR JULY 1

Will be tKe best we Have ever issued

Advertisers are requested to send in their copy as soon as possible. This is not too

soon to lay plans for a good strong talk about your goods.
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HOTEL DIRECTORY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This bouse is pleasantly »nd coiiToniently lo-

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to g-uests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTELQEORQETOWN
I u»»tn n\J I tL DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA.
This first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
oity. Fire minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, and near to all principal publio
buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Eleotrio light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH Proprietrea*.

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open Nov. Cloaca in May.

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For Rates, etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Go.,
29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paislry, Prop-

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS & HARDT
Assignees. Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 15J Toronto St. .Toronto.

446 Temple Building, Montreal.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing: commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in

formation to date. Every modern facility forthe
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

A Remarkable Year
We have been in business for

over a year. Our record has been
one of continual growth—from 1 40
new claims in May, 1907, we
have reached to 425 in the month
of April last. Have collected

$10,959.99 for our clients dur-
ing the past twelve months.

We can help you as we have
helped those who have supported
us during our first year in business.

THE BEARDW00D AGENCY
313 NOW York Ufa Building

MONTREAL

S. W. STEVENSON & CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANT8

TORONTO MONTREAL
New address 42 Victoria Sqr.

55 Yonge St. Phone Main 4843

Cabls Address. "MACKER
Winnipeg.

Off lea 51 1 Ashdown Block

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturer*
desiring live, up-to-date representation In the

West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building - - TORONTO
Representing: Cornwall & York Cotton Mills

Co., Ltd , Cotton Goods, St. John, N.B. ; Paris,

Wincey Mills Co., Flannels, etc., Paris, Ont.; John
Bright & Bros., Ltd., Carpets, etc, Rochdale, Eng.

;

Wm. Clark & Sons, Canvas Hollands, etc., Tjpper-
landB, Ireland ; Albert Godde Bedin & Cie., Chiff-
ons, Laces, etc, Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

40 St. Ant >in« St. SylvesterWillson Bldg.
Toronto—S mcoe & We''ingtrm Sts —Head Office

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces,
Tailors' Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts.

Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

Condensed Advertisemects
ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.

per word first insertion, and lc. per word for

subsequent insertions.
Cash remittances to cover cost must accompany

all advertisements. In no case can this rule be
overlooked. Advertisements received without re-

mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in our care to be forwarded,

5c. must be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100 words, each issue, one year $15
" " " " six months 9
" " " " three months 9
50 " " " one year 9

" " six months 6
25 " " " one year

PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT
KEEP POSTED.—The leading authority in

Canada on Groceries and foodproducts Is

THE CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade
conditions generally discussed every week. Price
$2.00 per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each Issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
Interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the worlds periodical press is too valuable to

overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

ADVERTISING WRITERS and business men in-

terested in good printing should subscribe to

Canada's only printing trade paper, THE
PRINTER AND PUBLISHER. Subscription
price, $2 per annum. Address, 10 Front St. E.,
Toronto.

COMPLETE information on books, stationery,
fancy goods, music, photo supplies and kindred
lines Is given each month in THE BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER of Canada. Subscrip-
tion price, $1 per annum. Address, 10 Front St.

E., Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It Is

mailed every Friday. Subscription price Is $2 per
year. Address, HARDWARE AND METAL,
Montreal, Toronto or Winnipeg.

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK -Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co., Limited. Office, No. 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work-
manship, business methods.

HYGIENIC INSTITUTE.

THE WHAT, THE WHY, THE WAY— If you
want to get well and stay well, you can—with-
out drugs or medicines. Learn the wonderful

mission of the INTERNAL BATH. Ourfree book-
let proves that 90 per cent, of human ailments are
due to one cause, and tells you how to remove it.

Write to TYRRELL'S HYGIENIC INSTITUTE.
305 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED in every town and village, a represen-
tative to take charge of the circulation of our
various publication* :— Hardware and Metal,

Canadian Grocer, Financial Post, Plumber and
Steamfitter. Dry Goods Review, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer. Canadian Ma-
chinery, and Busy Man's Magazine. Good finan-
ciil standing and buslnass connection a strong
recommendation. Just the position for a retired
business man for his spare time. The MacLean
Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto.

WANTED—A salesman to handle the product of
a factory In the States, on buttons, consisting
of a large assortment of covered and compo-

sition buttons for the wholesale dry goods, notions
and tailors trimming trade, also for manufacturers
of cloaks, clothing, suits, etc. A liberal commis-
sion paid, must be acquainted with buyers in the
above trade and give good references. Address N.,
care THE DRY GOODS REVIEW, No. 10 Front
Street East, Toronto.

JT. ALLAN, of Claresholme, Alberta, has aold
. out his stock and assigned the proceeds to

N. Holmes as trustee for the creditors. Par-
ties having claims against this estate please forward
same, duly attested, to Norman Holmes, Clare-
sholme, Alta.

ELLIOTT-FISHER
ADDING TYPEWRITERS

ELLIOTT-FISHER, Limited, 129 Bay St.. Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

Cable Address
"Kingsons, Toronto"

Phone Main 6158

W. P . KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR HOSIERY BLANKETS, ETC
74 YORK STREET - TORONTO

Canadian and Foreign manufacturers' lines
solicited on favorable terms.

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay 8trert - • TORONTO

Representing Herman Muhlinghaus,
Lennep, Germany — High-class Ladies' and
Men's Underwear.

Laces, Embroideries, Dress Trimmings,
Kimona Lace Collars, etc.

LEGAL CARDS

ATWATER, DUOLOS k. OHAUVIN
Advocates. Montreal

Albert W. At water, E.G., Consulting Coxitis*
for City of Montreal. Ohaa. A. Ducloa. Hanry
N. Ohauvin.

WHOLESALE HOUSES

tOC^fERSON

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDER8 OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY.

When writing advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

advertisement in Dry Goods

Review.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
OcwJonally advwVtawntoti m« taswted in the paper after the index has been printed. The insertion of the advertiser's name in this

index is net part of the advertising aider. The index is inserted solely for the eonYenienoe of the readers of the paper.
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Beardwood Agency

Bell Telephone Co
Bellinger, E
Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

Boxer. Reg. N„ Co
Bradford Dyers' Association ...

British-America Assurance Co.

British-American Dyeing Co. ...

Brock, W. R., Co
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Brophy-Cains, Ltd

Burnley, Thos., & Sons. Ltd.

Butterick Pub. Co., Ltd

inside front cover.

. . .. 102

Calico Printers' Ass'n., Ltd. ...

Carter-Crume Co., The, Ltd. ...

Chipman. Holton Knitting Co.

Clinton Knitting Co

Cosbie, R. H
"Crave-nette" Co

Deacon Shirt Co.. The

Debenhams (Canada) Limited

Defiance Button Machine Co. .

Delfosse & Co
:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co
Dominion Cloak Mfg. Co
Dominion Oilcloth Co
Dominion Textile Co
Dominion Wadding Co

E
Eagle Knitting Co.

Empire Mfg. Co. ...
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inside back cover.

Hotel Directory 109
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Imperial Carpet Co.

Irving Umbrella "Co.
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Established 1791.

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, Nainsooks,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready-made Sheets,
(Plain or hemstitched)

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes
of the highest quality.

N.B. SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers,

PRESTON. MANCHESTER. LONDON, ENGLAND.
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To the Trade: June, 1908

The Prices We Are Quoting
for our

SURPLUS STOCK
Of

Spring and Summer Goods

In Every Department

Cannot But Interest .

Every Keen Buyer
of

GENERAL DRY GOODS
MEN'S FURNISHINGS
CARPETS and WOOLLENS

John Macdonald & Co., Limited

TORONTO
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Laces, Embroideries

Collars and Belts

OUR TRAVELLERS are now on the road, showing one of

the most complete and up-to-date ranges ever shown in this

country, for Fall, Xmas and Spring.

We buy direct from the largest manufacturers, not from commission
houses. YOU get the benefit. Others can advertise themselves as

the biggest lace people in creation ; our prices talk far more elo-

quently. We can sell to you cheaper, and give better value at that,

than any foreign commission houses. We make a profit ; we have
to live too, but you get your goods as the manufacturer puts them
up, clean, and the latest novelties. We deliver promptly on time,

and you get no substitutes.

As to variety, and up-to-dateness, we will not take second
place for any one.

We are making fullest allowance for recent fall in prices.

Our range of COLLARS and BELTS for November delivery

contains the very latest European Novelties.

A nice assortment of seasonable LACES, ALLOVERS, EM-
BROIDERIES, etc., always in stock.

When in town, call and see us. Always something new to show.

Laces, Embroideries, Dress Trimmings, Collars,

Belts, Chiffon, Velvet, Veilings, Tulles, Nets, Key),

Imported Lace Waists, Lace Robes, gSs Lace Curtains

R. C. BACH, - - 146 St. James St.

PQ-BQX64 MONTREAL, QUE. PQ
-
Box 64

REPRESENTATIVES :-

QUEBEC ONTARIO MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN & ALBERTA BRITISH COLUMBIA
Mr. A. Spencer. Mr C. B. Anderson. Mr. R. C. Bach, P.O. Box 197, Mr. G. F. Williams, 418

Winnipeg. Hastings St. v ancouver

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv

I
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Fall Business 1908
Brighter business prospects exist to-day than for many
months. Prospects are good ; dry goods markets have

been adjusted and business is running smoothly.

Our stocks in all departments of our immense warehouse

afford you the right opportunity for Fall purchases.

DEPARTMENTS
A-l— Printed and woven Flannelettes, Colored

Saxony Flannelettes, Dress Ginghams,
Apron Ginghams, Shirtings, single and
double width Cotton Dress Goods,
Flannels, Cotton and Wool Eiderdowns,
Moles.

A-2—Wash Goods, White and Black Muslins,
Prints (including the celebrated Crums'
Prints), Printed Sateens.

A-3— Linings, Sateens, Percalines Buntings,
etc., Jap Soie and Miretta Linings, Mo-
reens, Cotton Cashmeres, Turkey Reds.

A-C—Grey and White Cottons, Sheetings,

Pants, Overalls, Flannelette Blankets,

Cotton and Jute Bags, Denims, Cotton-
ades, Tickings, Hessians, Horse Covers,
etc.

B--Tweeds, Woollens and Tailors' Trimmings
also Priestleys' Cravenettes for men's
wear.

Sole Selling Agents in Canada for

C—Carpets, Curtains, Linoleums, Oilcloths,

House Furnishings, etc.

D—Men's Furnishings, Underwear, Waterproofs,
Half hose Ties, Umbrellas, etc.

E— Laces, Ribbons, Embroideries, Veilings, Nets,
Neckwear, Ladies' Umbrellas.

K— Hosiery, Fabric Gloves, Knitted Goods,
Ladies' Underwear, etc.

G— Kid Gloves, Mitts, Moccasins, etc.

H— Dress Goods including Priestleys' well known
Dress Fabrics, Blousings, Waistings, etc.

L— Linens, Table Linen, Napkins, Towels, Towel-
ling, Fancy Linens, Handkerchiefs, etc.

O— Ready-to-wear Garments, Blouses, Skirts,

Children's Suits, etc.

S—Silks, Velvets, Velveteens, Crepes, etc.

T—Smallwares, Notions, Trimmings, Embroider-
ed Shams and Runners, Fingerings and
Fancy Wools, Fancy Goods, Dolls,

Mechanical Toys, etc.

Priestleys' Dress Goods,

Pewny's Kid Gloves,

J. & T. Alexanders' Linens,

"Health Brand" Underwear
Joyal " Square Knit " Hosiery

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

When zvrithig advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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Dress Goods Fall 1908
Our range includes all the staples and late novelties.

You will find it to your advantage to place your

orders now, and avoid disappointment in delivery.

STRONG SELLERS IN PLAIN CLOTHS LEADING LINES

Chiffon Broadcloths, Serges, Striped Venetians, Striped (Self) Suitings,

Venetians, Voiles, Striped Broadcloths, Striped (Colored) Suitings,

Satin Cloths, Cheviots, Chevrons, Diagonal Suitings.

PRIESTLEY'S DRESS GOODS
Chiffon Broadcloths, Venetians, Rosettas, Voiles, Resildas,

Savonas, Gazelle, Diagonals, Chevrons, Cravenettes.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Carpets and House Furnishings . . .

^1T Merchants will find stocks of all lines

^11 well - assorted, and values interesting.

ART SQUARES in Full Range of Carpets in

Tapestry, Brussels, Tapestry, Brussels,

Seamless Axminster, Velvets, Axminsters,

Velvets and Wool. and Wiltons.

A fine assortment of Cretonnes, Art Muslins, Lace and Tapestry Curtains,

Linoleums, Oilcloths, Mats, China and Japanese Mattings.

An unequalled range of White and Grey Blankets and Comforters.

Everything Here for Your House Furnishing Department

You will find it to your advantage to visit this immense department when in the warehouse.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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offer you the advantages of large

open stocks and favorable prices for

immediate and Fall delivery.

NOW IS YOUR TIME GET YOUR STAPLES IN
TO REPLENISH STOCKS GOOD SHAPE FOR FALL

Send us a list of your wants in

Staple Cottons, Linings, Wash Goods,

Dress Ginghams, Flannelettes, Wrapperettes

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

FALL 1908 T^ 7 1/1/ • FALL 1908

Trade Winners
Ladies' & Children's Ready-to-wear Garments

Shield Brand Garments Are Quick Sellers.

Correct Styles from the Centre of Fashion

We arefully prepared

to fill your orders

Take a list of your stock, find out your wants, and drop a line to our Mail

Order Department, and they will give you prompt and careful attention.

Bear Skin Coats, Tarns, Bonnets, Hats and Sets

THE ABOVE LINES ARE CONTROLLED BY US. SPECIAL VALUES

SPECIAL X)JILUES in Children's Dresses, Blouses, Flannelette wear, Silk, Moire and Sateen

Underskirts, Dress Skirts, etc.

WE ARE SHOWING OUR USUAL SPECIALS IN FURS
Be sure you see our Spring samples of Blouses and Whitewear controlled by us, and we can give

you exclusive lines that no other merchant in your city can show when we confine them to you.

OUR RANGE WILL BE BIGGER, BETTER THAN EVER.
Spring 1909

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Cable Address, "Gordonson," Montreal. Western Union Code.

John Gordon & Son

Commission Merchants
and

Manufacturers' Agents

MONTREAL TORONTO BRANCH

316 St. James Street. 80 Bay Street,

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTED BY US ARE

The Standard Shirt Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
penma"S Limited,

MONTREAL, MONTREAL, and PARIS, Ont, &c,

Shirt.. Collar.. Blouse.. Ladle.' Skirt.. Overall., etc.
Underwear. Ho.iery. Sweater., Flannel.. Blanket., etc.

Success Collars The Auburn Woollen Con, Pan y-

PETERBOROUGH, Ont.,

Cornwall and York Cotton Mills Company, Ltd.,

st. john, n.b.,
jaSl H. Wylie, Ltd.,

Denims, Cottonades, Tickings, Flannelettes, Yarns, etc.

Tweeds, etc.

ALMONTE, Ont.,

Kerseys, Flannels, etc.

The Eclipse Umbrella Company, Ltd.,

Montreal, Henry Campbell & Co., Ltd.,

Men's and Ladies' Umbrellas. BELFAST
Linen Threads of all kinds.

R. F. & J. Alexander & Co., Ltd.,

Glasgow, SILK THREAD and L0N6 LENGTH TAPES

Cotton Thread.. in stock.

Boot and Shoe Laces of all kinds, colors and lengths

in stock in Montreal and Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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SOLD BY ALL THE LEADING JOBBERS

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO., Toronto

WHITE HEATHER

a

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

BALDWIN'S

BEEHIVE

BEEHIVE

^

Baldwin's 2nd Quality AND
REGISTERED

Baldwin's Best

yyWHITE HEATHER
ARE THE BRANDS FOR

KNITTING-WOOL SPECIALISTS
THEY ENSURE A READY SALE
Through leading Wholesale Houses. Samples, free on application, from:—

J. & J. BALDWIN & PARTNERS, LTD.^M & ^
HALIFAX, ENG.ESTABLISHED 1785 MONTREAL & TORONTO

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv.
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KONIG an
Manufacturers and

VICTORIA SQUARE,

CALAIS
LYONS

BRUSSELS
NOTTINGHAM

WE are splendidly equipped for the fall

season, and cordially invite retailers to

make an inspection of our various lines —

All Foreign Markets have been searched

to make our stocks the most complete in the

trade

—

Careful buying of the right things is more

than ever necessary for the coming season.

Our assortments in the various depart-

ments will help lighten the responsibility as they

embody the newest and best ideas.

A cordial invitation is extended you to visit

us when you are in the city.

Look carefully over our salesmen's

samples from these departments.

Laces, Embroideries, Trim-

mings, Silks, Handker-

chiefs, Veilings, Hosiery,

Corsets. i
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STUFFMANN
Importers

MONTREAL

Fall Fashions in Laces

and Trimmings

Laces High Style

Fashion dictates the use of self and

fancy colored insertions and nets. Con-

ventional nets in black and ivory will also

be in splendid request. These latest novel-

ties are stocked by us in a large assortment

— Buying them from us minimizes your risk

of unsalable stock, and creates a reputation

for you of having the newest goods.

Trimmings Widely Used
Every indication points to a more ex-

tensive use of trimmings than in previous

seasons - Our stock is replete with the

latest novelties in the fashionable colored

goods, and includes all the staple soutache

and pull braids.

The Fall range in these departments exem-

plifies our unique buying facilities and our deter-

mination to give" you the latest novelties at the

earliest possible moment—We maintain at all

times a large and varied stock for your con-

venience.

PLAUEN
ST. GALL

PARIS
LONDON
NEW YORK
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Abel MorralTs Fancy Hat Pins
NBOW" CABINET

Containing

1 Gross Assorted

5-Cent

Hat Pins

All With Our

Nickel-Plated

Steel Stems

The
"Rainbow"
Cabinet

Can Also Be Had
Containing
1-2 Gross

5c. Hat Pins

Assorted Fancy
Patterns

Our Ha* ns are just as good as our IM>

*T ENQUIRE OF YOUR WHOLESALE HOUSE

»dle<

Abel Morrall, Ltd , Redditch, Eng,

A Line That Always Sells
Right now women at various resorts are using knitting wools and yarns.

Make a good profit for yourself and give satisfaction to your customers by

selling them these lines.

"°The i'

ReS»
j'

KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.

Van%uarO Reg? SO^

Knitting
Wool

I win" I iiiiTTS r-'r-

KNITTING WOOL
MADE IN ENGLAND!

Sales are increasing as a result of merit.

It's worth a postcard to get samples.

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd. I
Canadian Agents

Manufacturer, of Knitting Yarns for over 150 Years. \ \j » IV1. V^nOlllOrl %jL DlO.
GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND \ 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

ii

REGISTERED

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

t*

EVERY NET

PATEN reo

Reg'd Trade Mark

NOTE THE TIGHT HAIR al (he bottom of the Net which
tvben placed over the forehead, forms a neat "Bad" shape,
keeping the front dressing of hair "Tidy " whilst allotting

ample fulness.

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net

obtainable. A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE
with orders for one gross and upwards.

RfKFIVWAin RRfK LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also of popular Hair Nets,IH/JIjH "T rlLiU U1XVJJ., Hair Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents for Canada

:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd., cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts. TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

"A Revivalof Trade will come with a good harvest and wise economy"—Bank Manager

We Open
the Door to

Every Merchant

Providence will deal with the question

of the harvest and all evidence goes to show

that 'twill be a kindly dealing.

We open the door for "wise economy"

by our methods of dyeing and finishing

any line on the shelves of dry goods merchant or milliner that has become

unsalable because faded, soiled or off-color.

— We are merchant dyers with the largest

plant of the kind in Canada.

Over
30 Years

Established

R. PARKER & CO.
Dyers to the Trade

Toronto, Canada

Leading Merchants

all over Canada

are our customers.
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Released From Prison Through a Want Ad.

By the pardon last month of John L
Silber. by Governor Haskell of Okla-

homa, a strange tale of the human in-

terest variety is brought to a conclusion,

says Printers' Ink. A six-line want ad

is responsible for the whole affair.

For the purpose of booming its want
ad page the Oklahornan, of Oklahoma
City, had offered prizes for the most

original liners that appeared in the

paper on a given day. A committee of

local advertisers, selected to act as

judges in the contest, very properly

awarded the first prize to the writer of

this, advertisement: 4

WANTED—Young man in jail wants out; suggestions
solicited that might result in immediate release ;

wants poet's address that wrote '* Stone Walls Do Not
a Prison Make, Nor Iron Bars a Cage.'' Address John
L. Silher, Kay county jail, Newkirk. Okla.

A great deal of notoriety was given

to Mr. Silber 's peculiar announcement,
and many letters were addressed to the

Oklahoman and to the prisoner, from in-

terested people all over the State, want-

ing- to know on what charge he was con-

fined, and whether or not anything
could be done toward securing his liber-

ty. Finally, through the assistance of

the Oklahoman, the movement took de-

finite shape, and attorneys were employ-

ed to draw up petitions for his pardon.

An investigation developed the fact that

Silber was very probably unjustly im-

prisoned.

The crrcumstajices were briefly as

follows: Silber is a young man of some
twenty-two years of age a professional

railroad switchman. Having an inclin-

ation to travel and being a member of

the Trainmen's Union, which gave him
free transportation, he left his home it

Buffalo and went to Oklahoma in the

spring of last year. He stopped off at

Newkirk, and was looking the small

town over when he was accosted by the

Town Marshal, who demanded to know
what he was doing there. Silber resent-

ed the Marshal's officiousness and told

him it was none of his business.

The latter, having nothing else to do.

followed Silber about for the most of

—""**^!

the day. Finally, Silber crossed the

railroad track near the switch light. The
switch light happened to be not burn-
ing. This seemed to suggest to the

Marshal a plan for punishment. Silber

was at once arrested on the charge of

blowing out the switch light. Two of

the marshal \s men swore, in the pre-

liminary hearing that they saw Silber

blow out the light. Silber had a switch-

man's key on his person, and the case

seemed likely to go rather hard with

him, especially as he was without money
and friends, and refused to notify his

relatives in the East. On the advice of

his acquaintances in Newkirk, he pleaded

guilty to the charge and accepted a jail

sentence rather than run the risk of

being sent to the penitentiary.

Letters were written to the Governor
by the prosecuting attorney who had
tried the case, by the judge of the dis-

trict court before whom the case was
died, and by the county sheriff, all re-

commending pardon. The petition was
presented to the Governor by Senator

Roy E. Stafford, of Oklahoma City, and
pardon was almost immediately grant-

ed.

This incident, which is absolutely true, is at once a unique and forcible illustration of

the immense power of a small ad. it the classified columns of a publication of good

circulation. An ad. in that department of THE DRY GOODS REVIEW is seen

by every reader in this field.

Is there anything YOU want to Buy, Sell or Exchange? Do you want help, or do

you want a situation? Are you looking for a parrner? In any of these cases if you

want to interest people engaged in the dry goods business the

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING COLUMNS OF THE
DRY GOODS REVIEW IS THE BEST MEDIUM
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John Macdonald & Co. Limited

TORONTO
Wholesale

Carpets
-

House Furnishings
Men's Furnishings •

Haberdashery
Smallwares
Silks, Dress Goods
Muslins, Laces
Embroideries
Ribbons, Hosiery
Gloves, Underwear
Ready-to-wear Goods
Woolens and
Tailors' Trimmings

To the klexchants of Canada

Located in the Provinces of

Alberta
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia

Ontario
Prince Edward Island

„ Quebec
Saskatchewan and
The Yukon Territory

Superior value and
]
jrompt attention to all orders.

. . . Filling Letter Orders a Specialty . . .

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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JULY and AUGUST
CLEAN-UP

While we have not allowed any undesirable accumulation
of stocks, yet we find it in the interests of good business to

have a General Clean-Up of Spring and Summer Goods.

As the lots are not large, early choosing would be to a buyer's

advantage. In going over the stocks, we find the following

broken lots :

—

Men's Summer Underwear, Men's Half Hose, Men's

Top Shirts, Men's Wash Ties, Men's and Boys'

Belts, Sweaters, Etc.

Women's Knit Underwear, Women's Cotton and
Lisle Hosiery, Parasols, Fancy Lawn Blouses.

In Wash Goods, we find Prints, Muslins, Lawns,
Open and Plain Printed Delaines, Ducks, lights and
darks Mercerized Blousings.

Swiss Embroideries, Wash Laces, Fancy Linen

and Leather Belts, Novelty Collars, Combination

Stocks, Etc.

Summer Tweeds, Fancy Vestings, Light Weight
Trouserings at prices that will clean them out quickly.

Should it not be convenient for you to visit this House,

during July or August, we "will be pleased to have enquiries

for samples of any lines that may be of interest to you.

ALL MAIL ORDERS FILLED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED

JOHN M. GARLAND, SON & CO.
Wholesale Dry Goods, Carpets and Woolens

OTTAWA, - CANADA

When ivriting advertisers please mention The Review.
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THE HAT MAKE.
TRADE MARK,

The Millinery House
Paris London Luton
4*2 Rue des Jeuneurs 40 (hitter Lane, E.C Upper George St

WELCH & SONS, ltd
Constantly showing the choicest and latest

things in the Millinery World. In our show-
rooms and warerooms will be found a magni-
ficent assortment of

Ladies', Girls' and Infants'

HATS and BONNETS
In Felt, Straw, Satin, Velvet, Silk, Fur, etc.

MODELS* Fully Trimmed, Semi-Trimmed and Untrimmed.

A comprehensive range of Millinery Ribbons, also Scarves for

shoulder, hat and neck wear.

Velvets, Silks, Satins, Laces, Trimmings, Veils and Veilings of every

description and in endless variety.

POINTED WINGS, QUILLS AND OSTRICH FEATHERS.

When you or your buyers visit London, let us show you through our

various departments.

WELCH & SONS, umited

40 Gutter Lane London, Eng.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE TELEPHONE

Is a companion, friend andsrrvant combined

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,
D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

IV. B. Meikle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00
ASSETS 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

wESTERIN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY,

tIRt

MAHIISE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over

Income for 1906, over

$3,570,000
3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

Joint Deposit Accounts
are a special convenience arranged for customers of
THE METROPOLITAN BANK. Money can be
deposited or withdrawn by husband or wife. Partic-
ularly valuable for farmers and town residents.

Money Orders and Drafts sold at lowest rates.
Farmer's Sale Notes collected and advances made

thereon.
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT-$1.00or more opens an

account, interest allowed from date of deposit, and
compounded FOUR times a year.

You may deposit or withdraw money by mail.

The Metropolitan Bank
Capital Paid Up:

31,000 000

Reserve Fund and

)

Undivided Profits: f

$1,241,532.26

Batting
North Star Crescent

and Pearl

These brands represent the

batting that your cus-

tomers want.

They're made from long

staple cotton, white as

snow, lofty, soft and

elastic.

They come in big batts that

open out into strong

sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these

brands.

Order of Your Wholesaler

Robert Henderson & Co.

Dry Goods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGILL STREET, - MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Our Spring 1909 Setts of Lace and Embroidery Edgings,

Insertions and Allovers, Etc., are now in our

Travellers' hands.

Thirty years premiership in the Lace Trade,

which is our record, tells a history more convinc-

ing than any 'Ad.' we can insert here.

Don't delay but give us your Lace and Em-
broidery Orders early. The Sun of promise has arisen,

and this continent, from end to end, never gave

promise of such a harvest as is now in sight.

With Presidential and our own Elections

settled, and a Bumper crop in hand, there will be

such a rush of American and Canadian buyers

into the European Markets that delayed orders

will certainly mean higher prices and disappoint-

ing deliveries.

Fall and Winter Goods, of which our travellers

also have full lines, will be subject to the same

conditions. You know us and know our goods.

If not we want to know you and want you to know
us, and a kindly consideration of our traveller when

he calls, and a look through our samples will intro-

duce us, and place our House and all our exper-

ience and facilities always at your command.

Kyle, Cheesbrou^h & Co.

35 Milk St. y«^ ^t» 1 Ct6r 3I« 9 IVlOIlireai Ashdown Block

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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This is an illustration of another

ENGLISH^^ SAFETY
ISAJONIC) pm

Size 4

NICKELED STEEL "SKELETON" IN 4 SIZES.
Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

J. NICKLIN & CO., Birmingham, Eng.

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

53 East 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U. 8. A.

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
POR LADIES-The ORIdlNAL and BEST.

SOUTHALLS' ACCOUCHEMENT SETS
Containing; All Requisites, in Three Sizes.

SOUTHALLS' SHEETS FOR ACCOUCHEMENT
And Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LIHITED

BIRMINGHAM, ENQ.

Representative In Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CARLAW BUILDINGS, Wellington Street West, TORONTO

Established 1874

LABROUSSE & CIE.
35-37 Noble St. E.C.

LONDON, ENG.

Paris, Grenoble, Prague
THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS

Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE HID GLOVES
Wo are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representative.

HAROLD F. WATSON, 207 sua™, st. Montreal

A O * 1 1\ l\
* IS AN EXCELLENT COMPANION

/ \ ""^VV*l /"V l\ 1 1 \ / 1 f^ f~^C *^ T^l Y*\ 4^ ®n a no ''c'ay tr'P' a
)
ourney t0 a summer resort, or while

/ \ M 1 1 \J 1 1 ^ 1 f\ \-J (jLM_\ I V spending a few days at some delightful retreat, you can not

^ ^ * ^ * ^sS^*1 * *» * A'-*'#»HV*tjA1, •*V^ add to your enjoyment more easily than by taking along
*~"^ ^""^ with you a copy of the

JULY NUMBER OF BUSY MAN'S
^Tf It is the leading periodical and its contents f\[ In the July issue, now out, the following conveys some

j] are always bright, racy and instructive. j} conception of the splendid things in store for the reader.

Business and Industries. Articles for the Workers.

The Message of the Flour Barrel.

The Advantages of Branch Banks.
Some Settlers Canada Can Do Without.
What Profit Sharing Has Done.
The German in Canada.
Courtesy as an Element in Business.

Entertaining Short Stories.

A Marriage by Capture.
Just Escaped and No More.
The Way of Musette.
My Supreme Devotion to Silence.

Political and Commercial Affairs.

Training Boys for Colonial Life.

A Leader Who Stands for High Ideals.

How His Dream Was Realized.

Has Served Under Four Premiers.

Stand for Something.

Science and Invention.

What Will the World Do When the Coal
is Gone?

Ask for Busy Man's, "the
Magazine with the red

cover."

(If On Sale at allM news - stands.

20c. a copy

$2.00 per year

Some Delights of Camping Out.

Worth While to Win in the Game.
The Girl That is Down.
Why Some Men Become Bosses.

As the Working Girl Sees It.

Have Women Less Conscience Than
Men?

Travel and Description.

Irrigation in the World's Pantry.
The Greatness of Our Common Heritage.

In the Baby's Ward of the Hospital.

The Biggest News Scoop in Canada.

Other Bright Features.

Some Fashions for Busy Men.
Contents of the July Magazines.
Improvements in Office Devices.

Some Rather Unusual Events.

Humor in the Magazines.
Busy Man's Book Shelf.

The Busy
Man's

Magazine
10 Front St. E.,

TORONTO, - ONT.

The Waste of Daylight. Some Men Who Are in the Public Eye.
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THEY ARE MADE OF

* -

REAL HUMAN HAIR
of the finest quality, strong, perfect-fitting,

invisible. That's the reason why

PLEASALL
HAIR NETS

are superior to all others. For over thirty years we have been
manufacturing hair nets of the highest grade. We employ ex-

pert hair buyers who travel throughout Austria, Poland and

other parts of Europe, buying the very best of the

Beautiful Hair Of Peasant Maidens
For The Pleasall Hair Nets

Many ordinary nets are ill-fitting and "sloppy" in appear-

ance ; but the exclusive shape of Pleasall nets makes them

really perfect-fitting.

Ask your Jobber for PLEASALL Hair Nets.
All the best jobbers carry them.

PLEASALL Hair Nets are the very best value

at the lowest price.

We are also makers of PLEASALL Hair Pads.

Are you handling our famous

WIRELESS HAIR FRAMES "NET FIXED"

Manufactured only by

J. BERGMANN & CO.
LAUPHEIM, GERMANY, 122 Wood St. E.C., London, Eng.

SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA

:

Harold F. Watson, 207 St. James Street, Montreal.
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PK 2 Harebell RK1 Ivy DK 1— Sham) ock

R1—Fancy Weave

u »

Old Bleach

LINENS
BIG DROP IN PRICE.

Send for New Price List.

R. H. COSBIE
30 Wellington Street West, - - Toronto

Irish Linen Agency

K 18 —Convolvulus

FK 1— Maidenhair Fern

JK 1 Honosty Plant K 30 Shamrock

A Few examples of "Old BleacIT Towels.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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(jtmiXed)
TORONTO

Draw special attention to a few lines of particular interest

in each Department which they consider worthy of note. Ask to

see samples with the Travellers or goods in the Warehouse.

Our stock for Fall is absolutely complete in every Depart

ment and we never were in a better position to fill orders for all

requirements.

Department A
FLANNELETTE BLANKETS in grey and white 10/4, 11/4,

12/4, at prices worth enquiring about.

FANCY FLANNEL SHIRTINGS, to retail at 25, 35 and
50cts. Every retailer should have a few pieces in stock.

WOOL BLANKETS, Grey, White, and Colored, for Camping
and Hotel purposes, sizes, 5 to lbs. Prompt shipment.

GRAIN BAGS, a bumper crop is expected all over the Domi-
nion. Every Merchant will want grain bags. We have some of

the old stock at special prices.

Department B
B.L. 70 FANCY TURKISH TOWELS, 20x42 to retail at

50cts. per pair

J.B. 36 BLEACHED MERCERIZED TABLING, to retail at

50ctS. per yd.

22 inch NAPKINS to match, to retail at $1.50 per doz.

31 inch STRIPED FLANNELETTE (fine) to retail at

Wets, per yd.

When writing advertisers please ment ion The Review
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Cbe UJ. R- Brock Co. (Limited)

Department C
Novelty Dress Material for Fall
PERMO De CHENE the new uncrushable dress material in

shades of Cream, Sky, Helio, Grey, Reseda, Sax Blue, Tan,

Brown, Wine, Navy, Black, 43 inches wide. Can be retailed

at $1.50.

K.G. 92— 16-in. WIDE WALE CHEVIOT, the correct weight for

making the prevailing style of suits, in shades of Electric

Laurel, Wine, Brown, Navy, Black, exceptional value, to retail

at $1.00.

J. A. 180-12-in. SELF STRIPE POPLINETTE, to retail at

75cts.

A.B. 50-42-in. SELF STRIPE SATIN CLOTH, to retail at

75cts.

D.C. 5-47-in. SELF STRIPE TAFFETA CLOTH, to retail at

$1.00.

J.A. 179-47-in. SELF STRIPE BOX CLOTH, to retail at

$1.00.

A.B. 54-50-in. SELF STRIPE CHIFFON CLOTH, to retail at

$2.00

All the new shades in the above.

Large range of striped BROAD CLOTHS, in fancy colorings, to

retail from $1.25 to $2.50.

CHEVRONETTES, VANDYKES, DIAGONALS, in a great

variety of materials and colors, to retail from 50cts. to

$2.00.

Department E
TAPESTRY, BRUSSELS, VELVET, WILTON, and AX-

MINSTER SQUARES in all the leading colors and sizes.

Order now while range is complete.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Cbe m, R- Brock Co. (Limited)

Department F
To retail at 25cts:
HOSIERY— Vegtop 4/1 Rib Wool, "Hustler" 2/1 Rib Worsted,

S30, Plain Fleeced, "Hercules," Rib Fleeced, 202, Plain Cash-
mere, Brockbest, 2/1 Rib Cashmere.

GLOVES-420, 2 Dome Cashmere, 392 Ringwood, Black, White,
Navy, Seal, Cardinal, Grey.

UNDERWEAR—"Lilly" in White, "Ombre" in Mottle, "Startler"
in Natural, all long sleeves and button fronts.

To Retail at 50cts:
HOSIERY—"Noxemair'2/1 Rib Worsted, Double Knee and Foot,

"Hermann" 2/1 Rib Wool, 100 2/1 Rib Worsted, Llama Plain
Cashmere, 260 1/1 Rib Casbmere.

GLOVES-B 430, 2 Dome Silk-Lined Cashmere, 398 Ringwood in

Black and White.

UNDERWEAR—"Pearl" and "Devaney" in Natural, "Peach" in

Cream, "Date" in White "Ladysmith" in Natural Fleeced,
"Comfort" in White.

To Retail at 75cts.
HOSIERY—A 270 Ribbed Wool Hose, "Barclay," Ribbed

Cashmere.

GLOVES—B 3 Black, G 3 Grey Astrachan Gauntlets.

UNDERWEAR—"Roach" in Natural, "Lemon" in Cream.

Department H
MEN'S "GRIZZLY" BRAND WORK SHIRTS and OVER-

ALLS are large in size, well made out of reliable materials to

sell at popular prices and cannot be beat for value.

MEN'S "GRIZZLY' BRAND NEGLIGE SHIRTS fit well,

wear well and sell well.

"SUCCESS" LINEN COLLARS arc the best value in the
market to retail at 2 for 25cts.

"EMPIRE" UNLINED KID GLOVES give excellent satis-

faction. The best value in the trade to retail at Sf.OO.

"BROCKNIT" BLACK CASHMERE I HOSE guaranteed
pure wool, all sizes. 9i to 12. to retail at 25cts.

When writing advertisers please incut ion The Review
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"HER LADYSHIP"
Department G

Best Fitting Garments in Canada

PHOTOGRAPH FOR THE W. R. BROCK CO.

No. 83—Wool Melton Coat,
Black, Navy, Brown,
Green

We
Manufacture

all our

SKIRTS, # ^^
SUITS, MM fc|

MANTLES m m
and 1 \

WAISTS. 1
No matter I 1

how cheap the J B
garment we I m
guarantee the

fit and 1 1 j&

tailoring to be i &
perfect. p.

mt

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B " _i^.Tl

PHOTOGRAPH FOR THE W. R. BROCK CO.

No. 154—9 Gore Skirt as
illustrated, all wool
Venetian, plain and
shadow stripe, all

colors ....
$1300

snaaow stripe, an
In all Wool Kersey . . . $14.00 colors .... $4.50

Write for book of Photographs of Fall Styles. These will show you ex-

actly how our goods look on the every day customer. We claim our garments
to be the cheapest on the market, taking fit and finish, etc., into consideration.

The W. R. BROCK CO. Limited, TORONTO
When writing advertisers please mention The Revieiv
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

View showing department of Ready-to-Wear Garments in Store of D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph.

Cash Principle a Sound One.

D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph, are firm believers

in the principle of selling for cash, and the head of the

firm informed The Review that, were he starting in busi-

ness now he would inaugurate it on a strictly cash basis.

They recognize, however, the difficulty attendant upon

the effort to turn a business in which credit has been

given, into cash, and, while they are getting as close as

possible to the cash basis, they have not reached it abso-

lutely.

This firm commenced business in 1889, as successors to

J. D. Williamson & Co., and the splendid corner site now
occupied was secured ten years ago, but in 1903, space,

which doubled the original selling area, was obtained..

Tli (inn now has 1.8,000 square feel of space, occupying

three storeys of a building ~>0 by 120 feet.

Recently extensive improvements were effected to the

interior of the store, including the re-arrangement and

enlargement of several departments and the erection of a-

wide, easy stairway, quite the most conspicuous architec-

tural feature of the store.

On the main floor, the general divisions of the stock

are dress goods, fancy goods and notions, smallwares.

staples and men's furnishings and clothing. To the latter

departments a separate entrance gives access, and this iso-

lation is believed to be conducive to a healthy condition

in the department.

On the first floor up millinery ready-to-wear and dress-

making departments are given space. The cloaks are

kept in cabinets, a method which is considered preferable

to displaying them in racks. One advantage which this

method of keeping mantles possesses is the fact that the

customer is not confused with a large number of gar-

ments, many of which are not her size or are beyond the

price she intended to pay.

The carpet and housefurnishing department is an im-

portant one with the firm, and occupies a Large space on

the upper floor.

Department heads are given good scope in the man-
agement of their respective departments, and are held re-

sponsible for their profitable operation.

The store has a delivery system which covers the city

at stated intervals.

A store and window decorator, who gives his entire

time to these duties and card writing, is employed.

*

Advertising and Sales.

The relationship which advertising bears to the success

of a retail store is appreciated 'by the Paquet Company,
conducting the largest store in Quebec, and it is admitted

that the present satisfactory condition of business in the

retail division of this firm's operations is due very largely

to the intelligent and energetic manner in which the ad-

vertising is handled.

This store is by far the most largely advertised in the

city, from two columns to two pages being used daily in

both French and English papers. The advertising depart-

ment is placed on a basis which gives it a permanency, a

definite, pre-determined percentage of the sales of the

store being set aside to be devoted to publicity expendi-

ture.

The advertising department was reorganized when K.
S. Fenwick, of Toronto, was placed in charge, and from
that time this department has been more closely identified

with, and, consequently, in a better position to fill its

function.

A new practice inaugurated, by which special prices

epioted on goods were given only on the day advertised,
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instead of allowing the prices to stand until the goods

were sold, as had been the custom previously.

Now prices are good for one day only, and if they are

not sold they are withdrawn until later, and again put

on sale, at the same or a still lower price. In order to

accomplish this the prejudice in favor of the old method

had to be overcome, but it is now admitted that the new
practice is much preferable.

Clerks are also instructed to push advertised goods,

instead of trying to sell those upon which more profit can

be made. An advertisement is published with the object

of selling goods; those advertised primarily, and it is felt

that the effect of the publicity is largely lost if people

do not ask for—and get—the goods advertised. The

clerks are not only instructed to push these goods, but the

department managers see that the instructions are carried

out.

The policy of this store in respect of its advertising is

to take the public fully into its confidence. A case in

is given the goods at the price quoted, and the newspaper
is charged up with the loss, a clause in every contract

providing for this.

Employs Parisian Dressmakers.

About half the business of F. Simard & Co., Quebec,

is on a cash basis, and the other fifty per cent, is pay-

able—and usually collected—between the first and fifteenth

of each succeeding month.

This business was established in 1866 by F. Simard,

the father of the present proprietor, who was taken into

partnership in 1898, and succeeded to the ownership of

the business in 1905. Gustave Simard is now the pro-

prietor of the store, though the firm name remains the

same as before.

Dressmaking and ladies' tailoring are two important

departments in this store. This year a dressmaker from

Paris has taken charge of that department, while a Ger-

Store of F. Simard & Co., Quebec.

point: a decision was reached to spend $25,000 in tiltiii"

up a Pure Food Restaurant, devoting one of the floors to

this department. The people were told of this, and also

of the plan to raise the money, which was by increasing

the cash sales by that amount in one month. To the per-

s in presenting sales checks for the largest amount during

the month, a ticket entitling the holder to free meals in

the new restaurant for a month was given.

This is the only store in Quebec in which clerks sell

in one department only. Prior to a few years ago, the

practice prevailing in the other stores of allowing clerks

to sell in all departments, was employed here, but it was
recognized that it was undesirable, and was discontinued,

except in the case of one or two of the oldest clerks, with

whom occasionally customers make appointments, when
they are allowed to serve in any department.

It is admitted that customers do not take kindly to

the new system, and that as a result of its adoption sales

have been lost, but, on the whole, it is satisfactory, and
no thought of discontinuing it is entertained.

In cases where by a typographical error, goods are ad-

vertised at a lower price than was intended, the customer

man tailor has for three years been at the head of the

ladies' tailoring department.

One-half of the trade of this store is said to be with

the English portion of the city's population. The Eng-
lish trade evidently forms a considerable proportion of

the total business of the city's dry goods stores, since

most of them claim to have a good percentage of it.

The store of Simard & Co., which was recently en-

larged, now has dimensions of 46 by 125 feet on 4 floors,

ments, occupy space on the ground floor, with small-

Silks and dress goods, both large and important depart-

wares, notions, hosiery and gloves and staples. One side

of the store is devoted to men's furnishings.

Boys' clothing, which has been a department of ths

store for two years and very satisfactory results have

been obtained from it. This department is on the first

floor up, and others here are ready to wear garments and
millinery. The workrooms in the dressmaking and mil-

linery departments are given space on the upper floors.

In this store the clerks are expected to confine their

attention to one department, and change only at the di-

rection of the floor walker.
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The store operates a delivery system, covering at

regular intervals the city and suburbs.

Two clearing sales arc held during the year, in Janu-

ary and July.

Clerks Serve in all Departments.

Visitors to Quebec this Summer from Ontario and

the west will be surprised at the methods in the major-

ity of the stores in the Ancient City. While the clerks

are nominally supposed to be engaged in one department,

they are by no means confined to that department, so

far as serving customers is concerned. They sell all over

the store. When a customer enters the store she is met

by the floor walker, to whom, if she is a regular patron,

she mentions the name of the clerk she wishes to have

wait on her, and he or she is called to the front. The

customer is in the hands of this clerk until she leaves

the store, no matter in how many departments she makes

purchases.

This is the practice followed in the Syndicat de Que-

bec store, and while the majority of the store proprie-

tors express themselves as opposed to it, and state that

they would much prefer to confine the clerks in their sell-

ing to one department, the customers have evidenced

their disapproval of any attempt to abolish the practice.

They have been accustomed to it for years and do not

take kindly to any suggestion of change.

Syndicat de Quebec was established in 1886, and the

proprietors are A. and Edwin Cote. General dry goods

lines are carried, though the store differs from the ma-

I Syndicat de Quebec, Dry Goods Store, Quebec City

jority of Quebec dry goods stores in that there is no

dressmaking department carried on. Men's tailoring ; s

one of th'e departments that has been a success with this

store.

Dressmakers' Statements.

In order to show a customer in the dressmaking de-

partment just how the items entering into her account are

arrived at, and how much of each material was used, G.

B. Ryan & Co., of Berlin, adopted an itemized statement

system which Liivcs good satisfaction, both In the customer

and to (he store.

There arc four sheets, practically identical, three of

I hem bound in a hook, with perforations. The fourth is

on lighi cardboard, and accompanies the job until it is

finished.

The book, consisting of numbers 1. 2 and .1, is kept

in the dress goods department, number 4 in the dress-

making department. After a lady has chosen her ma-

terial, the dress length is taken up to this department.

MiSiMUM DIP1OTMIT.

Form used in Dressmaking Department G. B. Ryan & Co., Berlin.

Immediately her dress is put into operation and the first

item required on same, the dressmaker or workroom girl

dependent on the requirement, brings down slip number 4,

on which the customer's name is written, and procures

any and all accessories, which are entered on this slip,

and at the same time these items are entered on slip

number 1 in the book. After the completion of the dress

the items are more carefully transferred to slip number 2,

which bill is enclosed with dress, and a black leaf trans-

fers to slip number 3, which finally is sent to the office

and compared with dressmaker's slip number 4. From
this the customer's account is carefully itemized and mail-

ed to her the first of the month.

It will be understood that each slip is closely checked

by the others, which eliminates any possibility of error.

The itemized form is reproduced here.

*

Cash System in the West

The experience of Ellis & Steward, of Wolseley. Sask.,

furnishes a conspicuous example of the wisdom of adopt-

ing the cash system of doing business. During the past

year the district surrounding this town has suffered

rather seriously; a hailstorm having destroyed a large

area of crops, but in spite of this fact the firm states that

the decision to sell strictly for cash has never been re-
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gretted, and the results of selling for cash have been
entirely satisfactory.

Th members of this firm are young men, both having
had experience in the Canadian West before entering

business for themselves. Mr. Steward was with I. R.

Stronie, of Brandon, and Mr. Ellis with Nation & Shewan,
oL the same city. They learned the dry goods business,

however, in England, in the wholesale house of Debenham
& Freebody, London.

They opened business in Wolesley in the Fall of l!/l)(i.

and have made good progress since embarking in retail

merchandizing on their own account. An illustration in

this department shows an exterior view of Ellis & Stew-

ard's store, which is a credit to the Western town.

Oldest Store in Quebec.

To (Mover, Fry & Co. belongs the dual distinction of

ueing the oldest dry goods linn in Quebec, now in exist-

ence, and the only large English house in business there

iu'W. Neither of the original proprietors of the store.

is given at the prices quoted. The advertising of the firm

is one which has for its object, apparently, the general

publicity of the store, rather than advertising for direct

sales.

The present members of the linn are R. Ackerman, N.
Brisson, Henry Smith and Miss Hill.

*

Shoes a Good Department.

Monday's business in the store of Marceau & ('<>.,

Quebec, is rather peculiarly, one of the heaviest in the

week, second only, to that of Saturday. Sales on the

latter are largely to shoppers from outside the city,

while on Monday the city people form the bulk of tin-

visitors to the store.

This firm does a general dry goods business and has
been established for a number of years. The store com-
prises three floors and basement, the latter being given
over to reserve stock and a salesroom for floor oilcloth.

The practice of having the clerks serve in all depart-
ments prevails in this store, and from selling shoes a

Front View of Bigelow Bros.' Store, Trenton, Ont.

Messrs. Glover and Fry, who commenced business in 1842,

are now alive, but two of the present owners were asso-

ciated in partnership with Mr. Fry before his death.

The store is located in Upper Town, and is one of the

two dry goods stores in this section. Its trade is not con-

fined, by any means, to the English portion of the city,

which is but a small proportion of total population. The
aim of the store is to cater to and develop high-class trade

only.

New-fangled ideas do not meet with an enthusiastic

reception in Quebec, which is a characteristically conser-

vative city. This is evidenced in the fact that the credit

system still has a firm hold. The business of Glover, Fry
& Co. is about equally divided between cash and credit.

The general divisions of the stock are dress goods,

silks, staples, ready-to-wear garments, millinery, men's
furnishings, clothing, dressmaking and tailoring. A sep-

arate entrance is provided for the men's departments.

One clearing sale, in January, is held, and this is the

only sale effort made daring the year. Special prices are.

of course, made on the goods for this sale, and 110 credit

salesman will take his customer to the top floor and

show carpets and furniture.

A shoe department in a balcony on the main floor

has footwear for both men and women, and sales and

profits in this department are reported to be very satis-

factory.

A large stock is carried in a boys' clothing depart-

ment in an annex to the main store, and in its results

is one of the most successful departments in the estab-

lishment.

*

Sells Ready-to-Wear Hats.

Ready-to-wear millinery; the abolition of a millinerv

trimming department is a feature of interest in the store

policy of I. A. Fortin, Quebec. The usual millinery de-

partment is now unknown in this store, and Mr. Fortin

informed The Review that he found if much more satis-

factory to ^e|| only trimmed hats. Trimming was char-

acterized as a nuisance there were ton many returned

hats and misfits In the case of readvmade hats the
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customer could see before she bought what the hat looked

like, and if she did not like it, she wouldn't take it.

For ten years, too, Mr. Fortin has conducted his

business on a strictly cash basis, and, to use his own
words describing it, he found that "there was nothing to

compare with it" for satisfactory results. He buys for

cash himself and saves his discounts.

Mr. Fortin owns two stores in Quebec, where he has

been in business twenty-five years. His second store,

purchased a few years ago, is conducted as a branch of

his St. Joseph Street establishment. The usual dry

goods lines, including furs, are handled in the latter. In

an annex carpets, curtains and oilcloths are sold.

Solution of Buying Problem.

The question of buying one of the most important in

any dry goods store has been solved by N. Letendre, head

of the firm of Letendre, Fils & Cie, St. Catherine Street

East, Montreal. Prior to a few years ago the buying for

all departments of the store, which is one of the most pro-

gressive in that section of the city, was done by Mr.

Letendre. He came to t lie conclusion, however, that to

do this more time was required by him in acquainting

himself with the details of the different departments than

he was able to give, and the result was thai he decided to

leave the buying to the department heads. He informed

The Review that the new arrangement was an improve-

ment, and that responsibility for the success of the differ-

ent departments rested now with the respective managers.

These department heads are paid, in addition to their

salary, a bonus based on the net profits for the year. The

incentive to make sales is consequently not as strong as

to make profitable sales, and price cutting is, therefore,

discouraged.

Mr. Letendre commenced business 29 years ago,

and until 1900 conducted his business with a partner,

buying the latter out in that year.

A feature of his business is the simplicity of his office

methods. As few books as possible are kept, but at the

same time, the method employed gives the important in-

formation concerning the progress of the business de-

sired. For instance, Mr. Letendre is able to tell at the

end of each month, the amount of stock carried in each

department, the sales, of course, divided in the same way,

and the net profits in the different departments, with the

increase, or otherwise, of the month, as compared with

those of the year before.

The inventory of the preceding year shows the ratio

of expense to the volume of sales in the departments, and
in the store as a whole, and the expense for each monthly
statement is estimated by this means. While this is, of

- course, not always absolutely accurate, it is sufficiently

so to enable a close estimate to be made.

Mr. Letendre attributes the growth of his store and
increase in business to two things; hard work and atten-

tion to business, without which, he believes, no success

can be achieved.

On the ground floor of the store, the notion and fancy
goods departments are given the prominent place at the

front, where quick-selling articles catch the eye of the

visitor. The glove department is an extra large one—as,

indeed, it is in all French stores—the stock of kid gloves

amounting to about $5,000, and an excellent and profitable

trade has been developed. Two dress goods departments
.—black and colored goods being kept separate—are also

on this floor. For these two departments there are two
managers. Each piece of dress goods is wrapped in

paper. Laces and braid trimmings on this floor, and in

close proximity to the dress goods departments, are sold

entirely from samples; books being secured for this pur-

pose, and the jsrice of each piece is marked in plain fig-

ures. A customer can thus take the sample book, and, if

the clerk is busy, can make her own selections. • This is

found to be a satisfactory method of showing these goods.

Its advantage lies in the fact stated above, as well as that

it enables the staff to keep the stock in better condition.

In connection with the dress goods departments, a fact

worthy of mention is recorded. It is found that 'both in

black and colors, there is a growing tendency in favor of

the better class of goods, and that these are now selling

much better than the lower priced lines.

Other departments on this floor are linings, wash
goods, silks, staples, ribbons and men's furnishings, with

a separate entrance. In this department there is a lady

clerk, in addition to the usual salesmen.

On the firsl floor up are the departments devoted to

whitewear, corsets, ready-to-wear garments and millinery.

The latter room is peculiar for its splendid fittings, walnut
being used exclusively in finishing this room. Trimmings
here are kept in separate stock boxes, each box in a com-
partment, the advantage of which is obvious. Mantles

and suits, too, are kepi in cabinets. On this floor there

is a piano, which customers waiting in the rest room are

invited to use.

Boys' clothing, carpets, curtains, oilcloths and general

Iiousefurnishings are sold. Blankets and comforters are

kept in moth-proof bins, lilted with rolling tops. The
men's tailoring department is also on this floor.

Toys and glassware are sold in the basement, a por-

tion of which is also used for reserve stock, eight com-

partments 'being provided for this purpose, each being

locked and the key in the possession of the manager of a

department.

Develop Locality Trade.

E. Cote, St. Catharine Street East, Montreal, has de-

veloped a splendid locality trade, in a section of the city

where there are no large stores. His turnover amounts to

about $00,000 a year, and the sales are growing steadily.

Mr. Cote bought the business three years ago, and imme-
diately set about effecting a complete change in the store

policy. The former proprietor had developed a bargain

trade, selling bankrupt stocks, whereas Mr. Cote's ambi-

tion was to establish a business on a permanent basis;

supplying his customers with everything they might re-

quire in dry goods.

In this section of the city there are a number of fac-

tories and shops, employing mechanics, who, for the most

part, earn good wages, and whose wives are able to buy
good qualities of merchandise. This class is being catered

to by Mr. Cote, and, as results show, with success.

He has fitted up his store with silent salesmen and a

cash carrier system, and has made it as modern as pos-

sible.

While he does not do an absolutely cash business, he

states that his credit sales do not go more than $500 in

a year.

The departments conducted are dress goods, silks,

ladies' ready-to-wear, men's furnishings, millinery, hats

and caps for men, and carpets and oilcloths, the latter in

the basement.

With an extension of his store, which he expects to

effect in a short time, boots and shoes will be added.

The stock is divided into departments, and department

heads are made responsible for the success of their de-

partments.
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Clerks Have Their Friends.

That four out of every five persons who enter the

store ask for a certain clerk to serve them, is the ex-

perience of Myrand & Pouliot, Quebec. This fact evi-

dences the strong hold which this practice has upon the

people who shop in Quebec stoics, and it can be well

understood that efforts to abandon it are not met with

favor on the part of the shoppers.

General lines of goods are carried in this store thougb

dry goods and allied departments, such as shoes and fur-

niture, are of dominating importance. The store is lo-

cated in the heart of the shopping district in Lower
Town, on St. Joseph St.

It was established twenty years ago. and while not

the largest store in the city, lias made good progress.

made in that time, and the store now has 22,000 square

feet of selling space.

A splendid basement department is devoted to staples,

glassware and toys. It is reached by an elevator and a

wide stairway also gives eas3 access to this department.
(ilass cases and silent salesmen are made free use of

on the ground floor particularly. On one side of this

floor men's furnishings are located, and other depart

ments there are dress goods, occupying the side opposite

furnishings, notions, smallwares, silks, laces, ribbons

and neckwear, while along the front, to the back of the

long row of windows, silverware and druggists' toilet

articles are located.

On the next floor ready-to-wear garments occupy the

greater part of the space. Men's and boys' clothing is

given a prominent place, while ladies' ready-to-wear-
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Dress Goods Department, in Store of the Northway Co., Chatham.

Methods which have proved successful in their applica-

tion to other stores have been adopted here.

The store does not do a cash business, following the

practice prevailing in the majority of the stores in the

city, where the principle of selling for cash only has not

yet been generally put into practice.

m

Use Interchangeable Fixtures.

All the counters and cases in the store of Faguay,

Lepinay &• Frere, Quebec, are so constructed that at any

time the entire floor arrangement may be changed in a

few hours, and, indeed, this actually took place one

night between closing time and the hour for opening the

store on the following morning. It was decided that a

rearrangement of the ground floor, covering about 6,-

000 square feet, was desirable, and this was accomplished

in the time mentioned.

Movable fixtures are considered desirable for the rea-

son that a new appearance may be given the store with

comparatively little effort.

This is one of the two large dry goods stores in the

upper part of the city, and under an enterprising man-

agement the business has grown, during the thirteen

years since it was established. Two extensions have been

goods occupy the front portion of the floor. The general

offices are also here.

Ilousefurnishings, carpets and furniture are on the

top floor, where also the dressmaking department is

given space. . .

Seventy-five to eighty clerks are on the pay roll of

this store.

Patriotism Appealed To.

A mark of mercantile enterprise is the ability of a

retailer to take advantage of local conditions which

may offer opportunity to call attention to his business.

Special events of a public character also frequently give

scope to originality along this line.

The fact that patriotism occupies a large place in ihe

makeup of the average man and wis nan was appreciated

by Geo. Callan, of -Tas. Maylor & Son, Forest, when,

prior to Victoria Day this year he made an attractive

window display, appropriate to the holiday. This dis-

play had considerable artistic merit, and would certainly

call the attention of everyone who passed to the store.

For this reason, its value would have been increased had
some goods, outside of. but harmonizing with the red,

white and blue, been included in the display.
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Merchandizing in the Old World's Greatest Centres

Interesting Facts About Representative Stores in London, Paris, Berlin, and Tokio

—

" Living in" System in London—Paris Bargain Features—Beauty of the Berlin Stores.

The Grands Magasins du Louvre. Designed after the famous public buildings in the immediate neighborhood.

Merchandizing methods differ as widely as the other

habits and customs of the different nations, though in

each there is the effort to cater more or less obviously

to the inherent bargain instinct which seems to be the

universal characteristic of womankind.

Store management in Canada, in the bigger stores,

is, in its essentials similar to that which characterizes

the stores of the United States, and, indeed, a tribute

has been paid to the foresight and business judgment,

evidence of which is found in possibly the most con-

spicuously successful store in Canada, by an American

merchant that so far as store system was concerned it

surpassed anything in the United States.

It is somewhat significant that while Paris is the

home of the modern department store, America, both

Canada and the United States, has carried the idea

originated in the Parisian mind to a greater perfection

than has been achieved in the old lands.

As befits the world's largest city, London has at

least a score of big stores which can justify the claim to

be of the first rank. Whiteley's and Harrod's are the

two best known, each claiming to deal in every article

of merchandise, foodstuffs included.

The late William Whiteley was the pioneer of the re-

tail merchant princes of London. He started business as

a draper in one small shop in Westbourne Grove in the

early '60's, and by the middle of the '70's he had estab-

lished a business which was the wonder of its age.

Mr. Whiteley originated the phrase "Universal Pro-

vider," and he lived up to it. He was prepared to sub-

mit to any test in order to justify his claim to the title

he had conferred upon himself, and there have been many
amusing stories of the tests (generally the outcome of a

wager) to which he was put. Perhaps the most weird of

these tests was an order for a pint of fleas. The fleas

were duly supplied, emissaries being sent to the Zoologi-

cal Gardens to collect them. The story belongs, of

course, to the realms of farce, but not the less it typifies

Mr. Whiteley's determination to carry out any order en-

trusted to him.

The " Living-in " System.

The clerks (in England always called assistants)

"live in"; that is to say, they are provided with food

and lodgings by the firm. A certain amount of con-

troversy is raging in England just now over the "living-

in'' problem. The Shop Assistants' Union is agitating

for the abolition of living-in, chiefly on the ground that

il interferes with the personal liberty of adults. On the

other hand, employers state that they can house their

clerks far better than the clerks could house themselves,

and that further, the "living-in" system conduces to

good discipline, healthy living and good work. There is

much to be said for both sides. The problem is at basis

an economic one, and will find its own solution with the

progress of ideas and thoughts.

Salaries Paid Assistants.

Women clerks at Whiteley's receive on the average a

salary of S250 a year. The cost to the firm of housing

is estimated at $150 per annum per clerk. The average

yearly salary of a woman clerk may, therefore, be set

at $400. In this connection it must be borne in mind

that a saleswoman could not possibly obtain such good

board and lodging for $150 per annum as the firm, on the

collective principle, is able to provide for her. Similar

board and lodging outside would cost her at the
:
very

least $250 per annum, so that on this basis her average

salary may be estimated at $500 per annum.

In comparing these rates of pay with American rates,

the fact that prices all around in England are consider-

ably lower than in America has to be taken into consid-
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The Mitsukoshi dry goods store, Tokio, Japan. Bargain sale bulletin displayed in front. This is the oldest dry goods store in Japan. It is the successor
to the Mitsui dry goods store, which was conducted uninterruptedly for over eoo years by the Mitsui family. Many distinguished

foreign and'native guests have been entertained in its famous reception room.

Whiteley's " Universal Providing" Store, in Westbourne Grove. The first of London s Big Department Stores, the premises and warehouses

covering fourteen acres. The outside factories and farms cover 450 acres. The staff of employees numbers about 6,000 people.
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oration. Male clerks get on an average salaries of $150

per annum, with board and lodging. Computing the lat-

ter at $150, they get $600 per annum.

A Motor Van Delivery Service.

The firm's delivery vans cover a radius of 12 miles

around London. Under a system of depots, quick deliv-

ery is arranged within a radius of 25 miles. A motor-

van service is now being gradually installed.

William Whiteley, Ltd., has a share capital of $4,-

500,500. There is also a 1 per cent, debenture capital of

$4,500,500. The profit for 1906 was $577,220. The divi-

dend on the ordinary shares is 7 per cent. The freehold

land and buildings of the company are $4,784,925 ; the

leasehold buildings and good will, $1,398,615. Plant, ma-

at least, viz., the energy with which it assails the bar-

gains. But instead of being in the bargain basement, or

at counters inside the store, the surging mass is dashing

against the bargain tables, counters and bins, set up on

the sidewalk, where the odds and ends of merchandise

are placed for clearing sales.

This feature has the advantage that the bargain-

hunter does not have to enter the store to get what she

wants. The Paris shopper brings a basket, selects her

bargain in front of the store and carries off the prize in

her own delivery wagon—the basket previously mention-

ed. For no goods sold at the sidewalk bargain counters

of the Paris stores are delivered. Every shopper is her

own delivery system. This makes the crowd all the more
impenetrable, the large baskets being more of a detri-

Kaufhaus des Westens. The latest addition to Berlin's stately department stores.

chinery, etc., are $830,700. The certified stock at the

end of 1906 was $1,158,610.

The Stores of Paris.

Paris is the home of the original department store,

but the real charm of shopping- in the French capital and
the largest part of the fame of Paris as a retail centre

rest upon the exquisite specialty shops which are here

developed to a degree greater than in any other city in

the world. It is not in the exterior or interior decora-

lions of its stores and shops that Paris excels. The big

department stores are a disappointment to the American
for they are not up to the standard of the large stores

of this country or of England or Germany, save in the

volume of sales. Architecturally, they are nor imposing
and the impression one gains upon visiting the interior

is that they are cramped for room and not as comfort-
able a place to buy goods as they might be. The German
who visits the department stores of Paris says that they
are stuffy and untidy compared with the magnificent re-

1 ail palaces of Berlin.

When one reaches the centre of retail trade he en-

counters a mob of people that is American in one thing

ment to easy locomotion than the occasional umbrella

that gets into one's ribs in an American bargain base-

ment.

The Grands Magasins du Louvre is one of the largest

;:nd most famous stores of the French capital. It is

situated in the vicinity of the Louvre, the art treasure-

house of Paris, and its gray sandstone exterior and man-
sard roof is in harmony with the palace of the Louvre
and the other buildings near. This store handles a bet-

ter class of merchandise than the Bon Marche and is

more like an American store.

Architectural Beauty in Stores.

The stores of Berlin are invariably a surprise to the

American traveler who understands sufficient of the

technique of retail merchandising to pass an intelligent

judgment upon them. Within the last ten years the Ger-

man capital has gone forward by leaps and bounds in all

kinds of industrial and architectural development. The
city is now one of the most beautiful in Europe, and is

symbolic of the world power which the German empire
has become.

The department store in Berlin, as witnessed in the

magnificent establishments of Wertheim, Tietz, and the
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The elaborate front of the Tietz Department Store, Berlin. The retail establishment of Hermann Tietz is one of the large depart-
ment stores of Berlin. It is distinguished by the elaborate entrance on the Leipziger strasse, this store front probably being the most
massively ornate of any store building in the world. Two large, nude figures carved in stone extend on either side of the main entrance
to almost the third floor. Colossal figures are placed on the sides of the dome, the image of the world completing the dome with the
word "Tietz" encircling it. The entire front of the store, extending to a height of four floors, is a solid expanse of windows, all utilized
for the display of goods. This makes practically one immense show-window four stories high. The front is further marked by a row of
arc lights swung from gracefully curving iron rods running across the entire front of the store. The founder of this store, Hermann
Tietz, died about a year and a half ago. His nephew, Leonhard Tietz, together with other members of the family, conduct large stores in
several other cities of Germany, as well as four in Belgium, with the main store of the system at Cologne, where most of the buying is done.
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Kaufhaus des Westens, has been developed along lines of

what might almost be termed cathedral grandeur. The
exterior of the Wertheim store makes it unique among
the retail stores of the world. It has already been illus-

trated in The Review.

The Kaufhaus des Westens.

The Kaufhaus des Westens is the latest addition t(

the department stores of Berlin. It is situated in the

western part of the city, in the aristocratic residence

portion, and is characterized by beautiful interior decora

tion and unusually wide aisles. The exterior of the build-

ing is something on the order of the Wertheim store. The
ground floor has a row of large, arched windows, and

the high main doorway is especially impressive, with two
porticos, giving the impression almost of bay windows.

Between these, appears the dial of an immense clock,

measuring ten feet in diameter. At certain times of the

day a ship, wrought of gold plate, the insignia of the

firm, passes this dial. This clock is on the order of those

which once adorned the old cathedrals, and is one of the

striking features of the store.

An Outdoor Garden and Rest Room.

The larger part of the ground floor is occupied by a

reception hall, wainscoted with Australian hardwood.

This hall opens into a court in the form of an outdoor

garden, where, in the warmer months, the public can

stroll through the lawns and past the fountains and

shrubbery, which makes this garden one of the most at-

tractive rest rooms ever installed in a retail store. \

hranch office of the German bank is located in the "istab-

lishment.

A Japanese Store.

Some decidedly unique and interesting features are

presented to one in a visit to a Japanese dry goods store,

as the following- description of the great Mitsukoshi store

in Tokio, written by a Japanese lady, will indicate. She
says :

A visit to this store will give an excellent idea of a

typical modern dry eroods store of Japan. Messrs. Mitsu-
1-oshi Co., who is a representative, up-to-date house.

Japan's "Marshall Field," as it were, is one of the larg-

est, most modern, and oldest in Japan, having been estab-

lished over two hundred years ago, the business passing

uninterruptedly from father to son, from one generation

to the next.

When first established, it was entirely a fabric store,

stocked with wonderful crepes and silks, and many a

noble daimio and fine lady of old Japan has been "lig-

ged out" from this same store, which has now almost
developed into an up-to-date department store. The lo-

cation of the store is on the corner of the principal busi-

ness street, in the heart of the retail business section,

having a large frontage on both main and side streets.

The building is characteristically Japanese, *'ith

slanting tiled roof and heavv ridge poles. It is but two
stories high and not at all imposing. Of necessity, it

may be no higher, as it will be remembered that Japan
is an earthquake country, and let me tell you, as you
would say in America, this is no "fairy tale."

Some of the advertising features, besides beautiful
show-windows, are well-illustrated catalogues, a monthly
fashion magazine, "bargain sales," well advertised
through the medium of the newspapers, as well as by a
.large bulletin board over the main entrance, a .finely-

decorated auto car for delivery and outside selling. Oc-
casionally, at night, the public is treated to a moving-
picture show, and every evening the store is outlined
With incandescent lights. The window displays aie very

good, the wonderfully dyed and woven silks and crepes,

many of them stiff and gorgeous with gold thread, mak-
ing a mass of vivid color.

All this advertising would surely seem unnecessary

for such a long-established, well-known house, but it is

done rather in a spirit of progress, a laudable desire to

keep up with, or at the head of, the procession.

Relieved of Shoes at the Door.

We will now take a look at the interior. On enter-

ing the door, one is politely relieved of one's shoes, for

which you are given a wooden claim check, with the num-
ber in Japanese characters ; or, should you wear Euro-

pean dress, a soft pair of felt slippers are slipped on over

your walking shoes. With many bows and indrawings of

breath, expressing appreciation of the "honorable guest's

condescension," we are ushered into a bright, clean in-

terior, the floor covered with immaculately clean, shin-

ing mattings. You are escorted at once to a well-furn-

ished rest room opening out upon a charming Japanese
garden. Here you are relieved of your outer wraps by a

pretty little maid, while another serves you with the in-

evitable tiny cup of hot tea and little cakes. This tea-

serving occurs each time you sit down anywhere ; no fee

is expected ; if is the "custom of the country."

After being thus refreshed we pass into the sales-

room and take a general look at the interior, You will

see no heavy, elaborate fixtures, heavy pillars, high ceil-

ings, no rotunda, no elevators, or large departments, but

cleanliness, light, and perfect neatness seem to be the

keynote.

What will particularly impress an European visitor is

the absence of noise. Not a footfall is heard, no rapping

of pencils, no calling of "cash," no hustle, all business

being conducted in a quietly dignified manner. All de-

partments on this floor are small, and consist of fancy

(roods and smaller articles which are neatly and artistical-

ly displayed in modern show-case counters, presided over

by bright, polite, neatly kimonoed little salespeople, the

majority of whom are young women.

Retail Merchants' Outing.

The Toronto branch of the Retail Merchants' Asso-

ciation held a three days' excursion to the Muskoka lakes

on June 23, by the Canadian Northern Ontario. A large

number of the merchants, with their wives, enjoyed a

three days' outing, when business was forgotten, and

everyone was out to have a good time. The Royal Mus-
koka Hotel was opened specially for this party, and the

management made every effort to contribute to the

pleasure of the visitors, in whose honor a complimentaiy
dance was held on the night of the 24th.

A June Dress Goods Sale.

Robt. Fair & Co., Peterborough, during June held

what they termed the first annual June Dress Goods
Sale. In this sale the Summer dress goods, which would
ordinarily be cleared out in July, are placed on sale at

prices which are calculated to dispose of them before

this period. The sale continued four days and the goods

were quoted at two prices, 35 and 50 cents. No goods
were allowed out on approbation or exchanged after-

wards. A sale of Winter dress goods, similar to the

June Sale was hold in November; and its "success has re-

sulted in the decision to hold a Summer Sale.
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Print Making, a Highly Developed Canadian Industry

Interesting Facts About Manufacture of Print—Progress from Reception of Raw Cotton to Ship-

ping Finished Product—An Almost Endless Variety of Processes—The Story of Print Making.

{Photographed fr m the Mcgog River for the Review).

Rear view of Cotton and Print Mills at Magog, Quebec. Cotton Mill is on the left, a 500 foot building, with Print Mill in the
immediate foreground.

Every clerk in every general diy goods store in Canada

handles grey cotton every day he or she is behind the

counter, and print is one of the most staple fabrics sold,

but if they were asked to tell the customers something

about the process of manufacture of these fabrics, how
many of them would be able to give an intelligent de-

scription of the manner in which they are made ? Some
clerks have actually been discovered who did not know
that prints were made in Canada, and a merchant in

Sherbrooke was surprised to learn that the goods he was

selling in his staple department were made in Magog,

sixteen miles away.

It imay be taken as a tribute to the ability of Can-

adian manufacturers that discriminating buyers are un-

able to distinguish, even by comparison of samples, do-

mestic prints from those imported. As a matter of fact

there is no place where more modern methods in the

manufacture of cotton print are employed than in Can-

ada.

The largest print mill in Canada is that at Magog,

Quebec, owned and operated by the Dominion Cotton

Mills Company, and two-thirds of the Canadian-made

prints are produced there. It is a developing industry

and should the demand continue to increase in the future

in the same proportion as it has in the past, it will be

but a short time before the provisions made for enlarging

the capacity of these mills will have to be taken advan-

tage of.

As to the manufacture of print—the object of this

article—up to a certain stage in the process, the fabric

is the same as the ordinary grey cotton. The cotton

mill at Magog, supplying its sister plant, the print mill,

employs almost identically the same methods as a mill

making product for sale in the form of grey cotton.

The raw cotton is received at the mill in huge bales,

weighing about 500 pounds, storage capacity for 6,000

bales being provided. The normal weekly consumption

amounts to 120 to 140 bales, so that with the large

storage capacity, it is possible to buy cotton in a favor-

able market, and use it as required.

While the cotton has gone through some preliminary

cleaning processes before being baled, it still contains

too much foreign substance to make it suitable for spin-

ning, consequently further cleaning is necessary.

The quality of cotton is determined by the length of

"staple," that used in the Magog mills being 1 1-16 to

1 1-8 in. of "staple."

The bales are opened in the raw cotton stores room,
on the opposite side of the power canal from the mills,

and thrown into machines called "preparers," the func-

tion of which is to feed the cotton in thin layers to

large pipes, through which it is blown and drawn, by air,

to the mills, where, in the Picker room, it is further

pulled apart, and passing through machines for the pur-

pose, is made into rolls fifty yards long. It afterwards

goes to intermediate pickers and to finishers, where the

same process is continued. Impurities are taken from
the cotton and the fibre is straightened and pulled out.

Coming from the finishers the cotton is practically the

same as cotton batting in its commercial form. The
sheet is about one-quarter of an inch thick and forty to

forty-five inches wide.

In this form it is called a "lap," and these "laps"
are taken to the carding room, where the form of the

cotton is changed to a "sliver." In this mill there are

76 carding engines, on which the cotton is fed over wire

cards, set to a nicety, five one-thousandths of an inch

from the revolving cylinder. Impurities drop into *he

cylinder, and a "doffer" takes the good cotton and forrm

it into a string or "sliver," 103 yards of the latter to

one yard of lap. In addition to extracting foreign sub-

stances from the cotton, the carding process brings the

fibre of the cotton parallel, preparatory to going to the

drawing frames.

The Drawing Process.

From this stage, until the yarn is made, the cotton

goes through a succession of drawing processes, which

were really commenced in the carding room, when the

"slivers" were formed. The drawing- is done for the

purpose of securing a uniformity and evenness in the

"slivers." In its natural state the cotton fibre is in-

clined to be kinky, and while the processes of picking

and carding remedy this to a small extent, when it leaves

the carding room it is still too uneven to make a satis-

factory yarn, hence the necessity for the succession of

drawings.
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While the general direction of a majority of the fibres

in a "card sliver" is with the length of the strand, actu-

ally they are considerably mixed up, crossed and doubled.

Before it is possible to produce a smooth, even yarn

the character of the "card sliver," the loose strand of

cotton into which the lap is transformed in the carding

process, must be changed in two respects.

First : Assuming that the card is fed with a "lap"

rollers, six "slivers" into one set, and the last of the

set runs six times as fast as the first, consequently the

size and weight of the sliver produced is approximately

the same as that fed in. This same process is carried

through three sets of machines. The "sliver" is fed into

cans equipped with coiler attachment.

The drawn "sliver" is more even that the card

"sliver" because the card "slivers" are fed together into

(Photographed for the Review).

Weaving Room in Magog Cotton Mills. There are 1234 Looms in this Room, turning out a Third of a Million Yards per Week.

that is absolutely even in thickness and weight, there

would be slight unevennesses in the weight of the card

"sliver," due to inaccuracies in the work of the card it-

self. With a lap as even as it is practicable to make it

and a card properly adjusted, the "sliver" delivered will

vary about 10 per cent, of its own weight. That is, if

a sliver of 50 grains per yard standard is desired, the

machine may be expected, when doing its best, to produce

a sliver ranging in weight from 48 grains to 53 or 5-1

grains per yard.

Second : Owing to the kinky and generally mixed-up

the machine, and it happens that a heavy and a light

place entering the machine together produce a strand

more even than themselves.

True, the heavy and the light places do not occur at

uniform intervals, nor is it known, or practicable to

learn, just how often they happen. Tt is known, how-

ever, that the resulting "sliver," after having been

doubled and drawn, is much more even than those from

which it was made.

From the drawing frames the cotton goes to a slub-

ber frame, where by further drawing the size is reduced,

{Photographed for the Review).

Engraving Room, Magog Print Mills, where Designs are Engraved on Copper Rollers.

condition of the fibres in the card sliver, it would not

be possible to spin a smooth yarn directly from this

mass; hence the necessity for straightening and parallel-

ing them.

Both the principle and the operation of the drawing

process are simple. The "sliver" is fed into a set of

and the product is fed to bobbins, instead of cans. The
cotton is gradually reaching the yarn stage. On the first

set the "sliver" is drawn out A\ times, in the intermedi-

ate, 5 times, and in the finishing roving frame, 6 times,

when a twist is given by a revolving spindle, on to which

it is fed. '
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Ready For Fall Business

Business of every description is now resuming

a healthy pace. Fine weather and favorable crop

reports from all over the Dominion assure an

active Fall trade.

This optimistic talk is true, and our

preparations for Fall, 1908, are on the same

hopeful scale.

Merchants, who have delayed placing Fall

orders, will find our stocks well assorted, and at

prices that meet present requirements.

The Dress Goods Department
SOME SALABLE LINES

Plain materials in all

accepted weaves, such as :

Broadcloths, Venetians,

Cheviots, Novelty Suitings.

Fancy Striped Venetians,

Fancy Striped Worsteds.

Two toned Checks and

Stripes in Venetians.

Stripes and Diagonals in

Chevrons, Cheviots, etc.

Silk Embroidered and

Printed All Wool
Cashmere Waistings.

STAPLES
GLOVES
HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR

COMPLETE RANGE OF

LINENS SILKS

RIBBONS BRAIDS
LACES BUTTONS
FANCY GOODS TRIMMINGS

Brophy-Cains, Limited
Victoria Square, MONTREAL

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS QUICK SHIPPERS

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Spinning Room.

From the roving- machines the bobbins go to the ring

spinning frames, upon which the warp yarn is made. In

this process the drawing principle is still given applica-

tion, for on these frames the cotton is drawn out seven

times (the draught being represented by the number of

times that the finishing roller runs faster than the first)

and the finished yarn is then, after having been given the

necessary twist, wound on spindles. In this room there

are 21,700 spindles. The weft or filling is made on mule

spinners, of which there are 15 pair, with 25,560 spindles.

The yarn is then taken to the spooling room, where

it is run from the spindles to spools of from 18,000 to

25,000 yards, according to the size of the yarn being

spun.

The warp yarn is afterwards taken from the spools

and wound on a beam, with 400 to 500 threads to a beam
but in the greater number of cases the warp requires

much more than that number, and this increased number

works in the grey, it is opened up in the cloth room,

sewed together, and the brands stamped on it automati-

cally, ready for singeing. Prom the grey room the cloth

is taken to the singe room, passed over hot rollers in

order to singe off all superfluous thread ends, etc., and to

present the smooth surface which is necessary for good

printing and finishing. After being brushed by machinery

the cloth is ready for bleaching, and in this operation

alone there are thirty different processes, which, after it

has gone through the fabric comes out perfectly white,

with all stains and foreign matter removed. To the un-

initiated, the cloth, while passing through the different

operations in the bleaching process, presents an interest-

ing spectacle, flying through space, and from one floor to

another at the rate of 150 yards a minute.

The cloth, which on entering into the bleach house,

is an endless string, is now drawn up to the white room
in the next storey, by machinery, opened out flat by an

ingenious mechanical straightening device, dried on dry

{Photographed for (he Review).

Front view of Cotton and Print Mills from yard, showing Cotton Mill Office and Raw Cotton Stores on the right, and portion of
Print Mill on the extreme left.

is secured by running the requisite number of beams onto

one.

Weaving the Cloth.

The next and final process in the manufacture of cloth

is the weaving. The warp beams are placed on the looms
the weft yarn being put on shuttles, in which form it is

fed to the looms. There are 1,234 looms in the weaving

room, which is nearly 500 feet long by 100 feet wide. A
third of a million yards per week is the normal output
of the mill.

The finished cloth is folded in the ordinary way and
baled preparatory to being taken to the print mill.

The Printing Process.

In the print mill, the first step is the procuring of

the design. In most cases they are secured in Paris,

where they are originated. These designs are engraved

on copper rollers, two classes of engraving being em-
ployed, the pantograph, which, however, is now being
lanj-ely superseded by the modern method and the mill,

or machine engraving. In designs of more than one
color, the whole design is not engraved on one roller, a

separate roller being required for each color. The print-

ing, however, is done with one passing through the ma-
chine.

Preliminary to the printing, however, the cloth has

to go through a number of processes. Coming into the

cans, and wound on rolls. It is then ready for printing

or dyeing, as the case may be.

The printing of cloth presents much the same prob-

lem as that met with in the more general and more
widely understood art of printing on paper. There is.

however, one essential difference. In newspaper printing,

the type—the raised portion—is printed, while in cloth

printing the design is printed from the depressed portion

of the roll.

Surrounding a large cylinder are the rolls, one for

each color, each with its color fountain, in which, as the

cloth passes over the cylinder, the roll revolves. Before

it touches the cloth to be printed, however, it encounters

a sharp blade, which scrapes off all the color on the sur-

face, leaving only that in the engraved indented design.

In some cases the fabric is put through a chemical

process before printing, the effect of which is to make it

take the color differently. For instance, after passing

through one process a yellow color will print red on the

cloth. A design calling for almost any number of colors

may be printed at one operation.

Each print machine is operated with its individual

steam engine, and the art of successfully operating one

is not easily acquired. It usually passes from father to

son, and printers are among the best paid employes in a

print mill.
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After having been printed, and if the goods are not

for dyeing, they are then steamed in a huge steaming
chamber in order to make the colors fast.

After this, the goods are put through several baths

of boiling soap to remove any surplus color which might

possibly hlave been left in the cloth from previous pro-

cesses. They are again put through several baths of

clean hot soap, and no effort is spared here to make sure

that the coloring on the goods is made absolutely fast.

After soaping and drying, the goods are taken to the

finishing room.

If necessary, they are straightened out on the tenter

frame and dried while on this machine with hot air at

a very high temperature. The goods are now ready to

be calendered. This process imparts the necessary smooth
finish which makes finished print. After the calender

room, the goods are taken to the folding room and yard-

ed automatically by machinery, folded and papered by

hand, and ready for shipment.

Indigo Dyeing.

The process described is that employed when designs

are printed on white ground. There is, however, an im-

portant feature of print-making not yet dealt with. It

The dyeing of other shades is done with aniline dyes,

which are coal tar products.

The Napping Room.

An interesting department is that devoted to the

manufacture of wrapperettes and flannelettes, this process

being carried out in the napping room. Here the goods

are napped on machines containing drums made up of 24

independent rollers which are covered with fine wire card

clothing. These, to a certain extent, penetrate the fibre

of the cloth without tearing or weakening it, and raise

a nap on the surface of the goods. They may be napped

on one side or both sides as desired. Printing in some
cases is done before the goods have been napped, in

others not until afterwards.

All print goods are made in 40 yard ends and, on

passing through the finishing process, where the cloth

passes through a chamber and is subjected during passage

to 190 degrees of heat, an automatic cutting machine

operates.

The number of separate processes which the cloth is

subjected to in passing from the cotton mill to the fin-

ishing room is, to the uninitiated, almost unbelievable,
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{Photographed for the Review).

Print Room, Magog Print Mills. The Eight Print Machines are Shown Here.

is the manufacture of indigo print. Cloth requiring this

process is dyed after having been bleached, and the color

is the fastest known, both to the action of light and the

effects of the laundry. The cloth passes in the dry state

through a succession of huge vats containing the dye

mixture, and after going through them the cloth comes
out showing a green shade, which through the action of

air rapidly turns blue. Indigo is one of the oldest of the

known vegetable dyes and was originally the product

only of the indigo plant, which was grown in India.

In indigo prints the whole fabric is given the color,

and the pattern given afterwards. The cloth is put

through the print machine and the pattern desired print-

ed on with a color which will leave the fibre white or

colored, as the case may be. That is, after the cloth has

been dyed blue, the color to make the white pattern is

released. To develop this pattern the cloth is passed

through a specially prepared bath, and after being wash-
ed several times is dried.

and when one appreciates the facility with which the

various operations are performed, one is quite ready to

admit that the present standing of the art of cloth

printing seems to leave little to be achieved by future

development.

NOTE—The Review is indebted to officials of the Do-
minion Textile Company, Montreal, for courtesy in pro

viding facilities for securing information, and to the

superintendents of the cotton mill and print mill, at Ma-
gog, for data from which this article was prepared.

The Dominion Cord and Tassel Co., Montreal, are now
occupying larger premises at 505 St. Paul St., directly

opposite their old address. The ground floor is given

over to show-rooms, offices, and a stockroom, while the

upper flats afford increased manufacturing' facilities.
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Influence of the Directoire Gown on Canadian Fashions

Dresses of This Type now Worn in London and Pans— Extremes Will be Largely

Confined to the Stage— Modifications Will be Introduced for Wear Here.

The three Lonchamps merveiileuses, have set the world

and his wife a talking about the new Directoire gowns.

These gowns are claimed by their wearers to be modelled

upon the fashions of about 100 years ago, and the chief

objection to them seems to be their very tightly clinging

skirts, worn with no under-petticoat, and also that they

are open at the side revealing jewelled anklets and silken

hose.

These gowns have not the beauty of line— they have

not the artistic effect of those worn in 179f>. Neither are

they so sensationally transparent. The women of that

date wore (inly a mere bell of a corset, and the figure had

almost perfect freedom.

The present very sheathlike gowns will only become

popular with the minority and will have their greatest

toire, and as the Empire has obtained a footing in Canada,

no doubt the newer style will follow. There will, how-

ever, be many modifications before these gowns come into

popular wear, and the upshot will be that long, clinging,

narrow skirts, with the high waisted bodice will be worn.

Tailor-made, adapted from the Directoire Styles. Long Clinging High
Waisted Skirt, Coat Cut Away in Front, with big Revers, High
Turn Down Collar, Tight Sleeves, Ruched Collar and Big Jabot.

vogue on the stage, where there is more scope for the dis-

play of exaggerated styles.

Gowns of the Directoire type, however, are safely

launched in Paris, and at all fashionable functions many
of this class are seen. London has also taken them and

they are frequently seen there. The Empire gown has

certainly prepared the way for the more extreme Direc-

This is a Directoire Gown that was Worn at Ascot.

Already some features that are distinctly copied from this

style have appeared one of the most popular of which is

the high collar, surmounted by a wide frill, and jabots

will also be very fashionable. Frills at the wrist are an-

other development that may be expected, also the narrow

sash and draperies weighed with tassels and drops. Other

features are closely fitting, either plain or rucked sleeves,

wide revers, high coat collars covering only the back of

the neck, and cutaway coats with vests and long postil-

lions. The hats worn with this type of costume are im-

mense, and the influence of Directoire fashions will be

distinctly in favor of large hats. The Corday hat belongs

to this period.

As the fashion calls for extreme slimness, the corset

will be a very important factor. It must be very long, so

long that it will have to be extremely well cut to make it

at all comfortable. The pressure now must be on the hips,

but since the waist is larger, matters are equalized. The
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manufacturer has in the past always been equal to the

occasion, and there is no reason to doubt his ability to deal

effectively with the new fashions.

After all the new Direetoire gown in its less extreme
and more wearable form is only an evolution. The first

note was the wrinkling of the front in the Paquin skirt

last Fall. Now draped skirts of many soft folds, long

(railing draperies, and side slashes—though not without a

skirt under, are an assured fact.

This brings soft satins and Oriental silks to the fore,

as well as sheer woollen fabrics. Our old friend, voile, is

hack in great strength in Paris, and many gowns of .this

fabric have appeared during the last few weeks.

Transparent fabrics are worn over a skirt of the very

softesl and lightest of taffetas. Some times this skirt is

of a contrasting color. The tailored form will call for a

I rained circular skirl with the seam up the centre of the

front; the cum with high turnover collar at the hack, large

revei's, vest effect and long postillions. Tight sleeves often

with a lace frill and jabot to match completes the cos

tume. The Ixeview is illustrating this costume, also one

worn at Epsom. It was made of Nankin blue Shangtung,

the skirt opening below the draped sash, on the left-hand

side. The opening was outlined with a ball fringe, in

tarnished silver. A feature of this gown was the dragon

embroideries in shades of dull green, blues and goldep

brown that appeared only upon the back of the clinging

skirt and very short waist ed bodice. This bodice was made
of the blue Shangtung and opened over a vest and rucked

sleeves of old lace colored chiffon. The high rucked collar,

the cuffs and the sash were of the softest of golden brown

satin. Kilted frills of the chiffon turned back the sleeves

and finished the collar. The large picture hat was of the

same bine silk as the gown. The crown completely cov-

ered with frills of old lace, and I rimmed with a cluster of

golden brown feathers.

Hints on Making the Glove Department a Profitable One
Proper Fittings for the Department Essential— Sales-ladies Should be Given Thorough Instruction

— The Question of Returned Goods— When to Guarantee Gloves—Some Abuses to Remedy.

Due of the most vexing questions which confronts

the dealer in gloves, both wholesale and retail, is that of

exchanging gloves which have been found unsatisfactory.

The custom as it exists at present, is one which is over-

done, and it has entailed such a heavy loss upon the

manufacturer that he feels that something- should be

done to protect himself. Just where the blame rests in

the case of a damaged glove is sometimes difficult to

decide, and just how far a dealer, or a manufacturer
should be held responsible for the gloves which he sells

or makes, furnishes a live subject for discussion. The
manufacturer does not feel that he should be called upon
to bear the entire loss, and he thinks that the retail or

the wholesale dealer should share it to a greater extent

than at present.

The profit on kid gloves is not very large and with

such a narrow margin the retailer should use every pre-

caution to prevent any loss. In many of the stores

where there is only a small sale of gloves, it often hap-

pens that the sales ladies are not posted in the glove

trade, and are not able to use proper judgment in sell-

ing. They may not be able to fit a glove, and thus can-

not ascertain before the customer leaves the store

whether the glove is likely to prove satisfactory. As a

result of this there are apt to be many complaints, and
the dealer loses where he should have made a profit.

There are many difficulties to be overcome in order to

prevent this loss. Of course it cannot he entirely done

away with, but by exercising due precaution it may be

lessened considerably.

Fit Gloves Properly.

The dealer should instruct his salesladies in the

proper manner of fitting a glove, and should teach them
to discern between a good quality and a poor quality.

The capable saleslady will soon acquire this knowledge,

and will be able to tell at a glance whether the gloves
are likely to give satisfaction. She should he able to

fit them, but before doing this, she must make sure that

she has the size which will fit, as well as the style and
color which the customer wishes. This will often save

trying on different pairs, as the first will be quite likely

to suit. Sometimes the question of size is a delicate

one, though a prominent dealer states that the desire to

wear a glove that is one or two sizes too small, is dying

out. Still when customers fail to realize that there is

apt to be a slight difference in the sizes made by the dif-

ferent manufacturers, it is sometimes difficult to convince

them, that though they may require a No. G in one make,
they may need a No. 6£ in another. In this case when
a lady insists on having her usual size, she tries them
on, and perhaps tears them, and, feeling safe with her

guarantee, she returns them, knowing that they will be

exchanged for a larger size. Of course, she argues that

the fault is in the glove, not' in the size. Glove dealers

as a rule are very accommodating about this, and as a

consequence are apt to be imposed upon by unscrupulous

people, in their efforts to please the public, and avoid

the unpleasantness of a refusal. The buyer is apt to dis

play a little temper, and, in the case of a good customer,
it is sometimes considered better to suffer the loss,

rather than lose the custom.

Try Gloves on in Store.

Though it means a little more work and a little more
time, it is cheaper in the long run to try on all gloves

at the counter. Most complaints come from those who
buy gloves and take them home for the first trying on.

In a short time a girl becomes an expert in this branch
of selling, and some are able to determine the size re-

quired by looking at the customer's hand. In some stores
the size is found by measuring the customer's hand with
a tape, and some clerks merely stretch the back of tin-

glove across the corresponding part of the hand. Each
saleslady can satisfy herself best, as a usual matter, in

the method of determining the size.

After the size and shade have been decided upon, the
clerk should open out the fingers of the glove with her
stretchers, not stretching the leather too much, and then
powder the interior with French chalk. Then, with the
customer's elbow resting on the counter, at a point
about half way across, and with the back of the hand
towards her, she will open out the glove and insert the
fingers of the hand into the fingers of the glove. She
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will then work the glove on as gently and as evenly as

possible, and when the fingers are on, the glove will be

turned back sufficiently to allow the thumb to be in-

serted. The hand of the glove should then be worked on
evenly, and when it is entirely on, and not before, it may
be fastened. Great care should be taken that all parts

are worked on evenly, as a strain from working diagonal-

ly may cause the glove to split, or cause a break in the

surface of the kid. When these precautions are taken,

there is seldom any trouble it the wearer gives the

gloves proper care. Too often, though, the fact that a

kid glove should be treated as a kid glove is overlooked,

and new gloves are ruined by a careless attempt to open
a door, or in other ways which cause them to split. This
is not the fault of the kid, but is due to the careless-

ness of the wearer.

The Counter Equipment,

The comfort both of the salesladies and the custom-
ers will be materially enhanced by having proper fittings,

and a counter of the proper height and width. This will

prevent a great deal of weariness on the part of those

whose business it is to fit gloves all day. The counter

should be about 36 or 38 inches in height, and about 18

inches in width. It should be well padded, and elbow
rests should be used. With equipments of this size the

clerk will be enabled to attend properly to the needs of

her customers, without undue fatigue as the result of the

day's work.

Gloves which have been tried on at the store can be

restored to their proper shape if attended to at once, be-

fore the natural heat has left them. If left too long,

they can be pressed and pulled into shape after being

wrapped in a damp towel for a short time. In the case

of gloves which have been merely ripped at the seams,
but not soiled, they can be mended and replaced in stock.

Some damaged gloves are returned to the manufacturer,
and others are disposed of by the retailer in different

ways. Sometimes sales are held at which damaged
gloves, which may be worn in spite of some defect, are

sold at a very small price. In this case the damaged
gloves are not a dead loss. Others are used for mending
purposes, in the stores where mending is done. All the

better class stores mend their own gloves free of charge.

When to Guarantee.

The retail price at which a glove should be guaranteed

is one upon which different opinions are expressed, the

price ranging from $1 to $1.50 for the short gloves, the

majority claiming that the latter price is correct. A
fact to be borne in mind in buying and selling gloves is

that kid is more expensive now than it was a few years

ago, and a glove which can now be sold at $1 is not as

good as that sold at the same price a few years ago.

This would make it imperative that the cheapest guar-

anteed glove, to be equal to that guaranteed at $1 previ-

ous to the increase in the price of manufacturer's ma-
terials, should be more than $1 at the present time.

Careful Management Required.

To sum up the whole matter, in order to make the

Klove department a paying proposition, it must be care-

fully managed. The quality of the stock should be that

it may be relied upon. This will prevent such a large

percentage of complaints as would arise in the case of

poorer stock. Salesladies must be able to distinguish

quality, and understand fitting. The utmost care should
be taken to ascertain correct shade and size. As has
already been mentioned, the size may be a difficult mat-
ter to settle, but a little diplomacy and tact will often

overcome that, especially if it can be suggested that the

glove which fits too tightly causes the hand to appear

larger than it really is. With all these precautions, and
with proper judgment in exchanging gloves, the loss in

the glove department should be considerably lessened.

A prominent glove importer is taking up the question
with the Government, with the idea of getting the duty

refunded on these gloves which have to be returned to

the manufacturer. The manufacturer could utilize them
in making thumbs, etc., and the financial loss to the im-

porter would be less than if he had to lose the duty also.

Meeting Mail Order Competition.

"I am satisfied that the retail catalogue

houses are not doing so much business in our

locality as they were formerly. I have observed

for some time that the shipments of merchandise

from outside stores are fewer. The catalogue

house business is not nearly so popular as it used

to be.

"The reason for this, in my estimation, is

that local merchants are succeeding in making
their stores much more attractive, and supplying

more nearly that merchandise which the public de-

sires. For a store to hold its trade and be suc-

cessful in any degree it must have, so far as pos-

sible, everything that the trade wants."

In these sentences the proprietors of a store in a com-
paratively small town state their relation and attitude

towards the catalogue houses. In another portion of the

letter they explain their method of meeting the competi-

tion of these houses in their territory. They are fight-

ing them with their own weapon, advertising. In the

smaller places the store proprietors pay too little atten-

tion to this feature of their business. Advertisements,

which in themselves are not as effective as they should

be, are allowed to run unchanged for weeks at a time,

long after they have ceased to be of any service.

Merchants would condemn a newspaper which publish-

ed the same news items more than once, and it would

be characterized as slow and unprogressive, a character-

ization which it would richly deserve, but they forget

that advertising is store news, and store news, like other

news, becomes old when it has been told once. To allow

an advertisement of a local store to run on week after

week is very likely to create the impression that the rea-

son it is not changed and something new said is because

there is nothing new to tell, an impression which no re-

tailer can afford to have go out concerning his store.

Canadian retailers know that they can give their pat-

rons equally as good service as the catalogue houses—in

many cases better—but unless they can impress the pub-

lic with this fact the outside houses will continue to

draw their trade.

The firm quoted above seems to have solved the prob-

lem which confronts many retailers in Canada, and when
one comes to think of it, the solution is not only simple,

but the only feasible means by which the outside com-

petition may be met.

Attractive stores must supplement the advertising

policy, because, after the publicity campaign has brought,

the prospective customers to the store, they must re-

ceive a good impression of it, otherwise the advertising

will be of little practical' benefit. The holding of trade

which legitimately belongs to the small city and country

stores can, it would seem, be accomplished, if the proper

means are adopted. Were and there bright, progressive

store proprietors have been successful; they have used the

methods which gave the mail order and catalogue houses

their first hold, and their lead, if fallowed by others,

will doubtless produce satisfactory results.
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WHY IS IT
That there are more McCall Patterns sold in the United States than of any other make?

That McCalPs Magazine has 250,000 more subscribers than any other fashion magazine?

That 8,000 up-to-date, wide-awake dry goods merchants in the United States handle McCal
Patterns ?

That hundreds of leading Canadian Dry Goods and General Merchants have already in-

stalled a McCall Pattern Department although the new Canadian Factory and Office of

the McCall Company in Toronto has been established less than a year.

A line of our samples—sent without your incurring the slightest obligation and our proposition

accompanying them, will answer theae three questions—we believe—to your entire satisfaction.

Write for the above NOW, and if our proposition is satisfactory, you can have McCall

Patterns and Fashion Publications in ample time to get the full benefit of the busy

FALL SEASON.

ADDRESS, MAIN OFFICE,

THE McCALL COMPANY
MAKERS OF FASHIONS

236-246 West 37th Street, - - - - NEW YORK

TORONTO CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Established 38 years. Not in the Trust. No Connection with any other House.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Special Fall Review.

The present issue of The Dry Goods Review presents

.Mine features of unusual interest, and instrueliveness to

Canadian drygoodsmen. Since it is the Special Fall num-

ber, styles for that season and topics of special interest

during the Fall are given prominence.

Forecasts of Fall styles in all departments are fea-

tures of this issue. Never before in the history of The

Review has this paper had such facilities for giving accur-

ate and reliable information on future styles as at the

present time, and these were made use of in preparing

matter for this issue.

Matters of practical interest to retailers are dealt with

in an interesting way. An article gives advice on store

building and shows plans of modern store structures,

which will be found beneficial to merchants who contem-

plate building or enlarging their stores. •

The relationship which good roads bear to the Cana-

dian retailer is, it is believed, not fully appreciated by

many merchants. The question in its practical applica-

tion to the business of the drygoodsmau is presented in an

article in which some pertinent facts are given.

The most modern stores in the large cities of the Old

World are illustrated from actual photographs which are

reproduced, together with some facts about their methods

of doing business.

The story of Print ; the processes in its manufacture

from the raw cotton stage to the finished product, is told

in this -issue, by a writer who visited the largest print

mills in Canada for that purpose.

Paris and London have been mildly excited over the

rejuvenation of the Directoire style of gown, and the effect

of its adoption is bound to be felt on Canadian style ten-

dencies. A special article with illustrations deals with

this gown and the modifications which will be made on its

introduction here.

A store in Western Canada solved the problem of

meeting mail order competition by going into the mail

order business itself. How it was accomplished and with

what success is told here.

A man who is so closely in touch with his business that

he knows every day just where it stands; which depart-

ments are giving the greatest net profit; what each sales-

man, costs in proportion to every dollar's worth of goods

he sells, is a rarity. Ontario has one such merchant, at

least. His system of reports is described in this number.

These are only a few of the special articles in the

Fall Number. Every regular department, too, is enlarged,

and is of more than usual interest. Read every article.

It will pay you.

Better Conditions Prevailing.

A review of conditions in the Canadian dry goods

trade must of necessity be much more encouraging at the

present than at any period for several months. That there

is a genuine improvement in conditions is very evident,

and this improvement is apparent in practically every

branch.

There is little doubt that the splendid prospects in the

West are having a material effect on business in all parts

of Canada. A special report on the crops there states

that "the total area under crop is 4,078,630 acres, an

increase of 143,813 acres over last year. Of this 4,809,

748 acres are under grain, and the balance in roots, the

increase in grain being 102,260 acres. Considerably over

half of this is under wheat. Grain at the present time in-

dicates the largest crop in the history of agriculture in

the Canadian West. There is bound to be a shortage of

farm help, and even at present the Government corre-

spondents report that 24,642 farm laborers are required

in the Province as well as over five thousand female

servants."

This looks like a solution of the unemployed problem,

which has had such a material effect on business generally

during the last six months.

Toronto wholesale houses report that an increasing

number of orders is being received, and that while indivi-
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dually these orders are not particularly large, in the ag-

gregate they represent a satisfactory volume, and they

indicate a very general revival in trade, and a return of

the feeling of confidence, which, unfortunately, has been

lacking for some little time.

The price situation is clearing, and from the best in-

formation available it is evident that at the present prices

dry i;oods of all kinds are cheap, a fact, which, when it

is realized, will no doubt stimulate still further, the buy-

ing movement which has already begun.

Higher prices may be looked for soon. Cotton yarns

arc advancing, and it is reported that price lists issued a

shorl lime ago have been withdrawn in anticipation of

higher prices in the near future. Wool, linen and silk

have all apparently reached the bottom, and any change

now will be upwards. Knit -nods are likely to be higher

before another season's requirements are ordered.

Montreal wholesalers and manufacturers cleared up

last month the majority of desirable seasonable lines,

often at prices in favor of buyers. Payments are improv-

ing steadily, and little complaint is heard in that respect.

Fall prospects are regarded as much brighter, although

the volume of orders given to manufacturers by whole-

salers is very much lighter than a year ago, as wholesalers

have not speculated. It is felt that when the retail de-

maud materializes a real scarcity of goods will be felt.

Department stores and other large importers, as well as

cutters-up, will this year rely upon wholesalers' stocks,

and this will further aggravate the situation.

Foreign manufacturers have not received the usual

volume of Canadian orders, and domestic factories will

be heavily taxed. Prices for Fall delivery in all lines are

firm, and it is the opinion of those well posted, that the

low level has been reached.

Don'l lei the fact thai you Lave become so familiar

with it that you fail to appreciate its value to you pre

vent you from turning it into a profitable enterprise for

you.

«

Business at Your Doors.

Bach locality presents some distinctive trade condition

which dry goods merchants would do well to study. It

frequently happens that the significance of features out of

the ordinary is not appreciated locally, because of their

familiarity. These same features, however, often offer

profitable sources of business, but because we are so

close to them we do not value them at their true worth.

In central Ontario there is a tribe of Indians famous

I'm- their skill in making fancy articles. For generations

these Indians have been making these articles, and local

people thought nothing of it, and saw no opportunity in

this for turning the manufactured articles into personal

profit, until a short time ago, when a bright merchant de-

rided to become a medium of exchange between the In-

dians, who, while they had skill in making the articles,

did not know how to sell them.

The result was that he developed a most profitable

trade; there was an increased demand for the fancy ar-

ticles, consequently, the Indians made more money, and,

since a uniform price list was established, they knew just

how much they would earn. The merchant found that his

profits had increased very largely.

Almost every town presents some such opportunity.

Handling Unprofitable Departments.

A successful dry goods merchant is not necessarily the

man who sells the greatest quantity of goods. Ordinarily,

of course, the store which has the largest sales makes the

most money for _its owner, but this is by no means an

invariable rule.

ll is possible for merchants to handle one or more line,

of goods upon which they believe they arc making money,

while as a matter of fact these identical lines may be un-

profitable.

An actual experience may illustrate this. A dry goods

merchant in Ontario, carrying general lines, had a dress

goods department in which sales were large, and which he

believed was making him a profit. He began to make

some investigations into the cost of doing business in that

department, and he found what? That this dress goods

department was costing him more than the revenue from

it.

Then he did something daring. He dropped the de-

partment altogether. -Not many merchants would have

taken such a drastic course; most men would have re-

organized the department, and they would probably have

been adopting the wiser course in doing so.

This is an extreme case, but it illustrates the fact thai

it is not always the department which shows the biggest

sales that makes the most money.

Customers Like Modern Store.

Dry goods merchants are learning that an attractive

store has a direct influence upon their trade. .The most

progressive retailers in Canada have reaped good results

from investments which they have made in fittings to

brighten up their stores and to improve the facilities for

doing business.

A wholesale dry goods man recently told The Review

of a young retailer who went to him for advice. He was

the "small man" in a town where there were two or three

big stores, with ample financial resources and established

trade. The young man was getting discouraged. His ad-

visor, who understood the situation perfectly, was not,

however, and outlined a plan which he felt certain would

succeed. In the first place, he made him brighten up his

store; put in new windows, an attractive front, install

new silent salesmen and counter cases, and stock boxes

for hosiery, gloves, trimmings, etc. This gave the store

a prosperous appearance, and this, with the restoration of

confidence which he was able to instill i*.to the proprietor,

had an immediate effect upon the public. Business in-

creased, and with it the staff took new courage, and the

result was that the store forged ahead, until at the present

time that young retailer is making as much money as

cither of the larger stores, and making it on a smaller

capital outlay.
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Monthly Review of the British Markets

Staff Correspondence.

Office Dry Goods Review,

London, England, June 27.

—Though business is not up

to par, there has been a

very material improvement

experienced during the past

month. There has, however,

been considerable complaint

of backwardness in pay-

ments, both wholesale and

retail.

In London the season

promises to be a brilliant

one, and the opening of the

Franco-British Exhibition

has had a wonderful effect.

The West End shops are

crowded and an immense increase in trade is recorded.

The textile trades are exceedingly well represented at the

exhibition, and most of the firms who strive to keep their

products in the eye of the trade have attractive and in-

teresting exhibits.

An interesting item on the occasion of the visit of

the King and President Fallieres was the presentation of

many of the members of the British Textile Committee

to His Majesty. Among the gentlemen presented were

Messrs. Frank Debenham, J. P., the chairman ;
W.Carnel-

ly, of Messrs. Rylands ; James C. Marshall and H. C.

Marshall, of Marshall & Snelgrove ;
Robert Mitchell, J.

P., of the Bradford Dyers' Association, and many others.

It seems to be an accepted fact in trade circles that

textile raw materials have about touched the lowest pos-

sible price. This applies to silk, wool and to cotton.

Though it is believed that the recovery in wool values is

partly due to speculative influences, the opinion seems to

be that the trade will maintain the recovery. Among

those interested in the silk trade there is a decidedly

better feeling. In short, in all the great textiles the

market conditions are much more healthy, and the next

four or five months promise to show a decided improve-

ment in their position. "Cold pig" is not a popular

article with any portion of the trade, and the more than

usual measure of this commodity that has been dealt out

to the wholesale and manufacturing sections has awaken-

ed more than the usual protest. Nor has the trade stop-

ped at protests this time. About forty of the leading

London firms have entered into a combination for the

regulation of returns, and for the suppressing of the

abuse of this privilege.

The following is a copy of the notification that is be-

ing sent out with each invoice of goods. It is headed,

"Important Notice," and reads : "Returning goods—We

are always will'ng to pass credit for any goods which

are not to order, or received too late, provided they are

returned in good condition in ten days, but goods select-

ed in our warehouse, or sent to exact order and to date

are not returnable,"

Even the most inveterate provider of "cold pig" can-

not quarrel with the rensonablenoss of this notice nor

take offence at its tone. The opinion generally expressed

is that this measure of regulation will make buyers more
careful when placing orders—that they will be less open

to persuasion in the matter of greater quantities.

The retail trade will note that when substitution

occurs, or goods do not arrive to date, there is no ques-

tion about their acceptance when returned.

The attention of the silk world is now concentrated

upon the crop returns. Reports are very favorable in all

growing areas, with the exception of China. Prospects

in Italy are all that can be desired. Favorable weather

has provided abundant food, and there is every indication

of an excellent quality of cocoons. Much the same con-

ditions prevail in France. The crop news from the Le-

vant is also good, and likewise in Japan. The first two
crops in China are short and a 25 per cent, shortage is

estimated for China.

Bradford.

The long-anticipated May sales are over, and taking

them on the whole they have had a firming effect upon

the trade. There was a large attendance of buyers who
were keen after wool. Ninety thousand bales went to

Bradford, the continent taking 51,000, and 6,000 bales

going to the United States. There are also 120,000 bales

held over until the next series of sales.

The best prices were decidedly made towards the close

of the series, and merinos may be said to have fully re-

covered their opening decline. Yorkshire has absorbed

the greater bulk, not only of the cross-breds sold, but

also of the merinos.

As there is no large supply of long staple merino, and

as the fashionable fabrics are made from this class of

wool, it is not expected that lower than the present quo-

tations will be made. At the present price attractive

quotations can be made.

Manchester.

The weather is better and there is some general im-

provement in trade conditions, but the turnover, except

in some isolated instances, is much smaller than last

year. Though retail stocks appear to be in better shape

stocks are very heavy and tending to increase in the

wholesale houses.

There has been better buying for the Autumn trade.

Sheetings are very firm and there seems to be no pros-

pect of any reduction in values. Drills are also in more

active demand.

Owing to the upward tendency of raw American cot-

ton, manufacturers have been compelled to advance prices.

This has greatly lessened the volume of export trade, but

where manufacturers would accept low prices business

has transpired. On the whole, India is Manchester's best

customer at present. There has also been some buying

for China and the Levant.

Though raw American cotton is still irregular, the

trend of prices is in favor of the seller. Egyptian cotton

also is firmer. Most users are pretty well covered, and

at present prices little spot buying is done. American

yarn spinners have not been able to obtain better prices

for yarns, and for the most part business now is unre-

munerative. There is a better demand for Egyptian

yarns and prices here are firmer.
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MADE IN CANADA
At 27 Lombard Street, Toronto, is a new

factory turning out, for the use of Cana-

dian merchants, the most modern and

most scientific dress patterns produced

anywhere in America. It is the Canadian

branch of The Home Pattern Company of

New York, that makes and distributes The

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns

There is no surer or quicker aid to the building up of a great

dry-goods business than the sale of these patterns. A satisfied

pattern customer rightly handled soon becomes a regular buyer

in every department. The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns

attract new customers and keep them. The T. Eaton Store,

Toronto and Winnipeg; Marshall Field and Company, Chi-

cago; John Wanamaker, New York and Philadelphia; and

2,500 other leading merchants of the United States and Canada

have demonstrated this. If you have no pattern department in

your store, or if you are not satisfied with the one you have,

won't you let us talk over the matter with you?

Address The Home Pattern Company, 27 Lombard Street,

Toronto, or 615 West 43rd Street, New York.

BEST IN AMERICA
WH'en writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Advantages and Possibilities of a Children's Department

A Good Opportunity Afforded for Merchants to Popularize Their Stores by Appealing to the

Mother Through Her Little Ones—Some Qualifications of a Successful Buyer for this Department.

Probably there is no department of the dry goods

trade where .sentiment plays such an important part, and

where it can be employed so profitably, as in children's

lines. The sentimental aspect of it appeals to the cus-

tomer, and should also appeal to those concerned in the

buying and the selling of the goods.

From a business point of view, it has many advan-

tages. It stands to reason that if a mother is buying an

outfit for a child, the store that can show her the boots,

hose or other accessories in the same department with

the principal garments will make more sales. If she

wished to buy shoes, and had to go to a different depart-

ment for them, she would be almost as likely to go out of

the store entirely, and patronize a shoe store, as to seek

out another department. It might be that she had only

intended to 'buy a dress, but if she were shown a little

bonnet, a pair of boots, or some other article of apparel,

in conjunction with it, her original purchases might be

added to.

A Complete Outfitting Department.

So with this idea in view of increasing sales, the de-

partment should include all lines of children's wear, from

infancy to about eight years of age. There should be the

little dresses, muslin underwear, knitted goods, both

underwear and hose, boots and shoes, millinery, coats and

wraps, and all the little accessories of the children 's

wardrobe.

The development of the ready-to-wear industry to the

state of perfection that it has reached at the present time,

has made it possible for a mother to procure every neces-

sary ready made, and though there are many that prefer

home made children's wear, still there is a large percent-

age of women to-day who buy the ready made goods in

preference to making them. This large demand for ready-

to-wear garments for children makes it possible to con-

duct a department for children on either a large or small

scale, and with profit. The ready-to-wear goods, in many
instances, are quite equal to the hand made garments,

and the lingerie goods which can now be procured rival

in daintiness and fine Work the most carefully done hand

work.

A Store Within a Store.

Some of the more progressive and up-to-date mer-

chants are realizing that a special children's department

in a store is a paying proposition, and with this idea in

mind, are aiming towards the setting aside of space for

such a department. Some who approve of the idea from

a business point of view, but who have not been able to

put the idea into practice, keep as many lines as possible

in the same section of the store. The ideal children's de-

partment, means, in fact, a store within a store, a store

for the little people exclusively, within the confines of a

store for the grown-ups. It is the department of the

three D's, "Delicious, Dainty, Delightful," and in order

that it may be so, a great deal of thought and care must

be expended upon it, to produce these qualifications. First,

there must be the utmost cleanliness, for nothing that is

soiled in the least degree, will answer if the three D's are

to predominate. No mother wishes to buy soiled garments

for her little ones, therefore, in order to avoid a falling

i u hi the profits, goods must be kept very carefully, and

handled carefully, so that they will not become mussed,

and lose their new appearance. The wants of children up
to the age of eight years should be considered, for after

that age there is a tendency to construct their wardrobe
along the lines of their elders.

Sentiment plays such an important part in the buying

of infants' and children's garments, that a children's de-

partment, properly conducted, will draw trade from stores

that sell children's garments in the ordinary way, and

with the trade in this line will come trade in other lines

as well.

Love for Children Essential.

To be a genuine success, everyone connected with the

department should love children, no mere tolerance will

do, but real love. The buyer particularly should possess

this fondness for children, and it would be better if the

buyer were a woman, if the best results are to be achived.

She should be a motherly sort of a woman, one who has a

deep love for children, and who understands their needs.

She should have a very sympathetic nature, should have

infinite patience and tact, and should be able to instil]

the right spirit into her department. The salesladies, too,

should possess this same spirit, in a measure, at least, in

order that they may take the proper degree of interest in

their departments.

Sentiment in Buying.

But the buyer who sees in the little garments some-

thing besides lace and lawn or other matter-of-fact ma-
terials, who can see them in fancy upon a lovable little

bit of humanity, and who introduces a bit of sentiment

into the buying, will make that department the most pro-

fitable in the store.

A department for the children must be treated as

differently from those for their elders, as the baby from

the grown-up. A company of the latter may be addressed

collectively, and a remark addressed to a number will

reach every mind, while the little ones, especially the

babies, must be treated individually. Each one must be

taken up individually, and caressed and fed without re-

gard to the others at the time. Loving words addressed

to one will have small effect upon another. This is sim-

ilar to the case of the little garments. There must be in-

dividual buying and selling. Because a thing is attractive

and seems likely to sell, it does not make it wise to order

five hundred of the same kind. Buying should be done in

small quantities. Every baby is the most wonderful baby

in the world to its mother, and every child is more worthy
of the best than another child, in her estimation. There

fore she does not like to think that every child might
have the same kind of garment, or whatever it may be. A
large variety of salable goods will be better than heavier

stocks of fewer varieties.

Such a department as this is capable of different de-

grees of development. It may be carried on extensively,

or, on a smaller scale, according to the space at the dis-

posal of the merchant, but even if the space which can

be given to it is limited, it could be made a success, if

conducted on the right principle, a desire to aid the

mother in supplying the needs of her little ones with as

Hi tie trouble as possible, and at the same time increasing

the business of the firm.
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Letter Orders are our Hobby.

We insist upon all goods being

shipped the day the letter reaches

us and—you can reiy on getting

the goods if they are to be had in

Montreal.

Let's show YOU that "when

you want a thing and want it

quick" all you need do is write us.

The

W. R. Brock Company,
Montreal

Limited

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Many years ago, on

what is now the corner

of St. Helen and Notre

Dame Streets, the Re-

collet Fathers erected this

church. It was at first

used solely for their own

services, but afterwards

they kindly permitted

other denominations to

conduct worship there in

the afternoons.

The building was a

landmark in old Mont-

real for a great many

years and was only torn

down in 1868.

In 1870, Mr. James

Morrison, who conducted

a large retail dry goods

business, moved into the

building which had been

erected on the site of the

Recollet Church, and in

1872, Brown & Claggett,

"The Recollet House,"

took over the lower part

of the store, the upper

portion being let as of-

fices. On their giving

up business the property

was occupied by a bank

and afterwards by an In-

surance Co., and in later

years as offices by the

Shedden Forwarding Co.

and as a factory by

Wener Bros.

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviczv
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About three years ago

this property, also the

large warehouse adjoin-

ing, was purchased by

the Brock Co., and al-

most immediately the

work of alteration was

begun. All the old

wooden beams were re-

placed by steel, a fifth

storey added, new hard-

wood floors laid, eleva-

tors installed, and the

walls separating the two

buildings cut away so as

to make one warehouse,

easily the largest in Can-

ada. An idea of the im-

mense size of the build-

ing can be had by a

glance at the accompany-

ing cut and a visit to the

warehouse will convince

you that it would be hard

to find a more complete

stock anywhere.

Great care is taken in

the filling of all orders,

large and small, and it is

rapidly becoming an ax-

iom in the dry goods

trade of Canada that "if

you want a thing quick

you need only write to

Brock's." May we have

an opportunity to con-

vince you it's so? A

look through our travel-

ler's samples the next

time he calls or a visit to

the warehouse will be

appreciated. Just now

we have some interest-

ing lines to show.

TheW. R. Brock Company, (Limited)

Montreal
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Fur Outlook Bright.

In certain sections of the fur trade pessimism seems

to have been the keynote, and many doleful predictions

have been made regarding the coming season. According

to some of the representative fur houses in Canada, this

is an entirely wrong view to take of the question. In-

stead, they are thoroughly optimistic and regard the out-

look as very hopeful. These hard times cries have prob-

ably had something to do with bringing about a share, at

least, of the depression in this branch of the trade.

The splendid crop prospects have restored confidence

in a large measure with the result that though orders have

not been so numerous nor so heavy as last year, they have

been, on the whole, fair. Trade in the West has improved

somewhat. Orders from some sections of the West are

better than ever before, while others are not as good.

There has been some hesitation in ordering on the pari

of a good many merchants, but already some of these

delayed orders are coming in, while many of the manufac-

turers are anticipating an active demand in September.

Last year furs were stocked heavily, and when the

financial stringency became evident in the height of the

retail fur buying season the retail trade fell off consider-

ably, with the result that many merchants carried over

heavy stocks. The fact that the retail sorting was so

light last year, makes it seem almost certain that it will

lie exceptionally good this coming season. There is every

prospect of an unusually prosperous year for the farmer,

consequently everything seems to be in favor of an active

Fall retail fur trade, particularly in the country sections.

Manufacturers are feeling assured that when the de-

layed orders are received, factories will be taxed to their

utmost, and if present hopeful conditions are realized,

they expect to have more than they can cope with. This

means that those merchants who delay orders may have

to wait some time for their goods, and run the risk of not

getting them.

Another thing which would make it seem assured that

Canadian factories will be taxed to their capacity is the

J'allin? off in the importations of European goods. This

year this has been quite evident, partly due to the fact

that the imported cheap furs have proved unsatisfactory,

and this coupled with the general hesitation in placing

orders has caused a falling off. When merchants find that

they require the amount of goods which has formerly

come from European markets, they will be obliged to call

upon the Canadian factories.

Fur-lined Garments.

Fur-lined garments are selling exceedingly well this

year in proportion to other lines, and they promise to be

extremely popular during the coming winter. The sales

for the Province of Ontario are rather ahead of Quebec
in these lines.

The linings used are principally muskrat, which is the

most satisfactory owing to its wearing qualities. The
increased amount of muskrat used for linings and jackets

has increased the price of this fur somewhat.

Alaska sable, which instead of falling from favor as

was anticipated, promises to be more fashionable than

ever, and will be used extensively for trimming fur-lined

garments. This fur will also be in high favor for neck

pieces and muffs.

Mink will be used more than ever during the coming
winter, probably on account of a slight reduction in price

which has brought it more within the range of the ordin-

ary purse, and it will be employed in trimming fur-lined

coats. Isabella fox will also be used considerably.

In shells, black, being staple, will predominate. Blues

are selling extremely well, also greens, and fawns, while

there is a falling off in browns.

Very loose-fitting coats are the style again, there being

practically no change from last year.

Furs a Necessity.

The argument that furs at the present high prices are

to be regarded as a luxury, and that the trade will gra-

dually become confined to the wealthy classes is a false

one, for furs in a country, with a climate like that of

Canada are to be classed among the necessaries. The
extremely high-priced furs are only a very small part of

the trade, the great bulk being done in medium and low-

priced furs. The tendency has been gradually inclining

towards the buying of a better grade of furs than

formerly.

While manufacturers have not been going ahead reck-

lessly preparing for a heavy trade, they are anticipating

a good season, and plenty of business.

*

Popular Furs.

Mink is selling extremely well, due, in all probability,

to the fact that there has been a slight reduction in price.

This reduction is in no way due to the falling off in style,

as mink still leads, but the price has been so prohibitive

that even though it was the most stylish fur, many had

to do without it. The slight reduction has been welcomed

as an opportunity to buy.

Alaska sable is gaining strength. Lynx furs are in

good demand, and will be very fashionable, in the black,

blue and natural colors. Muskrat is prominent for lin-

ings, short jackets and auto coats.

Russian pony, which was so much worn in the United

States last season, has come into favor here, and there is

a good demand for it. Grey squirrel is in strong request

for young ladies' use. Persian lamb is in good demand,

and prices are still stiff. A great deal of electric seal is

being made up into jackets and astrachan is still staple.

Fur Neckwear.

Long stoles are the fashionable features in fur neck-

wear at present, but the general tendency is towards
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THE

Bishop Label
Is the protection of every dealer

and every buyer of Fur Robes and

Fur Coats and Fur Lined Coats.

The Bishop
Fur Robes and Coats and

Fur Lined Coats

are tried and true. Sell branded

goods—goods of known quality.

Look for the Bishop Label. If you

don't find it don't take the goods.

The J. H. Bishop Company
Sandwich, Ontario

Wyandotte, Mich. Tientsin, China
New York and Chicago

HAVE YOU
inspected our Fur samples this year ?

If not we would certainly recom-

mend you to do so if possible.

Even if you have

BOUGHT
your stock for the season it would pay

you to drop in and look over our line.

OUR

Furs' 'Fall
this season have a fit and finish which

we think will be hard to excel.

We have facilities for

MANUFACTURING
as well as handling in every depart-

ment in our large

NEW WAREHOUSE
The benfits of which our customers will

be sure to appreciate.

When in Town Don't Fail to come
Into Our

SAMPLE ROOM
where we guarantee the best attention.

MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY.

Swift, Copland
& Co., Limited

517-525 St. Paul St., MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Make Sure of

Your supply of FURS

by placing your orders

NOW=
It will be worth your

while to visit us this

Summer.

M. Silver & Co.
12-14 St. John Street

MONTREAL

For Fur Manufacturers
Fancy Metal Buttons. Mohair, Barrel and Round Buttons

Skulls and Chains of all kinds.

Values Right.
Sample* Upon Requeat.

Immediate Delivery.

Ascher Bros.
The Cloak and Furrier*' Supply House

30 St. Francois Xavier St., MONTREAL

C. BESSETTE
WHOLESALE MANUFACTURING FURRIER

Inspection invited when in

the city this summer.

223 Notre Dame Street West, Montreal

What is Your Judgment
Worth ?

$100.00 in Gold?

See Page 167 This Issue

smaller effects than were fashionable last year. Fewer
stoles are being- made with the narrow standing collar,

and those that have it are further improved by short

ends, which serve as trimming. These stoles are elabor-

ately trimmed with tails, heads and claws.

Throw-overs, in almost any of the ordinary furs, are

more popular than ever, and large quantities of them have

been ordered.

Very few of the Pierrot ruffs with the ribbon ties have

been made, as those which were made last year were not

taken up well.

%

Muffs.

Muffs this year are being made in even flatter effects

than last year. The rug style is the newest, and resembles

a piece of fur folded flat the ends falling over the hands.

All muffs are very large, and very few round muffs are

being made. A new style of trimming used on the large

muffs has two heads, one at each side at the top, with the

body of the animal reaching down each side of the muff,

and finished with the tail.

The trimmings consist chiefly of heads and claws, and
tails are also used. Some of the muffs are very elaborate

and dressy. They are lined with full gathered brocaded

silk. Sales of muffs are large this year, and the tendency

is towards a better class of goods.

West is Enthusiastic.

Fresh from the West, and enthusiastic over the pros-

pects tor a successful crop, and, as $ consequence, much
improved business conditions, generally, T. W. Robinson,

of the T. W. Robinson Co., Moose Jaw, Sask., was in

Toronto a few days ago, and to The Review expressed his

unbounded belief in the truth of and justification for the

encouraging reports which are being sent out from the

West in respect of the crop possibilities.

Not in many years have conditions been as favorable

as they are at the present time, and there is every reason,

he believes, to look forward to the most prosperous year in

the history of that part of Canada.

In anticipation of a good crop there is already a de-

cided improvement in mercantile conditions, and with

continued favorable weather, this will be increasingly

apparent.

This information will be interesting and welcome, in

the East, as well as in the fortunate districts whose con-

dition it describes. Prosperity in Eastern Canada is now
so dependent upon a prosperous West that conditions

favorable to good crops are almost equally favorable to

satisfactory commercial conditions in Canada generally.

Young Drygoodsman Dead.

W. L. Vair, eldest son of James Vair, of Barrie, and

a member of the firm of James Vair & Sons, dry goods

merchants, died in Toronto recently on his way home to

visit his parents. The deceased, who was in his twenty-

eighth year, was taken ill four years ago, and left his

home in Barrie for Denver, Col., where he spent some

time, going later to Phoenix, Mexico, and San Bernardino.

Cal., and was so much encouraged by his improved health

l hat he opened a dry goods business in San Diego, Cal.,

and in a short time made his store one of the foremost on

the Pacific Coast. He was taken ill again on his way

home for a visit, and died in Toronto before reaching his

destination.
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"Men Who Sell Things
9*

Talk is Good and Necessary in Seliing, but Salesmen Should Know When to Stop — Fussy

Men Always Beaten in the End—Spasmodic Efforts do Not Produce Desired Results : Orders.

(Continued from June D. G. R.)

I star! to cross the Atlantic in a paper box, and as

soon as my box gets wet it comes to pieces, and down it

goes and I go with it. II' I start in one of those grand

ocean steamers, then all the strength in her hull, an'd all

the power in her boilers, and all the skill of her officers

are mine, and 1 'II never go down until she does.

If 1 commit myself to rny own weaknesses, I am no

Stronger than they; but if I commit myself to the best

there is in my profession, and the best there is in my
house, I'll never go down until it goes clown, with bright,

energetic men pumping a constant stream of new life into

it. Its course is upward, its sales increasing all the way
along.

Just a word to the salesman of the Order-taker class,

in whom there is yet a possibility of "warming up."

Business opportunities, like orders, are not waiting

around to be served on silver platters. You must dig for

them.

••The salesman stimulates desire and really sells some-

thing."

Arthur F. Sheldon, president of the Sheldon School of

Business Science, and founder of the Science of Salesman-

ship, is without doubt the greatest authority on salesman-

ship id' any time. To him can be attributed the state-

ment:

"There are ten thousand positions to-day in Chicago

which are open to salesmen of high grade at salaries that

are 'almost for the specialists to name and take for the

asking.

"Within it almost every man can find his place, pro-

vided he has that one thing desired and desirable—infor-

mation and knowledge of a highly specialized character,

with a courage necessary to back it up."

CHAPTER V.

THE FUSSY OS OVER-ANXIOUS SALESMAN.

Whosoever is in a hurry shows that the

thing he is about to do is too big for him.

Haste and hurry are very different

things.

The Fussy salesman is generally visionary and a good

talker, judging from the ease with which he dispenses

the "silvern" article. Ob, no! a little thing like talk

never troubles him. It oozes away like molasses from a

stave-sprung barrel. Once fairly started, you might as

well try to stop Niagara Falls as to shut him off. Con-

trol? It is as foreign to him as to a kite without a tail.

The speed with which he can talk a customer into a sale

and out again causes the Twentieth Century Limited to

look like a snow-plough doing duty on a narrow-gauge

track.

Talk is a mighty necessary thing in salesmanship, but

an equally important thing- is to know when to stop

By Walter D. Moody. Published in the United States by A. C
McClurg & Co., Chicago. Canadian serial rights purchased by the
IVacLean Publishing Company.

talking. And the most essential thing op all is to know
how to talk' and what to talk about.

The garrulous salesman is a blue-white optimist, see-

ing figures that exist only in the fluffy atmosphere in

which he soars and soars. A few pounds of ballast acci-

dentally taken aboard now and then allows him to navi-

gate his airship close enough to reality in sales-making
to convince the sales manager that he is not entirely shut

out from view above the clouds of lost opportunities.

In his futile efforts to "land" something worth while,

lie drifts aimlessly about with his drag-ropes out, lightly

raking the field of opportunities over which he circles.

If nothing goes wrong with the gas-bag, he feels that

surely sooner or later he will hover long' enough in the

vicinity of a real proposition to permit his anchor to

gi apple and hold fast.

It generally happens that while this aerial perform-

ai ce is going on and his customer's patience is being
tried with trifling tilings and meaningless sentences, Mr.
(let Busy Salesman comes along and scoops up orders

light and left under his very nose.

The salesman who wears his customer out with vision-

ary yarns about himself, and what he intends to do but

really never does will amount to nothing more than a

putterer. He is a constant source of concern to his house,

until, conscious at last that "the jig is up," he takes

himself off to other pastures where the grass looks greener.

He floats around from one house to another, until, to

his dismay, the truth is at last forced upon him that the

richest fields on earth are not for him to enjoy. Pass-

ing into oblivion is with him like (he character in "David
llarum," on the death of whom, his neighbors, asking
what was the complaint, were told, "No complaint at

all; everybody is satisfied."

The Fussy salesman and his Over-anxious brother

are in the same class in many respects. Each in his own
way fails to accomplish results. There is hope that the

latter will eventually enter into an active sphere of

usefulness on learning- how to temper his anxiety with a

reasonable amount of judgment by aid of the rugged road
Experience. The former may as well quit where he is

and engage in some other line of business.

Fussy Salesmen Should Quit.

Zeal is an admirable and necessary quality in suc-

cessful salesmanship, the excess of which rarely develops

into a permanent or fate] malady. True, pitfalls are en-

countered now and then, but there is always a chance for

the man with this failing, if he is honestly desirous of

getting en in the world; while for the Fussy fellow there

is but a forlorn hope, lie never seems to know how to

get right down to business in dead earnest.

At times I like to indulge in baseball parlance, adapt-

ing the expressions of those engaged in the finest of all

outdoor sports the National Came, to the qualities neces-

sary in strictly up-to-the-minute business getting.

Slogans of the d.ianiond. such as "ginger up. " "get in the

game," "it only takes one to hit it," and "take a long
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lead off," are quite appropriate in salesmanship, and
i-au be adopted with good effect.

Just here I am forcibly reminded of a character

known as Fritz, who lined up with my home town base-

ball team. It was in the year 1905. The team was making
desperate efforts pennantward. The securing of that

much-prized "'rag" largely depended on the batting

st length of the team. In every other respect they were

thoroughly efficient candidates for the high honor that

every man on the team was struggling with might and

main to secure.

Fritz, the catcher, was one of the best in the busi-

ness, bul when his batting qualities were in question he

made an ordinary "sand-lotter" look like a National

Leaguer. It was always Fritz's (urn to bat just when
a hit was most needed to win the game. His intentions

were of the besl when lie walked up to select his club.

Most likely Fritz had never been told about the place

thai is paved with good intentions; but the '"fans" had,

and when they saw him walk up to the plate their slock

went down several points.

The moment Fritz faced the pitcher

he was attacked with stage-fright,

and danced up and down so that he

could not get his eye on the ball to

save his life. He just stood there

like the Fussy salesman and fanned

and fanned and fanned, until the um-

pire called him out on strikes. His

long suit was "hitting the air," and

he was never broken of the habit.

A good story is related of two men,

both expert swimmers, living in an

American city. Their powers of en-

durance was the subject of admiring

comment among their friends, who

induced them to compete in a swim-

ming match. There was neither wager

nor prize, but only a friendly con-

test to determine which was the bet-

ter swimmer, there being an under-

standing that the backer of the loser

should pay for a dinner for the whole

company of spectators.

Steadiness Counts.

Experience Proved It.

When the trial began for long-

distance swimming, one of the con-

testants decided that he would force

the pace from the outset. He shot

ahead with vigorous, powerful strokes,

and left his antagonist some distance behind. His friends

cheered him exultantly from the shore, and shouted to

him to keep up his good work. Excited by these outcries,

he redoubled his exertions and increased his lead rapidly.

Meanwhile, his competitor was swimming with steadi-

ness, wth a stroke which he could easily maintain for the

whole distance. He was not disconcerted by the frantic

appeals of his friends to quicken his stroke. He was con-

fident that his competitor was exhausting himself by

over-exertion at the outset, and that the race would be

won before it was more than half finished.

The two swimmers kept on without changing their

tactics until the half-distance stake was not far away.

The leader had ceased to gain upon his rival, who was

beginning to lessen the distance between them. The

first man was showing signs of distress, while the other

was swimming easily and was apparently as fresh as when

be started. At the stake the leader threw up his hands

and cried out to his rival to come to his aid. The second

man, calling upon his reserve power, forged ahead with

A sales manager of long- road

experience, wrote an apprecia-

tive letter to a trade newspaper

publisher.

He said he used to travel for

a non-advertising firm, the

largest in its line, whose name
w.TS quite similar to that of an

advertising brewery. When he

named his house to his pros-

pects they used to ask him if it

was the brewery. He says :

"I can assure you that it was
very hard, uphill work to sell

goods for a firm whose naiic

was not known to the trade.

. . .My experience has taught

me that the manufacturer who
wishes to keep his goods before

the trade must use trade news-

papers in which to make his an-

nouncement."

a few strong strokes, and came up in time to save the

exhausted leader from drowning.

"Help me ashore!" gasped the exhausted man. "The
race is yours. You need not finish the course."

The weaker man was kept afloat until a boat could

be sent to rescue him. Then the stronger man turned the

stake and completed the course, swimming with the same
long, deliberate stroke with which he had set out. AVhen

he went ashore to receive the congratulations of his

friends he was apparently none the worse for his pro-

longed exercise in the water. His success was a triumph

of judgment rather than of expert skill or physical endur-

ance, while the other exhausted himself by over-straining

unnecessarily in the first half-mile.

That swimming-match is a parable illustrative of

many a failure in salesmanship and of many a success-

ful career. Nothing is more dangerous than Fussiness

or Over-anxiety in sales-making. It is the long, steady,

deliberate stroke, with unused power in reserve behind

it. that wins lasting success for the salesman, and makes
him a candidate eventually for a junior partnership in

his house.

I once had a friend who worked

his way up in the dry goods business

from floor-walker in a retail store

to the position of assistant silk-buyer

in a large wholesale house. The firm

of which I was a member was situ-

ated in the same block as the one

in which he was employed. He came

into my office one day and said: "I

want your advice. We started to-

gether in the business race, but ap-

parently you have been more fortun-

ate than I, for while I am only a

buyer's assistant, you are close to

the head of your own concern. What

js your formula?"

"No formula," said I. "Every

man is the arbiter of his own busi-

ness destiny."

1 told him that fortune had not

favored me any more than it had

favored him; that I did not believe

in fortune anyway; and that the only

way in which the success of any man

could be achieved was by "keeping

everlastingly at it." I knew he had

changed about considerably, and when

he had seen an opportunity had not

taken advantage of it. Finally, I

frankly told him that I thought in his case retarded

advancement was due to his restless disposition more

than to any other one thing. He seemed disposed to

argue the question which I answered by saying: "In

every large institution there are many opportunities for

a man to make the most of himself in a business way."

"Opportunity," said he, "that's it. That is what

I came in to see you about. This is my fourth year with

my present firm, and while they are splendid people, I

see no chance ahead of me for advancement. At least,

it is a case of waiting for dead men's shoes. My salary

of fifteen hundred dollars a year is inadequate for the

support of a wife and three children. I have an offer

from a large specialty house in another city to go on the

road at an increase of one thousand dollars, and il 's

a sore temptation; yet I dislike to leave the old firm.

On the other hand, the duty I owe my family is staring

me in the face, and I really don't know what to do.

What do you think of it?"

"Well," I replied, "you owe it to your firm and
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yourself to weigh this matter up very carefully. Per-

sonally, I believe in 'sticking' to the bush.' Your oppor-

tunity will come in time. I would not like to advise

you positively in a matter like this. A thousand-dollar

raise is a big thing for any young man, but T would

certainly consult with my firm, if I were you, before

doing anything. Put the matter squarely before them.

Let them advise you. They will not take advantage

of you, and will no doubt make it an object for you to

remain."

He departed, promising to do that but the next I

heard from him was that he had accepted t he offer made

by the specialty house, and had left the old firm, where

he was well regarded.

Two months later the head buyer of the silk depart-

ment of that house dropped dead in the office of a New
York hotel, and ray friend's old firm was obliged to

go outside for some one to fill his place, a position that

paid five thousand dollars a year salary, into which

there was not the slightest doubt he would have stepped

had lie refused the other offer and remained where he

was.

Many an Over-anxious salesman fails to win ultimate

success because he does not realize the opportunity that

awaits him through conscientious, faithful labor and

continued service in some one place.

Opportunities at Hand.

The calico-wrapper opportunity of the moment seems

to obscure his vision from the sealskin-sacque oppor-

tunity of the future. He goes through life without any

set purpose at all, with face turned away from the future

and its rich possibilities, seemingly content to wander

along, worrying in the present, anxiously occupied with

a superficial survey of things to the right and to the

left, but never ahead and beyond. He is like the man
who was so intent on watching what was passing in

I lie street that he failed to notice the open coal-hole

directly in his path, until suddenly he found to his

astonishment that he was rapidly disappearing into inky

blackness.

T actually knew a business man once who was quite

handy with carpenter tools and enjoyed his annual out-

ings at his summer home tinkering with all sorts of odd

jobs requiring the use of saw and hammer. It occurred

to him one day to build a boat-house over the river which

skirted his country place. While sitting on a scaffold

directly over the river, he was engaged in putting on

the finishing touches, and found it necessary to saw off

a cleat that hindered his work. Tt was late in the after-

noon of the last day of his outing. Desirous of finishing

his work before leaving for the city, he was rushing

things. Grabbing a saw. he began with vigor to despatch

what he supposed was the projecting piece, and did not

notice that he was actually sawing into the scaffolding

on which he was seated instead of the inoffensive cleat.

The truth finally flashed on him with a crunching warn-

ing, and the next moment he found himself floundering

in the river, wildly waving his saw and calling for

help.

It does not pay to rush things. The Rome of sales-

manship was not built in a day.

It is said of the English General Buller that "he
never went around anything that he could butt his head

through." And he continued that course in the Boer

War, bringing all manner of disaster upon his command,
which caused dread anxiety to the home authorities until

his recall stopped his mad career. He was replaced by

Lord Kitchener, the tactician, who was obliged to over-

come Puller's blunders before he could hope to win a

victory for England's forces, which he did in the end

by his superior generalship.

Concentration Wins.

The salesman who hopes to win real success must

change his negative qualities into positive ones, and

I lien stick to some good reliable house where his chances

for growth are assured.

Returning from luncheon one afternoon, 1 was

slopped just across the street, from my place of busi-

ness by a young man whom 1 had known as a hoy, hut

hail forgotten. Extending his hand, he said, "Hello,

Mi -

. Moody! Don't you remember me.'"

Failing to recognize him at first, f replied: "You've
got. the best of me this time, my friend. Your face seems

familiar hut I 'can't recall your name."
"Why!" said he, "my name is B . Don't you

remember that we worked together as boys with the

idcl linn of S. L. & Co.? You had the linen and white

goods stock, and I had the laces, just across the aisle."

"Yes," f replied, "I do remember you now, but thai 's

a long time ago, and many changes have taken place on

the street. The old firm has retired from business, hul

I presume you are still in the dry goods line."

"No. I remained there hul a short lime after you

left. I thought I wasn't suited to that line, and left

to go into an insurance office. I soon found that insur-

ance was not to my liking either, and then I tried the

retail dry goods business for a year or two. Realizing

(hat there was no chance whatever in a retail store, I

entered a business college to study book-keeping, but

left the course unfinished on being told that if I intended

making office work my life's aim I should commence
at the practical end of things by taking a position in

some large office; but —

"

Not knowing where the narrative would end. but

realizing that his story was a continued one, T inter-

rupted him with

—

"What are you doing now?"
"I'm studying electrical work in a big factory. No

doubt there is a great field in thai." Then, as if by

second nature, he asked: "What are you doing now.'"

Turning T pointed to the wholesale store across the

street which bore my name, saying simply, "1 am con-

nected with that firm!"

He seemed not to comprehend for a moment, but

finally gasped, "You don't mean to say that you are

one of the firm !

"

"Yes," I said, "I am."
"Well! How on earth— " His face reddened and

he did not finish what he was going to say. Instead

he turned eagerly to me with

—

"Can't you give me a place in your store? I don't

get much pay where T am. Besides, T think that if f

could get in with some one who knew me and would fake

an interest in me I could do much better." And then

came the wretched admission that he was a married

man and had a wife and two children.

I knew that his case was hopeless. He had tried

and condemned himself in the story he had related of

his wanderings, hut for old time's sake T asked him to

call at our office the next day and I would see what I

could do for him. We needed an extra man in the ship-

ping room, and gave him the place at a weekly salary

of twelve dollars—just double the amount he was re-

ceiving at the parting of our ways twelve years before.

A raise of fifty cents a week per year for twelve years.

Think of it ! Yet there are many such cases.

I heard nothing from him for a few days, and then

one night the door-bell rang at my residence, and our
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new assistant slapping clerk was shown in. I greeted

him half-dressed, as 1 was going out for the evening.

In some surprise I asked him what I could do for him.

"Well," he said, "you must excuse me for calling

at your house, but as you have been kind to me I thought

J ought to call and tell you that I am afraid I cannot

do the work yon have put me at. I don 't seem to under-

stand it, and rather than make mistakes which might

embarrass you I have made up my mind to quit.
'

'

There was something delicate in that halting con-

fession that touched me but realizing that his was a

case for vigorous action, if the man was to be saved

for any good to himself or any one else, I determined

to let my engagement wait. Taking a seat by his side,

1 gave him a heart-to-heart talk, in which matters were

not minced regarding his past and checkered career. I

pointed out that he really had a good opportunity at

last to make something of himself; that I would go out

of my way to help him and advance him as rapidly as

possible, but that it was up to him to do the rest.

Our talk seemed to bolster him up somewhat, and

he left promising to stick it out and do his best. Two
months, however, of worrying along with him, in which

many interviews took place, convinced us that he was
a confirmed ne'er-do-well, and we had to let him out

to continue his search for something that "exactly" fitted

his capabilities.

I never heard from him after that, but there is little

room for doubt that the unfortunate fellow is still look-

ing for a job, a sad example of neglected opportunities

and a lack of stick-to-it-iveness.

Opportunities don't often repeat; mistakes do.

The energetic, dead-in-earnest man creates confidence

Don't let the self-satisfied and thoroughly contented

and success.

persuade you that to-morrow's triumph will compensate

for to-day's inaction.

To-morrow is a poor time to catch to-day's oppor-

tunities. Nothing great is ever accomplished without

trained enthusiasm, persistent energy, and a determina-

tion to win.

The man who depends upon to-morrow's efforts is

ever a pall-bearer at the bier of lost hopes and dead

ambitions.

Results are the golden nuggets dug from to-day's

opportunities by earnest endeavor and patient sys-

tematic toil.

The faint-hearted man lacks the power to draw others

to himself. He dissipates confidence, and fails utterly

to secure prestige with those above him in authority.

A dead fish can float with the tide, but it takes a live

one to swim against it.

Don't Shirk Facts.

In this progressive age a man's usefulness, like that

of the postage stamp, consists in his ability to stick to

a thing until he gets there.

There is no use in mincing words. Let us look square-

ly at the facts as they exist, with a clear eye to better-

ing ourselves if pcssible. The fact is very clear and

pertinent here, that we must meet our antagonists with

their own weapons, hustle.

There are many salesmen in the world who persuade

themselves into believing that to-morrow, next week, the

week after, or next year will surely bring them the re-

sults they should have obtained to-day.

Not content with leaning on the broken reed of their

own procrastinating methods while others all around

them are getting away from them a large share of

business easily within their grasp, they try to argue

away the chief point adhered to by their more progres-

sive brethren in the race for sales—namely, that "a
bird in the hand is worth two in the bush."

Again, I must ask the reader's forgiveness in relating

a personal experience which seems to fit in right here,

and am willing to bear criticism on that point, if my
little book prove a help to some in bringing their atten-

tion to the necessity of increased energy in the daily

routine of their efforts at winning success. My sole

purpose in relating this incident is to point out the

reason why, in a certain class of salesmen the negative

qualities are outweighed by the positive. In any event,

the reader will agree with me that our sins of omission

as well as those of commission, are traceable to our weak-

nesses, and also that a cure can be effected only through

the development of strong qualities.

Our firm had experienced considerable difficulty in

drawing business from the West and North-west through

Chicago to the smaller Eastern market in which our

house was located. At different times we had employed

two or three salesmen in that section without success.

On looking the situation over, we concluded that it was
necessary for a member of the firm to go out there and

do a little missionary work. Having traveled there at

an earlier period, I volunteered to make the trip.

Work Gets Business.

The time to make an advance trip with Fall goods

being at hand, I immediately mapped up a flyer for ten

days, and at the end of which I was to meet our buyers

in New York. There was no time to lose and keep the

Eastern engagement, so I laid out the trip to make close

connections.

The first town on the list was Oshkosh Wisconsin.

I arrived there at 4.30 on a hot June afternoon, and

planned to get through and leave, if possible on the 9.30

train the same night.

The sample-rooms were all taken at the Atherton

Hotel, and I had to open my trunks in the billiard room,

which was used for that purpose when the place was

crowded. I made no attempt at a regular display, but

simply arranged the trays to be gotten at handily.

Rushing out of a side entrance to make my first

call T ran into Oley, the Swedish porter, who stopped

me long enough to say that two rival salesmen from

Chicago had been there all day long winding up their

Summer business. Noticing my arrival and seeing me
unpacking Fall goods, Oley explained that they had said to

him, "He'll have a fine time trying to sell Winter goods

with the thermometer 93 degrees in the shade. We have

a small line of advance goods along with our Summer
stuff, but haven't tried to do any business. Why! You
can't even interest the trade in stuff for present use,

to say nothing of goods they'll not need for three months

to come. He might as well close up and move on. We've
been around sounding the trade, and that's the verdict."

"Give them my regards, Oley." I said. "Perhaps

they are right, but I'm going to make a stab at it, any-

way. Maybe things are not so bad as they predict."

It was a walk of but two blocks to my first customer's

store. A few pleasant greetings over, I explained that

I was a little pressed for time, and followed up the re-

mark with an earnest appeal for an immediate engage-

ment.

Possibly the urgency of the whole thing impressed

them; at any rate, they were over in my to'om at 5.30.

Being quick buyers, they selected a bill amounting to

three hundred and fifty dollars by 6.30.

Snatching a mouthful of supper, I hurried back to

the sample-room and selected a few samples of the best
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selling numbers. These T quickly packed into telescopes

and boarded a ear for I lie South Side, across the river.

The merchant 1 wanted to see kept open flights, and I

was fortunate in finding him in.

Apologizing for troubling him at that late hour. I

began unstrapping my eases, keeping up a running fire

of selling-talk in the meanwhile. He protested that he

didn't want to buy so far in advance of the season. Per-

haps if I had had as much time on my hands as (my

Chiago rivals I would have listened to him, but I kept

right on, ignoring his protests as tactfully as possible,

and finally caught his eye with an unusually attractive

value in the velvet line.

He called a clerk, and together they took a few
samples and retired to the rear of the store to compare
them. They talked them over so long that I began to

get nervous. It was eight o'clock. Rnt an hour and a half

remained in which to return to the hotel, pack up, and catch

the train. I was going to interrupt them, when they

started toward me, talking earnestly and nodding their

heads.

Something in the manner of the dealer told me that

the deal was off. Sure enough. Handing back my samples

he said: "You've got some good values; in fact, I don't

mind telling you they are a shade better than the samples

sent me by the other houses. T will probably send you

an order later on, but I don't want to place it now."
It took me less time to tell him than to write it

that I wasn't trying to sell him a cat in a bag; that his

own judgment confirmed *the quality of my goods, that

I had confidence in him, and hoped he had confidence

in me; that nothing could be gained by either of us by

delay; and if he wanted my goods it would be neces-

sary to book his order right there, as I would not guaran-

tee the prices for forty-eight hours.

That brought him around. AVhen I said good-bye,

the perspiration was running down my back, but I had

his order for four hundred and fifty dollars safely tucked

away in my inside pocket. That made eight hundred

dollars for a few hours' work. It was reassuring, to

say the least, when I though! of my two Job's com-

forters back in the hotel wishing me all kinds of good

luck.

I made the train by the small margin of a hair; it

was pulling in at the depot when I arrived. There was

no time to check baggage. Quickly I ordered the dray-

man to back right up to the baggage car and dump my
trunks in without being checked. The station agent was

one of the sort that every traveling salesman carries

around a club for. He started right in to veto proceed-

ings, but he was a minute late. The conductor shouted

"All aboard!" I threw a half-dollar to the driver,

telling him to hurry and drive off. The train pulled out,

and I swung onto the rear platform. [ stood there and

waved my adieu to the enraged ag'ent, but it was los'

in the shuffle, for he was blessing the drayman in three

languages.

The conductor let me into the baggage car. Handing

the baggageman a cigar, T remarked pleasantly: "I had

to break the rules this time, brother. Will you please

check these trunks to Green Bay?"

Don't Beat About the Bush.

That was rushing things Ion much for comfort, but

I really believe that some salesmen lose business by hav-

ing so much time on their hands that they don't know

what to do with it. Either they do not make the effort,

or they talk their customers all around Robin Hood's

barn, until patience ceases to be a virtue; the merchants

give the orders to the man who attends to his business

and then gets away as soon as he can.

Mind you, I haven't said, "Do as I have done, and
you will succeed." Not at all; but rather, I have hinted

that you should learn by mistakes how to avoid them.

Suppose that with a house of one hundred salesmen

We have fifteen that are full of faith iii their house and

their work, and eighty-live that stand out careless and

indifferent. What can such a house do? Only fifteen

are able to light, and there are eighty-five fussy, feeble

men to look after! Don't you see why that house

can make no inroads on the trade of its competitors?

Don't you see why it is that you haven't headed the

sales list in your establishment since you first picked

up your gripsack?

My plan is to take a common-sense view of the

facts. I like to deal with facts. You can't get around

a fact. Theories you can brush out of the way, but when
you come to a fact you cannot dig under it, and you

cannot jump over it; you have to meet it.

A. F. Sheldon, founder of the Sheldon School of

Scientific Salesmanship, asked the general manager of

the largest institution of its kind in the world the ques-

tion, "How do you measure the value of an aniploye f"

The answer was, "By the degree of supervision whic l >

he requires. The less supervision he needs, no matter

what he is doing, the more valuable he becomes."

His next question was, "What is the cause of the

need of supervision ?"

Again the answer promptly came, "All supervision is

caused by two classes of sins, first, sins of omission;

second, sins of commission. If the employe in any ca-

pacity did not o "nit to do a thing which he should do

and in doing it committed no errors, then he would need

no supervision, and his value would be at the highest."

The manner in which James Keeley, managing editor

of "The Chicago Tribune," with the assistance of Harry

Olsen, effected the capture of Paul 0. Stensland, the

Chicago bank-wrecker, in Tangier, Morocco, in 1906, ex-

emplifies the sort of enterprise that does things.

Theory Versus Work.

It is an admirable lesson in pluck and energy that

might well be followed by the class of salesmen who
mean well enough, but only partially succeed through

puttering around. Intelligent application to instant op-

portunity is necessary in performing suoh work. While

the detectives were theorizing, "The Tribune" was work-

ing. The information received was indefinite, but inves-

tigation proved its probable accuracy, and led Messrs.

Keeley and Olsen in tracking Stensland to Tangier, and

their arresting him.

Speaking of the incident, the leading daily of anothei

city said :

"The arrest of Paul O. Stensland is an indica-

tion of what the press can do, and also what the

Chicago police cannot do. 'The Chicago Tribune'

has found the man for whom twenty-two thou-

sand depositors of the Milwaukee Avenue State

Bank were looking, and for whom the united

police force of the whole world was supposed to

be looking, while the sensational press was 'dis-

covering' him in every nook and corner of the

world in various disguises.
' 'The Tribune' was the first to receive

something in the nature of a clue to the where-

abouts of the missing banker. But the clue was
slight, and would have been worthless had it not

been followed up with discretion, with patience,

and a study of the subject of t'-e pursuit and

what a fleeing criminal would tie likely to do

under the circumstances in which Stensland had
placed himself. A study of the conditions of the

various countries in which he might seek refuge
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was also to be made. It required that knowledge

of human nature that after a time becomes a

second nature to the trained reporter.
" 'The Tribune' in its pursuit of the criminal

did not avail itself of the services of a detective.

The trained detectives were looking in an alto-

gether different direction for the fleeing banker.

Jt is not too much to say that had it not been

for 'The Chicago Tribune,' in all probability the

fraudulent banker would never have been discover-

ed, and might have lived in ease on his ill-gotten

^ains—money of which he had robbed the poor

who had confidence in him."

When Mr. Keeley finally cabled "The Tribune" that

the actual arrest had taken place, the question of getting

the prisoner safely back to the United States was at-

tended with all manner of international complications.

It was finally decided to send a stenographer from the

office of the State's Attorney to Washington to confer

with the State Department in an effort to secure the aid

of the United States Government for a proper and im-

mediate transfer. His mission was attended with the

usual amount of red tape "necessary" to such procedure,

causing dangerous delay.

At this interesting juncture the Washington corres-

pondent of "The Tribune," Mr. Raymond, comprehending

the necessity for vigorous action, entirely without regard

to the traditions of international relations, took mat-
ters in his own hands and called upon President Roose-
velt at his summer home at Oyster Bay. A brief inter-

view was all that was necessary to show him that the

President appreciated the urgency of the case, and that

he was in hearty sympathy with the victims of the

wrecked bank.

With characteristic independence, Mr. Roosevelt did

not hesitate to overturn the traditions of musty inter-

national law, declaring that he would go to any extent

necessary to secure the return and subsequent punishment,

of the bank-wrecker who had stolen millions, and who
was denounced as "one of the most obnoxious types of

criminals." The interview finished, without a moment's
hesitation the President sent a telegram to the Hon.
Robert Bacon, Acting Secretary of State at Washington,
instructing him concerning the case, stating that it was
his desire to appoint .lames Keeley and flarry Olsen as

official representatives to take Stensland in custody.

Stensland arrived in Chicago in due time in charge
of his captors, and was duly prosecuted according to

law.

The Fussy newspaper man, like the Fussy Salesman,
makes a good stroke now and then, when fortune favors

him, but in most cases he fools away his best opportuni-

ties of doing- something worth while. The sort of enter-

prise exhibited by Keeley and Raymond in behalf of their

paper is the kind that will enable the salesman to win

big scoops of business for his house.

CHAPTER VI.

THE WHEELBARROW SALESMAN.

Spasmodic attempts to get business rarely succeed

permanently. It is the deliberate moving, cautiously,

gradually, and intelligently, that makes the final success.

The Wheelbarrow salesman differs from the Order-

taker in that he has going spells once in a while, even

though they come in fits and jerks, accompanied by many
twists and turns. The wheelbarrow is a mighty useful

article, but its inventor never intended that it should

play any part in salesmanship.

You must know something about the peculiarities of

the Wheelbarrow salesman if you are experienced in Mio

style of acrobatic stunts necessary to the navigation of

that unwieldly contrivance from which he derives his cog-

nomen \n our family of business-getters. One thing J

have noticed about the wheelbarrow is, that it is never

used to carry a valuable load,—the chances of safe de-

livery are too slight. Its burden generally consists of

bricks, mortar, dirt, or rubbish of some sort. It does

very good work when there is nothing in the way to im-

pede its progress, but let it hit the smallest obstacle,

and over it goes; or, perchance, if the man at the handle

end of the affair is well versed in its peculiars traits, ae

can save the load by an extraordinary exhibition of skill

and adroitness, known only to the manipulator, and

which closely resembles an Indian war-dance.

The salesman who hopes to get on in the world will

find it a hard task on one wheel and two handles with

some one constantly pushing him from behind. He must
be a four-wheeler, with an improved up-to-date motor
power of self-energy keeping him constantly on the move.

The one-wheel machine goes along all right on a

smooth track with a strong hand to steady it, and two
props to keep its balance when not in motion; but it

takes four wheels, all well greased and in good running

order, on a vehicle stanchly built, to complete any kind

of journey in safety in which there is a liability to en-

counter all manner of obstacles.

One-Wheelers Unsafe.

I remember, when a youngster, seeing some perform-

ers at a circus do a balancing trick on one wheel. I went
home and took a wheel off the buggy in the barn, ran a

short piece of broom-handle through the hub, and mount-
ed from the horse-block. The wheel made a half-revolu-

tion, which I completed, stopping the mad whirl only

when my head struck a convenient hitching-post. When
the doctor had taken out the stitches, and I was able

once more to sit at the table in place of standing, I said

"No more one-wheel business for me," and immediately

turned my attention to fixing a contrivance on my four-

wheeled red wagon that enabled me to propel it, riding

at the same time, with no danger of a fall.

A wheelbarrow is a dangerous thing at times to

itself, its propeller, or anything that happens within

short range. I once saw an Irishman laboriously push

ing a heavily loaded barrow up a steep incline. His foot,

slipped, and to save himself he let the whole load go,

which was precipitated on the head of a fellow-workman,

killing him instantly.

Webster defines the wheelbarrow as "A light vehicle,

having two handles and one wheel." Barrow means "a
portable carriage," and portable means "capable of bein^

carried easily." Therefore, it must be seen at a glance

that a Wheelbarrow sales-man is the one who operates on

one wheel, is light, has two handles, and is capable of

being carried easily.

The two handles might be labelled Push and Pull, it

being necessary only for the sales manager to reverse his

tactics that the wheelbarrow may be made to go either

way.

Under certain conditions it is easier to pull a wheel-

barrow than it is to push it; besides the change about,

it is less wearing in the long run.

The trouble with this Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde type

of salesman is that he bottles up his energy in an hour-

glass of indolence and industry, in which the negative

and positive qualities are about equally balanced but

constantly at variance with each other. When the in-

dustry end of the glass is uppermost splendid work is the

result; but the supply gradually runs down into the in-

dolence end until there is not a grain left. Then comes

a period of slack work and consequent poor results, A
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powerful stimulus is required to reverse affairs, when
once again industry conquers for a brief tine, forcing

its enemy, indolence, to the bottom.

The utility of this class of salesman remains an un-

known quantity so long as frequent stimulation is neces-

sary to produce even a fair average of results.

Nearly every large institution has its Wheelbarrow
salesmen, men who do not seem to regard it as their duty

to give their employers the first-fruits of their time and

talent under all circumstances.

There is really a fine point of honor involved in that.

Perhaps they do not weigh the matter sufficiently to re-

gard it from that standpoint.

Perseverance is Needed.

Some of them are splendid men in many respects, but

lacking in that fine American quality, stick-to-it-iveness;

they possess real ability, but are content with lapsing

into commonplace ways now and then, instead of steadily

working to the limit of their power. Occasional glimpses

of their cleverness are flashed forth in some particularly

bright and successful piece of work. These are mighty
good special-inducement fellows, though ! I knew one

once. His house offered a prize of one hundred dollars in

gold, to be awarded to the salesman selling the largest

amount of goods of a certain brand within a given length

of time. Our Wheelbarrow friend got a hustle on him
and won that prize in a walk, but his sales in the aggre-

gate for the period showed him up in the middle of the

list—good in spots, changing according to conditions.

It is not often that the salesman has an opportunity

to "about face" and brand his firm with being the wheel-

barrow instead of himself, but such a thing actually oc-

curred in the early experience of my friend Fuller. Nature
had richly endowed him with qualifications for the work
of promoting any enterprise, as the results of his later

experiences attest. But at the time the event related in

this story took place, his selling ability was an unknown
quantity, he never having had the chance to put it to a

real test.

One day opportunity came knocking at his door, just

as it does once or oftener in the life of every man, and

he summoned courage enough to present himself at the

desk of the manager of a willow-ware house and made
application for a position. He was promptly engaged on
his own representation of what he thought he could do,

and was put to work selling a new stove polish.

Securing a cloth, the manager opened a fresh box of

polish and proceeded to give his new and raw recruit a

demonstration of the merits of the article he was to sell,

by shining an ordinary piece of paper, producing an ele-

gant lustre, "with little effort and no dust or dirt."

Fuller had yet to learn that what he had just seen

was a trick demonstration, and that a similar effect

could be produced in the same way with almost any other

brand. His supreme faith in the article was clinched

with the manager's statement that there was "nothing
in the world that could begin to compare with it," and
he started out with his little sample case, a box of

polish, a rag, and the assurance from the manager that

he could find plenty of paper on the retailer's counters

with which to make like demonstrations.

The Place of Enthusiasm.

The first dealer encountered told him he had "stove

polish to burn." But Fuller had it to sell, and with the

effect of the manager's demonstration still firing his

brain, he was honestly convinced there was no stove

polish on earth like his, and he shined papers galore
The fervor of his enthusiasm reflected an added lustre.

His customer was forced to admit he had never seen any*

thing like it, and closed by giving him a good order*

In the same way he sold to the next dealer, and the

aext; in fact, he worked that street from one end to the

other, making forty-seven straight sales in three days

without a single break. He made every one of those

forty-seven dealers believe what he believed himself eon-

crning that stove polish.

Dealer Forty-eight was a stumbling-block, and came
pretty near convincing Fuller that salesmanship was a

lost art, besides winning a dollar from him on a wager
that all stove polish looked and worked alike, backing up
his argument with Fuller's own paper demonstration,

made with a ^polish taken from his own shelf.

Stove polish from head to foot, leaving the grocer in

much the same condition, Fuller rushed from the store

crushed and defeated. He worked the balance of the day

with but little success, making a sale to but one in every

eight or ten calls. The few orders he did receive were

given him as "complimentary," and out of sympathy for

his inexperience. His selling-talk, which had been effec-

tive principally in his demonstrations, totally deserted

him with Number Forty-eight's knock-out blow.

One day Fuller awoke to the fact that he really had

a good article. He' had proved it by making forty-seven

sales without falling down. He asked himself the ques-

tion. Why surrender the fine success I have had at the

start because of my experience with Number Forty-

eight?"

Pulling himself together, he reasoned out that he had

convinced forty-seven dealers that bis article was good,

and that but one had convinced him that it was no good.

Having fought it all out with himself, he determined to

make a fresh start, buoyed up with the thought that there

were any number of Forty-sevens in his territory. He
figured out that he had really possessed some good talk-

ing-points, but lost them all on Number Forty-eight.

Fortified with new faith in himself and the article

he was selling, his first three or four calls showed him

that his earlier methods were again working perfectly.

Being unusually adept, in a few months Fuller had mas-

tered the main essentials of the stove-polish business, and

along with it one of the most valuable lessons in sales-

manship—stick-to-it-iveness. The outcome of his initial

experience is best told in his own words

:

"I stuck at it for several months, and began

to get acquainted with the trade, and learned

that on the west side of the city there was a firm

that made stove polish, but had practically no

market for its goods, and less knowledge of how
to push them. I determined to go over and see

just what the conditions were. Examining the

product, I pronounced it O.K., and made a state-

ment to the proprietor that I could sell his goods.

"Drawing up his chair, he began picturing to

me the worst side of a business man's career that

I have ever heard of before or since. Everything

in the world seemed to take on a beautiful indigo

color. He sat there with his chin between his

knees, addressing me in a manner that plainly

indicated that he had completely lost his nerve.

" 'Young man,' said he, 'the man is not yet

born who can sell my polish. I have been plug-

ging away at this business for eight or nine

years, and my goods are on the dealers' shelves

in the worst possible condition; the cans are

rusted out, the polish is hardened, and there is

little left of them but a faded label. It is simply

out of the question to attempt to regain my lost

prestige in the face of all that.'

"While he was outlining his side of a story

which too plainly told of a neglected past. [

could think of nothing but Number Forty-eight.
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When lie had finished, I asked a few questions

relative to what he would do, at the same time

thinking of Numbers One, Two and Three, all

along I he line to Forty-seven.

"The question of my engagement was finally

settled on a liberal commission basis, and I got

him to agree that in case I should find a few-

goods of his manufacture on a dealer's shelves in

bad condition he would send fresh goods for the

bad stock.

"My first day's income was larger by far

than anything I had made for any five or six

days' previous effort. I delivered my orders

promptly the next morning, but my employer

frankly informed me that he did not believe they

were honestly taken.

"You can imagine working for an employer

of that temperament. I tried to convince him
that my orders were honestly taken, and urged

him In make an effort to deliver. All the elo-

quence I could muster failed to move him, until

he had sent an insipid three-dollar-a-week clerk

around to the dealers to see if the orders were

O.K.

"This would not have been so bad had the

man who was sent to confirm my work been clever

enough to give some plausible excuse for asking

such information. Fortune favored me, as I losl

but two orders through this procedure. Within

a week or ten days I had gained the manufac-

turer's confidence, and he 'began to look upon

the bright side of things.

"A few months later the sun was shining on

both sides of the street for him. What little help

he did have was putting in full time instead of

working two or three days per week, and we all

got along nicely. The manufacturer began to see

his way clear; to think in the proper channels;

to figure that if one man could sell his goods,

somewhere on this earth there were other men
who could do the same."

Fuller is now the Western sales manager for a large

chemical plant, but is still on friendly terms with his

Wheelbarrow friend, the stove-polish manufacturer, who
has become wealthy, and owns and controls a large fac-

tory. His advertised "brand is a household word the

country over. He gives Fuller full credit for literally

pushing him up the highway of success to a point that

enabled him to proceed smoothly, and he can now dictate

in the matter of opening up new territories when engag-

ing additional salesmen. And he is particular to have

only the best.

Don't Spread Your Energies.

An indispensable requisite to success is concentration,

or devotion to one subject. When that subject is faith-

ful, well-rounded service to one's house, the reward is

certain. The man who would do one thing well must not

at tempt a dozen things, however attractive or inviting.

The salesman who would get to the top of his profession

must single out each day's work, and into that must pour
the whole stream of his activities—all the energies of his

hand, eye, tongue, heart and brain. The salesman of

single and intense purpose, he who is not tempted with

seductive side-line offers, who believes that his house will

pay him just as much salary when the proper time comes

as has been offered by a neighboring house to entice him
away, is the salesman who will accomplish lasting results

and is everywhere in demand.
A salesman may be able to show great bursts of

speed, but if he runs first forward and then backward, to

the right and to Hie left, with periodical fits of looping

the loop in between, he will wind up some day by missing

the gap altogether.

The work of a salesman is to sell goods. No salesman
has ever yet made his mark in the world of salesmanship

who was not possessed with a master passion to see his

sales climb higher and higher with each bulletin issued

from the sales department.

Allan Wilson says: "Fight hardest when you're on

your back. Many a down-and-outer would be an up-and-

inner if such action had governed them at the crucial

times of their careers."

Mr. Wilson tells a good story of the awakening of
•' Scherer the failure."

Scherer was a failure. He was a miserable sort of ;i

failure. Such a failure was he that his employer told him

he was a failure, before all the other salesmen on the

force.

Scherer had conducted a small business of his own.

Then he became the general agent fur his county with

the house of the man who later called him down. But it

was a small post at best, and so he came into the general

office, determined to make a big place for himself on the

road.

"Well," said the manager of the sales department,

"we haven't got anything against trying a new man."
"But I'm not exactly a new man, Mr. Manager," said

lie. "I've handled the firms line for the last fourteen

months in Wheatville County. I've sold goods in
"

"Well, it's a little different on the road," replied the

sales manager, "but we can find a territory for you, all

right."

Couldn't Create Business.

So they gave him a territory,' and a fairly good one;

and Seherer lugged his sample-cases to the depot and

tried hard to be a real salesman. He was good where he

was acquainted and where the house was known. When
if came to getting new business he fell down completely.

He made a dozen towns in a week, and failed to land one

single order; then he got discouraged, and for a week

tended only to fixed trade. And when he was turned

down he took it to heart.

He managed to hold his position, but continued to be

a failure for four long years. Then, as was his custom,

his employer held in his private office a reception for the

salesmen of the firm.

Every one was feeling good, and mutual expressions

of respect and appreciation passed freely about. Times

were good, and Scherer 's employer was happy in his at-

titude toward 'his men. He told them that never had he

been so well served by any set of salesmen in his entire

career, that never had the firm done so much business,

and that never were the promises of the future so bright

and rosy. Not a salesman on the staff but had done him-

self proud, he said.

Then his eye fell on Scherer the failure, over in the

corner. The iron in his employer's soul was touched.

"That is," he said, "with one exception. Mr. Seherer,

who is our weakest salesman, has failed, as customary, to

do justice to the firm and to the territory which he travels.

However, the other men have done so well that the handi-

cap of one weak man scarcely has been felt."

Scherer never knew how he left the office that day.

He went home and sat with his hands in bis lap, forcing

himself to realize just what the head had said to him.

Then he became terribly ashamed. Also he was angry, as

men grow angry in silence and alone when they have un-

pleasant thoughts, and he swore considerably. He didn't

sleep that night. He lay awake and cursed himself and

his employer with great impartiality.

He was in the city for a week's rest, but the next
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morning found him packing bis trunks and eases for the

road. He was on the road all the next day. and al night-

fall he walked into the office of a man who had twice

before refused to see him. The man each year bought

goods of the kind he was selling to the extent of $50,000.

This time Scherer walked past the office hoy and presented

his card himself.

Persistency Rewarded.

"Mr. Blank, I've come to sell you some goods," said

Scherer. "You can'l afford to slop me from doing it.

Will you give me some time now, or shall I call later?"

The man lore the card into bits. "Damn it!" he roar-

ed, "where are those office hoys?"
"Outside," replied Scherer calmly. "There was only

one. 1 stuffed him under a bench when lie tried to stop

me. And here's another card. Now do you think I've

got a proposition that can interest you?"
The man looked carefully at the new card and laid il

down.

"What's your proposition, Mr. Scherer?"
"Whew! What in the world's happened to Scherer?"

said the sales manager two weeks later. "He must have

gone crazy. Why—why, he's actually got the record for

I he sales of last week."
He carried his discovery to the head, and the old man

smiled grimly. "Scherer? Oh, yes. Well, you never

can tell what a horse can do until you've tried your hard-

est whip on him."
The old saying, "Stick to your business, and your

business will stick to you," is the only safe rule for the

man who believes that salesmanship is a hop, skip and
jump game, requiring little practice and less brains. We
boys used to amuse ourselves with that pastime during

recess at school. The hop and the skip looked easy

enough on the face of it, and the most awkward of us got

along so far without losing our equilibrium or our bets.

Rut the real test came in making the jump. No one could

foretell the result of the jump. Balanced on one foot, the

spring was made, which ended for most of us amid hoots

of derision from our schoolmates. Tt hurt our feelings

and dampened our ardor more than did the header we
had taken. It was an exhausting practice, that consumed
our energy and our enthusiasm; and how is success pos-

sible without enthusiasm?

In urging the importance of sticking to the business of

our profession, I do not mean that any man should he a

mere salesman, lest he become a one-wheeler on the barr

row plan.

The profession of salesmanship has its peculiar ten-

dencies, which more or less dwarf those that devote

themselves to it on a narrow-gauge scale, hampering and

preventing them from attaining a well-rounded, healthful

and whole-souled sphere of usefulness. Is not the me-

chanic in many cases hut an animated machine? Does
not the salesman too often get a one-wheeled idea of the

road, forgetting that the coach in which he travels is

built on eight? And do not his indolence, lack of tact,

and lack of practical methods give rise to the idea that

salesmen are born and not made?
Selling-success cannot be accomplished with one wheel,

two handles, and a prop. Every salesman ought to be

something more than a spoke, a cog. or a pulley in our

great commercial machine.

Think it over, Brother Wheelbarrow, and determine

that it is worth while to be a salesman, cultivating- and

developing, so far as you can, all your energies on a four-

wheeled plan, and then expend your chief labors on get-

ling there by the side aid of your own motive power

—

educated enthusiasm.

(To Be Continued in August Dry Goods Review.)

After the Shutters Are Up.

It is the busy sovereign that does the work, as this

story proves :

"Mr. Brown keeps a boarding house. Around his table

sat his wife, Mrs. Brown; the village milliner, Mrs. An-
drews; Mr. Black, the baker; Mr. Jordan, a carpenter,

and Mr. Tfadley, flour merchant. Mr. Brown took £1 out
of his pocket and handed it to Mrs. Brown with the re-

mark that there was £1 towards the £2 he had promised
her. Mis. Brown handed the sovereign to Mrs. Andrews,
the milliner, saying, 'That pays for my new bonnet.'

Mrs. Andrews in turn passed it to Mr. Jordan, remark-
ing that it would pay for the carpenter work he had
done for her. Mr. Jordan handed it to Mr. Hadley, re-

questing his receipted bill for flour. Mr. Hadley gave it

back to Mr. -Brown, saying, 'That pays £1 on my
board.' Mr. Brown again passed it to Mrs. Brown, re-

marking that he had now paid her the £2 he had prom-
ised her. She in turn paid Mr. Black to settle her bread

and pastry account. Mr. Black handed it to Mr. Hadley,
asking credit for the amount on his flour bill. Mr. Had-
ley again returned it to Mr. Brown, with the remark-

that it settled' for that, week's board, whereupon Brown
put it back in his pocket, observing that he had not sup-

posed a sovereign would go so far."

*

It was one of our large drapery houses. The "young
lady" had been handing down and opening boxes for half

an hour.

"No," said the lady, finally, "I think I won't pur-

chase to-day."

"Of course not," replied the victim behind the (Mut-

ter; "I didn't expect you to purchase, you know. You
only wanted to look at the things. Another lady asked

you to step in and see what we had. Of course, you

can't tell whether anything will suit her until you see

her again. You are only the one thousand four hundred
and sixty-seventh person who has come in to-day just to

look at the things for that lady. When she comes in

herself she will probably order the whole establishment

to be sent to her residence. If she doesn't take the

whole establishment, she will at least take a paper of

pins, a skein of thread, or some equally large purchase.

Oh, no, of course I didn't expect you to purchase. No
trouble to show anything, you know."

And the lady flounced out, and the girl got things in

order just in time for the one thousand four hundred and

sixty-eighth emissary of that mythical lady who is for

ever sending her friends into the shop just to look at

the things for her.

Faithfulness.

Whether we feel that we are being fairly treated b\

our employer or not, it is our duty while in his employ to

perform our duties faithfully, and give him the very best

that is in us, some day when we are least expecting it,

our faithful, steady work will be rewarded. It is very

often discouraging after faithful service for a number of

years to receive practically no recognition of your ser-

vices, but is there not a great satisfaction in the know-

ledge that the very best service has always been given.

If you are dissatisfied writh your position, ask youself

a few questions: Am I prepared to take a more respon-

sible position if opportunity offers? Am I doing every-

thing in my power to improve the conditions as they now

exist:' Am I giving the very best effort possible to my
present employer?
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The Retailer and Some of the Difficulties he Encounters

" My Friend Rumble "
tells his Sympathizer, the Traveller, some of his Troubles—The Parson who

wants a Rebate—Woman who would Exchange Skirt Bought at Another Store—Mail Order Competition.

We are on much better terms than those of mere

buyer and seller, and my friend Rumble is even more

than a friend—he is one of my very best customers.

True, I have to justify my position every time, for

whilst he would give me the preference, if he lost noth-

ing by it, a sixteenth, or even a thirty-second, would

cause an order to be given to someone else.

As a rule Rumble is genial, amiable, and open "to

look," but there are times when he get's worried, and

is apt to look at the darkest side of the picture.

Unfortunately, a little incident over which he had

no control has led most people to "fix up" Rumble as a

cantankerous curmudgeon to be avoided.

How he Came to be Dubbed " Will Grumble."

His parents gave him the Christian names of William

Gardiner, and those initials have been the bane of his

life. Instead of being called "Bill Rumble" by his

intimate friends, he is invariably dubbed "Will Grurn-

" Can't possibly see you this morning; most important engagement."

ble, " and after many years this little joke is apt to

get on his nerves.

There are times when my patience is severely tried.

He welcomes me, I know, as a patient listener to his

(ales of woe; but he never forgets that my time is valu-

able, and if the way to business is long, and round about,

there is always a good finish.

Our conversation runs pretty much in the same groove

from time to time. He never by any chance shows
that he wants to buy.

"Good morning, Mr. Rumble. Nice, brisk morning;

there'll be some trade about to-day."

Can't Possibly See You To-diy —Most Important

Engagement.

"Very sorry, Mr. Ambassador; can't possibly sec you

this morning—most important engagement."

"Well, I'm sorry," I say. "as I have a little lot

of stuff that will just about suit you."
"Can't buy a single line of any kind; stock is hun-

dreds of pounds too heavy now."
"That's all right, Mr. Rumble; I won't ask you to

buy—I only want you to look," I retort as I lead the

way to his office and open my bag.

"What's that line worth?" I ask him.

"Cheap at 41, I should say," he replies.

"Yes, Mr. Rumble, cheap at 4£d., and cheap at even

5Jd., and I am going to sell them to you at 5|d. Fifty

pieces to clear, and my instructions are not to talte a

fraction off, so it's no use offering 5^d. as I can see you
are going to do."

"Look here, Mr. A., you know too much. I'm going

to offer you 4 5 d . and no more, and I don't particularly

want 'em even at that; my stock is pretty heavy now."

Did You Ever Know a Time When Trade was so

Quiet ?

"You'll own they are cheap, Mr. Humble?"
"Not bad; but did you ever know a time when trade

was as quiet as it is now? It takes all the heart out

of one for buying."

"I'll tell you what, Mr. Rumble;" I reply. "I've

been on the road a good many years, but I don't ever

remember a time when a retail draper said that trade

was good."

"That's all right for you, Mr. Cynic. You just come
and book your orders, and have no worry; you want

In be in the retail to know the worries of business 'Pon

my life, I don't know what the trade is coming to."

"What's the matter now, Mr. Rumble?"

"Matter? Everything's the matter. Just read that

letter that came this morning from a parson. He was

in yesterday, paying his clothing club account and

wanted five per cent, discount. I told him that I added

a bonus of a shilling in the pound to the club cards, and

I couldn 't give him discount as well. Now, what do you

think he said?"
"I'm sure I can't guess, Mr. Rumble."

What the Parson Said.

"No, I'm quite sure you never would. lie said,

'Couldn't you charge the people a little more, so that

ymi could give me a discount off the bill?' And I was

so wild that I couldn't find an answer equal to the occa-

sion; but I should very much have liked to kick him out

of the shop. And now he writes that, as I cannot help

to support his club, he is going to boycott my shop in

future—won't allow any of his club members to come
here."

"He surely will not dictate to his parishioners where

they are to go for their goods?" I ask.

"Won't he! He will just delight in doing so, and

he will not be the first, either. Three years ago one

good man tried the same thing, but he found out his

mistake; the people went in a body and demanded their

money back. He had to climb down."

Recalling this circumstance evidently put my friend
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in a good temper, for he chuckled a good deal as he was
telling me about it.

How the Parson Was Defeated.

"You seem amused at something," I ventured.

"Yes; it always makes me laugh when I think about

it, for I put the women up to go in a body and aek

for their money back ! '

'

"Then, you beat the parson?"
"Yes. we have had no trouble in that quarter since.

You see, I promised that I would make up the amount
of bonus if they brought me their cards and the cash,

and that's how I settled him."
Taking advantage of this little interval of sunshine,

I tried to push business. "You'll let me book the fifty

pieces. I hope, Mr. Rumble?"
Ignoring my remark, he continued: "I don't sec

why the parsons should have it all their own way; they

don't forget to come to me for their bazaars, and their

sewing meetings, and their this, that, and the other; I

don't object, only let's have a fair deal."

Looking the Remnant Gift Horse in the Mouth.

"How many people do you think came to me asking

for remnants for the last bazaar?"
"I really can't say, Mr. Rumble."
"Neither can I, but I know it was a good many, and,

of course, all of them had
%
to have a share—they seem

to think that remnants cost nothing."

"Ah." I said, "I remember now I sent you a good

big bundle of my patterns for the purpose."

"Oh, you did, did you? I had forgotten all about

it, but the next time they come for remnants I shall

know what to say, and I shall tell Mr. Parson so when
T acknowledge his letter."

The storm was gathering again, so I thought I would
hurry back to the fifty pieces.

"Well, Mr. Rumble, if you can't do with this line,

I must be off. Is there anything else I can book you
I his morning?"

"T suppose you want to hurry off to offer the line

lu your friends at the eo.-op. They are the right people,

I 've no doubt. Sell all the year round at cost price, and

give a two-shilling in the pound bonus at Christmas!

The way people are gulled in these days of education is

simply amazing."
"You have nothing to complain off. I wish I had a

trade like yours. Mr. Rumble," I remarked.

It is Fight, Fight, all the Time, with Us in these Days.

"Oli, you do, do you? It would very soon reduce

(hat nice, round figure of yours if you had. Why, it's

fight, fight, all the time with us in these days."
"But you keep going ahead all the same."
"If we didn't go ahead, we should very soon go

back. You can't afford to stand still. But it isn't all

beer and skittles any the more for that.
'

'

"You seem to have had a pretty good line to start

the day with, anyhow, from what I see on the counter?"
Mr. Rumble flared up instantly. "A good line!"

he shouted. "Yes. it is a good line; it's all cold pig

—

the very coldest of cold pig, too."

"What do you mean?"
"I mean that the line is sold, but is not going to be

delivered; that's what I call cold, cold pig. Talk about
worries, the very first thing I heard as I came through
Ihis morning was, 'Dear me, I'm so sorry I haven't time to

send to the stores'; and T thought to myself, 'I'll give
you stores!' So I called the assistant, who was serving,

aside, and went on with the customer myself. I quoted

cost price for everything, and told her that I was quite

sure, if she compared the goods when she got home, she

would find them considerably lower than store prices.

She was delighted, and bought all those goods you see

there."

"Then, why are you not sending them?" I asked.

The Customer Wanted Credit.

"If you want to know, Mr. Ambassador, it is be-

cause she wanted them entered for a month or two, and
I told her that as I had quoted cash prices I must have
ready money, and the result is that the goods are going
back into stock."

Here was my chance, and I tried to make use of it.

"Well, Mr. Rumble, I'm not going to refuse to give

you credit, and a month or two extra if you like. They
will make a fine show in that new window of yours, 'All

one price, 6fd.'
"

"I think you had better come in and manage my
business; you seem to know all about it," says Mr.
Rumble.

"I've no wish to 'do that; but, candidly, that altera-

tion of yours has made a great improvement."
By accident, it seemed that I had struck another sore

point, for a frown immediately came over Mr. Rumble's
face.

Mr. Rumble makes a Few Remarks on Rates and Taxes.

"That alteration, Mr. A., is a great improvement to

the street, as you say; but what do you think the town
authorities want to do now?"

"I'm sure I don't know."
"They have the impudence to put a hundred pounds

extra on my rateable value."
'

' You don 't say so !

"

"I do say so, and when I appealed they only laughed,

and said I was doing a good business and ought to pay.

'Pon my honor, I don't know what things are coming
to; what with rates and taxes going up, and profits go-

ing down, it don't leave much at the end of the year,

I can tell you."
I was afraid that, once get on the topic of rates

and taxes, I should never get away, so I made an effort

to change the subject; but before I could do so his shop-

walker came in, and said: "Mrs. Simpkins wants to know
if you will change a skirt for her, sir."

"Of course we will; you know we always exchange

anything."

"Yes, in the ordinary way, sir; but this isn't one

of ours—it's one she bought from an advertisement."

"You tell her to send it back to where she bought

it."

"She savs she doesn't mind losing a little on it,

sir."

"I've no doubt she doesn't, but we wouldn't have

it in our stock at any price, and you can tell her so."

A Cool Request.

Turning to me, Mr. Rumble said. "There you are,

Mr. A., that's the sort of thing we have to put up with.

They not only send away for their goods, but they want

us to change them when they don't get suited."

"Rather a cool request, I must say, Mr. Rumble."
'

' Oh, that 's nothing unusual. We makje a rule of chang-

ing in the ordinary way, and I suppose she thought it didn't

much matter where the goods come from. Why, if I

could add a third of the trade that comes into this town

by parcel post to our returns, Ave should want to make
our premises a good deal bigger. People see an adver-

tisement, send off for it- and when they get it don't
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even know the value of it. But I'm afraid I'm keeping

von. Mr. Ambassador?"

"Not at all, Mr. Humble, not at all; finish what

you were going to say, please."

"Last week we had a customer in our clothing de-

partment, buying a small article, and he casually said

to the assistant, 'What would you charge to measure

me for a pair of trousers like this?' The assistant told

him that we didn't keep anything so common; our lowest

price was (is. lid., and it was a good deal better. The

man was quite taken aback—he had sent away and paid

14s. (id. for something worth about 5s. lid., and an aw-

fully bad fit in the bargain."

If People would only Use their Eyes and their Common
Sense.

"If people would only use their eyes and their com-

mon-sense, I hey would easily see that they could do

much better at home."

I was about to agree with him when a groom tapped

at the door, and said:

"Quite ready, sir."

At which. Mr. Rumble jumped up in a terrible hurry,

and, putting out his hand, said:

"Good-bye Mr. A., good-bye—most important en-

gagement."

" I don't mind losing a little on it, sir."

"Day's hunting, I suppose?" I asked.

"Thai's it ; that's it."

"Well, if it isn't all beer and skittles, Mr. Rumble,

there's still a little cider and quoits in it yet."

"Ila. ha!" lie laughed. "Must blow the cobwebs

off some way, you know."
"What about thosa fifty bits?"

Send 'em along, send 'em along; you know the ear-

ner. Put 'em as first."

And, after all, there are a good many of us who would

be quite willing to share the troubles, if they could also

have an equal share of the pleasures, of "my friend

Rumble."—In Drapers' Record.

A. O. Morin cV Co., specialists in certain lines of dry
goods, and the Eastern Townships Mfg. Co., Ltd., have
moved from St. Paul Street to premises at 8 St. Helen
Street, Montreal, in the centre of the wholesale dry

goods district.

Push Canadian Trade.

The propagation of Canadian trade in the West Indies

forms the subject of a report from a Canadian Trade
Commissioner in those islands, who points out that com-
mercial travelers from this country are scarce there,

while these ambassadors of commerce from the United

States and England are there after business. He says .

"Since the question of closer trade relations with

Canada has been brought prominently to the front there

has been considerable recasting of the causes of the fail-

ure of the manufacturers of Canada to take a better

place in the West Indian markets than that which they

now occupy. One of these causes, it is alleged by those

in a position to speak with authority on the subject, is

the absence of Canadian commercial travelers. Every
day in certain seasons witnesses the arrival in these col-

onies of traveling representatives from English and

American firms, and the German manufacturer is also

well represented in some places. But the Canadian re-

presentative is a rara avis. It is not surprising then

that the trade that is pushed advances, whilst that which

is left unassisted suffers a decline. Even preferential

duties will not help the Dominion manufacturers unless

they follow on the lines that are successfully pursued

by their English and American competitors. And the

West Indies, it must be renembered, are not the only

fields to be worked. There is an ever growing trade be-

tween the United States and Brazil and the Argentine in

which Canada could participate. And Barbados affords

an excellent jumping-off station for the commercial trav-

elers visiting these South American countries. With good
trade ambassadors to represent them in this direction,

the Canadian manufacturers should have no difficulty in

building up a trade which should enable the Maritime

Provinces to realize some of the dreams of commercial

activity in which they occasionally indulge.

Determination W ins.

You cannot keep a determined, gritty youth from suc-

cess. Ten years from now such a clerk will be proprie-

tor of a successful little business. Ten years more and

he will have won national praise for his success. An-
other ten years and he has made a name that is known
all over the world and which has become a

synonym of success. You can't keep him down.

Everything depends upon the groundwork — the

foundation of a clerk's education. He must begin right.

He must continue right. Now is his opportunity, for

this is his age—the young man's age. Every young clerk

has visions of a little shop of his own in the not dis-

tant future. He can never obtain this without some cap-

ital. Let him begin to save early. The first hundred

dollars will be the hardest to save. After that the hun-

dreds will seem to pile up of themselves. In a few years

of honest economy he may save enough to begin a busi-

ness that in a few years more may give him a compe-
tence, if not a fortune.

Companies Incorporated.

A Dominion charter has been granted to the D. Mc-
Coll Company, Toronto, to carry on the business of manu-
facturers, merchants, wholesale and retail importers of

merchandise generally, but especially of millinery and dry
goods, as well as the usual purposes of joint stock com-
panies. The incorporators are Douglas McColl, Henry
McColl, F. J. Dunningan. M. H. Ludwig and C. F. Ritchie,

and the capital stock of the company is $500,000, with

head office, of course, at Toronto.
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Primitive Industry Unchanged Supplies Modern Demand

The Interesting Process of Manufacture Employed in Making Oriental Rugs— It owes Nothing

to Modern Science and Exists in Spite of Improvements in Every Line of Manufacture.

The increasing popularity of floor rugs and the many
uses to which they are being put make the story of the

manufacture of Oriental rugs one of deep interest, and,

by those engaged in the dry goods trade and handling

these goods, some references to t lie process of their manu-
facture will serve to make them more familiar with the

goods which they are selling.

The making of Oriental rugs seems easy, but it is

so only to Orientals themselves, with fingers trained to

deft, skilful manipulation and an inherited taste and
ability for such work. The loom is never more than a

simple vertical frame, carrying on its upper part a beam
containing the warp, which is kept stretched by another

beam passing through it, 6 or 7 feet below the warp
beam. The loom is usually set up in a rough shed ad-
joining the house of the weaver, though sometimes in

the open. The weavers, who are the women and girls

of the household, sit before the loom, and taking the

threads of wool, previously prepared and sorted, attach

them to the warp by a running knot. They then insert

the weft for the back, press the knots home with a

wooden comb, and level the pile with a pair of scissors.

Generally each worker has a special piece of the pat-

tern assigned to her. To make a carpet 4i yards square
six women are usually employed, being placed at a dis-

tance of 27 inches from one another. On an average
each woman weaves daily a piece 8 to 10 inches long

and 27 inches wide.

When the work is made merely an avocation, as is

often the case, the weaver generally knows the pat-

tern by memory, and is never at a less for the right

shade. But in places like Oushak, where many weav-
ers are concentrated and have made the work a. voca-

tion, new patterns are sometimes required, and then

an especially expert weaver is employed in making
8 pattern carpet from a design, and from this the

women work as usual, copying the design from the

back of the pattern carpet by counting the knots.

Great care is taken in the preparation of the wool

and dyes for the choice grades of rugs. Sheep having

especially good wool are kept housed, and often have
linen coverings sewn upon them in order that the wool

may remain clean, and also because wool treated in

this way becomes saturated with animal fat. which

makes it soft and glossy. Goat's hair is used to some
extent, as there are certain breeds of goats that have
supple, gloosy hair. Camel's hair is also employed.

Most of the silk rugs in existence are of antique manu-
facture. In the finest rugs silk is sometimes used

even in the warp threads, appearing at the end to

form the fringe. The wool used is always unbleached

and the fat is allowed to remain in it. It is difficult to

dye properly, in the Occidental sense of the term, such

greasy wool, but the Orientals do not desire sharp, well

defined colors.

The colors most used are indigo, porcelain blue,

green, yellow, orange, crimson and rose red. The best

wearing colors are the blues, reds and yellows, because

they improve with age.

It is almost certain that the Chinese first conceived

the idea of making a rug with a pile tied around the

warp threads, and it is probable that they used knots

of silk at first, because Chinese wool was rarely tine,

soft or lustrous enough for a pile surface while silk

was perfectly suitable for such a purpose, and was not

especially costly in those days.

One thing, at least, is unquestionable: Wherever the

Oriental rug was first made, it was the Persians who,

as originators or adapters, developed the fullest possi-

bilities of this form of textile art and made its product

famous throughout the world. Persian supremacy '11 rag

weaving was achieved many centuries before the Christ -

By courtesy of Everybody's Magazine.

Incidental to the Buying of Oriental Rugs.

ian era. It has been maintained to the present day, and

there would be nothing extravagant in the statement that

the typical Oriental rug is practically a Persian crea-

tion.

From Persia the rug weaver's art spread into other

Oriental countries, and after the Crusades extended into

Europe. Persian weavers were brought into Italy, Spain

and Austria in efforts to establish the industry in those

countries; but it has never been permanently success-

ful outside of those Oriental lands in which the con-

ditions essential to its existence are present. These are

an abundance of good but not costly wool, and labor not

only cheap, but also especially adapted by natural gifts

for this particular kind of work. In Asia .Minor and

throughout the Caucasus, Turkistan, Baluchistan,

Afghanistan and certain districts of India the industry

has been in existence for several centuries, and its
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By courtesy of Everybody's Magazine.

Bringing' the Spun Wool to Market.

By courtesy ot Everybody's Magazine.

Oriental Dyeing Vats for Yarns.
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gtowth there, as in Persia, stimulated in recent years by
the increasing demand for rugs from Occidental coun-

tries, affords to the world the remarkable spectacle of a

handicraft, one of the most ancient and primitive in

existence, owing nothing whatever to modern science or

invention, but still holding its own, as it were, against

them.
3

A Call to Progress.

There was a time way back in the bygone days when

you started in on your present job by sweeping floors

and dusting around generally; then you had ambitious

ideas that some day you would be the head of the firm

who then employed you. In fact you were about the only

man visible in that business at the time. Are you still

sweeping floors and dusting furniture or have you risen

according to your first conception of your ability ? Have
you become an absolute necessity to the firm which em-
ploys you, or have you still continued to sweep the floor

siderable investment and a considerable income to the

landlord, would be all powerful and a decided stand up jd

many questions would produce the effects desired. Even
though your neighbor may be in the same business as

yourself, there is every reason in the world why your

spirit should be co-operative, even though it may D9

competitive at the same time, rather than to be uppish

and prefer to remain aloof from your neighbors. If there

is any pace to be set, the best man will set it, but that

need have no effect upon your relations with those

around you. <^

Remove Scratches from Show Cases.

With the increasing number of showcases and silent

salesmen in use in dry goods stores, the following meth-

od of removing scratches from glass will be appreciated,

doubtless, by many readers of The Review : Dissolve one

ounce of white wax in a pint of pure turpentine. To dis-

solve the wax place the vessel containing the turpentine

By courtesy of Everybody's Magazine.

A Modern Rug Factory in Asia Minor.

and dust the furniture ? Throughout your store Life

ask yourself this question, "Am 1 doing a little more

than is expected of me, or am I simply filling a niche in

the day's work ?" There is a chance for you any time

you will it so, and when opportunities may seem slow

in coming a still better method is to make them

come.

Co-operative Effort.

A great deal of good may be accomplished by the re-

tailer through co-operation 'with his neighbors. A great,

deal of street improvement, alterations, lighting and

sanitary improvements may be brought about if a proper

spirit of co-operation and interest be taken by the mer-

chants in a given block or area. Where one man would
be powerless, several whose interests represented a con-

over a burner and warm, and apply with a soft cloth.

This will in every case greatly improve the surface.

For cleaning glass a good method is as follows :

Mix one ounce of whiting, one ounce of alcohol and
one ounce of water of ammonia in a pint of water. Ap-
ply with a soft cloth, allow to dry and then wipe off.

Numbers of glass cases are ruined yearly from lack

of proper attention. Small cracks appear, caused by
heat or contact with hard, heavy bodies, and if these

cracks are not at once attended to they soon spread.

An excellent method to prevent a crack from spreading
is to draw a short scratch at right angles with a

diamond or glass cutter. This will prevent a crack from
spreading in every case. Cases should be set perfectly

level and if this is not done they are certain to warp, [f

these methods on the care of showcases are followed out
they will likely repay owners for the care taken by re-

taining a better appearance for a considerable time.
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London's New Store Organized on New World Methods

Store of Selfridge & Co. will Break Away From Old-Established System of Conducting Business

Which has Prevailed in England — As Near a Skyscraper as British Laws Will Allow.

The nearest approach to a skyscraper that the author-

ities will allow in London, Eng., has made its appearance

and while judged by the standards made familiar to

Canadians, the store of Selfridge & Co., Oxford Street,

with five storeys and eighty feet of height, this mer-

cantile establishment may seem small, in reality it marks
a distinct advance in methods, both of construction and

operation, of retail establishments.

H. Cordon Selfridge, the head of Selfridge & Co.,

was at one time a partner with Marshall, Field & Co..

Chicago, but has been in England for two years, the

greater part of which has been spent organizing the

company to establish this store on lines, different in

many respects, from those with which the shopping public

of England has been familiar in the past.

structure is not only one which is perfectly practical,

regarded from the strictly business point of view, but

is at the same time architecturally beautiful. The building

will be as high as London's building laws allow, that

is five stories in height, and in addition there will be

three basements. The style of the business will be "Sel-

fridge & Co., Limited." In the course 'of time, by the

public it will no doubt be known as " Selfridge 's. " The
original title was Selfridge & Waring Limited, but in

view of the confusion which has already occurred, many
persons thinking that the business was connected with

that of Messrs. Waring, it has been considered wiser

to alter the title to Selfridge & Co., Limited.

In the course of an interview, Mr. Selfridge stated

that the entire staff of this new business will, with per-

Store of Selfridge & Co., London, England, as it will appear when completed.

Coming from America it is reasonable to assume
that .Mr. Selfridge will introduce in his store many
methods of merchandising more or less peculiar to the

large stores on this side id' the Atlantic. In an inter-

view with a New York newspaperman recently he stated

that the new store would embrace seven acres of floor

space, and that it would be run to suit its prospective

English customers. A store "American," as it is term-

ed, in its entirety, would not meet the approval of the

English people.

On this page is given an illustration of the building

from the architect's drawing, showing how it will look

when completed. Tt will be generally agreed that the

haps two or three exceptions, be British. Mr. Selfridge

reaffirmed the policy which he announced when formula-

ting his plans a year ago. The building will be freely

thrown open to the inspection of competitors, and re-

tailers throughout the country will be cordially invited

to visit it. It was said of the concern with which Mr.

Selfridge was associated when in the United States thai

it "was not only a business, it was a commercial uni-

versity." The business in Oxford Street will be con-

ducted in accordance with the most modern methods, and

a very important feature of the policy of the company

will be liberal treatment of employes.
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What a System of Good Roads Means to the Retailer

Inpassable Highways Divert Business From the Local Stores to the Mail Order Houses

—

How Merchants may Further their own Interests by Supporting Movement for Good Roads.

Whether the retailer in the country town realizes it

or not, the question of good roads is one with which his

interests are closely allied. It is quite possible that in

the past the relationship between the extent of business

in a town and condition of the roads leading- to that

town has not been fully understood, hence the apathy,

or at best half-hearted sympathy exhibited by business

men towards projects having- for their object the sys-

tematic improvement of the roads.

Few subjects deserve such attention by the country

merchant as that associated with providing good high-

ways leading to the town in which he does business.

It must be obvious to every such merchant every

time the roads are in a condition which prevents farm-

ers' wives and daughters from coming to town, the op-

portunity of doing business which tkeir presence there

would afford is lost, and may it not be quite possible

that some of the growth of the business done by city

mail order houses with persons resident in the country

may be traced more or less directly to the fact that

which, after all, perhaps furnishes the strongest argu-

ment in favor of his support of this project.

Good roads mean more prosperous farmers. Every
dollar spent in improvement of highways adds many dol-

lars to the wealth of the farming community served by

it, in the increased facilities which good roads afford for

successful farming.

Good roads are essentially a business proposition.

They represent an investment which will bring handsome
returns by increased property values, and facilities for

transacting farm business at a greater profit. When a

loan company is asked to advance money on farm pro-

perty, the class of roads leading to the farm is one of

the prominent considerations in appraising its value. A
farm with good highways approaching it will sell more
readily than will one which has to be reached over ne-

glected and badly constructed roads. Quoting a recent

statement by the president of a leading Canadian bank,

"Our counties and townships in the older parts of the

province are, as municipalities go, comparatively rich,

An inexpensive, but serviceable road in Hastings County. It has been gravelled and proper provision made for drainage.

poor roads make journeying to town a hardship to the

women of the family, at least.

These are points in this question which have a direct-

bearing upon the business of the country retailer, and

they seem to justify the statement that these retailers

are under a responsibility to themselves to further to the

extent of their ability any movement towards better-

roads which may be promulgated.

Fortunately for the retailer, though it must be con-

fessed, most frequently without the active support from

him which should have been accorded, a great deal has

been done along this direction in Canada, and there are

indications that in some quarters at least, the import-

ance of this project in its local as well as national aspect,

has been appreciated.

The direct benefit accruing to the retailer alone con-

stitutes sufficient reason for his active interest in the

good roads question, but there is an indirect benefit,

and there is no obvious excuse for roads which in the

Spring and Autumn, for many weeks together, are of

very little use."

Good roads are of vastly more importance to the

development of any country than is commonly attribu-

ted to them. A vague impression prevails that railways

have superseded them, and that so far as industrial,

commercial and social progress is concerned, the condi-

tion of the common road is of little consequence. A more
indefensible position could not be taken. Railways mean
above all, further development, and that development
demands the improvement of country roads as feeders to
the railway, and for communication with the adjacent
country. Every nation that has achieved supremacy has
been a builder of roads. Good roads are not merely an
index of, but a means towards national greatness.

In Ontario alone the rural roads are costing more
than $2,000,000 for maintenance, but while this is the
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actual expenditure, there is, in addition, a tremendous

toll of time and energy wasted in traveling over bad

roads; energy which would be spent profitably were the

country's highways in good condition. This and the many
other inconveniences of bad roads, handicap farming to

an extent, the sum of which is seldom realized.

Conditions Getting Better.

There is, however, an improvement in progress, and
(luring the last few years a great deal has been done. In

Ontario many counties have adopted a system of county

lead in organizing one. His business will be helped

through his being identified with the movement, and lie

will benefit even before his efforts and those of his neigh-

bors have resulted in the improvement of the highways.

It has indeed become generally recognized that this

matter of roadmaking can no longer be carried on by

means of the antiquated system under which the farmers

supplied their labor. It is admitted that the work must
be done in a scientific manner and under the direction of

both the provincial and the county authorities.

Here is where the retail merchant comes in. He usu-

<•••

In the summer this road will be pleasant, but the growth of grass and flat character of the roadway will make it almost impassable in spring and fall.

roads, and this has invariably been followed by the ex-

istence of very much better conditions. The govern-

ment, in order to encourage this movement, set apart

$1,000,000 to be used as grants to counties taking ad-

vantage of the provisions of the act passed. By this

act the government pays one-third of the cost of im-

provements effected in counties working on the county

system.

In places where the farmers themselves, as the class

ally occupies a position of prominence and authority; he

has special opportunities for impressing right views upon

his community. He could, for instance, utilize his dis-

play windows for exhibiting the difference between good
roads and bad ones. Photographs of the old-fashioned

dirt road and of the modern highway can be obtained at

small expense, and if displayed in the window, with ap-

propriate printed matter, will attract wide attention.

Nor will they in any way interfere with the display of

A mud road, the counterpart of which may be seen in many parts of Canada to-day. Can one imagine any pleasure in riding over this road ?

most directly benefitted, are not sufficiently appreciative

of the advantages represented by good roads to interest

themselves in an effort to secure them, merchants will be

consulting their own interests by heading a movement

with this as its object. It may be that public sentiment

has already been partially awakened and that the efforts

of merchants to crystallize such sentiment into action

will meet with a ready response.

It is possible that an association has been formed,

but if there is no such organization the retailer should

merchandise. On the contrary, the photographs will at-

tract people to the window, and after the spectators

have absorbed the ideas presented in the views they will

turn their minds to the merchandise.

One such man can accomplish a great deal if he is

energetic and enthusiastic and appreciates the far-reach-

ing effects which will accrue to the business of a town

leading to which is a system of good roads, easily trav-

eled in all weather conditions.
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Some Pointers for Dry Goods Clerks

The Salesman with Suggestions.

The ability to suggest improvements in store service

or arrangement enhances the value of any clerk to his

employer. Too many salespeople are content to drift

along from one month to another, never looking far-

ther ahead than to plan how they are going to spend the

evening, or where they can raise money for their Sum-
mer holidays.

The salespeople who really make progress and who
are placed at the heads of departments, and who eventual-

ly have to be taken into partnership, or who naturally

graduate into business for themselves, are the ones who
think, and who give their employers the benefit of their

thinking.

No business is so perfectly conduct-

ed that there is no room for im-

provement, and it is true that many
of the most successful mercantile

establishments of to-day have been

brought to that state by the active

and sympathetic co-operation of the

heads of the business and sales staff,

the latter making suggestions which

have been adopted, to the benefit of

the establishment.

To be able to make helpful and

practical suggestions, it is, of course,

necessary that one should be inter-

ested in the business.

Merchants almost universally state

that the most difficult thing in the

world is to secure salesmen who will

take an interest in the success of the

store with which they are connected.

For every salesman or saleswoman

who does show this interest, there

is opportunity for advancement.

Executive Ability Required.

Executive ability is an essential

qualification to advancement to posi-

tions of responsibility—the positions

which carry with them the good sal-

aries, the leadership in commercial

or mercantile fields. Unfortunately,

however too many young men aspiring

to these places, are not in possession

of this necessary quality. A case,

typical of many is recorded : A
salesman in a retail store has been there for twenty

years. Five years ago the proprietor was on the look-

out for a partner. I wondered why the salesman was not

taken into the firm. He had been a faithful worker for

the concern. He was a good salesman. He had saved a

little money. Why then was he not taken in ? I asked

the merchant. He replied : "I am getting along in years,

not old, you know, but at an age when one must look

out for the unexpected. I married late in life and a family

of girls must be looked after. My expectation of

life is being shortened every year. That is why I want

a partner. I have thought very strongly of John as a

partner, but I always come around to his one great fail-

ing. He lacks executive ability. I have tried him out a

great many times and he always falls down. The par i
-

ner I select must be able to manage the business after

I'm s°" { '. That is- what I want one for. I don't need

more capital, neither do I feel now as if 1 should take

things easier—though I would be glad to do so.

m
Tact in Salesmanship.

A dry goods merchant—a man who for years lias ">een

dealing with the problem of developing efficient clerks,

told The Review the other day that he had found in Ins

experience that while, by many it would appear to In- a

contestable statement, women clerks

are less tactful and obliging than

nun holding similar positions. This

was flue, he believed, to the fact

that women are usually less skilled

in the arguments necessary to make
a success in commercial life, because

they are occupying their positions

not as a life work, but as a stepping

stone to something else—under pro-

test, as it were. In corroboration of

his statements he relates the follow-

ing incident : I went into a confec-

tionery store the other day and not-

ing the cases were nearly denuded of

sweets, asked : "Have you any

How One Merchant Trains

His Help.

"I have always made a par-

ticular point of picking out

bright young men and women,

no matter how humble the ca-

pacity in which they may be

employed, and giving them ev-

ery opportunity.

"My methods in the training

of clerks are to invariably show
extreme patience and never to

make even the humblest of my
people look ridiculous.

"The trouble with a gre.it

many salespeople is that they

don't know how to talk to a

customer.

"By being constantly around

I am able to note these errors.

"I call all the clerks together

and explain why the procedure

was foolish.

"At the meetings, however, I

by no means dwell entirely on

the mistakes that have been

made by members of the staff.

"I believe in encouraging em-
ployes, not only by word, but

in a substantial way as well."

creams ?" Much to my surprise the

young lady behind the counter non-

chalantly replied : "We haven't any

of the cheap kind left." Now, how
did she get the impression that I

wanted "something cheap ?" My
apparel was up to the standard, of

that I am positive. Where, then,

did she get that impression ? It is

hard to say, yet thousands of clerks,

not only women, but men, too, judge

their customers wrongly. I have

stood by salesmen who have failed to

"measure" their customers correct-

ly. We have all done that, but some

do it time after time. They never

seem to gain a better knowledge of

human nature.

m

Clerk's Share in Business-Getting.

To be an active, aggressive trade-getter ; not a pass-

ive machine which simply shows goods and takes the

money—if the customer decides to buy—is the true func-

tion of a salesman, either on the road or behind the

counter. A store which does not increase its trade is

destined to go under. There must be progress. On this

subject a bright clerk has contributed an interesting ar-

ticle to The Review. He says :

The art of trade-getting by the clerk hangs on one
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main principle—viz.: study the peculiarity of the trade

you go after. In other words, a clerk or proprietor must

be a student of human nature. Watch their dress, watch

their manner of speech, manner of living, their peculiar

tastes and (likes. Everyone has certain whims and

fancies, likes and dislikes.

A lady may step in a store and see there a clerk that

she dislikes, and she will not trade with him or her if

she can avoid it. Those things should be studied, and

let the clerk she does like wait on her. This should not

prove a discouragement to that clerk, but rather an en-

couragement for hjim to study those dislikes and prove

a better man by trying to hold trade in that way.

Too many clerks are looking forward to pay-day

only. Salary seems the only aim, and this should not

be. Do your best and take the same interest in the

store as if it were your own, and salary will be the least

of your troubles.

Method of Approaching Customers.

The method of approaching customers is a serious

one, and yet so many clerks are careless in this regard,

sometimes causing a person never to enter that store,

again. Sometimes I hear a clerk say to a customer,

"What do you want ?" in a sort of a gruff way. A clerk

should at all times be pleasant and mild, and always as

polite as he can be.

He should ask a customer : "Is there anything we
can show you to-day ?"

A customer may ask a clerk for a certain brand of

goods. If he happens to be out he simply says "No,"
and does not try to interest a customer in anything

else, when, perhaps, something else in stock would answer

just the same.

A clerk is advertising the firm when he is not on

duty. Every clerk has his circle of friends. A married

man comes more in touch with families than anyone that

is single. A good salesman can by his actions or by his

conversation sell lots of goods when he is off duty. One
main topic of conversation hinges on styles—what new
things are out ? What Mrs. B. has—where she bought,

and so on.

To be intelligently informed on the new goods and

style tendencies a clerk must read a trade paper ; one

that deals with Canadian styles is preferable, and for

this purpose I take The Dry Goods Review. It gives one

the ideas of other men who make the things about a

store a study. I would advise that every clerk take

at least one trade paper.

A Few Suggestions^for the " Boss."

A few thoughts for, the "boss," and then I am done.

He must see that all stocks are kept up ; that he does

not overbuy and yet does not run out of staple ^oods.

Order at least once, a week, and oftener if necessary.

Keep the help in perfect harmony.
Do a great deal of advertising in different ways. Be

first to get up some new excitement, or some new idea.

Advertise by personal letters to your trade. Send
out price catalogues and all manner of different schemes
that the human mind can think of.

Do not allow yourself or clerk to run down mail-

order houses. I claim that is good advertising for mail-

order houses. But meet them on fair grounds. Go after

them with competition prices. Talk your goods—the

value of them and the small prices, and let the other

fellow alone. If our goods are right, out prices right,

our courtesy right, and ourselves right, the trade will

be sure to come our way.

Last, but not least, is a clean store. A store that

has more modern improvements than any other, or the

one that is trying to become like the city stores, is the

one that is going to get the trade. Don't be afraid to

change your stock once in a while because any new and

added improvement is that much put in as advertising.

There should be some one to learn card-writing, and the

clerk who spends his spare time learning this art will

not regret it.

The Marshall Field Way.

No small amount of inspiration towards successful

salesmanship in some of the larger retail stores comes
from the advice given by the heads of such stores. Just

read the following from Marshall Field & Co.'s advice to

its sales people : "To do the right thing at the right

time, in the right way ; to do some things better than

they were ever done before ; to eliminate errors ; to

know both sides of the question ; to be courteous ; to be

an example
; to work for love of the work ; to anticipate

requirements ; to develop resources
; to recognize no im-

pediments ; to master circumstances
; to act from reason

rather than rule ; to be satisfied with nothing short of

perfection." This is the Marshall Field idea. It is a

good one, good enough for each and every one of us. Let

us study it. Let us live up to it, and when we reach the

years of grey hairs and stiffened limbs we may have a

soft seat on an easy chair in the office, rather than a

mechanical existence as porter or watchman.
Here are some of the items of advice mentioned

above.

Remember that the world of work is a greater school

than any university. It teaches us larger lessons, drives

them home surely, and gives a firmer foundation for a

successful career.

"Talent grows in using, and adds to its strength,

scope and power. If unused it weakens and fails. Life

grows richer by work ; and nothing but work can open

the door to larger opportunities."

"Suspense is detrimental and often unnecessary. Be-

cause of the dependence of one thing on another, a wait

or a doubt on one point often impedes plans and actions

all along the line. When it is your move, move, do not

delay the great procession of events."

"Abbreviations which are not commonly understood

may save the writer a moment's time, but they may .Uso

require several minutes of the reader's time to decipher

them."

"Misunderstandings are the thistles in the garden of

the fitness of things. Pull them up with the hand of

carefulness and burn them in the fire of kindness."

"Tendencies should be clearly discerned in their

earliest stages, and their possible growth reckoned with

—thwarting the bad and fostering the good."

"There is a wonderful advantage in going about your

work in a happy manner ; and this is easy when you

remember that happiness is not the result of conditions,

but is a cultivated attitude toward the processes of

life."

^

Half Century's Service Recognized.

Carl Ludwig, who recently completed half a century's

service with John Henderson &' Co., furriers, Montreal,

was presented with an illuminated address and a gold-

mounted cane from the members of the firm and an ad-

dress and morris chair from the employes. Mr. Ludwig
one year after coming to America from his native land,

Germany, entered the employ of the Henderson firm, and

in course of time was promoted to the position of super-

intendent of the factory.
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The Harmony of Assembly in the Manufacture of Clothing

A Specialization With the Brains of Many Represents a Greater Aggregation of Thought Than

Individualized Product— Each of Many Class of Operatives an Expert—The Different Processes.

LOTHES making is developing

rapidly in Canada and during

the past year a number of large

factories devoted to the manu-

facture of clothing for men

have been erected and put into

operation. This has been call-

ed one of the modern arts and

there is no reason to believe

otherwise. Especially is this

fact impressed upon the mind

after a visit to one of the mod-

ern manufactories of men's

outer apparel, when the time

comes for reflection on the in-

tricacies of the system which

has been and is still being de-

veloped.

There are as many kinds of tailoring as there are

clothing concerns in the manufacturing business. Each

has worked along lines more or less original, according

to the quality of brains directing the organization. Yet

in it all is to be seen the great benefits that have ac-

crued to the many from the thoughts created and de-

veloped by specialization, a process only possible by vir-

tue of the magnitude of the industry as represented in

the company units comprising it.

Specialization the Modern Keynote.

If one single principle can be elevated to a position

ranking higher in applied influence than the organization

itself, that principle is specialization, and its effect on

the character of clothing, as upon any other product, is

important, far-reaching and not to be under-estimated.

To specialization may be attributed much of the progress

of every modern industry. Its immediate effects are

present simultaneously in reduced" costs and bettered

work, in closer knitting of mutual interests and in the

standing awarded ready-for-service clothes by the con-

sumer.

Opposed to specialization, but the root from which

it sprang, is individualisation—not of the character of the

product, but of the methods by which it is turned out.

The difference should be thoroughly understood. It is the

specialization of effort that produces the individualisation

of product so much desired and sought after. The clothing

business started from the egg of single-minded effort ; it

now embraces collectively the creative thought and pro-

ductive energy engendered by an army of brains and

hands, all laboring apart from each other, but still en

masse, each one a spoke in the big wheel of progress.

From the small merchant tailor, sitting cross-legged

on his bench, designing, fitting and felling virtually un-

assisted, the trade of clothes building has broadened

through the years to the dignity of one of the greatest

in the Dominion, employing in the more advanced of the

many mammoth factories whole sections of men and

women who devote their entire thought and concentrate

their entire skill on a single operation, becoming so ex-

pert in their special operations that speed, economy and

artistic ensemble, heretofore impossible, is a daily rou-

tine, varied only by the variety of models upon which

they are called to apply their accumulated and combined
intelligence.

The sectional system of manufacturing is to-day in

wholesale clothes building the essence of the industrial

The Fitters.
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cesses as one mind can be made to grasp them all, and

through whose hands only the garment passes during the

course of its assembly, from designing to inspection.

The sectional system is fast coming into general use

among the largest houses. Like everything else on this

earth it still has its defects, its imperfections, qualities

still to be developed which are even now in process of

evolution. Like other human products there are but two
courses open, development or degeneracy, and the former

is the watchword. There are manufacturers who cling

to team work and claim that the best work is turned

out that way. Those employing the section, however, are

strong in their praise of it as productive of that trinity

of desirable features in ready-for-service garments—per-

fected assembly, economy and speed.

Probably the best idea of this system, at once intri-

cate and simple, can be gained by an enumeration of the

forty different processes through which a lot order tra-

vels on its way from the piece goods sponger to the ship-

ping clerk.

Fashion Commissioners. — Ideas have to be

gathered before the designers lay out their models. For

this purpose the style centres are visited, usually by the

designers themselves, and notes and sketches made of the

Canvas and Pad Makers.

principle of specialization. It is the immediate outcome

of its predecessor, team work. The former separates the

making of a suit of clothes into thirty to forty distinct

operations. Each operation employs from two to fifty

mechanics and constitutes a department under one execu-

tive mechanical head. The fabric starts at one end of the

factory and is passed along through the department

rooms, at each change of hands showing something add-

ed, coming out at the other end of the building a com-

plete scientifically assembled garment,' in the highest

grades almost defying improvement. Team work em-

ploys from three to six all-round mechanics, versatile

operatives as familiar with the great number of pro-

The Under Pressers.

Sleeve Making.

advance tendencies as evidenced by those who are looked

to as leaders in this respect.

Designers.—These notes and such ideas as others con-

nected with the concern may have obtained, are then

planned out by the designers. The various styling de-

tails are worked out to an artistic and logical finish.

Designing is not all the work of this department by any

means. Patterns have to be cut from the designs and

this work occupies the time of a force of several men
under the designer. Each little strip of cloth entering

into a suit has to have a pattern cut for it, and .whole

sets of patterns must be made before a garment can be

put into work. Beyond this, the designer is everlasting-

ly at work on new ideas in order to keep the product up

to the perfection point.

Spongers and Examiners.—The first step in the pro-

cess of clothes making through which the fabric passes,

is that given by the work of spongers and examiners. It

is here submitted to shrinking and is examined for de-

fects, and should these defects be sufficiently serious the

cloth is returned to the mill.

Markers and Cutters.—In the beginning of the gar-

ment, npatterns are laid over the fabric and the different

parts marked out with regard to stripe or pattern match

ing, and shade matching, and through the large quanti-
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ties handled, economy is facilitated both as to fabric and

the time consumed.

Pattern Ticket Sewers.—Girls are employed to sew
tickets on the cut cloth so that in subsequent operations

the care taken by J the cutter to have shades and patterns

match, may be carried on without error. In light colors

especially, the color of fabrics is inclined to shade from

the ends and sides to the centre. To bring together

edges where the shades are one or two tones apart would

look as badly as mismated stripes, and special care has

to be taken to avoid this.

Trimmers.—This department has as its duty the

matching up of fabrics with linings, buttons, silks, and

everything else that is made* into the garment. These

are parcelled out in the proper quantities, with a mini-

mum of waste. The proper matching of buttons and lin-

ings is one of the most important parts of clothes build-

ing. The size of the order, the relations which the house

has to maintain with its customers, and the continuation

of its reputation as artistic clothing designers, makes ex-

treme care in this particular necessary. A generation

ago, when this industry was in its infancy, such details

were not considered as important as manufacturers now
deem them.

Lining Cutters.—The work of this set of men is very

Interior Construction.

similar to that performed by the fabric cutters, the lin-

ing being cut from special patterns.

Fitters.—Here the garment begins to take shape and

the factory work commences. In this schedule the "open

work" system of construction is employed. The work-

men are specially trained to see that the ideas of the de-

signers are carried into the finished product. The differ-

ent cut pieces are inspected and roughly assembled ready

for succeeding operations.

Pocket Making.—In this operation, the cloth first

shows what the designers meant it to be. The mechanics

are skilled and can sew in a pocket, perfectly matching

stripes or other pattern without the generally necessary

preliminary of basting, and they work very rapidly. This

section both makes the pockets and puts them in, and

also sews in the trade labels.

Closers.—The actual putting together of the sides and

back is accomplished in this department. The closers do

nothing else but close the sides, back and front seams,

putting the outer shell together.

Lining Makers.—Linings are here constructed.

Canvas and Pad Makers.—The interlining canvas and

pads are constructed at this table and passed on.

Coat Canvassers.—This department picks up the outer

shell and bastes the canvas interlining and pads into

Button and Button-Hole Sewers.

place. No little knowledge is required to know just how
to place these inside sections so that the garment will

hang properly, round out nicely and hold its shape.

Lapel and Collar Padders.—Women here devote all

their time to the making and basting in of the canvas
pads in the collars and lapels.

Underpressers —The garment is now ready for the un-
derpressers. The cut fabric has been fitted

;
pockets have

been sewn in
; outside seams have been closed, and the

interlining canvas and padding have been put into posi-
tion. Going under powerful foot presses, the assembly is

ironed into shape and begins to show what it will look
like when finished.

Straighteners.—The next step* in the making is to
straighten out the edges preparatory to their being closed.
In' order that edges may be absolutely true and strictly
according to design they must be trimmed. As these men
never tackle any other part of the garment, they acquire
great art and rapidity in this work, seldom erring un-
less working with imperfect, such as cockled, cloth, or
under severe pressure.

Under-basters.—The straightened edge then has to be
faced with more of the fabric of which the garment is

made. This and the lining is here basted in the coat.
Edge Operators—These men do the initial edge seam-

ing.

Edge-basters.—The edge-basters next take the garment
in hand and finish the work begun by the straighters,
edge operators and under-basters. They turn the outer
fabric and facing in and skillfully baste the edges pre-
paratory to the final felling and stitching.

Shoulder Closers.—The shoulders have not been closed

up until they reach this department. This operation has
much to do with the way the coat will fit when don^.

Collar Makers.—This department attaches (he padded
collars to the coat.

Button and Button-Hole Markers,
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Sleeve Sewers.—Here men do nothing else but con-

struct the sleeves.

Sleeve Pressers.—The sleeve is now shaped ready for

insertion.

Armhole Basters.—Sleeves are here basted into the

coat. They have to be set in at the proper angle and fre-

quently there are cloth patterns that have to be taken

into consideration.

Finishers or Fellers.—Collars, armholes, lining and

various other details at this stage of the work have to

be felled, or finished. Expert needle workers do this and

can make or ruin a garment.

Basting Pullers.—All bastings are now drawn out

and the garment cleaned up.

Buttonhole Makers and Cutters.—This and the button

marking are operations that require more care than skill.

The buttonhole makers have the design before them and

place the holes where the model calls for them, after

which the garment is passed to the sewers.

Buttonhole Makers.—Women are employed for this

process, especially where the work is done by hand.

Bushel Hands.—Girls here touch up all oversights.

First Pressers.—The wrinkles are quickly taken out

here, and the garment gets a thorough pressing, so that

the minutest care. Every little error is sought out,

marked and sent back to the department from which it

came, for correction. A clever examiner can pick a flaw

when a less practiced eye would never detect its presence.

Final Stock Inspectors.—Before going into stock the

garment is finally checked up to see that nothing has

passed in the way of mistakes. As a general rule the

first examiners -find all errors, but to make doubly sure

it is looked over again.

First Bushelmen.—Now comes the final correcting,

finishing.

Stock Clerks.—Stock clerks now get the finished

clothing and sort it out according to orders; pick out
what is to go to each customer, and see that all the last

details are attended to, such as count, assortment, bill-

ing, etc.

Special Label Sewers.—Here the customer's labels are

sewn in.

Shipping Clerks.—This department is the last to han-
dle the garment before it goes on its journey to the re-

tailer. These men are as expert in their line as all the

rest of the specialized organization. While it is under-

stood the retailer will have to re-press the garments, the

shipping clerks must so pack them that they will not be

Brushing. Inspecting Finished Garment.

the button markers can accurately match the buttons

against the buttonholes.

Button Markers.—The garment is laid out on a big

flat table and chalked where the buttons are to be sewn

on, the two edges first being placed facing. Absolute

accuracy is required or the garment will be rejected by

the examiner.

Button Sewers.—Women attach the buttons as indi-

cated by the markers. The buttonhole work is done first

and the coat is pressed, after which the buttons are put

on. The two operations could not be done at once, nor

could one department do both. By sewing the button-

holes first and buttons last, errors are corrected by
simply changing the latter. Size tickets are also sewed
on here.

After-pressers.—The finished garment here receives its

final pressing. The after. pressers are very painstaking

workmen, and when they get through with it, the gar-

ment for the first time shows up all the lines and ideas

of the designer.

Brushers.—Men here carefully remove all foreign sub-

stances from the surface of the cloth. It is one of the

most strenuous operations in the entire factory. On
black goods, especially, is this true. It is no easy mat-
ter to quickly and thoroughly brush a garment of black

thibet, undressed worsted or broadcloth.

Examiners.—.The garments are here gone over with

damaged or unduly crushed in transit. Here the manu-

facturing ends.

Every operative gets to be a specialist in his parti-

cular line of work. He is at it from morning to night,

day after day. He has nothing else to do or think about.

He learns the ins and outs of basting in sleeves, for in-

stance. No wonder he learns how to do this one opera-

tion well and better than if he had the details of thirty

more operations to master and perform at the same time.

By specializing he also gets to be a very speedy operator,

and as the departments are ranged in the order in which

the assembling is done, there is no time lost in passing.

When one department is done with a garment it is laid

on a handy adjoining table equally handy for the next de-

partment to pick it up. Thus it goes on its way, receiv-

ing a touch here, a stitch there, an iron next, and comes

out at the end a composite representative of the brains

of the whole organization, each of which has been devot-

ed to the planning and execution of but a single section

of the big chain of construction. Truly, a wonderful, yet

simple creation, and fitting to be ranked among the mo-
dern arts.

Note.—The Review is indebted to the Fairchild Com-
pany, Chicago, for the use of the cuts (illustrating this

article.
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Report System Which Shows Exact Condition of Business

Cost of Each Clerk in Proportion to Value of Goods Sold Determined by System Used by G. B.

Ryan & Co., Berlin—Comparative Statement for Each Department Shows Daily Sales Each Week.

STORE OF G. B. RYAN & CO., BERLIN.

One of the elements of successful retailing is the

ability to keep so closely in touch with one's business

as to know absolutely the exact position the trade of the

store is in.

Most merchants have, it is true, some system de-

signed to furnish them with the information they think

they should have as to the state of their trade, but in

the majority of cases these systems are cumbersome and
the information is not given in a comparative form ;

in

such a way that the business, not only of the store as

a whole, but of each department, for a given day, may
be compared with that of the corresponding day in the

preceding year.

The Review has come across the store in which a

system is used, which seems to furnish just the informa-

tion desired, at a glance.

There may be some things which this report sheet

does not show, but it seems to be about as nearly per-

fect as it is possible to make it.

This system is one in use in the store of G. B. Ryan
& Co., Berlin, and the information is designed to be a

guide, not only to the local manager, N. C. Ryan, a

son of the head of the firm, but the weekly report is

sent to the senior member in Guelph, and each Monday
he is made aware, through this system, of the exact con-

dition of Berlin store's business for the past week, in all

departments, and on the same sheet the record of a year<

ago.
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The advantages of such a report system are obvious.

If any department shows a decrease in sales or an in-

crease in cost, in proportion to the volume of business

done, this report will show it at once, and at the first

sign of declination a remedy may be applied This appli-

cation will be a much more simple matter now than later

on when the trouble has become aggravated, as would

be the case, possibly, in the absence .of a definite system

of report.

It is probable that many merchants are conducting

departments in their stores at a loss, when they believe

they are profitable.

There are other questions, too, which a merchant

would like to know, but which in many cases he is un-

able to learn without a great deal of trouble, if, indeed,

he has any means of obtaining the information. One of

them is the proportionate cost of selling goods ;
what

G. B. RYAN & CO., Berlin.
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each clerk returns in sales for the amount of wages he

is paid.

Some merchants do not know whether they have too

many clerks or too few. They should know just the ex-

tent to which each salesman is a profitable servant.

The report system in use in the Ryan store also gives

information concerning the manufacturing departments
;

dressmaking and millinery. Both of these departments

are profit-producers, a condition largely attributable to

the fact that by these reports leaks were easily traced.

In the dressmaking department, the customer is furnish-

ed with an itemized statement, which shows exactly what
constitutes the sum total of her bill. A form, copy of

which is given elsewhere accompanies the job as soon as
the goods are cut from the piece, until the finished gar-

ment leaves the store.

The millinery department, too, is a profitable one,

and Mr. N. C. Ryan stated that this was due to the

fact that he kept in close touch with the details of its

operation. When the buying is being done he goes with

the head of the department and supervises all purchases,

insisting on copies of all orders given.

Salespeople in this store are encouraged to increase

their sales by introduction, and not only are they en-

couraged to this end, but records of their efforts in this

respect are kept. Each clerk is furnished with a form
on which reports are made of goods shown and goods
sold, through this introduction, space being provided for

each day of the week, and on Saturday night these re-

ports are turned in to the office.

That patrons are influenced very largely by sugges-

tions of salespeople is plainly shown by 'these reports,

sales running all the way from three and four dollars to

ten times that amount having been made as a result of

introduction.

Mr. Ryan referred to this report on sales by sugges-

tion as one of the most satisfactory innovations the

store ever inaugurated.

In some stores suggestions to customers arc not en-

couraged in a practical way. The experience of this

store in this respect may serve as an example of what
may be accomplished if the matter is properly handled.

Season openings are held in this store, and the policy

is to show the goods rather then to sell them. An in-

stance of how this is done is cited. In January a three-

days' opening for whitewear is held, when the greater

portion of the second floor is given over to a display of

these goods. That the ladies of the city were interested

in and appreciated this display was manifested by their

presence in hundreds during the three days.

Dress goods openings are held in much the same way,
except that because of the fact that they are located on

the ground floor, the display must be of shorter duration.

Carpets were formerly sold by this firm, but they

have since been discarded, and rugs are sold now entirely.

The store has been open ten years, and a staff of

forty is employed.

When N. C. Ryan assumed the management of the

store he was one of the youngest store managers in Can-

ada, having barely reached his majority. As a means of

introducing the new management, and to send a personal

note of appreciation to those making purchases for some
little time following his installation as manager, slips

containing the following were placed in all parcels :

—"I

wish to thank you very much for this purchase. N. C.

Ryan, manager, G. B. Ryan & Co."

The firm uses extensive advertising space in the city's

daily and weekly papers, and fills it with good advertis-

ing.

Merry Widow Hat.

An exchange gives the following tip on the making

of a merry widow hat.

Take one bicycle wheel. Superimpose on the hub one

deep granite saucepan, first snipping off the handle with

an axe.

Stitch on cover of wine-colored velvet from your sea-

son-hefore-last's coat suit.

Put on three-inch binding around rim of canary-col-

ored taffeta silk from your great grandmother's party

dress.

Rip nineteen yards of box niching off your shirt

waist box, and wind about crown, and add a feather

duster or two.

A soup ladle and a joint fork will give a jaunty

effect if used as hatpins.
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Features Which Command Attention in Store Building

Conveniences for the Public, Which Produce no Direct Benefit to

Store, are now Regarded as Necessary—Some Store Plans Which

may be Safely Followed as Representative of Most Modern Ideas.

The chief characteristic of the modern successful dry-

Koodsman of the present day, is the prompt manner in

which he takes hold of and makes his own any new idea,

method or system which tends to simplify and make more
perfect his business methods. He is equally alert in the

planning of better equipped, more convenient and more
attractive stores. There are many comforts and con-

veniences about a modern store that bring no direct re-

\ enue, but which form indirectly some of the most at-

tractive features of the store; features that because of

their presence, bring in the crowd.

For instance, rest and toilet rooms are really ex-

penses, but many a purchase is made just because

these conveniences are on a higher plane at a certain

store. The selling of stamps, the letter box, the selling

of theatre tickets, etc., all draw people to the store.

And modern merchandising is all based upon the drawing
of the crowd. If the people can only be drawn into the

store, trade can be done. Goods are displayed so as to

luminators. The cases used will be 4, 8 or 12 feet long,

so that their position can be changed if necessary. There
will be correct display cases, etc., and appropriate fitting

rooms attached to the garment and millinery depart-

ments, and plenty of mirrors everywhere.

A ladies' waiting room and retiring room, and a

toilet room, as -well as a check room and telephone

booth are necessary features.

If the store service is to be of the best the help must
be efficient and also must be properly looked after, so

that every possible attention shall be shown to all cus-

tomers, and none leave the store that can possibly be

served.
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Ground Floor and Balcony Plans of Store carrying large Stock, showing arrangement of Departments.

attract attention and make sales. This is an art of

modern retailing. The end is simple, but the attainment

of that end is complex.

The general appearance and the proper laying out of

the store has no small bearing on the sales end. Every

merchant therefore, is interested in the equipment and

laying out of new stores.

The ideal store is one with high ceilings, spacious

show windows, perfect light and perfect ventilation. In

the most modern stores the shelving will not be over 5

feet high, so that one can have an unobstructed view of

the entire store. Plate glass floor cases will be used ex-

tensively and will be fitted, if possible, with electric il-

These are essential features general to all stores,

that is, of course, excepting such features as rest rooms,
etc.

The Review is giving a number of plans showing how
some modern stores lay out their space. Store plans

one and two show the layout of a department store, 106

by 136, consisting of three floors and a basement. Plenty

of light and air are secured by the high ceilings and the

free use of prism glass. The ceiling of the main floor is

16 feet high, the second and third floor being 13 feet and
the basement 10 feet high.

A handsome ornamental stairway with marble treads

leads from the basement up to the third floor. Tim
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First Floor of Store No. i. A feature of this floor is the admirable location and arrangement of the garment department.

stairway is placed almost in the centre of the store and

forms a highly ornamental feature.

A high speed passenger elevator is placed at the

back of the building, and there is also a freight elevator

in the corner facing onto the side street.

Great care has been taken to secure proper lighting.

Both the front and back are chiefly of glass, and the

side facing the side street has numerous large windows.
The basement is lighted with prism glass both front and
rear.

For artificial lighting electricity is used exclusively,

there being 115 arc lights and 800 incandescent lights in

the building. Steam is used for heating and all I he

radiators on the main floor are concealed behind the

shelving and in the passage behind the show windows.
There are two entrances, the principal one in the centre

of the main front, the other on the side street. The lat-

Store No. a. All on ono floor, with separate entrance for men's furnishing.

ter entrance gives access direct to the men's wear and

the shoe departments. This means that these depart-

ments can be easily reached without passing through the

dry goods part of the store.

The show windows are 16 in. above the sidewalk and

are 10 ft. high and 7 deep. The main, aisle is 12 ft. wide

and is unobstructed with aisle tables. It leads directly

to the main staircase. All the fixtures are strictly up-

to-date and are so arranged as to display the greatest

possible amount of stock.

On the second floor are the garment, underwear,

whitewear, corset, and the millinery sections. The fix-

tures on this floor are of light weathered oak. There is

a rest room for the convenience of customers in the bal-

cony, and drinking fountains on each floor. There is a

check room in the basement, where wraps and parcels

are checked free of charge. There are also telephone sta-

tions on the second and third floors.

The plan for the store 40 x 140, with all lines on the

one floor, should be of general interest. This store is

exclusively dry goods. The garment and millinery de-

partments are located at the back of the store and there

also is a workroom provided there.

The free use made of cases is indicated in all the

store plans given.

One feature every merchant who is altering or build-

ing should carefully consider is the location of posts, [t

is wise to lay out your aisles and departments before

the location of posts is finally decided upon. They are

not sightly in the centre, or indeed anywhere in the

aisles, and they are very much in the way if they come
in the counter space or behind them. The best place to

have them come is within the shelf fixtures. Located
here they are very little in the way.

Another cut shows a one-room store that is almost,

square. In addition to an exclusive dry goods stock,

men's and women's shoes, men's furnishings, and men's

and women's ready-to-wear garments may be carried.

There is a minor entrance that gives access to the men's
departments, which are all on that side of the building.

Two bargain sections have been provided right in the

front portion of the store. They have been placed there
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because the space allows only a limited number of tables

in the dry goods section proper.

These bargain sections should be a feature in all but

the smallest stores. They always draw trade and if they

are properly used, few, if any, customers will leave the

store without examining the goods displayed in this sec-

tion. Not only should bargain sections be catered to b}r

the buying of cheap lines, but they can be made effective

in keeping the regular stock, clean. Stickers, broken

lines, etc., should be removed to the bargain section and
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Store No. 3. Ground floor and balcony plans. A splendid plan for medium sized store.

there disposed of. By removing goods on bargain out of

their regular department their sale does not interfere

with those of regular goods, a trouble that is more

acute perhaps in the smaller stores.

In the fancy goods section free use is made of cases.

Though all classes of stock should be kept forward as

much as possible, this particularly applies to fancy lines;

to neckwear, veilings, laces, leather goods, notions, etc.

Counter cases are the best means of keeping these goods

under the eye of the public and they soon pay in extra

goods are on show they are protected from dust, and

from the handlinig that goods in reach always receive.

Then too they are out of the reach of pilfering fingers,

and it is only the drygoodsman himself that realizes how
numerous these are and how far they eat into his

profits.

The window space in this store may seem restricted

to some merchants, but the fact that a separate en-

trance had to be given to the men's section accounts for

this. This entrance is almost a necessity where there
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Store No. 3. First floor plan. This floor is devoted practically altogether t o garments and housefurnishings. A type of store possible in many towns.

sales for the cost of installation. All the best modern is a good men's department as few men will pas&

stores use glass cases freely. By doing so they sell more through the dry goods section to buy goods. Men are

goods and add greatly to the appearance of their. stores. peculiar in this respect; they must be right in the de-

There are other advantages in using cases. Though the partment as soon as they enter the store.
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The cloak and suit section is situated at the back of

the store. This corner is well lighted and is in every

way a desirable location for these goods. There are

light oak wardrobes for the suits, etc., and racks for

skirts and coats, also several tables for bargain lines.

In the extreme corner, screened by the wardrobes, is a

mirror. Perhaps a fitting room would have been advis-

able but it would have blocked the light from two win-

dows. Women's shoes are carried next to the garment

section and between them and the men's clothing section

the men's shoe department is located.

In a store of this shape it is almost impossible to

plan a wide centre aisle. This has been done in the front

part of the store. Also there is plenty of free space left

there. Therefore there are three counters and cases, the

one in the middle and one on each side. This arrange-

ment further secludes the garment and the shoe sections.

Store No. 4. A small store plan. Departments are conveniently arranged, and everything is embraced on the one floor.

How a Portage la Prairie StoreDeveloped Mail Order Branch

A Western Store Which Solved Problem of Mail Order Competition by Going Into the Business

Itself —- Inaugurated in 1 905 it Has Developed Into Important Feature of Business.

One way to meet the competition of the big mail

order houses of the cities is to go into the mail order

business yourself. Some of the stores in the smaller

places have done this successfully ; because they are

located favorably for the operation of such a department

and because the one in charge has gone about the pro-

position in an energetic and intelligent manner.

Reference has been made in The Review to the mail

order branch of I. E. Pedlow's store, in Renfrew, and
his methods have been described. In a few other local-

ities in Ontario drygoodsmen have developed successful

mail order departments.

It appears, too, that the Canadian West offers oppor-

tunities for work along this line. Western people are

good customers of the big mail order houses, and by
reason of this fact local stores there have a chance to

develop business along this line, and it appears that

some of them, at least, are taking advantage of this

opportunity.

Browns, Limited, of Portage la Prairie, Manitoba,

is possibly one of the most illuminating examples of what
has been done, and what may be accomplished in this

respect. This store is primarily a dry goods store, de-

partments foreign to this line being incidental.

In the Spring of 1905 it was decided to establish a

mail order department, and that season the first cata-

logue was issued. In referring to the inauguration of

this department, the advertising manager of the store

states that it was launched primarily to meet the needs
of the outlying districts of the West, but—and here is

a fact worthy of consideration by every dry goods store

proprietor in Canada—he adds, "it has grown to such
proportions that there are now mail order customers, not

only in the immediate provinces of Manitoba, Saskatche-

wan and Alberta, but in British Columbia and Ontario,

and requests even come from Quebec. '

' Here is a store situ-

ated not in the largest city of the province, nor even in

its second largest city—in Ontario it would be but a

good sized town—drawing trade through its mail order

branch from territory in which we have grown to think,

all the mail orders went to the big city catalogue houses.

It would seem that there exists a profitable field for

this class of merchandizing within the scope of many mer-

chants who have considered heretofore, that this branch

was beyond their resources.

Explaining its ability to successfully bid for business

in the far west, it is stated that this store is the one

farthest west, doing this class of business, and by reason

of this fact has an advantage in lower freight and express

charges. The twelve converging railway lines of Portage

la Prairie, too, are represented to constitute another

advantage, giving easy access to the territory covered.

If the statement that there is no store farther west

than Portage la Prairie doing a mail order business,

as a regularly organized department is correct, it would
seem that the stores of Regina, Calgary, Edmonton and
Vancouver are neglecting their opportunities.

Brown's issue a semi-annual catalague of about 100

pages. They are sent out in April and September to a

carefully prepared list, which is frequently revised. Tn

addition to the advertising for inquiries and for direct

orders in the local daily and weekly papers, advertising

of a supplementary character is done in several farm
and home journals circulated through the West, and lists

are prepared from inquiries received from this source.

The sales in this department are represented to be
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growing steadily, and those of the last month are said to

have been nearly double tliose of the corresponding

month of last year.

In its operation the mail order department is simple.

A buyer from the department goes to the different de-

partments and makes the purchases to fill the orders

received by mail, and the amount of such purchases is

charged to mail order branch. If an article catalogued

is out of stock when the order is received, one at another

price is substituted, but in most cases, except where there

is a wide difference in prices, that advertised in the cata-

logue only is charged.

Freight charges on purchases of $25 and over are

paid, and with a few exceptions railway fares of mail

order customers who visit the store, are refunded, should

their purchases reach a certain stated amount. Those

THE MAILORDER HOUSE OFTHE WEST

could easily prepare lists which would! embrace 'the

majority of these lines.

The experience of this suggests what may be accom-
plished by many dry goods retailers throughout Canada,
in localities where conditions offer a field for the develop-

ment of the mail order branch.

The advertising manager of Browns, Limited, handles

the mail order department and prepared the catalogue,

the front page of which is illustrated here.

The Stock Book.

The importance of the stock book cannot be over-

estimated, says Men's Wear, London. It is a thing pal-

pably neglected by many small traders, yet it is essen-

tial to sound business management; it is only by an ac-

curate knowledge of the amount of stock in hand that

one's financial position can be ascertained. No doubt at

stock-taking once a year most retailers know their true

position; but many things may occur during that time

which, if allowed to develop, say over a period of nine

or ten months, may be disastrous. A stock-book allays

this fear, and gives you weekly, or monthly, a statement

of your exact position. The benefits are so numerous
that I cannot enumerate them all. The following, how-
ever, will suffice to show its advantages :

It helps you to detect dishonesty amongst your em-
ployes, should this unfortunately exist.

It encourages your interest in the stock, your desire

being to lessen stock with slow sale, and increase that

which shows a quick return.

It brings before your notice more clearly the goods
that are "sticking," and helps you to get rid of bad
stock.

The greatest advantage of all is, that it will give you
true knowledge of the profit you are making.

How to Keep the Book.

The method of keeping a stock book is simplicity it-

self. Give your assistants instructions to put the cost

price of every article on each check in private marks.
And where a ticket is on the article it should be handed
in with the check as a guarantee that it has been sold

at the price you marked it. In entering in the sales

day book each morning, enter the cost prices in an in-

ner column. Once a month take the total from your in-

voice book and add it in the stock book to the amount
at the commencement of tKe month, and deduct there-

from the total of the cost prices from the sales day
book, and the result shows the stock in hand.

Cover of Catalogue issued by Browns' Ltd., Portage la Prairie.

living 20 to 30 miles will have their fares refunded if

their buying totals $25; those living 30 to 45 miles, up
to $37.50, and in that proportion to 275 to 300 miles,

if they buy $250 worth of goods.

The catalogue issued by this firm has a lithographed

cover in three colors, and is the work of a Portage la

Prairie firm of engravers. Of the one hundred pages,

fifty-seven are devoted to lines handled in every dry
goods store, and almost every page contains a number
of illustrations. Furniture, which many dry goods stores

carry is given thirty-five pages, and boots and shoes,

which are being rapidly adopted by dry goods merchants
as lines which work in well with dry goods, occupy
nine pages.

Stores which carry representative dry goods stocks

Summer Closing Hours.

For a few years past the dry goods merchants of

Peterborough have been closing their stores at 1 o'clock

on Thursday afternoons during the Summer months, but
it is stated that this year they have decided to close

each afternoon, except Saturday, at 5 o'clock, instead of

for half a day each week, a practice which several of

the merchants consider detrimental to their business.

Charles J. Doran has sailed by the C.P.R. SS. "Man-
uki" from Vancouver for the Sandwich Islands, Aus-
tralia, New Zealand, in the interest of the Dominion
Suspender Co. and Niagara Neclrwear Co., Limited.
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Robe of Green Tulle Garnished with Byzantaine Embroidery and Panne Velvet

Portrait—Felix Modes-Bechoff-David
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Where and How Styles Originate, and the Cycle of Colors

Parisian Dressmakers Work in Co-Operation with Manufacturers—Few

Styles Come East — Tendency is for Travel in Opposite Direction.

Where do the styles which Parisian and London

women exemplify originate ? How many retail drygoods-

men could answer this question outside of the vague

statement that they "come from Paris" ?

A manufacturer who is in touch with fashion ten-

dencies has given some interesting information on this

subject.

"In the first place," he said, "modern styles are sim-

ply evolutions of older ones, for there is nothing new un-

der the sun, and with the single exception of the fig-leaf

costume of Adam and Eve, which has baffled even the

most skilful of our French modistes, every mod-

ern style has been done before, and hundreds

of times before And that's the whole thing in a

nutshell ; our custom libraries, our silk and woolen

libraries in the various syndicates are so full, so rich

and so complete that the leading dressmakers have but

to spend a day looking over old styles, materials, etc.,

to get so full of inspiration (they are Frenchmen, re-

member) that the next day the silk, woolen or cotton

maker coming down from Lyons goes back to his mill

with ideas to develop and bring out what in six months
or less will be the rage of the season all over the world.

"In France the textile manufacturers work directly

with the dressmakers, rather than with the stores, as

is the case in America. After these leading modistes,

such as Paquin, Worth & Driscoll, have their creations

ready, they get them before the public either by their

own models at the races, etc., etc., or through some
well-known actress at the Odeon, like Mme. Rejane, So-
laire, Yhani, and the thing is accomplished and the

dresses for the rest of the world are copies of modifica-

tions of what they wear.

Asked as to whether he believed that America would
ever produce styles which would be adopted on the other-

side of the Atlantic, he said : "It will likely be many
years before such things will be possible here. The cen-

turies of art are behind and inspirations of beautiful

things constantly surround the Frenchman, while here,

these things are practically lacking. We have in Paris
alone, one thousand dressmakers, all artists, and at least

ten geniuses ; our factories are usually concerns of years

of endeavors in some lines and our wearers are—well,

what shall I say—French women ; while here, your indus-

try is young, your modistes hardly inventive enough as

yet, but your wearers are all that we have, and then,

some more."

It may be a somewhat significant fact that styles

travel from the east. In few cases have styles been
originated in the west and go later to the east.

There was, however, one notable exception. When
brown was so strong before, it came in out of its turn—
for, generally speaking, there is a cycle of colors, and
they each have their turn in popularity, and more re-

markable still, it was first made popular in Detroit,
where a prominent actress appeared dressed as a boy in

a brown suit. The effect was so good that soon brown
became fashionable in the city, and New York adopted it

as well, in preference to the colors then prevailing in

Paris.

Canadian styles go through an evolutionary process

before they are finally presented to the wearer. Few, if

any, of the representative creations of Paris style

originators ever become general in Canada. The prin-

ciples are there, but they are modified in their applica-

tion for the more conservative dressers here.

A Merchant's Advice.

That the merchant in the smaller towns should not

try to build up a business success on the same lines as

those followed by the big city stores is the opinion ex-

pressed by John Carruthers, of Bracebridge, who, in an

interview with The Review, said :

"I am in the general store business, beginning my
mercantile career 33 years ago as a dry goods clerk. I

have noticed that the most successful men I have worked

for have been those who sold for cash, or who brought

their business as near to the cash basis as possible.

"When I started business myself, therefore, six years

ago, I decided to adopt the cash system, and to sell all

goods at a profit. I am still doing business on this

basis, and my volume of trade is growing steadily. This

year I have made an addition to my store.

"It is a mistake, I believe, for young merchants in

towns to imitate city department stores by having bar-

gain days and put goods on sale at cost or under. This

kind of selling does not pay store expenses and if it is

continued long enough, will result in sending the mer-

chant into bankruptcy. Placing goods on sale for certain

specified hours is also undesirable, I believe. The class

of trade attracted by this method is that composed of

bargain-hunters. They cannot be held; are here to-day and

away to-morrow. They go always where they expect to

get something for nothing.

"My advice to merchants who are doing this and who
find they are not making money, is to adopt my plan to

sell for cash, and to sell all goods at a profit. The sales

may not be as large, but I believe their profits will bo

bigger.

"One price only is my motto; I do not let the cus-

tomer be both buyer and seller. I may lose an odd bart-

erer at first, but the second or third time they will buy,

and in the end will have greater respect for you and your

store, because they will know they are being treated the

same as everyone else. Don't be too anxious to get all the

trade. Other people are in business to sell goods, and
they will sell some. My advice is to get all you can and

don't try to imitate your opposition, but put your stock

in good shape, have it assorted, and get on to the lines

suggested—cash and profit—and you will succeed.

"Now don't understand me that you are not to

advertise or have any sales. My idea is to buy clearing

lots that can be sold at a profit and add any lines that

may be slow sellers. I think this can be done with ad-

vantage to any business."
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Valuable Hints on the Art of Display

An Effectiv e> Window in which Muslins are used almost Exclusively.

Drapes and Their Effective Use in Window Display

Some Valuable Hints on Construction of Drapes—How They May be Made to

Sell Goods—Development of the Art of Display Leads to Many Innovations.

(Written for the Dry Goods Review by H. Hollinsworth.)

In a former issue of this paper the

writer described a drape similar to the

illustration marked No. 1. This

shows a little different treatment with

goods on the same fixture, consisting1

of two 6-inch boards nailed together,

trough shape, with an upright pro-

jecting two feet above it. To make
this drape you first stretch the goods

tightly over the fixture, then with the

balance unroll about six yards, pleat-

it in the centre, and pin it there, to

the upright; bring the balance around

to back of stand, catch it by the

selvage and pleat three or four folds,

run a pin through the three folds at

one corner and pin to top of the

stick, then pin the other end of the

three folds to the inside corner of the

stand. By taking a piece of trim-

ming, such as lace, velvet ribbon or

gimpe, different ideas of putting these

on can be invented by the trimmer.

A buckle or a few buttons can also

be used. This stand is splendid for

drapes of muslins, ginghams or silks.

There are a dozen different ways of forming pretty

drapes on this stand, and any trimmer with a little ex-

periment will find them out by practising on this idea. If

you are interested in this drape and would like to learn

to make it secure a stand like the drawing and get a piece

of muslin and follow the instructions given here. Go
slowly and think it out. Many other ideas will present

themselves to you as you go along. You may be able to

improve on it. It makes an artistic drape. By way of
a suggestion, you could make the lower part of dress

goods and the top folds of silk to match.

How a Cane may be
used in showing Men's

Ties effectively.

Dra^c* No. i.

One of the New York trimmers is making a great spe-

cialty now of drapes on the bust form as in illustration

No. 4. Almost every trimmer has a few waist forms,
with or without heads on, which can be formed into a
simple drape with the goods without cutting it. It takes
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an artist to make these right, but with the aid of the

chemisettes of lace and the lace collars carried in all dry

goods stores the average trimmer has sufficient ingenuity

to form some handsome effects on these half forms. These

drapes certainly sell the goods, as the average woman
likes to have an idea how a piece of goods will look made
up. With buckles, buttons, laces, ribbons, lace, scarfs,

^L ..
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Drape No. 4. A New Bust Drape
Idea, Showing Material and how

it will Look when Made Up.

A Suggestion for Men's
Wear Display.

etc., there are endless ways of forming good effects. If

you try it you will not only find it very fascinating work
if you are a good draper, but you will find it sells goods
as well, which is the essential point to take into considera-

tion in forming all these drapes.

Take a waist bust and over the front arrange a lace

front or chemisette over a piece of white or colored silk

No. 2. Showing treatment of Men's Neckwear and Handkerchiefs.

or tissue paper, then start to drape by pleating over one

shoulder, then bring the goods around the back and pleat

over the opposite shoulder, gather it in at the waist line,

using a belt or a buckle. If you have a dressmaker in

your store, arrange with her to give you a few lessons.

You can get lots of pointers from her. Get a "stand in"
with the dressmaker, as she knows more about this than

you or I, and she can generally show you some ideas that

will prove profitable to yourself and to the firm you are

with. Just try a few of these drapes, and if you are

successful in some good formations, you will have some-
thing new and different from the other fellow.

The Umbrella Drape.

A very simple, effective drape is shown in Fig. 5, which
is a combination drape of parasol and some light sheer

fabric such as chiffon, all-over lace or some of the light

weaves in silk or wool. An open parasol is supported by
a wire on an extension T stand. The goods are simply
draped over the handle and point of parasol, a pair of

gloves and a hat placed close by complete the grouping.
This is an effective centrepiece in a display of light,

Huffy muslins or wash goods. A piece of lace or ribbon

draped over the point of the parasol handle and allowed
to drape in a sweeping fold, would enhance the effect

somewhat.

Illustrations Nos. 2 and 3 show some new ideas in

grouping haberdashery, which are very neat and catchy.

Another pretty effect, as shown in New York men's wear
displays, is made by taking a handsome walking stick and
placing it in an upright position, then take three neck
searfs (flowing ends preferred), lay them one on top of

another and tie them as seen in the rough sketch. The
ties should be of one color or three colors that harmonize.
Most of the New York haberdashers are using the silks

Drape No. 5. Showing an Exemplification of the Umbrella Drape Idea.

by the yard, the same as the ties are made from. These

are draped over canes and on stands in fantastic forms
and folds, and the made-up ties are thrown in a careless,

artistic manner over the silks and twisted in among them.

These make highly attractive displays, and I think most

of the neckwear manufacturers are willing to supply

or loan ends of these silks to their customers for display

purposes.

How to Prepare a Scenic Background.

The Review has for some time been endeavoring to

help the trimmer in the small and medium sized store to

introduce some features used by the men in the large

stores.

In pursuing this plan an effort is being made to give

such directions as will enable the trimmer in the small

centres to produce these effects for himself, as where only

a few windows require attention it is perfectly possible

to do so.

When preparing for the more important periods of

the year for the opening of a new season for Easter,

Christmas, etc., every trimmer feels the need of some fea-

ture in his windows that will be out of the ordinary, and

it is to the varying of his background, to the designing
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of something' more striking than he usually employs that

he resorts.

A kind of background well suited to this purpose is

the scenic background, painted in distemper. The aver-

age trimmer is more or less of an artist, and there are

very few who cannot manage simple landscape effects. Of
course elaborate backgrounds of this class with figures in-

troduced should not be attempted.

tire. Care must be taken not to burn the glue. Stir the

glue and the whiting well together and reduce it with

water to the consistency of thick cream. You must coat

the muslin with this mixture, being sure to leave no spots

bare.

When the priming coat is dry proceed to draw in the

picture. This can best 'be done with chalk or charcoal.

The best way to get a subject is to select a colored

An Opening Window, trimmed by J.JH. Roy, with theJPaquet Co., 'Quebec. The Background is of Light Green Sateen, while the Fioor was
Covered with Golden Brown Felt. The Pillar was- Covered with Felt to Match the Floor.

The colors and materials are not expensive. These dis-

temper backgrounds are usually painted upon 36 in. un-

bleached cotton, the edges sewn together to make the

desired width. The cotton should be tacked to strips of

wood nailed to the wall. The cotton must
not be nailed to the wall without the strips as it must be

sized, and the glue in the size would make it stick. It is

landscape. Draw a line from the top of your picture to

the bottom in the centre, and another along the horizon

—

that may be safely taken as the line that separates the

sky and ground, of course drawing straight across. Now
mark off inch spaces all around from these lines and draw
lines dividing your picture into squares. Count the num-
ber of lines each way and reproduce the squares on your

Trimmed by Balfour M. Dickson for James Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal.

not required that the cotton should be stretched or that it

should have no creases. The glue will make it straight
when the sizing coat is dry.

To make the size you take five founds of whiting, and
soak in just enough water to cover it. To the soaked
whiting must be added a good handful of due which has

canvas. Now draw in the big squares the portion of the

picture contained in the corresponding small squares.

When finished you will have the outline of your drawing.

Flap away carefully the superfluous chalk and you are

ready to begin work.

The necessary colors are cobalt blue, medium chrome
been steeped over-night in water and dissolved over the green, zinc white, raw sienua, rose lake, raw umber and
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Venetian red. These can be had in powder form, and the

following colors come ground in water, viz., medium
chrome yellow, drop black, medium turkey lake. If a

more extended list is wanted the following are good colors

to add, celestial blue, burnt sienna, Vandyke brown, Dutch
pink, yellow ochre.

The dry cobalt blue makes a splendid sky color when
mixed with the proper quantity of white. Mixed with tur-

key lake, this color makes a splendid purple, and shadow

colors are made by adding black.

Blue and yellow make green, and for very vivid greens

cobalt blue and chrome yellow must be mixed. The me-

dium chrome, subdued with black or raw umber, or

lightened with the yellow or white, or combined with the

reds or browns for russets and autumn foliage, will give

an endless range of foliage and grass colors.

Not only is the zinc white used for making the colors

lighter, but it is used alone for high lights, etc.

Burnt sienna, Vandyke brown and raw umber are very

useful for tree trunks, earth, stones, etc.

Rose lake gives maroon, and combined with blue a

range of low toned purples. Venetian red is splendid for

brick work used alone, and with black raw umber, and

with white and yellow.

Yellow ochre is a good yellow, chrome yellow is a much
more brilliant shade. This color mixed with turkey lake

The Central Figure of Eaton's Spring: Decorations.

gives orange, and the two with the addition of either

black or raw umber are endless variety of autumn shades.

The beginner had better prepare a canvas and try the

different mixtures indicated, also others that he may think

of. Mark on a slip of paper the colors that compose the

combination and paste it upon it and save the canvas so

decorated for reference.

If you follow the above directions you will not be

troubled by perspective, but you must remember that

trees and other objects seen at a distance do not show
trunks, branches or other details—they are seen as a

general mass of color.

If you put details in you would destroy the sense of

distance. On the other hand, you must make details

plain and prominent in the trees, etc., in the foreground

of your picture, and this will throw back the rest into its

proper position.

The blue of the sky is produced by mixing cobalt blue

and white with a little black and raw umber mixed in

when nearing the line of the horizon. A bluish or purpl-

ish cast may be given to the distant trees, and these

should be painted into the sky, while its color is still wet.

This prevents a hard line between the sky and trees. This

rule of painting in one color while another is wet is good
for all but the foreground, and here hard, sharp lines are

essential.

A slab of ground glass and a glass muller is the best

possible means of mixing your colors. Gum arabae dis-

solved in water until it is thick and syrupy should be used

as well as water. The only way to tell when sufficient is

used is by trying how it works. Do not, however, use too

much or it will peel and scale.

The mixed paints should be placed in small bowls, and
a table with a ledge nailed all round, and a shelf and
drawers for brushes, etc., will be found very convenient.

Glazing and scrumbling are useful processes in paint-

ing. By glazing colors can be deepened and changed.

Thus a body of water that has been painted in the same
blue as the sky can be gone over with gum water, in

which a little green has been dissolved. When dry an-

other coating will deepen this green tone' in places, 01

chrome yellow, or, indeed, almost any color can be so

used.

Scrumbling is done with a brush full of thick, nearly

dry color. In this process the color only sticks in spots,

allowing the color beneath to show between. If you
have a rock or the ground too dark, you can lighten it by

scrumbling a lighter color over it.

In next month's issue The Review will give sketches

illustrating the use of scenic background.

Central Figure of Decorations.

Doubtless many decorators were interested in the de-

scription given in an earlier number of Eaton's Spring

decorations. These decorations were undertaken with the

view of starting Spring buying and of bringing trade up
to last year's figure, as the buying stimulant of an early

Easter was lacking this year. Both these objects were

attained, the store being crowded all the days the decora-

tions were up.

Through the courtesy of A. E. Apted, The Review is

able to give a photo of the central figure of the display.

From the illustration some idea of the magnitude of the

undertaking can be gained.

This centre figure was in the form of a Greek urn or

vase of stucco, and it was studded with electric lights

—

:500 bulbs of red, green, white being used for this pur-

pose. This immense vase was filled with branches of apple

blossoms, pussy willows and ferns, and was suspended by

ropes twined with asparagus fern. The rotunda was fur-

ther decorated with eight immense shells, tinted with col-

ored bronzes to imitate the irridiscent effect of mother of

pearl.

Foreign Conditions.

R. N. Smyth, of H. L. Smyth & Co., important Mont-

real manufacturers' agents, returned last month from an

extensive tour of European markets. Mr. Smyth states

that Chemnitz and St. Gall are the chief markets affected

by the let up in business in America, as these centres rely

upon American trade to a large degree. English manufac-

turers, except in rare instances, are running on undis-

turbed, as they supply in so many instances a world-wide

market, part of which is always active.

Mr. Smyth is also of the opinion that prices have

reached their lowest level, and even now a readjustment

on a higher scale, is gradually taking place. This will

be clearly evident when retailers find that wholesalers'

stocks of Fall are light, and wholesalers in turn begin

to clamor for goods.
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Some Valuable Hints in Store Window Construction

The Question of Lighting, Ventilation, Background, Floor Covering and other features

dealt with in practical way by a practical writer. Advice will be given freely.

(Written for the Dry Goods Review by H. Hollinsworth.)

It is very difficult to display merchandise in windows

where the construction of the window is not on modern

lines. No matter how high-class the goods may be or how
nicely they may be arranged, a large percentage of their

attractiveness is lacking owing to poor window architec-

ture.

Having made a study of this matter the following

remarks are the conclusions I have come to regarding

the most approved style of window layout. The con-

struction of the windows depends on the length of the

frontage of the store. I notice that in most of the towns

and cities the majority of the stores have about two to

four windows in the front, with the main entrance in

the centre. The ends of the windows next to the doors

are generally on the angle.

The principal points to be considered in planning a

millinery costumes, silverware, cutglass, shoes, etc., as

they heighten the effect, especially in the costume dis-

plays where both the backs and fronts of the gowns re-

quire to be seen from the front of the window.
The T. Eaton Co. and several other firms who altered

their fronts have installed the mirrors and it is a great

improvement over the old style.

The new windows of the Robt. Simpson Co. will have
solid mahogany panelling to a height of seven feet, and
from that up to ceiling there will be large panels of

plate glass. ' The style of panelling will be extremely

plain, no carvings whatever, and all the new counters

and fixtures will be on extremely simple lines, but the best

of mahogany will be used. This idea is considered by
the best store architects to be the most refined and will

give the store a highly artistic and dignified appearance.

An excellent Ribbon Window, trimmed byJJ. H. Roy for the Paquet Co., Quebec.

window are backgrounds, floorings, the lighting for both

the interior of store, and the windows, and the ventila-

tion. With reference to the background of the window,
those in use in the most up-to-date stores are built to a

height of 6 to 8 feet, with cornice running along the top

and from this cornice glass to the ceiling of first floor.

Merchants differ as to the nature of these back-

grounds, some prefer mirrors and some favor the hard-

wood. Most of the New York stores use the mahogany
panelling to a height of seven feet. These backgrounds
look rich, especially in displays of men 's wear. By way
of a change from the wood the trimmers use plush cur-

tains in shades of cardinal and different greens.

The Chicago houses still cling to the mirror idea. To
my mind the mirrors are to be preferred for displays of

Everything that tends to the elaborate, gaudy and vulgar

will be avoided.

The next question is that with reference to floors.

The floor should be about twelve to eighteen inches from

the street level. I am referring to dry goods windows.

Those for exclusive shoe houses, gents' furnishings, jew-

elry houses, should be much higher. Many of the dry

goods houses are using polished hardwood floors, but I

wouldn't recommend these as most of those that I have

inspected have not presented a very fine appearance, even

when they have been kept polished. The walking on them

and the hard usage they get soon renders them unsightly,

and nothing looks worse than a beautiful expensive hat

or robe on a battered up floor.

I would recommend a pine floor and a plain green car-
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pet (Wilton) with no pattern or coloring' in it, and around

the edge of this run a pretty border in parquette about

ten inches in width. This costs very little, about 30c or

35c a foot. A good carpet costs about $1.50 a yard, but

it is the richest thing you can get, and will be the most

economical in the end. I have used the floorings for over

a year and a half, and they certainly get a test here as

we are very hard on them, owing to so many changes of

display. They will last us a year or two more with fre-

quent cleanings. This is the style of flooring used by all

the big houses. The parquette border requires a polishing

and waxing every couple of weeks. The carpet is easily

swept by sweeping on to the parquettery and gathering

the dust up there.

Regarding the window pane, the height should be

about nine feet, above this prism glass. These prisms

should be in panels, one of which should be on hinges so

that it can be opened or closed, but made air tight, so as

not to allow dust to enter when closed. This can be left

in matters of display, a card to The Dry Goods Review
will receive prompt attention. There is no charge for

this whatever. The Review is desirous of making the col-

umns devoted to window dressing, both interesting and
profitable to its subscribers, and cheerfully solicit in-

quiries on this subject.

*

Two Attractive Windows.

Dry goods' stores in the Pacific Province are not be-

hind those on the older portions of Canada in respect of

store decoration or any phase of store management. On
these pages are given views of recent opening windows
in the store of the Gordon, Drysdale Co., Vancouver,
which would do credit to stores in larger and older cities.

The millinery opening window was very pleasing in its

soft tmie effects; the background and floor were done in

Millinery Window in Store of the Gordon Drysdale Co., Vancouver, B.C.

open for a few minutes on severely cold mornings, and
will overcome any frosting on the glass if no hot air is

allowed to enter the window from the store.

This also allows the window trimmer some fresh air

in hot weather. With the prisms over the top of the

window pane and the glass over the hardwood or mirror

background, a good light is thrown into the interior of

the store.

The window entrance should be three feet wide and
should slide up. The pulleys and weights can be run in

a casing behind the background. The windows should be

lighted from the top of window pane. There are several

good window lights on the market. The Review will furn-

ish the names of several to anyone wishing such informa-

tion. If any one of the readers of The Review is con-

templating a change of their front or is building new win-

dows and would like my advice regarding window con-

struction, or if you think I can help you with suggestions

white, while the bordered effect was produced by a com-

bination of delicately colored roses in yellow and pink.

Six white pillars surmounted with smilax-draped electric

globes further enhanced the background, while at night

the effect was exceptionally good. The gown and hat crea-

tions were made in the store.

In the second window a reception room effect is given.

White, which is always effective, was used for the back-

ground, and was panelled in soft blue and gold French

tapestry. The .doorway idea was produced by soft lace

curtains of Louis XIV. design hung over pale blue silk

;

the over-drape composed of gold art-loom tapestry. As
if stepping into the room, is seen a bronze figure in a very

graceful pose; garlands of smilax dropping from small

electric bulbs in the figure's hands lent a pleasing touch.

The quaintly stiff electric fixtures placed at regular in-

tervals gleamed harmoniously against the soft white walls

and lent a bit of color in the proper place. To the right
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of this picture may be seen a dainty gold Louis XIV.
settee across which is thrown an opera cloak.

The floor covering is of Axminster, and of the same
French design of the other furniture. The figures aip

gowned in a soft silk crepe Summer dress, and a blue

voile tailored suit. A French filet waist is shown on ihe

left of the window.

*

Some Good Suggestions.

The three windows given this month show some fine

examples of Canadian window trimming. In merit they

rank high, for while they are very attractive, and the

goods are well displayed, they are not unduly elaborate,

nor does the background run away with the rest of the

window. They are, in short, good examples of the pre-

sent tendencies in window trimming.

The two dress goods windows were chosen chiefly be-

cause of the high quality of the draping employed. These

drapes are of the type The Review has so often spoken

about. There is none of the set mechanical effect about

them, but the goods are allowed to fall into easy, graceful

This is why the decorator should take every opportun-

ity to look over fashion journals—it is of first importance

that he should have advanced ideas of what is going to

be worn. If he does not know the use of things or the

combinations, how is he going to show them? The Paris

model gowns used each month for the cover, and also

other illustrations contained each month in The Review
are particularly good sources of information.

There is nothing particularly difficult either in the

manner of showing the goods, or in the arrangement of

the background, and either can be copied easily by any
trimmer. Of course, it is not The Review's idea that these

windows should be copied in their entirety. They are

rather given as starting points upon which to build or-

iginal trims. The man who slavishly copies another man's
work will never attain a high rank as a window trimmer.

Largest Lace Machine in the World.

What is described as the largest lace machine in the

world has just been built by Messrs. Jardine, Nottingham,

to the order of Win. Wallis & Sons, Limited, Long Eaton.

Opening Window in the Store of the Gordon Drysdale Co., Vancouver, B.C.

lines, just the same lines that are used in a suit or gown

that is well made. Note the manner in which the striped

fabric in the Paquet window shows the chevron effect so

much met with at present in its principal folds.

It is this kind of draping that tells and that makes it

easy to sell goods from the window, and for the reason

that it shows the buyer just how her gown is going to

look.

In both windows millinery and other accessories are

used. This is always a good plan, as it shows at a glance

how the toilette is to be completed. The showing of ac-

cessories always lends more interest to a window, but

when the season is just opening it is more important than

later. There are many new ideas to be illustrated, and

so many novelties to be shown.

It has taken nearly five months to build, and its net cost is

about £1,600. The machine is designed chiefly for the

manufacture of heavy Torchon and Maltese laces, and is

41 feet in length, inclusive of the jacquard, while lace 260

inches wide can be made. The diameter of the bobbin is

3 inches, the carriage 7 inches across the bottom, with a

gauge of 4y2 point or 9 carriages to the inch. In place of

the elastic or spiral springs for easing the catch bar, a

patented apparatus, consisting ' of concussion springs,

which result in a much easier action, combined with re-

duced motion on the spring lever, has been introduced.

The springs are so arranged that, should an accident oc-

cur, none of the broken parts will fall through the ma-

chine or injure the workman.
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Cash Sales Books
THE

CONTINUOUS
is the ONLY PERFECT SALESBOOK
made. Numbers guaranteed. Printed

in colors. Advt. on back if desired.

WE ARE SOLE MAKERS WRITE FOR SAMPLE
OTHER STYLES SUPPLIED

THE CARTER-CRUME COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO and MONTREAL

WINNIPEG REPRESENTATIVE

WM. DURDEN
404 Flora Ave.

Phone 1370
Mention this paper

MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVE

W. W. JOHNSTON
210 Birks Building.

Phone, Uptown 1630

WORTHY WAX

The Only Kind Worth

While

Inferior Figures are

Abominable and Ruin

(he Effect of the Smart-

est Garment Display.

We are supplying the

^(
best trade in Canada.
Why not you ?

All our latest Wax
Models are beautifully

illustrated in our new
catalogue, No. 15 L. Write
for it.

Learn about the new
high class window dress-
ing schemes, described in

our handsome red and
gold booklet "The Swan
in Decoration." Write for
it.

Write also for our rack
and hanger circulars.

J, R. Palmenberg's

Sons,
No. 98 TL M"""l

Factory 710 BROADWAY, NEW YORK US.

A

89 and 91 W. Third St. (established 1852)

Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be, and
we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N.8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Weir Wardrobe System
PATENTED

For the Economic and Scientific

Handling of Men's and Women's

Ready-to-wear Garments.

Sectional Wardrobes—each complete
in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts, all of
uniform style, size and height.

Capacity : High Boys— in 30 in. frontage—50 Suits

Low Boys —25 Suits and 25 pairs odd
Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides. Price list

and catalogue on application. Estimates furnished.

Intending purchasers are specially reque»ted to
see our Trcuser Slide and 8ult Counttri—the
only thing of the kind In existence.

Weir Wardrobe Go. of Canada, unu
Section of Modern Store Equipped

with our System
Head Office and Factory:

Mount Forest, Ont.

U. 8 Factory:

Mason City, Iowa

LAMSON RAPID SPRING
CASH CARRIER

ASK FOR BOOKLET N.5.

PERFECT SERVICE
CASH CENTRALIZATION

Both are requisites in busy retail Stores.

You can have them by installing a

LAMSON RAPID
CASH SYSTEM

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.
126 WELLINGTON ST. WEST - - TORONTO. ONTARIO

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS, SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS, LACE. ETC.

ALL
YfiS5.fflt.Sft

NTEED MONTREALUNEQUALLED. TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Insurance in Dry Goods Stores: Proper Policy Wording

Some Valuable Hints to Drygoodsmen on Precautions Which They Should Take

When Insuring Their Property— Interesting Points Which Should be Remembered.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington.

Ill answer to numerous inquiries re wording of insur-

ance policies, so as to insure proper adjustment in case

of fire, we have decided to devote a short space to this

very important subject. It seems that one of our read-

ers has recently met with a loss from fire and is experienc-

ing some difficulty in getting full amounts of policies,

although his loss is one-third greater than the amount of

insurance. The contention in this particular case is over

a small point overlooked, possibly by the agent, but which

might have been guarded against had the merchant been

familiar with this very important part of his business.

The Wording of a Policy.

The standard insurance companies have now, as a rule,

printed blanks worded so liberally as to provide for all

likely contingencies, and a country merchant or agent can-

not do better than follow one of these forms.

The company expects you to enumerate in the wording

of the policy, the number of storeys, and the material of

which the building and roof are constructed. The words
"and additions adjoining and communicating therewith"

are added to make it clear that any structure or lean-to

communicating with the main building are intended to be

included in the insurance of the main structure.

The next important matter is the nature of the occu-

pancies, and while, if possible, all should be given, it is

important that the one that is considered the most haz-

ardous should be given in any event, and (he following

words should be added "and for other purposes not more
hazardous."

The third information, which is, of course, essential, is

the location, which should be given by street number if

possible, or if no street number is available the side of

the street (whether north, east, south or west), and the

distance from the next intersection should be given.

Then there should be enumerated those items which
the assured desires to cover, say, for instance, rental (2)

fixtures, (3) stock of merchandise. The latter should be

described in general terms.

Three Important Points.

It must be noted, however, and this is of the utmost

importance, that (as prescribed in Condition No. 10 F, of

the Statutory Conditions), a special permit is necessary

in the policy if oils, benzine, gasoline or naphtha, or over

twenty-five pounds of gunpowder are kept. However, re-

fined coal oil for lighting purposes, or lubricating oils not

exceeding five gallons in quantity, may be kept without

special permission in the policy being required.

One of the most important points to be observed is to

obtain a permission for other insurance if policies are

carried in more than one company, and all such insurance

should be concurrent; or, in other words, the description

of the same matter or items appearing in the different

policies should be identical.

If workmen are employed for a longer period than fif-

teen days a special workmen's permit should be obtained.

These are the most important matters to which the at-

tention of the assured should be directed.

80 Per Cent. Co-insurance Clause.

If the policy is subject to the 80 per cent Co-Insurance

Clause, permission should be given in the wording to in-

crease or decrease insurance without notice, but this per-

mission shall not be'construed as waiving the requirements

of the Co-Insurance Clause.

The following is the wording of policies a reader has

submitted for criticism:

"On stock of dry goods, ready-made clothing, hats

and caps, boots and shoes, groceries and such other ar-

ticles, not more hazardous, as are usually kept for sale in

a general store.

"The property of the assured, only while contained in

the two-storey brick, metal-roofed building occupied by
the assured as a general store, and by others as law office,

public library, division court office and dwelling.

"Situated and being on the east side of Main Street,

Little Rock, Ont., and marked "risk" on diagram on ap-

plication, Corwin's Plan, Sheet 1, Block 7, No. 42.

Further concurrent insurance, London Mutual $1,000,

Economical $1,250, Perth Mutual $1,500, Gore Mutual
$2,500.

This wording is, speaking generally, a very good one,

although there are one or two unnecessary items and also

two or three omissions. It is well to limit the permission

for further concurrent insurance to a certain amount, as

in the present instance $6,250.

We suggest the following wording and the main points

of issue will be seen at a glance:

MERCANTILE BUILDINGS AND STOCKS.

$ On one, two and three storey brick and frame
building, with metal and shingle roof and its

additions adjoining- and communicating, in-

cluding foundations, plate glass, heating and
lighting apparatus, plumbing and all internal

and external fixtures, double windows and
doors, owned by the assured.

Occupied by assured as a general store and by
others for purposes not more hazardous, and
situate and being No. 42 on the east side of
Main Street in the Toivn of Little Rock, Pro-
vince of Ontario.

Loss, if any, on above item of this Policy, payable
to

$ On rental of above building, subject to rent

clause attached.

$ On store furniture and fixtures, including
safe, signs, awnings, tool's, implements and
scales, contained in, on and in front of above
described building.

$1250 ( )n stock of merchandise, consisting princi-

pally of dry goods, clothing, furnishings, shoes,

groceries, hats and caps, and such other ar-

ticles as arc usually kept for sale in a general
store, all owned by the assured and while con-
tained in the building and its additions above
described.

Further concurrent insurance permitted to an
amount not exceeding $6250,
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The above building shown on Insurance Plan,

Sheet No Block No Street

No
Permission granted to make ordinary alterations

or repairs, not to exceed 15 days at any one time, but

it is understood and agreed that extraordinary altera-

tions, repairs, or additions are prohibited without no-

tice to and consent of this Company in writing.

LIGHTNING CLAUSE.—This policy shall cover

any direct loss or damage caused by Lightning (mean-
ing thereby the commonly accepted use of the term
Lightning, and in no case to include loss or damage
by cyclone, tornado or wind storm), not exceeding the

sum insured, nor the interest of the insured in the

property, and subject in all other respects to the terms

and conditions of this policy. Provided, however, if

there shall be any other fire insurance on said pro-

perty, this Company shall be liable only pro rata with

such other insurance for any direct loss by Lightning,

whether such other insurance be against direct loss by
Lightning or not.

Attached to and forming part of Policy No. 3348
of Insurance Company.

The writer is indebted to Messrs.

for some of these points of interest.

Syeliski & McLean

Demand for High-Class Work.

The modern business man demands high-class labor,

he will not tolerate slip-shod work, and if we are to make
a success of business life, we must measure up to his

standards. Know what your duties are, but don't be

afraid of doing a little more sometimes than what is ex-

pected of you. Speed counts for a great deal, but never
sacrifice accuracy for speed. While one should specialize

in a particular vocation, and excel in this one thing, still,

should occasion demand it, we should be in a position to

adapt ourselves to circumstances.

A German proverb tells us that every great war leaves

a country with three armies—one of invalids, one of

mourners, and one of idle persons ready to commit crime.

Few men are happy during this strenuous age, unless

every moment is occupied. It is not a question of what to

do to fill in time, but rather, of how to employ our limited

time to the best advantage.

Business Changes.

Rosenburg & Roth, tailors, Montreal; dissolved.

The Star Skirt Mfg. Co., Montreal ; assigned.

Jules Leduc, tailor, Shawinigan Falls ; assigned.

F. Tremblay, general store, Les Eboulements
; as-

signed.

Karnmaier & Lefeboro, millinery, Montreal ; dis-

solved.

R. Watson, general store, Birnie, Man.; retiring from
business.

J. M. Couillard & Co., general store, St. Martini
;

assigned.

Racille & Dubord, merchant tailors, Montreal
; dis-

solved.

The New York Contracting Co., tailors, Montreal
;

registered.

Phelps & McCormiok, general store, Minnedosa, Man.;
dissolved.

The Vital Necessity

of Good Display s& s&

a|^K .-
ill

is well known to every up-to-date dry goods

man. It is an important part of modern selling

methods. That is why the most successful

stores in Canada use Our Wax Figures.

They Are Modelled from Life

Costumes and millinery displayed on our

marvellously life-like wax figures are shown to

as much advantage as if they were displayed

on living, breathing human forms.

Our Wax Figures pay for themselves, in

increased sales, within a short time.

Write for Quotations

A. S. RICHARDSON
103-105 Ontario St. 239 St. James St.

TORONTO MONTREAL
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How a Montreal Merchant Developed a Locality Trade

Arsene Lamy Built big Dry Goods Store in Residential Section, Where People Pat-

ronized Down-Town Stores, and Made Good— The Result of Dissatisfaction.

It 's a mighty good thing to get dissatisfied with oneself

at times. Arsene Lamy, who to-day conducts as well as

owns a big store on St. Denis Street North, Montreal,

found this out. It is the result of this feeling of dissatis-

faction that he does own this store, instead of being still

engaged in fighting with a hundred others for the business

to be picked up around the foot of St. Lawrence Boule-

vard.

Mr. Lamy for a number of years conducted a store in

the lower part of the city, and made money there, too,

but he didn 't like the way he had to do business there.

There were too many men with stores about like

his own bidding for the business in that section; and, at

store with a floor space of 30,000 square feet in three

floors and a basement began to rear itself in stately pro-

portions.

This was the realization of Arsene Lamy's dream. He
had. disposed of his business in the business section, and
was making the first move in the revolution of the system

of shopping as practised by the St. Denis Street resi-

dents.

The store was bright and cheerful, reflecting in this

respect the characteristics of its owner, and it had all

the frills of the modern down town stores, floor walkers

and carrier system and selling for cash only.

It made good. Mr. Lamy got what he was after—the

New Store of Arsene Lamy on St. Denis Street, Montreal. The only Store in an Exclusive Residential Section.

its best, the trade was not the kind he would like to

cater to.

He wanted elbow room, and went up St. Denis Street

about two miles to get it.

There was no big store in that portion of the city when
Mr. Lamy decided to introduce what was then a decided

innovation, the erection of a big store in a purely resi-

dential section, and a section in which the majority of

the people were well-to-do; just the ones who had been

able to afford to spend an afternoon down town shopping

and who enjoyed it.

They sat up and looked when, after tearing down the

buildings on one of the finest corners on the street, a

locality trade. He didn't get it all; the people still went

down town for some things, and to satisfy their curiosity,

maybe. Most of their wants, though, were filled at their

own store, as they have rather affectionately learned to

call Mr. Lamy's establishment.

There was no longer any necessity for going down
town for the excitement of bargain-hunting; that fascin-

ating pursuit had been brought to their door, and Mr.
Lamy claims that he is able to give them just as big bar-

gains as they had fought for on St. Catherine Street.

At any rate, they took kindly to the store, to Mr.
Lamy and to his belief in their appreciation of his efforts
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(o be sacrificed for

30 Days, at

$25-00
n

Complete with finest quality French
wax heads, bust with jointed wooden
arms, indestructible hands, strong

wire skirt, adjustable foot.

Choice of 25 faces and several
shades of hair and eyes.

ORDER YOUR SUPPLY OF THESE
COSTUME FORMS NOW ....

Delfosse (EL Co.
Canada's Greatest Fixture House

5 Hermine St., - MONTREAL

The Art of Decorating
Show Windows and
Interiors

'"THIS is a complete and up-to-date
-*• treatise on dressing of windows
and decoration of store interiors. It

is the work of not one man but of

HUNDREDS OF EXPERTS. Prac-

tically every prominent window
dresser in America has contributed to

it. The instruction may be followed

readily—no matter how little experi-

ence the decorator may have had.

It is absolutely necessary that every
window dresser should have this in-

formation—especially for his XMAS
DECORATION—There is only one
way of getting it. GET A COPY.
Send us

$3.50

and we will mail you a copy postpaid

by return.

4l0"pages 618 illustrations

MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Technical Book Dept.

10 Front Street East, - TORONTO

to give them a modern mercantile establishment all their

own.

The first year after the store was opened five years

ago, his business was vastly greater than that which he

had done in his down town store, and last year it was
three times as large as it was the first year.

A fire a few months ago burned him out, but the

ashes were hardly cold before work on the reconstruction

of the store was commenced, and the new building em-
bodied many improvements over the former structure.

The main floor has departments devoted to dress

goods, smallwares, hosiery, gloves, corsets, ribbons, staples

and men's furnishings, while on a balcony across the rear

of this floor, are the offices and boots and shoes. Ladies'

ready-to-wear, millinery, carpets, curtains and dressmak-
ing are on the floor above, while furniture and oilcloths

are given space on the top floor.

There is a basement department, too. It is a bright,

cheery place, and if it doesn't develop into one of the

most popular places in the store, it will not be Mr. Lamy's
fault. Crockery, glassware, fancy goods, wall paper and
light kitchen ware comprise the stock here.

Mr. Lamy protests that there is no secret to the pro-

gress which his store has made. There was, he asserts, a

field for such a store in the locality, though even those

who are now his best customers did not appreciate that

there was a possibility of them being better served. He
had to develop a sentiment in favor of locality shopping,

and that he now has a good and growing trade is due to

the fact that he has given the people what they wanted,

and has systematically kept them reminded of his facili-

ties for serving them.

Mr. Lamy's experience furnishes a conspicuous ex-

ample of a successful development of locality trade.

The Banks and Retailers.

Editor Dry Goods Review. Are the Canadian banks

treating the business men fairly, or are they performing

their function in the economy of business? They set the

pace in extravagance by buying at prices which are beyond

the normal value, corner sites, and by this course estab-

lish fictitious prices on property, which is a serious handi-

cap to business men, who, when they want to extend their

business have to pay fancy prices for property, values

on which have been inflated because the banks, doing busi-

ness on money which they get from the people, have been

extravagant.

The money which the banks use represents from $5 to

$6 of the people's money, to every $1 of their own capital.

In view of this fact it would seem that Canadian people

would have a right to expect that at least their share of

it would be available to assist Canadian business men, who
are in a perfectly solvent condition. In many cases, howT-

ever, this assistance is not given. An instance is recorded

of a merchant who had been accustomed to get accommoda-
tion, temporarily, applying for the usual favor, but was

informed that it could not be given in spite of the fact

that his paper was endorsed by a man who had at that

moment on deposit a considerably larger amount than that

represented by the accommodation asked for. The result

was that this man gave his cheque to the bank for the

amount required, and the bank had to honor it. Tliey

lost the use of the money, and the interest on the over-

draft, which would have existed.

The banks are anxious for deposits, but when they get

the money it is, unfortunately, not always available for

use by the Canadian business men who have the strongest

claim upon t lie financial institutions for assistance.

It occurs to me that this is a matter which should be

given some official consideration. BUSINESS MAN.
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The Latest Idea Fringe Net Envelopes
Send Photo of your Buildings and we print same on Envelopes free of charge.

The "Coverall"

Parisian

Invisible

Fringe Nets

Made expreasly for

KNOWN THROUGHOUT THE WORLD FOR THEIR REGULARITY.

LEADING
LINES

The "Coverall

Per Gross in Single
Envelopes

Large - - 25/3

Very Large 33/6

Extra Large 42/6

Burnet & Temple,
3 Fitchetls Court

Noble St., E.C. London, Eng.

THE AMERICAN GIRL EMBROIDERY HOOP
P LTENTED Fkb. 18, 1908, April 7. 1908 ani> May 12. 1908.

See illustrations below.

The centre is higher than the edges, thus getting

the full benefit of the friction. There is no counter-

sink or channel for the felt to pack down into.

Write for our Pamphlet illustrating Darning
Lasts, Spring Hoops, Felt Hoops and Plain Hoops.

All of our Hoops are made in both round and oval

shapes.

THE REINKART VARIETIES COMPANY
CAH10N, OHIO, U.S.A.

Liddell's Linens
BIG DROP IN PRICES

Just the time to place orders for

Xmas Trade.

Damask Cloths and

Napkins,
Irish Hand-Embroidered

Bed Spreads,

Sheets, Pillow Cases,

Tea Cloths, etc.

All pure linen and perfect work.

R. H. COSBIE

30 WELLINGTON ST W., TORONTO
Irish Linen Agency

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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LONDON, PARIS, BERLIN, CAPE TOWN NEW YORK,

Raphael Tuck & Sons Company
LIMITED

Publishers by special appointment to Their

Majesties King Edward VII and His

Queen Alexandra

9-17 St. Antoine Street,

Montreal, P.Q.

By Special Appointment

TRADE MARK
Publishers by Royal Warrant

Tuck's Post Cards
are

Trade Creators and Profit Makers
and by Public and Press have been acclaimed " the Aristocrats of

Picture Postcards."

The well-known "Oilette" Series, the "Glosso" Series,

the " Photochrome " Series, etc.

continue to maintain their well-earned supremacy, while the Plate-

Marked Oilettes (an entirely new conception) most beautifully executed
and most charmingly edited, mark the apex of Picture Postcard
Publishing.

Tuck's Post Cards
retail at 15 cents per packet of six, and are sold to the trade at a
liberal discount. Write to-day for Catalogue and full particulars.

Tuck's Holiday Lines
Comprise a wonderful variety of Xmas and New Year Cards, Calen-

dars and Block Calendars, Toy Books and Juveniles, Christmas
and New Year Post Cards, Holly Specialties, Xmas Tree Orna-

ments, etc. etc.

Are You On Our Visiting List?

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Fancy Goods and Notions Department

Leather Bags and Souvenirs.

The retail trade in leather handbags is quiet just at

present. The new balloon bags are among the best sell-

ers, and the Merry Widow bag is also in fair demand.

These bags may be had in a cheap quality, as well as in

the more expensive lines. Alligator bags are also popu-

lar. Metal bags and purses are achieving some popular-

ity, and both the solid case and the woven chain bags

are good sellers.

The souvenir trade is very active at present. Burnt

leather articles are in good demand. These leather

souvenirs come in squaw bags, photo frames, glove, neck-

tie, veiling and handkerchief cases, postal albums, match
scratchers and holders, and in many other attractive

articles.

Indian-made sweet hay goods are
- popular with the

tourists. As yet this season's goods are not on the mar-

ket, those being sold now having been made of last

year's hay. This line of souvenir goods is extensive, in-

cluding baskets of all sorts, fans, mats, etc.

mand is almost entirely for high plain back combs, in

shell or amber.

Merchants are pushing the filet combs, and it is ex-

pected that these will be popular for evening wear.

Since the arrival of hot weather, the wire hair pads

have sold well, also the 18 and 24. inch hair pads. Hair

nets are also in active request, particularly the all-over

nets.

Picture Post Cards.

Many dry goods stores have added a line of picture

postals and have found it profitable. There does not

seem to be any falling off in the postal fad, and the deal-

er who adds a line of postals to his stock is certain to

do a good business in them, provided he carries the right

kind of cards, has prices right, and displays his goods to

advantage.

There seems to be something attractive about a large

1L--

i_i^

Plate Marked Post Cards — Shown by Raphael Tuck, Sons & Co., Limited, Montreal.

Enamelled souvenir goods are still popular. One of

the newest lines in this class of goods is the coin sou-

venirs, with the Canadian coat-of-arms. This is meeting
with considerable favor, and the line includes brooches,

hat pins, scarf pins, etc. The Scotch pebble goods are

much liked by American tourists, and large quantities

are being sold.

The Comb Trade.

Things are quiet in the comb trade at present, par-

ticularly the retail end of it. Wholesalers are receiving

a few Fall orders, but the bulk of the trade will be done
later. The fact that it is between seasons has affected

the trade, and as the social season is over, the demand
for fancy combs for evening wear has almost ceased.

These fancy goods will, in all probability, be strongly in

favor for the Fall and Christmas trade, as retail mer-
chants are stocking then largely. At present the de-

display of picture postals, and customers will pause to

look at postals where there are a lot of cards shown,

when they would not glance at a few, displayed in an

unattractive manner.

Postal cards may be displayed in the fancy goods de-

partment and will draw trade to a store. The stock

should be as varied as possible, including views of the

home city, town or village, other important cities, views

of the country in general, art cards, greeting cards, lea-

ther postals, and good comics, as well as novelty cards,

both comic and otherwise, Such a varied stock as this,

which need not be heavy, even though it is so widely
varied, will contain something to suit every customer,

and the customers who linger in the postal card depart-
ment may be led to make purchases in other lines.

Views are the best sellers. New lines are continually
coming out, and by not buying too large quantities, it is

an easy matter to keep up to date.

Picture post card publishers are most enthusiastic
regarding the outlook for the postal card trade, and to
all appearances it is on a firmer footing than ever be-
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fore. During the history of the fad there have been times

when there was a serious falling off in the trade. This

was due to the fact that the cards issued fell below the

standard from every point uf view. Better class publish-

ers then came to the rescue, and by issuing cards which

were high class in every way, saved the picture postal

trade from an untimely end. By stocking high class pro-

ductions, which appeal to the buyer, and which are a

pleasure to show, the demand may be kept up to the

standard.

*

Jewelry.^

Fancy goods departments are finding that there is an

increasing demand for hand inlaid Italian mosaic in

necklaces, bracelets, pendants, photo frames, etc. The

work is beautifully done, and the colorings are artistic

and effective.

Jet mourning jewelry is selling well, necklaces and

bracelets being in good request. Jet hat pins are used

a great deal at present, also the Japanese effect.

White and pink coral necklaces, both the beads and

the natural coral, seem to be in favor this Summer.

Cameo brooches are also good.

There is an increasing demand for collar spreaders,

caused by the return to high collars, and of these, the

spreaders with the pin fasteners, set with imitation

pearls, are most popular.

In toilet sundries there has been an increased de-

mand for face powders and massage creams, with the ar-

rival of warm weather. The demand for perfumes seems

to be more in the better class goods.

Collar^ Forms Good.

With the increasing favor in which high collars are

held and the assurance that they are going to be the

whole thing got Fall, has come a demand for collar sup-

porters, forms, etc. All of the old and many new ideas

in supporters are shown. One of the best of the new kind

has a white transparent support at the back; and there

are little jewelled studs that are fastened into the bacv

by pressure—like the clasp of a glove. When these are

in place only the studs show at the right side, the sup-

port being invisible when the collar is on the neck. These

supports come in varying heights, short, medium and

long, and can be retailed with good profit at a very mod-

erate price. Most of the wholesale houses are stocking

this supporter.

*

Fancy Goods Trade Improves.

The fancy goods trade is showing some improvement.

Orders for Fall delivery, though not so large as last

year, are encouraging. Trade in the west is quiet, but

there has been a slight improvement of late. Taken as a

whole, prospects are good for an average Fall trade.

The Christmas wholesale trade has not, so far, been

up to the average, this being due to the fact that retail-

ers placed heavy orders for the Christmas trade, 1907,

anticipating as good, if not a better demand, than form-

erly. As a result of unsettled conditions there was a

serious falling off, and a great deal of stock had to be

carried over. It is expected that while there will not be

so many large orders for the Fall and Christmas trade,

there will be a great many good sorting orders.

NovellAdvertising Scheme.

(From our own correspondent).

Chatham, June 27.—A Chatham retailer, George

Meynell, is making use of a novel advertising scheme in

connection with his clothing business. He is offering five

free trips to the Toronto Exhibition to the five people

collecting the largest number of Meynell' s cash register

checks, between June 13 and Augiist 25. The five winners

are to have an absolutely free trip, including "two days'

railway fare, hotel bill and two admission tickets to Ex-

hibition grounds."

The scheme is a variation of that largely used by

Ontario newspapers during recent years for the purpose

of building up their circulation. A local newspaper has

just concluded a "Trip to Montreal" contest, and this

may have inspired Mr. Meynell to imitate.

In his announcement, Mr. Meynell says :

—"These free

trips are given not as a fad or fake scheme, but the plan

is based on hard, common sense and sound business prin-

ciples. We believe thoroughly in the cash system. It

saves us many dollars in useless accounts. We had far

rather give away a large amount outright than to lose

more on useless accounts, for in this way we get the

benefit of the advertising. Cash means great saving to

ourselves in buying. . . . The lucky ones will be the

five people who have the greatest amount shown on our

register checks either (1) for cash purchases, (2) money

paid on account."

Only checks dated between June 13 and August 25 are

available for the purposes of the contest. Checks must

be handed in on August 26, neatly tied and with total

amount plainly written on the outside. An error of $1

or more in adding promptly disqualifies a candidate.

Checks are transferable.

The contest has been liberally advertised, and its out-

come will be watched with interest. If the newspaper

contests are any criterion, it should bring in the money.

Certainly some of these contests have had a marvellous

effect in the way of gathering in bad accounts. Mr.

Meynell is at a disadvantage in not having the same

means as the newspaper has of keeping the interest at

the boiling point.

A Customs Ruling.

An important ruling has been given recently by the

Canadian Board of Customs, affecting textile manufac-

turers in Canada. It is as follows : Machinery of a class

or kind not made in Canada and parts thereof, adapted

for use in manufacturing fibrous materials up to and in-

cluding the operations of weaving, knitting, braiding and

finishing fabrics of fibrous materials ready for the mar-

ket, except when such machinery is otherwise free of

duty—in effect from June 9th, 1908, British preferential

tariff rate, 10 per cent.; general tariff rate, 10 per cent.

HENRY A. ELIASOPH
74 Alliance Bldg., St. James St. MONTREAL

SHOWING LINES FOR

ALOIS SCHWEIGER, Ltd., VIENNA

If interested in European lines of Fancy Goods
and Novelties, etc.," etc., see these samples.
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It's Time to Think of

Fancy Back =1 Side Combs
for Fall

Our line includes the latest salable ideas.

We are always producing novelties. RIGHT NOW we can supply

you with an assortment. Selected cartons to retail

at 25c, 50c, 75c and $1.00.

Granby Manufacturing Co.
Originators of Combs That Sell GfSHlby QllC

HOLIDAY

LEATHER GOODS
On July 1st our travellers start for

their fall trip and will show the

greatest collection of Leather Goods

ever shown in Canada.

Dressing Cases will he shown in

greater variety, and buyers will note

that our prices are fully a third lower

than imported cases, and the quality

of fittings about twice as good.

Wholesale Catalogue mailed lo any Dealer on request.

^e Julian Sale Leather Goods Co., imm
105 King Street West, - - - Toronto

When writing advertisers please mention The Re~ie7v
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Good Fall Cotton Business

PREPARE ACCORDINGLY

Our Faith in a prosperous Fall season for the

retailer and manufacturer is proven by the

broader variety shown in all lines of Cottons.

Many and varied are the present indications for

a prosperous season.

See that your supply of Canadian wrapperettes

and staple cottons is sufficient to meet the demand.

Values are very much in Your Favor

Your wholesaler will appreciate and you will

avoid disappointment by filling in adequate fall

requirements now.

DOMINION

®m
IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

The Staples Department occupying left side of aisle in the Store of D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph.

Improvement in Fall Demand.

Prices of cotton in the United States have shown a

slight increase of late, and while Canadian goods have

not advanced in price, they seem to have touched bot-

tom. At present prices are firmer, and an increase is

looked for. The prospects for a good trade in staples are

very hopeful. The promising crop outlook is inducing

merchants to take an optimistic view of conditions, and

both wholesaler and retailer is looking forward to a

heavy Fall trade.

Buying has been more active during the past few

weeks, there being an increase in the number of orders.

Last year retailers bought heavily in staple lines, but

had to carry a great deal of their stocks over. Orders

now coming in cover nearly all lines of goods, indicating

that stocks, generally, are getting very low. These

orders are mostly small, but are well distributed. A few

large orders have been placed for Spring, 1909, but the

majority of merchants are feeling their way.

This general tendency on the part of the retailers to

delay placing Fall orders has made it necessary for the

wholesalers to buy cautiously, while the mills in turn

are manufacturing for orders, and are carrying only a

very limited stock. This state of affairs means that if

there should come a rush of orders a little later, every-

one will be calling for goods, and there will be a decided

shortage. The wholesalers are carrying a fair amount of

stock, but in case of a rush would soon be cleared out.

English goods are quiet. That prices have about reach-

ed rock bottom seems to be the opinion of agents on this

side. An important feature of the cotton trade at pres-

ent is that Canadian wholesalers are placing fewer orders
with English firms than in other years. This means that-

Canadian mills will be called upon to supply the amount
of goods that in former years had come from the Euro-
I'cin markets, as well as the usual demand, and if busi^

ness picks up, as there seems to be every probability that

it will do, they will be unable to fill all orders, and it is

firmly believed that there will be a serious shortage.

Wrapperettes and Flannelettes.

Wrapperettes for Fall delivery have been doing pretty

well during the past few weeks. The demand for these

has been fairly active, with the prices in favor of the

buyer. Stripes and fancy patterns are in good demand.
Flannelettes have been active sellers, compared with

other lines of staples. Comparatively large orders have

been received for Fall delivery, and travelers are booking

a great many orders in this line. Stripes and Saxonies

are in the most active demand. Prices favor buyers.

Ginghams Satisfactory.

This season's trade in dress ginghams has been very

satisfactory. These goods are being used largely this

Summer, and a great many repeat orders in these lines

have been received by wholesalers. On account of the

scarcity of dress linens there has been a call for drills,

ducks and jeans.

Some dealers report that the demand for apron ging-

hams has been better than ever before. Shirting ginghams
have had an average season, having been in good request,

and orders for Fall delivery are satisfactory.

Denims are doing well. Black has the first call, while
other colors are also in good demand. These goods are

a little easier in price than a year ago, but indications

seem to point to a return to last year's prices. Sales
for the Summer were good.

On account of the drop in the prices of tickings in

the United States, there has been a slight reduction here.

The chief call in tickings seems to be for the recognized
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brands. On the whole business in these lines is rather

quiet.

Retailers are ordering large quantities of grey and
white cotton, and it would appear that stocks in these

lines are very low, judging by the orders which the whole-
salers are receiving for them. Last year grey and white
cottons were bought heavily, but stocks have be^n re-

duced to small quantities.

A good business is being done in made-up sheets, both
plain and hemstitched. Ready-made pillow slips are good
sellers, and an increasing trade is being done in both of

these lines.

*

Linens.

Though there are signs of improvement in the linen

trade ordering for Fall is by no means upon a liberal

scale, and this condition holds in spite of the very ma-
terial drop in prices.

Dress linens, as before noted, have done well, more

colors being taken than for many seasons. This is due

to the fact that a great improvement has taken place in

the dying of linens. Striped linens are high style, and

are expected to be even better next Spring than they

have been this season.

In household linens the introduction of individual

towels has been a very successful innovation. There has

been a very considerable inquiry and a fair sale of this

sensible novelty. They come in several styles and in all-

over and bordered towels.

For the holiday trade in art linens, tea cloths, tray

cloths, doileys, etc., Cluny still maintains its interest.

New patterns are to hand and at the prevailing prices

these goods are specially attractive. New lines and new
price lists are showing in Irish embroidered goods in bed

spreads, pillow shams, five o'clock tea cloths, and all the

usual lines.

Advices from Ireland record some improvement. Short
time, however, rules. There is little that is new to say

about yarn. The home trade is somewhat better, and
there is more prospect of business with the States.

Manufacturing in July.

At the annual meeting of the Mount Royal Spinning
Co., Ltd., of Montreal, held at the office of the com-
pany, it was reported by the president, Wm. C. Mclntyre,
that the company's main building and storehouse are

completed, and that the installation of machinery had
commenced. It was also reported that manufacturing
will begin in July.

No pains have been spared in the building and equip-

ment of this mill to make it of the most up-to-date char-
acter, calculated to produce cottons at the lowest per-

centage of cost. Until the bleachery is complete'd, the

company will make grey cottons of various kinds.

The mill, when the machinery is completely installed,

will contain 50,000 spindles and 1,200 looms, and will

employ in the neighborhood of 750 hands.

The company's plant is located on the canal bank,

St. Paul, with ample facilities for shipping, and receiv-

ing, by water and rail, and the employment of so many
hands will mean a great deal to the town of St. Paul.

The old board of directors was re-elected as follows:

—

President, Wm. C. Mclntyre ; vice-president, Jas. W.
Pyke ; directors, T. E. Hodgson, F. W. Molson, J. H.
Burland, A. Racine, ('. W. Trenholme, B. Tooke ; man-
aging director, Wm. T. Whitehead ; secretary-treasurer,

W. S. Barker.

Hemmed and HemstitcHed

SHEETS
7/4_10/4 all Qualities

Hemmed and Hemstitched

PILLOW SLIPS
All sizes, all qualities.

Goods carried in stock at all offices.

Get samples and prices of Laurentian Hem-
med Sheets and Slips and prove the Laur-
entian way is the way to handle sheetings.

Your customers appreciate it. Your invest-

ment is smaller, your profit greater. The
goods are made right—boxed attractively.

There is no loss in yardage when handling

Sheetings the Laurentian way.

Pillow

Cases

packed

1 dozen

per box.

Sheets

packed

3 pair

per

box.

Attractive Show Cards upon Request.

Laurentian Whitewear Co., Levis, P.Q.
Montreal Office

:

703 Mark Fisher Bldg.

Z. P. BENOIT

Toronto Office

:

715 Empire Bldg.

W. A. McARTHUR
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"The Radiant Sheen on Opaline Surpasses Silk." *

t

Why Wear Silk Linings?

OPALINE is no ordinary mercerised calico, but a sateen-de-lux and a J

lining par-excellence. It is spun and woven in Lancashire by highly skilled
*

operatives, on machinery of the most up-to-date type, and only the very best \

Egyptian cotton is used in its manufacture. Then it 'is dyed by a new patent J

process, and mercerised and schreinerised by the Bradford Dyers' Association, who i

guarantee its unique, permanent, silky lustre. Every stage of its manufacture is
J

carried out under the personal supervision of one of the leading experts in England.
J

The peculiar humid climate of the Manchester district, and the wonderful t

deftness and skill of its mill operatives—apart from many other local advantages

—

{

makes it an impossibility for any other country in the world to reach such perfection
J

in the manufacture of fine cotton goods. t

"THE QUEEN" says :-

"To describe Opaline as a superior sateen scarcely gives an

adequate idea of its appearance, which is really that of silk,

while the touch is equally deceptive, and one of the chief points

is that the radiant sheen obtained does NOT wash off.

Unquestionably it is the best thing of the kind ever produced."

Samples are always in the hands cf our Canadian representatives, and we

also send samples and quotations by mail when requested.

We only supply large importers and quick payers who can appreciate

extra value and surprisingly keen prices.

j. ca n. philips ca co.
35 CHURCH STREET

MANCHESTER. - ENGLAND

Mills—CHeadle and Tean.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

i OPALINE is a durable high-class fabric, a satisfactory silk substitute, t

i indelible, clear and brilliant, and puts all similar makes in the shade. It is got up

J
in a tasteful and artistic manner to please the most exacting Dry Goods Dealer, and

J
the endless variety of fashionable shades will satisfy his most fastidious *

\
lady customer. *
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TO THE TRADE

ALL PRINTS sold by the lead-

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

The Calico Printers' Assn. Ltd.

Manchester, England
to be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality

l~

No other quality will bear this mark.
Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to j

\ Season.
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Established 1791.

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, Nainsooks,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready-made Sheets,
(Plain or hemstitched)

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes
of the highest quality.

N.B. SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers,

PRESTON. MANCHESTER. LONDON, ENGLAND.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review,
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Jaeger Pure Wool

Fall Underwear

A BIG HARVEST means BIG
BUSINESS for you, and your
customers will require Good Goods

—

STANDARD and Well Advertised

goods like Jaeger Pure Wool will

bring you increasing trade.

Our name and reputation of 25 years,

is behind the goods.

Underwear, Knitted Waistcoats, Golf

Coats, Sweaters, Dressing Gowns,
Hosiery, Gloves, Caps, Slippers.

Pure Undyed Camel Hair Rugs,
Blankets and Sleeping Bags a

Specialty.

Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woollen System Co., Lid.

Wholesale Warehouse, 301 St. James Street, MONTREAL

When writing advertiser:, please mention The Review
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

Hosiery for Fall.

The tendency in ladies' hosiery for Fall is towards

plain colors. The embroidered and other fancy hosiery is.

waning in its popularity, and the future will see a de-

creasing call for open-work hose. This is the distinctive

feature of the hosiery situation, so far as styles are con-

cerned. Tans, which have led strongly for Summer, will

again be the leader for Fall, for ordinary wear. Later,

for evening wear, the lighter colors, to match shoes and

dress, in white, helio, blue, etc., will be seen in the silk

and lisle goods.

There is a tendency towards a stiffening in price in

the primary hosiery markets, and, while It is not prob-

able that there will be an immediate increase in quota-

tion figures, the feeling of strength developed will, in all

probability, be of such a character that it will effectual-

ly check any further reductions which might have been

contemplated.

In the United States and in the European markets

there is a strong inclination towards higher prices and

this condition is bound to be experienced here.

Those, therefore, who have withheld their orders for

Fall, in the expectation that prices will be materially

lower, may well consider whether they are acting wisely

by maintaining that attitude ; an attitude, it must be

said, not warranted by a knowledge of the situation.

The Summer selling of hosiery, now over, so far as

the great bulk of business is concerned, has been of a

satisfactory character, and in most cases, retailers will

close the season's business with small stocks.

While many wholesalers have had to complain that

the sales of hosiery for Summer have not been so large

as a year ago, the fact that stocks in the hands of the

retailers are now low ; much lower than they were a

year ago, practically guarantees that the business for

1909, will, under ordinarily healthy general business con-

ditions, be of a most satisfactory nature. Conservative

business men expect that next year, if the crops are fav-

orable, will see the best year's business in dry goods

lines, in the history of the trade in Canada.

There seems good reason to believe that this will be

specially applicable to the hosiery departments.

*

Spring Underwear Prospects.

Wholesalers are not buying underwear for Spring of

1909, though in many cases lines for that season have

been shown them. Conditions are not sufficiently settled

to warrant them in placing orders, in their estimation,

and it is probable that it will be some weeks yet before

they will close contracts for Spring del vcries. They will

want to wait until the crop prospects—upon which busi-

ness conditions will largely turn—before placing orders.

On the question of prices for Spring, there is some
little difference of opinion. One buyer told The Review
that he expected prices to be about the same, though he

anticipated that the quality would be better in most
cases. Another buyer expressed it as his opinion that

the quotations to wholesalers would be lower. This opin-

ion was based upon information gained from manufac-

turers here and representatives of British makers. He
believed . that the prices would be about the same as

those prevailing for the Spring of 1907, subsequent to

which there was an increase on most lines.

When it is sajd that there will probably be an easing

off in prices, this does not mean that prices which have

been cut to get rid of lines on which some particular

wholesaler or manufacturer was over-stocked, would be

discounted. This statement refers to prices under normal
conditions, and on lines which cuts have been made will

undoubtedly be firmer.

*

The Underwear Situation.

Seasonable weather during the past month has had a

good effect on trade in Summer underwear, both for men
and women, and, as a consequence, retailers are finding

themselves in a much better position, so far as their knit

goods department is concerned, than they were a year

ago, when, after an unseasonable month they were left

with a stock of Summer underwear beyond their require-

ments for the season.

No such conditions prevail at the present time. For
one reason, retailers did not buy as heavily for Summer-
season this year as they did a year ago, and they start-

ed the selling with smaller stocks.

In many cases repeats on ladies' and children's un-

derwear were given as the season's selling developed, and
wholesalers have done a good sorting trade in these

lines.

There was practically no change in prices from those

prevailing a year ago, though in some isolated cases lots

were secured at a slight reduction. This was, however,
by no means general, and cannot be accepted as describ-

ing the conditions in the market as a whole.

The fact that the underwear departments have made
a good showing this season will, no doubt, have a ma-
terial effect upon the volume of business placed for Fall

delivery.

When samples were sent out early in the Spring, tra-

velers found a strong disinclination to give placing or-

ders, and when under pressure such an order was given,

it was invariably for a much smaller quantity than last

year. At that time there was over the trade a depress-

ing influence, which accounted largely for this decrease in

business. With the improvement effected through the sea-

sonable weather and the excellent crop prospects, retail-

ers are naturally feeling in better humor, and in many
cases have supplemented their first orders, to such an
extent that it is felt that in the end the underwear sold

for Fall will go but little short of that of a year ago.

There is little doubt, too, that a strong factor in the

present situation is the conviction that, with the

strengthening in the wool prices in primary markets, the

present quotations on wool underwear may not stand,

and that there will probably be a readjustment on an
upward basis.

It is reasonable to assume that the present prices,

which are low, will not be long allowed to stand, and
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this fact is to a large extent responsible for the increased

activity in the trade, so far as future business is con-

cerned.

Manufacturers working on lines for Fall, and depend-

ing on the orders received from the wholesalers, have not

had any difficulty in filling them. The orders they have

received have been in proportion to those which have been

given the wholesalers. The prospects for repeats and

rush orders for the Canadian mills during the next few

months are good.

*

Knitting Company's Meeting.

The annual meeting of the shareholders of the Oxford

Knitting Company was held in Woodstock recently, when

the report of the board of directors, covering the opera-

tions of the company for the past year, was presented.

A dividend of 6 per cent, had been paid, and the business

of the company was reported to be in a satisfactory con-

dition. The question of erecting a new building will be

taken up in the Fall.

The retiring board of directors was re-elected, as fol-

lows :—E. W. Nisbet, president ; John Butler, vice-presi-

dent, and Col. John White, and K. Harvey and H. A.

Little.

Good Hosiery Season.

Perhaps there never was a season when there was

such a wide variety of colors and patterns in men's half-

hose shown as during the present Summer. Colored half-

hose has had a splendid sale, and that the tendency has

been distinctly towards a higher quality of goods is the

experience of practically every dealer. Tans, of course,

have had first place in men's hose, as they have for

ladies' wear, and the popularity of this color has been

closely followed by greys, with checkings and embroidered

in silk.

The half-dollar lines have sold the best among the

majority of the better dealers, and there seems to have

been little or no expectation on the part of the buyer of

paying less than the figure which has become popular for

men's half-hose.

Speaking generally, it cannot be said that the trade

in these goods, at retail, has been anything else but good,

those dealers who have stooked the better goods having

done exceedingly well with them.

*

Strong Golfer Season.

Golfers have passed from the novelty stage and are

now recognized as staple lines, no dry goods store pro-

prietor, with pretensions to being thoroughly modern

would think of neglecting to stock these goods. While

at the present time there is no great demand for them

at retail, with the approach of Fall—and it is with

future conditions that this department deals principally

—

they will, in all probability, be more popular than ever,

and women who are in touch with the dictates of fashion

will expect to see in up-to-date stores a range of these

goods.

The styles of golfers for Fall will show no material

change from those which prevailed last season. Lengths

will be medium, and garments with sleeves will be favor-

ed. The strapped Norfolk jacket will be worn, but it

will by no means monopolize the attention.

A wide latitude will be allowed, when it comes to

colors, and it cannot be said that any one color will

dominate.

Effects of German Strike.

Advices from Europe regarding the strike which has

been on for several weeks throughout the hosiery dis-

tricts of Germany indicate that the end is not in sight,

with prospects of its continuing for at least three months.

The result is that very few goods can be obtained from

German manufacturers outside of Chemnitz. This strike,

with its five thousand idle operatives, will inevitably

bring about two results ; first, a much stiffer market,

and, second, a scarcity of the cheaper grades of hosiery,

probably a decrease of from one-half to two-thirds of the

usual production of the cheaper stuff.

Push Bathing Suits.

At Summer resorts, merchants who cater to the tour-

ist and holiday-makers' trade should do well with a good

line of knitted bathing suits. They are made in attrac-

tive colors, and a good two-piece line, with belt, will

sell to those wanting something specially nice, and able

to pay for it. With the greater part of what promises

to be an unusually hot Summer ahead of us, dealers have

a good opportunity of stocking a few of these suits at

different prices, and if they are featured properly should

be productive of business.

Preston Merchant Honored.

B. W. Zieman, tailor and men's furnisher, of Preston,

has been honored by election to the presidency of the On-
tario Ketail Merchants' Association. At the annual con-

vention <>f this association held recently at Gait, Mr. Zie-

man was elevated from the office of first vice-president to

that of the chief executive officer. He has for a number
of years taken a deep interest in the Retail Merchants'

Association, and this interest and the work he has done,

are given recognition by his fellow-merchants.

An Announcement of Sur-

passing Interest is

made on Page 167
this Issue of Dry

Goods Review

HANSON'S

WOOLLEN SOCKS
G. E. HANSON HULL, QUE.
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IINSHrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men
made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP
(For extra warmth)

also bears St. George trade mark for your

protection and ours.

"Will it Wear?"

"Will it Shrink?"

99% of your customers ask those

questions about the underwear they

buy.

Are you sure that the Underwear you
handle will wear and will not shrink.

Stanfield's Unshrinkable Underwear

is the Underwear that you can

depend on to please customers.

It will make friends for your store and

make money for you. Do you know
Stanfield's Underwear—the underwear

that is absolutely unshrinkable—that

you can guarantee unconditionally and

know that it will live up to your

guarantee ? Write us, so we can

arrange to have the Stanfield Man call

on you.

Stanfield's Limited
TRURO, - N.S.

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound

of cure.

We think as much of our little red trade-

mark as the Treasury thinks of its seal.

We don't stick it on as a mere ornament

—

it stands for something.

And that "something" is this; we guarantee

every

NAZARETH
WAIST

absolutely perfect.

Been looking these last twenty-one years for

somebody to guarantee the nit waists that

are said to "look like"

NAZARETH
WAISTS

looking yet.

In the meantime, order knit waists liberally,

but see that they carry this little trouble

preventer.

ANY
GOOD

JOBBER

$m$^$^
350 Broadway, New York

Mills at Nazaretk, Pa.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA

:

Maximum Gomfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

theWEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFEOTION
IN FOOTWEAR

R. HENDERSON & CO.

MONTREAL and TORONTO

Manufactured by

W.RAVEN&CO.,Ltd.

Leicester, Eng.

Hosiery

can be

no Better

than its

Dye
And dye—black

dye—can be no bet-

ter than Louis
Hermsdorf's. It is

imperative to the
success of your
hosiery department
to sell only those
black stockings
that are guaranteed
fast black and
pure dye by
Hermsdorf's signa-
ture on the toes.

Write for " The Story of a Successful Hosiery Week'
48 pages of business-vitalizing sug-

gestions. It's free.

J^tu^^imdijlo^

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony
American Bureau : Thirty-ninth Street Building

New York

WOLSEY
Pure Wool

UnsHrinKable Underwear
Pure wool unshrinkable underwear.

Every garment guaranteed by the

manufacturers. Jobbers now show-

ing Fall 1908 samples.

Crescent
ipand ^

Hosiery and Underwear

So Lennard
& Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLINO AOENT3

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bld«., Wellington St. W. TORONTO, ONT.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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In

The
Business

Marathon

sa SURE WINNER
Put Your Money on the Winner.

EAGLE KNITTING CO., Limited

Hamilton, - - Ontario.

"HYGEIAN" WAISTS ARE WINNERS TOO

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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0^^

WMw Adams' Lock-Stitch Hose
KtSmfOB

y-'W'*
—*^ Satisfactory Stockings, sizes 4 in. to 10 in., Pure Cash-

til
mere. The Lock-Stitch, seamless heels and toes, 10 fold

H knees, 6 fold ankles are some of their good features.

$§I$ij| They're economical because they wear.

Wfflf Adams
1

Lock-Stitch Hose brings you best results.

SB Ask your wholesaler for these goods. Full

'

- particulars of the line from our agents.

Jmfflsk

W A. E. Adams & Co.
A *en,s

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.,
Manufacturers 301 St James St> Montrea i.

LEICESTER, - ENGLAND 33 Melinda St., Toronto.

UNSHRINKABLE WOOL

NDERWEA
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
' STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
iiside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GA MENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only—
Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

THE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWE
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7)rjy/e

ATUNSHRINKABLEtt
Sf Trade AfarK.

In Summer Time
Prepare for Winter
—which means it would be "the

wise move" to book your Pen-

Angle order for Medium and

Heavy Weight Underwear at your

earliest convenience. Remember,
No. 95 stands for the biggest-sell-

ing line of medium weight Natur-

al Wool Underwear on the market.

PENMANS,
PARIS-

Limited

CANADA

Hot Weather Isn't It?

Our Swiss Ribbed
Vests, however, will

enable Ladies to feel

cool.

We can supply houses

quickly with Ladies' and
Children's Summer Un-
derwear because it is our

specialty.

Our goods are the neatest,

whitest and finest made in

Canada.

THE OXFORD KNITTING CO.,
LIMITED

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

THe «3 Leading Styles of

INFANTS' HOSE
Made in Canada. Every pair guaranteed by the manufacturers.

Little Pet Litte Daisy Little Darling'

Fine Seamless Cashmere, One and one rib Cashmere, One and one rib Cashmere,

double heel and toe. double heel and toe. silk heel and toe.

Made in sizes 4 to 7. Made in sizes 4 to &}4. Made in sizes 4 to 7.

Black, Cardinal, Tan, Cream, Pink Black, Cardinal, Tan, Cream, Pink

and Sky. and Sky.Black, Cardinal, Tan and Cream

Manufactured for the wholesale trade only, by the

CHipman-Holton Knitting Company, Hamilton
E. H. Walsh & Co., Toronto, Sole Selling' Agents

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Never before has such a range of fine knitted

goods been offered to the Canadian trade, as that

which we are offering this season. Among the

best selling lines are Ladies' Knitted Coats, Men's

Knitted Coats, Men's Fancy Knitted Vests,

Monarch Knitted Neckties.

Our Fall Catalogue will be ready for distri-

bution about the 1st of August. Every re-

tailer in Canada should have one. If you do
not receive same promptly, drop us a card

and it will be mailed to you at once.

The Monarch Knitting Co. Ltd.
Dunnville, Ont.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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This is a Page About Profit

There is a tendency among' the public to demand unshrinkable

underwear. At the same time, the public is justly skeptical

about much of the alleged unshrinkable underwear which

is offered. Consequently, the merchant who offers to sell

really unshrinkable underwear, and backs up his offer with

»"CEETEE
Unshrinkable Underwear

is sure of destroying his customers' skepticism and earning their

lasting approval and confidence. We sell "CEETEE" under a

guarantee that we will promptly replace any garment which does

not come up to our claims. Ceetee is made in India Gauze (med-

ium and heavy weights) Silk and Wool. Lamb's Wool and Merino.

The ideal underwear for women and children is

Perfect Fitting

Elastic Ribbed Underwear
It meets the demand for an underwear of refined daintiness,

perfect fit and soft surface better than any other on the market.

It is positively warranted not to irritate the skin of the

tenderest infant. If you stock this brand it will undoubtedly

prove itself the leading seller of your women's and children's

underwear counters.

We want your orders ! And these lines of underwear

are of that quality which will make you our permanent,

profit making friend. Write us to-day for prices.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Limited
GALT, - - ONTARIO

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review
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AWAY WITH THE DUMPS !

1908 is to be crowned with abundant prosperity. The crops of Canada are flourishing like

any number of "Green Bay Trees." Your customers will buy more

High Grade

Knit Underwear
than ever. Are you prepared for the brisk demand that is sure to come? The wise drygoods-

man will cover his requirements fully without delay. If you wait till the season opens it will be

difficult to get the goods.

WRITE OUR REPRESENTATIVES
FOR OUR ATTRACTIVE QUOTATIONS.

REPRESENTATIVES:
ONTARIO : C. & A. G. Clarke, Empire Bldg., Wellington St., Toronto.

QUEBEC : L. A. Prevost, 209a McGill St., Montreal.

MANITOBA : A. J. Snell, Box 705, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Geo. A. Campbell, P.O. Box 1026, Vancouver, B.C.

MARITIME PROVINCES : G. A. Woodill. 70 Granville St., Halifax, Nova Scotia.

The Peerless Underwear Co., Hamilton,Ont

WtP&R-

WNj^ev^g^

DO YOU KNOW OUR GOODS ?

ALL KINDS

OF

Knitted

Goods

Those who do speak

highly in their praise.

We are anxious to show
them to you. If you have

not received an advance

card from one of our

travellers, write us. We
will arrange for you to

see our line of eye-open-

ing values.

Tweeds,

Yarns,

Etc,

Thomas Waterhouse & Company, Limited

INCERSOLL • ONTARIO
W. M. Angus & Co., Agents, Toronto.

Frank W. Nelles & Co., Agents, Montreal.

For Fall Delivery you should

order now a complete line of

our Mens Nova Scotia Pure
Wool Underwear. It's the

line that will pull big business

for you this coming Fall and
Winter. Made of very fine,

soft wool, in the popular

elastic ribbed style. Perfect

fitting, unshrinkable, and
bears our Hewson oval trade-

mark — a guarantee of ex-

cellence.

H EWSON
WOOLEN
MILLS, Limited,

Amherst, - N.S.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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HOSIERY
" The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell" man is out with

a complete range of Worsted, Cash-

mere and Cotton Hosiery that is

hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.
Limited

Clinton, Ontario

HEALTH BRAND

See samples particularly of Ruben's

and Brownie Vests.

Health Brand covers the following

lines: COMBINATIONS for

Ladies, Misses and Children.

VESTS for Ladies, Misses and

Children. CORSET COVERS.
BLACK TIGHTS.

Place your orders now to ensure

prompt delivery.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

An Old Established Firm
(30 years) of Dress Goods Manufacturers and Mer-
chants in Bradford, England, beg to offer their
services as

Exclusive Buying Agents
to a good Canadian Wholesale House. We are in
touch with all the leading manufacturers in England,
and thoroughly acquainted with requirements of
Canadian markets, good financial standing, ware-
housing, packing on premises, etc., exceptional re-

ferences, address in confidence to Box No. 7.

DRY GOODS REVIEW, MONTREAL

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.G.

London, England.MACKINLAY & GO.

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia

:

1906

Canada Other Countries T(»tal

Cosies, Cushions, etc. £ 495 £ 154,047 ;£ 154.542
Curtains 190 87,675 87,865
Fancy Goods 313 279,452 279,765
Piece Goods, Cotton

and Linen 11,894 3,297,724 3,309 618
Flannelettes 1,088 251,965 253,653
Boots and Shoes 4,951 114,003 118,954
Rubber Sand Shoes 2,319 47,998 50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York
Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing: Offices

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

IVhen writing advertisers please mention The Review
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British Columbia Hopeful.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Vancouver, B.C., June 27.—The first two weeks of

June were fine and warm, and a distinct difference was
noticed in the dry goods trade in the cily. It broughl on

the demand for wash fabrics which has been holding' back

all Spring because of the slow season. Even now the cud
weather is on us again, which is apt to bring us back to

where we were before the short spell of real Summer.
General sorting is fair. The outlook is fairly good, and

there is a better feeling in the trade consequent on the

prospective good crops. The dry goods line, as well as all

general lines of business in British Columbia, is affected

by conditions east of the mountains. Lack of wheat there

means lack of cash, and lack of cash brings in its train

slow business here. Dealers are optimistic concerning

what will take place once normal conditions once more
obtain. There is no special trade noticed from the North,

beyond the ordinary season's business.

A. W. Johnson, brother of A. M. Johnson, who pur-

chased the interest in Greenshields & Co., is expected to

arrive here the last of this week. He has only recently

returned from a trip to the Old Country, where he went
immediately after the deal was concluded.

John Pierey and A. J. Morris, two Victoria men, ex-

pect to be doing business in Prince Rupert by July 15th

under the name of the J. Piercy-Morris Company. They
will have a wholesale warehouse to handle all lines of dry

g Is, including men's furnishings. Both Mr. Morris and

Mr. Pierey have gone East to purchase stock. Mr. Pierey

has been associated in the dry goods business in Victoria

with F. A. Pauline, and now that the partnership has been

dissolved the firm name will be Pauline & Co., Mr. Pauline

continuing in the active management. The change in the

personnel will not affect the conduct of the business.

David Spencer, Ltd., which has large stores in both

Victoria and Vancouver, is gradually enlarging into the

departmental store. For a long time the business was con-

fined to extensive dry goods, but other lines, such as

books, etc., have been added. The latest in connection

with the Victoria store is a commodious restaurant, such

as are found in the departmental stores in the East.

James Stark, of James Stark & Sons, is expected back
shortly from a purchasing trip to the Old Country.

Quebec Merchants' Opportunity.

During this month the merchants of Quebec, both

wholesale and retail, will have, opportunities for doing

business of a different character than any they have ever

enjoyed before. The present month will see a greater

number of visitors in the ancient city than at any previ-

ous time in its history. They will be attracted there by

a most unique event, the celebration of the three hun-

dredth birthday of the city, and connected with it will be

the holding of a pageant, the first ever held on this con-

tinent. In this pageant 4,000 persons, many of them
descendants of the original participants, will take part.

Frank Lascelles, who was master of the pageant at

Oxford last year, has been engaged to conduct that at

Quebec. He has given a brief outline of his plans as fol-

lows :

—

"On the bank of the river Jacques Cartier will plant

his cross and read to the assembled Indians the very

words he read on the banks of the Lairet 400 years ago.

Then down to the river he will go, taking with him the

Algonquin chief ; and, their wild dances hushed, the In-

dians will accompany him to the boat, and paddle away

in their canoes as he sets out on his journey back to

France. Then you will be transplanted to the gardens of

Fontainbleau, to the proud court of Francois I. Ladies

and gentlemen, courtiers, and knights, habited in the

costume of the time, will come into view, while Jacques
Cartier, at the command of his King, recounts his dis-

covery of the great, western country. Then some years

pass by and at the court of another King, Henri IV., we
see Champlain receiving his commission to set out on
his journey of discovery, where the brave Cartier had
been in the century preceding. We are transported again

to see Champlain in other scenes of his life in the new
country and the new city he has founded. So we pass

on in quickly varying sequence through many historic

scenes, the arrival of the Jesuits, and of Mother Marie,

the founder of the Ursulines.

"We are shown "Dollard, the hero of Montreal, with
his band of the faithful sixteen making a stand against

the hordes of savages, and so sa\jng Canada. The furious

Indian battle will be seen before our eyes, the little fort

with its brave occupants will stand out against the flight

of arrows and the furious onslaught of the Iroquois. Un-
til at last the brave fight of the heroes comes to an end

and a heap of ashes is all that is left. Then on to a

stately scene in which will figure one of the saints of

old time, the noble and venerable Monseigneur de Laval,

who, surrounded with all the state and ceremony of an

ecclesiastical prince, will receive the official representative

of the King
;
blazing in many colored uniforms the Mar-

tinis de Tracy will pay his homage to the church ; then

Daumont de St. Lusson takes possession—in the name of

the King of France—of the country of the west ; Fron-
tenac receives at the Chateau St. Louis the envoy of Sir

William Phipps ; until at last in one great final scene,

the like of which taxes one's imagination to the utmost,

we shall see our common ancestors side by side, as they

have been ever since, in one of the greatest assemblies

that the heart of man can conceive. In one great group
will be gathered all of the historical characters who have

played their parts in the various scenes and beyond them
some thousands of soldiers of France, of England, and of

America sent to do honor to this great tercentenary

celebration."

In preparation for the thousands of visitors to the

city, the majority of whom will be prepared to spend
their money, the majority of the merchants are making
plans ; souvenir goods will command a large sale, and
these are being largely stocked. The celebration should

prove a good advertisement for Quebec, and will, no
doubt, be a profitable one for its merchants.

Improvement in Business.

That business is improving in almost every branch of

hade is evident to those who have studied the situation.

One of the signs of this improvement is the fact that

manufacturers of packing cases are busier than they have
been in several months. Packing cases are not required

unless goods are being shipped, and if there is a more gen-

eral movement of goods, business must necessarily be im-

proving. One Toronto manufacturer of cases stated to

The Review that while business had fallen off about one-

third over that of a year ago, it had commenced to im-

prove, and this improvement had made it possible to

again operate his factory at full time.

Transportation companies also report an increased

amount of shipping, a fact which indicates that business

is again approaching normal conditions,
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Have
You
Seen
Stars?

No. 2019

Our Salesmen Are Showing

a Prettier Range than Ever.

It Will Pay You to See Them

Before Buying.

No. 2518

Quality of Material

Care in Making

Perfection of Fit

Correctness of Style

Combine to place Star Blouses

IN THE FRONT RANK

The Star Whitewear Mfg. Co.

BERLIN, ONT. No. 2004

I] hen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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The Ready-to-Wear Garment Department

Fall Prospects.

While -Fall orders for all classes of ready-to-wear gar-

ments, especially from the larger centres, are not satis-

factory, manufacturers feel that this month retailers will

recognize that further delay is actually dangerous. It is

essential for merchants to open the season with a good

showing of the new styles, even if the amount of goods

carried over from last Fall is heavy. It is not possible

to expect high class garments to be turned out in a few

days, and with the favorable Fall prospects practically

assured, the time for hesitancy is past.

Styles changes are marked, and retailers, for their

own protection, must show the new things. Delayed or-

ders should be placed now. Later in the season all Cana-

dian factories will be rushed, and reasonable deliveries

will be out of question. Outside of staple lines, manu-

facturers will do no speculating.

*

The Fall Coats.

Semi-fitting, tight-fitting and a few loose coats are

being made by the manufacturers for the Fall trade. The

opinion is that the semi-fitting, a little closer than thai

which has been worn, will be the leading style, less of

the tight-fitting coats being worn. Manufacturers general-

ly are anticipating a call for a few of the useful loose

coats, and with this idea in view are making a few to

meet this demand. Many of these separate coats will

show the Empire effect. Japanese sleeves are made on

a great many of the coats. These are not very large,

hut give the effect. Ordinary coat sleeves are smaller

1han those which have been worn for some time. Nearly

all have the turn-over cuff. A few of the coats are made

with the high collar, and the majority are high at the

back.

Satin trimmings are very much in vogue, and grea!

quantities of braid are used. Very few are made without

some braid. Buttons are lavishly employed in trimming

the coats, and mock button holes are made with braid.

The majority of the coats have the side seams open about

18 inches, the sides being trimmed with buttons.

Black will be very popular for separate coats, also

blue ana brown. Dark tweeds will be good, and the

over-check patterns promise to be popular.

tt

Suits and Costumes.

The coming Fall promises to be a good season for

suits and costumes. The styles permit a great deal of

variety n every respect. The keynote seems to be the

elaborate trimmings which are being used. Both coats

and skirts of costumes are much trimmed, satin, taffeta,

braid and buttons being seen, as well as self trimmings

In many instances satin and taffeta are combined, in

fact, it seems to be the aim of the designers and manu
faeturers to secure as efrpctivp combinations in the trim-

mings as is possible. Braids of different widths and

variety are combined, and braid buttons are used a great

deal. Either self colors or black are used in trimming.

The higher priced costumes are made in many instances

with a vest of fancy materials, and are trimmed with

bands of Persian embroidery, usually with a little gilt

in the pattern. Buttons are used in quantities, as many
as six dozen being used on one costume in some cases.

Sleeves are smaller and all have the turn-over cuff,

trimmed to match the cost. Coats are semi-fitting, a

little closer than has been common, and the popular

length is about 36 inches. A great many of the suit

< oats are made with points or scallops at the bottom,

and slightly cut away, but it is expected that the popu

Ecru Net Waist, with Cluny Lace Tc aiming — Shown
by Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto.

lar demand will be for the straight-around coats, the

former being confined to the classy trade. A feature of

the new coats is the uneven length of the pieces. Some
have the back two or three inches longer than the fronts,

while one model, designed and made by a popular Mon-

treal garment house, has the front pieces finished at the

bottom in a fancy shape, the sides a little longer, and

the back longer still. The effect is very smart. This par

ticular coat had a standing collar band with a turn-over.

This type of collar, the Napoleon, is seen on many of

the suits and opens wide at the front.

Suit skirts are nearly all gored and trimmed with

folds The folds are placed very near the bottom of the

skirt or quite at the bottom edge. In most cases the

fold is not across the front gore, thus giving a panel
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effect. Some folds are slashed and are trimmed with

braid and buttons.

In the plainer tailored suits, stripes, particularly

shadow stripes, will be popular, but for the more dressy

suits the plain colors will be better. Navy blue, myrtle

and seal brown are the colors talked of most strongly.

Broadcloths and Venetians are the principal materials,

and it is expected that a great many satin coats for

Fall wear will be seen.

Separate Skirts.

The circular gored skirts will be extremely fashion-

able for Fall wear. Skirts running from 9 to 15 and 18

gores are being made, and these hang very gracefully.

The new skirts fit the hips closely and there is also less

flare around the feet. A few pleated stfirts, particularly

in voile, are being made. Many of these, instead of hav-

ing the pleats evenly distributed around the skirt, have

them in clusters.

Skirts are very much trimmed, satin being the novelty

and most in favor, though plenty of taffeta is still used.

A great many buttons are also being used. Tunic skirts

promise to meet with a certain amount of favor, but

more favor is accorded to the trimmings put on to simu-

late an over-skirt than to the double skirt proper.

Silk and satin folds and strappings trim the separate

skirts, the trimming in most cases being close to the

bottom edge of the skirt. Voiles, Venetians and panamas
are the chief materials used. Some fancy shadow stripes

and two-tone stripes, as well as black checks, are in the

novelty line.

A slight excursion into the costume field is being

made by one manufacturer. This consists of a .jumper

and overskirt that is most effective. These are shown in

\oiles and have strap and latice work trimmings that

are very smart and new.

*

Waists.

Placing of orders for Fall delivery is very much de-

layed this year. .While some orders have been given, the

great majority arc being left until as late as possible.

However, waist manufacturers anticipate a rush, and are

preparing for it in a measure, but they do not expect to

be able to handle a heavy rush of orders. For one rea-

son, it will be difficult to procure the needful materials,

while the factories would not be able to turn out the

necessary goods.

Retailers have been cutting prices on white blouses

during the past month. This early cut was made neces-

sary, but the delay in disposing of goods at retail, and
the heavy stocks carried.

Tailored effects are taking the place of the elaborately

made blouses. Long sleeves and mannish cuffs are intro-

duced into the blouses for Fall. Tucks are seen in great

numbers on the blouses. The widths of the tucks range
from the pin tucks to about an inch, and in some in-

stances, two widths often being used on the same blouse.

Nearly all the taffeta blouses are made on rather severe

lines.

Opera flannel waists are expected to be in consider-

able demand for Fall and Winter wear.

Among the fancy blouses the nets will lead. Plain

Brussels nets will be seen most frequently, and filet nets

will be used extensively, particularly for trimming pur-

poses. Some of these net blouses will be very simply
made with tucks, but for dressy wear they are being

made up very elaborately. One of the samples of these

dressy blouses was of ecru Brussels net, trimmed with

self-tucked bands, guipure insertion, ecru Valenciennes

lace and pipings of ecru taffeta. The effect was ver\

good.

Among the novelties in lawn and muslin blouses put

out for the assorting season is one with a V-shaped

neck, on a moderate scale.

One feature of the present season that should be

noted by the retail trade is the small number of the

higher priced lines that have gone onto the bargain table.

Manufacturers all report that business has been best on

better goods.

Muslin Underwear.

Filling-in orders in underwear are fairly active, all

lines seeming to be in demand for assorting stocks. Ow-
ing to the heavy stocks carried by retailers, and the de-

*«t

'V-WU.
Ecru Net Waist, Trimmed with Fancy Embroidered Lace

by Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto.
Shown

lay of consumers in buying Summer goods, it was deem-

ed necessary to commence the Summer whitewear sales

earlier in the season than usual, and a cut in prices was

made by some of the retailers at an early date. It is

the opinion of some that this will establish a precedent

which may be detrimental to early Summer selling in the

future.

More of the lacy effects are being used than in t lie

past. It is easier to produce a showy garment with lace

or with a combination of lace and embroidery at a price

than with embroidery alone. Consequently in the popu-

lar-priced goods more lace is used, while in the high-

priced goods for the classy trade the greater percentage

of the garments are trimmed with embroidery of a very

fine quality. Designers arc now busy with the sample

lines for January delivery, but it is not probable that

there will be any hurry to place travelers on the road,

,/nd it will be some time yet before the trade has any

chance to pass upon the new goods.

Of course, much depends upon the size of the crop

this Autumn, and each day more of the splendid weather
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Cable Address: "IDEAL'

RE \I)Y-T< >-WE \R GARMENTS

JOHN TANNER,
(RESIDENT

MANUFACTURERS OF

WA8H SUITS. WAISTS, DRE8S
SKIRTS WASH SKIRTS.

Telephone Main 5018

H. H. DAVISON,
VIOB-PRBHIDENT

MANUFAUTURFKS OF

DRESSING JACKETS.
WOMEN'S & CHIL-

DREN'S MU8LIN
UNDERWEAR.

limited

664 and 666 King Street West, ToWTltO Otlt

Three of Our Specials for Fall 1908
Try us on an order by mail. Ten days delivery on Skirts

1844— Pure Wool Panama, thoroughly shrunk and stitched with

silk, made in colors Black, Navy, Brown. Green, Red.

Price. SJ.50. Terms—2 per cent, ten days first following-.

Same skirt as above made in a good wool Venetian cloth, in colors

Black, Navy, Brown, Red, Green, Price. 55.50. Terms—
2 per cent. 10 days first the following.

80— Ecru Fillet Net Waist, with deta habje

slip waist, trimmed with beautiful

Fillet Net insertion, three - quarter

sleeves. Price. $5.00. Terms— 5 per

cent 30 days, or 6 per cent. 10 days

first the following.

1915 -Made in Pure Wool Panama, thoroughly shrunk and stitched

with silk, colors. Black. Navy, Brown. Red, Cream, Price,

54.00. Terms—2 per cent, ten days first the following

Same skirt as above made in good wool Venetian. Colors Black,

Navy. Brown, Red. Green. Price, 54.00. Terms—2 per

cent, ten days first the following,

A Postal will bring one of our travellers to see you

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Designers and Rakers of

29Z St. Catherine St.We#.

CABLE ADDRESS :

"MERMOS"
ABC CODE

4th and 5th Editions

LIEBER'S CODE

Monfr#al, Can
July 1st, 1908.

To the Trade,

We take great pleasure in announcing to you

that our Fall line of SUITS, CLOAKS and SKIRTS
is now complete and ready for your inspection.

We have already informed you of our removal

to our new premises. Those who have visited them

appreciate what it will mean re our advancement, and

to those who have not yet visited us a cordial invitation

is extended, to inspect what has been pronounced a

MODEL FACTORY in every respect.

This will mean that our new productions will be

much superior than heretofore, and our larger facilities

will undoubtedly enable us to handle increased trade,

and also to serve our customers to better advantage,

which is our aim at all times.

Thanking you for all past favors, and trusting to

merit your trade and confidence in the future, we beg

to remain,
Yours very sincerely,

A. SOMMER & CO.

When writing advertisers please mention The Rcviczv.
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:Ask Yourself

Bread and
Butter
Fall

Garments

Are You Buying the

Right, Popular Priced

Coats, Suits and Skirts
Our Fall Line is right and we'll be glad to have you lookj^at our

travellers' samples or call when in the City.

Montreal Skirt and Cloak Mfg. Co.
1114 St. Lawrence Boulevard MONTREAL

we are having brightens prospects and helps to clear the

situation.

It is pretty safe to say that any extravagant pre-

conception, based upon the cut in waist prices this Sum-
mer will be misplaced, and retailers will do well to real-

ize that there can be no excessive reduction in cotton

underwear prices. Cotton has dropped fully 10 per cent.,

but that can only make a difference of 30c or 40c in the

price of a dozen garments. Besides, cotton is firming,

and mills have withdrawn their present lists. Manufac-

turers have not anticipated their wants while cotton was
down, and there is the possibility to face that they may
have to pay a higher price for the material that goes

into 1909 underwear.

Embroidery and lace prices have dropped considerably

and it will be to trimmed garments that the retail trade

will have to look for attractively priced goods to stimu-

late January sales.

The fact that the ultra smart woman is discarding

petticoats and other undergarments in favor of satin

knickers is not worrying the whitewear houses. It will,

however, have its effect upon styles. Gathers and extra

fullness will have to go. There will be a bigger demand
than ever for combination garments. Just to show how
this is working out, the makers of a branded line of cir-

cular-cut, perfectly-fitting drawers that are without either

gathers or darts, are experiencing a largely increased de-

mand for these goods. They are introducing this shape

into their popular priced lines and expect it to largely

take the place of the old banded style.

Corsets.

The corset trade does not appear to have been ap-

preciably affected by the financial depression. There was
practically no falling off in the number of orders or in

the quantities sold, the only difference being that a larg-

er percentage than usual of the corsets sold being in the

cheaper grades. At present there is a good deal of ac-

tivity in the trade. Good Fall orders have been placed,

and filling-in orders prove that retailers are doing a

heavy business in all lines and grades.

The classy trade is chiefly in the higher priced cor-

sets, with the very long hips, and high bust. This style

is in good demand in the popular-priced goods as well.

the hipless effect now in vogue, assuring the selling of

these lines as long, at least, as this effect is in fashion.

The fact that the manufacturers are paying more at-

tention ' to the shaping of the hips of the corset, now
that this portion plays such an important part in pro-

ducing a stylish effect, has resulted in some very superior

goods being placed on the market. In nearly all cases

hose supporters are made on the corset, and in these

there has been an improvement in the quality of ma-
terials used.

An undecided question seems to be the proper length

of the back. Extreme modes in imported goods have

very long backs. These models are the reverse of com-
fortable, and though the long backs must be a feature if

the hips are to be thoroughly confined and shaped, in a

corset designed for useful, practical wear, comfort and
convenience must be studied. The proper length of the

back, therefore, is at present an unsettled question.

The new figure lines, and the defining of the figure

by the closely-fitting gowns is giving a great impetus to

the sale of corset accessories. There is a big demand for

bust formers, bust supporters, etc. Standard makes that

have made good and some new ideas in this connection

are bringing good business.

The Fall price list is practically unchanged, nor is

there any likelihood of any change in this respect. The
manufacturers did not advance prices when labor, ma-
terials, etc., were at their highest—they did, however,
reduce quality.

The new corsets are longer and require to be more
carefully made. Any lessening in the cost of production
is being met by the placing of better supporters upon
the new lines, and by other improvements.

Cotton prices are firmer, and this will also affect new
lines, as manufacturers have not anticipated when prices

were down.

*
Showerproofs and Motor Garments.

Among the showerproofs and motor garments which
are being sold, the leader at present seems to be the
rubberized silk, satin and mercerized garments. When
made of good materials these are elegant in appearance,
suitable for walking or driving, and for rain or shine.

The demand for them is good, They come in different

colors, brown and blue being the favorites, and are both
plain and striped, plain being staple.

The introduction of these rubberized garments is

bringing a return of the waterproof coats, which fell out
of favor some time ago, owing to the poor quality which
was put on the market, and at present there is quite a
good demand for these double texture goods.

Showerproof cravenettes are doing well. These come
in plain and stripes, and the coats are made semi-fitting,

seven-eighths being the fashionable length. They are
simply trimmed with a little soutache braid and a few
buttons.

Ladies' corset jackets of covert cloth, both tight-fit-

ting and loose, are in fair request.
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The Right Foundation for Your Corset Department

Parisian P. C. Corsets
There is a P. C. Model for every type of figure. That means ease and success

in fitting, and the confidence of your customer.

The new Fall models will boom business for you. Samples of these popular
leaders upon request. Etoile, to retail at 75c. ; Olivette, to retail at $1.00 and Jose-
phine, to retail at $1.25.

They are made of best English coutil, they show the P. C. carefulness in

making, they give the proper smart Fall Fashion effect, as the styles show the high
bust, long hip and back.

No corset buyer should miss our Regal and Bonton models at $12 and $15 per doz.

Parisian Corset Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Factory : 188, 190, 192 Caron, 76, 78, 80 Lallemant Sts., Quebec

Ontario Branch : F. W. Gillies, Manager, Brampton, Ont. Montreal Branch : Alp. Moisan, 291 Craig St. West.

Fall Garment Styles Are Assured!

Make A Good Early Showing!

Place Your Orders Now!
Our Salesmen are out. Our House Facilities are excellent.

Visit us in our new home.

Griffin Brand Coats, Suits, Skirts,

Are the right medium priced garments

The Empire Mfg. Co.
8 Beaver Hall Hill, - MONTREAL

11 'hen writing advertisers mp\ease mention The Review
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We Know The Reasons!

^ To-day Mackinnon coats

and suits are selling more

rapidly than ever before in

our history.

^ The reputation of Mac-
kinnon Garments has been

built up on solidity. They
are always the best gar-

ments that can be turned

out at a given price.

^ Which means that while

Mackinnon Garments are

always correct in style, the

quality, which proves its

value by its wear, is always

present.

^ The Mackinnon Garments

fit well round the neck.

I| Our lines for Fall are on
the road. Wait for them.
Our representative will

call on you shortly. We
have doubled our plant
and can give prompt
delivery.

TheMACKINNON CLOAK CO.
Manufacturers of

GOATS AND SUITS

285 and 287 Queen Street West

LIMITED

TORONTO

ANGUS L. MACKINNON, President. LOUIS KORN, Vice-President.

WALTER W. ARNOLD, Sec.-Treas.

We are the Leaders
in

Ladies' Mercerized Silk and Saiin

Rubberized Coats

Style 105

Sizes 32 to 40

Price
$

7.25
Colors Blue, Grey, Drab and Champagne.

Write for Catalogue and Swatches of Silks and Satins.

National Rubber Co. of Canada
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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J.H.Waldman & Co.
" Makers of Renown Garments "

Coats Suits Skirts

Not to see is to miss the Coat and Suit sensation

for 1908. Something that can make a big stir in

your City or Town, in the Coat Suit and Skirt business.

No pictures or Samples but will send a salesman as

soon as you write.

Many varied signs indicate that the Fall Season

of 1908 will be the most prosperous for those who pre-

pare themselves adequately for the business that is coming.

Our faith is indicated by the variety and quality and

the beauty of the models we are showing for the coming

season

The line is more extensive and more effective. We
confidently expect an enormous business for this Fall,

and predict similar results for those merchants who

supply themselves with a sufficient number of Renown

Garments.

The buyers who have handled our line endorse

the Renown Brand for style, fit, make and value each

season, and we have only the best on our books that are

in Canada.

J. H. WALDMAN & CO.
" Makers of Renown Garments

"

" The line that builds successful cloak departments

"

509-511-513-515 St. Paul Street, - MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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A New Kind
of a

^ Waist House
Salable Styles in

Silk, Net and Muslin Waists
Original Ways of Helping You—

Gregory Sanders and Joseph Katz,
the principals of the firm, unite de-
signing ability of the highest order.

When in the market get in touch with

us, or drop us a line for particulars.

THE OPERA SILK WAIST CO,

329 St. James St., MONTREAL

Freydberjj Bros.
44-48 West 18th Street, New York

Branch Houses in all Principal United States Cities.

Striped and Plain Taffeta

Folds
All widths—qualities. Colors

to match your cloths.

The Newest Braids
wide assortment—right values.

Diamond Pall Braids.

Radium and Soutache Braids.

Fancy Braids and Vestings.

The trade furnished samples

and prices upon request.

Stock Carried at

Canadian Branch of Freydben* Brothers.

Ascher Brothers,
Managers

30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal

KNOWN ALL OVER CANADA.

=THE;

ELITE
Garment

Now is your time to complete

your Fall assortments of . .

.

LADIES' & MEN'S COATS

The Business Horizon is Brighter.

Open the FALL SEASON with

a good showing.

The
Elite Garment

is a proven business builder.

LATE FALL STYLES NOW ON VIEW.

See our Travellers' Samples

or call when you are in

the city this summer.

MONTREAL WATERPROOF

CLOTHING CO.

Papineau Ave. MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Good Times Coming

ANEW era of progress and better times is before us, after

the late unpleasantness. Retailers need reliable

merchandise. They need Waists and Dresses that

are made well, fit well and are tasty. Our claim, backed

up by the goods, is that we are

The House for Waists and Dresses of That Kind

We have all the designs that fashion seekers are looking for and
not a touch missing whether it is Tailor-Mades or Fancy Lines.

We invite you to see our samples which speak for themselves.

When in town don't fail to see us. Our Mail Orders give satisfaction.

I. MISHKIN & CO., 40 s^TRiA
S
L
reet

'

Satisfaction
,nYo"rWhitewear

Department

Laurentian Whitewear has satisfied from every view-

point, many good Canadian merchants. It will

improve your trade.

The new line will be ready early next month. It's

really worth while to wait for it.

The new samples will mean one more step forward

—greater variety with the same specialized attention

to every detail. Values are tempting, and allow

for a greater profit.

If you want " different " whitewear, get on our visiting list.

Laurentian Whitewear Co., Levis, Que.

Montreal Office: 7M
Z
M"£ BS&t"* Toronto Office : '^fiUfflS1

IVlien writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Berber's
The Lady's Own Brand

THE
PLACE
FOR

SKIRTS

Our business is

SKIRTS
If you see our Fall line, you'll

know we do our business

RIGHT
REPRESENTATIVES :

Western Provinces, D. D. Winter.
Maritime Provinces, B. J. Beaugie.
Ontario, L. Berger.

Berger & Co.
385 St. Paul St., MONTREAL

Life is Uncertain,

Stocks Are Uncertain,

But One Thing Is Certain

—

The man who carries a full

range of "Quiet Elegance" Coats,

Suits and Skirts will get there this

"Fall."

THEY ATTRACT AND HOLD TRADE

THE BEAUTY SIGN-
THE TIGER'S HEAD

Samples on the

Road.

VISIT US WHEN IN THE CITY.

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co.
507 St. Paul St., Montreal

You're Coming

to the

Quebec Tercentenary,

then inspect

Canada's Model Corset Factory.

Have your mail addressed

in our care.

Parisian Corset Mfg. Co., Ltd.

188 Caron Street,

Quebec

Increasing Your

Garment Trade ?

A selection from our

line of medium-priced

Coats, Suits and
Skirts

will increase your gar-

ment trade this Fall.

Styles are Sellers. Prices are Right.

Call when in the market.

ORDER NOW

Dominion Cloak Mfg. Co.
Glenora Building, 324 Notre Dame St. West

Montreal

When vvriting advertisers please mention The Review
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B. D. A.
MOHAIRS and SICILIENNES

ARE THE STANDARD FOR

PERMANENCY OF DYE AND BRILLIANCY

OF FINISH

When times are prosperous and money ' easy " put most stress on

B. D. A. beauty of pattern and richness of lustre. B. D. A.

MOHAIRS will bear you out in your most enthusiastic expressions.

When conditions are less favorable and the appetite for buying

needs whetting, talk B. D. A. permanency of dye and splendid

serviceability.

B. D. A. MOHAIRS will admit of the strongest featuring along

these lines. Another good selling point of B. D. A. MOHAIRS
is their suppleness of weave. To dressmakers and ladies' tailors this

means versatility of treatment. As a consequence, with both B. D. A.

MOHAIRS are a favored fabric.

The Bradford Dyers' Association
OF

BRADFORD, - ENGLAND

^ >f

'

"' »'-»T
, ', -",'" ll '*4 ».tJL.»'i~

i
; ;

>

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Styles in the Canadian Dress Goods Trade

Dress Goods "and Lace Department, D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph.

Good Fall Prospects.

Buying in dress goods lines is still being done con-

servatively, but wholesalers generally report an improve-

ment. During the past few weeks travelers have taken

a large number of orders, but these are small. In all

lines stocks are becoming reduced. Heavy orders for

Fall delivery have not been given in many cases, as re-

tailers are holding back until it is assured that the pres-

ent hopeful anticipations are to be realized on. Many of

the larger houses have not ordered yet. There seems to

be an improvement in trade conditions in the west, as

more orders are coming from that section.

As The Review predicted, more retailers are buying

from open stock this season, the wholesale trade report-

ing that firms who have not for years placed orders with

them are doing so now. This shows that more than the

usual number of retailers are looking to the wholesale

merchant for goods this Fall.

On account of this reluctance in ordering for Fall de-

livery wholesalers, too, have been holding back, as they

do not care to stock heavily goods that may have to be

disposed of at a sacrifice, should conditions not improve

as rapidly as anticipated. Manufacturers, also, are Jiak-

ing for orders principally, and not for stock. Therefore,

if there should be a rush for Fall goods a little later,

there promises to be a shortage of desirable goods, and

in that case it will be next to impossible to get large

orders filled at the beginning of the season.

When arguments of this nature are brought to ihe

notice of buyers the answer generally is that they will

take the chance of obtaining the goods later on.

In some lines this trouble has occurred this Spring

and Summer. Retailers bought very sparingly, on ac-

count of the financial depression, and uncertain conditions

and when the run came it was impossible to obtain cer-

tain goods; Wholesalers had not stocked heavily on ac-

count of delayed orders on the part of retailers, and il

was impossible to secure repeats on popular sellers. To
all appearances there will be a repetition of this condi-

tion in the coming Fall.

The fact that there has been not only a check to the

decline of from 15 to 25 per cent, in the wool market,
and that there has been a tendency in the direction of re-

covery, ought to give the retailer more confidence in

placing orders.

The closing day was the best of the series and coarse

cross-breds advanced 10 per cent, over the closing figures

of the March series. Manufacturers, it is said, have no
stock of wools bought at the lowest figure on hand. They
are finding business so slow and future prospects so un-

certain that they prefer to take the chance of having to

pay more for wool they may want in the future.

Piece-dyed fancies in clucked and striped effects pre-

dominate in the order already given. These have been
very extensively taken by the cutting-up trade and prom-
ise to be the leading feature in the popular trade. The
demand for plain smooth-faced cloths is good. In this

class Venetians, broadcloths and boxeloths are to the

fore. Fancy piece-dyed goods lead in suitings, such as

chevrons, diagonals, Vandykes, satin stripes, etc. The
interest is developing in cheviots and wide whale serges.

Two-toned stripes are favorites, and chevrons have a very
strong representation in the samples shown. These goods
are selling well in Paris. Some of the wholesalers who
did not stock heavily in these goods, are already sold

out of the more popular colors, and are not able to ob-

lain repeats.

There seems to be an opinion that the novelty, the

compose, will be popular, the costume having the coat
of the plain and the skirt of stripe or check of the same
tone.

Borders are shown, but it is not expected that they

will be strong on this side this Fall.

Blues will lead for Fall. In the popular trade there

is a feeling for light navy, blue greens, such as peacock,
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New Sheath Gown, plain Skirt with all Elaboration on the Waist. Long
Sleeves Tight from the Elbow. Picture Hat Loaded with Paradise Plumes.

Felix, Paris.
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being the novelty shade in the better trade, taking the

place of Copenhagen. Peacock will occupy this place in

the Spring lines.

Green has been the novelty color in Paris, particu-

larly in the emerald and Empire shades. These colors

will be prominent as millinery and trimming colors. This

prominence is expected to re-act upon the dress trade,

bringing dark shades of green to the fore. Brown is as-

sured of a high place in the color list. Smoke greys are

talked of, but as yet this color has attained no par-

ticular prominence.

*
Wash Fabrics.

The Summer trade has been done largely in the

pongee linens, both striped and plain, the former being

very difficult to procure on account of the heavy run

there has been on them. The scarcity of these linens has

brought ducks, drills and jeans into prominence. The

leading colors in linens and the materials used in their

stead are blues, light shades of brown, pink, mauve and

white.

The prediction is made that next Summer promises

to be a big color season, Manufacturers' lines of cotton

goods already on this side for 1909 indicate that such is

their belief as they contain a large and attractive variety

of colored fabrics.

Silks.

Nothing of a novelty nature has as yet come to hand,

though the vogue of silk fabrics is assured. Satin is be-

ginning to be extensively used in the place of taffeta as

a trimming silk, and satin is coming into prominence in

neckwear, for sashes and for millinery purposes.

Separate coats of satin are now being shown for the

Fall season, and satin suits and princesse costumes will

be taken by the high class trade. There has been a very

material re-adjustment in silk prices and this should

serve to make silk fabrics popular.

Fall Dress Fabrics.

As well as the engravers' art will allow The Review
is illustrating a representative collection of the various

fabrics for the Fall season. From the cuts given an

accurate idea of the season's fabrics can be gained. The
prominence of piece-dyed fancies, in shadow effects, fancy

stripes and checks, of chevron stripes, herring bone

weaves, fancy cheviots, and diagonals, and also diagonal

stripes is well brought out, as nearly all the fabrics

shown are of this nature. Other fabrics shown are line

serges and fancy broadcloths, with both woven and print-

ed stripes. Black stripes of equal width with the ground
are also shown.

The compose effect is shown in one of the cuts given.

There is a plaid of three tones of a color and white for

the skirt, while the plain is used for the coat. Cheviots
and diagonals are shown in this connection. Various
compose ideas are mooted, and this fashion promises to

take a strong hold. A bordered fabric which is the other
high novelty is also shown.

.
I I^^HHH

The New Compose Suitings in Plain and Plaid - Shown by
Debenhams (Canada) Limited, Toronto.

To Hold Western Trade.

It' Canadian manufacturers and wholesale houses are

Id keep the trade of the Canadian West from passing' over

the border to American firms, they will have to yet more
closely in touch with the merchants of the West, and not

be so closely wedded to their business at home that they

eannot take time to make periodical trips to the West,

upon the prosperity of which the future of Canada is so

dependent. This is the opinion expressed by H. N. Davi-

son, sales manager of the Ideal Women's Wear Company,
who has just returned from an eight weeks' trip through

the West going as far as the coast.

His criticism does not apply to the dry goods trade;

little business is done in the West by American dry goods

houses, though this Spring a representative of Marshall

Field & Co., with a line of samples, went through, calling

at tiie larger towns.

DiagonalJSerge, Plainl with.jCheck^ Border — Shown by Debenhams (Canada) '^Limited, /Toronto,
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Mr. Davison is fully impressed, however, with the fact echoing1 the feeling of the people in the West. When he

thai Canadian manufacturers in other lines are losing went through Maeleod about the first of May he saw Fall

considerable business because they do not keep closely wheat IT 1
/;* inches high, and' since then the growth has

enough in touch with the West, and because the informa- been steady and rapid. Prospects for a good crop, he

tion tliev are running their business is that gained from states, were never better. The result is that everyone is

some New Dress Goods

First Row.— i, z and 3, Fancy Piece Dyed Suitings, W. R. Brock Co., Montreal. 4, Striped] Venetian, W. R. Brock Co., MontreaJ
5, Herringbone Stripe; 6, Printed Venetian, John Macdonald & Co., Toronto. Second Row.— 1, 2 and 3, Worsted Suitings; 4 and 5, Striped
Cheviots; 6. Chevron Suitings, all shown by Brophy Cains & Co., Montreal. Third Row.— 1 and 2, Striped Venetian, Brophy Cains, Montreal;
3, Striped Coating Serge, and 4, Tuscan Striped Suiting, by Wm. Agnew & Co., Montreal; 5, Fancy Cheviot, and 6, Chevron Suiting, by W.
R. Brock Co., Toronto. Fourth Row.— 1, Striped Serge; 2, Wide Whole Stripe; 3, Chevron Stripe; 4, Wide Whole Serge; 5 and 6, Striped
Venetian, all shown by W. R. Brock JCo., Toronto.

'heir travelers; they do not obtain it first hand by being

on the ground themselves, as they should.

Unless this is done the trade of the West in some lines,

otably machinery, will go to the enterprising American
firms.

Speaking of (lie general business conditions, Mr. Davi-

son was enthusiastic, and in this respect he was simply

in good humor, and retailers are giving proof of their con-

fidence by buying freely. British Columbia's prosperity

is largely dependent upon the wheat-growing Provinces

east of it, where the lumber industry finds its market.

Consequently a good crop will restore business activity

to the Pacific Province as well.
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"Debenhams for Novelties
»»

The Demand W" E are in a unique position to assist

our clients in this respect. All the

fr\ r* 1\J n\r & 1 f \t
information which we acquire in the

U 1 1>I UVvl I y world's fashion centres is constantly utilized

in producing modifications of the extreme

fashions at prices to meet the requirements of the medium as well as the

highest class trade.

WE SPECIALIZE IN :—

Millinery, Velveteens,

Millinery Materials, Tulles,

Ribbons, Chiffons,

Silks, Laces,

Velvets, Dress Goods

MAILORDERS have special

attention
Millinery stocked in Montreal only. and are dealt with by an efficient staff.

DEBENHAMS (Canada, LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO

18 St. Helen Street Bay and Wellington Streets

r\I7DCMLI A TV/I JP C*f*\ f London (West), Paris, New York, Melbourne, Cape Town
lJiLttjlltl\ti.J\\yM. (X. Ks\J»

( London (City), Brussels, Boston, Sydney, Johannesburg

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Latest Fashions, Correct
Shades, Best Value

In reliable DRESS GOODS for Fall and Winter, comprising all the newest shades
and fancy weaves.

FRENCH DEPARTMENT
NEW NORMANS, VANDYKES and NOVELTY HERRINGBONES, in )

Chevron and Cheviot effects, exceedingly smart and stylish. \

\

Every variety of the NEW BROADCLOTHS — AMAZONS, SEDANS and
{

VENETIANS. These can be had Satin-faced, Suede-faced and Chiffon-faced, f

Warranted permanent finish, indelible, unspottable and unshrinkable. t

New and Original Shadow Effects and Semi-Diagonals, in suitable cloths for winter j

wear, large variety.
J

BRADFORD DEPARTMENT
j

In this department we hold reserve stock in the grey, and dye and finish our blacks J

and self colors. We are specialists in black stuffs of every description, and our t

brilliant blue-blacks are unsurpassed by any other firm, either British or Foreign.
J

\
*

We have surprising value in the following : \

Indestructible English Amazons (non-spottable,) *

Fine Coating Serges (indelible), Plain and Fancy Alpacas, !

New Crepolines, in fancy weaves *

Extra Heavy Panamas, New Self Stripes and Diagonals J

Heavy Venetians, Meltons and Cheviots. *

j

Our three Dress Departments combined, are the most extensive in England. We
only deal with large importers and quick payers who can appreciate extra value and
keen prices.

J. (& N. philips ca CO.,
\ 35 Church St.

I MANCHESTER, ENGLAND
4 Mills : Tean and Cheadle Branch : 20 Cheapside, London 4

{ t

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Your Dress Goods Samples
and other patterns of cloths, etc., will

lookjwell if cut with an

EASICUT

SAMPLE-
CUTTER

8 or 10-in. Machine

The " EASICUT " Sample Cutter

Made in 2 sizes 8-in and 10-in.

Cuts with serrated

edge (gimped) which

improves the appear-

ance of the sample, and

creates a good impression on the buyer.

These machines save TIME, MONEY,
and MATERIAL. Made in NINE
SIZES, cutting from 8 to 32 inches.

Manufactured by

J. T. HARDAKER,
99 Crowther St., BRADFORD, ENG.

Sole Agents in Canada :

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal
301 ST. JAMES ST.

A Guaranteed Colored Taffeta Silk,

to retail profitably at 75c.

Full lines of Salter and Winter's Silks.

PARTICULARS UPON REQUEST.

BRUCE BROTHERS
242 St. James St., Montreal

Open Season! July Sixth

See Page 167

July Issue

Kindly mention DRY GOODS
REVIEW when writing to
advertisers.

Listen °^Wheat Crop!
You can almost hear it growing. Same with
all the other crops. Prosperity is King. Cap-
tains of Canadian Commerce unite in predict-
ing a bumper Fall trade in all lines. Which
makes it essential for you to be prepared for
the rush by ordering a stock of our

Mantle ClotHs
and

Ladies' Suitings
They are right up-to-the-minute in design and
texture, comprising Shadow Effects, Chevrons,
Diagonals, Fancy combinations, in Plain and
Fancy Homespuns, Serges, Cheviots, Saxony
and Worsted Cloths.

Ask about our new line of

WOOLEN BLANKETS

Harris &, Company, Ltd.

IVocKwood, Ont.

LONDON : MONTREAL

:

WINNIPEG

:

J. A. Irwin Hector Prevost McRae & Walker

341 Princess Ave. 390 St. Hubert St. Ashdown Block

HALIFAX: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.

K. Ishikawa & Co,

Manufacturers and Importers

24 Wellington Street West,

* >? TORONTO
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Braid Trimming
will be just as generally used

on suits and costumes for Fall

as it was for Spring.

Photo by Felix, Paris

^ We are specialists in the manufacture

of these goods. Our new lines can

easily compete with those of Continental

makers. We can guarantee quicker and

better service than you will get any-

where else.

= Our Lines always up to the minute —

Laces & Braids Mfg. Co.
WEST TORONTO

It is a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Fownes Bros, &Co.
Coristinc Building,

MONTREAL

J. Y. SHANTZ D. B. SHANTZ

r*?3

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE LINES OF BUTTONS
IVORY, HORN, PEARL, PEARLETTE

All leading Wholesale Houses handle our goods in Canada,

and leading button houses in the United States, who recognize

our goods as of the best manufactured on the continent.

THE
Jacob Y. Shantz & Son C°,

BERLIN, ONTARIO

Factories : Berlin, Ont. ; Buffalo, N.Y.

Warehouse : Chicago, III.

LIMITED

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

Belts.

All indications point to a big sale of tinsel beltings in

I he coming Fall. The variety of designs is almost end-

less. Floral patterns are shown in natural colorings, but

the best liked are in Oriental patterns and colorings.

Though the tendency of the new styles is towards wide

belt effects, medium and narrow widths promise to be the

big sellers. Elastics, with cut steel, seem to be in demand.

better value was an offering of batiste bands and allovers

thai another store offered at the same price.

The placing of advance orders for the coming Spring
is now taking pjace. Though buying is taking place it is

cautiously and conservatively done. Manufacturers are
buying new ideas in fronting, not only in white, but also

in colored effects. These for the most pari are white,

with a single color, such as pink or sky. introduced into

the pattern, but there are also lines where the embroidery
is in natural floral shades on a white ground. Some of

these allovers have lace insertions also introduced.

Allover embroideries have been a leading and success-

ful feature in waist lines of the belter class, and promise
In extend their vogue another season in I he popular end.

Many manufacturers are preparing for such a vogue in

the coming Spring, when the tailored waist of allover will

be featured as a novelty. Heavy raised embroidery bands
in Persian effects and eolorings are also shown for trim-

ming the Fall tailored waists.

Belt in a New Tailored Effect in Taffeta Silk for Fall — Shown
by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto.

though floral patterns in natural colorings are good. The
most favored are in Oriental designs and eolorings.

Elastics, with cut steel trimmings, seem to be as much
in demand as ever.

Many novelties in fancy leathers are shown. A new
one seen is adjustable, with an elastic band on the inside

I'asiened to the ends of the belt, allowing it to adjust itself

to any size, figure, or to be worn over a coat.

Embroideries.

There is more business passing in embroideries and

tiie latest reports from St. Gall indicate that values are

firmer. Judged by values in the past two or three years

embroideries are cheap now.

Many stores have held, and, no doubt, are planning

to hold special sales at prices that cannot fail to attract

buyers. Of such a nature was the sale held by several of

the large retail stores. In one instance, allovers and deep

i

Embroidered Chiffon — Made by Mossbach & Co.

flouncings suitable for the making of the fashionable em-

broidery gowns were sold at the low price of 50c a yard.

"Worth a dollar-fifty," was the announcement. Even

VC:

WO* 1
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I
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Guipure Filet Band — Shown by Kyle Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal

Ladies' Neckwear.

The manufacturers of this line are busy with Summer
wash goods. The latest development in wash goods novel-

ties is the Dutch collar. These Dutch collars are well

worn in New York, and both in this market and in that

fashion centre practically any collar that turns over ivitb

a wide flare is termed Dutch. As yet the trade has hardly

caught on, but sales are increasing and should present in-

dications hold, there will be a nice little business done in

the Dutch styles. The true Dutch collar is very similar to

the Peter Pan of last year. Square effects in Dutch col-

ters in fancy piques, mercerized, etc.. and not only in

white, but also showing lines of color, are seen. Some of

the most attractive have the four-in-hand of the same
fabric as the collar. Many embroidered Dutch collars are
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shown, and in these eyelet or Broderie Anglaise patterns

are very prominent. Light weight, very transparent Gib-

sons of lawn and valenciennes are big sellers, both with

and without the bow finish. The Gibson, in spite of the

unsuitability of its shape for mid-summer wear, continues

in high favor, and promises in other fabrics to be a lead-

A New Collar for Fall, made of Folded Silk with Pleated Chiffon
Ruffles — Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto.

iug Fall shape. Another good selling line is the semi-

sliff deep turnover. For mid-summer trade all white seems

to be in better demand than colored effects.

There is still a certain demand for stiff embroidered

collars, and a representation will also be stocked in new
patterns for the coming Fall.

Directoire fashions have already commenced to influ-

ence neckwear styles. There has been a distinctly larger

demand for wide frillings, because of this fashion. One
of the most pronounced features of the Directoire type is

the high collar, with the prominent frill around the neck.

At present the frill is confined to the top of the collar,

but advance Fall models show the frilled effect around its

base. This is a distinctly new idea, and a becoming one.

In the new Fall collar the space between the frills is vari-

ously filled—lace of a heavy type is used with velvet

i. amis, or rucked satin ribbon is used; in any case, ladder

bows decorate the front.

As yet designers are only gathering ideas for Fall and
lines are far from complete. It may be said, however,

that there will be a continuation of that plentiful spice

of novelty which has made neckwear sell this season. It

Pierriot Ruche, as Worn in Paris and New York.

may be said, though, that all collars will be very high and
will have ruches or frills on one or both edges. Tulle and
tinsel will be used, and much as ruchings have been favor-

ed in the past season, it is predicted that they will be
even more in vogue in the coming Fall.

Possibly the Autumn will see a popular introduction

of the new neck ruffles, which are so much a part of the

new style movement, and which are so much worn now in

Paris and other fashion centres. These ruffles are made
of tulle and fit close to the neck, the frills controlled and

held in place by a ribbon, which passes through the centre

and ends at the back with dainty bows, often finished

with tassels at the ends. These ruches are also being re-

produced in ostrich, coque, marabout and also in ribbon.

Scarves are worn extensively in Paris, few dressy cos-

tumes being considered complete without them. Some
very handsome Spanish scarves are being shown, and
while the popular trade has not yet taken them up, it

seems likely that they will come into stronger favor here.

- *

Lace.

The present position of the lace market is indicated

by the sales of desirable laces at bargain prices. There

is no denying the fact that lace prices are in favor of the

Rose Guipure Band — Shown by Kyle Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal

buyer nowadays, and this attractive pricing ought to have

a material influence upon the coming season. There has

been a decided picking up of trade in the past month, and

travelers who have been on the road in the Maritime Pro-

vinces particularly have picked up some very nice orders.

The same tendency that developed in the present sea-

son rules again for Fall—that is, the strong call for all-

overs and bands. Paris styles call for the use of allovers

for guirupe or yoke purposes, and for bands as trimming,

and sets are a strong feature in the new lines.

The tendency is from lace allovers and in favor of

net grounds. Filet is the leading seller, and occupies first

place. Brussels net grounds are strong, but the new fea-

ture is the coarse round mesh net. These are taken chiefly

in embroidered effects. Other novelties are the soutache

effects. There is also a heavy demand for plain and
spotted nets, the most favored having heavy spot pat-

terns of wood silk. Cotton nets show the spot combined
with church window patterns.

These nets are used to a great extent for bands, which

are most popular, embroidered in the wood silk. These

bands come in all widths and match the wood silk allover

nets.

Cluny allovers are in fair demand, also guipures and
Oriental laces.

A good line for lace blouses is the tucked and embroi-

dered nets, giving the effect of tucked net alternating with
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rows of insertion. Those come in black and white and
ecru.

French Valenciennes is in active demand, and torchons

are good.

Colored laces are strongly in favor, and a heavy trade

ss»3J8i»8^
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Filet Band — Shown by Kyle Cheesbrough & Co., Montreal.

in these is anticipated for the Fall. They are assured

for the classy trade, judging by the amount seen at the

races this year. Coats, matching the dress, were made of

dyed lace, and they were also used as trimmings.

Waist manufacturers have bought them in Copenhagen

and brown for Fall. These laces also come in the gray,

which may be dyed to order.

Ecru seems to be the popular lace color for Fall, par-

ticularly for blouses. The net grounds, with wood silk

embroidery, will be used extensively for making blouses,

the net being filet, hexigon, and ordinary grounds. Plain

and spotted nets are also in favor.

It should be noted that in many laces the ecru shade is

literally in the gray—that is, the unfinished lace—the color

it is when it comes off the loom.

Gloves.

Sales in gloves for Fall delivery are fair, and good

sorting orders are expected. Large quantities of long

gloves have been ordered, and the sales in short gloves

have been good. The introduction of long sleeves in the

sold in all the popular colors for wear with suits. There
seems to be a tendency towards the wearing of more
white kid gloves.

For the Summer trade, larger quantities of

lisle gloves have been sold than usual, the sales

in fabric gloves being about equally divided between
silk and lisle. Since the warm weather set in fabric

gloves have been big sellers. Earlier on there was some
demand for tans, but now the selling has pretty well nar-

rowed down to white and black. There is very little de-

mand for short lengths in fabric gloves, the selling being

confined to 12 and 16-button lengths, with two clasps at

the wrist.

In spite of the fact that colored Summer gowns are

more worn than they have been for years, the sale of

pink, sky and other shades is very limited.

Ribbons.

Ribbon orders for Fall are, on the whole, good- Trade
in the West in this line, as well as in others, is brighten-

ing and orders are increasing in number and volume. The

drop in the price of silk has materially affected the price

of ribbons, there being a reduction of about 20 per cent.

This drop in price is not only confined to silk and satin

ribbons, but has affected velvet ribbons as well.

Heavy Sixsided Mesh Net, Allover Embroidered in Artificial Silk.
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Tucked Chiffon Elastic Belt and Silk Belt in Silver Thread.
Fall Novelties by R. C. Bach, Montreal.

tailored blouses has brought the short glove more into

favor. !

Glaces comprise nearly all the gloves sold, the number
of suedes called for being very small.

Tans, black, and white, are the popular colors. Green

will be fashionable in the short glove, and it is expected

that it will be called for in the long gloves, but importers

are not stocking them, to any extent, owing to the uncer-

tainty of sales in this color. The short gloves are being

The larger share of the ribbons called for are plain

taffetas in nearly all colors. All widths seem to be in de-

mand, the big call being for the four, five and six inches.

Moire seems to be coming into marked favor, and the

striped taffetas are strong.

The leading colors are white, all shades of blue, greens

and browns. In all of these colors there is a wide range

of shades.

Belting ribbons are in good demand, the gilt and tinsel

effects being best. Blue or brown, in combination with

these metal effects, are also good.

Veilings.

The veiling trade is in a very healthy condition.

Wholesalers report that the orders this year for the Fall

trade have been better than last year. Good sorting or-

ders have also been received. Country merchants are

buying readily, particularly in the Maritime Provinces.
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Orders from the west are coming in more freely, show-

ing that business in that section is picking up. Las\

Spring was claimed by some to be the best season there

has ever been in veilings, and many merchants bought

heavily. In such cases the orders placed are sorting or-

ders. A big trade in mourning veilings has been done

with country merchants.

The extreme novelty in veilings is the new Russian

nets, one variety having a larger mesh and larger spots

than what has been popular, and another, which is called

the double Russian net. The first will be extreme, while

the other promises to do well as the novelty among the

quiet styles. The colorings of these lines are royal blue,

golden brown, green, peacock and grey.

Tulle veilings, in gilt pastille effects are another

novelty, but as yet there has been no rush for gilt in

the Canadian trade. Importers believe that it is only a

question of a few weeks before there will be a good de-

mand for gilt in all kinds of goods.

The "Merry Widow" veiling, or the pastille lules,

are in heavy demand, and the retail stores are selling

large quantities of this line. The popular colorings seem

to be the Copenhagen blues and browns. Navies promise

to be good for Fall, also other colorings to match cos-

tumes.

*
Braids and Trimmings.

Costumes which are being made up for the Fall trade

are elaborately trimmed with braid. Soutache and pull

braids are used to carry out effective trimming designs.

The heavy basket and diamond braids are good, and

s tubular braids will be used extensively. Braid combina-

tions will be employed a great deal, the wide and narrow

being used with good effect.

Gilt effects in braid trimmings are in favor, and gilt

drop ornaments will be used.

Buttons promise to have a very important place in

only in allovers, but in bands and edging. Already the

better trade is buying these goods and the manufacturers

are enthusiastic as to prospects for these goods. Besides

the all-white, white with colored embroidery are shown.

Patterns are more on the conventional than on the floral

order.

Bussells Net, Allover Embroidered in Artificial Silk— Shewn by
Konig & Stuffmann, Montreal.

Fall trimmings. Covered buttons matching the costume

will be good, and braid buttons will be fashionable.

Indications point to a use of frog ornaments for Fall

wear.

There will be the usual demand for bandings, par-

ticularly in Oriental colorings and in embroidered effects.

There is a Paris revival in embroidered chiffons, not

^2 Filet Net, Allover Embroidered in Artificial Silk— Shown \>y

Konig & Stuffmann, Montreal.

Fabric Glove Sizes.

Retailers are complaining in many cases of the lack

of uniformity in fabric glove sizes. A prominent firm of

retailers recently, in writing on this matter, said :
—"We

find, and have found, particularly for the last year or

so, that fabric gloves are not at all true to the number
marked on them ; so much so that it often gives a good

deal of trouble." Other retailers have at different times

complained of the same thing, and it appears that there

is general dissatisfaction on th s point.

The fact of the matter is that it is found frequently

that sizes marked 8 and 8£ are required, whereas, in

spite of the fact that fabric gloves are ordinarily sup-

posed to require a larger size than in kid, 7 and 7A

should be ample.

The explanation of this gradual skimping on size is

that competition has been growing stronger and prices

higher and manufacturers are taking a piece of fabric from

which ordinarily a dozen pairs would be cut and are taking

fourteen pairs from it. The consequence, naturally, is

•that the gloves are smaller, though nominally the size

is the same.

It is learned that importers have repeatedly com-
plained to the manufacturers on the matter, but little

or no satisfaction is gained from them.

It is easy to appreciate the annoyance which this

practice entails upon all branches of the trade, and to

the consumer as well. A lady buys a fabric glove half

a size larger than her size in kid—which should be suf-

ficient—and she finds a difficulty in getting it on ; she

probably tears it, and thinks the gloves are poor quality.

On the strength of this she will in all probability expect

a refund, which the retailer will not be inclined to allow;

nor should he be expected to do so. In order to prevent

trouble and to retain the customer's good will, however,

he may give her a new pair and make a claim on the

wholesaler, which he has as good a right to do as the

customer who demands a new pair from him. The fact

of the matter, though, is that neither should have to
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Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited
No. 0164, containing

3 wide frills.
New Gibson

Collar, made of

silk and lace

over net founda-

tion. La test

New York de-

sign.

boxes No. C 457

$4.50 per dozen

' ..•'.•,• ^j*r- •

Waist as illustrated is

made of embroidered

net trimmed with filet

insertion and soutache

braid over a Jap silk

slip.

No. K 600

Boxed Singly, $36.00 per doz.

A popular style in embossed leather

with straps and pearl buckle.

Skirt as illustrated is

kilt pleated and made

of fine voile in black

and colors with folds

of taffeta silk to match.

Specialists in

Steam Pleated Skirts.

No. H 52 $7.50 each

No. 77, containing

5 chiffon frills.

No. Fil 07, at]$4.50]per*dozen.
per gr. boxes

107 Simcoe Street, - Toronto
HUGH HENRY, WESTERN FABRIC CO.,

204 St. James St., Montreal Winnipeg
J. F. McGACHIE,

Vancouver

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
35 Church St

Manchester

20 Cheapside

London E. C.

The Waldeck Le Splendide

Silk ^Cet

Fashionable Shades Latest Cut

Glace and Suede

UNRIVALLED FOR QUALITY, STYLE, AND FINISH.
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SANDERSON'S LIMITED
66-68 Wellington St. West TORONTO

Coin spot dress nets with filet grounds, and plain

filet. A complete range of nets in all new shades.

Coin spot veilings in brown, navy, black, Copenhagen,

white and magpie for immediate delivery.

See our travellers' samples of Ladies' Neckwear and

Belts—a famous range.

Place Your Import Orders Now, and Make

Sure of Early Fall Delivery

Pewny's Kid tjloves

THIS IS THE TRADE MARK

Bigger

Assortment

Than

Ever

Albertine

and Ascot

Brands

i at Old

Prices.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Umbrellas

Parasols

Sunshades

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO
When writing adzcrtisers please mention The Review
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How to Get

More Business in Your Glove Department
THIS COMING FALL

I. Keep Your Stocks close to demand.
II. Sell Perrin Gloves and use Perrin Facilities

PERRIN, FRERES & CIE, Mark Fisher Building, Montreal

DRESS and CLOAK TRIMMINGS
"MADE IN CANADA"

Braids, Cords, Gimps, Tassels, Ornaments, Barrel
Buttons, Girdles, etc.

Novelties in fancy Braids and Trimmings every month.

Gold Braids and Cords are O.K. for the Fall.

Samples and prices on application.

Prompt Delivery, and Satisfaction Guaranteed.

MOULTON & CO.
Craig, Gosford and St. Louis Streets, - MONTREAL

Picking the Winner

$100.00 in Cold for the

Best Estimates

See Page 167 This Number

lose ; it should be the manufacturer, and if the practice

of making small sizes is continued some means of fasten-

ing the blame where it belongs and of making those re-

sponsible bear the loss will probably be sought.

Reducing Cotton Acreage.

An Atlanta, Ga., despatch says that in an effort to

i educe the cotton acreage the Farmers' Union has ap-

pealed to its members to plough up at least 20 per cent.

of the cotton already planted, and in some regions whole

fields of cotton have been ploughed up. The land is being

replanted in corn and peas.

The farmers of Georgia have suffered heavily from

the holding movement. Thousands of bales have been

held that could have been sold for 12 cents last Fall.

William McLaughlin, for a number of years a traveler

for a Montreal wholesale dry goods house, and later for

the last three years proprietor of a dry goods store in

Annapolis, N.S., died a few days ago at the age of 35

years.

Decade and a Half's Service.

A pleasant event took place at the office of the Mac-
Lean Publishing Company on Tuesday recently, when W.
L. Edmonds, the general manager of the company, was
presented with a handsome and massive mahogany desk,

specially made by the Canadian Office & School Furniture

Co. The presentation was made by Col. J. B. MacLean
in the presence of the entire business, editorial and mc-
ehanical staff of the company, and was made with a view

to marking in an appreciative way the completion of Mr.
Edmonds' fifteenth year of service with the company.

In his remarks Col. MacLean said:

"A short time ago our general manager completed

fifteen years of continuous service with us. I have asked

you to assist me to-day in presenting him with this desk

to mark the occasion. I want him to be good enough to

accept it as a formal but slight acknowledgment of the

most loyal and faithful services any concern could wish

to have. It is nearly 20 years since I first made Mr.

Edmonds' acquaintance, and I was drawn to him by the

thoroughly, conscientious, painstaking way in which

he discharged his duties. Most newspaper men are con-

tent with the information furnished by one man. It was
not so with Mr. Edmonds. In preparing his market re-

ports he saw every firm, large and small, who could give

him the most remote possible information. I have known
him to call day after day for weeks to discuss market
situations before getting anything of the slightest value.

But that made no difference. He knew that any day
something of the greatest importance might develop, and
it generally did. It was not until he completed his long

round that he formed any conclusions as to prices, values

or market or business situations. It is this thoroughness

with which he himself does his work and inspired his

assistants to do theirs that has put our papers where they

are—that even the courts of law have from time to time

accepted their quotations as final evidence in important

mercantile disputes."

Mr. Edmonds made a happy speech in reply, referring

to the pleasant years he had spent with the company and
also of the kind treatment he had always received from

Col. MacLean. Continuing, he referred to his early news-

paper career, and the assistance it had been to him in his

present position. He started in 1875 in the composing:

room of the Mail. In 1S85 he assumed control of the Can-

nington Gleaner, but sold this paper in 1888 and returned

to Toronto, where he was engaged in journalistic work on

the daily press. For two or three years prior to his con-

nection with the MacLean Company he filled the positions

of city editor and commercial editor of the Toronto

World. Mr. Edmonds was the Liberal candidate for the

Legislative Assembly in East Toronto in 1905.
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Tne Verdict of Paris
on

Butterick Patterns
AND THE VERDICT OF THE PATTERN PURCHASERS

OF AMERICA IS THE SAME

We nave had a Paris salesroom for eight years

Sales for January, 1908 12 per cent, over 1907

Sales for February, 36 per cent, over 1907

Sales for March, 14 per cent, over 1907

Sales for April, 28 per cent, over 1907

Sales for May, 38 per cent, over 1907

That is the verdict on Butterick Patterns from the

heart of fashion creation.

The Sales to the Public
by the merchants of America carrying Butterick

Patterns average this year over last more than

25 Per Cent. Increase
These figures are the tribute of American women

to the Butterick Styles and to the Patterns which

so accurately reproduce them.

SALES are -what the wise merchant is looking for. Get the right goods

and you get the sales. The right Pattern Department is a thing to have.

We have the right pattern. Why not get in touch -with us ? We may he

able to make an arrangement with you. There are no patterns so perfect

as Butterick Patterns.

The Butterick Publishing Co., Ltd.
33 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont., Canada

When writing advertisers please mention The Rcviczv
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This is one of the artistic lines of Down Quilts we are showing and
selling this year.

We believe this year's range to be the best ever offered in Canada. Not
only artistic and good sellers, but the quality, filling and workmanship
enable us to Guarantee satisfaction.

Every Down Quilt in a cardboard box, which keeps it clean on your
shelves, and helps to sell it.

PRICES FROM $3.35 to $7.50 EACH

+ ALASKA FEATHER & DOWN C?1MITED

MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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Carpets, Housefurnishings and Decorations

Section of the Carpet Room in Store of D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph.

The Lace Curtain Trade.

The aim in white lace curtains now is to have as little

pattern as possible, producing' the rich, lacy effect, which,

in Canada is looked upon as desirable in window drapes.

Swiss and Nottingham curtains are being sold largely for

the coming Fall, and it is anticipated that the trade will

be of a satisfactory character, since—as was mentioned in

connection with carpets—retailers have bought sparingly

and are as a consequence confronted with depleted stocks

which will have to be replenished before they will be able

to handle the usual Fall business in these lines.

*

Carpet Makers Confident.

A decidedly better feeling is prevailing at the present

time in the car-pet manufacturing trade, and evidence of

this is furnished by the fact that factories which were

operating formerly at short time are resuming work in

all departments on a normal basis. Despatches from the

carpet districts of the United States indicate a genera!

improvement in this respect, many factories taking on

hands which were laid off during the depression in trade,

which was more acute there than in Canada.

A Canadian carpet manufacturer stated to The Review

that, while conditions of trade have been better here, so

far as this industry was concerned, at least, than in the

United States, output had been curtailed, but, with the

improved prospects, the Canadian makers were feeling-

more confident, and while the mills had not been receiv-

ing any great quantity of orders as yet, it was felt that the

general prospects were such that operations on a more

extended scale were warranted.

As a consequence the majority of the Canadian fac-

tories are being manned with a full staff, and the pi'oprie-

tors are confident that the orders will be received which

will justify their action in preparing for an early resump-

tion of business on a normal basis.

*
Carpet Trade Prospects.

Retailers will be in the market for carpets this Fall, to

a considerably greater extent than they were for the

Spring season, principally because they did not buy as

largely as usual for that season's selling, and the stocks

have been reduced to a point which will make buying im-

perative. Sorting trade has been light and what buying

has been done has been confined pretty largely to the

cheaper lines of floor coverings.

Recently, however, carpet departments in the whole-

sale houses and manufacturers have received a number of

inquiries for samples and prices and travelers report a

better feeling among merchants throughout the country.

In carpets, fawns and greens will be the predominat-

ing colors, and this applies almost equally well to all

grades of three-quarter goods. Floral and Oriental de-

signs will be favored for Fall, and in these classes there

is a wide variety.

Tapestries in the higher priced lines will have their

usual strength, and for Fall a number of exceedingly at-

tractive patterns and color combinations will be seen in

1 his grade.

Brussels, Wiltons and Axminsters will in all probabil-

ity be sold in their usual proportion, and in these goods,

too, the retailer who is in the market will be given their

choice of a very wide range of patterns in popular

colorings.

Speaking of rugs, the remarks made respecting colors

and patterns will also apply to them. The rug trade is

satisfactory, and its growth is one of the most striking

facts in connection with the housefurnishing trade. Re-

tailers may prepare, with the returns to normal trade con~

ditions promised in the Fall, for a good rug season,
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Is Discrimination Shown ?

Canadian manufacturers of carpets and rugs claim

that under the present interpretation of the Canadian

tariff they are discriminated against, in favor of the

manufacturers and importers of foreign-made rugs.

The trade in Oriental hand-tufted rugs in Canada is

extensive, and yet in the published report of the Customs

Department for the year ending March, 1908, the value

of rugs, described as "whole carpets, including tufted,

hand-made, or Oriental, Turkish, Persian, Japanese, In-

dian or Smyrna entering Canada under the general tariff,

was $34,729, while under the same heading $237,990

worth was imported, paying the Preferential tariff.

A Canadian manufacturer who has given some con-

siderable thought to this question expresses it as his view

that these figures do not represent the real division of

these importations. He states that the only hand-made

rugs manufactured, and, therefore, eligible for admission

under the preference, are a few rugs made in Ireland,

which represent a very small proportion of the total sales

of hand-made rugs, and the importation of these goods

does not begin to account for the $237,990 worth of rugs

which came in under the preference.

He further claims that the only reasonable explanation

of this is that Oriental and other foreign-made rugs are

brought into Canada and customs duty paid on them only

on the basis of the preference, instead of coming under

the general tariff as they should.

He further stated that representations to this effect

had been made to the Department of Customs, but that a

satisfactory explanation of this apparent discrimination

had not been forthcoming, and he believed that one of the

chief sources of trouble was the fact that the inspectors

and appraisers were not men who possessed sufficient tech-

nical knowledge of these goods to be in a position to per-

form their duties satisfactorily.

If the facts are as they have been represented—and

the statements are made by a man who is thoroughly con-

versant with the situation—the matter is one which war-

rants the immediate attention of those in whose hands a

remedy rests.

Wide Linoleum Wanted.

There is practically no call for linoleum in Canada,

outside of the 16-4 width, according to an authority on

floor coverings, and in this respect the trade differs ma-

terially from that in England, where the 8-4 goods are

sold almost exclusively. In fact, travelers for English

linoleum manufacturers come to Canada frequently with

a multitude of samples, all of them made only in the nar-

row width, and find' they are unable to do business here

because only the wide goods are in demand.

There are undoubtedly advantages possessed by the

16-4 width which the narrower goods do not have, so far

us the consumer is concerned, one of them being the fact

that ordinarily a room is covered with fewer joints, but,

looking at it from the viewpoint of the retailer, it would

seem that the 8-4 width would be his favorite width. In

the goods double that width he has to buy 100-yard pieces,

whereas otherwise he could buy in 60-yard ends, and for

the same expenditure could get practically twice as large

a range of patterns.

Then few retailers have facilities for handling rolls

weighing from 60O to 800 pounds; and it is often neces-

sary to cut in on the sidewalk in the evenings.

However, the wide linoleum seems to have taken a

firm hold upon the trade in Canada, and there is no im-

mediate probability of any material change in this respect

being felt.

Linoleums in floral and block patterns are selling well,

and the prospects for a good Fall business in both lino-

leum and oilcloth are encouraging.

Oilcloths in the splendid patterns which are now being

shown are being made more attractive than ever for a

sanitary and clean-looking floor covering.

*

Window Shades Reduced.

Canadian manufacturers of window shades, in keeping

with other lines of goods in which cotton plays a part,

reduced their prices early last month. Machine oils, 3x6

and 3x7, show a reduction of 50c per dozen. Water colors

in the same sizes are reduced 10c per dozen. Shade cloth

by the piece, 37 and 42 inches wide, is reduced lc per

yard.

Trade in these lines is improving, and retailers are

taking advantage of the facilities afforded by manufac-
turers. This line requires comparatively small invest-

ment and small space, and the profit is good.

*

About Wall Paper.

One single l'oll of common wall paper is 8 yards long

by 18 inches wide, and one single roll of ingrain, felt or

cartridge paper, is 8 yards long by 30 inches wide. One
single roll of one strip border is 8 yards long by 18 inches

wide and contains 8 yards of border. One single roll of
two strip border is 8 yards long by 18 inches wide, and
contains 16 yards of border. Common wall paper is put

up in double rolls, and ingrain, felt or cartridge paper is

put up in triple rolls. Prices are quoted on single rolls.

To find the quantity of common paper necessary to

cover a room, multiply the height of the room by the

length of the four sides and divide by 36, which will give

the number of single rolls required. For each single roll

of common paper l 1
/^ yards of border will be necessary.

For ingrain, felt or cartridge paper, multiply the

height of the room by the length of the four sides and
divide by 49, which will give the number of single rolls

required. Deduct one single roll of common paper for

every 50 square feet of opening.

Multiply the length of the ceiling by the width and
divide by 36 for common paper, and divide by 9 for in-

grain, felt or cartridge paper to obtain the quantity of

single rolls required for the ceiling.

Trade Inquiries.

Since the publication of the last list the following

trade inquiries have been received. The addresses of the

inquiring firms may be obtained on application to the

"Trade Inquiries" Branch, Department of Trade and
Commerce, Ottawa.

804. Ribbons and Tapes—A Manchester firm manu-
facturing mercerized ribbons and cotton tapes wishes to

correspond with Canadian importers of the same. No
agents wanted.

828. Agents—Inquiry has been received from a North
of England firm for the names of one or two parties in

Canada who have a recognized standing among tailors,

and who might desire to act as their agents.
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Announcement :

The New Wall Paper Season Opens July 6, 1 908.

"PICKING THE WINNER"
•D IF you could make up your mind on the ques-

tion of the line you will carry next year from

advertisements, we would try to tell you

something here of the 1 908-9 offering of

Stauntons Limited.

«I BUT you can't!

<fl LET it suffice to say that it is the best that we
have ever produced. We submit it to you

with every confidence but no prejudice. If

we might decide the matter for you there

would be nothing but Staunton paper sold in

Canada. That's where prejudice leads to!

($ ALL we ask is that our salesmen and samples

be given the consideration they deserve be-

fore you place your order elsewhere. We
cheerfully accept our chance for your busi-

ness after comparison.

q CORRESPONDENCE is invited with dry

goods merchants not now carrying wall

paper. Communications confidential and

our advice as disinterested as we can make it.

q REMEMBER, when buying wall paper, that

it's the profit-bearing value that counts, not

the cost to you. The papers that make the

money for the retailer are trade-marked with

the Staunton Diamond, which on

wall paper corresponds with the

"Sterling" mark on Silverware.

•J IF you are a judge of wall paper

value the Staunton Line for 1 909
will appeal to you as no other

can.

What is your Judgment Worth?

$100.00 in Gold.

^ FOR years past the salesmen and office assistants

at Stauntons Limited have chosen certain

papers at the beginning of each new Season as

the probable "best seller." Sometimes the

unanimous choice falls upon a certain coloring

of one paper; sometimes it is split up between

half a dozen or more, and far more often than

not, the most elaborate estimates are the furth-

est from the fact.

q WE are interested to know how correctly our cus-

tomers can prejudge. To make it interesting

prizes of $ 1 00.00 in Gold will be paid to the

successful competitors, $50.00 Gold Piece to

the winner of the first. Conditions of the

Competition are simple. Full details are con-

tained in the July number of "Gilt and Glim-

mer" our interesting magazine for wall paper

dealers. If you are an established dealer, or

intend to carry a stock this year and for some

reason do not receive "Gilt and Glimmer," fill

out, tear off and send us the attached coupon.

Your name will be added to the

mailing list and a July copy sent

you.

(§ IF you are a judge of wall paper

you may win one of the above

prizes, perhaps the first, of $50.00.

Stauntons Limited sell only to bona fide dealers in wall decorations

and the above competition is restricted to the same class.

STAUNTONS Limited
WALL PAPER MANUFACTURERS

941YongeSt., - TORONTO, ONTARIO

{Kindly give street address when writing, and

direct your letters to Qeneral Sales department.)

Stauntons Limited 94 1 Yonge Street, Toronto, Onl.

* Intend to carry a stock, of Wall paper but do not

receive "Qilt and Qlimmer. " Kindly add my name to the

mailing list and have your traveler call on me. I will give

his samples consideration before I order elsewhere.

U^Came •

Jiddress •

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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LINOLEUM
MADE IN CANADA

FIVE GRADES
A, B, C, D, E

TWO WIDTHS
84 and 164

DESIGNS—Chosen expressly for Canadian trade.

QUALITY—To suit the Canadian climate.

PRICES—To meet Canadian Purses.

Floor Oil Cloths ^s$&,~.
Table Oil Cloths One quality and that the

best. 5/4 and 6/4 wide.

We have no hesitation in stating that all our lines are

THE EQUAL OF ANY ON THE MARKET.

WE ALSO AIM TO GIVE PROMPT DELIVERIES.
Our Goods are handled by all the Wholesale Dry Goods Trade.

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Limited

MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Are You Troubled With Too
Much Conservatism?

Because you bought wall paper from a certain factory ten years

ago is no reason why you should buy from the same place

this year, unless thej* can prove they have the best line.

It's Up to You to See What's Offered

by All Factories

The Boxer line will stand comparison with anything on the

market, domestic or imported.

The only difference between the Boxer line and the best imported

lines in point of attraction and saleability is price. The Boxer

line doesn't cost you as much, but your best customers will

buy it in preference to imported.

Don't be too conservative, see the Boxer line before filling your

season's requirements.

If our traveler hasn't called on you yet, drop us a post card.

If he has called and you didn't inspect his samples

Call Him Back—It's to Your Interest

to Do So

He has something different to show you. Something right up-

to-date, practical, understandable, profitable.

THE REG. N. BOXER COMPANY Limited,
NEW TORONTO, - - - ONTARIO

Don't Dismiss Our Traveler Without Seeing His Samples

1

When tvriting advertisers please mention The Review
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Window Shades
and Shade Cloth
Curtain Poles, Trimmings

Don't Delay Your Orders
Get our Illustrated Catalogue or come to

see us this summer when in Montreal.

These lines are proven values :—

DOMINION SHADES (Water Colors) popular priced,

strong sellers, edges are trimmed, will not curl,

pull, or stretch.

REGAL SHADES and CLOTH (Machine-Made Oils)

do not wrinkle or curl.

PEERLESS SHADES (Hand-Made) please under the

most exacting tests.

PEERLESS OPAQUE CLOTH (Hand-Made) guaran-
teed in every respect.

Catalogue and Color Books showing
colors and qualities furnished on request.

Special Order Department
This department is thoroughly organized to fill customers' wants on very short notice.

Orders for special sizes or colors will be promptly taken care of.

MAKE USE OF IT

Daly & Morin : Montreal
REPRESENTATIVES

MARITIME PROVINCES:
A. T. GRANT.

Truro,

N.S.

MANITOBA TO COAST:
G. D. McKAY.

Winnipeg,

Man.

ONTARIO :

F. G. SOPER,
29 Melinda St.,

Toronto.

WALTER DALY.

QUEBEC:
J. E. MASSE,
J. RAYMOND.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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A Specially Designed and Colored collection of Patterns

from the Studio of Walter Reade Brightling, artistic in

effect, lower than the "ordinary" in price,

ARE A FEATURE IN THE

66WATSON-FOSTER 99

LINE OF

WALL PAPERS
FOR 1909

The Trade know US pretty well, but this season we are going to advertise the

PUBLIC and create a demand for the goods. In this new follow-up plan there's

no such word as fail. If you want to make profit as never before—WAIT TILL
OUR SAMPLES PROVE THE ASSURANCE OF IT.

Write "BRIGHTLING STUDIES"
and your name on a postal, and

let us tell you about it.

The Watson-Foster Co., Ltd.

Montreal
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Where Do You Buy?

Your Upholstery Hardware

such as Pole Ends, Brackets,

Rings, Stair Rods, etc., and your

Extension Rods for Lace

Curtains and Draperies.

FROM THE U.S—directly or indirectly—

at a 30 per cent, import duty.

or

IN CANADA.—from us or our jobbers?

Don't book your Fall order until

you've checked our prices with those

of our American competitors. We
can surely save you money.

WRITE TO-DAY TO

The Newell Manufacturing Co.
Prescott, Ont., Canada

fashion Cuts
w%wwww

TO OUR READERS

The Review uses monthly in

its reading columns late fashion

cuts which we secure from the old

and new worlds.

These are only used once by

us, and we offer these cuts to our
supporters for their advertising

work at the following low rates :

8 cents per square inch for half-tones

4 " zinc etchings

Only the originals will be sold.

When ordering please mention
page and month of the Review in

which the cut appeared.

Address

:

MONTREAL
232 McGill Street

TORONTO
10 Front St. East

THE

IMPERIAL CARPET CO.
Limited

60 Front Street West,

TORONTO, - - ONT.

We have in stock at all times,

in a large variety of grades

and patterns and at LOWEST
PRICES

Axminsters
Wiltons
Brussels
Velvets
Tapestries
Ingrains

Axminster Rugs

Axminster Squares
Velvet Squares

Tapestry Squares
Ingrain Squares

Linoleums
Oil Cloths
Cocoa Mats

Japanese Mattings Lining and Pads

Samples and prices gladly sent.

THE CARPET HOUSE OF CANADA

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a
century and a quarter, have
been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordhelmer Bltigs., 8 Colborno St.,

TORONTO

hen writing advertisers please mention The Revietv
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The SMITH-RUNCIMAN COMPANY, Ltd.

The SMITH-RUNCIMAN COMPANY, Ltd.

The SMITH-RUNCIMAN COMPANY, Ltd.

Fall Millinery Stock
Is now being received and we
shall be ready for early buyers

Monday ioth August

The SMITH - RUNCIMAN COMPANY, Ltd.

ioo WELLINGTON STREET WEST, TORONTO and

Branches at WINNIPEG, OTTAWA, HAMILTON

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The Canadian Millinery Review

Millinery Department in the Store of D. E. Macdonald & Bros., Guelph.

Good Millinery Season.

The millinery importing houses report that the Spring

and Summer trade has exceeded all expectations. Not
only has trade been satisfactory, but the assorting season

has been a long one. In fact, it is not quite over even

now in some houses. Of course the demand has narrowed
down to a few lines, such as black and white mechlins,

black and white ribbons, etc. This shows that retailers

did not stock too heavily.

This branch of the dry goods trade seems to have

been less affected by the financial stringency than any
other. Indeed, many retailers have found it the banner

department in their store this year, and had it not been

for the takings in the millinery department, the season's

balance would not have shown up as well.

With the growth of the home market, and the extend-

ing wealth of our people this department can no longer

be placed in the luxury class. Becoming millinery is a

necessity. Even the fashion fads that have developed

this year have done what they by no means always do,

and that is increased profits and sales in the millinery

department. This applies notably to the Merry Widow
hat. This hat was extensively worn, and because of its

size required lots of trimming, which all helped to swell

the sales in the millinery department.

The millinery houses are naturally optimistic as to the

promise of the Fall season. While not expecting any
boom, they are looking for a steady, profitable trade.

The Fall season has begun well, 'the travelers that are

now, and have been, on the road, sending in very good
orders.

The fact that Directoire fashions have a firm hold in

Paris is shown by the very large hats that are worn there.

Though these are much modified in the new sample lines,

large hats promise to lead for Fall, the high dome crown
being a feature in the majority of the new samples. Brims
are of medium width, and in some cases quite wide, and

are rolled off the face at the left of the front. Charlotte

Corday hats, with large mob crowns, are coming into

favor, and, judging from their present popularity in New
York, they will be a prominent feature of the Fall millin-

ery trade. These hats are trimmed to give a very fluffy

effect around the face, frills of lace being used under the

brim. In many cases Ihese hats have a gold band round
the crown.

The fashion of trimming the under brim with a frill

of lace to imitate the cap that used to be worn under the

hat, is a pretty and becoming one that is sure to find a

place in Fall millinery.

Trimmings are all high in military effect. Demi plumes
standing erect, quills, wings, pom poms, feather mounts,

will be exceedingly popular. These will stand erect in

big clusters, either at the left or in front. A great deal

of use will be made of bunches of three demi plumes often

in different shades of the same color, these being placed

upon the hat in military style.

Fancy pins will still be extensively worn. Instead of

ball pins, those with a flat top will be used and Japanese

effects are good. Long spike pins of amber shell twisted

are included among the novelties. Pins come in great

variety and the range includes some very handsome ones.

Satin promises to be well used as a millinery fabric

this Fall. This is a tendency that has been developing

for some time. It is not, however, the stiff cotton backed

satins that are fashionable, but the soft, brilliant Oriental

weaves. Satin and velvet in all -the popular shades are

used in combination on the new Fall hats. Many shapes

have the upper side of the brim of satin, with a facing of

velvet of the same shade. Smooth felts are also to be

good.

It is rather early yet to accurately predict which

shades are likely to lead. Peacock is, however, assured

in high-class millinery. In the green shades little faith

is expressed in reseda, but the bright greens—emerald

Empire and Hunter's green will be strong. Of these the
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Empire shade is regarded with most favor as it combines

so well with almost any other colors.

Very great faith is expressed in all shades of blue;

lighi navy being indicated as particularly strong. The
Saxe blues will again be popular, but it must be borne in

mind that the new Saxes are totally different from those

seen a season or so ago. Then they were of a china blue

shade, now they have a decidedly green cast, and lead up

to the peacock order. Vieux rose will be shown, and in all

probability copper, which is very prominent in Paris at

present, will make its appearance. Indications are that

cerise will be very much en evidence.

Hals seen in Paris are certainly blessed with a great

deal of originality and daring. For instance, a high

crowned Charlotte Corday, in taupe tagel. is massed al

the left side with vivid cerise plumes. From the high

crown and over the brim fall frills of pleated velvet and

lace in mole grey, and a deep frill of the same lace falls

onto the hair from the under brim.

Another hal is a mass of osprey, a swirling clor.d of

il under which lurks a swathing of black moire ribbon.

As a finish at the side is one pink rose. A large black

Directoire picture hal has a swathing of taffeta ribbon.

ending on the left side with giant loops. A panacke of

black plume-; falls over the crown on the left side.

Wholesalers on Fall Prospects.

Certainly the millinery trade has kept up wonderfully

well in face of the depression that has been felt in many
scci ions of the dry goods trade. It is pretty hard to say

jnsl why this should have been. Not a few reasons are

advanced. The fact remains that not only in the city de-

partment stores, but throughout the country—not even

excepting the West, the millinery department has been, if

no! the leading, very nearly the one in which most busi-

ness has been done. The result of the past season has

caused merchants to materially alter their mind as to the

usefulness and standing of this department.

For the benefit of the trade at large, where confidence

in business prospects is returning, and to increase the

confidence in the coming season's trade the opinion of a

few of the leading lights of the millinery world is quoted.

Said Wm. Guthrie, of S. F. McKinnon & Co.: "The
Summer assorting trade has been particularly good, and,

in certain lines, is not over yet. The millinery trade has

suffered the least from the present depression. Orders

with us certainly have shown no sign of falling off, but

as to the collection end, I cannot say. Our travelers who
have been out with Fall lines have done a very large

business, and particularly in the past two weeks orders

have been very large.

A feature that is rather unusual is the fact that our

man who travels over the Maritime Provinces has done

exceptionally well. In good years this is often a ground

that lags behind: this year it is away ahead."

Stanley Toy, of J. D. Toy & Co., was caught just as he

was comparing the returns of the placing business of the

present season with that of last year. He was not alto-

gether surprised, but very much pleased to find that the

sales for the coming Fall season were ahead of those of

the previous year. The advance he explained was not so

large that in a normal year they would be much gratified

over, but in a year of business depression it afforded

them material pleasure as it was a solid proof of the

sound condition that the millinery trade was in.

Regarding the future, they were decidedly optimistic.

Mr. Toy also added that collections were satisfactory.

C. Marriot, of G. Goulding & Sons, said that they had

every anticipation of a very good season. While it would

be by no means a boom season, a steady volume of trade

would be done. Their Spring season's business had been

the largest the firm had ever done, but there were special

reasons for that, one of which was popularity of the

"Merry Widow.'" Millinery, he added, was a necessity

now, not a luxury, as it used to be considered.

June London Fur Sales.

Canadian raw fur dealers are somewhat disappcinted

at the result of the June London fur sales. While there

were declines in nearly every line, this will not ; fleet

manufactured goods for the corning season, is manufac-
turers in nearly every case, bought their raw f 's after

the March sales. Prices at the June sales were so un-

satisfactory that many firms withdrew their furs, and

will hold them over until the October sales.

While considering the following prices the retailer

should bear in mind that the June London sales are not

so important as other ones, as the furs are caught late

in the Spring, and do not grade as well. In fact, as far

as this market is concerned, the result of the sales will

not be apparent until another fur season—1909-10.

The following is thu import of C. M. Lampson &
Co.'s sales, London, Eng., on June 22, 23, 24 :

Muskrat—Same as January, really a decline of 15

per cent since March. 450,000 skins withdrawn.
Raccoon

—

1\ per cent, lower than the March sales.

Marten—20 per cent, lower than March sales.

Skunk—25 per cent, lower than last March sales.

Ermine, Wallaby, Wambat and Otter—10 per cent,

lower than March sales.

Mink, Red Fox and Opposirm—15 per cent, lower than

March sales.

Wolf—20 per cent, lower than March sales.

Lvnx and Bear—Same as last March.

Losses in Three Rivers.

By a fire which practically wiped out the town of

Three Rivers, Quebec, a number of dry goods merchants

suffered serious losses. The fire was of very simple

origin—a young daughter of a liveryman having started

it while playing with matches in the loft. Among the

dry goods merchants who will lose by this disaster are

the following :

—

P. Hervin, dry goods store $10,000

Panneton Bros., department store 30,000

Rod. Hamel, tailor 3,000

B. Bergeron, tailor 4,000

Goldenburg, dry goods 10,000

Adolph Balcer, dry goods 60,000

Herbert Lessieur, merchant tailor 5,000

Blais Bros., dry goods 10,000

Bondy & Beaulac, dry goods 15,000

Louis Bodeau, dry goods 16,000

Lucien Lajoie, dry goods 45,000

Lajoie &' Bro., dry goods 25,000

Panneton &! Brunelle, dry goods 15,000

This represents a loss of practically a quarter of a

million dollars which the dry goods merchants of that

unfortunate town will sustain by reason of this fire.

The Triangle Waist Company is a new concern, manu-
facturing and selling at retail, ladies' waists, in Winni-

peg. A. West is the proprietor of the new store, coming

to Winnipeg from New York.
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Broadway Actresses Popularize the New Sheath Skirt

The Directoire Gown has not Appeared on the Street in New York, Though it is Seen on the

Stage and in Store Windows—Some Interesting Gossip from United States Fashion Centre.

Staff Correspondence.

New York, June 17.—There appears to be a de-

cided Grecian influence back of the fashions of

the clay. There are draperies of all kinds and

conditions, from the extremely sheath-like and simple

draperies to the more ornate and less artistic modified

effects. In my last letter mention was made of the sheath

skirt and the furore it has occasioned, and in spite of

the fact that the hue and cry was that "New York
women would never wear them/' the shop windows are

now showing the sheath skirt and one or two of the suit

houses are demonstrating' their charms, while the show
girls in the Broadway productions are also helping along

their popularity. The sheath skirt is a revival of the

directoire period at its most characteristic point, and

is not only long, straight and clinging in its tendency.

but is slashed from the knee down at the left side, freely

displaying the limbs, as it must be understood the skirt

is worn without any but the lightest under garments,

which do not reach below the knee. In some of the more
modified, as well as modest, of the sheath skirts, the

slash revels an inserting of knife or accordion plaited

chiffon, net or other soft fabric. While again other

skirts, whils slashed, are so arranged that the slashes

overlap and suggest rather than reveal. The gift of pro-

phecy as far as women's whims go, is a dangerous one,

but it seems quite safe to predict that the common sense

of the average woman will govern this fad without the

interference of Police Commissioner Bingham or our

Anthony Comstock, the American people's guardian of

public morals.

Botli of these worthy gentlemen have been appealed

1 ). and Mr. Comstock has threatened arrest to the first

woman who appears in one in public while the police

commissioner sees no reason for police interference.

Isn't it all exciting, and can one be blamed for not

making- definite forecasts for this much-discussed mode?
It certainly must be admitted that the sheath skirt is a

startling innovation, and it must also be admitted that

it is extremely picturesque—in picture and in window

—

but how would it appear on the street? Ridiculors

surely, and many more things beside, but the sheath skirt

was not meant to be worn on the street any more than

an exquisite flowing Empire. It is for the formal func-

tions and as such, in a graceful and modified form would

not appear amiss. Without the slashed side' the long,

lightly-fitted skirt is lovely, if hung and draped so that

the wearer may walk or sit down, but in the original

model this feat would have been an impossibility, hence

the slash. Whether this exaggerated mode will do more

than influence the new skirts it is doubtful. Certainly

it has done that, and the pleated skirt is giving way
before the long, severely plain, tight-fitting skirt.

A very elegant black chiffon broadcloth gown was

noted at the Belmont Race Track a few days ago. The

waist line, long, that is, nearly to the waist proper in

front, was raised fully half-way to the shoulders at the

back. From this the very tight and severely plain skirt

fell in straight lines to the floor without, any noticeable

flare, and very long, trailing, in fact. The waist had a

fringe of silk, about five inches deep, meeting at the

w^ist in centre of back and extending over the shoulders

and across the bust. A tiny cut away, Dutch neck was
filled with bebe Irish crochet, the yoke being out-

lined with bias folds of black satin. The sleeves were

very tight and extremely long, covering the back of the

hand in a long point. This style sleeve, without any
fulness at the shoulder, may be reckoned with for Fall

and Winter, but it must be admitted that the long sleeve

is not making much headway during the dog days.

The success of the one-piece jumper dress in its

endless varieties has inspired the designer on Fall gowns

to even more original creations.

The one-piece dress, not necessarily Princess, shows

no waning popularity. To any woman who has to dress

hurriedly they are a boon. The entire garment is intact,

no hunting for innumerable accessories, for in the ready-

to-wear, one-piece jumper suits the guimpe and sleeves

are tacked in when bought, but can, of course, be re-

moved and separate shirtwaist or guimpe substituted.

Voiles, Panamas, silk and wool mixtures and other lighl-

A Summer Season New York Fancy.

weight materials are used in the early Fall styles. There

is in the market a very pretty material called mousseline

de laine which is a fine weave suggestive of both nuns

veiling and fine cashmere. It is to he had in Oriental

border designs as well as in plain colors. A very soft,

satin of the Liberty variety, known as Imperial satin, is

in great demand.

Between seasons as it is, it is difficult to write with

authority on coming events. 1 have seen a number of
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early Fall models but there is such a discrepancy in the

styles and altogether such an uncertainty about the de-

signs that it seemed unwise to photograph any of these

first attempts. The hats selected show the present mode,

the Corday is a forerunner of many similar designs to

come. It is the model of the hour and one that is

being copied in velvets and silks. The one shown is of

Princess lace over chiffon, simply trimmed with peach

color taffeta ribbon, a model as appropriate for evening

wear as for Summer wear exclusively.

The second photograph shows the trimming on the

right side and well over the crown, one of the most

salient features of the season and one that will no doubt

carry over for the Fall hats. Crowns are very large,

both high and big' in circumference, brims flare on the

left side and arc left absolutelv unennfined. No bandeaux

are being worn as yet and there is, of course, no nnder-

brim trimming in evidence. The majority of hats are

trimmed on the right side, and now that the oddity of

the fad has worn off, it begins to seem quite as odd

when the trimming appears on the left of the hat. Mush-

rooms are being revived after onlv a few months of

One of the Latest New York Models.

being considered passe. Among the new Fall hats are

several extreme turbans narrow of brim and absurdly

high of crown, the crown resembling a stovepipe as much
as anything else heins- banded with Persian silk woven

bands, and trimmed with huge wings or clusters of

smaller ones or bent over quills, long and much curved.

While there is always a call for small hots, particularly

in the Fall, it is generally expected to be another season

of huge hats. In my next letter the uncertainty will be

hss misguiding and one can at least give an inkling of

the mode to be.

Returned Goods.

(From Our Own Correspondent.

St. .John, N.B., July 1.—A prominent retail dry

goods dealer in discussing the ott-complained-of "Return-

ed goods evil," throws the blame mainly on the whole-

salers, for what he claims is their very bad practice of

substituting other goods for those ordered.

"Much of the complaint made by the wholesale

houses," he said, "is altogether uncalled for and nine-

tenths of the goods returned are sent back for good rea-

sons. I believe there is as much honor among retail mer-

chants as there is in the wholesale trade. There may
be a few isolated cases where the retail merchant who is

not acquainted with trade customs might do such a

thing.

"Now, let us look at the real causes of so many
poods being returned. The wholesale man who sits in his

office and knows little of how orders are. filled, and per-

haps less of why goods are returned, jumps to the con-

clusion that every time goods come back to his house it

is the fault of the retail merchant, but the fault lies in

his own house and is due to a lack of system in filling

both import and sorting orders. I have been in busi-

ness seventeen years and have accumulated more bad

stock from the substituting of goods ordered than from

bad judgment in buying, but I preferred to accept the

goods substituted rather than return them and risk the

denunciation of the house to which they would be re-

turned.

"I make frequent trips to Montreal, Toronto and the

trade centres in the interests of my business and I have

observed from time to time in the large wholesale houses

1ha', in a case wherp a certain line of goods is in big

demand and the supply is limited, the wholesale house re-

ceives a shipment of these goods, is visited by a large

city retailer or departmental store and the whole line is

bought up at once, notwithstanding the fact that these

goods have been sold to the wholesaler's regular custom-
ers throughout the Dominion, and the persons who have

bought them can either go without them or they will be

sent substitutes. I have seen this occur time and time

again and know positively that it is a fact, and I think

1 am speaking in the interest of the wholesaler, as well

as the retailer, when I make a vigorous protest against

this custom, because the wholesalers, if they would just

stop to realize how retailers felt regarding this thing,

would know that many of the retailers are compelled to

import their goods when they would give the preference

to Canadian jobbers.

"A certain millinery and fancy goods house I know
of has a system of filling orders which is superior to any
that I know of in the Dominion. One whole floor is oc-

cupied by customers' bins, and when a shipment of

goods is received, the goods sold are distributed in these

bins before anyone else can secure them, consequently

there is very little substituting on the part of -jhis house,

and when substitutes are made the house is frank enough
to state that they are substituting, and the buyer is at

entire liberty to return goods if not sat ; sfactorv.

"I claim that retail merchants are perfectly justiled

in returning all goods that are not sent exactly accord-

ing to order, and T believe that nine-tenths of 'he goods
that are returned to the wholesale house are returned
because the order has not been filled as given."

*

Nathan Druker. cloth-ins: and men's furnishings, St.

John, N.B. ; assigned.

Gunn & Philips, tailors, Winnipeg, Man.; succeeded
by H. N. G-unn.
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The Latest Pans Fashions Under Review

Staff Correspondence.

Paris, June 20.—One sees skirts of every description,

short and long skirts, ample and narrow—it would seem

that each woman may wear them to her individual taste,

or what is most becoming to her figure. The one cssen-

Cherry Colored Straw Hat, Trimmed with Large Shaded Poppies
and Draped with White Tulle.

tial is that the petticoat worn underneath must be soft

and supple, little befrilled—quite the reverse of the skirt

"juponnant" that, till now, has been absolutely neces-

sary to a walking costume. The petticoat is in many in-

stances being altogether suppressed, a clinging "fond de

jupe" doing duty for one. This style, well handled, may
be graceful, but, in holding up the skirt, unless great care

is taken, the lines of the figure are shown to such an
extent as would, at least in Canada, be considered bad
form.

With this mode of lavish embroidery and trimming
with braid, galons and tucks, it follows that plain ma-
terials are in vogue—the only exceptions being checks and
stripes—the latter being very happily married to checks,

as in the instance of a striped skirt with other stripes

carried horizontally round towards the hem, about five
; n number, and with rather more distance between the

'op and bottom ones than in the centre—this is an ef

•cctive trimming and can be considerably varied—these
horizontal stripes are woven in the material.

Another style much to the fore is a box-pleated skirt

in some plain stuff, the pleats being stitched down about
half the length, from there they are evasee, with an un-
der pleat of check—a good example of this style is seen
in sketch No. 2—this model is carried out in grey toile,

the under pleats being in black and white check toile. The
waistcoat, sleeve bands and buttons are all carried out

in the same check, while the jacket itself and high waist-

belt are in grey. The blouse is of "mousseline-de-coton,"

heavily ornamented with Irish lace motifs and cotton em-
broidery, with three black velvet bands round the neck-

band, finished with a bow at the back. The large picture

hat of black tagal straw worn with this costume and
trimmed with a magnificent feather, which curls complete-

ly round the crown. Another skirt in the same style is

carried out entirely in a check material, with a band of

some plain fabric down the centre of each box pleat, (he

band being about three-quarters the width of the top part

of the pleat. This gives an even more pronounced strip

ed effect. Other plain materials (cloth, tussor and toile

being equally suitable) arc made with the jacket almost
entirely covered with "soutaches," the foundation, which
is of the same tissue as the skirt, being almost hidden

under these elaborate embroideries. A band of the same
embroidery is often repeated round the hem of the skirt,

or, in the case of a tunic skirt the under part would he

the same as the jacket. Sometimes a tussor skirt with
"soutaches," or a Grecian trimming in bands, will be

worn with a cloth jacket. Or, again, a cloth costume
will be trimmed with bands of tussor. Many striped

skirts are worn with a plain jacket, but the check is now
considered smarter. In lighter materials, both crepe de

White Straw Hat, Trimmed with Bands of Blue Taffeta
and Bunches of Pink Roses.

chine and voile de soie are much employed, always with

heavy trimmings of embroidery and soutache. Sketch No.
1 is a veritable triumph in the art of fine embroidery

—

the tunic of black mousseline-de-soie is almost covered

with royal blue gauze braid carried out in a convert-
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tional design. This is finished with a heavy blue and

black fringe. Under this is a plain black liberty skirt,

very dinging to the figure. The corsage is of finely-tuck-

ed white mousseline and white lace. The yoke is border-

ed with wide blue bands with narrow black velvet edging.

The cloche hat is of blue straw lined with white, the

crown covered with white tulle gathered into a blue taf-

fetas scarf with large bow and gold buckle on the left.

It will be noticed in this model that the waist line is

Trotteur in Toile Gris. Skirt Plisse, the Pleats Having an Interim of
Black and White Check. Waistcoat of the Same Check. Blouse of
Mousseline de Coton, with Irish Motifs, Large and Small Check
Buttons and Black Velvet Ribbons, Round Collar with Bow

Behind. Black Straw Hat, Trimmed with Long White
Ostrich Feather.

quite high—and this seems a mode likely to have a con-

tinued success.

Long scarfs are having a considerable vogue just now
—

I bey an; being less worn over the shoulders and more

round the waist and hips—twisted generally twice round,

loosely knotted with long fringed ends reaching almost to

the hem. This has suggested another novelty, which is

a scarf of the same material as the costume. A good

model is carried out in soft grey satin. The tunic skirt

is trimmed with a deeper colored tresse, as is also the

long loose-fitting jacket, which is shortened at back and

front—carried up in an inverted V. A very wide sasli oi

Hie same satin drapes the waist, reaching almost to tin

bust. This is crossed behind, brought down low in front,

where it is twisted in a loose knot, the long fringed ends

falling free. For washing gowns a crepe-de-coton is being

much shown—this has the advantage of not requiring to

be ironed, well dried and shaken out it is ready to wear
again.

Hats are all large and much trimmed, but the forms

\ary to an astonishing degree. Every imaginable shape
of crown is to be seen and no one particular shape seems
more sought after than another, but a new color, a bright

but very soft red, and called by several different names,
seems to he a happy blending of mejenta and deep rose

pink. This is seen as velvet trimming, flowers and

plumes, A happy model is a large white straw shape, the

wide brim lined black, while a huge red fantaisie fastened

in front spreads its plumes round each side and over the

top of the crown. Another new model is a wide brim,

the crown cut out and replaced with wire foundation,

generally conical, which is covered with frills of lace oi

embroidery, starting from the top and taken round and

round. A large bunch of flowers and leaves in the centre

or towards the left is the only trimming required.

Sketch 3 in cherry-colored straw is trimmed with a loose-

drapery of white tulle and two immense poppies placed one

at each side. A double plisse of black tulle round the neck.

Sketch 4 in white taffeta ribbon and a large bunch of

i oses and leaves at the side. A necklet of black ostrich

feathers with black velvet ribbons.

In furs Persian lamb seems likely to be much sought

after, if one can judge by the models now showing for

the Autumn. Enormous cloaks are being made as astra-

kan, Persian lamb, mink:—these are full length and very

voluminous. It is probable that this Fall we shall see

silk trimming on furs. A leading furrier tells me that

skunk will surely take its place as a fur of fashion, al-

though, perhaps, it wears too well ever to become such

a luxury as ermine, sable and such like dainty goods,

nevertheless skunk is to be much used for trimmings.

Probably when the market permits seal will be taken up

again. At present the skins are too dear to hold big

Tunic of Black Mousseline, Finely Embroidered with Royal Blue Gauze,
Worn over a Black Liberty Skirt. The Corsage is Composed of White

Mousseline Plisse, White Lace and Bands of Blue Velvet, Edged
Black. Cloche Hat of Blue Straw, Lined White, the Crown
Covered with White Tulle. Scarf and Bow of Blue Taffetas.

stocks of. Without doubt, seal and ermine is the mos1

beautiful combination of furs. Sable requires nothing to

enhance its beauty, being richer by far than any other

fur. Chinchilla, also, is showing, but mostly in capes,

which will certainly be much worn.

1). Boyaner, who has been manager of Ihe Edmonton
Fur Company, of Edmonton, Alia., has opened '* men's.

clothing and furnishings store in that city.
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Timely Hints

The financial stringency is past, crops

promise to be abundant and the outlook

was never brighter, therefore wide-awake
merchants will equip their stores with

Modern Fixtures, ready for the coming
rush of trade.

We are manufacturers of High-Class
Fixtures and Store Fittings and our goods
are up-to-date and first-class in every re-

spect. We have many new designs in

Wax Figures, Artistic Wooden Display
Stands, Elegant Square Metal Fixtures,

silent salesmen, etc.

Write for Catalogue

and Prices To-day.

CLATWORTHY & SON
38-40 Adelaide St. West,

TORONTO

Francois & Co.
92 Wood Street

London, E.C.

A PARISIAN HOUSE
in London

for

High-Class

Novelties
in

Trimmed Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Straws, Etc.

CBAS. N. MORRIS & CO.

40-41 Gt. Castle St. W.,

London, Eng.

West End

SPECIALTY HOUSE

for

Lace Novelties

Smart Blouses

and Costumes

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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The $1,000.00 Prize Contest

Will remain open until August 15th

A S a great many merchants have de-

*' clared that the time limit of our great

Prize Contest, which was to close June 1 st,

woul (I prevent
their taking part,

we have decide*

to extend the time

to August 15th,

1908. All adver-

tisements and all

photos of window

displays must be

in our hands not

later than August

loth. This competition is open to all Mer-

chants, Clerks, Window Dressers and Ad-

Writers in Canadian stores in which the

"Carter" and the " Wilkinson " hats are

sold.

ADVERTISING CONTEST.

Each Advertisement must be clipped

from the newspaper in which it appeared,

and must be accompanied by a letter con-

taining the name

and address of the

competitor. Each

photo must be

signed, on the back,

with the name, ad-

dress and business

of the firm, or per-

son, entering same.

The Advertise-

ments and Window
Displays must advertise the "Carter''

or the "Wilkinson" hats or both. You

may submit as many Advertisements or

Photos as you wish. Proof sheet of free

cuts on request.

WINDOW DRESSING CONTEST

1st Prize $150.00 in Cash 1st Prize.

2nd Prize 100.00 "

3rd Prize 75.00 "

4th Prize 50.00"

5th Prize 25.00 "

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.

10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

Vancouver

Winnipeg

Toronto

$150.00 in Cash
2nd Prize 100.00

3rd Prize 75.00

4th Prize 50.00

5th Prize 25.00

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.

10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

Ottawa

»AHY
Montreal

St. John, N.B.

WHOLESALE DIVISION

Head Office and Factory, Quebec, Que.

li hen writing advertisers please mention The Revieiv
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

The Neckwear Situation.

Advices from New York, where Canadian neckwear

manufacturers look for many of the ideas which are later

embodied in Iheir production, state that stripes are on the

wane, and that this Fall will see a change to figures, spots,

etc. Tn spite of this fact, however, stripes, principally of

the long diagonal variety, will be worn. They form a

large proportion of the lines shown for Fall by Canadian

manufacturers, and no doubt they will be sold as freely

as the extent of their employment by the makers would

indicate.

Some months ago the prediction was made in these

pages that purple would be favored to a considerable ex-

tent for men's neckwear during the coming Fall, and as

the season approaches more and more of that color is

making its appearance, and while as a solid color it may
not become general in its use, there is every indication

that quantities of neckwear in purple shades will be shown

by the leading haberdashers, and that they will be quite

largely worn.

Brown, as a color for neckwear, is disappearing, and

\'ov the Fall season it is not anticipated that it will be

specially favored.

The four-in-hand will again hold almost undisputed

sway for Fall, displacing in most cases the string bow
tie worn with low turn-down collars for Summer. The
width favored will be 2 to 2~Yg inches, tying a long narrow
knot, essential in the wearing of the close-fitting standing

turn-down collars, which will be the favorites again for

the ordinary business wear.

A New York authority states that Ascots are likely

to be worn pretty freely again in the near future, and
adds that already many of the up-to-date stores are show-

ing lines of Ascots. This all means, of course, that they

will find their way across the line. There is no doubt that

the Ascot is a "dressy" tie when it is tied properly, and

a revival in its use will not be unwelcome in every quarter.

Fall Clothing Styles.

Many novelty ideas will be introduced by tailors cater-

ing to the "smart" trade this Fall, but so far as the bulk

of the selling is concerned, it will be confined pretty large-

ly to clothing built on fairly conservative lines. The ma-
jority of Canadian men do not take particularly kindly

to extremes in cut or color effect, and while in comparison

with the styles which will be seen in the American cities

this Fall, Canadians may appear slow, no alarm need be

felt, because as a matter of fact the well dressed, modest

Canadian will be more nearly correct than the more flashy

and extreme American.

There is a reason for this multiplication of novelties,

which will characterize the trade across the line. Tn order

to stimulate buying at a period when the majority <>f

men's wear dealers, in common with merchants in all lines

were not particularly anxious, clothing manufacturers

have been resorting to all sorts of novelty effects with a

view to tempting the unwilling buyer, who probably al-

ready had a good stock of the regular lines, and who
would be attracted only by something decidedly new.

This is the explanation of the multitude of new effects

which will have their brief period of favor, while the

more conservative ideas will in their application meet with

a better reception In Canada, and will find more lasting

favor.

There are, of course, new ideas being embodied in the

Fall styles, such as the choice of a variety of cuffs, a deep

lapel or an extra dip to the skirl, but essentially the

styles are expected to show much the same general char

acler as those for the Spring.

In the ordinary sack coat the three-button style will

predominate. The lapel will be rather deep, showing the,

vest beneath. The length will be practically the same,

and a wide latitude in the matter of cuffs will be allowed.

Cuffs will be included on nearly all the coats, and any
one of a dozen different styles will be good.

Canadian clothing manufacturers have been alive to

the fact that to cater to the extremist in styles will have

a detrimental effect on the trade, and while they have

adopted innovations which are rational, proof of which is

seen in the novelties shown for Fall, generally speaking,

a sane conservatism pervades this branch.

*
Waterproof Coats Revived.

Tn sympathy with the demand for ladies' rubberized

garments, there is a decided feeling in favor of men's
waterproof garments for early Fall trade. It is not ex-

pected that these will assume a strong position until next

Spring, but the tendency should be carefully noted.

It is unfortunate that a few years ago, when this line

was so prominent, competition induced many Canadian
factories to turn out unsatisfactory garments. As a result

many manufacturers and consumers have fought shy of

the line.

The introduction of motor coats, which are really

waterproof, was the thin edge of the wedge, and it is re-

grettable to note that the inevitable cheapening process in

order to turn out goods at a price, has been used, and
complaints of peeling and cracking have been numerous.

This demand for a special purpose has blazed the way
for the re-introduction of reliable waterproof coats. Cana-

dian factories are already showing samples of good gar-

ments, which are really waterproof. Merchants, in order

to promote a healthy trade, should buy the better grades,

from $7 upwards. Prussian color effects are noted in

these newest models.

*

A London Fad.

A new fad in the way of the wearing of men's hosiery

is announced from London, a sort of accompaniment to

the wearing of leather and fabric gloves turned down over

the hand. It consists of wearing the sock cuff turned

down over the shoe top, the patterns of said cuffs being

designed for the purpose—tartans and shepherd's plaids

The combination of which this is a portion is filled out

with a straight-rim derby hat, and trousers turned up.

divided into cartridge sections for holding cigarettes,

Worse things have happened.
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How Local PapersMay Help Men'sWear Dealers' Business

Publication of Style Information Relating to Men's Clothing and Furnishings

Would be of Great Benefit—What Such a Service has Done for Women's Wear.

Did it ever occur to you as an advertiser of men's

clothing and furnishings that the newspaper of your

town were not giving you the consideration which you are

due? If this idea never struck you, take a look at your

local daily papers next Saturday and compare the space

given in reading matter to women's styles, with that de-

voted to styles for men. Nine-tenths of the daily papers

give a service, either original or syndicated in which with

elaboration of detail fashion tendencies for women are

exploited, and there is every reason to believe that busi-

ness in women's apparel has been greatly stimulated by

this means, and local stores have reaped great benefit from

this source.

The service is usually illustrated, and when a woman
has seen some new dress or accessory, illustrated and de-

scribed, she has a desire to have it for herself. The result

is that she goes to the store and asks for it, and if it's in

stock, buys it.

The fashion departments of the daily and weekly

papers are among the most interesting in these publica-

tions, and that they have a widespread influence upon re-

tail selling, is admitted.

Men's wear dealers are the second largest advertisers

the local papers have, and as such it would seem natural

that they should be given some consideration in the news

column of these papers. It is not meant that they should

be given "puffs" or that stores should be specified. What
is wanted is legitimate news; news which would be of in-

terest to readers, and which the newspapers should be will-

ing to run for its news value alone, and yet giving in-

formation about men's styles which would prove of direct

benefit to the local men's furnishers and clothiers.

The Review does not believe that the apparent neglect

of this class of advertisers' interests is intentional in the

slightest degree. It is more than probable that the news-

paper publishers have simply never thought of it. It is

easj to secure information concerning women's fashions,

and this, with the impression that the feminine readers of

the papers are more interested in styles than those of the

sterner sex, is probably the reason for the predominance

given to this class of reading matter.

Styles in men's wear, however, are being given more at-

tention than ever before, and the idea that men are not

interested is a mistaken one. News of fashions for men,

written in an interesting' way will be read eagerly, and

the effect of the publication of current information along

this line is not easily overestimated.

Advertising has undoubtedly widened the scope of

human wants, and created a demand where none existed

before. The reading columns of the daily and weekly

press, read by the consumers, are equally effective.

It would help local business by stimulating a greater

and more general interest in men's wear if the daily

newspapers would publish regularly live informative ar-

ticles concerning' men's clothing, furnishing goods, hats,

shoes and all the rest of the accessories to men's dress.

Such articles should tell of the trend of fashions, what
men are wearing, what is stylish ; in brief, what to wear

and how to wear it, and put the matter before the public

in an interesting and informative way. If these articles

were illustrated with well-executed and artistic pictures of

the things described, the news matter and the illustrations

would soon grow to hold the interest of men in your com-
munity, just as the women's page articles now do for the

women folk, and in the matter of illustrations the adver-

tisers themselves could be of material assistance to the

newspaper in procuring cuts which would be timely and
correct.

The average man is busy and does not have the time

to look over a lot of fashion papers, and if he was so in-

clined there are no fashion publications, excepting trade

magazines, which do not reach the public in general and
only go to the merchants themselves, and, therefore, there

is no periodical that contains the forehanded, early news
about men's wear which would assist the retailers in their

selling.

Men 's wear is an absorbing topic and makes intensely

interesting reading when it is printed in crisp, newspaper
style, and then it is actually appreciated by the busy man,
who has neither the time nor the opportunity to get his

information elsewhere.

This is not at all incompatible with the idea that the

men's store is the proper and most practical place for

men to get information. On the contrary, the plan of

having newspapers publish more about men's fashions is

but supplementary and educational, in that the perusal of

such topics in the newspapers leads men to thoughts of

dress more frequently than would be the case if they

didn't see the information in their favorite papers and
were left to their own inclination.

How to Proceed.

Having said sufficient to establish the fact that men's

furnishings dealers have not been given the service which

they have a right to expect, when a comparison is made
with that given stores devoted exclusively to ladies' wear,

the question which naturally follows is as to means by

which this may be remedied. In the majority of cases it

will be necessary simply to call the attention of the pub-

lishers of the local papers to the discrimination which they

are practising. They will in all probability be willing to

adopt the suggestion to publish news matter relative to

men's styles. The question of what to publish will then

be a subjeet for consideration, and in this connection Hie

following suggestions may be of some value, as repre-

senting information which will have at once a distinct

news value, and at the same time be of assistance to the

man who is building up a business in men's furnishings:

1. General article on the most favored styles for the

current or coming season for men in clothes, furnishings,

hats and shoes.

2. Specializing on apparel suitable for business wear.

3. Specializing on apparel suitable for day weddings,

afternoon calls, receptions, etc.

4. Specializing on apparel suitable for motoring, golf-

ing, driving, etc.

5. Specializing on apparel suitable for wear at even-

ing weddings, balls, receptions, formal dinners and
theatres.

6. Specializing on apparel suitable for wear at informal

dinners, either at the club, at home or a stag affair.

The above articles lend themselves readily to appro-

priate illustrations. It might also be a good idea to' pub-

lish in connection with them a "correct dress" chart,
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Ours is

Headquarters for
Canada

for the serviceable, economical, quick-
selling and profitable

LITHOLIN
WATERPROOFED LINEN

COLLARS and CUFFS
Not Celluloid or Rubber, but Linen,

and look it. When soiled they wipe
white as new with a damp cloth. The
only practical, permanent, non-
laundry linen-wear manufactured.
Keeps its shape, does not wilt, crack
or fray Invaluable for travelers,

automobilists, and those subjected to

dust or soil. Cut in all the latest

styles.

Style

Economy

«!2l£KPROOFED L1N£^

OMFORT

COLLARS 25c. CUFFS 50c.

Retailers will please write us for free samples and quotations. Liberal supply of window and show-case

signs, decalcomania transparencies, booklets, dodgers, etc., furnished free with first order.

WILLIAM P. KING & SON, 74 York Street, TORONTO
AGENTS FOR DOMINION OF CANADA

Some of the

Miller Brand Money

Makers

Automobile Dusters

Athletic Suits

Football Pants
Gymnasium Knickers

Fancy Vests

Bar and Barber Coats
Butcher Coats and Frocks

Carpenter Aprons
Butcher and Bar Aprons
Cooks', Waiters' and Crocers' Aprons
Smocks and Overalls

Miller Manufacturing Co.
LIMITED

251 Mutual St. - - TORONTO

®

Glove®
®

1 Education

®
®

The Maple Leaf line is of

absorbing interest to every

discriminating Glove Buyer.

A full range of Ladies' and

Men's Wool and Fur-lined

Gloves.

®

®
®
®

®

I The Robert Ryan Co.
W Three Rivers, Que.

®
®®®®®®©®®®®®®®®®®®®®®&£

@
®

®
®
@
®
®
®
®
®
®

ll'lien writing advertisers please mention The Review
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WOOLLENS
AND

Tailors' Trimmings
If you have not covered for Fall make

selections from our large open stocks.

With every confidence in good Fall business,

which even at this date is justified, we
have prepared to meet your requirements.

Our Fall Stock Is All In Now
and includes all the staples and late novelties

from European and Canadian Mills in

Woollens, Overcoatings,

Hair Cloths, Tweeds,

Canvases, Hollands,

Serges, Italians, Pocketings,

Suitings, Assorted Silks, etc.

Sole proprietors of the celebrated (best in

the trade) ' Blenheim ' Serges and Salt's

'Yotsman' Serges.

Samples and quotations cheerfully furnished.

MAIL ORDERS ARE GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

A. McDougall &£iCo.
1963McGMfStreet,«g- " MONTREAL

i^B§ BRANCHES AT fj]

Quebec, Toronto, St. John, N.B. and Winnipeg.

I' 'hen writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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STAR
Brand

Star
Brand

Trade Mark

Shirts

Spring

1909

STAR
Brand

Shirts that sell themselves. Every retailer in Canada

should handle them.

Exclusive Patterns Excellent Fit

Reliable Workmanship
Large profits selling STAR BRAND Shirts every year by the foremoit furnishers

throughout the Dominion.

Our travellers will call on you in September for Spring 1909, with the finest range of samples we
have ever shown. Wait for them. Hold your orders. You will thank us later on for this suggestion.

STAR
Brand

Van Allen Company
LIMITED

HAMILTON, CAN.
STAR
Brand

Men's Lisle and Cotton Half- Hose

FOR SPRING, 1909

•jf Our salesmen will show during August and September the

finest range of Plain and Fancy Half -Hose ever shown in

Canada.

tj Owing to present conditions,

Values are Very Much in the Retailer's Favor!

Our range comprises a vast assortment of Plain and Fancy

Half -Hose to retail at 25c, 35c, 50c and upwards. ALSO
FINE FANCY GERMAN CASHMERE to retail at 50c.

CAREFUL INSPECTION OF OUR SAMPLES IS INVITED.

PERRIN, FRERES & CIE
MARK FISHER

BUILDING, MONTREAL

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Ivory Buttons
1T Our line includes all Kinds

and Colors of Ivory Buttons.

Immediate Delivery
of Staple Lines.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

OUR BUTTONS ARE RIGHT.

Samples and prices will show you.

The L. W. Fricke Co.
Manufacturers of Ivory Buttons

43 Dorchester St. W., MONTREAL

"ROOSTER BRAND"

BEST MADE

Do you want Duck Pants ?
Write to Wilkins.

Do you want Yachting Jumpers ?
Write to Wilkins.

Do you want Outing Trousers ?
Write to Wilkins.

Do you want Fancy Vests ?
Write to Wilkins.

Robert C. Wilkins
Montreal

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Selling Agents for following manufacturers :
—

Young & Rochester,
Shirts, Collars, Neckwear, Fancy Vests, Dressing

Gowns. Best selection Flannel Shirts in Canada.

T. H. Downing, Leicester

Underwear, Hosiery, Club Jerseys, Cardigans.

We can ship you at once—
Knitted Silk Ties, at - - 4 00 to 13 50
Washing Ties - - - - 1 75 doz.
English Zephyr and Oxford Shirts, at 8 50
Fancy Colored Half Hose, at - - 2 15
French Balbriggan Underwear, short sleeves

and legs.

Fancy Wash Vests, $12.00 doz.

2-piece Bathing Suits, Cotton, - - 10 50
" " Worsted - 1 3 50

Bath Robes, from 2 50

AERTEX Cellular Underwear
Short Sleeve Shirts—Trunk Drawers - 6 50
Fine Lisle ditto up to - - - - - 14 50

Overalls, Pants, Shirts,

White Coats, Bar Vests
When writing advertisers please mention The Rcviczv

EAGLE BRAND

SHIRTS
See our line of fancy Negligee Shirts

before placing your order.

PATTERNS ARE

New, Neat and Nobby
WORKMANSHIP IS

THE BEST
Up-to-date in every way and prices

are right.

MONARCH SHIRT CO.
ROCK ISLAND, P.O.
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OVERALLS
COATS
SH IRTS
PANTS

Quality and . Originality have

made the Star Brand Goods

Favorites with retailers and

consumers alike.

Which do you handle Star Brand Lines

or unsatisfactory Cheap Lines ?

In buying your requirements, it's a good thing to bear in mind

that you can fool the average man about once. Star Brand

goods build permanent business.

One of the Star Brand Sales force will be glad

to demonstrate the selling features of Star

Brand Lines.

J. B. GOODHUE
Manufacturer of Star Brand Overalls, Shirts, Pants, Etc.

ROCK ISLAND, QUE.

When zvriting advertisers please mention The Review
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which would tell in detail jusf. what to wear on all oc-

casions.

These articles would, perhaps, be monotonous if they

were published consecutively, and they could be varied by

the occasional publication of detailed descriptions of the

novelties in waistcoats, in hats, shirts, collars and cuffs,

neckwear, canes, gloves, fancy hosiery, underwear, hand-

kerchiefs, shoes and the jewelry worn by men.

Occasional articles of an informative character de-

scribing, without being too technical, some of the details

incidental to the productions of the various articles men-

tioned above might be interesting.

It will probably be more effective if merchants co-

operate in this matter, as the men 's wear dealers in Bos-

ton did, with the result that the newspapers of the city,

almost without exception, appreciating the fairness of the

representations made them agreed to publish just the sort

of information outlined above. This was secured by co-

operative effort on the part of the merchants, and equally

satisfactory results may be obtained by similar efforts in

any Canadian city where the conditions warrant their

adoption.

The Review vyill be glad to co-operate with any men's

wear dealer who appreciates the advantage which such a

service would be to him. We will write to newspaper pub-

lishers, pointing out in detail the facts enumerated- here,

and offering to advise them as to the character of the

matter which would be of value to local dealers.

If you are interested write The Review about it to-day.

s

Fall Hat Styles.

The tendency in men's stiff hats for Fall is toward

fuller shapes, the proportion of 5x2 being the standard

and centre around which slight variation, greater or

smaller, will be noted in the productions for the coming

Fall season; brims are more set up than in the Spring

styles. Some very desirable shapes are shown in the

sample lines brought out for autumn trade, and large

buyers are manifestly well pleased with the general selec-

tion, though all sections do not favor the same shapes; in

some sections five deep is about as low as they will go,

but both small and medium shapes are taken, to meet the

known requirements of the trade of different buyers.

With new things in soft hats, the up-to-date styles that

are being made by leading manufacturers, there ought to

be an improved sale of soft hats immediately following

the close of the straw hat season. Soft hats are always

regarded as favorable for early autumn wear, at which

time a change is considered desirable; the straws in ser-

vice show all too plainly the effect of water, wind and

dust, and for appearance sake alone must be discarded;

but it is as yet too early for the adoption of the more

formal or dressy stiff hat, and the soft felt exactly meets

the need of the period, and, consequently, the aggregate

demand for headwear of this class is large, and, we be-

lieve, th season of 1908 will be no exception to this rule.

Retailers who wish to get their full share of the trade

should make provision for this business in soft hats by

placing orders at a date sufficiently early to insure readi-

ness to meet the conditions—not merely the sale of soft

hats any time during the Fall, but from September 1 and

onward, and particularly the earliest demand, which is

likely to be especially important. In telescopes, it is be-

lieved that brown, as predicted by The Review, in various

shades, will sell well. The new shapes are so attractive

that retailers may order promptly in entire confidence.

Suitings for Fall.

Said a leading wholesale woolen man to The Review,

"Tailors throughout Canada are feeling in much better

humor these days than those in any otfier branch of the

dry goods trade. This is between seasons with us, hut

in spite of this we are perfectly satisfied."

This represents fairly well the condition in which the

men's clothiers and furnishers find themselves.

Orders for Fall have been satisfactory, and goods will

go forward this month.

Browns, with a green shade, promise to be strong for

Fall, and buying so far has been pretty welT confined to

this combination. The red browns have shot their b'olt,

and will be worn but sparingly during the coming sea-

son.

Forecasting colors in men's clothing for Canadian
wearers is particularly difficult, because there seems to

be no precedent to guide one. Canadians do not follow

closely upon Americans when it comes to colors of cloth-

ing, and while in the brown seasons now passing, we did

undoubtedly fol'ow hard upon the prevailing styles in the

United States, it may be years before this will happen
again in the same way. Not in years has any color taken

the hold on men's clothing that brown has had this year.

The prediction is made that next year will be a

"freak" year ; that is, there will be no one color which
will take prominence to any extent, above the others.

One buyer told The Review that he had no preference
;

he was buying a nice selection of everything, and be-

lieved that any good color, in moderation, so far as pat-

terns were concerned, would be taken up.

New Clothing Warehouse.

During the last month H. E. Bond & Co. have been get-

ting settled in their new factory and warehouse, corner

Wellington Street West and Simcoe Street. The new
building is a handsome structure, six storeys high, with a

frontage of 127 feet on both streets, and a floor space of

84,000 square feet. With the removal to this building all

the manufacturing will be earried on under the one roof,

the upper Moors of the structure being devoted "to this

branch.

The first floor is occupied as a stock and sample room,

with general offices at the front. Light from three sides

of the building makes it peculiarly adapted to the uses

to which the floor is put. The office fittings are in oak,

and adjoining the general offices are the private offices of

H. E. Bond, president, and J. J. Doran, vice-president,

while S. J. Baker, warehouse manager, has an office com-

manding a view of the entire floor.

An office for the use of the thirteen travelers, when
they are in the warehouse, is also being fitted up on this

floor.

The whole building is equipped with a system of house

'phones, and it is said to be the first large building in

Toronto, in which the electric light wires are strung in

conduits.

Richard H. Clark, one of Toronto's pioneer business

men, and for many years the proprietor of a tailor shop

on Vonge Street, near Queen, but who for the last seven-

teen years has been tailoring inspector at the Industrial

School, died in Toronto a few days ago. Deceased was

eighty-one years of age, and had lived in Toronto for

fifty-six years.
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Faton Manufacturing Company

OF SHERBROOKE

MANUFACTURERS OF

Beavers, Meltons, Uniform Cloths, Broad Cloths,

Plain and Fancy Overcoatings, Coverts,

Fine Wool and Worsted Suitings,

Venetians, Homespuns, Cheviots, Dress Goods,

Jersey Cloth, Cashmerette

AND SPINNERS OF

Worsted Knitting and Fingering Yarns

SHERBROOKE, Province of QUEBEC

When waiting advertisers please mention The Review
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INFORMATION FOR
HAT BUYERS

Bealizing fully our facilities, and owing to requests from many of

our customers all over Canada we have prepared to engage in the

MEN'S HAT TRADE
For Spring 1909, our representatives will show this summer all

over Canada a range of Men's Stiff and Soft Hats, etc., which we
are satisfied will make and hold trade for you.

These are some of the specially selected lines :

—

Egerton & Co.
London

High Grade Stiffs and Softs,

Specialty "The Facilus" Hat.

Perfect, easy fitting.

Belmont & Co.
London

Makers of the celebrated

Belmont's Lightweight Flexible

Specialty "The Fitzu " for

comfort and style.

Warwick & Son, London
Stiff and Soft Hats

Above lines will be augmented by other leading English, French

and American Manufacturers.

We are handling only dependable Hats, in up to the minute

shapes, and ask the privilege of proving to you through our

representatives that our Hat proposition is right.

Further details in the August issue of this paper.

Boulter, Waugh & Co., Limited
Fur Manufacturers and Hat Importers,

Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Seasonable Clothing
In Stock

Cff It's good business right now to" help out

your clothing stock with our great assortments

of seasonable lines to draw from, in our ware-

houses in Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver.

By Using Our Stocks You Can
Brighten Up Your Clothing Lines,

Attract New Business and Help Out

a Rousing Summer Clothing Sale.

€f| We are prepared for all your demands in

reliable men's, youths' and children's clothing.

€j[ Order with the assurance that the goods

will be shipped the day the order is received.

€[f Tell us what you want, and we'll see that

you get it. A visit to any of our warehouses

is invited.

Inspect Our JVLontreal Plant

John W. Peck & Co., Ltd.
CANADA'S FOREMOST CLOTHES MAKERS

Montreal Winnipeg

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

Vancouver
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WORKING and NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
Don't fail to see our Fall samples. We have never shown a more complete range.

No. 55.—Nap Back Black Serge, doz
No. 79.—Military Flannel, doz.
No. 85.—Navy Blue Flannel, doz.

No. 93.—Navy Blue Flannel, doz. -

OUR LEADERS FOR FALL AND WINTER :

$ 9 00
13 50
12 00

No. 75.—Dark Grey Flannel, doz.

No. 83.—Navy Blue Melton, doz.

No. 91.—Navy Blue Flannel, doz.

No. 95.—Navy Blue Flannel, doz.16 50

PRICES IN EVERY INSTANCE AS LOW AS SUPERIOR QUALITY WILL ADMIT.

$ 9 00
9 00

13 50
18 00

BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

THE "CRAVENETTE" CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/tIeg? Trademark^

PROOFED BY

Fac-simile of Stamp

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The t

(Copyright)

DUST-PROOF
, as well as

RAIN-PROOF

Limited

Proofers to the Trade, BRADFORD, YKS.

WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
TJ AVE you tried the Common
*^ on the market to equal the

Sense Suspender. None In all Styles
m for com fort as well as

durability. Ask our representatives to see them, once "Tailor Made" Brand
used you can sell no other.

Price $6.50, $8,50, $9.00, $10.50.
MAKERS A good stock ready for immediate delivery.

Globe Suspender Co. - Rock Island, Que.
All Shirts Full Sized. Quality and Fit Unquestioned.

Write or Wire your needs.

1. ALPH0NSE 0UIMET, L. 0. PAQIJETTE,

366 St. Paul St., Montreal 70 Church St., Quebec City The SMITH (& McftEOWN
SHIRT MTG. CO. Ltd. 16 Cote St.. MONTREAL

PnnHpnQAfl AHQ afc a cost °^^ cents per word. All clerks requiring positionsVUllUGMoOu HUO. should do well to spend a few cents in the Dry Goods Reviewspei

and state their requirements.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Notes on Canadian Business Changes

Ontario.

W. E. Dunlop, tailor, Toronto; assigned.

W. S. Case, dry goods, Aylmer; assigned.

Moses Levin, dry goods, Ottawa; assigned.

M. A. Travers, millinery, Toronto; assigned.

W. A. Wirnmar, tailor, Port Rowan; assigned.

A. A. Morisette, tailor, New Liskeard; assigned.

Samuel Heff, dry goods, etc., London ; loss by fire.

A. Samuel, general store, Brown Hill; assigned.

American Pants & Overalls Co., Ottawa; assets sold.

E. J. Cockman, men's furnishings, Ottawa; assigned.

Kinsella & Delaney, general store, Kearney; assigned.

Dalgoff Isaacson, dry goods, etc., Seaforth; assigned.

A. H. Lougheed & Co., tailors', Toronto; assigned.

Miss M. J. Coborn, millinery, Staynor; loss by fire.

Smith & Co.. general store, Silver Hill; sold to Turvey
Bros.

J. N. Donnelly, general store, Cayuga; sold to J. A.

Tooley.

Murphy & Co., general merchants, North Bay; as-

signed.

G. C. Church & Co.. general store, Burks Falls; loss

by fire.

E. H. Dever, tailor and men's furnisher, Dresden;
assigned.

Nora G. Murphy, general store, Rainy River; sold to

B. W. Kerr.

James Vair & Sons, dry goods, etc., Barrie; Win. L.

Vair, deceased.

Robertson Bros. & Co., general store, Dunchurch; sold

to Cade & Co.

Chas. B. Heath Co., clothing, Stratford ; winding up
order granted.

W. A. Montgomery, tailor, men's furnisher, North
Cower; assigned.

FULL LINE OF
Canvas and f^ 1

Leather Faced OlOVGS
now being shown wholesalers.

Samples upon request.

The B. B. Glove & Mitt Co., BEEBE
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Ritchie Bros., general store, Orangeville; R. W.
Ritchie, deceased.

Guilfoyle Bros., dry goods, etc., Collingwood; Thos.

(Jnilfoyle, deceased.

Hambly & Graham, dry goods, Fort William; succeeded

by Hambly & Graham.

C. W. Coulter, dry goods and Geo. B. Culbert, dry

goods, Burks Palls; loss by fire.

Behm & Witthun, clothing and men's furnishing,

Hamilton; stock sold to Frido Behm.

Quebec.

A. Larente, tailor, Montreal; assets sold.

L. H. Lamothe, tailor, Montreal; assigned.

A. Smith & Co., tailors, Montreal; assigned.

Coyle & Co., woolens, Montreal; registered.

A Genest, general store, St. Thuribe; assigned.

Ascher Bros., cloaks, etc., Montreal; dissolved.

Jean Lariviere, dry goods, Montreal; registered.

A. Rioux & Co., general store, Amqui; assigned.

Prudhomme & Co., tailors, Montreal; registered.

J. B. Belisle, dry goods, Ste. Agathe; assigned.

Sibelas & Engrelberg, tailors, Montreal ; dissolved.

The Parisian Ladies' Tailors, Montreal; registered.

Mrs. Geo. Martineau, millinery, Montreal; registered.
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"LION" BRAND

Boys' Clothing

We have been 8

years in manu-
facturing Boys'
Clothing and it

only took us
3 years to estab-

lish a reputation

for making the

best fitting— the

most cleverly
finished— and the

most profitable

Boys' Clothing a

merchant has
ever handled.

We are increasing our output every season

Th

This Season

1 s reason for it

we are making 4,500 pairs of Knickers
and 500 Boys' Suits every week.

The Best Merchants
in Canada are handling the

"LION " Brand and are
buying more every season.

IfRlTK TO US IF YOU DON'T KNOW US

The Jackson Manufacturing Co.
Operating Two , >•• . j y-> j • t_

Factories: Clinton and Godench
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J. Dagenais & Co., general store, Farnham; registered.

A. P. Mercier, men's furnishings, Montreal; assigned.

David Buchman, general store, Mills Valhes; assign-

ed.

Gratton & Frere, merchant tailors, Montreal; regis-

tered.

The Groostein & Winiker Fur Co., Montreal; regis-

tered.

Sophie Lacasse, general store, St. Andre Avelin; as-

signed.

J. Fabien Bugraud, general store, Bonaventure River;

assigned.

Wener & Dick, clothing manufacturers, Montreal ; re-

gistered.

J. Edmond Gauthier, general store, Chicoutimi; as-

signed.

Elz Ouillet. general store, Hebertville; voluntary as-

signment.

H. Oscar Bruneau, general store, Stratford Centre;

assigned.

Freydberg Bros., manufacturers' trimmings, Montreal;

registered.

Searles, Bodwell & Co., general store, Beebe Plain;

burnt out.

Dora Linder, dry goods, Montreal; Mrs. Isaac Rosen-

berg, registered.

Poirier & Lynch, hats, etc., Montreal ;
Mrs. Pierre

Pokier, registered.

Montreal Store, dry goods, Montreal; Mrs. Simond
Boosamra, registered.

Doxtader & Devreese, manufacturers blouses, St.

Hyacinthe ; registered.

Doxtader & Richer, manufacturers silk waists, St.

Hyacinthe ; dissolved.

A. Amyot & Co., ladies' tailors, Montreal ; dissolved;

Noll Amyot, registered.

L. G. A. Saucier, dry goods, shoes, Pont de Maski-

nonge; selling out at auction.

P. Duchesneau & Co., general store, St. Titi; Mrs.
Philip Duchesneau, registered.

The Montreal Skirt & Coat Manufacturing Co., Mont-
real; dissolved, Chas. B. Fainer, registered.

*

The West

G. W. Glover, tailor, Russell, Man.; burnt out.

1. B. Milns millinery, Calgary, Alta. ; assigned.

Arthur Nicholas, general store, Burton, B.C.; assigned.

Fraser & Pride, clothiers, Vancouver, B.C.; dissolved.

Mrs. F. C. Woolvren, general store, Bowell, Alta. ; sold

out.

G. N. Eaton, general store, Prince Albert, Sask.; as-

signed.

Labelle Bros., general store, Ranfurley, Alta.; dis-

solved.

Coots & Gaiser, general store, Napinko, Man. ; dis-

solved.

M. T. Knight, general store, Roche Percee, Sask.;

assigned.

Ivor Anderson, tailor, Hanley, Sask. ; succeeded by A.

M. Louttet.

Ebert & Son, general store, McTaggart, Sask,; sold to

,J.
P. Srluimtn,

McCormick & Philip, general store, Gilbert Plains,

Man.; dissolved.

Coleman Mercantile Co., general store, Coleman, Alta.;

fire loss, insured.

McGuire Bros., general store, Oberon, Man.; sold t<">

James MacDonald.

Griggs & Co., general store, Eburni, B.C.; succeeded

by M. C. Gordon.

F. A. Slaney, general store, Guernsey, Sask. ; succeeded

by Christie & Henderson.

Emil Mohr, general store, Granville, Y.T.; sold to

Shaw & Spence, Dawson.

McDonnell & Thoroughman, general store, Alix, Alta.

;

succeeded by E. L. Trilky.

Thurston & Co., general store, Rocanville, Alta.; suc-

ceeded by Thurston & Creary.

Cairns, Naylor & Co., general store, Glenboro, Man.;
succeeded by Cairns Capelin.

Joseph Shaw & Co., general store, Beausejour, Man.;
succeeded by Mrs. S. C. Black.

T. N. Bjorndahl, general store, Waterous, Sask.; suc-

ceeded by Waterous Trading Co.

Montgomery & Henry, men's furnishings, Nakomis,
Sask.; advertising business for sale.

Many Happy Returns.

Donald Mackay, of Toronto, the "grand old man"
of the dry goods trade in Canada, celebrated his 94th

birthday a week ago. A smalL luncheon was given for

him in the Government House by the Governor and Lady
Clark, the latter a niece of Mr. MacKay's. It was re-

marked that no one ate a more hearty luncheon than

did Mr. MacKay. He has aged some during the last few
months, but he has still a full head of hair with very little

gray in it. A year ago he ran a hundred-yards race with

one of the Dry Goods Review staff in the Queen's Park,

where his residence is, and he was quite as active as

the young man less than half his age. Ontario Bank
troubles have told a little on him and much sympathy
is felt for him, although he has not been included in

the court proceedings. The authorities looked into the

matter at the beginning and concluded that he was in no

wise responsible for the troubles. He remained as a

director of that institution against his will and from a

sense of duty. On his birthday he received hundreds of

congratulations and best wishes for many happy returns.

Mr. MacKay's firm, Gordon, MacKay & Company,
was established originally by his brother-in-law, the late

Mr. Gordon, and Mr. MacKay now takes but little interest

in its affairs, though still being the controlling financial

factor in the concern.

He came to Canada from the North of Scotland with

his brothers, who founded MacKay Brothers, wholesale

dry goods in Montreal, and who were in their day a

very large factor in the commercial life of Canada. That

branch is now represented by Honorable Robert MacKay,
who is a Senator, director of the Bank of Montreal, The

Bell Telephone Company, Canadian Pacific Railway and

many other of the most important enterprises.

The difficulty between the operatives and the Mon-

treal Cotton Co., is practically settled, and the men ha.\f

I
et 111 ned to work,
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Among Canadian Dry Goods Travelers

The Commercial Traveler's Dream.

In a little room in a little hotel,

In a little country town,

On a little bed with a musty smell,

A man was lying down.

A great big man, with a great big snore,

For he lay on his back, you see,

But a peaceful look on his face he wore,

For sound asleep was he.

In his dreams what wonderful trips he made,

What wonderful bills he sold;

And everyone paid and nobody failed,

And his orders were good as gold.

And he laughed a terribly scornful laugh

When the other drummers "blowed,"
For he knew that none had sold the half

Of what his own book showed.

And he got a letter from home one day,

"Dear, sir; we've no fitter term,

Than simply in few words to say

Henceforth you are one of the firm."

A wonderful change in his life this made;
He soon from the road withdrew,

And readily got to know his wife

And his son and daughter, too.

He also withdrew from his obscure fiat

To a house on the avenue,

Got healthy and wealthy, contented and fat,

Reached the City Council, too.

r

But thump! bang! thump!—thump! bang! again,

And the landlord stood at the door:

"It's jolly near time for that six-ten train,"

And the drummer's dream was o'er.

*

Travelers Gather at Vancouver.

Last month the annual convention of the Oregon,

Washington and British Columbia jurisdiction of the

United Commercial Travelers' of America was held in

Vancouver. Several hundred travelers from the two

States mentioned, and from the Canadian Province, gath-

ered in the city and in addition to holding a convention,

successful from the point of view of the business trans-

acted, as well as judged by its social aspect.

The merchants of the city, besides contributing gener-

ously towards the fund for entertaining the visiting tra-

velers, spent considerable money in decorating their places

of business, and the city was in holiday attire in honor of

the ambassadors of commerce.
One of the features of the gathering was the parade,

which was decidedly unique. The convention closed with

a banquet in which about 4-
r
'0 participated, The member-

ship of the Vancouver Council numbers now almost 200,

and a Council has also been established with a good mem-
bership list.

The next place of meeting will be Spokane.

*

A Traveler Married.

Wm. H. Benoit, of Vancouver, B.C., a traveler for

Greenshields, Ltd., was married recently in that city to

Miss Eleanor Jessie Arnold. They spent their honeymoon
on a trip to the South, but before leaving were given sub-

stantial evidence of the most sincere best wishes of their

f-iends, among them being a handsome oak buffet and a

music stand from the firm and employes of Greenshields,

Ltd.

*

Travelers to Open Hotel.

The advance of rates by the three principal hotels of

Moncton may result in the establishment of another bote]

here. From June 1st the rates in the Moncton hotels have

been placed at $2.50 per day.

Commercial men are making a move, they claim, to

arrange for another hotel, their associations guaranteeing

the entire patronage of all the members through their

newly organized central hotel committee. The recent ad-

vance was stated to be on account of the increased price of

supplies.

Stole from Employers.

Swift justice was meted out to Charles McDougall,

a negro in the employ of Cook & Stoneman, Yarmouth,

N.S., who was convicted on a charge of stealing $1000
worth of merchandise, which he had been systematica I

K

selling. Four truckloads of goods were seized and return-

ed to the store. They included carpets, oilcloths, cottons.

ladies' wear, etc. McDougall pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to seven years in penitentiary.

McDougall had been in the employ of Cook & Stone-

man for some years, and was frequently employed in

laying carpets for the firm in private residences.

His wife declared that she had no knowledge that

the goods were stolen. McDougall, she says, did not give

her any money, stating that he took his wages out in

these goods which he brought home ajid which he said

he was accumulating for the purpose of starting a store.

New London Warehouse.

McMahon, Granger & Co., wholesale dry goods, Lon-
don, are erecting a handsome new warehouse on York
Street, one which will cost, when completed, about $35,000.

The new building will have 25,000 square feet of floor

space; it will be of solid brick, with terra cotta front, and
will be practically fireproof.

Work on this building will bo rushed, and the firm

hopes to be in the new building during the coming Fall,
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Items from all Canada

Ontario

James M. Alexander, president of the firm of S. F.

McKinnon & Co., sailed last Friday for Europe in search

of the latest millinery styles and novelties for the open-

ings.

The dry goods merchants of Stratford will close their

stores on Wednesday afternoons during July and August,

in order to give their employes a half-day's outing each

week.

The W. E. Sanford Manufacturing Company has pur-

chased the building occupied by the company's store in

St. Catharines, and in the near future it will be enlarged

and remodelled.

It will be learned with regret by his many friends in

the trade that Fred. Tisdale, foreign buyer for John Mac-

donald & Co., has met with an accident that will neces-

sitate his confinement to the house for a short period.

While playing tennis Mr. Tisdale dislocated his knee

—

some years ago when he was an ardent football player

he hurt the same knee in a similar manner. He will be

confined to the house for ten days or so, which in itself

will be a pretty serious trial to one of Mr. Tisdale's

active temperament.

The dry goods store of W. G. Begg, Collingwood, was
entered by burglars recently, and goods to the value of

over one hundred dollars were taken. On suspicion of

having been connected with this theft two men were ar-

rested at Stayner, and, pleading guilty, were sentenced to

two years less one day in Central Prison.

L. E. Edwards, representing E. H. Cosbie, the Irish

Linen Agency, after completing a very successful trip to

the Atlantic coast, is now on his way West. Mr. Edwards
intends to go right through to the Pacific, and will call

on all the principal retailers. As he has a particularly fine

range of both household embroidered and art linens, as

well as the latest novelties in laces and other fancy dry

goods lines, and as business is picking up wonderfully in

the West, he expects to have a very satisfactory trip.

A. C. Burgess, head of W. R. Brock & Co,'s ladies'

ready-to-wear department, accompanied by H. C.

Strachan, who has the management of the Montreal de-

partment, are now on a trip to New York in the inter-

ests of their several departments and to pick up the

latest novelties in waist and coat materials and styles.

The results of their trip will be embodied in the later

Fall novelties and also in their early Spring line. Mr.

Burgess, besides the management of the Toronto de-

partment, which, since its enlargement, is one of the

finest on the continent, devoted exclusively to garments,

has charge of the factory where Her Ladyship garments

are produced.

There are in contemplation various improvements and

extensions in order to satisfy the growing demand for

better made and better grade garments. The most prom-
inent of the extensions is the intention to branch out

into the production of high grade waists. Hitherto Her
Ladyship waists have only been produced in popular-

priced garments; now it is proposed to branch out into

the making of high grade waists. Sample lines in future

will contain a handsome selection of waists up to $30 a

dozen. No more care can be put into the cut, fit and
finish of these waists than now characterizes the popular

line of Her Ladyship garments, but the trade is assured

that the better grade waists will contain just as good

value as they have hitherto found in the cheaper line.

Quebec

Mr. Swift, of Swift, Copland & Co., Ltd., Montreal

is in Europe, making purchases.

Hiram Johnson, fur dealer, Montreal, was in at-

tendance at the June London fur sales.

C. J. Redmond, of the Redmond Co., Ltd., returns

from his foreign buying trip at the middle of this month.

J. J. Kerr is the Western and Northern Ontario repre-

sentative for R. C. Bach, Montreal. Mr. Kerr is a well-

posted dry goods man, having had over 20 years' retail

experience, which is useful to him and his customers in

his present capacity.

Jerry M. Gilmore, of the Globe Suspender Co., Rook
Island, Que., is one of the many travelers who state that

Eastern Townships trade is in a healthy condition, and

that crop prospects practically assure a good Fall trade.

Mr. Hart, of the Hart Mfg. Co., Montreal, was
among the many Canadian manufacturers going to the

New York markets last month.

Thos. J. Watt, of Watt & Shapiro, Montreal, and
Robert C. Logan, representative of the same firm, are

again in Montreal after a quick trip the last two weeks

in June throughout many important Ontario towns. They
speak encouragingly of the Fall garment trade, and of

the favorable reception given the new Fall styles. In

every part of the province, tight and semi-fitting gar-

nun ts are in splendid request, and while alterations loom

large in many merchants minds they clearly recognize the

selling value of the new styles. As a result of the large

initial orders given this firm there, Mr. David H. Shapiro

went to New York in search of later developmc '-. and

they are now showing several new styles.

*

The East.

The clothing factory of D. Ashkins & Co., St. John,

N.B., had a very narrow escape from destruction by fire

recently. A gas iron was said to have been left burning,

a ml this is believed to have given the fire its origin.

The West.

The Gordon Dry Goods House, New Westminster, B.C.,

has been sold to an Eastern man and Mr. Gordon will re-

turn to the East. He has been in New Westminster ten

years, and established the business which now bears his

name.

Cotton Mills Affected.

A serious break occurred in the bank of the Cornwall

canal, at Cornwall recently, and one of the immediate

local results of the break was the closing down of the

majority of the larger industries in the towns, because

• if the failure of the power supply, among them being-

the Canadian Colored Cotton Company's mills, employ-

ing 1,200 hands and Hodge's woolen mills. There is one

fortunate feature in the disaster, however. The majority

of the men will be employed on repairs to the canal.
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising
By T. J. Tobin

In just what light do you regard your advertising ?

Has it a definite value in your eyes, or do you look

upon its cost as a donation to the local papers that

must be paid because the "other fellows" do it.

Perhaps it constitutes to you just what, possibly,

HICKSON'S FAIR^
OUR ANNUi

Reduction Sale
IS IN FULL SWING AND WILL LAST

Until MONDAY, June 22nd.
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

FANCY DRY GOODS,
LADIES' WEAR, CHINA,

GLASSWARE, STATIONERY,
LEATHER GOODS, TOYS, Etc.,

Will be offered at an average Discount of 25% from regular prices.

See Posters for further particulars.

A Handsome Prize to be awarded. A genuine Bargain opppr.

tunity. Do Dot miss it.

Fig. i.

you believe it means to your competitors—a sop to your

inherent vanity.

Behind it all you may have a sneaking notion that

there is some advantage in keeping your name before the

public.

See here ! Your advertising should have a definite

value to you. It should be pretty nearly as indispensable

as your show windows and salespeople. If it's not,

there's still quite a lot about the dry goods business

that you don't know.
You'll have a great deal more respect for advertising

when you come to study it a little and give it a chance

to demonstrate its worth to you.

You've got to respect it, and use it continually and

intelligently, if you hope to build up a prosperous busi-

ness in the twentieth century, against competition that

is worthy of the name.
To get down to the real elementary principle of the

thing : You've got something to sell ; to dispose of it

you've got to tell somebody about it, and advertising is

the most economic method of placing your story before

the greatest possible number of people.

The necessity for advertising arose with the necessity

for the first interchange of commodities that ever took

place on earth. That's carrying you back quite a few

centuries, and then some. When a man wished to dispose

of anything he simply told his neighbors about it. He
advertised.

A live drygoodsman of the present day uses printed

matter, backed up by his show windows, to tell the pub-

lic about the merits of the merchandise he has for sale.

The principles which underlie his advertising and that of

the primitive citizen mentioned in the paragraph above

are identically the same.

In the simplest, most comprehensive way possible, I

have endeavored to show those merchants who still seem

to be in ignorance just WHY they should advertise.

This little talk should properly have preceded the

series I have been running for several months on HOW
to advertise, but I was not for some time aware that so

many merchants do not yet appreciate the great business-

creating power of the intelligently-written advertise-

ment.

There is one important point upon which I have not

yet touched—the news quality in retail advertising.

Do you know that many hundreds of papers are pur-

chased daily, in Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Quebec and

ANNOUNCEMENT.

Unparalleled Slaughter Sale!

-or-

Ladies' and Children's

UNDERWEAR
A Job Lot of One Hundred and

Forty Dozen to be sold at Marvel-
lously Low Prices.

Come and secure some of the
EXTRA VALUES offered at this

Great Bargain Store.

Bishop & Layton
DIVISION STREET. ROSS' HARDWARE STORE

Fig. z.

other cities, primarily for the department store ads. that

they contain ?

To the women—and lots of men as well—these ads.

have a real, live news value. They tell a keenly inter-

esting story of events that are scheduled to take place
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in the hip; stores to-morrow. Price savings, arrival of

new goods, etc., etc., etc.—these are the things that re-

ceive first attention from thousands of mothers and

daughters when they get the morning or evening papers.

There's nothing surprising about it either when you con-

sider the way the ads. are written. Just study a few of

Big Savings on Unix
Underwear

Because we were able to pay spot cash we secured

from one of the large wholesale houses a big price

concession on a lot of Ladies' and Children's Under-

wear. This enables us to offer you a number of

very attractive specials, at a time when you'll ap-

preciate them strongly. There are 144 dozen gar-

ments in the lot, and all have been priced for quick

selling on

Tuesday, June 2
Vsl a Jew items to indicate the splendid values

arranged for this sale

—

25c for regular 50c and 75c—Children's fine Swiss

ribbed pure wool vests, 's make, long'

sleeves, high neck, closed front, plain finish,

tape ties, cream and natural.
n 5c for regular 25c and 40c—Children's fleece-lined

vests, long sleeves, high neck, plain finish, taped

natural only.

Children's Cotton Drawers, 25c—Tight-fitting knee,

finished with band at waist, all sizes, black

and white.

Women's Cotton Vests, 15c—Fine ribbed, sleeveless

and short sleeves, finished with fancy edging

and taped, all sizes.

Women's Swiss Ribbed Lisle Vests, 35c—Sleeveless

or short sleeves, plain finish, taped, 3 for $1.

Come as soon after 8 o'clock Tuesday morning as

possible, so that you may have the widest
assortment to choose from.

Bishop &. Layton
DIVISION STREET

Fig. 3

I hem carefully and note how interestingly and descrip-

tively they tell the people what they want to know.
You can write your ads. somewhat along the same

lines if you try. It's the news quality you want to get
at. Never run the same ad. twice, select carefully the
list of goods to he dealt with in each and give prices and
descriptions wherever possible. Also you can with ad-
vantage use cuts, but try always to have them actually
illustrate the goods.

Take time to write your ads., always have something
worth while to say and make the story of your offerings
read as interestingly as you know how. Try it and send
me some of your productions for criticism.

*

Some Elementary Principles.

There is a great deal written respecting retail adver-
tising that is more likely to confuse than assist the mer-
chant U1 us assume that the latter knows practically

nothing about it. What he wants, then, is an exposition

of elementary principles. Most writers overlook these en-

tirely, and jump into the middle of the subject without

first supplying the reader with the facilities necessary to

follow them understanding^' . They try to build an ela-

borate and weighty superstructure on an imperfect foun-

dation. The result is that many people have come to

regard advertising as something quite mysterious, when,

as a matter of fact, there is nothing mysterious about
it.

Let's start at the beginning and assume that you are

about to write your first advertisement, and that you

have no very clear idea of how to go about it. You've
contracted for space in the local papers, but probably

without figuring on it as an investment of definite value.

You feel you've got to place your name and something

about your business in the accepted mediums, and that's

about as far as you reason the matter out. Well, there's

no difficulty about writing in your name—very likely

you'll conclude to put it both at the top and bottom.

Now, what about the goods ? That's the striking point.

It may or may not occur to you to analyze what the

public would naturally want to know about them—what
kind of a talk would arouse their interest. Ten chances

to one you won't make any such analysis, and it's pretty

nearly an even chance that you'll conclude by producing

Turner's Store

Ladies
Wo have same OfYou will bo needing an automobile veil,

the Itftest designs.

Fancy Neckwear and belts in all sizes and styles

Ladies' light summer coats in various stylos and sizes.

Just a few ladies' hats left.

Fancy ribbon 1 in wide^. reg price 2oc yd. Selling now at 15c

Gents
Now is the the time to buy your »ummer suits.

latest in these.

Only a few left of our $5.00 suits.

A large assortment in gent's cravenette coats.

The latest In Stocks and Ties.

We hovo tho

Potatoes I Potatoes ! Potatoes
Just received a half car of seed potatoes.

Give us a Call.

C A. Turner.
Milestone? Sasjk.

Fig. 4.

an ad. something after the style of that shown in Fig.

1. I have reproduced it primarily for the purpose of

showing you how not to advertise.

To the merchant who doesn't realize the value of

good advertising the preparation of copy is a nuisance-^
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.1 i.isk upon which as little time as possible should be era

spent. KaI

In your first ad, your name, address and a list of the clar

goods you have for sale appears to be all that is neces- con

Turner's Store
Paris Veilings, 35c—Newest style, in plain and

chenille dotted effects; Brussels, Tuxedo and

fish nets; in brown, navy, magpie, complexion

combinations and black.

Fancy Neckwear, $1 and $1.25—Gibson collars,

Cascades, Jabots and Bows, in net, lace and

chiffon; some with touches of color.

Extra Values in Belts—A lot of belts grouped to

sell at one price. They are in taffeta, silver

braid, leather and fancy braid. Made in tuck-

ed, pleated or girdle effects, trimmed witli fancy

cords and silk-covered buttons, and buckles of

pearl, gilt, oxydized or black.

Tight-fitting Spring Coats, $7.50—Made of a good

quality of covert cloth, 22 inches long, tight-

fitting back, fancy strap collar, double-

breasted, with three rows of strapping of

same down back and front, colors black and

fawn, all sizes.

Tailored Street Hats, $2.50—You want a hat for

everyday wear. Here is a line, just arrived,

that we are going to put on sale at a special

price for Friday. The shape alone is worth

the money we ask for the trimmed hat. The

range includes the new high crown effects, tur-

ban and sailor effects, trimmed with velvet,

ribbon, wings and quills, in tan, Copenhagen,

brown and green. Most becoming and good.

3 Yards Ribbon, 59c-—25c quality, 4 inches wide.

Pure all silk, firm weave, chiffon finished taffeta

ribbons, in beautiful rich shades of sky, pink,

navy, red, white, cream and black. Our sper

cial 25c line. Suitable for hair bows, sashes,

trimmings, etc.

In tHe Men's Department
The Suit You Want Right Now—Extra fine quality

fancy worsted suits, high-grade imported Eng-
lish materials in the latest shades of grey, olive,

brown and seal browns. The weaves show

stripes and cross plaids with very faint color-

ing. Mohair twill body lining and interlining

to match. Price $15.

Fashionable Neckwear—Men's small size, four-in-

hands, in polka dot or mixed patterns, reversible,

good quality silk. Price 25e.

Grocery Department
Ve have just received a half car of seed potatoes.

The price is .

C. j\. Turner
MILLSTONE, SAStt.

Fig. 5-

sajy, with, perhaps, a promise added that your values

will be found exceptional.

Now, let's figure it out on a commonsense basis. All

advertising must be judged according to the demand it

s for the goods. What would he the verdict in n

to yours ? Undoubtedly il would have to he de-

ed little better than worthless. It's merely a sign,

aining about the same amount of information as

which hangs above the entrance to your store.

SING 20T

JONES & CLARK!
PHONE NO. 32

I

ON ALL OUR

New White Waists
For the next two weeks we are giving' } off all

our White Waists. Every waist in the store will be
cleared out at this sale. You cannot afford to miss this.

Now is the time to get a good supply for the summer
at small cost. We want to " Repeat " last year's selling

as we sold out every waist, and are going to do the

same this season.

Do Not Miss This Sale

!

$1.00 Waist for 75c
1.25 " 95c
1.50 u 1.10

2.00 " 1.50

$2.50 Waists for $1.90

300 " 2.25

4.00 u 3.00

4.50 u 3.35

Sizes 32 to 40. 20 different styles.

Parasols and Sunshades
Ibis will be a big season for them. You will find them here in

abundance in Plain or Fancy,

Nice Fancy Parasols lor $1.00 $1.50 $2.00
Good Black " $1.00 $2.00 $3.00

HI
We have the long looked for
11 Heatherbloom " now on our count-
ers. It is one of the finest goods
made. Ju6t as good and ruBtles like

silk and is taking the place of silk for
petticoats and lining.

50 cts per yard, 36 in.

Boys, Look Here

!

Have yon heard of our NEW NEOK WEAR? Just arrived
the swagger stuff. Right from New York. The New Leather Tie is

all our own. We have the NEW INVISIBLE SUSPENDERS in
now. NEW WHITE VESTS, NEW COLLARS & NEW BELTS.

Right Prom The Old Country.
Just arrived. 2 crates of DINNER SETS and TOILET SETS.

We are now in position to offer you the best assortment in this line
shown in Exeter for a long time. Come in and see them. It will do
you good.

Dinner Sets from $6 to $15.00

Toilet Sets from $2 to $5.00

JONES & CLARK
Headquarters for the celebrated W. E. Sanford Clothing

Fig. 6.

You couldn't dismiss all your salespeople and expect

customers to walk in, pick over the goods themselves till

they found what they wanted, pay their money to a

cashier, wrap up the goods and carry them home. Well,

that would be just about as reasonable as expecting an

ad., such as we have been discussing, to draw trade. It

simply isn't equipped to do it.

Just what is the matter with Fig. 1 ? We will deal

with the subject matter only, leaving any points bearing
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on typography till another time. The introduction—from

"Our Annual Reduction Sale," down to "our entire stock

of"—does not call for criticism"Fancy Dry Goods" down
to "Leather Goods, Toys, etc.," violates the unchange-

able rule that advertising should be definite. What does

this merchant mean by "Ladies' Wear and Fancy Dry

Goods ?" We know in a general way, of course, but the

public won't stop to figure it out. He says he is giving

a discount of 25 per cent, on all goods coming under these

headings ; and surely there are some offerings that he

considers particularly attractive value and likely to ap-

peal more readily to his public than any of the others.

These offerings should be specified, described and

priced. The people should be told what they naturally

wanT to know about the goods. How can an ad. excite

interest if it does not contain this sort of information ?

Always remember that the public are not compelled

to read your announcements, and they'll pay scant

attention to them if you don't make a practice of telling

them" something pretty interesting. Don't forget, either,

that a series of poor, uninforming ads. will lessen the

chance of a subsequent series of really good ones being

read. You can educate the people to avoid your ads.

just as surely as you can educate them to look for them
regularly. It all depends upon the story that you tell.

Now, if Hickson's Fair had picked out even two or

three items under each of the headings, "Ladies' Wear,"
etc., and described and priced the articles, the ad. would
have had a decided news value. The ladies of this town
would have read it just as interestingly as any personal

paragraph in the paper. They'd have had a definite idea

of the bargains being offered, would know them to be

really bargains, and you may be sure they'd have taken

the trouble to go and see for themselves. There the

work of the ad. ends ; it is then up to the goods to meet
the claims made for them.

The other headings in this ad.
—"China, Glassware,

Stationery, Leather Goods, Toys," etc., should be treat-

ed in the same way as indicated above.

"See posters for further particulars," is another

paragraph that I don't like. These particulars should be

stated in the ad., briefly, if you like, but they should be

there. That's what the ad. is for—to tell the public all

there is to say about this reduction sale. The same is

true of the prize mentioned so indefinitely. There may
be some good reason why this firm should use posters

extensively—insufficient circulation of the local papers,

for instance—but the burden of telling the whole story

should, under no circumstances, be placed on their

shoulders. Even where their use is desirable, full par-

ticulars should be given in both posters and newspaper
advertising.

In answer to some of my arguments, Hickson's Fair

might say that to remodel the ad. as suggested would
necessitate the purchase of a good deal more space. Not
so much as might be supposed, but even if four times the

space were required, the results would make it worth
while.

*

Fig. 2 (3 columns wide by 11£ inches deep) shows
about as crude a piece of newspaper advertising as it

would be possible to find. By the use of similar material

to what must have been available to Bishop & Layton,

I have developed it in Fig. 3, in such a way as to illus-

trate clearly some of the elementary principles already

referred to. In the original ad. the goods for sale are

set down merely as ladies' and children's underwear—144

dozen. That's the whole story. The public want to know
what the underwear is like, what the price reductions

amount to, etc. A couple of price quotations, backed up

by descriptions, would be worth all the abstract prom-

ises of "Marvellously low prices," and unparalleled

slaughters that could be crowded into a full page. Aside

from their ineffectiveness because they are abstract, these

expressions are sensational, and sensationalism should be

avoided. Talk to the people through your ads. just as

rationally as you would talk to thest same people over

your counter. There's nothing hysterical about good ad-

vertising ; it is simply a plain business story told as in-

terestingly and truthfully as possible.

The improved ad. is not intended to represent good

typography, for the reason that I haven't the space to

devote to it.

Bishop & Layton announce a special sale, and it

would strengthen their story greatly if they stated brief-

ly the reason for it. The public always appreciates it

when the merchant takes, or appears to take, them into

his confidence.

Fig. 4 (2 columns wide by li inches deep) shows an

ad. in which the writer has sought to tell his public

something about the goods, but has failed to make his

story definite. I have illustrated in Fig. 5 just how this

could be done. The goods that Mr. Turner speaks of

might easily have been described in this manner. Of

course, the details I have given would not, perhaps, fit

selections from the lines he is offering, but they demon-

strate the idea 1 wish to convey. For instance, the first

paragraph speaks of veils. The most effective method of

drawing people in to examine- all of the veils is to give

them specific information about some of the particularly

attractive offerings in the department. One item may be

all that is necessary to accomplish this.

There is no need of discussing this matter further.

You will readily grasp the principles that I have illus-

trated.

Fig. G is reproduced mainly to show you the effect

of using too many styles of type in an ad. There are no

less than nine different faces represented in this one, in-

cluding the firm name at top and bottom. And one that

will pass muster typographically should not contain more

than four at the most. In examining the subject matter

of this ad. apply to it the criticism that I have made in

regard to Figs. 2 and 4.

*

In conclusion, I will just quote from a talk which

appeared in The Review's December number :

"If you speak interestingly, descriptively and inform-

ingly of the merchandise in your store I'll guarantee that

your advertising will pay you well.

"Be honest. Aim to get the confidence of your public.

Be straightforward. Avoid exaggeration.

"If you are putting on a special sale, state the rea-

son for it briefly and plainly. The people will appreciate

that policy, and when they come to rely on what you

say through your ads. you will have established a very

valuable asset. It can be done.

"You may not know the first thing about type and

typography. Don't worry about that. You can tell when

an ad. looks well. Insist upon good work and your

printer will give it to you. Consult with him as to the

lay-out of your space, and he will be very glad to ad-

vise you as to the writing of copy so that he may get

the best results from it."
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Luxfer

Multi

Prism

Sample

of Our

Wrought Iron

Frame.

The Greatest

Light-Reflecting

Prism

for Basements and

Sidewalk Areas.

No Iron exposed

on surface.

No cracking or

warping.

STANDARD PRISM IN WROUGHT IRON FRAME

Luxfer Prism Company, Limited, 100 King Street W., Toronto

Golden Grove

YARN
A DOMESTIC YARN FOR HOME USE

Made in 2 and 3 ply and heavy

2 ply mitt, in black, white and

light, medium, dark and sheep's

grey. %-lb. skeins, 5-lb. bundles.

Write to us for Quotations

Vassie & Company, Ltd.

St. John, - New Brunswick

Tags, Labels and Tickets

SOMETHING FOR EVERY BUSINESS

OUR LINES
Tags

Woollen, Dress Goods,
Costume and Cotton
Tags,

Shoe Tags, Whipping,
Merchandise and Barb
Tags.

Invoice Tag
Envelopes

Labels

Every variety of Gum-
med Labels,

Ribbon Labels,

Colored Labels of every
kind made to order.

Tickets

Pin Tickets, Hold Fast,

Metal Rimmed, Linen,

Cloth Lined and Sew On
Tickets.

Baggage Checks and
Folding Tickets.

Color Printing

Die Cutting

Embossing

Advertising Stickers and Gummed Address Labels

for Parcels.

Samples of lines you are interested in on request.

Prompt deliveries. Right prices.

Dominion Tag, Label and Ticket Co., Limited
"Canada's Color Printers"

3 Place D'Armes Hill Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

Cash is king these days with a vengeance—no doubt

about that ! We had a chance on this little lot of New
Summer Muslins last week for spot cash. We couldn't

resist. They are beautiful floral designs and a very fine

muslin in all the nicest Summer colorings. It's the best

line of muslin we've ever offered at anything near the

price. The value would be excellent at 15c and 20c a

yard. On sale Saturday morning, 7^c—Ogilvie, Lochead

& < 'ompany, Brantford.

And purchasing Wash Goods at this store has always

proved a satisfactory realization that a genuine dollar's

worth was given for every dollar spent here. This fact

is emphasized more strongly than ever by the values pre-

sented to-day.—Rich. Hall & Son, Peterboro.

This muslin underwear sale of ours has always been

the mercantile event of the year. You know the high-

class character of our goods, we have no need to dwell

on that, and the prices, well they will seem impossibly

low, for such dainty garments.—Robt. Fair & Co., Peter-

boro.

Most women come here for their waists all the time.

Those who don't, always come when they want an espe-

cially pretty one without paying a big price. These waist

bargains will bring all women in need of a waist here.

But we advise you to come early in order to get choice

selections.—J. C. Turnbull Co., Peterboro.

Exclusive novelty suits in grey with Alice blue stripe.

The coat is short, tight-fitting, falling into strapped

pleats at the back ; bias strapping, back and front, add

tone to the garment. There is a vest effect of white

pique, which fastens with handsome gilt buttons ;
the

same is lined with Alice blue peau de soie, the collar,

cuffs and revers being inset with the same, and carrying

an additional trimming of silk-covered buttons ; the skirt

is a new model, with double box pleats at the front, giv-

ing a bias effect ; the strappings at the bottom carry out

the same idea—$32.75.—A good descriptive paragraph

from the advertising of David Spencer, Vancouver, B.C.

Whitewear of surpassing excellence, cut on immaculate

models, refined, dainty, indescribably good, and priced

below the common margin—these are the features of the

closing day of our May whitewear sale.—The John

Murphy Co., Montreal.

Sunshades and parasols ; hundreds of them ready now
on the second floor. Distinguished lace-trimmed and chif-

fon frilled or embroidered beauties to the more sedate

black rain or shiny utility sorts. And no matter what

you choose, you will find good quality always, and prices

lower than you would deem possible.—Thomas C. Wat-

kins, Hamilton.

Hurry is everybody's remedy for neglect and the

woman who during the next ten days neglects the advan-

tages of White's Summer sale of white will hurry and

scurry later in a vain hunt for special lots of underwear,

linens, sheetings, etc., that by then will have emptied

themselves into early comers' hands.—The John White

Co., Woodstock.

We pride ourselves on our magnificent showing of

'"Little Men's Clothing." The little rascals deserve the

best, something that will stand the wear of sliding down
a plank and being caught on a barbed wire fence, we
have 'em, will wear like leather.—Brown's, Limited,

Portage la Prairie.

Summer shopping is a bugbear. You have to dig for

values. If you have to hunt through store after store

and stock after stock, first to find what you want and
then to make sure the quality is the best that the price

will buy. Summer shopping is a pleasure if under one
roof you will find all the new styles in complete array,

if you can be absolutely sure of quality, if you know the

price is lowest. How nearly the G. B. Ryan store fills

these ideal conditions, crowds that fill the store are

daily testimony.—G. B. Ryan & Co., Guelph.

A Matchless Showing of New Spring Waists—More of

daintiness, stylishness, prettiness and low priceness was
never embodied in waists. So many charming styles, so

many fabrics are represented, so much of perplexing

variety, so much of beauty and value. It wouid be diffi-

cult to choose from them, if it were not that your choice

would be right no matter what you choose. Fancy mull
waists, $1 to $9.—Messrs. Pincomhe & McDonald, St.

Thomas.

Compare where you will our suit will appeal to a very

large proportion of the ladies of this town, those who
want distinction, moderation and quiet, lady-like style

and good taste.

These things usually cost more to obtain than those

which are made on a more showy plan, but at this store

more moderate prices are always the rule. These suits

are first and foremost good taste and good value. Come
this week and judge yourselves.—W. W. Wilkinson, Gait.

Prices at Spencer's are never extravagant; indeed we
draw your particular attention to a very fine table of

smart tailored models as low as $2.50; and our $5.00 hat,

which is the outcome of our endeavor to present something
stylish and good at a popular price, excites admiration

and approval from all. We have augmented this showing
with many newly trimmed models, which we wish you
particularly to inspect.—David Spencer, Vancouver.

A Very Trappy Coat for Spring is our new Ameri-
can style tailored coat of two-toned striped covert cloth,

tight fitted, 21 in. back, 26 in. front, coming to points,

pressed gussets to match each hip, making an elastic fit.

Long, mannish roll collar, edged with panne velvet to

match. Beautiful silk linil, equal in appearance to any
custom tailored garment at $25. Our price only $16.

—

Crowell's, Sydney, C.B.

This store reaches over land and sea to get you just

what you want, and takes care to get it at the lowest

cash price. Our seven-store orders are big enough to set

manufacturers figuring, and spot cash is an argument
that closes the deal in our favor. This business is getting

to be a bigger factor in the markets every season that

goes by.

And the prices on the dainty new goods will show
you how our big buying betters values for you. It's this

mutual helpfulness that makes this store to grow.—The
Northway Co., Orillia.

These are all beautiful creations of the lace makers'

art. Gathered from France, Switzerland and Belgium.

All the good wearing and worth having weaves are repre-

sented : Point Venise, Point Arabe, Irish Point, Marie

Antoinette Louis XVI., Antique, Point Duchesse and

Point de Saxe. Whatever the style of room you wish

it for, we can suit you. In all wanted lengths and widths

and in colorings of white, ivory, ecru, ecru embossed

with white, and in Arabe. This is for you, reader.—R.

McKay & Co., Hamilton.

The time is long past when Rain Coats were shapeless,

nondescript garments that one wore only when forced to

do so. Nowadays they are as smartly tailored as any

other garment, and have the added advantage of being

impervious to rain, slush and all other disagreeable wea-

ther conditions that prevail in Spring.—W. II. Seroggie,

Montreal.
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Gaults, Limited
WINNIPEG

An indication of the growth of our business and
our belief in the future.

We have added to our Warehouse

FOUR MORE FLOORS
making 16,000 feet of additional space.

We have also improved our facilities for

handling business by adding

Two More Freight Elevators and Two
Shipping and Receiving Doors

This will still further assist us in keeping up

our record for prompt shipment of orders.

""We expect a rush this Fall, but however great

it may be, goods will be shipped same day as

order is received.

The care of Letter Orders is a specially strong

feature with us ; all are filled carefully, as well

as shipped promptly.

Try us, either by personal visit, Letter Order, or

through one of our travellers—and be convinced.

GAULTS, LIMITED
Importers and Manufacturers

WINNIPEG
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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THE GREATEST NOTION SUCCESS OF THE SEASON

"CANT- SLIP" POMPADOUR
THE QUEEN OF POMPADOURS.—Here it is—the greatest invention—the invention that settles the question of
superiority in Pompadours.

NO COMBS TO SLIP AND SLIDE AND GET OUT OF ORDER
Clings gently and firmly to the head—always in place—no adjustment necessary—place it in position and let it go
it stays there—cannot slip up or slump down.

LIGHT AS A FEATHER—WEIGHS ONLY 3/4 OUNCE

CANADIAN PATENTS PENDING

The "CAN'T-SLIP" conforms at once to the shape of any head—is resilient and flexible. It is the only pompadour
that does not lose its shape through constant wear. It is cool and comfortable, clean and sanitary, allows thorough
ventilation to both head and hair. Immeasurably superior to unhealthy "rats" that cause perspiration, irritate the

scalp and injure the hair. In a good many of the leading hospitals the nurses are not allowed to wear the imitation

or real hair rolls.

Half a million women are wearing "CAN'T-SLIP" and recommending "CAN'T-SLIP" to their friends.

Five thousand retail stores are selling "CAN'T-SLIP." We have one retail store in Toronto selling at the rate of

four dozen "CAN'T-SLIP" per day.

"CAN'T-SLIP" THE QUEEN OF POMPADOURS
We are making nearly three miles of "CAN'T-SLIP" Pompadours every day.

The THOS. P. TAYLOR CO., Inventors, Bridgeport, Conn.

Phillips & Wrinch, Limited, Toronto
SOLE MAKERS AND DISTRIBUTORS FOR CANADA
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What to Expect in Fabrics and Styles for Spring, 1909
Special Correspondent to The Review Writes from Paris on Tendencies of the Future- Direc-

toire Styles will Influence Canadian Fashions—As a Canadian Writer Views Parisian Styles.

(Special ( Correspondence.)

Paris, France, June 27.- We have jusl passed enough

<>J' year 1908 to be permitted the privilege of making

forecasts of whal is to be in fabric and form for Spring,

1909.

Manufacturers' sample showings of various lines of

dress materials point to several interesting style char-

acteristics.

The purpose of the writer is to keep Review readers

as closely in (ouch with style actualities and probabilities

from the most prominent style centres, as these centres

afford.

Directoire dress and style will merely make itself felt

in Canada this coming spring. We do not mean by this

that this style, in all of its radical resurrection, will be

cost unied by our best dressmakers and worn by our best

people. We do mean, that it will have its influence

on materials and general drapery of dresses.

A characteristic which this class of style and thought

has surely created, is an acceptance of soft) drapery,

satiny finish, woolen and silk mixture materials, nious-

seline finished silk crep de chene, satin finished cash-

merettes, satin cloths cashmeres with satin tops, and for

popular trade, cashmeres will be the call of the dis-

criminating- buyers for next Spring. Popularity in

costume cloths, points to chiffon broad cloths of a

lighter weight and brighter finish, than what have been;

and we have great faith in an extensive sale of this

class of material.

Pattern goods bid fair to be quiet numbers. An em-

phatic pattern of any kind would have great difficulty

in lending or moulding itself to the style ideas born

of the directoire form of dress—which is drape-not

tailor.

Pattern goods offered are mostly of the neater order

—checks rather than stripes.

Fancy silks have not occupied, and are not likely

to occupy, any great amount of dress attention. Lining

silks, principally taffetas, are being purchased about as

usual. Satin linings are gaining in favor. They offer a

splendid foundation for a light chiffon broadcloth suit

coat, and are worth encouraging as a reliable and satis-

factory arrangement between you and your customers.

Plain, light to medium weight duchesse satins, and
plain Pietti silks will be called for, amongst the better

class of trade, for tea and evening purposes.

Wash Materials.

Form a decidedly divided subject. On the one side

is the belief of manufacturers in sheer, mousseline-de-soi

finished muslins—plain colors and very neat spray effects

to the fore.

On ths other side is the faith of the linen manufac-
turers in linen suitings of all weaves and finishes, in

plains and in patterns.

It is now assured that wash materials will be in

favor. Linen suitings which, by the way, have been

rather tardy in coming to prominence in this country,

are sure to be sold freely this coming Spring. The people

are only just awakening to the style and comfort of a

linen wash suit. The buying public were more ready for

this style of material during the Summer, 1908, than the

sources of supply could passify. Many were turned from
their original intention by an artistic salesman. Be
ready for the call for linen suitings, plains and fancies,

for Spring, 1909—be equally supplied with dainty mus-
lins of the sheer, undressed order, for they will be a

favor of fashion. Concerning the all-important color

scheme for Spring it is indeed difficult to forecast novelty
shades, which come very often in the nature of an
after-thought, but reliable sellers have an order of their

own with, very often, a reason for that order.

We suggest-, with knowledge, as the suggestion that

green will be purchased freely, quiet shades, mostly of
the resida family. Linens, fawns and champagnes are
gaining in favor and should prove ready sellers for
Spring.

Of course, it is impossible to separate light blues
for the Spring trade, but we would suggest as a novelty,
Napoleon or peacock blue, a dull color which might
better be classed with the darker shades.

In the darker colors, myrtles and mosses will be good
style colors. It is difficult to rob navy blue of its right

to be known as a staple shade. Do not attempt it for
Spring, 1909. Browns are being ordered very gingerly
indeed1

, and these almost wholly in the darker shades.

A Few Words About Prices.

We look for very little change in the price of woolens,
1: nens and cottons for Spring. Silks, however, may be
somewhat higher, even if the raw material has not ad-
vanced. Selling pressure amongst the manufacturers of
silks has been similar to the feeling which has existed
in the embroidery markets, an unusual anxiety to sell.

arranged through monetary conditions, and a drop in

the raw materials have offered silks and embroideries at

prices which may see some advance for Spring and Sum-
mer consumption of 1909.

Styles for Fall, 1908.

New York, Paris and London visited and inspected,
and one forms a definite idea of styles for a coming
season.

To predict form styles for Spring-, 1909, would be
almost an impossibility. It is not fiction we are dealing
with, but form indicated by the actual. Let us begin
at the top. Hats will be large. Hats will be small. The
large hat will be called for in the popular trade. The
small hat is the chic creation and will be in vogue prin-
cipally amongst the better class of people.

Ribbons will be used rather sparingly as a hat trim-
ming—plain ribbons, seldom fancies. Feather mounts
are exceptionally good, mounts built on the order of
ci ques. plumes and feather pompoms; sometimes in

feather, sometimes in an ostrich plume. Long, broad
quills are still good. Flowers are very large. There
is a noticeable lack of medium-sized flower trimmings.
Fancy bandeaux have revived in earnest and are shown
on a great number of the smarter hats.

To build a large hat correctly, it should be given a

well-covered, fully trimmed appearance, a lot to it and
a lot on it.
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We Carry Complete Ranges

of the Following Goods . .

Letter

Orders

Filled

Carefully

Helena and Eclipse Ready-to-

Wear Goods.

Iron Horse Overalls.

Grafton's Prints.

Cotton Staples, Dress Goods,

Carpets, Linoleums, Notions,Etc.

Robinson, Little & Co.
wholesale Dry Goods, London and Winnipeg

The popular hat shape has a wide brim and a broad,

medium height crown, turned up on left side.

About Fall Coats.

Separate Coats are forty-eight to fifty-two inches

long, semi-fitting- backs and in plain colors. Fancy covert

cloths and broadcloths are absent. Blacks, greens,

navies and browns command nearly all of the buying

attention. There is no tinsel shown or fussy trimming

about the coats this season. They are strictly man-

tailored garments, well strapped and braided, built after

a ''trim fit" idea.

Suit coats are knee length, still shown with cutaway

fronts. Sleeves are usually long, although many of the

fancy coats show a three-quarter sleeve.

Skirts are worn short, are trimmed with folds rather

than plaits.

The suit trade is one to be reckoned with this Fall,

and is likely to interfere, to some extent, with the sale

of separate coats.

Stripes are still the principal form of pattern. Par-

ticularly is this so in the ready-made and popular trade.

We would advise plains and smaller, neater patterns,

with a fair showing of checks, for the better trade.

Wide whale serges and cheviots are shown freely, but

heretofore this class of article has proved a better ma-
terial to show than to sell.

Vandyke stripes, in wide patterns, vandyke broken

stripes, broken with stripes in a plain weave, are con-

sidered good form. Block weaves are also good and are

often marked out in two or three shades to a color.

Fancy dress goods of all kinds hold the foremost

place at the moment for popular trade and oven smart

trade.

Colors brought forward and bought as the favored

ones, are moss and myrtle, greens, dull copper shades, dull

sax or dark wedgewood, peacock blues, navies, with some

little showing of browns, mostly in medium and dark tones.

Fashionable trade for tea and evening dresses should

do well with off shades in pastel tones, anything to be

different seems to be the shade preference of Paris a!

present.

The better class of trade in Canada is wishing for a

similar color opportunity.

Autumn Colors.

The Paris Flower and Feather Chamber shade-card for

next season, just to hand, at first blush looks extraordin-

arily like the card for the current season, with altered

names, but on examination important differences soon

appear. A group called Maroc is given the first place on

the card. The six shades cover a large range, going

through mahogany color. The shades called Prunelle,

which word signifies a sloe or bullace, are much sadder

than the Lobelias of the present season. An excellent

series of art greens bears the name Pistache. The Fraise

or strawberry colors are somewhat too bright for the

name, and a group of more indistinct reds is called Li-

mone, while the old-fashioned bright reds are represent-

ed by groups of cherry and carnation. Three mustard
colors run to one that is darker than the darkest mou-
tarde Francaise, and the chocolate shades seem by no

means appositely named. Cigar and cinnamon shades are

rather strangely absent, but mole shades are well repre-

sented as Isabelle and Casoar (cassowary). Pale shades

are all but absent.
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Q Indications for record Fall business
were never more promising than at

the present time.

Q Again, large centres are devoting
more space and energy to Ladies'

Neckwear than we have noticed
in years.

Q Accordingly we are sampling a

range for Fall, in all the newer
effects, that really is a wonder. It

eclipses any previous attempts.

qWe advise merchants to order early.

Goods may be hard to get later.

Salesmen are now out

showing this Fall line

and are at your service

Ladies' Wear, Limited
58-64 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO
When writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Retail Merchants Make Discovery at Annual Meeting
Neither Secretary or Treasurer Had Written Report to Make— Asso-

ciation is in Debt $2,000—A Committee Will Make Investigation.

The ninth annual convention of the Ontario Provin-

cial Board of Retail Merchants' Association of Canada

was held in Gait on Wednesday and Thursday, June 17

and 18, and was pronounced the most successful conven-

tion in the history of the organization.

The first day's proceedings began at ten o'clock on

Wednesday morning. President H. C. Ellis, Ottawa, took

the chair and called the meeting to order. A committee

composed of Adam Ballantyne, B. W. Ziemann and M.

Mover, Toronto was elected to nominate committees to

take up the resolutions presented at the convention, and

the meeting adjourned until the afternoon. Geo. T. Hamil-

ton, Gait, bing deputed registrar.

At the opening of the afternoon session Mayor Pat-

terson* on behalf of the Town of Gait, welcomed the retail

merchants to "the Manchester of Canada."

Getting Down to Business.

When tlie secretary's report was called for E. M.

Trowern made a few preliminary remarks regarding trans-

ient traders' legislation, the Division Court Act, bread

inspection and parcels post, was about to read a type-

written article when the chairman on a point of order,

said the secretary was not keeping exactly to what was

wanted. "What was required," said Mr. Ellis, "was

a written report of the business of the past year." C.

W. Kelly, Guelph, backed up the president and as Mr.

Trowern had no such written report to offer the conven-

tion went on to the next item.

No Treasurer's Report.

Shortly after the treasurer's report was called for.

Mr. Moyer began bv discussing details of organization.

C. W. Kelly, Guelph, interposed, asking if the treasurer

had no report to offer. Mr. Mover replied that he had no

written report.

It was a queer thing, said Mr. Kelly, if neither the

secretary or treasui-er had a written statement to present.

He asked in what position was the organization financial-

ly? i !

J

w
'

The Associations Position.

The treasurer stated that during the past year, al-

though the membership numbered 5,233, but 1 789 mem-
bers had paid the yearly fee of $2. There were replies

yet to come in though, said Mr. Moyer, from various parts

of the province.

Mr. Kelly asked if the treasurer could not submit a

statement showing the receipts and expenditures for the

past year, and also inquired if the association had no

auditor. He did not in the least reflect on any officer

of the association. He knew, and every member knew,

that both the secretary and treasurer were working hard

for the interests of the association, but the treasurer, for

his own protection, should insist on an auditor. He sug-

gested that a special committee be appointed to ileal with

the treasurer's statement and Mr. Mover askd thai one

be named at once. Geo. T. Hamilton, Gait; R\ Walters,

Guslph; Fred ('. HiggiDS, Toronto; H. C. Ellis, Ottawa;

W. H. Davis, Rrockville; A. Ballantyne, /Hamilton ; with

the treasurer and secretary were named and were asked

to report with the committees on resolutions.

At the resumption at 7.30 F. Walters, Guelph, chair-

man of the special finance committee, reported that they

were unable to make a report and recommended the ap-

pointment of three members to go to Toronto to look over

the books, make a report, and try to put the association

on a sound, financial basis.

On a question as to the financial standing of the as-

sociation, the treasurer said the association was about

$2,000 in debt, but very probably tilings would not he

so bad as this.

Mr. Moyer told of the hard work Mr. Trowern had
done for the association with little and often no remuner-

ation.

Mr. Kelly said it was the first time he heard that

things were as they were. He had no doubt at all that the

officers had done their work well, but the fact was that

they had too much to do. "We are not bankrupt," he

said, "but financially embarrassed. We owe $2,000, but

we tlo not know to whom we owe this, nor how the debt,

is made up. This organization can and should he placed

on a firm foundation."

An Incorporated Body.

T. A. Rutherford here asked, "is this association

an incorporated body or is it one of Mr. Trowern 's own
organization."

E. M. Trowern said he was glad of this opportunity

to enter the debate. He did not explain in the afternoon

the reason why he did not present a written report. Would
it have looked well if the statement was presented that

of 5,000. but 1,701) had paid their fees? Would it have

lookfed well if the report showed the association was

•t2,000 in debt? "Why, we have been $5,000 behind, and
how many knew it," he said, "and yet we came out all

right. Now that you know the state of affairs, 1 know
you will help on by individual effort the work of the as-

sociation.
"

Answering the quest'ons as to " Trowern 's own or-

ganization." Mr. Trowern gave a short resume of the

history of the association.

HAND
POWER$100^

ELEVATOR
F.O.B. WORKS, HAMILTON. LOAD 1500 LBS., CAR 5 FT. X 6 FT.

MONTREAL I OTTAWA I WINNIPEG [VANCOUVER
St. James St.

I
O'Connor St. | McRae Block

I
Alexander St

OTIS-FENSOM ELEVATOR COMPANY, Limited
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The Way to the Retailer.

Q Advertisements should not, any more than individuals,

obtrude.

Q Obtrusion is more likely to meet with rebuff than cordial

reception.

Q The advertisement in a trade newspaper never obtrudes,
because the medium which carries it does not obtrude.

Q Every trade newspaper that leaves the press reaches a

buyer or probable buyer.

Q Retail merchants buy trade newspapers for the adver-
tisements they carry as well as for the reading matter
which they contain.

Q They look to the advertising columns of the trade news-
paper for hints on what to buy, and where to buy, just as

much as they look to the reading columns for market
information, trade news, and business-getting ideas.

Q What, then, is the conclusion of the whole matter ?

This and nothing else : Those who wish to maintain

their standing in the trade or those who wish to improve
their standing in the trade should continuously use the

advertising columns of a good trade newspaper.

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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It is a properly incorporated body under the laws of

the province.

Appointing an Auditor.

A. Ballantyne said all knew now how overworked

both the secretary and treasurer had been, and thought

an auditor should look over the books and be ready to

present some statement when the committee met in To-

ronto.

The president thought that for the future it should

be understood that all reports from officers of the associ-

ation should be presented in writing.

F. Watters moved, seconded by T. A. Rutherford, that

"three members be appointed to audit the books and
advise ways and means to put the association on a good

financial basis." At the suggestion of a number of mem-
bers, an amendment was made that "six names be added

to this committee." On the motion and amendment being

put, they were carried unanimously.

The members of this committee are: H. W. Dockeray,

Toronto; C. W. Kelly, Guelph; Fred C. Higgins, Toronto;

T. A. Rutherford, Gait; J. F. Halloway, Toronto; W.
Farrar, Hamilton; A. Ballantyne, Hamilton; B. W. Zie-

mann, Preston; and H. C. Ellis, Ottawa, with the secre-

tary and treasurer.

The New Officers.

The election for new officers resulted as follows: Pre-

sident, B. W. Ziemann, Preston; 1st vice-president, Adam
Ballantyne Hamilton; 2nd vice-president, C. W. Kelly,

Guelph; treasurer, M. Moyer, Toronto; secretary, E. M.

Trowern, Toronto; auditor, R. W. Dockeray, Toronto.

B. W. Ziemann, Adam Ballantyne, H. C. Ellis, M.
Moyer and E. M. Trowern were appointed to represent

the Provincial Association on the Dominion Board.

Next Meeting in Brockville.

W. H. Davis, on behalf of Brockville, invited the

R. M. A. to meet in the Thousand Isles city next year,

and C. N. Greenwood and P. J. Kelly presented the claims

of Stratford. The convention thought the east should

get a turn next year, so the R.M.A. will meet in Brock-

ville on June 18 and 19, .1909.

Merchants and Farmers' Market.

The Review has in mind one Ontario city of about

16,000 population, with a splendid agricultural section sur-

rounding it. That city at one time had a farmers' market

which was the wonder and envy of every other city of a

similar size in the Province. The little city didn't know
what a help that market was, though, and little or no at-

tention was given it by the Council, beyond holding an

auction sale every Spring of the right to attend to it and

to collect the tolls from the farmers who used it, and

while the fact that each year the privileges sold for less

was noticed and regretted, no effort was made to ascertain

the reason for the falling off in business or to remedy it.

The building was an old one, and unattractive, while no

covering was provided for the out-of-doors market.

Naturally the farmers found easier ways of disposing

of their produce, and a great deal of business which form-

erly went to the merchants in that city, has gone else-

where, and they have now awakened to the fact that

one of the most prolific sources of business has been de-

stroyed, or practically so.

It would have paid the merchants to have nourished

this market; to have made representations to the Council

which would have resulted in recognition by that body of

the fact that the mercantile interests of the city were of

sufficient importance to be conserved.

This business has been lost now; gone probably never

to ho regained.

There's a lesson here for merchants. Sources of pro-

fitable business should be nursed and developed.

Ryan Factory Untouched.

The factory of the Robert Ryan Co., Three Rivers,

Que., manufacturers of gloves, mitts, etc., was untouched

by die in the recent conflagration in that city. Their

large factory is removed from the heart of the city, where
the disaster occurred. As a result, there will he no in-

terference with their business.

Truro Firm Assigns.

The wholesale dry tigoods and manufacturing

firm of William Cummings & Son, Truro, has assigned.

Liabilities are $87,000, and assets $38,000. Judgments
in Truro have been recorded amounting to $17,000, chief-

ly for accommodation and cash loans. Hon. B. F. Pear-

son has a judgment for $9,000, and Frank Stanfield has a

bill of sale on stock for similar amount. Some time ago
the firm made an offer of twenty cents on the dollar, but

this was not accepted, and the assignment subsequently

followed. Most of the creditors are in Montreal and To-
ronto.

New Waist Firm.

An evidence of the assured good style position of

waists is the presence of a new waist firm in the Mon-
treal field, under the style of the Opera Silk Waist Co.,

with factory and offices at 329 St. James St., Montreal.

Gregory Sanders and Joseph Katz, the proprietors,

are familiar figures in the garment field. As a salesman

and a practical waist man, Mr. Sanders has an enviable

reputation. Mr. Katz has had a varied experience as a

designer, both in Montreal and New York. The new
firm lias many original ideas regarding the making of

silk, net and muslin waists.

4-

Tall Crowns.

The tall crown, so long foretold, so many times at-

tempted, is this season to justify the revivalists at last,

and of all distinct shapes (for many tall crowns are

strictly only a matter of the trimming) that which tapers

slightly will certainly lead the way ; but we appear to

be as yet a long way from the universally narrow brim
which makes tall crowns look uncompromisingly tall, and
which has been the distinguishing accompaniment in some
past visitations. Beehive crowns are much nearer the

genuine shape which the name indicates than they have
been hitherto, and the contour is in some well-selling

varieties accentuated by the brim being curved down-
wards all round, or by there being no Brim at all. Tall

crowns of the flimsy construction, which are certain to

obtain a great vogue if the weather encourages them, will

be largely constructed of chiffon and millinery nets. Very
good sales of Tuscan straws in all shapes are reported
this week.
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Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

In this issue The Review gives the first authoritative

forecasl on styles for Spring, 1009, that has been publish-

ed in any fashion papar devoted to American styles. The

letter in this number from The Review's special correspon-

dent who made a trip to Europe for this purpose, was writ-

ten after he had thoroughly covered Paris for fashion in-

formation and may be accepted as the opinion of a man

well qualified to speak on the subject upon which he has

written. He is the highest paid fashion writer in Can-

ada, and no paper has ever undertaken to give Can-

adian drygoodsmen the service that The Review is furn-

ishing in this issue. As a guide to buying for future this

paper aims to be an authority and evidence that this aim

is being reached is not lacking.

*

The fabric so faithfully reproduced on this month's

'over shows the very extreme of the mode in Paris for.

the coming Fall It is in dry goods parlance "the hot

stuff." Some few of the most exclusive ladies' tailors,

and dry goods stores, have placed orders for a limited

amount of goods of this kind. Not only is the fabric the

extreme mode, but the color in which it is shown—Em-
pire greens, combined with black, being a combination

much affected by the high class trade.

One reason for giving this fabric such a prominent

place as the cover of the Special Fall number of Dry

floods Review afforded was to show the trade generally

the very high standing cheeks and plaids now have with

the ultra trade ; a standing so high that it must surely

mean their return to general favor in the near future.

Our cover also emphasizes the strong position now occu-

pied by diagonal weaves.

This fabric was specially selected for our Fall cover

from the sample line for the coming Autumn shown by

Debenhams Limited, Toronto.

*

Hundreds of dry goods clerks in Canada are reg-

ular readers of The Review. Thev subscribe for it be-

cause they want to have a copy which they may keep

for reference. In the great majority of cases the pro-

prietor of the store is a subscriber and the general prac-

tice is to pass the copies as they are received among

the different clerks. The fact thai in spile of this, many

salespeople subscribe independently, in order thai they

may keep each copy in thir possession is proof positive

of The Review's value to them. A salesman who reads

The Review regularly and intelligently, will he worth

more to his employer, because he will know more; con-

sequently he will be able to command higher wages. This

has been recognized by hundreds of clerks who are taking

this means of improving their knowledge and of strength-

ening their position as a factor in the business with which

they are connected. The Dry Goods Review is designed

to be a practical help to drygoodsmen and their assist-

ants, and there is abundant proof that this design is being

accomplished.

*

This Special Fall Number of The Review is designed

In be not only of interest to its readers, but of practical

benefit as well. Problems which drygoodsmen are facing'

almost daily are dealt with by writers who have contri-

buted articles after research and investigation. Expense

has not been spared in procuring articles and illustrations,

and (his number is presented with the belief that the

efforts put forth will be appreciated. Do you like it?

Has its perusal given yon any new ideas which will he

helpful lo you? If so, will you take I he trouble to drop

a line to the editor and tell him so. If you have a criticism

he will be equally—perhaps more—pleased to receive it.

*

Men's wear dealers will be interested in the campaign

inaugurated by this paper, having for its object the re-

cognition by local newspapers of the right of this class of

advertisers to expect some help by the publication of style

information, similar to that given relative to women's ap-

parel. This is a matter of more importance than may ap-

pear on the surface, and The Review invites every dealer

m men's wear to write us and take advantage of the offer

to help secure a recognition of this claim. The service out-

lined by The Review will mean increased business. It's

worth giving some thought to.

The eover of this issue of The Review deserves some

special reference, since it furnishes a representative indica-

tion of the policy of this paper in respect of the covers

used. It is an exact reproduction of a dress material

which will be largely worn during the coming Fall, and

is absolutely the newest. For this reason it will be of

special value to the trade. In the issues in which figures

are used on the cover, they are reproductions in colors

from models made by the foremost Parisian dressmakers

and photographed specially for The Review. They illus-

trate fashion tendencies, which are of interest and practi-

cal value lo every Canadian drygoodsman. Nothing hut

the latest models and materials are illustrated, the im-

portance of which will readily appeal to Review readers.
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Belding's Spool Silks

The World's Standard

Silk Threads

All other makes judged by it The cul-

mination of high-grade material, human
skill and modern machinery. Therefore,

the only reliable Sewing Silk for dress-

makers and householders to use from the

Atlantic to the Pacific. »

Machine Silks.

Tailors' Button Hole Twists

Tailors' Sewings.

100-yd. and 50-yd. Spool

Silks.

Wash Embroidery Silks

Crochet and Knitting Silks

Etc.

Special Makes to Order.

1

MONTREAL MILLS

Belding's Ribbons
The Fall range comprises a full variety of Taffetas, Failletines, Satin Taffetas,

Gros Grains, Double Satins, Etc. Black and Colored.

Wash Ribbons, for Underwear Garments. Shoe Ribbons.

Fancy Ribbons Assortment complete, with newest designs and Novelties.

Black Velvet Ribbons, in all widths.

Printed Novelties for Xmas Trade now ready.

Baby Ribbons — all widths and colors in Taffeta, Faille, Duchess Satin, Double

Satin, etc., for Fall and Holiday Trade.

Our travellers will soon call. Correspondence cordially invited. Samples and

Prices on application Our values are the best ever offered to the Trade.

Advantages and Results in Buying from us.

Advantages—Order Daily Needs. Quick delivery.

Results—Less stock to carry and pay for—No stocks to sacrifice end of each season.

BELDING, PAUL & CO., LIMITED
SILK MANUFACTURERS

232 McGill Street, - MONTREAL
F. PAUL

Branches in Canada :

FRED. BIRKS

TORONTO WINNIPEG
M. M. BELDING

VANCOUVER

JVhcu writing advertisers please mention The Review
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Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers

From information supplied to Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW
do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

THE NATIONAL RUBBER CO.

The National Rubber Co., of Can-
ada, Montreal, are making a special-

ty of rubberized garments and claim

to be the first to show these goods,

also that they are the only firm in

Canada carrying full lines of raw ma-
terials. In consequence of this they
are in a position to give quick ship-

ment of goods ordered. This firm has
spared no expense to secure the ser-

vices of a first-class designer, and
have been successful in obtaining one

who possesses good taste, and is

thoroughly abreast of the times in

knowing the requirements of the pub-

lic. Their rubberized garments are

elegant in appearance, durable and
light weight, spot proof and free

from objectionable odors. Their lines

include motor coats, rain coats, for

both ladies and gentlemen, rubberiz-

ed garments, cravanette coats and
Fall mantles.

IDEAL WOMEN'S WEAR.

An increase in the volume of busi-

ness of fifty per cent, last year over

that of the year before is the splen-

did record made by the Ideal

Women's Wear, Limited, a prosper-

ous and enterprising firm now in its

third year in business. The most
potent factor in the good progress

made by this company is the fact

that the men directing its affairs are

thoroughly practical and understand

all branches of the business in which

they are engaged. John Tanner, who
has charge of the manufacturing end

of the business, has had over twenty
years' experience in manufacturing

ladies' whitewear, having been ten

years in the factory of the T. Eaton
Company and twelve years with the

Allen Manufacturing Company. The
sales branch is directed by H. H.
Davison, who has also brought with

him to this business practical experi-

ence covering a number of years. He
has charge of the warehouse and
sales staff, and frequently takes trips

on the road to meet the firm's cus-

tomers personally.
Travelers have been out since the

middle of April with samples of Fall

lines, which include novelties in

ladies' waists, skirts and underwear.

Business for Fall is reported as being

very satisfactory.

A UNIQUE AGENCY.

"The European markets at your
command" is the claim of ITenry A.

Eliasoph, Alliance Building, Mont-
real, who has just returned from a

four months' European trip, and, as

a result is showing samples for Alois

Schweger Co., head office, Vienna,

(manufacturers and exporters).

Mr. Eliasoph's knowledge of the

Canadian market has enabled him to

pick out from the samples of this

world-wide concern lines suitable for

Canadian trade.
The assortments and values are

said to be unequalled nd importers
are given an opportunity to purchase
right all continental goods. The
lines shown comprise silks, libbons,

laces, buttons, woolens, trimmings,
linens, fancy post cards, writing
papers, etc., etc., in fact any and all

European lines may be obtained from
the firm. The extent and connections
of the Schweiger people are practi-

cally unlimited.
Inquiries invited from importers all

over Canada.

DELFOSSE & CO.

This fixture factory is showing a

wide range of new fixtures for many
purposes, in square tubing, which is

the latest and most popular intro-

duction in the line. This tubing is a

brushed brass, with a fine satin fin-

ish, and forms the latest novelty in

fixtures for Fall. Particulars may be

had by addressing them at 5 Her-
mine St., Montreal.

ASCHER BROS.

Ascher Bros., 30 St. Francois
Xavier St., Montreal. Canadian man-
agers for Freydberg- Bros., New York
City, speak of the increased use made
of striped taffeta folds by garment
manufacturers. These folds match the
popular striped cloths, and form a

lie-lit and attractive trimming. They
are doing an active trade in this line

showing all colors, qualities, etc.

A new line of ornamentation in

satin cords. They are pliable and can

he made to form elaborate trim-
mings.

RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS.
Raphael Tuck & Sons Co., Ltd.,

Montreal, post card publishers, etc.,

are very enthusiastic regarding their

Canadian trade. Their success here is

due both to the superiority of their

publications and to the increasing

numbers of people from England who
have known their uublications on the

other side, and prefer them to goods
which thev do not know. The fact

that thev carry stock here enables

them to fill orders promptly. New
lines are constantly being added and
everything is thoroughly up-to-date.

One of their latest introductions is

a line of plate-marked "Oilette" post
cards, which is nrovinsr immensely
popular. This series contains some
lovely bits of seenery, seascapes, etc.

each little dpsiVn heinc encased with-

in a plate mark with a pure white
mnrp-in, while the practical quotation
which accompanies each card lends

additional interest to it. The
"Through the Woods" series are

among the latest in this class, and
are very artistic.

W. R. BROCK CO., TORONTO.

In "Her Ladyship" ready-to-wear
department there are displayed for

sale odds and ends in nearly all class-

es of ladies' goods, which they are
offering at a liberal discount from
regular prices. In white cotton skirts
they have in stock lines at $1.80, $2
and $2.40 each. These are selling very
freely and can be shipped out at
once.

They still have left a few of the
job wrappers at $7.50, regular $9,
and at $10.50, regular $13.50 and
$15. These lines should be picked
up now as later on, when the season
begins will be too late. No. 854,
black silk skirt, regular $5, for spe-

cial $3.75, is the best value they
have ever shown, and only has to be
seen to be taken up immediately.
In Fall coats style 80 in all wool

kersey and colors at $7.50 is meeting
with big success. They run it as a
special to introduce these goods to

the trade. All these goods are now
quoted direct from the factory to the
customer and the styles and prices

are right.

July business* in men's furnishings

will consist principally of warm
weather requirements and the lines

that the retailer will require to keep
sorted up are those that are particu-
larly required for hot days and holi-

days.

W. Pi. Brock Company's men's fur-

nishing department can still supply
their customers with all sizes in bal-

briggan, porous knit and B.V.D. un-

derwear. Nainsook underwear is

steadily growing in popularity as

being ideal for hot weather wear, and
the demand for this class of goods is

steadily increasing. This department
is clearing out broken ranges of

men's Summer underwear at greatly

reduced prices.

A lot of men's neglige shirts are

being sold at a price that will inter-

est close buyers who are looking for

lines to boom business with during
the holiday season. Several lines of

men's cotton and lisle half hose in

embroidered and lace effects and
fancy stripes are being offered at

very low prices to effect a quick
clearance. Special prices are being

offered to clear the balance of men's
summer vests.

A full range of boys' and men's
bathing suits and trunks is still on
hand.

The W. R. Brock Company, (Lim
ited), Toronto, feeling confident that
this July would see a great demand
for all kinds of dry goods and would
prove to be equal to June for the

assorting trade, have kept their

large stock well assorted, and mer-
chants can depend, upon having their

orders filled promptly and correctly

by Brock's letter order depart nent,

which has demanded more room in
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the warehouse and additional help

(luring the past few months. They
have just passed into stock some of

the latest novelties in celluloid back
and side combs, also the new ribbon
comb, which is the latest New York
creation and is a seller; also new all-

over nets and blouse nets in white or
Paris in the new rilet nets with coin
spots. For numbers in white persian
lawn, G10, to retail at 20c, and Gil
to retail at 25c, are rapid sellers.

Their stock of ladies' and misses' un-
derwear is very attractive and still

well assorted; a V S vest for ladies,

No. 177, and a white lace vest with
shoulder straps, both of which can
be retailed for 25c, are hummers.
Their vest stock also contains spe-
cial numbers that can be retailed for

10, 10*, 15 and 20c Send your order
for all kinds of vests to Brock's, To-
ronto.
Hosiery and gloves are two of

Block's leading' lines; they offer an
18-ineh black or white lisle glove for
$2.55 doz., and long- white mousque-
taire gloves for $4.50 doz., also long
black and white lisle gloves for $6.50
and $9 doz. Full range of 2-dome
lisle gloves can also be had at $2.25,

$3, $4.50 and $6.50.
They have a full stock of cotton
hosiery, black, white, or tans, in
fancies of the latest creations, to re-

tail at 25, 50, 75, $1, $1.25 and
$1.50 per pair; also all prices in plain
or ribbed staple lines.

For boating and bathing goods,
send your orders to Brock's, Toron-
to; evening wraps, golf jerseys, Nor-
folk jackets or knitted wool box
coats in fashionable and desirable
colors and prices; white and cream
pure silk gloves.

FAIRBAIRN'S FALL LINE.

Dainty and elegant neckwear prom-
ises to be a marked feature of the
new season's styles. The Canadian
manufacturers are in very close
touch with Paris and New York, and
as soon as new neckwear fashions
are launched there they are quickly
copied in Canada. Thanks to the en-
terprise and taste of the makers of
these dainty and becoming, but im-
portant trifles, the Canadian mer-
chant can always have on sale the
very latest mode in ladies' neckwear.
Ruchings, frillings, pleatings, etc.,

form one of the most marved feat-
ures of the much talked of Directoire
fashions. In neckwear lines they have
arrived. In Paris and New York
these pleatings for firming of collars
are taking on larger proportions ev-
ery day and not only do they decor-
ate the neck of the gown, but they
have also descended to the wrist.
Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., are head-
quarters for all pleatings, ruchings
and rumings. They are in close touch
with other fashion centres and not
only do they reproduce the leading
novelties from these centres, but
they always have on hand distinctive
novelties of their own make. All
these goods are manufactured in

their own factories by specially de-
signed processes and machinery, for
many of which the firm holds the
patent.
The attention of the trade is drawn

to the Fall line of this firm. They

arc showing a very extensive and
beautiful range of staple and novelty
trillings and ruchings. They also have
a big range of neckwear novelties for

the present selling and for the Fall
season. To this rartge will be added
from time to time everything that
is new and desirable in the neckwear
line. The coming Fall trade is going
to be done largely upon novelty lines.

To ensure good business these new-

things will have to be stocked, and
the retailer may rest assured that
the very latest and most up-to-the-
minute designs will always be found
in the sample line carried by the
traveling representatives of this pro-
gressive house.

"CAN'T SLIP" POMPADOUR.

Attention is directed to the adver-
tisement of Phillips & Wrinch, Ltd.,

of the "Cant-Slip" pompadour. The
present style of hats demand the
pompadour. The "Can't-Slip" is made
of fine imported Damascus steel wire
and weighs less than three-quarters
ounce. The "Can't-Slip" is much

claim that orders which have been
delayed should be placed at. once to
prevent delay in tilling them, as there
is every evidence of scarcity of goods
should there be a rush of orders
later on, as wholesaler's have not
been speculating. Among the dress
goods for which they are having a
call, the leaders are the chevrons,
striped and plain broadcloths and
Venetians, and fancy worsteds.

In the staple department a heavy
business during the past month is re-

ported. All lines are moving freely

and on the whole business has been
most encouraging. Plain colored
chambrays and fancy dress ginghams
are in very active demand, and in

these lines this firm has some very
attractive colors and designs.
The fancy goods department is also

doing a good trade. The fixtures of
(his department have been improved,
a series of racks having been instal-

led for the better display of dress
trimmings, buttons, etc. These racks
allow the buyer a view of the goods
at a glance, and save a great deal of

inconvenience in displaying them.
The past year in the import de-

partment has been most profitable,

healthier than the ordinary hair rolls

being more sanitary. In fact, in a
good many of the hospitals the
nurses are not allowed to wear hair
or imitation hair pads.

GREENSHIELD'S LIMITED, MON-
TREAL.

Messrs. Greenshields Ltd. have re.

ceived their new Fall goods, which
include some particularly good lines.

They are up-to-date in styles, and in

every respect are prepared to do a
good Fall business.
In the garment department there

is a fine range of goods in all lines.

A splendid lot of new net and silk

blouses have been received, in all the
newest styles, and in a variety of
prices. These blouses will retail at
prices ranging from $2.25 to $8, al-

lowing the retailer a good margin of
profit.

In dress goods this firm has a com-
plete range of the newest and most
popular materials and colors. They

having exceeded the expectations of

the firm regarding it.

The large ribbon, lace, and embroi-
dery department is doing a good
trade. Plain and fancy taffetas are
in active request, and satin and vel-

vet ribbons, of which Greenshields,
Ltd. carries a wide range, are doing-
well. Embroidery flouncings, 27 and
45 inches in width, for underskirts
and dresses are in good demand. They
are also having a steady call for- the
(iibson collar. Laces are moving
freely, a good line being a double fold
net with a small figure for blouses.
Allover laces in small patterns are
doing well. They also have a good
stock of colored laces, orders for
which are coming in quite freely,
though not for very large quantities.
This firm believes that if indications
from abroad are correct, a big busi-
ness will be done in these laces for
the Fall trade.

The Fall stock of ladies' and chil-
dren's underwear has been received,
and orders can be tilled at once.
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LIDDELL'S GOLD MEDAL LINENS

W n. Liddell & Co., makers of Gold
Medal linens, have had placed with
them through their New York agent,
a contract for linens, for use on the
llarriman railroad and steamship
lines. The value of the order is said

to total up to $100,000, and is made
up of table cloths, napkins, towels
and bed linens. Liddells make a spe-

cialty of this class of work and will

furnish special designs introducing
monogram, etc., to be either woven
into or embroidered on the article.

This firm have also gotten out a
booklet, in their usual fine style, as a
souvenir of the Franco-British Exhi-
bition, now open in London.
This booklet really is a pictorial

history of the linen fabric, beginning
with the flowering flax, and showing
the various processes, until the fin-

ished article is arrived at. This
booklet will be of interest to the
many members of the trade, who
will be in London during the next
few months; and an application to
H. 11. Cosbie, the Irish Linen Agen-
cy, Toronto, will bring one by re-

turn mail.

UP-TO-DATE FIXTURES.

Enterprising dry goods merchants
are realizing more and more the fact
that modern display fixtures play an
important part in the merchandising
of the present day. The store in

which goods are attractively display-
ed will get the most business. Think-
ing of display fixtures one naturally
thinks of Clatworthy & Son, Toron-
to. This firm supplies the up-to-date
merchants with their fittings, and
just at the present time fixtures in

square tubing- seem to be claiming
special attention. They are more or-

been put on the market in some time
and can be supplied in any finish,

oxidized copper or brass, or bronze,
brush brass, or nickel. They are well
made by skilled workmen and will

add distinction to any store, no mat-
ter how high class. The firm has also
a fine stock of wooden stands, in

nate than any metal fixture that has
artistic designs, and finished in mis-
sion, forest green or golden oak.
A new idea is the wooden pedestals

and in many of the best stores these
are used extensively. Recent addi-
tions to the manufacturing facilities

enable Clatworthy & Son to meet
with greater satisfaction the increas-
ing demand emanating from the high
class stores for their goods.

STAUNTON'S NEW LINE.

Prom wall paper time immemori-
al every manufacturer's new line has
been heralded (by him) as the "best
ever." Some one of the many is

right—the rest are at best incorrect
through prejudice.

It is difficult for even the wall
paper dealers to judge for them-
selves which is the best line.

Comparison with the previous offer-

ings made by Stauntons Limited to
the Canadian trade makes it certain,
however, that their new line for 1909
is the best they have ever produced.

It is one of the best balanced lines

seen—every grade is represented by
brand new patterns in a large pro-
portion of colorings. Stauntons Lim-
ited do not pretend to produce a
special novelty line, but there are
many papers in this new one that
will certainly be included in this

class by the decorating trade when
they have an opportunity to inspect
them. The sales department at the
Toronto factory states that these
papers will be graded in the regular
way—no premiums being added on the
basis of their exceptional decorative
value.
The designs express in a highly

creditable manner the best of the new
ideas in wall decoration and were
chosen from among the offerings of

the best designers in America and
elsewhere. In florals and the new
stripes the line is exceptionally
strong, while some of the very new
plain effect papers in weaves, burlap
effects, etc., will give ingrains, popu-
lar as they are, a hard run tor first

place.

To attempt a description '>f the
colorings would be like trying- to im-
part an idea of sunset to a person
who has never seen one. They are
different—there is a refinement in the
vivid reds and greens and other rich

colors, and a handling of the dainty
shades that places this Canadian line

on a par with any of the foreign of-

ferings.

The spirit of the line seems to be
best expressed as generous. Every-
thing has been done on a big scale.

High grade designs, the finest of col-

orings, excellent stock, every detail

is such that Review readers should
deliberate considerably before they

decide to place their orders elsewhere
this season without a thorough in-

spection of the Staunton offering.

STAR WHITEWEAR MFG. CO.

In these days of depression it feels

refreshing to hear of such as find it

necessary to enlarge their premises
in order to cope with the demand for

their goods. Such, however, has been

the lot of the Star Whitewear Mfg.

Co., of Berlin, Ontario. During the
past year this company has practi-
cally doubled its capacity and now
finds itself in a position to take care
of a very large volume of business
and make deliveries "on the jump.''
Besides an unusually large assort-

ment of lawn and embroidery blouses
this company is now showing a very-

exclusive range of silks and nets of

the highest class. These are made in

the newest and most attractive styles
and cannot fail to be trade winners.
Every dealer who wishes to keep the
best should see their line before

GOLDEN GROVE YARN.

Golden Grove yarn, made by Vas-
sie & Co., St. John, N.B., has at-

tained an enviable reputation as a
domestic yarn of superior quality
and finish. It is one of the best sell-

ing yarns in the market, and the
values at the prices quoted are un-
equalled. Retailers who want to
build up a trade in domestic yarns
should compare qualities and prices

of Golden Grove.

A GROWING LONDON FIRM.

Buyers who visit Loudon from time
to time must have noticed the in-

creasing importance of the West End
as a home for manufacturers of high
class ladies' wear. One young house,
which has risen very rapidly, is

Charles N. Morris & Co., of Great
Castle Street, close to Oxford Cir-

cus. A very short time ago this busi-

ness made its home in premises cost-

ing about £50 a year, while now its

several departments occupy a new
and spacious warehouse of six floors.

Special attention is given to lace

novelties, including the manufacture
of blouses and costumes, which are

all designed by Madame Helene An-
dre. In every department of this

house the newest and most fashion-

able things are shown and to any
seeker after high class novelties, in-

numerable interesting lines are offer-

ed.
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HOTEL DIRECTORY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasantly and conveniently lo-

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention

paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTEL°go«l|i°r
BRITISH GUIANA.

This first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the

city. Five minutes from railway station and
teamer stallings, and near to all principal public

buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spaoious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH Proprietress.

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open Nov. Closes in May.

WINTER RESORT
Queen-s Park Hotel
Port or Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For Rates.etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,

29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paisley, Prop-

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agenfs, 15$ Toronto St. , Toronto.

465 Temple Building, Montreal.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports

to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in

formation to date. Every modern facility forthe

collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

$10,959.99 Collected!
That's the amount we've collected
for clients during the past year

—

our first year in business. In May,
1907, we h»ndled 140 new claims. In

April, 1908, we handled 425 new
claims. No wonder our clients are
satisfied. They have the proof of
our collecting ability.

Let Us Cure Your Slow Collections

THE BEARDW000 AGENGY
313 New York Life Building

MONTREAL

S. W. STEVENSON &. CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

TORONTO MONTREAL
55 Yonge St. 42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone Main 7130 Phone Main ixf.i

Cable Address, " MACKER," Office 511 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturer;
desiring live, up-to-date representation in the
West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building - - TORONTO
Representing: Cornwall &, York Cotton Mills

Co., Ltd., Cotton Goods, St. John, N.B. ; Paris,
Wincey Mills Co., Flannels, etc., Paris, Ont.; John
Bright & Bros., Ltd., Carpels, etc., Rochdale, Eng.

;

Wm. Clark & Sons, Canvas Hollands, etc., Upper-
lands, Ireland ; Albert Godde Bedin 4 Cie., Chiff-
ons, Laces, etc, Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF OANADA, LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

40 St. Ant "ne St. SylvesterWillson Bldg.
Toronto— 154-1E0 We'lington Street VV. cor. S>mcoe

otreet—Head Office
Importers of Buttons. Smallwares, Laces, Tailors

Trimmings, Linings, Velvets Felts.
fltock carried in Montreal and Tor nto

Cable Address
'

' Kingsons, Toronto "

W. P. KING

Phone Mail

& SON
C1S8

Manufacturers
UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY

74 YORK STREET

Agents
BLANKETS, ETC

- TORONTO
Canadian and Foreign manufacturers'

solicited on favorable terms.
ines

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay Street - - TORONTO

Representing Herman Muhlinghaus,
Lennep, Germany— High-class Ladies' and
Men's Underwear.

Laces, Embroideries, Dress Trimmings,
Kimona Lace Collars, etc.

LEGAL CARDS

ATWATER, DUCLOS & CHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.C., Consulting Ccninse
for City of Montreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Ohauvin.

WHOLESALE HOUSES

OCKlJifERSON
-3lJSHN,N.B. HAUffi^ LIMITED

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY.

When writing advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

advertisement in Dry Goods

Review.

AGENTS WANTED-L S. Duraine et Cie, Gold-
smith Street, London, England, require gen-
tlemen to represent them in Montreal, Tor-

onto, etc. Must be well-known to buyers of the
highest class dress trimmings, embroideries, laces,
etc.

When writing advertisers please mention The Review

Condensed Advertisements
ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.

per word first insertion, and lc. per word for
subsequent insertions.
Cash remittances to cover cost mast accompany

all advertisements. In no case can (his rule be
overlooked. Advertisements received without re-

mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in our care to be forwarded,

5c. mast be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100 words, each issue, one year $15

" six months 9
" three months 9

50 " " " one year 9
" six months 6

25 " " one year 6

PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT

KEEP POSTED.-The leading authority in
Canada on Groceries and foodproducts is

THE CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade
conditions generally discussed every week. Price
$2.00 per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the world's periodical press is too valuable to
overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

ADVERTISING WRITERS and business men in-
terested in good printing should subscribe to
Canada's only printing trade paper, THE

PRINTER AND PUBLISHER. Subscription
price, $2 per annum. Address, 10 Front St. E.,
Toronto.

COMPLETE information on books, stationery,
fancy goods, music, photo supplies and kindred
lines is given each month in THE BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER of Canada. Subscrip-
tion price, $1 per annum. Address, 10 Front St.
E., Toronto.

THE market reports make HARDWARE AND
METAL a necessity to every hardware merch-
ant, paint and oil dealer in Canada. It is

mailed every Friday. Subscription price is $2 per
year. Address, HARDWARE AND METAL,
Montreal, Toronto or Winnipeg.

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK—Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph
ing Co., Limited. Office, No. 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work-
manship, business methods.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED in every town and village, a represen-
tative to take charge of the circulation of our
various publications :- Hardware and Metal,

Canadian Grocer, Financial Post, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer. Canadian Ma-
chinery, and Busy Man's Magazine. Good finan-
cial standing and business connection a strong
recommendation. Just the position for a retired
business man for his spare time. The MacLean
Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto.

NATIONAL AID-An aid to every retail merchant
in the world. Saves money, time, work and
worry. The National Cash Register. F. E.

Mutton, Canadian Manager, 129 West King Street,
Toronto, Ont.

AGENTS WANTED-Calling upon the retail
trade to handle the productions of a high-class
lace and novelty house. An interesting line

for any agent with good connection amongst high-
class retailers. Address. Laces, care DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street, E.C, London, England.

AGENTS WANTED.
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Accountants' Directory 215

Alaska Feather & Down C'o 164

Ascher Bros 56 141

Australasian Draper 128

B

Bach, R. C inside front cover.

Baldwin. J. & J.. & Partners 7

Barry, W. H., & Co. ... inside back cover.

Beardwood Agency

B. B. Glove & Mitt Co

Belding, Paul & Co
Bell Telephone Co
Bellinger. E
Bergman. .1., & Co
Berlin Suspender & Button Co.

Berger & Co
Bessette, C

Bishop. J. H.. & Co
Boulter, Waugh & Co
Boxer, Reg. N.. Co
Bradford Dyers' Association

British-America Assurance Co. .

British-American Dyeing Co

219

195

215

16

219

19

195

143

56

55

192

169

144

16

100

Brock, W. R., Co. ... 21, 22. 23. 24,51, 52,53

Brock & Paterson

Brophy-Cains, Ltd

Burnet & Temple
Bruce Bros

Burnley. Thos., & Sons, Ltd

Butterick Pub. Co., Ltd

215

39

105

151

10

163

Globe .Suspender Co. ..

(ioodhue. J. B
Gordon. John. & Son
Granby Mfg. Co
Greenshields Limited ...

194

189

4

109

1, 2. 3, 128 and
outside back cover.

Newell Mig c,,.

Nicklin. .1.. & Co.

H
Hanson. G. E
Hardaker. J. T
Harris & Co
Harrison & Riley

Hermsdorf, Louis

Hewson Woolen Mills

Home Pattern Co., The

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.

Hotel Directory

[deal Women's Wear.

Imperial Carpet Co.

Irving Umbrella Co.

Ishikawa. K.. & Co.

Ltd.

J

Jackson Mfg. Co
Jaeger, Dr., Co
"Jay Finish" Underwear

K

118

151

151

128

120

127

49

115

219

135

173

161

151

195

116

123

"Old Bleach" Linen Co
Opera Silk Waist Co.. The
Otis-Fensom Elevator Co. ..

Oxford Knitting Co

Paton Mfg Co
Palmenberg's Sons, J. It.

Paquet. The, Co.. Ltd. ..

Parker. R., & Co
Parisian Corset Mfg. Co.

Peck. J. W.. & Co
Peerless Underwear Co. ..

Penman Mfg. Co
Perrin. Freres & Cie

Pewny's Kid Gloves

Philips, J. & N.. & Co.

Phillips & Wrinch

R
Raven. W.. & Co., Ltd.

Reinhart Varieties Co.

Robinson. Little & Co.

Richardson. A. S
Rosenwald Bros

Ryan. Robert. Co

113

18

20

141

210

124

191

99

182

11

... 138 143

6 193

127

124

162

161 187

113. 150 160

206
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Important Notice to the Trade

JX COLLARS WEAR LIKE LEATHER

BEAVER

PRINCE RUPERT

On June 1, 1908, all

Derby Brand Double

Band Collars were re-

duced to $1.00 per

dozen.

LONDON SHAKESPEARE

The Canadian Underwear Co
309 Notre Dame Street West, Montreal

The Ribbon House of Canada

Large orders for Fall delivery of Ribbons exemplify our

ability to more than meet changed market conditions.

An investigation will demonstrate our claim of selling the

Right Ribbons at the Right Prices

Our Fall preparations for stock are on a scale to justify

our title of always having

Ribbons at the Right Time
We do not sell trash. Our cheapest lines are dependable.

Walter H. Barry & Co., i
8

m *'st. Montreal

When writing advertisers please mention The Review.
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Make Every

Yard Count
in Dollars.

How much do you write off in

dead stock each year ? A good sized

sum—do you not ? There's really

no need for it. We can re-dye and

finish your off-color, faded and

unsalable fabrics, hosiery, ribbons,

etc., to make them all a staple or

fashionable color and as good selling as anything on your shelves.

These things we've been doing for leading merchants and milliners

in all parts of Canada for over 30 years.

R. PARKER & CO.
DYERS TO THE DRY GOODS TRADE

TORONTO, - CANADA

Your Opportunity

Write for samples and our special

prices on EMBROIDERIES for

immediate delivery.

We specialize in the Lace

Trade and do it right.

Our salesmen are now showing latest

novelties in Belts, Collars, Waists,

Etc., for holiday trade.

ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW.

CALL WHEN IN THE CITY

R. C. BACH
THE LACE HOUSE

146 St. James St., - MONTREAL

"ROOSTER BRAND"

BEST MADE

Get after the Doughnut—let the other

fellow look at the hole.

Business will be as good as ever this

Fall. Don't delay ordering a good stock.

The man with the stock will get the

Doughnut—the other fellow the hole.

OVERALLS, SHIRTS, PANTS
SMOX, HUNTING COATS, Etc.

WHITE COATS, BAR VESTS
APRONS, Etc.

Robert C. Wilkins
Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Fall Business 1908
Each day sees an improvement in business pros-

pects all over Canada.

All our departments are well supplied for the Fall

Trade and we are ready to help you to secure your
full share of sales.

DEPARTMENTS
A-l— Printed and woven Flannelettes, Colored

Saxony Flannelettes, Dress Ginghams,
Apron Ginghams, Shirtings, single and
double width Cotton Dress Goods,
Flannels, Cotton and Wool Eiderdowns,
Moles.

A-2— Wash Goods, White and Black Muslins,
Prints (including the celebrated Crums'
Prints), Printed Sateens.

A-3 - Linings, Sateens, Percalines Buntings,
etc., Jap Soie and Miretta Linings, Mo-
reens, Cotton Cashmeres, Turkey Reds.

A-C—Grey and White Cottons, Sheetings,
Pants, Overalls, Flannelette Blankets,
Cotton and Jute Bags, Denims, Cotton-
ades, Tickings, Hessians, Horse Covers,
etc.

B—Tweeds, Woollens and Tailors' Trimmings
also Priestleys' Cravenettes for men's
wear.

C—Carpets, Curtains, Linoleums, Oilcloths,
House Furnishings, etc.

D—Men's Furnishings, Underwear, Water,
proofs, Half Hose, Ties, Umbrellas, etc.

E— Laces, Ribbons, Embroideries, Veilings,

Nets, Neckwear, Ladies' Umbrellas.

K- Hosiery, Fabric Gloves, Knitted Goods,
Ladies' Underwear, etc.

G-Kid Gloves, Mitts, Moccasins, etc.

H—Dress Goods including Priestleys' well-

known Dress Fabrics, Blousings, Waist-
ings, etc.

L— Linens, Table Linen, Napkins, Towels,
Toweling, Fancy Linens, Handkerchiefs,
etc.

O—Ready-to-wear Garments, Blouses, Skirts,

Children's Suits, etc.

S—Silks, Velvets, Velveteens, Crepes, etc.

T—Smallwares, Notions, Trimmings, Em-
broidered Shams and Runners, Finger-

ings and Fancy Wools, Fancy Goods,
Dolls, Mechanical Toys, etc.

Sole Selling Agents in Canada for:

Priestleys' Dress Goods,

Pewny's Kid Gloves,

J. & T. Alexanders' Linens,

"Health Brand" Underwear,
Joyal "Square Knit" Hosiery

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Our range includes all the staples and late novelties.

You will find it to your advantage to place your

orders now, and avoid disappointment in delivery.

STRONG SELLERS IN PLAIN CLOTHS

LEADINC LINES

Chiffon Broadcloths, Serges, Striped Venetians,

Venetians, Voiles, Striped Broadcloths,

Satin Cloths, Cheviots, Chevrons,

Striped (Self) Suitings, Striped (Colored) Suitings

Diagonal Suitings

Priestley'sDress Goods
Chiffon Broadcloths,

Venetians, Rosettas,

Voiles, Resildas,

Savonas, Gazelle,

Diagonals, Chevrons,

Cravenettes

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE SUCCESS SMILE
Is the smile your customers wear when you have sold them

SUCCESS COLLARS
They are high grade quality, latest style, perfect fit, and contain the most

value possible for the amount expended. This is the "Reason why" behind the

SUCCESS SMILE
ORDER FROM YOUR WHOLESALER

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Abel Morrall's Fancy Hat Pins
THE "RAINBOW" CABINET

Containing

1 Gross Assorted

5-Cent

Hat Pins

Ail With Our

Nickel-Plated

Steel Stems

The
"Rainbow"
Cabinet

Can Also Be Had
Containing
1-2 Gross

5c. HatPlns

Assorted Fancy
Patterns

Our M

3 r

at Pins are just as good as our Needh
££• ENQUIRE OF YOUR WHOLESALE HOUSE

Abel Morrall, Ltd., Redditch, Eng,

«©Id mieacf)

LINENS

»

BIG DROP IN PRICE

Send for new price list

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET, TORONTO

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Keep Your
Stock Sorted

'0: <6&

Our assortment for Fall is the

greatest we have ever shown.

If you want a line, and
want it quick, write us.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
WHOLESALE DRY GOODS Ottawa

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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KLEINERT

/WABH\

V LATEST O
Dress
Made in Three Sizes

Large, Medium and Small

Shield
No Sewing Required

if you wear this shield.

Can be Washed, Ironed and Sterilized

Sold by all leading Jobbers

I. B. Rleinert Rubber Co., - Toronto

Vacation Time Means Leisure for Reading
•

When going on your holidays

make certain to take along with

AUGUST
COPY OF THE
BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE

TT IS FULL of good things, things that you will appreciate, things thai add materially to the
_L mental enjoyment of your outing. It is a magazine you can pick up many times a (lay and

peruse with absorbing interest. The AUGUST number contains the brightest articles from
the world's current periodical press, together with several timely t anadian specials. Your interest
is aroused in the first page and kept up till you reach the back cover. Many articles to entertain
you and as many more for your sober consideration. The following will give you an idea of its

contents, and remember that each issue is splendidly illustrated.

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION
The Outside vs. the Inside Man No Sport in the World to Equal Moun-
The Value of Advertising Cities taineering
The Tragedy of Business A Fall Shooting Trip in British Columbia
Does Your Work Drive You? The Call of the Country
Education and Business Requirements The City Man as a Farmer

ARTICLES FOR THE WORKERS Winning Fresh Laurels in Australia

Characteristics that Make a Successful Man POLITICAL AND COMMERCIAL
Fitting Young People for Life's Battle AFFAIRS
Great Achievements of Men Over Sixty A Man Who Risks His Fall on a Throw
Sir William Macdonald and Practical To What Height will He Climb?

Education How London Newspapers Change
The Importance of Secondary Education Business Man is Country's Best Citizen

ENTERTAINING SHORT STORIES OTHER BRIGHT ARTICLES
The Wooing of the Tutor Why Some Women Never Marry
Just Among Those Present The Most Exclusive Club in the World
The King's Grip King Edward Now Entirely Out of Debt
The Story of a Close Shave addition ai ff ati irfs
From Jet Black to Pure White „

,
.

ADm ' IONAL FEATURES
The Turning Point Fashions for Busy Men

_, _..__ . .,„ .... ,„.._.,--, Contents of August Magazines »

SCIENCE AND INVENTION Busy Man's Bookshelf
Wrecking to Save, Not to Destroy Improvements in Office Devices
My Voyage in the World's Greatest Airship Humor in the Magazine

NOW OUT

Ask For Busy Man's, The
Magazine With The Red Cover

On Sale at All Neivs Stands

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
io Front Street East : : : : : Toronto, Canada

20 cents a copy $2.00 per year

Please mention The Revieiv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

EVERY NET

Reg'd Trade Mark

NOTE THE TIGHT HAIR at the bottom of the Net which
when placed over the forehead, forms a neat "Bad" shape, OD13H13D16.
keeping the front dressing of hair "Tidy " whilst allowing
ample fulness.

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net

A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with orders for one gross and upwards.

RfiCFNU/A I n RRHQ LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also of popular Hair Nets,
nUJlJil TT t\LiU OnUi}>) H air Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents (or Canada:

Dieckerhofi, RaMoer & Co., Ltd.. cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts. TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

High Quality— Fair Price
Ethel, Vanguard and Maple Knitting Wools and Yarns satisfy your customer because

they combine high quality and a fair price.

They pay you a better profit

""The °
\

KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.

Van^ard Reg? &%&

Knitting
Wool KNITTING WOOL

rf<i>EJ.N EhjCLANCL.

-n ci

MADE IN ENGLAND!

Get ready for the Fall demand.

Samples and particulars upon request.

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd. Canadian Agents

Manufacturers of Knitting Yarn, for over 150 Years, t D . IV1 . V>1101*100 OC DaTO*
GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE TELEPHONE

Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President V. R. Brock, Vlce-Preildent

Robert Blckerdike, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hinna, Augustus Myers, John Hoakln, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nlcholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lath, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellait, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Melkle, General Manager/ P. H. Slmm, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,102,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION. 20.833,820.00

Joint Deposit Accounts
are a special convenience arranged for customers of THE
METROPOLITAN BANK. Money can be deposited or

withdrawn by husband or wife. Particularly valuable for

farmers and town residents.

Money Orders and Drafts sold at lowest rates.

Farmer's Sale Notes collected and advances made
thereon.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT- $1.00 or more opens
an account, interest allowed from date of de-

posit, and compounded FOUR times a year.

You may deposit or withdraw money by mail.

The Metropolitan Bank
Capital Paid Up:

$1,000,000
Reserve Fund and i s . ,,
Undivided Profits : »1

»
z*1

i
53Z - z «>

WESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income ior 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER. Secretary

77)/* Is an Illustration of another

rssisissBt SAFETY

PIN
y«AOK MW*

ENGLISH
MADE

'SAJONIC

Size 3

NICKLED STEEL DUPLEX in 7 Sizes

Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

J. NICKLIN &. CO., Birmingham, Eng.

Male Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

A CHILD CAN OPERATE f

Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

53 East 8th 8t.,

NEW YORK, U 8 A

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL

These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands.

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
£r CO Dry Goods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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LATEST |jIN HATS
FOR SPRING 1909

Our Hat Shapes for Spring 1909 will be shown on the Koad
about September 10th.

The styles while varied sufficiently to afford a wide range for

individual choice represent the general tendency of fashion, and will

assure to the "Egerton" Hatter an impressive and authoritative dis-

play of correct blocks.

The showing will prove particularly strong in SMART
STIFFS for young men.

Be sure and see our English Fur Crush Hats. The Hats for

large sales.

Full Range of

Straws, Crash Hats, Men's
and Ladies' Fancy Caps.

BOULTER, WAUGH & CO.,
LIMITED

Fur Manufacturers and Hat Importers.

Agents for-EGERTON & CO., London, High-Grade Stiff and Soft Hats
BELMONT & CO.,
THE ALDINE HAT, New York and London
BRISTOL HAT,
WARWICK & SON, London, Wool Stiff and Soft Hats.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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(/united)

HANDKERCHIEFS
Toronto

Six popular retail prices. Six selected lines to each price.

TO RETAIL AT 5c .

44A Ladies' Plain White Lawn
T68X Men's White Hemstitched Lawn
ESI Ladies' White
Belfast Lace Trimmed
C502 Royal Blue

AA4 Assorted Pictures

TO RETAIL AT 10c.

H Men's Plain White Lawn
43A Ladies' Hemstitched Lawn
D118 Men's Hemstitched Lawn
Glasgow Lace Trimmed
138 Men's Printed Border Lawn
C504 Royal Blue

TO RETAIL AT 15c.

Grandpa Men's Plain Lawn
T72 Men's Hemstitched Lawn
LW Ladies' Job Linen
EE Silk Lace Trimmed
FBI Swiss Embroidered in 5 doz. Cartons

5X Men's Hemstitched Linen

TO RETAIL AT 25c.

10 Men's Hemstitched Linen
1010 Ladies' "

FB4 Swiss Embroidered
T154 Lawn Lace Trimmed
W62 Silk Lace Trimmed
Dupont White Checked Lawn

TO RETAIL AT 20c.

W56 Silk Lace Trimmed
HH Swiss Embroidered
88 Ladies' Hemstitched Linen
7X Men's Hemstitched Linen
Eye opener

Swiss Embroidered in 5 doz. Carions

T153 Lawn Lace Trimmed

TO RETAIL AT 50c .

25 Gents' Hemstitched Linen
1515 Ladies'

FB6 Swiss Embroidered
HW "

(M153 Men's Colored Border Silk

JM154 «

Both the above are hemstitched

A special purchase oi four thousand dozen Ladies' Pure Linen Hemstitched Handker-
chiefs, to retail at 10, 12^, and 15c.

500 dozen Job Swiss Embroidered, just the thing for bargain baskets.

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

QUA *. PATTERSON.
LADIES and CHILDRENS STORE-

Exterior View Store of Qua & Patterson, Collingwood — The Front is Done Entirely in White and Attracts Attention Both
in the Daylight and at Night, when it is Illuminated.

How Ladies' and Children's Ready-To-Wear Store Grew
Qua & Patterson, in Collingwood, Advertise to Attract Possible Cus-

tomers to the Store, and Then Display and Ticket Goods Which Sell

Themselves
—

"Dust Pays No Rent"— Everything is Kept Clean.

There is a definite and distinct object in the store

policy of Qua & Patterson, Collingwood, just as the store

itself is distinctive. The proprietors claim to be the

originators of the exclusive ready-to-wear store idea in

Ontario, outside of the big centres.

There are two things which seem to be dominating

factors in the policy of this firm. In the first place, the

possible buyers are attracted to the store. One set of

energies is bent to the accomplishment of this object. The
store exterior is made so attractive that one is involun-

tarily impressed with it. The whole front is in white,

and at night is illuminated with a row of electric lights.

The window displays, which are changed frequently are

also designed to bring those who see them into the store

to look further.

The strongest feature, probably, of the policy which

aims to attract attention to the store is the advertising.

Both local papers are used, and large space in each, Illus-

trations and descriptions are made use of freely in all

the advertising which is made timely. The advertisement

reproduced herewith appeared on July 9, one of the hot-

test days of the Summer. The illustrations and reading

matter were timely, and could hardly fail to create in the

mind of a woman reader—no men's goods are sold—

a

desire to visit the store.

Then when the desire created and stimulated by the

advertising or the appearance of the store itself has been
crystalized into action, when a woman visits the store

the goods are depended on to sell themselves.

Everything on which a price ticket can be displayed

is ticketed.

This is done on the theory that with nine-tenths of
the women the price is a deciding consideration.

In two wall cases to the right of the store entrance

—

one only is shown in the illustration—white waists, silk

and lawn, are displayed, everyone with the price marked
plainly on it.

Above the ledges, on the walls, right to chf; ceiling,

garments are hung; kimonas, wrappers, children's suits,

etc., and in every case the visitor can see what the gar-

ment will cost. This practice is effective, coo. Mr. Pat-
terson told The Review that in the hottest days of the

Summer kimonas of heavy wrapperettes, essentially Fall

garments, are selling, and he attributes it to the fact that

they are displayed and the price placed in sight.

One practical evidence of the value of this method is

given. On a Saturday night a man came to the store and
asked for a certain boys' suit, at $3.50, mentioning the
color, and describing the trimming. It was readily found
hanging on the wall, with a big ticket on it. That after-
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noon his wife had been in t lie store and had seen this suit,

which al once suggested to her mind its purchase for her

young hopeful. She did not even ask to see it, beyond
looking' at it on the wall, and no one knew she was inter-

ested in the suit. It is easy to follow up the development

which led to that sale; she saw the suit; it pleased her,

and without inquiry or placing herself under the slightest

obligation, she saw what it would cost her, she told her

husband and together they decided to buy it, and once

that decision was reached the husband started out to

make the purchase. This is but one instance; many
others, equally illuminative of the principle that goods, if

they are properly displayed, and attractively priced, will

sell themselves in many cases could be referred to.

In this store everything that can possibly be laid out

or hung up is so treated, and the members of the firm are

enthusiastic in their belief in its effectiveness.

Costume and skirt display frames are made from gas

pipe gone over with aluminum paint.

ments and see the travelers. No one loafs in this store,

and, as a result, all are happy.

This firm holds that it is poor policy for a store in a

town the size of Collingwood to run sales of garments at

half price or even at cost, at the end of the season. They

put it this way: "Mrs. Jones buys a coat at the first of

the season and pays $20 for it ; on the second of January

her neighbor, Mrs. Smith, buys a similar garment at a

clearing sale for $12. The next year, Mrs. Jones, when
she wants to buy a coat, will wait until after New Year's

before she buys, because she wants to take advantage of

the 'cut price clearing sale.' It may work in a big city,

but this firm says, not in a town. The practice employed

by this firm is that of selling every coat at the regular

marked price, and using every effort to dispose of as

large a proportion of the stock as possible. Such mantles

as are not sold are carried over until the next season,

when they are put on sale at half price. The firm believes

in protecting customers who buy goods at regular prices.

View Showing Section of Qua & Patterson's Store, Collingwood — The Practice of Hanging Garments
on the Walls is Well Illustrated Here.

A feature in store fixtures which Mr. Patterson is en-

thusiastic over is a counter with a glass top, covering a

row of drawers in which are kept small articles, such as

belts, frilling, neckwear, combs, necklaces and small jew-

elry. It is the same height as the ordinary counter, and

serves the double use of a counter and show case. A
second row of drawers below those used for the articles

and goods displayed is utilized for reserve stock.

"Dust pays no rent," and, therefore, it has no right

in the store, is the theory on which this firm works. Every-

thing is kept clean and the stock is in good shape. The
clerks are not encouraged to stand around rattling their

pencils on the desks or looking out of the windows, on a

wet day, or at a period when business is slack. They are

kept busy, and the example is set them by the heads of

the firm who are always on the job; open the store, and

sweep it; dress and wash the windows; write advertise-

Practically everything sold in this store is "made in

Canada," the only notable exception being some lines of

children's clothing.

There is a pattern department in the store, and a fash-

ion sheet, bearing the advertisement of the firm is in-

serted in each parcel sent out.

This "Ladies' and Children's Store" has been doing

business for five years, and the proprietors state that they

are well satisfied with the results. Their experience has

proven that there is a field for a store, devoting itself ex-

clusively to articles of ready-to-wear.

*
Button Sale.

Strenuous methods are needed to push business this

month and one of the novel ideas used in a fair sized

Canadian city last year is called a Button Sale. While
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it is a spectacular method and only suitable for a certain

class of trade it proved very effective in this case.

The plan fur drawing the people is simple. Numbered

buttons are distributed to the ladies of the various house-

holds personally along with a circular explaining their

use. This circular states that if the lady will bring the

button to the store she will find throughout displays of

merchandise with numbers upon them. If the number on

her button corresponds with the number on any article in

the store she receives that article free of charge. Before

the distribution of buttons took place newspaper space

was used with the simple wording, "Who's got the but-

ton ?" On the day of the distribution of the buttons

space was used in the newspaper similar to that on the

circular. Of course the number of prize winning buttons

is limited and new ones are put out each day, so as to

keep the interest up for at least 10 days.

&

Fortieth Anniversary.

A. L. Wood, senior partner in the firm of Wood Bros.,

dry goods merchants, Halifax, recently celebrated the

fortieth anniversary of his inauguration to business in

Halifax. Starting in business with one clerk and a boy,

the store has grown until to-day the staff numbers forty.

A feature of interest in this connection is the fact that

through the four decades of its existence this store has

always adhered to the 6 o'clock closing and the Saturday

half-holiday in the Summer months, establishing and
maintaining a practice which has only in recent years

been adopted by the dry goods trade, and which is not

by any means general now.

Meaford Merchants' Problem.

Merchants of Meaford have two deterrent factors to

work against in the prosecution of their business. Trade

is deflected from the local stores by two means; peddlers

and catalogue houses. The stores in Meaford are well

conducted. Stocks are large and a good class of mer-

chandise is carried. In spite of this fact, though, the

merchants who are progressive and enterprising are not

doing the volume of business which they should.

One peddler, who sends two wagons out of Meaford,

does, it is estimated, more business than any one store in

the town. His expenses are comparatively light, he pays

no high store rent, no taxes on a front street location

;

for the "keep" of his men and horses he gives goods,

which cost very little. Every Monday morning these two
rigs start out and cover the surrounding country pretty

thoroughly before they return. Obviously the goods they

sell represent so much lost business for the stores.

"We don't blame the peddlers," said one merchant,

referring to the situation. "We would probably do the

same as they are doing; they saw an opportunity for busi-

ness and took advantage of it, that is all. We do feel,

though, that the County Council should help the legitimate

merchants ; the men upon whom the bulk of the burden of

the municipal expense falls. The license fee should be in-

creased 'to a point at which if he paid it, the peddler

would be in competition with the local merchants on a

fair basis, instead of giving him a distinct advantage

which he has at the present time."

There is a Retail Merchants' Association in Meaford,

which, while it does not meet regularly, is making its in-

fluence felt. Through the co-operation of the merchants
by this medium representations have been made to the

County Council with a view of providing a remedy for the

evil which the merchants feel exists.

This is not the only grievance which the Meaford mer-

chants have. They feel seriously the inroads which t he

catalogue houses are making upon their business. These

catalogues, it is claimed, reach practically every house,

and every month hundreds of dollars' worth of business

which in the ordinary course would have i^one to the local

stores, is done by the catalogue houses. One merchatil

told The Review that he knew of persons who would send

their money to Toronto, and go to the local stores and ask

for credit. The suggestion was made to him that this tact

provided an effective means by which the merchants could

co-operate to light the catalogue houses. They could re-

fuse to give credit to such persons, and the unfairness of

their practice would be forcibly impressed upon them.

F. Abbott is the president of the Meaford Retail

Merchants' Association, and told The Review of means
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adopted >to prevent the passage of the Co-operative Bill.

Every time it was up for discussion in the House, as presi-

dent of the association, he telegraphed to the member of

Parliament asking him to oppose it. "If," said Mr.

Abbott, "co-operative merchandising is given the assist-

ance which 'this bill proposes, I will be one of the first

to drop my present business and go into the co-operative

scheme. It would be the only way for me to live."

The "sale" business in Meaford has been carried to

extremes, and because the practice has been abused in the

past, legitimate sales do not always accomplish what they

are designed to do.

On one afternoon a week during the Summer months

the stores of Meaford are closed.
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Use Central Heating System.

A business record of more than thirty years in Berlin

is a valuable asset of Smyth Brothers, who a few months
ago moved into a new five-storey building of brick and
steel construction, and who, in it, are able to serve their

patrons better.

This building is equipped on all its four floors and

basement with a cash carrier system, and, while a complete

heating plant is installed in the building, it is used only

as an auxiliary, a central heating system in operation in

the city furnishing this service ordinarily.

The building is 148 by 38 feet, and 65 tons of

steel beams were used in its construction. On the ground

and first floors there are plate glass fronts. Fifteen

The Splendid New Store of Smyth Bros., Berlin.

months were occupied in its erection, and it is a good

sample of modern store building.

Since this firm opened business in Berlin in April,

1877, the business of Smyth Bros, has made steady pro-

gress, the policy of the Messrs. Smyth being to encour-

age growth by conservative methods, rather than by spas-

modic efforts.

The basement department is devoted to linoleum and
oilcloth floor coverings, and excellent lighting is secured

for showing these goods.

On the main floor, the usual departments are located.

Dress goods occupy a prominent place naturally, while

staples, notions, hosiery and gloves, men's furnishings and
clothing are also on this floor.

Ready-to-wear garments occupy the front portion of

the first floor up. light for which is secured from a plate

glass front. The rear of this floor is given over to dress-

making apartments, this department being one of the most

important in the store.

Housefurnishings, carpets, curtains and draperies oc-

cupy the whole of the second floor.

Baby carriages, an important department, in this

store, are given space on the third floor, together with the

reserve stock for all departments. A power elevator af-

fords easy access to the different floors.

The heads of this firm are of Irish birth, and are both

practical dry goods men, and as such assume the active

management of the business.

*

Cash for Twenty Years.

"When I came to Owen Sound and commenced busi-

ness twenty years ago, I did so with the tirm conviction

that the way for me to make the most conspicuous suc-

cess was by a strict adhesion to the principle of selling

for cash absolutely. In the two decades of my business

career in Owen Sound, I have worked with the belief that

if I had to give credit I would be better without the busi-

ness. I have never regretted having taken that stand, and

intend to continue the practice 1 have found to work so

satisfactorily in my experience."

W. F. Gray, of W. F. Gray & Co.,
v
Owen Sound, sum-

marized his attitude towards the cash principle in the

above statement. Before coming to Owen Sound he gave

credit, but believes that in the older portions of Canada

there is no longer the existence of conditions which makes

the giving of credit desirable or necessary.

This is one of the few dry goods stores in Owen Sound

in which men's furnishings are sold, this branch being

left practically entirely to the specialty stores.

Boots and shoes also form an important department.

These goods have been included in the stock since the in-

ception of the business, and Mr. Gray is authority for the

statement that the department has been a successful

branch.

While he has gone into specialties in these two in-

stances, he has left the millinery to others, and because he

considers housefurnishings more profitable, has devoted

the upper floor to lines embraced under that general head-

ing, and including curtains, carpets and draperies.

The store is 33 by 140 feet, the second floor extending

half that distance back. The front half is devoted to

ladies' goods exclusively, including dress goods, small-

wears, fancy goods, as well as staples. Ladies' ready-to-

wear goods have proved particularly good during the

past season, and the sale of whitewear, especially, has

been a feature, the fact that good values were possible,

being responsible, to a large extent, for the enhanced in-

terest, in this branch.

in spite of the fact that special sales have failed to at-

tract the attention or awaken the response formerly ac-

corded these features, because they have been overdone

during recent years, W. F. Gray & Co. hold semi-annual

clearing sales, and report that the results justify the

course pursued by them in this respect.
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A Harvest Sale : Its Opportunities and Peculiarities

Some Suggestions Which May be Adopted by Many Merchants With Profit During

the Coming Fall—A Sale Idea Which Should Make Money for Drygoodsmen.

In the majority of dry goods stores in Canada during

the past month the "semi-annual clearing sales," which

seem to have become woven into the fabric of dry goods

merchandizing, will have been held, with the usual vary-

ing degrees of success, according to the local conditions—
the energy with which they have been prosecuted, the at-

tractiveness of the goods and prices, and the ability or in-

clination of the public to buy.

Experience with these clearing sales has taught Cana-

dian merchants many things. The majority of them, for-

tunately, have learned that when a clearing sale is an-

nounced, it must be a clearing sale; the day has passed

when so-called "sales," gotten up with the object of de-

ceiving the public into buying goods at prices, little, if

any, below those at which they are ordinarily sold at, in

the belief that they are getting bargains. Such a sale

no longer produces satisfactory results; for one thing,

buyers are more discriminating, and a second reason is

that a store's reputation enters very largely into the con-

sideration of a woman contemplating a purchase. The

store, therefore, which advertises a sale is much more

likely to obtain satisfactory results if in the past similar

events have established for the proprietor a reputation for

veracity.

There is one town—possibly more, but this one serves

as an illustration—in Canada, where the "sale" idea has

been worked to death. The merchants there used to hold

these sales when they accomplished the purpose designed

for them. One man, however, carried it to the extreme; he

held "sales" on the slightest pretext—often with none

whatever—and the front of his store was continually plas-

tered with posters and streamers announcing "tremendous

reductions" and "slaughtering" of prices; one series of

such sensational statements following its predecessor,

until they all failed of their effect, and the practice which

finally became accepted as a policy of the store, had to be

continued to attract even the normal degree of custom to

the store.

The result—quite naturally—was that it was a repeti-

tion of the "wolf" fable; the people didn't respond when
there really was a genuine sale held. The other merchants

don't try to conduct sales, because, they state, the prac-

tice has been so thoroughly abused that discredit has been

thrown upon it.

Possibly the case recorded might be made applicable

to many towns. At any rate, it is not difficult to find mer-

chants in various towns and cities in Canada who will tell

one that their experience with clearing sales has not, of

recent years, been satisfactory.

These sales, no doubt, when honestly conducted, have

their place in modern merchandizing, and when they are

not abused can be made to perform an important and ne-

cessary function for the retailer.

It is, however, with another kind of sale . that this

article aims to deal. The large majority of merchants in

Canada are located in towns where they have to draw a

considerable portion of their trade from the farmer. The
harvest for the farmer is the time when the results of his

months of work are being realized, and some merchants
have taken advantage of the spirit of generosity which

naturally actuates a farmer when he sees the fruits of

his labors rolling in abundantly to hold a "Harvest sale."

The best time to hold such a sale is just at the close

of the harvest time; during September or October, gov-

erned by the season in the different localities, and in most
cases, a week, two weeks at the outside, will be long

enough to accomplish the desired results; getting rid of

such goods as you may feel that you do not want to carry

over, and making a good start on the selling for the com-
ing season, as well as selling at a profit lines of goods

which have been bought at special prices, possibly by a

personal visit to the markets, and which are conspicuously

good value at the prices at which they are offered

A sale of this character offers some splendid oppor-

tunities for originality in advertising methods, and the

extent to which these are embraced will probably deter-

mine the degree of success of the sale.

Here is the way one merchant advertised a sale of this

kind: He contracted for a full-page space in the weekly

papers, and announced the sale to start the day after the

first advertisement appeared. He had 2,000 bills, fac

similes of the advertisement printed, and with six rigs

covered the country for a radius of ten miles on each side

of the town, placing a bill in every house, the day before

the sale opened. By this means every probable customer

of the store was furnished with the information about

this sale, and the result was that on the day when the low

prices went into effect, the store was crowded, and the

sale started with a rush, a feature which is very essential

to the success of any event of this kind.

While primarily a Harvest Sale will appeal to those

engaged in agricultural pursuits, it can also be used to

good advantage among the townspeople by suggestive and

intelligent advertising.

The proprietor of a store, in planning for a Harvest

Sale, should provide some leaders; goods of known value,

staples which have been bought to sell at a low price and
which can be procured usually by a visit to the wholesale

houses or from a traveler; a line of flannelette blankets,

which at that season will be appropriate, would furnish a

buying incentive if the price were right. A big profit may
not be made on this—possibly not even a normal margin

—

but don't sell them below cost. This sale—obviously—is

being held to make money for the merchant, and this fact

should not be lost sight of, in either planning for it or

conducting it.

It will afford a splendid opportunity of introducing

the new Fall goods, and this feature should be judiciously

worked in connection with such a sale. Have them out

on display, ticketed with the price, wherever possible, and
the clerks may be instructed to introduce the subject of

Fall goods, when it can be done without obtruding them
upon the customer; this should never be done, under any
consideration, because the effect on the customer will be

decidedly detrimental to the success of any effort to create

a favorable impression of the store.

Knowledge of local conditions is necessary before one

undertakes to plan a Harvest Sale. Some general sug-

gestions have been given with the object of arousing in-

terest in a sale feature which in many localities could be

adopted with most satisfactory results. The details could

only be worked out after one had possessed himself of

information on the local surroundings which every live

merchant will have gained.
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London Rejoices in Most Brilliant Season in Years

Trade Reports Though are Not as Favorable — Opposition Among Trade to Proposed Bill to

Prohibit Importation of Wild Bird Plumage and Skins — Improvement in Tone at Wool Sales.

Staff Correspondence.

Office Dry Goods Re-

view, 88 Fleet Street,

London, England.—Lon-

don trade is in the midst

of the Summer sales. The

season now drawing to a

close is conceded upon

all hands to have been the

most brilliant in years,

and the West End, at

least, has every cause for

rejoicing. Indeed, in

London, it may be said

that June has saved the

half-year.

Trade reports, how-

ever, are not so bright from the Provinces.

Even when the London season closes the town will be

by no means deserted; the Franco-British Exhibition is

proving one big attraction. There is a noticeable influx

of visitors from all parts for this event, and France alone

is sending a big contingent.

The English people have not the Exhibition habit de-

veloped to any great extent, and the present one, at

Shepherd's Bush, is quite the most ambitious attempt that

England has yet made. The glistening "White City" of

semi-Oriental buildings is really beautiful, and is well

worth a visit—not for pleasure alone, but also for valu-

able instruction in the progress that is being made in

British textiles. The textile section of the trade has

taken more than the usual interest in this exhibition, and

nearly all of England's great manufacturing firms are in-

cluded in the list of exhibitors.

Quite a little stir has resulted in the trade from the in-

troduction into the House of Lords of a bill designed to

prohibit the importation of the plumage and skins of

wild birds. The bill was introduced by Lord Avebury,

and is backed by the Society for the Protection of Wild
Birds.

It is stated by leading feather dealers and. manufac-

turers that the passing of the bill will mean the complete

loss of the feather dressing and kindred trades to Eng-

land; also that the ranks of the British unemployed will

be augmented in consequence. Not only will the fancy

feather branch leave the country, but the preparing of

ostrich plumes, which is an allied branch, will most prob-

ably follow, as one can be worked while the other is

quiet.

According to these authorities, the bill will do little

or nothing to prevent the extermination of the birds. If

a measure were introduced for this purpose, giving a close

season for all birds, and prohibiting the taking of very

rare species, the feather trade would be glad to welcome
it. It is not the high priced plumage of rare birds in

which the trade makes its profit for high prices and re-

stricted supply prohibits business. But the trade must
have the brilliantly colored plumage of foreign birds to

make up with those of domestic fowl. Nor will dyed

feathers fill the bill, as it is impossible to produce the re-

quired results. If skins cannot lawfully be dealt with in

England the preliminary processes, the making up and
also other allied branches of the trade will be carried on
abroad.

So strong is the feeling, that a special meeting of the

textile branch of the London Chamber of Commerce was
called, and a resolution passed opposing the bill. In Man-
chester, a similar resolution has been passed at a specially

called meeting of the principal distributing houses.

A clause in the bill that has particularly aroused the

indignation of the trade, runs as follows: "The attitude

of the society is strictly neutral on the question of the

killing of game birds, and legitimate sport of that "char-

acter." To any who know how "legitimate sport of that

character" is conducted, the charge of cruelty raised

against the trade must, to say the least, sound hypocriti-

cal. To illustrate—the wife of the seconder of the bill

now before the House of Lords, as reported in the Daily

Mirror, September, 1905, killed 152 birds in one day, and

3,437 head of game in that single season.

Bradford.

Even before the opening of the July series of sales in

Coleman Street, the resumption of the demand for worsted

yarns and combed wools for the Continental market, has

created a better tone, though where large transactions

were in view, both buyer and seller vwere at one in post-

poning action until after the sales.

In considering present conditions, it must be taken

into account that there are yet large stocks of made up
goods in the manufacturers' and distributors' hands.

Therefore, the resumption of active buying at the July

sales must be taken as an indication that the corner has

been turned, and that wool values have reached the level.

Wool users have evidently made up their minds that the

commodity is down as far as it will go. Also, there is

more of a demand from the manufacturer. Not that there

is by any means a rush in this branch of the trade for

things will have to quicken very considerably before there

is much to talk of in the manufacturing end.

There has been up to date a full attendance and active

bidding on all the days of the wool sales. The demand
is brisk, and prices are very firm. In greasy merinos, the

bulk of the offerings are going to Continental buyers at

fully 10 per cent, over May prices. Sydney greasy mer-

inos are going to French buyers, while the Germans are

securing the best scoured descriptions.

The best offerings in New Zealand greasy crossbreds

are being taken by American buyers at rates representing

an advance of 10 per cent, over opening rates. Continen-

tal and home buyers are also eager competitors for this

class of wool. The Americans took all of the offering of

choice 40s and 46s that were suitable to their require-

ments, while Yorkshire buyers secured the 36s and 40s.

Scoured capes were taken by German representatives at

hardening prices.

Bradford manufacturers are rejoicing in the return to

fashion of coating serges. These have long been neglected,

but now that wool is down to a reasonable figure, and the

smarter faced cloths commencing to be generally worn,

the Bradford manufacturer is looking forward to getting:

a good share of the fabric trade.
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Directoire Gown on Living Models in Toronto Store

An Innovation Introduced by the T. Eaton Company When Parisian Gowns Were
Shown —They Represent Styles Which Will be Adopted in Canada During Season.

A widespread popular interest, surpassed, or even

equalled by no fashion feature in recent years, is being

evidenced in the development and Canadian adaptation of

the Directoire styles. This was strikingly illustrated by

the crowds of women who visited the garment depart-

ment of the T. Eaton Company's store in Toronto last

month, when three of the new Directoire gowns, imported

from Paris, were shown on living models.

For the display a handsome and appropriate setting

had been provided, in the shape of a room draped in

Empire green, carpeted with white felt, and furnished in

the same period.

These gowns, which may be taken as authentic types

of the new style as worn in Paris and London, though

new in the extreme, do not present any of the objection-

able features that have been so much canvassed in the

daily press. There were no slashings at the side, or back,

through which glimpses of satin breeches, or silken hose

would be visible, and, while the narrow skirts were drapv

and clinging, they did not reveal the lines of the figure

to an objectionable degree.

These features have already served their purpose, in

creating interest in the new fashion, and are giving way
to more practical models for general wear.

In describing these interesting gowns, it must be

premised, that the wearers had tall, slender, graceful fig-

ures, for as usual Dame Fashion has ignored the short,

dumpy woman. Decidedly the most admired, was the

evening gown of green and gold, though the soft, rich

tan had many admirers as well.

The narrow skirted, high-waisted gown, of dull green

chiffon, was mounted over a slip of soft white silk. The

over-dress was of gold embroidered chiffon, and commenc-

ing on the shoulder the Creek drapery was wound around

the figure, so as to confine the skirt. The effect was de-

cidedly reminiscent of the pretty Tanagra figurines. Con-

fining the drapery across the bust was a magnificent gold

and turquoise buckle. Many admiring glances followed

this gown.

The tan was of soft, satin surface cashmere de soie,

and was much rucked at the waist. The clinging draped

skirt was closed up one side, with large covered buttons,

and had the narrow square train characteristic of this

period. There was the usual drapery, fastened sideways

on the corsage, the opening being filled with brown chiffon

over white, striped with lines of tan soutache. The long,

narrow, close-fitting sleeves were of rucked chiffon, end-

ing with deep frills and points over the hands. There

was also an outside frill right up the arm, and a row of

gilt buttons as a further finish.

The third gown was the one that embodied most of in-

terest to the trade. It was of a very light weight in chif-

fon broadcloth, of a pale grey blue. There was an over-

skirt of the fabric, and also a drapery of crepe de chine.

The plain, tight sleeves were of the cloth, and the waist

was worn over a vest of lace. The dark hair of the wearer

was bound with a filet of pink, and the shoes and gloves

were of the same color.

This is the first time in Canada that living models have

been used in making such a display.

The special corsets worn by the models were taken

from stock carried in the corset department. One was a

French model and the other two were of American make.

Local Stores and Mail Orders.

A Gananoque papers reports that during the recent

examination in the schools of that town, a class of fifty

were asked to write an order for goods, with date, ad-

dress of party drawn upon, description of goods and

other details, just as if the orders were genuine business

affairs. The orders were produced in time, all in good

form, and all but five or six were addressed to the T.

Eaton Co., with street and number, Toronto, and speci-

fied articles as described in Eaton's catalogue. That was
taken to indicate that most of the young people in the

country are getting a correspondence school education,

with Eaton's catalogue as the text book.

In view of this fact, indicating, as it does, a famil-

iarity on the part of the younger generation with the big

Toronto store and its methods, it is not surprising to

learn from merchants throughout the country that their

business is being affected by the mail order houses of the

big cities. This constitutes a big problem with which the

local retailer has to deal, and the earlier he sets him-

self to the task of solving it, the better position will his

business be in.

That the business of the mail order stores is growing

rapidly is a fact which local retailers should take cog-

nizance of. The manager of one of the departments of a

Toronto mail order store made the statement that in his

department the volume of business done through the mails

during the first six months of the present year was fifty

per cent, greater than in the corresponding period of

1907.

Isn't this fact worth some consideration ? This fifty

per cent, increase meant that last year the local stores

did business which in 1! 08 went to the outside houses,

and a more significant fact than ever is that the heads

of the department stores themselves attribute the growth
in the mail order branch of their business to the inability

or disinclination of the local stores to keep well assorted

stocks.

Customers asked for something which wasn't in stock

and then naturally sent to where they knew they could

get it.

There's a lesson in this for the local retailers. Will

they profit by it ?

Wool in the West.

The secretary of the Wool Growers' Association esti-

mates a total of 52,000 sheep which furnish the clip for

1908. It is conservatively estimated that the clip will

average fully seven and a half pounds per head, or 390,000

lbs. in all. Counting in those already sold and shorn, the

clip will be approximately 400,000 pounds. This will mean
probably $50,000 return from wool alone for this centre.
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How and Why General Stores Should be Departmentized

The Benefit of Dividing Purchases and Sales Into Departments— Information to be

Gained From Properly Organized System—The Department Which Does Not Pay.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington.

The writer has frequently talked with merchants run-

ning a business of about $50,000 to $60,000 a year, as to

the advisability of dividing their stores into departments

and installing a system which would show the net profit

or loss on each department for a stated period. Although

this has become practically a necessity in the larger

stores, still the general impression in the smaller stores is

that it would hardly pay, as, although, certain depart-

ments may not yield a profit, it is in the interest of the

general business to maintain such departments even at a

loss. Then again a merchant may have two or perhaps

three floors in which he carries certain lines of goods;

for instance, on the ground floor we find dress goods, rib-

bons, ladies' wear and general dry goods, possibly a sec-

tion for men's furnishings or groceries; on the second

floor, millinery, mantles, etc.; on the third floor, carpets,

We will endeavor to outline a plan or system, which,

in a simple yet effective way, will produce results at the

end of a period whieh will be particularly interesting to

the merchant.

For convenience we will arrange the subjects under

the following heads, viz.:

1. Purchases.

2. Sales.

3. Apportionment of General Expenses and Floor

Space.

4. Salaries and Expenses.

5. Closing the Books.

6. The Unprofitable Department as shown by Results.

Purchase invoices are a source of considerable annoy-

ance to most merchants, and the following plan for tak-

ing care of them might be suggested: Every merchant
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linoleums, curtains, etc.; each floor will constitute a de-

partment and the books of such a merchant will show the

profit or loss, not of each department classified by the

goods, but rather of the floor, covering all goods for that

particular floor. This method may be fairly satisfactory,

but with very little extra work involved, a further divi-

sion could be made, and results obtained which would

show the merchant which line of goods it would be more
profitable for him to push.

As an illustration, we will suppose a merchant has a

store with floor space sufficient to divide into the follow-

ing departments, viz.

:

Dept.

Dress Goods and Trimmings A Ladies' Ready-to-Wear G
Ladies' wear B Men's Clothing H
Mens' Furnishings C These may be sub-

Notions and Staples D divided or re-arranged

House Furnishings.. E according to location and

Millinery F division in the store and
as many more divisions

added as may be found

necessary.

should have what is termed a "Purchase Journal,"

through which the invoices may be entered, either during

the month or altogether at the end of each month.

When the invoice is received, checked off with the

goods, either by means of a receiving book, which is a

safer method, or with each shipment, checked as to prices,

terms, etc., as per original order, stamped or initialed by

the person in charge of the department to which the goods

will ultimately go for sale, it should also be stamped as

follows: "Charge Mdse. Dept. A." At the end of each

month these invoices may be collected and put through

together, so as to avoid extra posting to the ledger. The
only objection to holding all invoices until one time in the

month is the possibility of there being a number of pur-

chases, subject to special discount terms, which the mer-

chant may desire to take advantage of. There are vari-

ous methods for looking after these "Special term in-

voices," but probably the most effective would be to enter

the due date in an office diary, and a day or two before,

the invoice could be procured from the department and
settlement prepared. The accompanying form would serve

as a Purchase Journal.
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FACTS
Of Interest to Canadian Merchants

A year ago we established a branch office and factory at 61-63 Albert St.,

Toronto, for the purpose of entering the extensive and rapidly growing

Canadian field.

Nearly 300 McCall Pattern Departments have already been established

in the Dominion. This good beginning foreshadows- the supremacy of McCall

Patterns there which naturally they should attain, as in

FIT
STYLE

RELIABILITY
SATISFACTION

AMOUNT OF SALES
NUMBER OF SELLING AGENCIES

McCALL PATTERNS LEAD ALL OTHER
MAKES IN THE UNITED STATES

We offer Canadian merchants the same goods, the same prices and the same

terms that we do merchants across the border. The same satisfactory results should

therefore be secured by the former that have been met with by the latter. With other

conditions equal the McCall merchant controls the local pattern trade against all

competition and thus attracts more general trade to his store.

A Word About

McCall Patterns

They long ago passed the experimental stage, having been on the market

continuously for nearly 40 years.

All seams are allowed without waste of material.

The exact sewing and basting lines are indicated; a feature peculiar to McCall

Patterns and of inestimable help to the beginner.

A special system of grading is used, insuring accuracy of the various sizes. The 32 and 46 waists are just as accurate

and reliable as the original model size (36) and the 22 and 34 skirts, as the model size (24).

To safeguard against errors in cutting the patterns, a system is used to check and recheck the material models with the

original Manilla pattern models and these with the finished tissue patterns. Every means is adopted to produce as

simple, as satisfactory and as nearly perfect a pattern as possible.

McCall Patterns are sure to satisfy your trade ; bring you a good direct profit and

likewise bring you additional general trade. May we correspond with you further on

the subject ; submit samples, etc.

ADDRESS MAIN OFFICE

THE McCALL COMPANY
236-246 West 37th Street, New York City

TORONTO CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Western Business Situation.*

Optimism is the dominant note in the West to-day

among the most cautious and conservative of business

men. In a special sense has it been true this year that the

business prosperity not only of Western, but also of

Eastern Canada has depended upon the Western crops,

and for months the crop prospects have constituted a most

important factor in the situation. The period of uncer-

tainty is over now, and the situation is all that could be

desired. In a few days' time the harvest will commence

and there is no doubt that the West will reap this year

the largest and most profitable crop in its history. The

railways have been watching the situation closely, as they

realize the big task ahead of them and how much of their

own prosperity depends upon a big crop in the West. They

have the best and most reliable means of learning actual

*Written for The Dry Goods Review by Western staff

editorial representative, Winnipeg.

conditions and their officials know whereof they speak.

Geo. H. Shaw, traffic manager of the Canadian Northern,

in a recent interview, estimated the 1908 wheat crop in

the three Western Provinces at 120,000,000 bushels, but

made no estimate of the yield of coarse grains, which will

be very large. On the basis of Mr. Shaw's estimate there

will be at least 100,000,000 bushels of wheat for export,

and at an average of only 65 cents per bushel this would

mean $65,000,000 in ready money for the wheat crop alone.

No one expects that the average price will be so low as

thai—it is indeed quite probable that the" average price

will be nearer SO cents than 65 cents—but even that low

estimate means large returns to the Western grain grow-

ers, and to it must be added many millions more for the

coarse grains. It is not unlikely that the gross returns

from the DOS crop will come within hailing distance of

I he $100,000,000 mark, and if so, the small population of

the West will reap a larger profit than perhaps any other

body of people of equal numbers on the North American

continent.

Will the railways be able to handle the big crop? They

realize the big task ahead of them, and they are bending

their energies to the work of preparation. The C.P.R.

double tracking operations between Winnipeg and Fort

William are now practically completed, and the conges-

tion of other years mi this busy line should be very much

relieved. For the first lime the G.T.I'. will be a small

factor in the situation. Both the C.P.R. and C.N.R. real-

ize their responsibilities, and have been busy for months

making preparations for their big Fall task. While they

may not be able to handle all the grain that offers to the

complete satisfaction of all the shippers concerned, there

is good reason to believe that they will be able to give

fairly efficient service.

It is certain now that if the railways and banks can

do their share the early returns during the coming months

will be very satisfactory, and with greatly improved busi-

ness prospects, all lines of business are already experienc-

ing a welcome quickening. "We are advance ageids of

optimism. No calamity howlers here," is the sign prom-

inently displayed in a big Winnipeg warehouse, and it

expresses the sentiment of even the most conservative

business men of Winnipeg. There is every reason for con-

fident optimism for the strain is nearly over.

Business Honesty.

This is a plea for square dealing in business transac-

tions. It's the only practice which pays in the end.

There are firms—happily not many, and their number is

decreasing—which resort to sharp practices to evade or

postpone the payment of an account, forgetting the fact,

apparently, that their credit is impaired by their act, and

future accommodation when it may be legitimately claim-

ed, made difficult of securing.

A retailer in Ontario—a big merchant—was drawn on

recently for a bill of $100 for goods shipped last Fa)].

The draft was not accepted, and was returned, endorsed

"goods not marked off yet." This was obviously an effort
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to at least postpone paying for goods, portions of which,

at any rate, were sold.

Would not that merchant's creditor have had far

greater respect for him if he had written, telling him

frankly that he did not have the money—if that were the

case—and asking for an extension? Had he done so

future dealings between these two parties would certainly

have been on a much more satisfactory basis.

The head of a firm dealing with retailers told The

Review he believed there was a low tone of business mor-

ality among Canadian merchants. This paper dues not

agree with thai sentiment as applied to the trade as a

whole. There may be isolated cases which warrant this

assertion, but they should not prove the condemnation of

the whole trade.

On the other hand, there is equally good reason why

the wholesalers should treat the retailers fairly and hon-

orably. A business system not constructed upon the prin-

ciples of business honesty is doomed to failure; tempor-

ary prosperity may attend its course, but ultimately it

must fail.

About Sorting Business.

The best sorting season in years is ahead of Canadian

wholesalers. This is admitted by those who are in touch

even in a remote degree with the conditions which prevail.

The reason, obviously, is that, retailers have bought

lightly for Fall; placing orders have been unprecedentedly

small, merchants apparently preferring to depend pretty

largely on their ability to obtain goods in the Fall, when

they actually need them.

To facilitate business under these new conditions

wholesalers will have to carry heavier stocks for sorting

than they have ever been obliged to do before. They, too,

however, have bought light, and pretty much in proportion

to the volume of placing orders.

The retailer, therefore, who anticipates his wants early

and uses the wholesalers' stocks to supply his needs early

in the season, stands the best chance.

Business will be better. It's up to the retail merchant

to place himself in a position 'to profit most largely by

this improvement.

Canada's Textile Industry.

The textile industry of Canada is easily the largest of

the manufacturing industries in the country, judged by

the classification which the Government employs, and by

which the food producing and lumber industries are classed

as natural products, instead of manufacturing. Occupying

this commanding position, employing a larger number of

persons than any other single industry, and contributing

to the wealth of the country in proportion, it would seem

only natural that efforts should be made to place this in-

dusti'y in a position which would ensure its permanency

and enable it to develop to an extent commensurate with

the growth of the country, and the natural demand for

textile products.

Figures relative to the condition of this industry, how-

ever, are not particularly reassuring of its future success

unless circumstances surrounding its prosecution are made

more favorable, either by legislation or otherwise. Dur-

ing the last eight years 163 of the 372 textile mills in

Canada have hail to be closed, Leaving at the present time

209 in operation, more or less actively.

Representations to the Finance Minister have been

made, setting forth the condition of the industry and

requests were made for tariff modifications, particularly

with reference to the woollen industry. The application

of specific duties, instead of ad valorem, among other

things, was discussed, but only slighi encouragement was

given, and there is little reason to believe thai redress will

be forthcoming from that source unless new measures are

adopted and pressure brought to bear from other quarters.

For years The Review has supported the claims of the

woollen manufacturers thai the present tariff was detri-

mental to the success of the industry in Canada, and fre-

quently this paper has been quoted by the daily press in

support of this claim.

The readers of this paper, however, constitute a class

almost unanimously in favor of justice being done this

industry, and it would seem that what is needed is a cam

paign of education among the farmers. It is probable

that the strongest opposition to the request of the woollen

manufacturers comes from this class. As a matter of fact,

the interests of the farmers are vitally associated with the

success of the woollen industry, though they have not yet

realized it. They must be made to appreciate that the

success of manufacturing industries, also means their

success, and the Manufacturers' Association has an op-

portunity for accomplishing good results by instituting a

campaign having for its object the education of the farmer

upon his relation to the woollen industry.

One Merchant's Way.
Some merchants look upon travelers as a nuisance,

and as individuals upon whom they may vent their

"grouch" against things in general. As a matter of fact,

the traveler is a good friend of the merchant ; if he is

rightly appreciated he can be made to serve the retailer

to the latter 's advantage.

The Review knows of the merchant who sees the tra-

velers as soon as he possibly can after they arrive in town.

He does it, too, because it pays him, not for any personal

love he has for the traveler, though his treatment of them

has made it a pleasure for them to call on him.

He goes to the sample room and sees some novelties

which he thinks he can sell; takes samples to the store to

show his clerks, and agrees with the traveler, subject to

endorsation of his choice by his clerks, to place a good-

sized order in consideration of being given the exclusive

sale of the goods in the town. He has first chance at the

samples and naturally selects the best. When chain un-

dies were first coming in he carried out this practice, and

sold dozen upon dozen of these girdles in his town, mak-

ing good money on them and establishing a reputation for

enterprise and progressiveness which was worth many

dollars indirectly to him.
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About sweaters.—We have

over fifty different lines this

year— all good values—and

out of the number you

should be able to select

something suitable for your

trade.

Remember— "When you

want a thing and want it

quick"—write to us. All

Letter Orders are shipped

the day they reach us and

you get the goods if they

are to be had in Montreal.

Worth trying, isn't it?

™°W. R. Brock Company <u

Montreal

imited)

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Traveler,
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THE

Shrewd Dry Goods Merchant

Knows that there is nothing in his store that starts a

chain of purchases like the sale of a pattern. Materials,

linings, trimmings, braids and bindings—even the

needles and thread—go out in the bundle with every

pattern. There is no surer or quicker method of

building up a great dry goods business than the sale of

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns

In Canada— at 23 Lombard Street, Toronto—is a new

factory turning out, for the use of Canadian merchants,

the most modern and most scientific dress pattern pro-

duced anywhere in America. This is the Canadian

branch of the New York establishment that is supplying

John Wanamaker, Marshall Field & Company and 2,500

leading merchants in the United States. The Toronto

factory is supplying The T. Eaton Stores in Winnipeg

and Toronto—Why not you ? If you have no pattern

department in your store, or if you are not satisfied

with the one you have, won't you let us take the matter

up with you ? Address

THE HOME PATTERN COMPANY
23 Lombard Street, Toronto or 615 West 43rd Street, New York

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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"Men Who Sell Things
**

The Know-It-All Salesman - The Quick-Tempered Salesman

— The Sky-Rocket Salesman — Office Chair Management.

CHAPTER "VII.

THE KNOW-IT-ALL SALESMAN.

The only shots that count are the shots that hit.

—

Roosevelt.

Many a man who takes himself very seriously is re-

garded as a huge juke by others.

Many a fool is vain and self-deceptive; many a man

ol great power is modest to the last degree.

It does not follow that because air is life that it has

any application to salesmanship; but perhaps that is the

reason why some salesmen blow so hard.

A noted and witty preacher once said: "The general

pulpit style of America is about like this: 'Here I am,

the Rev. Jeremiah Jones, D-o-c-t-o-r of D-i-v-i-n-i-t-y,

saved by the grace of God, with a message to deliver.

If you will repent and believe what I believe, you will

be saved, and if you don't, you will be damned, and 1

don 't care much if you are."

Self-assertiveness is an invaluable quality in sales-

manship when properly harnessed, but it can be over-

worked.

The Know-it-all Salesman claims a large share of

the limelight wherever possible. He seeks to impress

everyone with whom he comes in contact with an idea

of his astonishing zeal, and by a melodramatic display

of activity.

If a man is going to be efficient and successful, he

must think more about his work than about himself. The

salesman who wants to get to the top by intelligent de-

votion to work has no time for self-worship.

Salesmanship is like a great river coursing its waj

onward through the innumerable channels and branches

of the world's activities, the shores of which are strewn

with wrecks and failures, who held their own personal-

ities as paramount to their work. If the quality of a

salesman's Work will pass muster with the head of his

In use. his personality will shine through it unusher d

by any effort on his part.

Salesmen that talk as though they were well pleased

with themselves do not find many in their neighborhood

that are well pleased with them. Whenever a salesman

gets more self-consciousness than he has sense, he's go-

ing to talk foolishness most of the time. Selling-talk

and foolishness do not mix well, the one must suffer

at the expense of the other.

You associate with salesmanship thought, wisdom,

and a reasonable amount of self-restraint, don't you?

Now, some salesmen say that they do not have to study,

and they do not need the advice of their sales manager.

They can paddle their own canoes.

The president of a great house traveling many men
appropriated a large sum to be invested in the educa-

tion of his corps of salesmen through the organization

and equipment of a class in scientific salesmanship.

A few weeks after the study had been installed, be

went to one of his salesmen and inquired how he was

getting along with the work. The reply was: "The

author of that course don't know anything about our

line. He can't learn me nothing."

And sure enough he could not.

No Use for an Air Gun.

When selling goods, that salesman just opened his

mouth and let come out of it what would, and it was
generally tilled with air. That is all such a mouth can

be filled with. There is many an old air-gun salesman

shooting around over his territory. You can't bring

down big game with an air-gun.

Three things are necessary to enable a salesman to

put up a good selling talk—knowledge, judgment and

enthusiasm. Buyers associate these qualities with every

good selling talk they hear.

No one will ever do anything' cor you that you can

do for yourself. The sales manager in your house has

too much to do to go running around posting lazy sales-

men that have no disposition to learn anything new.

You show me a salesman that feels he is all-sufficient

in his own knowledge, one who doesn't have to keep

pested on the latest and best of everything that will aid

him in holding and gaining prestige with his trade and
with his house, and 1 will show you an Air-gun. I write

with safety, for of course there are no Air-guns around

your house. I refer to those in the house of your neigh-

bor down in the next block.

The Powder-Gun Salesman.

The next thing to an Air-gun is an old Powder-gun
—one with nothing in it but powder. No trade is ever

secured with that. The Powder-gun Salesman shoots

at his trade without any shot. His customers enjoy it

as much as he does—none of them ever get bagged. But
whenever a salesman puts a shell filled with shot into

the magazine of his selling-talk and lays the barrel on

solid judgment, and takes careful aim training the sight

on the sale he is bent on securing, and fires, he is sure to

hit the bull's eye.

After his shot tells, he can stop and apologize: "I
didn't mean to hit you there. 1 aimed here." That is

a salesman who aims where he hits and hits where he

aims.

The greatest power any house ever had is a game
salesman—never afraid of competition. And the great-

est drawback is the Shotless Salesman, who aims at

nothing in particular, and misses everything. He is in

the same category with his fussy friend who is afraid

of hurting somebody's feelings if he takes careful aim.

Don't let anyone say of you that you talk too much
of yourself and your affairs.

A reasonable degree of self-assurance is a good thing;

the best salesmanship practise and live self-confidence and

self-assertiveness to a certain measure; but the over-

working of these qualities is the cause of the failure of

many a bright salesman. You are obliged to have some

thing more.

Salesmanship does not consist of what you profess,

but it consists of what you are, what you do, and how-

well you do it. When the doing follows the being, the
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result swells your sales, increases your chances for ulti-

mate success.

Practice Self-forgetfulness.

There is no objection to a man professing salesman-

ship. There is no quarrel with a salesman as long as he

lives on a level with what he professes; hut when he gets

down below that, the sales manager should go for him.

When the salesman mixes too much of himself with what

he is trying to sell he is not living on a level with his

profession. Self-sufficiency does not secure efficiency.

The real worker must forget self; business is Hflie

main thing.

It is hard for the Know-it-all Salesman to realize

that nobody is always right.

The man who either will not or cannot efface himself

enough in performing his duties will find it exceedingly

difficult to get along. He cannot hope to win the ap-

proval of those above him in authority, or to make last-

ing friends of his customers. He is like a man toiling

up an icy glacier without the aid of an alpenstock. The
most arduous effort too often means a sudden plunge

into the yawning abyss.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE QUICK-TEMPERED SALESMAN.

If a man opens his door, his dog runs out in the street

before he knows it.

Your tongue is a sort of revolving fan to a fire, and

the first time you let your tongue go, you are gone.

It is astonishing how many things will come up to

the salesman, and come when he least expects them, upon

his tongue.

Someone has told us that we get our idea of the word

"temper" from the blacksmith's shop, where the black-

smith is shaping an axe, for instance, and upsetting the

blade of it. He heats the blade and pushes it down into

the water-, and, taking it out, he watches it take its color

and again he pushes it into the water and takes it out

and watches it take its color, and then directly passes

it to the hand of the farmer, and says "I think that

is tempered, but 1 don't know. If you will grind it and
take it out to that knotty log and throw it in a time or

two, I shall be able to tell you whether it is tempered
or not."

And the farmer takes up the axe and goes out to the

log and strikes it a time or two, and the axe is full of

notches. He takes it back to the blacksmith, and says:

"You missed it this time. Look here! It is notched all

over with gaps." And the blacksmith takes its and puts

it in the fire again and tests it and when the owner
next takes it out to the log, the edge is all right, and
h" says: "This edge is perfect." That is where we get

our idea of temper.

Hang on to the " Edge."

Many a time the salesman has his disposition upset

and tempered, and then he goes out and says: "Well,
now, 1 will never get that way any more. I have got

the edge all right this time. I have got it tempered up

in every respect." But the first old knotty customer

he gets to, away it goes, and the notches are made in it,

and the edge is destroyed, and he says: "Dear me! It's

of no use for me to try at all. I did worse this time

than I ever did before."

Haven't you ever felt that?

A good temper will stand anything without the

breaking out of a gap or the turning of an edge.

There is a great difference between the g l-natured

salesman and the good-tempered salesman.

We hear people say, "Oh, that person has less temper
than anybody I ever saw." Well, he is of less account

than anybody you ever saw it you mean by thai thai

ho is simply good-natured.

(Jiven a man with immense temper, and when that

temper is of the right soil, then it is you've got the

finest character this world ever saw.

We can have good tempers only with vigilant, watch-

ful care over them. Did you ever manage your temper
by clinching your teeth together and not letting your
tongue run a bit ? Your tongue is a soil of revolving

fan to a fire, and the first time you let your tongue go,

you are gone. Did you ever try to curb your tongue

once? If you'll do it, you will be astonished.

If you are a Quick-tempered Salesman, begin now
by saying, "I will watch my temper; I will watch my
tongue; 1 will watch my disposition; I will watch within;

I will watch without; I will be vigilant; I won't be

surprised by anything. I am going to see my enemy
approach; T am going to watch him as he conies, and I

am going to meet him as he comes."

Lying Still Under Fire.

A soldier in the last war said: "One of the hardest

things I had to do was to lie still under fire."

Humanity wants to fight back, and kick back,

but the salesman never fought back or kicked
back, or talked back in his life that he was not

sorry that he did it. The best thing is to stand and
hold out and let your enemy kick himself to death, and
he will soon do that if you will hold right still.

Speaking on the subject of self-control, a noted re-

former once said: "If a man called me a liar, I would
not get mad and fight him. I would say to him, 'If I am
a liar I ought to be ashamed of myself, and if I'm not

a liar, you are a liar.'
"

It is a mighty good plan to combat insult and injury

with wit or a smile. These quickly disarm our adversary:

The value to the salesman of self-control in meeting
the selfishness or insults of a customer, or of managers,
is demonstrated over and over again in the life of every

man on the road. Many instances occur in the career
of every salesman where righteous indignation seems
justifiable, but if used at all as an antidote, it should
lie in homoeopathic doses only.

While traveling on the road, long before embarking
in business for myself, I once lost my temper under very
trying circumstances in dealing with the buyer of a

huge firm.

Years afterward T secured the services of a traveler

who was intimately acquainted with that buyer. The
first time our new man called on him he was surprised

at the reception he received upon presenting the firm V
card. The man with whom I had quarrelled opened up
on our new representative with. "We have been good
friends, and you have always given me a square deal. It

would be a real pleasure to continue my business rela-

tions with you personally, but you can go back and tell

your employer that I will see him in Hades before he

gets another dollar's worth of business from my firm."

During the years that followed, our firm was deprived

of thousands of dollars' worth of business from him
because I had lost my self-control just once.

Keep Away From the Danger Line.

Get the habit of self-control, and never part with it.

When tempted by weakness, keep away as far as pos-

sible from the danger-line. There is always a fascina-
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tion in seeing how near we can go to the edge of a
precipice without toppling over.

A wealthy man, owning a fine country home far up

on a mountain side, desired the services of a coachman.

The road leading to his place was very dangerous. It

skirted the edge of great caverns and made many sharp

turns. Several applicants sought the position; the same

question was asked each, "How near can you drive to

the edge of the precipice without going over?"

The first replied, "I think I can go within two

inches."

The wealthy man said, "You will not do."

The second one thought he could go within an inch,

and was promptly refused.

The third man was an Irishman. His reply was,

"Begorra, I'd kape as far away as I could."

Promptly came the answer. "You're the man I'm

looking for. The place is yours."

Thomas De Witt Talinage, in one of his most popular

lectures, "Big Blunders," speaking of indulgence in bad

temper, said:

"Good humor will sell the most goods, plead the best

argument, effect the best cure. The poorest business firm

in town is Growl, Spitfire & Brothers.

"They blow their clerks. They insult their customers.

They quarrel with the draymen. They write impudent

duns. They kick the beggars. The children shy off as

they pass the street and the dogs with wild yelps clear

the path as they come. Acrid, waspish, fretful, explosive,

saturnine, suddenly the monye market will be astounded

with the defalcation of Growl, Spitfire & Brothers.

"Merryman & Warmgrasp were poor boys when they

came from the country. They brought all their posses-

sions in one little pack slung over their shoulders. Two
socks, two collars, one jack-knife, a paper of pins, and a

hunk of gingerbread which their mother gave them when

she kissed them good-bye and told them to be good boys

and mind the boss.

"They smiled and laughed and bowed and worked

themselves up higher and higher in the estimation of

their employers. They soon had a store on the corner.

They were obliging men, and people from the country

left their carpet bags in that store when they came to

town.

"Henceforth, when the farmers wanted hardware or

clothing or books they went to buy it at the place where

their carpet bags had been treated so kindly. The firm

had a way of holding up a yard of cloth and 'shining on'

it so that plain cassimer would look almost as well as

h|roadeloth, and an earthen pitcher would glisten like

porcelain.

CHAPTER IX.

THE SKY-ROCKET SALESMAN.

A salesman who seeks to establish himself on

a good footing by unfair means is soon spotted

by his trade and by his fellow-salesmen. He loses

the confidence of the first and the friendship of the

latter. He is not a salesman, but a bribe-giver,

or something worse.

Nearly every phase of salesmanship has been made an

exhaustive subject of discussion at some time or other,

but all too little has been said or written concerning- the

Wear-well salesman. Just here, however, while we are

attempting a description of the negative types, the Sky-

rocket looms up as the opposite of the Wear-well class,

those who serve as beacon-lights along the shore of sales-

manship.

The mariner attempting to guide his ship safely into

harbor on a dark and stormy night would become hope-

lessly lost in his bearings with nothing but sky-rockets

to beckon him into haven. The steady glare of the

trusty light on the rocky point is his one hope.

Sky-rockets are used at sea as signals of distress to

attract the attention of passing ships or of the life-

saving station, to their helpless condition.

The Sky-rocket salesman is ever a signal of distress,

causing much concern to the unfortunate house with

which he is connected. A flash in the pan; a streak of

light; an outburst of sparKs; a thin line of smoke mark-
ing its meteoric course; a smell of something burning

—and all is over but the drop of the stick, and who can

predict where that will alight ?

With a crash and a thud his presence is announced

among the list of "also rans," whose breakdown on the

course prevented his finishing the race. Happily this

type of salesman is gradually disappearing, thanks to

the exacting business methods of the present strenuous

day.

But the occasional flash of the Sky-rocket on the

horizon of professional salesmanship is sufficient cause for

reflection to the sales manager, suggesting the necessity

of pointing out the true way to ultimate success, which

is possible only by sure-footed methods, infinite patience,

undaunted courage and unble nished integrity.

Even when a salesman understands his line thorough-

ly an\d knows how trade conditions stand, much depends

on the personal qualities he brings into play when inter-

viewing people.

Selling goods of even the highest class is arduous

work. The salesman must see that he brings to his task

the necessary strength of character. In no other line of

business is a man so quickly reduced to his right level as

in salesmanship. He cannot live for long on a false

plane.

Correct Estimate Necessary.

In brief, salesmanship is a profession that finds room
for all kinds of minds. But a man ought not to rate

himself too highly at first. When he succeeds in a small

way he assuredly will be asked to fill more important

positions.

It is rarely the case that the Sky-rocket salesman is

designedly unprofessional in his methods. He is by na-

ture oftener imprudent, or unacquainted with the charac-

teristics of the finished salesman, which are produced only

in the school of human endeavor taught by Master Re-

sults.

Again he may be the victim of bad training, the re-

sult of unrestricted latitude in business-getting.

It is a regrettable fact that some employers are not

very scrupulous and exacting as to the ways and means
employed by their salesmen, so long as orders ate

forthcoming.

They wink at the means, satisfying their consciences

with the fallacious saying that, fair or foul, it is justi-

fied by the end.

Houses that tolerate such methods, though they do

not actually encourage them, generally find themselves

victimized by their own men. Sooner or later either the

sheriff or the receiver takes charge, leaving the unfortu-

nate salesman to drift into other pursuits, or perchance

find his way into the sales force of a competitive insti-

tution where for the first time in his career he is given

a real introduction to legitimate, high-grade selling and
merchandising methods.

Here the work of the resourceful sales manager is

put to a true test. If the subject over which he labors
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possesses in any degree' the rudiments necessary to the

making- of a successful salesman, the make-over process

of true selling' education, based on knowledge, character,

and honesty, begins.

The reward for time thus expended affords a peculiar

sense of gratification to the manager and his house, and

to the salesman unbounded happiness and true-blue loyal-

ty on being- won over to a sphere of genuine usefulness

to himself and others.

The disaster that may be expected to result from bad

training- in salesmen is exemplified in the experience of a

competitor of our firm. The proprietor of that house

was a pioneer in the business, and made considerable

money in his day. Being an old man, however, he could

not adjust himself to modern methods. Competition be-

came too strong- for him and he was finally forced into

bankruptcy. The business was taken over by his son, who
secured enough money from his wife's people to settle

his father's indebtedness at about twenty-five cents on

the dollar. The younger man possessed some of his

father's peculiarities, which bordered on the lack of prin-

ciple. His remaining assets were in the nature of a col-

lege education that he did not seem to know what to do
with, and a skim ned-milk knowledge of business.

Office Chair Management.

In spite of these handicaps, he surrounded himself

with a fairly capable staff of salesmen, and he really had
a working chance to make a success of his undertaking.

He started in to manage his business from an office chair

and that kind of management soon runs its course. Like

the foolish man who turns on the light to look for a

burglar, he stood out boldly in the glare of his unprac-

tical methods, while his salesmen worked out his ruin,

doing about as they pleased, secure in the shadow of

their graft. Those of the men who had been upright soon

lapsed into careless indifference. Others robbed their em-
ployer under his very nose, with little fear of prosecu-

tion, because he was in such bad financial straits that:

he did not dare to make a move. In three years ruin

and disgrace fell upon that house, and it was again forced

out of business, this time for good.

By no means are all Sky-rocket salesmen worth the

effort to save them, but this can be determined only by
giving each a fair chance.

The trying-out process will usually demonstrate that

they possess marked salesmanship ability, which is sus-

ceptible of high culture under the right tutorage.

To harness their enthusiasm with judgment, create in

them singleness of purpose, impregnate their selling-talk

with logical honest arguments, and endow them with
wear-well qualities requires patience; but all this is pos-
sible of accomplishment under a firm hand.

Is it worth while ?

Certainly. The best salesmen any house ever employ-
ed are secured in this way; but there must be a good
foundation to build on. The trouble is, many employers
will not be bothered with this class. As soon as they
discover their weaknesses, out the weaklings go. And
what comes then ? Order-takers, perhaps, to fill their

places.

Give me enthusiasm—even though perverted—rather

than indolence.

Now let us see how it works out.

A Sky-rocket salesman once secured a position with
my house on recommendation of one of our old travelers,

who knew him by reputation as being a good man. And
right here let me emphasize the fact that there is a vast

difference between reputation and ability or character.

"Character is what a man is; reputation is what ie

see neth to be."

We fixed up a territory for our new man and started

him out with our hopes keyed up to the iast peg.

Our confidence was shaken by a letter received before

he had been out a week, lie advised us, on making a

certain town, that the only merchant to whom we would
pass credit was trading at a neighboring house, and con-

cluded his statement with a request to send the mer-

chant a letter under plain envelope, addressed in care of

our competitor, inviting him to call and inspect our line

while in the city.

We replied that we considered his request a breach of

business ethics, and that our policy did not countenance

such procedure, adding a few sidelights on legitimate,

clean-cut, above-board selling methods.

His first trip ended with a gratifying showing in

sales as indicated on the surface, and our hopes in him
seemed in a fair way to be realized.

" Sky-rocket " Methods.

A little later, however, goods were returned from
every section of his territory, with the statement, "Not
ordered," or "Ordered on approval; if not satisfactory to

be returned." These claims for credit were accompanied
by claims for express charges, extra discounts, and all

manner of things not quite consistent with fixed deals.

Mr. Sky-rocket had promised to do thus and so, his cus-

tomers wrote, but investigation of the order sheets sent

in failed in every instance to discover any record of ! hese

special arrangements. We were continually being placed

in the embarrassing position of pitting the word of our
salesman against that of his customers.

We began to realize that our prize package contained •

a sky-rocket, but, on the whole, enough goods "stuck"
to convince us that we really had a good man, provided

he could be made over to do business our way. We lost

no opportunity of taking him vigorously to task. We
gave him to understand how we wished him to govern
himself in the discharge of our affairs.

(To Be Continued.)

Agitated by an Ad.

The traveler of a well-known silverware com-
pany had for years made strong efforts to interest

a Cornwall retailer in his goods. The retailer

was most friendly, but though the traveler spent

many musical evenings at the retailer's house, he

never could get business. One time the silver-

ware firm advertised a special line in a trade news-

paper. Much to their surprise, a letter was received

from the Cornwall retailer asking for more par-

ticulars about the line advertised, requesting that

the next time Mr. B. was in town he should make
a point of showing it. Mr. B. did not waste any
time in getting there and added a new customer

to his list. This little incident, the like of which
is quite common, goes to prove that a regular trade

paper ad is of great value to travelers for the

simple reason that it works while the traveler is

absent. An ad in a good trade newspaper

gets the right proposition before the right

dealers at the right moment. It simmers in a

dealer's mind, and when the traveler arrives with

his samples and persuasion an order is the result.
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How to Show Profits in Departments of General Store

A Simple but Effective System is Outlined—A Stock of $20,000 to $25,000 and An-

nual Turnover of $60,000 Analysed—A Few Useful Hints to the General Storekeeper.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington.

In response to an enquiry from the West, we will en- As to the division of these expenses accurately over

deavor to outline in a general way the necessary steps several departments there is no set rule, the proprietor's

to be observed in order to ascertain the result of a year's common sense must be exercised and past experience

business in departments, leaving the form of books and should be a guide; the journal entries apportioning these

rulings suggested in this and other articles in The Review expenses should be made monthly or if inconvenient to

for future issues. do this, one entry each year will be sufficient. For in-

Our correspondent carries a stock of $20,000 to $25000, stance, if the office expense amounts to $2,000 for the

with an annual turnover of $60,000, and the store may year, the following entry could be made:

be divided into the following departments, using the Dept. A., dr
'

$350 00
letters of the alphabet for convenience, viz.

:

Dept. B, dr 300 00

1. Dry goods, Dept. A. Dept. C, dr 250 00
2. Clothing, Dept. B. Dept. D, dr 150 00
3. Boots and Shoes, Dept. C. Dept, E, dr 450 00

4. Crockery. Dept. D. Dept. F, dr 500 00

5. Groceries. Dept, E.

0. Hardware, Dept. F. Office expenses cr $2,000 00

The three essential amounts entering into the cost being proportion chargeable to each department for the

of doing a business of this nature would be: year.

1. Purchases. Having ascertained the origin of purchases, sales

2t Sales. and expenses, the three essentials for determining profit,

3. Expenses. we have simply to collect these items into "Department

and also the division of stock on hand into departments. Trading Accounts" and "Profit and Loss Accounts."

First, Purchases.—A simple purchase book can be When the posting is executed, Dept, A trading ac-

ruled up for the purpose of dividing purchases right from count would show as follows:

the purchase invoices as received and checked off and DEPT. A.

a form for this is given in detail in another part of this Example T

issue. April 30j '07.—Dr.
Second, Sales.—Separate cash and charge sales books Stock on hand

*

$4,000
should be in each department and the sales of each re- Purchases 10 000
capitulated separately. Gross profit 5,300

It would be advisable to open one "Merchandise

Accounts" for each department, to the debit of which $19 300
would be posted the "purchases" and to the credit the April 30, '08—Cr.

"sales." Sales $15,000
Third, Expanses.—Some difficulty will be experienced Stock on hand 4 300

in apportioning expenses for the reason that certain de-

partments may have a better section of the store, may $19 300
possibly use more light, may use the delivery to a Gross profit $5 300
greater extent, may require more of the proprietor's Less expenses 3 700
time, or for various other reasons we may be uncertain .

as to how to divide the expenses fairly. The expenses Net profit $1 600
will come from two sources to the ledger, viz.: Each department may be posted up somewhat like

1. From the cash book. this iHustration, and, working on a 50 per cent, gross
2. From the journal. profit basis, the total results would be somewhat like this:
The expenses from the cash book will cover such April 30 '07 Dr

expenses as salaries, freight, cartage, light and sundry Total stock on hand $22,000
small expenses. It would be advisable to have a cash Total purchases 40000
book ruled specially with extra columns for the division Total gross profit 2o'ooO
of expenses into departments during each month. Two '

columns might be allotted each department, one for "Gen- Qr $89 000
eral Expenses," the other for "Special Expenses," and Total sales $60000
the totals posted at the end of the month. Tota] stock on

'

ha

'

nd
''

\ '\ * '
'' '" " '"

''
[

'[ [ ] 22
|
000

The expenses from the journal will cover such items .

as cannot readily be put through either the purchase book $82 000
or the cash book, and will include : office expense, man- Total gross profit 20,000
ager's and proprietor's remuneration, light, heat, rent Less general expenses,- includling proprietor 's

and taxes, or if the building is owned by the proprietor, salary or allowance $16,000
a fair interest on his investment should be charged to

the business in the same way as rent, delivery etc. ' Net profit $4 000
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Government Refuses Request of Woolen Manufacturers

No Relief Afforded This Industry and Appeal to Premier to Save it Not Given Con-

sideration Which its Importance Demands - Nothing to be Done This Year.

The Executive Council of the Canadian Manufactur-

ers' Association, which met in Toronto on -July l(i, gave

consideration to the question of increased protection for

the Canadian woollen industry, when a report was pre-

sented frona tlif Tariff Committee referring to the recent

deputation which waited upon the Premier when the

woollen manufacturers comprising the deputation sub-

mitted to him a statement showing the changes in the

tariff which would be required to place the woollen in-

dustry of Canada on a proper basis, and requested imme-

diate action. According to the Hansard of 13th alt., on

inquiry being made if it was the intention of the Govern-

ment to introduce this session any legislation for the relief

of the woollen industry, the Premier replied: "I have

just been told by my honorable friend the leader of the

Opposition that we may hope to close the session within

five days; and I do not think in those five days we can do

more work than we have on the Order Paper."

In the belief that the matter was one demanding' im-

mediate attention, the Tariff Committee recommended

sending the following- telegram to the Premier, which was

assented to:

"The Executive Council of the Canadian Manufactur-

ers' Association, now in session, know that under the ex-

isting tariff conditions a number of our largest Canadian

woollen industries must suffer annihilation before another

year, and appeal to you for immediate relief. What the

two hundred woollen manufacturers have asked of you in

the memorandum submitted is the least that will save

them from ruin. They, together with the thousands of

working people dependent upon them for their daily

bread, and the farmers who have hitherto found profit-

able employment in wool-growing would join us in the

firm stand that the important question must be disposed

of before the closing of Parliament. The association

awaits your answer."

A reply was received to this message, in which Sir

Wilfrid Laurier stated the inability of the Government to

comply with the request in the few hours of- the session

which remained after the receipt of the association's tele-

gram. The Premier's reply is as follows:

"Government regret that with present information

they are unable to agree with the proposals respecting in-

creased duties on wool goods. In a country with the cli-

mate of Canada, the cost of woollen clothing becomes a

question of very great importance. A proposal to increase

the taxes on what might be called a necessary of life, na-

turally arouses much opposition among the consumers
and their representatives. The Government has on more
than olie occasion given evidence of its appreciation of

the importance of the woollen interests, and their desire

to give reasonable encouragement to it. They hope that

to some extent the difficulties which the manufacturers

are meeting are due, not to tariff conditions, but to a de-

pression in trade which they believe is but temporary.

This view is supported by the fact that in the neighboring

republic, where a very high wool tariff is in operation,

there has been trade depression. The Government, with

due regard to the people of all sections of the country.

feel that this is not the moment at which they should

adopt a policy of increased taxation, especially on articles

of a necessary character. The complaints that have been

made by the woollen trade as to evasions of the Qustoms
laws are being carefully looked into, and if it be ascer-

tained that they be well founded, the proper remedy will

be applied. The question of tariff revision, as respects
the woollen industries, cannot possibly be dealt with in

the few hours of this session that remain. We can assure
the manufacturers that we are fully appreciative of the
industry, and that if we cannot at this stage meet their

wishes, it is because we are obliged to consider the wishes
of all classes throughout the country."

"(Kgd.) WILFRID LAURIP]R."

Any hope which the Canadian woollen manufacturers
may have entertained respecting the success of their ap-
peal to the Premier has been dispelled by the reply quoted
above. It will be learned with distinct disappointment
by those who are interested not only in the success of this

industry, but on. the success of all representative Canadian
industries that the measure of protection asked for by the
woollen men as necessary to save that industry from ex-
tinction has been denied.

Keeping in Touch with Customers.

Names and addresses of the "cash" customers is

valuable information for the merchant to possess. For
the use of the "follow-up" advertising system it is indis-

pensable.

One retailer employs a clever method of obtaining
and using such a list. This is it

:

When a sale is made, the customer is requested to give

his address, the clerk explaining that the store sends out
souvenirs at regular intervals, and that the proprietor
likes to remember all of his customers. Usually there is

no difficulty about obtaining the address when this ex-

planation is given.

The souvenir cards are not the ordinary variety that

can be purchased in every drug store. They contain for-

eign scenes, pictures of Paris, Spain, and the cities of
sunny Italy. They are valued by the persons who receive

them because of their novelty.

At the bottom of each picture is a margin of white
space in which is neatly printed a line or two of advertis-

ing for the store.

This retailer always gives souvenirs on appropriate oc-

casions. The last lot he advertised were for March 17, St.

Patrick's Day, when every person was presented with a

Shamrock pin.

As Advertised.

"What's your time ?" asked the old farmer of the

brisk salesman.

"Twenty minutes after 5. What can I do for you ?"

"I want them pants," said the old farmer, leading

the way to the window and pointing at a ticket marked,
"Given away at 5.10."—Judge.
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This is the i'ro.it view 01 our new DRY GOODS SILENT SALESMAN COUNTER,
showing display space in front and display drawers immediately under the plate glass top.
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Valuable Hints on the Art of Display

An Opening Window in the Store of R. McKay & Co., Hamilton— Trimmed by H. Robinson.

Two Good Windows.

Both windows illustrated this month hail from the

"Ambitious City," and certainly are in such a class that

the trade in Hamilton has every reason to be proud of

the showing they make, for with all the resources at

their command Toronto and Montreal trimmers, when it

comes to the fine point of real merit, would find them

hard to beat.

The backgrounds illustrate the ideal towards which

all the trimmers in the front rank are now working

—

that is, something catchy and effective, but not too

striking and elaborate, a background, in short, that can

be produced and put in place with the minimum of work.

The scrolls which form the "piece de resistance" of

each window, are, though widely different, both in the

new art style, and show how wide its possibilities are.

Not only are the scrolls well balanced and designed, but

the figures in the suit window are particularly well posed,

in easy lifelike attitudes that have been carefully studied

out.

The draping of the dress fabrics in the other window
and the placing of the drapes should be attentively gone
over by the less experienced generation of young trim-
mers. Particular attention is drawn to the grouping of

the drapes—for this is a well balanced window in the

true sense of the term. There is not a centre drape
placed plumb in the middle, and flanked on either side by
the same number and order of drapes, but the true bal-
ance from an artistic standpoint is observed, and the re-

sult is pleasing to the eye. There is much dignity and

grace, but there are no set features to this window.

For Millinery Openings.

The background of the suit window shown in this

issue would work out beautifully into an attractive win
dow for the millinery opening. So obvious is this fact

that The Review is giving suggestions for the change.

The curtains would he retained and as the majority of

stores have handsome curtains of deep green, the color

scheme is outlined to suit.

The branches of apple blossoms used above the scroll

would have to be replaced by autumn foliage. It is in

the scroll that the principal change would be made. The
scroll as it now stands is built up from light lumber,
and it, as well as the pedestal from behind which it

starts, is smoothly covered with white felt. To fit thi;

scroll for an elaborate opening background it would have
to be enriched. This might easily be done by the use of

foliage and flowers, and almost any kind that was avail-

able might be used.

Where the artificial flowers, etc., were not to hand,
and something new was desired at a very moderate cost,

paper chrysanthemums would be appropriate. In this
case the help of the store staff or the workroom staff

would have to be enlisted.

The accompanying diagrams will help to show; how
they are made. Take a sheet of tissue paper and fold the
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long way, so as to have the folds four inches or more

wide. Fold as many sheets as you can conveniently cut

at the same time, and pin them together securely and

evenly along the one edge. Mark the top sheet every

inch' on the opposite edge to that pinned, and rule down

three inches or more according to the width of the fold,

of petals, and arrange around the batting centre, fasten-

ing with milliners' tie wire.

If few petals are used a daisy-like flower can be made
if the batting centres are covered with either black or

brown velvet.

The color scheme outlined for a Fall setting would

^uu u u d u trmnrr
Another Development of the Background of the Window Shown by H. Robinson for Mackay & Co., Hamilton

as there should be about an inch left at the base of the

petals. Now cut down each ruled line either with the

scissors or with a sharp knife, then trim the points as

shown in diagram. Unpin the paper and separate the

lengths. Next take a pointed instrument—the handle of

a tooth brush answers splendidly ;
fold a soft cloth four

be to make the flowers of different shades of yellow with

brown centres. The whole scroll may be covered with

the flowers or only a portion as indicated in the draw-

ing. The rest ornamented with a stalk design cut out

from pale green felt or cloth. The pedestal and railings

would as now be covered and finished in white.

No. 3. — Panel for Head of Drape; New Art Effect.

or five thicknesses and lay the petals upon it. Run the

brush handle down each petal, pressing on hard, but not

enough to break the paper. This will curl the petals.

Take a piece of milliners' wire, and bend over as shown.

Cover the bend with a piece of batting. Pleat the strips

Scenic Backgrounds.

The Review gave last month pretty minute working

directions for the painting of background effects in dis-

temper. This month ideas for the practical application

of the same are given. If the trimmer will only confine
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his efforts to simple landscape effect even though his

knowledge of drawing, etc., is very limited, he can pro-

duce creditable effects.

In most stores the trimmer is also the show card

It could only be done, however, in a deep window, as

the wall would have to he six inches or a foot in front

of the (lid]). It is very easy to make, as it is only a

framework of light lumber with cotton stretched over

it. In the sketch given there would he two long frames

for the wall, and two upright frames for the gate-posts.

SisfetH
Sketch for Wall and Gate.

No. i, Completed Flower. No. 2, Wire for Stalk, Bent
Ready for Batting Center. Diagram of Flower— How to Shape the Petals.

writer, and any man who can write a show card can

paint such a background as is here indicated. Remember
it is no minutely finished effect that is wanted ;

it is

flat masses of color in block form. Your work will not

come close to the eye, but will be viewed through glass

eight or nine feet away. There is no delicate shading de-

manded, or minute leaf veining required ; it is a case of

distance doing the work. One drawing is given squared

off as described last month so as to clearly show how to

go to work. Almost any line drawing will do to copy,

but trimmers will find particularly good work that will

be easy to adapt in the New York Sunday editions of

the daily papers.

The railing is made of laths painted white and nailed

onto the back of the frame. The gate could be partly

open.

The panel No. 1 is similar in outline to those used

by A. E. Apted, of the T. Eaton Company, in his open-

ing windows this Spring. As well as the landscape he

used elaborate costume figure designs. These, of course,

are out of the reach of the ordinary decorator. The

Eaton windows were a series of monotones, each show-

ing one of the leading Spring colors, and the panel used

n each window was a monotone to match. Green and

white foliage, and roses of the color of the fabrics shown,

were grouped around the panels and in the corners, etc.

i J

1
1

pnma

ii

> 1 •-«m£
A Splendid Dress Goods Window, Suitable for Fall Opening, in Store of Stanley Mills & Co., Hamilton.

This Window is the Work of C. B. Marden.

The whole background done in distemper is not as

frequently used as are the panel effects. For an out-of-

the-ordinary setting, such as is required for opening dis-

plays, the scenic drop and the wall and gate would make

a striking display.

The frames of the panels were cut out of lumber and

covered smoothly with white felt.

Figure 2 suggests another panel effect. This is in the

new art style and reaches across the background. Simi-
lar panels could be used at the sides, or just curtains.
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THE LIQUIDATION
of this business means that cut price6 are being offered

on all store fittings, including the well known

Weir Wardrobe System
(PATENTED)

Sectional Wardrobes—each complete

in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts, all of
uniform style and size.

Capacity : High Boys— in 30 in. frontage—50 Suits
Low Boys —25 Suits and 26 pairs odd

Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides.

WRITE FOR PRICES NOW.

Weir Wardrobe Co, of Canada, u.im

Section of Modern Store Equipped
with our System

(IN LIQUIDATION)

MOUNT FOREST, ONT.

What Are "Plic Books?"

(\ They are duplicating letter books. Copy made by

using Carbon sheet. May be used with pen or pencil.

Q Ever wish you had a copy of that order you sent

the wholesale house by mail? Or of the order you

gave that traveller ?

Q Write us about " Plic Books." We can help you out.

The Carter-Crume Company, Limited
Toronto and Montreal

Please mention this paper

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Curtains have to be used below the panel. This class of

panel would look well for a Fall opening covered with
tan or bronze felt, and the landscape painted in light

colors.

These three examples of how to use distemper work
ought to suggest others to trimmers who are in search

of novel effects for their Fall opening windows. If the

trimmer is only willing to undertake the labor the ex-

pense of such a trim will not be great.

Novel Display Window.
A novel window construction, and one which secures

a maximum of display space, is illustrated in the ac-

companying diagram of a store front recently construct-

ed. There are in reality three display windows in this

front, and while it would not be applicable to every
class of store, it furnishes a good suggestion to those
about to remodel or build a single store. The diagram

No. i.— Sketch for Background Squared Ready for Transferring to Cloth.

represents a store in which a new front was installed,

and the improvement was very apparent.

The importance of devoting considerable space to

facilities for display is being appreciated more and more
by dry goods merchants, and a large amount of money
is being spent on modern windows.

Maritime Board of Trade.

Maritime Board of Trade delegates who attend the

annual meeting which assembles at Halifax on August
19th, are promised an interesting week.

On Wednesday morning, the 19th, at 10.30 o'clock,

the visitors will have an opportunity to attend the func-

tion to be held at the province building to celebrate the

150th year of representative government in this province.

In connection with this celebration there will no doubt be

a parade of the troops, the firing of a salute, and ad-

dresses by His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor and other

prominent men.

On Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock the active

business of the convention will begin, and the president

will present his report.

On Wednesday evening there will be no meeting, but

the delegates will attend a band concert in the Halifax

public gardens.

Thursday morning and afternoon will be devoted

strictly to business, but in the evening there will be a

grand illumination, pyrotechnic display and parade of

decorated boats at the northwest arm. This promises to

be the greatest night of the week, and if the arrange-

ments are as well carried out as they were at the time

No. 2. —Panel in Distemper in New Art Style.

of the visit of His Excellency the Governor-General last

year, the visitors will see something quite unique in the

Maritime Provinces, and perchance in America.

Friday morning wi 1 see the closing exercises of the

convention and in the afternoon it is proposed to fur-

ther entertain the visitors with an excursion on the har-

bor and a business men's picnic at McNab Island. Those

VHND0VJ

DOOR D004

WINDOW VllND&MI

Diagram Showing Store Front and Novel Arrangement
for Window Display.

who remain over until Saturday will probably witness a

regatta at the northwest arm, and it may be of interest

to delegates who think of bringing their wives and daugh-

ters to know that the Eudist Fathers will hold a mon-
ster bazaar at the Arena rink during every afternoon and
evening of the woole week that the Board of Trade
meets.
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Why discount your stock by ^ \KJ IJ Y ?
Keeping your store in twilight • ^* ** * •

Just as a dull day is apt to make you feel dullish, so is a dull

store apt to give your customers a poor impression of your
stock. No need at all for such a state of affairs! A judicious

use of

LUXFER PRISMS
will bring the daylight into every corner of your store. An-
other thing : Stores using Luxfer Prisms don't have nearly

as big an expense for artificial light as the others, because
Luxfer Prisms

MAKE THE DAYLIGHT LAST LONGER
If your store's the least bit dullish—Write us !

LUXFER PRISM COMPANY, LIMITED
100 King Street West, TORONTO

HAND POWER

ELEVATOR
LOAD,

1 500 lbs.

CAR, x 5 FT.

$100
00

F. O. B.

HAMILTON
ONTARIO

We supply
drawings and
nstru ct i o ns
enabling any-
one to install.

SAVE
TIME
LABOR
EXPENSE
HANDLING
GOODS
FOR UPPER
FLOORS

Write our
nearest office
for full par-
ticulars.

MONTREAL I WINNIPEG I VANCOUVER I OTTAWA
St. James St I McRea Block I Alexander St. 'O'Connor St,

Otis-Fensom Elevator Company, Limited

HEAD OFFICE — TORONTO, ONTARIO

Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be, and
we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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BEST "MEASURER" EVER MADE
The customer places her hand as shown in cut and the slide

automatically indicates the exact glove size.

Of highly polished metal, mounted on hard wood. In oak and
other finishes, with rubber tips to prevent scratching counters, etc

SIMPLE SERVICEABLE SIGHTLY
For all sizes Men's, Women's and Children's.

Details and Prices on application.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons
ESTABLISHED 1852

710 Broadway, NEW YORK
FACTORY 89 and 91 WEST 3rd STREET

SEE OUR

Exhibit of Display Fixtures

in the Process Building, at the Cana-

dian National Exposition, Toronto,

Aug. 28 to Sept. 14. It will be worth

while. We'll be glad to have you drop

in and talk over your display problems

No doubt we can suggest a solution,

at any rate it will cost you nothing

to find out.
•0

Send for Catalogue.

NEW HAT
STAND

with velvet-corered
top, square stand-
ard & Roman base.

Toronto Brass

Mfg. Co.

17-21 Temperance

Street

TORONTO
GLASS TOP
STAND

with square
standard and
Roman base.

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery
Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP
Also

FEATHERS. SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS, LACE. ETC.

ALL TB&8B«ff,1DD MONTREALUNEQUALLED. TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

WE WILL SELL THE REVIEW COVERS
You have no doubt admired the two-color fashion covers which The Review
has been using during the past year. One of them might be appropriate
for your next catalogue, for a special calendar, or for some other purpose.

We will dispose of these cover plates at a small fraction of their cost.

Address : "CUT DEPARTMENT."

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
MONTREAL, TORONTO, WINNIPEG, LONDON, ENG.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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50
More
Costume

Forms
complete with finest

quality French Wax
Heads, bustwith jointed

wooden arms, indestructi-

ble hands, strong wire skirt,

adjustable foot, to be sacrific-

ed (till Sept. 1) for

(N.B. this further offer is the result of last month's

good sales, and to give retailers who did not share in

the sale the benefit now that

the line is seasonable) French

Wax Head and Bust (without

arms) (till Sept. 1).

New ideas in Hat Stands. Late styles in such finishes as Gold
Bronze, Aluminum, Copper Bronze, Nickel. Oxidized from $2.25
to $15.00 per dozen. Place your order now.

$25-00
b WMU UIU MUl S'ltllC III

$16-00

Canada's Greatest

Fixture HouseDelfosse (EL Co.
5 Hermine St., - MONTREAL

r—'LAMSON-
I Perfection Cable

CasK Carrier

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.C.

London, England.MACKINLEY & GO.<
DRY GOODS REVIEW
h»i enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others

wanting representatives in the leading business centres her*

ana abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad ma; have their names and addresses placed on a

special list Kept for the information of enquirers in our various

offices throughout Canada and in Qreat Britain without

charge.

Address t Business Manager.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Montreal and Toronto.

Sales Station

A modern cash centralizer for

QUICK SERVICE in active

stores. Unites all floors with

cash desk, which may be located

anywhere. Plans and estimates

free of charge. Ask for booklet

N.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

126 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ontario

-SERVICE'

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia :

1906.

Canada Other Countries T«tal

Cosies, Cushions, etc. £ 495 £ 154.047 £ 154.542

Curtains 190 87,675 87,866

Fancy G oods 313 279,452 279,765

Piece Goods, Cotton
and Linen 11,894 3,297,724 3,309 618

Flannelettes 1,688 251,965 253,653

Boots and Shoes 4,951 114,003 118,954

Rubber Sand Shoes 2,319 47,998 50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing Offloas

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

8ydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Crescent (2

Hosiery and Underwear

S. Lennard
& Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UN8HRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTINQ.

SOLE SELLINO AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bldg., Wellington St.W. TORONTO ONT.

HEALTH BRAND

See samples particularly of Ruben's

and Brownie Vests.

Health Brand covers the following

lines: COMBINATIONS for

Ladies, Misses and Children.

VESTS for Ladies, Misses and

Children. CORSET COVERS.
BLACK TIGHTS.

Place your orders now to ensure

prompt delivery.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

WOLSEY
Pure Wool

UnsHrinKable Underwear
Pure wool unshrinkable underwear.

Every garment guaranteed by the

manufacturers. Jobbers now show-

ing Fall 1908 samples.

fashion Cuts
wwwwvw

TO OUR READERS

The Review uses monthly in

its reading columns late fashion

cuts which we secure from the old

and new worlds.

These are only used once by

us, and we offer these cuts to our
supporters for their advertising

work at the following low rates :

8 cents per square Inch for half-tones

4 " " " " " zinc etchings

Only the originals will be sold.

When ordering please mention

page and month of the Review in

which the cut appeared.

Address :

MONTREAL
232 McGill Street

TORONTO
10 Front St. East

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The best is the cheapest in the end.

Nit waists that have nothing to re-

commend them but cheapness should

be left to the five and ten cent stores.

The cheap price proposition has been

knocked higher than a kite time and

again but it pops up with such periodi-

cal persistence that we have to hang

up the danger sign to warn forgetful

dealers.

Shop all you want on changeable

goods—where price is a big consider-

ation—but remember that the

NAZARETH
WAIST

is a staple— always in style—always in

demand—alway the same quality and

always guaranteed by this trademark

Millions of mothers have found out

during the past twenty-one years that

it is false economy to buy a knit waist

without this mark.

SEE YOUR JOBBER.

JfeScte&i

350 Broadway, New York

Mills at Nazareth, Pa.

E. H. WALSH & CO., Toronto,

Canadian Representatives.

Hot Weather Isn't It?

Our Swiss Ribbed
Vests, however, will

enable Ladies to feel

cool.

We can supply houses
quickly with Ladies' and
Children's Summer Un-
derwear because it is our

specialty.

Our goods are the neatest,

whitest and finest made in

Canada.

THE OXFORD KNITTING CO.,
LIMITED

WOODSTOCK, ONT.

$t<&tOT$t

LnshrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men
made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP
(For extra warmth)

also bears St. George trade mark for your

protection and ours.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Plenty of

Elasticity

'/// w>

life and snap in Hewson

Pure Wool Underwear.

A good line to remember

when repeating for Fall.

Hewson Tweeds, Ladies' Cloths and Knitted

Goods — A trio of profit-makers for wide-awake merchants

all over Canada.

Hewson Woolen Mills Ltd.,
AMHERST,

N. S.

AT UNSHRINKABLE*
/{ Trade A(arK

You'll not be annoy-

ed with complaints

about underwear if

you are wise enough

to hold fast to "the

good old stand-by"

—

"Pen-Angle" Under-

wear.

PENMANS
Limited

PARIS, CANADA

HOSIERY
" The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell" man is out with

a complete range of Worsted, Cash-

mere and Cotton Hosiery that is

hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.
Limited

Clinton, - Ontario
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This Is a Talk About Profit

There is a tendency among the public to demand un-

shrinkable underwear. At the same time the public

is justly skeptical about much of the alleged unshrink-

able underwear which is offered. Consequently, the

merchant who offers to sell really unshrinkable under-

wear, and backs up his offer with

"CEETEE

"

Unshrinkable Underwear
is sure of destroying his customers' skepticism and

earning their lasting approval and confidence. We
sell "CEETEE" under a guarantee that we will

promptly replace any garment which does not come up

to our claims. "Ceetee" is made in India Gauze

(medium and heavy weights), Silk and Wool, Lamb's

Wool and Merino.

The ideal underwear for women and children is

Perfect Fitting Elastic Ribbed Underwear

It meets the demand for an underwear of refined daintiness, perfect

fit and soft surface better than any other on the market. It is posi-

tively warranted not to irritate the skin of the tenderest infant. If

you stock this brand it will undoubtedly prove itself the leading

seller of your women's and children's underwear counters.

We want your orders ! A nd these lines of under/Dear

are of that duality which will make you our perma-

nent, profit-makingfriend. Write us to-dayfor prices.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait, Limited

GALT - ONTARIO

Every Time
You Sell Black

Stockings That

Are Not Fast

T)yed You Run
the Risk of

Losing a

Customer.

And remember that

most every woman
holds dominion over

many others. Her word
is a trenchant advertis-

ing medium — it can

drive trade to or from
your store.

If you sell only

HERMSDORF-
DYED Fast Black

Hosiery it will be to.

This signature on the

toes guarantees that.

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony
American Bureau : Thirty-ninth Street Building

New York
Write for "The Story of a Successful Hosiery Week"—

48 pages of business-vitalizing sug-
gestions. It's free.

d

SRfiA&

*S*RINK^vy

ALL KINDS OF

Knit Goods, Tweeds,

Yarns, etc.
Our goods and values will prove a revelation to those

who are not familiar with our line. Our traveller

will show you samples and quote prices.

Correspondence invited and
promptly answered.

Thomas Waterhouse & Company, Limited

INCERSOLL ONTARIO
W. M. Angus & Co., Agents, Toronto.

Frank W. Nelles & Co., Agents, Montreal.

Adams' Lock-Stitch Hose

-<m

Satisfactory Stock-

ings, sizes 4 in. to

10 in., Pure Cash-

mere. The Lock-

Stitch, seamless

heels and toes, 10 fold

knees, 6 fold ankles are

some of their good

features.

They're economical be-

cause they wear.

Adams' Lock - Stitch

Hose brings you best

results.

A»k your wholesaler for these
goods. Full particulars of the line

from our agents.

A. E. ADAMS & 60.
Manufacturers

LEICESTER, - ENGLAND

AGENTS

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.,

301 St. James St., Montreal

33 Melinda St., Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

Processes Employed in the Manufacture of Hosiery

The Story of a Stocking Made in Canadian Knitting Mill— An Industry which is

Growing in this Country — Stockings from Raw Material to Finished Product.

Hosiery manufacturing in Canada is becoming a more

important industry yearly. However, it is doubtful if

many retailers have an intelligent idea of the many pro-

cesses of the manufacture and the wonderful part ma-

chinery plays.

Through the courtesy of P. M. Joyal, of the Joyal

Knitting Co., Ltd., Montreal, the particulars for this

article are gained from a recent visit to that factory.

This firm manufactures three lines of chiTdren's black

stockings in lxl, 2x1, and double-kneed ribbed stockings,

sizes fi to 10. These lines are of cotton, but are given a

soft merino finish, which makes them look like cash-

mere. The processes of manufactuie described illustrate

the making of these lines and give a general idea of the

manufacture of hosiery.

Making the Yarns Ready.

Canadian white cotton yarns used by the manufac-

turers of these lines are sent to the mill in combs of

about one pound weight and crops of about one-eighth

pound. This yarn from the spinners is then wound on

bobbins, of two rows of twelve each. Each bobbin con-

tains about three pounds of yarn, and will make about

48 legs. The machinery for putting the yarn on the bob-

bins is adjusted perfectly.

The Knitting Maehines.

The yarn on the bobbins is then taken to what is

known as legging machines, which can be adjusted to

make a single or a double ribbed, or a double knee. Each
machine is capable of running from 8 to 16 dozen per

day. A special needle is attached, which gives these

lines the benefit of full-fashioned goods, as the ankle in

these seamless lines is made smaller, and the leg is prac-

tically shaped.

The Footer.

The making of the foot of the stocking is one of the

most interesting processes. After the legs are cut into

the required length, according to the size that is going

through the machines, the stocking is sent to the trans-

fer girls, who make ready for the footer, by placing each
thread over a cylinder. The stocking is then put upon a

machine which first knits the heel, the foot, and then

the toe.

After the stocking leaves the footer it is sent to the

looper, which closes the toe, the needle stitching each
point, and locking every stitch. Eight stockings are put
on each of these machines, and the machine revolves,

bringing in turn each stocking in front of the needle, un-
til it is stitched. The stocking is turned inside out for

this process.

For the rough mending, which is now given the

stocking, the article is again turned, and by this time

it has the appearance of an ordinary white stocking, and
is ready for the "dye house.

The Dyeing Process.

It must be borne in mind that the stockings are very

hard when they go to the dye house. In order to soli en

them they are soaked in a bath of soap and soda in boiling

water for an hour. About one hundred pounds or 40
dozen stockings, are put through at once. The next in-

teresting machine is known as an extractor, which takes

all the water out of the stockings, and leaves them damp.
This large, round machine, into which the stockings are

dumped, makes eleven hundred revolutions per minute,

and dries all stockings evenly. These processes are effec-

tive in preventing fading or crocking.

The actual dyeing is performed very carefully, and two
dips are given in order to make the black fast. The stock-

ings are first put in a bath of sulphur and soda before

going to the actual black dyeing bath. After this tiny

are again sent to the extractor, and are now ready to be

shaped.

Finishing and Boxing.

The shapers are boards cut to the required size and
shape, and stress is laid upon the fact that these popular
priced stockings are shaped to stay shaped. Still another
process is given in the Cyclone dryer, where a terrific

heat is maintained. After this final drying, the stockings

are pressed in two dozen lots. Then comes the mating,

and the final inspection for mending. By this time the

stocking is ready to be branded, and no hesitancy is shown
in stamping the trade-mark, "Square Knit." In this

room the stockings are also folded, ticketed and packed,'

one dozen in a box.

These special lines are sold by leading wholesalers.

Fall Underwear Sorting.

There is possibly no line in which wholesale houses

and manufacturers are more confident of doing a big sort-

ing trade this Fall than in underwear. Placing orders

were light ; it would seem that in the effort to go care-

fully put forth by the wholesale and retail trade, alike,

the extreme has been gone to, in respect of underwear,
and, with the improved conditions which "are bound to

obtain later in the year, there will be a big demand for

these goods.

It is probable that the drop in wool prices at the

London sales earlier in the year had a material effect

upon the volume of placing orders in these lines ; re-

tailers assumed that this drop would be reflected in the
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price of goods made from woolen yarns. Before the de-

crease in values could have a chance of affecting the

prices on knit goods—which they undoubtedly would have

done in time, the succeeding series of sales sent prices

soaring again, and gave an entirely new aspect to the

situation.

The position which both wholesalers and retailers find

themselves in now is that of having bought lightly in

expectation of a falling market, and of a light demand.

Both these conditions have been reversed ;
the prices of

wool have stiffened very materially, and there is every

prospect that the demand at retail will be a great deal

heavier than conditions earlier in the year seemed to

indicate.

The inevitable result will be that both branches of

the trade will experience the heaviest sorting season in

knit underwear in years. Every day brings the revival

of trade that is bound to come this Fall nearer, and the

conditions which make this revival possible are daily

improving.

Good Sweater Season.

Sweater coats, introduced a few seasons ago, and

adopted at once as a sensible garment, and growing in

popularity ever since, will play an important part for

late Summer and early Fall wear.

Canadian manufacturers of knit goods, recognizing

the fact that these garments were destined to be largely

worn have been perfecting their methods and the result

is that both in style and quality the goods of domestic

manufacture have taken the lead.

New lines of coat sweaters, instead of being the

loose baggy affairs of past seasons, are now fitted to the

figure, and are not only attractive, but permit the wear-

er to retain a trim, natty figure. The large pearl but-

ton effects are giving place to smaller buttons, further

adding to the trimness of the whole effect. Grreys are

more popular than ever, although reds and whites are

still in good demand. The most up-to-date models can

now be purchased for less money than was the case a

year ago, and the woman with a dollar or two to invest,

cannot do better than purchase one of these garments if

she intends to remain in the country until the fall, or is

fond of outdoor sports and exercises. Knitted vests in

mannish styles, having pockets and buttons placed the

same as in a regular man's vest, can be had for wear

under a closely fitting tailor-made coat. These are made

in all colors, and will be found both attractive to wear,

and warm.

Hosiery Fashions.

The Spring and Summer season is now beginning to

come under the consideration of the trade. Therefore some

review of the fashion tendencies of the present moment

will be valuable. "Just as much worn as ever," is the

report upon tans, and tans are likely to be as much worn

as ever in the Spring and Summer months of 1909. Nor

is the reason far to seek, for tans tone in well with almost

any colored gown.

Though there is no danger of white dropping out of

the scheme of things for the Summer of 1909, the tendency

is all in favor of a big color season. Already with the

ultra smart trade colors are extensively worn, and next

Spring when cotton and linen fabrics are to the fore this

tendency promises, to broaden, until it grips the popular

trade.

The elegante this season, and also during the one that

is coming, will match both shoe and hose to her gown

—

but, and a most important but—the shoe will be of colored

leather. This will be too expensive a fashion for the gen-

eral trade, hence the popularity of tan, and with the tan

shoe must perforce be worn tan colored hose. Black shoes

with hose matching the color of the gown will also be

worn to some extent.

While embroidered effects are decidedly good, the ten-

dency seems to be for clocks and small widely scattered

patterns. Silk finished lisles, and silk hosiery, are in de-

cidedly high favor with the well dressed woman. There is

also a fair demand for extracted patterns in spots,

stripes, etc.

Knit Goods Prospects.

The Schofield Woolen Co., of Oshawa, manufacturers

of men 's knitted woolen underwear, and selling to the

wholesale trade^ have in contemplation an extension of

their factory, and the manufacture of other lines of knit

goods. In connection with this proposal Charles Schofield,

of the above company, recently visited Toronto. He be-

lieves that the knit goods industry, while it has passed

through a season none too satisfactory, is bound to show

a decided improvement in the near future, and that even

now prospects are better. This firm has been manufac-

turing only Winter underwear for men, and the com-

pany's mill has been able to operate the year round on

these lineSj but additional lines will be added in the near

future.

Underwear for Spring.

Wholesalers have placed few if any orders with

manufacturers of knit underwear for Spring, and, in

fact, all the manufacturers have not shown their samples

as yet, though during the next few weeks they will

have been placed in the hands of the wholesale depart-

ment managers. Some makers have put out their samples

and from the information available at the present time

it is learned that prices will be much the same as those

which prevailed two years ago, and, generally speaking,

slightly lower than those of last year, though as a mat-

ter of fact, this does not apply in all cases.

Wholesale houses are not placing early orders for

Spring underwear, and will probably hold back for a

few weeks until the prospects have been more nearly

reduced to actualities. At the present time it seems more
than probable that the trade next Spring will have return-

ed to the conditions which prevailed prior to a few

months ago, and in that event the knit goods industry

which has felt the depression rather severely will be

one of the first to benefit by the improved conditions.

Orders have been placed, in many cases, by wholesale

houses for cotton hosiery for the Spring of 1909, and the

prospects are that the prices to the retail trade will be

practically the same as those paid for Spring of 1908.

It is true that the manufacturers' prices, in some lines,

have shown a slight reduction, but it is pointed out that

when a year ago prices were increased, the wholesale

price to the retail trade remained stationary. Lines

which cost $1.80 a dozen, and which were sold to tlr3

trade at $2.25, were increased by the makers to $1.85,

and in some cases $1.90, but the retailer paid not more

than the $2.25, because they were lines which had been

selling at 25 cents, and to have raised the price to the

retail trade would have made it necessary to sell them

at 30 cents. Now, when the manufacturer returns to

normal prices, it is probably but natural that the whole-

sale trade should expect to sell at prices which prevailed

before, and few will blame them for this.
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It's a Caution
The way business has picked

up since spring. It's humming

again in a most reassuring way

The pessimists have retired to

the Cyclone Cellar to think it

over. Just now we are receiving

SPLENDID ORDERS for

Registered

U/iDBRWEAB
There's going to be a brisk

trade in underwear this fall.

But you must concentrate on

sure selling lines. The goods

you want are H Y G E I A N
BRAND.

EAGLE KNITTING CO., LIMITED
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Hygeian Waists Please Particular People

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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JAEGER PURE WOOL
FRANCO BRITISH EXHIBITION

THE JAEGER STAND FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION, 1908.

TEXTILE SECTION, BUILDING No. 14.

Designed by CHARLES E. DAWSON. Executtd by W. A. COLLIN:..

Reprinted from (lie "Draper," London, Eng., June 6th, 1908.

A NOTABLE EXHIBIT

One of the most, handsome exhibits to be seen in the

British textile section is that of the Jaeger Sanitary

Woolen System Co., who have a highly artistic stand oc-

cupying a" central position in the main avenue. As will

be seen from the illustration given on this page the stand

is something quite out of the ordinary. There is nothing

extravagant about the design or the construction, yet the

effect gained is most attractive. From an architectural

standpoint it is excellent. Possibly no other exhibit in

i his section commands a greater amount of attention, or

is more admired. The stand, which is hexagonal in shape,

is excellently adapted for showing off to the best possible

advantage the fine display of pure wool garments so neat-

ly arranged in three handsome show cases at the back.

The three sides at the front are open, thus enabling visi-

tors to step as it were into the centre of the stand. At

the top appears the following lettering boldly cut in three

plates of beaten copper: "Pure Wool Jaeger." Small

panes of stained glass are also introduced near the name,

and the electric installation is so arranged as to make the

whole device stand out conspicuously at night time. In

the front the roof is supported on double oak columns,

while all the fittings are of polished oak. The small glass

show case which is seen in the foreground of the illustra-

tion is an admirable piece of workmanship, and the stain-

ed glass frieze running along the top of the sides has a

charming effect. This case is devoted to the display of

some of the fine numbers in the famous "Jaeger" under-

wear and hose. On the left hand side of the background

the case contains representative specimens of the com-

pany's productions in masculine wear, such as dressing

gowns, smoking jackets, golf jackets, etc., whilst numerous
nice goods for the ladies are displayed in the case on the

right hand. The central case shows some of the latest num-
bers in the '

' Jaeger '

' wool-lined, ventilated boots and shoes

for ladies, gentlemen and children. In every way possible

the word "Jaeger" is introduced, and the company are

distributing a good supply of literature dealing with the

merits of the "Jaeger" Sanitary Woolen System. From
an announcement which occupies a central position on the

stand it is interesting to note that it is now just a quarter

of a century since the company was founded.

THE VALUE OF A GUARANTEE

In such a short time the productions have achieved a

unique popularity, the reason for which is not far to seek.

Among woolen clothing the term "Jaeger" is now
synonymous with "satisfaction." The "Jaeger" brand

stands for quality, and it is no exaggeration to say that

these goods add to the reputation of all who sell them.

In trade phraseology, "They are good business-getters."

As most drapers are aware, the "Jaeger" Company exer-

cise a wise discrimination in the sale of their goods, and

with the exception of very big centres they possess but

one representative in a town. It is a well-known fact

that many up-to-date drapers in large towns are only too

anxious to secure the "Jaeger" agency, because they

recognize the value of such a distinction. Another good

feature is that the firm insists upon the price of their

goods being maintained. There is one price, and one price

only, be the goods bought where they may.

Application for the " Jaeger " agency in Canadian Cities, and for particulars

as to Trade, Terras, etc., should be addressed to the HEAD OFFICE for CANADA

Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woollen System Co.

301 St. James St., MONTREAL, QUE.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION

SOLE AGENTS ,N FOOTWEAR
Manufactured by

R. HENDERSON & CO.
™«^

Montreal and Toronto Leicester, Eng.

July Orders for

STANFIELD'S
Unshrinkable

Underwear

FOR
CANADA

:

WILL BE FILLED IN AMPLE
TIME FOR FALL BUSINESS.

Yes, we mean just that. Our new
mills and increased equipmentenable
us to do it.

Although this is our busy season

—

and we are busier than ever before

—

yet we guarantee prompt and proper
delivery of all orders received this

month for Stanfield's Unshrinkable
Underwear.

All sizes from 22 to 70-inch — in

three weights.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

Stanfield's Limited
TRURO, N.S.

TKe 3 Leading Styles of

INFANTS* HOSE
Made in Canada. Every pair guaranteed by the manufacturers.

Little Pet Little Daisy Little Darling

Fine Seamless Cashmere, One and one rib Cashmere, One and one rib Cashmere,

double heel and toe. double heel and toe. silk heel and toe.

Made in sizes 4 to 7. Made in sizes 4 to 8)4. Made in sizes 4 to 7.

Black, Cardinal, Tan, Cream, Pink Black, Cardinal, Tan, Cream, Pink

and Sky. and Sky.Black, Cardinal, Tan and Cream

Manufactured for the wholesale trade only, by the

CHipman-Holton Knitting' Company, Hamilton
X. H. WalsK &l Co., Toronto, Sole Selling Agents

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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PEERLESS
IN

QUALITY

Yes, We Certainly Can !

put you on to a good thing in Fall

Underwear. Say "Peerless" and you
mention the name of the fastest-sell-

ing, customer-pleasing line.

PEERLESS
IN

FINISH
WE RECOMMEND

e'
s

High Grade Knit

Underwear
Because We Know

IT REALLY IS GOOD
OUR REPRESENTATIVES WANT TO QUOTE YOU

WRITE THEM TO-DAY

REPRESENTATIVES:
ONTARIO : C & A. G. Clarke, Empire Bldg., Wellington St., Toronto.

QUEBEC: L. A. Prevott, 209a McGill St.. Montreal.

MANITOBA : A. J. Snell, Box 705, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Geo. A. Campbell, P.O. Box 1026, Vancouver, B.C.

MARITIME PROVINCES : G. A. Woodill. 70 Granville St.. Halifax, Nova Scotia.

The Peerless Underwear Co., Hamilton, Ont.

UNSHRINKABLE

NDERWEAR
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
'STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only -

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

E LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWEAR.
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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COLLAPSING CUPS

COLLAR ROLLS

LETTER CASES

PHOTO FRAMES

MUSIC ROLLS

WRITING CASES

CIGAR CASES

Our complete line of 1908

Holiday Samples now
ready for inspection.

G.F.RUMPP&SONS
TRADE MARK

FINE LEATHER GOODS
PHILADELPHIA

New York Salesrooms :

683 and 685 Broadway

Correspondence Solicited

DRESSING CASES

MEDICINE CASES

POCKET FLASKS

JEWEL CASES

MANICURE SETS

&c. &c.

LADIES' HAND BAliS

Fancy Combs Fancy Combs

Still More Success

Our New Fall Samples of

Fancy Back and Side Combs

will boom your Comb Trade.

WRITE FOR ASAMPLE DOZEN.

Granby Manufacturing Co.
Originators of Combs that Sell. Granby, Que.

Fancy Combs Fancy Combs

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Fancy Goods and Notions Department

The Comb Trade.

The comb trade still continues quiet. A few new

samples are out, but there does not seem to be any-

marked change in styles. Orders for Fall have not been

placed to any extent, and it is uncertain as to what the

trade will really take.

Indications are that the bulk of the business will be

done in the brilliant combs, and with this idea in view

manufacturers have put out some extremely handsome

designs. Cut steel will probably do well, and the carved

combs will also be somewhat in demand. Sales of the

filet combs are increasing, and indications point to a

good season in these lines.

Postal Card Trade.

Postal card publishers seem to be agreed that in order

to maintain the standard of the picture postal card, and

to keep the trade what it should be, prices should be

kept up. They claim that postal cards whicH sell for one

cent, or less, must be sold with practically no profit, or

the cards must be inferior in value.

Bringing down prices to the present average has had

a marked effect upon the production of postal cards. In-

stead of a fifteen or sixteen-color card, such as was put

out earlier in the history of the postalcard, four and

five-color cards are now made. Publishers find it impos-

sible to issue cards of more than four or five colors at

the prices demanded of them.

An important factor in bringing prices down to the

present level has been the foisting of bankrupt stock on

the market, which sells at half price. This harms the

This old stock also hurts the trade of the retailer, unless

he can stook heavily enough to keep fresh and up-to-date

stook as well.

The low prices at which these bankrupt stocks sell

leads the consumer to expect low prices continually,

hence the . falling off in quality which is the inevitable

result of such a state of affairs.

View cards, particularly, should not be sold at too

low a figure. They are the soul of the trade and should

be kept up to a lofty standard of quality. To do this

the retail price should be sufficient to enable the pub-

lisher to issue a really superior article.

From the Oilette Series of Post Cards of Raphael
Tuck & Sons Co.. Montreal.

post card trade in a marked degree, for it clogs the

market with goods which probably will remain unsold

for a long time, even at the low price. This keeps oit

the fresh, up-to-date goods which, if sold at the price

which they should bring, will yield a fair profit to all.

One of the Oilette Series of Post Cards Printed and_Shown
by Raphael Tuck & Sons Co., Montreal.;

Postcard Protective Associations.

In many of the larger centres in different parts of the

world post card protective associations exist for the

purpose of maintaining the standard of picture postals.

This is what the Canadian trade needs, according to the

opinion expressed by a leading Canadian publisher. A
protective association composed of wholesalers would

enable them to co-operate, with the object in view of

keeping the postal card up to the. high water mark from

every point of view. This publisher argues that picture

postals will sell at two for five cents as quickly, and

with really better satisfaction, than at one cent. Tour-

ists, who figure largely among consumers, will buy them
as readily at the higher price and be really better pleased

with the result of their expenditure.

Leather Bags and Souvenirs.

There is very little that is new in leather handbags

or purses. A recent style of seal grain, envelope shape,

medium size, a flap reaching from one side over the

opening, and fastening with a ball and socket to the

other side. It is conveniently fitted with a roomy change

purse, fastened to the frame of the large bag, thus jre-

venting loss of the small purse, should the bag become

unfastened. The edges of this bag are neatly bound with

brass.

Strap purses are in demand, and beaded bags are do-
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ing well to a certain degree. Alligator, pigskin ami

morocco are the favorite leathers in use.

All' kinds of leather souvenirs are in strong demand with

the tourist element of the trade. Indian-made sweet hay

tourist element of the trade. Indian-made sweet hay

baskets and articles of all kinds are in request. Enamel-

led souvenirs are doing well. The Quebec Tercentenary

brought out some very desirable souvenirs, among \hem

being a line of silver brooches with the head of Cham-

plain.

The Trade in Vancouver.

(From our own correspondent.)

Vancouver, B.C., July 14, 1908.—Drygoodsmen report

things somewhat easier this month in all lines of trade.

July sales are on now, and are meeting with good suc-

cess. Demand is not quite as slow as might be expected

considering the slackness in general, and that the move-

ment is freer is encouraging. With July has come warm

weather, but even this is not of the steady kind that

characterizes Summer on the coast. For the first time

in a couple of decades the fine spell is broken after a

week or two with rain, which makes the atmosphere

cool for several days. This retards business a little in

the season's goods, though good sales are reported of

ladies' wear, and the special designs and styles that are

so popular in outing weather. Retailers are cleaning out

their wash fabrics, and with a couple of months to come

these stocks should be satisfactorily reduced. Whole-

salers are getting in the Fall stocks. The stiffening of

prices at the point of manufacturing is an encouraging

feature. Dealers have been putting off buying, anticipat-

ing a reduction in most, if not all, lines, and have been

only sorting-up. Heavy stocks in most instances have

been a secondary reason for this action. Now, however,

with a prospect of firm prices, even if there is no in-

crease, more trade should follow, as it will be readily

recognized that nothing is to be gained by waiting any

longer. Increased demand at the big centres will have a

tendency to further enhance values.

The business interests of Greenshields & Company in

Vancouver have been formally taken over by A. M. and

A. W. Johnston, who will conduct business under the

firm name of Johnston Bros., Ltd. This city will be the

headquarters, and for the time being this will be the

only store, though branches may be opened elsewhere,

with Winnipeg as a basis on the prairie. A. M. Johnston,

who for years has been manager in Vancouver for Green-

shields & Co., has now associated with him his brother,

A. W. Johnston, who was located in Winnipeg, and who

returned a couple of weeks ago from a business trip to

Great Britain.

G. H. Collard, who has taken over the clothing stock

of Frazer & Pride, 117 Hastings Street, Vancouver, was
for ten years with the Hudson's Bay Company in Mani-

toba, and for another ten years was manager of the De

Beck store in New Westminster. He comes here from

the latter place.

C. Holloway, Vancouver, has purchased the tailoring

business of Taylor & McQuarrie, Fernie. The partners

selling out have been associated in business in the Koo-

tenays for eleven years, starting in Rossland in Febru-

ary, 1897. The Nelson store was opened in October,

1903, but the Rossland branch was not closed until some
time later, when it was found the Nelson store was do-

ing the larger business.

Praise for the West.

George B. Fraser and E. C. B. Fetherstonhaugh, of

Greenshields, Limited, returned to Montreal July 23rd

from an extended tour of the Western Provinces. Mr.

Fraser has been away about 14 weeks, and combined

pleasure with business, taking a needed rest at Banff, and

Mr. Fetherstonhaugh was some seven weeks in the West.

Their enthusiasm regarding the entire Western country

is unbounded and their conclusions are not based upon
mere isolated instances as they saw a great deal of all

•the far Western Provinces. They describe British Col-

umbia as in some respects the future California of Can-

ada, and state that irrigation plans are doing much for the

country. Their visit to the Cold Stream Ranch of Lord

Aberdeen was an interesting sight. Fruit lands are

largely developed and many sections are beautiful beyond

description. While the lumber industry has suffered to

some extent good crop conditions in other Provinces are

causing renewed confidence.

They add their good news of splendid crop conditions

to the many like reports coming from the West and state

harvesting will commence early in August in many sec-

tions.

In a business way they completed satisfactory ar-

rangements for the transfer of Greenshields Western,

Limited, Winnipeg, and Greenshields & Co., Limited,

Vancouver. Travelers for Greenshields, Limited, Mont-

real, will cover the Western Provinces after October 15th.

Faire Bros. So Co., of Leicester, England, have given

a practical demonstration of their interest in Canada by

giving £100 towards the British contribution to the

battlefields fund, in connection with the Quebec Tercen-

tenary.

Liddelus Linens
BIG DROP IN PRICES

Just the time to place orders for

Xmas Trade.

Damask Cloths and
Napkins,

Irish Hand-Embroidered
Bed Spreads,

Sheets, Pillow Cases,

Tea Cloths, etc.

All pure linen and perfect work.

R. H. COSBIE

30 WELLINGTON ST. W., TORONTO
Irish Linen Agency
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LONDON, PARIS, BERLIN, CAPE TOWN, NEW YORK

Raphael Tuck & Sons Company
LIMITED

Publishers by special appointment to Their

Majesties King Edward VII and His

Queen Alexandra

9-17 St. Antoine Street

Montreal, P.Q.

Bv Special Appointmenl

TRADE MARK Publishers by Royal Warnn t

Tuck's Post Cards
are

Trade Creators and Profit Makers

Special Offer to the Trade :

To give the trade an opportunity of seeing our most desirable Post Card publications just as soon

as they are off the presses, and thus endeavor to supply the constant demand for "something new," we
have established a permanent list of Post Card Dealers, who find it profitable and advantageous to have us

send them, at regular intervals, a sample parcel of our newest productions.

We send to our subscribers monthly, by prepaid express, a sample assortment containing not more

than three sets each of twenty or twenty-two of the latest and most saleable additions to our already vast

collection, this assortment not exceeding in value $5.00.

We have now in work hundreds of series, embracing designs and ideas that are entirely new and

original, many possessing distinctive educational features, and all of them artistic little gems that cannot

fail to meet with the universal appreciation and instantaneous success. They will be ready at different

periods during the year.

Judging from the unqualified approbation with which our sample parcel has been received, this

arrangement is sure to appeal to every progressive dealer. Our mailing list already contains many hun-

dreds of names, and the numerous additions we receive daily as well as the many gratifying re-orders,

prompt us to ask :

Are YOU securing YOUR share of the increasing business in Tuck's Post Cards by keeping in

touch with their newest publications and advising your customer of this fact ? If you omit this simple

precaution, your more enterprising neighbor will reap all the benefit—to a due proportion of which you are

clearly entitled. Tuck's Post Cards will pay you far better, owing to their immense popularity and the

consequent greatly increased sales, than the inferior productions. The public taste is becoming more and

more educated day by day. Let your customers see that your own taste does not lag behind—that they

may be sure of finding a good proportion of the best Post Cards of the day with you.

Do Not Delay in Adding Your Name to Our Mailing List

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Review of the Canadian Fur Trade

A Good Fur Season.

August offers a good opportunity for bringing

furs to the attention of probable buyers who may be

converted into actual buyers. Window displays

should be made to co-operate with sales efforts.

Prospects for a satisfactory season in the fur

department are improving, a much better tone per-

vading both the retail and manufacturing trade.

Mink is the leading fur for the coming Winter,

an increased popularity being accorded this beauti-

ful fur. Prices are practically unchanged from those

prevailing last year.

The Fur Department.

The fur outlook on the whole is very much brighter

than it was a few months ago, and there is every reason

for believing that the coming season will be a busy one.

Earlier in the year, before travelers were on the road,

manufacturers were not very enthusiastic, and did not

think that business would be good. The financial season

was such that retailers were not in a position to buy

freely, but as soon as the success of the crops was as-

sured, business assumed a brighter aspect. Now, 'things

are picking up in a measure, and though there has not

been anything like a rush, the general tone is better, and

orders have been coming in more freely.

While placing orders for Fall delivery were by no

means lai-ge, owing in a large measure to the heavy stocks

carried over, yet business on the whole, so far, has been

good, and manufacturers are anticipating a good assorting

trade, when the retail season has fairly started. Every-

one seems to be of the opinion that September will be a

busy month, and if present hopeful conditions are real-

ized, factories will be kept busy filling delayed orders.

Already some of the orders that could not be obtained

earlier in the season are coming in. It is an encouraging

feature of the trade that an increasing amount of the

better class of furs are selling.

Prices are much the same as last year, neither increase

nor decrease in the price of made up furs being reported.

Increasing Sales in the Fur Department.

August is not too early by any means to call attention

to furs. Proper booming of a fur department will often

create a good trade in a comparatively short time. If the

fur department has never been of appreciable importance

now is a good time to do a little advance advertising.

Window displays of furs in August may seem out of the

common for the dry goods store. Many people buying

furs, wait to do it at the time when the furs are needed

at once, but if the attention of these customers were

drawn to them, out of their season, sales would result.

Fur bargains should be offered early, instead of late

in the winter. If people can be given the idea that the

early prices are the lowest, instead of allowing them to

look forward to cut prices in the latter part of the sea-

son, more furs would be bought before the season were
really on, and those who did not profit by the early sales

would be more likely to buy in the height of the season

than if they were looking forward to the usual end-of-the-

season sales.

The retailer should begin now to consider the space

which he can give to the furs, and the amount of window
advertising he is to do. It will be a good plan to increase

both, if possible, and to arrange his window displays in

such a way that more space can be devoted to furs. A
meat deal of the window advertising that is done does

not represent much real profit to the store, and if this

class of display were cut down, and more attention given

to fur goods, the result might be a heavier business in the

latter. This increase of attention to the fur department
might be looked upon in the light of an experiment, for

one season, and whether this increased attention and early

display of furs should be continued in other seasons would

depend upon the result of the experiment. Whenever a

Fall coat is exhibited on a stand in the store or in the

window, it should have an accompanying fur piece. The
combination of the two in a display is beneficial to both

lines, as both show up to better advantage.

This matter of pushing fur sales is not particularly for

the benefit of the manufacturer of furs, though its ulti-

mate success will affect him, but it is for the purpose of

bringing an ofttimes abused and neglected department into

prominence, and making it the profit-bringer that a well

conducted fur department should be.

Fashionable Furs.

Mink is the leader among the fashionable furs, and is

more popular than ever, due both to its rich and elegant

appearance and its splendid wearing qualities.

Alaska sable is in strong favor, and this and the mink

are the furs most used. The imitations of the sable and

the mink are in good request among the cheaper furs,

some of these imitations, particularly of the sable, being

very good, both for wear and appearance. Ermine is in

growing favor, there being considerable call for it this

season.

Muskrat is used extensively for linings, both for men's

and ladies' coats, and the better grades of skins are used

for jackets and auto coats. Well made, these coats are

very handsome. Grey squirrel sells well for young peo-

ple's wear. Seal and its imitations are good sellers, there

being more call for the real seal. Isabella fox is also in

good request.

Among the fashionable novelty furs, lynx is a good

seller, and makes up attractively in neck pieces and muffs.

Russian pony, which was so much in favor in the United

States last year, and which is certain to be popular there

for the coming season, is in more demand here than it has

formerly been, being used chiefly for fancy jackets and

motor coats.

Persian lamb is staple, and the price is still stiff. There

is also some call for astrachan.
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Fur Neckwear Smaller and Muffs Larger.

Fur neckwear for the coming season is made on very

attractive lines. It does not differ materially from that

of the past season, except that the tendency is towards

smaller effects. Long stoles are the principal feature, and

these are effectively trimmed with heads, tails and claws.

In some instances, particularly the mdnk furs, the body

is used as 'well, and is finished with the head. A lot of

throw-over ties are also being called for.

Muffs for the coming season are even larger and flatter

than last year. Manufacturers find that the large muffs

are necessary in order to produce a really handsome
draped or trimmed muff. II is asserted thai as an accom-

paniment of the Directoire costume, the large muff is the

correct, thing. During the original Directoire period it is

claimed that very large muffs were carried.

Retail Merchants' Holiday.

The annual picnic of the Quebec section of the Retail

Merchants' Association of Canada was held at. Joliette,

Que., on July 9th, and proved to be a most, enjoyable af-

fair. About four hundred were present, a special train

going from Montreal, for the convenience of the picnick-

ers, and arriving at Joliette at 11 a.m. In the early part

of the day, games and races were carried on for the benefit

of 'the young people, and at 1 p.m. a banquet was held at

the Windsor Hotel at Joliette, at which there were about

40 guests, among them being the Mayor of Joliette. Mr.

W. U. Roivin, president of the association, acted as chair-

man, and welcomed the guests. Replies were made by

Aid, Lapointe, Aid. Lavalle, J. D. Coutu, J. G. Watson,

J. A. Reaudry and G. Rarrette. The afternoon was spent,

in games and dancing. A game of baseball between the

merchants of Montreal and the merchants of Joliette

resulted in a score of 10 to 11 in favor of Joliette. The

special train left for the city at 6 p.m.

Greetings from Sudbury.

The interest Sudbury merchants are taking in the

opening of the new C.N.O. line from Toronto to that

town, and incidentally their interest in the MacLean
papers, is shown by the following telegram received on

the eve of the opening of the new line :

"Col. J. B. MacLean,
MacLean Newspapers, Toronto :

"Sudbury merchants are to-night celebrating the

opening of the Canadian Northern Railway from Toronto
to Sudbury and congratulate McKenzie & Mann on the

building of their competitive line, bringing these two
cities closer together. The Board of Trade sends greet-

ings to the readers of your paper.

"JAS PURVIS,
"Pres. Board of Trade."

died sixteen years ago. Between them they have been
coming to Canada for over thirty-five years. For over

thirty years they have represented M. Wright & Sons,

of Quorn, near Loughborough, in elastic webs, etc. It

speaks well for both the country and themselves that in

all that time they have made only one bad debt on this

firm's goods, and that was a small one.

Mr. Holden spends eight to thirteen weeks in Canada
every year, occasionally going right from Halifax to Vic-

toria. He has the faculty of maintaining pleasant relations

with his customers, and a good knowledge of trade con-

ditions here. During the past few weeks confidence has

been gradually increasing, and the trade is looking for-

J. W. HOLDEN, OF MANCHESTER, ENGLAND
Who has Recently been Making one of his Regular Trips Through Canada

ward to the purchasing power that a bountiful harvest

will give the country.

"It is impossible to stop the progress of Canada," said

Mr. Holden. "In the next thirty years its progress is

bound to be phenomenal."

At 79 Piccadilly, Manchester, Mr. Learmonth and
Mr. Holden have had their headquarters for thirty years.

The office is now being removed to St. Peter's Square

—

opposite the Midland Hotel—on account of the change in

what in Manchester is considered to be the "charmed
circle" of business.

Representative of Big European Houses.

J. W. Holden, of Manchester, representing a number
of Rritish and Continental manufacturers to the whole-
sale and making-up trades, sailed from Montreal on July

17, after making one of his regular trips through Canada.
He admits that he has not found business as brisk as in

1907. Comparing last year with this, he remarked that in

1907 he had taken one order for nearly $30,000. There
are none of that sort to be had just now.

Mr. Holden succeeded his uncle, John Learmonth, who

Hello! Fur Manufacturers
Lively Times Now ! Things Look Good

Don't delay your trimming orders—a glance at our sample! prove*

prices right, assortment the best. Glad to have you know us.

Ascher Bros.
The Furriers' Supply House

30 St. Francois Xavier St., MONTREAL
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All over Canada crop conditions

are splendid.

Keep Your Staple Stocks

Well Assorted.

Your Wholesaler can supply you now.

Later it may be difficult.

Note these lines of Wrapperettes

—

Empire Twill

Kimona
Imperial
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

A World-Wide Authority on Cotton and Its Products

C. W. Macara Occupies Various Important Positions Which Place Him at Head

of Cotton Manufacturing Interests — Chairman of International Committee.

Thinking of the cotton industry one naturally thinks

of C. W. Macara, who is looked upon in many quarters

as the greatest authority on cotton and cotton products

in the world. Mr. Macara is chairman of the committee

of the International Federation of Master Cotton Spin-

ners' and Manufacturers' Association, and is also presi-

dent of the English Master Cotton Spinners' Federa-

tion.

Mr. Macara began his business life in Manchester in

1862, and in 1870 he was appointed the Manchester repre-

sentative of the firm of Cox Bros., Dundee, the largest

jute spinners and manufacturers in the world. After

continuing in this position for ten years he entered the

old established firm of Henry Bannerman & Sons, mer-

chants, cotton spinners and manufacturers, of Manchester,

Stalybridge, and Dukinfield, as managing partner, and

on the business being converted into a private limited

company he became managing director.

At the time of the disastrous dispute in the cotton

trade in 1892-3, when the mills included in the Employers

'

Federation were closed for five months Mr. Macara was

chairman of the Manchester Master Cotton Spinners' As-

sociation, and during the absence of the president of the

Federation a great deal of work fell upon his shoulders,

and he took a leading part in drawing the Brooklands

agreement which ended the dispute.

Mr. Macara was shortly afterwards (1894) appointed

president of the Federation of Master Cotton Spinners'

Associations, a position which he still occupies. He has,

in this capacity, on many occasions presided over joint

conferences of employers and operatives dealing with

disputes, and has repeatedly received the cordial thanks

of both sides for his strict impartiality.

Mr. Macara was the first president of the Manchester

Cotton Association, which was formed in 1895 to pro-

mote the direct importation of raw cotton into Man-
chester. He retired from this position in 1900. Through

the action of this association, imports of raw cotton to

the Port of Manchester rose from 64,000 bales in 1895,

to 550,000 bales in 1900.

In 1899 the Cotton Employers' Parliamentary As-

sociation was founded, and Mr. Macara was appointed

president. This association, besides dealing with legis-

lative measures affecting the cotton industry as a whole,

frequently acts in concert with the operatives' represen-

tatives. He retired from the presidentship of this as-

sociation in 1904, but still acts as vice-president.

He was chairman, in 1902, of a powerful organization

of delegated representatives from Municipal Corpora-

tions, Chambers of Commerce, and employers' and work-

men's organizations in Lancashire and adjoining coun-

ties, which was formed for the purpose of dealing with

the evils from -which British industry suffers through

the operation of shipping rings.

No industrial movement of modern times has met
with a more remarkable measure of success than that led

by Mr. Macara in 1904. In that year, the International

Federation of Master Cotton Spinners' and Manufac-
turers' Associations was inaugurated. Its creation was
due to the crisis which had arisen in the cotton trade

brought about by the shortage in the supply of raw ma-
terial. An international congress met in Zurich in May,
1904, for the purpose of considering the means of deal-

ing, on an international basis, with the difficulties under

which the industry labored, and in which common ac-

tion could be taken. A permanent committee, with Mr.

Macara as chairman, was appointed.

Amongst the more important items of the work of

The Staple Situation.

A gratifying improvement in the volume of staple

business offering from the West is recorded, and
with good crop prospects a big improvement is

looked for.

Dress ginghams promise to be very strong sellers

for Spring trade.

Volume of orders being received by manufactur-

ers for grey and white cottons indicates that stocks

of these goods in the country are low.

Striped duck has had a remarkable sale with

the trade during the Summer, as substitutes for

striped linens, and that they will be strong for

Spring is assured.

the International Federation are the half-yearly com-

pilations of statistics of the consumption of cotton, and

of the stocks of cotton in spinners' hands; the regula-

tion of the consumption of cotton in years of short sup-

ply; and the encouragement of cotton cultivation in

the colonies and dependencies of European nations, and,

indeed, in any part of the world where climatic and other

conditions are favorable.

To some extent an outcome of this international move-

ment was the appointment of a commission a year ago,

by a body of leading Lancashire spinners and manufac-

turers, convened by Mr. Macara, to proceed to America

for the purpose of making inquiry on the spot as to the

cost of growing cotton on a commercial basis, and of

investigating the methods of ginning, baling, handling,

marketing, and transport of raw product. This com-
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mission was received in Washington by Sir Mortimer

Durand, His Britannic Majesty's Ambassador, and after-

wards by President Roosevelt. They then proceeded

through the Southern States and collected information

of a most valuable nature, which was eventually em-

bodied in a report presented to the promoters of the

commission.

Curtailing Cotton Output.

The Manchester News of July 16, referring to the

pmspect of reduced working hours for the cotton mills

sayS :_The proposal to reduce the working hours in the

Lancashire cotton mills by 108 during the next three

months with the object of restoring the market to

healthier conditions has led to inquiries whether the Eng-

lish cotton trade stands alone in the adoption of this

course or whether other countries act on similar lines.

Mr. C. W. Macara, chairman of the International Cot-

ton Committee, speaking yesterday on this, said : "Until

a few years ago England was the only country among all

the countries engaged in the cotton trade which adopted

the beneficial remedy of systematic short time. But since

the international organization was established at Zurich,

little more than four years ago, wonderful changes have

taken place. We now get accurate information of the

condition of affairs in all the cotton-using countries of

the world. Having this information, we know that the

serious depression which the cotton trade is suffering is

not confined to any country, but extends to all. All are

equally concerned in the limitation of output at the

present time, and all at the Paris Congress subscribed to

the view that when the industry is suffering as it suffers

now short time is the only real remedy.

"The principle affirmed in Paris has quickly been put

into practical operation. Already short time has been

and is being worked on systematic lines in England, Am-
erica, Germany, Belgium, Portugal and Japan, other con-

tinental nations arc taking steps to fall into line and a

further spell of short time in England is decided upon.

As we gain experience we learn that it must be elastic

in its operations, and must be spread over several

months to suit the convenience of the various nationali-

ties. That course is being adopted.

"I may add that for the first time in the history of

the cotton trade systematic short time has also been

worked in America, due unquestionably to the wider

knowledge that the international organization has spread

of the best conditions of working. Nothing is more satis-

factory in our international movement than the states-

manlike view of this question of short time that all the

nationalities are beginning to take. The ramifications of

the cotton trade are so extensive, the conditions under

which it is worked so intricate, that it is only by united

international action that grave disasters can be averted.

The voluntary working together of all the countries in

perfect harmony is, I venture to think, an object-lesson

to the whole industrial world.

"

Prospects for Staples.

Prices of cotton have not shown any change. They

are firm and there does not seem to be any decided ten-

dency towards either a drop or an increase. The proba-

bilities are, however, that should there be any change, it

will be on an upward scale. Wholesalers report that in

the past few weeks there has been an improvement, \nd

the trade in all parts of the country seems to be looking

up. Orders from western retail merchants are c .ming in

more freely and there seems to be a fair amount of con-

fidence in the trade, in view of the splendid crop outljok.

Actual retail trade in the west, according to reports re-

ceived, is not very active yet, as, of course, 'lothiug has

been realized on the crops, but without a doubt the har-

vest will bring about the desired improvement and things

will be lively. In the meantime, though there is a great

improvement in the orders coming from western sections,

retailers are still exercising caution in the placing of

orders, as no one desires to run the risk of placing heavy
orders for goods which they may have to carry over, or

dispose of at a sacrifice.

Placing orders for Fall delivery were small, but ac-

cording to one manufacturer, the repeats which have

been received are ahead of last year. There seems to be

every evidence that stocks have been reduced very low in

the west, as well as in other parts of the country.

The general improved outlook and the renewal of ac-

tivity in industrial circles have had the effect of arousing

a greater degree of enthusiasm in all lines of the dry

goods trade, and it appears to be having a marked effect

upon staple lines. No one, from the manufacturer to the

retailer, is speculating, but all are anticipating a healthy

Pall demand.
The general delay in ordering may, in some instances,

make it impossible to secure repeats on goods which
have not been bought in sufficiently large quantities.

Mills are not making for stock; wholesalers are not over-

stocked, by any means, and when attention is being given

to Spring goods, it may be very difficult to get repeats

on certain lines. As importing this year is not being

done on so heavy a scale as last, it seems likely that

this will be a good year for Canadian mills. Should there

be a rush later, when merchants find that they require

as much stock as formerly, when importing was heavier,

it may mean that mills will be overtaxed, and that it

will be difficult to procure goods to meet the demand.
This will refer, of course, to the goods which can be made
here, and not to the class of goods which Canadian mills

are not equipped for making.

Although English goods are quiet, agents of English

firms on this side state that they are receiving a fair pro-

portion of orders, and that they have no reason to com-
plain. Prices on the other side are low, but representa-

tives here are of the opinion that they have g-one as low

as they will, and that should there be any change, it will

be upwards.

Ginghams.

Dress ginghams of late have been doing better than

for some ti*ne. These goods have come into strong favor

for wash dresses, and while a good trade is being done
for the latter part of the Summer season, it is expected

that they will be remarkably strong for the Spring trade.

Manufacturers are preparing to place some extremely nice

goods on the market for Spring, and are giving a great

deal of attention to securing desirable color combina-

tions and patterns.

Shirting ginghams, galateas, and Oxfords, are in

good request for Fall delivery, and the past season has

been fair. Apron ginghams have been selling well. Bor-

dered goods are the most in favor and indigos lead in

colors.

Cottonades, denims, both plain and fancy, were but
little affected by the financial stringency, there being very

little difference in the sales. They are in good request

for Fall, placing orders having been fair, and repeats

active. Black denims, particularly, are doing well. These

goods are a little easier in price than a year ago.

This Summer there has been a very heavy business

done in awnings, apparently more than ever before, the
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demand having- kept up, and sorting orders still coining.

Heavy orders are being placed for the grey and white

cottons. Judging hy these orders, stocks must have he-

roine reduced to a very low ebb. Sheetings are in active

demand, and a good trade is being done in made-up sheets

and pillow slips, both plain and hemstitched. Cotton

blankets are increasingly in demand, orders for Fall de-

livery being very satisfactory.

Printed Goods.

The general delay in ordering may make it difficult to

secure repeats in some of the desirable lines of printed

goods. As these goods are not carried in stock, they

have to be made to order, and to accomplish this the

copper rollers used in printing must be kept. This ties

up an immense amount of copper which could be used 10

better advantage than waiting for possible small orders.

In some cases these rollers are used for other purposes,

and when this is done it is not possible to secure goods

of this pattern.

Manufacturers are preparing to put out a great many
new designs for the Spring trade, and as a result of this

a great many of these rollers will be used for the new
patterns, consequently it is probable that in a great

many lines there will be a shortage.

In view of the furore for colored wash goods, particu-

larly ducks, etc., of suiting weight, also ginghams and

prints, manufacturers are busy with new designs for

Spring, and some extremely attractive goods are sure to

be the result. The craze for white, which has lasted so

long, seems to be relaxing, much more attention being

given to colored goods than for some time.

A few weeks ago striped ducks were put on the mar-

ket, as a substitute for the striped linens, which could

not be procured, but these were not eagerly taken up by

the wholesalers, who did not order heavily. As soon as

the wholesalers showed them, however, they were snap-

ped up, and since then heavy orders for these goods have

been given. This rush for these goods so late in the sea-

son gives assurance that there will be a rage for them
next Spring, and the mills are preparing some novelties

in these lines for the next season. The Chevron effects,

so popular in the Fall dress goods, will be seen in these

cotton suitings for Spring.

Cotton dress goods are doing well with the country

trade for Fall. A great variety of plaids are shown which

are particularly suitable for children's wear.

Bordered materials have been in some demand and
their increased popularity for next Spring is expected.

Mills are preparing some novelties in these lines for the

Spring trade.

Linings.

The great trade in ready-to-wear garments of all

kinds has had the effect in the past few years of causing

a falling off in the sales of linings, more noticeable in

the cities than in the country districts. Orders for the

Fall, however, compare favorably with those of the past

season.

The substitutes for silk are the best sellers, these

being in request for drop skirts. Some of these goods
closely resemble the silk, while their wearing qualities

far exceed it. They are treated in such a way that they

have the soft, rustling qualities peculiar to taffeta silk.

Sateens are in good demand for linings, black and
white being in the greatest request. A fair amount of

cotton canvas is also being sold.

Wrapperettes and Flannelettes.

Orders for llaniielel les for Kail delivery are good and

are coming in from all parts of the country. Country
orders compare well with the city orders. Manufacturers

have some splendid goods for Fall delivery in a new var-

iety of patterns and qualities that are attractive.

The heavy call is for the saxonies, pink, blue and
white being the colors chiefly in demand, also the striped

flannelettes. 'The heavier weight domets and angolas are

doing well. Eiderdowns, of which there are some very

attractive lines offered, are among the good sellers for

Fall. Those with the woven patterns are preferable from
the standpoint of washable qualities, but the printed var-

ieties are by no means disappointing. These come in

staple colors, light and dark blues, pink, red, green and
black, figured with white.

A good business is being done in wrapperettes for the

Fall trade. Here too, there are some very attractive

goods. Stripes and fancy patterns are leaders and some
of the colorings are very good.

Notes From Britain.

Manchester.

More fluctuations, with the tendency easier, is the lat-

est report in raw cotton, owing to the favorable outlook
for the new crop. Spinners of American yarns are Indu-

ing up prices, as they are shutting down machinery rather
than accept remuneration that leaves no margin of profit.

India is the best market just now for cotton goods, and
some fairly heavy buying has taken place for Calcutta.

The China demand is a shade better, and some sorting

orders are coming from Egypt and the Levant.

The trade in the manufacturing end is still feeling the

effects of the extreme conservatism buyers are yet prac-

tising. Purchasing is as yet only for present needs. Still

the turnover is not a bad one, though it is made up of
small parcels. Stocks, in both the wholesale and retail

trade, are gradually being worked down, but the process,

owing to the drop in prices, has been a costly one.

There is a decidedly fashionable preference for mus-
lins which promises to increase, and woven goods, chain-

brays, ginghams, zephyrs, etc., are steady sellers. Printed
goods have not done so well this Summer.

Scotland.

The Scotch linen trade is reported as more satisfac-

tory. Yarns have declined 33 per cent., but manufactur-
ers are in many cases still working on high-priced yarns.

As soon as these old contracts are out prospects will

brighten. There is a gradual improvement in the demand
from the States, which promises to grow in the future.

Belfast.

Shipments from this market again are beginning to

reach a respectable total. The yarn market is firm, and
as Continental spinners are beginning to look for higher

prices, manufacturers here are finding a difficulty in se-

curing further contracts at the present low figures.

Though no large orders are expected until after the

Presidential election, American business is decidedly

better.

Coarse cloths are in demand and some factories are

running on full time. Dress linens are still the leading

selling line. Cuban trade is good. South America is buy-
ing well. Better reports are coming from Canada and
Australia is a steady buyer, but the demand from the

Continent is only fair.
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THE DEMAND FOR
B. D. A. MOHAIRS IS

INCREASING DAILY

B. D. A. Mohairs continue to

lead in the call for lustrous

fabrics.

But there's more to B. D. A.

Mohairs than mere lustre.

They have a finish all their

own that is more desirable

and more lasting than the

sharp satin effects.

Mohairs dyed and finished by

the Bradford Dyers' Associa-

tion possess a combination of

qualities, lustre, softness,

durability, richness of color-

ing, in an endless variety of

patterns, that make Mohairs

the most adaptable fabric on

the market.

Order B. D. A. Mohairs liber-

ally. They are going to be

good sellers right through the

year.

BRADFORD DYERS-
ASSOCIATION
BRADFORD, ENGLAND

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Color Question.

The color question is arousing a great deal of inter-

est. Colors have been strong for some time, but in New
York there seems to be an inclination to give black a

more important place. The very large sale of black ma-

terials there up to date is doubtless due to the needs of

the cutting-up trade. Business in that branch so far has

been done on the safe basis of black, blue and brown,

with black largely en evidence. Panamas and Venetians

have been largely taken.

London smoke, taupe and peacock will be the ex-

treme novelty shades for Fall. From a yardage point of

view, peacock will lead, while the greys mentioned will

be the extreme novelty, and will be taken up by the

classy trade only. Both taupe and smoke are colors

which only show to advantage when of the best ma-
terials, and exhibiting the best of workmanship in the

making-up.

Peacock is not expected 1o lead with the popular

trade before next Spring, but with the better class trade

it will do well, particularly laler in the Fall. Next
Spring will probably see an all round business done in

this shade.

From a yardage standpoint blues must assuredly be

given first place. All shades will be good, particularly

navies, with peacock as the leader from the fashion

standpoint.

Browns will follow blues in popularity, the browns

most in request being of a darker order than have been

worn in the last year or two, dark browns up to seal

being best. Much discussion is going on among buyers

as to the future of this color, and its allied shades, such

as castor, champagne, etc. It is felt that their run has

been a long one, and many do not hesitate to say that

it is getting over. At any rate for the Spring of 1S09

buyers are going slow on these shades.

Retailers have a great deal of faith in green for the

Fall trade, owing to the fact that blues, navies particu-

larly, are always stylish, and browns have had such a

run that nearly everyone has one or more brown cos-

tumes. As a result green is almost certain to be chosen

to carry out the desire for something different. The
shades likely to meet with the strongest favor are the

bronze greens, and the" 'myrtle shades, not too dark.

A dull reseda is meeting with favor as a novelty

shade in New York, while the exclusive trade in Paris

is giving attention to the Russian and laurel greens.

These have been recommended for trade on this side, but

have not been taken up as yet.

Bright reds for children's cloaks are sure to be ex-

tremely popular. Last season there was a strong de-

mand for them, and it was impossible to secure enough

goods, therefore it is certain that this season will see

them in favor again.

Suitings are specially strong, as the demand for ma-
terials which can be tailored, has been constantly in-

creasing, and manufacturers, as a result of this demand,

have been giving the greater share of their attention to

these goods. Broadcloths, boxcloths, worsteds, panamas,

serges, with mohair for the Summer wear, are the popu-

lar materials, and voiles for lightweight costumes are

staple.

Piece-dyed fancy worsteds are the leaders, and may
almost be classed as staples. Self stiipes must share

their popularity with small self checks which are be-

coming extremely popular. Vandykes, and chevrons in

one-toned worsteds are very fashionable. 'Two-toned ma-
terials are also sure of a good share of the Fall buying,

but the real bulk of the business done will be in the

plain one-tone materials.

The diagonals put out are only meeting with a fair

response, and do not seem so far to be meeting with any

large amount of approbation.

Bordered skirtings are in demand. These bordered

goods for the skirt and the corresponding plain goods

of the same color, without the border for the coat, in

order to save the waste of material which would be in-

evitable.

There are some very pretty embroidered wool de-

laines and blousings for Fall wear, and these promise U>

do well. These are generally a small figure on a plain

ground.

Spring, 1909.

So far as the manufacturer goes, the Fall season is

to all intents and purposes over. It is the Spring of

1909 that is occupying his time and attention. Sample
lines are complete and enough buying at first hand lias

been done to enable a fair forecast for the coming Spring-

to be given.

The Directoire styles are making big strides in popu-

lar favor, and by the time Spring fabrics reach the re-

tail trade, will be the dominating style influence. This

fact disposes of any lingering idea, looking towards a

revival of heavier weaves, for, to rightly develop Direc-

toire fashions, the material must be light in weight and
have soft draping qualities.

Directoire gowns, as worn by leaders of fashion, are

developed in rich lustrous silken fabrics, such as cashe-

rnire de soie, satin charmeuse, ninon, chiffon, silk nets

and crepe de chine, etc. As these goods are obviously

impossible for useful wear, fabrics of similar weave and

characteristics in wool, wool and silk, etc., will have to

be sought for.

In silken fabrics soft finished satins take the first

place, such as messalines, mervs, etc., will be called for.

Tussahs are still strong, and there is every possibility

that foulards will come more prominently into vogue.

Because of the high style of bright finished goods

worsted fabrics hold first place. Because of the demand
for bright finished softly draping fabrics wool sati:is

and cashemires will come strongly to the front.

Owing to the influence of crepe de chine many fine

crepe weaves promise to be popular and some of these,

like the new Tlesilda cloths, have mohair in their make-

up. This class of fabric, while having all the drapery

properties wanted, are uncrushable. Poplin weaves, wool
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taffetas and chiffon panamas will be strong sellers, par- checks, promise well in suiting effects. These come in twill

ticularly to the cutting up trade. weaves and will be a big feature. Block checks in two

There is a tendency towards plain cloths, but the colors will likely be good, and the growing favor of black

whole family of piece dyes, stripes, checks, diagonals, and white should bring shepherd checks back to favor,

chevrons, etc., will be very much en evidence. Though Hair line stripes in black and white will probably be

stripes will be good checks promise to make a gain be-

Bordered Fabrics are Certainly a Feature of Present Styles - Robe
of Persian Bordered Voile.

fore the selling season opens and most experts expect

to see them ahead of stripes in the Spring of 1900.

Checks are making a gain in the exclusive trade, and

this lead promises to grow stronger as the Fall season

advances, placing them in the first place next Spring.

Very quiet effects in two tones, both in stripes and

good also.

More is heard of black fabrics. Black has been well

taken by the cutting-up trade for the coming Fall, black,

navy and brown being the three colors that ready-made

garments are running upon chiefly.

Wash Goods.

Wash fabrics are finishing the season in high favor

and the outlook is for a good season's selling in 1909.

The fact that many low-priced lines in cotton goods
may have influenced the popular trade. The classy trade,

however, has taken largely to wash fabrics. Linens and
suitings particularly for the early season, have been
in the lead. Woven goods, chambrays, ginghams and
voiles have sold and sheer fabrics, batistes, mulls lawns,

etc., have been much en evidence.

Though white has, perhaps, enjoyed the largest sale,

from a yardage standpoint, colors have been decidedly

fashionable. White grounds with classic designs have
been good. Stripes in colors on white have sold freely,

in fact in the early season the demand exceeded the sup-

ply. Pink has been, and is, the leading color, while

mauve has been very much worn. Early in the season
tan linens were to the fore. This shade has, however,
dropped out as the season progressed and its place has
been taken by cream shades. Blue, of the Copenhagen
shade, has been good, but sky has been rather out of it.

The high-class trade has taken kindly to bordered
goods, and in better goods borders promise well ior
another season. It is not expected that the general trade
will take borders to any extent.

The Market Situation.

Dress goods buying is still proceeding along conserva-

tive lines, and as yet there has been no rush of orders,

although wholesalers report an improvement of late.

Large stores which buy direct from the manufacturers

have placed their Fall orders in the majority of in-

stances, but have not ordered in such large quantities

as in other seasons. While convinced that they have not
ordered heavily enough to carry them through the sea-

son, they are trusting to their ability to repeat, when
the retail buying season begins, and they are assured as

to what lines will be most heavily in demand, and where
they will fall short. They feel that by repeating early

in the season they will be able to secure the necessary

goods.

In the case of the smaller merchant, who buys from
the wholesalers, there is still a marked reluctance in

placing orders for Fall delivery. Buying all along has

been from hand to mouth, as it were, orders being

small, and where goods were needed. In view of the

present prospects for Fall business, this delay is a de-

cided mistake. The marked improvement in industrial

conditions assures greater prosperity "on the part of the

consumer, and all things combined go to, show that a

good Fall business will be done. In the case of mer-

chants who have not ordered sufficient stock, or who
have delayed placing Fall orders, they will be obliged to

call upon the wholesaler for goods for immediate deliv-
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ery, and with the rush for goods which seems inevitable

in view of present prospects, many will be left short of

stock, as wholesalers are not repeating to any extent.

The cause of this condition in both the retail and the

wholesale trade is the heavy stocks now being carried

and the inability to get them down to a profitable basis.

Importing has been much less this year on the part

of retailers, consequently the jobbers will be called upon

to supply this amount of stock, and as they have not

been speculating for the aforesaid reasons, and because

they have been in doubt as to what lines to stock, it is

pretty safe to predict that there will be a scrambling

for goods, and that many will be disappointed.

One factor that has operated against advance has

been the question of prices. For some months now, the

values of raw wool have been on the down grade, so

much so that the level touched has been the lowest in

years. This drop took all question of permanence in

values out of the market, and consequently, owing to the

uncertainty in the trend of prices, buyers held off, as it

was not considered safe to stock up in advance.

Since the May sales in London there has been a

stiffening in wool values, as it was felt that, the wool

market had touched its lowest level. Therefore, it was
no surprise to the trade that at the July sales bidding

was keen, and that prices ruled firm. There was a full

.attendance of buyers, not from Yorkshire alone, but from

the continental centres, and also from the States, and

they were fairly large purchasers of wool suited to their

requirements. The fact that advances were secured was
due in no small measure to their presence.

It is a significant fact, and one that supports the im-

pression that at last a true basis of values has been

reached, that the advance took place, and that bidding

was brisk, in spite of tjhe fact that there was an un-

precedentedly large quantity of wool left over from the

May series of sales. Merinos have advanced about 10

per cent, and cross-breds from 1\ to 10 per cent. Ex-
perts predict that prices will be about the present level

for some time now. With wool at its present price

manufacturers should have no difficulty in producing at-

tractive fabrics at attractive prices.

Ribbon-Making at Fair.

At the Canadian National Exhibition this year in

Toronto, to be held from Aug. 29 to Sept. 14, the Process
Building will contain at least one exhibit of special in-

terest to Canadian drygoodsmen. A French firm will

instal and operate during the progress of the exhibition

a plant for making silk ribbons. In addition to manu-
facturing the fabric it will be converted into ties, sashes,

scarfs, etc., showing the final uses to which the ribbons
will be put. In addition to this exhibit, which will be
interesting because of its novelty, there will be the usual

processes of manufacture which have become a feature
during recent years, that of carpet-making being pos-

sibly one of the most extensive and interesting.

Knitting Mills Amalgamate.

Another consolidation of knitting mill plants has
taken place. The Arnprior knitting mill has been closed,

and the machinery has been moved to Glencoe, where the
proprietors, Messrs. Hamilton & Levitt, have purchased
a large mill equipped with modern machinery for the
manufacture of knitted underwear. The amalgamation of

the two mills will give a greatly increased capacity.

Listen ""h«Wheat Crop!
You can almost hear it growing. Same with
all the other crops. Prosperity is King. Cap-
tains of Canadian Commerce unite in predict-

ing a bumper Fall trade in all lines. Which
makes it essential for you to be prepared for

the rush by ordering a stock of our

Mantle ClotKs
and

Ladies' Suitings
They are right up-to-the-minute in design and
texture, comprising Shadow Effects, Chevrons,
Diagonals, Fancy combinations, in Plain and
Fancy Homespuns, Serges, Cheviots, Saxony
and Worsted Cloths.

Ask about our new line of

WOOLEN BLANKETS

Harris &. Company, Ltd.

Rochwood, Ont.

LONDON :

J. A. Irwin

341 Princess Ave.

HALIFAX:

MONTREAL : WINNIPEG :

Hector Prevost McRae & Walker

390 St. Hubert St. Asbdown Block

G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.

Your Dress Goods Samples
and other patterns of cloths, etc., will

look well if cut with an

Easicut
SAMPLE-
CUTTER

8 or 10-in. Machine

The " EASICUT " Sample Cutter

Made in 2 sizes 8-in and 10-in.

Cuts with serrated

edge (gimped) which

improves the appear-

ance of the sample, and
creates a good impression on the buyer.

These machines save TIME, MONEY,
and MATERIAL. Made in NINE
SIZES, cutting from 8 to 32 inches.

Manufactured by

J. T. HARDAKER,
99 Crowther St., BRADFORD, ENG.

Sole Agents in Canada :

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal
301 ST. JAMES ST.
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I

Experience a Stern Teacher

Many merchants' stocks of laces, trimmings and
embroideries are larger than they desire. It needed a

season like the one just closing to prove that the making
of heavy advance purchases is not modern merchandiz-
ing, or a money-making plan for the retailer. Experience
has proven costly. But there is a way to avoid heavy

stocks, and at the same time show the newest lines, and
make not only large but sure profits.

That way is to buy your
Laces, Trimmings and Embroideries

from KONIG and STUFFMANN

This house believes and has proven that retailers

make more money out of these lines by buying as far as

possible in small lots as goods are required. Stocks are

kept better assorted, late novelties are shown and there

are no heavy stocks to sacrifice. Profits are sure.

Will you try this Fall the modern
way of buying Laces, Trimmings
and Embroideries ? We offer you
the advantages of large open stocks,

The very latest novelties,
Values that will please you.

. Colored Laces are late novelties for Fall—Use our stocks.

Konig & Stuffmann
Victoria Square, - MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

Ribbons.

The ribbon trade is in a healthy condition. Orders,

for Fall are good and prices are in favor of the buyer.

Orders from all parts of the country are coining in, and

there seems to be every evidence that Fall buying at re-

tail will be good.

Plain taffetas are the best sellers, the popular widths

being four and live inches. All shades in these ribbons

seem to be moving. Moires are good, and striped taf-

fetas are strong.

The leading colors are white, blues, greens and

browi;s, in a wide range of shades.

Fancy belting ribbons are in good demand, the gilt

and tinsel being best. Persian effects are also good. Gilt

ribbons for neckwear are in request.

Should Directoire styles obtain the hold that is pre-

dicted, a revival of the sash is likely to take place.

There is a wide rucked band around the waist and long

ends either at the front or side. The ends finished with

a fringe or tassel. These sashes are the accompaniment

of even tailored gowns. Satin ribbons in graduated

widths are also expected to take as trimmings. Free use

of velvet ribbons will be made for millinery purposes.

Hat crowns are covered loops and other arrangements,

and considerable quantities will be used in the manner

indicated.

*

Lace.

Summer selling in the lace department has dwindled

down to a small turnover in Vals. and Torchons, and a

few job lines. A fair placing business has been done.

Hands and allovers have been ordered freely, and in these

orders a developing tendency is noted towards net

grounds. The hexagon mesh gives indications of leading

for the Fall trade, and filets seem to be almost the

word. Silk allovers are first in favor, but there is also

a very good demand for guipures and clunys.

Last Spring saw some call for colored laces and the

retail trade seems to be confident that the Autumn sea-

son will bring a larger demand. Bands of gilt net

grounds embro'dered in colors, are being introduced for

Guipure Lace over Net Foundation with " Merry Widow " Net Frilling.

Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto.

Fall selling. Both the filet nets and the hexagon mesh

are seen in gilt bands.

Dress nets, both in spot and lace patterns, and in the

plain nets. These for the most part are embroidered in

wood silk. Not only are these nets selling in the na-

tural shades, or the grey as it is now termed, but there

is a large development in colors. Evening gowns this

|\Vinter promise to be made largely from these nets. In

smart circles much black net over white satin is the

vogue.

*

Belts.

Present indications still seem to point to a big Fall

season in all varieties of tinsel beltings. Plain effects are

good, as well as the fancy effects. The heavy call is

for the floral designs in natural colorings on a tinsel

ground. Persian effects are also in strong favor.

There is a good demand for elastic belts of all kinds,

these being strong in New York. The cut steel elastic

Taffeta Silk Belt with Straps, Silk Rings and Buttons — New Fall
Design, shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd.. Toronto.

belts do not seem to be falLng from favor, but the plain

elastics arc extremely good.

Among the wash belts a recent novelty is the belt

of colored cretonne, to keep pace with the use of cre-

tonne as trimming, which is a popular fancy at present.

A new leather belt just received from England is

about two inches in width, sometimes straight and some-

times shaped to fit the figure. These come in different

leathers, and have an extremely plain harness buckle for

fastening. To the most of them a small purse is sus-

pended by leather straps. Some very pretty crush lea-

ther belts are shown, both plain and ornamented. Some
of these are stitched in self colored silk in elaborate de-

signs for trimming. Tan and grey seem to be the popu-

lar colors.

Buckles are large in gilt effects, and some are set

with stones, though the majority are plain. The fancy

buckle was in gilt and cut steel, and from the lower edge

a steel bead fringe was suspended.

*

Embroideries.

The remarkably good values that the drop in prices

have enabled retailers to give their customers has forced

out a big yardage of embroideries, and this has given a

better tone to the trade. While on some of the higher

priced lines where the stitch rates are high there is every
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probability of prices advancing, it seems to be certain

than on general lines not much change is to be expected.

From the fashion standpoint embroideries are in high

favor, a favor which promises to increase in the coming

Spring. Embroideries done on the fabric, both in self

color and in the natural tints, are extensively used by

the leading Parisian dressmakers. One-piece frocks made
of allover, or built up from wide flouncings, have made
their appearance, and there are signs that separate coats

of allover will be introduced next Spring. Already the high

class trade is taking to them in place of the lace coat.

As these coats can be produced at a more moderate price

than those of lace, there are decided popular possibilities

in this fashion.

In Swiss embroideries the eyelet effects are very fash-

ionable, as also are small neat patterns in blind work.

Colored embroideries on a white ground are selling. Some
of the manufacturers are taking up these effects and pre-

dict a good Spring and Summer for these goods made up

into wash blouses, etc. Another which is being intro-

duced is embroidered dimity. This is shown in allover,

bands and edgings.

Bands decidedly lead, and allovers, flouncings are

good, and there is a fair demand for edgings. Blouse

fronts are also lively. While the lace-trimmed lingerie is

popular in the lower priced lines, more embroidery is be-

ing used upon better priced garments.

Parasols.

So far as the Summer of 1908 is concerned, the sea-

son is practically over. In the retail stores the chief

concern now is to dispose of the balance of the stock, and

to reduce it to the least possible proportions at as early

a date as possible. As yet the deep cutting in prices has

only applied to the cheaper grades—sales*in this depart-

ment, as in many others, having been noticeably better

in the more expensive lines. The manufacturing trade is,

however, keeping a watchful eye open for the late season

novelties as worn on the Paris race courses and at Ascot,

Henley and at other functions where there is an oppor-

tunity to note the styles favored by the leaders of

fashion.

Something around the edge seems to be the latest

idea, and either a narrow frill or smarter still a silk

fringe is most liked. The variety of fringe used is the

old-fashioned fringe without a knotted heading that seems

a part of early 18th century fashions.

Many of the sun shades women of fashion are carry-

ing to complete elaborate toilettes are embroidered, and

it is a sin qua non that the parasol matches the gown

it is used with. For instance, with a white and rose

striped voile gown the sun shade is of embroidered chif-

fon over white silk. The lining is of pale rose silk. Lined

parasols have not been so much worn lately, but are

again showing in handsome models.

A novelty that has been much seen and that is qu.te

smart this year, is the parasol of cretonne. Cretonne is

coming to the front for many uses. Neckwear, belts,

vests and even coats are being developed in cretonne, and

there seems to be no reason against cretonne for parasol

covers if judiciously used. Gilt or silvered frames are

used with cretonne covers. There has been a revival of

flowered silks for parasols, and influenced no doubt by

this cretonne vogue, old-fashioned flower patterns are the

ones that have proved most successful. Trellis-work and

flower and ribbon patterns have had an immense success.

Grey grounds have been seen, but buff grounds, and such

colors as champagne, beer and pale silver-gold are the

ones most generally taken.

Another indication that the buyer should keep in

mind when buying time comes round another year is the

great success fashionably of the Paisley border. Paisley

borders have taken immensely in printed bordered fabrics

in wool, silk and cotton, and are likely to be popular

another season.

*

Veilings.

Veilings are doing particularly well this season and

while wholesalers claim that last Spring was a record

season, the Fall trade will be quite as good. In fact, if

proper attention is paid to the department, if novelties

are stocked and shown, this department ought to make a

record, as the very best part of the selling year is yet

to come. It is when holiday and tourist travel is at its

height that most veilings are sold, for a veil is an al-

most indispensable article now that s.uch elaborate hair-

dressing is in vogue.

That this profitable department does not receive more
attention than it does is one of the things hard to under-

stand, for there are really only a few departments in the

Dominion that are quite up-to-date. These departments
do a big business, simply because they always have the

novelties to show. They make a profit also, because their

trade is not confined exclusively to low-priced lines, and
to jobs picked up on the other side.

It takes a pretty good girl to sell veilings. She must
know her work and her stock, for her opinion will go for

something with the customers. The veiling business is

largely done by showing good's and by introduction.

Women seldom go to a store specially to buy a veil ; if

is because they see something they like, or because it is

shown them that they buy. In many centres now the

tide of tourist travel is high, and special efforts should

be made in the veiling department to catch the eye and
ear of this profitable trade.

If you have job lines on sale keep them apart as

much as possible from the regular stock. In the big

stores, where the department is always, if possible, lo-

cated in a circle, the end counter is made use of for this

purpose. There is a railing around three sides of the

showcase that invariably forms the counter ; a couple of

stands will be dressed with the more expensive kinds, the

made veils, etc., and the rest of the bargain stock will

be laid out and conspicuously ticketed ; all bargains

should always be conspicuously ticketed. It does not do

to have your customers gain the impression that you are

not willing to part with your bargains. Remember, the

li

For

Greater Profits in Your
Ribbon Department

Try

Walter H. Barry& Co. s

Ribbons
Cor. St. James & McGill Sts., Montreal
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next two or three months ought to be banner ones in

your veiling department, and it is badly in want of a

going-over if they are not.

Russian nets are the biggest sellers at present, the

double Russian nets being the newest in this variety.

Another good line is a loose mesh with very small

chenille dots. These come, in some instances, in two

tones and the chenille spots are often in two sizes. These

very fine spots have altogether taken the place of the

New Gibson Effect, made of Swiss and Valenciennes Lace Over Chiffon

Foundation, large Frill— Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto.

large spots which were fashionable. Borders are ex-

tremely popular again, the bordered veilings being usual-

ly in two tones.

A new feature in veilings is the 27-inch goods to cover

the hat, and is really an outgrowth of the auto veils

These wide veilings are worn long, the ends being caught

with a veiling pin at the back of the hat and allowed to

hang.

Auto veilings are in constant demand, and there is a

renewed interest in Spanish scarfs.

Gloves.

Orders for gloves for Fall delivery are good, and satis-

factory sorting orders are expected. The goods ordered

are much the same as for last Fall, which means that a

good business has been done in short gloves.

Reports from the other side show that as far as the

question of styles is concerned things are in a very un-

settled condition. The uncertainty about the length of

sleeves has left manufacturers in doubt.

The opinion is that merchants in order to be equip-

ped for the Fall trade must stock both long and short

gloves. Undoubtedly calls for the latter will be much
more numerous than last Fall, as the full-length sleeve

for coats and suits is a settled style. The advent of the

tailored silk and fabric waist will have the same ten-

dency. But for wear with costumes and fancy waists 20

and 16-button lengths will be still in demand.
The popular colors are, for the long glove, tan, black

and white, while in short gloves there will be a tendency

to match the costume, and this will mean a good range

of colors.

Orders for fabric gloves for the Spring and Summer
of 1909 will be late in placing, as price conditions arc

not yet settled. As raw silk is materially down, and

indications are for another good crop this year, prices

will be lower—much upon the basis that ruled before the

big advance of the year before last.

Just at present there is much price-cutting in fabric

gloves, and notwithstanding the fact that the buying

public are taking gloves freely, buyers are all using the

price lever in order to get stocks down. Sixteen-button

lengths of fair quality can be bought in the leading stores

for 50c now. This cheapening of silk gloves has affected

lisles, and fewer are now being sold. The big bulk of the

sale as usual in the Summer, is done in white, only the

elderly women taking black. Tans are selling well and

there is some sale for pink.

*

Trimmings.

Late novelties in braid lines continue to make their

appearance, and judging from those now shown, the fash-

ionable tendency for Fall braids is towards heavy effects.

Braid nowadays goes onto everything and the fashionable

dressmaker trims not only the lightest of voiles and
ninons with braid, but she uses them with good effect on
chiffons and -nets. All tailor-mades shown so far are

much more trimmed than last Fall, and the tendency is

towards more elaboration. Heavy frogs and tassels are

coming into use. Many of the colored braids betray more
than a generous use of gilt, though as the Directoire

fashions make more headway, the tendency will be to-

wards the use of black as a trimming. Black satin

sashes finish most Directoire tailored gowns, and this

demands that the other trimmings shall be black. For
dressy gowns and for evening these tassels are of gilt or

silver. Silver and gilt braids and ribbons to match prom-
ise to be freely used. These braids are not the old-time

coarse affairs, but are light and delicate, of the tissue

Pierriot Ruff of Net and Insertion, with Ribbon Bows— Shownlby
1^

I 4 Rhys D. Fairbairn, Ltd., Toronto.

order, and generally have a heavier stripe along the edge.

These bands come in all widths from one-half inch up to

4 or 5 inches wide.

Big use is made of band trimmings, and though taf-

feta is much used for this, the big novelty is satin, and

bands of soft bright finished satin promise to be a big

feature in Fall trimmings. Covered buttons promise to

be most freely used, and there will be a big vogue for

satin buttons.
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N Neck\ew rans lNeckwear.

Staff Correspondence.

Paris, France, July 18.—Neckwear will play an im-

portant role in dress accessories during the coming season.

The range of new models is very wide, extending from
heavy niching to the simple bandeliere, running through

all the gamut of lace collars and rabats. The newest

styles show a plentiful use of black velvet and beads, the

latter, indeed, are likely to have quite a success, and are

being manipulated in many new ways. As bandeliers

they make up well, beads of different shapes and color

being employed to form a pattern, and they are finished

off with ball and tassels, all carried out in the same
beads. In one instance, quite small beads, pale blue, pink

is seen, the great majority of models being carried out in

tulle or net with an edging of some fine soft lace. Black

velvet and soft satin are also distinctive notes of the sea-

son. No. 1 is of fine valencienne lace, frill at top and
bottom, the black velvet band is finished with a bow and

long streamers in front. No. 2 is a box-pleated frilling of

white tulle; the black velvet band is ornamented with a

double bow a! each side towards the front, and a large

bow on the left near the back. No. 3 is a drapery of sofr

pink satin edged top and bottom, with a frill of Irish lace.

No. 4 is carried out in tulle, pleated with a turn-down

velvet collar, the little front and "barbe" are of Irish

lace. No. 5 is also of pleated tulle ornamented with gold

and silver beaded bands, the collar and tulle rabat are

both edged with a narrow Venise lace. No. 6, of coarse

'tt&'&Z,

Some New Ideas in Paris Neckwear.

and white are employed for the edging; the while forms

a background and a zigzag pattern in the two colors runs

all the way along. The centre is filled with pale blue

beads, one-half inch long, laid horizontally; the hall and

tassel carry out the three colors. Black velvet bandeliers

are being effectively ornamented with white beads, both

ends are drawn about two inches through a slide of these

beads and finished with a tassel of the same. Small

medallions in silver and other metals are being made to

replace the tassels on this style of neckwear. Many col-

ors are being employed, but black and white is the

"dernier-er. " The gold hands, so much in vogue this

Summer, are far from extinct; in fact, they are now being

shown in different widths, and several qualities, ranging

from a gauze to a heavy corded braid. Another evolution

is that of the beaded ropes—gold, white and black being

the leading colors.

As will be seen from the accompanying sketches, frills

and ruching are the dominant features; much less guipure

tulle, with frills of Irish lace, having two black velvet

hands, the one being ornamented with white-headed slides

and boules.

Ladies' Neckwear.

One of the salient points of the new fashions is the

attention paid to the dressing of the neck. Directoire

fashions call for a very slender neck effect. This is gain-

ed by a high collar with a wide ruffle or pleating at the

top and which encircles the face. This new note gives

promise of lots of novelty for the coming Fall, and as

the new styles, though striking, are extra hecoming, a

good season is assured.

The retailer, however, who wants to net the full pro-

fit out of his department will have to stock novelties as

they come along. There is no need to go extra deep to
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RHys D. Fairbairn,Limited
Manufacturers

We are now showing advance styles for Fall in

Ladies* NecKwear Ladies' Belts

Largest Range of RUCHINGS made in Canada
Pleated Dress Shirts

107 Simcoe Street,

SilK and Lace Waists

TORONTO
HugH Henry Western Fabric Co.

204 St J.n><» St., MONTREAL WINNIPEG
J. F. McGachie

VANCOUVER

It is a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Travellers will show

this month full lines

of Import and Stock.

Fownes Bros.& Co,
Coristinc Building,

MONTREAL

CONDENSED ADS.
AT A COST OF

2 CENTS PER WORD
All clerks requiring positions will do well to

invest a few cents in The Dry Goods Review
and state their requirements.

Those merchants who wish to dispose oi their
business can Insert their ad. under a box num-
ber and we will forward any replies. This en-
sures secrecy to those that desire u.

The Review is read by 90 per cent, of the
entire trade. This ensureB your wants being
read by the merchants throughout the Domin-
ion of Canada.

Address all correspondence to

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
1 Front St. East,
TORONTO

232 McGill St.
MONTREAL

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Umbrellas

Parasols

Sunshades

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

Established 1874

LABROUSSE & CIE. -JSSP
Paris, Grenoble, Prague

THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS
Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE HID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Represent a tire-

HAROLD F. WATSON, 207 ». j«« si. Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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do so, but a few novelties well shown will do wonders

in keeping up sales in the department. Every merchant

must take notice of the fact that the ideas in neckwear

are new this Fall.

The Gibson collar promises to be a leading feature

of the season. The shape, though still extremely high,

is more wearable than when introduced in the Spring.

The points are not so extreme, but are curved as it

were, and go down under the chin, up at the sides and

down at the back, which permits of them being worn

higher than otherwise would be possible. The line also

is not so pronounced as in the Spring, and is therefore

much more graceful. The extreme style calls for a very

wide frill, and often for a double one. This frill stands

straight out from the collar, making a frame for the

face. This style of collar is often met with made all of

net ; the frill being of pleated net and the collar of tuck-

ings. All collars are very transparent, lace and chiffon

being much used in their make-up.

Flat collars of pleated net or tulle are shown in New
York. The body of the collar is pleated, the edge free

and making the ruffle around the the neck. Though some-

times ribbon velvet trims these collars, quite the newest

idea is a band of gold ribbon. There is a flat bow in

front and the collar fastens at the back. Besides plain

net, such fabrics as mousseline de soie, chiffon and

organdie are used. Sometimes a flat deep pleating is

added to the lower edge, and some of these pleatings

come to the edge of the shoulder.

Ruchings, pleatings, neck edgings of all sorts are in

high favor. Already the firms making goods of this de-

scription are taxed to the full limit of their capacity,

and the full strength of the fashion is not yet felt. Be-

sides the quantities of wide ruchings now sold, in addi-

tion, there is coming a demand for double frillings. These

are made into stocks, the joining in the centre concealed

beneath a band of velvet or satin ribbon, or a ribbon of

gold. There is a bow behind under which the ruft fastens 1

and the ends, particularly when of gilt, have tassel or

drop pendants.

Judging from indications, the ruff will be well to the

fore in the early days of Autumn. The fashion is too

well defined, it would seem to miss materializing in any

centre. So marked is it that many of the new Paris

hats are shown with the ruff to match.

These ruffs are quite simple in shape, being simply a

full ruche of tulle or dotted net in colors or white finish-

ed with a bow of satin or velvet ribbon. White, it must
be stated, is not so often seen as colors, and all colors

are seen, though grey and ecru seem to lead. The ribbon

ruche is also seen and some of the new soft satins and

lustrous millinery silks are being pressed into service.

Bands of ostrict are edged with pleatings of velvet or

ribbon, and ostrich and tulle are used in combination.

An extra dainty ruff for evening wear is made of

maline with an edging of ostrich feathers. At the first

glaace the ruff seemed to be of an etherealized ostrich,

but closer inspection showed that it was of tulle edged

with the feathers.

Pins, clasps, pearls, etc., gold and silver ribbon tas-

sels and drops are all used to trim the new neckwear.

On another page a number of Paris novelties are shown,

and these should be studied, as these style ideas are sure

to be emhodied in the new neckwear for Fall.

In fancy collars there are some pretty designs in

combinations of silk and lace, which are meeting with a

good demand. These are mostly in colored silk, with

lace, and with a bow, jabot, or tab of some sort.

Summer wash goods are still occupying the greater

share of attention. The Dutch collars are doing well, and

are particularly a midsummer novelty. Gibson collars

are maintaining their popularity. In order to introduce

the fashionable touch of gilt, some of these collars are

finished at the bottom edge with a band of gilt ribbon

tied in a small bow at the front. An extremely dainty

line of collars in this variety are made of Valenciennes

lace with the gilt band.

The latest novelty received here is the gilt tie, which

was made popular by Her Majesty Queen Alexandra. It

consists of a long string tie of gilt ribbon, about an inch

in width, and finished at the ends with gilt tassels. This

is worn loosely around the neck, independent of the col-

lar, and is simply tied once, the ends falling over the

front of the blouse. These ties also come in velvet rib-

bon of different colors, the touch of gilt ffeing introduced

by the gilt tassels which finish the ends.

Another novelty which has been a favorite in Paris

is the colored cretonne collar and cuff sets. Some of

these sets have the rolling collar, a sort of narrow shawl

collar effect for wearing with coats, and turnover cuffs.

Stocks are also made of the cretonne.

Among the fancy collars, which have already been

mentioned, a pretty design has the front slashed over

white, the collar being generally of colored silk', prefer-

ably in the light shades, the front being finished with

ladder bows, and a "fancy jabot with tassels.

Trade Inquiries.

Since the publication of the last list of trade inquiries

those enumerated below have been received. Name and
address of the person or firm making the inquiry may be

obtained upon application to the "Trade Inquiries

Branch" of the Department of Trade and Commerce,
Ottawa.

945. Felts, Cotton Cloths, etc.—A London firm manu-
facturing felts and woollen and cotton cloths for all

mechanical purposes wishes to increase its business con-

nection in Canada.

956. Woollen Goods—Inquiry has been made by a

London firm for the names of Canadian buyers of woollen

goods.

990. Tweeds and Parasols—A firm of drapers in Bar-

badoes wishes to communicate with manufacturers of light

weight tweeds and parasols in Canada.

1006. Tweeds—A merchant tailor in Barbadoes would
like to receive samples and prices from Canadian manu-
facturers of light tweeds.

1011 and 1013—Corsets and Parasols—Two Barbadoes
firms would like to get into communication with manufac-
turers and exporters of corsets and parasols.

1012. Cambric Prints—A Barbadoes merchant handling

dry goods wishes to hear from Canadian manufacturers

of these goods.

1043. Clothiers—A London firm of manufacturing

clothiers desires to extend their business connections with

Canada, and would like to hear from buyers in the

Dominion.

1106. Fancy Leather Goods.—A Manchester firm asks

for prices and satalogues of fancy leather goods, purses,

bags, etc., from Canadian exporters.

1117. Gress Goods.—A Yorkshire fir mof manufactur-

ers will be glad to receive inquiries from Canadian whole-

sale importers of dress goods. (No agents.)

Johnston Bros, have bought the business of Green-

shields, Ltd., Vancouver, wholesale dry goods.
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The Verdict of Paris
on

Butterick Patterns
AND THE VERDICT OF THE PATTERN PURCHASERS

OF AMERICA IS THE SAME

We have had a Pans salesroom for eight years

Sales for January, 1908— 12 per cent, over 1907

Sales for February, 36 per cent, over 1907

Sales for March, 14 per cent, over 1907

Sales for April, 28 per cent, over 1907

Sales for May, 38 per cent, over 1907

That is the verdict on Butterick Patterns from the

heart of fashion creation.

The Sales to the Public
hy the merchants of America carrying Butterick

Patterns average this year over last more than

25 Per Cent. Increase
These figures are the tribute of American women

to the Butterick Styles and to the Patterns which

so accurately reproduce them.

SALES are what the wise merchant is looking for. Get the right goods

ana you get the sales. The right Pattern Department is a thing to have.

We have the right pattern. Why not get in touch with us ? We may

he able to make an arrangement with you. There are no patterns so perfect

as Butterick Patterns.

The Butterick Publishing Co., Ltd.
33 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ont., Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising
By T. J. Tobin

The advertising man of the Woodward Department

Siincs, Vancouver, assures us that the page ad reproduced

herewith did its work splendidly. I'd expect that it

would, for it's an exceptionally good piece of advertising.

The set-up is attractive and the subject matter interesting,

informing and convincing. The only criticism I would

make is that the top section would stand out more clearly

and strongly if fewer rules were used.

Fig. 2 shows a page from the catalogue which Brown

Bros., of Portage la Prairie, Man., use in their mail order

department. A good description of how 'that department

was worked up, and is now operated, appeared in The

Review's July Number. Every dry goods merchant should

endeavor to develop his business in this direction. How-
ever, the point I want to emphasize particularly here is

that by means of descriptive matter and cuts that really

illustrate the articles offered, sales are readily made

through the mail. The purchasers pay over their money

without seeing I lie goods. Now how much more effective

should this class of copy not. be if applied to the less diffi-

cult task of drawing people from close by in to look over

your goods? That is all the ordinary merchant can ask

his advertising to do for him.

Fig. 3 is reproduced mainly to show a distinctive set-

up. The C. Ross Co. use a style of type and a general

arrangement of mailer different from any of their com-

petitors. When a customer picks up an Ottawa paper

this Arm's ad stands mil strongly and is easily recogniz-

able at the first glance.

m

Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

We have enough left of that brilliant purchase made

in Germany of these splendid long, all pure silk gloves to

continue the sale of them to-morrow morning. Remem-
ber we are positively correct in stating that at no time

this season have we sold you gloves like these under

$1.50 and $1.75. The sale price to-morrow is 93c

There are enough tans left (and tans of lively shade

and absolutely correct), enough blacks and whites, too,

in every size, and especially the ones for which there is

most demand.—The John Murphy Co., Montreal.

That's the advantage you have when coming here to

get a dress made. You get a dress that's made for you.

It will become you. It will fit you glovelike. It will be

finished as only dresses are when turned out by a first-

class dressmaker, and its cost to you will be no more

(or very little) than many prices asked for ready-mades.

—Hudson's Bay Stores, Vancouver, B.C.

Can't afford to hold remnants in stock these days so

we will make the history of former Summer sales repeat

itself only on a much larger scale. Prices will be lower

than ever and we expect to shake out hundreds of rem-

nants, odd lots and broken assortments—all odds and

ends—during this Rig Five Day Sale. You can save good

money rummaging through the various piles of odd lots

we will place on the counters.—J. Sutclifie & Son, Lind-

say.

A representative came from a big eastern wholesale

silk house with samples and prices. Came direct to us

because he knew if the price was right he could get the

cash on the spot. The price quoted was so low for such

beautiful colorings, such fashionable designs, such excel-

lent qualities that we quickly accepted the offer. The

sale involved over two thousand dollars—and this was
"cash"—a bargain for us—a bargain for you. But re-

member that there are very few firms, only large insti-

tutions like ourselves that could handle such a "cash

deal." Another demonstration of the remarkable power
of this firm. The tale of our connection with these

beautiful silks will be quickly ended Wednesday.—Hud-
son's Bay Stores, Calgary.

2,000 dozen of ladies' fine mull, organdy, India linen,

Swiss and Persian lawn and muslin blouses, all-over lace

and embroidery designed fronts and back, also handsome-
ly lace and insertion-worked fronts in all the new styles

of the season. All sizes. When you see them you will

value them at $3 and $5 each. Come and have your
choice at .$1.25.—A good descriptive paragraph from the

advertising of T. Lindsay, Ltd., Ottawa.

Again another July and August rolls around. Again
the half-holiday on Thursdays for the clerks, and with it

the brisk selling Thursday mornings of the merry half-

day specials. The following quartette are hummers and
will fill the store at an early hour tomorrow morning.

Remember the store opens at 8.10 as usual, but closes at

1 o'clock, after which these specials are called ofT. Be
here early and benefit by the early shopping on Thurs-
day. The mutual benefit of all is concerned : You receive

goods at almost your own price, the clerks get the

much needed outing, and the employer has fresh, good
humored employes thereby. Come to-morrow morning
and watch for the Yellow Price Cards.—A. W. Cressman,
Peterboro.

Send us this ad. together with our Special Price

$!h!)8, and we will send you, prepaid, this handsome street

costume, exactly like the illustration. Examine it care-

fully in your own home and, if you don't think it the

best value you ever saw, and worth every cent of $15, re-

turn it at once at our expense, and we will refund your
money immediately. This is one of this season's latest

designs.! The material is a fine quality Vicuna cloth.

You may have your choice of black, navy, cardinal or

green. The jacket has the new three-quarter fitted back,

strictly tailor-made, pure silk braid trimming on collar,

front and sleeves, lining of fine quality mercerette. The
skirt is cut in 11 gores, stitched half way down each

seam and pleated, silk braid trimming same as on jacket.

Sizes 32 to 12 bust measure, and 38, -10 and 42 skirt

length, no special sizes supplied.—You can almost see this

costume advertised by the Paquet Co., Quebec.

If you have set your mind on a silk dress for either

late Summer or early Fall, good luck is with you. Mon-
day vve place on sale one of the most remarkable lines

of high quality silks at a surprisingly small price. The
group comprises exquisitely colored louisennes and liberty

satins, rich brocaded silks and, of course, colored rough

pongees. Lovely floral patterns in rich colorings, majes-

tic plaid effects, dressy figured rajahs of the kind that

have made so many of the most successful gowns this
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Season. An opportunity to acquire a magnificent dress these ideas. This is why we have such stylish millinery

at about half what you'd usually pay. Don't miss this —why we are able to satisfy the taste of every woman
great bargain on Monday on any account. It's a marvel who comes to us. Of all the women who have bought

of beauty and great value. Per yard, 90c.—David Spencer, their new Summer hats from us, there is not one but who
Vancouver. is better satisfied than she has ever been before. We

Look To> Hie Yellow Sale Cutis f
in all the Windows

The Store That Sells Everything

Look lor the Yellow Sale Cards

in all the Windows

The Store That Sells For Less

OUR GREAT SEMI-ANNUAL BARGAIN EVENT

J
ULY CLEARANCE §ALE

COMMENCES THURSDAY MORNING, JULTT 2nd, STTARP AT EIGHT O'CLOCK

STAPLE
DRY GOODS
SACRIFICED

The more you buy

the more you save
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a most durable money'Savins, opportunity.

Boys' Clothing at "July

Sale" Pfices

Saw! "."' 2Sc
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Wen's Clothing at "July

Sale" Prices

,. n™ 65c
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All Kinds of Footwear at

" July Sale" Prices

$2.15 '

c\ll

70c

60c

'50c

95c

90c

"fio-

Women's

Ready-to-Wear

Garments

Sacrificed

$13.75

$9.50

Hammocks,

Wallpaper and

Croquet Sets

Furnishings for the

Home

65c

SI.60

$6.75

"m'oo

$9.00

""
$"l"l

Go-Carts and Furniture

$2.00

$3.0'

Remarkable Values in

Crockery Section

J
••' 75c $4.50

'

$3.25

$1.90

GREAT
CLEARANCE
DRESS GOODS
Greatest saving

chances ever

announced

25c

50o

26c

.......

Wash Goods

Clearance

b.*o.<m ... .

8 12c

"l5c

iVi'2c
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50c

95

20c

EK :::, 25c

HOSIOV t no uNoenwe*"

Wf I5e 25c

Woodward's Great J«ly Clearance Sale —The More Yot* Btiy the More Yoo Save

Fig. i.

Do you know what the leaders of society in New York
and Paris are wearing this Summer ? We do, and we
will be glad, to show you at any time. We have special

facilities for finding out all about the newest millinery

creations,* -ahd 'we 'always maker ou'r hats 'according to

know this because, well you come in and see why for

yourself.—F. J. Cairns, Saskatoon.

Nothing lacking in these underclothes, either in size

or quality. Garments are cut generously full", materials

are up to our usual standard of serviceableness imd
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daintiness. You'll get the same well wearing, pretty un-

derclothes in this midsummer clearance sale that you find

here the year round, but you'll get them at a consider-

able decrease from usual cost.—W. H. Scroggie, Ltd.,

Montreal.

When we older folk were children, grandmother's

trunk was the chest of mystery. How we used to tiptoe

up the squeaky garret stairs to peek in at it . Just to

raise the lid a few inches and get a glimpse of its con-

tents was a pleasure. To rummage through it and revel

in its treasures was the greatest joy. This July clear-

9PR1NG AND Sl'MMER CaTALOCI'E. No. 7, IO08 27

the whole price—a $2 parasol will cost you now $1.50.

—

A. W. Cressman, Peterboro.

Corset Covers and Chemises

yoke of handsome heavy embroidery, finished With bead-
ing and satin ribbons, m-vli and sleeves in. ^ 1 wilh Val,

[Vice"'* '
! '..

" "'
,.„.. .

' "
... ... Sf .75

No Igi—Chemise; made of fine lambfn with deep
trill of hace al n'eck and around sleeves, finished with bal'v

ribbon. Prise " 85c

R W X-tyO—C»emisc; made of fine cambric. Irinnaed

mg around neck and sleeves, r-r.co. 51 25

No ,;;,—Corset Cover; madeof fine nainsook ullovor

embroiders m handsome hens, desieji with insertions of

satin ribbon, shoulder straps of wide embroidery heading

and nbbon. made with skirt Sires ,14 to 40. Price

52.25

No. V-9S—Corbel CoVor; made of fine nainsook, front

trimmed w n h « ule \ al. inserlion and beading, netk is

trimmed with Vol edging and beading with satin ribbon,

insertion sheulder Hrarn of Vul lace. (See vet) s,„-s

J|i»W- I'me 60c

N.- Y-oo—Corset Cover, maded good coilcm. round

yoke, trimmed with wide insertion of imitation Torehon
ince. luge edging around neck and sleeves, and insertion

Of satin ril-hon, draw string at waist. (See rut.) Sues «,

to at. Price 50c

No 1*30—Corset Cover; made of allover cambric em-

beftidary, -v.th wide beadmg finish to yoke and ribbon in-

sertion, shoulder straps of V"al. lace and beading. (See

cull Sires M-o 44. Prin SI.25

No. Y-188—Corset Cover, made ol finenninsook, square

CUl (Oke of deep emhrSilrrv with insertion ol satin ribbon

and one row of Val. lace insertion, and straps of Val lace,

twade with skirl. (See cut I Sues .,4 to 41. Price ft. 15

No. Xsflj—Corset Cover; made of good Coitou, full

feoni, irirnmed with frill of Val lace around neck and

arms Sues je 10 4* (See sut.) Price 2Sc

No. Y-88-Corsel Cover; made of good cotton, ful

front, finished wirh skirl, square Cut style with deep trim-

ming of Val. late, lace straps and insertion of satin ribbon.

Stress. 1041. Price 40c

ance or "rummage sale" is hundreds of grandmothers'

tranks packed into one. It is the manufacturer's rum-

rnege truiik, the importer's rummage trunk, and the

store's rummage trunk. But it is not filled with old,

faddd, out-of-fashion things, such as "grandmothers used

to save." No longer do we pack away every old thing

amd say, "I will use it some day"—a day that cometh

not. Nothing is given a chance to accumulate. Hence
this "rum-mage sale."—The John White Co., Woodstock.

Dainty yet practical silk frocks in this season's most
favored styles. Plain dyed tan and navy Shantungs, Gib-

son waists with Mikado sleeves, pleated fold-trimmed

skirts. BLick and white checked taffeta, with lace trim-

med waists and tucked and cluster pleasted skirts. Plain

brown, navy and black chiffon taffeta dresses with Gibson

pleated waists and tucked skirts. Black tamoline dresses

in the same style.—The Right IIou.se, Hamilton.

All our fancy parasols—the latest, fancies of fashion

in white embroidered, colored stripe and spot tops

in silk and linen, mounted on steel paragon frames and
rods, and finished with the prett ; est handles ever before

shown. You cannot afford to let slip this cTiance—you
will need a new sun shade for your vacation, so why not
save one-quarter of the price by purchasing now and
here. Remember this means 25c off every dollar, not off

New Companies Incorporated.

By a Dominion charter, issued to A. W. Johnston,

Fanny Katherine Johnston and Howard Johnston, of

Winnipeg, and Albert M. Johnston, of Vancouver, B.C.,

the firm of Johnston Brothers (Limited), is incorporated

with head office in Vancouver, B.C., and a capital stock

of $500,000. The charter gives the company the right "to
carry on the business of merchants and general traders,

and to buy, sell, manufacture, exchange and deal in dry

goods, clothing, furs, hats and caps of all description, and
ail other merchantable commodities, and generally to carry
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on the business of wholesale and retail general and com-

mission merchants."

Hiram Johnson.

Hiram .lohnson (Limited), is the name of a newly in-

corporated firm, with head office in Montreal, and capital

stock of $100,000, formed to take over the business of

Hiram Johnson, furrier, Montreal, and for the usual pur-

poses. Those to whom incorporation was granted are R.

J. Williamson, Philippe Drolet, Frederick William Hib-

bard, Louis Boyer and Eva C. Sissoos, all 6f Montreal.
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Among Canadian Dry Goods Travelers

raveler Dead.

After an illness of about eight days, Harvey Green, a

traveler for Geo. H. Hees, Son & Co., Toronto, and in

their employ about twelve years, died from the effects of

a slight cold, which later developed into pleurisy and
other complications. Deceased was 39 years of age and
is survived by a widow and three small boys.

$

Philips' Representatives.

Wm. F. Macoun.

J. & N. Philips, Manchester, Eng., have selected for

their representative in the Province of Quebec Wm. F.
Macoun, who, like Mr. Caldecott, has had an extensive
dry goods experience. Mr. Macoun entered the employ
of Hodgson, Sumner & Co., Limited, Montreal, in 1893
and served a thorough apprenticeship in all departments.
Eight years ago he became a knight of the grip for the
same firm, traveling in the Maritime Provinces and part
of Quebec Province. His success has been obtained
through the combination of knowledge, enthusiasm and
energy.

MACOUN.

He commences his new duties the first of September
and has the good wishes of his many friends in the
trade.

Fred Caldecott.

In Canadian mercantile circles the name of Caldecott
is pretty well associated with the dry goods trade. Fred
Caldecott, the subject of this sketch, who will represent

J. & N. Philips & Co., Manchester, Eng., after Sopt. 1st

in the Province of Ontario, has already made, like his

father before him, an enviable reputation in the dry
goods trade.

He is a son of the late Stapleton Caldecott, who came
to this country in 1857. and worked his way up in the

F. CALDECOTT.

dry goods trade to become a member of the firm of Calde-
cott, Burton & Spence, Toronto, and afterwards a part-

ner in Debenham, Caldecott & Co., Toronto.

Fred Caldecott, although comparatively a young man,
has had a wide experience in dry goods circles. From
1891 to 1902 he was with Caldecott, Burton & Spence,
Toronto, working in all departments. For eigh* years
he successfully managed their small wares department.
In 1902 he went to Debenham, Caldecott & Co., and re-

mained there until 1907. In later years he was joint
Montreal manager of that firm. Until accepting his new
position, he was in the commission business.

Mr. Caldecott is moving from Montreal to Toronto,
and will maintain an office in that city. He is enthusias-
tic regarding his firm and the prospects for business
in Ontario.

His thorough knowledge of dry goods coupled with
a pleasing personality and many good friends in the
trade augurs well for his success.

Hervey M. Doane, a well known commercial traveler
in the employ of Smith Bros., Halifax, died recently, at
the age of 63 years. He retired from the road about a
year ago, owing to ill health.
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Central Sample Building for Visiting Commercial Men
The " Commercial Building," an Eleven Storey Structure, to be Erected in Toronto—One
Hundred Sample Rooms will be Provided—To Cost $210,000—A Modern Building.

"The Commercial Building" is the name which will

be given to a new skyscraper, eleven storeys high, to be

erected on Front Street west Toronto, opposite the site

of the new Union Station. The chief characteristic of

the new building will be the fact that it will be used

for commercial travelers' sample rooms, and will not

be unlike in many respects the new Buyers' Club Build-

New Eleven Storey Building to be Erected on Front Street, Toronto,
with ioo Sample Rooms for Use of Travellers Visiting Toronto.

ing in St. Louis. Practically the entire building- will be

devilled to this purpose, about one hundred sample rooms
being provided.

The building will be thoroughly modern in its con-

st ruction, steel and concrete being used largely, though

the front will be of brick and stone. It will cost about

$210,000, of which $30,000 has been paid for the land.

The building will have a frontage of 45 feet and extends

back 140 feet.

The fact that it is to be built close to the Union
Station will make it easily accessible to visiting travelers,

of whom several thousand visit Toronto each year.

A company will be incorporated and it is expected

that work will be commenced in the near future on the

erection of the building.

Sample rooms will rent from $1 to $2.50 a day, accord-

ing to their size and location, and this schedule, applied

to the 33,000 square feet of sample room space in the

building will, it is estimated, make the enterprise a pro-

fitable one.

A restaurant will be located in the top storey, for

the convenience of travelers and their customers.

The travelers themselves are likely to become fin-

ancially interested, to a considerable extent, in the un-

dertaking, which is being promoted by Win. Blackley, who
for a number of years was a traveler.

A Travelers' Picnic.

The Vancouver Council of the United Commercial

Travelers of America held a successful picnic at Bowin
Island on Saturday, July 25. A large representation of

travelers and their friends took the delightful trip to

the island by steamer and upon their arrival proceeded

to organize a splendid programme of sports, which in-

cluded a baseball game b?*ween teams representing the

bachelors and benedicts. The outing was a successful

and pleasant one in every respect.

Travelers' Gain Point.

Mainly through representations made by the Commer-
cial Travelers' Association to the Dominion Government,
Thanksgiving- Day this year will be observed on a Mon-
day, instead of, as in the past, on Thursday. For some
years it has been felt in certain quarters that by reason

of the fact that the holiday came in the middle of the

week, many persons engaged in traveling were unable' to

obtain any practical benefit from it, without losing half

a week's time.

The date of the holiday this year has not been set

yet.

One of the most enjoyable outings of the season took

place on the 25th of July, when the employes of S. F.

McKinnon & Co. and their friends journeyed by special

train over the C.N.R. to Victoria Park, Beaverton. Games
and sports were indulged in, and a thoroughly enjoyable

day was spent. Many returned the same day, but quite

a number availed themselves of the stop-over privileges

which allowed them to remain until Monday.

L. Peacock, who represents Stobart & Co., of Winni-
peg, in Southern Manitoba, spent a short holiday during

July in Toronto. Mrs. Peacock, who has been making a

lengthy stay in the city, accompanied her husband back
to Winnipeg. Mr. Peacock is an old Toronto boy, and
before going to Winnipeg was for some years with Gor-

don, Mackay & Co. He is a son of R. Peacock, foreign

buyer for Robinson & Co., Winnipeg.
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Items from all Canada

8]

Ontario

J. McCormack has opened a men's tailoring establish-

ment in Tillsonburg.

J. H. Morrison, Alvinston, has recently completed a

large addition to his store.

Ground has been broken for the erection of a new
corset factory at Welland.

Colerick Bros., London, are adding a carpet, rug and

drapery department to their store.

Begg & Shannon, Hamilton, are enlarging their cloth-

ing store and an alteration sale is in progress.

The capital stock of the Stanley Mills & Co., Hamilton,

has been increased from $100,000 to $500,000.

A. J. Ford, who has conducted a dry goods store in

Lindsay for a number of years, has decided to dispose of

his business.

Buck & Buck, dry goods, Norwood, have made ex-

tensive improvements to their store, which has been con-

siderably enlarged.

F. Rose, manager of the housefurnishings department

of the W. R. Brock Co., Toronto, has been spending a

holiday at Roach's Point.

The store of the Pembroke Clothing Company, Pem-
broke, was broken into recently, but beyond a few coppers

in the till nothing was taken.

The T. Eaton Company donated $5,000 to Wesley Col-

lege, Winnipeg, towards the fund to erect a ladies' build-

ing in connection with this institution.

A. W. Reid has sold his dry goods store in Arnprior

to E. D. Osborne, and has opened a store in Windsor,

where he will again engage in the dry goods business.

Harry Way, who for the last few years has been man-
ager of the men's furnishings department of McLaren &
Co., St. Catharines, -has resigned his position to become a

traveler.

A branch of the Globe Clothing Store, established in

Arnprior some months ago, has been removed to Peter-

boro, where S. Vineberg will continue to manage the

establishment.

A fire occurred in the dressmaking department of

rjnderhill Bros.' store, Aurora, recently, and though the

damage to the building was slight, that to the stock was
very heavy.

The employes of Gordon, Mackay & Co., Toronto, con-

tributed $26.60 to the fund inaugurated by the Toronto
Star for the purpose of providing outings for poor chil-

dren in the city.

A fire started in the tailor shop of J. H. Mills,

Belleville, shortly after 11 o'clock on a recent Saturday
night, but, fortunately, it was extinguished before much
damage was done.

John Campeaa, of Belleville, has been arrested on a

charge of having robbed three stores in Trenton, Barber's
dry goods store being one of those which Campeau is said

to have burglarized.

C. C. Cook, who has been conducting a general store

in Southampton, has sold his business and is succeeded

by VV. J. Cameron, of Ridgetown, but who formerly own-
ed a store in Southampton.

J. J. Randall, of Stratford, has gone to Dunnville to

assume the management of the clothing and furnishing

business formerly conducted by II. McPherson. The firm

name will be Randall & White.

The staff of A. W. Cressman, Peterborough, held their

annual outing a few days ago, w\,t.'{i about fifty members
of the sales staff joined in the trip, which was held on the

half-holiday observed weekly by the merchants in Peter-

borough.

A lire occurred in the works of the Crown Hat Co.,

Gait, doing damage to the extent of $20,000 upon which
there was insurance of $16,000. The building, which be-

longs to the town, was insured for $5,000. The origin of

the fire is a mystery.

Francis A. Farley, an employe of Parker's Dye Works,
Toronto, and formerly a clerk in the dry goods store of

T. W. Gray, Woodstock, was drowned with his young
lady companion on the Humber River, Toronto, almost in

sight of scores of other canoeists.

An attempt was made recently to burglarize a car

containing goods consigned to the Anderson Company,
St. Thomas, at Black Rock. A gang of men broke into

t he car, and were making away with dress goods when
arrested by the Buffalo police. Practically all the goods

were recovered.

The factory build ng at Iroquois, Out., formerly oc-

cupied by the Iroquois Machine Co., has been purchased

by the Dundas Linen Mills Co. They are already instat-

ing a full line of machinery and intend to manufacture
towels, towelings, tea-cloths, damask and napkins. They
will also make a specialty of putting names on towels.

Damage to the extent of $7,000 was done to the stock

of Robert Crean & Co., hat manufacturers. Toronto, on

July 24, by fire, which originated in the basement where
there was stored a quantity of straw prepared in readiness

to be woven into hats. The fire, the origin of which was a

mystery, was controlled with difficulty. The loss was
covered by insurance.

In the competition for a new neckwear factory between
Lindsay and Port Hope, the latter town won chiefly be-

cause the new concern was made an additional offer of a

loan for a term of years, as an inducement to locate in

that town. A two-storey brick building has been erected,

and the machinery is being installed. About fifty girls

•will be given employment.

The big addition to the Smallman & Ingram store,

in London, has been completed, and, with its completion,

the entire stock is being moved to this five-storey sec-

tion, and in it business will be transacted while the

original building is being rebuilt and brought to the

same height. The whole structure will be completed dur-

ing the next year, and it will then be one of the largest

dry goods stores in Canada.

The employes of McKen dry's store, Toronto, seem to

be possessed of an admirable spirit of generosity. On
July 21 the staff were given a holiday by the management,
the store being closed all day, and it was spent in giving

an outing to 150 of the city's needy children, to Island

Park, where they spent a delightful day, the clerks join-

ing heartily in the effort to give the little ones the time

of their lives.
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Quebec.

Walter H. Barry, Montreal, will return this month
from his usual foreign buying trip.

Sol Vineberg, of the Scottish Rubber Co., Montreal,

returns from his European trip this month.

Wm. T. Whitehead, managing director of the Mount
Royal Spinning Co., Ltd., returns this month from Europe.

Chas. Tuteur, Montreal, returns the middle of this

month from Germany, where he is on a combined busi-

ness and pleasure trip.

Early last month the premises of the Canada Lea-

ther Goods Company, St. James St., Montreal, were

considerably damaged by fire.

Mr. W. R. Matthews, with Greenshields Limited, re-

turns this month from Europe, where he has been for

several weeks in the interests of his firm.

F. Cooper, of Roulter, Waugh & Co., Montreal, re-

turns the middle of this month from an European pleas-

ure trip. Mrs. Cooper accompanied him.

The head office of the Mount Royal Spinning Co.

moved the first of this month from the Coristine Building,

Montreal, to their factory at Cote St. Paul.

Geo. Milligan, of Debenhams (Canada) Limited, Mon-

treal, returns from England at the end of this month,

where he has been paying his semi-annual visit to that

market.

The American Silk Waist Co., Montreal, is now oc-

cupying enlarged premises at 10 St. Peter Street, re-

moving the first of this month from 30 St. George St.

Their total floor space is 9,000 square feet.

Belding, Paul & Co., Ltd., Montreal, have issued a new
price list to the trade, and reductions from five to ten per

cent, are made in some lines of spool silks and tailors'

silks. The new price list takes effect the first of this

month.

H. Gagen and F. F. Edwardson, representatives of

Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woolen System Co., Ltd., Mon-

treal, leave for the western provinces, and" the eastern

provinces and Ontario, respectively, the first week in

September.

Several buyers and managers of departments for

Greenshields Limited, Montreal, are now in European

markets. Among them are Geo. Kent, dress goods ; H.

Walker, smallwares ; W. Cook, wash goods, and G. H.

Shaw, silks.

The W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., have opened a factory in

Montreal, for the manufacture of ladies' blouses, etc.,

under the style of the Invader Waist Factory, at 225

Notre Dame Street West. H. C. Strachan is the man-

ager of this department.

H. W. Stevens, of the Semi-Ready Company, Mon-
treal, sailed last month for England, where this firm has

arranged to open a branch office and warehouse, and to

maintain a resident representative to look after their

affairs. Mr. Stevens will have his headquarters in Brad-

ford.

On July 27th one of the factories of the Montreal

Waterproof Co., Papineau Avenue, Montreal, was struck

by lightning, and considerable damage was done. The
loss is covered by insurance. There will be no interfer-

ence with business, as the factory adjoining has been fit-

ted up, and will provide adequate facilities.

W. T. Ritch, the general representative in Canada of

J. &' N. Philips, Manchester, Eng., was seen by The Re-
view in Montreal just previous to his sailing for Eng-
land. Mr. Ritch had completed a trip through the far
western provinces, and his investigations proved to him
that the entire west has a magnificent future. His minute
knowledge of dry goods and world-wide market conditions
is appreciated by many buyers. He returns to Canada
about September 1st.

*

The East.

Miss Christie has opened at Sydney, N.S., a 5, 10, 15
and 25-eent novelty store.

The dry goods stores in St. John, N.B., close one after-
noon each week, but on the evening preceding they re-
main open until 10 o'clock.

Harvey C. Yuill, a member of H. W. Yuill & Co., dry
goods merchants, Truro, N.S., was married a few weeks
ago to Miss Daisy Chaise, Kentville, N.S.

Roop & Co. have opened a new men's furnishings store
in Truro, N.S., the manager of which is Frank Roop,
formerly with A. Kirk & Co., Antigonish.

Scovil Bros, have sold the North End branch of Oak
Hall, St. John, N.B., to C. C. Flewelling, who has been
conducting a men's furnishings store in the same city,
and which he will still continue.

The West,

J. M. Closson, general merchant, Pense, Sask., has sold
his business to W. C. Thorburn, of Broadview, and the
latter will take possession at once.

David Randall, manager of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's store at Kenora, has been appointed manager of
•the store at Portage la Prairie, succeeding Mr. Marlatt.

A four-storey warehouse building is being erected in
Winnipeg for the Northern Shirt Co. The new structure
will contain 26,000 square feet of floor space, and will cost
$45,000.

A burglar who had entered the clothing store of John-
son & Waggett, Fernie, B.C., and who had stolen three
suits of clothes, was later arrested in the act of burglariz-
ing a hardware store in the same town.

The wool growers of Southern Alberta have formed
themselves into an association, and at a meeting held re-
cently reports were presented showing that 400,000 pounds
represented the product this year from the 50,000 sheep
and lambs owned by the members. It was decided to hold
the wool for higher prices, twelve or thirteen cents being
expected.

The T. Eaton Company last month celebrated the
third anniversary of the store 's opening in Winnipeg. On
the day on which this inauguration was celebrated the
business is said to have reached a record. At the start
600 employes comprised the staff, now there are 1,800.
The store was decorated, but it is stated that the decora-
tive scheme was less ambitious than that of other years.
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Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

From this Illustration published in May Dry Goods Review an Owen Sound Merchant got an Idea which Proved very Profitable
to Him. The "Apron Length" Card is Seen Indistinctly in the Lower Left Hand Corner.

If The Review doesn't in one form or another help

you to save money or to make money, it isn't much use

to you is it ? That is just what it does, though. Dur-

ing this month an Owen Sound merchant told the writer

that in one illustration published in this paper he gained

an idea which when he had carried it out earned for him

a good deal more than the price of his subscription for

five years. Ten dollars profit from one idea is in the

venacular of the street, "going some."

This merchant saw an illustrat'on of the interior of

Crompton's store, Brantford, and noticed in it what
many readers would have passed by, a card bearing these

two words, "Apron Lengths." The idea was that ging-

ham was cut into apron lengths and sold at so much a

length, instead of by the yard, as is the usual way. The

Owen Sound merchant tried it, and the idea worked well;

his customers liked buying their apron material by the

length. It suggested, too, a further application of the

same idea. Material for corset covers, ribbon and em-
broidery was cut up in the same way, done up neatly,

and sold at a price for the material with which to make
the garment. This proved even more popular than the

apron length! idea, and a splendid business was done in

the unmade corset covers.

The Review has received a large number of compli-
ments on the excellence of the July Special Fall issue.

Features which proved most attractive and helpful were
those of a practical nature, dealing with problems of

store management, and the fashion forecasts, those deal-

ing with styles for Spring, 1009, having aroused great

interest among the trade. The Review is spending a lot

of money to give its readers the very latest information

on styles and market conditions, and believes that these

efforts are appreciated, 'the number of new subscriptions

received during the last few months furnishing further

evidence of this fact.

The cover design of this issue of The Dry Goods Re-
\iew is, we believe, one of the most effective that has
ever been used. It represents the new directoire gown
in the beautiful modified type, the one which will exert

the greatest influence on Canadian styles during the next
few seasons. The gown was photographed for The Re-

view on a living model in Paris, and it is through the

medium of this paper that the trade in Canada is given

the first authoritative information concerning this new
and interesting style tendency. Prints of this cover are

being mailed separately to every subscriber, with the

suggestion that it be used in a dress goods Window dis-

play of Fall materials. The color, peacock blue, prom-
ises to develop considerable strength during the coming
season.

*

The much-talked-of directoire gown has made its ap-
pearance in Canadian stores. Last month the T. Eaton
Company displayed on living models in the Toronto store

three of these gowns, and photographs, with descriptions
of them are given in this issue of The Review. This ar-

ticle should prove decidedly interesting to Review read-
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KNOWN ALL OVER CANADA

The ELITE Garment

ELITE GARMENTS will satisfy your

customers, hold your trade, and make

good profits.

Our travellers are showing Fall samples

of popular and medium-priced Ladies
1

and Men's Raincoats, Ladies' Fall

Coats, Men's Overcoats.

See our traveller's samples, or call when

in the city.

The MONTREAL WATERPROOF CLOTHING CO,

Papineau Avenue,

MONTREAL

The largest and oldest manufacturers in Canada.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Ready-to-Wear Garment Department

Fall Waists.

With a big suit season promised it is evident that a

good business will be done in separate waists. Orders so

far have been fair, but manufacturers are anticipating a

great many late orders, and feel sure that a large Fall

trade will be done. For various reasons, Fall orders are

being delayed as late as possible.

Manufacturers now are concentrating their attention

on goods for Fall delivery. Some report that they are

still receiving repeat orders on white lawn blouses for

immediate delivery. Retailers seem to be doing a good

business during the July and August sales, and some re-

port that they have not found it necessary to cut prices

to any extent. This is due to the fact that manufacturers

did the cutting, which enabled retailers to sell the goods

at a low figure, and yet realize a profit on the sales.

Manufacturers are giving a great deal of attention to

the fancy net blouses. Brussels nets are employed most

extensively, and a greater variety of styles in these net

blouses are being shown than ever before. Formerly the

net blouse has been confined to the dressy styles, but this

season a great deal of attention is being given to the

plain tailored models. From these the styles range

through the moderately trimmed to the extremely elabor-

ate styles. In nearly all cases the Gibson effect is intro-

duced, giving the wide sloping shoulders.

Some very handsome combinations of Brussels and filet

nets are used, to good advantage, and a great deal of in-

sertion, edgings and medallions are employed as trim-

mings. Tucks, shirrings, and silk pipings are effectively

introduced. Some use is made of colored trimming bands,

and many of the blouses have touches of gilt introduced

in different ways. Soutache and other fancy braids are

sometimes used, and a few of the high priced waists show
a bertha of silk or velvet.

Very few dead white nets are seen, ivory, butter color,

ecru and black being the popular colors. A lighter shade

of ecru than was fashionable last year is best, and a great

deal of this is sure to be called for. Butter color prom-

ises to be extremely good. In New York the colored

striped nets are expected to take well for Fall wear, but

as yet there has been no call for them here.

Nearly all of the high-class waists show the Directoire

influence. Very long, close-fitting sleeves reaching well

over the hand, the lower edge terminating in a point on

the back of the hand. It is generally finished with a

niching or a frill of narrow lace. Many of these long

sleeves are shirred vertically from the shoulder to the

deep cuff, at least, on the outside of the arm, and have a

frill of narrow lace along the line of shirring. These

frills are also seen on the body of the blouse, correspond-

ing with the sleeves. Some of the long sleeves have the

deep cuff, reaching from the elbow to the wrist. A great

many blouses, however, have the three-quarter sleeve.

Collars are of the Gibson style, very high, and well

boned. A wide niching finishes the upper edge.

Ivory messaline, elaborately trimmed, is a favorite

among the fancy blouses for Fall, and a considerable all-

over lace is used, though not to such an extent as the

nets.

Taffeta blouses are strictly tailored, with long sleeves,

mannish cuffs, the high Gibson collar, and are fastened

at the front. Flannel blouses will be in fair demand, and

are in the plain tailored effects.

Suits and Costumes.

It is an established certainty that the coming Fall

will be a suit season, and with this knowledge of the

future styles, manufacturers have been busy with the

Fall costumes, which display an immense amount of

variety. Cost nines for the coming season will suit every

Tailored Style in Fancy Leno Luster, Open Front.
Cream Black Navy Cardinal.

taste, because the styles comprise all varieties, from the

extremely plain tailor-made to t he elaborately made cos-

tume, and are all in good style.

Staple goods, which, of course, will be the most in

demand for general wear, the plain effects being best.

These costumes have the Prince Chap coat, semi-fitting,

or really three-quarter fitted, as the new coats are closer

than the semi-fitted styles. They are usually three-quarter

length, and are trimmed with self-strapping. Striped

suits have the bias strapping, which is extremely effective,

making a very neat trimming. Self-covered buttons are

used. Sleeves are a little smaller but show no decided

change from the styles of the Summer. The small neat

coat collar and lapels are seen on these coats. Skirts

for these suits are plain gored circular, made with many
gores. Many of them are without trimming of any kind,
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and some have self-strapping. A great deal of the half-

iiicli strapping is used. This seems to be taking the

place of wider folds, and is employed very effectively.

• Among the garments for the high-class and novelty

trade, the Directoire influence has decided effect. The

small vest of fancy material, sometimes Persian em-

broidery, striped velvet, or other contrasting material

is often seen. Coats are given the slashed effect, by

means of stain trimmings, and some are left open at the

seams. They are in many cases cut away at the front,

sometimes from above the waist line, while the back is

long. On a few of the novelty coats, the Incroyable

revers are seen, in combination with the high or military

collar. A few of these collars close at the front, but the

majority stop at the sides of the neck, leaving the front

open.

Novelty is introduced by the uneven length of the

pieces of the coat in some instances, the back being

longer than the side pieces, etc. The pointed front is

often seen, and when a coat of this style is worn with a

Ecru Net Waist, Cluny Trimming.

plain gored skirt, it gives the effect of the graduated

fold on the skirt without the heavy appearance. A great

deal of satin is used. Black is used on blue, but in many
cases, particularly the browns, self-color is used. But-

tons have a prominent place among trimmings.

Skirts also show the Directoire influence. They are

close fitting, and in the dressier suits are long. Walk-

ing suits are still short. Satin trimmings are occasion-

ally used to give the slashed appearance, and the one-

piece skirt effect is also given by the use of buttons,

at the side-front seam, though the skirt, in reality, opens

at the back. Narrow satin bands are used for trim-

ming the skirts and a great deal of use is made of satin

pipings. Striped velvet is also a new feature.

Blue is the popular color, royal and navy shades,

being the big sellers. Peacock blue is the novelty shade,

but it is not expected that this will be really strong until

next Spring. Taupe is popular in the high-class goods.

Beige and the wood browns are fashionable colors and

green will be strong. A good shade of green is between

olive and nile. Blaek is coming in strong. Copper is an-

other color which gives evidence of becoming very popu-

lar.

Shadow stripe materials are in active demand for

suits, also the two or three-toned stripes. Plain mate-

rials will be in strong request. Checks are callei for,

it is believed that these will be very good. Indications

are that men's light-weight suitings are to be used for

ladies' costumes. These in the greys, with a touch of

color, are the best. These suitings will be worn for

half-mourning.

The Fall Buying.

During the past month many merchants visited the

Montreal and Toronto markets and completed Fall pur-

chases of ready-to-wear garments. A fair amount of

goods has been sold and a good business is being done in

staple linys, the plain tailor-mades, on rather severe

lines. Novelty stuff has been selling well. Buying was
delayed as long as possible, and merchants are becoming
aware of the fact that if they desire to get anything like

prompt shipment of orders they must buy at once.

With the opening of the Toronto Exhibition, and the

usual influx of visitors to that city, there will be a great

many merchants who will visit the city for a two-fold

purpose, to attend the Exhibition, and to complete Fail

purchases. Manufacturers, and wholesalers are prepar-

ing to make the most of this, and are arranging to display

samples, and to do a good business at that time. Not
only are Toronto firms planning to profit by this but

many Montreal houses are going to show samples in

Toronto in order to secure their share of the trade. It

is expected that many merchants visiting Toronto at that

time will also include Montreal.

X

Showerproofs and Motor Garments.

Business in shower proofs and rubberized garments
is in a healthy condition. Orders for Fall delivery are

good, and merchants are buying with the idea of keeping-

stocks well assorted for the beginning of the Fall trade.

Summer business has been good, especially in the towns

where there are tourists. Retailers report that the rub-

berized silk garments have proved good sellers, and manu-
facturers are giving them a great deal of attention, with

the idea of improving them, and bringing them up to

the highest standard of quality as the low lines are sold

without a guarantee on their part.

Fall Coats.

With every indication pointing to a big suit season

in the fair-sized towns, it is not expected that the separ-

ate coat season will be so heavy as it would otherwise

be. However, a fair amount of business has been done,

considering the run on costumes. Some extremely hand-

some coats are shown for Fall and Winter. Semi-fitting

and tight are the proper styles for the coming season,

with a few loose coats of superior material and make
for elderly ladies, who cannot wear a tight coat.

The best coats are plainly tailored, neat effects, about

seven-eighths lengths. Sleeves are rather smaller than

they have been. Some of the coats, which are more in

the novelty class, show the large arm eye effect given

by strappings of self materials, put in such a manner

as to suggest the large opening for the sleeve, which is.
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in reality, the regulation size. This effect is what is

called the dumb bell sleeve.

Many of the new coats are trimmed over the hips

with self-strappings. A unique style is the suit coal,

which gives the effect of a short coat and skirt.

Coats of Caracul are in fair demand, principally the

short fancy jackets. These are made up on the lines of

a fur coat, being trimmed and lined in the same manner.

This material requires perfect workmanship to produce

the smart stylish appearance, as the caracul does not

admit of pressing, consequently the cut must be perfect.

A few motor coats of Caracul are called for.

Separate Skirts.

Separate skirts are much on the same principle of

(lie suit skirts. The circular gored skirts will be extreme-

ly fashionable for Fall, those from nine to nineteen gores

being best. They are made close around the hips, and

while there is considerable flare in the latest skirts, they

do not seem to be quite, so wide as those made earlier in

the season. Some of them are in the sheath effects trim-

med with buttons at side of the front gore. While open-

ing at the back, many skirts have a row of buttons and

simulated buttonhohs at the left of the front, giving the

idea of a skirt in one piece, buttoned at the side-front.

Straight folds around the skirt seem to be going out

of favor rapidly, and instead narrow straps of self-mate-

rial are stitched on to the skirt, a number of them being

used. Occasionally these strappings are used vertically,

as well as horizontally, on the same skirt, but the majority

are trimmed only horizontally.

One skirt made to give the sheath effect, had a fold

starting at the waist at the left side, and carried across

the front of the skirt towards the bottom, reaching around

the back, and terminating at the hem on the left side.

Three very large buttons were placed near the top of the

skirt, where the fold began.

The tunic effects seem to be popular among the separ-

ate skirts. A good design has the pointed tunic effect

front and back, and gives the idea of being opened a

couple of inches at each side over a plain skirt of the

same material trimmed with horizontal satin folds.

A few of the skirts are pleated, and are trimmed with

silk and satin.

Whitewear.

Travelers are out now with whitewear for the January
sales, for, in spite of the setback this Spring, January
sales will still be held, as they afford in the larger centres

a means interesting the buying public and bringing them
into the stores at a time when trade would otherwise be

very flat.

Stocks of whitewear in the hands of the retail trade

are poorly assorted, and as since the hot weather set in

sales have much improved, they are beginning to run
down. Travelers, therefore, have received some fairly

large orders and activity is becoming the rule in the fac-

tories.

Designers have done some good work and the new
lines show some attractive models. As it has been before

stated, it is rather the garments that have gained in value

than prices that have lowered. Nevertheless, the January
sales will see some good models that are sure to sell

freely. The Review was shown a line of embroidery

trimmed underskirts that were wonderful value for the

money. An underskirt that looks like a seller had a deep

flounce of lawn put on with a beading through which a

ribbon was threaded. There was a three-inch hem on the

flounce, above which was a band of pretty embroidery.

The materials were good, and as the skirt could be retailed

at a popular price this model was one that would command
attention.

More careful cutting and shaping has now to be the

rule. In underskirts there is not so much flare at the foot,

while the top of the skirt must be cut to fit smoothly, and
with as few pleats or gathers as possible. The tendency

in materials is to use soft cottons nainsooks, lawns and
batistes, etc. Many of the skirts have the flounce of lawn.

Lace is freely used, particularly on the cheaper lines of

underskirts, but embroidery is much more favored for the

better priced goods. There is a 'tendency towards simplic-

ity, and this tendency is most marked in high-priced

skirts. Just a flounce of deep, but fine and handsome em-
broidery put on with a wide beading through which a rib-

bon is threaded is a favorite style.

There is a growing demand for white ribbon for

threading through "headings. Next in favor comes pink.

White Net Waist, in Surplice Effect, Mousquetaire Sleeve, Trimmings
of Lace, and Black and White Striped Taffeta — Manufactured

by the Opera Silk Waist Co., Montreal.

but it is a pale shade that is favored. Pale mauve is also

good, sky being a little out of the running this year.

In drawers the same tendencies are at work, and the

old style gathered and banded shape is giving way to the

circular cut. and darted models that do not add bulk

around the waist and hips. This applies to even the cheap

article, for this shape is now put on the market in all but

the very cheapest lines. One firm that owns the Canadian

patent for a good shape on this class, finds this season

that they are a large part of every order.

For the same cause combinations are going to be good

sellers, and the manufacturers are finding the demand
better than ever for all kinds, that is, for corset cover and

drawers, corset cover and skirt, and for the three com-

bined.

The Butterfly is the latest gown shape, and promises

fairly well in high grade gowns. The majority of gown
styles are of the slip-on model, and sleeves are short and

full. High-priced garments are very elaborate.

The Butterfly style has developed prettily in dressing

jackets and there are some wonderfully good models of

this kind shown.
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Besides the usual Valenciennes, Torchons, imitation

Maltese and Cluny, Irish crochet is used on some models.

Embroideries are very handsome and bands are freely

used. Blind patterns are good and there is much eyelet

and broderie Anglaise. Most manufacturers make even

moderate priced garments in sets—that is skirt, drawers,

gown and corset cover will be trimmed to match and can

be sold either by the set or separately.

Garment Manufacturers Protest.

Canadian garment manufacturers are taking active

steps to bring before the proper Government officials

what they consider the dumping of all classes of American
made garments into the Canadian market. During the

season just closing the condition of American markets

has caused manufacturers there to look toward Canada
even more actively, and it is contended that goods have

been slaughtered in order to secure an outlet.

All classes of Montreal garment manufacturers intend

holding a meeting on Wednesday, August 5th, • and it is

expected that upon the same date a meeting will be held

in Toronto. It is not only manufacturers of coats, suits

and skirts who are affected, but waist and whitewear

manufacturers and many other lines.

Canadian manufacturers do not contend that the

dumping clause has always been evaded, as goods have

been sold in New York at the same prices as they are sold

in Canada, and that protects the American manufacturers.

It is thought that the Canadian manufacturers will ask

that proper appraisers be appointed who will judge goods

at their value, not at the invoice price. If this were done

the 35 per cent, duty upon proper valuation would protect

the Canadian factories.

The meeting of Canadian manufacturers does not by

any means show that this industry is not nourishing, as

it is a growing one. Troubles like Canadian firms are

now passing through serve to illustrate the necessity of a

well organized Canadian Garment Association, which will

promptly bring before the Government their just causes.

An association would also be beneficial in many other

ways.

Corsets.

When recently Eaton's showed Directoire gowns upon
living models, The Review was given the privilege of ex-

amining the corsets that gave the proper figure for these

gowns. For after all, nowadays, figure is always largely

a matter of corset. These corsets were imported models,

one being from Paris,and the others from New York. The
fact, however, that had most significance was that these

models were taken from the regular stock. This does not

mean that Directoire gowns are being worn in Toronto,

but that with the fashionable trade the high-waisted Em-
pire gown has taken such a hold that there is a call for

the special style corsets, and that they have to be kept in

stock.

For after all the Directoire is only another form of

the Empire type—both being derived from the same
source, and 18th century revivals and adaptations of

classic dress. This points to what will happen to the

modern Directoire gown, viz., that it will be modified and
adapted to present needs.

The corsets shown were from IS to 22 inches long at

the back. In fact, the back was longer than the front.

The French corset did not by comparison seem to be long

in front, it being cut away in front so as to permit the

wearer sitting down with some degree of comfort. The
bust of the new corset is cut much lower than has been

the case with late models. In fact, there is no anxiety

about the fit here, nor in the waist. The whole of the

manufacturers' skill is concentrated upon the effort to

produce the slender hip effect to efface the hips, in fact,

as much as possible. This will be no easy task, it must be

confessed, with many figures. Therefore the skirt is cut

very long, particularly at the back, and the hips are given

a long sloping line 'that brings the waist line up high

under the bust. The skirt is held firmly down by sup-

porters; in short, it is a straight up and down shapeless

figure that is aimed at.

Just how lenient a store should be in the matter of

returns is a subject for some disagreement in the trade.

Undoubtedly "money back if not satisfied," and "no
trouble to exchange," is the rule in the up-to-date store.

There are some transactions that even the most progres-

sive stores will not stand for, for the protection of their

customers, as well as to guard against loss to themselves.

It is hardly creditable that corsets that have plainly

and evidently been worn are with fair frequency presented

for return, but such, heads of departments say, is the case,

and here even the most liberal trading policy must draw
the line if only for the protection of its customers.

As other readers of The Review may have had similar

experiences, how a case was successfully combatted may
be of interest.

A lady returned a pair of corsets that had evidently

been worn, and asked for a refund. It was explained to

her that as they had been worn it was not possible to put

them back into stock, and that for sanitary reasons they

could not be sold to another customer. The lady went
away taking the corsets. The next day "hubby" comes

along, fire in his eye, and threatening all kinds of pains

and penalties.

At that moment one of Canada's new elements of for-

eign population that had as yet not been initiated into the

use of the bath was purchasing a> pair of corsets in the

department. "How would you like your wife to put on

a pair of corsets that had been worn by that woman for

a day?" he was quietly asked. "Oh, but there is a differ-

ence," said the man. "Not any," said the department

head. "If I took your wife's corsets back after a day's

wear I should have to do it for any one, and I should

have to sell them, too." This was a new idea, and one

that worked. No more was said, and the corsets were

carried home.

Now that salesman stood up for his rights and his

department did not lose a customer.

Value of a Celebration.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Chatham, Aug. 1.—Chatham inaugurated last month

—July—with a Dominion Day celebration that was a

hummer. The weather was favorable, big crowds were

in town, and there was an excellent program of attrac-

tions, including trade, calithumpian and torchlight pro-

cessions, aquatic and field sports, and many other fea-

tures.

The question, "Does it pay?" so often asked in con-

nection with a celebration of this kind, is fairly answered

by the fact that, following the winding-up of the recent

celebration, a committee was appointed with a view to

making the fitting observance of Canada's natal day a

permanent thing.

Incidentally, it is of interest to observe that all three

prizes for best dressed store windows were won by mem-
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Buy LAURENTIAN ^//mml//in^ Whitewear Now

For EARLY Delivery

The choicest and latest styles of Whitewear "LAURENTIAN" means satisfaction in

for next season are now in our salesmen's cut, finish, style. It's the whitewear that has

hands. made good in many leading stores.

Be Wise—Buy Now.

Note the new Combination Garments.

Laurentian Whitewear Co. - Levis, Que.

Montreal Office: Eastern Townships: Toronto Office:

703 Mark Fisher Bldg.. Z. P. Benoit W. H. Piton 715 Empire Bldg., W. A. McArthur

Griffin Brand Garments
THE RIGHT MEDIUM PRICED

Coats Suits Skirts

GET READY FOR GOOD BUSINESS!

If you're not a customer of ours, it's to

your interest to become one.

Shall we send a man, or will you call on

us when you're in the market ?

The Empire Mfg. Co.
8 Beaver Hall Hill, - MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Early Fall Sellers
Ladies' Silk, Satin and Mercerized

Rubberized Coats

STYLE 104

All Sizes, In Plain and Fancy

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND SWATCHES

Ask to see our new Motor Coat Material.

Our Messrs. S. M. & W. Hansher will be at the

King Edward Hotel, Toronto, during

. Exhibition time.

National Rubber Go. of Canada

MONTREAL

Our Range of Ladies' Suits

is doing the business

Prices start at $12.00.

Styles are Sellers!

Now's the Time

To complete your Fall purchases
of Ladies' Coats, Suits, Skirts.

We offer for your inspection

Medium-Priced Garments that

are right in every way.

See our travellers or our
House facilities are excellent.

Dominion Cloak Mfg. Co.
Glenora Building, 324 Notre Dame St. West

Montreal

Freydberg Bros.
44-48 West 18th Street, New York

The Leading Trimmings

For Garment Manufacturers.

Satin Folds
black and colored, in all widths,

in Skinner's and other grades.

Taffeta Folds

in striped and plain, all widths,

colors and qualities.

Satin Cords and Edging's

in all colors.

Samples upon request.

Stock Carried at Canadian Branch.

Ascher Brothers,
Managers

30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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bers of the dry goods and allied trades. First prize went

to H. W. Ball & Co. second to Wm. Foreman & Co., both

dry goods linns; and the (liird to Geo. Meynell, men's

furnisher. Special mention was made of the decorations

put on by C. Austin & Co. and the North way Company.

Both H. W. Ball & Co. and C. Austin & Co. were

represented in the trades procession.

While the getting up of a celebration, including both

the general committee work, which is expected of every

merchant and the individual work in the way of store

decoration, etc., is no light matter, local merchants are

well satisfied with the results. There is fur one thing—

the consciousness of having done a patriotic service.

Furthermore, such a celebration keeps money in town.

Hitherto, on Dominion Day, the stores have closed, and

a good share of the population have gone to Detroit.

The celebration kept them in Chatham.

H. W. Ball, who was one of those who put forth

the most extensive efforts in connection with store decor-

ation etc., goes further, declaring that such a celebra-

tion afforded opportunities for advertising of which every

retailer does not avail himself.

In Mr. Ball's own case, he had his automobile de-

livery, handsomely decorated, in the trades procession,

followed by a large float, with an extensive display of

goods. This not only brought the firm's name prominent-

ly before the public, but gave them an opportunity to

advertise their July clearance sale, which opened next

day. The store front decorations, which, as noted else-

where, won first prize, served incidentally the same pur-

pose. A shade of maple boughs was built out over the

sidewalk, decorated with bunting, and illumined by Chin-

ese lanterns and a large number of red white and blue

incandescent lights.

"It is an excellent means of advertising," remarked

Mr. Ball, adding, "we would have decorated anyway, as

I think every firm should."

Co-operative Concern.

"The Dominion Co-Operative Association" is being

incorporated and organized in Toronto to establish and

operate co-operative wholesale and retail stores in that

city and suburbs and all over Canada if the undertaking

is successful. The scheme is being floated by the British-

Canadian Securities Co., a company-promotion concern,

of which Hiram Kiteley and Hugh Macdonald are joint

managers, and it is proposed to obtain a charter from the

Ontario Government.

The main office supply depot and storehouse will be

located in Toronto and the stock will be purchased in

the leading British and European markets, factories

and workshops, too, are among the aims of the associa-

tion. The capita] aimed at is $1,000,000, divided into

200,000 shares of' $5 each. There is to be no price-cutting

and business will be transacted on a cash basis. The
profits will be divided as follows: 50 per cent, as bonus

to members, 20 per cent, as dividend on capital stock,

and the remaining 30 per cent, to create a fund for the

extension of the business. Every variety of merchandise
will be handled and even real estate.

A meeting of interested parties was held on July Hi,

at which the provisional directors were elected and steps

taken to complete the organization of the association.

A. E. Howse & Co., general store, Nicola, B.C.; sold

Middlesboro branch to H. E. Forsyth.

WE ARE GETTING BUSY
By the way Reliable waists
and dresses are getting the
attention of the merchants, it

makes us feel as though we
have no risk coming.
Get in line and handle Reliable
Goods. Our tailor-made waists
and dress waists are good, and
it will be worth while for those
who are in the market to in-

spect our line, which speaks
for itself.

Those who have not tried our
mail system do so now—you
will be satisfied.

When in town look us up. It

will be to your interest.

I. MISHKIN & GO.
40 St. Antoine St. MONTREAL

3
\)Sf

ottf^ * Our Fit-any-Form Maternity Skirt
PATENTED MARCH 17. 08.

IT IS THE NECESSITY OF THE AGE!!

IT IS THE "MUST SELL" OF THE DRY GOODS BUSINESS!!!
THE ARRANGEMENT CAN BE FITTED TO ANY STYLE OR MATERIAL

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PARTICULARS.

You will do well to see our "QUIET ELEGANCE" COATS, SUITS AND SKIRTS
FOR FALL. THEY ARE THE THING.

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co., 507 St. Paul St., MONTREAL
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2Sebenf)am£ for J|obeltte£"

We beg to announce our

Fall Millinery Opening

wi11 be held on

August 31
and Following Days

We snail exhibit a most

exclusive collection or French

Models, all or wnicn are

originals ana strictly imported.

They emphasize the very

latest European fashions.

DEBENHAMS (Canada) LIMITED
18 St. Helen Street, Montreal

Early Buyers will rind our stock complete from the 10th.

T"\ "p T> T7 "VJ"H" A "\T fc? C* C^\ J
London (West )- Par>»- New York, Melbourne, Cape Town
London (City), Brussels, Boston, Sydney, Johannesburg
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The Canadian Millinery Review

New Ideas in Trimming.

Both Montreal and Toronto importing houses are an-

ticipating a heavy Fall trade, and indications point to a

busy season. From the reports of buyers abroad and

from the Paris models seen so far, the information is

gained that very large hat is supreme, some few turbans

being the only hats shown of moderate size.

The Directoire fashions are bringing a new note into

hat fashions, and, while there is much that is extreme, they

are capable of such individual modifications that will

make them charming for actual wear. The coming season

will be strongly a milliners' season, as the majority of

hats are of the made variety. Therefore it is assured that

the season will be a profitable one, as there will be a large

call for materials.

This is to be a season of mixtures in millinery, both of

materials and of colors. One of the fashionable combina-

tions of materials is velvet, and corded Ottoman silk, the

top of the hat being of the velvet, and the corded silk

being used underneath, or vice versa. This makes a

strikingly rich combination, and is sure 'to be accorded a

prominent place among the dressy hats. Beaver brims

and felt tops are good, also velvet and satin combinations.

All velvet will be in good style, and beaver strips will be

employed. A great deal of satin, due to the Directoire

vogue, will be used, and satin ribbon will have precedence

over silk and velvet. The soft weaves in ribbons in solid

colors will be chiefly used and besides the satins, soft,

bright taffetas, Ottomans and velvet ribbons will be used.

A great deal of velvet will be employed, and these will

ba in rich qualities and in light weights. The quality lias

to be rich as the velvet must be bright and lustrous, and
as light as possible, because of the size of the hat. Hats
being so large milliners will be put to every device to

make them light in weight. Crepe de chine is effectively

used as a covering material on many of the Paris pat-

terns.

Another feature that is strikingly new this season is

the large amount of soutache braid that is used. Large,

long or oval buckles placed directly in front of the hat is

also a new feature. Bandeaux are strong, sequin effects

are good, and many feather effects are seen. Other novel-

ties are bandeaux of narrow silk fringe, and of massed
leaves of narrow ribbon to represent feathers.

Gilt will be used in considerable quantity, and on the

few sailor hats worn, the gilt bands which are popular

now will be seen. Black ribbons striped with gilt will be

seen on black hats.

Ostrich was never more in vogue than at the present

time, and will be used in many ways. Clusters or pan-

aches of plumes will trim dress hats. Groups of two or

three plumes placed well to the front 'will be seen. Small

tips placed straight up will encircle the crown. Long
snake plumes and feathers placed so as to imitate a snake

plume around the hat will be used. Then there are the

feather bandeaux and other fancy effects. Feather ban-

deaux often mixed in with loops of ribbon are placed

around the high crowns.

Bush and Paradise ospreys are still fashionable. Wings
are used with feather bandeaux, sometimes being part of

the bandeaux and sometimes put in independently of

them. Wings will be extensively used, and what is known
as the wing drape will be seen a great deal. This is a

long, soft wing, which will be fastened to the crown, near
the front, and will reach around the crown to the left

side, where it will be raised above the crown in a nearly

upright position. This idea of the trimming being placed

flat across the front of the crown is a new feature of the

Fall millinery and will be seen on a great many of the

new hats. Pairs of wings will be fashionable and quills

will be worn.

Though subordinate to feathers, flowers will be used

—

possibly more extensively later. The majority seen are

very large.

*

The New Fall Colors.

The new millinery colors for the Fall of 1908 are

shown in a beautiful assortment. The colors, though soft

in tone, are brighter and clearer than those used in the

past few seasons. While suited to combinations they are

not so dead. This may be accounted for by the fact that

they will frequently be combined with black, for black is

combined with almost all colors, and even with grey. This

is a combination that is strikingly evident in the new Paris

models that have been brought to this side. Taupe is

another color that goes with the majority of the new
shades. The grey that goes under this name has a pink-

ish cast this season. Other colors are cinnamon brown,

prunelle, which comprises the new dull helios, peacock or

paon shades, vieux Rouen, and other fancy blues, Empire
green, myrtle, olive, American beauty and maple and rose-

wood. Cerise and tomato red are also used.

Black will be strongly to the fore, and black and white

will be strongly featured.

The two-color hat will be the leading effect. Thus the

crown and outer brim will be of one color or black, and

the underbrim in contrast. This was illustrated in one of

the new models by a hat of the new furrowed silk, the

crown and outer brim and trimmings being of black, and

the under brim lined with vivid Empire green. Another

hat had the brim of black velvet, with the crown of

tomato red. This hat, by the way, had one of the new
ruffs of black ostrich and pleated tomato red velvet. A
hat of Hussar blue had feathers tipped with taupe.

*

Characteristics of the New Shapes.

The new pattern hats are very large and in this respect

are quite in line with what is worn in Paris to-day. As a

matter of fact the hats sent over are more moderate in

dimensions than those Parisians are wearing, and it is ex-

tremely doubtful if the very extreme Directoire modes will

ever reach American shores. As with the much talked-of

sheath gown the strong hint has gone out to modify.

Brims are fairly large, but the crowns are enormous.

Many high crowns are seen, but the very latest models

have large, flat, low crowns. The brim seen with this

crown droops slightly and is very much wider and slightly
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Some New Paris Millinery

Small Model— Shown by D. McCall & Co.

Advance Model of Black Satin, Braided on both Crown and Brim with
Soutache. Large Fancy Buckle and Panache of Plumes — Shown

by D. McCall & Co.

Two Tone Hat, Brim of Black Velvet, Crown of Champagne Net Lace,
Champagne Plumes — Shown by D. McCall & Co.
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Wholesale Millinery

We have arranged to

hold our Grand Display

of Fall Styles week

commencing

Monday
August 31

Stock complete and ready for early buyers

Monday, August 17

The Trade Cordially Invited

The D. McCall Co., Limited
94-96-98 Wellington St. West, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Some New Paris Millinery

Photo, Felix.

Paris Hat of Furrowed Silk and Satin, Trimmed Satin Ribbon and Two
Plumes, showing New Arrangement of Plumes.

Toque from Pouyanne, Paris ; Beaver Manchon Draped in Couchee
Velvet, large Brush Osprey and Steel Ornament at the Side

— Shown by Debenhams (Canada) Ltd., Montreal.

Dress Hat from Madame Germaine, Paris; Large Velvet Shape,
Faced with Satin in the Taupe Shade, with Natural Feather

Bandeau and Wings and Folds of Couchee Velvet
— Shown by Debenhams (Canada), Ltd., Montreal.
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raised on the left side. On all these lials as on the high

crowned models, »the brim slants outward.

The new drooping brims do not round as the mush-

room shaped did but describe a straight slant. Some-

times the brim is irregular, and often they turn up sharp-

ly at the left side. This left side sharp turn is a feature

this Fall.

The head size is no larger, but the crown sets over the

brim, making it considerably wider upon the under side

than the upper.

The New Hat and Hair Dressing.

With changes in hat fashions the style of dressing the

hair is changing. Not that it is any less elaborate. In-

stead of the high pompadour and the hair dressed high

The Montreal Market.

A feature of the hats this year is the two-piece hats,

the crown separate from the brim, so that the milliner lias

an opportunity of using a crown of one material or

shade, and the brim of another. This is decidedly a de-

sirable feature, as there seems to be a great many hats of

contrasting materials and shades. Buyers are shown these

separate crowns and brims, and can buy them as he

chooses, I'm- combining afterwards. Turbans, too, are

shown in a new form, on the same principle, though they

are in only one piece. They are really only a bandeau,

the top which is to be filled in with velvet silk, felt strips,

or whatever may be desired, so that the fashionable hal

of two materials may be obtained.

In the large hats the broad brim is turned up at the

left side, some times quite sharply, and on other hats

Millinery Department in Store of the Northway Company, Chatham.

on the head it is now worn low on the head with an enorm-

ous knot, curls and puffs at the back. The new hats have

no bandeaux, and are set flat on the head. The extreme

Directoire hat buries the upper part of the head in an

anything but pleasing manner.

Poke Bonnets.

The old coal scuttle—the old poke bonnet, has been

revived in Paris and London dining the last Summer.
The first use made of this style was for motor head gear.

These were of crepe de chine, shirred and lace trimmed,

and proved so fetching that their vogue extended and
several fair wearers appeared upon the streets and at

many of the society events in their quaint old-time head-

gear.

Whether this is the beginning of the revival of the

poke is a moot point, but their use seems to be assured
for motor wear, for they are the most usful as well as the

most becoming headgear that has yet been devised.

does not turn up with such a sharp curve. In most in-

stances the right side 'turns down slightly. Hats rather

on the mushroom order seem to be coming in again.

Crowns are very large, the majority being larger at

the bottom than at the top. Some in this shape are ex-

tremely large, and spread out well over the brim. Dome
crowns are also in good style, and the square crowns are

fashionable.

Large Hats in Paris.

Hats are so large in Paris that the Municipal Council

has issued regulations against the annoying of spectators.

This order is the outcome of the wearing of enormous
Directoire hats now in vogue. The wearing of these big

chapeaux at the theatres and other places of amusement
has been the cause of endless complaint. Therefore the

Municipal Council has put in force the following order:

"It is forbidden to annoy spectators by the wearing of

hats of unreasonable dimensions." Now it is up to the

authorities to define just what size hats must be to be of

"unreasonable dimensions."
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Your

Millinery Silks

should be selected from what is admittedly the

best stock or these goods in Canada.

The millinery buyer is cordially invited to

visit our warehouse and examine our showing.

K. Ishikawa & Co.
Manufacturers ana Importers

24Wellington St.W.

Xo r o n t o

csrry&&)
IRP.nw u n r r c r- n r CA K'*

I
Millinery |
Ribbons *

When at the Openings

kindly call and inspect

our stock of Ribbons at

dry goods prices.

Samples and Prices cheerfully

sent at all times.

ASK THE GIRL
Who has (he Embroidery

Materials to test

MARTHA
WASHINGTON

AND

DOLLY
MADISON

! the Spring.) Pat. June 21, 04.

EMBROIDERY HOOPS
The double-action Spring will cause the Hoops to adjust themselves to

any weight fabric. The materials will lie held at just the correct tension.
No tangled or broken silk from catching on the Spring. Hoop just as

serviceable if used one or one hundred weeks.

THE MARTHA WASHINGTON
Round in 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 inches diameter.

THE DOLLY MADISON
Oval, 41 j 9 and 9 x 12 inches.

We also make a full line of both FELT and PLAIN Hoops, also DARN-
ING LASTS. You make greatest profit on these Hoops. We will send
sample of each free for the asking. We stand behind every Hoop we sell.

The Reinhart Varieties Co.
CANTON, OHIO
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Advance Paris Millinery—Displays Indicate New Styles

Coming Season Promises to be Profitable One for Milliners —Large Hats With Wealth

of Trimming to be Worn — Directoire Period Influencing all Present Styles.

Staff Correspondence.

New York, July 26.—During the week several of the

importing houses have held their first millinery opening,

although as yet there are comparatively few buyers in

town. The houses are preparing for and expecting a big

season. The new hats are costly affairs requiring many
and varied combinations of materials in goodly quanti-

ties, for be it known that the reign of the large hat is

by no means at an end.

Experience has taught me that the first importations

are of doubtful value. Usually the quest of change and

novelty results in a freakish collection, but this season

the hats seem to be of greater value since, compared with

those that have gone before, they do not appear startling,

that is, not unusually so. There are great things ex-

pected in the feather trade, as all indications point to

quantities of ostrich, in the richest and most exagger-

ated forms. Cockades, military pompons and sweeping

willow plumes are the leaders. Uncurled ostrich appears

to advantage on several of the models, one of taupe vel-

vet, with high crown and rolling side brim, being trim-

med directly in the front with a very high cluster of un-

Parisian Inspirations.

Advance millinery importations to New York
from Paris emphasize the fact that large hats will

be worn—brims in Pans are 34 inches across—and

feathers will be in high favor as trimming^.

Crowns are all large and bizarre in shape; all

are heavily trimmed around the crown.

The mushroom shape is by no means extinct;

exaggerated types with very high crowns being in

evidence.

Velvet will take first place as material from
which hats will be made, though satin and felt will

be used.

curled feathers of various lengths, their color being maize.

The under brim of this chic hat was faced with silk of

the same shade. Facings, particularly when of shirred

or "smocked" silk are greatly in evidence direct from Paris

where some large satin shapes of picturesque line, faced

with satin shirred generously right to the brim edge.

One hat, bent up at the right side, and of a decided

topaz brown, was faced with peacock blue satin.

Another, slightly different in contour, was of black

satin, faced with dead white. The crowns in both in-

stances were very large but hardly more than three and

a half inches high, which as crowns now go, is not ex-

treme. Certainly the crowns are the most interesting

feature of the new hats and all are large and more or less

bizarre in shape. A few medium-sized models are noted

but so heavily are they trimmed and so large of crown
are they that they are small or medium-sized only by
comparison.

In Paris a hat brirtf 34 inches across is no unusual

sight, so far we in New York have adopted a more con-

servative size, from 20 to 2fi being the average size.

There is still a noticeable tendency to trim around

the crown, leaving the brim unconhned. Brims bend in

picturesque line, upon one side, usually the left, in which

case the trimming appears on the right. There are no

bandeaux. This rule has hardly an exception. This

means also that there are no under brim decorations,

with the exception of facings and that a most elaborate

coiffure is necessary, it is necessary to pin the hair out

to the brim in practically every instance. The hair is

worn very full and not infrequently low in the neck. The

newest coiffure is "an exaggerated Psyche, made with a

braid and a complicated series of puffs, a dozen or so.

Some very clever methods of using quills are shown.

One lovely hat of leather color and black felt had a huge,

skilfully draped crown made of a felt plateau in tarn

style. Six stubby golden brown quills, arranged head

down, were caught flat to the upper edge of the crown,
so closely together that they partly overlap. The hat

was very large and the effect of the down-sweeping quilts

at the side was novel and very effective. Large wings

of all kinds and shapes, but the longer and wider the

better, are in evidence. They are mounted at exagger-

ated angles, always accentuating the height of the hat.

Feather bands, many of small and medium-sized wings,

pointing upward, appear on the models, and in the piece.

They are very warlike, resembling nothing more than an"

Indian headpiece. Wide quills are used, in variegated

colors, much in the same way. Mention has already been

made of the return to the mushroom. The drooping brim

is not a thing of the past. Exaggerated mushroom tur-

bans, with very high crowns, are being shown, made of

fancy silk braids, rather on the chrysanthemum braid

order, only of "shoe lace silk braid" in place of straw.

There are also very large mushrooms, some covered with

brocade, an idea presumably taken from the chintz and
cretonne covered hats now being worn. It is difficult to

get any material to rival velvet for a high class hat, and

it certainly looks as if in spite of the many lovely satin

shapes shown as well as the equally lovely if not as ele-

gant felt that velvet will hold its own. Whatever ma-
terial is used, the shape is invariably covered plainly,

facings being, however, shirred, or otherwise elaborated

upon. Very wide ribbons are the only kind in demand
for millinery purposes. The brocade effects are lovely.

Kibbon must, when used at all, be used with a lavish

hand. There are endless ways for it to be employed and

the ribbon houses have a decidedly expectant and satis-

fied atmosphere about them in consequence.

Personally, I have seen few flower-trimmed models,

but I hear from excellent authority that in Paris flowers

are promising well, but then we in America no longer

follow blindly where Paris leads. Flower manufacturers

have enjoyed a remarkable season and it seems only right

and fitting that the feather man should now have his day.

Ribbons we have always with us.

The Directoire period is the period from whence come
our present inspirations. The sheath skirt is still r.ho

bone of contention. They are being worn, however, by

some and will doubtless grow in favor, but hardly with

the cleft or slit in the side, unless a panel is inserted, in

which case they are very artistic. Underwear manufac-
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Early Fall Models From New York

turers will have cause for rejoicing if this style is ta- It is many a day since Dame Fashion has gone to

booed, as with the sheath skirt proper, tights are the such extremes or that the average woman has affected

only undergarment permissible, excepting, of course, the such ultra apparel, but let us give thanks and rejoice,

long habit hipped corset. for it is good for trade.
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Coming Fur Styles as Seen by a Pans Correspondent

Large Muffs Will be Worn This Winter —- Fur Promises to be Sparingly Used as Trim-

ming for Hats— Some of the Latest Fall Models Seen in French Capital Described.

Staff Correspondence.

Staff Correspondence.

Paris, France, July 25.—We have already arrived at

the season when the first of the Fall models are showing,

and furs are invariably launched before any others. Fur-

riers are again anticipating a big season and have made
great preparations for it. The new styles are extrava-

gant and often bizarre in form, following to a great ex-

tent the lines of the latest Summer creations.

For the London market caracul seems to be more in

demand than any other fur—the lower-priced seals also

are being much used, and since the fortunate reduction

(about 20 per cent.) in the price of ermine, that also is

being more liberally employed.

Parisian furriers, as indeed do most of the journis-

fective. This has for trimming a beautiful white fox roll

collar.

Another coat in the same style, double-breasted in

front, and fastened with cords over buttons of the fur,

is carried out in musquash heads, worked in the same
way. Kolonsky is another fur that is being used for

higher priced motor coats.

A good style for a short jacket is carried out in

castor loutre—this is made with an open V-shaped yoke,

just meeting in a point at the bust, ornamented on either

side with two pyramid-shaped buttons made of twisted

blue and pink cord. From the bust the jacket falls in a

straight line to the waist, where it is sharply cut away.
A double band of soutache is carried down from the front

White Liberty Cloak, made with Capuchon,
which is Fastened in Front with Parsementerie
Motifs, and at the Back, where it Does not Meet
by 4 Inches, by Two Motifs, Joined with 3 Cords.
The Square Back to the Cloak falls quite
Straight from the Neck, being cut up Sharply
from Each Side to the Bust. The Waistcoat is
of Black Mousseline-de-Soie, covered with
Black Soutache, and Finished with a Silk Ball
Fringe.

Evening Cloak in Pale Blue Mousseline-de-Soie
a Deux Etages, made with a Large Capuchon
Draped over Each Arm and Continued Down
the Back, where it is Bordered with Pointed
Lace. Trimmed with Pink Mousseline Roses.
The Upper part is Draped and Beaded, falling

in Two Loose Ends in Front and Ornamented
with Beaded Fringe.

Empire Green Cloth Costume, with High Waisted
Jacket, Ornamented with Passementerie But-
tons and Straps, Black Moire Collar and Cuffs.
The Skirt is Made in Two Pieces, the Apron,
Short in Front, Gradually Increases in Length
till it Reaches the Hem Behind. White Lace
Jabot, Collar and Cuffs.

seurs, complain of the difficulty experienced in obtaining

high prices for their goods. There seems a tendency to

make automobile coats and cloaks much shorter, thus

making them possible for walking purposes, the very long
cloaks being at the same time so voluminous, must of

necessity be very heavy.

A particularly smart model, rather shorter than three-

quarter length, is carried out in squirrel heads—each head
worked to a diamond shape and beautifully assorted as
to color—the reddish tint in each centre being very ef-

of each sleeve to meet the finish of the cut-away and

continued round the hem of the garment, which gradually

increases in length to the back. The centre back is cut

up in an inverted V. A novel note is given by means
of a draped black satin collar and tie, which are fastened

to the jacket at the back, the ends of the tie being lib-

erally ornamented with pink and blue French knots and
finished with black silk fringe that has a pink and blue

beading. The long tailor sleeves are ornamented at the

wrist with a soutache, recalling the pyramid buttons.
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The bolero is still with us, but greatly changed

; a

rather novel style in caracul is made with large fringed

revers of peau de soie, and a rather high, straight col-

lar band, which finishes suddenly at each side where the

revers begin. The bolero is made to fit the figure to the

waist and ornamented on each side with three large but-

tons, made of silk soutache. Sleeves and back are cut in

one piece, the back falling loose and in a straight line

from below the arms, reaching to 12 or 14 inches below

the waist line, finished in a double V. and ornamented

with a silk fringe and medallions. An empiecement of

the caracul covers the back underneath the loose flap,

which joins the sides of the bolero. The sleeves are

rather loose and not quite full length, ornamented at in-

tervals with scrolls of silk braid, as is also the back—
the scroll taking the form of a round head and serpent

tail.

An interesting model in seal, which is richly trimmed
with a 3-inch wide silk braid, is made with a straight

ermine collar and short square waistcoat. An empiece-

ment of the ermine is also carried from under the arms

to half the length of the skirt. The jacket itself, which

is a three-quarter length, is cut up in a point at the

front. The back is very sac and has a square effect,

which is given by the wide braid which frames it. The

front is lightly rolled back, showing a satin lining edged

with gold, black and white soutache. The sleeves widen

towards the wrist, where they are caught up on the top

of the arm in two pleats, thus showing the same sou-

tache edging inside.

An ermine paletot is also worthy of note. This is

made with white moire revers ornamented with soutache.

The back of the paletot, which is cut in one piece with

the sleeves, is about hip length at the sides, shortening

towards the back, where a narrow fan descends in a V.

at the top points of which nestle three tails. The bolero

front is richly ornamented with Irish motifs and tassels,

the motifs being made to cross over and act as fasten-

ers. The sleeve is novel, being cut in one, while the back

of it merely falls over the top of the arm till the elbow

is reached, there an under piece is added, forming a kind

of sack, in which a small slit is made for the hand to

pass through, leaving a large pouch to fall underneath.

The season is likely to be a record one for stoles and

scarfs. Muffs, too, are receiving a great deal of atten-

tion and make up in size what some may think they lack

in grace. Some of the stoles are bizarre in form and

vary in size from a small collar to a long wrap that is

almost a cloak. A beautiful model is carried out in fox

and ermine—this is very wide and about three yards

long. A double band of the fox forms each side, the cen-

tre piece being of ermine. The muff to match is made of

four double bands of the fox and three bands of ermine

arranged alternately. It measures about 50 centimetres

across the top, increasing to about 70 centimetres at the

bottom, and this is not an out-of-the-way model, many
mufis are being made this size. Another feature is their

extreme pliability, which is very noticeable in a petit-

gris model. The squirrel is most successfully worked to

imitate sable ; the muff itself is oblong, each end being

finished with a double frill of brown satin, very full, each

frill edged with a narrow band of fur. The length from

frill to frill is just one metre. A brown satin ribbon is

run through the lining at the top, which is used to draw
the muff up. This can be tight or loose, according to the

taste of the owner.

The models of furs were seen at Laxton & Cie, 20 Rue

Louis le Grand.

Francois& Co.
(of Paris)

92 Wood Street

London, E.C.

High-Class

Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Felts Etc.

French Blouses and

Robes

Chas. N. Morris
40-41 Gt. Castle St. W. & C^O.

LONDON, ENG.

WEST END
SPECIALTYHOUSE

for

Lace Novelties

Smart Blouses

and Costumes
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WOMAN ASKS FOR

STYLE
^ And Ladies' Wear, Limited, is

really the home of Style in Ladies* Neck-

wear.

tj We don't ask you to believe this just be-

cause we say so ; but because the range of

dainty, exclusive goods our salesmen are

showing you, are indisputable proof of the

fact.

<fl
What makes Neckwear stylish ?

€J It is that quality in design, execution and

excellence of material which appeals to the

taste and opens the purses of the leaders

of fashion in any locality.

fl Actual results in repeated sales over the

counter prove beyond question that the goods

manufactured by Ladies' Wear, Limited, in-

variably carry the day with Leaders of Fashion.

LADIES' WEAR, Limited
58 & 64 Wellington St. W.TORONTO

Prospects of Fall Trade were

never more promising, thus

making it advisable to order

goods early.
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The $1,000.00 Prize Contest

Will remain open until August 15th

A S a great many merchants have de-

* > clared that the time limit of our great

Prize Contest, which was to close June 1st,

would p re vc n t

their taking part,

we have decided

to extend the time

to August 1 5th,

1908. All adver-

tisements and all

photos of window

displays must be

in our hands not

later than August

15th. This competition is open to all Mer-

chants, Clerks, Window Dressers and Ad-

Writers in Canadian stores in which the

"Carter" and the " Wilkinson " hats are

sold.

ADVERTISING CONTEST.

1st Prize $150.00 in Cash

2nd Prize 100.00 "

3rd Prize 75.00 "

4th Prize 50.00"

5th Prize 25.00 "

5 Prizes of $10. 00 each.

10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

Vancouver

Winnipeg

Toronto

Each Advertisement must be clipped

from the newspaper in which it appeared

and must he accompanied by a letter con-

taining the name

and address of the

competitor. Each

photo must be

signed, on the back,

with the name, ad-

dress and business

of the firm, or per-

son, entering same.

The Advertise-

ments and Window

Displays must advertise the "Carter"

or the "Wilkinson" hats or both. You

may submit as many Advertisements or

Photos as you wish. Proof sheet of free

cuts on request.

WINDOW DRESSING CONTEST

1st Prize $150.00 in Cash

2nd Prize 100.00" "

3rd Prize - 75.00 " "

4th Prize 50.00 " "

5th Prize 25.00 " "

5 Prizes of $10.00 each.

10 Prizes of $5.00 each.

Making 20 prizes in all.

Ottawa

Montreal

St. John, N.B.
vLIMl VKE>.

WHOLESALE DIVISION

Head Office and Factory, Quebec, Que.

When writing advertisers please mention The Reviezv
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

"Boardwalk" Styles and Their Effect on Men's Apparel

Feature of the Fashions Exemplified at Atlantic City is the Quiet Tone of the

Clothing— This Tendency Will be Reflected in Canada During Coming Season.

There is a certain section—a considerable section, at

that—of the men's fashions in Canada affected directh

by the styles which dominate in the American cities. In

Canada we adopt, with such modifications as are deemed
advisable, having in view the more conservative tenden-

cies of the average Canadian man, the styles prevailing

in the United States.

With this fact in mind it may be illuminative to those

interested in the coming- styles for men to learn some-
thing of the tendencies in dress for the masculine wearer,

as exemplified on the "Boardwalk" at Atlantic City,

possibly the foremost resort in America.

A writer in the Chicago Apparel Gazette, referring to

men's styles as seen there, says that the most striking

thing about them is their unusually low tone, and adds

that not for many years has the dressing of the men there
been so quiet. This is new note for the City by the Sea

and is taken as significant, since it suggests that the in-

nate refinement of the men of the new continent will al-

ways, in the last reckoning, prevent his doing anything
entirely gauche.

Where Do Browns Go ?

Speaking generally, suits of blue and black serge, the

dark striped outing flannels and worsteds, predominate. In

fact, nearly all of the men are wearing grey by day and
the dark blues after sundown. The only variant at all

"frequent" is the greervgrey, which seems to be the only

one of the newer shades of cloth that has met with mi-
lord's approval this Summer. There is scarcely a brown
suit to be seen outside the "Bowery." Is not this very
significant ? It begins to look as if young America was
not taking kindly to brown. One cannot help wondering
who is wearing the wonderful browns with which the
metropolitan shops are filled. They are certainly not.

being worn in New York. The man on the street appears
as heretofore, attired in grey or blue. This, of course,
might be explained by the supposition that he is weariner
his last Summer's suit to business this season. But how
about his new suit ? Surely, of a Sunday, in Atlantic
City, when everyone is particularly "endimanche," and
prone to wear his newest togs, it was to be expected
that there would be enough browns in evidence to make
a new note in the familiar blue and grey picture ? Not
at all. There are practically no browns to be seen on
the Boardwalk, wherever else they may be in vogue. The
unprejudiced observer cannot but note that the much-
heralded brown season is not an accomplished fact.

The coats most worn are single-breasted sacks, cut

a trifle shorter than those of last Winter, shaped in at

the waist, no vents, and low rolling, step-notched collar,

buttoning with three buttons, or, less frequently, with
two buttons. The styles are extremely conservative and

quite devoid of fancy touches. Usually the coat is made
without a cuff, or else with a plain French cuff. Every-

where the utmost simplicity is the characteristic note.

The elaborate cuffs, slanting pocl ets, "nests" of buttons,

and the like, are rarely to be seen.

The Sensible Fashion.

Striped cloths of all kinds are nore worn than plain,

while checks and plaids would seem to be generally avoid-
ed. Indeed, the wearing of striped clothes is a sensible

fashion, which cannot be too highly praised, as it takes

a very tall, slim man to wear a plaid or check with dis-

tinction. The average men is thickset, and, in many in-

stances, inclined to have a waist of somewhat generous
proportions, and therefore should not wear "squares,"
which serve to accentuate his dumpiness. The long lines

of the striped suitings give height and a suggestion of

sl'imness, even to a very thickset figure.

The trousers seen on the Boardwalk are distinctly

"pegtop," and, in spite of fashion's edict to the contrary,
are being worn very much turned up at the bottom, and
in many cases with a double roll, which left the ankle
quite free.

White serge and flannel trousers, plain, with a self

stripe, or with a brown, black or blue stripe, are ubiqui-

tious. These are, for the most part, worn with dark blue
serge and single-breasted sack coats, and this seems,
after all, the most sensible "rig" for the particular exi-

gencies of Atlantic City.

There are, of course, lots of grey outing trousers to
be seen, and, occasionally, a man with te nerity enough
to appear in a pair of "ducks." But with the substitu-
tion of white serge for duck as the strictly "en regie"
outing trouser, it is curious to note how lacking in

style and strangely negligee the once popular white duck
garment now appears.

All of this is interesting to the man who is trying
to form an estimate of the styles which are likely to
prevail in Canada. That the quiet tone in evidence in

Atlantic City has already exerted its influence here has
been recorded by The Review, and this will be the dom-
inant feature of the styles for the coming Fall.

Neckwear for Fall.

Neckwear manufacturers and retailers report that in

spite of the somewhat unpropitous circumstances which
surrounded the trade earlier in the season, this Summer
has seen a splendid sale of wash neckwear, due chiefly

to the favorable weather conditions which have prevailed
difring the last two months. The fact that wash ties

have had such a good season may possibly be due to

their being cheaper than the silk goods, the sale of which
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linos has naturally suffered somewhat during the hot

weather, the negligee habit having become so prevalent

as to thoroughly dominate the trade.

Fall prospects now occupy the attention of the manu-

facturers, and a good idea of the styles which are likely

to prevail may be gained. Generally speaking, it may
be said that there will be no material change in the style

of neckwear during the coming season from that with

which custom has made the trade familiar in the last

few months. Stripes, it appears, will still be strongly

in evidence, and in all their multitudinous variety will

be seen in a good proportion of the. Fall neckwear. The

long diagonal stripe which came into prominence during

the Spring season will apparently be favored again,

though the vertical stripe has by no means been relegat-

ed to the background.

In addition to the stripes, which will undoubtedly be

very strongly favored, there will be a wide variety of

figures, many of them unique in design and treatment.

There is a very wide latitude permissible in this respect,

and it seems quite probable that this wide scope for the

exercise of individuality will be taken advantage of. In

spite of this fact the pervading tendency in neckwear for

the season ahead is that of stripes, which feature is the

dominating influence.

The knit scarf is still with us, and likely to remain

for another season, though the number of these ties worn
will probahly be restricted to a certain extent to the

How One Merchant Displayed Wash Ties Effectively.

better grade goods, the price of which makes their use

by the popular trade impossible.

The shapes, which are largely governed by the col-

lars worn, will show no material change from those of

the past season. The close-fitting standing turn-down

collar will again be the popular shape for Fall and Win-

ter, and as a consequence four-in-hand ties of the narrow

type, without shoulder, will be favored, leaving the

shouldered and wider ties to be worn by the compara-
tively few men who adhere to the wing collar.

As to color, there is this that can be said : Every-

thing is practically on an even basis, and the same wide

variety will be in evidence in the color that will charac-

terize the patterns. Referring to this tendency a New
York authority says :

"Not only every possible color, but every shade

imaginable of that color, is now to be found in the neck-

wear that is to be put on the market for trie coming

season. Dark ties, light ties, ties of primary colors,

scarfs which include all these wonderfully soft pastel

tints which now obtain in the modern silks,, rainbow

tints, shadow tones ; scarfs of solid colors, ombres and

self stripes ; cravats with self stripes in sister tones—all

seem gathered together in one great scintillating bouquet

in which the year's choicest tone-flowers are grouped to-

gether, waiting to be purchased."

Selling Wash Ties.

Isn't it just possible that merchants take too much
for granted ? Do they not imagine, for instance, that

every man realizes fully the advantages possessed by

wash ties for Summer wear ?

It would surprise many men's wear dealers, if they

were to learn that many men who like to be well dressed,

and who have the money to spend to gratify their desire

in this direction, wear throughout the Summer dark silk

ties.

It only needs the advantages of a wash tie to be

called to their attention, to influence them to wear these

goods.

It may be that something striking will have to be re-

sorted to in order to accomplish their awakening.

Don't imagine that every man knows as much about

your stock of Summer wearables as you do yourself. You
will have to "show him."

A Boston firm recently made a good display of wash
neckwear, which made them money; sales in "tub ties"

took a jump right away.
A reproduction of this window display is given here.

It is simple and cheap and is worth trying.

Remember you have to sell wash ties this month;

September is too late. Try this suggestion as a means
of stimulating sales in these goods during August.

Origin of Styles.

The claims of America as a style originator are sot

forth by the head of a worsted mill in the United States,

who has recently returned from England. Naturally he

looks at the matter from a standpoint which can hardly

be called strictly impartial, but at the same time there

is a large measure of truth in his statements. America

isa style originator, and one of the principal reasons is

that the American men are more v
radical in their tastes

than Englishmen, consequently they are prepared to

adopt styles which the more conservative Englishmen

would not take kindly to. The opinion of the gentleman

referred to is expressed by him as follows :

"Conditions have changed very materially from those

of a few years ago. In neither London nor Paris was I

able to discover anything new which offered any sugges-

tion for our coming season's lines. As a matter of fact,

both the weaves and patterns were the exact duplicates

of what we have shown, and which we would not think

of bringing out again. For instance, club stripes are seen

everywhere, but these are passe in this country and have

been copied abroad. In London everything is green

—

clothes, hats, canes, neckties—and this is likely to be a

development on this side of the water. But we cannot

look to the other side for guidance in styles any more ;

in "fact, they are copying from us. Our fabrics, styles

and colorings are superior and our advances in manufac-

turing have put us on a plane which is not likely to need

lessons from England."

Canadian styles for men are usually suggestive of

both the English and the American ; we adopt a happy

combination of the quiet elegance of the former, with

the smart, jaunty effect of the latter, and the result of

this combination is usually very satisfactory.

Taylor & McQuarrie, tailors, Nelson, B.C.; sold to

C. Halloway.

Fraser & Pride, clothing, Vancouver, B.C.; succeeded

by Geo. A. Collard.
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Peck Clothing

For Men, Boys and Children

appeals to the taste of the majority of retail buyers

and can be retailed profitably at popular prices.

The number of styles at each price is so large, as to

enable each one of our customers to make such

selections as will best suit his trade.

The Good Repute and Intrinsic Merit of PECK
CLOTHING is a help to every retailer that sells it.

Fall trade prospects are good. Let us know your

wants.

John W. Peck & Co., Limited
Canada's Foremost Clothes Makers

Manufacturers of FIT-RITE Clothing

Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Newspapers Willing to Help the Men's Wear Dealers

One Editor who Appreciates Value from his Own Standpoint of Publishing Style

Information Relative to Men's Apparel—Letter from an Editor who is Progressive.

The article in the last issue of The Review in refer-

ence to the publication of style information for men in

the daily papers, with the purpose of rendering the same

service lo men's wear dealers that for years the daily

press has, with design or otherwise, been giving those who

sell women's wearing apparel has already been produc-

tive of good results. One paper, at least, appreciates the

fairness of the position taken by The Review and has

written to this paper to say so. The letter below is from

the city editor of the Peterborough Examiner, and will be

read with interest by those who believe, with The Review,

that there is an excellent opportunity for the daily press

to render good service to a class of advertisers who have

been sadly neglected in the editorial pages in the past.

Mr. Huston's letter is as follows:

Editor Dry Goods Review: Style information for men

relative to men's clothing and imparted to them through

the medium of the daily press, was, I notice, the subject

of an article in the July issue of The Review to which I

look particular notice. The proposal to regularly present

tn the masculine, as well as to the feminine sex, news of

the prevailing fashions is one which I favor from the

slainlpnint of the newspaperman. Not more than a month

ago the Evening Examiner solicited such information from

one of our advertisers as a Saturday feature. The mer-

chant was only too pleased to provide the necessary in-

formation regarding men's styles for Summer clothing,

lie expressed surprise that the daily press had taken such

meagre interest in the provision of the information to

the men when several columns were opened up every week

dealing with women's wear.

The advertisers certainly appreciate it. I have no

diiubl that such a column would be widely read by (he

men. In this way the dealer is given assistance in selling.

Many men are often too prone to stick to "last year's

styles," instead of living up with the times in their dress.

The '•very latest" is shown them by the salesman, but

because they have no opportunity of learning the prevail-

ing fashion they waive it aside and accept something they

become tired of before the termination of the season.

It not only aids the advertiser in this manner, but also

tends to bring him more trade. When men observe the

newest in ties, hats, boots, etc., they frequently lay aside

what was at first intended to be worn another month or

season and purchase the latest.

As far as obtaining information on men's styles is con-

cerned there will be no difficulty, for the newspaper man.

The dealers, whether advertisers or not, are usually will-

ing, and possibly anxious, to provide it. I believe

the reporter would be turned down by few. The dealer

is or should be familiar with the fashion modes and no

difficulty could arise in obtaining the necessary notes for

a news item which ought lo be written in a style, not of

the dry. mechanical variety, but crisp and readable.

I can but see one argument against such a practice by

newspapers. Dealers who do not advertise receive the

benefit as well as those who do. and the extensive adver-

tisers may raise objections to the paper opening its e I-

Limns for such a purpose. They might consider it prefer-

able to stand by their own advertising rather than give

those who do not follow their example an opportunity of

reaping the benefits of the calling attention to men's styles

in a news column when no particular dealers are referred

to.

However, the proposal is, I believe, feasible, and one

that will lend prestige to the newspaper taking it up, not

only as an imparler of information, but also as an ad-

vertising medium. B. T. HUSTON.
All that is required to bring 'the editors of other daily

papers to a realization of the fact which Mr. Huston was
shrewd enough to appreciate, viz., that the advertising

men's wear dealers have not been getting a square deal,

is to call to their attention the facts presented in the July

issue of The Review, relative to this question.

This paper is glad to renew its offer to help them in

this respect. We will write to the editor of any paper,

laying. the facts before him, and pulling it up to him to

give the support which men's wear dealers, as the second

largest advertisers the local papers have, deserve.

The Felt Hat Trade.

Small brims will be (he characteristic feature of the

felt hats for Fall wear. Outside of this narrow brim, a

contraction even of those which have been on the hats for

Spring, the Fall headwear for men will embody no essen-

tial departure from the style in vogue last season. The
crowns will be somewhat full, following the lines with

which hat makers are familiar.

What has been said refers, of course, to stiff hats, and

it may be said that the stiff hat will pretty nearly domin-

ate for the coming season.

During the Summer months, the soft hats, principally

of the college shape, have had a good sale, but with the

ei oler weather, the stiff hat will come into its own.

It promises to be a big brown season, so far as hats

are concerned, and while there will always be a big sale

of blacks, dark browns will be favorites during the next

few months.

Orders for Fall have been fairly well placed, and re-

tailers, as a whole, look forward to a good season's busi-

ness.

So far as actual volume of business is concerned, t lie

straw season now passing has not established any record.

One noticeable feature was the decided preference shown

for the better class of goods. There were the usual quanti-

ties lo be disposed of at clearing prices after the middle

of July, and most dealers chose to get rid of the season's

stock, faking cost, or less for it, rather than hold it over

for another season.

With the improved conditions which prevail generally,

a good season is looked forward to by those who are in-

terested in the felt hat trade.

*

A Good Shirt Sale.

Frank Stollery, who is the proprietor of a good men's

furnishings store, on Yonge Street, Toronto, near Bloor,

created considerable interest in his establishment last

month by a shirt sal. Mr. Stollery had too many shirts;

he frankly admitted that he had bought too heavily, and

decided to take a radical, and, as results proved, a satis-
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Overalls

Coats

The Hallmark of satisfac-

tion on Overalls, Coats,

Shirts, Pants.

Pull with the stream.

Sell satisfaction-giving,

profit-making goods.

One of our sales force will

be glad to show you how our

goods talk.

Shirts

Pants
J. B. GOODHUE

Rock Island, Que.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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factory means of getting rid of this surplus slock. Every

neglige shirt in the store was brought out of the boxes and

placed on the ledges, each size in a separate compart-

ment, and a uniform price put on them.

On the first day of the sale the price was 89 cents, and

a big round placard, with the price prominently displayed,

was posted on each window, the latter being trimmed with

the shirts, which were described as "$150, $1.75, $2.00 and

$2.50 shirts." Beneath this placard was another which

read

:

"WATCH THIS SPACE TO-MORROW."

The next day the piice was dropped one cent, to 88

cents, and each day the same amount was deducted until

at the end of the week it had reached 85 cents, and the

shirts had been practically all sold.

The effort was a success, and Stollery's store became

known to many men whose knowledge prior to that time

had not extended beyond the sign on the windows.

A good deal of incidental business was done as well;

after a man had bought a shirt he was reminded in a nice

way that the store had in stock some pretty nifty colored

half-hose, or say a silk knited tie which he liked. These

things were displayed so as to create a good impression,

and plenty of men spent two or three dollars before they

left the store.

Failures in 1 908.

A report has been compiled by Bradstreets, showing

the failures in Canada and Newfoundland during the

first six months of this year. It will be no surprise to

business men to learn that the present year shows a big

increase both in the number of failures and the amount in-

volved. Up to June 30 this year there were 891 failures,

as compared with 573 in 191)7. The assets of the firms

failing this year totalled $4,504,023 and the liabilities

$10,361,108, and in 1907. $1,909,995 and $4,185,211 re-

spectively.

The Review is becoming more and more widely recog-

nized as an authority on styles. Recently a merchant in

western Ontario told a representative of this paper that

he had a large number of customers who each month

come to his store and ask to see The Review in order to

learn the styles of the future. He first started the prac-

tice of showing The Review forecasts to a few ladies, who
told others, until now this paper is greatly in demand

among the customers of the store who are governed

largely in their purchases by the information which they

gain from reading the forecasts in this paper, which, of

course, is all they read in it.

Globe Suspenders
Beautiful new designs in single boxes. Special

lines for Fall and Christmas in the hands of

our representatives. Ask to jee them. The
prices will interest you.

Globe Suspender Go. - Rock Island, Que.
J. ALPHONSE OUIMET,

360 St. Paul SI., Montreal

L. 0. PAQUETTE,

70 Church Si. Quebec

Fixtures Sell the Goods
When an article is enticingly displayed it makes a

strong appeal. Consequently it is worth while invest-

ing a little money occasionally to keep your fixture

equipment right up to date. We manufacture an ex-

tensive lim of High-class Display Fixtures

in Wood and Metal, Wax Figures, 8ilent

Salesmen, Store Fittings, etc., at very

moderate prices.

Merchants, Milliners and

Dressmakers

visiting Toronto are cordially invited to

call at our showrooms and inspect our

samples, as we have a new range of Hat
and other stands made of square tubing,

which is all the rage at the present time.

Have You Got Our
Catalogue?

A postal request will bring it immediately.
I

CLATWORTHY & SON
38-40 Adelaide St. West TORONTO

There's MONEY in the

MILLER BRAND

That's why all the leading drygoods-

men handle the MILLER BRAND

Automobile Dusters

Athletic Suits

Football Pants
Gymnasium Knickers

Fancy Vests

Bar and Barber Coats
Butcher Coats and Frocks

Carpenter Aprons
Butcher and Bar Aprons
Cooks', Waiters' and Grocers' Aprons
Smocks and Overalls

Every garment neatly and smartly finished

in up-to-date style, having that attrac-

tive appearance which clinches sales.

Miller Manufacturing Co.
LIMITED

251 Mutual St. - - TORONTO
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Ours is

Headquarters for
Canada

for the serviceable, economical, quick-
selling and profitable

LITHOLIN
WATERPROOFED LINEN

COLLARS and CUFFS
Not Celluloid or Rubber, but Linen,

and look it. When soiled they wipe
white as new with a dimp cloth. The
only practical, permanent, non-
laundry line -wear manufact. red.

Keeps its shape, does not wilt, crack
or fray Invaluable for traveleis.

automobilists, and those subjec ed o
dust or soil, ^ut in all tne luteal

styles.

Style

Economy

COLLARS 25c. CUFFS 50c.

r,-/^
IF YOU HAVE THE GOODS. THE TRADE Will COME

Retailers will please write us for free samples and quotations. Liberal supply of window and show-case

signs, decalcomania transparencies, booklets, dodgers, etc., furnished free with first order.

WILLIAM P. KING & SON, 74 York Street, TORONTO
AGENTS FOR DOMINION OF CANADA

Men's Lisle and Cotton Half- Hose

FOR SPRING, 1909

C]j Our salesmen will show during August and September the

finest range of Plain and Fancy Half-Hose ever shown in

( fanada.

€fl
Owing- to present conditions,

Values are Very Much in the Retailer's Favor!

Our range comprises a vast assortment of Plain and Fancy

Half-Hose to retail at 25c, 35c, ")0c. and upwards. ALSO
FINE FANCY GERMAN CASHMERE to retail at 50c.

CAREFUL INSPECTION OF OUR SAMPLES IS INVITED.

PERRIN, FRERES & CIE,
MARK FISHER

BUILDING MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Do You Want to

SELL Hats?

Then Buy

"Hats that Sell"

YOU WILL FIND THAT

Royalty,

Robson

(This celebrated Hat is now

asked for from one end of the

country to the other.)

(A very fine Hat for the best trade.)

and Woodrow
(The very best English make.)

Hats

WILL SELL THEMSELVES

Our travellers will be on the road

shortly with one of the finest lines

of samples we have ever had the

pleasure of placing before the trade.

Caps and Straws
for Spring

We trust you will inspect our

range before buying elsewhere.

Swift, Copland & Co.

Montreal
Limited

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Selling Agents for following manufacturers

:

—

Young & Rochester,
Shirts, Collars, Neckwear, Fancy Vests, Dressing
Gowns. Best selection Flannel Shirts in Canada.

T. H. Downing, Leicester

Underwear, Hosiery, Club Jerseys, Cardigans.

Stock just received. The latest in

Imported Sweater Coats
Best value coat shown in Canada. Shades:—
Silver Grey, White
Silver Grey trimmed Navy, Maroon, White
New Brown " Green, Navy
Maroon " Black
Black " Maroon
Four Sizes-S. M., Men's, O S. and E. O. S.

AERTEX Cellular Underwear
Short Sleeve Shirts—Trunk Drawers - 6 50
Fine Lisle ditto up to - - - - 14 50

SEND IN SAMPLE ORDER.

Winter

Mitts and Gloves

Our stocks afford you the

right sorting opportunity.

Complete lines in all

qualities and styles

at right prices.

Visit our glove department

when in the warehouse.

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Australian Tariff.

The now Ausl ralian customs tariff provides for some ra-

ther important changes which may bs of interes! to Cana-
dian exporters. This is the firsl important revision since

the firsl commonwealth tariff came into operation in

October, 1901. A summary of the presenl duties under
the general and British preferential tariff upon some of
the lines in which drygoodsmen will be interested is ap-

pended :

190A
Tariff' on ^oods,
the produce or

General manufacture of O'.d tariff
tariff United Kingdom rates

Apparel ami attire

—

t
.

(a) Containing wool or silk

—made up 40 35 25

(b) Corsets 15 10 25!

Apparel and attire, n e.i 40 35 25

Articles , n.e.i., made from

textiles, felts, etc 30 25

Blankets, flannels, rugfs and
rugging .' 30 25 15

Carpets, floor rugs and cov-

erings 15 10 15

Curtains 20 15 15

Furs, being apparel and attire 35 30 25

Furs, dressed or prepared ... 15 15 15

Piece Goods

—

(a) Woolen or containing

wool, n.e.i 30 25 15

(e) Cotton, linen, dungaree,

denhims, etc 5 free 5

(f) Other than wool or silk,

n.e.i 5 free 5
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Good Millinery Season.

Toronto and Montreal milliners anticipate an active

Fall season, owing to the marked change in styles, and

the necessity Eor a large use of trimmings. There is also

a chance Eor retailers to make increased profit as millin-

ers will have more than ever ihe making of their own bats

this season. All wholesale firms are making preparations

for the reception of buyers, and it is expected thai the

official openings on August 31, will witness the largest at-

tendance in the history of the trade'. Already prepara-

tions are miller way in the work rooms, and milliners are

beginning bo come in to copy the imported models. By

the middle of the month buyers from the Coast and the

Northwest may be expected. The millinery trade is in

good shape in all sections, and each favorable crop report

increases the prospeel of a splendid season.

A superficial reading of The Review is not sufficient
,

if it; is only glanced over, it is probable thai a good

many of the most, valuable pointers will be missed. The

illustration from which the bright Owen Sound merchant

received the idea which made him money did not show

up the card referred to distinctly. It would not be no-

ticed at a casual glance, all of which emphasizes the im-

portance of reading every page of The Review carefully.

The illustration is reproduced again on page 83.

THE"CRAVENETTE"CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/f?EG? Trademark^

PROOFED BY

Fac-simile of Stamp

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The t

(Copyright)

DUST-PROOF
as well as

RAIN-PROOF

Co.,
Limited

Proofers to the Trade, BRADFORD, YKS.
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A WELL CHOSEN WINDOW OF

ALASKA" BRAND DOWN QUILTS

will bring YOU good results. They attract and interest lady shoppers,

and will bring the best customers to your store.

If our traveller hasn't yet shown you samples of our range, drop a card

to our Montreal office saying when you wish to look over them.

^ ALASKA FEATHER & DOWN C°

MONTREAL - TORONTO
LIMITED

WINNIPEG
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Carpets, Housefurnishings and Decorations

At retail there has been a fair amouit of business in

carpels passing during July, a fact, which, in view of

all the circumstances, is productive of encouragement.

It is possible that opportunities for business are

missed during- the Summer months when it is naturally

thought that no one gives much thought to buying floor

covering. While it may be true that among a large

class there is not a strong inclination to buy carpets in

August, it must not be forgotten that there is in every

community a class of no insignificant proportions among'

whom an appeal if it is made in the right way, would
create interest and result in sales. Carpets are bought
even in August and it may be that the reason more are

not bought is that little or no effort is made to influence

their sale at this season of the year.

It should be easy to interest prospective buyers in

these goods and a sale now will serve the purpose of

cleaning up stocks before the arrival of Fall goods
minimizes very considerably the chances of disposing of
the stock on hand at prices which make the business pro-

fitable.

What has been said with respect to carpets refers

equally well to rugs, for which there is an increasing

demand.

In the three-quarter goods the greens will be particu-

larly strong during the coming season as has been pre-

dicted before in these columns. Rivalling greens will

be fawns, which, however, seem destined to take second
place, though they will be good sellers. Reds for the

time have been relegated to a place of much less favor
than the colors mentioned.

This applies to the whole range of three-quarter goods
as well as the all-wool and union carpets.

Prospects are Bright.

Evidence of the improved conditions which prevail in

the housefurnishings branch is given in the fact that
while many of the department managers in the Toronto
and Montreal wholesale houses did not take their usual
semi-annual buying trips to England last January, the ma-
jority of them have made the trip this Summer, spending
July visiting the Old Country carpet and lace curtain cen-
tres.

This indicates their belief in a decided improvement
in the near future. It is a matter of record—and pos-
sibly a fact not to be wondered at—that in times of a
real or imaginary depression, the trade in housefurnish-
ings is one which suffers among the first. There has
been ample evidence of this during the last few months,
but an improvement is eminent.

The universal report is that there is an increasing
number of inquiries, and the expectation is well war-
ranted that trade in all housefurnishing lines will, with
the early Fall, show material improvement.

Money will be more plentiful this Fall and the retail-

er who lays his plans in anticipation of an increased

demand for goods which will he used for the beatifica-

tion of the home and for increasing its comforts will

not, be disappointed at, the result.

*

Oilcloths and Linoleums

The linoleum and oilcloth trade in Canada is in a

satisfactory condition, in all branches from manufac-
turers to retailers. Manufacturers report an improved
demand in all lines, and the improvement recorded in

domestic goods is noticeable among those imported.
Scotch linoleum manufacturers are looking towards Can-
ada as a possible customer more closely than they have
done in the past, and in some cases heavy stocks are
being carried here for meeting the Canadian demand.

The use of linoleum is undoubtedly growing; new
purposes to which it can be put are constantly being
found, and with this development there is following,
naturally, an increased demand for a product which is

bound to hold in the future a more important place even
than it does now.

For years linoleums have been used for chambers in

England, but it, is only recently that we on this side of
the water have come to appreciate the peculiar appro-
priateness of this material for the purpose, in many
cases. There is a big field for development here, and
dealers will be losing an excellent opportunity if they
neglect it.

Pattern and color effects, of course, suitable for halls
and other uses to which linoleum is put, cannot be sold
for bedrooms, but the manufacturers are preparing to
anticipate the demand which is sure to come, and designs
suitable may be procured.

The prices of these goods will experience no fluctua-
tion this season, the values which have been establishing
remaining unchanged.

In the 16-4 printed goods, floral designs seem to be
favored at the present time, and some decidedly attrac-
tive designs and colorings are being shown for the com-
ing season; combinations which should make their sale
easy among store patrons who will find themselves with
money to spend in beautifying their homes.

*

Table Oilcloth Lengths.

Arthur Estabrooks, of Coldstream, N.B., has written
The Review respecting the lengths in which table oil-

cloths are sent to the retailer. He holds that twelve-
yard lengths are too short and his particular reason for
this claim is that it leaves too many crumpled ends and
short pieces on which there is invariably a loss, because
they have to be almost given away.

He would like to see the manufacturers adopt twjnty-
five-yard lengths as the standard, in the event of which
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of course, it would leave only half the quantity of rem-

nants.

The question is evidently a live one with Mr. Esta-

brooks, who states that he has interviewed different

merchants in his locality, who are one with him in his

contention. The manufacturers state that they experi-

enced little if any demand for greater lengths of oil-

cloths than twelve yards, but it is possible that there are

many merchants in the same position as Mr. Estabrooks;

they would like it cut into twenty-five-yard lengths.

There is evidently a difference of opinion and The Review

would like to learn the views of its readers on the mat-

ter. It is a comparatively small matter, because the

sale of table oilcloth in any one store is not extensive.

Still it would be interesting to learn the views of the

trade generally on the question. Is the present practice,

of cutting it in twelve-yard lengths, satisfactory, or would

you prefer the proposed twenty-five-yard lengths?

Claflin's Report.

The semi-annual report of the N. B. Claftin Com-
pany, New York, the largest wholesale dry goods house

in the United States, covering the first six months of the

present year, up to June 130, has been published, and

the effects of the past business conditions are reflected

in the statement, the company reporting a net loss for

the six months of $7,436.52, compared with a net profit

of $454 275.37 for the corresponding period of 1907, but

in spite of this fact the concern is reported as being in

even a better financial condition this year than it was a

year ago, cash on hand to the extent of $2,178,107 being

reported, as against $1,568,356 a year ago. The open

account liabilities this year are $4,474,627 as compared

with $5,485,000 a year ago and the surplus and reserve

stands now at $1,770,058 compared with last year's $1,-

704 889.

In his remarks to shareholders John Claflin, the presi-

dent, reviews the business conditions of the interval and

bpeaks hopefully for the future, as follows:

"In our last report we stated that we had invent vied

our merchandise at prices lower than those announced

by manufacturers for the Spring of 1908. In point of

fact, our figures were greatly below market prices, and we
thought they would prove low enough to insure a satis-

factory profit in the season just ended. The experience

of the season, however, in cancellation of orders and >n

almost continuous crumbling of prices was beyond prece-

dent.

"We again inventory our merchandise below current

prices, making a loss of $7,436.52 for the six months;

but we believe prices touched bottom in June and we look

for improvement in values during the Autumn. The

fact that the retail trade throughout the country has

pretty thoroughly disposed of surplus stock justifies the

expectation of a steadily increasing business at whole-

sale.
'

'

The company presents the following balance sheet

:

ASSETS.

Cash $2,178,107.70

Cash dividends paid 171,332.34

Bills receivable 2,153 794.18

Open accounts 1,556,568.85

Merchandise 6,963,433.37

Store property 2,739,181.58

Stable 27,197.23

Horses, trucks, auto trucks, wagons, etc. . . . 44,360.00

Loss for half-year 7 436.52

Total $15,841,411.77

LIABILITIES.

Capital $9,000,000.00

Open accounts 4,474,627.33

Foreign exchange and loan account 294,000.00

Surplus reserve December 31, 1907 2,072,784.38

Total $15,841 411.77

The company made the following disposition of its

earnings during the half-year:

Surplus reserve December 31, 1907 $2,072,784.38

Net loss after paying taxes, salaries and
expenses of every kind 7,436.52

$2,065,347.86

Interest on first preferred stock December
31, 1907, to June 30, 1908 65,007.50

$$2,000,340.36

Interest on second preferred stock, December
31, 1907, to June 30, 1908 77,118.00

$1,923,222.36

Two quarterly dividends of 2 per cent, each
on common stock 153,164.00

•Surplus reserve for common stock, June
30, 1908 $1,770,058.36

*After providing for interest on preferred stocks to

June 30 and dividend on common stock payable July

15, 1908.

Earnings of the H. B. Claflin Company for the first

six months in a series of years are as follows:

1908

1899

1900

1901

1902

$241,248 1903 ,.. $303,994

607,032 1904 310,760

612,309 1905 317,934

303,097 1906 352,258

317,377 1907 454,275

The H. B. Claflin Company has paid dividends on
the common stock as follows : From organization to

October, 1892, eight per cent, per annum; October. 1902,

to July, 1893, nine per cent.; July, 1893, to April, 1899,

six per cent.; April, 1899, to July, 1908, eight per cent.;

total dividends to date.. $10,212,125.69.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Thompson Bros., general store, Warner, Alta.; sold

out.

Erratt, Walter & Co., general merchants, Englehart
;

assigned.

The John King Co., general store, Fort William
;

burnt out.

A. & E. Lamy, department store, Montreal
; dam-

aged by fire.

F. Buckle, general store, Vermilion, Alta.; sold to

W. J. Seed.

Mrs. Auguste Laberge, general store, Laurierville;

assets sold.

G. N. Eaton, general store, Prince Albert, Sask. ; sold

to A. Shatillo.
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Trili exclusiveness of the up-to-the-day-after-to-morrow

patterns and the masterful handling of the exquisite

colorings place Staunton Wall Papers so immeasureable a

distance in the fore of all others that impartial comparison

invariably leads to their choice by advanced dry goods mer-

chants who have realized the profit there is in the carrying

of a strong line of wall paper.

[purchase of the paper

by you is but tne

first step in a co-oper-

ative plan for bringing

tne cream of the wall

paper trade to your

store.

Can you afford to

pass this opportunity

for adding to your

income ?

•fflEWLL
UESTION

THEWALL PAPERDEALERS ANSWER.!

'THt^TAUNTON L1NEIO FOR1909

TLTolding your order

until you have

seen our samples of the

new line is a small

thing that leads to

large results on the

profit side of your

wall paper ledger.

Our salesmen are

now on the road and

will see you soon.

IF you intend to stock wall paper for the first time this year, send us your name and address

that we may put you on the mailing list for the wall paper magazine, (©lit fltlb ©lilttnttr,

and send you particulars of the $100.00 Prize \Vall Paper Competition. Or if you al-

ready handle -wall paper and for any reason do not receive this publication let us know so that

back numbers may be sent and your name added to the complimentary list.

STAUNTONS
LIMITED

941 Yonge Street

TORONTO ; : : : ONTARIO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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CANADIAN MADE

LINOLEUMS
FIVE GRADES A, B, C, D, E

PLAIN and PRINTED 8/4 and 16/4 wide

THE EQUAL OF ANY ON THE MARKET.

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS
4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 3 QUALITIES

DESIGNS, QUALITY and PRICES
especially suited to the Canadian trade.

TABLE OIL CLOTHS
5/4 and 6/4 ONE QUALITY AND THAT THE BEST.

An extensive and choice range of patterns in latest colorings is shown.

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

STAIR OIL CLOTHS, CARRIAGE OIL CLOTHS,
SHELF OIL CLOTHS, KEY BORDER LINOLEUM,
ENAMELLED OIL CLOTHS, OAK PLANKS

-and

Prepared Decorative Burlaps
THE MODERN WALL COVERING

All Standard Colors. Widths of 30, 36, 45, 54, 72, 90 inches.

Write for sample book of this line and pamphlet

giving prices and useful information concerning them.

The Dominion Oil Cloth Co., Limited

MONTREAL

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Sales Tell The Tale

THE orders we are receiving from all parts of the country are

the best possible proof of the fast selling qualities of the

Boxer line of Wallpapers.

The times are a test of the line ; the Best goes First ; and the

Boxer line has Taken Hold .

The expected has happened— it couldn't help taking hold. It

was just bound to leap into favor wherever shown. There is not a

line of wall paper manufactured anywhere on earth that can excel the

Boxer line. There is not a line in Canada even equal to it.

The Boxer papers are all practical, understandable papers that

appeal to all buyers.

Dealers have been used to sending out of Canada for papers of

the Boxer quality. But we have shown them that importing is

wasteful nowadays.

All Boxer papers are equal (some say superior) in quality to any-

thing imported—except in the matter of price. When you buy

Boxer Wallpaper you get imported quality, imported profits but

pay only home price.

The Reg. N. Boxer Co., Ltd
New Toronto, Ontario

Sales are the Test—Boxer Wall Paper Sells.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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TELEPHONE MC 5909

To those interested be it known that, the

Fife Linoleum Company, Limited
(of Kirkcaldy, Scotland)

have opened a Warehouse at 64 WELLINGTON STREET WEST, TORONTO.
Their range of colorings and designs in 8/4 goods cannot be surpassed.

It is unnecessary) to expatiate on the quality of the Fife Company's goods. They are

made to meet the requirements of the Canadian Markets. Quality made for, printed special-

ly for, and stoved for Canadians to use in Canada.

If you are coming to the Exhibition in Toronto, kindly look m and see the values We

have to offer. If not, send a postcard for samples to be forwarded.

Jill our Linoleums and Cork Carpets guaranteed to be second to none in value.

New goods constantly arriving—
Come and see them. JAMES B. JJMIESON, Manager.

64 Wellington St W., Toronto,Ont

jA RE you ready to take
"^^ care of the Fall Busi-

ness which is almost upon us ?

One of the best preparatory steps is the installation of a sys-

tem of Cash or Package Carriers. When it comes to the selection

of the particular system, you will find it to your advantage to in-

vestigate the " Gipe."

We build and install the highest class store service.

Cash Carriers, Package Carriers

Cash Lifts, Package Lifts

All of our machines are sold subject to a ten days trial and

are fully guaranteed for a year.

IF INTERESTED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE GIPE CARRIER CO.
26 Euston Bldg., George St. 99 Ontario St.

LONDON, ENG. TORONTO, CAN.

KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pieoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the mar ket,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Nordholmer Bldgs., 8 Co Iborne St.,

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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ENTHUSIASM
IS WHAT

WE FEEL ABOUT IT,

IT WILL BE YOURS WHEN YOU
See "THE COMPLETE LINE"

The Watson - Foster Line
For 1909.

It is full of good things to look at, and priced to sell quickly and profitably,

it is supplemented by our original plan of advertising.

A collection of artistic patterns of special merit which people will ask for.

WE believe in it and it costs you nothing.

IF EVER there was a chance to make money in wall paper it surely will be

this Season IF YOU TRUST THE GOODS OF

I^® Watson - Foster Co., Ltd.
Write "BRIGHTLING STUDIES"
and your name on a postal and let us

tell you more about it. MONTREAL
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Retail Merchandizing in the "Long Bazaar" at Damascus

Customs Which Prevailed Two Centuries Ago Still Adhered To in the Syrian City

The Bazaar Dear to the Arab—Some Peculiarities of the Methods Employed.

Damascus eiroys the distinction of being the only

city having its retail thoroughfare mentioned in sacred

history. Its "Street which is called Straight" is that

one, and it exists to-day as it did two thousand years

ago'. Customs do not change quickly in the East, and

the methods which were employed at the time when the

street was referred to in sacred writ, are still adhered

to, for the most part.

The bazaars of this ancient city are said to he the

pride of the Arab, and have for years been cherished by

the adherents of the Mohammedan faith. These bazaars

are a collection of shops, usually small shops or booths,

all of which sell the same class of goods. In all the

eastern cities, where western influences have not upset

the old traditions, the principal retail business is trans-

acted in these small shops arranged side by side upon

narrow streets, each of which sells the same class of

goods, and the name of the bazaar is taken from the

particular kind of goods the shops handle.

Damascus, the home of the bazaar, dates back to the

days of Abraham and is supposed to be the oldest city

in the world. It was founded by Uz, the great-grandson

of Noah, and in Acts ix. 11, the following reference is

made to a street which was then a centre of retail traf-

fic and is so to-day, "And the Lord said unto him,

Arise, and go into the street which is called Straight,

and inquire in the house of Judas for one called

Saul."

This "street which is called Straight," or Derb el-

Mustakim, as the natives call it, is one of the longest

streets in Damascus and runs through the city from east

to west. Although not the principal centre of retail busi-

ness, it is an important one and has all the character-

istics of an Oriental bazaar.

As is characteristic of Oriental retail traffic, the

shops selling the same class of goods are grouped to-

gether in what are called bazaars. They are all situated

in the same section of the city, and one is entered from

another.

In fact, they are practically one and consist of sev-

eral miles of narrow streets, covered over with arched,

dome-like roofing, the ancient ones of masonry and the

modern ones of corrugated iron, lined on either side with

little shops, ten or twelve feet square, filled with assort-

ments of merchandise from all the ends of the earth. The

merchants squat cross-legged on the floors of their booths,

which are raised a foot or eighteen inches above the

roadway.

Allah Sends the Customer.

When the merchant is at leisure he sometimes reads

the Koran, repeats his prayers, hires a nargileh from

one of the itinerant smoke purveyors, or chats with his

neighbor. One pleasant feature of retail methods in Da-

mascus is that there appears to be no jealousy between

the rival vendors of similar wares. "Allah has sent a

good customer to my neighbor," they argue philosophic-

ally, "and will in due time send me one also." In the

same spirit they place above their booths, in gilded let-

ters, the words, "Ya rezzah," or "Ya, fettah," which

means : "O Thou who givest sustenance."

Takes His Time in Making Sales.

The Oriental merchant believes in taking his time in

making a sale. The true Mohammedan, moreover, never

goes after business the way the American or European

does. He does not solicit trade. He never gets so hun-

gry for business that it ruffles the calm serenity of his

manners or interferes with his leisure. When a customer

enters his shop he preserves a dignified silence, especially

if the customer is a non-believer, and while he is cour-

teous and willing to show goods, he does so with a

quiet indifference which is often tantalizing and seems to

express a profound contempt for the infidels who intrude

with so much bustle and confusion upon his composure.

Serve Coffee to Shoppers.

One of the customs of the Oriental merchants in the

better shops is to serve small cups of coffee to customers

while they are inspecting the goods. Music from stringed

instruments is also an accompaniment to shopping in

many places. The Oriental idea is to combine business

with pleasure, and for this reason the bazaars are the

centre of the public life of a city lik'e Damascus.

Shops Grouped Together.

Shops retailing the same merchandise are grouped to-

gether. In Damascus there is the cloth bazaar, where
nothing but clothing is sold. The silk bazaar comprises

the shops which handle silk fabrics exclusively. The
drapers' bazaar is the place for women's wear, shawls,

embroideries, veils, etc. Then there is the coppersmiths'
bazaar, the shoemakers' bazaar, bazaars for the bakers,

grocers, hardware dealers, carpet merchants, and for

every distinct line of merchandise, for in Damascus the

very opposite of the department store is carried out to

the extreme limit and the specialization of business is

the rule.

The Grand Bazaar.

These different bazaars are grouped together, just as

the shops are grouped together in bazaars, and the result

is a Grand Bazaar, or a bazaar of some other general

name. The bazaars which line both sides of the "street

which is called Straight" are called the Long Bazaar or

Suk el-Tawileh. These grand bazaars are really more
comprehensive in the variety of their merchandise than
our department stores, for they include every known item
or line of merchandise and a great many little manufac-
turers who sell their product at retail. Very often, too,

there is a wholesale establishment included in the grand
bazaar, the jobbers being usually located' near the centre

of the grand bazaar, where the street widens and the roof

is higher than in the side lanes where the small retail

shops are located.

The bazaar buildings are generally owned by the Gov-
ernment or municipality, and have been erected from
time to time to meet the requirements of trade. Rents
are low, and as the stocks are small, because of the size

of the booths and specialization which prevails, the mer-
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The Serpentine Continuous Hair Roll Patent

Any desired length can be

cut to meet any customer's

requirements, each end

quickly fastened

with cotton

thread.

Boxed in 6 and 12 yard

lengths. Stocked in all the

natural shades. This
article is guaranteed

hygienically treat-

ed and is always

comfortable

and cool.

Copyright?

STOCKED BY EVERY DRY GOODS STORE IN CANADA.
ORDER NOW. DON'T MISS THE BOOM

Made //v Er/ot-A/^o.

Ask for the

Serpentine

and insist on

above label.BURNET & TEMPLE, Manufacturers,

3 FITCHETTS COURT, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, ENG
I WE ARE SO PROUD OF OUR GOODS THAT WE BRAND THEM ALL.

chant does not require an immense capital to embark in

retail business.

Draw Trade from all Parts of Orient.

The bazaars of Damascus draw their trade from all

quarters of the Oriental world. They are as widely ad-

vertised by tradition and word of mouth as the most

famous stores of New York or Chicago. They are crowd-

ed with the representatives of every race and nation from

Nubia and Abyssinia to Bokhara and Afghanistan. The

costumes of customers are as varied as their nationali-

ties, and the shopping district of Damascus is pictur-

esque with a strange and many-colored garb. This Orien-

tal effect is heightened by the frequent appearance of

camels, which stride through the narrow alleys of the

bazaars chewing their cuds with the greatest indifference

and sangfroid. Their loads bump against the sides of the

stores and often knock down goods hanging outside the

shops. The camels are fastened together by a rope and

led by an old Arab astride a donkey.

Misrepresentation Common.

There is much misrepresentation said to be practised

in the Damascus bazaars, and a great many goods claim-

ed to be made in the Orient are really manufactured in

more modern countries. The bazaars which line the

"Street of the Greeks," so named because of the many
Greeks doing business there, contain all sorts of Oriental

articles, most of them of gaudy colors, cheap materials

and poor workmanship, and seldom worth half the price

that is paid for them. There are weapons, table covers,

embroideries, rugs, pipes, clothing, armor, tobacco

pouches, silks, coins and gems. Oriental coffee cups,
pipe stems made of the wood of the cork tree, wound
with gold and silver thread, offered for about four times
their value to begin with, according to the eastern cus-
tom, merely as a basis for negotiation.

The weapons are generally modern and most of them
are made in Germany

; the Oriental coffee cups and tiles

come from Austria
; the glittering jewelry which the

shopkeeper offers as the genuine product of the Bedouins
is made" in Paris, while the fezes usually come from Mar-
seilles.

The second-hand shops occupy a section of the bazaar
known as Suk el-Kumeleh, which literally means "louse
market," and if fleas are included in the designation it

is very properly applied, according to American travel-
ers.

Women Shoppers Sacred.

At the drapers' bazaar will be found many women
with their faces closely veiled waddling from shop to
shop examining goods from curiosity without any inten-

tion of buying, and they must be treated with the great-
est respect and courtesy to avoid a row, because a veil-

ed woman is under the protection of the public, and any
person who interferes with her privacy or attempts to

penetrate her disguise is sure to be roughly handled.

The cloth bazaar is well stocked with German and
English materials. As the Damascene attaches much im-
portance to fine clothes, this bazaar generally has a brisk

trade. Business is best before the great festival of

Beiram, that being the orthodox season for a new outfit.
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As Orientals generally sleep in their clothes, they wear

them out very quickly.

The silk bazaar is interesting from the fact that

it contains more of the produce of native industry than

any of the others. The eye is chiefly attracted by the

gether. One visits them with a sickening feeling of dis-

appointment ; they are so small, so mean and dirty, so

contemptible for a city which has been so often on the

tongue of millions of people during the last twenty cen-

turies.

,/V'''-
«

An open sectionjjof the "street called Straight," Damascus, known as the Long Bazaar. Most of this Bazaar is covered
with a corrugated iron roof. Shops are small booths on each side of the street.

silk keffiyeh, or shawls for the head. The Bedouins and

peasants are especially partial to those with gaudy yel-

low and red stripes, but the white ones with narrow col-

ored edges are in better taste.

The bazaars of Jerusalem are on the same order as

those of Damascus. In that city, which is supposed to

be more hallowed than any other place on earth, because

of its associations with the life of the Saviour, the prin-

cipal shops are found on David street. This is a narrow,

winding street, with small shops crowded closely to-

NOTES.
J. W. Closson, general store, Pense, Sask.; succeed-

ed by W. C. Thorburn.

G. F. Johnson, clothing and furnishings, Fernie, B.C.;

succeeded by Johnson & Woygett.

D. N. Weiman has given up his interest in the

American Silk Waist Co., of Montreal, and has joined

the Dominion Cloak Co., of Toronto. The latter busi-

ness has been reorganized, with Mr. Weiman as one of

the firm.
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Retailers who defer

covering their Fall

Requirements until

the season actually

opens will find it

difficult to get the

goods

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Notes on Canadian Business Changes

Quebec

Shadeed Bros., dry goods, Montreal; registered.

Victor Plante, dry goods, Montreal ; registered.

Ely Ouellet, general store, Hebertville; assets sold.

Noel Cole, general store, St. Pcrpetue ;
assigned.

A. Kouri & Son, fancy dry goods, Montreal ; as-

signed.

Silverstone Bros., pant and overall makers, Montreal;

assigned.

Fashion Fit Finish, clothing, Montreal
;
partnership

registered.

P. C. Fortin, general store, Beauceville; offering to

compromise.

W. H. Clapperton, general store, Maria Capes & Little

Cascapidio; assigned.

J. Remond & Co., silks, Montreal
;

registered as

branch, Paris, France.

E. Roy & Fils, dry goods, Quebec ; dissolved, busi-

ness continued by A. A. Roy, style unchanged.

Kussner Bros., manufacturers blouses, Montreal; dis-

solved; Isaac Kussner, Edward J. Kussner and Max
Kussner, registered.

Ontario.

R. F. Archer, tailor, Barrie ; assigned.

J. Book, tailor, Toronto ;
loss by fire.

Wm. C. Slater, tailor, Arnprior ; assigned.

S. C. Bell, general store, Palmyra ; deceased.

Eleanor F. Dwyer, milliner, London ; assigned.

W. A. Graham, general store, Kirkfield ; assigned.

E. J. Wagar, general store, Enterprise ; assigned.

A. P. Morisette, tailor, New Liskeard ; assets sold.

W. K. McNaughton, tailor, Sturgeon Falls; assigned.

Wm. L. McFarlane, general store, Douglas ;
assigned.

Dolgoff & Isaacson, dry goods, etc., Seaforth ; stock

sold.

Westboro Trading Co., Westboro ; voluntary liquida-

tion.

Valentine Voison, general store, Mount Forest ;
loss

by fire.

Imperial Trading Co., dry goods, etc., Toronto ;
as-

signed.

Mooring & Taylor, women's tailors, Toronto ;
dis-

solved.

John P. McCullough, men's furnishings, Toronto
;

sold out.

Richard Matthew, dry goods, etc., Welland; com-

promised.

Allan McRae, general store, Oungah ; sold to John

McDowell.

Michael Ghix, dry goods and shoes, Fort William
;

assigned.

London Pant, Overall & Shirt Mfg. Co., London
;

- stock sold.

M. Levin, dry goods, Ottawa ; stock sold at 31c on

the dollar.

Lawrance Hager, general store, Palermo ; sold to

James Dobson.

Mrs. A. Cromwell, milliner, Keewatin ; succeeded by

Clara Balsdon.

Stephen Lamb, general store, Springfield
;

sold to

C, W. Volliok.

Ready-to-Wear Co., Toronto ; entire stock sold by
salvage company.

Edward Close, general store, Hollen
; advertising

business for sale.

Frank Mitchell, clothing and men's furnishings,

Sarnia ; assigned.

Rutledge & Jackson, men's furnishings, Fort Wil-

liam ; loss by fire.

Beatty &) Ramesbottom, general store, Alliston
;

business advertised for sale.

C. H. Westwood & Co., manufacturers combs and hose

supporters, Toronto ; assigned.

M. Willis & Co., millinery and fancy goods, Sarnia
;

succeeded by the Elite Millinery Parlors.

R. Larmour & Co., clothing, dry goods, etc,, Corn-

wall and Lancaster ; Lancaster business for sale.

Davis & Caplan, men's furnishings, etc., Toronto
;

dissolved, Davis continues under style, "Boston Depart-

mental Store."

The East.

S. M. Silk Waist Co., Montreal; registered.

J. A. Desroches, merchant tailor, Quebec; assigned.

Abraham Bousby, dry goods, Hull; removed to Ottawa.

Elias Bros., dry goods, etc., Hull; dissolved partner-

ship.

Burchell Bros., dry goods, etc., Sydney Mills, N.S.

;

assigned.

Wm. Cummings & Sons, manufacturers' skirts, Truro,

N.S.; assigned.

s

The West.

Harry Diamond, general store, Winnipeg ; loss by fire.

Mihm & Dundas, Francis, Sask.; sold to G. H. Clare.

John McKay, general store, Blackfalds, Alta.; sold

out.

Cranbrook Co-Operative Stores, Cranbrook, B.C.; fire

loss.

C. Lyons, clothing, Winnipeg; removed to Rosthern,

Sask.

M. Fred & Co., wholesale furs, Winnipeg, Man.; as-

signed.

Miss I. B. Milne, millinery, etc., Calgary, Alta.; as-

signed.

H. W. Ritchie, men's furnishings, Killarney, Man.;

assigned.

J. V. Brook, tailor and clothier, Vancouver, B.C.

;

assigned.

A. W. Taylor & Co., general store, Minnedosa, Man.;

loss by fire.

E. B. McGinnis, millinery, Vermilion, Alta.
;
giving

up business.

Sugarman Sobey Co., general store, Stony Plains,

Alta.; sold out.

A. W. Wylie, general store, Theodore, Sask. ; opened

branch at Leslie.

J. Spicer, men's and women's furnishings, Okatoks,

Alta ; fire loss.

J. T. Allen, men's furnishings, Claresholm, Alta.; suc-

ceeded by H. E. Wilkinson.

Maidstone Trading Co., general store, Maidstone,

Sask.; F. H. Thompson deceased.
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Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers

From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW
do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS,
LIMITED.

In another part of The Review an
illustration of a plate marked "Oil-

ette" is given. This is one of the

finest lines ever produced by the

Raphael Tuck & Sons, Ltd. The
cards are extra thick, with a plate-

marked centre, leaving a wide mar-
gin of pure white. In the centre
space a miniature picture, daintily

colored, is given, while the title, and
a poetical quotation are tastefully

printed at foot. The beauty of de-

sign and quality of workmanship of

this style have resulted in an immedi-
ate large sale, and the eight sets

which were first brought out, were
followed by a great many more, so
popular did they become.
One of the most recent series in

this style is "In the Scottish High-
lands," which presents some of the
famous beauty spots of this part of

the world. Other "Oilette" cards,
recently published by this firm give
more Scottish scenes, clan tartans,
views of life in Shetland, and views
of the Emerald Isle. A nice series

is the "Types of Canine Beauty,
which give pictures of dogs of differ-

ent breeds, and other recent produc-
tions of the Oilette style are very
handsome floral designs.
The "Rough Seas" series is.among

the new "Rapholette" cards, which
have a high glossy finish.

THE W. R. BROCK CO.

It will be of interest to millinery

and fancy goods buyers to know that

the W. R. Brock Company, Limited,

of Toronto, make a study to provide
for all branches of the legitimate dry
goods trade. They do not believe in

trespassing on the merchandise of
other trades but aim to do their own
thoroughly, quoting prices that can-
not be beaten and showing a stock
that cannot be equalled for variety.

Many firms do not handle fancy
knitted goods because they are bulky,

there is a great amount of detail and
styles change so suddenly. Brocks
have always given this department
great attention, keeping it well as-

sorted with all desirable and sought
after lines for mothers, maidens and
infants. Their stock of honeycomb
and fancy knit shawls in wool and
silk Norfolk, box and the golf coats
and jerseys and polkas, hoods, caps,

toques toque sets, cuffs, infantees.

bootees, clouds, gaiters, combinations,
etc., will satisfy the wants of the

most exacting.

In ice wool goods they carry a large

'assortment of fascinators, shawls,

motor scarfs, etc., in fact, everything
in the way of knitted goods, also

white bearskin creations, such as

coats, muffs, stoles, toques, caps and
Minerva sets.

One of their many novelties is the

"Olympic" knitted coat, made in 3

sizes in white, grey, cardinal and navy
blue, just the thing for a ladies out-

ing coat or for cool evenings.

A cut of this coat is published

herewith.

See Brock 's advertisement on page

12 for some information re handker-

chiefs, there you will see 6 selected

lines of specials that can be retailed

at the 6 popular retail prices, from

5c to 50c each, all trade attractors

and customer winners. They are also

Brock's men's furnishing depart-

ment are offering some very attrac-

tive values in men's neglige shirts

for August selling. There is about
400 dozen in the lot and they ;n;c

fresh, up-to-date patterns which will

appeal to any merchant looking for

special lines to boom his men's furn-
ishing business. They are divided in-

to three lots, as follows: Regular
$4.50 for $3.60; regular $9 for $6.50;
regular $10.50 and $12.50 for $9. In
men 's summer flannel shirts they are

offering a clearing line of regular

$9 and $10.50 goods for $0.50.

They are still experiencing a live-

The "Olympic" Sweater Coat — Shown by The W. R.
Brock Co., Toronto .

showing some souvenir boxes contain-
ing 1-4-dozen ladies' HS handker-
chiefs, the designs on the boxes are
assorted, hunting scenes, kindergarten
and London and North Western Rail-
way. Another novelty in handker-
chiefs is a counter cabinet containing
12 dozen handkerchiefs in gents' plain
lawn and ladies' and gents' hem-
stitched, all can be retailed for 10c
each.

You should inspect 500 dozen of
Swiss embroidered handkerchiefs just

passed into stock they will go like

hot cakes, sample them and you will

be convinced.

ly demand for light summer under-
wear and can still fill all sizes in bal-

briggan and nainsook underwear
to sell at the popular prices. For the
early fall trade they are showing
some exceptional values in men's light

weight natural wool underwear to

retail at 75c and $1. They have all

sizes in these goods now in stock.

They have just opened up a shipment
of white lisle gloves for men. These
have been very scarce in the trade and
there is a lively demand for them at
present.

There has also been a brisk demand
for harvest mitts.
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FRENCH MILLINERY IN
LONDON.

In many of the Canadian cities

smartly dressed ladies will shortly

be wearing hats designed by Francois

& Company, or adapted from

their models. Shipments have

gone forward to buyers in Ot-

tawa, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg

and one or two other centres of fash-

ion in Canada (not to mention New
York), so that a visit to Wood Street

is of interest to one who is concern-

ed in what London is showing and

what Canadians are buying.

Of course, daily shipments and ad-

vices from Francois & Co. 's Paris

house keep their showrooms high out

of any possible rut, and the buyer

feels that he is leaving London be-

hind as he enters Madame 's show-

room. French sketches, designs and

materials meet his eye, while attend-

ants chat with equal animation in

French or English. It is a transfer-

red atmosphere. Madame is pleased

that so many Canadian buyers have

appreciated her creations. One, an

especial favorite, is a large black vel-

vet, block shape, with a twist of deep

mulberry ribbon about the crown, ac-

companied by a full bunch of deep

damask roses and dark blue forget-

me-nots. This particular model has

gone to several buyers, who speak

admiringly of its note of color—just

right, they say, for Canadian Winter

wear.

All hats are enormous—there is no

other words—and for their adorn-

ment prodigious wings are a neces-

sity. Ostrich plumes are favorites

and large groups of very broad ones

are used. Judging from the models

to which their taste inclines, Can-

adian buyers do not show a disposi-

tion to purchase the ostrich-trimmed

hats, perhaps on account of price,

which naturally exceeds that of less

costly trims. If there is any real de-

claration of color, it is "prunelle,

"

a modified tone of deep slate blue,

finding expression in many lovely

shades. One or two hats of chiffon

cashmere stood out as exceptionally

stylish and tempting, as did a charm-

ing "Bande Posse" in deep green,

trimmed with dead corded
t
ribbon.

embroidered in silver and with a high

plume. There is very little demand

for small toques, but the Quaker poke

bonnet is an actual reality that is

finding admirers and purchasers. Pos-

sibly this is a form of millinery for

which we are indebted to the motor,

but its popularity is already extend-

ing outside motor maids and matrons.

One in Quaker grey cashmere trim-

med with Quaker grey ribbon, with

a hi tie inner cap of old lace, made

a very fascinating contrast amongst

its sumptuous and magnificent rivals.

Francois & Co. have much that is

interesting to show to Canadian visi-

tors, to whose requirements very care-

ful attention is always given.

large stock of the Kirkcaldy printed

linoleums and the trade may be

promptly supplied from this stock.

He will be glad to meet retailers vv ho
are in the city for the exhibition and

show them the lines.

THE "PLIC" BOOKS.
Hundreds of merchants will wel-

come the new "Piic" book manu-

factured by the Carter-Crume Com-

pany as supplying a long-felt need.

The "Plic" book is a duplicating

letter book, the letter-paper, printed

with the firm's name in regular letter-

head style, and the sheet upon which

the copy is made being bound in

book form, the former perforated and

easily torn out for mailing, leasing

the copy still bound in the book, Each

duplicate sheet is numbered, and an

index in the front makes it an easy

matter to refer to any letter that has

been written. Either pen or pencil

may be used in writing.

These books will prove decidedly-

useful to many firms whose correspond-

ence under the system now employed

is not easily referred to. The fact

that a copy of every letter sent is

bound in a book for reference and

that without resorting to the letter

press, is a strong recommendation for

the new "Plic" book.

I. MISHKIN & CO.
This linn is enthusiastic regaiding

the Fall trade outlook for waists.

They have had an enormous run on

one particular line of taffeta waists.

This special waist was gotten up at

a price at which orders for less than

fifty would not be accepted. The

waist proved so good that the ma-
jority of their orders far exceeded

that amount. This waist is wortn

investigating.

FIFE LINOLEUMS.
James B. Jamieson, with ware-

rooms in the Empire building, 64

Wellington Street West, Toronto,

(first floor) is representing in Canada
the Fife Linoleum Company, of Kirk-

caldy, Scotland. The products of

this firm is of recognized excellence,

and the development of the trade of

Canada has influenced them in .heir

decision to establish Canadian ware-

rooms. Mr. Jamieson will carry a

A NOVEL GLOVE MEASURER.
Attention is called to the adver-

tisement of J. K. Palmenberg's Sons

elsewhere in this issue. The device

pictured and described briefly there

is well worthy of investigation. It

is necessary that your glove depart-

ment be well equipped with all that

is modern in supplies of this char-

acter. The ordinary glove size indi-

cators are notably inaccurate and

complicated, likely to get out of or-

der when needed the most, and gen-

erally unsatisfactory to dealer and

customer. This new measure adver-

tised by the Messrs. Palmenberg is

therefore to be hailed as a commer-

cial blessing.

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED.

Messrs. Greenshields, Lid., are

most enthusiastic over the present

outlook. They report that oruers are

coming in freely, in nearly all ohe de-

partments. Many buyers have visit-

ed their house during the past few

weeks, and have ordered in good

quantities. Buyers are from all parts

of the country, and further proof of

the hopeful condition of the

western market is found in the

large numbers of western mercnants

who have visited this house, and have

given large orders.

They report that the fur depart-

ment is doing a heavy business, and

that the orders now coming in are

ahead of the placing orders, showing

that merchants were merely hesitat-

ing until business prospects were Det-

ter. The heavy business being done

now is in the small neck pieces, while

other lines are going well. This lirm

has a good assortment of furs.

In the dress goods department

there is a well-assorted stock, in all

the up-to-date materials and colors.

Their lines of Venetians, both plain

and striped, are particularly good,

and are sold at a wide range of

prices. This material is doing ex-

tremely well this season

The silk department is showing a

very desirable range of silks, silK

velvets, velveteens, and states that

black chiffon taffetas, black and col-

ored satins, and soft messalines are

doing well.

There is a wide range of ribbons,

and among the new goods received
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HOTEL DIRECTORY

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Thla home is pleasantly and conveniently lo-

cated on the East aide of Queen Street. The
rooms are bright and cheerful. Every attention
paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water batha. A. MoNiool, Prop.

TOWER HOTELGEORQETOWN
i u»»tn nw i ti_ DEMERARA

BRITISH GUIANA.
Tills first-class hotel is most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest and healthiest part of the
city. Five minutes from railway station and
iteamer Btallings, and near to all principal public
buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
Dining and Ladles' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH Proprietress.

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open Nov. Closes in May.

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port or Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN MoEWEN, Manager. For Rates, etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,

29 Broadway, New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paisley, Prop-

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS

JENKINS 4 HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fir* Insurance Agents, 151 Toronto St. .Toronto.

M£ Tempi* Building. Montreal.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

$10,959.99 Collected!
That's the amount we've collected
for clients during the past year

—

our first year in business. In May,
1907, we handled 140 new claims. In
April, 1908, we handled 425 new
claims. No wonder our clients are
satisfied. They have the proof *>f

our collecting ability.

Let Us Cure Your Slow Collections

THE BEAR0W00D AGENGY
313 New York Life Building

MONTREAL

HINTS TO BUYERS

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS.

S. W. STEVENSON &. CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANT8

TORONTO MONTREAL
55YongeSt. 42 Victoria Sqr.
Phone Main 7130 Phone Main 4813

Cable Address, " MACKER," Office 51 1 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturers
desiring live, up-to-date representation In the
West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building - - TORONTO.
Representing: Cornwall 4 York Cotton Mills

Co., Ltd , Cotton Goods, St. John, N.B. ; Paris,
Wincey Mills Co., Flannels, etc., Paris, Ont.; John
Bright & Bros., Ltd., Carpels, etc., Rochdale, Eng. ;•

Wm. Clark & Sons, Camas Hollands, etc., Upper-
lands, Ireland ; Albert Godde Bedin & Cie', Chiff-
ons, Laces, etc, Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

40 St. Ant ne St. SylvesterWillson Bldg.
Toronto— 154-160 We'lingt->n Street W. cor. S mcoe

Street—Head Office
Impor era of Buttons Smallwares, Laces, Tailors'

Trimmings, Linings, Velvets Felts.
qtock carrici in Montreal and Tor nto

Cable Address
"KingBons Toronto"

Phone Main 6158

W. P. KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY BLANKETS, Eto
74 YORK STREET - TORONTO

Canadian and Foreign manufacturers'
solicited on favorable terms.

ines

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay Street - - TORONTO

Representing Herman Muhlinghaus<
Lennep, Germany — High-class Ladies' and
Men's Underwear.

Laces, Embroideries, Dress Trimmings,
Kimona Lace Collars, etc.

LEQAL CARDS

ATWATER. DUOLOS & OHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.O., Consulting Oounee
for City of Montreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Ohauvin.

WHOLESALE MOUSES

&2£z

ATERSPN
UMITCO

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Good

House of ihe Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDER8 OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY.

When writing advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

advertisement in Dry Goods

Review.
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Condensed Advertisemects
ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.

per word first insertion, and lc. per word for
subsequent Insertions.
Cash remittances to cover cost must accompany

all advertisements. In no case can this rule be
overlooked. Advertisements received without re-
mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in our care to be forwarded,

5c. must be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100 words, each issue, one year $15

" six months 9
" " three months 9

50 " " one year 9
" six months fl

25 " " " one year 6

PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT

KEEP POSTED.-The leading authority In
Canada on Groceries and foodproducts Is

THE CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade
conditions generally discussed every week. Price
$2.00 per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of Its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It
also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the world's periodical press Is too valuable to
overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Better still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

ADVERTISING WRITERS and business men In-
terested in good printing should subscribe to
Canada's only printing trade paper, THE

PRINTER AND PUBLISHER. Subscription
price, $2 per annum. Address, 10 Front St. E.,
Toronto.

COMPLETE information on books, stationery,
fancy goods, music, photo suppliesand kindred
lines is given each month in THE BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER of Canada. Subscrip-
tion price, $1 per annum. Address, 10 Front St.
E., Toronto.

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK -Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co., Limited. Office, No. 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work-
manship, business methods.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED in every town and village, a represen-
tative to take charge of the circulation of our
various publications :—Hardware and Metal,

Canadian Grocer, Financial Post, Plumber and
Steamfitter. Dry Goods Review, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer. Canadian Ma-
chinery, and Busy Man's Magazine. Good finan-
ciil standing and business connection a strong
recommendation. Just the position for a retired
business man for his spare time. The MacLean
Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto.

AGENTS WANTED — Calling upon the retail

trade to handle the productions of a high-class
lace and novelty house. An interesting line

for any agent with good connection amongst high-
class retailers. Address, Laces, care DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street, E.C, London, England.

0^0,000. merchants who have bought a
" ' National Cash Register would

think of doing business without it. The National
Cash Register Co., F. E. Mutton, Canadian Mana-
ger, 129 West King Street, Toronto, Ont.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

FIRST CLASS SALESMAN WANTS POSITION-
Twelve years' experience of high class furnish,

ing soft goods in London, England. Could
manage department and buy. Address, Box A,

DRY GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

FOR SALE.

AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY to pur-

chase one of the best general store businesses
in Southern Alberta. Stock approximately

$20,000, all new. Ill health reason for selling.

Has cleared $5,000 per year and will do better.

If satisfactory, financialarrangements can be mad*;
90 cents on the dollar will buy. Apply Drawer 13,

DRY GOODS REVIEW, Winnipeg, Man.
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are some very wide ribbons, which
are selling well. Prices are in favor
of the buyer. Colored laces have
been selling well, and this firm is

preparing to do a good business in

these lines for the Spring trade. All-

over laces and nets, of which this

firm has a good stock, are good sell-

ers. Flannelette embroideries are in

active request for the Fall trade, the

big demand being for the white and
cream.
The fancy goods department is

showing a fine line of elastic belts

for the Christmas trade. They have
a good showing of hair pads, which
are selling well, and also carry the

padding, which sells by the yard ac-

cording to the length desired, wide
chiffon frillings, so fashionable just

now, is a feature of the fancy goods
department. Owing to a drop in

prices in the American market this

firm was able to secure a fine line of

hand bags and purses, which they are
selling to the trade to be retailed at
popular prices, 25c, 50c, 75c and $1.

Besides this line, they have the lat-

est novelties, in a good variety of

styles and pi ices. Their stock of

tuttons for the Fall trade is well as-
sorted.
Staples of all kinds are moving

freely. This department has been
very active .' u" some time, and re-

ports that of late even better busi-

ness is being done. Stocks are well

assorted, but orders should not be
delayed, in case there should be a
rush, which would quickly clear out
goods. Flannelettes are in active de-

mand, and grey and white cottons are
selling freely.

Knitted goods are well assorted,
and all lines of knitted wear are do-
ing well. This firm is showing the

knitted Norfolk coats in all colors,

and anticipate a good demand for

this class of garment. Ladies' and
children's knitted underwear is a
specialty, and a good assortment is

carried. They also have golf jerseys,

infants' jackets, bootees, infantees,

tarns, toques, sashes, mitts and
shawls. They have a complete range
of cashmere and ringwood gloves in

all colors, including a few long ring-

woods. This department has a strong
line of woolen hosiery, which cus-

tomers will do well to see before

buying their stock.

In the carpet department a new
line of rugs is being added, which
will interest buyers. In this de-

partment they have a complete range
of carpets, curtains, etc., at all

prices, also a good assortment of

blankets and comforters.
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W

Established 1791.

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, Nainsooks,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready-made Sheets,
(Plain or hemstitched)

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes
of the highest quality.

N.B. SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers,

PRESTON. MANCHESTER. LONDON, ENGLAND.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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To the Trade August, 1908

The Reason why we
are selling goods at

the prices we are

selling them is our

business. It is your

business to buy goods

where you can buy

them to the best ad-

vantage. Place your

orders with us.

We Give prompt
attention, liberal cash

discounts, quick dis-

patch. It is our busi-

ness to work in your

interest. No one can

quote you lower rates.

We do not charge for

quotations. It may
pay you to write us.

•

.

We Sell (

Dry Goods
Furnishings,

wares, Habei

Carpets, Hoi

n i s h i n g s
,

Woollens,
Trimmings an

Ready-to-wea

jeneral

, Men's
Small-

"dashery,

use Fur-

linens,
Tailors'

d Ladies'

r Goods.

Better Value in all

departments than ever

heretofore. A larger

assortment to select

from, more specialties

and novelties for the

Fall Assorting Season

than usual. We invite

correspondence or a

personal call.

FILLING LETTEF

John Macdoi
T

I ORDEl

laid
ORONT(

RS A SPECIALTY

Oi Co., Limited
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r
jYLoney JYLade

or

JYLoney Lost

["RESPITE a hundred-million-bushel

grain crop in tne Northwest, you 11

not make money this Fall, unless watch-

ing closely the small leaks.

One bad leak is unsalable stock—goods

you cannot sell because shell-worn,

soiled, faded, orr-color—no good tor

some reason.

Send all such fabrics, ribbons, hosiery, feathers or plumes to these works and well

re-dye and finish them, making

them like new goods, and salable.

This hind of business we ve been

doing for customers in all {>arts

of Canada for over thirty years.

R. PARKER U CO.
DYERS and

FINISHERS
Head Office and \A^orks :

787-791 YONGE STREET

TORONTO, CANADA

LACES
Use our Complete Stocks

of Laces this Fall for Your

Repeats.

See our Latest Novelties in

LACE COLLARS,
BELTS,

IMPORTED SILK
WAISTS and DRESSES

CALL WHEN IN THE CITY

R. C. BACH
THE LACE HOUSE

146 St. James St., Montreal

u ROOSTER BRAND"

BEST MADE

He who goes fishing without bait returns with an

empty basket ! ! He who keeps a store without

stock lets the other fellow get the business !

!

Stock up NOW, and stock up with

ROOSTER BRAND

Robert C. Wilkins
Montreal

OVERALLS, PANTS, SMOX,
SHIRTS, WHITE COATS,

SHOOTING COATS.
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SORTING
You will appreciate this fall the advantages of our

complete stocks in all departments of our immense
warehouse. Favorable business conditions render it

imperative for you to maintain well-assorted stocks.

See our Travellers, or send us a list of your wants.

DEPARTMENTS
A-l — Printed and woven Flannelettes,

Colored Saxony Flanelettes, Dress
Ginghams, Apron Ginghams, Shirt-

ings, single and double width Cotton
Dress Goods, Flannels, Cotton and
wool Eiderdowns, Moles.

A-2 — Wash Goods, White and Black Mus-
lins, Prints (including the celebrated
Crums' Prints), Printed Sateens.

A"3 — Linings, Sateens, Percalines, Bunt-
ings, etc., Jap Soie and Miretta Lin-
ings, Moreens, Cotton Cashmeres,
Turkey Reds.
-Grey and White Cottons, Sheetings,
Pants, Overalls, Flannelette Blan-
kets, Cotton and Jute Bags, Denims,
Cottonades, Tickings, Hessians,
Horse Covers, etc.

B—Tweeds, Woollens and Tailors' Trim-
mings, also Priestley's Cravenettes
for men's wear.

C Carpets, Curtains, Linoleums, Oilcloths,

House Furnishings, etc.

A-C

D—Men's Furnishings, Underwear, Water-
proofs, Half Hose, Ties, Umbrellas,
etc.

E—Laces, Ribbons, Embroideries, Veilings,
Nets, Neckwear, Ladies' Umbrellas.

K—Hosiery, Fabric Gloves, Knitted Goods,
Ladies' Underwear, etc.

G—Kid Gloves, Mitts, Moccasins, etc.

H—Dress Goods, including Priestleys' well-
known Dress Fabrics, Blousings,
Waistings, etc.

L—Linens, Table Linen, Napkins, Towels,
Toweling, Fancy Linens, Handker-
chiefs, etc.

O—Ready - to - wear Garments, Blouses,
Skirts, Children's Suits, etc.

S—Silks, Velvets, Velveteens, Crepes, etc.

T— Smallwares, Notions, Trimmings, Em-
broidered Shams and Runners, Fin-
gerings and Fancy Wools, Fancy
Goods, Dolls, Mechanical Toys, etc.

Sole Selling Agents in Canada for :

Priestleys' Dress Goods,
Pewny's Kid Gloves,

J. & T. Alexanders' Linens,
"Health Brand" Underwear,

Joyal "Square Knit" Hosiery

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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WEST OF ENGLAND

Plain and
Fancy Broadcloth

One hundred years of progression in lightening

the weight, increasing the suppleness, retaining

the strength and perfecting the colorings.

MANY NEW COLORS
Quick deliveries of novelty colors from goods
held in the gray abroad for special dyeing orders.

RESILDA
An immediate and pronounced international

success during a generally inactive dress goods
market.

Absolutely the only Dress Goods Creation in

twenty years taken up by English Royalty,

European Fashion Leaders, French Dressmakers
and Leading American Merchants.

Drapes Well, Will Shed Dust, Brilliant Silky

Appearance, Hand Loom Tussah Silk Effect.

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

M
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Abel Morrall's Fancy Hat Pins
TM "RAINBOW" CABINET

Containing

1 Gross Assorted

5-Cent

Hat Pins

All With Our

Nickel-Plated

Steel Stems

The
"Rainbow"
Cabinet

Can Also Be Had
Containing
1-2 Gross

5c. HatPlns

Assorted Fancy
Patterns

Our Hat Pins are just as good as our Neodlea
«T ENQUIRE OF YOUR WHOLESALE HOUSE

Abel Morrall, Ltd , - Redditch, Eng.

"0W Meacl)"

Art Table Damasks
The " ©Id 3Ble&Cl) " Linen Co. are now making Table Linens of unsur-

passed beauty of design, made of Flax of the highest quality Bleached
on the Grass by the sun's rays, giving them wonderful strength and a pure and

beautiful finish which is absolutely permanent.

Trade Mark on all " 016 3Bleacf)" linens.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET,

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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One Good Reason

For Buying Garments

In New York City
NOMINATED AS THE LEADER IN THE
CAMPAIGN OF COMPETITION AND
ELECTED AS THE BEST VALUE EVER
OFFERED TO THE TRADE

!

PRICE
$10.50

CONFINED TO ONE HOUSE
IN A TOWN

A LYMANSVILLE CHEVIOT SUIT
lined with Skinner's Guaranteed Satin— man-

tailored in the handsome style shown in the

picture.

WHOLESALE ONLY
SAMPLES UPON REQUEST

AL. GOLDSTON & CO.
Cloaks, Suits, Costumes and Waists

126 Fifth Ave., Cor. 18th St. New York City

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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KLEINERT

/MARK'

KLEINERT

LATEST
Dress
Made in Three Sizes

Large, Medium and Small

Shield
No Sewing Required

if you wear this shield.

Can be Washed, Ironed and Sterilized

Sold by all leading Jobbers

.

I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., - Toronto

BUILDING A DEMAND
A TALK TO
PRODUCERS I

T is a well-established fact that if you can get the best

class of people to use your goods, the mass of the

people will speedily follow suit. Consequently it is a

very wise policy for manufacturers to help retail dealers by

advertising their products to the best class of consumers. The

most reliable advertising medium by which a manufacturer

may talk to the leading people of every community in Can-

ada is THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE. Its circulation

is primarily a quality circulation. Every reader is in the "good buyer" class. There is

positively no other publication which so thoroughly covers the Canadian field from one ocean

to the other. If you are a manufacturer it will pay you to investigate.

RATES VERY MODERATE. RATE CARD AND SAMPLE COPY PROMPTLY MAILED ON REQUEST

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
10 FRONT STREET EAST - TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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For Fall 1908
Of the many very new things, we
mention but a fewof the extreme-

ly clever weaves in Dress Goods.

Dress Goods
and

Silks

Woollens
Overcoatings

and

Worsteds

Smallware
Dept.

and

Notions

The Mens'

Department
One of the Largest

in (he House

A. 52-inch Gun Metal Grey Shadow Stripe Suiting made up from

worsted stock, good weight to retail at $1.35

A 48-inch Kersey Stripe, an extremely new thing. The stripe being

outlined with brown, blue and green hairlines in strong tones.

Can be retailed at - - - .
- - - - $1.25

Note—That we are selling agents for Queen Quality Guaranteed

Taffettas. Try them.

Our range of Woollens and Worsteds require but slight intimation,

the standard lines of last season will be augmented by additional

novelties and every department will be stocked with smartly

designed goods adapted to the most particular trade. Sample

clips sent on application to dealers only.

In this extensive department there is none more worthy of special

mention than the Fingering Yarn and Wool Section, including the

following staple lines—Baldwins' 3 and 4-ply Fingering, Saxonys,

Shetland Wool, Shetland Floss, Berlins and Zephyrs. We would

be glad to quote for any of the above lines.

Is now replete with the Standard Lines of Collars, both Linen and

Celluloid. Shirts in the all white, fancy colored, working and

general top shirt assortment. Excellent values at $4.50, $6.50

and $9.00.

We will add new features to our Mail Order Depart-

ment this season, and we want you to try our improved
sample scheme. It will assist you in making your wants

known to a nicety.

John M. Garland, Sons & Co.
Wholesale Dry Goods, Carpels

and Woollens
OTTAWA, Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

Reg'd Trade Mark

NOTE THE TIGHT BAIR al the bottom oi the Net which
when placed over the forehead, forms a neat "Baj" shape,

keeping the front dressing of hair "Tidy " whilst allowing

ample fulness.

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

EVERY WET

GUARANTEED

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net

obtainable.

paten ted,

A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with orders for one gross and upwards.

ROSENWALD BROS., LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers.

Hair Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Makers also of popular Hair Nets,

Sole Agents for Canada:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd,, cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts. TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

THE TELEPHONE

Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Melkle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,
D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskln, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.
Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Melkle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00
ASSETS 2,162,753.85
LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

Joint Deposit Accounts
are a special convenience arranged for customers of THE
METROPOLITAN BANK. Money can be deposited or

withdrawn by husband or wife. Particularly valuable for

farmers and town residents.

Money Orders and Drafts sold at lowest rates.

Farmer's Sale Notes collected and advances made
thereon.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT- $1.00 or more opens
an account, interest allowed from date of de-

posit, and compounded FOUR times a year.

You may deposit or withdraw money by mail.

The Metropolitan Bank
Capital Paid Up:

$1,000,000
Reserve Fund and
Undivided Profits

:

$1,241,532.26

WESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • • COMPANY,

EIRE

AND

MARINE

Please mention The Review

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over - $3,570,000
Income ior 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager
C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

to Advertisers and their Travelers
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GOODS YOU REQUIRE

It is necessary and important that fall purchases should be

rounded out now. Look your stocks over carefully—make
up your orders and send them to us with the assurance

of getting right values and prompt delivery.

Our travellers are now on the road with a complete set

of samples for sorting

—

Special Offer in Towellings

Several desirable lines—real snaps, at prices ranging from

5c. to 7^c.

Complete Dress Goods Stock

All the latest weaves in Dress Goods in staple and novelty

colors. Note our assortment of Plain Cloths, Venetians and

Broadcloths in staple and novelty shades, from 35c. to $2.00.

Hosiery Underwear Gloves

Your fall needs can be promptly looked after.

Brophy-Cains, Limited
Victoria Square, MONTREAL

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS QUICK SHIPPERS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Serpentine Continuous Hair Roll Patent

Any desired length can be

cut to meet any customer's

requirements, each end

quickly fastened

with cotton

thread.

Boxed in 6 and 12 yard

lengths. Stocked in all the

natural shades. This

article is guaranteed

hygienically treat-

ed and is always

comfortable

and cool.

Copyrigrh'f?

STOCKED BY EVERY DRY GOODS STORE IN CANADA.
ORDER NOW. DON'T MISS THE BOOM

BURNET & TEMPLE, Manufacturers,

Made /a' E/^ola/^d.

Ask for the

Serpentine

and insist on

above label.

3 FITCHETTS COURT, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, ENG.

WE ARE SO PROUD OF OUR GOODS THAT WE BRAND THEM ALL.

Steady Sales— Good Profits
Knitting wools and yarns are good lines to feature right

now. Make sure of steady sales and good profits by

featuring these lines.

MADE IN ENGLAND

— a u d a
The.

"UkW\
KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.
^— o n -— a—— ...n u

Vfcn(Jt*
a$f

Knitting

5%^

WOOL vKMTTINGWOOL
r^pEj7T'EliCLAND_

'MADE IN ENGLAND!!

Samples will tell the story.

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd. j

Canadian Agents

Manufacturer, of Knitting Yarns for over 1 50 Yean.
J \j . lYl. XsllOrllOIl C*. UrO.

GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND * 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
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WHITE HEATHER BEEHIVE

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Baldwin's 2nd Quality

a

BALDWIN'S

BEEHIVE
»

AND
REGISTERED

Baldwin's Best

yyWHITE HEATHER
ARE THE BRANDS FOR

KNITTING-WOOL SPECIALISTS
THEY ENSURE A READY SALE
Through leading Wholesale Houses. Samples, free on application, from:

—

J. & J. BALDWIN & PARTNERS, LTD.^ Be„ & ^
HALIFAX, ENG.ESTABLISHED 178S MONTREAL & TORONTO

FOR HIGH CMSS NOVELTIES IN HflND&MflCHINEMflDE LflCES. ^gg
TULLES, VEILINGS. CHIFFONS.

V

s
107 ST JAMES STREET , MONTREAL,

j

:LS.
J

36. GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W., LONDON. ENG. !

This Is an Illustration of another

SAFETY
PIN

T'AOE Mtt« K

ENGLISH
MADE

'SAJONIC

NICKLED STEEL DUPLEX in 5 Sizes
Carded or Boxed in Dozem.

J. NICKLIN & CO., Birmingham, Eng.

Male Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Call or send for samples of our work

.

Defiance Button Machine Co..

53 East 8th 8t.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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(limited)
Toronto

GRIZZLY BRAND

Overalls
Pants

ALWAYS SATISFACTORY

and

Rtii/^/VliCOOtfCrCfV#Ot7

they are well cut and made of
first-class materials.

Because— -

they are not made cheap, and cut
out of a small yardage of cloth.

ft/Tii/^/TffiCADcOUtfOC
they are not made up of the
cheapest labor obtainable.

Ao/^/fflCAOCvUlfOC
our customers have been selling
Grizzly Brand Overalls for years
and know the satisfaction they
give the wearer.

JTT SEE SAMPLES IN HANDS OF
HI OUR TRAVELLERS, or write our

LETTER ORDER DEPARTMENT
FOR PARTICULARS :: ::

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

A Hosiery Ledge-Trim which Brought Direct Results in a Large Increase of Sales of Hosiery at Regular Prices. It was
in the Store of Ryan Bros., Owen Sound, and was the Work of J. H. Gould.

How a Ledge-Trim Started a Big Sale of Hosiery

The Efficiency of Attractive Displays of Saleable Goods Demonstrated

—

How
Ryan Bros, of Owen Sound Have Grown in the Last Quarter of a Century.

Many lines of dry goods possess inherent selling powers

to a wonderful degree. If they are brought to the atten-

tion of the possible buyers in an attractive form they will

sell themselves.

This is home out by the experience of Ryan Bros., of

Owen Sound. The goods were not novelties, either; they

were staple lines of hosiery.

il has always been the aim of the proprietor of this

store to make it as attractive, both inside and out, as pos-

sible. With this in view, ledge trims are given special at-

tention, and the store decorator is encouraged to give some
time to their preparation. It remained for this hosiery

trim, however, to demonstrate that there is a direct result

of displaying goods by means of a ledge trim, as well as

that represented by the better impression which it creates

in the minds of those who visit the store. The effect of

this hosiery display surprised even those who were re-

sponsible for it.

A photograph of the ledge trim which sold more hosiery

than anything else in the history of the store is repro-

duced on this page, and it really is not surprising that

good results were derived from it. The hosiery was plainly

ma iked, each price being separate, and it may be interest-

ing to know that the goods were sold at their regular

prices, no reduction being made to induce buying. There

was no doubt, however, of the efficacy of the effort. It

certainly sold the goods.

J. C. Ryan, the resident partner and head of the Owen
Sound store, has been 24 years in business in Owen Sound,

opening in 1884. The first store was a small one, 60 by 24

feet, and but one flat being occupied. Three years later

40 feet were added to the premises, and after another trio

of years, the second flat was taken in. In 1894, or when
the business was 10 years old, a move was made to larger

premises, and the store was then 29 by 120 feet, with two
flats. In two years another move became necessary, and
this time it was decided to erect a new building. The
handsome store now occupied is 40x120 feet, three-storeys

high, in addition to basement. Excavations for it were
commenced on April 1st, and on September 26th the firm

moved in. It was a rapid piece of construction work, and
it was followed by two days' of smart work, when the

entire stock was moved and the new store ready for busi-

ness. The store is light and airy, and well-equipped with
devices calculated to make shopping easy.

Owen Sound merchants apparently believe in the policy

of allowing specialty stores to take care of the men's
wear business. Ryan Bros, do not handle men's wear
at all.

Millinery is an important department in this store.

Dressmaking, too, is recognized as a branch which can be
made profitable. Personally, Mr. Ryan does not like the

dressmaking department, because of the trouble entailed

in its operation, but the supervision of that branch has
been handed over to the store manager, G. C. Pallister,

the head of the business being relieved of the detail work.
In the housefurnishing department lace curtains and

draperies are carried, but no carpets.

On one day in each month a remnant sale is held, and
the results of this sale have been satisfactory.

The sale business has been pretty strongly worked in

Owen Sound; competition, which is keen in the dry goods
trade there being largely responsible for it. As a conse-

quence, sale efforts, unless they are really out of the or-
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dmary, do not produce as good results as they would in

oilier towns.

The dress goods and silk department is the largest,

and the greatest, attention is paid to it. This depart-

ment has been largely responsible for the growth of the

business.

The store extends from street to street, a slide to the

basement from the rear being used to receive goods, which

are unpacked and marked in the basement.

G. B. Ryan, of G. B. Ryan & Co., Guelph and Berlin,

is a brother of J. C. Ryan, and a partner of the latter in

the Owen Sound store.

A sales staff of 52 is employed in the store.

The newspapers in Owen Sound are semi-weekly, and

these are the advertising mediums employed by Ryan
Bros.

*

Cash System in Stettler.

The retail merchants in the Stettler district, Alberta,

have decided that the cash basis is the correct one upon

which to do business, and in this belief have issued a

statement, signed by 21 merchants, to the effect that in

goods is as keen as it is in Owen Sound, remarkable pro-

gress has been made by this young firm.

Jt's probably because the store is different. It is essen-

tially a woman's store; men cut no figure there, and noth-

ing a man wears is sold.

The specialty in this specialty store is ladies' ready-

to-wear garments. A large section, in the form of an
annex, at the rear of the store, is devoted to this depart-

ment. A large stock is carried, both in suits and mantles,

and alterations are made on the premises, a convenience

which this firm considers essential to success in a ready-

to-wear store.

Primarily the store was established because the men
now comprising the firm believed there was an opening
for a store specializing on garments. They are satisfied

with the result of their eighteen months' experience.

Ready-to-wear trade, they state, requires constant

watching, something, which, of course, may be said of any
branch of business; but the idea intended to be conveyed
is that this is particularly true with respect to that de-

partment.

Staples, dress goods and smallwares, too, are carried,

and a good trade is done in them.

At the opening of the store circulars were sent out to

View Shows Smallwares and Portion of Dress Goods Department in Store of Ryan Bros. Owen Sound.

future no credit for a longer period than 30 days will be

given, unless interest at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum
is paid on it. All accounts must be settled monthly.

The long credit system has apparently had its day and
run its course in the Canadian West, for from time to lime

reports are received telling of merchants who are placing

their business on a cash basis. The experience of others

who have been pioneers in this movement lias no doubt
influenced them in taking the step.

Ladies' Goods Exclusively.

Dunbar & Chester's store is the "baby" dry goods

establishment in Owen Sound. It is the youngest, but,

like most youngsters, it's pretty lively, and makes itself

heard. It is about a year and a half old, and is doing

pretty well. In fact, for a town where competition in dry

a list of names, selected from the voters' lists, and accom-

panying the circular were samples of goods with price

tickets. This proved an excellent form of advertisement,

and since then when special sales are held, the news-

paper advertising is supplemented by circulars and sam-

ples sent in this way. In response to this method, mail

orders are frequently received, but, usually, the person

appealed to visits the store and makes the purchase.

This firm state their belief that the volume of business

done by the big department stores in the cities from that

section, at least, grows smaller every day; this is due to

the fact that the people are reaching a realization that

they can be served equally well, if not better, at home.

Courteous attention is a strong point in this store; the

clerks are impressed with the fact that the proprietors ex-

pect them to be of just as much service to the patron

—

whether she buys or not—as they possibly can be. There
is evidence that this is appreciated, too. A letter was
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shown The Review from an out-of-town customer in which

she expressed her appreciation of attentions which were

paid her on t lie occasion of a recent visit to the store.

A strictly cash business is done by this firm, the mem-
bers of which are firm believers in that method.

Advertising is done in the local papers, and an effort

is made to give some special offering each week in order

bo sustain interest in the store.

Furs are handled in the season, and this department

has, since the store was opened, been a successful one. A
staff of twelve is employed.

Remnants in this store are prominently displayed on

tables in the centre, and a special ticket is attached to

each piece. A rubber stamp is used, and each ticket dis-

plays prominently the size and price of the piece. The
stamp is like this:

"REMNANT YDS.
REG. PRICE
SALE PRICE

DUNBAR & CHESTER, DRY GOODS,
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S READY-TO-WEAR

GOODS."
A rubber stamp can be bought for a small sum and

effective use can be made of it in this way.

Unique Use of Circulars.

Hartford is a little town in Norfolk County, Ontario,

credited with 100 inhabitants in Bradstreets, and it looks

it. One would imagine that with the necessarily limited

scope for business extension afforded in Hartford, not

MENS WEAR.

OVERALLS.

No. 52. Be A good black denim
with bib, 1 hip, 1 front and
1 Side pocket, Seams all double
Stitched, shoulder straps hook
on, back and front.

SIZES 32 to 44 Price 75 cts.

BOYS Sizes made .same as
mens 28 to 32 Price 75 Cts

No- 52. Black denim, no bib,
1 hip. 2 front pockets, well
made and good fitters.

Price 7b cts

COTTONADE PANTS.
Nice patterns, shaped legs with
2 seams, 3 pockets, not patch,
half linedwjth faDcy silesia,
riveted buttons, strap on the
back.

Price #1.00

LITTLE BOYS OVERALLS.
Blue denim, with bib,

in Sizes 22 to 24

Price 35 cts
sizes 26 to 25 : : : 40 cts-

How B. W. Thomas, Hartford, tells about Pants and Overalls he Sells.

much originality in merchandizing methods would be

evidenced.

Such an opinion, however, would be unwarranted, for

in spite of the smallness of the field, one merchant, B. W.
Thomas, has evolved a decidedly unique advertising

scheme, which, according to his statement, lias the addi-

tional merit of producing good results.

There is no newspaper in Hartford, of course, so thai

Mr. Thomas was unable to avail himself of the publicity

afforded by thai medium. In the absence of newspapers,

Mr. Thomas has inaugurated a system of bulletins and

We want more business. We are aiming at you to help.

Ouahty of goods, low prices and good service are here

ME^ "tTftDERWEm;

—

Fawn Balbnggan, bound with white,
sateen, 3 pearl buttons down front
elastic wrists , extra piece under the
arm to give plenty of room.

Drawars to ma.tch

Each 30 cents.

SUMMER VESTS.

V
I'dont want you to forget about oar
Vests when in need of any, As we
have them in all Sizes.
Childrens, 10 to 12 1/2 cts„
Ladies, short sleeves 16 cts

Sleeveless 15 cts
Extra large 20 & 26 cts

HOSIERY
Just opened a new lot of stockings.
All si^es , from b to 9 1/2
Plain black cotton, fine guage yarn,
seamless feet, spliced heels & toes*
double process dye.

PRICE, 10, 12, 13,& 15 cts
MOSQUITO
M0SQC1TO NRTT1NG.

Pull yard wide, in three colors
RED, WHITE and GREE,?J.

Per yard 5 cts.

If you are not suited with your purchase we return tin

motley to you.

B. W. THOMAS, Hartford.

Specimen Page of B. W. Thomas' "Home-Made" Circular.

circulars, which, while they entail considerable work in

preparation, have proved successful. He uses a type-

writer and a mimeograph machine for preparing these

circulars, two pages of which are reproduced. Mr. Thomas
is something of an artist, too, as the accompanying illus-

trations prove. The "talk" is bright, and samples are

enclosed as an emphasis to the value of the goods. A
sample page of the circular reads as follows: "Business

has been pretty good at our store this Summer, and we

thank you for the way you have stood by us. Our stock

beg-an to get a litte low in some lines, so we sent an order

for more.

"Perhaps you will wonder why we never have any

prints lower in price than ten cents or a shilling. But

now straight, how much of it did YOU ever buy, and were

you perfectly satisfied with it when it was all made up?
Enclosed are some samples of the new goods.

"Prints—these are all the best English and Canadian

standard goods, fast colors. With the exception of the

navy with the yellow dots, which is guaranteed Indigo

blue, and sells at 14c, the others are all, per yard, 12y2
cents.

"Chambray—-These goods are getting scarce, and we
could only get the two pieces like the samples enclosed;

red and green, per yard, 12y2 cents.

"Shirting—A nice Summer pattern, Canadian make
and good quality, per yard, 10 cents."
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Mr. .Thomas lias a selected list of persons, customers
and prospective customers, to whom the circulars are

mailed periodically. The results, lit- states, warrant the

time ami expense entailed iii the preparation and sending
mil of these circulars.

Early Christmas Buying.

McKay Bros., Owen Sound, are young merchants—the

four brothers comprising the firm are young men and the

firm lias been in existence less than three years. The
proprietors are active and progressive, and are making a

success of their business.

One of the most potent factors in this progress is the

fact that the members of the firm are continually on the

lookout for new ideas, which will make their store distinc-

tive. The senior member told The Review of the satisfac-

tory results which followed their adoption of an idea

which they obtained through this paper.

Good use is made of the fact that the anniversary of

their opening falls early in December. It is made to serve

a dual purpose. An anniversary sale is held, commencing
on December 7— their birthday—and this is made the oc-

casion lo start Christmas buying. Many merchants feel

thai they lose considerable business because customers

postpone Christmas shopping until the last week or few
days. McKay Bros., however, have solved this problem.

Their anniversary sale is designed to start the holiday

buying—goods appropriate to that season are shown, and
the advertising campaign is carried out with this object

in view—and this design is accomplished.

This firm handles general dry goods, but millinery

is left to the specialty stores and such dry goods

houses as carry this line.

Novelty goods and smallwares which sell themselves

largely are given prominent places in the store, near the

entrance, and this policy has demonstrated its value.

At the time of the millinery openings— they are all

held on the same day in Owen Sound, by arrangement
among the different merchants who handle it—McKay
Bros, hold a dress goods opening. Usually the goods for

the coming season have arrived by that time, and in this

store a special display is made, and the public is invited

to inspect the goods, without, of course, assuming any
obligation to buy. This plan is said to work out admir-

ably. A large number of persons visit the store; it often

brings those who were never there before, and good sales

are frequently made.

A large proportion of the business of Owen Sound is

with the farmers, since the district surrounding this town
is composed of splendid agricultural land, and McKay
Bros, cater to the better class of farm trade. It comes all

the more easily to them, too, because of the fact that the

members of the firm are known personally to a large num-
ber of the farmers and farmers' wives, who visit the town.

The element of personal acquaintance, too. plays a prom-
inent part in this class of trade, and it has been found

profitable to cultivate it.

Advertising is done largely through the medium of the

local papers, and a member of the firm told The Review
that the aim constantly was to give just a little better

value than the advertisements would lead the public to

expect.

The four McKay brothers are natives of Owen Sound
and have spent practically all their lives in that town.

A despatch from Hong Kong. China, states that 70

per cent, of the mulberry trees in the silk growing dis-

tricts were destroyed in the typhoon, decreasing the silk

prospects by half. The price of leaves has doubled.

Australasian Wool Statistics.

The Australasian wool year ended in June and a re-

view of some of its features may prove of some interest,

in view of the developments recorded in the situation

during the past months. J. S. Larke, Canadian trade
commissioner in Australasia, in a report, furnishes some
information which will not be without interest. The fol-

lowing figures indicate the output for the two years con-

trasted :

1906-7. 1907-8.

Australasian sales (bales) 1,537,798 1.227,120
Gross value realized £21,835,131 £17,577,249
Per bale £14 3s lid £13 0s 2d
Exported (bales) 2,090,188 2,062,280
Proportion sold locally 74'

,

65y2%
Sheep in Australasia 103,796,126 108,871,681
Net wool exported (lb.) 707,717,042 688,321,772

The reduction in the value of the sales of the last year
as compared with the previous year is less than was ex-

pected, owing to the very considerable proportion of the

sales having been made prior to the fall of prices in Oc-
tober last. The reduction is much greater in New Zealand
than in Australia, owing to the larger production of cross-

bred wool in New Zealand and the later period at which
the sales of the Dominion were made. Since the fall of

prices in October last, the sales of wool have been re-

stricted in order not to offer an over-supply for the re-

duced demand. As a consequence, there is an unusual
amount carried over in the Australian market at the pre-

sent time, which, although an unusual amount, is not so

very large, being about 36,000 bales.

With the exception of Queensland, South Australia and
Western Australia, the probabilities are that the coming
year will see a reduced clip of somewhat inferior quality,

in consequence of the droughts that haVe been experienced
in a large portion of New South Wales, Victoria and in a

part of South Australia. Owing to the anticipated im-
provement in trade generally, it is hoped that the prices

of the (dosing wool sales of the year will at least hold

throughout the present year.

Australian Tariff Changes.

The tariff for the Australian Commonwealth has been
finally passed, and, it may be said that so far as Canadian
interests are concerned, it does not differ materially from
the form in which it. passed the House of Representatives
six months ago.

A special class has been made for corsets which are

now 15 per cent, general tariff and 10 per cent, preferen-

tial, instead of having been classed under apparels with a

duty of 35 per cent.

Carpets, including, lap dusters, floor rugs and cover-

ings, floor cloths, floor and carriage mats, have been re-

duced from 20 per cent, and 15 per cent, preferential, to

15 per cent, general tariff and 10 per cent, preferential.

Curtains and blinds are now 20 per cent, and 15 per

cent., instead of 25 per cent, and 20 per cent, preferential.

Parasols and sunshades have been made 25 instead of 20
per cent. Piece goods containing wool have been made 30

per cent, and 25 per cent., respectively, instead of 15 per
cent, and 10 per cent. Piece goods of silk or containing

silk have been reduced from 20 per cent, and 15 per cent,

to 15 per cent, and 10 per cent. A similar reduction ap-

plies to velvets, velveteens, tucked linens and cottons.

Cotton, linen and small piece goods including leather cloth

remain as before, 5 per cent, and free. Socks and stock-

ings of cotton are now free instead of 25 per cent, and 20
per cent, preferential ns before.
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Tendencies in Spring Styles as we See Them To-day
Plain, Soft Sheer Muslins and Heavy Cotton and Linen Suitings— The Call for Pattern Goods
— Silk and Embroideries Likely to be Higher in Price Soon — 1 he Latest in Millinery.

Satin-faced cloths are being accepted freely for

dress and suit purposes.

Light weight, brightly finished chiffon broad-

cloths called "Directoire cloth," will meet a popu-

lar call amongst medium and better class track'.

Liberty cloths—satin-faced with surah back, are

being introduced this season by some of our repre-

sentative dry goods houses. For Spring, 1909, this

class of material will find even more pronounced

favor, broadening, in the silk trade, into a greater

call for Piette and other satin-finished weaves of

ilks.

Pattern goods should be purchased gingerly, with

due consideration to the proper order of design

—

neat, lady-like effects—checks preferred.

-

Note.—The following is the second special fashion let-

ter by a staff writer, who recently returned from a visit

to the European markets. The information contained in

this letter is supplementary to that given in the first

forecast, and many new and valuable pointers are given.

—

Editor Review.

A novelty design, creating some stir this Fall and

likely to sell well next Spring, consists of pattern goods

in block checks, clan tartans and fancy stripes with wide
dividing bands of satin cloth. Skirts of these materials

are tucked so as to hide the pattern around hips, giving

the upper part of skirt a perfectly plain colored effect.

The pattern—check, tartan or stripe—unfolds in the pleat-

ing as the tucks break away from their pressed position,

when the wearer walks. Coat is made of material ex-

actly the same as the plain in the skirting.

Another novelty is a stripe or check material for

skirts, with plain materials of exactly the same texture

foi coat or waist.

A still later and somewhat newer novelty consists of

.i suit witli check skirt and stripe coat—materials and

colorings to match—patterns opposite.

House dresses, tea dresses and evening dresses will be

called for of satiny, clinging, drapey materials, such as

satin finished, all silk crepe de chenes ; real satin-faced

cloths with twill silk back; toile delaines; very light

weight, fine satin cloths; casmerettes and cashmeres.

Wash Goods for Spring.

Information available on this important topic points
strongly to plain, soft, sheer muslins and the heavier

weight cotton and linen suiting materials.

In patterns, we rather favor the neater designs. The
(all for large floral patterns is very rapidly diminishing.

There is still some showing of bold checks, but these

should prove more a feature amongst the medium and
cheaper trade. This is a well-worn American idea that

has already seen more than a little play on this side of

the line.

Price indications for Spring stand about as they did

at time of last writing.

Silks and embroideries are going higher. Cottons,

linens and woolens should stand about as to-day. Laces

have seen some fair reductions in the Foreign markets.

Nottingham laces and productions have held wonderfully

well. We do not see any reason or likelihood of immedi-
ate advance in these lines of merchandise.

There is a possible factor which may work to lower
prices in some commodities—a reduced cost of labor. The
whole world of capitalists is making emphatic drives and

One of the Smart Parisian Costumes.

cuts in aid of lower wages. Such an onslaught, coming

as it does, when work is none too plentiful, is likely to

accomplish its end. Any sudden revival in trade condi-

tions would seriously hinder the task on hand. It is only

when we are not well occupied that we have time for

contentions. At any rate it is only at such times that

manufacturers feel that they can afford to quarrel with

their bread-earners.

Millinery and What it will Mean.

It is really surprising the number of large hats still

shown in Paris and New York and the number of ap-

propriate trimmings created, to keep the large hat in

vogue.

Large wings, twelve to eighteen inches long, quills

from twelve to twenty-four inches long, tremendous os-
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fcrich plumes, immense feather bandeaux, large and ex-
treme slides and buckles, enormous birds and flowers
adorn these marvellous creations. An even greater
variety of large trimmings, only suitable for large hats,
is shown this season, and this is the strong feeling

abroad.

Canada will take but a limited portion of any one
class of style. The larger foreign cities start a style

with the very best people, at the most extravagant prices,

and keep changing and cheapening that same style until

they have covered practically every grade of the buying
public.

We aim at the same mode of merchandizing but the

great difference in the result is understood when we real-

ize that we have the largest proportion of people in the

A Parisian Costume with Directoire Touches.

world, for our population, willing to pay the price for

what they want and for what is stylish. So it is that

our people are not divided into such a variety of classes

and thus it takes but a comparatively short time to have
reached them all. Because of this we firmly believe that

almost as many small hats will be sold this season as

will hats of the larger type, even though evidence abroad
is to the contrary.

A new order of demand in hat wear has been created

by the influence of the Directoire gown. This influence

has worked its way out in the shape of a call for satin

finishes. First comes the use of plain duchess and satin

ribbons instead of fancy and taffeta ribbons. The second

influence occurs in the showing of satin-covered hat

shapes, sometimes in plain colors and sometimes with
plain crown and upper brim, with lower brim of a con-

t tasting color.

A very smart hat indeed may be created with myrtle

green satin shape, broad crown and broad brim, under
brim faced with dull reseda green satin, (by the way,
there is a thirty-inch satin-faced, silk-backed material, m
all colors, expressly for this use), bandeau of bright
myrtle duchess ribbon, arranged in Grecian Key design
around a plain satin ribbon band ; large, dull green kid
buckle on side, holding two long myrtle-shaded quills.

These satin-covered, satin-trimmed hats are distinctly

Directoire and will prove a feature in the Fall and Winter
trade.

The principal change in the shape of the hat for this

season is noticeable in the breadth of the crown. One to

three inches extra width has been added in this direc-

tion.

For Spring, 1909, we count on small and medium
size hats for most patronage.

Style Lines or Oddities for 1 908.

Separate coats are forty-eight to fifty-two inches
long. Principally semi-fitting. Some features are, cut-

away round corner fronts, long mannish lines in semi
and in tight-fitting garments, long braid bound, button
trimmed, open vents at back, the one or two-button, iiigh-

waisted plain coats and the Directoire coat with its rut-

away fronts, large lapels, stand-up turn-down collar, and
large buttons.

Skirts have a marked tendency to overskirt effects,

in long graceful pointed lines. Some skirts are buttoned
down the front, some are buttoned down the side, and
all are decidedly long.

Sleeves are still three-quarter length and long. Three-
quarters in the dainty

; long in the mannish' creations.

In regard to length of sleeves for 1909, we look for

some little change in proportion arrangement—an increas-

ed demand for full-length sleeves.

Dress styles show a very marked inclination to high

waist lines, in many instances almost avoiding this di-

vision in arrangement, by draping in such a manner that

the waist line has no life at all.

Color Indications for Spring, 1909.

Greens, all tints, resedas to the fore, champagne and
linen colors, a blue born of the peacock color, but a de-

cidedly lighter shade, will find a place in the color

scheme. We look for some revival of old rose. Lemons
and yellow tints are bound to be accepted more freely.

A good deal of this color has been put on order for

Spring trade and some of our smarter houses are start-

ing these colors this season.

We have mentioned only the feature colors, colors to

be proportioned in a different way on Spring orders. The
usual colors are staple ones. We cannot style or argue

them into any other than a prominent position in our
disposition toward a season's supplies.

West All Right.

Mr. William Purvis, buyer for Messrs. J. & E. Brown.
the large merchants of Portage La Prairie, Manitoba, is

visiting the East, combining business with pleasure. Mr.
Purvis is a great believer in the future of the West, and
looks for a good Fall business. In speaking of the crop
yield he said: "Although the continued dry weather will

lessen the total yield, we have a very fair crop all through
the West, and should do a splendid Fall and Winter
trade."
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Monthly Review of the British Markets

Office Dry Goods Re-

view, 88 Fleet Street,

London, Eng.—Though the

Slimmer sales are at an

end in London, owing to

the many visitors and

the beautiful weather busi-

ness still keeps up. This

applies particularly to

the West End. As re-

ported by some of the

best houses, some weeks

of good business are yet

to come. Indeed, there

arc hopes in this quarter

for an unusually good

August. The number of

Canadian buyers who visit England and the Continent

each season becomes larger, and though the Canadian

trade, like that of the rest of the world, is passing

through a period of depression, the number of buyers

from Canada has shown no material falling off.

The Plumage Bill has passed the House of Lords and

has reached the Commons. This bill, if passed, manu-

facturers positively state, will have a far-reaching effect

not only upon their business, but also upon the whole-

sale and the retail trade.

Another bill before the Commons, dealing with the

drapery trade, has for its object the protection of the

Irish hand-loom weavers. All table cloths, table napkins,

piece damask, etc., will have, if the bill becomes law,

woven into the selvedge, when made on (he hand-loom,

the words "Irish hand-woven." Cambric, diaper or

other piece goods will have the words stamped on the

edges. Anyone selling or exposing goods for sale im-

properly marked will be liable to a fine for the first

offence and a term of imprisonment for the second.

His Majesty's Consul at Lyons reporting upon the

condition of the silk trade, says that though not so

critical now as in the Autumn and Winter, depression

and timidity still are the salient features of the market.

As there was much wild buying of silk in the boom time

of last Summer at top prices there are still large stocks

of the raw material which holders cannot unload.

The state of the raw silk trade is reflected in the

figures of the manufacturers of silks in France, which

show a marked falling off as compared with those of the

previous year. The statistics of exports show, for the

first five months of the year, a decline in value as

against the corresponding period of 1907 of no less than

£1,853,000. This decline is shared by every article,

though ribbons show the heaviest fall of all.

Bradford.

Though wool values are firm, the close of the last

series of sales in Coleman Street was hardly of so buoy-

ant a nature as the proceedings of the earlier week. The

advances gained were largely due to American buying,

and although they were well maintained American inter-

est flagged considerably in the last few days of the sale.

Another feature that is causing some anxiety is the

fact that 86,000 bales were carried over, and this is in the

face of the fact that the new crop is coming to hand.

There is no doubt that wool values are now on a

very reasonable basis, but there is also no doubt about

the fact that trade is abnormally quiet. If even a

slight improvement took place there would be little

doubt as to present values, but in the face of the fact

that a new crop is due. many users expect a slight, re-

action to take place.

Manchester.

Raw cotton is pursuing its usual course, easing off a

little and then hardening in price, but when all these

fluctuations are evened up the change is only small. As
far as can be made out), the crop in America is making-

good progress, and a fair average yield seems probable.

Producers of both American and Egyptian yarns are

curtailing production^ and some mills are contemplating
shutting down for an indefinite period. The Master
Cotton Spinners' Association are taking steps to bring

about a reduction of five per cent, in the operatives'

wages. It is claimed that no profit can be made under

present circumstances.

In the wholesale houses the half-yearly stock-taking

has turned out more satisfactorily than was at first

expected, and prospects for further business are said to

be brighter. There seems to be a growing feeling that,

cotton prices have reached the lowest possible level, and

that in future the main tendency will be upwards.

The North of Ireland.

It cannot be said that there is much change: in the

'tutlook here, but hopefulness still prevails. Short time

is still being worked, but additional looms are being start-

ed. There is an idea that some of the new contracts will

not leave any great balance on the right side. Tow yarns

and the coarser numbers are steady, and yarn prices arc

a turn firmer

Scotland.

Both the linen and the tweed trade are in a depressed

condition. The hosiery trade is satisfactory, Glasgow

houses complaining that they cannot obtain full deliveries

of cashmere hose.

A bill now before the British House of

Commons aims to protect the Irish hand-] oom
industry.

The last wool sales showed a marked im-

provement, but there is a feeling that while

present values are excellent there is just the

possibility that they may go slightly lower.

Manchester opinion is to the effect that

cotton prices have reached their low level. ^iome

mills are curtailing production.

Business for export is, on the whole, not

particularly satisfactory.
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Further Hints on Departmentizing a General Store

A Division of the Sales in Different Departments — The Ap-

portionment of the General Expenses and Floor Space.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington.

Iti the last issue of The Review the writer mil lined a

method for taking eare of the purchasing end of a general

store with a view of ultimately ascertaining the net profit

or hiss mi each department in the store.

The plan suggested would necessitate opening a separ-

ate "merchandise account" for each department in the

ledger, to the debit of which is posted the "purchases"

from the "purchase journal," and to the credit, the

"sales" from (lie sales books. As to recording the sales

into departments, with the general use of the duplicate

cash and credit sales books on the market to-day, it is a

very simple matter for each department to have its own
sales books which can be totalled periodically as desired.

The total of "cash sales" may be put through the general

cash book every day or week, the sheet for recapitulating

sales being divided into "cash" and "credit" sales, the

entry being. "Sales dept. A" or "sales dept B, " etc. The

"credit sales" will have to be posted to the debit of the

customer's account in the ledger, and "sales dept. A"
credited with the total from the recap, column furnished

A suitable form of cash book is given in Fig. 1 (dv.

side; Fig. 2, (cr. side) will be given in the continuation

of this article.

If it is thought advisable the "expense columns on the

credit, side may be further sub-divided into "freight,"

"salaries," etc., under each department, or a subsidiary

book may be kept for the purpose of ascertaining whal

percentage each expense item has to the sales. Further
columns may be added for "discount," "interest," etc.,

as may be necessary. Such expense items as rent, which
would include taxes and interest, should the merchant
own his store, insurance, heat, light, office and manage-
ment salaries, stationery and postage, delivery, may be

apportioned to different departments by ascertaining the
percentage of the total sales, for example, the rent paid

is $500.00 per year, the sales of dept. "A" amount to

$10,000.00, the "total sales to $80,000.00; as the sales of

dept. "A" are 16 2-3 per cent, of the total turnover, the

rent proportion chargeable to dept. "A" is 16 2-3 per

cent, of $500.00, or $62.50, and so on through the different
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with each sales hook. Of course, a more elaborate record

could be kept, showing the sales of each individual sales-

man for the period, for the purpose of comparing the rela-

tive cost of selling with the remuneration he receives, and
this information is certainly of great value to any pro-

gressive merchant.

Should one salesman take a customer from one depart-

ment to another and sell goods from each department,

there are two ways to suggest as to the recording of such

sales; first, the <rsales books" from each department

should be used for each purchase; or the recapitulation

sheets for all the departments should be ruled specially

with a column for each department sales and each indivi-

dual sale marked for the department which should receive

credit.

Expenses.

Expenses originate usually in the cash book, which

shows amounts paid for freight, salaries, light, stationery,

etc.

departments and expenses. There may be reasons for

varying from this percentage principle, for instance, the

percentage of profit on the goods of one department is

considerably more or less than on goods of another; again,

it may require more clerks to look after a certain depart-

ment, or more valuable floor space may be occupied; in

the latter case, where these "general expenses" are not

chargeable direct to the department, such as salaries,

freight, etc., it will depend largely on the storekeeper's

own judgment as to what proportion of rent, heat, light,

etc., is chargeable to each department.

(To be Continued in October Dry Goods Review.)

J. G. Gemmill, until recently on the sales staff of

A. B. Scott, Smith's Falls, has bought from F. S. Har-

rison his dry Roods business in the same town and will

conduct it in future.
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FACTS
Of Interest to Canadian Merchants

A 3
7ear ago we established a branch office and factory at 61-63 Albert St.,

Toronto, for the purpose of entering the extensive and rapidly growing

Canadian field.

Nearly 300 McCall Pattern Departments have already been established

in the Dominion. This good beginning foreshadows the supremacy of McCall
Patterns there which naturally they should attain, as in

FIT
STYLE

RELIABILITY
SATISFACTION

AMOUNT OF SALES
NUMBER OF SELLING AGENCIES

McCALL PATTERNS LEAD ALL OTHER
MAKES IN THE UNITED STATES

We offer Canadian merchants the same goods, the same prices and the same
terms that we do merchants across the border. The same satisfactory results should

therefore be secured by the former that have been met with by the latter. With other

conditions equal the McCall merchant controls the local pattern trade against all

competition and thus attracts more general trade to his store.

A Word About

McCall Patterns

They long ago passed the experimental stage, having been on the market

continuously for nearly 40 years.

All seams are allowed without waste of material.

The exact sewing and basting lines are indicated; a feature peculiar to McCall
Patterns and of inestimable help to the beginner.

A special system of grading is used, insuring accuracy of the various sizes. The 32 and 46 waists are just as accurate

and reliable as the original model size (36) and the 22 and 34 skirts, as the model size (24).

To safeguard against errors in cutting the patterns, a system is used to check and recheck the material models with the

original Manilla pattern models and these with the finished tissue patterns. Every means is adopted to produce as

simple, as satisfactory and as nearly perfect a pattern as possible.

McCall Patterns are sure to satisfy your trade ; bring you a good direct profit and

likewise bring you additional general trade. May we correspond with you further on
the subject ; submit samples, etc.

ADDRESS MAIN OFFICE

THE McCALL COMPANY
236-246 West 37th Street, New York City

TORONTO CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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r\DV POODS REVIEW °nP ° f the means by which this may be accomplished

is by keeping an attractive store. There is always a

AND MLIN b rUKINljHLK much stronger inclination to buy in a store which pre-

Issued Monthly scnts an inviting external appearance than in one in which

this feature is lacking.

subscription PRICE: New Fall goods present splendid facilities for calling
Canada. Great Britain, United States, Australia, ,, ,. , ,, , ,, ,. ,

South Africa and the West Indies - - - $2 a year attention to a store, through the medium of attractive

Other Countries - - $3 a year window displays, the importance of which is being more
Single Copies 25 cents

Invariably in advance. fully appreciated.

^,„^. „ Of course, in order to do business one must have the
DIRECTORS -.

J. B. MACLEAN, Montreal - President goods, and this problem promises to be one which will

W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto - - Vice-President test the foresight of dry goods merchants during the next

A. B. CASWELL, Montreal -
- Managing Director few months. It would seem that the man who took in*

Cable Address: mediate steps to place his stock in a condition to supply

Macpubco, Toronto. Atabek, London, Eng. the demands which will be made upon it would stand th"

CHIEF OFFICES: host chance of doing a successful and satisfactory Fall
CANADA

Montreal 232 McGill Street trade.
Telephone Main 1255

Toronto 1" Front Street East $ '

Telephone Main 7324

Winnipeg - - - - F. R. Munro, 511 Union Bank Building r-™ ,V7 , , ,

Telephone 3726 1 he Woolen Industry.
Vancouver > - R. 'Bruce Bennett .....

1737 Haro Street Political editorial writers are working overtime these

GREAT BRITAIN— days telling us things about the woolen industry. Opposi-
London, Eng. J M. Mc Kim, European Manager, 88 Fleet St., E.G. ..,-., » .

i • , n
Telephone Central 1296 1 1011 papers point to the decline ot the industry m Canada.

Manchester. ... - H. S. Ashburner, 92 Market Street . ,, , , , ,• „ ,, 3aiAMuiMinn,
ail( l j ne increasingly large importations ot these goods as

A, „ „ d u f cun ,«,!, Ci„„„f proof of the statement that redress by legislation is
New York It. B. Huestis, 541 w. 145th Street ' •' &

Telephone 2430 Audubon. aeeded, in other words, that greater protection should be
Chicago J. P. Sharpe

r-r> k KTy-r afforded Canadian woolen manufacturers bv an increaseFRANCE-
PARIS Agcnce Havas. 8 Place de la Bourse in the customs duty. On the other hand, Government

SWITZERLAND— organs seek to justify the action of the Premier in his
Zurich Louis Wolf, Orell Fussli & Co.

refusal to accede to the request of the woolen men and
EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENT: ... ... . , .. ... . „

mr a f dacam Paris would have their readers believe that woolen manuiac-

turers are trying to add to the burden of the consumer

ADVERTISING RATES-12 MONTHS while they themselves are waxing wealthy. The farmers

One page $3°0 represented by the Winnipeg Free Press as having
" halfpage

nn" quarterpage i««
t0 "carry on their backs manufacturing industries which.

'; eighth page
So

incn through bad management, out-of-date plant, or for any
Office of Publication, 10 Front Street Eaat, Toronto „ , . ,. * -

other reason, are not profitable according to the desires

of those engaged in them."

MONTREAL AND TORONTO, SEPTEMBER, 1908. w _ ,. . . „ ,iTiv/n x x\,±in.±j m.-,*, j. ^e Qanacjians nave pnded ourselves on the fact—as

^z^czsxxzxzz^zz^x^^xxzzxzzss^ —^- we SUpp0seci—that our business men were as enterprising.

as intelligent and as aggressive as those in any other

rail oeil ng. country in the world. Are we now going to be forced to

The Fall season is upon us. This means Fall selling. admit that we were mistaken; that our manufacturers are

Before another issue of The Review is published openings an unprogressive, unintelligent and indolent class, or

will have been held, and the Fall trade will have been must we make an exception of those engaged in the woolen

entered upon. industry? This suggestion is preposterous, of course. By

A whole lot depends on the business of the next few the very nature of their business and the conditions sur-

rnonths. If the natural and normal demand for goods rounding it, woolen manufacturers have had to be pro-

finds scope for its exercise, merchants, retail and whole- gressive and would have been forced, had they not had

sale, should experience a most satisfactory season's busi- the inclination, to adopt the most modern methods or

ness. It may be said that the prospects have brightened suffer the alternative of being driven out of business, as.

materially during the last month, one of the most potent indeed, many of them have been.

factors undoubtedly being the encouraging reports on crop As a matter of fact, the woolen industry in Canada

conditions, particularly in the wes?. These prospects are to-day is in the hands of the very brightest men. No sane

now more nearly being realized on and with the better person believes that as a class they are unprogressive.

tone which pervades business as a whole, merchants though for political purposes it may be considered advis-

should place themselves in a position to reap as much able to represent them as clinging to obsolete methods,

benefit as they possibly can from the improved condi- If we may dismiss the "bad management" theory as

tions. unpractical, one may reasonably ask, "then what US the
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trouble f" A typical case will serve to illustrate: A mill

making woolen yarn in Western Ontario has failed to

secure an order from a knit goods manufacturer because

the price asked was too high. The knit goods man has to

go to England for the 500,000 pounds of yarn he requires

during the year; he admits that it's almost criminal, but

after going carefully into the question of cost with the

yarn maker and honestly anxious to give the Canadian

the business because the Canadian yarn really suited his

purpose better, he found that he could buy English yarn

for iy2 e per pound less than the Canadian could manu-

facture it for.

"Aha," the critic says, "then the yarn manufacturer

was trying to carry on a business for which the country

is not adapted." Sounds reasonable, but it's not true.

There are two principal reasons why the Canadian

yarn maker—and his position is typical of that of all

woolen manufacturers—is handicapped in his fight for

business in competition with imported yarn. He has to

pay higher wages, which in itself is a pretty serious con-

sideration, and in the second place he has to adapt his

mill to make every standard of yarn used in Canada. This

decreases the output 40 per cent., and increases the cost

of production. In England a mill of a corresponding size

to that in mind would run from January to December, on,

perhaps, 2-lls yarn, and find a market for it. One mill

could make in a month all the 2-lls yarn that would be

used in Canada in a year.

The market here is too limited to permit of the em-

ployment of methods possible where a mill has practically

a world-wide market.

Canada will eventually furnish a market which will

make possible many economies now denied domestic

manufacturers, but this does not constitute a reason for

forcing such manufacturers as have to work with a limited

output, to close their mill and go out of business.

The Governor-General and Co-operation.

It has been reported in business circles recently that

Earl Grey has identified himself with and is to accept

the presidency of one of the large co-operative companies

now being organized. This is something we regret to

hear. As Governor-General Earl Grey has shown himself

to be a shrewd, keen business man, with an evident ap-

preciation of the practical side of the affairs with which

he has had to do. He has shown, too, his appreciation

of the benefits of good advertising in his vigorous sup-

port of the recent Tercentenary celebration at Quebec

From the standpoint of an advertisement, as well as in

other ways, this was one of the greatest events in Can-

ada's history. While the cost of the celebration was per-

haps half a million, it undoubtedly will be worth ten

millions in its general effect. The Governor-General de-

serves a good deal of credit for his connection with this.

In the matter mentioned above, howc\er, if the report

is true, His Excellency shows much less business fore-

sight. The business situation in Canada is entirely dif-

ferent from conditions in Great Britain and Europe, and

this is something the Governor-General should realize.

Canada is a new country, and one in which the smaller

merchants and retailers, the corner stores and the coun-

try traders, have played and are playing a great part

in the country's development. These have done and will

continue to do a work which the co-operative societies

it is proposed to organize would not undertake. This is

one of Canada's strong business features and is some-

thing which is not evident in Great Britain and the

European countries.

The Governor-General of Canada should not permit

himself to be drawn into any connection such as is sug-

gested above. Even as Earl Grey he should have the

foresight to see the injustice and unwise features of tak-

ing any such action.

Promoting Home Patronage.

The merchants of Shenandoah, Iowa, recently offered

a handsome prize to the person writing the best short es-

say on the subject "How to Promote Home Patronage."

The following extract from the prize-winning essay con-

tains some very sound advice to merchants:

Be honest earnest and accommodating. The most
powerful factor in business is the personal element, and

right there is where the home merchant has the advan-

tage of the mail order man. The farmer knows his home
merchant, knows him to be honest, obliging and straight-

forward. If he can get anywhere near as good prices at

home he will not send away. Let the farmer know that

you have his interest at heart and would not knowingly

sell him anything of poor quality. Educate him to the

use of the best qualities and show him the differences in

the grades. Make it an open deal all the way through,

straight and above board. The farmer does not object

to a fair profit, but the mail order men have constantly-

impressed on his mind that the home merchant is a

robber, till sometimes the farmer almost believes it.

Half Holidays and Travelers.

Something that has caused more kicking among whole-

sale men and travelers in general than even bad railway

facilities and local option boarding houses, this summer,

has been the interruption of business through the fre-

quency of the mid-week civic and other local holidays. To

say that such have caused a lot of inconvenience is put-

ting the case mildly. It would be hard to figure out in

money just how much local holidays have cost as a result

of useless trips and enforced lay-overs. There is great

big room for some enterprising publisher to get out a list

of all the cities and towns observing the half-holiday

either on Wednesday, Thursday or as the case may be.

The half-holiday pretty well carves up the five-day busi-

ness week of the commercial man with headquarters in

Montreal or Toronto. Moreover, the civic holiday dates

ought to be known. It would mean a big saving in real

money.
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The new samples of

carpets for Spring

have just been re-

ceived and we feel

very enthusiastic

about them.

Our travellers will

call on you shortly

and you can then

judge for yourself,

but we are confident

you will agree with

our assertion

that "Lion" car-

pets represent

the best values

and patterns to

be had in Can-

ada or Great

Britain.

Many of the designs

are confined to the

Brock Co., for

Canada.

Just a word about

Letter Orders. Our
sales through the
medium of this depart-

ment are increasing

daily. Let's show YOU
why by filling your list.

The W. R. Brock Company
Montreal (Limited)

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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FIVE MILLION TIMES

This TRADE MARK head is printed each month upon five

million MAGAZINES, STYLE BOOKS and PATTERNS. Five

million separate pieces of printed paper carrying this Trade-Mark

enter American homes (Canada and the Linked States) every

month. Each of these reproductions tells the story of The

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
MADE IN CANADA

Let us deliver this purchasing power into your store by installing

there a PATTERN DEPARTMENT for the sale of The

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
MADE IN CANADA

The T. Eaton Company, Toronto

The T. Eaton Company, Winnipeg

Marshall Field & Company, Chicago

John Wanamaker, New York

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia

and nearly 3,000 of the LEADING STORES in the UNITED STATES
and CANADA carry The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns exclusively.

WHY NOT YOU ? WRITE US NOW

THE HOME PATTERN CO., 23 lo
To1ToVo

tr
cISada

NEW YORK: 615 West Forty-third Street

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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"Men Who Sell Things
*»

Some of the Fallacies Practised by the Sky-Rocket Salesman - Salesmanship Not Alto-

gether a Matter of Headwork — Sentiment and Heart-Promptings Important Factors.

(Continued from August Dry Goods Review.)

CHAPTER IX.—Continued.

Gradually a little improvement was noticed. Com-
plaints became less frequent, and his sales continued to in-

crease; but at best he was nervous. He got mad at little

"crop.v" customers because they did not buy enough

goods In suit him; then he would vary the programme by

writing in that, this or that line was not up to the stand-

ard. When he had exhausted his regular lines of special-

ties, he would wrangle about his expense account. He was
always "out'' in making a settlement to the house, not-

withstanding that it was expressly understood from the

beginning that his daily allowance was not to exceed a

stipulated amount.

Training that man was more like an experience in fit-

ting two lengths of stope-pipe than anything I have ever

undertaken. As soon as one side was nicely adjusted it

would bulge out on the other. If you have ever done

any stove-pipe fitting, you know that it is the most exas-

perating work that man was ever engaged in. Finally,

with the aid of many heart-to-heart talks, we convinced

him that there was but one way in which he could ever

hope to build a safe and sound career; that he would

never again have so good a chance to make the best of his

opportunities in life; that if he failed to make good with

us, the crisis in his business career would have been reach-

ed, then would come the re-action in a down-grade pace

that all the influence in the world could not check.

The turning-point came at last, and with it the admis-

sion from Mr. Skyrocket that it was indeed a revelation

to him to see the manner in which our business was con-

ducted, his great regret being that he had been deprived

of such training earlier in life.

His territory, which was generally hated, was in "the
enemy's country.'' Under the new life that our made-

over salesman gave it, however, it developed into one of

the best selling-assets of the house.

The salesman who secures patronage for the moment
by over-colored propositions and loosely fixed principles

does no lasting harm to either his trade or his house. He
merely fools himself.

If Mi-. Sky-rocket will stop cheating himself and look

honestly into his career he can read there pretty accurate-

ly what is going to happen to him.

And, best of all, not only can he foretell his own busi-

ness fortune, but he can control it, if he will be guided

and warned by the weaknesses written on the pages of his

own personality.

If you are a Sky-rocket salesman, don't look at the

picture of your past misdirected effort in a careless kind

of way.

Know Yourself.

Don't say, "I'm just as good a salesman as So-and-

so." I know lots of people who might well investigate

their own characters. When you retire for the night look

into your own methods, study your own weaknesses. Tell

yourself truthfully just where you fell down on this or

that transaction, and follow along the lines of your mis-

conduct to the inevitable end. If you are the least bit of

a philosopher, you can see that the end will be failure and

discharge, unless you are sincere, and mean to be guided
by what you see in your character study.

Make a new and determined effort to put yourself

under the sort of control that leads to riches and honor.

The young man going out on the road for the first

time, if he is made of the right stuff, will soon learn the

importance of knowing what not to do to insure his ulti-

mate success.

A well-known authority on salesmanship says:

"The reason why there is no work in the world like

that of the traveling salesman, where a man's actions will

so quickly determine his success or failure, is because

perhaps that in no other vocation is a man put so abso-

lutely upon his own honor and ability to work out his own
salvation."

The realization of this does not come with the first

trip. A salesman gets to know it only after he has been

packing and unpacking trunks for several years. The
best the salesman can attain to is what he learned by the

"rubbing" process, taught only through bitter lessons in

the school of experience.

Learn in this school how to avoid doing the wrong
thing.

CHAPTER X.

THE ALL-HEAD-AND-NO-SOUL SALESMAN.

The riches of salesmanship depend as much upon what
we sow as what we save.

The all-head man is like a sponge, absorbing every-

thing and giving out nothing. There is neither much of

sentiment nor of sympathy in his mental make-up.

We hear it said that the actions of one man proceed

from his head, and those of another from his heart. This

difference is usually pointed out by the man who prides

himself on being "heady." It is well to be "heady," as

the term goes, but there is such a thing as being too heady.

A salesman is too "heady" when he measures the

value of every sale by mere head-work, and does not allow

anything for the natural influence of the soul qualities;

when he does not take into consideration the greater re-

sults which might have been attained through combining
brain stuff with soul stuff.

On the other hand, a salesman is ruled too much by

his heart when he disregards his head and either ignor-

antly or carelessly acts contrary to what sound experience

has proven to be true.

Don't Neglect Heart Promptings.

Give heed to this, then: Use your head to make your

plans and carry them out, but don't neglect the prompt-

ings of your heart, just because you meet with a few men
who have more heart than common sense. Soul qualities,

those which spring from the heart, give life to your plans

and actions. Balance head action with heart action. I

have known some very brainy men who were wretched

salesmen, simply because they had neglected to develop

soul qualities in gathering their mental equipment to-

gether. But vou could not get them to see it.
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The hardest kind of man to reach is the all-head man.

"Stuff and nonsense," says he, when you talk about the

soul playing' any part in salesmanship. He waves you off

with, "That will do for women and children, but don't

talk it to me."
Strangely enough, failure is never humble.

That's because some one else is always to blame. We
ourselves make our successes; the other fellow makes our

failures. Failure, therefore, always thinks itself deserv-

ing of the success which it has not achieved.

The science of salesmanship involves the exercise of

the positive qualities of the body, mind and soul. The

last is perhaps one of the most important factors in suc-

cessful salesmanship. Practical psychology as a mighty

motive power in business-getting is receiving marked at-

tention on the part of intelligent commercial men every-

where. If traveling salesmen as a class were to set about

the development of the powers and functions of the soul,

such as faith, brotherly kindness, and reverence, and apply

these in a practical way to the daily routine of their busi-

ness life, the results of their work would be much en-

hanced.

On a certain occasion the sales manager of a large

house called one of his salesmen to his office and said to

him: "Mr. C
,
you have represented us for two years

in one of the best States in the Union. The results of

your work have not been what we might expect. It is not

our purpose to discourage you, but you have been two

years planting seed down there—now for the harvest. We
shall expect you to show largely increased sales during

the next year.

"Now, let us examine the situation. You have an ex-

cellent territory, backed up by the strongest house in the

world in our line
;
you have a personal asset in the way of

general appearance that many men would give thousands

to possess—a fine physique, a pleasing countenance, and a

good knowledge of the business. But you lack one thing."-

" One Quality Lacking."

"What is that?" asked the now thoroughly abashed

but interested listener.

"Soul power, my boy. That's it. You remind me of a

fine piece of sculpture I once saw in Rome. It was a

statue of Moses by Michelangelo. The work was so life-

like and so perfect in every detail that the great artist

was overcome, and in his excitement struck it a severe

blow on the knee, as if to awaken it to life, and com-
manded, 'Speak, Moses!'

"Your work lacks life—life of a nature born of real

interest in your customers. You must cultivate the quali-

ties that will enable you to get close to people, permitting

you to play upon the very harp-chords of the hearts of

those with whom you come in contact. Learn to draw the

sympathies of your trade to you, or you will never make
your mark in salesmanship.

"Now it is an actual fact that men generally act more
on feeling than judgment. If you make your customers

feel like buying, they are pretty sure to buy, but if they

do not feel like it they won't do it, even if they know they

ought to. Your failure results from the fact that if there

is no desire there is no possibility of doing business.

"Go out now and see if you cannot make your real

power lie in your ability to awaken interest and create

desire.

"Do not insist upon keeping yourself before your cus-

tomer; bear in mind that he is not interested in you or

your proposition. To make him care, begin as soon as

possible by talking about his situation, never mentioning

yourself. In short, show your customers that you are

deeply interested in them."
Mr. C thanked his manager, and, departing, prom-

ised to act upon his advice.

The very first day of the following week recorded an

order from him for five hundred dollar's that he secured

from an old "blue line" merchant on a line of goods thai

he had always bought in another market. lie increased

his sales that year twenty-seven per cent., and all other

departments of his work showed a decided improvement.

He continued right on the next year to grow in usefulness

to himself and his house, in a way that he had not dreamed
of.

The power to sway people is not altogether a gift, by
any means. It can be cultivated. In most cases it merely

requires an awakening of the soul faculties, as in the

career of Mr. C .

The great majority of salesmen have neglected this

side of their education, either from ignorance of its tre-

mendous power as a commercial and selling asset, or be-

cause they regarded it from an erroneous standpoint, be-

lieving it should be regarded as mere sentimentalism.

Similarity of Professions.

The work of the salesman differs little in character
from that of the lawyer, the preacher, the actor, or the

statesman. In each of these professions success depends
on the power to draw and persuade people.

From a business standpoint, the most important self-

knowledge is the discernment of one's powers and the

possibilities of their development. One of the greatest of

these is the power of attraction. Many a great statesman
has attained political favors of the highest nature by his

wonderful psychological powers.

'Some men have the faculty of easily winning consent
from the majority of their acquaintances; at least, to al-

most anything they propose. The essence of this quality

is not in their logic—in the arguments and reasons with
which they are equipped—but in rousing an impulse in

the listener to agree to the proposition that has been ad-
vanced, before hearing all he evidence, which he would
usually require before making up his mind.

Some years ago a remarkable demonstration along this

line occurred in the City of Chicago, when from some
previously unheard of western town there came William
Jennings Bryan, an unknown Congressman, as a delegate
to a national political convention. In him this power had
reached a wonderful degree of development. It had an
irresistible effect on most of the people who heard him.
He did not have to force the acceptance of his views on
the convention—the convention's acceptance was a matter
of course so soon as he claimed its attention. The man
from the West sprang into leadership by acclamation; he
received the unanimous nomination for the Presidency of
the United 'States, putting all other candidates entirely

out of the race.

Dramatic Art in a Salesman.

Psychology forms the very basis of dramatic art. It is

that power developed to a marked degree in a minister of

the Gospel that causes him to move and sway a great
concourse of people, drawing them to himself as one man.
Salesmen who have developed this quality, in relating ex-

periences of certain transactions, often speak of having
felt a peculiar power of persuasion that could not possibly

result in anything but success. Let the salesman once
taste it, and a peculiar longing to meet people and sell

goods will fasten itself upon him, impelling him, like

Alexander, to look for new worlds to conquer. He will

then have come into full realization of what it means to

exert the power of his soul functions to the fullest de-

gree, and his success will be an assured fact.

Merchants will buy a bill from the purely "head"
man now and then because he is surrounded with an at-

mosphere of seeming superiority, but they do not bestow
on him large and continued favors. Somehow or other
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their sympathies are inclined toward the genial fellow

who employs genuine wholeheartedness with his headi-

ness.

One o!' the "headiest " salesmen in our establishment

gloried in !he boast of a twenty years' experience on the

road. He was a past master at analyzing a proposition; a

regular "stand patter" on system. He constantly held

up his sleeve a dozen theories for the successful manage-

ment of every branch of the business, from the shipping

department to the office of the president.

lie kept a watchful eye on every one about the place.

For any one to make a mistake, was with him an unpar-

donable sin. If an error occurred in any department, he

went railing and fuming about, unmindful of the fact

that this business was that of selling goods; forgetting in

his uncharitableness, or rather, perhaps, never having

known, that the man who never made a mistake never

made a success of business.

" The Man Without Sunshine."

There was a certain geniality of facial expression

about this mathematically correct stickler for precise busi-

ness methods, but there was no sunshine in his soul. He
never spoke a kind, helpful word to any one or about any

one. He had no sympathy in common with his fellowmen,

not the faintest conception of the life-giving precepts

founded on the brotherhood of man.

While still a young man, in place of crowning each suc-

cessive year with increasing sales, he became soured and

embittered, on finding his annual sales falling off and his

salary cut down. This same man might have been a power

in his profession, had he but known and applied the

A B C of practical psychology in the daily routine of his

work.

The brand of salesmanship that pays is the sort that

plants the seed of the brotherhood of man in the soul,

cheeriness and gentleness in the voice and manner, char-

ily toward others in the thoughts, and a sympathetic.

whole-souled genuineness in the hand-shake. There is no

beiier selling-asset on earth.

The all-head and no-soul salesman must learn to mix

soul stuff with his "grey matter," if he ever expects to

achieve lasting results.

CHAPTER XI.

THE 0Tj1>TTMER.

Don't get your headlighl behind; reminiscence

means stagnation.— Elberi Hubbard.

Next to being turned down in his first (own, the youth-

I'u' first-tripper encounters no greater discouragement

than that of his initial meeting with the professional

pessimistic old-timer, with his perpetual grouch.

A few words with this grumbler cause the young man

to feel the whole world of salesmanship is a dismal

slough; that nowhere in the great desert of commercial

life is there a single oasis where the dusty, travel-stained

wayfarer may rest his tired limbs and take fresh hope

with which to renew his arduous journey. Nothing in

the wide, wide world is as good as it used to be; every-

thing is on the highway to perdition. If some good genie

could only come along and by a wave of the hand and a

"Presto, change" turn the whole business world back-

ward twenty-five or thirty years to where it was when he

first took up his gripsack, then the traveling man would

have a fair chance.

Trouble of the President.

Where is the commercial traveler who has not 'encoun-

tered him and given him a wide berth? He is to be seen

in the bote! lobby, disputing his bill with the clerk be-

cause something or other went wrong. Next he is found

quarreling with the baggage agent at the depot for charg-

ing too much excess on his trunks. In the smoking com-

partment of the train he is telling the boys—if he is for-

tunate enough to have any listeners, that business has

gone to the dogs, and that a traveling man's life at best

is nothing but a weary pilgrimage.

If he has a beaten path, he is soon singled out as a

bore and left to himself. For the same reason he loses

business, his customers finding pleasure in giving their

favors to the man who approaches with a light step and a

cherry smile.

Not all old-timers are of this class by any means, but

there are enough of them to warrant a passing glance at

the type. The best thing for any young man to do is to

leave him severely alone to continue his grumbling where

no harm may be done.

No character is more beautiful in the business world

than the man's of advanced years who has come all the

way down through the trials and uncertainties of a busy

career and preserved a cheerful disposition and optimistic

temperament, keeping step with all the changes that be-

token progress in any line of industry.

You cannot go forward to any prize without leaving

behind many things that seem desirable.

Pessimism dwarfs and dries up the soul; it kills ambi-

tion.

Honest admiration for progress is an incentive to good
work; it develops and gives strength to all the ambitions.

Among commercial travelers there are many men of

actual ability whose entire lives have been thrown away
because of their bitter hatred for the constant opposition

to progress of an,y sort. A habit of mind once formed is

hardly ever lost; and there is no more common habit, un-

fortunately, among this class than that of envy and bitter-

ness toward innovations. Among salesmen how many
words are wasted in decrying the reaPworth of others! A
successful salesman, old or young, is too busy to think of

changing times or of what others are doing, unless it be

to look occasionally with approval and admiration at the

progressive and the successful and say, "I am glad that

nines are growing better," or "I am pleased he is doing

so well. T shall try to improve also."

Do we not all know instinctively, as soon as we hear a

man talk optimistically or praise another freely and high-

ly, that the man who talks thus is himself on the right

track? And do we not all know that the man criticizing,

attacking and belittling real effort is small, and growing

smaller?

Unless (he heart is light, we cannot keep pace with the

limes.

"Bigotry puts blinders on the best of men."

The Value of Keeping Step.

Te value of keeping step is humorously illustrated in a

story I once heard Alexander H. Revell, a prominent Chi-

cago merchant and public-spirited man, tell on himself.

Tn the year 1877 he joined a regiment of State militia.

On a certain public occasion before Mr. Revell had gradu-

ated from the awkward squad, the regiment turned out on

dress parade, he being given the end of a line in the

march. He had a maiden aunt with soldier blood in her

veins, inherited from colonial days. She, with others, had

a prominent place in the store window facing the line of

march. As the regiment appeared, her enthusiasm knew

no bounds. The old-time spirit fired her blood, as she

fairly glowed with satisfaction, commenting on each com-

pany as it passed. When the company arrived in which

her nephew was marching, she was observed to wear an

expression of perplexity, and was heard to remark:
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"Look! look al that company! Every single man is out

of step except my nephew Alexander."

The trouble was every old-timer who is out of tune

with the universe is that, he thinks everything in it is out

of step and out of harmony but himself.

While engaged in a special line of work in connection

with the Chicago Commercial Association I once had oc-

casion to call to arms a large number of business men in

that city eligible to membership. Among the hundreds of

replies received there was one from a man old enough to

be my grandfather that set my red corpuscles to tingling.

It is the best illustration of optimism in old age that I

have ever encountered. In the hope that it may inspire

every young man, as it did the author, I publish the letter

verbatim.

"My dear Sir.

"Your kind invitation to become one of the Bully,

Busy, Brother Boosters is received, and I am exceedingly

sorry to have to send regrets, only on account of my finan-

cial inability.

"Yes, I attended the Goodfellowship Supper and took

great delight in the many good things that were said

about Chicago, and to see the determination of that mag-

nificent body of live men, live workers, showing they were

all connected with a live wire, and. would make Chicago a

good place to live. I first saw Chicago the year that Mr.

Wacker said he was born—1856.

"My heart is with you, and what influence I have shall

be used toward making Chicago a greater Chicago, and in

doing what I can to improve the condition of my fellow-

men.

"I have been closely associated with the wholesale

grocery trade of Chicago and the entire Northwest for

fifty years, and, though seventy-one years old, am an ac-

tive, live broker, working every day in the year.

"The old man with the napkin in his hand, opposite

the word 'ciation' in the lower left hand corner of your

'Appeal to join the Legion,' is me. I just got in by the

skin of my face."

The last paragraph of this remarkable letter refers to

his attendance at the Goodfellowship Supper.

Progress Through Forgetting.

Our progress is made by what we forget as well as by

what we remember. Too many of us remember the wrong

thugs. We need to learn what to forget. We all dislike

to remember that we are sometimes wrong and need to

be straightened out. It hurts to have the kinks taken out.

Of course you have no kinks; but your neighbor has—

we've heard you say so. Well, then, it's a good thing to

get a picture of your neighbor. It will help you to learn

how he can be straightened. That's a matter of vital

importance.

Diplomacy above all other things should become more

deep-seated with the salesman who has long served in the

harness.

The salesman who is a born diplomat has much to

thank the fates and his parents for; but what is still lack-

ing in his princely heritage may be acquired, like many

other valuable qualities; without it the salesman is like a

ship without a rudder, caught in the trough of the sea of

commercial competition.

Reduced to its lowest terms, diplomacy is just plain,

good horse sense.

What Diplomacy Is.

A diplomat is a man who jumps from in front of a

moving train. He does not put dynamite in his oven to

dry. He has due respect for his hind quarters of a strange

mule. He reins up on perceiving a red light in the centre

of the road. He talks to the point when he addresses a

brusque business man. He does not feed the animals at

t lie circus. He believes in to-day, and thai to-morrow is

worth only twenty-four hours of uncertainty. He believes

thai human nature is the humanesl thing on earth, and

therefore makes his own deductions for egotism, grouchi-

ness, reserve, penury, and woe; and he does not prod I hem

with a sharp-pointed rod when to do so would bring only

defeat
Chicanery is not diplomacy, and policy is often deceit;

both are bogus when measured by the standard of true

.act.

It is mean to press an unfair advantage, but the man
is a simpleton who refuses to recognize the advantage thai

is rightly his.

The born salesman, young or old, is the one who towers

head and shoulders above his fellows in the science of

reading human nature.

There should be no age limit for The Man Who Sells

Things; provided he retains his youth in old age.

Hard Work Doesn't Kill.

"It is better to wear out than to rust out." Good

hard work, performed with a cheerful disposition or tem-

perament, never yet produced creeping paralysis under

three-score years and ten, at least. Age does not disable

a man, but inactivity, lack of progressive instinct, or a

despondent disposition does.

If the salesman wants to preserve his usefulness and

likewise his position, he must not become antiquated in

his methods.

One of the most common and most fatal of mistakes

made by many middle-aged salesmen is that when they

have built up a good trade and are headed well up toward

the top of the sales list of their firms, they seem content

with the record they have made, and are inclined to rest

on their oars. At the precise moment when energy and

advancement no longer enter their calculations, decay sets

in. The trade that has required years of patient, intelli-

gent toil to establish will soon be gobbled up by energetic

young fellows eager for the fray.

I well remember witnessing when a boy, a twenty-

five-mile bicycle race. It was the championship race for

the long-distance record of the world, and was partici-

pated in by two brothers, famous the country over for

speed and power of endurance. They held all manner of

medals and prizes for races won, and were quickly picked

as the winners of the race on that day.

(To be Continued.)

Creating a New Customer.

In a prosperous town of the central part of On-

tario there is a merchant who, until recent years,

had never included wall paper in his stock. One
day, three or four years ago, he was thoughtfully

turning over the pages of one of the MacLean trade

newspapers when the advertisement of a prominent

wall paper manufacturer caught and held his atten-

tion. "Why not handle wall paper?" thought he,

'surely I can turn a few honest dollars that way.

I'll try, anyway! '

' So he sat down and wrote to the

wall paper manufacturer, who at once despatched a

traveler with a full line of samples. Later on, the

smiling traveler left the store with a pretty fair

order booked. In a couple of years that merchant

had cleared several hundred dollars; and, needless

to say, the traveler who followed up the first inquiry

still gets the business. Really, there is no business-

getting combination on earth superior to trade news-

paper advertising and live travelers who appreciate

its advantages!
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Annual Drummers' ' Snack ' at Alton a Huge Success

A Host of Ontario Travelers had the Time of the Year at the Annual Jollification

— The Community Take a Holiday and Welcome the Visitors With Open

Hearts, Homes and Pantries—A Unique Concert, an Enjoyable Banquet and a

Day of Novel Sports Make Up An Occasion Long to be Remembered.

Isn't it bully, my friend of the grip,

In the Summer's mid, to let things rip,

To run out there with the rest of the boys,

Shake hands all round, raise a deuce of a noise,

Meet "Father Bill" and have all the joys

Of the Drummers' Snack at Alton?

Dr. Algie did a mighty wise thing when he chose that

word "snack," with all its euphonious suggestiveness for

the title of the most unique function or celebration or

holiday or whatever it is, in the circle of Canadian com-

mercial activity. It suggests a picnic, and the travelers

certainly have it in both the usually-accepted and the

slangy-meaning form, two days and a night of it—at least

most of the night. It suggests a feast of some kind, and

feasts there certainly are of various kinds—physical, pro-

vided in the generous helpings of country ham and eggs,

and apple pie and other things, ad infinitum which the

good ladies of Alton deal out in brobdingnaggian batches

to the hungry-for-country-stuff travelers; mental, in the

flow of art, humor and fun in the proceedings of the con-

cert, the banquet and the sports, and general in tl a glori-

ous, satisfying and never-to-be-forgotten outing.

The " Sunshine " Spreaders at Play.

"A bunch of sunshine-spreaders," some one has called

the Canadian commercial travelers. Get a hundred or so

of these together, with the good humor and fun they have

been storing up for a year fairly oozing out of them like

cold black-strap out of the bung of a molasses barrel, with

all their troubles and little differences laid aside for the

nonce, and in surroundings which could not well be more
applicable and you have some idea of the event—the

seventh annual Drummers' Snack, which ran itself joy-

ously off in the little town of Alton on the last of July and

first day of August.

The official opening of the great event came on Friday

evening with the arrival of the trains from the east and

west. The afternoon train from Toronto bore, as usual,

a large quota of care-free drummers, who on the way ran

over the memorable incidents of last year's outing and

made plans as to the things that were to be done during

the present one. At Inglewood the always-large and
always-jolly Hamilton continent was picked up and from
there on the train was a place of merriment.

As usual, too, practically all of Alton's population was

on hand at the station to extend the usual hearty and
vociferous welcome. The band was there in the same con-

spicuous red suits, the daintily-dressed little girls were

there, with and without their mothers, though the mothers

were there all the same. The young ladies were there,

with their sweetest smile of welcome, and in their very

newest gowns, trying to pick out among the arrivals the

•map they liked best last year. Last, but not least, the

Algies were there, William, with a genial smile of welcome

for the boys, who liked to come back, and the rest of the

family with their hearts just as big and open as that of

the father of the snack.

Camp Kileare, a new cognomen for the concert tent,

by the way, was the rendezvous, and on arrival the boys,

most of whom had been waiting a couple of hours longer

than usual for their supper, made a bolt for the "Cyclone
cellar," where things many and various were provided.

We said the Snack was officially opened on Friday
evening. In the afternoon, however, as preliminary, a

baseball match was pulled off between the town team and
an aggregation organized from the early arriving drum-
mers. Jack Wildfong undertook to hold the indicator,

but ended up by pitching. Anyway, though no one can

explain how, the game ended a tie, and with something
resembling groans for the umpire.

Another Splendid Concert.

One of the biggest features of each year's Snack is the

concert on Friday evening, and, as has been said on prob-

ably each succeeding year, "this was ahead of all those

before." Anyway, the concert is popular for the people

keep on coming, not only from Alton, but from all the

country around, and it isn't at all to be wondered at, for

from the standpoint of novelty and interest these concerts

put a five-ring circus, elephants and all, in the shade.

The people began coming early, too, and by the time

the supplies in the cyclone cellar had gone down—we
mean, of course, in quantity—about fifty per cent. Camp
Kileare was filled (as the Hillsburg Beaver would say)

with "the youth, the beauty, the elite and the aristoc-

racy of the community." Indeed, v the big tent was so

well filled that its capacious folds bellied out with the joy

of it all and an overflow meeting had to be camped out

under the apple trees at the rear end where the man in the

moon looked down and probably rejoiced with the rest

that the great day of the year had come for Alton.

President Mike Malone, in accepted Snack regalia,

viz., white pants, white shirt white collar and black bow
tie, in due time appeared on the stage and in a character-

istically brief speech set the ball a-merrily rolling by call-

ing on Wm. Algie, "the father of the Snack," to make
the official welcome.

It must be rather a proud moment for Mr. Algie to

look round on these gatherings year after year. Anyway,
he fills the bill to perfection and gives a speech that makes
-one think things and the next minute explode with merri-

ment. "You are a lot of splendid boys, " he said, among
a host of other good things, "and I am glad to see you

come back year after year.

"

Toronto's Share of the Programme.

The first part of the concert was, as usual, of a highly

artistic nature and though Donald McGregor, the travel-

ers' old friend, could not be present, the programme was
very, high-class, thanks to the presence of some of the best

musical talent Toronto and Hamilton can furnish. Vocal

numbers were given by Mrs. Mabel Manley Pickard, whose
reputation is national; by Miss Frances Wright, a rising

young Toronto soprano with a pleasing voice; by Wilfrid

Morrison, the well-known boy soprano, whose warbles and
high c's and choir boy garb, took the audience, especially

the little girls in the front seats, by storm; and by Will

J. Reilly, one of the News' globe-trotting travelers, who
must have been a source of considerable pleasure from a
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musical standpoint on the long way round. A couple of

excellent violin solos were given by Roland Roberts, with

Mrs. Roberts at the piano. But we mustn't forget Will

White, who is always at the snack, is always very wel-

come, and who had most to do with preparing the Toronto

end of the programme. Mr. White got the audience going

• hi that sentimental little ditty of recent extraction,

"When There Isn't a Girl About," and had sections of

the audience and then the whole of it singing in a way lie

surely learned at the Torrey-Alexander meetings. Mr.

White's last number was a quick-change act in which he

impersonated several famous characters, on whom the

limelight has been thrown by recent events. E. R. Bowles

was an efficient accompanist, though he worked under diffi-

culties with one of those multiplied instrument attach-

ments which turned on a tiny mandolin accompaniment

when 'he wasn't looking.

In the intermission the Alton band, under the leader-

ship of "Billy" Algie, played a somewhat heavy number

which showed a good deal of ability. They helped also to

could start off on a concert lour lo-morrow and rake in

shekels by pailfuls if people only knew them as they do

in Alton. This, too, was about the idea of their stunt,

which was in the form of a vaudeville act, singed in a way
I hat would make the property man al Shea's or Bennett's

turn blue with envy. To make the story short, "Bay"
Hill, as the organizer of a traveling company, advertises

I'm- performers ami these appear ami give exhibitions of

their I urns.

Pyrotechnics in Reality.

Things are never done by halves at this celebration,

however. After the concert from a point on the hill just

above the cyclone cellar a fusilade of rockets was fired off

which burst just above the mill pond and threw a sort of

rejoicing light on the Algie homestead and in spots lighted

the townspeople homeward.

Next was the Banquet.

The next order of business, or rather pleasure, for the

evening was the banquet. This was something they didn't

A Bit of the Procession — The Travelers in Their Uniform in the Background.

keep the audience in good humor before the programme
was begun.

Fun by the Hamilton Boys.

In the meantime, however, there were doings, fearful
and wonderful in the spacious (?) dressing rooms be-
hind the scenes. Brilliantly pink-cheeked maidens, with
suspiciously male voices, coons (evidently of both sexes)

and fat and thin figures, padded and unpadded, got mixed
up so that they could scarcely be unravelled. In due time,

however, the second part of the programme, labelled ''Fun
by the Hamilton Boys," which, on account of the novelties

and excellencies of former years, was anxiously looked
forward to, was brought before the footlights, or rather,

in this case, headlights.

Tor originality and general all-round talent, those
same Hamilton boys certainly carry off the palm. They

have last year so a good deal of interest was manifest.

After everybody had seen someone else home and had
come back, after the chairs had been brought down from
the tent and after the piano had been transported from
Camp Kilcare on a dray drawn by hilarious human steeds,

the fun began. The president and Billy Colville had a

hard time keeping the boys away from those fresh country
good things while waiting for the guests of honor to ar-

rive, but by herculean efforts, threats and cajolings the

things was done.

The Midnight Jamboree.

A hearty "God Save the King" closed the official pro-
ceedings of the evening at about 2.48 a.m. Then the real

fun commenced. The midnight serenade is one of the

real features of the Snack. The visiting travelers, old and
young, for once in the year, dropped their dignity in the
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street and did the very thing they would lick their boys

for—if they had 'eiu—paraded the town from "Wm.'s"
to "Robt. 's, " and from one end to the other, calling at

the principal houses, paying particular attention to the

ministerial residences.

Getting Back to Business

Active operations opened again about 10.30 a.m. next

morning, when the members of the club, full of good

country breakfasts and showing no evidences of the even-

ing's jamboree, except a more friendly feeling toward

their brethren and the world generally, met in Science

Hall to pass the business of the year and to elect the new

officers.

The routine business was run through with all facility,

the reports showing a good substantial balance on the

club's books and affairs generally in a thoroughly satis-

factory condition.

Several telegrams were read from enthusiastic mem-
bers who were mighty sorry they were not able to be pre-

sent and the meeting proceeded to the election of officers.

The New Officers.

The election of the officers for the coming year went

through smoothly, Bob Asher being unanimously elected

President. "Bay" Hill was placed in the Vice-Presi-

dent's chair, and Jack Wildfong was made Toronto Secre-

tary, with Geo. Syme, Secretary for Hamilton.

The Executive Committee for Hamilton is composed as

follows: Geo. Peen, Mel. Tufford, Chas. Smye, P. Smith,

Harry Eckstein, Avery Smith, W. Dore, H. S. Welch, W.

Mills, J. Wilkinson, C. Kirkpatrick and B. Arthurs.

The Toronto Executive is made up of G. F. Campbell,

Walter Scott, C. C. Weese, P. Mcintosh, W. Meen, Tom
Goucester, Will Whyte, W. G. Riley, Donald McGregor,

C. Silver, E. R. Bowles.

The following gentlemen were named as honorary

members: W. G. Reilly, W. Pringle, Roland Roberts, J.

B. Mundie, E. J. Moore, W. Hobbes and W. J. McGuire.

The last and to many the biggest feature of the Snack

is the afternoon of sports, with always something new in

evidence and with enough fun on tap to do an ordinary

man for weeks. This proved to be one of the most enjoy-

able of the events of an outing, filled with pleasure from

start to finish.

Train time found just as big a crowd at the station as

had been there the evening before, but, oh, how much had

happened since. It wasn't a bit peculiar either, that

everybody seemed to be on considerably better terms than

at the arrival twenty-four hours before. With a host of

good-byes and farewell songs, the train pulled out, and

(lie Drummers' Snack of 1908 was over.

Co-operatives in the Antipodes.

1 n view of the fact that efforts are being made in

Canada to extend the co-operative store idea, a reference

to the short-lived popularity and success of these concerns

where their ramifications have been more widespread than

in this country, may be of interest. In a recent issue, the

Storekeeper, of New South Wales, says: "It is worthy of

mite that, after an experience of over 50 years, many of

the warmest supporters of the co-operative movement in

England have admitted that it makes but slow progress.

Careful investigation has shown that shareholders do not

support co-operative stores to the extent anticipated, and
for some reason not . touched upon, prefer to make pur-

chases elsewhere.

"In active competition, it is found that the average

retail store, well-equipped witli a carefully-selected slock,

and worked on an economic basis, is quite able to hold it*

own with tlie co-operative venture.

"In Australia there have been quite a number of co-

operative societies started, but very few, comparatively

speaking, have lasted any length of time. Mining districts

particularly are given to the establishment of co-opera-

tive business, and experience shows that in times of strikes

or cessation of work pending new developments, the gro-

cery department of the store is levied upon to an extent

which the venture is incapable of withstanding. There

seems, in fact, to be too great a disposition on the part

of shareholders to 'lean' on the co-operative store rather

than assist it to develop along the lines intended."

Eisman Novelties Wound Up.

Julius Eisman, manager of Eisman Novelties, manu-
facturers of dress shields, hose supporters, etc., Toronto,

which is being wound up by an order of the courts, has

made a statement in which he gives some information

concerning the business which will be of interest. He
said : "C. H. Westwood & Co., Limited, and I owned

all the shares in Eisman Novelties, Limited. Unfortun-

ately, Westwood & Co. owned just one more share than

I owned, and, of course, that one more share gave them
the controlling interest. C. H. Westwood & Co., Limit-

ed, failed, and the creditors of that company forced the

assignee to sell the estate (including the majority stock

in Eisman Novelties, Limited) by auction.

"I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., creditors of Westwood
&i Co., Limited, to the extent of about $158, bought the

whole estate, involving an outlay of about $18,0u0. They

thereby obtained control of Eisman Novelties, Limited,

their competitor—and with whom they were engaged in

litigation."

A winding-up order was applied for in the case of

Eisman Novelties, and it was granted, though Mr. Eis-

man contended that he had capital ready to develop the

business. Holding a minority interest, however, his coun-

sel was not accepted, hence his explanation as to the

events leading up to the present situation.

Satnia Merchant Dead.

The ranks of Sarnia's business men has been broken

into by the death of Thomas Symington, for years one of

the foremost dry goods merchants of that busy town. He
was stricken with what proved a fatal illness about two

weeks before his death, heart disease developing and ter-

minating a useful life. He was a public-spirited citizen

and his efforts to improve the material condition of Sarnia

have not been unsuccessful. He bought the street railway

when in its darkest days it was threatened with disaster.

The railway was a prominent factor in the business life

of the town by maintaining connection with the Grand

Trunk terminus, then at Point Edward, and securing to

Sarnia merchants the trade of that important village dur-

ing the days of its prosperity and covering a period when

it aimed to rival Sarnia as a commercial centre.

The conduct of his dry goods business, to which he

devoted considerable attention, was characterized by de-

cidedly unique advertising methods.

Monteith & Gaudelle, dry goods merchants, Arnprior,

are moving into a new store, which they have had to

secure in addition to and adjoining the building formerly

occupied.
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising
By T. J. Tobin

J . Wineburgh, an advertising expert, of New York,

who is fighting in the courts for the right to hang signs

outside New York street cars, has very decided views on

what is and what is not legitimate advertising. Mr.

Wineburgh, who is now in London, said to the British

correspondent of the N. Y. Herald :

"If you have a good thing to sell the best way to

get it before the public is to advertise it right out in the

open or in a newspaper like the Herald. I don't believe

in those circularizing schemes."

We wouldn't care to go so far as to completely agree

with Mr. Wineburgh on the circularizing question, be-

cause we have not infrequently heard of and seen circu-

lars which have produced results. But, on the whole,

and so far as the average retailer is concerned, there is

no medium that can compare for an instant for all round

dependability with a really good newspaper.

There is this difference between the newspaper and

the circular : One is paid for by the reader, while the

recipient of the other gets it for nothing. It is only

natural, therefore, that a person should be more anxious

to absorb the contents of the newspaper than those of

the circular.

A circular is always an intruder. It comes through a

person's letter box or is thrown upon his verandah quite

unsolicited by him. Unless a circular comes neatly en-

veloped through the mails, the first impression made by

the circular upon the mind of the householder is one of

annoyance at the untidy appearance it gives his hall or

verandah. He or she is inclined to exclaim, "Dash those

circulars !"

The Fate ofJthe Circular.

As most personally distributed circulars are delivered

during the daytime, their usual fate is to be picked up

by a more or less annoyed housewife and cast into the

stove. If, perchance, a circular does get read, it is not

likely to lead to business unless it contains something

extraordinary in the price-cutting line.

If a circular is received through the mail the usual

lii st impression it makes upon the recipient is also one

of annoyance, because when a man or woman opens a

stamped envelope and finds it is not a personal letter as

was supposed, it occasions disappointment. And to be

disappointed is to be annoyed. "It's only a circular !"

is one of the most frequent morning exclamations in

modern language.

On the other hand, an advertisement in a newspaper
commands the respect due to anything that has cost

money to get. If an advertisement can be said to obtrude

in a newspaper because of the fact that a man buys a

newspaper primarily for the "news" it contains, the ob-

trusion is very far removed in degree from the kind of

obtrusion inseparable from an unsolicited circular.

People expect to find advertising in the newspaper.

Consciously or unconsciously women, at least, regard the

publication of store advertising as an essential part of a

newspaper's business. The very fact that an ad. appears
in a newspaper gives it an appearance of authority which
rarely attaches to a circular.

The Newspaper's Persistency.

Another reason for the superiority of the newspaper

as an advertising medium for the retailer is the fact that

it lends itself to persistence. It is a periodical publica-

tion coming out as regularly as clockwork, and reaching

approximately the same people with each issue. This

periodical covering of the same field at regular intervals

is absolutely essential to really effective advertising. The

ground must be constantly covered and re-covered ; and

no known method of circularizing can do this as effective-

ly as a newspaper.

Where a newspaper of genuine circulation is available

for advertising purposes it is safe to Say that no cir-

cularizing scheme will bring as good results.

Careful Use of Space.

Of course, as has been iterated and reiterated in this

column, results from newspaper advertising are wholly

dependent upon the manner in which the advertiser makes

use of his space. The blank space must be made to speak

and speak with interest. And on the part of the publish-

ers of the paper there devolves the great responsibility

of clothing the language of the advertiser in a suitable

and attractive dress of type. Worn type, indistinct or

crude cuts, too lavish display—all these mar the effec-

tiveness of the best written ad. To borrow the words of

another writer :

"Since this space is so valuable neither the pub-

lisher who demands a high price, nor the advertiser who
pays it, can afford to permit the use of uninteresting

matter, shoddy composition or worn and obsolete type

faces. Indeed, if the advertiser is to get value for his

money every line must be made effective, not by the use

of many words, but by making each one express the mean-

ing and purpose of the advertiser. Indifference upon the

part of the publisher in this respect, shows any observing

advertiser who is not attracted by the advertisements of

others, that if he buys such space other readers, like him-

self, will not be interested. Similar indifference upon the

part of the advertiser must be attributed to his inability

to understand or appreciate the real value of advertising,

otherwise his own interest would compel him to demand
a better presentment of his selling arguments. And such

lack of interest upon the part of both publisher and ad-

vertiser insures the indifference of the readers, there be-

ing nothing in the argument or typography to attract or

interest them in what is being advertised. They pass

over the valuable space occupied by the advertisement

and the opportunity to gain the purpose of the adver-

tiser is lost."

Jones Bros., general merchants at Apohaqui, N. B.,

have sent in a copy of their Spring and Summer cata-

logue. Now Apohaqui has a population of only 300, but

around it there is a splendid farming country from which
this firm draws a large mail order trade. Two cata-

logues of over thirty pages each are issued every year.

They are exceedingly well illustrated. Jones Bros, are

to be commpnded for their enterprise. Tn writing The
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Review they say : "In looking over this catalogue please

bear in mind that it is published for distribution among

the farmers and not for high-elass city trade. As we are

in the centre of a large agricultural district the bulk of

our business ; s done with farmers. Last year we spent

a good deal of money securing a correct mailing list,

which includes every post office in this and several in

adjoining counties. Every name represents the head of

a family."

Two July clearance sale ads. have come in from

Brown's, Limited, Portage la Prairie. The subject mat-

ter is excellent and so is the set-up. The only criticism

I would make is that the introductory section of the

second ad. is a trifle lengthy. Introductions should al-

ways be as brief and snappy as possible, carrying the

reader on quickly to the real meat of the ad.

McCurdy's, of Sydney, C.B., conducted a "Mighty

Challenge Sale," commencing August 11 and lasting five

days. The ad. is well written and very little fault could

be found with it typographically. Of course, in a clear-

ance ad. such as this was, very little descriptive work

can be looked for. However, McCurdy's have used some

in the places where it would do most good. The intro-

duction is concise, yet it says all that is necessary—

"McCurdy's August sale opens with Mighty Challenge

sale, commencing Friday, August 14, for five days. This

represents what we mean to do this week. We intend it

to be a clear-cut, far-reaching cleavage of prices, and this

challenge is sent broadcast throughout the country. All

Summer goods must be cleared. Free fares to and from

all colliery towns for purchases of $5 and upward." The

cut illustrating the title of the sale is strong. It repre-

sents a gladiator in full armor and with sword in hand.

The Battkford Trading Co., North Battleford, Sask.,

issue a four-page circular that they call, "The Budget of

Economy." It is well gotten up. The effectiveness of

this form of advertising is problematical. My advice is

that where there i; a good newspaper available it be

used very sparingly, and then only as an auxiliary to the

newspaper advertising.

Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

Our big bargain basement is proving a magnet that

no economical person can resist. This store has long

been known as the home of remarkable values, but values

such as we offer every day in this big bargain basement

of ours have never before been heard of in Quebec, or

anywhere else for that matter. Odd lines and broken lots

in fresh, new, up-to-date goods are being rushed to the

basement every day, and are rapidly being picked up by

those who know the value of money.—The Paquet Co.,

Quebec.

A silk or net waist is always useful—not only for

Summer wear, but also for evening wear during the Fall

months. Your wardrobe is hardly complete unless you

have included one—to-night we are giving you a chance

of getting one at half price. They are made from the

finest of silks and nets, including all the well known

kinds of silks, such as peau de soie, taffeta, etc., made in

the newest styles—those which have been pronounced cor-

rect for this season. The trimmings used are above the

average, including Valenciennes lace, insertion and tucks

which are put on in a large number of pretty ways.—J.

F. Cairns, Saskatoon.

The boys will be going to school before long, why not

rig them out while this great sale lasts. The following

lots are sold less than manufacturers' cost. This don't

seem just right, but it's so, and we are only too willing

to prove it to any responsible committee of interested

parties who will make the demand.—Crowcll's, Ltd.,

Sydney, C.B.

You don't need pictures ! Not many women will saj

that they do until they really see something that just

suits their fancy. These are a lot of art lithographs, re-

productions of some famous paintings, including pastel,

water colors and oils. The subjects are our own Cana-

dian and foreign scenes. Scenes of imagination and real-

ity in true-to-nature colors ; neat clear-cut views of do-

mestic, rural and water subjects. Many are alike, but

there are dozens different. These are finished on good art

paper and mounted on white card mats, landscape and

long panel styles. The pictures are suitable for passe

partout or for framing, for parlor, dining room, library,

den, bedroom or anywhere else in the house. No one need

be afraid to show these in any room. Worth twice the

price we ask. Entire lot in annex this Wednesday at 3

for 25c or 9c each.—A. W. Cressman, Peterboro.

At harvest time in the fields we make a harvest time

in the store. For the patronage you have given us we
bid you come now and reap a rich yield of bargains. This

year it's a "bumper crop" of bargains. The store is

overflowing with them and there has never been such

plenty. Every department is crowded with rich bargain

fruit—ripe for the picking and ready to fall into the laps

of thrifty harvesters—The John White Co., Ltd., Wood-
stock.

2,000 dozen of ladies' fine mull, organdy, India linen,

Swiss and Persian lawn and muslin blouses, all-over lace

and embroidery designed fronts and backs, also hand-

somely lace and insertion-worked fronts in all the new
styles of the season. All sizes. When you see them you

will value them at $3 and $5 each. Come and have your

choice at $1.25.—T. Lindsay, Ltd., Ottawa.

We were quite sure that there would be no lack of

buyers at the first Saturday Night Sale— the crowd came
—it saw and was conquered—it needed no microscope to

d scour the remarkable values. The merchandise was
here, exactly as we advertised it—the prices, well, we
only know that action began at the strole of the 8 o'clock

bell. One can bring a crowd with an offering of big

values, but one won't do business unless the prices match
the advertisement. We did business.—Horton Bros., Owen
Sound.

If economy counts anywhere it most certainly does

in the purchase of boys' clothing. But economy is not

merely a matter of "cost"—a great deal of the boys'

clothing manufactured is "dear at any price." Not so

the boys' clothing at Eaton's. That's all of the long

service kind—stout materials, well stitched seams, strong-

ly sewn buttons, and smart appearance—the kind of

clothing that both boys and mothers delight in—the kind

of clothing for school wear. And here are wonderful

values to be had.—The T. Eaton Co., Winnipeg.

We're on the home stretch—we are nearing the finish.

Now for the final spurt, now for an outburst of renewed

energy, now for the biggest, briskest, busiest days in this

sale's history. We don't expect these busy days to just

happen. We are going to hustle for them—going to exert

the great resources of this store to make them inevit-

able. We're going to again lower present prices ; we are

going to add new bargains, everything that we can do

to render these last days doubly important we will do.

—

The Northway Co., Orillia.
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Ability to Retain Customers the Secret of Success

Principle Upon Which M. Boucicaut Founded and Developed Bon Marche in Paris

— How this Great First Modern Store Grew — The Part Played by a Woman.

Many of the principles of retail merchandizing', which

are looked upon as modern, and practised by the most suc-

cessful merchants in the world at the present time, were
adopted for the first time and incorporated into the store

policy of the Bon Marche, in Paris, by the founder of the

first departmental store in the world, M. Boucicaut.

The story of the inception of the Bon Marche is an ab-

sorbingly interesting one. It is told by Emile Lahure, in

a recent issue of the American Business Man, and repro-

duced as follows:

We understand in Paris that America has some great

department stores, and the names of many of them have

become quite familiar to us from the tales told by Ameri-

can shoppers. The original department store of the world

and the largest, taking the area of ground that it covers

and the magnitude of its yearly business into

consideration, is right here in Paris. I am referring

of course, to the Bon Marche, whose name is known
throughout the civilized world, throughout which its trade

extends. Its departments may not be as numerous, nor

the variety of goods in which it deals so diversified, as in

some of the great American department stores, but despite

this fact the sum total of its trade each year is much
larger than that of any other department store in the

world. This is because Paris is the shopping centre of

the world, and while we have other great stores in Paris,

none at all approach in size or fame the Bon Marche.
It is not the size of the store or the magnitude of its

trade, however, that have alone made the Bon Marche fam-
ous. Its co-operative, benevolent, and other features have

attracted the study and attention of the civilized world,

while the benevolence and philanthropy of its founder

and of his widow have endeared their memories to every

Frenchman, and assured the immortality of their fame.

On the site where stands to-day the establishment of

the Bon Marche sixteenth century maps of Paris show us

one of those picturesque four-sailed wind-mills, much like

those Don Quixote tilted against in Spain, standing on a

foundation of rough masonry such as may still be seen

in some of the French provinces. Little by little huts

made their appearance in the fields around the mill and
gradually a large village was developrd, which, in the

nineteenth century formed a comparatively deserted quar-

ter of Paris, being composed of dark and narrow alleys.

Under Louis Phillipe a small drapery shop was found-

ed at one end of the Rue de Bac and in 1852 Aristide

Boucicaut became a partner in this business, destined to

develop into the Bon Marche of to-day.

Among the men whose names have been preserved to

us by their biographers, there are few who merit better

the gratitude of the public than M. Boucicaut, both for his

social efforts and his philanthropic work. Great writers

like Jules Simon and Cucheval-C'larigny, as well as many
others of high culture, have paid him just homage. The
working people hold up as an example the life of this man
who was born among them, and whose success was the

outcome of incessant labor, unswerving rectitude, inde-

fatigable goodness of heart, and whose whole moral energy
was devoted to the improvement and the welfare of his

employes.

The origin of Aristide Boucicaut was an humble one.

His father was a hatter in a small country town, and the

boy after leaving school served his apprenticeship in the

country and finally established himself in Paris in the

drapery trade, where his intelligence and capacity were
speedily noticed. After he became a partner in the busi-

ness in the Rue de Bac the original owner of the store, ac-

customed to the tranquil business customs of the quarter,

was startled by the innovations and reforms introduced
by Boucicaut, and soon preferred to give up his share in

the firm to the new partner, who then, as sole proprietor,

transformed the small shop of former years into the fam-
ous Bon Marche of to-day.

Experience and close observation had convinced him
that, to ensure the prosperity of a commercial enterprise,

it was not sufficient merely to attract customers; the main
poinl was In know how t.i retain them, and he was well

aware that confidence in a firm's honesty and fair dealing
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was the surest means to establish good relations between

buyer and seller. All goods in Boucicaut's store were

marked in plain figures and sold at a fixed price. The

system of selling everything at a small profit, observing

at the same time a sterling honesty, was his unalterable

rule. To convince the skeptical that the most scrupulous

honesty regulated his business operations, he directed that

any article delivered and paid for, which 01} a second ex-

amination failed to satisfy the customer, could be returned

or exchanged. This was the first time that such a method

of doing business had ever been attempted, and while it is

now generally followed by reputable merchants, it was M.

Boucicaut's invention. He rightly considered that this

facility of returning any object bought and paid for was

a sure guarantee of the absolute fair dealing practised in

his establishment. Thus, sure of being well served in

every sense, customers flocked to the Bon Marche.

"Boucicaut," wrote one of our most distinguished

economists, "desired to sell his goods fairly, honestly and

cheaply. To attain this end he knew how to limit his

gains to the strict minimum and make the public benefit

by a considerable reduction on the profits that custom then

ascribed to the seller." He also figured that a quick dis-

posal of his goods at a small profit meant a rapid renewal

of his capital and a greater yield of interest.

M. Boucicaut added to his enterprise another moral

factor not less powerful than the foregoing. He made

his employes true collaborators by giving them a direct

interest in their sales. After having increased their sal-

aries and assured their just distribution, he suppressed all

fines, inaugurated Sunday and holiday closing, and im-

proved the food and lodging of his employes. To stimu-

late their zeal, he established a scheme of gradual promo-

lion by which all might climb in succession the ladder of

advancement without having any outside intrusion to fear

or any need of invoking other recommendations than the

zeal and intelligence displayed in the performance of their

duties. He encouraged economical habits in his employes

by accepting the charge of their savings and allowing

hem a much higher interest for their money than they

could have obtained by investing it elsewhere.

It was thus that Boucicaut stimulated the interest of

his employes, and seconded by the devotion and esteem

of his assistants, he was able, by the commercial genius,

to successfully inaugurate an undertaking both benevolent

and magnificent. In all his charitable and commercial

undertakings he was warmly aided by his wife. The

worthy helpmate of her husband, she devoted all her

talent, strength and energy to the achievement of a task

the extent of which she well understood. On becoming a

widow she retained, despite her great position, her simple

habits and her winning manners. Her sole ambition was

to add to the good and noble actions of former days,

deeds still more noble and generous. Her last will and

testament is a magnificent monument of farseeing bene-

volence which has excited universal admiration.

When M. Boucicaut undertook the direction of the

business in 1852 the total amount of the receipts did not

exceed 450,000 francs. In 1863 they rose to 7,000,000

francs, and in 1869 they attained a total of 20,000,000

francs.

Such an enormous progress, such a rapid prosperity,

necessitated an enlargement of the premises which, in-

differently furnished and fitted up, had now become quite

inadequate.

The preliminary plans of a new organization were

drawn up as it had become necessary to provide more

room for customers, more space for goods and a better

light to show them in.

To transfer to another quarter an establishment the

wav to which all Parisians were familiar with, was to run

a serious risk. Aided by counsels and experience of his

principal managers, who were to become his successors,

the prudent master resolved to purchase neighboring

houses in order to enlarge his premises. An obstinate

patience, and a diplomatic prudence were necessary for

the acquirement of the large area to-day covered by the

Bon Marche. This block is bounded on one side by the

Rue de Sevres, in which street is the principal frontage;

on '.he oHier sides by the Rue Velpeau, which runs th°

whole length of the square, the Rue de Bac and the Rue
de Babylone, opposite which rises the new Annex.

When he saw his way to becoming possessor of the

necessary area for his ideal building, Boucicaut deter-

mined to make it a model establishment.

The superficial area occupied by the principal building

is 9,696 square metres. The most important frontages

look out on the Rue de Sevres and the Rue de Bac. This

immense edifice is composed of four outer buildings over-

looking the four streets which mark its limits. Across

the rectangle thus formed stretch ten other buildings

which serve to unite the four outer ones, and which,

joined together by glass roofs, form the immense series

of halls and galleries of this imposing establishment. At

each of the four corners rises a domed tower which gives

a fine architectural effect to the building. The new annex,

with entrances in the Rue de Bac and the Rue de Baby-
lone, is built on the site of the private house of M. Bouci-

caut and the vast stables of the firm. It was built and

inaugurated in 1899, and is connected with the main

building by an underground passage. A second annex has

been opened at 106 Rue de Bac. In it are to be found

the advertising offices and pattern order department, and

it also serves as a reserve for surplus stock.

In 1877, M. Boucicaut died suddenly, and his son, who
was already ailing, survived him less than two years. By
the end of 1879, Mine. Boucicaut was the sole proprietor of

the Bon Marche. The control of such an establishment

was a heavy responsibility, but Mme. Boucicaut soon

showed herself capable of the difficult task. Her only

ambition was to ensure the preservation of the model

establishment created by her husband, and the welfare of

those who had assisted him in his work.

With this end in view she assembled her principal em-

ployes, with whom she founded in 1880, a joint stock

company, of which she retained the principal manage-
ment. In this way her employes were enabled to become
shareholders in the firm, the capital of which was fixed

at 20,000,000 francs, divided in 400 shares of 50,000 francs

each. These were subsequently sub-divided into fractional

parts in order to permit a larger number of employes to

participate in the benefits of the company.

Mme. Boucicaut's intention was to transfer to her

employes the shares she had retained in order that, little

by little, they might become joint proprietors of the mag-
nificent business to the prosperity of which their zeal and

intelligence had so largely contributed. During her life-

time she partly realized this generous idea. She founded

a society which served as an intermediary between her

and her employes, enabling them to purchase the shares

she possessed. This society also aimed at the formation

of a pension fund. This institution was crowned with

success and its generous donor had the satisfaction of see-

ing the realization of her cherished wish before she died

in 1887.

The Bon Marche Company, after the death of Mme.
Boucicaut, was transformed in 1887 into a limited liability

company with 400 shares of 50,000 francs each, and the

firm took the name of its three directing managers, Plas-

sard, Morin, Fillot et Cie. These three directors had been

appointed by Mme. Boucicaut in her will, in recognition

of the untiring zeal and devotion they had alwavs dis-
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played. The first-named director had been since 1878 the

personal adviser of Mine. Boucicaut. The second, M.
Morin, had spent his whole life in the service of the Bon
Marche which he entered as a .junior assistant in 1856.

The third, M. Fillot, had likewise passed his whole com-

mercial career in the business, which he entered in 1861.

The shareholders twice re-elected him at their general

meeting-

, thus confirming the high esteem in which M. and
Mme. Boucicant had always held him. M. Plassard sent

in his resignation in 1893 and M. Morin in 1899; they

have been replaced by M. Ricois and M. Lucet. The two

new directors had also, successively, passed through the

various grades of promotion instituted by M. and Mme.
Boucicaut, who during their lifetime had shown a warm
appreciation of I lie disinterested ardor and intelligence

with which MM. Ricois and Lncct served the interests

of the house.

In this way the most active, intelligent and faithful

workers have been chosen to direct the great business of

the Bon Marche. They have worthily carried on the great

enterprise. Each of them has risen, as it were, from the

ranks and learnt how to submit to discipline before he

rose to command.
The name of the house: "Au Bon Marche, Maison

Aristide Boucicaut," cannot be changed, altered or modi-

fied in any manner.

The directors are eligible for re-election and are jointly

and individually responsible.

Under the directors is a large staff of managers, each

of whom is charged with the administration of several de-

partments. These managers advise the directors on all

matters in the interests of the house. The energetic and

initiative spirit which pervades the staff is well known
and explains the prosperity of the Bon Marche.

All the employes of the Bon Marche receive the mid-

day meal gratuitously, and the kitchens of the establish-

ment constitute one of the sights of Paris. Eight hundred

steaks can be grilled at one time and a special apparatus

permits of the frying of 1,700 pounds of potatoes at one

time. At night the buildings are kept lighted all night

and are constantly patrolled by fifty-four watchmen. For

the working of the electric lights, eighty-six engineers are

employed.

The young lady assistants whose families live outside

of Paris are provided with accommodations by the house.

Each .'me has a well-kept room on the upper floors of the

annexed building in the Rue de Babylone. They have a

room at their disposal for reading and music, in which

they can meet in the evening. From half-past seven to

eight o'clock in the morning coffee, milk and chocolate

are served to them as well as to all other employes. A
doctor gives free consultations every day. Fencing lessons

and tuition in foreign languages are also given gratuit-

ously. Every year, the most distinguished pupils in the

English class are sent to London for several months at the

expense of the house in order that they may perfect them-

selves in that language.

All employes must become members of a Mutual Help
Society. Tn order to encourage them to save money the

Bon Marche, continuing the work of its founder, receives

deposits of any savings which they may have made and

allows them interest at 5 per cent, a year. The house has

over 4,000,000 francs thus deposited with it. In order

to aid the female employes during confinement, a fixed

allowance is made them of 100 francs for assistants, and

60 francs for those employed in the workrooms.

The development of the fund has been considerable.

At its foundation in 1876 the number of participators was
182, and the capital 62,020 francs. From year to year

those figures have increased so much that on the 31st of

July. 1903, the participators numbered 2,796, and the

capital had reached the sum of 3,902,548 francs. In addi-

tion to this capital the sums distributed since the founda-
tion of the fund to 1,4(18 employes on their leaving the

house have reached a total of 2,207.134 francs.

Should a female assistant participating in the fund
contract marriage, even if she leaves the firm, the entire

amount to her credit is paid to her, irrespective of time

of presence in the house.

Mme. Boucicaut, in view of completing the work of

tier late husband and wishing to provide for those who
contribute to the success of the Bon Marche, instituted on

the 4th of August, 1886, a Retiring Pension Fund. Desir-

ous that this fund should in no way he supported by any
portion retained from the assistants' salaries, Mme. Bouci
caul endowed it with a sum of five million francs from her

own personal fortune. All employes are entitled lo this

pension after twenty years' service, and on reaching the

age of 45 the female-assistants and 50 for the male-

assistants.

Assistance can be accorded lo the employes in I he

middle of their. service, who should be unable to continue

their duties, and also to widows and to orphans of em-
ployes.

Anxious to secure on a sound foundation the carrying

on of this fund, and faithful to the traditions of the gen-
erous founders, the shareholders met together in an ex-

traordinary general meeting in 1897, and voted on the pro-

position of the" directorate, a further deduction from the

annual profits of the Bon Marche.
Willingly and unanimously they made this fresh

sacrifice of an important part of their dividends in order

to meet the total expenses of the pensions, (he numbers
of which increase yearly.

From the origin of this Boucicaut institution unlil the

1st of August, 1903, 407 pensions had been granted. The
capital of the fund amounted on the 31st of July, 1903
to 7,359,757 francs, producing a revenue of 251,000 francs

to which sum must be added the revenues of the amounts
reserved from the profits, which amounted at the same
date to about 268,000 francs; 337 employes of the Bon
Marche receive pensions at the present day. These pen-

sions form a total of 241,630 francs per year.

The future of the employes being thus provided for,

that of the workroom hands was next thought of. A
third fund was instituted in 1892 in order to assist the

male and female workhands and in order to better their

situation by temporary help and by pensions. This fund

is the work of the shareholders and directors and is also

kept up by a deduction from the annual profits. The
capital of this fund now amounts to about L000,000
francs.

When Mme. Boucicaut died she gave away her whole

fortune. She left to each of her employes a sum of money
varying from 1,000 francs to 10,000 francs, according to

length of service. She thus showed to her employes,

whom she looked upon as her family, a fresh mark of her

affection and liberality. Her other legacies which she

divided with unexampled wisdom amongst all the French
philanthropic institutions amount to millions of francs.

The committee of "Public Help" was charged with the

carrying out of her schemes and was instructed to erect

an hospital with the residue of her fortune. This hospital

was inaugurated in 1897 in the Javel Quarter and its in-

stalation is perfect. It is called the Boucicaut Hospital.

This will is an imperishable monument of enlightened

and munificent philanthropy. All the employes of the

Bon Marche, however modest their task may be, do not

depend on their salaries alone. All participate in the pro-

fits either by shares in the business, by commission on

their sales or by means of the Provident and Pension

Funds.
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Saskatoon Merchant who Conducted Guessing Contest

J. F. Cairns' Drawings, Held for Four Years, Stopped by Legal Process, and he Adopts

New Method — Guessing Number of Sales Made for Ten Prizes— Effect of Contest.

A June Window Display by Fred Hollands for J. F. Cairns, Saskatoon, Sask.

A $450 team of horses, free trip to London, a binder,

and from that down to $10 worth of goods, represent

the prizes which the people of Saskatoon, Sask., have

been given in a guessing contest conducted by .J. P.

Cairns, one of the most progressive merchants in the

West. Incidentally the "drawing" and "guessing" idea

has taken a firm hold in this growing little city, and

other merchants have sought to satisfy the public

desire to get something for nothing.

Mr. Cairns was the originator of the drawings in

Saskatoon, and for four years has conducted two each

year. They are represented as having been successful

from his standpoint, and the public evidently liked them.

The plan followed in the drawings up to that just, closed

was as follows:—Each cash purchase of $1.00 made be-

tween June 1st, 1908, and the time of the drawing,

August 8th, entitled the purchaser to a numbered coupon,

a duplicate of which was placed in a sealed box where it

remained until the time of the drawing. At the public

opening of the box a little girl drew from it ten coupons

and the holders of the duplicates were entitled to the

ten gifts:—First, team of horses valued at $450; second,

return ticket to London, Eng., or binder,; third, lady's

costume; fouruh, gentleman's suit or overcoat; fifth,

lady's hat; sixth, gun or rifle; seventh, $20 worth of

house furnishings; eighth, $20 trunk or valise; ninth, $20

worth of groceries; tenth, goods to the value of $10.

This practice has prevailed for four years, and dur-

ing that period the business of the store has grown

rapidly, due partly, at least, to these drawings, which

have proved popular with the public.

Three prominent citizens are usually asked to con-

duct the drawings, and no one has suggested that there

was anything irregular in the way in which they were

conducted.

It appears, however, that someone considered that

the drawings, as conducted by Mr. Cairns, were illegal,

and as a result information was sworn out against him

charging a breach of the law, and at the preliminary

hearing the proprietor was committed to stand his trial

at the next sitting of the district court. The magis-

trate's ruling was that the coupons were sold and the

goods given away, this fact constituting the illegal

feature.

Upon this decision, the drawing, as originally plan-

ned, was discontinued, but over night a new inspiration

seized the resourceful Mr. Cairns, and the next day a

brand new proposition was ready. The same ten prizes

were still to be given, but the conditions were changed.

In the local papers Mr. Cairns made the following state-

ment:

—

"I still believe that the drawings as held by me dur-

ing the past four years are perfectly just and legitimate,

inasmuch as the gifts in every case were wholly gratuit-

ous and the non-winners of gifts lost nothing when
someone else won them. They paid for their eronds and
always got full value for their money, whether they ac-

cepted coupons or not.

"However, the legality of these drawings has been

questioned and the matter cannot be settled for some
time to come. I do not feel disposed to go any further

until I find out whether I am right or wrong and I will,

therefore, issue no more coupons until further notice.

"I have, however, at all times played the game and
played it fairly with my customers, and my treatment
of this incident will be as liberal as I can possibly make
it.

"1 could very easily take advantage of present cir-

cumstances, cancel the whole transaction and save my-
self at least $1,000.00 worth of prizes.

"This isn't the Cairns' policy. It has always been a

policy of treating others exactly as they treat Cairns,

and is going to be right on to the close of the chapter.

"Any contest which depends upon the skill or judg-

ment of the contestants has been accepted by the courts

as legal.

"Every customer who has bought or buys for cash

one dollar's worth of goods between June 1st, 1908 and
2 p.m. August 8th, 1908, shall be entitled to one estimate

of the number of casih sales handled by this store dur-

ing the two weeks beginning Monday, July 27th, 1908.

"The contestant whose estimate is nearest the cor-

rect number shall receive the first gift. The second

nearest shall receive the second gift, and so on. •

"The exact time of the receipt of each estimate will

be stamped upon it the moment it is received and in the

event of two or more being the same, the one first

received shall be the winner.

"For the guidance of the contestants in forming

their estimates the following particulars are given, all

of which are vouched for by myself.
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"The number of our cash sales was as follows on the

days mentioned:

July 27th, 1907 1,158

Aug. 3rd, 1907 1,412

Aug. 5th, 1907 944

Aug. 6th, 1907 1,077

Aug-. 7th, 1907 983

Aug. 8th, 1907 1,952

July 4th, 1908 1,298

July 11th, 1908 1,486

"Furthermore, all contestants should bear in mind
that the number of cash sales on any date is dependent

to a large extent upon weather conditions, crop pros-

pects and the particular days included in the estimate.

"The number of our cash sales is correctly recorded

daily on a Burroughs Adding Machine used by our

drawing at Currie's store. The coupons, books and
other articles connected with the drawing were seized

and destroyed. P. H. Currie appeared in court and on
explaining the system of the contest was allowed to go,

an order being issued to have everything destroyed.

One drawing of a like nature was successfully pulled

off this Sunnier already by the firm of Speers & Paul,

which goes to show how popular this sort of thing is

becoming with the merchants. In the latter case a cow
was the first prize.

On the whole it would seem that while the Cairns'

drawing in its original form was not permitted to be

carried out, the store derived some valuable advertising
from the effort to prevent it, and, while the element of

chance which proves so attractive to many persons was
largely removed, a deep interest was taken in the con-

test, and both in number and volume sales in the store

This Shows Front View of J. F. Cairns' Store, Saskatoon, Sask. A Side Entrance en Another Street is not Shown Here.

cashier, who will be under oath to divulge the totals to

no one until the proper time comes for doing so.

"All estimates must be in by 2 p.m. on August 8th,

1908, and the result will be announced at 10 p.m. on the

same day.

"All coupons issued since June 1st, 1908, are now
void and worthless, but I will within the next few days

mail to each address on our coupon record book, an

estimate sheet on which the customer may make an

estimate for each coupon which has been issued to him."

In addition to the above prizes, the lady who regis-

ters the greatest number of estimates will receive a $50

costume from the dressmaking department.

A few weeks ago the proprietor of Currie Bros.' de-

partmental store announced a similar drawing, but of

less magnitude to that of Cairns'. On J. F. Cairns

being convicted the police took prompt steps to stop the

showed a big increase over those for the corresponding

period a year ago.

Mr. Cairns is a bright merchant and the success of

this contest is evidence of the fact that he has been able

to accurately judge the merchandizing methods which

will appeal to his patrons, and this, after all, is a mat-
ter which every merchant must decide for himself, having

in view the local conditions which may determine the

success or failure of any method prosecuted.

James A. Ogilvie, of the firm of Ogilvie, Lochead &i

Co., Brantford, has been enjoying a tour of the Old Coun-
try since June last. Mr. Ogilvie, who is a leading mem-
ber of the Heather Bowling Club, of that city, was one

of the Canadian representatives on the Olympic bowling
team. He combined business with pleasure on the trip,

however, and will return home from a visit to see*"

J

European centres early in September.
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This is the front view of our new DRY GOODS SILENT SALESMAN COUNTER,
showing display space in front and display drawers immediately under the plate glass top.

This is the back view, showing position of display drawers, stock and wrapping paper

space. This space may be enlarged by moving the back forward as it is adjustable.

Toronto Show Case Company
Limited '

'

5-7-9-ii-i3-i5-ir-i9-2i Defries St Toronto
Jas. C.Kent President Late Cowans Kent & Co. R.W.McClain Cen. Mcr. Late Cowans Kent^ Co

W. M. Peterkin Sec.Treas. Late Cowans Kent & Co Harfu Chinn Supt.
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Valuable Hints on the Art of Display

A Thanksgiving Linen Window Display, the Work of Fred Ashfield, with Bryson, Graham &JCo., Ottawa.

A Directoire Form.

The public is taking a lively interest in the new Di-

rectoire modes, and wherever models have been shown

the crowd has flocked about to look. This is because the

extreme sensational features accompanying this style have

been so much commented upon in the daily press.

The Review believes that by a little study of the two

cuts given, by a careful reading of the accompanying in-

structions, that the majority of the trimmers who read

this paper can make a very creditable Directoire drape.

Before using material from stock, The Review recom-

mends a little experimenting with a cheap fabric, such as

cheese-cloth.

There are few stores that do not possess a spare cor-

set form. Obtain a good straight-front model and place

it upon a stand or a long narrow box to give it the

requisite height. Call into requisition a silk skirt of the

same color as the corset form is covered with. This

should be plainly made and not very fussy. Now obtain

a remnant of allover lace, place the lace over the top

of the stand, allowing a longer length at the front. Pin

over at the shoulders, so that the lace fits smooth over

both bust and back. Get a high Gibson collar with a

ruche around the top to finish off the neck. Select some
softly draping fabric. Shangtung or pongee is about the

best, and as it comes in 27-mch width will be easier to

manage than double-fold goods.

Begin draping by measuring from the floor up to

above the waist, and be sure you allow plenty, as the

goods will have to be turned in when the pleats are ar-

ranged. Fold about four inches from the selvedge, down
the front and pin over to the left of the front ; make
three deep pleats in the fabric. Now measure up to the

shoulder, and arrange pleats there as shown in cut and

pin in place. Now turn each pleat outward so as to

make the boxpleat at the back. Bring surplus goods to-

gether under the arm and arrange smoothly so as to

define the figure to a little below the bust. Do not fit

closely in at the waist, but have material smooth and
tight over the hips.

Take a needle and thread and tack the two selvedges

together. Now form the fullness at the back into three

pleats for one side of the boxpleat, as shown in drawing,
and pin the pleats securely about halfway between the

waist line and the neck. Measure the length for the
train and bring goods again up to the waist. Turn as

shown in diagram and pleat in flat pleats as shown. Un-
loose pins that fasten the piece that comes from the

shoulder, and slip the piece you have last pleated with
the pointed piece upwards under the folds you have un-

Directoire Shape, Front View.

pinned. Now measure the length of the train, and again
bring material back to the waist. This time form the

centre boxpleat, and three pleats at the side. Draw up
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to the shoulders forming an extra pleat as you go, re

that there are three pleats on shoulder to match the

other side. Now pin pleats and turn them on shoulder.

Bring three pleats down to the waist. You must con-

sult drawing to see how these are arranged. Draw the

two edges together and form the waist, same as on the

other side. Baste the selvedges together to form the

skirt. Now pull the first made side over and pin down

to below the hip. Finish with three or four handsome

then a real good stocky window that shows the goods

is what is wanted.

Many decorators indulge in a good deal of fantastic

tracery, etc., but while some of this work may be used

as a relief, moderation should be exercised. No doubt

the window looks fine, but what will the goods look like,

and what will they sell for when they are returned to

stock ? This is a side of the case that the trimmer must
give some study to. He must learn to get good effects

without impairing the selling value of the goods shown.

It should be the aim of the trimmer to show each piece

of linen in such a manner that its best points are brought

out, and also that it is so arranged that every piece can

be folded and go back to stock as free from wrinkles as

when it was brought out of the department. If goods

are twisted, creased, and folded in such a way that the

price has to be reduced in order to sell them, this fact

is going to materially detract from the value of the win-

dow. A good window can be put in without this draw-

back, and linens can be shown in folds if care is taken.

Where the linen stock is not a large one the trimmer

may have to resort to numerous devices to put in a

stocky trim. For instance, saleable remnants can re cut

Off the piece, and can be wrapped around a thick board.

This can be tied up in the same manner as an unopened

piece. And there are other devices of the same kind that

will come in handy that will occur to almost any trim-

mer.

Toronto Window Displays.

Though Fall dress goods, and Fall suit displays have
been made in Toronto, there has been little or nothing

beyond that fact that would interest window trimmers.

That the goods have been perfectly draped so as to show
their best points, and that the suit windows have been

posed to the best advantage goes without saying. Colors,

of course, have been well grouped, and some of the new
ideas in color combinations shown. In this connection

Directoire Shape, Rear View.

buttons. Place stocking and shoe upon a hosiery for"'

or if one is not obtainable carefully fill a stocking with

soft paper, molding it to a good shape. Place the leg

within the opening, pushing back the underslirt to do so.

Now arrange the open ng as shown in drawing. Turn

under material, lightly basting it in place like a hem, and

arrange drapery as nearly as possible to the drawings

given.

No doubt it will take time and some patience to fol-

low out directions, but the attention your figure will

attract will be ample reward.

Thanksgiving Windows.

Every trimmer should put in at least one elaborate

linen window in early October. This year particularly

attractive windows can be put in, as prices are very much
lower than they were a year ago. This is a feature

trimmers should endeavor to bring out prominently, and

as in the linen display shown this month, one should

make free use of price tickets. Even if the goods are

high class, no matter, place a price ticket upon it. The

chief aim of a display is to sell goods. The fact that

it will do this, constitutes the chief value of the window
given, and after all, that is what a window display is

for. No matter how artistic a display or how elaborate,

no matter how much attention a window draws, if it

does not make sales in the department it is a failure,

and deserves to be set down as one.

Very little in the way of background is required for

a linen window, in fact, a plain dark drape is best and
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Diagram for Pleating Up.

it may not be out of place to warn trimmers when show-

ing blue and green in close proximity to be sure that

they harmonize, both under natural and artificial light.

Beyond the lines indicated, windows are all now of

the sales variety, and while perfect attention is paid to

detail, they are all put in in such a manner that little

time is lost by the frequent changes that are made.

Eaton's are using the weathered oak panelling, and
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Simpson's, plain curtains. Simpson's, by t lie way, are

showing their new suits upon stands—not figures.

The flress goods shown do not present any great

only Canadian to be given a prize at the Window Trim-
mers' Convention at Detroit, which he attended, lie

was given three diplomas for specimens of his work

An Excellent Wash Goods Window by H. C. MacDonald, with Richard Hall & Son, Peterborough. Mr. MacDonald's Draping is very Superior
and There are few Canadian Trimmers who Cannot Learn Something from a Study of the Above Window.

amount of novelty, and are just about what have been in-

dicated in The Review since Fall buying opened. Stripes

are very much en evidence, and two-color combinations,

and piece-dyed fancies are very prominent. Colors are

sombre and rich. Suits shown so far are much trimmed.

exhibited there. Mr. MacDonald spent a week in Chi-

cago with his former associates in the Marshall Field

store and gained some new ideas concerning window
trimming as exemplified in the store noted for its artis-

tic display. One of Mr. MacDonald's windows is re-

produced in this issue of the Review.

Honors for Window Trimmer.

H. C. MacDonald, a window trimmer and store dec-

orator for Rich. Hall & Son, Peterborough, has recently

ie<ei\ed substantial reco nition of his efficiency as a

Prospective Publicity Campaign.

Manufacturers of silk thread in the belief that during

recent years their business has suffered through the prac-

An Unique Ribbon Display. Showing Dorothy Dainty Ribbon Sets — Window Display by the Denver Dry Goods Co., Denver.

trimmer. In a competition conducted by a dry goods
trade paper in the United States, in which $300 in prizes

was given, he was awarded eighth prize, and was the

tice of substitution ; using cotton thread instead of the

product of the silk thread factories, are, it is reported,

to take steps to influence its more general use. It is
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OUR "NEW SOVEREIGN" SHOW CASE

This Solid Plate Glass Case will

satisfy the most exacting

—

Write for particulars.

The Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Limited - Berlin, Ont.
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF MODERN STORE FIXTURES

COUNTER CHECK BOOKS

"GET THE BEST"

Many Styles to Choose From

The Carter-Crume Company, Limited
Toronto and Montreal

Mention this paper

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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stated that manufacturers of ready-made garments,

cloaks, suits, shoes and gloves represent the class credit-

ed with this substitution, and as a remedy, the Ameri-

can Silk Journal suggests that a campaign of education

be carried on, among the buying public, with a view of

acquainting them with the merits of the use of silk

thread as compared with cotton thread.

The matter has already been dealt with in some quar-

ters in Canada, and some garment manufacturers here

have gone so far as to advise the trade that they use

silk thread, and stating their reasons, one of which is the

fact that the latter possesses the quality of elasticity,

which enables it to withstand a strain which would break

a thread which will not "give."

The Silk Journal attributes the use of cotton thread

in preference to silk to a desire to save expense, but it

points out that the difference is really small, and adds :

"No woman would think of making a garment with cot-

ton thread, or having her dressmaker or tailor do so.

Yet she will go into the retail store, and in many cases

the kind of thread with which the garment is made will

escape her notice, either because she is not used to tak-

ing notice of such details, or because of the use of some
clever imitation of silk thread. The feminine customer
will take in the general appearance of the garment, bu1

such a small matter as the thread with which it is made
very often does not occur to her. The same is true of

men's ready-to-wear garments.

"On this account many silk manufacturers believe that

the people should be educated to a realization of the im-

portance of pure silk thread in making medium and high-

class garments.

"It is now up to the silk thread manufacturers I

educate the buying public, and in doing this they will

materially benefit the responsible manufacturers by creaf

ing a greater demand for goods made with silk thread

Items from all Canada

Ontario.

A number of improvements are being made to the

store of Dundas and Flavelle, Lindsay.

The Canada Silk Co. has bought land in Toronto and

has commenced the erection of a factory, 105 by 185 feet

on it.

Cook & Fox is the name of a new firm in Stirling.

They have purchased the general stock of C. F. Stickle

and have opened in the same stand.

The stock of W. C. Slater, men's furnishings and

clothing, Arnprior, has been sold to E, D. Osborne, who

. ill in future run the business in the Slater stand.

W. H. Robinson & Co., dry goods merchants, Oak-

ville, have retired from business, after 18 years' active

participation in the dry goods trade in that town.

Thos. J. Hayes, a native of Brockville, has recently

been elected president and general manager of the Oswego

Knitting Co. Up to last December Mr. Hayes was a

civic clerk in Oswego, but then entered the service of the

Knitting Co., being made secretary shortly afterwards.

The W. A. Murray Company, Toronto, has purchased

for $30,000 the 58 feet of frontage under their store on

Colborne street, which they have been holding under-

lease. The property was bought from Mr. Frank O'Brien,

St. Paul, Minn., whose wife's grandfather bought an

acre of land in 1815, on the southeast corner of King

and Yonge Streets for $400.

Quebec

R. A. Brock, of W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., Montreal,

spent a few days in Toronto last month.

Wm. Agnew, of Wm. Agnew Co., Montreal, is in the

European markets on his usual Spring buying trip.

W. B. Matthews, buyer for Greenshields, Ltd., Mon-
treal, returns the middle of this month from the Euro-

pean markets.

W. R. Smallpiece, of W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., Toronto,

was visiting Montreal last month, and paid a visit to

the Montreal office of The Review.

The firm of Lafranc & Mullin, Quebec, tailors and

men's furnishers, has been dissolved, and the business

will in future be conducted by James H. Mullin.

Helen St. Andre, a French actress, was arrested in

Montreal on a charge of stealing $150 worth of furs from

the Paquet store, in Quebec, and was committed for

trial.

Harry C. Murphy, special representative in the Mari-

time Provinces of the ready-to-wear department of the

W. R. Brock Co., Ltd., Montreal, was in Montreal a few

days last month.

S. W. Stevenson, of F. W. Stevenson & Co., manu-
facturers' agents, Montreal and Toronto, secured import-
ant new agencies during his six weeks' visit to English

markets last Summer. His trip was mainly for the pur-

pose of getting into closer touch with his mills.

Geo. Milligan, general manager of Debenhams (Can
ada) Limited, Toronto and Montreal, returned last month
from his semi-annual visit to London. Mr. Milligan

spoke of the quiet conditions prevailing in English mar-
kets, and considers that Canadian trade shows a much
healthier tone than the Old Country.

Jobin & Harrison is the style of a new firm of

manufacturers' agents, at 204 St. James Street, Mon-
treal. They will call upon retailers in Quebec Province
and the Maritime Provinces. Both Mr. Jobin and Mr.

Harrison have had a long and varied experience in the

trade. They are showing lines of furs, hats and woolens.

The East.

Anthony and Michael Joseph, who have been in part-

nership in Windsor, N.S., have dissolved and each will

conduct a dry goods store in that town in future.

B. E. Fanjoy & Co., have purchased the Munro
block, New Glasgow, N.S., and are removing their stock

of men's clothing and furnishings to the new location.

To permit of the instalation of a portion of the

$250,000 worth of new machinery ordered by the Cana-
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Section of Modern Store Equipped
with our System

THE LIQUIDATION
of this business means that cut prices are
being offered on all store fittings, including
the well known

Weir Wardrobe

System
(PATENTED)

Sectional Wardrobes— each complete in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts,
all of uniform style and size.

Capacity :

—

High Boys—in 30 in. frontage—50 Suits

Low Boys—25 Suits and 25 pairs odd Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides.

Write for prices now

Weir Wardrobe Co.
of Canada, Limited

(IN LIQUIDATION)

MOUNT FOREST ONT.

LUXFER
n PRISMS

are

your

Customers'

Search Lights

for Seeing your Goods

When they cannot see they do not buy. OUR
METHODS are the best to SHOW and SELL

colored goods and textures.

SEE US FOR INFORMATION

Luxfer Prism Co., Ltd.
Toronto and Montreal
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A RE you ready to take

^^ care of the Fall Busi-

ness which is almost upon us ?

One of the best preparatory

steps is the installation of a sys-

tem of Cash or Package Carriers.

When it comes to the selection

of the particular system, you will find it to your advantage to in-

vestigate the " Gipe."

We build and install the highest class store service.

Cash Carriers, Package Carriers

Cash Lifts, Package Lifts

All of our machines are sold subject to a ten days trial and

are fully guaranteed for a year.

IF INTERESTED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE GIPE CARRIER CO.
26 Euston Bldg., George St. 99 Ontario St.

LONDON, ENG. TORONTO, CAN.

BEST "MEASURER" EVER MADE
The customer places her hand as shown in cut and the slide

automatically indicates the exact glove size.

Of highly polished metal, mounted on hard wood. In oak and
other finishes, with rubber tips to prevent scratching counters, etc.

SIMPLE SERVICEABLE SIGHTLY
For all sizes—Men's, Women's and Children's.

Details and Prices on application.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons
ESTABLISHED 1852

710 Broadway, - NEW YORK
FACTORY-89 and 91 WEST 3rd STREET

LAMSON RAPID SPRING
CASH CARRIER

ASK FOR BOOKLET N.5.

PERFECT SERVICE
CASH CENTRALIZATION

Both are requisites in busy retail Stores.

You can have them by installing a

LAMSON RAPID
CASH SYSTEM

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.
126 WELLINGTON ST. WEST - - TORONTO, ONTARIO

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS. SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS. LACE, ETC.

ALL TSRSKStf 1™ MONTREALUNEQUALLED TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be, and

we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have

expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply

for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience

should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond

with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.C.

London, England.MACKINLEY & CO.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
has enquines from time to time from manufacturers and others

wanting representatives in the leading business centres here

ana abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a

special list Kept for the information of enquirers in our various

offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

charge.

:

Add! 5S9 i Business Manager.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Montreal and Xoronto.

Please mention The Review to

Get Ready for Fall

Vou want new fixtures, we
have them. Write us, and
we'll talk to you. We are now
offering all kinds of stands

made of

SQUARE TUBING
With nice Colonial Base

in Satin Gold Brass Finish ;

Brown, Green and Black

Finish.

Wax Figures,

Forms,
Mirrors, etc.

Ask for our Catalogue.

T

NEW DESIGN
Combination Collar and
Shirt Stand in Square
Tubing and nice Colonial
Base.

DELFOSSE & CO.
Canada 's Greatest Fixture House

5 Hermine Street - Montreal

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia :

1906

Canada Other Countries Total

Cosies, Cushions, etc. £ 495 £ 154 047 £ 154.542
Curtains 190 87.675 87,865
Fancy Goods 313 279,452 279,765
Piece Goods, Cotton

and Linen 11.894 3,297,724 3.309 618
Flannelettes 1,688 251,965 253,653
Boots and Shoes 4,951 114,003 118,954
Rubber Sand Shoes 2,319 47,998 50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York
Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing Offices

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

Advertisers and their Travelers
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dian Colored Cotton Co.

closed for a few weeks.

the mill at Gibson, has been

*

The West.

After eleven years in the business in Medicine Hat,

Alta., as a general merchant, J. K. Drinnan has disposed

of his business to Spencer & Todd.

A. Grossman, who has been in business in Vancouver,

B.C., for seventeen years, has sold the Hub Clothing

House to Freeman Bros., who will conduct the business

in future.

C. H. Harrison has opened in Brandon, Man., a new
men's furnishing store. Mr. Harrison has been in Bran-

don about 20 years, and has been on the sales staff of

McWhirter & Ball, and Rankin & Co.

D. Hunter, who has for several years been manager
of the clothing and men's furnishings business of J.

Walker, Vancouver, B.C., has bought the latter's interests

and will conduct the store in future himself.

George P. Weiler, head of the housefurnishings firm

of Weiler Bros., Victoria, B.C., died recently at the age
of 53 years. He had spent nearly fifty years in Victoria,

where he was looked upon as one of its most enterprising

business men.

System Swells Profit.

In Mercantile Monthly we find the following regard-
ing system, written by E. E. Babcock:

Have you ever stopped to consider the difference be-

tween the system that is all the word implies, and the
system that is so complicated that it retards business f

Too many business men have not covered the situation
thoroughly and intelligently enough to realize the dif-

ference between the real system that eradicates conflict

and confusion and the so-called system that puts every-
thing and everybody in confusion.

The business wheel should rotate smoothly, almost
noiselessly, steadily rounding off the rough corners. Fric-
tion is sure to heat the bearings and cause trouble.

There is as much difference between system and red
tape as between day and night, and the effect is as pro-
nounced and far-reaching.

Make your own system.

Your business is not exactly like John Smith's, and
even if it were, you might find it more profitable to
instal a different system. It is the system that helps
swell the profits.

Don't permit the instaling of a system that it will

take experts to unravel, nor get tangled up in some
other person's system, which may not meet your case
at all.

To systematize is to know everything of importance
regarding your business, particularly to know about the
expenditures, to deal with each minute portion of your
business accurately and know that the expense account
is as low as possible.

Devise a time and money-saving system. Shun "red
tape."

- Encourage your anployes in doing what is expected
of them in a systematic way. They will readily ap-
preciate the benefit, for they will be able to virtually

double their efficiency with the same amount of exertion.

That means advancement.

System is a little word, but how significant!

HAND POWER

ELEVATOR
LOAD,

1 ,SOO lbs.
F. O. B.

HAMILTON
ONTARIO

We supply
drawings and
instru ct i o n s
enabling any-
one to install.

SAVE
TIME
LABOR
EXPENSE
HANDLING
GOODS
FOR UPPER
FLOORS

Write our
nearest office
for full par-
ticulars.

MONTREAL I WINNIPEG
I
VANCOUVER I OTTAWA

St. James St. I McRea Block I Alexander St 'O'Connor St.

Otis-Fensom Elevator Company, Limited

HEAD OFFICE — TORONTO, ONTARIO

fashion £utt
wwwww^

TO OUR READERS

The Review uses monthly in

its reading columns late fashion

cuts which we secure from the old

and new worlds.

These are only used once by

us, and we offer these cuts to our

supporters for their advertising

work at the following low rates :

8 cents per square inch for half-tones

4 ' zinc etchings

Only the originals will be sold.

When ordering please mention

page and month of the Review in

which the cut appeared.

Address

MONTREAL
232 McGill Street

TORONTO
10 Front St. East
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LONDON, PARIS, BERLIN, CAPE TOWN, NEW YORK

Raphael Tuck & Sons Company
LIMITED

Publishers by special appointment to Their By Special Appointment

Majesties King Edward VII and His

Queen Alexandra

9-17 St. Antoine Street

Montreal, P.Q.
Publishers by Royal Warrant

CALENDARS AND
CHRISTMAS CARDS

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE

Fancy Combs

The newest and brightest ideas

in Fancy Back and Side Combs,

for Fall and Holiday Trade.

Sample Assortments upon Request

GRANBY MANUFACTURING CO.
Originators or Combs that Sell

GRANBY, QUE.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Fancy Goods and Notions Department

Good Fall Novelties.

The Fall season is opening up well in the belt sec-

tion. Leathers are selling freely, and there is a good

inquiry for the many tinsel lines that promise to be such

a strong factor in the market this Fall. Tinsels are ac-

tive, not only in the popular-priced lines, but also in

expensive goods. Patterns show a wide variety, and in-

clude dainty floral patterns in gold, silver and pastel

shades, and as well, dark floral and Oriental patterns.

The latest belt novelty is the new Directoire girdle.

These as nOw developed are of taffeta, but later satin

will come to the front. As the touch of black is the

leading trimming feature of Directoir fashions the fact

that these new belts come in black only will not detract

from their merits with buyers.

These girdles are in wider widths than most of t'le

belts seen this season, and are shirred at intervals. The

distinguishing feature is the upright bow, which can be

worn either at the front, back or side. Another model

is tucked the whole length and finished with shirred

rings and tassels of silk cord. The ends tie once and

are worn tied either at the side or in front. These belts

are most popular now in taffeta, but the expectation is

that satin will be called for later.

To give the appearance of abundant hair, so essential

to the becoming wearing of the present style of hat,

some help" to nature must be by all but the few women
resorted to. This means a large sale for various 1 in Is

of hair pads and forms. There is a large call for braided

wire forms, as they are so light and comfortable. Many
of these have devices for keeping the pad from slipping

and are of use when hats are as heavy as some speci-

mens are. Long rats covered with wavy hair, and shap-

ed fronts of ' the same are other good lines to stock.

Curlers, hair wavers, etc., should also form part of all

notion stocks^iowadays, as they are freely employed.

The new filet combs that have arrangements in the

back for threading through a ribbon or velvet, are show-

ing in great variety, and also at a variety of prites.

Those merely of shell come at a popular price, but ex-

pensive combs with richly jeweled slides can be had.

These are studded with rhinestones, and other mock
jewels. Shell pins, with ball heads, both plain and

jeweled, and correspondingly priced, are becoming ex-

ceedingly popular. Stick pins in great variety for the

ornamentation of the coiffure are also late fashionable

arrivals.

As the social season will soon be on these goods wU'
sell. They are also attractive goods to stock for the holi-

day trade.

Leather goods manufacturers are now putting out

late novelties in holiday goods. These come in great

variety and in many prices. Calendar and photo frames,

telephone registers, whist, poker, dominoes and other

games in leather cases are shown. Then there are hand

bags, shopping bags, vanity bags, etc. Some of the

new bag frames have cameos and other jewels set in

them. The latest novelty is the copper frame.

Makers of pin cushions, hat-pin holders, hair receivers,

bedroom sets, etc., are out with their novel Mes for

Christmas now. Cretonne is a novelty here and some
pretty bedroom sets are developed in this Fabric. Long
bureau cushions are shown in the usual variety, and

there are any number of pretty devices for hat-pin hold-

ers, etc.

From now on and until Christmas is the best season

of the year in the fancy goods department. A full line

of all goods for fancy work should be stocked. Stamped
goods and patterns for waists, corset covers, etc., are

sure to be asked for. In buying stamping patterns it

would be well to include a few designs for skirt panels,

as embroidered linen suits are still worn. These are

chiefly in heavy embroidered and eyelet patterns and pre-

sent little difficulty to the skilful worker.

In cushions, centre pieces, table covers, etc., various

forms of cross-stitch are to the fore and the natural-

colored linen, and dyed linen, hucks, crashes and canvas

are used for their development. Mediaeval designs, birds,

beasts, etc., are the latest. The usual assortment of tint-

ed cushions in floral and other patterns to be worked up

in silks are shown.

m

Holiday Cards and Calendars.

Some department and dry goods stores feature suc-

cessfully among their holiday lines a range of Christmas

and New Year cards, booklets, and calendars. A good
showing of these lines, in a suitable part of the store

is sure to draw trade, and a display of the right things

will be profitable. These lines should be ordered at an

early date.

Publishers of Christmas cards seem to be exceeding

each year the productions of former years, and every con-

ceivable style, from the highly artistic to the comic may
be had. Private greeting cards are growing in popularity

and these should feature in the range of Christmas and

New Year cards. Booklets are even better sellers than

the ordinary card.

Calendars offer an enormous variety. The higher

prices are folio turnovers, with beautiful photogravures

representing figure studies, animals and landscapes and

pictures in genre. In the better class grade are several

notable titles, "Society Beauties," wonderful pictures

of bulldogs, "Maidens of the Year," and "Midst Na-
ture's Idylls."

Distinct sections are the "Ragtime Calendars," "AH
Panel Calendars," "Boudoir Panel Calendars," the lit-

ter having reversible date cards, which appear in a cut-

out beneath the picture.

Another variety of novelties is in the shape of m
chanical pieces most cleverly designed and carried omI

Of these are "The Cosy Corner," a realistic pipe rac'',

"Happy as a King," showing dogs on a gate, and

"What's O'clock ?" representing a large sunflower

clock.

Charles Tuteur, manufacturer's agent, Montreal, is

again in the city, after an extended visit to European

markets.
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COLLAPSING CUPS

COLLAR ROLLS

LETTER CASES

PHOTO FRAMES

MUSIC ROLLS

WRITING CASES

Our complete line of 1908

Holiday Samples now
ready for inspection.

C.F.RUMPP&SONS
TRADE MARK

FINE LEATHER GOODS
PHILADELPHIA

New York Salesrooms :

683 and 685 Broadway

Correspondence Solicited

DRESSING CASES

MEDICINE CASES

POCKET FLASKS

JEWEL CASES

MANICURE SETS

&c. &c.

C'ICAK CASES LADIES' HAND BAGS

Wm.Liddell&Co.
Belfast

Make a Specialty of weaving special

designs on

Damask Table Cloths,

Napkins and Towels

for

HOTEL, STEAMSHIP, RAILROAD
and CLUB purposes.

Full particulars on application.

R. H. COSBIE

30 WELLINGTON ST W., TORONTO
Irish Linen Agency

THE "GLORIANA"
Embroidery Hoop

Fig. 1 Shows complete Hoop.

FIG.2

Fix. 2 Shows enlarged view of the Extension Device

with case cut open to show Spring inside.

Supreme

in

Usefulness

Superb

in

Appearance

Seven Sizes In

Round
Two Sizes In

Oval

The best Flexible Hoop ever invented.

It has less projection than any other spring-controlled hoop and has greater spring

action.

Will hold the work firm and smooth, no matter what the goods are—sheerest

muslin or thickest canvas, all are alike to the GLORIANA.
No other Spring Hoops are as neat, or take in the range of work this does.

"Cushioned" Hoop will go out of use when the "GLORIANA" becomes

known.
It's all in the spring, which is encased in a neat nickle-plated, telescoping case,

making it impossible for the thread to catch.

Sample any size mailed on receipt of 10 cents (to the trade only.)

We also make a full line of Cushioned Hoop*, Plain Hoop* and

Darning Lasts.

F. E. KOHLER & CO., Canton, Obio.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Harrods' ' Original ' Plan Not New to Canadilgma

Shippers' Excursions an Established Institution Here, Where Their Success is

More Pronounced Than was That of the Big London Store's Venture.

ians

Manager Burridge, of Harrod's, London, claims to

have done something entirely original when he ran a

shopping excursion from Bristol to London, by which

passengers were carried to the metropolis for about one-

sixth the regular fare. The success of the plan from
Harrod's standpoint does not seem to have been so con-

spicuous that the honor of originating it should be valued,

but even at that there are those who dispute Mr. Bur-

ridge's reported statement that the idea was his. Several

American merchants have been telling the New York
Herald that the same method was employed by them years

ago. H. C. Bloomingdale, of Bloomingdale Bros., was one

of these: He said:

"In June, July and August of 1894 we chartered one

of the largest Sound steamboats for a series of trips each

week from Bridgeport, Stamford, Newburg, Sing Sing

and Poughkeepsie, " said Mr. Bloomingdale. "All who
desired to come from those tow^ns to New York could do

so absolutely free of charge. Street cars, especially char-

tered, were waiting at the different wharfs, and the ex-

cursionists were brought to our store, where luncheon and

other forms of amusements were provided for them.

"There was no restriction on the visitors, they could

do as they pleased, wander around the store or see the

sights of the city. They were supplied with street car

tickets that would take them on street cars from any part

of the city to the wharves."

Commenting on the feasibility of the method at pre-

sent, the Herald says that one reason given by nearly all

the merchants why it would be impossible for one store

working alone to run special trains is that it would be

impossible to hold the visitors together until they could

arrive at the store.

One does not, however, have to go beyond Canada to

find firms adopting this same idea. For several years

Stanley Mills & Co., Hamilton, have conducted excursions

on the radial electric lines, running into the Ambitious
City, charging only five cents for return fare. It was not

made a condition that any purchases should be made in

the Stanley Mills store, but the passengers have to visit it

in order to obtain their ticket for the return trip.

This firm told The Review that the plan worked satis-

factorily, and evidence of the truth of this statement

seems to be furnished by the fact that for several succes-

sive years it has been repeated.

This year McLaren & Co., St. Catharines, conducted a

similar excursion on the electric roads radiating from that

city.

While no excursions are conducted directly by Toronto

merchants, indirectly efforts are made to induce persons

living in surrounding towns to visit that city. A steam-

boat company, a controlling interest in which is held by
the head of one of Toronto's big stores, gives special rates

to Toronto. For instance, the return fare from Grimsby
to Toronto is 75 cents, while from the Toronto end the

same trip costs $1.15.

Referring to the shopping excursion conducted by

Harrod's, London, the success of which it denies, the

Drapers' Record says: It was not a success. Not even

the most sanguine could assure himself that the initial

trip of the "Shopping Express" run by the Great West-

ern Railway Ccrrpany on Tuesday from Bristol to Lon-

don in connection with Messrs. Harrod's sale, was an
achievement over which one might madly fling one's liai

in the air and deliriously shake hands with the first per-
son one might happen to meet. There was even cause for
gloom.

On Tuesday a Drapers' Record representative found
himself at Paddington Station, the London terminus of
the G.W.R., and was overawed by i he arrangements thai

had been made to convey the shoppers to Messrs. Harrod's
sale. By 12 o'clock (the train was due to arrive at ten
minutes past the hour) there were lined up in imposing
array five "Metropolitan" motor 'buses, four "Van-
guard" vehicles of a similar character and four private
horse 'buses—in all, 13. Each conveyance bore two no-
tices bearing the inscriptions, "For Harrod's sale only"
and "Private. For Harrod's Sale." Punctually to time
the train steamed into the station, and out jumped the
excursionists, glad to be released from their imprison-
ment

Trippers of all sorts and sizes were there, and lined up
by the side of the arrival platform were the 'buses. Bui
where were those who had specially come up from the
towns to attend Messrs. Harrod's sale? Our representa-
tive, who was situated in the centre of the platform, for
die moment thought that he had wandered into the wrong
station. But a glance at the waiting vehicles reassured
him on this point; if he was wrong, then so were the
drivers and the 'buses. Perhaps the conveyances in front
of the procession were receiving all the attention? Mak-
ing his way to the other end of the platform, he saw that
I his was so. Inside the first 'bus there were four ladies,
and outside no less than fifteen; the second had been even
more successful, it containing a complement of passengers
numbering about twenty-four—sixteen of whom occupied
al fresco seats and the remainder finding accommodation
inside. Come, this was better. He could return and say
that the latest enterprise in distributive trading hall

"caught on." What, however, had been the success of
the remainder of the vehicles? Six "Vanguard" and
"Metropolitan" 'buses stood empty, forlorn and desolate.
Then came a black-painted, funereal-looking private 'bus.

and our representative saw—and grieved—that that, too.

has been completely overlooked by pilgrims to "the shrine
of fashion," and so in the case of the next two horse con-
veyances in the queue. Further on a private 'bus, thai
bore a remarkable resemblance to a hearse, had entrapped
seven passengers. Six occupied inside seats, and one
elderly lady sat in solitary state on top. It was heart-
breaking. If only another lady had come along and
mounted the outside of that 'bus our representative would
have been lifted out of some of the gloom that had fallen
upon him. The tail of the procession was occupied by
another Vanguard, and this was deserted.

Our representative strode up and down the platform in

desperation. He is a tender-hearted man. and the mysti-
fied expressions worn by the drivers of the ten empty
'buses touched him to the quick. However, there was yet
time, and he devoted his attention to the trippers who
were still on the platform, and endeavored to single our
likely shoppers. There was a gentleman in an ancient suit
of clothes carrying something in a carpet bae next to a

lady with a birdcage. Would, they ? No, they would not,
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for turning round to a small boy who was making noises,

and vigorously applying his knuckles to his eyes, the

gentleman with the carpet bag administered a box on the

ears, and, telling his hopeful to "Come along and shut

that row," they gathered up a pile of parcels and went.

"Any more for 'Arrodses?" inquired a driver; but

there were not, and tearing down the notices of the sale

the drivers of each of the three 'buses that had secured

some passengers turned the little handle on the bonnet of

their cars, jumped up and rattled out of the station. Out

of the five or sis hundred excursionists who had traveled

by the special train about fifty availed themselves of the

facilities offered by Messrs. Harrod's, the remaining five

hundred and fifty doubtless being very grateful to the

great Brompton Road concern for the kindness extended
in allowing them to travel to the metropolis at excursion

rates.

A mistake was made in not running a longer train. It

is easy to see that if fifty people out of six hundred

or thereabouts were eager to visit Messrs. Harrod's sale,

a train eight times the length, carrying four thousand

eight hundred persons, would provide enough passengers

with a similar intention to fill the thirteen conveyances,

which, in combination, possess a capacity for seating,

roughly, four hundred persons.

Notes on Canadian Business Changes
Quebec.

A. Here & Co., tailors, Montreal; assigned.

W. Lafranc, dry goods, Montreal ; assigned.

Brofstein & Son, tailors, Montreal; registered.

S. Brunelle, general store, Ste. Thecle; assigned.

Aron Cader, dry goods, etc., Montreal; assigned.

J. Lucien Roy, general store, Beaufort; registered.

M. Beaupre, men's furnishings, Montreal; assigned.

G. & S. Kassab & Co., laces, Montreal; registered.

.1. N. Melancon & Co., tailors, Montreal; dissolved.

Boissy &> Robitaille, dry goods, Montreal; registered.

H. L. M. Vaudry, general store, Waterloo; registered.

R. I. Leroux, general store, Roxton Palls; assigned.

Roux &' Frere, general store, Kingsey Falls; regis-

tered.

S. Gagnon &" Co., dry goods, etc., Bromptonville
;

assigned.

h. O. Roy, general store, St. Francois Montmat;'n\

;

deceased.

Silverstone Bros., manufacturers pants, Montreal
;

assets sold.

Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co., Montreal; fac-

tory burned; insured.

E. N. Lapointe, general store, Notre Dame de la

Salette; successor to P. Desjardins.

I. Mishkin & Co., manufacturers silk waists, Mont-

real; succeeded by Reliable Silk Waist Factory.

Ontario

A. E. Lewis, tailor, Moorfield; assigned.

W. T. Tomis, tailor, Hamilton; assigned.

F. T. Ward, tailor, Stirling; loss by fire.

Kennedy & Co., tailors, Ottawa; assigned.

Catharine Meyer, dry goods, Preston; assigned,

(ieo. Harristorn, general store, Wilkesport; assigned.

Wm. Andrews, hats, etc., St. Catharines; deceased.

Seth Robertson, general store, Huntsville; assigned.

Gordon Bloomfield, general store, Mooresville; sold

out.

D. J. Robins, men's furnishings, Fort William; sold

out.

Geo. W. Scott, men's furnishings, Gananoque ; as-

signed.

I). Bickell, sr., and John Muchmore, general stores,

Gore Bay; loss by fire.

J. & M. Donninfield, general store, King City; as-

signed.

Adams & Towler, men's furnishings, Toronto; dis-

solved.

Harry Pallock, clothing, etc., Fort William; as-

signed.

Archibald Macdonald, merchant tailor, Toronto
;

assigned. •

J. M. M. Clairoux, general store, Blezard Valley;

assigned.

A. & J. W. Roberts, merchant tailors, St. Thomas
;

dissolved.

M. J. TJdvin & Co., dry goods, etc., Hamilton
;

burned out.

D. Bickell, sr., general store, Gore Bay, advertising

business for sale.

Colonial Cravat Co., manufacturers of neckwear,

Toronto; assigned.

The Hamilton &' Lewitt Knitting Co., Arnprior; re-

moving to Glencoe.

McArthur & Dezall, general store, Hopeville; dissolv-

ed; McArthur continuinjg.

Clayton Hands, general store, Aberfeldy; burned out;

offering to compromise at 30c on the dollar.

The West

Ella McLennan, milliner, Red Deer, Alta.; assigned.

Smith & Boley, general store, Halbrite, Sask.; .^cld

out.

A. G. Gleiser, general store, Gainsboro, Sask.; loss

by fire.

Harvitz & Tobin, men's furnishings, etc., Vancouver;

dissolved.

J. K. McMenomy & Co., general store, Strathcona,

Alta.; assigned.

Cecil White & Co., dry goodsi, etc., Cypress River.

Man.; dissolved.

C. Lyons, general store, Rosthern, Sask.; succeeded

by Lyon Bros.

M. Fred & Co., wholesale furs, Winnipeg; stock sold

to B. Levinson.

Sullivan Bros., general store, Kennedy, Sask.; sold

to J. J. Doupe.

The Sobey-Sugarman Co., general store, Stoney

Plains, Alta.; sold out.

Robert Rae, general store, Radisson, Sask.; succeed-

ed by Rae Bros. & Smith.
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Crescent fl

Hosiery and Underwear

8. Lennard
& Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,

and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTINQ.

SOLE SELLINd AGENTS

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bldg. Wellington St.W. TORONTO ONT.

HEALTH BRAND

See samples particularly of Ruben's

and Brownie Vests.

Health Brand covers the following

lines: COMBINATIONS for

Ladies, Misses and Children.

VESTS for Ladies, Misses and

Children. CORSET COVERS.
BLACK TIGHTS.

Place your orders now to ensure

prompt delivery.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

WOLSEY
Pure Wool

Unshrinkable Underwear
Pure wool unshrinkable underwear.

Every garment guaranteed by the

manufacturers. Jobbers now show-

ing Fall 1908 samples.

THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262,005

90LE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA:

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFEOTION
IN FOOTWEAR _.. ..

Manufactured by

R. HENDERSON & CO.
*-«««"«-i"-

Montreal and TORONTO Leicester, Eng.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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A new Elastic Knitted Underwear Fabric patterned after

new ideas, wholly new to the Canadian Trade, is what we
offer in presenting

Elastic Ribbed

I LET Underwear
For the first time in Canada we have produced an Elastic

Ribbed Net undervest for Ladies' summer wear for season
1909. Being naturally porous from its scientific construction,

it keeps the skin dry and temperature normal.

Isn't it fair to suppose that a new garment like this will

be a quick seller ?

Our Representatives will call on you with a full range of

Ladies' and Children's High Grade Vests and Drawers for

summer 1909.

New Styles, New Trimmings, for old and New Customers.
0

Write us for information.

The Oxford Knitting Co., Limited,
W0<SS0CIC

Jaeger Pure Wool
Underwear Knitted Goods

For Men

—

All Wool Sweaters,

All Sizes

All Weights
Coat Sweaters.

For Ladies 1—

We can supply Norfolks,

your needs from Golfers,

stock. Coats.

Dressing Gowns,

Lounge Jackets,

Hosiery,

Gloves,

Colic Bands,

Caps,

Slippers,

Rugs,

Shirts.

PURE CAMEL-HAIR FLEECE BLANKETS AND SLEEPING BAGS
Send for our new Catalogue if you have not received one.

Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woollen System Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Warehouse, 301 St. James St., MONTREAL

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

Effect of Removal of German Surtax on Fancy Knit Goods

Development of This Industry in Canada Would be Effectively Stopped Were

Surtax Removed— Manufacturers Tell How it Would Affect Their Business.

(Special to The Review.)

Ottawa, August 29.—Canadian manufacturers of

fancy knit goods have been discussing the possibility of

the removal of the German surtax, and its probable

effect on that branch of the woollen industry. The

French Treaty ,—which is being delayed in its ratification

by the French Chamber of Deputies—they assume, indi-

cates a tendency towards closer trade relations between

Canada and European countries, and the next step will

be, they fear, the removal of the surtax, the imposition

of which enabled the knitting industry to secure some-

thing like a satisfactory standing in Canada.

The failure of the Federal Government to afford the

textile woolen industry the relief which those engaged in

it felt it deserved no doubt leads naturally to the con-

clusion that the knitting industry will fare no better.

They point out that the Canadian manufacturer of fancy

knit goods is at a decided disadvantage as compared

with the Germans engaged in the same business. A
special yarn made by a rolling process from the cuttings

and ends of underwear mills, which may be bought

cheaply, enables the German mills to produce an article

which looks equal to that made in Canadian mills from

twisted yarn, which costs a great deal more.

Everyone has seen the sweaters that bag at the

neck; the kind the wearer has to put a tuck in to make

it fit snugly, though they probably do not know that in

the majority of cases the cause of this "bagginess" is

that the garments were made from the cheap "rolled"

yarns.

This is a case where the Canadian manufacturer does

not stand an equal chance with the Germans, because the

"rolled" yarn garments when they are new present as

good an appearance as those made from the hig-her-

priced twisted yarn, and it is not until they have been

worn a few times that their inferiority is discovered.

There is, of course, a demand among a certain class for

cheap knitted garments and the "rolled" yarn method is

the only means by which this demand can be met. Even-

tually, it may be possible for the Canadian manufactur-

ers to make knitted goods which will meet this demand,

but at present the market is much too limited to make

it profitable to instal the mechanical equipment neces-

sary. When the yarn has gone through the rolling pro-

cess it has to be knitted while it is still damp and this

is only possible where there is a large battery of knit-

ting machines. A fair-sized Canadian mill will have

possibly six Jacquard machines, whereas a big German

mill will have an equipment of one hundred and fifty.

The domestic production of woolen goods, taken as a

whole, has decreased greatly in recent years, and this

decrease would have been much more marked had it not

been for the fact that manufacturers of knit goods have

shown an increase.

Should the surtax be removed, however, as many
fear, it would mean that many plants making fancy

knit goods would have to be closed. One manufacturer
recently said that he would at once pull up stakes and
move to the United States, where the opportunities were
greater.

*

Renfrew's Knitting Mill.

The Renfrew town council has been asked to give :j

fixed assessment of $2,000 for 15 years on a new knitting
mill which Thos. Logan and T. A. Low propose to erect,

in that town. The new structure will be a three-storey

building, and about 30 hands will be employed at the

start, with the expectation, of course, that this number
will be added to materially in the near future. About

The prospect of the removal of the German surtax
is viewed with alarm by the Canadian manufac-
turers of fancy knitted goods, whose business, it is

claimed, will be ruined.

Three-quarter sweater coats are the newest de-

velopment in knit garments for women, and are

shown in plain and shot effects

Underwear for Spring is being bought by whole-
salers and manufacturers are offering better values,

prices going to a level about equal to that of two
years ago.

$20,000 will be spent in erecting and
which will be built

equipping this mill,

near the Logan woolen mill.

*

Three-quarter Sweater Coats.

Indications point to a good season for the sweatet
coat, a garment which during the last year has been
gradually gaining in popularity. For Fall a new model
will be a three-quarter length coat with more shape to

it than the pony jackets which have been worn in the
past. One manufacturer is showing this garment in

shot effects in combinations of black and tan, grey and
red, grey and grey, grey and blue, brown and green, grey
and green, red and black, and plain white.

There is a strong demand for a sweater coat in a

mannish cut, for ladies, and the experience of some
dealers is that ladies will buy men's sweaters. During
the last season a big trade has been done in men's gar-

ments sold to women. Of course they do not fit, and
that does not seem to be a consideration. The aim.
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"CEE-TEE"
Jnshrinkable Jnderwear

is the kind of underwear that will promote

business. There is a wide range of choice

for your customer because "Cee-Tee" is

made in INDIA GAUZE (medium and

heavyweights) SILK AND WOOL,
LAMB'S WOOL and MERINO. Every

garment is positively guaranteed un-

shrinkable — we will replace any found

otherwise. Another excellent line is

PERFECT FITTING ELASTIC
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

the ideal underwear for women and child-

ren because of its very delicate texture.

PRICES CHEERFULLY QUOTED

TheC. TURNBULL CO.
of Gait, Limited

GALT, - ONTARIO

You may call

any stocking

"fast black"
—but the truth

will out.

Write for oir
'' Hermsdorf

Week " advertis-

ing proposition.

Experi-

ence has

proved

that the

words
" Fast Dye"
applied to

black hosiery is

an argument that

sells. But re-

member that the

truth must come
out with the first

wearing or wash-
ing. If you carry

only Hermsdorf-

Dyed Black

Stockings you
can rest assured

that wearing,

washing or any
other test will

prove that your

customers get

black stockings

that are fast

in fact.

^^ta^^imduo^

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony

American Bureau : Thirty-ninth Street Building
New York

tfRAHP*

?**tlM0fft{

We manufacture swift-selling goods. Ask one of our
travellers to show you samples. Correspondence
invited and promptly answered.

ALL KINDS OF

Knit Goods, Tweeds,
Yarns, etc.

These goods are handled by all the best jobbing houses
in Canada. Insist on seeing "Maple Leaf" Brand
Underwear.

Thomas Waterhouse & Company, Limited

INCERSOLL ONTARIO
W. M. Angus & Co., Agents, Toronto.

Frank W. Nelles & Co., Agents, Montreal.

MADE TO FIT

EVERY MAN

ELLIS UNDERWEAR is made on scientific

principles. The garments, being absolutely elastic,

fit smooth and allow perfect freedom of movement.

The unusual features of this high grade line

make it by long odds, the easiest line to sell, there-

fore the most profitable line for you to stock.

Our travellers will soon be on the road with

Spring Samples.

ELLIS MFG. CO.

LIMITED

HAMILTON
Monypenny Bros., Toronto

Selling Agents

.MNU ''RIBBED
5^ UNSHRINKABLE

-rj

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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apparently, is to have a coat for outing purposes, easy

fitting and mannish in appearance, and this will prob-

ably lead manufacturers to design something which will

give the desired swagger effect and at the same time

be more adapted to ladies' wear than the men's sweaters

are.

Men's Sweater Coats.

Men's sweater coats are promised another good sea-

son, and brighter colors will probably predominate, reds

being prominent in the lines showing for Fall. Other

colors which will be seen in quantities are green, heath-

er, white and brown. Combinations of these colors will

also be showing.

Garments, both with and without collars, will be

sold, and the prospects are that these two styles will

be about evenly divided.

Domestic manufacturers have been putting some
splendid lines out for Fall in these goods, and the busi-

ness done in them warrants the belief that they are

going to prove very popular. Thei imported goods, too,

are much along the same lines.

*

Men's Hosiery News.

In the wool half hose for men selling during the

coming season tans promise to again be leaders, follow-

ing the success of that color during the Summer season

in the lisle and cotton goods. Greys will also be sold

to some extent, and in the more expensive lines of goods

tartans in the usual combinations will be seen, though

their use will probably be confined largely this season to

the men who can afford to pay a dollar a pair for their

socks.

In some of the popular-priced lines good values are

being secured for present and future requirements, and

while in some cases concessions have been gained these

are represented by improvement in the quality rather

than by a lower price. At the present quotations orders

for future requirements may safely be placed, since there

seems to be no prospect of further concessions being

secured. Buying has not been as extensive as the con-

ditions would warrant, and in order to have the goods

when they are needed delay will be out of the question.

&

A Good Underwear Window.

At the Jaeger retail depot, Toronto, an interesting

window display was made last month, the purpose being

to demonstrate the variety embraced in the line of

natural wool underwear made and sold by this firm. In

addition to shirts and drawers for men, vests and draw-

ers for women and children, there were combination sets,

wool night shirts and night dresses, pajamas, belts of

all kinds, night caps, knee and arm warmers, chest pro-

tecters, socks and stockings, every article being in the

natural finish. It was a decidedly interesting window
and illustrated the diversified uses to which wool is now
being put. There was considerable artistic taste in

evidence, as well as in the trimming of the window,

which was the work of Mr. Stocks, on the sales staff of

the Toronto depot.

reason to feel that next Spring's trade will show a very

decided improvement over that of the past few seasons.

It is true that as yet orders have not been placed for

record quantities by any means, but the feeling is more
buoyant, and should the expectations of the wholesale

trade in the revival among retailers be realized, there is

good prospects for repeat business.

The question of prices has resolved itself into a set-

tled fact that better values will be offered for next

Spring, and it is probable that the prices will have

again reached the level which they held prior to the

increase, or in other words, they will be about the same
as those prevailing two years ago, and with this as a

basis little fault can be found.

So far as styles go there is little to be shown in the

way of novelties, and styles will be about the same.

The directoire style vogue will probably exert an

influence upon underwear styles. The sheath skirt,

clinging as it does to the form, has made necessary a

change in the underskirts, and in Europe they are being

replaced with knitted knickerbockers, combining the two
garments. The extent to which these will be adopted by

Canadian women remains to be seen, and it does not
strike one as extremely probable that there will be any
marked necessity for such a garment, by reason of the

fact that the radically clinging features of the sheath

skirt will not be in evidence in anything like a general

way in this country.

New Credit Terms.

On September first the new terms of credit and
agreement in respect of shorter dating entered into by
leading dry goods wholesale houses came into effect and
the firms which were concerned in this desirable move
to establish the dry goods trade of Canada upon a better

basis have sent letters to their customers advising them
of the new terms.

Summarized, the new discounts will be:

For payment within ten days from dating, five per

cent.; for payment within thirty days from dating, four

per cent.,, and on all payments made after' the expiration

of the said thirty days, twelve per cent, per annum for

the unexpired time may be allowed, provided, that in

case of payment before dating there may in addition to

such five per cent, be allowed interest at the rate of

seven per cent, per annum.
In order to obtain five per cent, cash discount the

remittance must be mailed on or before the tenth day of

the month, and to obtain the 4 per cent, cash discount

the remittance must be mailed on or before the last day
of the month.

It has also been agreed that the credit given shall not

in any case exceed four months from the day of dating,

and that the credit given on Canadian cotton staples

shall not in any case exceed three months from dating,

and that no greater discount or allowance for payment
shall be made, allowed, credited or conceded directly or

indirectly in respect of the price of any such goods or

any part than those indicated in the above paragraph.

The effect of carrying out the new agreement, will, it

must be admitted, tend to place the trade in a much
better position, and every branch of the business will be

benefited.

Spring Underwear.

Manufacturers of underwear report that orders for

Spring, which the wholesale houses have shown a dis-

inclination to place early, are being booked, and there is

J. S. Leslie, general store, Gainsboro, Sask.; loss by

fire.

L. S. Doyle, general store), Claresholm, Alta.; sold to

N. Holmes.
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A Big Proposition In

STANFIELD'S
Go after the big men's

i rade.

Take them all around,

big men are good spenders.

And they are loyal to the

store that caters to their

trade and handles the

goods they want.

With Stanrield's Under-

wear to draw on, you can

eope with all the "big

propositions" in your neigh-

borhood.

Stanrield's Unshrinkable
Underwear eonies in all

sizes up to 70 chest meas-

ure, in 3 winter weights.

And each garment is

tested on models to deter-

mine its exact size. The
size is fixed, too, for

Stanrield's Underwear is

unshrinkable and does not

stretch out of shape.

Stock Stanrield's and
get all the Underwear
trade around you, especi-

ally the big men's.

Write for our represent-

ative to call and show
samples.

Stanfield's Limited
TRURO, N.S.

f&J&tox$t

IJNSHrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEH

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men
made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP
(For extra warmth)

also bears St. George trade mark for your

protection and ours.

Angle

AT UNSHRINKABLE*
// Trade A(ar/(

PEN- ANGLE
UNDERWEAR
enjoys its present enormous demand solely through merit. It sells better

because made better. Pen-Angle makes business brisker for the retailer.

PENMANS, LIMITED, PARIS, CANADA

WE WILL SELL THE REVIEW COVERS

Address : "CUT DEPARTMENT."

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
MONTREAL, TORONTO WINNIPEG, LONDON, ENG.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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1909 Spring Samples of

High Grade

Knit Underwear

Don't be too busy to examine them ; they are really fine goods,

possessing all the money-making qualities to make your Spring

underwear business a brisk one.

REPRESENTATIVES:
ONTARIO : C. & A. G. Clarke. Empire Bldg., Wellington St., Toronto.

QUEBEC : L. A. Prevo.t, 209a McGill St.. Montreal.

MANITOBA : A. J. Snell, Box 705 Winnipeg, Manitoba.

BRITISH COLUMBIA : Geo. A. Campbell, P.O. Box 1026, Vancouver, B.C.

MARITIME PROVINCES: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St., Halifax. Nova Scotia.

The Peerless Underwear Co., Hamilton, Ont.

UNSHRINKABLE

NDERWEA
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
'STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

PATENT

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only - '--.-„ <
Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

THE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWEAR.
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Adams' Lock-Stitch Hose

Satisfactory Stock-

ings, sizes 4 in. to

10 in., Pure Cash-

mere. The Lock-

<—«* Stitch, seamless

heels and toes, 10 fold

knees, 6 fold ankles are

some of their good

features.

They're economical be-

cause they wear.

Adams' Lock - Stitch

Hose brings you best

results.

Ask your wholesaler for these
goods. Full particulars of the line

from our agents.

A. E. ADAMS & GO.
Manufacturers

LEICESTER, - ENGLAND

AGENTS

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.,

301 St. James St., Montreal

33 Melinda St., Toronto

HOSIERY
" The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell" man is out with

a complete range of Worsted, Cash-

mere and Cotton Hosiery that is

hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.
Limited

Clinton, Ontario

THe 3 Leading Styles of

INFANTS* HOSE
Made in Canada. Every pair guaranteed by the manufacturers.

Little Pet Little Daisy Little Darling'

Fine Seamless Cashmere, One and one rib Cashmere, One and one rib Cashmere,

double heel and toe. double heel and toe. silk heel and toe.

Made in sizes 4 to 7.

Black, Cardinal, Tan and Cream

Made in sizes 4 to 8)4. Made in sizes 4 to 7.

Black, Cardinal, Tan, Cream, Pink Black, Cardinal, Tan, Cream, Pink

and Sky. and Sky.

Manufactured for the wholesale trade only, by the

Chipman-Holton Knitting' Company, Hamilton
E,. H. "WalsK &t Co., Toronto, Sole Selling Agents

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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you evei* notice that

A pleased customer is good for

repeat orders.

The Square Deal creates the
pleased customer.

The basis of a Square Deal is

Good Value for a customer's
money.

Is the best value in Underwear

Consequently, when you sell

Hygeian Underwear, your cus-

tomer gets a Square Deal and
you get a Pleased Customer.

If you don't believe what we
say about Hygeian Underwear,
ask for samples—their argument
is convincing.

• %cagie Knitting
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

lted

FOR BRISK BUSINESS TRY " HYGEIAN " WAISTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Ready and

Steady Sale

No other fabric equals B.D.A.

Mohairs in quick-selling quali-

ties. They are sightly in the M
highest degree. Gather the 1
goods in folds and show 1
the customer the fascinating

lights and lustres. It is argu-

ment stronger than any words.

Their durable qualities are

attested by every woman
who has ever worn them.

Thousands of women—at summer
resorts, at the seashore, in cities,

on trains and steamboats, in motor

cars, in offices, at home and abroad

—are wearing B. D. A. Mohairs to-

day with satisfaction in their smart

appearance and satisfactory service.

The B. D. A. Brand stand-

ardizes this fabric.

BRADFORD DYERS'
ASSOCIATION

r<;
;-

BRADFORD, ENGLAND

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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YYE can quickly fill your "sorting"

orders for ladies' costume cloths,

men's suitings and men's underwear.

Your orders, whether sent by mail or

through one of our representatives,

will be carefully and correctly filled.

HEWSON
TWEEDS AND
UNDERWEAR

QUR travellers will shortly be on the

road with a full line of the newest

ideas in fabrics for spring wear. Both
ladies' and gentlemen's suitings will be

given an immense showing. The
verdict of those who have seen them is

that we've excelled ourselves in every

particular. We would value your

opinion. Send us your address—

and we will have our traveller call.

Hewson Woolen

Mills, Limited,
Amherst, - Nova Scotia

Our Mantle Cloths and
Ladies' Suitings are thor-

oughly Reliable in Quality

They are equal in every respect to the

best imported goods of a similar nature.

Our line includes Plain and Fancy

Homespuns, .Serges, Cheviots, Saxony

and Worsted — Cloths designed in at-

tractive and up-to-date Shadow Effects.

Chevrons, Diagonals and Fancy Combin-

ations.

Another leader is our superb line of

WOOLEN BLANKETS

Harris &. Company, Ltd.

IVocKwood, Ont.

LONDON

:

MONTREAL : WINNIPEG

:

J. A. Irwin Hector Prevost McRae & Walker

341 Princess Ave. 710 St. Hubert St. Ashdown Block

HALIFAX: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.

Your Dress Goods Samples
and other patterns of cloths, etc., will

look well if cut with an

"V»— Easicut
SAMPLE-
CUTTER

8 or 10-in. Machine

The " EASICUT " Sample Cutter

Made in 2 sizes 8-in and 10-in,

Cuts with serrated

edge (gimped) which

improves the appear-

anceof the sample, and
creat. s a jjood impression on the buyer.

These machines save TIME, MONEY,
and MATERIAL. Made in NINE
SIZES, cutting from 8 to 32 inches.

Manufactured by

J. T. HARDAKER,
99 Crowther St., BRADFORD, ENG.

Sole Agents in Canada :

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal
301 ST. JAMES ST.

PJcarc mention The Review' to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Styles m the Canadian Dress Goods Trade

Velvet promises to be a good seller this Fall,

both as a suit material and lor trimmings. New
blues, greens and browns show well in these goods.

Spring buying up to date gives prominence to

smooth-finished goods. Diagonals will also be

strong.

For Fall worsted weaves in piece-dyed goods

hold a commanding position, and stripes in the

popular end are well thought of.

Opening the Retail Season.

Fall lines in dress goods may be said to be fully open-

ed up in the retail stores, and decidedly the strongest

factors are the worsted weaves in piece-dyed fancies and

in sombre indistinct stripes of two colors. Diagonal

weaves and chevrons are very much en evidence, prefer-

ence being given in chevrons to the larger effects, rather

than to the smaller herring-bone weaves. Block checks,

particularly in the better goods and in the classy trade,

are showing up well, and are expected to gain ground as

the season advances. Just now in the popular end fash-

ionable fa voi' is concentrated on stripes. Very few set

stripes are seen, but the fashion is for blurred, indistinct

effects in dull tones and colors. Two or more tones of

the one color or of two different colors, of which black

is generally one, are shown. Ashen shades, being a com-
bination of brown, black and grey, are also common.

Blues still hold the leading place in fashions, with

peacock shades as the novelty color—in the classy trade

a deep interest is manifested in all shades of blue greens,

and green blues, and the deeper shades of Copenhagen,
etc. In the popular end, navies lead and here again the

shades are numerous
;
generally speaking, though, the

color tendency is towards dark tones. Dull olive and
myrtle greens are well thought of, but notwithstanding
its long run and the way in which the green shades have
been talked up, brown is leading green in the selling race.

Not only are the tabac and deep shades selling, but there

is a considerable run upon the new leathers and fawns. In

the classy shades there is some run expected on the new
prunelle shades, but this color for suil or costume will

not excite much interest in popular lines—though it is

selling as a trimming and accessory color.

Buyers who have been touring the American centres

report thai New York is making a big showing of the

vine shades—that is, of the deep claret and Burgundy
i ones, while Chicago is placing confidence in the blue-

greens, and green-blues.

The classy trade is making a considerable show of

bordered goods. These are chiefly in shaded stripe ef-

fects, and in stripes and rudimentary patterns in high

art tones on very dark and dull grounds. Bordered voiles

are also a feature and there is a big showing of bordered

delaines for waists and house gowns.

Possibly more will be heard of bordered goods an-

other season, as the cutting-up trade in the States is

said to have placed large orders for these fabrics, and

they may popularize them as they have done stripes and

checks.

In plain materials broadcloths lead. There is, how-

ever, a smaller showing of this fabric in the cheaper lines,

and broadcloths will be strongest in the cloths from

$1.50 up. These high quality cloths in the new finishes

and the new colors are most beautiful and attractive. In

plain cloths voiles, cashmeres, armures, taffetas, etc.,

are all showing in a full range of the new colors.

The Spring Prospects.

Restricted buying, due to the financial disturbances of

the past year, has had the effect of deterring manufac-

turers from making any large expenditures, and as a re-

sult there is nothing strikingly new being brought out for

the Spring trade.

So far as buying has gone, marked attention is being

paid to very smooth-finished goods, having a high lus-

trous finish, and the vogue of soft fabrics is unquestion-

ed. Buyers so far are taking such stuffs as wool satins,

taffetas, voiles and other plain light stuffs. Indications

are that there will he no radical change in fabrics for

the Spring trade, except that there will be in all prob-

ability more suiting weights of plain and fancy weaves,

and a larger proportion of diagonals than ever in both

plain and fancy goods.

Retailers' stocks in most sections are reported in

good shape and well cleaned up in Spring and Summer
goods. Predictions are rife in the selling end of a short-

age of desirable colors and fabrics when once the selling

season starts in. When this condition is brought to buy-

ers' notice the answer invariably is, "We are pretty con-

fident of getting the goods we want when wanted, and

we will run the risk—at any rate, we are not going to

buy until we are sure we will need the goods and Fall

prospects arc assured."

While placing orders for Fall delivery were not so

heavy as in some seasons, wholesalers felt that it was

merely a matter of delay, and that as much stock would

be required as usual. Present indications go to show

that they were not far wrong, as orders are com ng in

more freely, and it is expected that a heavy assorting

business will be done. Some merchants have already

visited the markets during the past few weeks for the

purpose of buying their Fall goods, and wholesalers an-

ticipate that this month there will tie a great many.

Some wholesalers report that stocks are about as low as

thuy were at this time last year, although they bought

as heavily as in other years, and they expect to see less

goods in stock at stock-taking time than was the case

last year.

In silks, both in taffetas and in the newer soft finishes

and weaves, stripes at present are the leading feature of

the display. The diagonal and chevron weaves so much
seen in cloths are shown in silk, and the colorings are

much on the same order.
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Whatever Laces & Tnmmmgs
Fashion Has Certified As Correct

You Will Find in Our Stocks

That is why retail merchants find Laces, Em-
broideries and Trimmings bought from us are

quick sellers and profit-makers. An inspection

will prove a liberal education as to what is

correct for Fall :: :: :: :: ::

Merchants that hesitated last spring to place

import orders for Laces and Trimmings have

now an opportunity of proving that buying

from a stock like ours is the real way to

make your Lace Department a leader and

a profit-maker.

Several of our accounts specify a certain

amount to be invested in their Lace De-

partment and leave selections to us. These

departments are style leaders and profit-

makers.

You needn't go that far, but you may rest

assured of our expert judgment in suggest-

ing suitable assortments that will be profit-

able in your locality.

Your experience with your Lace Department

is probably not altogether satisfactory. If

you have been buying months ahead of

actual retail demand, it's not to be wondered

at, you can't secure real novelties then.

This business has been built on the policy of

supplying retailers with " sellers," in suit-

able quantities during the selling season.

Buying this way, you avoid heavy stocks, you

establish a reputation for having the latest

goods and you make more profit.

The buying organization of this house is such

that these statements are facts.

Colored Laces are moving rapidly. Ma\e an early selection.

Dress Nets are good—Use our stocks.

KONIG & STUFFMANN
Victoria Square, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

The latest novelty for neckwear is a rope tie

thrown around the neck, and made in gold, silver,

etc.

Elaborate neckwear is again in vogue, and the

Gibson collar has returned to popularity, though
in a modified form. Net is the most favored ma-
terial.

Ladies' Neckwear

Advance sample lines for the coming Fall are nearly

complete. Early novelties have been already shown and
have met with a good reception. The neckwear houses

have had rather a quiet time during the past month,
though there are signs within the past few days that

more activity may be expected. In fact letter orders

are beginning to come to hand in considerable numbers,

and travelers on the road are also finding increased

business.

In neckwear, as in other lines, merchants will not

place orders until they are absolutely sure that they

will need the goods. Travelers report that with the

exception of a small section of Ontario, neckwear stocks

are in splendid shape, but merchants in all sections are

keeping back orders until the crop question is an abso-

lute certainty. This view is supported by the fact that

New Gibson Collar made oi.VelvetJRibbon and Guipure Lace on Chiffon^]
Foundation Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited, Toronto.

merchants not infrequently go to the expense of tele-

graphing orders in.

Elaborate neck dressing is again the vogue, and that

therefore the coming season will be a big one no one has

the temerity to dispute. Even the big Toronto stores

that h~ve been so backward in acknowledging that there

was a revival in the vogue oi ladies' neckwear, and that
were seemingly the last in the trade to arrive at the

conclusion that there was something doifl<g in this de-

partment, have, for the coming Fall, put in a large,

varied and handsome assortment of neckwear novelties.

As The Review has before predicted, there is a num-

No. : : Lace Collar, Top Finished with Double Frill of Lace, and Lower
Edge with Narrow Single Frill, with Touches of Gilt. No. 2 : Lingerie

Gibson Collar— Both Shown hv Konig & Stuffmann, Montreal.

ber of novelties on the market, but there is also a

numerous assortment of old favorites. The Gibson col-

lar is undoubtedly the strongest feature, and while it is

modified in some instances by having the high corners

rounded off, many of the models shown are very high.

One of these high ultra shapes has the points divided,

the second a little higher than the first. This allows

the collar to be worn with comfort, though it almost
completely covers the neck. Many charming models are

shown that run the gamut between the two extremes.

Net is, at the moment, the most fashionable ma-
terial for the development of all neckwear. Lace, chif-

fon, silk and other dainty fabrics are freely used. One
feature all neckwear has in common is the more or less

ample and wide frill or ruche as a neck finish. Many
of the newer models have a ruche at the bottom edge

as well, that also varies considerably in width and full-

ness. Designers are vieing with each other in introduc-

ing new features and new methods of trimming the point
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in front. Jabots finish some, and bows of net or lace

others. Many collars are elaborately beadedi, while

others are finished with the new cordelieres, with fancy

tassel or spiked ends.

Cordelieres are shown in big variety. Some are of

silk or satin, slashed to show the collar through; others

are of gilt braid; while many are of narrow velvet rib-

bon in all colors. Some tie, while others have the ends

passed through a slide. Gilt and silk tassels, cord and

drop ornaments, bead tassels and metal drops are all

used. The metal drops and slides are very handsome

and arc in the new art style. Rhinestones and mock

Jtid&bto.—. jgjU^Kj*

L '^m^r \ t ifl
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The Directoire Collar, made of Fine Net and Chiffon, with Piping and
Directoire Bow of Dresden Louisene Silk, Trimmed with Pearls

and Gilt Stars — Shown by Ladies' Wear, Ltd,, Toronto.

jewels are freely used, set in platinum, oxadized and gilt.

Cordelieres made up of plaited and twisted strands >f

beads, and of narrow tinsel ribbons, are shown.

Another new collar idea is a moderately high,

straight band edged with a liesse or net ruche, the

ruche being high at the back and sloping to almost no-

thing in the centre of the front.

The interest in wide ruchings is strongly maintained

and the demand for ruchings and frillings,—particularly

the wide effects—is strengthening every day. Every col-

lar or neckband is finished with some kind of a ruche

now-a-days.

The pierriot neck ruches are shown in big variety.

These all fit the neck closely and are finished by a high

bow at the back. A late idea in Gibson collars shows
these bows at the back, and this style of collar is

known as Directoire, and matches the new Directoire

girdles.

In imported neckwear, lace and net collars are the

main thing in the new samples, a great deal of Oriental

lace being used. The Gibson collars have a wide

graduated frill of lace at the top, and in most instances

at the bottom as well. Frequently the frill at the top

is divided in the centre, the lace being from an inch to

one and a half inches at the back, and being gradually

drawn in until at the centre the edge of the lace meets

the edge of the collar.

Jabots are larger than were worn during the Sum-
mer and are apparently in stronger favor than ever.

Huge bows of net or lace, or combinations of both, are

seen in many instances. The higher-priced collars have

supports, which are sure to prove an aid in selling, as

New Dire;toire Tab Collar made of Messaline Silk, with Gilt Ornaments
— Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited, Toronto.

these high lace collars require supports. Some of the

new collars show touches of gilt. On others there are

touches of black.

Among the wash collars there are a great many in

combinations of lace and embroidery, which are very

dainty. An effort will be made to keep embroidered linen

collars in favor, particularly in the plain whites. These
will be worn with flannel blouses for the winter. Whether

these collars will retain the desired popularity remains

to be seen.

(iilt ties are doing well. Among the newer goods

are heavy gilt and silver cords finished with the tassels.

These are worn over the blouse, the same as the ties of

flat braid.

The neckwear houses are putting out a smart range

of bows for the Fall. Many of these are of ecru, net and

lace, or the ecru net has an edge of white lace. Gilt

brooches and fancy spangles are frequently used.

All kinds of neck ruffles are showing, not only in net

but in ribbons, tulle, soft silk, and in ostrich and

marabout.
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Trimmings.

Slowly but surely trimmings are coming hack to

Eavor. The tailored suits shown this Fall arc in strong

contrast to those of the past two seasons in this re-

spect. For this year braids and fancy trimmings are

used freely. Braids certainly maintain their lead, but

the fancy vests so frequently seen and the cuffs call for

a big- yardage in fancy trimmings and embroidered

hands. A decidedly new note is the use of the new six-

sided mesh in gilt as a ground. Not only are gold net

grounds much used but tinsel cords and threads are much

employed. Embroidered effects are strong in high-class

goods, the work in rich eastern tints done directly

upon the goods. Taffeta bands in this class of colors,

and gold, are also favored. All trimmings of this class

closely simulate hand work.

Silk-darned nets, and nets with ribbon embroideries,

are showing but do not seem to be regarded with any

high degree of favor as the effect at the best is decidedly

cheap looking.

Spangle trimmings in colors and nacre are out in

force in the late novelty lines, and there seems to be a

fair chance tor them for trimming dressy costumes and

escning gowns. Embroidered chiffon galoons, bands and

motifs are selling.

Braids, chiefly in heavj effects, are the big sellers and

Indications point to an increasing use of sati i

ribbon, due to the Directoirc vogue. Plain rib-

bons are selling well in Canada, while in Nev

York fancies are in strong demand, and this will

probably extend to this country.

Trimmings are returning to hig'i favor and for

this season braids and bands will be largely worn.

The Directoire idea has also brought with it a

feeling for buttons as trimming.

the preponderance of the demand is for black. Blac's

trimmings are rapidly coming into high favor, and fancj

black braids, embroidered net bands, ctc.i, are the vogue.

Tubular braids are fashionable and braid and cord orna-

ments and frogs are used.

The vogue of soutache braids is becoming very great.

Parisian dressmakers are using soutache on all kinds o

gowns. Cloths are braided with soutache, and so an
satins and filmy gauzes, nets and chiffons for evening

wear.

Milliners have also seized upon soutache and many
of the new hats are braided both upon the crown and

the under-brim. Net bands for trimming have the pat-

tern in soutache.

Ribbons.

Although the prices of silks are said to be stiffening

and have even advanced from 5 to 10 per cent., it is not

expected that this will affect ribbon values during the

coming season. Ribbon prices are very much in favor

of the buyer and will remain so until the Spring of

1909. There is every likelihood that the coming season

will be a busy one, both at retail and wholesale. The
Summer trade at retail has been active and merchants

are anticipating a good Fall business in the wider

width of ribbons used for millinery purposes. There has

been an increase of late in the amount of ribbon from

one to two inches in width for use as trimmings. There

has been a Eairly extensive use made of ribbons in the

late Summer millinery, and the coming season will sec

a free use of the wider widths of ribhons for millinery

purposes.

Ribbons of from one to two inches are being much
used as trimmings, graduated widths being seen on the

One garment

.

Plain ribbons are strong this season, and striped and

Folded Crush Leather Belt, with "Cameo" Buckle- Shown
by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited, Toronto.

checked ribbons arc expected to be strong. In New
w>rk the demand for fancy ribbons of a very high class

is good, and though these are quiet in Canada at pres-

ent it is expected that their popularity in New York will

affect the Canadian market.

No inconsiderable yardage of the ribbons sold over

t!-e counter goes for hair bows, and that every ribbon

s':own is not specially adapted to stand the tying and
(tying that a hair ribbon litis to be submitted to, every

Luyer knows. Also in many eases when a sash ribbon is

t elected there is often considerable difficulty in obtaining

a hair ribbon to go with it. To meet this demand a

special ribbon has been put on the market. That is, a

libbon that has all the necessary cpialities to secure a

good wearing and good appearing hair ribbon. These

i ibbons are put tip in package form. There are also

sets of hair ribbon and sash ribbon put up in a most

attractive manner. Though these ribbons from their

The Directoire Belt, made of Black Taffeta, with Shirring and
Hemstitching. Can be Worn with Bow at Back or Side.

— Shown by Ladies' Wear, Ltd., Toronto.

merits are all the year round sellers, they are especially

good for the holiday trade. A handsome sash and hair

ribbons to matchi, put up in a pretty box, will form a

present that will please both mother and daughter.

Taffeta and duchesse satins are the popular ribbons,

and buyers should take note of the fact that the exten-
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sive use of satin due to the Dircctoire vogue, will, in all

probability bring satin ribbons into greater prominence

than they have been for some time. In taffetas it is

noticeable that the ribbon with a stiff finish and plenty

of feel has the preference over the softer finishes.

In the European market the bluet shades are ex-

tremely popular, and these shades are represented in the

showing of Canadian importers. Black and white com-

Black and White Dresden Ribbon— Shown by H. B.'j
Claflin Co.,;New York.

binations are doing well. Old rose and emerald green,

and cerise, are popular shades, and the call for the deli-

cate pastel shades has been good. Tans and other shades

of brown have done well during the past season.

Tinsel braids and ribbons are a feature this Fall and

there is a big feeling for tassels and drops both in tinsel

and in black and colored cords.

The free use of satin bands has brought satin but-

tons to the fore. The hints of Directoire fashions point

to the use of many buttons. Many of the new dress

skirts button up to the waist, and the slashes in the

coats, etc., are generally edged with buttons.

Covered buttons are those used. These either match

the cloth or are of satin like the trimming. Many have

rims of metal or fabric.

*

Gloves.

Glove dealers generally seem to be looking forward

to an active season. Prices are lower and are evidently

working back to the level they occupied about three

years ago—that is, before the increase in prices. Im-

port orders for Fall delivery were good, but it is ex-

pected that a great deal of buying from open stock will

be done. This seems probable in view of the fact that

stocks must be extremely low, owing to the light buying

of last spring. Therefore, though placing orders were

fairly heavy it is certain that sufficient stock has not

been ordered by merchants. Some importers claim that

Novelty Band in Eastern Tints, Gold Net and Gold Cord. Banding
of this Class Promises to Become a big Feature.

their sales are fully up to those of last Fall, but that

they have had to work harder to make them.

Orders seem to be equally divided between long

gloves and wrist lengths. It was thought earlier that

there might be a marked increase in the number of short

gloves called for, owing to the return to fashion of

long sleeves. The fashionable sleeve is, however, trans-

parent, and very close fitting, and the Parisians have
started the fasihion of wearing the glove over them.

The heavy business is in the tans, and some import-
ers state that they have been cleared out of certain lines

in tans and had to wait for reinforcements from Europe
before filling some of the repeat orders received. It seems
likely that tans will hold good for the Spring trade.

Blacks seem to be rather quiet just now, and few colors

are called for. Orders for colors are light as merchants
do not stock heavily in them. The bulk of the gloves

for evening wear are in white; only a few of the sky and
pink are being called for. The popular lengths are 16

and 18 buttons, with a showing of 20 and 22 button.

It should be noted also that white is gaining ground
for street wear and for wear with dressy suits and cos-

tumes. This has been marked at all functions during the

past season, and is an assured tendency in New York.
Travelers will be out on the road with Spring lines

of fabric gloves this month. Values in silks and lisles

will be better than they have been for some time. There
will be a decrease in price of about 15 to 20 per cent.,

and in some cases even more. Lisles have done well,

particularly during the early days of the season when
silk glove prices were high. Since bargain prices be-

came the rule in silks there has been less call for lisles.

The same quality of silk glove that has been sold for

$1.50 this Spring the trade will find it possible to sell

Orders for gloves for Fall are about evenly

divided between wrist and long lengths. Prices

are lowen, and buying now taking place for Spring

indicates that silk gloves which sold last season

for $1.50 will be retailed at $1.00 in 1909.

In veilings, larger patterns are superseding the

small meshes. Merry widow and Russian net di-

vide the honors for popularity. A new shade,

"prunella," is the leader in Paris", and is rapidly

being adopted here.

for $1.00 in the season of 1909. Lightweight lisles are

also certain to be popular, and indications are that long

lace gloves will be in demand. Lace mitts are again to

be tried.

A good feature of the popular-priced silk gloves for

the Spring is that they are made with double-tipped

fingers, formerly only the high-class goods have been

made with double tips.

Colors are expected to be the same as during the

past season. Sane are of the opinion that champagne

will be stronger, and that some navies will be called for.

If you're after

MORE ATTRACTION
MORE LIFE

and

MORE PROFIT

in your Ribbon Department
get acquainted with

Walter H. Barry & Co.
MONTREAL
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Dorothy Dainty Ribbons for the Holiday Trade

The DOEOTHY DAINTY Ribbon

Set will be the fad in Christmas buying.

No gift more useful, beautiful or appropri-

ate for girls of ribbon wearing age. This

ribbon novelty at your counter will create

a sensation, increasing profits and sales.

Take particular note of the attractive,

dainty package and picture to yourself the

selling value of its appearance. Twelve
months of steady, consistent, ever-increas-

ing advertising in the following magazines

has created the demand.

Ladies' Home Journal,

Woman's Home Companion,
Delineator,

Designer,

New Idea,

Pictorial Review,
Vogue,
Pictorial Review Fashion Book,
Dressmaking Home,
Home Needlework,
Harper's Bazaar,
Butterick Fashion Quarterly,
New Idea Fashion Quarterly,
Stylebook Quarterly,
Standard Fashion Quarterly,
Saturday Evening Post.

ADVERTISING WHICH REACHES CANADIAN READERS

Write to us at once for a copy of the

DOROTHY DAINTY Ribbon Book,

which illustrates, prices and describes the

complete line. Besides we will send you a

sample of quality and full information.

We also send free a twenty-page book

devoted to Window Displays and Retail

Ribbon Ads. We will outline a "Selling-

Plan " which will surely popularize and

benefit your Ribbon Department.

SMITH & KAUFMANN, 569 Broadway, New York

HAIR BOW SET SASH SET

One Sash, Two
Hair Bows to a
set.

DQftOTHY DAINTY CS& K) QUALITY GUARANTEED
"~"^-- - -

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Veilings.

During the Summer months veilings have done par-

ticularly well. Made veils have been in good demand and
all yardage goods have sold steadily. The very large

hats worn have had something to do with the amount of

veilings sold, as it requires an extra Ions veil to cover

them. Then, too, the vogue of covering the veil and al-

lowing the ends to hang down the back has naturally

increased the length of the veil.

The big seller has been the Russian nets, and their

popularity does not seem to be waning. Hitherto the

finer meshes in this net have been the best sellers, but

now the larger and more striking patterns are having

the greater vogue. A novelty that is taking particularly

well with the better trade is Russian tulle. This is a

Russian net pattern worked in with a fine tulle ground.

This makes a dainty and becoming veiling and one that

has good selling points, as it combines the smartness of

the Russian net with the becomingness of fine tulle.

Other novelties are the 27-inch mesh veiling, wide

chenille border, and widely-spaced large dots.

Double width, that is, 42-inch nets, and with the

much-liked ring spot, and pastille tulles much in evidence,

are expected to be good sellers this Fall. These wide

nets are made into square veils and are finished in many
ways, the most liked being an edge of narrow ribbon

round as a border.

These large square veils are due to attain popularity

because of the very huge hats that are going to be worn.

They go over the hat and drape gracefully at the back.

Sometimes a point is brought to the front, but more

often it is one of the long sides.

The pastille tulle, or Merry Widow veiling, almost

equals in popularity the Russian nets, in spite of the

tact that it has had a good run already in the cities and

larger towns. There seems to be a good deal of favor

shown the Tuxedos for the coming season, both with

and without the chenille dots. These dots are often in

two sizes and colors, or in two shades of the same

color. There is a decided tendency, however, to favor

small dots on a hair mesh ground, the mesh being of

the light, and the clots of a darker shade.

Bordered veilings are in fair request, and there is an

active call for auto veilings. The best-liked fabric of

these veils is very fine marquisette. "Veils made of mar-

quisette do not crush and will wash like a pocket hand-

kerchief.

The leading color novelty is "prunelle." This color

is now the rage in Paris and is taking with the high-

class trade here. The taupe and smoke shades arc also

to the fore. Green is sure to be in good demand, and

the many blues and shades of brown will do well. It is

no longer a sine qua non that the veil match the hat or

costume so long as its color is repeated in some trim-

ming or accessory; that is all the accordance necessary.

Thus the veil and parasol have been the matching articles

in the late Summer in my lady's toilette. Now it may
be veil and the color in the neckwear, the fancy vest or

the second color in the hat, etc.

*

Lace.

The retail trade is looking forward to a good lace

season. The vogue for lace trimmings is strong and the

fact that net laces are assuming so prominent a posi-

tion, as well as the introduction of the colored laces as

a novelty, should make for good business. The demand
is principally confined to all-overs and bands

t , the use of

bands being the strong trimming feature of the season.

A great deal of use will be made of nets for blouses,

as manufacturers are turning out a lot of these. There
is every evidence that the blouses of net will be extreme-
l\ popular, particularly in the fancy blouses. Embroid-
ered Brussels nets are also good and will be extensively

used, consequently it seems as if there will be a good
variety of laces and nets called for. In view of this

retailers should carry a good range of these lines, and
while it is not wise to stock too heavily, stock should
be well assorted. If a buyer sees a piece of lace which
strikes him as being a good seller it is better to stock

only one piece of it, along with others, than to take
several pieces of the pattern which seems to give evi-

dence of doing well. Very few customers when buying
laces decide on the first piece which is shown them.
Though they may like it, they always wish to be shown
something else, though in the end they may take the

first. In view of this the merchant who wishes to

maintain a reputation for having complete stocks and a

wide range of goods, which is such a factor in the suc-

cess of a store, must be able to show a fair variety.

In the matter of novelties, there should always be a

showing of the new things, and though it is not always
profitable to stock heavily of novelties, each merchant
should be able to show enough of the new things to

insure his stock being up to date. In buying primarily

this rule of buying broad rather than heavy assortments
should be held to where goods can be obtained at a

short notice, but in the case of the merchant who must
buy the bulk of his goods at the first ordering, goods
must be stocked more heavily. There should be a good
assortment of the more staple lines; for instance, there

is not much risk this season in a good stock of net

laces, as these promise to be in a stronger position than

ever. But with these staples there should be enough of

the novelty lines to show that the stock is thoroughly

up to date.

Wholesalers claim that the colored laces have done
very well. Many of these are expensive, consequently

will figure chiefly in the classy trade. The ecru nets

with the Coin spot in colors, also the small square spot,

are fashionable. These are used both for blouses and
for yokes for dresses.

A Recipe for Business.

Don't allowT yourself to be deceived through the fact

that business is holding up fairly well, but make up
your mind that your sales book will offer more than

favorable comparison with that of last year. A number
of dealers I have talked with have apparently been sat-

isfied with the fact that, they have only suffered a 5 or

10 per cent, decrease in sales. If J were one of those

dealer's it would worry me so I couldn't sleep until I got

into the 5 or 10 per cent, increase side. It makes no

difference what the conditions are, we have to battle

with them just the same. Simply because they are not

as favorable this year as they were last does not argue

for a letting down of speed or energy. Put a little

more hustle into all your work. Get up a little earlier

in the morning and work a little longer at night and

you will find that your sales book will make a better

showing than it is now doing.

For the first time in thirty years the knitting mill

of Lennard & Sons, Dundas, has closed down, the reason

for this shut-down being the necessity fot effecting re-

pairs,
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The hands of every smartly dressed lady in America will be covered

with Kassan Leather next Spring. Gloves made Prom Russian Kassan
Leather will be the correct fashion for out-door walking attire immediately

winter is over.

Kassan is as tough and durable as Cape, but more flexible and much
softer, while the price is only a trifle more. The skin is the same color

right through. The outside is finished like Kid, and looks very dressy,

while the inside resembles real Mocha, the touch being equally soft

and comfortable.

<< C*rj2l Y*lti9 ,J ^ dome Mousquetaire, made in three lengths, spear

points, prix seams, or pique sewn gusseted Angers,

Boulton thumb and warranted real Russian Kassan Leather, This is

essentially a glove for the "Smart Set." Retail in Canada. $2.50, $3.00,

$3.25, $3.50.

"ZEKA," same style, retail $2.25, $2.75, $3.00

"ALEXANDRA," same style, retail $2.00, $2.50, $2.75
"CASSINE," same style, retail $1.50, $1.75, $2.00

All the above qualities are also made in short gloves to retail

from $1.00 to $1.75.

Fine Suede and Kid for Summer
Our stock is larger and more varied than ever, and all the latest

shades and styles have just been added for next season. Besides our
well-known brands, we have produced many new makes expressly

for Canada.

Fabric Gloves
This department is the largest and most varied in the kingdom.

Recent extensions have given us more than double our former space.

Not only do we carry a heavier stock, but we are able to display our

goods to advantage and fill our orders in half the usual time.

Summer samples are now in the hands of our representatives, and
we invite comparison. You will find that they carry the largest variety

and the best selection in the trade and surprising value in every line.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND

Factories, Tean and Cheadle. Branch, 20 Cheapside, London

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Sandersons, Limited
66-68 Wellington Street West

Toronto

See our novelty Dress Trimmings anci Beltings. For immedi-

ate delivery. Exquisite colorings.

Gold Tassels and Ornaments.

Dice Spot and Sen-Sen Veilings—

a

11 shades.

Our Ranges of Neckwear Novelties are now on the road,

comprising many quick selling lines.

Don't Overlook Them

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Umbrellas

Parasols

Sunshades

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

K. Ishikawa & Co.

Manufacturers and Importers

24 Wellington Street West,

* * TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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RhysD. Fairbairn,Limited
belts
Nechwear
Collar Forms

Manufacturers

HEADQUARTERS
FOR

RUCHINGS

Pleated Dress Shirts
Undershirts

Waists

107 Simcoe St. TORONTO
Hu^h Henry

204 St. Jamea St., MONTREAL
Western Fabric Co.

WINNIPEG
J. F. McGacKie
VANCOUVER

It is a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Travellers will show

this month full lines

of Import and Stock.

Fownes Bros,& Co.
Coristinc Building,

MONTREAL

<WHB "

There's One Place
to find

Ribbons
when you want them

—

BARRY'S
<§ There is no doubt of a

good Fall Ribbon
season and our stocks

afford you the right

sorting opportunity.

The Newest Ribbons The Newest Shades

PERRIN'S GLOVES'
OUR FALL STOCK IS COMPLETE IN BOTH

SHORT AND LONG KID GLOVES JTISTSS
SALESMEN ARE NOW SHOWING SAMPLES
FOR SORTING AND SPRING 1909.

PULL WITH THE STREAM—SELL PERRIN'S GLOVES.

PERRIN, FRERES & CIE„
MARK FISHER BUILDING,

MONTREAL
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Mayor Garneau Honored.

Few Canadian cities have had their municipal affairs

presided over by a chief magistrate who can prefix "Sir"

to his name. The usual title for a mayor is his Worship,

but to old Quebec, which has so signally celebrated the

three hundredth anniversary of its birth and foundation,

a distinction has come in the shape of Knighthood for

the occupant of its civic chair, Sir George Garneau.

At the investitude, held at the Citadel of Que ec on

July 23rd, Mayor Garneau was created a Knig t Ba helor

at the hands of his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Following closely upon the honor of knight' cod by the

heir-apparent to the throne, Sir George Garneau was

created a Knight of the Legion of Honor of France by

the President of the French Republic, the intimat on of the

fact having officially rea lied him through Vice-Admiral

SIR GEORGE GARNEAU
Recently Knighted by the Prince of Wales in Connection with the Tercen-

tenary Celebration held at Quebec, of which City he is Mayor.

Jaureguiberry, head of the mission from the Government

of France to the Quebec celebration.

Sir George Garneau is a son of the Hon. Pierre Gar-

neau, M.L.C., and was born on the lilth November, 1864.

He was educated at the Quebec Seminary, and graduated

in engineering from the Montreal Polytechnic School, be

ing the gold medalist of his year, lie was, for some

time, assistant engineer on the construction of the Que-

bec and Lake St. John Railway, hut gave up the prac-

tice of his profession to enter the business of P. Gar-

neau, Fils & Lie, now the Garneau Company, Ltd., of

which he is vice-president. This firm is one of the most

important in the Canadian dry goods trade, and has

business connections from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

Have
You -

|

Seer)

TbettB.CMir)C?

Ribbons
Call When in New York.

Pewny's

Kid Gloves

A SPECIAL OFFER

Real Kid Glove, French make,

2 dome, all colours, every pair

guaranteed, $8.00 per dozen.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

Fabric G'oves
Spring, 1909

Our salesmen are showing

complete sample lines of

Silk and Lisle Gloves
For Spring, 1909

Values will appeal to all

retailers.

The range is the most

varied we have ever shown.

Perrin Freres & Cie.
Mark Fisher Building

Montreal
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ASftTHEMAN
who handles BUTTERICft
Patterns how his sales com-
pare this year with last.

You will then want BUTTERICtt
Patterns for yourself.

Then ASK. for them.

THE BUTTERICR
PUBLISHING COMPANY

LIMITED

33 Richmond St. W. ;
Toronto, Ont., Can,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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GARMENTS
{From The Toronto World, Aug. 29th.)

A concern that has carried to a bril-

liant success the principle of application
to an exclusive line is the McElroy
Manufacturing Co., Limited, who make
the famous "Royal Garments." This
firm, practically the oldest shirtwaist
manufacturers in Canada, was reorgan-
ized and incorporated as a limited stock
company some six or seven years ago by
Mr. Richard A. Stapells, who at that
time secured the controlling interest and
has retained same until the present day.

The company was the first to introduce
into North America the now popular
shirtwaist suit, and from that time on
until the present they have been given
the credit for making the most exclusive
line of shirtwaist suit novelties shown
in this country, or, for that matter, any
other. In addition to this their shirt-

waists, children's dresses and duck
skirts are well and favoraby known from
the Atlantic to the Pacific coasts; in

fact, the merchant who is anxious to in-

clude in his stock a garment with a fit,

cut, style, hang and finish must of neces-

sity buy "Royal Garments." Being
pioneers in the shirt waist suit trade of

the Dominion, it is most natural that

they should be doing a very large trade

in this class of garments, and, owing to

the fact that the shirtwaist suit is slated

to reach a pinnacle of popularity during
the summer season of 1909, the McElroy
Manufacturing Co., Limited, hope to

once again prove that they are leaders

in this class of garments; to demonstrate
to their many old friends that they are

still in a position to show them the lat-

est novelties; and to gain many new cus-

tomers who have not in the past found
a ready demand for the shirtwaist suit.

The firm is splendidly equipped at

their factory, 47 Simcoe Street, witn
every facility and convenience for the

rapid transaction of business, and with

a large staff of skilled and competent

hands, including the most experienced

cutters and designers that money can

secure, they are in a position to handle

all the trade that can be offered

them.

It is plain to be seen it is not personal

egotism which prompts the president

and manager, Mr. Richard A. Sta-

pells, to speak most enthusiastical-

ly of his colleagues in the company,
and to give them a large share of the

credit for building up the business to its

present immense proportions.

Mr. Herman C. Fletcher, 1st Vice-

President, who, in conjunction with Mr.
Defoe is in charge of the designing end
of the business, is without doubt one of

the best designers in America to-day,

and is largely responsible for the dressy

garments which this firm turns out. Mr.
Fletcher also covers the northern and
western parts of Ontario in the interests

of the company, and it is doubtful if

there is a man covering that or any
other territory more popular or meeting
with greater success.

Mr.' Calvin W. Defoe, 2nd Vice-Presi-

dent, is the superintendent, designer and
practical man of the combination, and
it is due to his extreme care, close ap-

plication to business, and general all

round experience covering mnay years

that the company enjoys the reputation

of turning out garments that have a fit,

cut, style, hang and finish, and that their

orders always go out complete in every

respect and absolutely on time.

All the financial arrangements and the

general supervision of the business rest

entirely with the president and manager,

Mr. Stapells, and to his indomitable

energy and perseverance may be, to a

great extent, attributed the large mea-

sure of success which has marked the

growth of this concern.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their 1 ravelers
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The Ready-to-Wear Garment Department

Green is again in evidence in the costume trade,

indications being for a strong feeling in its favor,

together with navy and brown. Black is also well

spoken of. Novelties this season promise to be

more in design than in materials, the tendency in

which seems to be towards plain one-tone goods.

In view of the fact that retailers are entering the

season with light stocks a good business in re-or-

ders is confidently looked for.

The Market

Retailers all over Canada, particulai ly in the larger

centres, are entering the Fall season with comparatively

small stocks in all classes of ready-to-wear garments.

The desire seems to have been to show a representative

range of styles, and very small quantities, even in staples.

Canadian garment manufacturers have had, as a conse-

quence, a quiet Summer, although during last month a

few merchants visited Montreal and Toronto markets and

placed fair orders. If trade should open actively, there

will be some difficulty in securing full requirements.

During the past season many of the larger stores

bought quantities of linen and cloth suits from over-

stocked New York manufacturers. The New York market
is also playing an important part in the Fall purchases

in many stores. Montreal garment manufacturers held

two meetings last month, with the view of securing com-

petent appraisers for ready-to-wear garments imported

into Canada.

*

Opei;ning of the New Season.

In the retail stores the new Fall suits and the new
coats have been on show for the past week or ten days.

This is scarcely as early as the season opened last year,

when special reasons known to all the trade made an

early opening imperative. Though the season is on in

the departments it can scarcely be said that as far as

the public is concerned, buying has commenced. Business

up to date is by no means so great as it was in the cor-

responding period of last year. Department heads are

not worrying, however, for they are sure that the busi-

ness will come later.

Stocks are in splendid shape—the over-stocks of last

Spring have been gotten rid of and Summer stock is

well cleaned up. Buyers have not placed heavy advance
orders for the coming season, and are not worrying abou^

that factor, also, as they are pretty confident that they

can get the goods when they want them.

It seems to be the opinion of the trade generally that

1 hough the present Fall will be a good suit season, there

will be more doing in coats than last Winter. Suits, of

course, have the centre of the stage at present, but there

are already indications that point to this conclusion.

Advance showings at this point of the season are al-

ways made up principally of staple lines, and while this

is so, there is a decided sprinkling of the newer and more

eccentric styles. These are being welcomed by a certain

class of the city trade, but for the majority, and for the

mail order section, which is a large factor in Toronto
departments, the more conservative styles are besl

thought of.

Though built upon strictly tailored lines the new-

suits are more ornate and very much more trimmed than

those of last season. This is in spite of the fact that

many striped fabrics are. shown. Artificial silk braids

and satin bands are most used, and with the exception

of some of the broadcloth suits, which have the trimm'.ngs

matching, black braids, etc., are invariably used. On the

majority of suits the trimming is confined to the coat—

Suit Showing the New Sheath Skirt, Americanized so That it Can^ -<j

be Worn Open or Closed — Manufactured by Al. Goldston
& Co., 126 Fifth Ave., New York. ?»i Ja

little or no braid or strappings being used upon the

skirts.

The tendency is to favor long coats, the popular

length being 3fi inches, but in high class suits longer

lengths are shown. The corners of the skirt are rounded

in front and very many vests are seen. These are often

of striped velvet or satin and are enriched with satin

bands and fancy bandings. The coats are easy-fitting and

many of them show slashings at various points, general-

ly outlined with buttons of the same fabric as the suit.

Sleeves are full length and are generally a fairly loose

coat model.

Skirts nicely clear the ground and while many pleated

models are now seen with the regulation fold or folds

there is a rapidly growing favor for the plain gored

skirt, which is sure to lead later. Many of these new
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skirts button up the side of the front with large covered

buttons.

Many of the ultra suits are built upon Directoire and

Empire lines, showing an almost shapeless 40 or 42-inch

coat cut squarely away .just below the bust, and having

wide revers and high turned-over collar. The long plain

skirt lays about two inches or so on the floor in front

and has a short pointed train at the back. Compose suits

are also shown and some have the coat of Ottoman silk

or satin. The Directoire sash or girdle, fastened either

at the side or front, and of black satin, is a feature in

these suits. Another idea that obtains in some of the

suits is the chevron back—this is woven into the cloth

and has no seam in the centre.

The Directoire Influence.

In consequence of the delayed orders for costumes for

Fall delivery manufacturers have found it necessary to

be very conservative in their buying of slock, and have

smooth plain cloths, and some stripes and checks. The
tendency seems to be towards more plain one-color ma-
terials.

A report from Paris says that in the new tailor-made

gowns, skirts are not quite so wide as formerly, and are

carried up fairly high, in Princess effect. With these i .

worn a Directoire coat, fairly long, cut away in front,

with a high collar behind, and very large revers. Some
of these are shown with a fancy vest. The favorite ma-
terials for these creations, which seem to be the new note

of the season, is plain cloth for the skirt in one of the

new shades, and rich Ottoman silk for the coat, which
is generally black, but sometimes matches the skirt in

color. A good many of these are finished off with a sash

or girdle of ribbon.

The over-skirt effect seems to be in favor, both for

costumes and separate skirts, but the majority are plain

gored, or sometimes slightly trimmed, but not elaborate-

ly so.

Satin buttons and simulated buttonholes of satin

piping are seen on a great many of the costumes, both

on coals and skirts. A great deal of braid is also used.

Navy blue, myrtle green, and brown are expected to

be the big sellers, as far as staple colors go. A fair

share of the novelty shades are sure to be called for.

Some merchants believe that black will come in strongly

during the Fall and Winter, and with this idea in view
have bought a number of black costumes.

Fancy Suit with Directoire Touches. Suits Similar to This are now Being
Shown in City Stores. Note the Straight Sleeves, Large Cuffs

and Revers, the Cutting Away of the Coat in Front
to Show Vest, also the Black Satin Strappings.

not risked much on novelty fabrics. As a result novelties

will have to be the outcome of cut, rather than materials

and trimmings. Though the novelty end of the trade in

Canada is light, it is necessary to show a few of these

things. Plain tailored styles will be strongest, the semi-

fitted or tight three-quarter length coats and plain gored

skirts. "

The three-button cutaway coat, with a fancy vest,

the Napoleon collar is a style that seems likely to do

well with the high class trade. A few of the novelties

show the Directoire influence in the large incroyable re-

vers.

There does not seem likely to be a heavy call for t' •'

pond lily effect in suit coats, that is, the bottom of the

coat cut in scallops or points. These will only feature

in the classy trade. Plainer tailor-mades have smaller

sleeves. Popular materials are the chevron effect ohe'io'",

The Directoire influence is evident in coat styles

for Fall in some of the novelties.

Military and ball trimmings are coming into ex-

tensive use by cloak manufacturers.

Tailored wa'sts are seen in quantities for Spring.

Silk waists are selling well, black being the favor-

ed color so far. The lingerie blouses will be trim-

med elaborately.

Prospects are splendid for a good muslin under-

wear season. Values are better by about 15 or '_'!)

per cent.

Waists.

In the Spring lines of waists there is a good showing

of the strictly tailored garment. Waist manufacturers

are of the opinion thai the tailored waist will be even

stronger for the Spring trade that it is now, and they

have good reason for this belief. More of these are be-

ing called for, for Fall delivery, and the present increas-

ing interest in them augurs well for a good Spring sea-

son. There are no decidedly new features in these tailor-

ed shirt waists. They are plain tucked, with a small

shirt sleeve, with a mannish laundered cuff and collar.

They are made up in white lawn, and in colored Madras,

ginghams and other suitable materials. The colors which

give indication of being strongest are champagne and

blues. A great deal of white, figured with black, is be-

ing made up in the washable materials.

Strong effort is being made to popularize the tailored

net waist. This is difficult, as this class of waist is if-

fective only in very high class goods, consequently it can

be sold only at a high price. In the cheaper grades the

tailored net waist is not desirable, therefore, it does not

look as if it will do anything outside of the classy trade.

For the Winter trade some very nice l'nes of panama,

flannel and llama tailored waists are on the market.

Silk blouses are strong, particularly taffetas and mes-

salines. There is a probability that satin waists will be
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in greater favor, though as yet the call tor them has not

been heavy. So far blacks have predominated in the silk

waist orders, hut there is certain to he a call for more
white and colors later in the season.

Lingerie blouses for Spring are decidedly elaborate.

Val. lace yokes are seen on many, with the lower part

of the front in straight up and down effects. Embroidery

panels set in with insertion arc used extensively. Some
colored embroidery is seen, sky, pink and mauve being

the colors chiefly used, and a little colored lace insertion

figures in some of the new lines. These blouses are made

with three-quarter sleeves, trimmed with tucks and in-

sertion.

The materials used are fine and sheer, and Spring

prices will represent better values than last season.

Muslin Underwear.

Travelers for muslin underwear firms have been on the

load for a few weeks with their Kail samples, and al-

ready, the amount of business obtained shows that the

season will be a busy one. Orders are fairly heavy, and

cover a good range of goods, showing that retailers are

looking forward to an active season. Repeats of late

have been given on many lines, showing that trade at

retail was better than was looked for earlier.

In the new goods called for there is a larger percent-

age of the high class goods than usual, though, of

course, the heavy end of the business is in the popular-

priced goods. The fact that manufacturers bought their

stock at a low figure has enabled them to turn out a

better class of goods at a smaller price, so that values

this season are better than last by about If) or 20 per

cent.

Placing orders so far have been fairly large and a

wide range of goods has been taken, showing that re-

tailers are looking for a good season. The wise merchant

will buy his goods early, if he wishes to make sure of

prompt shipments and complete orders, besides being able

to get the pick of the goods. Manufacturers have no',

been speculating, and as retailers have been buying very

carefully, they have not really prepared for a rush, which

seems likely now. Buyers have hesitated, owing to the

uncertainty of the cotton market, and as to whether

prices had reached their lowest. It does not seem likely

that they will be any lower, in fact, the tendency is to

the opposite. It will be wise for merchants to get their

orders in early, as manufacturers will not make goods

for stock.

Medium prices will prevail in the trade for the com-

ing season, though, of course, there will be a fair amount
of the strictly high class goods called for, also of the

cheap grades.

Combination garments are growing stronger, both in

the medium and the high classes. Many designs are

shown in these. These goods arc made very attractive

by the use of laces, embroideries, and beading threaded

with ribbon. The two-piece combinations are more popu-

lar than the three.

Nightgowns are called for in both the short and long

sleeves, for both Summer and Winter, and the low neck

seems to be growing in favor. The slip-over style is a

good seller. Some manufacturers are making the night-

gowns much wider across the shoulders and fuller in the

body than formerly. They also are giving more fulness

in all lines of underwear where it is desirable, and elim-

inating it as far as possible, where it would increase the

apparent size of the wearer.

The petticoat drawer is expected to sell as

freely as it has in the past. The new designs are very

wide, being in reality divided skirts, and they are closely

lit ted around the hips, making them very desirable in

giving the slender hip effect.

American manufacturers report thai there has not

been so much call of late for the chemise, owing to the

popularity of the combinations, but they have been doing

very well with the Canadian trade. They arc being made
of very sheer materials, and with less fulness.

Corset covers are extremely elaborate. Both backs

and fronts are trimmed effectively. A great deal of use

is being made of panels of embroidery set in with lace.

More of the tight-fitting corset covets are called for than
formerly, chiefly in the larger sizes.

Petticoats in the high class grades are trimmed chief-

ly with a deep frill of embroidery, with one or more
rows of beading, threaded with ribbon. The materials

are very fine, and the embroidery in most cases is in

A Modified Directoire Suit as Shown in Chicago. It is Draped Across tne
Front and Closed at the Left Side with Buttons and Braid. The Draped

Right Side is Caught with a Braid Ornament and Tassel. The
Large Revers and Cuffs are of Black Satin.

small blind patterns. Less open-work is used than form-

erly. Skirts are made narrower at the top, doing awa\
with some of the extra fulness, making them more liki

.1 gored skirt.

There seems to be a noticeable increase in the

amount of embroidery used in the popular-priced

garments. Formerly a great deal of lace was
used, as a more showy garment could be turned out at a

price, than with the embroidery, but low prices for the

latter this season have had a marked effect upon the new
range. A great deal of lace is used as well, and prices

of this enable manufacturers to use better quality.

Corsets.

The Empire Princesse modes, and the newer Direc-

toire, which form the basic idea of present styles, all call

for figure silhouette. That is, the one known as the hip-

less model. These models are in the ascendant, and the
latest suits and costumes are built for that figure. When
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the dressmakers get busy with Fall gowns there is bound
to be a call in the stores for the corsets that give that

figure.

The. great point aimed at in the new corsets is to

reduce the hip. Instead of the much-admired curves, an
almost straight sloping line from the knee to where the

waist used to be is substituted. How the waist fares is

a matter of no importance ; to obtain the small hip is

the real object of present corseting. The bust is also

made as inconspicuous as possible, but the line from the

bust to the tip of the chin is apparently lengthened in

some mysterious manner. Of course, the new corset can-

not transform the woman with a short, stout figure into

a tall, slim one, but if only the proper corset is selected

wonders can be done.

As usual, it is the full figure that gives most trouble,

and that also brings most profit into the department.
Different designers have adopted different methods of

dealing with the annoying superfluous flesh. In some
models it is smoothed away from the waist and taken
care of by the extension of the corset, which comes far

down and is of unboned material. In other corsets this

flesh is lifted and molded into the waist line in front',

where the corsets are built out almost into a mrve to

accommodate it.

Extreme models are excessively long, so long, in

fact, that it seems impossible to wear them. Last year
specialty houses fitted their customers seated. This Fall

the corset is so long that it is sat upon. This is pos-
sible because the boning comes down only a reasonable
length. Below that the corset, though made of very firm

material, is soft and unboned, and its only use is to keep
the figure line unbroken.

Eight suspenders are now considered the regulation

First orders from

The Opera Silk Waist Co.

have been delivered—

The REPEATS we are getting
prove our SUCCESS.

We are showing the latest in

SILK and NET WAISTS
Why not write for samples?

The Opera Silk Waist Co,
329 St. James St., Montreal

number to form the connecting link with the stocking.
Two are fastened to each side of the front, one a 1 the
side and one at the back.

The Reliable Silk Waist Factory.

The Reliable Silk Waist Factory is the new style of

I. M shkin & Co., with offices and factory as formerly at
10 St. Antoine Street, Montreal. Mr. I. Mishkin, who is

one of the oldest and best known waist manufacturers
in Canada, has taken into partnership Mr. A. B. Kingan,
who will look after the office management. This move
will allow Mr. Mishkin to give more time to the factory
and sales department. With increased facilities, the new
firm expects to expand their field.

-2£

The Reliable Silk Waist

Factory

is the new name of the old

firm heretofore known as

I. MISHKIN & GO.

40 St. Antoine St. MONTREAL

«u
At your service as usual with

prompt and courteous atten-

tion in Silk Waists and Dresses

YOU WILL LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY
IF YOU FAIL TO STOCK OUR

REMEMBER! Your first buyer showe the
Skirt to twenty interested

friends, and they talk to their friends. Look at
the snow-ball advertisement for you.

Fit -any-Form

Maternity Skirt
OUR FALL "QUIET ELEGANCE" LINE IN COATS,
SUITS and SKIRTS, HAVE FILLED THE BILL.

(Pat. Mar 17, 08)

Get in your repeats as soon as possible.
We cannot always guarantee delivery of
our imported cloths to time.

THEY ATTRACT AND HOLD TRADE

Watt & Shapiro Mf&. Co., 507 St. Paul St., MONTREAL
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CLOAKS! SUITS!! SKIRTS!!!

Our styles are sufficiently varied to afford a wide

range for individual choice, and represent the

general tendency of " Dame Fashion," and will

assure to the buyer an authoritative display of

correct, up-to-date models ; whilst our fit is

perfection. Make our office your headquarters

while in the city. You are welcome :: :: ::

THE MACKINNON CLOAK C&n.
285 and 287 Queen Street West

TORONTO
ANGUS L. MACKINNON LOUIS KORN WALTER W. ARNOLD

President Vice-President Sec. -Treasurer

ELITE GARMENTS
Known All Over Canada

The FIRE in one of our factories a few weeks ago

will not interfere with our Fall business. We started

the adjoining factory a few days after our fire, and

all orders will be filled with reasonable promptness.

Our salesmen are showing late ideas

in Ladies' and Men's Coats.

The Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co.
Papineau Avenue, - MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers' and their Travelers
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First among all Whitewear.

Laurentian Whitewear

is first in style,

first in value.

ORDERS — That's the story with
•^^^™^^^^™ Laurentian.

Our salesmen are beating past records.

Time's flying. Have you seen Laurentian

Whitewear ?

LAURENTIAN WAISTS.

The finest White Lawn blouse range ever

produced by any Canadian factory is now
in the hands of our Salesmen, and
merchants who want well made and per-

fect fitting blouses should not fail to see

our line.

LAURENTIAN LINES WILL MAKE GOOD.

Laurentian Whitewear Co.

Montreal Off ce:

703 Mark Fisher Bldg., Z. P. Benoit

Eastern Townships

W. H. Piton

Levis, Que.

Toronto Office:

715 Empire Bldg., W. A. McArthur

Griffin

Brand
Garments

For the Good of Your

Garment Department
LET IS GET ACQUAINTED.

Griffin Brand Garments sell at Popular Prices.

Ladies' Coats from $5. Suits from $8.50

Our goods are up to the minute and our

prices will help you get the business.

CALL OR WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

Empire Mfg. Co,, 8 Beaver Hal1 Hill
> Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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FOXJIIDGD 1888

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Twenty Year Tale ofSuccess
But We Tell It in Half of Twenty Minutes

The story began at Walker Street in '88. There were just

—:=2J three of us, brothers, all corset men, with mighty little capital in

pockets, but a mighty lot of ambition in our hearts. We had to make
good at the start. And we had to make good corsets to make good.
our

We took "W. B." the initials of our firm name, as our trade-mark.

We little thought that we had chosen a brand which would some day add to

its first significance, and in time also stand for "World's Best."

We plodded, plugged, pushed, pulled and planned. We talked

corsets, thought corsets and made corsets every hour in the twenty-four. It

was easy to hold our own, but we wanted to hold more. And we kept being

so dissatisfied with what we did, that each season found us making better
goods and better progress.

In those days the big French houses controlled the fine trade. French

models set American styles. We had the audacity to plan American-
m?de corsets for competition with the imported brands. But you don't

remember, as we do, the discouragements, the disbelief, the scoffing with

which we were met. It did us good. It got our fighting blood up. We
kept at the idea.

We got the habit of thinking ahead, of aiming at higher ideals. We
kept getting nearer to the top. We planned styles at least a season earlier than

corset makers were used to. We had already started to turn out gored goods when
the edict went out against stripped corsets. The old style body-squeezing, body-

distorting, uncomfortable harnesses which had hitherto been worn gave way to

something better—and we were the first to see it.

We produced the ERECT FORM and it produced a sensation. With an

audacity that has never been paralleled in the corset trade we organized an Advertis-

ing Department, picked out the best man we could find in America, placed $250,000

at his disposal and opened the valve with a screech.

Within seven months after the appearance of our first ERECT FORM ad-

vertisement, that great factory of ours in Newark, which we had planned for ten

years of growing, was swamped. And the ERECT FORM had changed the

corset industry

&
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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RECIOK PORTSMOUTH WORKS
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Having proven IV. S. American-Made corsets better than im-

ported goods, we advanced on European markets, to further stamp this recognition

of success upon the foreign centers. First of all, we went to England. The ERECT
FORM and LA VIDA Corsets were superior to foreign corsets at the same price,

and it wasn't long before " W.B. " was as familiar in Europe as we had made it in

America.

We planted "W. B.'s" and "La Vidas" throughout Great Britain. We
planted so many of them that we had to plant a plant right on the spot, to fill

the orders. Then we won over Australia, France, Germany, Belgium, South

America, Cuba, Mexico, Porto Rico and West Indies, Hawaii, the Philippines,

South Africa, India, New Zealand, China, Japan— and every other part of the

globe where we had sent a force of trained salesmen in the interests of the World's
Best Corset product. To-day we have the unique distinction of being the only

American corset house having its own plant of pronounced capacity on foreign soil.

We became an international concern, with our own peop'e, our own
factories and our own offices and warerooms scattered over the face of the world, a

concern with facilities such as no corset house ever before possessed. We not

only had the advantage of American methods of manufacture and organization, but

at the same time we were in position to hold the style pulse of Europe in our hands

and know how the heart of Fashion was jumping every hour of the day.

Our combined organizations give an advantage that is unique, unprecedented,

unrivalled. The sum total of our business enables us to purchase and to manufacture

on such a scale as to put better value into corsets than was ever possible before.

This is the story of twenty years' corset making, of good corset making.

It is more than a private history. It has a national interest, because it is the record

of another American industry, which has shown the world that there is no field

of endeavor in which the American cannot gain the top. We owe to the

American merchants and their staffs our sincere appreciation and thanks for their

confidence and their co-operation, which have been inestimable factors in bringing

about this twenty-year success.

WEINGARTEN BROS., Inc.
377-379 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Manufacturers of W. B. Corsets Chicago Office, 194 Fifth Avenue

Canadian Agents—Konig & Stuffmann, 7, 9 and 11, Victoria Square, Montreal.

>.L1 ^GA
N.Y. CJT*. DIRECTOR CHICAGO OTTICES

,.P. SIQSBEE

ios-bec -3^ eT.c. browm
J5.AM. MO- C QWA,

vy. F. TR-wli

KE»ftm

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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WHY WEAR SILK LININGS?

The Radiant Sheen on

Opaline
Surpasses Silk

Equal in Appearance and Superior in

Wear to Silk at Less Than Half the Price

The 'Queen' says :

'Opaline is unqu-^st'orr
ably the best thing of
the kind yet P' oduced "

This beautiful article will be found suitable for Dresses, Blouses, Children's Wear,
Foundations. Skirt and Curtain Linings, Cushions, Cosies and decorative purposes
generally.

It is especially adapted for Outside Wear, as the silky touch and appearance do not

wash off, and the color is as fast as cotton can be dyed.

PALETTE
SATEEN

IS THE CLOTH FOR THE MILLION
While not so Fine in Texture as "Opa-

line," it is Equally Silky in Appearance.

The name "Opaline" B.D.A., or "Opalette B.D.A." is stamped on the Selvedge every two
yards. Ladies are requested to insist on seeing stamp when purchasing.

PROPRIETORS :—

J. Sl N. PHILIPS Sl CO.
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND

Mills : TEAN and CHEAOLE Branch: 20 CHEAP8IDE, LONDON

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Of Vital Import
It is of vital import to have your stocks of cottons
properly sorted up. Improved trade conditions

demand it.

And the time to do this is NOW, well in advance of

pressing requirements.

Have a Look Round
And remember your jobber can fill your wrapper-
ette wants now. Later it may be impossible.

Dominion Textile Co.'s

Wrapperettes
Appeal to the eye on the one hand and to the

economy on the other.

DOMINION

fi)im

WATCH FOR SPRING PRINT ANNOUNCE-
MENT IN OCTOBER ISSUE.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

Light placing- business will, in all probability,

result in an active sorting' season, which is con-

fidently looked forward to.

Spring lists of prints and ginghams show low-

er prices; prices which are decidedly favorable to

retailers.

Assorting in Staples.

Travelers for wholesale houses will shortly be on the

road with staple lines for Spring, and indications are

that good business will be done. Just at present as-

sorting orders are coming in actively. Placing orders

were very light and stocks at retail have become much
reduced, consequently a great deal of late buying is being

done. The east seems to be ordering freely, and while

the west is improving, the change is not so marked. The

general belief seems to be that merchants are holding off

until the last minute.

This delay in Fall buying has had its effect upon the

wholesale trade and the mills. While they firmly be-

lieve that Spring business will be heavy, they are run-

ning no risks. Stocks are not heavy and a shortage is

anticipated. Retailers feel the need of goods and as-

sorting orders cover the full range of lines, but though

stocks are light the orders given for immediate delivery

are not so heavy but that merchants will need to give

large orders for Spring delivery.

Prices are slightly lower and indications are that

they may be lower for Spring. It may be, though, that

when business is well opened up in the Spring that there

will be a slight increase. The recent cut in prices is, it

is claimed, not so much to make sales as that prices as

they have been were awkward, and the cut of the half

cent on some lines was to eliminate this inconvenience.

A heavy cotton yield is looked for, and while this

might lower prices, there are so many uses made vof cot-

ton that it is not likely that such will be the case.

Wholesalers in various centres anticipate active sort-

ing and look for a good deal of house trade.

Printed Goods.

Spring lines of printed goods cover a wider range of

patterns than ever before. Canadian manufacturers have

been outdoing themselves in the effort to bring out at-

tractive goods, and they have succeeded in procuring

some decidedly attractive designs. As a result the

samples show a great variety of designs and colorings.

Manufacturers are not making these goods for stock,

and as a result orders should be given early in order to

make sure of having them filled promptly. Should the

hesitation which has been a feature of the Fall buying

prevail in the Spring buying, that isi, should ordering be

delayed, and placing orders be extremely light, it will

be difficult to secure full Spring requirements in printed

goods. In view of the excellence of the Spring samples

merchants are bound to order some time if they wish

to have up-to-date stocks, and to secure prompt ship-

ments, orders should be placed early. Prices show re-

ductions from last season and the new lists will be

published in the October issue.

Wash goods of suiting weights will be strong, and
some of the new ducks are in chever^n effects to keep

pace with wool dress goods. Stripes will be good in

these lines, as the latter part of the Summer saw them
increasing in favor. Checks will also do well.

The heavy end of the business in printed goods is, of

course, in the prints, and there is every evidence, in

view of the vogue for colors in wash dresses, that the

Spring business will be heavy.

Ginghams.

Dress ginghams are certain to feature strongly in

Spring wash goods sales. They have been increasing in

favor and the end does not seem to be in view. Spring
sample lines include some very attractive patterns in

desirable color combinations. Pink and white will be
very much in evidence, also black and white. Plain
chambrays will be strong without doubt, pink, blue,

mauve and champagne leading in colors.

In shirting ginghams, galateas and Oxfords there is

a good range for the Spring trade. Apron ginghams
sell steadily, the plain being in better favor than the

bordered goods. T|he latter come only in the cheaper
grades. The demand for cottonades and denims has been
steady, both in the plain and fancy. Black denims are

in good request, being ahead of blue and brown.

The demand for grey and white cotton has of late

been heavy, but retailers are by no means inclined ;o

overstock, and Spring buying is sure to be good. Sheet-
ings are in steady demand, and the call for made sheets

and pillow slips is fair. Prices are easier on all lines.

Important Selling Change.

D. Morrice &' Co., Ltd., Montreal and Toronto, have
been appointed sole selling agents for a term of

years for the Cornwall and York Cotton Mills,, Ltd., St.

John, N.B. This arrangement took effect the first of

last month and supersedes all previous agreements with
various agents in Montreal, Toronto and other centres

that sold Cornwall and York products.

Inasmuch as D. Morrice & Co., Ltd., are already
agents for the Canadian Colored Cotton Mills Co., Ltd.,

who make similar lines to the Cornwall and York Co..

Ltd., it is expected that marked changes in the cost of

production will be made. The arrangements will work
out to the advantage of both companies, as the D. Mor-
rice Co. will specify the runs of each mill. This will

enable a mill to specialize on a certain fabric and make
longer runs.

The selling expenses will also be less, as the organi-

zation of the I). Morrice Co. will be sufficient to market
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ilic additional similar linos.
r

Phe effect of securing this

agency gives the 1). Mot rice Co., Ltd., practically con-

trol of all yarn-dyed colored goods, and they feel that

they will lie able to show marked savings in the cost of

manufacture, and this saving will lie carried out through

all branches of marketing the goods. Cornwall and

York Cotton .Mills have two large mills in St. John,

N.B.j and their entire product will be sold by their new
selling agents.

The Canadian ('(doled Cotton Mills, Ltd., comprise

three huge plants at Cornwall. Ont., two at Hamilton,

Ont., one at Marysville, N.B., and one at Milltown,

N.B., the directors of which include Sir (ieo. Drummond,
!•]. S. Clouston, Senator Beique, I). Morrice, sr., D.

Morrice, jr., A. Mortice, T. King, (ieo. Caverhill and A.

<). Dawson. This company manufactures all goods sold

under the "Kingcot" brand.

Wrapperettes and Flannelettes.

These; lines are moving freely and wholesalers report

that for some weeks they have been receiving large ord-

ers for flannelettes. Wrapperettes have done well, and it

is expected that the assorting will be active. Whole-

salers have fair stocks in these, but would, not be able

to handle a very heavy rush. More attractive patterns

than ever are being shown. There is always some call

for these for Spring delivery, but the heavy business is,,

of course, done in the Fall.

Saxonies, in pink and blue, are a strong feature of

the trade, and the stuped flannelettes are in demand at

all times.

Flax in Canada.

A few years ago a party of American experts visited

Ireland to find, if possible, the superiority of Belfast

linen. They learned that the secret lies in the humid

climate, with moderately warm Summers, and soft water

for the manufacturing part. Too hot Summers, from

which most parts of America suffer, produce a rank

growth, resulting in a coarse libre, from which it is

impossible to make the finest class of linen.

Since this cause of Ireland's supremacy became

known it has been realized that the lower mainland of

British Columbia is peculiarly identical with those in the

Green Tslc, and with this in view the Lillooet Flax Co.

was established, to grow flax and manufacture linen and

other products of flax. Several thousand acres will be

cultivated, and the industry, it is confidently expected,

will develop into an important one.

*

The distinction of "Knight of the Legion of Honour"

has been conferred upon Mr. C. W. Macara by the Pre-

sident of the French Republic, in recognition of his

services to the cotton industry as chairman of the com-

mittee of the International Federated Cotton Spinners

and Manufacturers' Associations. The honour is well

deserved, for few men have done more for the cotton

trade than Mr. Macara.

Better Prospects in B.C.

Vancouver, B.C., August 15.—A better tone all the

way through is noticed m the dry goods trade in British

Columbia this month. The retail business cannot be

said to have been unusually large, but it has been good

enough to lie termed satisfactory, and some dealers even

put it, just a little ahead of that. In millinery, first

sales have been up Lo the mark, and this might he

taken as an indication of fairly good times. Millinery,

especially the offerings in a large city, are on the aver-

age costly, and good sales in this line show that money
is not altogether scarce. Apart from the machinists'

strike, the industrial situation is better than for a long

time past, the sawmills now running full time, and some
overtime. This will be of great benefit to trade. Re-

tailers are sorting up, a further indication of demand.

Business with the northern part of the province is good,

though few shipments are being made to the Yukon, or

to lie particular, Dawson.
A. M. Johnston, of Johnston Bros., who took over

the business of (ireenshields, is at, present on a trip to

the interior, going as far as the eastern boundary.

W. J. Freethy, dresser for David Spencer, at the

Nanaimo branch, entered in the Paquet Company's win-

dow dressing competition, which closed to-day. The

beauty of the display was in the simplicity, the hats ar-

resting attention at once. The stands were made of

arbutus trees, which were taken as they grew on Protec-

tion Island. The "earth" at the base was made of dyed

sawdust in various colors, the bodyr of the window being

in white fret work, in few but pleasing colors, with mir-

rors forming a centre background.

Mrs. Fred. Ililley has purchased from Mrs. A. J

Shook the Elite millinery and smallwear business in

Nanaimo.

J. Piercy, Morris & Company, wholesale dealers in

men's furnishings, will live in history as Prince Rupert's

first wholesale house. This is a branch of the Victoria

establishment.

Among the losers in the big fire at Fernie were :

—

Lockhart & Gillespie, clothing, .1>s,200, insurance, $5,000;

Mrs. Waggett, milliner, $'2,500 ; Fred Johnson, Semi-
Beady Clothing, $4,200; besides the big general dealers.

Against Discount Sales.

(From our own correspondent.)

Belleville, August 31.—A leading dry goods rnan of

this city is hot against the July 20 per cent, bargain

sales in small cities like this. He says they demoralize

business and are in reality nothing but throat-cutting.

It has been customary, for years past in this city, to

have a Wednesday afternoon holiday during July and

August. It has been an excellent thing for the clerks,

but more than one merchant objected, saying the city

lost trade, which it could ill afford. A leading dry goods

merchant says he will move for a new arrangement next

Summer, namely, close all stores at 5 p.m. every day

except Saturday during July and August, and give half

the staff a half-holiday on each alternate Wednesday.

John Kirkpatrick, formerly with the W. H. Scroggie

Co., Ltd., Montreal, is now buyer for Howard N. Kvely,

Strathroy, Ont.

K. S. Fenwick, advertising manager of the Paquet

Co., Quebec, after a strenuous Summer's work, entailed

by the Tercentenary celebration, spent a week's holiday

in Toronto, where he rem wed acquaintances with old

friends.
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TheD, Morrice Co., Limited

Mark-Fisher Building 58-64 Wellington St. West

MONTREAL TORONTO

Sole Selling Agents

C0RNWALL&YORK COTTON MILLS C0.,LTD.

ST. JOHN, N.B.

Manufacturers of

Flannelettes Shirtings Denims

Cottonades Tickings Yarns, Etc.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers will kindly address all communications direct to us.

*>*$?•$•; *

Also Selling Agents for

The Canadian Colored Cotton Mills Co., Limited

Manufacturers of

KINGCOT BRAND
Dress Ginghams Domets Galateas

Apron Ginghams Oxfords Tickings

Flannelettes Shirtings Denims

Cottonad es, Dress Goods, Etc.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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|\ l\ ILLINERY of an individual character and smartness

can alone be appreciated. This is a prominent

feature of McCALL'S

The sorting season promises to be very active. Your wants will

necessarily require quick service. You can save time and money

by ordering from

The D. McCall Company, Limited
TORONTO

Winnipeg Ottawa Quebec

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Canadian Millinery Review

Peacock blue is the novelty color for the pres-

ent season, though all the blues will be good.

Black in solid and combined with white and the

other leaders will also be much worn, indications

.icing for a strong black season.

The leading idea is to combine two distinct

colors instead of different shades of the same
color, as in the past, and this practice works out

some very beautiful effects. The novelty trimming

will be Ottoman silk, though velvet will be most
largely used. Ostrich will be more strongly in

evidence this season than for years past.

Good Millinery Season.

There is a large concourse of buyers in the market
for the openings, and to the satisfaction of the trade it

is evident that they are on business bent. Not only

are they buying millinery, but other branches of the

trade are busy because of their presence. Stocks are

low in almost all departments, and in all but a few

sections of the country, and a very general assorting

business is being done.

The millinery section is still keeping up the lead that

it has obtained in the past two seasons. Merchants now
regard millinery from an entirely new standpoint, and

are purchasing judiciously and yet with considerable

freedom, as they are assured that a good season is before

them.

Millinery stocks are exceptionally well cleared up,

and are free from carried-over goods. This desirable

result has been attained without any unusual price cut-

ting. Therefore, both the wholesale and the retail sec-

tions are in splendid shape and are most enthusiastic as

to the prospect for the season that is now opening up.

*

Shapes and Styles.

A feature that makes for a good millinery season is

the total change in millinery fashions. This change not

only includes new shapes, but necessitates the use of

new materials, and introduces new colors and combina-

tions. The new hats are strongly of the Directoire type.

The large amount of talk about the Directoire fashions

has done much to prepare the public for the acceptance

of the new style ideas, and this fact should be a great

help to the showroom staff.

The fashionable hat is more than large—it is enor-

mous—and even those that are termed small are only so

by comparison. The extreme hat has no bandeaux, and

as the head size is large it sets well down onto the

head and the upper portion of the head is, as it were,

buried in the hat. This fashion is carried to the

extreme in the ultra fashionable hat and some of these

shade the forehead and the upper part of the face.

Another extreme mode is the large, flat crown. This

is one of the most characteristic of Directoire modes and

at present is only shown in high-class millinery. The
shapes most favored have large, high crowns, often with
wide, drooping brims turned in abruptly at the side.

Mushroom brims are also shown, but do not curve as

much as those previously worn. Brims, again, are much
wider on one side than the other, shooting off at right

angles. Crowns are varied, but all are large. Some are

of the jam pot order; others are rounded at the top,

Derby fashionf, while others are drum-shape. Many of

the latter have very narrow, straight brims.

The greater number of the .smaller shapes are on the

turban order, and these turbans are expected to be very

much worn. Many are quite high and shaped upon
Hussah and busby models. A very fashionable turban

shape is perfectly round like an inverted bowl.

Picture shapes are wider than long and have ribbon

ties. Large pokes, and the real old style coal-scuttle

shape are included in the new models. Many picture

shapes have the full mob or Corday crowns.

*

Colors and Combinations.

Undoubtedly the novelty color in millinery this Fall

is peacock. All fancy sfhades of blue are prominent, but

the greenish blue list comes first in popular favor. The
nattier shades are still prominent, and navy is very

much in evidence for the useful hat. Other leading col-

ors are the taupe shades, browns and tans, Empire
greens and the wine shades. Black will be very much
more worn than for same seasons past. Not only is the

all black hat good, but combined with white, and with

the other leading colors of the season, very free use will

be made of black. A new combination this season is

that of black and grey. Taupe is also freely used to

combine with other colors, which it does beautifully.

Indeed, its special claim to favor is the way in which it

throws up the richness of tone in the blues, wines, tans,

etc. It also looks particularly well with white. Prunelle

is also another color that goes well with taupe.

The combining of two distinct colors in the one hat

rather than the combining of two or more shades of the

one color, is the leading idea, though many shades of

the one color will be used with another color as a sharp

note of contrast. Thus a hat made up of a blending of

many wine shades, running from a light rose to dark,

may have the brim of mole or taupe shade.

The browns seen are generally on the soft yellowish

order, beginning with mustard, tussah and khaki shades.

The rich emerald and Empire shades are the leading

greens.

*

Flowers, Feathers and Trimmings.

As usual, many felts will sell in the earlier part 01

the season. Felts are most shown in the smaller shapes,

some particularly pretty turbans being shown, but there

are also plenty of the larger models in felt. Fine, soft

beavers are shown, and these should sell, as they are
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very handsome in the rich colors shown this Fall. Felts

in the. smaller shapes are mostly trimmed with velvet

ribbon, tinsel bands and wing-s, quills and feather pom-
poms, etc. On the larger shapes ostrich and the many
fancy feather effects are used.

Soft-finishedi, rich, lustrous velvet is the leading-

material of the season, though the Ottoman silks and

the soft satins are the greater novelties. All these

bon inches are used to encircle hat crowns and fre-

quently two of the fabrics are combined in the one hat.

Ribbons also are freely employed, those most used being

and both upper brims and under brims carry soutache

braidings. Tinsel ribbons and braids are also classed

among- millinery materials this Fall.

All classes of feathers, wings, quills, etc., give prom-
ise of a great vogue, and feather-trimmed hats promise
to predominate this Fall. Ostrich has, of course, prem-
ier place, and judging from Paris news and the advance
showings, more ostrich will be worn than for many
seasons. All classes of ostrich promise to be fashion-

able from the very longest of plumes to small tips.

Then there are many fancy effects, pieced plumes, large

Production From the Work-Rooms of the D. McCall Co., Limited, Toronto.

of fairly stiff taffeta and soft satins. Many pleated rib-

bon ruches are used to encircle hat crowns aod fre-

quently softly-folded gauze or nets are twisted around
the centre of the ruche.

These ruches are also developed in feathers. Gauzes
and nets are much used, and gilt gauze is very much in

evidence. These gilt gauzes often carry embroidered

spots of fiber silk.

Tinsel bands are seen on many hats, and bandeaux in

soutache tinsel, and in embroidered effects are much
used.

A new feature this Fall is the introduction of sou-

tache braid. Crowns are covered with lines of soutache,

feather pom-poms, aigrettes, etc. Paradise, heron,

osprey and other fancy plumes are shown in great varie-

ty. Made feathers of all descriptions are shown in

abundance. Feather ruches, feather collars, long pointed

arrangements of pheasant feathers, hackle, and coque are

all shown. In fact, all possible combinations and effects

in feathers are shown.

Large, soft wings that drape and fold under the

milliner's fingers are in great request. There is a par-

ticular call for these wings in black, and they are also

shown in all the season's colorings.

Ornaments are coming into vogue, hat pins in fancy

effects are well used, particularly upon street hats and
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jJte Directoire Style
We are now showing in our Montreal and Toronto

warehouses a full assortment of

Millinery Materials, Velvets ana Silks

embodying THE NEWEST IDEAS in the DIRECTOIRE STYLE

Ottoman Silks Satin Directoire

Single and Double Vfridtn Satins

Paillettes and JVLervs

Satin Surface Dress JXLaterials

The latest shades are :

SMOKE GREY, PEACOCK, EMPIRE GREEN,
TAN BROWNS AND PRUNELLE

Millimery Our MONTREAL stock contains

the newest in Directoire Hats

Feather Bandeaux, Soutache Bandeaux,
Sequin Bandeaux, The Large Single vving

DEBENHAMS (Canada) LIMITED
18 St. Helen Street, Montreal

Bay and Wellington Sts., Toronto

T~"\1hT)T7 XTT-T A "K/T P~? C* C^i !

London (West), Paris, New York. Melbourne. Cape Town
-L-'i-'J->l^lNri-r\.iVl K£S V-lW. (London (City). Brussels, Boston, Sydney, Johannesburg

rmv
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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the plainer models. On the more elaborate dress hats very

Large buckles are seen. .Jet effects are very much sought

after, and so are enameled and jeweled metal ornaments.

Toronto Millinery Openings.

The last day of August was chosen as the official

opening day for the Fall season of 1908. The weather

was beautiful and anything but suggestive of Fall. Larg-

er crowds than ever was the comment heard upon ail

hands, and notwithstanding the fact that the advance

season has been a good one, and that millinery goods

have been well taken, the day was a busy one in all the

departments. This year Toronto has attracted more
buyers than ever to the openings, and the present open-

ing is without doubt the best on record, and on all hands

expectations are for a good season.

Foreign buyers will, without exception, return to

Europe at an early date, as stocks are depleted here, and

a fine assorting season is expected.

At D. McCall's the crowd in the hours of the morn-

ing was so great that many had to take to the stairs.

The principal colors were grouped together on separate

tables, an arrangement that has many advantages, not

the least of which is that the leading colors are easily

classed and located.

Paon and fancy blues were grouped together ; there

was a very large showing of the brown shades. No very

deep colors in brown are shown, but soft yellowish shades

running up to khaki and copper are those most seen.

Another set of colors much en evidence are the Empire
shades in green. These shades have been coming strongly

to the front as millinery trimming colors during the past

Spring and Summer season. Now the whole hat is seen

with shades of this color predominating and generally

with the addition of touches of black or blue. Grey, with

the taupe and smoke shades well to the fore are also well

featured. Black is much en evidence and some of the

prettiest hats seen were in combinations of black and

white.

The new turbans are a large feature of the millinery

display this season, and among the many shown by D.

McCall & Co., perhaps the smartest and most striking

was a high box turban in black, white and green. The
high drum crown was plainly covered with white Otto-

man, and also for three inches or so down the side of

the crown. Radiating from the centre of the crown and

over the side was a knotted and interlaced arrangement
of black cord. The rest of the hat brim included was
draped with black velvet, with just one fold of Empire
green introduced and with another knotted cord trim-

ming around the edge of the brim. A white owl's head

and an immense draped white wing completed the side

trimming of this chic hat.

.J. I). Ivey & Co. had also a large display, and also

a large crowd in their warehouse. In the showroom pro-

per the heat was tempered by several electric fans, and

a sense of coolness, promoted by the prettily arranged

ferns, palms and other growing plants and flowers.

Here some beautiful millinery was seen, many of the

models were in the new large low-crowned models. These

are expected to lead this Fall in high class millinery.

Quite a number of beaver hats were seen here, and also

beaver in combination with other materials.

For made hats, velvets, satins and Ottoman silks are

all en evidence. The vogue of fancy wings and feathers

was plainly to be seen from the profuse manner in whjich

they were used. The novelty feature in feathers is the

Pochontas ruche. This is a trimming in itself and one

that promises to be much used. Immense soft wings are

also big sellers. Not many flowers were seen, but onp

lovely hat was trimmed with imnieii.se loses in beauty
shades.

Amongst the many hats shown by Smith, Runciman
& Co. were a large number of handsome black models.
Many of these were suitable for teas or for demi-season
hats. A lovely Corday had a prettily draped crown of

black spotted net over tulle. The drooping brim was ol

flounces of Chantilly lace. A broad black ribbon velvet
was draped around the crown, ending in an immense flat

bow at the back. Two large cabochons of soutache and
jet finished the front. A similar hat had a crown of

tomato red velvet. A very striking hat was of black,
white and grey silk. It was a medium-sized shape, with
high drum crown, and brim turned up abruptly on the
left side. The hat was plainly covered with the striped
silk, the underbrim being of black satin. Four demi-
plumes, two white and two black, were massed in front,
the ends concealed under loops of black satin ribbon.

Quite a few hats were trimmed with Dresden rib-

bons, many of which had narrow gilt stripes. One fea-

ture of the millinery shown by Smith, Runciman & Co.

was the beautiful collection of wings and fancy fea-
thers, not only in plain colors, but in mottled and shaded
effects.

S. F. McKinnon & Co. also had a big crowd and a
big display. This firm are particularly well satisfied with
business so far, and think that every tendency points to
a big millinery season. They believe that for the popu-
lar trade high crowns will run the season out. The big
majority of the hats on show bore out this opinion. Some
very practical models were on view and they were evi-

dently appreciated by the milliners who thronged the
showroom.

G. Goulding & Sons, Cockburn & Rae, J. W. Wood-
land & Co., also had some beautiful millinery on view.

*

A Montreal Opening.

The Montreal house of Debenham's (Canada) Limit-
ed, held their Fall millinery opening Monday, the 31st of

August. Their thoroughly up-to-date stock attracted a
large attendance of milliners from all over the country
and from all indications this firm will do a heavy trade.

They are showing the latest Parisian models, embodying
all the newest ideas in the millinery world, and their

range, which has been selected with the view of meeting
the requirements of Canadian buyers, as well as '>eing

in the height of style, is most complete.

Shapes are large, and though smaller hats are seen,

they are all large compared with the hats of last Winter,

and only seem small in comparison to the present day
large hats. Toques, which are to be worn considerably,

are on rather a larger scale than usual. Crowns, in i.hc

majority of instances, are large and high, though a few

low crowns are seen, but these are large in circumfer-

ence.

This firm is using the feather bandeau a great deal,

a number of their models being shown with this variety

of trimming. In the trimmings department they have a

wide range of these bandeaux, also of the large, flat,

wings which are such a prominent feature among mil-

linery trimmings this season. They have a splendid

range of all feather trimmings, including ostrich ban-

deaux, quills, birds, ospreys and tips, as well as the

wings and feather bandeaux mentioned before.

Their untrimmed shapes are well assorted, both as

to color and material, as well as to shapes. Already

they have done a good deal of business, and they are of

the opinion that this will be one of the best seasons

they have ever had.
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Low Crown Hats for the Winter Season Shown in Paris

Indications of a Radical Change in This Respect— What the Latest Costume

Models Indicate as to Styles for the Future - Some of the Newest Sleeves.

Staff Correspondence.

Paris, France, August 25.—We have now arrived at a

season of the year when the question of fashion is not

the order of the day.

In the gloom many houses are already preparing

models for capitals in a distant climate, where Paris

which does not in any way influence the styles of a Paris-

ian season. Novelty is always to he had of a kind, and
new ideas are abundant, hut drawing from novelty and
ideas and shaping out a creation, causing the keener art-

ist to inquire, the up-to-date to purchase, is of a far dif-

Latest Parisian Ideas in Sleeves

-In Prune Colored Cloth, Trimmed Tab> and Satin Straps andNumbered from Left to Right, commencing at the Top Row :

Buttons. 2— In Cream Tussor, the Under Part Plisse, Trimmed Galon Brade and Gold Buttons; the Bouffant Held in
Place with Straps of the Galon. 3. Pink Mousseline de Soie, Draped, Ornamented with Twisted Bows of the

Mousseline, Edged with Pink Satin, Lace Frill. 4.—Short Sleeve of White Tulle, worn with Embroidered
Cloth Gown. 5.— Sleeve of Cream Satin, with Beading of Pink Mousseline, Trimmed Gold Galon

Embroidered Cerise Silk. 6.— In Navy Blue Cloth almost Covered with Black Soutaches.

makes its laws for fashion, and although some very ex-

quisite models are coming out for foreign orders, it must
not be supposed that it is an early idea of what is to

come. Most important houses create and put new ideas

into the making up of expensive materials and trimmings

ferent character. Often it wants that "little" to cause

the trend of Fashion to follow, but it is that "little"

still wanting—perhaps to be furnished by some under-

pay, out-of-the-way. seldom-noticed worker.

The fashionable woman of "to-day" is not the style
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of woman who during the Empire period kept rigorously

to their dressmaker and helped to keep a fashion more

or less permanent, at least for a season. It is not so

nowadays, for when once a certain style has been ac-

cepted, the fashionable woman dives in for something

more eccentric, even more costly, and, really to Mention

the cost is a detail. It must be a little further ad-

vanced than the Anglo-Saxon would dread to "don" at

its birth.

We have seen some most beautiful three-quarter jac-

kets in "Point d' Irlande," in fact, Irish laces of all

sorts and designs this season, but the society woman has

killed its beauty. Passing a few days ago at Houlgate, a

fashionable watering place, I was fortunate enough to be

able to compare beauty versus advanced styles, as ex-

emplified by two ladies, presumably mother and daughter,

both wearing white skirts of English embroidery and loud

three-quarter jackets in Irish lace. The coat worn by

"Madame" had been horribly mutilated ; the pattern,

forming a rose, had been cut out and replaced by a rose

"en chiffon," beautifully worked into the lace—but it was

all done for Fashion's sake, the purity had been robbed

to be replaced by an extravagance.

A very handsome tailor-made, just showing, is made

up of golden brown face-cloth, the jacket is form smok-

ing, that is to say, roll collar, at the back there are two

tabs, bordered of the same silk as the collar, patch poc-

Winter hats in Paris will differ very materially

from the styles which have prevailed during the

past season in this respect that they will have very

low crowns, many being seen with no crown what-

ever.

The prospects are that soft browns will be the

leading color for hats at the start of the season,

with prunes and dark greys closely following.

Some new sleeves—several of them radically

new—are being seen in Paris for the coming sea-

son, and they will repay some study.

kets, also bordered. The roll collar is trimmed jet, with

hangings or motifs at centre of bust. The skirt is pleat-

ed throughout and very long in front, forming fan pat-

tern at back. It will be noticed that this costume con-

sists of very little trimming—and that of jet, if that is

any indication for next season's trimmings. The sketches

are worth notice for sleeves, let it be remembered, are

very important—a new sleeve is a gold mine.

Hats.

For morning wear felt hats will be worn, trimmed
simply with large quills, or a pair of wings. Satin bands

and rosettes will also be employed. These hats will not

be so high as those worn this Summer, many of them
quite small "toque" form. Evolution of the "Marquis"
will be seen, also a round sailor shape with low crown

and wide brim. The colors to start the next season's

trade in hats are soft browns, "loutre" or seal, being a

favorite—prune and dark greys. Afternoons or dress bats

are following on the lines of th's season, with the differ-

ence that the present hats are high, as well as wide, and

the Winter models are being made with very low crowns,

and often no crown at all, but the width of the hat re-

mains the same. It follows that the hats being low, the

style of trimming will follow suit. For this class of hat

few felts are seen, most models being made up of "Tissu."

a "Nouveaute" of the season being a coarse "paille,"

termed "Ottoman," which is extremely effective

Francois & Co
(of Paris)

92 Wood Street

London, E.C.

High-Class

Millinery

Flowers and Feathers

Felts, Etc.

French Blouses and

Robes

Chas. N. Morris
40-41 Gt. Castle St. W. & C^O.

LONDON, ENG.

WEST END
SPECIALTYHOUSE

for

Lace Novelties

Smart Blouses

and Costumes
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Satin Hats Will be Fad of the Season in New York
Some Impressions Formed at Millinery Openings —Old Gold looks like Newest

Color—Others which will be Popular— Clinging Skirts, but no Slashes in Gotham.

Staff Correspondence.

The popular millinery materials this season in

New York are uncut velvet, satin, silks and velvet.

Satin hats are the fad and will soon be like the

"Merry Widow" of last season, worn by everyone.

Large hats are dominant
;
crowns are btg, and a

striking increase of the head size in noticed.

Quills and feathers are favored for trimming.

Old gold will be the ultra color for Fall, with

taupe and elephant greys following closely. Raisin

is an aptly-named new color.

New York, August 31.—August, the month of millin-

ery displays, is riqh in suggestion, and yet it is remark-

able what a number of duplicates one sees in making the

rounds. Briefly, the newest materials are uncut velvet),

used extensively; satin, plain or in corrugated effect;

silks, ombre plain 017 striped, and cashmere. One of the

handsomest models at a Fifth Avenue importers' was a

Camille Roger model of taupe cashmere, the cloth being

put on to fit the frame and without any attempt at

ornamentation. A facing of topaz uncut velvet, a taupe

willow plume and an enormous bow of topaz velvet rib-

bon covering the entire low, flat crown, completed the

creation. Broadcloth, suede and chamois have also

appeared for crown or brim coverings. The satin hat,

however, is the season's fad. Already they are being

turned out at a price calculated to kill them for high-

class trade, but for a while at least they will be au fait,

and then the multitude will claim them as their own.

Fewer satin hats are noted among the French hats than

silk, particularly bengaline or ottoman. Uncut velvet

is much the same in effect. The cretonne-covered hats,

which are a midsummer fad, are to be followed up by

hats of Dresden, Pompadour and other figured silks.

Felt and beaver plaques and bands appear to advantage

when faced and appliqued, as so many oj them are, with

soutache braid. This narrow braid is an innovation in

the millinery world, and one that is worth some atten-

tion. An all-over braided effect, having the appearance

from a distance of heavy embroidery, is one way of

utilizing soutache. A stunning serpent-green model of

velvet and felt had a tarn crown made of felt, covered

with a lattice design in a darker green soutache. It also

may be advantageously applied, as one could use a cord-

ing to finish edges, and for this purpose is excellent.

Buckles and other ornament effects are fashioned from

soutache, so that in preparing one's Fall stock it

should not be overlooked. Another braid, aptly termed

shoestring or shoelace braid, is to the fore in silk, pre-

ferably but not infrequently in hair or pyroxiline. A
charming example of the beauty of this braid was a leaf-

brown model from Maison Virot. The entire top of the

hat was made of row upon row of the shiny silk braid

sewn at both edges. The under-brim was faced with

Goblin-blue velvet, a bow of velvet was used at the right

of the crown. This bow, an artistic spider affair, was

made of ribbon, three inches wide. Along one edge of

the ribbon a narrow kilting of satin ribbon in self tone

was sewn. In spite of mentioning these two braid

novelties so prominently, braid, excepting as an acces-

sory, is not an important consideration. Soutache and
shoelace braids are to be remembered.

Of course, the hats are large, extremely so. They set

down well on the head, and are in consequence rather

overpowering in effect, having the appearance of almost
burying one. Bandeaux, when used at all, which is

rarely, are inconspicuous. Crowns are large, and there

has been a very noticeable increase in the head size.

Brims in many cases droop at least at one side and al-

most invariably there is a difference in the width from
different view points. In nine cases out of ten the brim
is faced. One hears much talk about "the new flat effect,"

and indeed some of the models show a tendency to re-

turn to the pancake variety. The wiseacres think, how-
ever, that it is a very strong chance for another high
hat season. 'The midsummer hats certainly add weight
to this belief, and then there arc such quantities of

stunning feather effects which all spell height.

Mention has already been made of the enoininus
wings employed, and of the Indian-like feather bands,

not infrequently made of up-standing wings, a very war-
like effect. Heron is combined in clever and unexpected
ways with wings and with ostrich. An exquisite plume
of Paradise feathers was another novelty. Cascade, or
fountain effects, military pompons, willow and ultra

combinations are shown on all sides. Quills appear to

be very strong. In some instances they are clipped in

bizarre shapes, while the method of treating them in-

cludes mounting them heads down to the top of a high

crowned hat. A large, high-crowned bengaline hat in

one of the russet shades so much to the fore was trim-

med at the side front with a cluster of nine wide quills

in length from ten to eighteen inches. As they naturally

sprang at various angles one can imagine a most im-

posing result.

Now, as to color. The ultra shade is old gold and

most frequently is it combined with black. ]t may not

be the shade of the season as far as popularity grips,

indeed, I venture to predict it will not prove to be, but

as far as one might now judge, old gold, russet, or

whatever one may wish to dub it, is the color, with

taupe a very close second. Taupe and elephant greys

are sure to fulfil all expectations. Dull blues as well as

the peacock and the very difficult to describe fruity

purple shades, of which prunelle is the leader, are also

strong. It is not likely to prove a one-color season.

The soft, rich tones combine too advantageously not to

be tempted into creating color schemes. Raisin, is an

aptly-named color, and one that is extremely elegant.

Mention must be made of sealskin as a millinery acces-

sory. It is predicted tihat this beautiful fur is to be

strongly in evidence. Several clever turbans have been

shown, developed in velvet and fur, the seal appearing

as the brim covering. One of this model, from Maison

Virot, was of old gold uncut velvet, with a sealskin

coronet. The bowl-shaped crown was covered with vel-

vet. A choux of this material was caught with a

handsome bronze and jeweled buckle.

Ornaments, by the way, are extremely large. The
duller metals are -most in evidence, and such stones as
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Three Early Fall Millinery New York Novelties

Fig. i.—Medium Size Model in Two Shades of Blue Velvet, Faced with Pompadour Silk, New Back Tie Ribbon Effect and Clusters of
Velvet Leaves. Fig. 2.— Beaver Model with High Crown, Trimmed with Willow Feather, Cavalier Style and Made Ornaments

of Dull Gold Braid and Kilted Velvet. Fig. 3.—Model of Taupe Satin, Faced with Darker Uncut Velvet. Feather
Ornament made from Five Ostrich Tips, Topped with Clipped Pom Pon, bands of Silver Ribbon and Jeweled Pins.
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amethyst, topaz, jade and lapis are used in preference to

pearls and rhinestoncs. Dull gold, oordings, tassels and
other devices are in demand. Large-headed pins appear
to advantage. Silk fringe is a trimming one hardly ex-

pects to reckon with for millinery purposes, nevertheless

it is used quite frequently, and in diverse ways, laying

on a brim, and partially covering it, or else edging
ribbons. Ribbon in the corded weaves and in luminous
taffeta is used in the most extravagant bows, which
cover, or partially cover, the entire top of the hat.

Grosgrain, faille and all heavy ribbons must be consid-

ered as leaders, and these are used without stint. Huge
draped and puffed crowns made from sash ribbon are

one of the season's smartest conceits.

In the realm of flowers, there is first of all an enor-

mous rose of silk and velvet or of a fine tinsel and silk

tissue, to be had in all the ultra shades, which measures

seventeen inches across. Then there are huge pond lilies,

peonies, dahlias and poppies in silks and velvets of all

shades. The pond lily, really a beautiful design, was
used on a taupe satin hat from Germaine, the lilies be-

ing the same shade as the hat. Beautiful foliage sprays

are noted. A very elegant model of watermelon-pink

ottoman silkj, faced with brown velvet, had as its sole

trimming a trailing vine of brownish-grey velvet leaves

covering the entire top of the hat.

Buyers are complaining at the enormous prices being

quoted, but when one pauses to consider the size of the

hats and the quantity of material necessary to produce

it, it will be found the prices are not proportionately

higher. Certainly the hats look expensive, and isn't that

some compensation?

There is still so much to say on the subject of mil-

linery that other things must be neglected for this let-

ter. I cannot close, however, without a word about the

sheath skirt. That flurry has quite died down and it is

not at all likely to be revived. Undoubtedly skirts will

cling and be skimp, but it docs not look as if they will

be slashed.

Manage Ready-to-Wear Stores.

Alexander I'

1

. McQuarrie, who has for the past three

years been hhe manager of the woman's garment special-

ty departments, and (lie millinery, department, with .).

I''. Brown & Co., Toronto, and who has had a bi tr share

in building up the business in women's garments, furs and

millinery that this firm is now doing, is severing his

connection with the above firm and will manage the new

specialty store that is to be opened in the Vaniess

building-

.

This building has been purchased by A. E. Rea & Co.,

women's garment manufacturers. After being remodelled

and re-fronted in the latest and most up-to-date manner,

the store will be opened with a stock of millinery, furs

and women's garments.

Stores of this class are very numerous in all the

leading cities in the Statesi, and have a large following,

and do a big business.

They are, as yet, a new feature in the Canadian
trade, but there is every reason to believe that it will

be successful here.

Mr. McQuarrie resigned his present position at the

end of August and expects to have all in readiness in

the np\v store for the opening <>n October I.

An efficient staff has been engaged, and a stock of

the latest Fans and New York novelties in garmentdom

have been procured, and as the new venture is to be well

backed and managed by a man familiar with tjhe need

of the Canadian trade, it gives every promise of proving
a success.

Silks and Velvets.

Heads of departments in the leading Toronto stores

have a great deal of faith in the vogue of velvet for the

coming Fall. Not only do they believe that velvet suits
will be good, but that also there will be a big yardage
sold for trimming purposes. Costume velvets are shown
in wide widths this season, and this it is believed will

aid the vogue of the velvet suit or gown. The new blues,
the rich greens and browns certainly show up remarkably
well in velvets.

Stripes arc strong in advance lines and besides the
plain velvets, stripes in black and white, and black and
color are seen.

Satins are still talked of and buyers have every con
fidence in satins later, but the demand as yet in this

market has scarcely arrived.

Make Good.

Make good.

Cut out "if," "could," and "should."
And start in to saw wood.
You can still have the best

Things in life, like the rest

Of the men who've achieved

Just because they believed

In themselves. You're deceived

If you think fortune comes
With the rattle of drums
And a fanfare of state

To hand yours on a plate.

That isn't the way
That she visits to-day.

You must get out and rustle and bustle and hustle;

Von need all your muscle, for you've got to tussle,

Plunge into the fight,

Hit to left ;\,x} lo right.

And keep crashing and smashing
Don't lei up with your striking

Till things meel your liking.

For God's sake, stop bawling
Instead, do some mauling.

It makes the world bitter

To look at a quitter;

Fate scowls when she sees

A grown-up on his knees.

A man with his health

Is a mine jammed with wealth

Full of unexplored lodes.

Why, the freckled-back toads

Have the sense to keep jumping

—

And here you are frumping!

Come now, strike yonr gait

—

It isn't too late.

There's no such thing as fate!

Drop that fool-talk of "luck,"

Get a grip on your pluck,

And buck.

Begin

Tn errin

And win.

—Herbert Kaufman, in Everybody's.
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Sells On Sight

0i6x OUR LEADER

Arctic Brand
Buffalo Robes

Buffalo and Persian
Lamb Ulsters

Duck and Corduroy
Coats

Fur and Fur Lined
Overcoats

Write for Price List.

Berlin Robe &
Clothing Co., Ltd.

Berlin, Ontario

EGERTON & CO. are showing

a patent specialty hat, with a

fancy embossed sweat, which

conforms to any shaped head.

They also present a new hat " The

Facilis," a light weight hat, with

an adjustable sweat, giving ease

and comfort.

BELMONT & CO. show a

strong authoritative range of

Featherweight Stiff Hats, uni-

versally known as " Belmont's

Lightweight," noted for style

and finish.

Caps
We are preparing for your in-

spection a varied range of Men's

and Boys' Golf Caps, and Ladies'

Fancy Caps, from the cheapest

to the highest grades.

We have the exclusive agency

of a London, England, manu-

facturer of High Grade Caps.

These will appeal to any up-to-

date store that is open to handle

exclusive lines.

Travellers will call upon you

shortly.

ESTABLISHED 40 YEARS

Boulter, Waugh & Co.
LIMITED

Montreal
Fur Manufacturers and Hat Importers

AGENTS FOR

EGERTON & CO., London, High-Grade Stiffand Soft Hats

BELMONT & CO.,

THE ALDINE HAT, New York and London.

BRISTOL HAT,
WARWICK & SON, London, Wool Stiff and Soft Hats.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

Secret of Success in Handling Clothing Department

How One Man Isolated This Branch of his Business and Made it Pay — Special Manager

Has Charge of it and is Able to Make Necessary Alterations — An Essential Feature.

In the days when practically all the clothing worn

was that made by custom tailors, dry goods merchants

were, for the most part, content to allow that^end of the

business go to the exclusive tailoring establishments.

Conditions are rapidly changing, however, in the

clothing business, as everyone associated with it knows,

and the ready-to-wear garment is having its day. This

tendency makes the handling of clothing in a dry goods

store a much more simple matter.

A merchant who recently p,ut in a stock of clothing

tells for the benefit of Review readers how he handled

it. He said :

—

"Up to a few months ago my line has been general

merchandise, with only a small stock of clothing, chiefly

men's working clothing.

"The early part of this year I added a complete stock

of men's clothing. Not having room enough in our store

proper, I rented a room a couple of doors from my store

in which to carry this line.

"Many merchants would object to conducting a men's

clothing stook, or any stock for that matter, away from

their regular store. But I believe that if there is one

stock more than another which can be conducted at ;i

distance from one's regular stocks and store, it is men's

clothing.

Clothing Help Very Important.

"Next in importance, and of great importance in the

operation of a clothing stock, is the problem of help. In

fact, I am inclined to believe that competent and expert

clothing help is the most important factor in the opera-

tion of the clothing stock. The salesmen who handle the

customers coming into the clothing store must know their

business. They must understand the lines of merchandise

they are selling and to be expert salesmen, as the amount
involved in the purchase of clothing is considerable.

"The customer does not care to spend his money in

an unsatisfactory manner or buy from any help that is

incompetent. Then also there is an additional considera-

tion of desiring to secure a good suit of clothing, nobby,

stylish and one that fits. Much of the trade is won by

good salesmanship.

"I secured, very fortunately, a man for my clothing

department who so far has pleased me and the trade. He
had been engaged in the clothing business before I secur-

ed him and understands the business.

Clerks Alter Clothing.

"One good quality possessed by my man is that he is

able to make all alterations himself. He learned this in

his former position, and one of the qualities explained to

me when I employed him was that he could make the

alterations himself.

"Certainly a salesman is more valuable to any mer-

chant if, in addition to his other qualifications, he is able

to make his own alterations. His experience in the

management of the department is greater, and, further-

more, he is able to learn personally from contact with

the customers what alterations are necessary.

"If the garment must be sent out to some tailor,

who has not seen it on the customer, the alterations may
not be so satisfactory. I believe it is desirable to call

the attention of the clothing employe to the importance
of adding this knowledge of how to make alterations.

Not much study or time is required by the average

clothing employe to master this subject, and some time

or other such knowledge will be of great importance to

him and his employer.

"My men have studied during the past few months
the art, if art it is, of making their own alterations, and

can now do it very satisfactorily. Many a clothing stock

cannot afford to employ a regular tailor, and under such

circumstances I am satisfied.

Must Carry the New Styles.

"In the conduct of a clothing stock I would place

great importance in having nobby and up-to-date mer-

chandise. I do not consider it so hard selling clothing

as it is to sell some other lines. If merchants will be

very careful to secure the latest style and patterns, they

will find the trade of their community coming to their

stores.

Of course, the most difficult part of the trade is that

of the young men, who want the latest styles, but the

management should not find it so difficult to make selec-

tions for this portion of the trade. One of the very

easiest stocks which we have to sell is our men's furnish-

ings stock. With snappy merchandise we have been able

to interest the young men in those lines.

"Clothing is a good one in my estimation, for the

reason that it can be cleaned up very thoroughly. There

is hardly any suit of clothing that cannot be sold for

some price around cost.

Men's Clothing Easier than Women's.

"I like clothing, also, because sales are made easier

than in women's merchandise. It is my belief that the

trade is more easily satisfied in men's and boys' clothing

than in women's clothing. It is the line on which we
make most emphasis. In our clothing room we have not

only clothing and men's furnishing goods, but we have

our men's shoes, valises and trunks, etc. In fact, we try

to make this room the room in which to carry all our

merchandise for men and boys.

"We have one price only for our stock of clothine;.

We started our business this way, and have sought to
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continue it. There are Limes, of course, when a break is is to select a good clothing manager and put the re-

necessary, but this is infrequent. sponsibility upon him. The merchant can follow what he

"In the management of a clothing stock 1 have placed is doing from the figures in his department.

the responsibility chiefly upon my clothing manager and "In managing the clothing stock I employ help upon

do not personally devote very much attention to this a stated salary basis, preferring to do this rather than

stock except in buying, when I usually am present. 1 to give a salary and commission. I do this with all the

believe one way to make a success of the clothing stock help in the clothing stock."

Some Advice on the Right Way to Fold Men's Garments

There is a right and wrong way of folding men's suits

just as there are right and wrong ways of doing every-

thing in the catalogue of human activity. For the bene-

fit of those who do not know just how to set to work

to pack a suit, the informat on below is given :

—

Before starting to fold garments they should be well

brushed and examined. This being done, proceed as fol-

lows :

Trousers.—Take the two front brace buttons on the

Proper Method of Folding Suit for Packing.

on the level of fork and knee, as shown. If they arc to

be packed or sent any distance, a small roll of paper
should be placed at each fold.

Vest.—Bring the foreparts together at the front edge,

with the cloth outside
; fold the back inwards, and, if

necessary, fold it over at the shoulder as shown.

Jackets and Coats.—Lay the garment down as shown
in sketch

; arrange the sleeves to lie smoothly, and fold

over just above the elbow ; then fold the front of coat

back over the sleeve. Repeat the operation on the other

side, and then bring the folded left forepart over on the
top of the right, and, if necessary, fold it over length-

ways just above the pocket-flap. For packing, always
put a small roll of paper at each fold, as it avoids
creases.

Unpacking.—Instructions to unpack garments as soon
as possible should be sent with each parcel, and if it is

topsides and bring them together, and arrange the bot-

toms sci thai I In' sideseam comes aboui one inch in front

of the leg-seam. See that the insides of letjs lie quite sleeve to D, and then fold over the garment at the wais+,

smooth, then fold them over at seat and acioss the legs E F.

advised that all creases caused in transit will be quietly

removed by placing the garments over the back of a chair,

and placing in front of a fire,customers will know how to

proceed.

Another plan by which a vertical fold down the

shoulder is avoided is shown by accompanying sketch.

Lay the garment down with the back on the counter, and

arrange the foreparts to overlap each other as shown
;

then bring A of the left sleeve to B and C of the right
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Green Season for Neckwear.

A "green" season seems to be assured for men's neck-

wear, following the lead set by New York manufacturers.

Right after the first of this month Fall neckwear will be

shown, efforts up to the present time having been devot-

ed to clearing out lines of Summer goods, in which a

good business has been done.

It is conceded that green will hold the first place in

popular favor in the Fall goods and various effects in gold

tones will also be much used by the more particular

dressers. Browns and russets will be a great deal shown

in the popular shops. The ties will, of course, be a little

wide. One house is already showing a "loose end" four-

in-hand which is practically an "Imperial," although not

called by that name. While it was supposed that the

batwing tie would be shown pretty generally for early

Fall wear, it now seems doubtful if these ties will be

very largely included in the stocks of the more exclusive

and high-priced stores. Stripes will hold their own with

some of the houses, but where stripes are used the spaces

between them will be much wider than hitherto. The

majority of the houses, however, will probably show

heavy silks of Jacquard design in self-colors, among
which will be included what are now known as "Fruit"

shades, such as peach, crushed strawberry, watermelon,

lemon, and the like.

Indications point to a revival of satin for use in

neckwear, following the great interest being displayed in

satin for women's wear.

Clothing in Trinidad.

Edgar Tripp, Canadian Trade Commissioner at Trini-

dad, presents a report in which he deals with some op-

portunities for extending Canadian trade in that portion

of the West Indies. Clothing is one branch which he

speaks of as offering an opportunity for development, A
section in his report says : "Canada is making no head-

way in clothing or hats, but the trade, as will be noted

by the comparative statement, is an important one. Its

special requirements would best be ascertained by the

personal visit of representatives of dry goods houses."

The comparative statement referred to gives the in-

formation that the imports of textiles, wearing apparel

for the last year amounted to £75,882, of which Canada

supplied only £183, while the United States was repre-

sented by £5,936 worth of clothing. An item designated

as textile hats shows even greater need for development

from the standpoint of Canadian manufacturers. Out of

total imports of £28,091 of these goods Canada supplied

but £1, while the United States got ahead of us to the

extent of £1,584.

&

About Spring Styles.

Travelers start out this month with lines of men's

clothing for the Spring season, and when they go to the

trade it will be with something in many essential respects

different from anything ever shown in Canada before. The
developments in the ready-to-wear clothing industry in re-

cent years have been rapid and there is no mistaking the

lendency to follow closely along the lines laid down by

the enterprising American clothing designer.

This is evidenced by the novelties which will be seen

next Spring in the way of accessory designs. Canadians

will undoubtedly steer as clear of the "freak" garment

as possible, but there is a persistent belief in many
quarters that radical changes are to be experienced in

the modes of dress for men during the next few years,

and it would seem that already sonic of the results of

this evolutionary process are being foreshadowed.

The sacque suits will, of course, have the call foi

general purposes, and they will follow somewhat closely,

for the bulk of the trade, the models worn during this

Summer, except there will be a tendency to a more
"smart" cut, with a lower opening, and the skirt effect

will still be with us. These refer to the general ten-

dencies, and there is no doubt that the average man will

not be tempted into donning anything which will lead to

comment because of its radical departure from an aver-

age style.

There are, however, many, particularly among the

younger generation, who do not object to sponser for

something original, and to whom the smarter American
cuts will appeal. For this class of customers some-

manufacturers have been busy evolving styles to suit.

While some houses adhere unalterably to the conserva-

tive, others have combined therewith a still greater

variety of the "freak" sort than was shown by them for

Fall. Sacks are being cut as long as for Fall, and long-

er, if we are to measure the length from the front, in-

stead of the back, for the dip increases the front length

over the back by four inches. The inch that is taken off

the shoulders to narrow them is added to the fuller

sleeve head ; chests are abnormally exaggerated, the

front fall is directly downward so that the wearer, whe-
ther round-shouldered or straight-backed, has the straight

front pose that has been so much a feature in women's
fashions. Fancy pockets, and pockets in plenty, buttons

decorating sleeves, pocket flaps and the cuffs of trousers

in sufficient number to make it unnecessary for the wear-

er to own poker chips when he enters a game, low roll-

ing lapels, high-neck openings, concave lapel edges, and

so forth, are the "freak" details already to be seen in

the fashioning of the advance Spring models.

*

Shirts and Collars.

Canadian shirt and collar manufacturers have prac-

tically closed their Fall selling campaign, and while there

will no doubt be many thousands of dollars' worth of

these goods sold yet for delivery this season, the bulk of

the business has been closed up. On the whole buying

has been fair, and there seems to be good reason to be-

lieve, judging by the experience of this trade, that the

corner has been turned, and that steady improvement
may now be looked for.

In regard to the styles that have been purchased most
generally for Fall wear there would seem to be some dif-

ference of opinion among the manufacturers. Some say

that the negligee and pleated shirts will be the -"best

sellers" during the coming season, while others point out

that there has been better business on stiff bosom shirts

for Fall consumption, one manufacturer asserting that

quite 75 per cent, of his Fall trade has been done with

the stiff bosom shirts. Another said that his house had

done "remarkably well" with this variety and that they

were trading it up wherever possible.

The question of color is a much-mooted one and one

that it is difficult to get any very comprehensive state-

ment on from the manufacturers. They are all agreed,

however, that it is to he a season of green in all its

numerous shades and tones, and of browns, with a lean-

ing toward the golden hues that, as already noted, arc

to be the feature of the shirtings shown by the more ex-

clusive retailers who make their own shirts for their

own clientele. Stripes will be used largely, but the spac-

ings will be very much wider than hitherto. Many of the

shirts will suggest old-fashioned stick candy. Tt would
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seem that pink has had its day in this country, although

it is now having quite a revival in England. Lavender

is also on the wane. It is doubtful if yellow will hold

sway very much longer, because "it has been done to

death in the cheaper lines."

Busiusiness Notes.

The Collar Situation.

Indications now seem to point to another season of

standing turn down collars for general wear. There does

not appear to be any good reason to believe that the con-

ditions which placed this style of collar in first place

have changed. At the same time some new effects in

wing collars are being brought out, a new English collar

having small rounded points, and the tendency will in all

probability be in that direction

*

Sheath Coats for Men.

A Chicago advice says that the sheath (or Directoire)

coat for men will be the proper thing for Fall and Win-

ter wear. The tailors, in convention assembled, have

said it, and the decree has been accepted with glad ac-

claim by the swell dressers of half a dozen cities. And
that settles it. The new coat is split on the left side,

just like those Directoire gowns. The skirt of the coat

is long and full. A large pleat is taken in the side, but-

tons sewed on the edge and straps placed across the

opening. The collar is high, tight and close.

Men will wear green clothes this Fall, suits, over-

coats, hats, ties and hose. Shirts will have green

stripes.

The Color Tendency.

Brown for men's suitings hang on with a remarkable

tenacity. Every season since this color was adopted, its

critics have prophesied, would be the last, but each suc-

ceeding period saw browns bobbing up serenely. Now it is

represented as being in high favor for Spring of 1909, in

spite of the fact that it never has been regarded as a

good warm weather color. Clothing manufacturers' sam-
ples now going out for next year contain a good repre-

sentation of browns, though it is too much to expect

that its popularity will be anything like as great as it

was for last Spring.

There are other colors demanding recognition, and it

must be given them. Slate blue and green are well fav-

ored new shades, and there is every reason to believe

that they will gradually increase in strength. Indications

point strongly to a return of the green period, English
style tendency being decidedly along that direction. This
will surely mean that Canadians will adopt it in time,

and that time is nearly due now.

*

New Neckwear Factory.

A factory of the Canada Neckwear Co. has been es-

tablished in Port Hope, where neckwear, Summer under-
wear and fancy vests will be manufactured. The factory
is a three-storey structure, and it is expected that when
in full operation 85 to 100 hands will be given employ-
ment. The company was established in Toronto six

years ago, and has a factory at Oakville, which, it is

stated, will be closed as soon as that at Port Hope is

in a position to fill the orders

Louis Duhamel, tailor, Montreal; assigned.

J. W. Edwards, general store, Cairo; burnt out.

George Falardeau, tailor, Montreal;, registered.

John E. King, general store, Lasswade,; assigned.

Chester Eugene Yacom, tailor, Ridgeway; assigned.

A. Hamel &> Co., general store, St. Raymond; regis-

tered.

Achille Tremblay, general store, Hebertville; as-

signed.

Elizabeth Whitson, millinery, Windsor; stock sold to

F. E. Totten.

M. J. Udvin &" Co., dry goods, etc., Hamilton; stock

sold by auction.

Joseph Morin, general store, St. Theodore de

Chertsey; assigned.

R. Ree, Turk & Co., wholesale furriers, Montreal
;

succeeded by H. Turk.

Elizabeth S. Streib, milliner, West Lome; sold to

Miss Watson, Ridgetown.

J. R. McLaughlin, merchant tailor, Newmarket; ad-

vertising business for sale.

G. Cuttle & Son, general store, Sutton West; ad-

vertising business for sale.

EAGLE BRAND

SH/RTS
See our line of fancy Negligee Shirts

before placing your order.

PATTERNS ARE

New, Neat and Nobby
WORKMANSHIP IS

THE BEST
Up-to-date in every way and prices

are right.

MONARCH SHIRT CO.
ROCK ISLAND, P. Q.

Globe Suspenders
Salesmen now showing Xmas
lines, in single boxes. New
and nobby lines.

Globe Suspender Co. - Rock Island, Que.
J. ALPHONSE ODIMET,

360 St. Paul SI., Montreal

L. 0. PAQUETTE,

70 Church St., Quebec
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WORKING and NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Our Travelling Men are now out with our complete range of Samples for Fall and

Winter, and Spring 1909.

The DEACON Shirt is the most serviceable, satisfactory, perfect fitting, popular priced

Shirt on the market. Guaranteed against any defect.

SEE OUR LINE OF BOYS' SHIRT WAISTS FOR SPRING

BELLEVILLE,

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Sole Agents in Dominion for :
—

Young & Rochester's
Shirts, Collars, Neckwear, Fancy Vests, Dressing
Gowns. Best selection Flannel Shirts in Canada.

FACTORIES : London and Londonderry.

T. H. Downing & Co., Leicester

Underwear, Hosiery, Cardigans, Club Jerseys, etc.

Cellular AERTEX Underwear
United Garments and 2-piece.

The original Cellular, the only "AERTEX"

JUST IMPORTED

1,500 Sweater Coats
$27.00 to $48.00.

Our own make - $1 8.00 to $25.00

30 different shades and combina-
tions, 4 sizes.

LEADING LINE -No. 7280 —
Men's size, $30.00.

Our Travellers will see you in September.

Here, Mr. Dry^oodsman,
is a list of goods from which it

would pay you well to make up
an assortment. Every garment

is right up - to - date in style,

neatly and smartly finished.

Cooks', Waiters' and Grocers' Aprons
Butcher Coats and Frocks

Butcher and Bar Aprons
Bar and Barber Coats
Gymnasium Knickers
Automobile Dusters

Carpenter Aprons
Football Pants
Athletic Suits

Fancy Vests

We manufacture these goods so economically

that we can quote you very close prices.

Miller Manufacturing Co.,
LIMITED

251 Mutual Street, - TORONTO

If in Toronto at Exhibition Time

CI Itw
sam
and

ill pay you to visit our factory and look over the new line of

pies just completed. The range is thoroughly high-class,

includes some exclusive styles you would like to see.

New Lipton Shape, Fur Lined,
from $4 to $15 per

01 Our
^ qua!

ranging in price
dozen.

long experience enables us to give you the maximum
ity for the smallest price.

STANDARD CAP CO., LIMITED, MANUFACTURERS
569 QUEEN STREET WEST, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Woollens and Tailors' Trimmings
Large Fall Stocks in Staples ana Novelties

A great assortment of Brown goods. We have the largest

assortment on record.

Sole proprietors of the celebrated "Blenheim" Serges and
Salt's "Yotsman" Serges.

Samples and quotations cheerfully furnished. Mail orders

are given prompt attention.

A. McDOUGALL & CO.
196 McGill Street, Montreal

BRANCHES AT

Quebec Toronto St. John, N.B. and Winnipeg

Men's Lisle and Cotton Half-Hose

FOR SPRING, 1909

IJ ( )ur salesmen are now showing the finest range of Plain and

Fancy Half-Hose ever shown in Canada,

€fl
( hving to present conditions.

Values are Very Much in the Retailer's Favor!

Our range comprises a vast assortment of Plain and Fancy

Half-Hose to retail at 25c, 35c, 50c. and upwards. ALSO
FINE FANCY GERMAN CASHMERE to retail at 50c.

CAREFUL INSPECTION OF OUR SAMPLES IS INVITED.

PERRIN, FRERES & CIE,
"'.."' MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Traveler.
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Ours is

Headquarters for
Canada

for the serviceable, economical, quick-
selling and profitable

LITHOLIN
WATERPROOFED LINEN

COLLARS and CUFFS
Not Celluloid or Rubber, but Linen,

and look it. When soiled they wipe
white as new with a damp cloth. The
only practical, permanent, non-
laundry linen-wear manufactured.
Keeps its shape, does not wilt, crack
or fray Invaluable for travelers,

automobilists, and those subjected to

dust or soil. Cut in all the latest

styles.

COLLARS 25c. CUFFS 50c.

Style

Economy

I
IF YOU HAVE THE GOODS. THE TRADE Wll L COME

Retailers will please write us for free samples and quotations. Liberal supply of window and show-case

signs, decalcomania transparencies, booklets, dodgers, etc., furnished free with first order.

WILLIAM P. KING & SON, 74 York Street, TORONTO
AGENTS FOR DOMINION OF CANADA

THE "CRAVENETTE" CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/f?EG? Trademark^

PROOFED BY
\THE"^a^z^"C?Lz^

Fac-simile of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The

(Copyright)

DUST-PROOF
as well as

RAIN-PROOF

Proofers to the Trade, BRADFORD, YKS.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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SPRING LINES NOW READY
We desire to call the attention of the Trade to our New Spring
Collection of all Lines—The best we have yet shown. It in-

cludes the latest Colorings and Combinations.

QUALITIES AND PRICES ARE RIGHT.

LINOLEUM
Made in five grades, A. B. C. D. E. in widths of 2 and 4 yards

—

30 yards long. Our Linoleum has established a reputation for

itself as being second to none as regards

DURABILITY—ARTISTIC DESIQNS—VALUE

Floor Oil-Cloth
Made in three qualities, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 in standard widths from
1 to 2^ yards. Known throughout the Dominion for their

sterling worth.

Table Oil=Cloth
Made in widths of li and 1^ yards. The ever increasing demand
for this line is the surest evidence that our Table Oil-Cloth is the

best value on the market.

We Solicit an Inspection of Our Range.

Handled by all the Wholesale Dry Goods Trade.

THE DOMINION OIL-CLOTH CO., Ltd.

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Carpets, Housefurmshings and Decorations

How to Conduct a Cut-Order Carpet Department
Some Valuable Suggestions to the Retailer on Best Means of Preparing

Diagrams of Odd-Sized Rooms—The Advantages of a Modern System.

The cut-order department has grown to very consid-

erable proportions in the turnover of the carpet business,

says the American Carpet and Upholstering' Journal.

Its genesis may be, in a large measure, attributed to

the great convenience the system offered to dealers in

kindred goods to do a profitable business in carpets. It

has, however, assumed so great a development that a

very large proportion of the best wiltons and of other

high-grade goods is now done through the cut-order

departments.

The great feature which has made for the mutually

advantageous relation of wholesaler and dealer has been

the promptitude with which orders are filled, it being a

cardinal point with leading concerns never to allow an

order to hang even for twenty-four hours. This fact,

coupled with the unlimited resources made available to

the dealer, accounts for the great volume of business

now done by this system. It has enabled dealers to

handle high-grade goods which in a great majority of

cases they would never have ventured to touch other-

wise.

It is safe to assert that two-thirds of the made-up

rug business in the country is now being done through

cut-order departments. Especially in the line of con-

tract work has this department furnished dealers with

an ever-ready solution of their difficulties.

With a line of samples, costing perhaps about a

hundred dollars, the dealer has at his command every

line of goods listed, so that for hotel, church or public

building contracts he can compete without risk; having

special designs and colorings especially suited for this

class of work.

The cut-order house takes all risks of cutting and

making to order and supplies specific forms and blanks

for their customers' use. In addition to the measure-

ments, a diagram or diagrams is furnished by the cus-

tomer, showing exact details of all measurements. In

this way the possibility of error is very small indeed.

By the courtesy of W. &' J. Sloane we reproduce a

page of their cut-carpet department book, showing the

marking of measurements for floor coverings, together

with suggestions for measuring.

Suggestions for Measurement.

For the convenience of merchants conducting

order departments, the following brief suggestions

how to measure rooms are given:

Give all measurements in feet and inches.

Let the diagram show exact size of room with

windows, hearths and all projections, and position

doors and windows.
Indicate by an arrow the direction in which the

figure is to run.

nit-

on

bay

of

When ordering bordered carpets for connecting rooms
or for rooms with bay windows, fireplaces or other
projections, indicate how you wish the border to run.

Should the same carpet be required for hall and room
adjoining, state particularly in which direction figure

should run, as it should be alike in both cases.

I

« « Ten* Levph. » ,

6»
'' PlrtplKft 1 *

1 «t CO«n b t*nh .tout a teste but

'

Plans Which Show How to Lay out Odd-Sized Rooms.

All figured stair-carpets will be mitred on landings,
unless we are otherwise instructed.

Both short and extreme measures should always be
given and should agree, or an error has been made. At-
tention to this will obviate error.

The average cost increase of cut goods as compared
with the roll price is ten per cent., to which is to be
added the charge for sewing where this is desired, and
which is generally less than the price that would be in-
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volved in the home town. The transportation cost is

also to he added.

The advantages of this system are obvious. Dealers

have an unrestricted source of supplies available in the

highest grades of goods and yet have no risk uf dead

stock, remnants, slow patterns, etc. The cut-order de-

partment includes in its ready-to-put-down outpii"-, ail

grades of textile floor coverings, linoleum and cork

carpets.

To Calculate Yardage.

In connection with ordering made-up rugs frcrn the

cut-oi'der department the particulars given below will

prove very useful. In calculating the number of yards

in each case a few inches have been allowed to cover

waste in finishing, etc., no allowance being made for

waste in matching. This will vary according to the

size of the pattern. On a basis of carpet 27 inches wide

and border 22-£ inches wide, a bordered carpet or rug will

repine approximately as follows:

Long. Wide. Will require.

lug 9' 0" 6' 0" 12 1-6
;
fards carpet and border

" 10' 0" 6' 0" 13 1-4
" " '

" 10' 6" 6' 0" 13 3-4 > t ' t

9' 0" 8' 3" 15
" ' "

" 10' 6" 8' 3" 17 1-2
1

1

' f

" '12' 0" 8' 3" 20
" t t

" 13' 6" 8' 3" 21 5-8 " tf l

" 12' 0" 10' 6" 24 " t f

" 13' 0" 10' 6" 25 2-3 " t '

" 14' 0" 10' 6" 27 1.3
" ' i

" 15' 0" 10' 6" 29 " ' >

" 13' 0' 12' 9" 30 1-2 " ' '
i

" 13' 6" 12' 9" 31 1-2 " ' i

» w o" 12' 9" 32 1-2 " '
'

y

" 15' 0" 12' 9" 34 1-2
" ' '

" 15' 0" 15' 0" 40
" » » r 1

*

The Carpet Trade.

Trade in carpets during August was dull, a condition

which of course was to be expected,—it always is quiet

during that month. It is anticipated, however, that

during the next few weeks considerable house buying will

be done. This applies particularly to Toronto, to which

the Exhibition will attract a number of merchants.

Montreal wholesalers and manufacturers will adopt other

means of reaching their customers. This will probably

complete -the sorting trade for Fall, and it now seems

probable that the season's business will round out fairly

well. Stocks of carpet and rugs in the retail stores are

small; necessarily so, since the purchases last Spring

were of a very limited character, and this will mean
that in order to keep up the assortments bujing will

have to be done.

Travelers will be out with Spring samples about the

middle of September. Styles in patterns and colors will

be practically the same as those for the past year. Green

will again be the favorite color, with fawns second in

demand. A number will be self-flowered. Reds are still

behind in the race and there does not seem to be any
immediate prospect of their return to favor.

So far as colors are concerned, the same tendency is

noted in rugs. Rugs are easily holding their own in the

total volume of trade, and prospects are good for them.

Prices are easier, a considerable reduction having

been recorded in Brussels and Wiltons, while tapestries

are also being quoted at a slightly lower figure. The
Axminster association which met a short time ago de-

cided to drop the prices on that class of goods, and as a

consequence they may now be bought at lower figures.

A proportionate reduction has been made in the

prices on rugs, which are easier. No prospect of a

further drop in prices can be held out, those in close

touch with the situation holding that they have gone to

the lowest limit consistent with satisfactory quality and
desirable goods.

Give Housefurnishings a Chance.

The season of the year when housefurnishings will be

sold in quantities is again approaching, and merchants
who are alive to the possibilities of that department will

be able to do a satisfactory business during the next

few months. One of the means by which sales in this

department may be stimulated is by an occasional sea-

sonable window display. Isn't it a fact that outside of

the larger city stores in very few are window displays

of carpets, rugs and curtains made with any degree of

regularity even in the seasons when these goods should

be selling? This fact seems to open up a line of de-

velopment which might profitably be employed. It is

true that carpets and rugs do not lend themselves to an

artistic display, especially in windows which are not

large, but after all, a good idea of how the goods will

Information and valuable suggestions on the uest

means of conducting a cut order carpet department,

from the system used by foremost American carpet

houses are given.

Three-quarter carpets and rugs are lower in price,

the most important reductions being made in Brus-

sels and Wiltons.

(Jrecn will still be the leading color for Spring,

with fawn second in favor. Self-colorings are fav-

ored.

The English carpet trade is suffering from a de-

pression.

look when on the floor can be conveyed, and this is the

essential consideration.

There are many stores in which carpets are kept as

a matter of convenience rather than as a department
from which a direct profit may be derived. Isn't it

about time to change all that and make it stand on its

own merits? If some aggressive work along the line

suggested were undertaken it seems reasonable to sup-

pose that better results would be accomplished in a

short time. The season is approaching when something

of this nature would be most likely to produce the

desired results. Why not give the housefurnishings de-

partment a chance?

*

Wants Longer Oilcloths.

The Eastern merchants are apparently in favor of

the practice of making table oilcloth in longer lengths.

The following letter from J. D. Chambers & Co., of

Wolfville, N.S., evidences a desire on his part for the

longer lengths advocated by another Maritime merchant,

Mr. Estabrooks:

"In reply to your query re longer lengths in table

oilcloth, we certainly are in favor of at least 20-yard

ends. We would prefer to carry fewer patterns and

longer lengths. This should apply especially to white

and marbles. We would like to hear from the trade

generally on this question."

Has anyone else an opinion to express?
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Fife Linoleum Company, Limited
(of Kirkcaldy, Scotland)

L
I

N
O
L
E
U
M
S

Plain, 5 qualities of

Brown, Green and Blue

Printed, 3 qualities of

Block, Floral and Matting

Cork Carpets,
2 qualities of

Brown and Green

L
I

N
O
L
E
U
M
S

We have pleasure in announcing

a further addition to our stock

(numbering hundreds of pieces)

all qualities and designs.

The latest thing on the market

is Matting Patterns, and as

"Leaders" in these goods—
Indian, Chinese and Japanese

reproductions—we stand un-

rivalled. All our goods well

Worth your seeing and our

selling.

L
I

N
O
L
E
U
M
S

Telephone M. 5909 JAMES B. JjJMIESON, Manager

64 Wellington St. W., Toronto, Ont.

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL

These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands.

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
St C^C") Dry Goods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL

KING'S
Established 1776

FAMOUS
Sold by leading Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a
century and a quarter, have
been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading
for the money in the market,
and dealers can turn them over
more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling: Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Mordhelmor Bldgs., 8 Co/borne St..

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Make Home A Good Place To Live In

"Brightling Studies" are specially attractive exclusive patterns in

WALL PAPER
to be found only in OUR LINE of samples for

1909
We will advertise them largely before next spring, interested people will present

a credit slip in part payment we will redeem it, meantime you make sales and

profits. It's an original idea, a good one and it costs you nothing. These

"Brightling" patterns are low in price but artistic in effect and when our man calls

BUY THEM

THE WATSON-FOSTER CO.
MONTREAL LIMITED

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE strength of Staunton Wall Paper

lies not in the nigh place they have

heen awarded hut rather in those sterling

qualities that have won them this regard.

Nothing is omitted that could add to their value as merchandise

and everything is done to make them the most artistic or decorations.

Xhe drawing of the patterns and the coloring or the printed goods

are not like any other wall papers—and they are not meant to be. They

strike a distinctive note in modern home decoration and possess qualities

quickly appreciated by people or taste.

If you are not personally familiar with profits in wall paper -write

us a postal card (or a letter to evidence your deeper interest) and we will

lay before you data that we believe will interest any dry goods merchant

looking for healthy profits from his business.

And along with our acceptance of your order —should you place one—we
will send you all the information regarding the retail sale of wall paper that we
have had gathered for years by our experts.

The Staunton spirit of co-operation is not graded to the size of your order.

With a factory equipment proven capable of handling the largest orders placed in

Canada -we nevertheless have on our books many dry goods merchants whose year-

ly requirements for their wall paper departments are still moderate, though growing.

An order of $50 has the same degree of care and is just as acceptable as one

for $1,000.

STAUNTONS
LIMITED

941 Yonge Street

TORONTO : ONTARIO
If you do not receive

#ilt anb Glimmer
send us your name for

addition to our mailing list.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Boxer Line Meets
Real Trade Requirements

Sitting down in an office does not bring a wall paper manufacturer

into close touch with the requirements of the retail trade.

The heads of the Boxer Company do not investigate trade require-

ments from their office chairs.

They are going out all the time among the retail dealers of wall paper,

finding out just what lines the retailers can sell

WITH MOST PROFIT
They do not get their information second hand. When the line is

gotten up it is produced with a full knowledge of the retailer's re-

quirements. Not what was required in the past but what is wanted

now to make your wall paper department a success.

This is valuable information—bear it in mind. It will be an asset to

you when placing your orders for wall paper.

The Reg. N. Boxer Co., Ltd.
New Toronto, - Ontario

OUR TRAVELERS WILL SHOW YOU SOMETHING NEW.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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DOWN QUILTS
"ALASKA" BRAND

5 GRADES-PRICES $3.35 to $7.50 each

imiiu Nj/v\o«i aisivaa vmwiv

Grade "REGAL"
Covered with finest French sateen in exquisite designs and colors, with

border of plain satin in harmonizing color, on one side. Filled with pure white

goose down. The finest Down Quilt made in Canada.

& ALASKA FEATHER AND DOWN C°j

MONTREAL
LIMITED

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THIS MARK IS

Peck's Guarantee
of Quality and Durability. It is on all

PECK'S FURS
AND PECK'S CAPS

Our catalog and price lists are now ready. If you

are not on our list as a customer write us, and we
will send you catalog by return mail.

Our stocks in Montreal. Winnipeg and Vancouver

comprise at all times full lines of the products of each

of our different factories, and we are ready to supply

all wants at prices to be found on our lists. Write

us regarding any line. We shall be pleased to cor-

respond with you.

BUSINESS IS NOW ACTIVE
DO NOT DELAY IN ORDERING

It takes time to make goods that will stand examina-

tion, and this is the only kind we make.

John W. Peck & Co., Limited
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

CLOTHING FURS HATS CAPS SHIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Review of The Canadian

Fur Trade

Ti

A GOOD FUR SEASON
There is no real doubt of a good Fur season now. Conditions assure it.

Yours will be the profit if you have the Furs to meet the demand. We can

supply any of your Fur wants promptly.

Every piece

of

Musk Ox
Brand

Fur
gives

pronounced

evidence

of quality

MUSK OX BRAND

Everything in

high-grade Ladies'

and Men's Furs

Musk Ox

Brand

Furs

comprise

the largest

variety of

FURS
in the trade

TRADE MARK
REGISTERED

In your own interest sell FURS of quality. Salesmen out soon for sorting.

A really useful catalogue and price list is yours for the asking

BOULTER, WAUGH & CO.
LIMITED

Montreal
Established 40 Years

Fur Manufacturers
and Hat importers
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Our New Fur Catalogue is now Ready
J-JAVE you received the copy yet ? There

is one here, securely packed in a stout

manilla envelope, all ready for your address

if you haven't already received it.

This is the most complete Fur Catalogue

we ever issued. As an indication of Fur

Fashions it is invaluable to every man who
sells Furs.

The coming season is bound to be a re-

Vancouver

Winnipeg

Toronto

cord one in the history of the Fur Business.

Present indications unmistakably show them.

If your stock is not complete you may buy
any line you require direct from our

Catalogue. We prepared it for that purpose

and we want you to make use of it.

If you are not now on our visiting list,

drop us a line and you'll be on immediately.

A postal card will bring the Catalogue.

Ottawa

Montreal

St. John, N.B.

vLIMIYSO.
WHOLESALE DIVISION

Head Office and Factory, Quebec, Que.

"J.A.P." Gloves and Mitts

^S the years roll on the now famous

"J. A. P." brand is proving superi-

ority at all points. Our Glove Factory

has been greatly enlarged and the out-

put is steadily increasing, side by side

with the ever-increasing demand for

"J.A.P." Gloves and Mitts.

Every modern improvement known

to glove-making is now embodied in

the "J.A.P." line.

Write for samples and full parti-

culars before placing your order

for Fall.

THE PAQUET CO., Limited
Wholesale Division

Quebec, Canada

"Carter" and "Wilkinson"

THE "Carter" and the "Wilkinson"
Hats are daily adding to their long

list of friends. Orders this year have
exceeded all expectations and repeats

were more frequent than ever. This

clearly demonstrates that "Carter" and
"Wilkinson" Hats are not the kind that

stay on your shelves.

If you have never stocked these

two brands, better write us about them.

Handling them means satisfied cus-

tomers, and mouth to mouth advertis-

ing for your store.

THE PAQUET CO., Limited
Wholesale Division.

Quebec, - - Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Review of the Canadian Fur Trade

No material price reductions have been made, and

in view of the fact that retail stocks at the first

of the season will be small, a heavy repeat season

is looked for.

Ladies' fur-lined coats will be specially good sell-

ers, and leading colors in shells are black, blue ind

brown. M'nk, sable, lamb and Isabella fox arc

favored for collars.

Persian lamb is in high favor for fur jackets, : ml

the prospects are that the coming season will be ;i

record for that fur.

Fur Market Conditions.

Fur shipments are pretty well completed and it is

certain that while retail stocks are large enough to open

the early Fall sales, they are insufficient to carry the

business into the season. If the public has money to buy

furs, and it looks that way now, and if other conditions

are favorable, there will be a demand that will exceed

the ability of the manufacturers to fill. Naturally Mon-
treal and other Canadian fur manufacturers have not

speculated, even though they recognize that in Canada
furs are an absolute necessity. Price concessions of a

marked nature have yet to be heard of, and it rathe,

looks as if retailers, who held off making purchases in

the hope of lower prices would be disappointed. Many
manufacturers, as well as retailers, carried over a fair

amount of manufactured goods, but even these have no

been reduced materially in price. Every fur manufacturer

interviewed, looks forward to a splendid repeat season,

and travelers are being sent out very early for that class

of trade. It takes time to manufacture good furs, and

there will be many orders, outside of the goods delivered

in sample trunks.

Important fur manufacturers contend that if retail

demand exceeds the ability of the fur manufacturers to

cope with, retailers will be taught the necessity of giv-

ing orders well in advance of the season.

Leading Lines.

Ladies' fur-lined coats are doing even a larger busi-

ness than in any previous season. Fur manufacturers are

astonished at the numerous inquiries for these garments.
It is no uncommon thing to see a range of these gar-

ments embracing from ten to twenty styles, and showing
as high as twelve shades of shells. When one considers

the combinations of linings and collars, the assortment
is extremely broad. Black, blue and brown are the prin-

cipal sellers in ladies' fur-lined garments.

Collars are mink, Alaska sable, Columbia sable, Per-
sian lamb and Isabella fox, chiefly, with linings of Ham-
ster, squirrel, muskrat and German mink. Many of the

higher priced lines are carefully tailored, collars are
shaped, and the coats are extremely attractive in ap-
pearance.

Manufacturers, who make a specialty of fur jackets,

contend that fur-lined jackets are unsatisfactory for

country trade. They do not give good service, wrinkle

badly, and have other undesirable features. Notwith-

standing these objections, the sale of these garments

goes on increasing.

Astrachan jackets are not as good as in former years,

and some furriers are giving up their manufacture. This

fur is peculiar, as when dyed it is likely to turn red and

become tender. This is purely the nature of the fur, and

no fault is to be found with the dyer.

Electric seal jackets are in real good request. When
made by reliable manufacturers they closely resemble

sealskin. This fur is not durable, and after a season's

wear looks shabby, but on account of its appearance and

low price it is popular. Electric seal is also used for

auto coats.

Persian lamb jackets, according to firms who make
a specialty of this line, are in better request than ever

before, and on account of the increased wealth of Canada,

are finding their way into country districts.

Small Fur Pieces.

Long-haired furs are extremely fashionable this sea-

son, and the classy trade is expected to do well with

them. More mink is sold in the smaller towns than form-

erly. The bulk of the business done is in the popular-

priced furs, mink marmot, black lynx, Isabella, sable and

stone marten, opossums being the furs most in demand.

These popular furs are in most cases dyed imitations of

sable, mink and fox, but they are nice in appearance, and

wear well.

Alaska sable continues in strong favor. There is no

fur in which there is so wide a range of qualities as in

sable. This fur will be in strong demand this Fall for

the class of trade that demands a dark fur.

Isabella fox is stylish, the animal from which this is

taken having finer, softer fur than the ordinary Canadian
fox.

There is a wide variety in the styles of neck pieces

for the coming season. However, there seems to be a

tendency towards the use of smaller pieces than formerly.

Heads and tails and in some cases the whole body are

used extensively as trimmings. Storm collars are the

In small fur pieces there is a decided tendency

towards the long-haired varieties, popular-priced

articles dominating. Probably no previous season

has seen such a wide range of styles as that ap-

proaching, though it may be taken as a general

rule that smaller pieces will be worn.

Muffs will be large and flat. The "rug" style,

with the fur folded flat over the hands, will prob-

ably be one of the popular shapes.

Men's goods have not been specially active, in-

quiry being made for fur-lined coats.
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principal feature of the trade in the country districts of

Quebec, and in other parts where protection from the cold

is much needed. Ontario takes a great many stoles.

Muffs are very large and elaborate. The flat effects

predominate. One very fashionable style is the rug,

which has the fur simply folded over the hands, a small

muff being made of the lining, over which the fur is

draped. Muffs are also elaborately trimmed.

*

Ideas for Pushing Retail Fur Trade.

A certain store, known to The Review, which has a

profitable fur department, believes in making early fur

sales. With this idea in view they open up their active

and most carefully selected skins, and finer workmanship
than if they wait until later in the season.

Another firm is able to offer good values to its cus-

tomers because it buys from certain reliable houses, and

in view of the fact that the bulk of the business, which

is on a large scale, is done with these houses, it is pos-

sible to secure favors more readily than if buying were

done all over the market.

Still another firm argues that the idea that the fur

business is all to be done in three months, is wrong.

Though trade will be heaviest in November and Decem-
ber, it should open up in October and continue well

through March. Some business may also be done in

April and May, also the months , of June and July.

August and September are convenient months for repair-

Shown by John W. Peck & Co., Limited.

fur season in October, and among the first things shown
are the novelties. The department always shows some
of the newest ideas to be found, and though novelties

bring very small profits, they are extremely valuable

from the advertising point of view. As the store has
worked up a good fur reputation, they are able to do a

good business as soon as they begin to show furs. The
chief feature of this early sale is that bills are not ren-

dered until December, that is to say, furs purchased in

October are stored free of charge until wanted. The
firm lays stress on the fact that those who buy early

have the advantage of being able to secure the choicest

ing and cleaning, so in this way, there is something going

on in furs all the time. They claim that furs should not

be stocked too heavily so that retailers will be in a posi-

tion to secure any choice offerings the market may pre-

sent.

Men's Furs.

Men's furs have been slow, the principal inquiry being

for fur-lined goods. Persian lamb and otter are chiefly

used for collars, and muskrat for linings. Raccoon coats

have improved in demand.
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FURS
129

TO ALL DEALERS

This Brand
for Quality
if you or your customers are interested

Reliable and Attractive

THE^EQUAL
OF THE BEST

OUR FUR
CATALOGUE
(SEASON 1908-9)

NOW READY FOR DELIVERY.

If one does not reach you in course of

a few days accompanied with price list drop
us a card and they will be sent.

Our special showing of Fur-Lined Garments is worthy
of your consideration.

Merchants visiting the city are cordially invited to call

—

S. T. Greenleese & Sons, Limited
Wholesale Manufacturers

12 ST. HELEN STREET, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Start Fur Selling Early.

It is too often the case in the store with the fur de-

partment, that it is neglected until the very commence-
ment of cold weather. It is not wise to put off interest

in the fur sectioD until the actual selling time arrives.

The fur trade should be kept in touch with throughout

the year. If a merchant is not an expert in furs, he

should deal only with a manufacturer whom he knows to

be reliable. He will be only too glad to help the mer-

what it is safe to say regarding each line. Furs may
be worth every cent paid for them, and yet fail to give

satisfaction under conditions the customer cannot appre-

ciate unless properly instructed at the time she buys.

Payment of Repairs.

Judgment must be used in deciding whether repairs

shall be made free of charge, or whether the customer

Ladies' Fur-Lined Garments— Shown by L. Gnaedinger, Son & Co., Montreal.

chant make a success of his fur department, as, indirect-

ly, he himself will benefit by it.

It is wise to induce as many people as possible to

buy early in the season, and in view of this, furs should

be energetically pushed. The attention of the public

should be drawn to them in every possible way, and

they should receive their fair share of display. Start

now to call attention to the fur department and you
should get a fair amount of business.

Merchants must he careful as to the claims they make
for furs, and it is well to find out when purchasing just

shall pay for them. It seems wise to make the destruc-

tive wearer pay for all repairs, which will be frequent

and expensive, even though only actual cost be demand-
ed. It would be a good idea for a fur dealer to send a

card to each customer of the past year, just before time

for storing furs, and ask them to let their furs be thor-

oughly overhauled before putting away for the Summer.
This gives the merchants an opportunity to see how his

purchases of a previous year have stood the wear given

them.

Good customers may be encouraged by an offer of
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free minor repairs, and where there is a fault clearly due

to the original manufacturer, it can be arranged for at

a season when he is least busy.

Linings which have given way, tails, heads, hooks or

buttons which have become il?ta -! • -«1 , and other sn.all

jobs arising from hasty finish in the busy season, will,

in most cases, be readily undertaken by the manufac-

turer, if the retailer cannot cope with them.

Other repairs, more extensive, or those due to lack

of care on the part of the wearer might be done at cost.

Fur Facts Worth Knowing.

John W. Peek & Co., Ltd., Montreal, Winnipeg and

Vancouver, give useful advice to their customers by en-

closing in all fur shipments the following :

Fur-bearing Animals.

Some valuable information concerning furs and the

animals from which they are obtained is given in the fol-

lowing paragraphs :

Lynx—A fierce, savage animal, about the size of a

large dog
;
preys on sheep and poultry ; has a very short

tail with black tip. The fur is of a silver grey color,

long and particularly fine and soft towards the flanks,

where it is prettily spotted. The price fluctuates consid-

erably each season with the demand. When dyed in black-

it makes one of the most fashionable furs.

Marten—About 10,000 of this animal used yearly, the

best qualities of which are trapped in Labrador. It is

carnivorous and quite fierce. The fur is soft and shades

from light brown to chocolate and almost black, the

price varying with the depth of the color. The Baum

iNovelty Jackets — Shown by^John W. Peck & Co., Limited.

"It is a well known fact that furs only appear at

their very best when exposed to the air. Consequently,

they do not look well immediately they are unpacked. If

the goods in this shipment can be conveniently hung up

they will gain 50 per cent, in appearance. Occasionally,

what looks like a blemish in a fur garment will disappear

altogether after goods are hung up and well aired.

Special Notice.—Never hang furs in the sun, as two
bad effects result, i.e., singing and paling—both fatal to

good appearance."

marten variety is a German animal and is always in

steady demand.

Muskrat—Is an aquatic animal living on fish and

water plants, the fur is often plucked and dyed and can

be made to imitate seal. 3,000,000 are caught annually,

chiefly in Canada, and on account of the increasing de-

mand the price is continually advancing.

Mink—A delicate, small amphibious animal 15 to 18

inches long, of aquatic habits. It feeds principally on fish

and small game and is a remarkably cralty hunter. In
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America the mink is often domesticated and is trained

as a rat-catcher. About 350,000 are trapped annually,

the best qualities of which are obtained in northern and

eastern Canada. The fur is of a soft and pleasing rich

brown shade, and considering its good wearing qualities

and appearance is considered one of the best values.

Marmoth—About 2>0 inches long, found in the Alps

and Pyrenees, but the American and Australian species

chiefly used, a very active animal in summer, but almost

torpid in winter, living in large societies in burrows. The
light grey fur is dyed chiefly mink shade and is called

Japanese mink.

Opossum—About same size as skunk, with coarse,

long, silver hair. The fur is dyed a variety of shades and

being quite cheap and attractive is extensively used. It

is employed chiefly as Columbia sable, imitation stone

marten and Isabella opossum.

Persian Lamb—Naturally black curly lamb. The pelt

Fur Notes.

M. Silver & Co. are making a specialty of electric

seal jackets, and their sales prove that they do the line

right.

The usual number of fur catalogues have been issued,

and these range from the elaborate to the plain and
practical. Retailers find these useful in making sales and
in re-ordering, and the majority of fur manufacturers
issue a fur catalogue.

-

English Carpet Trade Dull.

Returning after a seven-weeks' buying trip to England,
E. C. Campbell, manager of the housefurnishing depart-

ment of John Macdonald & Co., Toronto, spoke of the.

state of trade in that country. London is the mercan-

s * U~NYT~
"

From the Catalogue of B. Silver & Co., Montreal.

is white but is dyed in order to hide the white color.

Makes a beautiful jacket and is worn chiefly in Canada.

Persia exports 200,000 skins yearly.

Skunk—Commercially called Alaska sable, and until

40 years ago was considered of no value by fur traders

on account of its odor. Color is black with often white

stripes of varying widths. The fur is of good appearance

aad is one of the most serviceable, 750,000 being caught

every year in Canada and United States.

Seal—Is a water animal with a long, coarse, unsight-

ly hair, which upon being removed leaves a velvety under

fur which has a very rich appearance. The Antarctic

ocean furnishes the best qualities, although unfortunately

the animals there are almost exhausted. The chief source

at present is the Bibylof Islands in the Behring Sea.

tile barometer of the British Isles, and of England

especially, and when trade is quiet there, as it is at the

present time, the same condition prevails throughout the

whole country. Business generally has been dull there

for several months and a close study of conditions fails

to reveal bright prospects for an early resummon of the

activity which has characterized trade there during the

last few years. •

The English carpet trade has not escaped the general

depression, and as a consequence mills have found

some little difficulty in finding a profitable outlet for

their product.

Canadian trade conditions show up well when com-
pared with those prevailing in the Old Country.
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PREMISES OCCUPIED BY US SINCE 1852.

These" illustrate the tale of success of the "Moose Head Brand"

FURS and HATS
OUR TRAVELLERS WILL SHORTLY BE SHOWING SAMPLES OF

FELT and STRAW HATS
AND

AND

CLOTH CAPS
MANUFACTURED FURS

We carry in stock an extensive assortment of everything required in

the fnr trade for Ladies, Gentlemen and Children.

Neckwear, Muffs, Jackets, Caps,

Sleigh Robes, Fur-lined Garments, Duck
and Corduroy Coats

L. GNAEDINGER, SON & COMPANY
90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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tt

B. SILVER & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Seal Brand Garments Guaranteed
"

beg to announce that they are in a splendid position to handle

REPEAT ORDERS THIS SEASON
and that in particular their MEN'S COON COATS and

LADIES' and MEN'S FUR LINED COAT VALUES
are absolutely beyond competition.

B. SILVER & CO.'S It's a Seal Brand
MOTTO: "That guarantees satisfaction in a Fur."

Write for 1908-9 Catalogue if you have not already received one.

B. SILVER & CO., 420 St. Paul St., Montreal

Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

During the first two weeks in September a great many
of the dry goods merchants in Ontario will be visiting

Toronto, to attend the National Exhibition, and to do

some buying. The Review will be glad to welcome every

merchant who comes to the city, and calls at the office

of publication at 10 Front Street East. Have your mail

addressed here, if you like, and make whatever use you

wish of the conveniences of the office. Stenographers ate

here who will take letters and write them for you, and

you can make this office a general headquarters. We
would like to meet you and you could probably tell us a

good many things we don't know. On the other hand,

we might be able to interest you by describing our

methods of gathering style and market 'information ; the

information when reproduced makes The Review a pub-

lication of value to the dry goods trade.

The Review is contributing- to the business literature

of Canada. It is also exerting a direct influence upon
the new merchandising. Its articles are being widely

read and they are in demand for reproduction in the

daily press of Canada. The manager of the Fort Wil-

liam Herald, writing to the Review, asking for the

privilege of reproducing an article contained in the

August issue, says:
—"We have read with considerable

interest your article in the Dry Goods Review for Aug-

ust on the advertising and selling plan of Messrs. Qua &
Patterson, Collingwood.

"According to our notions of advertising, this firm

have struck pretty nearly the proper gait, and if ever

Collingwood develops into a city the writer would ex-

pect to see Messrs. Qua & Patterson occupying the

largest store in their line in the city."

The educational value of articles published on busi-

ness methods in this paper cannot be over-estimated, and
many firms have been frank enough to tell us that they

have benefited greatly from a perusal of articles pub-

lished in the Review.

A few years ago the proprietor and manager of one
of the largest dry goods stores in Chicago died sudden-

ly. Upon his death his wife took the management of the

store on her own shoulders and so successful has she

been that not only has the business continued uninter-

rupted, but the volume of trade has quadrupled in three

years, and the store has been enlarged in proportion. In

a special article which will be published in the October

issue of The Review, the methods employed by this re-

markably able business woman will be described. It will

be an education to every dry goods merchant to read

this article.

*
One of the most interesting and valuable articles in

the July issue of The Review was a forecast of Spring

styles, by a special Canadian writer. It has developed

since that predictions made for the first time in that

article were absolutely, correct, and those merchants who

accepted the advice given them will profit by it.
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FURS
for

Sorting Trade

Swift,

Copland

& Co'y
Limited

Hats

Caps and

Straws

for

Spring

1909

Do our travellers call on you ? No ?

Then drop us a card. Our range is

well worth inspection. They are now
on the road.

525 ST. PAUL STREET

MONTREAL

READY FOR
YOUR

Garment
Orders

Ladies' Coats
From $5.50 to $20.00

Ladies' Suits
From $8.00 to $26.50

Ladies' Skirts
From $2.50 to $7.00

Send your orders to us for medium-
priced Coats, Suits and Skirts.

You are assured of

Reasonably Prompt Deliveries

Right Values, Right Styles.

We have confidence in good fall trade,

and back our judgment with the goods.

Our sales force is now showing the

most varied line in our history.

WRITE FOB SAMPLES

GALL WHEN IN THE CiTY

THE

Standard Cloak

& Skirt Mfg. Co.
8 St. Helen Street

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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FURS
Quality Counts
You may rest assured that every piece

of Fur leaving our factory is just as

represented. You may buy our Furs

with confidence. You may sell our

Furs with confidence.

-Everything in Ladies' and
Men's Furs.

-Electric Seal Jackets a
specialty.

Travellers out soon for sorting. Call when in the city.

M. SILVER & CO.
The Quality Fur House

12-14 St. John St. Montreal

The Furriers' Supply House
Can Fill Your Orders Promptly from Stock

Some Seasonable Lines :

SKULLS, in white and brown papier mache,
rubber, cork, all sizes from ermine to bear.

EYES and CLAWS, all sizes and qualities.

CHAIN COAT HANGERS, for ladies' and
men's coats.

FANCY METAL BUTTONS, American, French
and Austrian, easily the largest stcck in the
trade.

BARREL and ROUND MOHAIR BUTTONS.
Agency STEEL & TAYLOR CO., New York,
HIGH-GRADE JEWELLED BUTTONS.
Silk and Mohair Tubular Braid, Fancy Heavy
Silk Braids.

CHAINS, gold, silver, nickle, oxidized, also silk

chains in all colors.

VV rili-, wire or phooe your needs. Samples sen! at ooce upon request.

ASCHER BROS., 30 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal

BUY YOUR FURS RIGHT
LADIES' FUR JACKETS, AUTO COATS,
LADIES' FUR - LINED COATS, MEN'S
FUR-LINED COATS
Big Assortment. Prompt Delivery.

See us when in the city.

JOBIN & HARRISON
MANUFACTUE EES' AGENTS

204 St. James Street, MONTREAL

"Arlington Collar Supporters

Frot^r

We are now in the market to supply your needs in Collar supporters. Above
designs carried in stock. All sizes in black, transparent and flesh color.

For Prices atid Samp/es, write

JOHN A. CHANTLER & CO.
8 and 10 Wellington Street East, - - TORONTO

AGENTS FOR

Arlington Co. of Canada, Limited
JVlanufacturers of "Arlington" Rubber Collars, "Pyralin" Dressing Combs,

" Arlington " Collar Sufifiorters, etc.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Criminals' Queues to Dress

Miladi's Hair

The Siberia Brings in $35,000 Worth of

"Pigtails" from Dead Chinamen for

Use as " Rats."

[SPECIAL DISPATCH TO THE HERALD.]

San Francisco, Cal., Sunday—A peculiar consignment

is that forming part of the cargo of the Pacific liner Siberia,

which reached port last night. It consists of queues of

dead Chinamen, of a total value of nearly $35,000.

which are to be used in the manufacture of " rats " for

women.

The queues for the most part are those of executed

criminals, and it is stated by dealers in women's hair goods

that such are now being exclusively used in " rat " manu-

facture. It may astonish those of the smart set to learn

that their coiffure is founded upon the locks of some

noted murderer or conspirator of the Celestial Kingdom.

From the New York "Herald."

Your Customers will not use hair rats made from the pigtails of diseased Chinamen, if

you show them the clean, cool, healthy and comfortable

"CANT-SLIP" Pompadour
Women are wisely discarding the obsolete hair rat, and using the "CANT-SLIP" wire

Pompadour that allows perfect ventilation, is as light as air, and actually aids in the quick pro-

duction of the most stylish and attractive coiffures. The little rubber grips keep it securely in

place.

THE THOS. P. TAYLOR CO., Inventors,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PHILLIPS & WRINCH, umi,ed

Sole Makers and Distributors for Canada

Our line of Smallwares and Novelties is now complete for Autumn trade, including Hair

Nets, Ribbon Combs, Waist Sets, Veil Sets, etc.

We are sole agents for the " Capsheaf " Coilless Safety Pins and Woodfield's Meteor

Sharps, the Best Needle.

PHILLIPS & WRINCH,^
25 Wellington Street West, TORONTO, ONT.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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in red.

Millions of mothers have found out

during the past twenty-one years that

it is false economy to buy a knit waist

without this mark.

SEE YOUR JOBBER.

*Hopaldto^

350 Broadway, New York
Mills at Nazareth, Pa.

E. H. WALSH & CO., Toronto,

Canadian Representatives.

The best is the cheapest in the end.

Nit waists that have nothing to re-

commend them but cheapness should

be left to the five and ten cent stores.

The cheap price proposition has been

knocked higher than a kite time and

again but it pops up with such periodi-

cal persistence that we have to hang

up the danger sign to warn forgetful

dealers.

Shop all you want on changeable

goods— where price is a big consider-

ation— but remember that the

NAZARETH
WAIST

is a staple—always in style— always in

demand—always the same quality and

always guaranteed by this trademark

Entering Agency Business.

A. H. Burgess, the manager of W. R. Brock's ladies'

garment department, is resigning from his position and

will enter the ranks of dry goods agents. He will in

future be associated with E. H. Walsh, who is agent for

many well-known brands of knitted goods. The new firm

will trade under the style of E. H. Walsh & Co., and
Mr. Burgess will represent the firm on the Montreal
ground.

Distribute Profits Among Staff.

As a refutation of the belief that there is something
wrong with retail conditions, comes the report of the

G. W. Robinson Co., Hamilton, made public at the an-

nual meeting of the shareholders held recently. The sec-

retary showed that the business of the past year was the

largest and most profitable in the history of the com-
pany.

The company believes in encouraging its employes to

work heartily for its good by tangible recognition. Be-

tween $3,000 and $4,000 has been distributed to the buy-

ers and heads of departments and the staff, and not a

man or woman employed by the firm has been forgotten.

This is a logical proof of the success of the company,
and a praiseworthy method of thanking its employes for

their help.

Steps have been taken to increase the capital stock

of the company from $100,000 to $250,000,

These special fashion forecasts are written with the

average Canadian dry goods merchant and his needs in

mind, and for this reason will be specially valuable.

Show Sox on the Feet!

Do you realize that the more enticingly you display

your sox, the more sox you will sell ? That is a well

established fact.

Our modern display fixtures draw your customers'

attention to, and excite their interest in, lines they do

not dream of buying when they first

enter your store.

Cut shows ourwooden hosiery lasts.

They stand without support, perfect

in shape and finish, practically indes-

tructible.

Price per pair, net d»Q f\t\

Price per pairwith oak base dJQ 7K
as shown tp%*«f *f

Write for our complete

Fixture Catalogue.

No. 795

CLATWORTHY & SON
38-40 Adelaide St. West TORONTO
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We Are Quite Ready
with our new Dress Goods for Spring and Summer, and samples are now in the

hands of our representatives. We are confident that our large variety and choice

selection will please you, and also, that our keen prices will surprise you. In our
French Dress Goods Department, we are showing recherche fabrics, including :

DJreCtOire (The new rage) "BatiSteS" (Sure favorites)

Colma 'Reps Long Hirara

11

(i

and "SALOME"
This new and exquisitely chic fabric is one of the most stylish productions of the

French looms this year. Undoubtedly it will be the Catch-of-the-Season, and nothing
more handsome and effective will appear in Summer dress stuffs.

We also call your attention to our

New Wool Taffetas mi effects) New Satin Cloths (Brilliant finish)

Novel Self Checks Two Tones and Self Stripes

Invisible Stripes with Parisian Self Border

In our British Dress Goods Department, we are leading the way with another

beautiful cloth

:

"SILUSTRA"
A more dainty and attractive dress fabric has not been turned out of an English loom
for many years. It is certain to be a favorite with the elite of fashionable women, and
the beautiful range of delicate shades will show you what British dyers are now able to do.

Entirely new effects, in the following should interest you

:

Self Stripe Armures Louise Stripes Fancy Voiles

Silk and Wool Fancies in Greek and Genoese Styles

Ranola, Onduline and Mohllaine Finish Blacks

kiDccii nil"RESILDA
At the request of some Canadian customers, we are now stocking some of

Priestley's leading fabrics.

All our British stuffs are now blocked and rolled on a new patent machine, and
every yard marked with a metal disc on the selvedge. No measuring required.

J. OL N. PHILIPS Ol CO.,
35 Church St.

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND
Mills : Tean and Cheadle Branch : 20 Cheapside, London

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers

From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW
do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

THE NATIONAL RUBBER COM
PANY OF CANADA.

The National Rubber Company of

Canada have made an addition to

their selling organization by acquir-

ing the services of Win. Simon, who

has a valuable connection with re-

tailers in Ontario. Mr. Simon, who

has had a varied experience extending

over six years, is enthusiastic re-

garding his range of samples. He is a

thoroughly well posted garment sales-

man, and is possessed of plenty of

ability and energy. W. Hansher, who

formerly covered Eastern and North

jrn Ontario, will look after Southern

Manitoba for his firm. Mr. Hansher

lias been five years with the National

Rubber and his experience will prove

useful to western merchants.

The arrangement of other territory

for the sorting and spring season foi

this firm is as follows : S. M. Hansher,

one of the best known garment sales-

men in the trade will still call upon

Vineberg will go through Alberta

Saskatchewan, British Columbia and

his friends in Western Ontario; Louis

Vineburg will again go through Al-

berta, Saskatchewan, British Colum-

bia and part of Manitoba; Chas. Cop-

pieman will cover the Province of

Quebec; C. J. Terroux is the City of

Montreal representative, and S.

Greenfarb will cover the Maritime

Provinces.

These salesmen are now showing a

complete range of samples for sorting

and spring. There are many new
ideas in rubberized coats and rain-

coats, and they have a new motor coat

material.

HOW AN ELEVATOR INCREASES
WAREHOUSE VALUES.

The concern that is paying rent

for more than one flat can more than

double the value of the upper flair,

to them by putting in an elevator. It

will save time, expense and labor, it

will increase floor space and facilitate

the handling of goods.

Such an elevator is not expensive

either. The Otis-Fensom Elevator

•Co., Limited, Toronto, sell a first -

class elevator at as low as $100 on

I he ears at Hamilton. It has a good

solid car, size 6x5 feet, will carry

' load of 1 500 lbs. and will give good

i vice for years and years.

It is an easily operated, hand-powei

elevatdr that can be installed by
anyone who will follow thie plans

and directions which the manufac-

turers give. Write in to the com-

pany for full information and state

your requirements.

THE RELIABLE SILK WAIST
FACTORY.

To commemorate the forming of

the Reliable Silk Waist Factory, sue-,

cessors to I. Mishkin & Co., the firm

is offering two extra special values

in taffeta silk waists at $2 and $2.25.

These waists are tucked front and

back, and have the Gibson collar and

lono' sleeves.

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED.

Greenshields, Limited. Montreal

state that business seems to be im

proving in all departments and that'

fall trade is good. Travelers are oi

the road with some spring lines, and

others will be out by the middle of

the month. Judging by the present

outlook they will do a heavy spring

business. At present goods are being

shipped and orders for immediate

delivery are fairly active.

The fur department is busy and

better business is being done than

was looked for earlier in the season

Dress goods are well assorted and

some particularly attractive lines at

satisfactory prices are shown. They

are doing well with Venetians and

broadcloths, both in plain and strip-

ed.

The fancy goods department has

just received a lot of novelties in

many lines which will interest re-

tailers. The gloves and hosiery de-

partment has been enlarged and while

this department now carries a wide

range of goods, they expect to add to

their lines in both, and to keep

everything which is asked for as well

as to ship all orders early. Knitted

goods of all kinds are well assorted.

They claim that knitted Norfolk

coats are doing well. Staples of all

kinds are moving freely and this de-

partment is constantly receiving nevi

goods. Their lines for spring will

cover a wide range of patterns and

colors in the ginghams, prints, etc.

PHILIPS' GLOVES.

Messrs. J and N. Philips & Co., the

Manchester firm, call attention to

their excellent ranges of gloves spe.

cially suitable for the Canadian
market. They carry an exceedingly

large stock, and the department if

conducted by a very efficient staf

and an expert manager. The close

attention devoted to the Canadian
market has already met with very

substantial results, and the firm have1

secured a very high reputation in the

Dominion for the excellence of their

styles, extensive variety and prompt
delivery. The stock includes all

classes of kid and leather as well as

an exceptionally large selection of

fabric gloves. This section of the

department is one of the largest and

best assorted in the trade. It in-

cludes fine ranges of all classes of

lisle, taffeta lace, net and silk. Silk

and lace gloves for evening wear are

other prominent features. A new
fabric recently produced and named
the "Gazelle" "has proved a great

success, and special attention should

be drawn to this line. There are also

some other fabrics in skin effects

which so closely resemble suede, moeha
and reindeer, both in touch and ap

pearance, that it is difficult to detect

the difference between these and real

animal skins.

Three or four splendid ranges of

spring samples are now in the hands

of their Canadian representatives and

should be of special interest to read-

ers of The Review.

DOROTHY DAINTY RIBBONS.

A very large proportion of the

yardage of ribbons sold over the

counter is bought for hair bows, and

for children's sashes.

The makers of "Dorothy Dainty"
hair ribbons, have made a study of

making and marketing ribbons for

this purpose, and the ribbons made
by them are proving money-makers
for many departments. Not only have

they the special wear-resisting quali-

ties that allow them to stand re-

peated tying, but they follow all tha

possible style changes in ribbons of

this class.

For other helps to selling see the

advertisement on another page.



HOTEL DIRECTORY.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Thi» house is pleasi ntly »nd conveniently lo-

cated on the East side of Queen Street. The
roome are bright and cheerful, Every attention

paid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. McNiool, Prop

TOWER HOTEL^oroetown
BRITISH 3UIANA.

This first-class hot* Mb most conveniently situ*

ated in the coolest i nd healthiest part of the
oity. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, ant' near to all principal publio
buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spaoioua
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Eleotric light throughout.

VICTORIA 1 ODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietress,

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $11 per week.

Open Nov. Close, in May

WINTER RESORT
Queen's pa^k Hotel
Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For rates, etc,

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,
29 Broadway New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paisley, Prop

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS* HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 15i Toronto St. .Toronto.

465 Temple Building, Montreal.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing: commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

LET US COLLECT

Your Overdue Accounts
During the year we've been
in business we've collected a
heap of money forour clients.

Send us your slow collec-

tions; and we'll make your
slow- paying customers
hustle to pay up.

Send Them In To-day

!

THE BEAR0WQ00 A6ENGY

313 New York Life Building

MONTREAL

DRY GOODS REVIEW

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

S. W. STEVENSON &. CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMI8SION MERCHANT8

TORONTO MONTREAL
55 Yonje St.

Phone Main 7130

42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone M ain 4843

Cable Address, " M ACKER ," Office 51 1 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturers
desiring live, up-to-date representation in the
West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building TORONTO
Representing : Cornwall & York Cotton Mills Co.*

Ltd. , Cotton Goods, St. John N.B ; Paris, Wincey
Mills Co., Flannels, etc , Paris, Ont ; John Bright &
Bros , Ltd., Carpets, etc., Rochdale, Eng. ; Wm.
Clark * Sons, Canvas, Hollands, etc , Upperlands,
Ireland; Albert Godde Bedin & lie.. I hiffons,

Laces, etc , Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF CANADA LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

41 St. Antoine St. 400 Hammond Block
Toronto—154-160 Wellington Street W. cor. Sinicoe

Street—Head Office.

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces, Tailors'

Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts
Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

Cable Address Phone Main 6158
"Kingsons. Toronto"

W. P. KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, BLANKETS, Eto

74 YORK STREET - TORONTO
Canadian and Foreign manufacturers' lines

solicited on favorable terms.

E. BELLINGER
101 Bay Street - - TORONTO

Representing Herman Muhlinghaus,
Lennep, Germany— High-class Ladies' and
Men's Underwear.

Laces, Embroideries, Dress Trimmings,
Kimona Lace Collars, etc.

LEGAL CARDS.

ATWATER, DUOLOS & CHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.C., Consulting Oounse
for City of Montreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Ohauvin.

WHOLESALE HOUSES.

tS^£=

ATERSPN
LI Ml Ti.D

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Good

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY.

When writing advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

advertisement in Dry Goods

Review.

141

Condensed Advertisements
ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.

per word first insertion, and lc. per word for
subsequent insertions.
Cash remittances to cover C06t must accompany

all advertisements. In no case can this rule be
overlooked. Advertisements received without re-

mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in our care to be forwarded,

5c. must be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100 words, each issue, one year $15

" " six months 9
" " three months 9

50 " " " one year 9
" six months 6

25 " " " one year 6

PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT

KEEP POSTED.-The leading authority in
Canada on Groceries and food products is

THE CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade
conditions generally discussed every week. Price
$2 00 per year.

'THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
1 popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-

cause each issue contains a strong list of
original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the world's periodical press is too valuable to
overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Be'ter still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

ADVERTISING WRITERS and business men in-
terested in good printing should subscribe to
Canada's only printing trade paper, THE

PRINTER AND PUBLISHER. Subscription
price, $2 per annum. Address, 10 Front St. E.,
Toronto.

COMPLETE information on books, stationery,
fancv goods, music, photo suppliesand kindred
lines is given each month in THE BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER of Canada. Subscrip-
tion price, $1 per annum. Address, 10 Front St.
E.. Toronto.

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK -Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph
ing Co., Limited. Office, No. 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work-
manship, business methods.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED in every town and village, a represen-
tative to take charge of the circulation of our
various publications :— Hardware and Metal,

Canadian Grocer, Financial Post, Plumber and
Steamfitter, Dry Goods Review, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer. Canadian Ma-
chinery, and Busy Man's Magazine. Good finan-
cial standing and business connection a strong
recommendation. Just the position for a retired
business man for his spare time. The MacLean
Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto.

AGENTS WANTED- Calling upon the retail

trade to handle the p roductions of a high-class
lace and novelty house. An interesting line

for any agent with good connection amongst high-
class retailers. Address, Laces, care DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street, E.C, London, England.

DDING TYPEWRITERS write, add or sub-
tract in one operation. Elliott-Fisher, Ltd.,

129 Bay Street, Toronto.
A

AN EXTRA 1 PERCENT. PROFI T-A National
Cash Register will earn at least an extra 1 per
cent, profit for any retail merchant. The

National Cash Register Co., F. E. Mutton, Cana-
dian Manager, 129 West King Street, Toronto, Ont.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
TEN YEARS of solid experience in general dry

goods, men's and ladies' ready-to-wear gar-

ments, furs and boots and shoes. Best of
references as to ability and character. Strictly

temperate. Age 25 years. Married, but no family.
Position in western town preferred. Apply Box C,
DRY GOODS REVIEW. Toronto.

FOR SALE.

GENERAL STORE in prosperous Saskatchewan
town, in good wheat section, doing increasing
cash business; about six thousand stock; best

location ; opposition weak; good reason for sell-

ing; crops excellent; prospects for bumper fall

trade; terms easy. No triflers apply. Box S-,
DRY GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Occasionally advertisements are inserted in the paper after the index has been printed. The insertion of the advertis-

er's name in this index is not part of the advertising order. The index is inserted solely for the convenience of readers.

Accountants' Directory

Alaska Feather & Down Co.

Ascher Bros

Australasian Draper

B
Busy Man's Magazine

141

123

136

50

Bach. R. C inside front cover

Barry, W. H., & Co 74 79

Beardwood Agency 141

Berlin Robe & Clothing Co 108

Bell Telephone Co 10

Bellinger, E 141

Boulter, Waugh & Co . ... 108 125

Boxer, Reg. N., Co. 122

Bradford Dyers' Association .... 67

British-America Assurance Co. . 10

British-American Dveing Co. .. 49

Brock, W. R.. Co 14 26

Brock & Paterson 141

Burnley. Thos., & Sons. Ltd. . 12

Butterick Pub. Co.. Ltd 81

11

Burnet & Temple 12

Baldwin & Partners 13

c
Clough, Pike & Co 8 9

Carter-Crume Co., The, Ltd 46

Chipman, Holton Knitting Co. 64

138

Clinton Knitting Co 64

Cosbie, R. H 4

57

115

Chantler. John A.. & Co. ...; 136

Claflin, H. B., Co 80

D
Debenhams (Canada) Limited .... 101

Deacon Shirt Co 113

Defiance Button Machine Co. ... 13

Delfosse & Co 50

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co 141

116

Dominion Textile Co 94

Dominion Wadding Co 119

E
Eagle Knitting Co 65

Ellis Mfg. Co
, 60

Empire Mfg. Co 88

F
Fife Linoleum Co 119

Fairbairn, Rhys D 79

Fiberloid Co., The 115

Fownes Bros. & Co 79

Francois & Co 104

Garland, John M., Son & Co 7

Gipe Carrier Co 49

Globe Suspender Co 112

Granby Mfg. Co
Grcenshields Limited
' iren'rese. S. T.. & Sons
Graves. Jackson & Wright

Goldston. Al. & Co
Gnaedinger, L., Son & Co.

H

1. 2, 57

52

80

129

13

5

133

Hardaker. J. T 68

Harris & Co 68

Hermsdorf, Louis 60

Hewson Woolen Mills 68

Home Pattern Co., The 27

Horrockses. Crewdson & Co... .inside back

cover

Hotel Directory 141

Irving Umbrella Co.

Ishikawa, K.. & Co.

T

Jaeger, Dr., Co
"Jay Finish" Underwear
Jobin & Harrison

K
King, John, & Son
King. W. P
Kleinert. I. B., Rubber Co.

Konig & Stuffmann
Kohler & Co

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

Laurentian Whitevvear Co
Legal Directory

Lennard, S., & Sons
Liddell, William, & Co
Luxfer Prism Co

71

78

58

63

136

119

141

6

70

54

49

88

141

57

54

M
McCall, The D., Co
McCall. The. Co. ..

Macdonald, John

Mackinlay & Co
Mackinnon Cloak Co
McDougall. A., & Co
McElroy Mfg. Co
Merchants' Mercantile Co.

McRae & Walker
Metropolitan Bank
Milbradt Mfg. Co
Miller Mfg. Co
Mishkin. I., & Co

.. 23

& Co... .outside bactt

cover

50

87

114

82

141

141

10

50

113

91

Montreal Waterproof Clothing Co 87

Monarch Shirt Co 112

Morris. Chas. N.. Co 104

Morrall, Abel. Ltd 4

Morrice. The D.. Co 97

N
Nazareth Waist Co 138

Nicklin, J., & Co 13

o
"Old Bleach" Linen Co 4

Otis-Fensom Elevator Co 51

Oxford Knitting Co 58

Opera Silk Waist Co 86

P
Palmenberg's Sons, J. R 49

Paquet, The, Co.. Ltd 126

Parker, R., & Co inside front cover

Peck. J. W., & Co 124

Peerless Underwear Co 63

Penman Mfg/ Co 62

Perrin, Freres & Cie 79. 80, 114

Philips, J. & N.. & Co 77, 93, 133

Phillips & Wrineh 137

R
Rumpp, C. F., & Sons 54

Rosenwald Bros 10

Raphael, Tuck & Sons Co 52

Reliable Silk Waist Factory 86

S

"St. George" Brand Underwear 62

Smith. J. Sproule 141

Stanfields Limited 62

Stauntons Limited 121

Stevenson, S. W.. & Co 141

"Success" Collars 3

Swift. Copland & Co 135

Standard Cloak & Skirt Co 135

Standard Cap Co 113

Silver, B., & Co 134

Silver, M., & Co 136

Smith & Kaufman 75

Sanderson's, Ltd 78

T
Toronto Show Case Co.. Ltd 42

Tuck. Raphael & Sons Co 57

Turnbull, C, Co., of Gait 60

w
Waterhouse. Thos., & Co 60

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co 86

Watson-Foster Co 120

Weir Wardrobe Co 48

Western Assurance Co 10

Williams, Walter. & Co 64

Wilkins, Robt. C inside front cover

"Wolsey" Underwear 57

Wreyford & Co 113

Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co 46

Weingarten Bros 89, 90. 91, 92
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Established 1791.

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, Nainsooks,

Cambrics,

India Longcloths,

Sheetings,

Ready-made Sheets,
(Plain or hemstitched)

HORROCKSES' name on each sheet.

Flannelettes
of the highest quality.

N.B. SEE "HORROCKSES" ON SELVEDGE.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers,

PRESTON. MANCHESTER. LONDON, ENGLAND.
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To the Trade September, 1908

The chief qualification of a good buyer is judgment

of goods.

A good buyer is a man of few words. He informs himself

in reference to the market, goes to the warehouses which

have been selected on account of their reputable character.

He is sufficiently cautious to act with prudent forethought

and to avoid injudicious risks and unwise speculation. He

must have sound judgment to enable him to buy with

proper regard to values, quality, quantity and the wants

of his customers.

Our way of doing business and the assortment of our

stock in Carpets, House Furnishings, Men's Furnishings,

Haberdashery, Smallwares, Silks, Dress Goods, Hosiery,

Gloves, Ladies' Ready-to-wear Goods, Woollens, Tailors'

Trimmings, Linens, Foreign and Domestic Staples is

attracting the attention of such a buyer more and more as

the seasons come and go.

To the less experienced buyer we would say there is

safety in buying from a company such as ours.

Our letter order department is a bulwark of strength

and economy to those placing their orders with us, as we

make the filling of letter orders a specialty, thus enabling

the buyer to do a larger business on a smaller stock and

saving him time, discount and insurance.

Kindly give us a call when you are in the city, and

make our warehouses your headquarters.

QKQMigllKO.

TORONTO
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MacLean Publishing Co
Limited

Office of Publication

10 Front St. East, Toronto

Montreal Winnipeg

London, England

Single Copy, 25 cents Peryear, $2
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We Dye
and Finish

Soiled and

Off-Color Goods

For the Trade.

There is the whole story in a

sentence.

It goes without saying that

the work is well done.

For more than thirty years

we've been doing this work.

Our plant is the largest in

Canada.

Leading dry goods merchants
and milliners all over Canada are

our customers. Need any more
be said ?

Head Office

and Works,

787-791

Yong-e St.

R. PARKER & CO.
TORONTO, - CANADA

Branches

:

Montreal

Hamilton

London

LACE COLLARS
and BELTS
For Holiday Trade, you

will find these novelties

profitable.

New lines of Appliques,

Allovers, Laces and

Embroideries.

Prices are Right.

CALL WHEN IN THE CITY

R. C. BACH
THE LACE HOUSE

146 St. James St., Montreal

ROOSTER BRAND

BEST MADE

TRAVELLERS NOW OUT FOR SPRING 1909

Swell Selections. Swift Sellers.

OUTING TROUSERS FANCY VESTS

KH\KI NORFOLK SUITS AND RIDING BREECHES
STOCK COLLAR OUTING SHIRTS

BOY'S WASH SUITS GYM. KNICKS.

YACHTING JUMPERS

WORKING PANTS WORKING SHIRTS

WHITE COATS BAR VESTS OVERALLS and JACKETS

Best assortment ever shown by the house.

Robert C. Wilkins
Montreal
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Active

Fall Business

CL Fall stocks in all departments are

of a size and diversity to adequately

meet your sorting wants.

CL Your want list, whether given to

our travellers or sent by mail, will

receive prompt and accurate attention.

CL Our travellers have new samples

of many lines of Spring goods. You

will appreciate the values shown.

Greenshields Limited

Montreal

Please mention The Reviciv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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1909 1909
A SUPERB COLLECTION
OF ENGLISH DRESS GOODS

FOR

Next Spring's Business

~&ved&yy'
collection of Foreign Dress Goods,

black and colors, will comprise all the

latest novelties.

Buyers will be wise if they defer plac-

ing orders until seeing this collec-

tion, as it will contain cloths and styles

of a unique character.

RESILDA
—again a leader

Our general collection of Dress Goods

wi'l contain a wide assortment of all

lines ,

Green shields Limited
Montreal

i r\nr\ 10nr\
iyfuv IcWirv

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Serpentine Continuous Hair Roll Patent

Any desired length can be

cut to meet any customer's

requirements, each end

quickly fastened

with cotton

thread.

ioxed in 6 and 12 yard

lengths. Stocked in all the

natural shades. This

article is guaranteed

hygienically treat-

ed and is always

comfortable

and cool.

Copyrigrhf?

STOCKED BY EVERY DRY GOODS STORE IN CANADA.

ORDER NOW. DON'T MISS THE BOOM.

BURNET & TEMPLE, Manufacturers,

Made /// England .

Ask for the

Serpentine

and insist on

above label.

3 FITCHETTS COURT, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, ENG.

WE ARE SO PROUD OF OUR GOODS THAT WE BRAND THEM ALL.

Variety is the Spice of Life

i
T is change which relieves the monotony of existence and adds to the enjoyment of both work
and play. In the matter of reading, Noah Porter, the eminent American philosopher, once
said, "No man can read with profit that which he cannot learn to read with pleasure." The

October edition of the Busy Man's Magazine is so varied in contents and entertaining in character

that it will afford profit and pleasure to all. Procure a copy and you will be thoroughly well

satisfied to become a permanent reader of this popular periodical.

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
A Bank Entirely Free From Private Interests.

The Timber Supply of The Future.

The Executive's Buffer.

ARTICLES FOR THE WORKERS
Where Progress and Education Join Hands.
The Older He Grows The More Active He Is.

A Common Place Business Career.

What Happens To The Grouch.

ENTERTAINING SHORT STORIES
Masterson's "Bargain" Motor Boat.
Mrs. Carstairs' Last Bet.

The Outwitting of Mr. Bearby.
Visiting Bob's People.
A Problem For Two.

TRAVEL AND DESCRIPTION
The Oldest Religious Band in America.
The Story of "The Coward."

THE

October
Bu sy Man's
Magazine
is on sale at all newsstands

The Magazine ivith the Red Cover

20 cents a copy ; $2.00 a year

LIFE STORIES OF SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE
A Business of Millions Managed By a Woman
A Man Who Has Helped Many a Young Man In

Business.
How Mr. Derbyshire Became The "Cheese King"

of Canada.
The New Occupants of Government House.

POLITICAL AND COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS
A Corner In The Price of Drinking Water.
How we Elected The Old Man.
What Constitutes True Leadership?

OTHER BRIGHT ARTICLES
Where Women Have To Cast Their Votes.
Dancing Is Only An Expression of Life.

The Littlest Woman In The Wor'd.
An Exhibition That Breaks Many Records.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
Contents of the October Magazines
The Busy Man's Bookshelf.
Improvements in Office Devices.
Humor in Magazines.

The Busy Man's Magazine
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg New York London, Eng.
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

EVERY NET

Reg'd Trade Mark

NOTE THE TIGHT HAIR at the bottom of the Net which
when placed ove> the forehead, forms a neat "Bag" shape,
keeping (he front dressing of hair "Tidy *' whilst allowing
ample fulness.

GUARANTEED

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net

obtainable. A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with'orders for one gross and upwards.

RHSFVWiTn RRHC LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also of popular Hair Nets.IXUjm TTrtL/LI DHUJ., Hair Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents for Canada

:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd., cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts. TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

Knitting Wools and Yarns
Stock and sell these lines. They are the product of time, coupled

with best intentions, best thought, best effort and best work.

~"tme

KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.

S%^

M*£L £
KNITTING WOOL

You're not married to any line. Throw away prejudice and investigate

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd. Canadian Agents

Manufacturers of Knitting Yarn, for over 150 Years. I \j . 1Y1 • V-f1101*100 \jL UTOe
GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND * 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL
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Doing Business for

To-morrow as well

as To-day !

When we buy, when we sell, it's just the same. Buying a

little better, doing things a little different, shipping and pack-

ing a little better, looking well after the small details of a grow-

ing business, curtailing the business expense, selling more

goods on the floors of the House, all of which tends to reduce

the margin of profit demanded by your wholesale House.

When we ask you to buy goods by mail we know that you will

not do so if our local representative is in your district. Now,

it is just when a traveller is not at hand that you find some

very staple line sold out, and you require it for Bargain Mon-
day or the usual large Saturday trade. This is just where

the mail order has its innings, and it fills the bill for a farth-

ing. We are introducing a swatch system that will enable the

trade to make intelligent selections from all cut length goods.

Christmas Holiday Goods
Space will not permit of any detail mention of our very large

range of Christmas Novelties. In short, we might mention our

high-class Leather Goods, Albums, Dolls, Papeteries, Fancy Col-

lar and Cuff Boxes, etc., etc. Our roadmen will show you

through the range. Don't say that it does not pay you, as the

investment is small. The goods will attract customers to your

store, making one bright spot during the holiday season.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
Wholesale
Dry Goods,

CARPETS, OILCLOTHS
AND LINOLEUMS

Ottawa, Canada

TWEEDS, WORSTEDS
AND TAILORS' TRIMMINGS

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and thctr Travelers
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Established 1832 CjiBLE JDDRESS .- Law—Bradford

Spring 1909

LAWRUS FABRICS
(REGISTERED)

These goods are rolled on special boards and stamped

"LAWRUS" every five yards.

Panamas and Tricots
in the Latest Weaves

Plain and Fancy Worsted Suitings

Unspottable Finish. Exclusive line, "Alexandra," "Sweedena" Finish

Cravenette Showerproofs
We are showing a most exclusive line in these Fabrics.

Mr. Haley will be at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal,

and the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, September, .

October and November, with a complete collection

of the above Fabrics.

Law, Russell & Co., Limited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

Bradford and London
Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE TELEPHONE
Is a companion, friend and servant combined.

Invaluable for convenience in the household.

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE SERVICE

Has no equal for the facility it affords in business life.

Full particulars as to rates and service at the near-

est office of

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE <& MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00

ASSETS 2,182,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

THE METROPOLITAN BANK
Capital Paid Up,
Reserve Fund and

,

Undivided Profits, I

$1,000,000.00

$1,241,532.26

Courtesy

with

Prompt

Attention.

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Drafts bought and sold.

Letters of credit issued.

Collections promptly attended to

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
open at all branches.

Interest allowed on all deposits

of one dollar and upwards.

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

• •
ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TOKONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income ior 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

f

TULLES, VEILINGS, CHIFFONS

CREPES DE CHINE,

ETC

207 ST JAMES STREET , rREAL.

»ELS

STREET, W., LONDON, ENG.
10. BOULEVARD DE LA SENNE

36. GREAT PORTLAND
BRUSSELS

This is an Illustration of another

ENGLISH ,-»*^, SAFETY

MADE (JAJONjg) PIN
'"AOE MAR*

Size 4

Nickeled Steel "Skeleton" in Four Sizes.

Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

J. NICKLIN & CO., Birmingham, Eng.

Established 1874

LABROUSSE & CIE. «&&*
Paris, Grenoble, Prague

THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS
Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE ftID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representatiye.

HAROLD F. WATSON, 207 si. jame, st. Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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LATEST *^

Dress * a Shield
Made in Three Sizes ^v . holdon - J' No Sewing Required

N^vPattnted May, 1908^^

Large, Medium and Small ^£===3=^ if you wear this shield.

Can be Washed, Ironed and Sterilized

Sold by all leading Jobbers

I. B. Uleinert Rubber Co., - Toronto

« »
016 Meacf)

Art Table Damasks
The "016 3Bleacl)" Linen Co. are now making Table Linens of

unsurpassed beauty of design, made of Flax of the highest quality

Bleached on the Grass by the sun's rays, giving them wonderful strength

and a pure and beautiful finish, which is absolutely permanent,

Trade Mark on all "016 SBleaCf)" linens.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET, TORONTO

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Why Wear Silk Linings?
"The Radiant Sheen on Opaline Surpasses Silk."

at ?»>

UPALI fit is no ordinary mercerized calico, but a sateen-de-luxe and a lining

par-excellence. It is spun and woven in Lancashire by highly skilled operatives on

machinery of the most up-to-date type, and only the very best Egyptian cotton is used

in its manufacture. Then it is dyed by a new patent process, and mercerized and
SChreinerized by the Bradford Dyers' Association, who guarantee its unique, permanent?

silky lustre. Every stage of its manufacture is carried out under the personal supervision

of one of the leading experts in England.

The peculiar humid climate of the Manchester district, and the wonderful deftness aDd

skill of its mill operatives— apart from many other local advantages—makes it an impossi-

bility for any other country in the world to reach such perfection in the manufacture of fine

cotton goods.

UrALINt is a durable high-class fabric, a satisfactory silk substitute, indelible,

clear and brilliant, and puts all similar makes in the shade. It is got up in a tasteful and

artistic manner to please the most exacting Dry Goods Ddaler, and the endless variety of

fashionable shades will satisfy his most fastidious lady customer.

"THE QUEEN" says :-

" To describe Opaline as a superior sateen scarcely gives an adequate

idea of its appearance, which is really that of silk, while the touch is

equally deceptive, and one of the chief points is that the radiant sheen

obtained does NOT wash off. Unquestionably it is the best thing of the

kind ever produced."

Samples are always in the hands of our Canadian representatives, and we also send

samples and quotations by mail when requested.

j. ca n. philips ca co.
35 CHURCH STREET

MANCHESTER, - ENGLAND
Mills—CHeadle and Tean. Branch-20 CHeapside, London, E..C.

211 Lindsay Building

St. Catherine St. West

Montreal

CANADIAN OFFICES
61 1 Empire Buildings

Wellington St. West

Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Scotland's GreatDry GoodsHouse in the Canadian Field

The worlds best is none too good for Canadians.

Canadian consumers need Scotland's best goods

;

and that is why the Canadian Dry Goods Trade
will find it exceedingly profitable to handle our goods.

Our Canadian Representatives, having headquarters

in Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver are about to wait

upon you with Spring Samples of our superb range in

Tweeds, Cloths, Dress Goods, Cottons,

Muslins, Linens, Curtains, Carpets,

Linoleums, Floor Cloths, Fancy Hosiery,

Feathers, Ribbons, Laces, Parasols, Etc.

We take this opportunity of advising Western Buyers

that at Vancouver, B. C, we have opened a Branch

Warehouse, stocking all staple European goods, as

well as those of Canadian Manufacture.

PONT BUY
before inspecting our
samples and considering
our closeprices and
liberal terms :: :: ::

Stewart & McDonald
(Export) Limited, Glasgow, Scotland

Canadian Representatives :

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
Allan S. Bain J. H. Johnston Jas. Thomson & Sons

61 St. Sulpice St. 64 Wellington St. West 34 Cordova St.

Please mention The Reziew to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Paton's Scotch

Boot and Shoe
Laces :* :• :•

ESB

Cotton Thread, Wool, Silk,

Leather and Porpoise Hide,

give your customers satis-

faction.

Paton's Name on every box

If you have not stocked this

line it is worth while to get

samples and prices.

Paton's Linen Threads

Lack a Quality Rival.

Church Brand
Needles'

They are indispensable to

your store.

Your wholesaler has them.

Ward's Coronet Hardash,

Red and Blue Label.

Unequalled in quality and
price.

Sole Agents (or Canada :

Geo. D. Ross & Co.
72 Bay St., TORONTO

142 Craig St. West, - - MONTREAL

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL

These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands.

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
£r CO Dry Goods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

53 East 8th 8t.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY
when you buy your goods.

It is therefore important that you buy in the best market.

If you do not visit Great Britain, you cannot possibly know
the best channels through which to buy, unless you have
expert buying agents in London acting for you.

We make purchases on commission terms for many lead-

ing colonial houses, and we know the best source of supply
for all kinds of dry goods. Our twenty years' experience
should be useful to you. We shall be glad to correspond
with you on the subject. Send us a trial order.

2 Coleman St. E.C.

London, England.
MACKINLEY & GO.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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YOUR SORTING WANTS
You will find our stocks throughout the entire warehouse of a size and

variety to promptly and satisfactorily fill your wants.
You need many of the lines enumerated

below. A quick response
is requested.

Specials from the Hosiery Department
Heavy Wool Sox, from $1.00 to $3.50. Ladies' and Misses' Ribbed Wool Hose.

Full stocks, extra values, etc. No. 42A, size 4, at 90c. ; size 10, at $2.25.
Get samples of This is special.

No. 302. Special at $1.00.
No. 320. Special at $2.25 . Ladies' and Misses' Imported Ribbed Worsted Hose.
No. 327. Special at $3.50. No. 48, at $4.00. No. 54, at $4.50.

Extra heavy wool.
Full range of Men's Cashmere Sox, etc. Toques you need.

See No. 1,700 at $2.25. No. 104, white, at $2.25, will please you.

Ladies' Golfers and Golf Coats
Our Golf Coat—760, white; 76 1 , cardinal; 762, grey— is a leader at $20.

Good stock of Cashmere and Ringwood Gloves. Ladies', Misses' and Men's

Knitted Mitts. Infantees, Bootees, Overalls, Gaiters, Polkas, etc.

Sweaters and Underwear
Boys'. Men's.

Plain scarlet and navy, plain body. Plain, navy, scarlet and black, at $6.00.
Plain body, striped collar and cuffs. All wool line, same colors, at $7.50.
Plain body with turned down collars. Also fancy Fancy stripes, plain bodies, with turned down

stripes. collars.

Shirts and Pants
Boys' union all-wool and fleece-lined. Men's Shirts and Pants.

Grey and scarlet, plain all-wool.

Full range of elastic ribs.

Britannia Unshrinkable.

Leadership in Dress Goods Maintained
New arrivals in Self-striped Venetians, wide range Plain Venetians and Broadcloths, full stock. A choice

of Herring-bone effects in Venetians and variety of Embroidered Cashmere Waistings
Cheviots. and All-wool Printed Cashmere Waistings.

Samples of any lines desired submitted upon request

BROPHY- CAINS, LIMITED
VICTORIA SQUARE - MONTREAL

Wholesale Dry Goods Quick Shippers

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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wmkamt!

(jfunitei)
Toro/ito

Now Ready for Sorting Orders

in All Departments
Complete Ranges of Following in Stock for Immediate Shipment :

Blankets Prints
Flannels Sateens

Sheetings Ginghams
Shirtings Flannelettes

Cottons Wrapperettes
Grain Bags Linens

Dress Goods Woollens Towellings
Silks Trouserings etc.

Velveteens Suitings
Blouse Fabrics Linings

Carpets Haberdashery
Squares Ribbons

Linoleums Laces
Lace Curtains Underwear

Floor and Table Hosiery
Oilcloths Gloves

"Her Ladyship" Men's Furnishings Handkerchiefs
Ready-to-wear Garments Overalls

Coats Underwear
Skirts Hosiery

Blouses Gloves
Whitewear

Letter Order Department Always at your service for the correct
r and prompt filling of Letter Orders.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

Carpet and Draperies Department in Store of T. W. Robinson Co., Ltd., Moose Jaw, Sask.

Interested Children in the Store and Parents Bought
Crompton & Co., During Normally Quiet Months, Conducted Contest

for Prizes— Real Money Given to Children who Returned Coupons
— Some Advantages Claimed for Sales Methods of This Kind.

From Our Own Correspondent.

Brantford, September 10.—A children's competition

for cash prizes, designed to keep up the volume of busi-

ness during a period of unusual and general business

depression, and a scheme claimed to more than reimburse

the merchant as an advertising medium itself, has been

introduced here by E. B. Crompton & Co. The principle

involved in the idea is the old one of offering cash pre-

miums for coupons, but the methods adopted have lent

an attractive newness to the movement, with the result

that sales have appreciably increased at a time when a
mid-Summer slump generally sets in, and the name of

the store adopting the idea has been popularized gener-

ally in the household.

Crompton & Co. commenced in .Tune and offered

cash prizes, amounting to about $300.00, to be distribu-

ted in various amounts to the holders of red tags issued

with each purchase. The holders of the tags aggregating

the highest amount of cash purchases are the successful

contestants. The competition opened July 1 and closed

September 1. Red tags in various sizes, according to

the amount of the purchase, were issued to each buyer

of "5 cents worth of goods and over. The prizes consist

of: First, $50; second, $25; third; $15, and several fourth

and -fifth prizes of $10 and $5. Besides these, the sum
of $50 was taken and split up into consolations for the

unsuccessful workers.

Besides the expected impetus to trade in securing a
large number of young hustlers pulling for the store
offering cash rewards, a new feature is added by Cromp-
ton & Co. It has been the placing on sale of various
novelties and out-of-the-ordinary lines of goods during
the competition. These goods were the result of pur-
chases of job lots at knock-down prices, and are placed
on counters as specialties, at low prices. Such special-
ties have included, for instance, 3,000 fans, purchasable
in a novelty store at 5 cents apiece, and sold at 3 for

5 cents, while others successfully disposed of are combs,
fancy purses and ladies' hand-bags, white waists, ready-
to-wear skirts and job embroideries. At the same time
the stock on the shelves is not neglected. It is boomed
in the regular advertisement in the local newspapers.

The competition worked systematically along with
the sale of leaders is held to prove particularly profit-

able in a season when staple business lags somewhat.
During a period of general depression, Crompton & Co.
say it has resulted in forestalling what ordinarily would
have proven a falling off in trade, and has secured an
increase over the same period last year. The busy hustl-
ers at work have diverted no little custom to the store,

whose red sale tags they are working for. They stand
outside of the store for their friends, and create a lively

interest in their homes and among their relatives. The
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Lesult is that the store gets a lot of wliat is termed

fToOse money."

There are disadvantages attached to the scheme, viz.:

allowing- the staple goods to remain too long on the

shelf and also the possible contingency of failure to get

iid of the job lots at even give-away prices. In this

latter event the loss proves a dead one, but it can be

prevented by careful buying of goods which are bound

to attract buyers if the price is such as to allow the

buyer a real saving. But there are disadvantages con-

nected with almost any trade scheme, and time, place,

conditions, also methods of execution are important

factors to success. A leading dry goods merchant of

Brantford stated this week to The Review correspondent

that he had come to the conclusion that the money was

not in circulation for either normal or increased busi-

ness. He based his conclusion on sales methods he had

tried during the Summer. One, in particular, he stated,

had proved far from successful. By way of an experi-

ment he placed goods in his show window marked away
below cost. There was no greater rush for the goods

than there would have been had they been kept on the

shelf at regular price. That was the result of the ex-

periment which was closely watched from its inception.

It perhaps- emphasized, however, to the merchant al-

though he concluded that money was tight that there

was a big need of introducing something new in his

methods of advertising, and bringing his goods and the

name of his house before the people. Such is the suc-

cessful result at least claimed for the children's compe-

titions introduced by Orompton & Co.

$

Two " Sales in Ten Years.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Chatham, September 15.—A dry goods firm which has

conducted only two slaughter sales in twenty years!

The average merchant on hearing that such a firm

exists is apt to exclaim "impossible!"

Nevertheless, this is the remarkable record of Wm.
Foreman & Co. of this city.

The occasion of the second sale, which has just been

concluded, was the remodeling of the firm's premises.

By tearing out an old stairway a large addition was
made to the floor space. Furthermore, a considerable

addition was also made to the space available for win-

dow display. The remodeling operations resulted in a

great improvement to the premises.

The month immediately prior to the commencement
of this work was given to the firm's special sale, a "15

per cent, remodeling discount sale," the feature being

the sale of anything in stock at a straight discount of

15 per cent. The sale was very successful, all the more

so, the firm consider, from the fact that it was the

exception rather than the rule with them, the public

evidently believing that when the firm did offer "bar-

gains" they would be bargains in quality as well as

price.

The belief that a successful business cannot be ear-

ned on without a series of oft-repeated "slaughter sales"

is discounted by the experience of Wm. Foreman & Co.

They have never made use of the "sale" to any extent

as a business getter. Instead, they have carried on a

quiet, conservative business. This conservatism, while

it may have had the. effect of not attracting that ele-

ment in the purchasing public always on the lookout for

"bargains," has nevertheless given the firm a reputa-

tion for the quality of the goods handled by them.

A member of the firm states that careful attention

has been given to quality in the goods, and in then-

advertising and window display and in all their meth-

ods, in fact, they have steadily catered to what may no.

termed the "quality trade," that is, the class of pur-

chasers who prefer quality to mere cheapness.

A feature in the firm's methods has been the careful

planning so that they may always have the right goods

at the right time. For instance, while the average 'inn

is endeavoring to clear off the balance of its Winter

stock by a special sale. Foreman & Co. plan to catch

the early trade in Spring goods, the tra'de of those pur-

chasers who want to buy their Spring goods early in

order that they may get the best before Spring stocks

are depleted.

*

Drops Dress Goods for Ready-to-Wear.

(From our own Correspondent.)

Hamilton, Sept. 30.—A dry goods store in this city

has decided to drop its dress goods department, and

when asked by The Review why the store intended sell-

ing out its dress goods, the manager advanced some

rather novel and interesting opinions.

"Our store," he said, "caters almost entirely to the

middle class trade. Our customers are not carriage peo-

ple, but the working people, the women whose husbands

are in factories and shops, the women who have none

too much money to spend on clothes, and of that money
cannot afford to put out a great deal in dressmaker's

bills.

"Now, you know that the average dressmaker's

charges are exhorbitant. Over and over again you hear

women say, it is not the material but the cost of mak-
ing that keeps me from getting a new gown. The aver-

age woman has a fit of crying and the average man a. fit

of swearing when the dressmaker's bill comes in.

"Now these women of the class that patronize us

can't afford to run bills, and if they did their husbands

wouldn't stand for it. If they can't pay cash they can't

buy it. So what can they do '! They can't afford to

pay a dressmaker and they can't do their sewing. Even
if they knew how, they have not the time when they

have housework and children to look after. Besides,

everyone knows how unsatisfactory home dressmaking is

in fit and style, so there is only one solution, the women
buy their clothes ready-made.

"They can see just what they are getting. There is

no disappointment after the gown gets home, because

it doesn't look like you expected it would. There it is

before you and you can see if the color and style are

becoming or not. So the woman buys the ready-made
garment. It is cheaper and more satisfactory.

"Consequently, we are selling out our dress goods de-

partment and enlarging our ready-to-wear space. We are

making room for a specially complete showing of chil-

dren's ready-to-wear goods, a department which we have
found most satisfactory in its results.

"Dress goods don't pay us, and ready-to-wear gar-

ments do. That's all there is about it."

*

As the result of a dispute over wages between op-

eratives and employers, 400 cotton mills in Lancashire

ceased operations on September 21. This meant that

40,000,000 spindles stopped either wholly or partially,

and that 140,000 operatives were without work and los-

ing something over $700,000 in wages. The employers

may not be heavy losers owing to the glutted condition

of the market.
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A Battery of Business Maxims that Wrought Results

Success Achieved by R. E. Walker in the Dry Goods Business at 450-452 Spadina

Avenue, Toronto—A Modern Store Which Carries all That the People Want all the Time.

System is everything.

Close attention to business is essential to pro-

gressive development.

Modern ideas must enter into the warp and

woof of everyday practice.

Straightforward business methods are the only

foundation for the permanent, confidence of

customers.

Tell the people that you have what they want,

and display it in attractive form.

Eighteen years' experience in the dry goods business

has convinced Mr. R. E. Walker, 450-452 Spadina Ave-

nue, that this is the only battery of business maxims
that counts when a man goes a gunning for success.

He admits that there are disadvantages in being

slightly removed from the business heart of the city, but

ed away or disposed of liincs of goods which any particu-

lar season might not demand, he still has them easily

available./ A stock room is especially equipped with that

end in view. That is how the saying, "Walker has it,"

originated.

The stock always measures up to the highest stand-

aids of quality. It reflects the prevailing vogue as

perfectly as careful buying and direct importation rend-

ers possible. Thus has been established a reputation

which has spread far beyond locality confines. People

say they can buy as cheaply and as satisfactorily at

Walker's as they can down town. Tt is a store that

loses nothing by comparison, and Mr. Walker's claim

is that genuine merit never need go a-begging.

In the display arrangement hard and fast lines are

discouraged. Goods are placed where the people will sec

them, the idea being to make both interior and exterior

appearances as attractive as possible. Unsightly mass
combinations are avoided. The windows are illustrative

of this plan. When dress goods are placed on view it is

Window Display by R. E. Walker & Co., 450-2 Spadina Avenue, Toronto- Mr. Walker Does not Believe in Crowded Window
Spaces. No more Satisfactory E.fect can be Obtained than by a few Select Pieces Neatly Trimmed and Artistically Arranged.

he is an optimist. Last year was the best he ever had,

and he attributes that fact to his ability to compete with

"the big stores down town." In eighteen years he has

survived the strenuosities which impelled six others in

the locality to throw up the fight.

To-day Mr. Walker is considering the extension of

his premises by the addition of another floor, which will

permit him to carry a complete line of ready-to-wear

garments. The original staff consisted of three salesmen:

now it numbers 20 on five days of the week and 30 on

Saturdays.

The store at the present time is an example of the

careful application of up-to-date ideas in working out

conditions enforced by its situation. It has 6,300 square

feet of floor space, and has the most modem equipment.

Not only does the $50,000 stock comprise complete lines

of staple and fancy dry goods, and men's furnishings,

but hosiery, gloves, laces and fancy notions have been

specialized.

Mr. Walker believes in keeping in stock all that the

people want all the time. When other stores have pack-

recognized that the most effective display can be pro-

duced by means of a few select pieces artistically draped

and trimmed, rather than by groupings, which fail utter-

ly in their appeal to the eye.

The windows are completely changed twice weekly,

the design always being illustrative of the very latest

ideas in fabrics, styles and notions.

Mr. Walker shuns the fatal rut. He has faith in

advertising, and was the first merchant in Toronto to

adopt the large poster circular as a means of reaching

the people. Like most merchants now-a-days, he has

not overlooked the significance of the period of depres-

sion, but his outlook is farther than that. He declares

that all signs point to a revival of trade in the Spring.

The movement of western crops will cause a circulation

of wealth which must benefit Eastern Canada. With his

business eye fixed on the future he is planning the en-

largement of his store by the addition of another floor.

It will be a step decidedly in keeping with the progres-

siveness which has marked the history of the store.
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Practical Suggestions on Departmentizing a General Store

Division and Apportionment of Expenses— Cash Book and Journal— Origin of Expense Items.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington

Practical Suggestions.

In discussing the division of sales into departments

in our last issue, a practical form of cost book ruling

was given for the debit side. Below (Fig. 2) we give

the credit side ruling for the same book, showing the

bank, cash and expense columns. A plan adopted by a

large number of practical office men in regard to the

division of expenses in the cash book, and which appeals

strongly to us, is to use the form of cash book given below,

or something similar, and in addition, a subsidiary ledger,

in which accounts are opened for each individual ex-

pense such as postage, express, telephone, stationery,

salaries, light and heat, taxes, rent, insurance, tele-

phone, advertising, etc. These items are totalled at the

end of a stated period and the total must agree with

the total of the columns in the cash book.

Apportioning Expenses.

It will be noticed in this illustration that such ex-

pense items as postage, light, etc., are not extended in

department columns; the reason is simply this; such ex-

penses are not readily apportioned at the time of mak-

ing entries and it is not advisable to extend expense

items unless directly chargeable to a certain depart-

ment. It would be advisable, therefore, in procuring a

ruled cash book to have columns added for these general

expenses not apportioned at the time, into which col-

umns the different expense items could be extended as

entered in the cash book, and posted in one total at the

end of the month to such accounts as postage^ rent and

taxes, light and heat, etc.

Perhaps a practical illustration of the result of a

year's operations in departments might be added to

what has already been said in regard to expenses. Our

books show the following results, and from the sub-

sidiary ledger which gives expenses in further detail:

Dept. A—
1906.

.Ian. 1, Stock on hand,

Purchases

Gross profit

$5,000.00 sales $%,000.00

22,000.00 stock ... .

6,500.00 Jan. 1, '07 4,500.00

$33,500.00 $33,500.00

Dept. A, General Expenses, $700.00.

(Chargeable direct.)

Dept. B-
1906.

Jan 1, Stock on hand $0,000.00 sales

Purchases 28,000.06 stock

Gross profits 3,060.00 Jan. 1, '07

$37,000.00

Dept. B, General Expenses, $756.00.

Dept. C-
1906.

Jan. 1, Stock on hand $3,066.00 sales ......

Purchases 20,000.00 stock

Gross profit 6.060..00 Jan. 1, '07

$29,000.00

$29,000.00

. 8,000.00

$37,000.66

$25,000.00

4,000.00

$29,060.00

Dept. C, General Expenses, $600.00.

Dept. D—
1906.

Jan. 1, Stock on hand $10,000.00 sales $47,000.00

Purchases 38,000.00 stock

Gross profits 12,,O00.0O Jan. 1, '07 13,000.00

$60,000.00 $60,000.00

Dept. D, General Expenses, $900.00.

(To be continued in November Dry Goods Review.)
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The Fall Season, 1908
The 76th consecutive season the celebrated McCall Patterns and Fashion

Publications have been on the American market, finds The McCall Company
more firmly established than ever as "The Leading Paper Pattern House

of America."

As proof of this, we submit the following FACTS :

The McCall Company occupies every square inch of its own
building, 10 stories high, 108 feet wide and 81 feet deep, solely for

the manufacture and sale of McCall Patterns and Publications. This is

by far the largest building in the world devoted to one make of patterns.

In this building over six hundred people are constantly employed.

There are more McCall Patterns sold in the United States than

of any other make. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

McCall's Magazine has more subscribers than any other

woman's publication in the world—250,000 more.

McCall Patterns and Publications are handled by nearly nine

thousand Dry Goods and General Merchants, many more than

handle any other pattern.

RELIABILITY, STYLE, SIMPLICITY — These are the keystones

of McCall supremacy. McCall Patterns are practical patterns—they are the best

and therefore they sell the best. A McCall Pattern Department insures the

maximum pattern sales and the maximum general advertising returns. It will

increase the business of any Dry Goods or General Merchant, large or small.

Write for our terms to handle McCall Patterns, absolutely the same now to

Canadian as to United States merchants. There is no obligation whatever

incurred in doing so.

THE McCALL COMPANY
The Leading Paper Pattern House of America

236 to 246 West 37th Street, - NEW YORK
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO, CANADA

Not in the Trust. No Connection with An}) Other House.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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T"V O "VT /~* /"\ /"^ r\ C D F \7 I r \X7 in the holiday trade during recent years particularly,

and there is a splendid opportunity for developing still

AND MEN'S FURNISHER further this branch. If the goods are well bought and

Issued Monthly attractively displayed, they will sell themselves, with

judicious advertising.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE: j^ must not be forgotten that there is always last

Canada Great Britain, United States, Australia, , , , , , , , . ,

South Africa and the West indies - - 82 a year years record to be beaten; to do a business of equal

Other Countries - - $3 a year volume does not satisfy the live, progressive merchant,
Single Copies --.--- :

- - - 25cents .

Invariably in advance. and this suggests a line of development by which the

total sales may be materially increased without affecting1

DIRECTORS •

J. B. MACLEAN, Montreal - - - • President the volume of business in the more staple lines of dry

W. L. EDMONDS, Toronto - - Vice-President goods, which are always depended upon to show up well.

A. B. CASWELL, Montreal -
- Managing Director The public demand for novelty, however, must not

Cable Address: he ignored. Cater to it, and at the same time turn it

Macpubco, Toronto. Atabek, London, Eng. into a profitable line of business for your own store.

CHIEF OFFICES: A

CANADA— . .

•

Montreal - 232 McGill Street
Telephone Main 1255 Qyj, Merchandizing.

Toronto - - - - 10 Front Street East °

»i, u -,, ,

TelepTl^ai" 7:524
The fact that within the space of a comparatively

WINNIPEG - - - - ; F. R. Munro, oil Union Bank Building J

Telephone 3726
fcw years a Canadian merchant had been able to amass

Vancouver , - - R. Bruce Bennett - •- '; • .•
• -

1737 Haro Street such a fortune that at his death the Province would gain

GREAT BRITAIN— through succession duties from his estate nearly -half a
1 London, Kng. J M. McKim. European Manager,88 Fleet St., EC. ... , .

Telephone Central 1298 million dollars is significant, to say the least, and is

Manchester. H. S. A shburner, 92 Market Street ^^ SQme consideration -by merchants who are engaged
UNITED STATES— _ in thc ma ]<mg Q f a fortune, or if not that, gaining a

New York R. B. Huestis, o44 W, Hoth Street
Telephone 2430 Audubon. competence. ' * |P

Chicago - - - -•- J. P. Sharpe, 933-935 Monadnoek Block- .
. . '

'
„„ . —^^ I he late 1 imothv katon is referred to in the above
FRANCE

—

PARls Agence Havas, 8 Place de la Bourse sentence. It was he who left an estate valued at $5,-

SWITZERLAND- 250,000, all the result of his operations in the retail

Zurich Louis Wolf, Orcll Fussli & Co.
held in loronto.

EUROPEAN STAFF CORRESPONDENT: Thc ^^ f thjs merchant was duc to the {act that
MR. A. E. DACAM - - Paris

:

. he conducted an absolutely cash business. It was las

ADVERTISING RATES 12 MONTHS pet theory that this method was the correct one, and he

One page *3 2°, lived to demonstrate the soundness of that theory. "We
" halfpage 180 . .

" quarterpage 100 se\\ for cash," is kept continually before Eaton s cus-
" eighth page 80
" inch 3° tomers. It is reiterated every day in every advertiser

Office of Publication, 10 Front Street East. Toronto m( ,nt jn (
, v0|

.

y catalogue f„. ircular they put Out. "Be-

cause we sell for gash, and do not give credit, we can

MONTREAL AND TORONTO, OCTOBER, 1908. huy for cash> and can save you money"; is day in and

?3&zzz^zzszz^szzxzxz?xzxz^x^ day out thc sum and substance of Eaton's advertising

campaign.

Oome L,hnstmas suggestions. Does not this impress one as a reasonable appeal to

Buying for Christmas selling is in progress, and make? As a matter of fact, it is one which cannot be

while buying at any season of the year is important, controverted. Everyone knows that the man who sells

that for the holiday business probably offers the greatest for cash has money in hand. He can always take ad-

scopc for the exercise of that quality which we call vantage of market conditions, or he can buy any line

"mcrchandizins: instinct." There arc some things which that is offered cheap. And because he pays cash, the

last year's Christmas trade should have taught mer- wholesaler and manufacturer is always ready to let him

chants, few of whom, looking back over the year, could know when they have goods that they are willing to

say that they had done as good a business in the holi- part with at a reduced price.

day season as they could have done; they see where im- Not only can he give those values that bring trade

piovements could have . been made; improvements in to his store, but he can make a fair profit out of the

store service, in the means by which the goods were ad- transaction. And, besides, his office makes a consider-

vertised, in the display ^g-iyen them, or it may be in the able profit out of the discounts his cash purchases earn.

class of poods bought for that season's trade. The advantages of selling- for cash are equally clear.

This les'son is one which will probably be borne" in "Not oh'ly has the man who sells for cash turned the

strongly upon a very . large .proportion of merchants,; goods sold into ready mo
v
ney each day, but there are

novelty lines, both articles of wear and others, have many times when he actually gets the purchase money

fully justified the prominence which has been given them and the profit out of the goods before the payment be-
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comes due, .and he has the use of that much more extra

capital.

Intelligent customers of a retail store are not slow

to appreciate the reasonableness of the statement that

because a store sells for cash it is in a position to give

better values, other things being equal, and it is safe to

say that this conviction helps the mail order business

more than any other factor. The people who send in

mail orders reason that the stores that buy and sell for

cash can do business cheaper than is possible for the

stores that give credit. When a merchant gives credit

it increases his expenses in many directions, and he has

to mark a higher profit on the goods he sells in order

to carry his credit customers. Now, the man who pays

ready cash feels that this is not the square deal, and

he very naturally objects to the paying of part of his

neighbors' debts. Therefore, he does his trading with

the house that buys and sells for cash.

It is the modern merchandizing method, and evidences

are not lacking that merchants throughout Canada are

appreciating more fully the desirability of its adoption

and practice.

No hard and fast rule can be adopted, of course, and

local conditions do not always favor a cash system, but

this is undoubtedly the tendency, and the successful

merchant of the future will be the man who sells for

cash.

Educate the Consumer.

People are not always alive to their own interests.

They have to be taught.

Many consumers think they can buy their supplies

cheaper in the department stores of the big cities than

they can in their local stores. As a rule they can not;

but as long as they are in ignorance they will still hold

this opinion. And the only ones that are likely to dis-

illusion them are the local merchants.

They have their local newspapers, in whose columns

they can insert advertisements which if properly pre-

pared will perform the desired educational work.

People who have got the department store habit have

got it through the influence of the advertisements and

catalogues which these stores publish. And they can be

weaned from it by the same methods if local merchants

will employ tjhem. There is no greater educational force

than the advertisement.

-»-

. The Customer's Impression.

Some merchants fail, or do not achieve the success

they aim at because they do not deserve anything better.

They will probably resent this as an unjust accusation,

but when the causes leading to their lack of success are

analyzed it will be found that in many cases this is a

correct statement.

The merchants making the greatest success in busi-

ness are those who in their store service exert every

possible effort to create in the minds of their customers

a good impression of the establishment and its method

Of doing business. This is one matter which a merchant

cannot aft'onl to neglect, yet many do. A lady bought

an article at a store and when she received it at her

home discovered that it would not be suitable. Return-

ing it to the store promptly she explained the circum-

stances and suggested that since there did not appear to

be anything in the stock there which would meet her

wants her money should be refunded. This apparently

reasonable suggestion was not well received by any

means, and while they offered to give her anything else

in the store the impression conveyed was that they had

her money and intended to keep it.

From another store a book was ordered by mail and

the bag in which- the book was sent fell off a boat, and

in the soaking suffered to a certain extent, though it

was by no means destroyed. In acknowledging its re-

ceipt the purchaser mentioned this casually, though, re-

cognizing that it was an accident for which the sellers

could not be held responsible. He was greatly surprised

to receive by next mail another copy of the book, with

a request to return the damaged copy.

Store proprietors who treat their customers like this

will make friends. They don't make their patrons think

that all they care about is getting their money, though

primarily that is what they are in business for.

The reason why some stores do not grow like their

neighbors may often be found by a careful and honest

introspection. Their success depends entirely upon the

good will of their customers, and in many cases they

are not cultivating that good will, or doing much to

deserve it.

Our Chicago Manager.

• J. P. Sharpc has been appointed manager of the

Chicago branch of the MacLean Publishing Co., with

offices at 933 to 'J35 Monadnock Block. He will have

charge of all the company's business in that city and

surrounding territory, and will give it his undivided

attention.

The MacLean Company's complete list of papers are:

—Canadian Grocer, Hardware and Metal, The Dry Coods

Review, Canadian Machinery, The Power House, Plumber

and Steamfitter, Bookseller and Stationer, Printer and

Publisher, The Financial Post, Busy Man's Magazine.

Mr. Sharpe knows Canada thoroughly!, having travel-

ed in every part of the Dominion. For some years he

has been a resident of Winnipeg, and has covered the

West from Port Arthur to Victoria in the interests of

the MacLean Publications. This, with his previous busi-

ness experience in Chicago, tits him to look after the

interests of this company in the Western States.

This makes our second branch office in the United

States, the other being in New York, at 544 West 145th

Street, with R. B. Huestis as manager.

i
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Spring, 1909.

The demand for bright fin-

ished light-weight goods,

such as satin Venetians,

lustres, satin cloths, wool

taffetas, etc., promises to

be very strong and while

plain cloths will probably

be most favored, the sale

of striped fabrics (self-col-

ored, seaside and shadow)

will be almost equally

large.

Messaline silks, satins,

etc., will also be good

sellers for Spring.

Our new dress goods

samples are now on the

road and our traveller will

call on you shortly. It will

be to your advantage to

see his range.

TheW. R. Brock Company <Lim,te<.)

Montreal ____
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns

Commencing Monday, August 17 th,

we will sell THE LADIES' HOME
JOURNAL PATTERNS to the ex-

clusion of all others. .

Please note that we say the EXCLUSION OF
ALL OTHERS. There is a reason.

Time and again we have been asked by women,

"Why don't you take up the Journal Patterns—they are

the most satisfactory patterns of the day/' The question-

ing developed into a matter almost of insistence, and as

this store uses its best endeavors to please women, we

finally looked into the merits of the patterns introduced by

THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL and found that

we were not up to the times so far as patterns were

concerned.

Thus, hereafter only THE LADIES' HOME
JOURNAL PATTERNS will be on sale at our Pattern

Counter.

JOSEPH HORNE COMPANY
PITTSBURG

Note :—The above advertisement of Joseph Home Company was the first announce-
ment of the opening of their Ladies' Home Journal Pattern Department.
The Joseph Home Company is to Pittsburg what Marshall Field and Com-
pany is to Chicago and what The T. Eaton Company is to Toronto.—THE
HOME PATTERN COMPANY, 23 Lombard Street, Toronto, Canada ; Home
Office, 615 West Forty-third Street, New York.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Business of a Million a Year Managed by a Woman
Mrs. Netcher Succeeded Her Husband as Active Manager of the Boston

Store, Chicago— Since Her Husband's Death Volume of Trade Has Quad-

rupled— Devotion to Business Reason Assigned for This Woman's Success.

There are few women who guide and absolutely con-

trol the destinies of a great business—a business that in

the aggregate amounts to many millions a year. There

is a general idea among men that women are lacking in

some of the essential qualities that bring about com-

mercial success ; that she is too yielding by nature, too

tender-hearted, not enough of a grabber and pusher to

make an effective competitor against the aggressive man
of business. Yet Chicago has one woman merchant who
is guiding the fortunes of one of the greatest department

stores in the world, and doing it in a quiet and unosten-

tatious way, without any blowing of horns or brass band

methods. This woman is Mrs. Charles Netcher, proprie-

tor of the Boston Store, the conduct of which she took

up on the death of her husband four years ago. In those

four years the Boston Store has been transformed as if

by a magician's wand. It has doubled and quadrupled in

si/.e, and its yearly volume of sales have kept pace with

the enlargement of. its quarters. To-day the business is

at its highest stage of prosperity, and its trade will vie

with that of any other house in similiar lines.

There are no reasons for Mrs. Netcher's success other

than her own ability and devotion to business. Natural-

ly one would think that she would have acquired a cer-

tain degree of familiarity with the details of the business

through the conversation of her husband during his life-

time. As a matter of fact, the one thing that Mr. Netch-
er would not do when at home was to discuss business.

It was practically an agreed thing between husband and
wife that business should be tabooed when he was at

home. "I get enough of business at the store," he said,

"and we can find other subjects of interest at home."
' In a general way only," said Mrs. Netcher, " I was

conversant witn my husband's business affairs. He was
very reticient on such matters. Frequently I would notice

that he was worried, and then I always understood that

he was thinking over business matters. I knew that he

was purchasing property for the enlargement of the store,

but it has happened that he had an important deal closed

and my first information about it came from reading of it

in the papers."

Grasp of Business Affairs.

When called upon to take the helm, Mrs. Netcher was
not entirely a novice, however. It was probably as much
her natural talent for business as any other reason that

attracted Mr. Netcher to her in the first place. She was
not entirely ignorant of her husband's plans and ambi-
tions for the development and enlargement of his store.

These plans had been only partly worked out at the time
of his death, but they had been generally formulated. The
property on which the additional store buildngs were to

be erected had been acquired, but the work of demolish-
ing the old buildings standing on the property had not
yet been begun, nor were the plans for the new one de-

termined upon. All this Mrs. Netcher had to attend to

herself, and at the same time see that the store was run

along the usual lines while those great changes were tak-
ing place. The success with which this was done i.s ap-
parent in the fine store that is to-day known as the Bos-
ton

Charles Netcher, the founder of the Boston Store, was

a firm believer in the gospel of work. In all the years

in which he was in business it is not on record that he

ever took a vacation. The only times that he was ever

absent from his business was when he was away buying

goods. He was among the first down to the store in the

morning and the last to leave it at night—provided he

left at all. In the early years of the business it was not

an uncommon thing for him to work until late at night

and then make his bed on one of the counters. Mrs.

Netcher possesses the same capacity for work that her

husband did. In the four years in which she has been in

control of the business she has never been absent a day

from it. When other women of wealth are enjoying them-

selves at the seashore during the heated term Mrs. Netch-

er will be found at her desk in her little office at the

store.

Here she maintains regular business hours, and here

the details of the great business are daily focussed under

her eye in the shape of reports and by interviews with

her principal lieutenants. It must not be inferred from

this, however, that Mrs. Netcher is either a recluse or a

hermit. She is neither, but takes a decided interest in

many matters not connected with her business. Her prin-

cipal recreations are in her home with her four children,

in automobiling, and in her church, she being a devout be-

liever in the teachings of Christian Science.

In appearance, this merchant princess is of rather im-

pos'ng presence, being of a robust build, and impressing

one with the air of calmness and perfect self-possession

she displays. She is probably forty years old, with black

eyes and black hair, in which there is as yet no sign of

gray. She has pronounced views on her business and its

conduct.

No Set Policy.

"I have no hard and fast theoretical set of rules for

the conduct of the business," she said to the writer.

"Every question of policy is taken up and decided on its

individual merits. That was Mr. Netcher's way of con-

ducting his business. In all matters he was the final

judge, no matter what it was about the store. He was
thoroughly conversant with merchandise of all grades,

and while he had to rely on the judgment of his buyers in

a great degree, yet they knew his ways and opinions.

I don't do any buying myself, but if it was necessary I

could, as I am familiar with every article the store deals

in. When I say that I do not do any buying, I mean that

I do not have salesmen coming to my office to solicit or-

ders. Buying' is one of the most important details of my
business, and every bill purchased or every order placed

comes under my immediate notice. In the case of an un-

usual order in magnitude I would have to be consulted by

my merchandize^ and I would decide as to the advisa-

bility of the purchase.

"That explains in a measure what I mean when I say

that I have no theoretical set of rules in the business.

Here is a better illustration of the same point. In most

large stores such as mine, there is a certain sum for the

purchase of stook allotted to each department. We will

say that a certain department has had, $20,000 allotted to

.. \
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it and has expended the money. Along conies a manufac-

turer with a lot of goods that he is willing to sell at 50

cents on the dollar. Now, in the average store, the buy-

er would be debarred from making the purchase because

he had exhausted the appropriation. My buyer would

complete the purchase at once.

"There is hardly a day of the year that I do not

make one or more trips of inspection through the store.

People who imagine that I sit in my office all day are

much mistaken. When I go through the store I may
notice something that does not appear businesslike to me,

and I at once call the attention of the superintendent to

it. It may be only a small detail, but I believe in look-

ing after details. I will observe things and comment up-

on them that a man would consider of little importance,

but business is made up of details, and if you look after

the details the larger operations will take care of them-

selves.

A Centre for Bargains.

"There are many reasons for the success of the Bos-

ton Store. One reason is that it is the bargain centre of

Chicago. We have facilities for buying at the lowest

price and we use them. We never contract bills, conse-

quently we have no complicated accounts to lie kept.

Buying for cash we are always able to buy at much bet-

ter advantage than a merchant who buys on time. The
cash buyer will always get a much better price and a

much better discount. The greater part of our merchan-
dise is paid for before it ever enters the store, and many
of our purchases in the eastern markets are frequently

paid for before they are shipped to us. We give our cus-

tomers the benefit of our ability to buy cheaply and are

content with moderate profits. If a manufacturer or a

merchant has a lot of goods that they are unable to

swing, and they need the money the chances are that

they will come to us. We will take them for cash at a

price, no matter how big a stock it is.

"Buying for cash we always sell for cash. We never

have any debts owing to us. We also stimulate the in-

terest of our employes by giv ;ng them an interest in

everything that, they sell. This is generally 5 per cent.,

but sometimes it is more. It depends entirely on the

clerk, then, how much he or she makes, because a per-

centage is paid on everything that is sold. We do not

pay high salaries, but with the aid of the percentage sys-

tem our clerks make the best wages that are paid by any
department store in the city. In some departments it is

not unusual for the clerks to make from $25 to $35 per

week, and in others from $50 to $60. We used some years

ago to pay this percentage every day, based on the sales

of the preceding day. Now we pay it once a week with
the salaries. It is much better for the clerk to get the

percentage money in a lump than in daily driblets. In

the latter way they are more apt to spend it foolishly,

but when they get a good sized sum they will be more
apt to save.

"By this system we enlist the hearty co-operation of

our employes, with the result that at any time we are

enabled to take our pick if we need more men or women.
This is our idea of co-operation, and it works well for

both sides. It keeps the interest of the employe concen-
trated on the work and stimulates the sales.

we would just as soon pay for it at the time of insertion,

the only reason we do not do so being that we may have
the opportunity of checking up the advertisement on space
and for correctness.

"In time I expect my sons will enter the business and
relieve me of much of the burden. First they will finish

their education. My oldest son is now eighteen and he
will soon enter Yale. Some people have an idea that a
university education is not an essential for a business
man. Perhaps it is not

; I believe that it will not de-

tract from their usefulness in the world. It is also con-
sidered by many persons that the only way for a young
man to make a success is by working up from the bot-
tom, and in a measure 1 agree with this theory. But it,

is not always possible for a boy to do this ; it is not
possible for my sons to do so. They will have to begin
nearer the top than the bottom, but with the advantage
of a liberal education I have no fear that they will prove
lacking in capacity when their time comes. They will al-

ways have the assistance of men and women who have
grown up in the business, some of our employes who now

Plans for Her Sons.

- "We advertise, largely, both in newspapers ' and by
billboards. <We keep the public throughly informed of

what we have to offer and the prices. We pay for our

advertising space the- same as we d<5. for our merchandise.
The day after it has appeared in a paper we pay for it,

MRS. CHARLES NETCHER.

fill responsible positions, having been with the house al-

most from its foundation."

A Modest Disposition.

Of the details of her business Mrs. Netcher, in so far

as it relates to the growth and magnitude of the annual
turnover, is reluctant to talk. When asked to state what
the expansion had been since Mr. Netcher 's death, she

smilingly said :

"That is something that I would rather not talk

about. It was one of the rules of my husband not to

divulge the details of his business. I believe his policy

was a wise one and I follow it.

"Mr. Netcher had no diversions aside from his busi-

ness and his home. Winter or summer he was down at

the store at fi.30 in the morning and' would generally get

home at 7.30 in the evening. His reading was confined to

the daily papers and the Bible. I believe that he had
read the Bible six -.or seven times. He was passionately
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devoted to his children and nothing afforded him more en-

joyment than to play with them.

"He had been with the Partridges about two years in

Buffalo and was then getting $4 a week. There was
another store in the same city that offered him a posi-

tion at $& a week. Boylike, he was anxious to make
more money and was inclined to accept this offer, which

was from the model store of the city. He talked to his

mother about' it, and she was very much opposed to his

making a change. 'You stick where you are Charlie,'

she said, 'and you will be all right.'

A Thorough Business Training.

"The thing that determined Mr. Netcher, however,

was the fact that in Partridge's he had an opportunity

to work in every department of the store, while if he had

taken the offer he would have been confined to one depart-

ment. Knowledge was what he was after, and the fact

that he did not make the change was a most fortunate

one for him."

Any story of the Boston Store would be incomplete

without a sketch of its founder. Mr. Netcher was Ameri-

can born, but of German descent. He began his business

career in Buffalo, N.Y., where he obtained his first situa-

tion at the age of fourteen in the store of C. W. & E.

Partridge. This was in 1865, and his first job was carry-

ing bundles. C. W. Partridge, who gave the boy his first

job, told about it afterward in the following words :

"He was clinging to his mother's skirt, not in an em-
barrassed way, but with a sort of an air of doubt. His
mother asked me if we were in need of any boys. As a

matter of fact we were not, as the sixty or seventy posi-

tions we had to offer were filled. I was on the point of

telling her so when I looked down at the boy by her side.

He was gazing into my face, his eyes scanning me ex-

pectantly. There was a sort of determined look about the

boy which appealed to me.
" 'What can you do ?' I asked him.
" 'Anything,' he replied, in a matter of fact way,

looking me square in the eyes.

Netcher's First Job.

" 'Well, we don't really need a bov, but I guess I'll hire

him anyway,' I remarked to his mother, and he threw off

his coat and went to work. This was how Charles

Netcher got his first job. He started in as a bundle car-

rier. His salary was $1.50 a week. There were perhaps
seventy boys employed in the store at the time, and yet

from the first day he worked for us he seemed to stand

out above the rest. He never seemed to care much for

the pleasures that appealed to the other boys. His eyes

always were on business. And, above all, he was not

afraid to work. He did all that was required of him, did

it willingly and cheerfully. And he didn't stop at this.

He always was looking for something to do. As a boy
Mr. Netcher was extremely quiet. He talked little, and
when he did speak he usuallv limited his conversation to

brief sentences which were forceful and expressive.

Capacity for Work.

"His mind appeared always to be made up, and when
once he set out to accomplish anything it was as good as
done. He was a man of few words,but an incessant
thinker, and his capacity for work seemed unlimited."

From the time he- began work for the Partridges Mr
Netcher's rise was continuous. He went from position to
position, always stepping a little higher each time. And
always he saved money, although his salary was never a
large one. never more than $25 a week until in 1873 he
was eiven a working interest in the firm. He allowed
himself nothing for luxuries and reduced his necessities to

a minimum. At one time he was extremely fond of smok-

ing, but coming to the conclusion that this was injuring

his health he stopped it, and never again smoked a cigar

In 1873, the Partridges gave Mr. Netcher an interest

of 10 per cent, of the profits of the store in addition to

his salary. It was then that he originated the name of

"Boston Store," which the establishment has ever since

maintained. As the business grew, Mr. Netcher's income

also grew, but he continued living at the same frugal rate

as formerly, saving his additional income. In time his

percentage of the profits was increased. From his savings

he was able in time to buy an additional interest. This

from time to time he increased until in" 1899 he was able

to buy the sole proprietorship of the store from the man
who had given him his first position as a bundle boy.

Enlarging the Business.

After having acquired the sole ownership of the busi

ness, Mr. Netcher began to carry out the plans he had

formed for its enlargement. This required the purchase

outright or the acquirement on long time lease of the tn

tire south half of the block extending from State to Dea r-

born Streets with the Madison Street frontage. He had

just about concluded the acquisition of this property when
he was taken ill, and after an operation for appendicitis

died after a short illness. At the time of his death his

fortune was estimated • at $8,000,000. Six months before

his death he had taken out a life insurance policy of

$500,000.

Mr. Netcher's idea of work, thrift and economy were
well set forth in his will. He specifically stipulated that

none of his children should be so provided for as to per-

mit extravagance or a life of idleness.

The high estimation in which Mr. Netcher held his

wife's capacity for business was given a striking illustra-

tion by his will, under which she was made the sole trus-

tee, with absolute control over the' estate. It was a sub-
ject on which he thought strongly, the disposition of

property by will, and he was frequently known to make
comments upon the disposition of -large estates and the

manner of their control. But so strong was his confidence
in the business qualifications of his wife that he was per-

fectly satisfied that she could undertake the conduct of

his store and carry it forward to the commanding posi-

tion that he had marked out in his own mind for it. The
result has been a most striking example of the correctness
of his judgment.

Technical Education.

That Canadian manufacturers recognize the import-
ance of technical education as a means of protecting and
developing native talent, was .strikingly shown by the
resolution passed at their convention, appropriating $5.-

000 towards the expenses' of a commission to thoroughly
investigate the matter throughout Canada.

Referring to the question of technical education, the

President of the Manufacturers' Association, Mr. J. D.
Rolland, said that it was the association's firm con-

clusion that no more helpful service" to the industrial

and social future of Canada could be performed by the

Federal Government than undertaking such an inquiry

He was of the opinion that there was not another topic

of more importance before the Canadian people to-day.

It was the duty of the Federal Government to find ways
and means for protecting and developing native talent.

The fruits of such an inquiry would redcund to the

credit of the association, would stimulate Canadian in-

dustry, and be a fitting testimonial as to the true at-

titude of the employers and the employes, and an endur-
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ing evidence of the broad relation of the manufacturer

to the broad interests of the country.

The Technical Education Committee strongly advo-

cated the appointment of a commission, at a cost of

$25,000, recommending that the association assume $5,-

000, leaving $20,000 to be raised by the Provinces.

Prefer Money to Husbands.

A despatch from England says that there are 1,700

women in Nottinghamshire alone—the last word applies

to Nottinghamshire alone—who would rather have money
than husbands. The fact does not strike terror to the

male English mind when it is remembered ihow greatly

women outnumber men in some parts of England.

The theory is advanced, however, that eligible hus-

bands are so difficult to obtain that the proverb about

the bird in the hand has sunk deep into the mind of the

average Nottinghamshire lassie. When Wilkinson Smith,

a rich lace manufacturer, died he left £250,000 to found

pensions to be given to widows and spinsters of the

county on condition that the beneficiaries undertake a

vow of celibacy. The eligible list was oversubscribed more

than ten times. Seventy of the pensions have been alot-

ted, and the trustees will have some difficulty in dispos-

ing of others in view of the numerous applications.

Chatham Merchants' Picnic.

(From Our Own Correspondent.)

Chatham, Sept. 25.—Chatham merchants held their

first annual picnic on August 27. The affair, which was
held at Erie Beach, the southern terminus of the new
C.W. & L.M. electric line, was a very successful one,

probably 2,000 people attending. A good programme of

sports was run off, and the Kent Mills band furnished

music, while there was an orchestra and dancing in the

evening. Financially, despite the rather pessimistic feel-

ings with which it was inaugurated, the affair proved

very successful.

A majority of the local stores closed at 12 o'clock

and remained closed for the balance of the day. Grocers

and hardwaremen were unanimous in closing. It was
different with the dry goods men, however, a majority of

the stores being kept open.

The men's furnishers, who are accustomed to keep

their stores open till all hours of the night, closed

unanimously.

Position of the Dry Goods Men.

The failure of the dry goods men to come to an

agreement was unfortunate. It is readily evident to any

close observer, however, that they are in a different

position from other merchants, on account of the fact

that they employ a vastly larger number of clerks, and

have a much larger amount in fixed charges to meet in

carrying on their business.

This has led to opposition to any movement lor j

weekly half holiday, and the same arguments then ad-

vanced explain the present position of the dry goods

men.

"Merchants who employ only three or four clerks,"

said one, "and have small establishments, can easily

afford to lose half a day's business. With many of them

the loss of the afternoon means the loss of no more than

half a day. But with us, cutting out an afternoon is

practically equivalent to cutting out a day and a half.

We do our best business in the afternoon. Compared
with it, our morning business is a minor factor. If we
close in the afternoon, not only do we directly lose so

much business, but oui clerks are excited all morning
making preparations for the outing, and it takes them
all the morning and sometimes the entire day after to
recover from the effects. It must be remembered that
our advertising bills are large, and they run on just the
same, regardless of whether we do business or not. Our
rent is out of all proportion to that paid by most mer-
chants, and our other fixed expenses are the same. Cut-
ting out a half day's business—especially when that is

practically equivalent to the business of a day and a

half—is no easy matter."
At the same time, two dry goods stores did close

for the day, while a third merchant, though he himself
remained at the place of business, let all his clerks go.
Owing to the fact that a vast number of people from
Chatham took in the picnic, the business of those who
remained open fell short of the usual mark.

The Time to Cheer Up.

(By H. G. A. Ryan, Guelph, Ont.)

"There is time for everything." 'Tis an old saying,
but one of more than partial truth.

The time for misgivings, for hard time talk; the time
for gloomy forecasts—pessimism—is past.

When you have trimmed the enemy, leave him alone.

There is no use thrashing a dead horse.

Devote time and energy to furthering profitable am-
bitions. What is past, is past. Leave it alone.

Cheer up! 'Tis time again to plan for great and
still greater accomplishments. Prosperity will be ours
to a more liberal extent than some of us have even
dreamed of. It is now on the way.

Do not countenance an ungnided, foolhardy, ex-

travagant belief in easily attained riches, and do not
wait until others have gotten a share of your rightful

prosperity before awakening' to claim your own.
Public opinion is not always. a safe girde. It usually

pounds the man who is down and lauds the man about
to fall.

The time to buy snow shovels is in the Summer.
Lawn mowers are cheapest in Winter.

By the time the public have gotten on to a good
thing it is time to leave that good thing alone.

A great many men are talking hard times to-day

—

hard times to come.

Cheer up! 'Tis time for a change. Signs which

vouch for good times are on every side.

Take y>ur coat off. Scrap for the bone when the

meat's on it.

Cheer up!

Congress of Chambers of Commerce.

Mr. D. H. Ross, Canada's Trade Commissioner at

Melbourne, Australia, who is at present in Canada,
states that the Australian Chambers of Commerce are

making great efforts to give Canadians and other visi-

tors an excellent time during their stay in the Common
wealth next year on the occasion of the Congress of

Chambers of the Empire, which meets there next year.

Comparing Canadian and Australian trade, Mr. Ross
stated that, at the end of the last financial year in

Australia the total trade of the Commonwealth was
about $541,035,000; whereas the Canadian figures for the

year ending June 30, 1906, were approximately $547,760,-

000. The Australian exports would probably show a
considerable decrease owing to the lower prices ruling

for wool and other staple products this year."
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"Men Who Sell Things"

Over-Confidence Often Loses the Race— Work an Indispensable Factor of Success in Every

Career — Faith in Oneself and One's Firm Also Necessary— How Self-Restraint Helps.

(Continued from September Dry Goods Review.)

It was a beautiful day; the occasion was a gala one;

the clear, crisp air was fraught with excitement in antici-

pation of the results that would determine the world's

championship.

The two brothers were cheered again and again as they

mounted their wheels and rode leisurely away to what was
generally conceded to be another victory to be added to

their already long list of conquests in the sport.

The first lap of six miles was finished with the con-

testants pretty well bunched as they passed the judges'

stand. The friends of the favorites expressed surprise

because the brothers had not left the others behind at the

offset. Confidently, however, they believed that the finish

of the half would see them well in the lead.

A great shout rent the air as the riders hove in sight

oe the second lap. As they came nearer it was observed

that the brothers, although riding close together, were

distanced several lengths by three others who seemed de-

termined on keeping the lead. As they passed, they ap-

parently were riding easily, with no thought of defeat;

but their apparent confidence was not shared by the anxi-

ous crowd. A foreboding swept over the throng, not so

much from the position of the riders as from the indefin-

able suspicion that all was not right.

Cries of dismay were quickly suppressed on the assur-

ance of the over-confident ones that all good riders started

that way—slowly and without effort—holding in reserve

their speed and strength, increasing these as the race con-

tinued, and finishing with a burst of both.

Anxiously we waited for the finish of the three-quar-

ters. A cloud of dust announced the leaders in the dis-

tance as they rounded the home-stretch. On they came,

tearing like mad straight for the wire, where the crowd

was thickest. Like a flash they were past—each man was

bending lower and working like a Trojan. In a second

they were out of sight again around the curve—but that

second was all that was necessary to disclose the sicken-

ing fact that the distance between the brothers and the

first rider had not been diminished. The confident ones

still adhered to their first theory, which seemed to bring

a measure of assurance, for at last the brothers were

working with a determination that bordered on the super-

natural.

The agony was soon over. The last half was finished

in half the time the others had required. As the riders

again appeared in the home-stretch the vast crowd was on

tip-toe, anxiously hoping for the best; which meant that

the race must be won by the favorites. The rider who had

held the lead all along was a stranger, and naturally was

regarded as an intruder.

All things must end some time, happily or otherwise,

and that race was soon finished.

There is little else to tell that cannot easily be imag-

ined; the brothers failed to regain the position lost on the

start through over-confidence resultant from past achieve-

ments. When they came up to the judges' stand, willing

but disappointed hands helped their almost lifeless forms

from their wheels, and carried them away from the field

of conquest, which, for them, had been turned into defeat.

Past honors could not win a race that depended solely on

present moment opportunity. With that defeat, their dar-

ing and skill seemed to desert them. Like the bird with
the broken wing that never soars so high again, they were
not heard much of after that in racing circles.

I have seen many such cases among salesmen in my
business career.

Be Up-to-date in Methods.

Don't become antiquated in your business methods;
don't let your customers see that younger men are more
energetic, more up-to-date than yourself.

If you want to hold old customers and make new ones

every year—which is absolutely necessary—you must be

progressive and aggressive.

March forward with the times. Then you will hold

your place in the ranks of salesmen as well as any young
man starting on the road to-day.

Close your eyes and think of the past, the present, and
the future, and—

"Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,
Old Time is still a-flynw.

And this same flower that smiles to-day,

To-morrow will be dying."

"Drop a word of cheer and kindness—just a flash and it

is gone,

But there's half a hundred ripples circling on, and on,

and on,

Bearing hope, and joy, and comfort, on each splashing,

dashing wave,

Till you wouldn't believe the volume of the one kind word
you gave.

"Drop a word of cheer and kindness—in a minute you

forget,

But there's gladness still a-swelling, and there's joy a-

circling yet;

And you've rolled a wave of comfort, whose sweet music

can be heard

Over miles and miles of water, just by dropping a kind

word."

"Hard licks make good luck."

The Base-ball Game of Life.

Life is like a baseball game,

With Chance as pitcher: Fate,

Alert, determined, pitiless,

Stands just behind the plate.

Out in the field are Hopelessness,

Timidity, and all

Our other weaknesses prepared

To catch or stop the ball.

The stands are filled with many who
Accord us hoots and jeers,

And sprinkled with them, are a few

Who ?ive us honest cheers.
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And each man gets his chalice to bat,

And many fan the air,

And now and then one makes a hit,

And wins out then and there.

Life is like a baseball game,

And bitterly we choose

To fasten all the blame on Luck,

The umpire, when we lose.

—E Kiser, in the Chicago Hecord-Herald.

CHAPTER XII.

The Right Kind of Salesman.

You shall find no boy's play here, I can tell you.

Thou ever strong upon the stronger side !

Thou Fortune's champion !

When the hurly hurley's done. When the battle's lost

and won.

To attempt a great work is to become a great worker.

No man rises without being knocked down a few times.

1 he front door to success lies through the garden of

duty.

A salesman's science never dies so long as it is doing

something.

Successful salesmanship is a product of the positive

qualities. Its component parts might best be indicated

in the statement that the right kind of salesman has

what his negative brethren have not.

In place of being a knocker, he is a booster ; in place

of being an order-taker, he is a business-getter ; in place

of being fussy or over-anxious, he is composed, but ag-

gressive ; in place of being a wheel-barrow, he is a great

mogul ; in place of being a know-it-all, he is keen and

dignified ; in place of being quick-tempered, he is self-

poised and genial ; in place of being a sky-rocket, he is a

wear-weller ; in place of being all head and no soul, he

is a mixture of both ; in place of being an old-timer or a

down-and-outer, he is an up-and-inner.

By this I do not mean to imply that right salesmen

possess all the positive qualities that enter into success-

ful salesmanship, but the average is good. I have known
many "top-notchers" in our profession, not one of whom
but was marked by some specific qualification that easily

distinguished him from the man of mediocre ability.

One Special Quality.

In every case there showed development of some one

positive quality to a marked degree—such as educated

enthusiasm, unswerving fidelity to purpose, persistent de-

termination to win, a thorough knowledge of his own
business and a reasonable conception of business interests

in general, with a fair balance of other requisites, like

tact, honesty, and good-fellowship.

It goes without saying that an indispensable condi-

tion for success in every career is contained in a single

word—WORK.
The little girl was perfectly correct in her answer

when the teacher asked her to give an example of a

quadruped.

"A horse," was the reply.

"Correct. Give another example."

"Another horse." No room for doubt there.

And thus, in this and every other age, in the lives

of all men who do things, there has been but one way
to spell success, and that is—W-O-R-K, WORK.

A salesman may be brainy, but he must, work ; hon-

est, but lie must work ; diplomatic, hut he must, work
,

optimistic, but he must WORK.
If he would graduate from the classes we have been

discussing in the n'ne preceding chapters, and come into

th" field of endeavor worth while, he must work.

What does an optimist do ?

Having the choice of many opportunities, he chooses

them all. Just the reverse of the pessimist, who, having

the choice of two evils, chooses both.

Again, being of good cheer and good faith, he counts

every day a good day in the struggle for self-mastery and
higher and better results, looking toward permanency.

The only sure way to win is to commence to win
from the start, and then—keep everlastingly at it.

Faith Necessary to Success.

Another and most pronounced feature of successful

salesmanship is faith.

It is exceedingly difficult to get many otherwise

bright and capable men to realize that their lack of suc-

cess is more often due to a lack of faith in themselves

than to any other one thing.

I shall never • forget the inspiration that was mine
when I first thoroughly learned the lesson of the value

of faith in one's self and surroundings.

For several years I was equally interested with four

others in a jobbing business which was located in an iso-

lated market, and which yielded but a fair working sal-

ary to its owners. I grew restless because we were un-

able to build the business up to a point of greater pro-

fit, and determined to cut loose and seek more lucrative

fields, where there would be some possibility of expan-
sion.

Having carefully considered several propositions, I

finally selected the one that, so far as I could judge, held

forth the best advantages for a permanent and successful

future.

The deal closed, I removed to another and much larg-

er city to enter upon a three years' contract as sales

manager for the largest house of its kind in the world,

employing a force of forty general salesmen and twice

as many stock or house men. I entered upon my new
duties filled to the brim with enthusiasm, believing that

I knew salesmen from A to Z, having traveled myself

ten years, before taking charge of our own salesmen in

the business I had just left.

But I soon learned that I still had a great deal to

learn in the management of so large a force. The ex-

perience was not only newer and larger than anything I

had previously undertaken, but my new house had not

up to that time conducted a thorough sales department

under a managing head, such as was then being installed

in all large concerns.

This meant that I had two new propositions to work
out—the organization of the men and the organization of

the department. And right here, with all due respect to

our men—for they were the best in the business—let me
say that, for a new man coming into a new house to

tackle a new proposition like that, where so many tra-

veling salesmen were concerned, was like running a col-

lege freshman up against a Rugby football team for the

first time.

Naturally the men regarded me with suspicion and

as an intruder, coming among them perhaps to limit

their freedom and to make their future a nightmare of

red-tape rules and regulations.

Carefully I figured this all out beforehand, and well

did I know that I should have to gain their ronfidence

before instituting any radical new policies.
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Somehow or other things did not progress as nicely

as I had calculated they would, and I began to construe

their attitude toward the new departure as being hostile

to me. The men were slow in making or reciprocating

friendly overtures, and instead of taking things easy,

working the meanwhile along the lines of least resist-

ance, I began to force things ; but I soon learned the

error of such a policy. Everything was really going

along as well as could be expected under the circum-

stances, but I could not see it that way.

No Profit from Impatience.

The trouble ? Impatience, that's all—the common

fault of most young men who want to get on in the

world. Impatience is about as useless a thing as any

young man can encumber himself with. It produces no

end of worry and absolutely nothing in the way of pro-

fit.

The trouble I was experiencing was due to impatience,

and was for the most part an imaginary and not a real

trouble.

If there was discord in our work together, it was

simply and solely because I was continually anticipating

something of the sort—as the boys woud say, "sort of

egging it on in my mind."

I worked on in that mental atmosphere for several

months, chafing inwardly at this chimerical enmity be-

tween the men and their manager, at the same time put-

ting on the best front I could muster.

Finally, one morning I had an awakening. It was .1

rude shock, but it did the business.

While speeding along on an "L" train to the office, 1

began to arraign myself something after this fashion :

"You're a nice sort of sales manager ! You preach

faith continually to your men, and you haven't a drop

in your own veins. You're not willing to meet your

men half-way on confidence, while expecting every man

jack of them to give to you, a stranger, the fullest de-

gree of that precious article. Here you've been building

up trouble for yourself in your mind all these months

on account of the sins of the other fellow, when the trou-

ble lies entirely with yourself. Now, this can't go on

much longer. This whole business is mere mental moon-

shine, if you only had good horse sense enough to realize

it.

"There's nothing in the world the matter, excepting

with yourself. Swtep the cobwebs of distrust out of the

place where your grey matter is supposed to be—and

likewise the despondency out of your mental atmosphere,

and things will look different.

"You are doing good work. You have heard no com-

plaint from headquarters. Your methods are all right.

Both will win out in time if you'll give them a fair

chance. Now, brace up and have faith in your house,

your men, your proposition, and yourself.

'That's all you need—just faith, coupled with good

horse sense."

There was no rebuttal evidence. The examination fin-

ished, on reaching my office I rested the case, and that

was all there was to it.

From that hour, th'ngs took on a different hue. Every-

thing connected with my department moved forward with

a vigor and a sat sfaction that were re-assuring, to say

the least.

That mental blue-print of myself was my salvation,

and added immeasurably to the comfort and well-being of

all concerned.

It's a great th 4ng to have faith in yourself—not too

much, but enough to keep you from, slipping backward in

the race for success.

An Interesting Incident.

The famous Glasgow clergyman, John McNeil, while

preaching in Chicago during the World's Fair year, wish-

ing to emphasize the value of faith, related the following

rather remarkable incident which occurred in his career

as pastor. Said he :

"Many Christian people have their prayers only half

answered because they have not sufficient faith that they

will be answered in full. Let me illustrate that.

"During my pastorate of a certain church in .

we had occasion to make extensive repairs, and the

church was heavily in debt. It worried me a great deal,

and I made it a subject of much prayer. A stranger call-

ed on me one day in my study, and to my utter amaze-

ment he said : 'Mr. McNeil, you do not know who I am,

and it does not matter. I understand you have a debt

on your church that you are anxious to pay. I have

heard a great deal about you and the work you are do-

ing, and I want to help you with that debt.'

"Taking a check-book out of his pocket, he tore out

a blank and laid it before me on my desk. 'There,' said

he, 'fill that out for the amount you require, and I will

return later and sign it,' and he was gone before I could

stop him.
' I sat there looking at that blank check, failing to

comprehend what it all meant. 'Surely,' said I, 'he does

not realize that the amounts of our debt runs into thous-

ands of pounds sterling. He would never give that much
if he knew. But he told me to make it out for the full

amount. No. He couldn't have known. I'll put down
half the amount. I am afraid when he sees how large it

is he will not sign even for that amount.'

"After a little the stranger returned, asked for the

check, and w'th scarcely a glance he affixed his signature,

took up his hat and left without another word.

"Mechanically I looked at the bit of paper, felt it,

searched it ; at last the name drew and held my gaze.

With peculiar force the truth dawned upon me, and like-

wise the genuineness of the check. The signature was
that of a wealthy and philanthropic man whose generous

acts were well known to me, although I had never met
him before. When I realized that he meant what he said,

and could easily have paid the whole amount of the

debt, I said, 'O, man of little faith ! I will never doubt

again.' "

1 hat story is a faithful picture of many men in the

business life who fail to take opportunity when it is

offered.

To every salesman opportunity opens the door to suc-

cess. Those who perceive and enter gain the treasure.

To those who do not heed, opportunity says :

Master of human destinies am I
;

Fame, love and fortune on my footsteps wait
;

Cities and fields I walk ; I penetrate

Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart and palace, soon or late

I knock unbidden once at every gate.

If sleeping, wake ; feasting, rise before

I turn away. It is the hour of fate,

And they who followr me reach every state

Mortals desire, and conquer every foe

Save death ; but those who doubt or hesitate,

Condemned to failure, penury, and woe,

Seek me in vain, and uselessly implore.

I answer not, and I return no more.

—John J. Ingalls.

Successful salesmen—those who make territories y'eld

a permanent, profitable business, the sort who "wear"
well—must and do possess strong positive force.
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Doubt befogs mind force. Indecision crucifies precision

of action.

Inoculation of doubts in the salesman's mind poisons

his enthusiasm.

Persuasion Depends on Enthusiasm.

There is little doubt that the degree of a man's power

of persuasion depends upon his earnestness and enthusi-

asm.
Persistently thinking right means persistently acting

right.

The true salesman learns what kind of thoughts count;

he thinks them, acts them, until they become a part of

his being, forming the directing force in his success.

The right kind of salesman begins by training him-

self. From the first mistake in the first town of his first

trip until he lays down his grip for the last time, he is

in constant training.

Early in his career he discovers—and what a power

that discovery is !—that the same tactics he would em-

ploy in training his horse would, if used upon himself,

secure him against doubt and failure.

Over and over again with infinite patience and de-

termination, he declares to himself with spirit, "I will"

and "I am"—until he comes to a thorough belief in his

power to win men and sales. Right th'nking and right

doing—those are the means by which he keeps his name

at the top of the sales list.

The right kind of salesman has no fear of opposition,

whether it be from his customers or his competitors.

How well he knows from experience in his early days

that to listen to rebuff with his ears that hear is but to

succumb to a greater force than he himself possesses !

Sharp thrusts received in the school of experience cause

him to be watchful. Constantly he cultivates the

thoughts and habits in himself that teach him how to

parry successfully all negative influence from within or

without.

Success from Optimism.

All successful salesmen are optimistic. They see only

the side of things that wins, and recognize no superior

among competitors. The real salesman so schools him-

self that he is able to sell a poor line of goods on a

poorer territory, solely upon the strength of h s own
personality. What a mighty human dynamo he is when
he finds his lot cast among circumstances wholly con-

genial ! And so the world about him always moves on-

ward to better and bigger things ; slowly but surely he

leaves behind to rust and shrivel and die every adverse

suggestion, everything that has tended to lessen his

power.

It is lack of brain activity that keeps the class of

salesmen that go round and round and round, year in

and year out doing things in the same old way, always

hugging the despicable place at the bottom of the sales

sheet.

It is lack of the kind of brains that work and dig

and sweat till they find a way to get things done, brains

that go to the bottom of things, brains that are always

looking for better things, brains that never give up a

problem till they find a way to solve it.

The Human Dynamo.

In mechanics to-day the electric dynamo stands as

the highest development of mechanical power. Among
salesmen the highest is the human dynamo, the man
whose brain is charged with dynamic force ; whose heart

is on fire with enthusiasm and push ; who leads the

strenuous life and likes it ; who is always dissatisfied,

always fighting for bigger and better results ; who sets

his goal-post far out in the field of endeavor, and knows

no rest until he reaches it
; who is on the keen scent for

newer and better ideas to help him in his work
;
who is

willing to sweat blood to get what he wants ; who be-

lieves the head of his house and his manager know as

much as he does ; who believes the credit man will give

both himself and his customers a square deal ; who be-

lieves that the buyers of the establishment that pays

him his salary know as much about buying goods as he

does about selling them ; who knows that the goods of

his house are good goods, the right kind, and will sell,

and that he can sell them ; who spurns the habits of in-

difference, of shirking, of mischief-making, of arrogance

towards customers, of mutual jealousy, the "click" habit,

who avoids, as evidence of weakness, such thoughts as,

"Oh, what's the use ? The sales manager's got it in for

me. He's a dreamer, anyway. I always get the worst

end of everything, no matter what I do." The model

salesman avoids, as worst of all, the habit of fault-find-

ing and criticism of superiors. He is the kind of sales-

man that forms the title of this chapter. It is that kind,

and no other, that gets the big prizes in the business

game.

What are you, Mr. Salesman ?

A human dynamo, or just a common member of the

Sons of Rest ? Never mind the other fellow—how is it

with yourself ? That is the question.

Are you cultivating confidence in the value of your

own ideas, and in your power to use them ? Did it ever

occur to you that you could do as well as others, if you
would only bring yourself to believe it ?

I have observed in many successful salesmen the de-

sire and willingness to grasp at every good idea from

any source that will aid them in making sales. The
humblest men in our profession are those who are at the

head.

Get Good Ideas Everywhere.

I remember on a certain occasion issuing a statement

to our traveling force which was intended to inspire in

them an optimistic survey of the month upon which we
were about to enter. The statement contained facts and
figures of the month just ended, showing the percentage

of increase in various departments, and wound up with
a forecast of the month to come as viewed from the

standpoint of the managing staff. The men were ail in

from the road, winding up a period of house trade, and
about to depart for a "filling in" trip.

(To be continued.)

Prestige.

Prestige is defined as the influence which arises

from reputation. That being the case, it naturally
follows that anything which effectively spreads a
firm's good reputation is a direct aid to prestige.

Most travelers prefer to work for a firm which has

prestige with the trade. The very weight of a

name often helps a good deal. All concerns which
persistently advertise in a good trade newspaper
have more or less prestige with the trade; because

the fact that a firm persistently advertises is con-

vincing evidence to the retailer of that firm's pro-

gressiveneness and prominence in the trade. No
use talking ; live trade newspaper advertising, does

not tend to make the travelers' path easier to

tread !
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How the Sales Force Should Back Up Store Advertising

Teach Salespeople to Supplement Good Impression Created by Publicity

Methods— To Properly Approach and Interest Customers Essential

— Study of Store's Advertising a Necessity With Every Salesperson.

Written for The Dry Goods Review by G. Emest Newkirk, Advertising Manager for Thomas C. Watkins, Hamilton, Ont.

Are you one among hundreds of business men who

advertise, and then, after getting possible customers into

your store, have them mistreated, and perhaps, lost forever

by some salesperson who does not study the ads. and to

whom you are perhaps paying as high as twenty dollars

per week ?

Every salesperson should study each day's advertising

carefully. It is store news, and each one of the sales-

force should be familiar with the offerings. If a woman

goes into your store and asks for an advertised special

and the salesperson knows nothing about it, or has to

enquire of some one else, that woman loses faith in your

advertising and in your store. Some other store will get

her trade next time and hold it, too, if she is treated

properly—and your opportunity to secure it is lost.

Why pay thousands of dollars yearly to advertise your

store and tike no pains to educate your salespeople?

The hest advertisement you have is your salesforce. Are

they a positive or negative factor ? It is very essential

to the success of your business that you know.

Now this selling game is not so difficult as it is com-

prehensive. The good salesman of to-day studies his

goods and studies his customers. When a man wants to

learn to be a doctor, he studies a score of different

branches before he dreams of practising—He has to

throughly understand his business.

And that's what you have got to do in order to get

inlo the game and get in to stay.

Selling the goods means far more than handling the

trade that comes linto the store. Selling is the broadest,

biggest, brainiest subject in the world. To sell, you have

got to organize your business and organize it right. You

have got to educate your salesforce—Teach them first to

studv the (toods they sell. Teach them to approach. a cus-

tomer properly, to talk to them intelligently, and to use

tact in handling them.

Many a possible customer is lost through some poor

salesperson approaching her in an I-don't-care-whether-I-

wait-on-you-or-not manner. The customer's first impres-

sion is a bad one and all the talking and intelligence in

the world won^t overcome it.

A customer is walking through the store and stops to

look at something, a salesgirl rushes up and snaps out

"Something I can get for you," or perhaps, "Did you

want something." 1 That customer will invariable answer

"Oh ! no thank you, I am just looking "—and a possible

sale is lost.

Now suppose that salesgirl had walked up to the cus-

tomer with a bright engaging smile, and said, "That is

pretty isn't it, here are some other nice ones that I

would like to show you, too," or, "Those are very popu-

lar just now. Did you notice the fineness of materials ?

They fit splendidly, too, and have smart style. Just let

me show you how they look."

See the difference of impression that the different

styles of approach would create. The one chokes them

off at once ; the other leads them on into a possible pur-

chase, or if not, it will at least give the customer a good

impression of the willingness of that store to serve her

obligingly and well.

Every salesperson should make a study of how to sell.

It's not alone in the dollars that it puts in the till, that

the success lies. It's in the spljemdid,, superb, magnificent,

deep-down satisfaction that it gives you to do a thing

well. That's where know-how is greatest and where it

pays best. And remember ; it is the know-how salesman
who gets the fat pay envelope.

The best of advertising can only bring people into the

store—the pleasant manners of the salespeople, the neat-

ness of the displays and the goods themselves must do
the rest.

The most powerful advertising, that appeals and

tempts every reader, may fail entirely through the in-

efficiency of a poorly educated salesforce to back it up
with pleasing manners, willingness to serve, and tact.

Every merchant will consult his own best interests,

and at the same time, take the shortest road to public

confidence, by calling his salesforce together once a week
for a general discussion of business—How to get people

into the store, how to approach them, and then to so im-

press customers as to get them back again. The meet-
ings will bear fruit. The live salespeople will be given a
new impetus. The advertising will begin to count as it

never counted before. Everyone—that is any good—will

become interested and enthused and will aid in the carry-

ing out of every business building plan.

The education of your salesforce plus its co-operation

with your advertising equals success—why not try it ?

New Companies Incorporated.

J. H. Waldman & Co., Limited.

Letters patent have been issued incorporating with

a capital of $140,000, Joseph H. Waldman and Charles

Pierce, merchants; Walter Horace Thomson, accountant;

Julius Alexander, superintendent, and Walter H. H.
Savage, accountant, of Montreal, to take over the busi-

ness as a going concern of J. H. Waldman & Co., of

Montreal, manufacturers of ladies' and misses' gar-

ments and costumes. The operations of the company
will be carried on by the name of J. II. Waldman and

Company, Limited, with head offices at Montreal.

Renfrew Knitting Company, Limited.

An Ontario charter has been granted creating

Thomas Andrew Law, Joseph George Barnet, Allan

Francis, and George Bremner Ferguson, lumber merch-

ants, and Thomas Logan, manufacturer, a corporation

to carry on the manufacture of knitted and woven goods

of every description, under the name of the Renfrew

Knitting Company, Limited, with a capital of $50,000,

with head office at Renfrew.
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A RE you ready to take

"" care of the Fall Busi-

ness which is almost upon us ?

One of the best preparatory

steps is the installation of a sys-

tem of Cash or Package Carriers.

When it comes to the selection

of the particular system, you will find it to your advantage to in-

vestigate the " Gipe.

We build and install the highest class store service.

Cash Carriers, Package Carriers

Cash Lifts, Package Lifts

All of our machines are sold subject to a ten days (rial and

are fully guaranteed for a year.

IF INTERESTED, SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

THE GIPE CARRIER CO.
26 Euston Blag., George St. 99 Ontario St.

LONDON, ENG. TORONTO, CAN.

BEST "MEASURER" EVER MADE
The customer places her hand as shown in cut and the slide

automatically indicates the exact glove size.

Of highly polished metal, mounted on hard wood. In oak and
other finishes, with rubber tips to prevent scratching counters, etc

SIMPLE SERVICEABLE SIGHTLY
For all sizes- Men's, Women's and Children's.

Details and Prices on application.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons
ESTABLISHED 1852

710 Broadway, NEW YORK
FACTORY-89 and 91 WEST 3rd STREET

OUR "NEW SOVEREIGN" SHOW CASE

This Solid Plate Glass Case will

satisfy the most exacting

—

Write for particulars.

The Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Limited - Berlin, Ont
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF MODERN STORE FIXTURES

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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This is the front view of our new DRY GOODS SILENT SALESMAN COUNTER,
showing display space in front and display drawers immediately under the plate glass top.

ThisV isj
L
the"'^back view, showing position of display drawers, stock and wrapping paper

space. This space may be enlarged by moving the back forward as it is adjustable.

Toronto Show Case Company
Limited '

J

5-7-9-N-I3-I5-I7-I9-2I Defries St Toronto
Jas. C.Kent President Late Cowans Kent&Co. R.W.McClain Cen. Mcr. Late Cowans Kent.Sl Co

W. M. Peterkin Sec.Treas. Late Cowans Kent & Co Harry Chinn Supt.
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Prize-winning Windows.

The present is not too early to plan for the Christ-

mas window displays. The degree of intelligent atten-

tion paid to the display of Christmas goods, both in the

windows and in the store interior will to a large extent

determine the volume of holiday business.

Windows which sell goods are demanded by the mod-
ern merchant, and ,the trimmer who may excel in ability

to produce windows of artistic beauty must give place to

the man who can sell goods through their attractive

presentation. Usually artistic merit is embraced in such

a window, but it must always be a secondary considera-

tion.

In this issue The Review gives reproductions of the

three prize-winning windows in the Christmas window

electric lights with red s,hades. The rest of the window
was trimmed with handkerchiefs, boxes, etc., all priced.

This made a very attractive as well as a splendid selling

window. After the window came out the windmill was
used for an interior decoration on the ledge above the

handkerchief stock where, with the revolving fans and

electric lights it attracted attention from all parts of

the store.

An appeal was made to the children in the window
trimmed by Fred. Ashfield, for Bryson Graham Co., Ot-

tawa, and awarded second prize in the competition. The
window was filled with small fancy articles, tastefully

arranged, though artistic effect was possibly a secondary

consideration in the mind of Mr. Ashfield. He wanted

to show the goods, and depended on their inherent at-

tractiveness to influence the prospective customer to

Prize Window No. i — By H. Robinson, with R. McKay & Co., Hamilton.

competition conducted by this paper last year. It will

be noticed that in each of these windows the trimmer
has had in view the production of a window which would
sell, and this quality was largely a determining factor

in the judge's decision. The presence of price tickets on
most of the goods undoubtedly increases the value of

these windows. Some valuable suggestions may be

gained from a study of the windows illustrated and des-

cribed in this issue.

The display to which first prize was Recorded was
the work of H. Robinson, with R. McKay & Co., Ham-
ilton. The decorative effect of this window was worked

out in an architectural manner so that the handkerchiefs

themselves could be used in the decorations. The fans

of the windmill were made to revolve about 15 times a

minute, a fan motor being used with reduction gear in-

side the windmill. On the fans were 20 3-candle-power

enter the store and ask for them. The selling power of

this window won for it the favor of the judges.

Samples of the excellent work done by H. C. Mac-
Donald, with Rich. Hall & Son, Peterborough, have been

given frequently in The Review, so that readers of this

department have become familiar with the style of his

window decoration, and that the judges should have con-

sidered the window submitted by him worthy of a prize

is no surprise. His window was typically Christmas,

and the introduction of the deer and the tree effect was
a happy thought which added to its artistic merit, the

strong point in a window which would appeal strongly

to the well-dressed ladies of the class served by this

store, a result which was undoubtedly in the mind of

Mr. MacDonald when the window was planned.

In a succeeding number of The- Review an announce-

ment concerning the next competition will be made.
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The Millinery and Preliminary Openings.

The first openings of the Fall season in Toronto al-

ways coincides with the Exhibition. The reduced rail-

way rates and the attractions of the great Exhibition

combined bring a large number of strangers into the

city. Not only the dry goods stores, but the furriers,

and latterly the exclusive garment houses, make special

displays calculated to attract th's class of trade.

The millinery openings in Toronto's two big depart-

ment stores are always held the first week of the Fair.

Toronto stores seldom indulge in any special interior

decoration at this time ; there is no necessity for doing-

hand there has been a great improvement in the win-

dows. The goods are no longer crowded in, but each

article and drape is given its proper space, and there has

been a great increase in the selling power of the win-

dows.

The decorations in the windows were not elaborate

and save in the millinery windows could be eas'ly copied.

Millinery was shown in the series of windows beginning

at the north door on Yonge Street. This included the

fine corner window. The movable mirror background was
used, the frames being covered with an Empire frame.
This was of wood with raised plaster moldings, painted

Prize Window No. z — By Fred Ashfield, with Bryson, Graham Co., Ottawa.

so, since they know they will have the crowd in any

event. The windows always receive due attention and

extra decorations proclaim the opening of another sea-

son.

In line with their new policy of cutting out the mere-

ly ornate, the windows which H. Hollingsworth put in for

the R. Simpson Co. this year had few decorative fea-

tures. There was, however, a new set of silk velour

hangings in a light shade of Empire green. Though these

curtains are extremely handsome, and form an ideal

background for many lines, . particularly millinery and

white and gilded. The windows between the two Yonge
Street entrances had each a large mirror placed against

the wood paneling, and framed deeply in white felt. On
the mirror was painted a woodland landscape in Autumn
tints. Many of the windows were fn monotone, and be-

sides the other decorations there were large velvet roses

to match the color the window was dressed with, and

green and gold foliage.

In the men's furnishing windows deep crimson cur-

tains were hung over the panelled background, enriched

and enlivened with gilded grapes with white foliage.

Prize Window No. 3— By H. C. MacDonald, with Rich. Hall & Son, Peterborough.

costumes, they do not show up dress fabrics satisfactor-

ily. The only other decorative feature of the display was

a large majolica pedestal and plant vase filled with maid-

en-hair fern and feathery flowering grasses in shades of

cream and pink. A gilt chair or so and fancy baskets

were also used. The window cards had sprays of maple

leaves painted upon them.

The windows which A. E. Apted put in Eaton's for

the opening of the season have been very much com-

mented upon. Since Mr. Apted has been given a freer

Fall Openings in Hamilton.

The opening of the Fall season was observed in fit-

ting style by Hamilton's leading stores. Besides the

very handsome window displays, two of them, R. McKay
& Co. and the Robinson Co., had very striking and ex-

tensive interior decorations.

Autumn, with its rich tints, its tempting fruits, and

brilliant reds, golds and greens of the October wood-

lands furnish more inspiration for the decorator than
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any other season, at any rate it gives him greater scope

for color combinations.

It was evidently the Autumn woods and gardens that

gave the inspiration to the decorators of these two
stores.

The work of H. Robinson is well known to most
readers of The Review, as this paper has frequently

published photos of his clever window displays.

Fruits naturally suggested themselves to a Hamilton
decorator at this season of the year, and one of the

leading features of the Autumn opening decorations in

the McKay store was a series of grape arbors span-

ning all the main aisles. These were formed of lengths

of bamboo, and were trimmed with purple and green

grapes and vines with Autumn-tinted leaves. This grape

foliage was repeated on the trellis work that was used

as a ledge trim. Evening fabrics and semi-made cos-

tumes, etc., completed these ledge trims.

The tinting of the walls made them satisfactory as a

background for the drapes, etc. The ceiling is a metal

one and is painted a pale cream. The walls are tinted

a mellow, soft grey green that is almost natural in

Sunflower and Poppv — One of the Pillars in the Robinson
Co s. Store Fall Opening.

tone. The freise is of conventional design in pastel

shades and gilt, and is just dark enough to show that

there is a distinct pattern, and yet is not so boldly pro-

nounced as to take the eye from the goods on the ledge

beneath. Merchants are often at a loss to decide on
suitable colors and effects for tinting their walls, etc.,

and this is one of the very best The Review has seen.

The pillars were trimmed with branches of beech

foliage, shading from the richest Autumn reds and crim-

sons, through orange and gold to the palest yellow. This

beech foliage is something new this year, and is nothing

more or less than the branches and foliage of the trees

dyed in Autumn colors.

These branches are so wired to the pillars that they

spring out naturally as on the parent tree. Springing

from the midst of the tinted foliage are plaster brackets

richly gilded and each carrying a drooping pendent flow-

er in dull orange. These flowers are made of fire-proof

crepe paper and serve as shades for the frosted bulbs of

electric lights.

The effect of the soft shaded lights, the rich foliage,

and the grape-laden arbor was very beautiful and

brought the very breath of the Autumn woods into the

store,

The Robinson Company's decorations were floral, and
were also rich and striking in effect. The poppy and the

sunflower were the flowers chosen and the lines of decora-

tion were fully in keeping with the wide and spacious

lines of the store.

Rounded arches were suspended from the pillars down
the aisles, and these were given massiveness by the fact

Sunflower, Crepe Paper and Electric Lights form this Arch— Robinson & Sons' Fall Opening.

that they were both high and wide, as the diagram given

herewith shows. They were built of lumber and the out-

er sides covered with green crepe paper in a dull, soft

shade. The inner part of the arch, which was the one
most in view, was covered with orange about the color

of a ripe pumpkin. Along the centre of this inner part
ran a line of frosted electric light bulbs, and when all

were lighted, the effect was dazzling.

In addition to the lighted arches described above
each pillar bore a decoration of poppies and sunflowers.

An immense sunflower with leaves and stem was placed

on each of the four sides of the pillar. These sprang
from a chaplet of poppies and leaves. The way in which
this was accomplished was as follows: Two half circles

were sawn out of boards and the size of the pillar was

Grape Arbor— McKay & Co's. Store Fall Opening.

cut out of them. These were fixed around the pillars

and formed the support of the sunflowers, while the pop-
pies and leaves were twined around the edge of the

board circle. The sunflowers were in the natural shades,

with dark brown centres, and the poppies, which wore
immense, were in soft orange shades. The petals were
of some silky material, and very natural in effect.

In the millinery show-room poppies alone wete iiscd.

The pillars were twined with poppy vines and p.dns and
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ferns, etc., were also used. The accompanying draw-
ings and diagrams give a pretty accurate idea of the

decorative scheme employed, which was the work of T.

Moir, the decorator and trimmer with the Kobinson
Company.

The opening of "The Right House" had been held

prior to the visit of The Review representative, and the

Gilt Bracket, Electric Light and Shade — R. McKay & Cos. Fall Opening.

decorations had been removed. They were, however, very

effective, extensive use having been made of white scrolls

and white vine leaves.

The Stanley Mills Co. do not go in as a general rule

for any extensive store or window decorations. They
rely upon the appeal the goods they show makes to the

trade they cater for.

These remarks may be taken also to apply to Finch

Bros. This latter store is located slightly away from
what is strictly the dry goods section of the city's

stores, but in spite of this apparent handicap a splendid

business has been built up, the volume of sales having

materially increased since the new store was opened.

Overcrowding is a fault with many window displays,

and in this respect Finch Bros, are not the least free

One of the Pillars of R. McKay & Cos. Store Decorated with Dyed
Beech Branches, Gilded Brackets and Electric Lights.

from blame. This is all the more surprising as the

store seems to be thoroughly modern in other respects.

Seldom has The Review seen in any city handsomer fit-

tings than those used in the millinery show rooms. The
tables are of massive quartered oak, and there are num-
erous handsome and easy seats, while the millinery fix-

tures are of the latest and best kind. And as far as

could be seen tjhis holds good throughout the rest of the

store.

A window trimmer has a hard problem to solve when
he has to meet the demands of department managers for

window space, and this is probably the difficulty with
the windows in this store. Some beautiful dress fabrics

were on show in one window and considering the way in

which they were crowded together in the window, they
were very effectively draped. If about one-quarter of the

goods had been put in against even the plainest of back-

grounds, and with two or three of the very fashionable

hats seen in the millinery department, as well as some
of the trimmings and other dainty accessories, so well

displayed inside the store, a splendid window could

have been dressed.

As it is, The Review cannot help surmising that the

windows are not doing their proper share in the selling

of goods. When a woman is attracted to an article in a

window it is because it stands out, and she can see how
it looks; it strikes her and she wants to possess it.

That is what she seeks to find in store windows,—not

how much stock there is for her to choose from—she

likes to find that in the department.

One immense advantage Finch Bros.' windows have

is the clear north light, and this makes a wonderful dif-

ference to the appearance of all goods that have the

good fortune to face it.

Montreal Window Displays.

Fall dress goods and costumes, also millinery, have

been the main features of window displays in Montreal

during the past month. Some of the stores have adopt-

ed the idea that simplicity in the matter of backgrounds

and decorations adds to the selling value of the window,

as there is nothing to attract attention from the goods

displayed, wh'le others hold that if the decoration

scheme is such that passers-by are attracted, they will

look at the goods, when, without the decorations, they

would pass by. A few of the features of the St. Cath-

arines Street West stores are described.

Henry Morgan & Co., Ltd., Montreal, have remodel-

led their show windows, and instead of the plush and

felt backgrounds formerly used, have had permanent
white enamelled backgrounds installed. These are to be

used in all instances where it is not necessary to have

a dark background to show up the goods. When a dark

setting is required, dark hangings will be employed. The
floor of the windows are covered to suit the display.

The Hamilton Co. have dropped the use of all fancy

decorations, and their show windows are fitted up with

mahogany backgrounds, green velvet carped, and par-

quetry at the front. Display cards imitating mahogany
were used. Their fall opening windows showed suits, mil-

linery, feather boas, neckwear and dress goods. Attrac-

tive grouping and effective draping, with harmonious
color combinations, made them a success.

The John Murphy Co., Ltd., also believe in simplicity,

and their opening windows showed a green plush back-

ground, with a border and floor of felt in leather tints,

finished with heavy white cord. The corner windows of

this store had a mirror background, while the others

were as described. All lines of Fall costumes, millinery,

etc., were shown to the best advantage, and attracted a

great deal of attention.

Jas. A. Ogilvy &j Sons had their windows elaborate-

ly arranged for the Fall opening. No two windows
showed the same scheme of decorat ; on, though white and
gold was mainly used for backgrounds. The large corner .

window, measuring 21 feet at the front of the store, and

16 at the side, was devoted to costumes and millinery,

only four figures and 12 hats being shown. Grape vines

and grapes, oak leaves and acorns, maple leaves, all in

the Autumn shades, were used for decoration. In one win-
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dow a grape arbor was used, which was devoted to mil-

linery. Another window was in green and gold, with

pillars,, surmounted by electric globes, all decorated with

autumn foliage. St 11 another had circles of different

sizes, decorated with maple leaves in Autumn tints, and

air brush designs.

W. H. Scroggie, Ltd., made use of green plush back-

grounds in the windows at the front of the store, with

a tan border and floor. Panels were formed by the use

of gold cord. Autumn foliage was effectively used with

white arches and lattice. These front windows were de-

voted to costumes, millinery and dress fabrics. The side

windows had gold hangings, a brown border, and white

felt flooring. The sides were white with gilded palm
leaves. These were used for a variety of Fall goods.

Flowers for Display.

The Christmas season offers greater opportunities for

store decoration possibly than any other season in the

year, and for the approaching Yuletide some decidedly

novel and attractive accessories to both windows and

interior display will be available. A manufacturer of

art flowers is showing some very effective designs in

wreaths, sprays, shrubbery, etc. The prices, too, have

been brought to a point which makes their use possible

in stores where a modest expenditure is necessary.

Some very novel fixtures are also shown, a very no-

ticeable one being, the "revolving stand," used extensive-

ly in the millinery windows. In this way the "shopper"
sees the hat in the window from all standpoints, which
is very convenient, both for the "shopper" and merchant,
and saves a lot of handling. A large business is looked

for in these lines, as merchants, both large and small,

are paying more and more attention every year to both
the interior and exterior decorations of their stores.

To Prevent One-Item Checks.

Every merchant in every town in the country has
this kind of a clerk in his employ. A customer wants a
spool of thread, or two yards of grey cotton, and the

clerk gives her just what she asks for and nothing more;
such a thing as suggesting that she look at the new
Fall dress goods, just in, or at the new season's coats

is never thought of. These are penny-in-the-slot clerks.

They perform the same function that a gum machine
does; sell what they are asked for and nothing more.

The problem confronting the merchants who want to

get the most out of their clerks is that of transforming

these mechanical salespeople into thinking human beings;

into live, active partners in the business. One dry goods
merchant has solved it and tells, for the benefit of other

retailersi, how he managed it. When this merchant had
evolved a plan which he felt would work he called the

clerks together and announced that he had noticed too
many sale checks for one item only, therefore he proposed

to offer a prize for the clerk showing the largest number
of items per sale check, for one month.

He also gave a prize to the clerk having the largest

sales in dollars and cents for the month. Prizes for

largest sales and largest percentage of items per check,

were of equal value.

He found that this scheme was the cause of greatly

increased sales, and proposes to increase the prizes given

to his clerks. He believes that he has found a way to

induce the clerks to put forth an effort, and not to turn

in a one-item sale check if there is any possible way to

prevent it. True, the good clerk ought to swell his sales

as much as possible without the incentive of a prize, and

yet the fact that there is a prize up; the fact that the

proprietor is watching every one of these sale checks, is

an incentive to the clerk to also watch them.

Teach Harmony of Color.

The New York West End Y.M.C.A. has undertaken a

serious business. It proposes to train men to deal in-

telligently with questions of color and house decoration

in their relationship to the buyer or prospective buyer

of costumings and housefurnishings, and for this purpose

a course will be taken up and taught. It is the inten-

tion to deal as well with costume in its relation to in-

teriors, and with the proper harmony of color and tex-

ture of fabrics.

These courses are intended primarily to train pro-

fessional decorators, furnishers, buyers, designers and

architects, salesmen of art objects, window dressers and

makers of window cards. The lectures are so designed,

however, that men of means may learn to superintend

the furnishing of their homes, and the young prospective

benedict may gain knowledge which will enable him to

fit up an artistic little flat with the least possible ex-

penditure. Some of the topics to be discussed are:

Choice of carpets, rugs and hangings; selection, framing

and hanging of pictures; color schemes for walls and

furnishings; Window displays; and plans for fitting

up rooms for homes, public buildings and theatres.

This action may suggest a similar line of work

whicih may be undertaken by associations in Canada, and

there is little doubt that with a competent instructor,

ambitious clerks would be able to greatly increase their

efficiency as salesmen. It is quite probable that in

most large towns and in every city there is someone

who has given sufficient study to these questions and

has the additional qualification of practical experience

to enable him to successfully teach such a course. Fre-

quently window trimmers and show card writers have

conducted classes made up from the ranks of clerks and

others desirous of fitting themselves for this work.

Canadian merchants visiting New York, who are

desirous of seeing a ribbon loom in operation, should

visit the show rooms of Smith &. Kaufmann, 569 Broad-

way. A competent weaver is in charge, who explains

the intricate processes of the Jacquard loom.

The Right Place to Purchase Right Fixtures a'

Right Pricesris

DELFOSSE & C0.,_
Canada's'Greatestf Fixture' Factory.

2

New design

T Stand.

New square

base and

tubinj

.

Satin brass

finish.

We make any line in Metal Fixtures. If you do not

find what you need in our catalogues, let us know

what you require. You may have any style and

colors. Nickel, Brush Satin Brass, Oxidized Cop-

per and Brass, Black, Gun-metal, etc. Our Wax

Figure and Busts Department is the largest in the

Dominion.

ASK FOB OUR CATALOGUE

Delfosse & Co.

A, 5 St. Hermine St., - MONTREAL
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LUXFER
51 PRISMS

are

your Cus-

tomers' Search-

lights for seeing your goods.

When they cannot see they do not buy. Our
methods are the best to show and sell colored goods and

textures. This cut illustrates the action of

Luxfer Prism Fanlights
when the light strikes the prism its rays are conducted horizontally

along the length of the store, suffusing every corner with strong,

clear daylight. Goods seen in the natural light thus obtained

show every detail of color tone and pattern. Then, think

of the saving in artificial light bills !

Write for Full Information.

LUXFER PRISM CO., Limited
TORONTO and MONTREAL

Section of Modern Store Equipped
with our System

THE LIQUIDATION
of this business means that cut prices are
being offered on all store fittings, including
the well known

Weir Wardrobe

System
(PATENTED)

Sectional Wardrobes— each complete in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts,
all of uniform style and size.

Capacity :

—

High Boys—in 30 in. frontage—50 Suits

Low Boys—25 Suits and 25 pairs odd Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides.

CENTRE SECTION $30.00
END SECTION 33.75

(Metal Slides $5-00 extra)

Prices of Fitting Rooms, Dummy Fronts and Stairways

REDUCED IN PROPORTION.
CUT PRICES being offered on SHOW-CASES and SILENT

SALESMEN.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

Weir Wardrobe Co.
of Canada, Limited

(IN LIQUIDATION)

MOUNT FOREST ONT.
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COUNTER CHECK BOOKS

"CET THE BEST"

Many Styles to Choose From

The Carter-Crume Company, Limited

Toronto and Montreal
Mention this paper

'LAMSON'
Perfection Cable
CasK Carrier

Sales Station

A modern cash centralizer for

QUICK SERVICE in active

stores. Unites all floors with

cash desk, which may be located

anywhere. Plans and estimates

free of charge. Ask for booklet

N. i.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

126 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ontario

•SERVICE'

Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be, and

we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.
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"Give Canadian People the Cloth They Want to Buy'

Sir Wilfrid Laurier, in Heart-to-Heart Talk With Canadian Manufac-

turers, Gives His Views of the Woolen Industry—A Resolution of Protest.

"Why cannot you produce the same goods that

are produced by the British manufacturer? If the

Canadian conscience is so severe that it must give

only pure wool, I say that it is not business.

"It looks to me that if that is the class of

goods the Canadian purchaser wants us to get,

why in the name of everything profitable do you
not give them the cheap and shiny goods they

want.

"It seems to me that the first rule of business

is to give the customer what he wants to buy. If

that is the case, why do you not give the Canad-

ian people the cloth they want to buy?"—Sir

Wilfrid Laurier to the Canadian Manufacturers'

Association.

The woolen industry and the tariff were two subjects

upon which Sir Wilfrid Laurier had a heart to heart

talk with Canadian manufacturers, at their banquet, fol-

lowing the annual convention in Montreal, on September
17th.

A strong resolution had been passed by the manufac-

turers. They viewed with alarm the attitude of the

Government towards the woolen industry and protested

against discrimination in favor of the foreign manufac-

turer as against the Canadian. Only five votes were re-

corded against the resolution.

The Premier quite frankly stated that he was making

no promises.

"I am not here to say your demands are just or un-

just, fair or unfair," said he, "But I am here to say

that your complaints and representations are entitled to

the fullest consideration on the part of our Government.

"I do not pretend to be a business man, still less an

expert in such matters, but I do claim an average am-
ount of common sense. The Canadian manufacturers'

complaint is that under the preferential tariff to Great

Britain, since it has been brought to its last notch of

33 1-3 per cent., the Canadian people cannot compete

with the British woolen goods. They say, if the British

goods were armal to the Canadian they could compete,

but that under the tariff the British manufacturer can

send into Canada a very showy class of goods which

looks very nice, but is worthless for the money paid; in

other words, that the goods sent from Great Britain are

shoddy, made up of a little wool and a good deal of

tops, oil, wastes cob-webs, and other refuse, which are

sold to the innocent Canadian consumer.

First Rule of Business.

"Is not that the argument that has been presented

to us? I think that is putting the case fairly. That is

where my difficulty comes. It looks to me that if that

is the class of goods the Canadian purchaser wants us

to get why in the name of everything profitable do you

not give them the cheap and shiny goods they want?
(Laughter.) Why cannot you produce the same goods

that are produced by the British manufacturer? If the

('anandian conscience is so severe that it must give only

pure wool, I say that is not business. (Laughter.) I

told you I was not a business man, but it seems to me
that the first rule of business is to give the customer
what he wants to buy. If that is the case, why do you
not give the Canadian people the cloth they want to

buy?

"It is said that the British manufacturer can buy
his material for this cloth cheaper than the Canadians.
If that is the case, it is a matter which must be con-

sidered and cannot be overlooked.

"In reading the reports of your commission, I notice

that it was recommended as a remedy for existing con-

ditions to send to England, to Germany and other coun-

tries a commission composed, not of politicians or party
heelers, but of substantial business men, to study what
is needed. I subscribe to that with both hands, , if there

is a case made for investigation. In fact, this very idea

has been already adopted by the Canadian Government.
When your last delegation met us at Ottawa in July I

told the Hon. Mr. Paterson that something must be done
to see whether or not changes were necessary. He at

once suggested sending a commissioner to England,

neither a party heeler nor a politician, but an expert

business man, and I have reason to believe that this

expert has already been sent to England and is now do-

ing the work. (Applause.)

"When his report is sent in I shall be glad to com-
municate it to your association, and if it be, your wish

that there should be another commission, on which they

should be represented, the Canadian Government will be

prepared also to do this.

Resolution of Protest.

The resolution passed at the closing business session

of the Manufacturers' Convention was as follows:

Whereas, before the introduction of the preferential

tariff the manufacture of woolen goods was a prosperous

Canadian industry;

Whereas, the industrial census of 1905 abundantly

proves the gradual extinction of this important indus-

try;

Whereas, the woolen section have repeatedly given to

the Government every possible information, and were

assured that such information was sufficient;

Whereas, the woolen section suggested to the Gov-

ernment a tariff that would restore this industry and

which would reduce rather than increase the cost to the

consumer; whereas, the slight alterations made in the

tariff in 1906 have not relieved the situation;

Resolved, that the association, in annual convention

assembled, views with alarm the attitude of the Govern-

ment towards the industry, established in so many parts

of our Dominion and which gives employment to so many
Canadian people, and protests against the Government
discriminating in favor of the outside manufacturer as

against the Canadian.

Hon. J. D. Rolland, the President of the association,

pointed out in his annual address that prior to the

indiscriminate preference of 25 per cent, and afterwards

of 33 1-3 per cent, being- granted under the British Pref-

erential Tariff, the woolen industry was fairly prosper-

ous. Since then, notwithstanding an increase of nearly
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'2, 000, 000 in the population, it had steadily declined,

while the value of the woolen manufactures imported
into this country had steadily increased, having risen

from $7,000,000 in 1897 to $21,000,000 in 1908, an in-

crease in eleven years of 199 per cent. Since 1900 there

had been a decrease in capital invested in woolen manu-
factures in Canada of $3,671,965, of employes engaged in

this industry of 2,208, and in the value of the products

of $1,641,806.

Cost Greater in Canada.

The President stated that material and buildings

cost were much less in Great Britain than in Canada,

the latter about 40 per cent, less; coal about one-half
;

miscellaneous expenses incidental to production were
very much in excess here of the amount they represented

in (treat Britain.

The association elected the following officers for the

ensuing year:—President, R. Hobson, Hamilton; First

Vice-President, J. Hendry, Vancouver; Provincial Vice-

Presidents: Ontario, W. M. Gartshore, London: Quebec,

W. H. Rowley, Hull; Nova Scotia, W. Levis, Halifax;

New Brunswick, C. McDonald, St. John; Manitoba, R.

McKenzie, Winnipeg; Alberta and Saskatchewan!, P.

Burns, Calgary; British Columbia, J. (i. Woods, Van-
couver; Prince Edward Island, F. L. Hussard, Charlotte-

town; Treasurer, George Booth, Toronto.

Our fixtures are all thoroughly up-
to-date. We can't sell you a poor
fixture—because we don't make any.

Have YOU got our NEW CATALOG?

It's just off the press—send for a copy

GLATWORTHY & SON
38-40 Adelaide St. West, - Toronto

HAND POWER

ELEVATOR
LOAD,

1 ,500 lbs,

F. O. B.

HAMILTON
ONTARIO

We supply
drawings and
instru ct i oris
enabling: any
one to install.

SAVE
TIME
LABOR
EXPENSE
HANDLING
GOODS
FOR UPPER
FLOORS

Write our
nearest office
for full par-
ticulars.

MONTREAL I WINNIPEG I VANCOUVER I OTTAWA
St. James St. I McRea Block I Alexander St. O'Connor St.

Otis-Fensom Elevator Company, Limited

HEAD OFFICE TORONTO, ONTARIO

BRITISH AMERICAN DYING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS. SILKS. VELVETS. RIBBONS, LACE. ETC.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
UNEQUALLED. MONTREAL TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC
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Business Intimacy Promoted by the National Exhibition

Nationalism the Predominating Note— Exhibits in Every Department

Superior to Last Year-—-Sales Exceptionally Brisk— Extensions Proposed.

The fact that the Thirtieth Annual Canadian National

Exhibition at Toronto closed with a record, which, from

every point of view, was far ahead of that of other

years, tends to emphasize the significance of the predomi-

nating note of nationalism which rang out loud and clear

in almost every detail of the arrangement.

It was evident, not only from the attendance, but

from the range and standard of departmental exhibits,

and the great increase in industrial representation that

the country appreciated a policy, which aimed at a

thorough and unrestricted review of the development of

Canadian resources and portrayal of the triumphs of her

enterprise.

Provinces Represented.

The features of opening day, the address of Sir Louis

Jette, G.C.M.G., LL.D., Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec,

gave a well-defined impetus to this ideal of unity. Again,

the aim was apparent in the daily guest lists, and prob-

ably more striking than anything else was the response

made by eastern and western provinces, each of which

contributed to a display exceptionally interesting and

unique.

It was noted that the attendance, which aggregated

750,000 people, contained a larger percentage of visitors

from distant places than ever before, and information

which has come to the attention of the directors, leads

them to believe that the exhibition of 1908 established a

new record for sales. Coming as it does at the advent of

a new season, there was a popular tendency among mer-

chants from outside points to combine business with

pleasure. They regarded the exhibition as a time, not

only to view whatever the country had to show, but as

an opportunity to interview the wholesaler with respect

to fall purchases. That is one reason why the directors

of the exhibition have heard nothing but praise spoken of

it, and therein they realize that it is becoming more and

more 'a medium of business intimacy between the manu-

facturer, the wholesaler, the retailer and the consumer.

Tribute to Canadian Enterprise.

The proportion of visitors from the United States

was also larger than ever before, and this fact, in itself,

points not only to the growing importance of the exhibi-

tion, but is a tribute to the increasing prominence of

Canadian enterprise.

Every department exceeded the standard of the pre-

vious year. The exhibits in the Process of Manufactures

Building were exceedingly interesting. The phenomenal

feature of it all was that intricacy of the machinery, and

the minuteness and cost of the demonstrations were in

every instance, out of all proportion to the length of

time they were required to be there. No more signal proof

could be afforded of the estimation in which the exhibi-

tion is held by Canadian manufacturers.

In the Manufacturers' Building, the individual ex-

hibits were of an exceptionally high order, and the general

effect was far ahead of other years. The display of ladies'

costumes, millinery and furs was not only more elaborate

than on previous occasions, but vastly superior, and its

attractiveness was enhanced by the comprehensive man-
ner in which it reflected the vogue of an unusually fasti-

dious season.

Development Illustrated.

In the Agricultural and Provinces Building, the dis-

play was one which conveyed a striking impression of the

resources of the different provinces. The Governments of

Alberta, Saskatchewan, Ontario, Quebec and Nova Scotia,

had generously co-operated with the aim of the directors

to make the outstanding features of the exhibition an

illustration of a thriving nationalism. The result was,

that, while the displays were attractively representative

of the provinces, they formed a most interesting study of

the natural riches of Canada and the progress which has

been made in their development.

For the agriculturist, the exhibition also had its

great surprises. The entry lists in farm stock of all

kinds were particularly large, and served to emphasize

the fact, that the Canadian farmer is keeping pace with

the industrial progress of his country.

The exhibition proved, in every particular, a striking

illustration of Canada's growing time. As a national af-

fair, it threatens to outgrow itself, for already the ac-

commodation so frequently improved, is already becom-

iog limited. Any such danger is, however, rendered re-

mote by the statements made by President George and

Mayor Oliver, at the closing luncheon of the directors.

Plans for the Future.

Mr. George stated that next year they hoped to have

not only a more modern entrance to the grounds, but al-

so new structures for the exhibits of poultry, dogs, car-

riages and women's work. The Art Building he declared

was not large enough to accommodate the pictures avail-

able, but any enlargement of this structure could be de-

ferred until buildings actually needed were provided. The
president ventured to say that had there beeen adequate

facilities, for bringing people to the grounds, the atten-

dance this year would have been over the million mark.

It was Mayor Oliver's opinion that' the entrance to

the exhibition should be at the eastern end of the

grounds, and that the unsightly structures standing at

the present entrance should be replaced by more impos-

ing buildings. His Worship stated that he hoped the City

Council would see its way clear to submit a by-law ask-

ing the citizens to grant $400,000 or $500,000; to make
the desired improvements. Mayor Oliver strongly advo-

cated a line of cars through the Old Fort and the trans-

formation of the place into one far more attractive.

The wisdom of taking the future into consideration in

any plans for extensions and new buildings was urged by
Mr. E. B. Osier, ' M.P. The 'Ontario Government he

thought should erect a modern building for the display

of its minerals, and he had no doubt but that the prov-

ince would be glad to encourage the exhibition to that ex-

tent.

As to the receipts, the largest increases were Labor Day,
$6,277, and Americans' Day, $5,767. On the last Friday
there was a decrease of $4,000, but up to that time the

gate receipts showed an increase of $9,178, and the grand
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stand $1,000. For six days of the Exhibition the i-eceipls

showed an increase and on four a slight decrease.

An Optimistic View.

The view which the directors take of the Canadian

National Exhibition is decidedly optimistic. It is im-

possible to size up the prospect without realizing that, as

being representative of Canada, it is still in its infancy,

and that its course runs parallel with that of a sturdy na-

tion. The outlook is one, therefore, which encourages the

most far-seeing plans that the idea of nationalism so care-

fully worked out up to the present time, may suggest.

*
Display Fixtures for the Modern Store.

The extent to which display fixtures enter into the

equipment of a modern store was illustrated, in marked

highest standards of workmanship and a thorough knowl-

edge of the wide range of requirements. In square tub-

ing and bases, several specimens served to represent a type

of displayer and store fixture which has recently develop-

ed in popularity, not only on account of its unique orna-

mentation, but because it admits of a wider departure

from stereotyped lines, thus assisting individuality in gen-

eral arrangement.

For builders, the exhibit of the Toronto Brass Manu-
facturing Company, contained many features of excep-

tional interest in special hardware lines, such as escutch-

eons, knobs and kick plate. The most modern ideas are

worked out in the construction of these goods, and the use

of superior grades of metal explains their unvarying ex-

cellence.

Occupying a central position and tending to heighten

Exhibit of the Toronto Brass Manufacturing Co., in Process Building, Canadian National Exhibition.

degree, by the interest shown in the exhibit of the To-

ronto Brass Manufacturing Company, 21 Adelaide Street

West, in the Process Building at the Canadian National

Exhibition.

Of outstanding importance to men who have goods to

sell and who aim to combine the ornamental and the

useful in conveying that fact to the public was the dis-

play of new and striking designs in devices for facilitating

prominence in counter and window dressing. Brass and
bronze signs, brass office railing and tubing formed an

equally attractive section, the entire exhibit reflecting

the artistic effect obtained in the display, were a number
of very fine bronze memorial tablets. These represented a

department in which the firm has won distinct honors, and

they formed a strikingly ornate part of the exhibit.

A catalogue has been recently issued by the Toronto

Brass Manufacturing Company which fully describes

every department. Nothing has been overlooked that

might contribute in any way no matter how small to the

interests of those whose business or other requirements

may emphasize the necessity of what is best in ornamen-
tal and practical high class metal manufacture.
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Brisk Demand for Arlington Goods.

For five years John A. Chantler & Co., 8-10 Welling-

ton Street East agents for -the Arlington Company, have

been exhibiting at the Canadian National Exhibition.

Their pavilion in the Manufacturers' Building has come to

be recognized as a fixture, judging from the large number

of people to whom it proved a constant source of attrac-

tion.

Much is known in thousands of Canadian homes about

the Arlington Company as the manufacturers of the Ar-

lington rubber collars, pyralin dressing combs, ladies' col-

lar supports and also martingale rings and harness loops.

While the reputation of the Arlington rubber collar

alone, is an illustration of a very remarkable success, the

actual demand for the company's goods on the ground

served also to demonstrate that every line referred to has

as an article endorsed and justified by the dictates of

Fashion.

Therein lies the secret of the Arlington Company's

success. Their lines immediately supplied a popular de-

mand. When they came, they came to stay, and the fact

that t he pavilion of John A. Chantler & Co. was always

a centre of interest was the best possible demonstration

that the people are always the best judges of what they

want and appreciate it whenever it comes within their

reach.

*

Reg. N. Boxer Company.

The only wall paper exhibit at the Exhibition was that

of the Reg. N. Boxer Company, Limited. New Toronto,

Ont., a photograph of which is reproduced on this page.

Exhibit of John A. Chantler & Co., Selling Agents for "Arlington" Rubber Collars, Dressing Combs
and Collar Supporters, at the Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto.

reached that point of public favor which ensures perman-

ency in demand.

The Exhibition record this year was not without a very

striking instance. Vogue in ladies' neckwear has brought

into prominence the Queen Elizabeth collar. This article

has a greater height than has been, and is generally seen

in all its glory when surmounted by a heavy niching-.

Vogue demanded a proper support for this collar, and the

Arlington Company supplied one. That it answered every

purpose was evident from the fact that thousands of them

were disposed of from the pavilion in the Manufacturers'

Building. The support established itself there and then,

This exhibit was the Mecca of all lovers of beautiful home

decoration who visited the Exhibition; and it gave the

wall paper consumer the same opportunity of examining

the magnificent Boxer line as it afforded visiting dealers.

It can be easily imagined what a splendid effect this

exhibit must exercise on the retail sales of wall paper.

Thousands of people from outside of Toronto visited the

booth and the impression made by the beautiful exhibit

will remain with them for some time, coupled with the

name of the manufacturers.

What is even more gratifying to the Boxer Company

than the chorus of admiration the exhibit drew from the
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general public, is the effect it made on visiting dealers.

Business has come to the company which was never ex-

pected, from dealers who, though impressed with the ex-

cellence of the line when travelers called upon them with

samples, did not place orders with the company. The ex-

hibit convinced them that here was a line of domestic

papers worthy of being classed with the very highest

grade of imported lines.

Several of the company's customers were so impressed

with the beauty of the exhibit that they have specially re-

quested samples of the various panels so that they may
exhibit them at fairs held in their own localities. By so

doing they will help materially in creating and stimulat-

ing a preference for the highest grade of papers in home
decoration.

The Boxer Company wish to say that they will cheer-

Fall millinery openings are now on and the wealth

of display shows that a good trade is expected. The
creations are of the very latest style in many modes and

that buyers are confidently anticipated gives every reason

to believe that the effects of depression are passing

away, if they have not gone already.

Miss Bain, formerly milliner at Hills & Co., and Miss

Hooper, formerly with J. W. Taylor & Co., have opened

up an establishment of their own at 720 Hobson Street.

Misses Shaw & Cully, late of the Ladyware Co., of

this city, have opened up as ladies' tailors in Mount
Pleasant. This is the first store of its kind in that part

of the city.

A. Murray, of Vancouver, has taken over the tailor-

ing business of P. Dunne, in Cumberland, Vancouver Is-

land, Mr. Dunne having set out for Prince Rupert.

Exhibit of the Reg. N. Boxer Co., Ltd., Manufacturers of Wall Papers, at Canadian "National Exhibition, Toronto.

fully furnish samples of the panels shown in the photo-

graph to all dealers who have not enjoyed the privilege

of seeing: them at the Toronto Exhibition.

Strong Demand for Staple Lines.

(From our own correspondent).

Vancouver, B.C., Sept. 30.—Conditions in the trade

in British Columbia are very encouraging. Few houses have

to report less business than for any similar period of

last year, when the times were supposed to be particular-

ly good. There is noticed this year, though, that the

falling is marked in heavy loggers' supplies, but this is

more than made up in other lines. The demand for

staple lines is strong, and the Autumn call, which is

now being made now that August is over, is very good.

The sorting-up by retailers indicates that business is not

by any means slow. Drygoodsmen generally are san-

guine, and report a better and healthy feeling in the

trade.

Kickson Bros., who have two large stores in this

city, have purchased a store in Cumberland, and Will

open up there in a few days with general dry goods. Wra,

Kickson used to manage a dry goods store in that city

for C. E. Stevenson, of Nanaimo. Thomas Rickson will

be manager of the new establishment.

Daniels & Loat, who have opened up The Fair, in

New Westminster, are including many lines of the lighter

kinds of goods,

The suggestion has been made to The Dry Gtoods

Review that Canadians should buy wool supplies in New
Zealand or Australia, the land of production. Large
quanTit!es are bought there annually, and after buyers

from London secure what they require, Canadian manu-
facturers buy in the second place from London, It is

pointed out that by buying direct a considerable saving

would be effected, especially as New Zealand offers a

preferential tariff, and is anxious to ship products to

Canada in return for the full cargoes that leave this port

on the regular steamers.
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising

"Advertising is so fatally easy. A man bent on

advertising will pay a considerable sum for a page, and

will take two minutes over the matter to fill it. One

sees, with a certain am,ount of regret, valuable space

occupied with such hastily-prepared advertisements. In-

deed, amongst newspaper proprietors, the greatest la-

ment is, not the scarcity of advertisers, for a successful

journal has no lack of support, but the constant in-

clusion in their pages of advertisements which cannot

give the advertiser the fu,l return for his invettment."

An Englishman wrote these sentences in the Drap-

ers' Record, and he told the truth. Every newspaper

manager knows it. The great difficulty, though, is in

convincing the advertisers that the preparation of

"written salesmanship" is a serious business.

Our Annual Mid-Summer Sale Starts Wednesday
Which Affords You Great Chances For Savings

10c (or Grahon'i

English Print!

^algauf-'o

Twelve Yard* of

Muslin for $1

U-Pnce.onHi«bGrwJ*
Wuh Fabna Guifham*, Etc

Now you have the reason for this sale,

and the motive that prompted the

Unusual Price Reductions

quoted below

Unheard-of Price, in

Crmjh Towelling. Latent. Elc

$eldom-he*rd-of Ba/fUiu

Let the Prices talk for themselves.

Dr-n Goodi- Drop CuU on all line*. Theae few Imet mentioned will fire
;

95 Cent.

worth Sl-50

I Clearance of Women . Wa*h Sum
Dreaaca at $2.75. (3.75

and $5.00

$1.10 - W-6S

m

HOSIERY n HALF AND EVEN LESS

3 Pam
for SOc

A Good Display Without the Use of Cuts.

The same principles apply to salesmanship, whether

it is conducted with your prospective customer before

you in bodily presence, or in imagination. Plenty of

merchants, however, apparently have lost sight of this

fact, and the stuff they write and have printed under the

guise of advertising is no more like the salesmanship

they would employ if they were talking face to face

with a woman they hoped to sell to than a "Nick

Carter" story is like a treatise on theosophy.

A successful advertiser has said that in the prepara-

tion of his advertising he has written it with one wo-

man in his mind and every word was penned as if it

were going to her personally.

Too many dry goods advertisers go all around what
they are trying to say and never reach the point of

contact necessary to interest the persons they are ap-

pealing to, not to speak of influencing them to do as

they want them to do—buy the goods.

No time or space—the latter costs money—should be

wasted in getting to the point. Be definite.

This is a lesson hard to learn, apparently, for it is

painfully evident by a study of the newspaper advertis-

ing done by retailers that a great many of them have

not yet grasped its importance. General statements

about the "Biggest stock in town," "Tremendous sacri-

fices," and others equally indefinite, do not convince.

If the advertisements do not awaken an interest in

some particular article or goods, and engender a desire

to possess them, it is of little value to the retailer. To
secure this interest and this desire, something must be

said about the goods. The goods the merchant is try-

ing to sell must possess some qualification which makes
their possession desirable. They are stylish, or service-

able, or attractive, or cheap. Then tell of these quali-

ties in such a way that the reader will have in her mind

a picture of the article, dressed up in its most alluring

form; made to look so good to her that she wants it for

her own.

The firms which sell goods by catalogue owe the

success of their business to the fact that the men who
prepare the catalogues appreciate the necessity of giving

a word picture of the goods in cases where they are not

illustrated, and where cuts are used supplementing thein

with descriptions. The same principle applies to news-

paper advertising.

These things have all been said before in this de-

partment of The Review, but they're worth repeating,

because everyone has not yet realized that it is the

vital thing in advertising, next to the selection of a

medium through which to convey this printed salesman-

ship to the persons whose business is desired.

Since reference has been made to illustration as an

adjunct to descriptive matter, attention is directed to

the three advertisements reproduced this month. None
of them are illustrated, though in the case of two of

them type has been used to as good advantage as pos-

sible to make up for this deficiency. We call the page

advertisement of Glanville, Ltd., Calgary, a good one,

so far as typographical display is concerned. The writer

of the advertisement asked The Review's opinion on the

layout. What he possibly meant was that he wanted a

compliment—and he deserves one. The ad. represents a

lot of work and a good effect has been secured; an effect

in fact which with the material used would be hard to

improve on. One or two good illustrations, however,

would have made it a great deal better. Some criticism

might be offered on portions of the text. The heading

would have sounded better if it had made a little clearer

whether it was the fact that the sale started on Wed-

nesday which afforded the "great chances," or the

"chances" came by reason of the sale itself. No doubt

the latter was intended, but if this is the case it could

have been better stated. On the whole the ad. is a good
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one. The writer of it says that it produced splendid

results, which is the best and final test of excellence. An
ad. that produces results is a good one, even if it

doesn't look good to the critics.

The Review has reproduced at different times ads.

of Hodgin Bros., Goderich, and they have been uniformly

good. In fact there are lew towns the size of Goderich

with merchants producing as good advertising as this

firm. The ad. reproduced is definite. It goes rig-lit to

the point; tells the reader that there are going to be

two bargain days, and gives them a list of the bargains,

with descriptions of the goods. The ad. is not artistic,

but the design is effective and striking. It occupied a

three-column space.

Having in view the necessarily limited facilities en-

joyed by the average village newspaper office, the full-

page ad. of Steward & Co., reproduced from the Wolse-

ley, Sask., News, is, from a typographical standpoint,

a fairly good one. The text of the ad. is not good.

That page of space cost a lot of money, and poor use

has been made of it. It is simply a list of departments,

and nothing is said about the goods of Steward & Co.,

to influence the indifferent buyer to trade there. So far

as this ad. is concerned, the name of Steward might

have been replaced by that of any other store handling

similar lines, and it would have been equally appropri-

ate. This we take to be an indication that it is not a

successful piece of publicity. There must be something

distinctive about the Steward store, and it should have

been played up in the ad. This page "list of depart-

ments" will probably do some good. It will bring the

name of Steward & Co. before the readers of the bright

Wolseley paper, but a good deal of space that cost

money has been largely wasted. This criticism is meant
kindly. A criticism that only applauds is of no use.

A FEW SUGGESTIONS
Tn For Winter Buying

J ^

FOR THE GENTLEMEN
ih, ninkT «. NTI»lK(l t,

FOR THE LADIES

utvuiiu S -ckc ,1 ui in.

FOR CHILDREN

FOR THE TABLE

FOR THE HOUSE

FOR TRAVELLING

STEWARD & COMPANY
Drawer U The House that gives Satisfaction Phone 15

Steward & Co. Spend the Money but Could Make Better Use of the Space.

Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

"Now, I don't pretend to do business for nothing. I

must have a profit to live on, but I do go to a lot of

trouble to buy in the very best markets."—A. A. Mer-
riam, Chatsworth.

"There are two ways of getting bargains, first, pay-

ing less than the regular price for a good article; the

other, getting more than usual for the price paid. The
second day's run on seasonable merchandise affords both.

Our regular way of selling gives more than the average
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A Goderich Ad. Which is Striking and Distinctive

and Gives Some Information.

for the price paid, and throughout to-day's announce-
ment you'll find news of deep, drastic price cutting."—
W. H. Scroggie, Montreal.

"The month of September ends the tenth year of our
business in Kincardine and instead of confining ourselves

to a dainty bit of sentiment on this, our 10th anni-

versary, we're going to give hundreds of families good
reason to be thankful by distributing new and worthy
goods at the lowest prices ever quoted."—J. D. Miller,

Kincardine.

"We talk a lot -about what we do, but we do more
than we say."—Steward & Company, Wolseley, Saskat-
chewan.

"The battle cry of this store—Satisfaction first,

last and all the time. I decided when I first started

business in Saskatoon in the early days that if I was
going to grow with the town I would have to treat my
customers just a little bit better than anybody else

could. My store is to-day a living monument to the

fact that I have lived fully up to my original decision."

—J. F. Cairns, Saskatoon.
"The curtain is lifted—style secrets are out—Autumn

is at hand. Our Fall opening occurs to-morrow and you
are invited to attend."—Richard Hall & Son, Peterboro'.

"Every man owes it to himself to be at least aver-

agely well dressed, and strives to look 'just a little

more presentable' to use an ordinary expression. We
have done all the style study for you—you just select

from the collection. Materials, making, fit—all have
been given the expert attention you could not possibly

give such details."—Sutcliffe & Sons, Oshawa and Lind-

say.

"Never in the 25 years of successful business of the

'Golden Lion Store' have better values been offered than
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this season. This is a broad statement, but coming- from
a reliable store of value such as this will be readily be-

lieved by our patrons."—Golden Lion Store, Peterboro'.

"Where the new fashions for Autumn originated—

Paris I Marvellous wizard of dress! More wonderful

now than ever. Her magic has conjured beauty from
all ages for the fashions of Pall and Winter. She has

studied Greek statues and Tanagra figurines, and learned

the art of classic grace of line, flowing draperies and
tunic bands. She has pored over picture and story of

Napoleon's court, and retains the raised waist-line

typical of the Empire gowns.

"Prom the Directoire she has borrowed cutawav
fronts, waistcoats, lace jabots and skirts sheathing waist

and hips. She has studied the ancient treasure turned

up by the archaeologist's spade in Egypt for ideas for

garnitures. She has revived the embroideries of ancient

Byzantium. She has duplicated old Italian, French and

Spanish laces. She has gone to Africa for the Algerian

sash and the Egyptian Alme's scarf—But this Right

House fashion show is like an open doorway into the

realm of Paris styles."—The Right House, Hamilton.

"The aristocracy of perfect productions in handsome
models of new Pall waists, including the latest importa-

tions from London, Paris and New York, are what we
are offering you this season. And when we say aristoc-

racy we use the word in its truest sense. There are

people who have merely enough money to command life's

bare necessities, and yet by their refinement of character

and intellect they are stamped as true aristocrats.

Money is not a necessity to distinction.

"This thought will come to you with much force

when you're looking at our new waists, for although

there are some magnificent models that sell up to $30,

still we have many low-priced styles, of which you'll

notice that the least expensive bears the mark of dis-

tinction, and that it is well finished, that each style is

a style of character, that materials are of the best and
perfectly finished, lovely examples of the needlewoman's

art, in fact you'll marvel that we can give so much for

the money. It's merely the result of our long experience

in this line and our close watch of the markets."—Jas.

A. Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal.

When we say bargains we mean bargains—seasonable,

fresh, desirable merchandise to be had at leaa than manu-
facturer's prices—and this week we've gathered a large

quantity of these real bargains from every department,

making this sale interesting for everybody. As usual, a

great crowd of prudent buyers will be present, so if you

want to reap the full benefit of this sale, come early.

—

Rich. Hall & Son. Peterboro.

No woman ever had a hat too many—that is a self-

evident truth, and whether she wants one to eke out the

season or just to satisfy her desire to add one more, it is

all the same. /We have them here, and we ask no more
for them than $1.50. Although that seems almost an
apology for asking anything at all. Every hat is a re-

flection of the newest mode, no shop-worn hats, no left

overs, every one trimmed specially for this event in our
own workrooms this week.—David Spencer, Vancouver.

The Tariff on Woolens.

Widely different views are held in Canada regarding
the woolen industry and the tariff, and no matter from
what angle the question is approached there is someone
ready with another argument. The editorial reference

in The Review in September has brought out the fol-

lowing letter from A. H. Patterson, who is a prominent
importer:

Dear Sir,—Your editorial in the September number
on the woolen industry^ calls for some reply. In the

second paragraph you admit that had the woolen manu-
facturers not been progressive and ready to adopt the
most modern methods they would have been driven out
of business as indeed many of them have been. As the
case now stands, is it not true that there are still a

large number of manufacturers in Canada manufacturing
woolen goods, particularly in the underwear, hosiery,

gloves and knit goods, who are making handsome pro-

fits from their business because they have adopted mod-
ern methods. Whilst there are others whose mills have
had to close down because they are not up to the stand-

ard of the other men in the business. Even you, sir,

must admit that not all the men in the woolen trade

are the "very brightest men," there must be some ex-

ceptions, and there is no reason why the whole com-
munity should be taxed to enable the exceptions to make
profits in spite of bad management.

The case you state of a woolen manufacturer losing

a large order does not strengthen your case. Why should

the whole community pay tax to the extent of l£e per

lb. on the cost of yarn and after profits because the

country is not yet large enough for any one manufac-
turer to specialize in a certain size of yarn. When the

country is big enough the manufacturers will specialize,

but until there is sufficient demand in the country to

enable manufacturers to make goods at a profit with a

protection of from 22^ per cent, to 30 per cent, duty,

why should the whole community be made to pay for

the sake of a limited few. I maintain that until the

country is ripe for a production, the country is not

adapted to it. Manufacturers, .like other men, must
adapt themselves to the conditions in which they live,

and it is not just that the whole community should be

compelled to pay higher prices to force the growth of

an industry.

There is another point which seems to be generally

overlooked in the woolen controversy, and that is that

no line is drawn between the different classes of woolen

goods. The tweed manufacturers, we know, have suffered

by being unable to compete with the Yorkshire trade,

as they cannot produce locally yarns which will give the

finish and appearance to compete with Yorkshire, and
an extra 10 per cent, will not enable them to do so

unless they get free yarns, but other sections of the

woolen trade, underwear, hosiery, gloves and knit goods

are on quite a different footing. Manufacturers of these

lines in Canada are increasing their trade and plants in

every direction, and require no further assistance in the

way of protective duties than they have at present.

Differentiate in your arguments between the tweed

industry, the dress goods industry, flannels, blankets,

underwear, and knit goods generally. The only one of

the above which is in trouble, and making the outcry is

the tweed industry. Tariff framing should also differen-

tiate along these lines. Dress goods and flannel shirt-

ings should not be classed with tweeds.

I maintain that unless a country can manufacture

goods at a profit), with a protection of from 20 per cent,

to 30 per cent., then such a country is not yet adapted

for such manufacture. Other trades have proved that

they can successfully compete with even less protection,

and to tax the whole country for the benefit of a few

unsuccessful men is not wise or just. Let these men
apply their energies to more profitable business.

Yours truly,

A. H. PATTERSON.
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THe Castner-Knott Dry Goods
Company of

NasHville, Tenn.,

is another store in a big association of stores

that Has tried all well-Known maKes of

patterns; and acting on the Knowledge their

association gives them, they have just put in a

stocK of DuttericK Patterns. Their DuttericK

sales for the first day, AUGUST 17th (mind

you, the HOT MONTH of August, in the State

ofTennessee), "were larger than the largest sales

made by them of any patterns they previously

carried on the best day of the best season of

the best year.

The right Pattern Department is a thing to

have. Write us. We might be able to maKe
an arrangement with you. There are no

patterns so perfect as Butterick Patterns.

THE BUTTERICft PUBLISHING CO.
33 Richmond St. W„

TORONTO, - ONT., CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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CRUM'S PRINTS
The manufacturers of above prints (The Thornliebank Co. Ltd.) draw the

attention of the trade to the necessity ofseeing that every piece of their old Standard
quality, so well known throughout the Dominion, is stamped with the recognized

stamp in Blue, as shewn below :

—

St
Standar
Cloth

>

In addition to their Standard Cloth, The Thornliebank Co. Ltd. are this

season putting on the market a second quality, which they can recommend with

the fullest confidence that it will prove second to none at the price. Each piece of

this quality will be marked with the following stamp in Red :

—

<^o

RN\-\

H
&>-
<A

As it will continue to be the aim of the makers to maintain the supremacy of

the original standard cloth, please see that the respective qualities bear these

distinctive stamps.

Sold in Canada only by :—

John Macdonald & Co. Limited. Greenshields, Limited,

Toronto Montreal
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Monthly Review of the British Markets

Office Dry Goods Review,

88 Fleet Street, London,

Eng., Sept. 26.—The month

was ushered in by stormy

weather which interfered

seriously with the progress

of trade. It cannot be said,

however, that on the whole,

to date, the month has

been a bad one, the volume
of trade being so far dis-

tinctly ahead of the same
period last year. This is

accounted for by the fact

that stocks in most retail

lines are very low and for

this reason there is an unusual amount of sorting-up to

be done. The Autumn season has fully commenced in the

city and nearly all of the window displays made during

the past week were of Autumn goods.

Last Spring some forty of the leading London whole-

sale houses entered into an agreement for the regulating

of returns. Manchester is now preparing to follow the

example of London in this matter. This was decided at

a recent largely-attended meeting of the Manchester home
trade association.

Though there is little doing, the London silk market
is firm, but owing to the absence of demand and the

weakness of exchange the far Eastern markets are re-

ported lower. The advances which American buying

caused in Yokohama have again receded because buying

has again ceased from that quarter.

Advices from Lyons state that only hand-to-mouth
buying is taking place, as manufacturers are only sup-

plying immediate needs. When Spring business comes to

hand a change for the better is expected. In the Shang-
hai market there has been a considerable demand for

hand filatures for Europe and America. Higher prices

have to some extent served as a check. Steam filatures

have sold well to the United States, and some selling

has taken place for Europe—this has put prices up. All

the best filatures are sold until January and some up to

March, 1909.

Bradford.

Due to an increased enquiry from Continental manu-
facturing centres for tops and yarns, there is a decidedly

improved tone in the wool market. In some cases there

has been a fractional advance, and this improvement
embraces not alone fine merinos, but also colonial cross-

breds.

The situation is all the more satisfying as it was
expected that the very large quantity of New Zealand

and Australian wool that is listed for the next series of

London sales, and also the fact that the new clip is

coming to hand, would have a depressing effect upon the

market.

A better business is developing in English grown
wools, suitable for the American market.

Values are firmer in Turkey mohair, but there has

been a decided drop in Capes, though there has latterly

been some recovery in values.

In the Spring business already to hand the decided

preference for bright finished goods is evident. Fancy
delaines and blouse flannels are also going with some
freedom.

Manchester.

There is little doing for the home trade in cotton
goods, and in the export end dull times are being experi-

enced. There is a shade more enquiry, but buyers are
still in a most cautious frame of mind, and this is in the

face of present low prices for cotton fabrics.

Manufacturers claim that there is no profit in pres-

ent values, and even though the price of raw cotton
iiiould suffer a further decline, the price of the fabric can
go no lower, as to-day both yarn and cloths are selling

at a loss. The printing and bleaching industries are also

in a bad way; new business is hard to obtain, and most
works are running on short time.

Wage disputes are now being added to trade troubles.

The cotton spinners have decided upon a reduction in

wages of five per cent., and it is expected that the oper-

atives will decide against its acceptance. Should the

balloting, which takes place next week, be unfavorable
to the reduction, a lockout, and total stoppage of spin-

dles is inevitable.

In moving the adoption of the annual report and
balance sheet, E. Tootal Broadhurst, President of the

Tootal Broadhurst, Lee & Co., said that, in the earlier

part of the year, the balance sheet had promised better.

The business crisis in America had put an end to good
trade for the present. The turnover had been nearly

maintained, but the loss was in the depreciation of pro-
fits.

0. E. Philippi, of J. & P. Coates &, Co., is to join

the board of the Calico Printers' Association. This an-
nouncement has in itself caused an upward movement in

the quotations of the company's shares, as to Mr. Phil-

ippi is undoubtedly due a very large measure of the suc-

cess of the great sewing cotton combine.

Manchester wholesale houses have entered into

an agreement similar to that adopted among
leading London merchants for the regulation of

returns.

There is a decidedly improved tone in the wool
market. A better business is developing in Eng-
lish grown wools suitable for the American market.

There is a shade more enquiry in the cotton
trade, but wage disputes have broken out, and it

is feared that a total stoppage of spindles may
result.

Silk veilings, lappets and all-over nets for

neckwear are moving in good quantities.

Though the home trade in linen is quiet there

is a greater volume in exports to the United
States, Canada and Australia.
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Spring 1909
Our travellers are showing for the coming Spring

Season, the best range of samples of KNITTED
UNDERWEAR we have yet produced.

Lines in All Qualities for

Men, Women and Children

WATSON'S
UNDERWEAR
In addition to our regular lines of ELASTIC
RIB GOODS we are showing MEN'S GOODS
in PLAIN BALBRIGGAN and MESH.

We Solicit Your Valued Favors

WATSON MFG. CO., Limited
PARIS, - ONTARIO

Agents

:

BRYCE & CO. McCLUNG & BURNS A. L. GILPIN J. A. MURRAY
Winnipeg Man. 117 Wellington St. West 207 St. James St. Sussex, N.B.

Toronto Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

Exceedingly careful buying may result in a

late season and cause a shortage in Spring deliver-

ies of knitted goods.

Light buying in heavy Winter grades is caus-

ing an awakening in Fall sorting.

Wholesalers are optimistic with reference to

the Spring trade. Although inclined to be slow

at present there is every indication of strong de-

velopment.

Prices are better. It will be possible for the

retailer to obtain much better value at the regu-

lar prices.

There is a feeling of conservatism running clear

through, from the retailer to the manufacturer, in the

knitted goods trade, which may work itself out in the

form of a shortage in Spring deliveries.

Manufacturers state that they are not going to

shoulder all the responsibility which may develop from

the fears of retailers and wholesalers that trade is going

to be dull, and hence they say they are keeping within

easy sight of a normal output.

Wholesalers have not stocked up heavily. The gen-

eral appearance of things did not seem to warrant it,

and, in any event, they are inclined to look to the manu-
facturer for the solution of any such problem that may
threaten.

The retailer, it goes without saying, is more careful

than ever before. The depression caught him with a

large stock. Even though that has been considerably

reduced, his subsequent purchases have reflected extreme

caution.

"There is more of a hand-to-mouth business being

done than I have seen for many a day," remarked a

wholesaler, discussing the situation. There will not

exactly be a famine of knitted goods, but the opinion is

expressed that there will be some tight squeezing to fit

the supply into the demand.

*

Brisk in Fall Sorting.

Fall sorting, judged from present indications, is go-

ing to be good. The light buying in the heavier Winter

grades, such as woolen underwear, top shirts, Cardigan

jackets and the sweater class, is responsible. Once the

cold weather sets in, these goods will have a lively call,

and it is just a question whether it is going to be fully

met.

The inconvenience of such conditions, it is pointed

out, will be far outweighed by the good results which

must accrue from them. The different sections of the

trade will know just how they stand with relation to

each other. Each will have a keener appreciation of the

other's position in the matter of business. There will

be nothing done blindly. Cautiously and judiciously the

trade will work itself back to reasonable standards and

on a basis that will be all the better understood mutu-

ally. The times have evolved a readjustment which must
have a good effect not only upon business methods, but

also on business itself.

Wholesalers sizing it up that way, say they would

not be surprised to find the retailer evincing a desire to

come more frequently to market, with the object not

only of making" the mid-season more of a reality, but of

giving a more personal attention to the buying end of

his business and of keeping himself in closer touch with

trade conditions generally.

What of the Spring trade? Replies which manufac-
turers and wholesalers of knitted goods have made to

that query during the past few weeks place them in the

optimistic class. The season may be a trifle later than

usual, as indicated by the very cautious trend of the

Fall selling, but that business will take a pronounced

spurt seems to be the well-rooted feeling.

*

Better Values.

Prices are going to be easier. They will be almost

exactly on the same level as those of 1907. The record

drop has been made by balbriggans, which are down
about 12£ per cent. It will be possible for the retailer

to obtain a much better garment, say at $4.50 per dozen

in 1909 than he did in 1908 at the same figure. It is

the same in hosiery. In cotton underwear, too, there

will be increased width, better weight, and a superior

finish in the good selling lines. In pure woolens the

drop is not so noticeable, but still there will be better

value for the regular money.

It would almost amount to a sacrilege for the eas-

ing-off process to call for a new order in price fixtures.

The retailers purchase the best goods they can possibly

busr, at prices which have long stood as the standards.

The manufacturers have improved the quality of the

grades that can be sold at these prices. The public has

fastened its purchasing habit upon hose at 25 and 50

cents a pair. The same is true of underwear. It is hard

for a merchant to popularize a line of hosiery or under-

wear at prices which break away from those established

by custom.

How is the price tendency going to be felt by the

manufacturer? As an instance it may be said that lines

which last year went to the wholesaler at $3.25 per

dozen are now quoted at $2.90. This is a good example

of the extra margin of quality entering into Spring

goods.

A Wholesaler's Opinion.

"Although our original orders for Spring business

are very small," said a manufacturer, "advices from our

representatives indicate that there is going to be a very

good movement for Spring. I have been canvassing the

city wholesalers and there is no question about it. They

are all doing business along very safe lines. I'm afraid

they will be cut short. They say they cannot get the

retailers to buy far in advance, but after the Christmas
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season is over the orders will begin to come in. If they

come at all lively we cannot promise early delivery.

We think that from our present view of the situation

there will be a shortage in Spring- underwear due about

March."
The Northwest trade, it is stated, is developing fine

proportions, and wholesalers are turning their attention

in that direction with every hope of good crops of

orders.

Men's Half Hose.

Embroidered half-hose are going to figure well in the

running next Spring and plain colors will be decidedly

strong. There is every reason to believe that low shoes

will be just as great a factor in footwear fashion as

ever, and therein lies the sphere of the popular-toned

half-hose for men. The clocked side in half-hose is hav-

ing a good call. It will be possible to obtain a range

of colors from the brightest to the most modest, green,

purple and tan shades being well to the front. What

has been said about underwear is true also of hosiery-

there will be better values for the money in nearly all

lines, although in French lisles the drop in price only

amounts to about 10 cents on the dozen. The retail

trade will get the best offerings at $2.25 and $4.50 per

dozen. These are the popular prices.

The dictates of a fastidious season in almost every

department of dress leave the underwear department un-

troubled. There had been some talk of the Directoire

styles creating a demand for knitted knickers for ladies,

but the wholesalers have not considered them. They say

that the severe Winter climate would hardly permit of

the adoption of so extreme a vogue in Canada, and in

any event, it must receive the unmistakable stamp of

favor.

In men's underwear, the short-limbed garments are

coming to the fore. There is nothing like them for the

warm weather, and every season records them several

notches higher in the liking of the coolly clad. The coat

undershirt is in the same class, and the trade is giving

it better place than ever before. In this connection it

must be said that nainsook underwear is being relied

upon as having a decided call to preference. It is rank-

ing with the best sellers in Summer underwear.

&

Winter Novelties.

The "Tokscarf" is a fancy knitted novelty shown for

Winter wear. It is a combination of wool toque and

scarf, and promises to win its way into the appreciation

of the Winter girl.

Another article classed among the novelties is a

knitted neckscarf of wool, with a single clasp. It has

no great bulk, and gives great satisfaction when warmth

is considered.

The Northwest trade in knitted goods is de-

veloping large proportions.

Plain colors will be strong selling factors in

ladies' and men's hosiery.

Short-limbed garments in men's underwear are

developing a decided preference.

The coat sweater andtknitted coat are outing

garments which are meeting with a good demand.

Coat Sweaters Popular.

In golf goods the coat sweater is measuring up to

expectations. It is decidedly popular as an outing gar-

ment for both ladies and gentlemen. Knitted coats for

ladies are also developing a good demand, particularly

in the high-class trade. They are shown in a variety of

two-tone effects, such as black and tan, grey and white,

green and red and red and black. With the V-shaped
collar it is a very natty looking garment and is much
in vogue for golf. Fall buying in knitted waistcoats is

fairly good and in all of these lines prices have a wide

range.

&

Ladies' Hosiery.

Both wholesalers and retailers shake their heads

when embroidery is mentioned as an element in ladies'

hosiery for Spring. They state that, while these effects

will undoubtedly have a fair run, the emphasis will be

on plain tones to match the dress goods. Taupe grey,

raven blue, peacock blue, bridge green, pistache green,

browns, purples and cardinals are a few of the color

tendencies which will run the entire range of hosiery

materials, prominent among which will be silk. Sales

of all fine hosiery have been better than usual.

Museums for Color Study.

A novel suggestion was put forward at the recent

international art congress at the Victoria and Albert

Museum, London, by Alexander Millar, a prominent de-

signer, who urged the need for systematic color training,

and recommended the establishment of "color museums."
This idea, he explained, had received sympathetic support

from many great artists. In every educational centre

and in every school there should be collections of objects

selected for their beauty of color alone. There should be

analytic color sections, showing the color scheme apart

from the accidents of form and shadow. The collection,

continued Mr. Millar, need not be very costly. Why
should not a beginning be made by making a selection

from the beautifully colored textiles which appear from

time to time in shop windows? The expense would be

very small. Year by year beautiful stuffs are being pro-

duced and allowed to drop into oblivion. If such a col-

lection be not formed now it might be that one hundred

years hence our museum authorities will buy at a fancy

price a collection of imperfect fragments of the very

stuffs which could be now acquired for a nominal sum.

He spoke of what he knew when he said that such a

collection would be heartily welcomed by all designers,

and by everyone concerned with arts and industries in

which color played an important part.

—4

Tablecloths of Fur.

A Toronto wholesaler who visited the Franco-British

Exposition in London became convinced by a conversa-

tion which he overheard that it will take some time to

entirely eradicate the impression abroad in the Old

Country that all Canada is in the polar bear belt.

Two ladies were standing at a table which had been

completely covered by a magnificent fur robe. They dis-

cussed this particular feature of the display for some
moments and then one of them remarked in all serious-

ness, "Weill, I always did believe that Canada was a

cold country, but I never knew that they used fur table

cloths over there."
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The SurnmttofPerfection

The Story of ZlMMERKNlT
There is a very clearly defined idea behind the manufacture of "Zimmerknit"

underwear.

Before the inception of the Zimmerman Manufacturing Co., we believed that
there was a degree of perfection not yet reached in the making of knit under-
wear in Canada.

Our idea, was to bring to the Canadian underwear industry, the quality
lacking ; the connecting link between what had already been accomplished, and
the point which marked perfection.

The men we wanted were drawn from the finest and largest underwear mill

in the United States, and they planned and worked together long before our
mills were in operation. They had ideas for the improvement of even the
modern methods they had worked with.

Many improvements were incorporated in the machinery for the equipment
of the Zimmerman mills and everything was made to conform to the ideas the
promoters had in mind, the production of a perfect underwear garment for men,
ladies and children.

, Underwear is the Result
You are interested now in Spring lines. That's the reason we have

taken this space to tell you about the "Zimmerknit"Spring underwear. We are
taking orders now for Spring 1909, in Men's Balbriggan, Lisle, Silkette, Cashmere
and Merino underwear. The new Mesh goods with coat fronts, short sleeves and
knickers, as well as long sleeves, are also made in the "Zimmerknit" brand. There
is now a growing demand for Ladies' Lisle, low neck Balbriggan underwear. It

was first introduced to the Canadian trade with the "Zimmerknit" brand, and
made in the Zimmerman mills. Its superior wearing qualities will make it a big

seller here.

We manufacture the regular lines in Ladies' and Children's underwear, all

in the "Zimmerknit" quality. A specialty is made of Boys' athletic garments,
edin all the standard colors, also Bathing suits for men and boys, in onetrimmec

and two-piece "Zimmerknit" _
will show you samples. If a traveller wants to sell you underwear tor Spring,

and does not tell you about "Zimmerknit" you bad better wait.

goods are sold by all Canadian Jobbers. Travellers

ASK THE NEXT ONE WHO CALLS, OR ASK US.

ZIMMERMAN MANUFACTURING CO. Ltd.

HAMILTON, ONT.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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UNSHRINKABLE

NDERW
LADIES' GENTLEMEN'S

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GA5MENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only -

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

"STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

PATFNT STAR SEATi

THE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWEAR.

Jaeger Pure Wool
Underwear Knitted Goods

For Men

—

Dressing Gowns
Lounge Jackets,

All Wool Sweaters, Hosiery,

All Sizes Coat Sweaters. Gloves,

All Weights
For Ladies

—

Colic Bands,

Caps,

Slippers,We can supply Norfolks,

your needs from Golfers, Rugs,
stock. Coats. Shirts.

PURE CAMEL-HAIR FLEECE BLANKETS AND SLEEPING BAGS
Send for our new Catalogue if you have not received one.

Dr. Jaeger's Sanitary Woollen System Co., Ltd.

Wholesale Warehouse, 301 St. James St., MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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HighGrade RibbedUnderwear

1908-Fall Specials-1908

We can deliver promptly Fall lines as follows—

" Baroness "—White, natural and cream $2.25
" Countess "

3.00

619 & 620 ." " 4.50

"Princess" " " 6.50

"Empress" " " 9.00

Also all lines of Infants' and Childrens'. Continued repeat orders tell the story.

1909 Spring Samples now in the hands of our representatives.

REPRESENTATI VES.
ONTARIO : C. & A. G. Clarke, Empire Bldg., Wellington St.. Toronto.

QUEBEC: L. A. Prevost, 209a McGill St. Montreal.

MANITOBA: A. J.Snell, Box 705 Winnipeg. Manitoba.

BRITISH COLUMBIA : Geo. A. Campbell. P. O. Box 1026. Vancouver, B.C.

MARITIME PROVINCES: G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St.. Halifax. Nova Scotia.

The Peerless Underwear Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Crescent /J
Brand K*

Hosiery and Underwear

S» Lennard
& Sons DUNDAS, ONT.

Manufacturers of all kinds of Ladies',

Misses' and Children's

RIBBED UNDERWEAR
in Cotton, Wool, Worsted, Merino,
and Silk, and " Bolton's " process for

Unshrinkable Underwear.

GUARANTEED UNSHRINKABLE AND
NON-FELTING.

SOLE SELLING AOENT3

The Richard L. Baker Co.
Empire Bldg. Wellington St.W. TORONTO ONT.

J5>t<ixr0rfje

LINSHrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men
made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP
(For extra warmth)

also bears St. George trade mark for your

protection and ours.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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HEWSON
UNDERWEAR AND TWEEDS
Both our Underwear and Tweeds are noted for their great durability. The Underwear

is made for men only, but the Tweeds are made for men, women and children. Our

travellers are now out with samples of costume cloths for Spring— a big line of the newest

and cleverest designs. Our representatives will also have our different lines of Under-

wear with them. We ask you especially to examine our line known as Hewson Nova

Scotia Pure Wool Underwear—it's a tremendous seller.

mism
..AMHERST^

Hewson Woollen Mills
* Limited

Amherst Nova Scotia

A new Elastic Knitted Underwear Fabric patterned after

new ideas, wholly new to the Canadian Trade, is what we
offer in presenting

The New
I LET" Elastic Garment

Elastic Ribbed

I LET Underwear
For the first time in Canada we have produced an Elastic

Ribbed Net undervest for Ladies' summer wear for season

1909. Being naturally porous from its scientific construction,

it keeps the skin dry and temperature normal.

Isn't it fair to suppose that a new garment like this will

be a quick seller ?

Our Representatives will call on you with a full range of

Ladies' and Children's High Grade Vests and Drawers for

summer 1909.

New Styles, New Trimmings, for old and New Customers.

Write us for information.

The Oxford Knitting Co., Limited,
wo(

ont.
Ck

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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HOSIERY
"The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell" man is out with

a complete range of Worsted, Cash-

mere and Cotton Hosiery that is

hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.
Limited

Clinton, - Ontario

A True -to -Name Underwear

All Perry garments may be relied upon

as unshrinkable, perfect-fitting goods that

never fail to please particular people.

A trial order will convince you that

// Pays to Push Perry's Nevershrink

G. B. PERRY KNITTING CO.
HAMILTON, ONTARIO
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This trade -mark is

found on every
genuine Pen-Angle

Arfgle garment. It is put

there for your cus-

tomers', your own
and our protection.

^/ Trade A(ar/(

No. 95

PENMANS
Limited

PARIS, CANADA

Pen-Angle No. 95

is the most asked

for line of natural

wool underwear
sold in Canada.
Are you ready to

supply this season's

demand ?

Hosiery

Success

Depends

on Real

Fast

Blacks

Dependable fast blacks

are the foundation

—

the backbone—the live

root of every progressive profit-producing hosiery de-

partment. And Hermsdorf-Dyed stockings are the

dependable fast blacks of the hosiery world. If you're

not benefitting to-day by Hermsdorf-Dyed Fast Blacks

—insure the welfare of to-morrow by specifying

"Hermsdorf-Dyed" in all future orders. Look for

Louis Hermsdorf's signature on the toes.

Cuts, store signs, booklets, etc. , supplied free.

Write for our special advertising proposition.

The name that sells the stocking :

—

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony
American Bureau : Thirty-ninth Street Building

New York

Here are the two best selling lines of Underwear in the trade

" Ceetee
"

Unshrinkable Underwear
AND

Perfect Fitting Elastic

Ribbed Underwear

^JT "Ceetee" is guaranteed to be positively unshrink-

nl able—we will replace any garment found otherwise.

It is made in all sizes and styles in India Gauze
(medium and heavy weights), Silk and Wool, Lamb's
Wool and Merino. Perfect Fitting Elastic Ribbed Under-

wear has a delicate, non-irritating texture that makes it

the ideal underwear for women and children.

Spring Samples on the Road

The C. TURNBULL COMPANY
of Gait. Limited

Gait ------ Ontario

WOLSEY
Pure Wool

UnsHrinKable Underwear
Pure wool unshrinkable underwear.

Every garment guaranteed by the

manufacturers. Jobbers now show-

ing Fall 1908 samples.

Em
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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*Und&iweafr

UNDERWEAR

Eagle KnittingCo.,Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Go After the Big Fellows

You can fit them,

every one, when
you have

STANFIELD'S

UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERWEAR

All sizes up to 70

nch chest mea-

sure, in three win-

ter weights.

And you may
sell every garment

with our guarantee

of money back if

it shrinks.

Write for our representative

to call and show samples

STANFIELD'S LIMITED
TRURO, N.S.

g^Sp^ THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFEOTION
IN FOOTWEAR - . . ..

Manufactured by

R. HENDERSON & CO.
w.m»ei»m..u.

MONTREAL and TORONTO Leicester, Eng.

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA:

Adams' Lock-Stitch Hose

Satisfactory Stock-

ings, sizes 4 in. to

10 in., Pure Cash-

mere. The Lock-
-** Stitch, seamless

heels and toes, 10 fold

knees, 6 fold ankles are

some of their good

features.

They're economical be-

cause they wear.

Adams' Lock - Stitch

Hose brings you best

results.

Ask your wholesaler for these
Roods. Full particulars of the line

from our agents.

A. E. ADAMS & CO.
Manufacturers

LEICESTER, - ENGLAND

AGENTS

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.,

301 St. James St., Montreal

33 Melinda St., Toronto

ELLIS
SPRING NEEDLE
RIBBED UNDERWEAR

is the kind of underwear it pays to sell

—

because it's the kind of underwear that un-

failingly pleases customers.

Its remarkable elasticity alone is a feature

sufficient to place ELLIS UNDER-
WEAR in a class by itself.

Besides, it has QUALITY, FINISH and

WEAR—making a quartette of features

that no merchant can afford to overlook.

Our travellers are now on

the road with Spring samples.

ELLIS MFG. CO. Limited
HAMILTON

MONYPENNY BR08. & CO., TORONTO-Selllng Agents

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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HEALTH BRAND

See samples particularly of Ruben's

and Brownie Vests.

Health Brand covers the following

lines: COMBINATIONS for

Ladies, Misses and Children.

VESTS for Ladies, Misses and

Children. CORSET COVERS.
BLACK TIGHTS.

Place your orders now to ensure

prompt delivery.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

K. Ishikawa & Co

Manufacturers and Importers

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

24 Wellington Street West,

>? * TORONTO

Manufacturers of

Umbrellas

Parasols

Sunshades

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia :

1906

Canada Other Countries Total

Cosies, Cushions, etc. £ 495 £ 154.047 £ 154.542
Curtains 190 87,675 87,865
Fancy Goods 313 279,452 279.765
Piece Goods, Cotton

and Linen 11.894 3,297,724 3,309 618
Flannelettes 1,688 251,965 253,653
Boots and Shoes 4,951 114,003 118,954
Rubber Sand Shoes 2,319 47,998 50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York
Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing Offices

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

Spring price lists on staples now effective are

favorable to active trade in these lines. The
wholesalers are showing themselves distinctly

pleased with the ranges of Canadian printed and

woven goods now out for Spring selling. Many
improvements have been made in Canadian lines

of cottons.

A much better tone is being manifested in the

world's cotton markets, and a decidedly improved

tone has been imparted as a result to the staple

cotton industry.

Cotton Situation Improving.

Canadian wholesalers are rapidly completing their

Spring lines of cottons in every line of domestic and
foreign goods, and the cutting up trades have already

been approached with new lines of samples. Canadian
mills in every class of cotton have improved and broad-

ened their products, and count on a larger share of

trade. English lines in the better class of goods have

the same wide representation, and the majority of

wholesalers and the manufacturers of all classes of gar-

Wholesalers are forsaking their discouraging position

and seem to feel that the nibble for merchandise is di-

rect evidence that prices have touched rock bottom.

Spring Lines of Prints Improved.

Spring lines of prints manufactured by the

Dominion Textile Company, Limited, show a

marked improvement in almost every respect. In

most cases there is a slight reduction in price,

and where no reduction has been made values

are better. There is almost twice the usual

range of patterns to choose from, and colors have been

improved. In indigo blues and blacks particularly, an
extensive range of patterns is shown. The opinion has

been that Canadian blacks were not equal to others), but

the claim is made for the Spring lines that they cannot

be beaten.

The ten-cent line has been materially improved. An-
other line which has been changed in favor of the buyer,

is the old No. 2, 27 and 28-inch goods. This has been

replaced by 30 and 31-inch goods of exceptional value.

If. P. and L. lines, 24 and 25-inch goodsi, are shown in

twice the usual range of patterns, in the newest styles.

New Spring Printings — From the Range of The Dominion Textile Co., Ltd.

ments, clothing, shirts, etc., are placing their usual

orders for English goods.

There are various evidences of improvement in cot-

ton goods as a whole, and the fact that the new lists

of prices show appreciable reductions is promoting a

keen interest on the part of the wholesaler. The whole-

saler's attitude is very different from that of a few

months ago. He feels that prices are as low as he can

reasonably expect, and further, the financial and business

condition of Canada is such as to warrant him in mak-

ing provision for future needs.

Another strong factor which encourages Spring pur-

chases is the fact that in spite of a remarkably warm
September in all parts of Canada sorting trade for Fall

requirements is of a volume that clearly shows retailers'

stocks were much depleted.

With these facts in view wholesalers have taken

kindly to the new price lists of the Dominion Textile

Co., Ltd.i, the Canadian Colored Cotton Mills, Ltd.,

Cornwall & York Mills, the Montreal Cotton Co., and

other lines of Canadian cottons.

A.A. ducks, indigo, anilines and reds, is one of the

most popular lines on the market, the sales of which

are increasing every year. There are several new lines

of striped duck suitings, some of them showing the

popular chevron effects, as may be noted in the illustra-

tions.

To keep up with the demand for ginghams there is

a line of 27 and 28-inch zephyrettes, printed on both

sides in imitation of gingham. These goods closely re-

semble the woven fabric. There is a new line of re-

versible Panama suitings which is sure to do well for

Spring. The Spring range of printed goods also includes

the Asquith cords, black and white, in a wide range of

patterns, for shirtwaist suits.

Linens.

With returning confidence on this side of the Atlantic

the condition of the linen market is improving. It can

hardly be said that the lessened price has in Canada led

to more business. When orders have been placed it has
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The Test of Time
The Test of Wear
The Keenest Competition

has served only to strengthen the position of

Canadian Printed Goods

Every merchant, when he sees the Spring
Range of Prints will recognize that success

spurs on to greater efforts.

From the viewpoints of patterns, dyeing, material

and values, the 1909 range of Canadian prints is

the best in the history of Canadian Printed Goods.

The Line includes everything from

Staples to Late Novelties

Your wholesaler is showing samples now.

In your own interest specify CANADIAN PRINTED GOODS.

> ^y>-

It may be taken as a tribute to the ability of Canadian manufacturers

that discriminating buyers are unable to distinguish, even by comparison of

samples, domestic prints from those imported. As a matter of fact there is

no place where more modern methods in the manufacture of cotton print are

employed than in Canada. (Dry Goods Review, July, 1908).

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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been because the good* were wanted, and the change in

price ha6 made little difference. Merchants have had to

be sure of an outlet before they placed orders for any

class of goods. Therefore the fact that there is a steady

increase in the volume of orders received from the Can-

adian trade speaks for itself of the improvement that is

taking place.

Reports from Belfast indicate an improved condition

of affairs than has obtained since the late setback in

America. More inquiries are being received, and also a

large number of orders, and there seems a prospect of

the improvement becoming permanent.

The big demand is for dress linens and household

goods. There is every prospect of dress linens keeping

up their high standard of prosperity. For the present

Fall colored linens in stripe and check designs are sel-

ling well, and the garment trade are placing large or-

ders for the coming Spring.

Linen coats, one-piece dresses, waists, etc., promise

to be very much worn. White will lead, but there will

also be much interest manifested in plain colors and in

checks and stripes. The checks likely to be most worn

are made up of fine stripes of white upon a plain ground.

The stripes are of the hair-line and even stripes in nar-

row widths.

As to colors, the present Saxe and Copenhagen
shades and other fancy blues will be the best sellers.

Pink, fraise, mauve and green will also be well worn.

In the ultra trade, mustard and khaki promise to be

considered, and the half-bleached and natural shades will

be well worn.

Travelers are out with novelty lines in art linens for

the holiday trade, and by all accounts are doing a sat-

isfactory business.

Cluny edged centrepieces, doilys, five o'clock tea

cloths, are still the sellers, and that in spite of the fact

that they have been sold so freely for the past two sea-

sons. This is accounted for by the handsome appearance

of Cluny and by the fact that it both washes and wears

well. New patterns are introduced for the holiday trade

and a big business is assured. One influence that makes
for this end is the fact that prices are more moderate.

Cluny is combined with hand embroidery, both in

Maderia and Irish, and some specially handsome cloths

and sets are shown in these combinations.

Dress Ginghams and Flannelettes.

Dress ginghams for Spring, 1909, show decided im-

provements. The range is much larger, patterns show
the newest developments, and there are many new lines

especially in silk mixtures. The mills are turning out

many lines made of the finer yarns and wholesalers have

received samples and prices of these lines with favor.

Many of these goods were never before manufactured in

Canada.

Both Coarse and Fine Cottons Lower.

Cottonades, denims, shirtings, galateas, tickings and

other lines of coarse cottons show pronounced reductions

for Spring compared with the last lists issued by the

Canadian mills. The reduction in actual price will per-

haps not average 10 per cent., but the actual value is

better, and the finish of many lines has been improved.

These reductions are explained in common with reduc-

tions of other lines of cottons, as resulting chiefly from
business conditions, rather than from the fact that the

price of raw cotton and the cost of production warrants

any lowering of price.

As far as the raw cotton market is concerned, spot

cotton is about 9'c for Middling Uplands, and futures
are very firm in price. Considering the Canadian cotton
mills use the better grades of cotton chiefly, it may be
seen that the Spring pi ice-lists are very favorable.

Flannelettes and Domets.
Flannelettes, domets and saxonies, as well as other

lines of napped goods, show a slight reduction in the
new price list to the wholesaler, but unquestionably
values have been improved. The benefit of consolidation,
as far as the selling range of the Canadian Colored
Cotton Mills, and the Cornwall & York Mills in the sel-
ling end is evident in the new samples. It is the in-

tention to have these mills specialize on certain fabrics,
so that woven cotton goods may be manufactured in

Canada in the same specialized manner as the printed
lines.

Cotton Ginners Warned,
A despatch from Jackson, Miss., states that the

foreword of an organization similar to the Kentucky
"night riders" is the following notice which has been
placed on cotton gins throughout the cotton belt:—"You
are ordered to stop your gin at once and not resume
until further orders. We are not your enemy, but your
friend. So take heed and close, for we intend to have
our rights."

Mississippi planters have feared such an organization
for some time, owing to low cotton prices.

m

Dress Gingham Prices.

The following prices in dress ginghams are about the
same as last year, although values are better. The-ie
prices are uniform, and wholesalers receive a discount off

these lists. Particular attention is drawn to G121, a
silk and cotton mixture, which has been welcomed bv
the wholesale trade:

G100 25 "
7i

G101 .... 7*
8G102 .. ,,

G103 ., „
8

G104 .- ,.
8

G105 264" .... 10

G106 10

G107 < "
10

G108 26 "
.... 10

G109 10

G110 ,< .,
10

Gill ,, .,
10

G112 10

G114 " "
10

G115 " •'
10

G116 " "
10

G117 12

G118 36 " IS*

G119 32 "
. 12

G120 27
"

12

G125 it tt
10

G126 26 " 10

G121 26A" , 22i

Spring Linings Show Reduction.

In keeping with other lines of cotton goods, both

Canadian and foreign, the Spring .price list of the Mont-
real Cotton Co., to the wholesale trade, shows a reduc-

tion averaging at least 10 per cent. Staple linings,
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TO THE TRADE

ALL HJKIISI I O sold by the lead

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

TheCalico Printers' Assn. Ltd.

Manchester, England
To be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

Season.

No other quality will bear this mark.

Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.
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cents, are priced so as to sell to the retailer profitably

at 10 cents, and the better lines show proportionate re-

duction. Silesias, percalines, and other staples show
the same reductions. Pocketings, Italians and other

numbers to the tailoring trade are favorably priced. The
range of turkey reds has been improved.

Dress linen prices have been revised in favor of the

retailer, and the range of Victoria lawns added to. Sev-

eral new specialties in cotton dress goods are added to

their range.

Restricted Selling Prices.

A topic of absorbing interest in the cotton goods

trade across the line is the recent announcement of an

advance of one-half cent on Amoskeag and other lines

of ginghams. With the additional declaration that the

new prices are restricted and protected, both large and
small wholesalers are put on the same footing, and an
agreement is signed which is binding in its effect. This

method of distributing ginghams and prints has, as the

trade is well aware, worked successfully in Caoada.

Cotton prices are stiffening across the line, chiefly in

view of the fact that they can expect buyers to pay the

advance, and the Lancashire strike has also something

to do with this feeling.

The Lancashire Strike.

Towards the end of last month about 72 per cent of

the Lancashire cotton mills were affected by the lock-

out going into force at that time. Nearly 530 of the

Manchester mills are involved, although it is reasonable

to expect an early resumption of business. English trade

with China, India, and other foreign markets is not ac-

tive, and for that reason strenuous efforts on the part

of the mills are not being made towards a settlement

of the difficulties with their labor.

A Retailer Pushes Staples.

The John Murphy Co., Ltd., Montreal, have trans-

ferred their staple section to the ground floor of the

annex, "where it may be entered directly from St. Cath-

erine Street. Although the transfer was made only a

short time ago its advantages are already apparent in

the increased interest shown by customers and the large:

sales. A good feature of this section of the store is the

pure linen department, where nothing that is not pure

linen is sold. Union goods are found at another coun-

ter.

This firm has been making a striking window dis-

play of staples,—blankets, sheetings, circular pillow

cotton, ready-made sheets and pillow cases, down com-
forters, etc.

Entertained by the Montreal Cotton Co.

One of the outstanding pleasant features at the re-

cent annual meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers' As-

sociation in Montreal, was the courtesy extended to

them by the President, S. H. Ewingi, Manager Louis

Simpson and the directors of the Montreal Cotton Co.

On Friday, the 18th, many important members of the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association took advantage of

the offer of the Montreal Cotton Co. to visit their mills

at Valley field, Que. An interesting and entertaining day

was spent.

The Montreal Cotton Co. is an institution of over
thirty years' standing, commencing the manufacture of

fine white cottons in the mill noted in the centre of the

illustration. As business rapidly expanded, what is

known as the Louise and Empire Mills were added, and
new lines were manufactured. In recent years the large

Gault mills formed an important addition to the planl

and blea&heries and dyehouses were erected.

After the agreeable luncheon given to the manufac-
turers, Mr. Louis Simpson, in a bright and pointed ad-

dress, brought out many of the above points, and
sketched the growth of the Montreal Cotton Company.

"So far as the cotton trade is concerned," said Mr.
Simpson, "you are all upon historic ground when visit-

ing Valleyfield. It was at Valleyfield that the first

bleached cottons were manufactured in Canada, English
manufacturers prophesying that the venture would be a
failure as it was impossible for white cottons to be

made outside of England. It was at Valleyfield that
ordinary dyed cotton goods were first produced in Can-
ada.

"Again, it was at Valleyfield that satines were first

made in Canada, and it was also at Valleyfield that fine

yarns, yarns spun out of Egyptian and Sea Island cot-

ton, both carded and combed, were first spun in Canada.
Further, it was at Valleyfield that fine bleached cotton

Works of the Montreal Cotton Co. at Valleyfield, Quebec.

goods, known as fine lawns and muslins, plain and figur-

ed, were first manufactured in Canada, though again
British manufacturers stated that it was impossible to
manufacture these goods outside of England.

"It was also at Valleyfield that the first electric

power house ever constructed in Canada was erected,

and this power house was either the fourth or fifth elec-

tric power house for power purposes constructed on the

continent of North America."

The success of the Montreal Cotton Co. may be
gauged by the fact that the mills at Valleyfield are the

finest and largest mills under one management in the

world.

Operations Commenced.

The Mount Royal Spinning Co., Ltd., Cote St. Paul,

Que., whose mills have been illustrated and described in

The Review, commenced operations on Thursday, October
1st. They expect to have their mills in full operation by

December. The machinery is being rapidly installed. This

new cotton venture will be in a position to look after

Spring business.
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YOUNG BROS.
Manufacturers of the "BEAVER" line of fancy leather goods
We are originators—We do not copy—Every article is our own design.

Ladies' Hand Bags

Pocket Books

Gents' Wallets

Bill Folds

Collar Boxes

Music Rolls

Card Cases

Belts and All

Leather Novelties

The cut shows
two particularly
striking designs in

DIRECTOIRE
BAGS

Our very latest

Every article is made of the BEST MATERIAL and by the HIGHEST SKILLED LABOR and is

GUARANTEED to be of the FINEST QUALITY.

Our Representative will make it a point to call on you if you drop us a card.

YOUNG BROS., 107 and 109 Church St., Toronto

Illustrated Booklet

GOLD MEDAL LINENS
From the

U FIELD to the HOME "

Write at once for a copy. It will interest you.

R. H. COSBIE, Irish Linen Agency, Toronto

A Comb Seller

MARCELLE
A high back style that SELLS.
Must be seen to be appreciated.

In tivo sizes, at $5.00 and $5.85 per doz.

SAMPLES UPON REQUEST.

24 lines of open-work Designs, from $2.25 to $30.00per doz.

THE GRANBYMFG. CO., Limited
ORIGINATORS OF COMBS THAT SELL

GRANBY, - QUE.

L. HIRSHSON & CO.

MONTREAL

The House for General Dry

Goods, Fancy Goods, Wool-

lens and Tailor's Trimmings.

Tel. Main 2715. 248 Notre Dame St. West

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Novelties, Toys and Fancy Goods for Christmas Selling

Some Hints on Making This Department a More Profitable Department in the Store

— How to Interest the Children in the Toys and Through Them the Parents.

Christmas, without the children, would be a very

tame affair, the the Christmas festival, in its essence,

belongs to the child, and it is because of the children,

to a great extent, that the custom of gift-giving is kept

alive. Now what the average child likes to receive from

good old Santa, or his representatives, is toys—the girl

wants her doll, the boy his sleigh, and therefore the toy

department at this season looms into great importance.

In most stores, toys, and the special Christmas goods,

such as calendars, gift books, and the thousand and one

fancy articles that sell at this season of the year, can-

not be carried on in most stores on the ground floor; their

location has to be either up or down—that is, either in

the basement, or on one of the upper floors. This loca-

tion means the offering of some special inducement to

draw the attention, not only of the children, but also

of the children's parents, to the department.

Temporary counters for the handling of the toys have

in most cases to be built. These need not run into any-

great expense, as they look best when covered with col-

ored calico, etc. If desired, they can be made still more
attractive by turning them into booths, and if this is

done, cords or wires can be strung across, and various

kinds of toys splendidly displayed, in this manner.

There must be a section built with a hardwood top,

smoothly finished and polished. This section must have

an edge standing up 4 or 5 inches high on each side. This

is for the showing of mechanical toys—toy trains that

run by clockwork, the clown and donkey, etc., etc. There

should be a bright, lively and energetic clerk in charge

here, as much, not only of the attractiveness, but also

of the selling power of this section, depends upon the

way in which the toys are kept in motion.

Christmas cards, calendars, holiday books, children's

books, celluloid goods, brush and comb sets, etc., etc.,

should be shown in the same manner, and in close prox-

imity to the toys. Such lines as ribbons, handkerchiefs,

the cheaper kinds of neckwear, belts and gloves, can also

have a representation in this section, also fancy lines of

crockery and glassware. It will help the sale of these

goods to show them here, and also, in the strenuous

days before Christmas, it will be found a great advan-

tage to have those lines that are sure to be most in de-

mand carried in more than one place in the store.

Santa's Attractiveness.

As to the extra attractions in the department, that

good old perennial, Santa Claus, is, and will always con-

tinue to be good as the best. In fact, his presence in the

flesh, if possible, but if not, in the spirit, and as the pre-

siding genius of the occasion, is a sin qua non in the de-

partment.

Santa has been the presiding saint of this season so

long that to build up a novel effect around him would be

a positive stroke of genius. However, the kiddies are not
critical, and so long as Santa Claus delivers the gools
they are satisfied, and when they are satisfied the grown-
ups are pleased, too. Indeed, there is a good deal of the

child in all rightly constituted grown-ups, at this sea-

son. So if Santa only lives up to the occasion, even in

the most time-worn guise, he is more than welcome. You

see all the youngsters have pleasant memories of Santa
Claus, and therefore he is a fixture.

Last year, the T. Eaton Co., of Toronto, supplement-

ed. Santa Slaus with a teddy bear, and a live half-grown

bruin. They built a castleated cage for the live gentle-

man, with a platform around it, for Santa and the teddy.

Teddy had a rough-rider hat, and a toy gun, and Santa
drilled him to. the music of a phonograph on the plat-

form. Teddy was a funny little chap, and the effect was
good.

Other years, Eaton's Santa Claus has arrived by-

train, either at the Union Station, or some station on
the outskirts and has been driven in state to the store.

One year he came to West Toronto Junction, and rode

in on a coach-and-four, the top of the coach being pack-

ed with toys, which Santa distributed to the children

along the way. Another year he drove in from North
Toronto in an atuo. This event is always planned for

Saturday morning, and Santa holds a reception in the

toy department the rest of the day. These ideas are not
original with the T. Eaton Co., but have been used by
other stores.

Familiar figures from fairy tales may be combined
with Santa Claus. Thus, one year, Wanamakers, in

Philadelphia, ahd Aladdin and his lamp and the Golly-
wogs to help Santa. Santa had a cave built up of can-

vas, laths and heavy paper, etc. This cave communicated
with the reserve stock of toys. Any child could ask to
see the present it wanted for Christmas. Aladdin rub-

bed his lamp and a Gollywog brought the article asked
for out of the cave. That is, if it was in stock.

Another way to interest the children is to have some
kind of a contest. A California store one year offered a
prize for the best drawing of Santa Claus sent in ea^h
day, and accompanied by a four-line verse br nging in

the name of the store and that of Santa Claus. The
prizes were toys of a certain value, and the drawings were
to be deposited in a box placed to receive them in the
toy department. Prizes for essays on various subjects con-
nected with the season, voting contests for the most
popular teacher in town, or for the most popular girl

or boy, have also been used, a ballot to be given with
each five-cent purchase, and the votes to be cast in the
toy department.

Another good idea was the placing of a handsome and
expensive doll on a high pedestal in the toy department.
In the doll's hand was an envelope containing her name.
The envelope was signed and sealed, and the name was
unknown to anyone in the city. Each child between three
and ten was at liberty to send in a guess at the name
of the doll. For this purpose a desk was provided in

the toy department, and the guess, and the name and
address of the guesser, and also incidentally the name
and address of the guesser's parents, was filed away in

the order received.

The first little girl to guess the name received the
doll, and the first boy a magic lantern of equal value.

The names of the winners were published in the papers,
and the doll and lantern came to hand the day before

Christmas.

Another firm The Review has heard of issues coupons
worth five cents, with every dollar purchase, these cou-
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pons being redeemable in the toy department. Just

about the middle of October an opening is held, and

every purchase made in any department in the store after

that date carries a coupon. This makes a lot of assured

business in toys.

Two important people who will have to co-operate

to make your toy selling a success are your ad- man and

your window trimmer. When you hold your toy opening,

a toy window should be put in, and in the first week in

December a Santa Claus window, and also windows
showing other Christmas lines will be in order.

The ad. man must everlastingly stive to interest the

children in all your plans and schemes. No advertise-

ment, during November and December, up to Christmas
day, should go out that has no reference to the toy sec-

tion and its doings. When Santa Claus will arrive, and
what he does and says when he has arrived, should form
part of every advertisement. Remember, you have a lot

of goods bought specially for the one occasion, and if

you are to make your profit out of them, as little as

possible must be left on hand when the night of Decem-
ber 24th arrives. Everyone must do their share in push-

ing out the goods.

Some of the most modern stores make profit-sharing

a feature of Christmas business. They offer each clerk

a small percentage on their sales—generally about one
per cent. This stimulates sales and puts the sales force

to the effort in order to make a good book. The per-

centage may seem small, but it must be remembered that
some very big books are made at this season.

Keep Post Card Department Moving.

The old way of selling post cards by merely showing
them in the window or on a display rack was all right

enough when the post card was a novelty. Now that it

has become a staple commodity a little more skill is

needed in keeping the department going profitably. The
great thing to remember is that the public get tired

very quickly of seeing the same cards day after day in

your store. There are show windows where weather-

worn cards, put there last Spring, are still to be seen.

How can any reasonable merchant hope to keep up his

trade at that rate?

The dealer who wants to make a success of this

department should make it his first care to provide fresh

goods at frequent intervals. If you are accustomed to

use your show windows for the purpose, contrive to in-

troduce new cards every day or every second day. Then

the passer-by, instead of being wearied by looking at

fading colors, will pause to see what new designs are

on the market. There are sufficient novelties being

turned out by the manufacturers from day to day to

make it possible to keep your stock fresh, and these

manufacturers will co-operate with you in this object.

Good Season Promised.

Orders for fancy goods for the Christmas trade have

so far been fair, and seem to be coming in more freely

of late. Many buyers have been holding off as long as

possible, thinking they will be able to secure goods at

short notice. This will probably result in disappoint-

ment to a number, as some manufacturers have already

informed their agents that should late buying assume the

proportions that it seems likely to do, there will be a

shortage in many desirable lines. Without doubt some

stock has been carried over from last season, but a great

deal will be required to bring stocks up-to-date, and to

meet the demands of what gives evidence now of being a

heavy season at retail.

Orders, so far, have included a great deal of china

and glassware. Tea-sets, chocolate sets, fancy plates,

cups and saucers, with hand painting, are in strong de-

mand, and Japanese ware of all kinds seems to be very

strong. A new Japanese ware, with gold inlaid designs,

closely resembling French goods, promises to do well as

it is less expensive. Hand-painted vases, Nippon ware,

and Awaji ware, principally in the green coloring, are

selling aetively. Bronze is quiet, but a great deal of

hand-hammered brass goods, jardinieres, bowls, trays,

and pierced lamp-shades, etc., are called for. A new
ware, the Royal Awaji, in a dull reseda green, seems
likely to meet with favor.

Antimony goods, including photo frames, trays, jewel

boxes, etc., hand carved ivory ornaments, amd lacquer

ware, are in demand for Christmas selling.

The call for toys of all kinds has been good, and
some novelties have been introduced. Christmas decora-

tions, bells and festoons are steady sellers.

Christmas and New Year cards and fancy post cards

for the holidays are in active request.

Belts and Girdles.

The latest novelty in belt lines are the new Direc-

toire girdles or sashes. Many of these are developed in

taffeta, but the smartest and most fashionable are of

satin. Colors are shown, but black is the most in keep-

ing with the style idea, and is the best seller.

The least complicated are just wide girdles shirred

and boned at intervals and having an upright bow and

ends. Sometimes these ends are drawn into tassels or

fancy pendants. Others are long sashes shirred at the

middle and twice again to make the belt, the ends cross-

ing at the side and brought around to tha Iqft and tied

on the left hip. The ends are drawn through shirred or

platted rings of ribbon and are finished with tassels,

either the same color as the ribbon, or gilt.

These Directoire ideas are selling freely, and numer-

ous novelties are being produced.

From now on should be the best time of the year in

your fancy needle-work department, and you should keep a

close watch upon the stock to make sure that assort-

ments are kept up. This is the time of the year when

Christmas presents are being planned and made.

It is not too late to add novelties to your stock, in

fact, it is wise policy to do so. Most of your women
customers will be making frequent visits to the depart-

ment and if they see the latest idea in art needle-work

featured there they will generally buy. Novelties in

stamped linen goods are always popular. This year they

take the form of cushions and pillows, tea cosys, centre-

pieces, doileys, etc., done in Coronation braid, or Cor-

onation braid and eyelet embroidery. This kind of work

has found great favor as one gets the maximum of ef-

fect for the minimum of work.

Blue and red applique embroideries done on half-

bleached linen, while not so new, are very effective. Table

mats, centre-pieces, cushions, etc., are included in the

pieces seen.

Specially prepared paints are used to heighten the

effect of burnt wood work, and the latest patterns here

are the Dutch Hans and Gretchen series.

Hair ornaments are a pretty extensive line these days

and are not confined to combs alone. Combs are par-

ticularly handsome and are set with mock jewels and

brilliants. Plain and jeweled pins, Empire pins with

jeweled heads, butterflies of brilliants, etc., are all used

to ornament the elaborate coiffures now indulged in.
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The Celebrated New Cushioned Hoops

The " American Girl"
Patented Feb. 18, April 7 and May 12, 1908.

See Illustrations Below.

The center is higher than the edges, thus getting the full benefit of

the friction. There is no countersink or channel for the felt to

pack down into. Write for our pamphlet illustrating Stocking:

Darners, Spring, Felt and Plain Hoops. All of our Hoops are

made in both round and oval shapes.

Don't mind the bluster of envious competitors.

We protect you fully.

The Reinhart Varieties Co., Cant
™sJ

Mo

COLLAPSING CUPS

COLLAR ROLLS

LETTER CASES

PHOTO FRAMES

MUSIC ROLLS

WRITING CASES

Our complete line of 1908

Holiday Samples now
ready for inspection.

C.F.RUMPP&SONS
TRADE MARK

FINE LEATHER GOODS

PHILADELPHIA

New York Salesrooms

:

683 and 685 Broadway

Correspondence Solicited

DRESSING CASES

MEDICINE CASES

POCKET FLASKS

JEWEL CASES

MANICURE SETS

&c. &c.

CIGAR CASES LADIES' HAND BAGS
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COMING fabric events cast their shadows

before, and it's a B.D.A. Mohair

Shadow.

Costumes from Paris show B. D. A.

MOHAIES in favor with the best model houses.

Look to these indications for a strong mohair

selling all year.

The BRADFORD DYERS' ASSOCIATION of Bradford, England
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The Situation Summarized.

Up to the last week of September the weather was

of too Summerlike a character to stimulate the elling

of dress fabrics in the retail departments. Nevertheless

a fair business has been done.

In the jobbing houses there has been a fair sorting

trade done during the past month. Orders have been

chiefly for the filling in of stocks, and for materials and

colors that retailers considered doubtful, and therefore

placed light advance orders. In this connection green has

been very much in demand—not because green has come
into any more prominence, but because merchants did

not place heavy orders for green materials, and need it

now to complete their assortments.

Navy is, as earlier predicted, the best selling color

with the popular trade, and brown continues to keep in

high favor.

In the city trade the colors most prominent are the

paon or peacock shades, and other greenish blues, also

taupe and the smoke greys. The very ultra trade is ;Jso

making a showing of prunelle and the maroc or copper

browns. Peacock promises to have as big a vogue as

Topenhagen, at any rate in the larger centres. Copen-

hagen is still well worn, but it is doing best now with

the popular trade.

Mustard and khaki are also selling, but ihe vogue of

these colors is out of the uniform trend of fashion, which

is wholly in the direction of dull dark shades.

*

Spring Fabrics and Colors.

Wholesalers and importers are placing orders now for

the Spring of 1909, and those received so far show that

piece-dyed worsteds are the materials they expect to be

good in the coming Spring.

Plain weaves and fancies are taken, but the vogue is

all in favor of fancy effects. That is in the quiet pat-

terns in the weave and in the two-tone unobtrusive color

effects that are the leading novelties now. Stripes are

the first choice now, but it is expected that checks will

make a great gain when the buying season is further

advanced. Paris is going largely in for checks and they

will be stronger later.

The most marked development of the season is the

favor accorded to bright finished cloths. This is bring-

ing wool satins, satin cloths and fabrics with a bright

satin finish to the front, and it is here that the novel-

ties of the new season may be looked for.

The high class trade, and the costume trade is fea-

turing clinging drapy fabrics, with a bright satin finish.

Silk and wool materials of this character are shown and

are finding a ready acceptance. Owing to the vogue of

cashmere de soie in the extreme trade, cashmeres are

expected to gain strength in the popular end.

Panamas are selling freely, particularly to the mak-

ers of ready-to-wear garments. In this fabric, as in all

others, the tendency towards fancies is marked. Bright

finished voiles are also good sellers, particularly in

black. Black is coming back into favor by the way of

the black touch, and black hair-line stripes on a colored

ground is a well-liked combination.

The present tendency towards dark colors still con-

tinues, and it looks as though rich dull shades would
dominate again this Spring. Peacock, which is the lead-

ing novelty color this Fall, is expected to extend its

vogue, and to -have a popular development next Spring.

The vogue of peacock is really the logical continuation

of that of Copenhagen. In some sections of the trade

there is considerable diffidence about placing orders for

this color. However, as some of the largest garment
houses are buying peacock it is likely to be much en

evidence next Spring.

Another new color that much interest is taken in is

smoke grey. This is a soft brownish shade of grey, and

is a color that promises to be popular in all sections.

The darker shades are those most favored. Ranges of

i.—Hair Line Stripe in Black, on Banana Green. 2"—Twist Stripe. Afew
Novelties of this Description are Included in Advance Lines, Spring: 1909-

this color are shown that shade o5 into both brown and

green.

There are some highly satisfactory shades of green

that are well liked in the new fabrics. One of these is

banana. This is a yellowish green that is both new and

attractive.

Navies will be good in all materials, and there prom-
ises to be a big run on navy blue serge. Diagonals and

chevron weaves are well featured in the cloths shown

for next Spring.

Advance news from Europe predict that rep cloths

and cords will make their appearance in the Fall of 1909.

These cloths are showing both in the plain cords and

also in fancy effects—that is, a cord ground with bars or

checks of another weave. Goods of this character, it is

said, are shown by some of the leading New York firms.
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Silks.

There is no question that the new style ideas favor

the use of silk fabrics.

Soft satins are in wide demand, not only for gowns

and costumes, but also for trimming purposes. Satin

bands and cords are the trimming of the moment, end

an enormous yardage of satin has been used for this

purpose. Not only is satin used for the trimming, but

almost all the new suits and coats are lined with satin,

and satin is coming into use for drop skirts and under-

skirts. Separate coats and evening wraps are also de-

veloped in satin.

Soft, rich, supple satin is the favored fabric for the

making of evening and reception gowns, and at the ma-

jority of fashionable marriages that have taken place in

the early Autumn, not only the bride, but bridesmaids

and guests have worn satin or satin-trimmed gowns.

Satin is also in h'gh favor with the milliner and the hat

of satin is one of the best features of the season.

In millinery, Ottomans are much en evidence. Many
hats covered with heavy ribbed Ottoman are shown, but

the coat of Ottoman silk has as yet only been shown by

a few exclusive stores.

In Paris, however, they are wearing the coat of Otto-

man, with a skirt of face cloth, or satin or cashmere.

Sometimes the coat is black, but very frequently it

matches the skirt in color. Satin coats are also seen

with skirts of silk or wool.

The Toronto stores are making a big showing of

ized stripes and checks, it is not beyond the bounds of

possibility that they may do the same with bordered

goods.

Groups of stripes, and arrangements of stripes, block

checks, Greek key and kindred effects, are the patterns

most seen, but in the ultra trade, both eccentric color-

ings and patterns are shown. Thus a dull shade of navy
has a deep border of faded vieux rose in one solid

stripe, the top edge of which is broken into irregular

Vandykes, and a cheviot in a deep copper brown has a

border of stripes in dull yellow and orange and deep

vieux blue.

Salesmen and Advertising.

Advertising introduces the goods and paves the way
for the salesman.

Advertising insures for the traveler a respectful

hearing when he arrives.

Advertising brings orders when the salesman is not

on the ground.

Advertising increases the volume of the order which

the salesman can secure in person.

Advertising makes the merchant respect the firm and
the salesmen.

Advertising cements the friendship between the house

and the merchant.

Piece Dyed Worsteds and Two-Toned Stripes, Spring, 1909.

striped silk for blouses. These follow the lead of dress

fabrics, and chevrons and diagonal effects are much en

evidence. Even stripes in two or more tones of the

same color will be shown, and two shades of a color

combined with black.

Bordered Goods.

The larger stores are showing bordered goods as a

leading novelty, and report that they are selling well ;
so

well in fact that the demand is larger than the supply.

For some time now Paris has been showing these goods,

and on this side of the Atlantic they have been growing

in favor since the early days of last Spring.

Buyers that cater to the very smart, and the better

trade have stocked bordered fabrics in fairly large quan-

tities, but in the more popular end they were just a lit-

tle afraid of them, and now that the season has opened

and a demand has sprung up, they cannot satisfy the

needs of their customers.

Bordered goods are ordered out for next Spring, and
not only in wool goods, but in cotton fabrics as well.

Importers have included them in their Spring ranges. It

should be noted that the better class garment manufac-

turers are taking up bordered goods, and as there is lit-

tle doubt that it was the garment trade that popular-

Advertising tells the merchant what the salesman

forgets to mention.

Advertising supports the salesman in his statements

to the merchant.

Advertising brings about a better acquaintance and

understanding between the merchant and the traveler.

—

Profitable Advertising.

Business in Australasia.

Thj Trade Commissioner fo.' New South Wales,

Queensland and New Zealand, refers in one of his re-

ports to the experiences of the representatives of live

Canadian manufacturers who made a canvass of the buy-

ers of Sydney and Brisbane. One took exceptionally

numerous orders, while the trip of the other was a dis-

appointment.

The opinion of the successful traveler was that there

is plenty of trade in Australasia for Canadian manufac-

turers, but they must do as he did, go out and study

the conditions for themselves. In one line of goods he

could do nothing. In the other, though there was a

duty of 40 per cent, upon it, he was unexpectedly suc-

cessful.
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It Will Always Pay You
to see our dress goods before placing your season's order. Our system
of trading means a great saving to keen buyers. Impartial comparison will

immediately convince you of this fact. Apart from exceptional value, we are

confident that our large variety and choice selection will please you.

In our French Dress Goods Department, we are showing the

newest Spring and Summer fabrics, including :

—

"Batistes," "Reps Long," "Colma," "Hirara," Etc.

NEW WOOL TAFFETAS (Silk Effect)

NEW SATIN CLOTHS (Brilliant Finish)

NOVEL SELF CHECKS TWO TONES and SELF STRIPES
INVISIBLE STRIPES with PARISIAN SELF BORDER,

and "SALOME"
This new and exquisitely chic fabric is one of the most stylish productions

of the French looms this year. Undoubtedly it will be the Catch-of-the-Season,
and nothing more handsome and effective will appear in summer dress stuffs.

In our British Dress Goods Department, we are leading the way with
another beautiful cloth,

—

"SILUSTRA »

A more dainty and attractive dress fabric has not been turned out of an
English loom for many years. It is certain to be a favorite with the elite

of fashionable women, and the beautiful range of delicate shades will show you
what British dyers are now able to do. It drapes beautifully in the Directoire
style, with a Tussah silk effect. It has a brilliant " tinsel " appearance, sheds dust
and never creases.

Priestley's "RESILDA"
At the request of a few Canadian customers, we are now offering some

of Priestley's leading fabrics at surprising prices.

Our British stuffs are now blocked on a new patent machine, and every
yard is marked with a metal disc on the selvedge.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
Manchester, England
and 20 Cheapside, London, E.C.

211 Lindsay Buildings,

St. Catherine St. West, MONTREAL
611 Empire Buildings,

Wellington St. West, TORONTO

Flease mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Harris Fabrics

Look Well
and

Wear Well

Spring Styles Showing

Your Early Order will

be made Early.

HARRIS & CO.
Limited

Rockwood, Ont.

MONTREAL—Hector Prevo.t, 710 St. Hubert Street

HALIFAX—G. A. WoodiU. Roy Building

LONDON—J. A. Irwin, 341 Princess Avenue
WINNIPEG McRae & Walker, Ashdown Block

Your Dress Goods Samples
and other patterns of cloth, etc., will look well if

cut with serrated or gimped edges by my

"Easicut" Sample Cutter
Hand Power; four sizes, 19£\ 28^", 30", 32".

We make to

stock Sample-

cutting Ma-

chines in nine

different sizes,

—from 8" to

32".

SEND FOR

LISTS.

Cut illustrates

our 30" ma-

chine.

We build Sample-cutting Machines, not Mechanical

Toys. Write for our monthly lists of orders and

unsolicited testimonials.

J. T. HARDAKER,
99 Crowther St., BRADFORD, ENG.

Sole Agents for Canada:

Walter Williams & Co., Montreal
301 ST. JAMES STREET

Canada's Great Eastern Exhibition.

Canada's Great Eastern Exhibition, the 24th annual
Fair of the Eastern Townships Agricultural Association,

held at Sherbrooke, August 29th to September 3rd, was
a decided success from every view point. Favorable
weather increased the attendance to a record-breaking

point and exhibits and entertainment features were easily

the best in the history of the Fair.

Retailers attending the Fair were naturally interest-

ed in the exhibits in the main building, which was well

filled with attractive displays.

Granby Rubber Co.

Sherbrooke's Fair would be incomplete without this

exhibit in the main building and its perennial manager,

C. M. Mills, whom everybody knows in the Eastern

Townships. Mr. Mills had his old stand at the Fair and

Granby Rubber Company's Exhibit at Sherbrooke, Que., Fair.

a creditable showing of the lines of the Granby Rubber
Co. Rubber footwear of every description was displayed

to advantage and some attractive souvenirs handed to

visitors. It is claimed that Granby rubbers wear
well, look well and fit well, and the catch

phrase, "wear like iron," has been attached to

this line for a long time. In the illustration

may be noted pieces of raw rubber, and the table held

a further supply. Mr. Mills was always courteous in

explaining the points of merit of the different lines and

the process of manufacture. He has represented the

Ames-Holden Co., of Montreal, for a great many years

and for the benefit of his customers always has a show-

ing of Granby goods at the Fair.

Robert Cooper, a traveller for the W. R. Brock Co.,

died in Brockville recently, after a short illness from

typhoid fever. Deceased was about forty years of age,

and leaves a wife and child.
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MMcve£,M%am.
WAREHOUSES : 69 lo 74 Si. Paul's Churchyard, 43 lo 50 Paternoster Row, 1 lo 8 London House Yard.

MANUFACTORIES : Warwick Lane and Paternoster BIdtfs.

8?

V

Mantle, Costume and Millinery Manufacturers
ST. PAULS CHURCHYARD

LONDON, ENGLAND
Telegrams-"CHURCHYARD, LONDON,"-A.B.C. Code. Telephone-No. 162 G.P.O. Central.

Represented by Mr. A. W. Cliffe, Central Quarters, Windsor
Hotel, Montreal, from Oct. 1st to Dec. 10th and from March 31st
to June 20th. Our representative carries samples of Ribbons , Laces ,

Nets, Chiffons, British and Foreign Dress Goods, Printed Cotton
Dresses, Silks, Velvets, etc., in the latest, novelties.

CANADIANS, WHEN VISITING LONDON, are invited to inspect the
above departments and our Showrooms for Mantles, Costumes,
Ladies' and Children's Millinery, Felt Hats, Flowers, Feathers,
Maids' and Children's Costumes, Underclothing, Curtains, etc.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Buy Beldind's Ribbons

ymm
Advantages—Order Daily Needs, Quick Delivery.

Results— Less stock to carry and pay for.

No stocks to sacrifice end of each season.

PRINTED NOVELTIES-Ribbons for Xmas Trade now complete.

FANCY BELTINGS-Very popular for Fall Trade.

BABY RIBBONS-A11 widths and colors in Taffeta, Faille, Duchess Satin, etc.

FANCY RIBBONS-We show the largest Artistic Range ever offered the Trade.

Variety of widths and qualities to suit all buyers.

The Fall Range comprises a fine variety of Taffetas, Failletines, Satin Taffetas,

Gros Grains, Double Satins, etc. Black and Colored.

Black Velvet Ribbons, Wash Ribbons, Shoe Ribbons.

See our Travellers, or Write for Samples and Prices.

BELDING, PAUL & CO., LIMITED
SILK MANUFACTURERS

232 McGILL STREET, MONTREAL
FRED BIRKS M. M. BELDING

TORONTO WINNIPEG VANCOUVER
F. PAUL

Branches in Canada :

RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN, Limited
MANUFACTURERS OF

DRY GOODS NOVELTIES FOR WOMEN'S WEAR

Something

New
Delivery

Ten Days

HUGH HENRY
204 St. James St., Montreal 107 Simcoe Street, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

The fashion tendency has greatly favored the

use of embroideries.

Blouse and costume manufacturers are using

very large quantities of both plain and fancy nets.

There is also a big counter demand for these

goods. Colored laces are being featured.

The marked changes in styles are popularizing

corsets of extreme length.

Embroideries.

Though prices are higher than a few months ago,

embroideries are distinctly cheap. The fashion tendency

in the late Summer has also greatly favored the use of

embroideries.

Most of the gowns t\he French courteries are display-

ing for the Autumn show embroideries in some form or

other, and at Dieppe, Trouville and other French seaside

resorts, where the people who set the fashions are now
congregating, not only are dresses with the embroideries

worked onto the cloth used, but the whole gown is of all-

o\er Swiss embroidery. Separate coats of all-over

Swiss are also much worn. This is a chic costume
of all-over embroidery in broderie Anglaisq, in very open
pattern, having a deep hem of white linen on the skirt.

This skirt was made corslet fashion and was worn over

a hand-embrcidered blouse of white lawn. The coat was
one of the new short-waisted beetle-wing affairs, cut

square across the bust and with large Directoire revers.

It was of the all-over embroidery and was edged with a

shaped band of the linen. A brown linen suit was em-
broidered in white and had the collar and cuffs of striped

brown and white linen. The hi?h-waisted coat had the

back finished with a sash of black satin ribbon.

Corsets.

Even at this early date in the Fall selling it has

become manifest that the new fashions are to be a good
thing for the corset trade.

It is pretty clear to the majority of modern dres-

sers that a style change begins with a change in the cut

of the corset to be worn, and that the first step ja

adopting new fashions begins with a visit to the aorsbt

department. The fairly up-to-date department is now
making a feature of the new long hip corset, and where
stocked they are finding a ready sale.

The fashionable woman is wearing corsets of extreme
length, the great trouble being to combine this extreme
length with comfort. This, however, it has been dem-
onstrated, can be done. Pressure now comes only below

the waist line, and the waist is, in a great measure, left

to take care of itself. The ultra style corset is tending

towards a lower bust, supplemented with a brassiere, as

this gives a firmer and more natural-shaped figure. For
this reason brassieres are becoming a big selling line in

all the better stores, and the number of excellent makes
on the market is increasing.

The new style ideas furnish an excellent opportunity
for the bringing of the corset department into promin-

ence. It requires good help and an experienced manager
to run the department properly, as both the salespeople

and buyer must be experienced. A sales girl must be

able to tell, from sizing up the customer's figure, what
kind of corset to recommend, and, supposing a customer

has acquired a preference for some particular make that

will not suit her, she must have tact and patience

enough to pursuade her to buy the one best for her fig-

ure. Thus a reputation is built up for the department

and trade grows.

Though the big proportion of the stock consists, of

course, of models that only follow the extreme fashion

features in a modified manner, every fairly large depart-

ment has on show some of the more extreme models.

From the Modes de Paris Portfolio, issued by Walter H. Barry & Co.,
Montreal— This Illustration Exemplifies the use of Ribbons in

Millinery and Waists. This is One of the Twenty
Illustrations in this Elaborate Portfolio.

There are many novelties in these lines as the manufac-

turers are all striving to produce striking novelties.

A Paris importation shown to The Review had the

brassiere attached to the corset. The corset was cut

fairly low, and the brassiere was attached only at the

back. Another feature of this corset was the number of

hose supporters. Of these, four were placed in front,

two on either side, and two towards the back.

&

Laces.

Though the Fall selling season has barely opened,

fancy nets and net laces are showing up strongly. From
a fashion point of view the coarse hexagon mesh laces

occupy first place, but as far as the yardage sold goes,

fine nets come first. Filets are also good sellers. Blouse

and costume manufacturers are using very large quanti-

ties of both plain and fancy nets. In fact, the quantity

is so large that deliveries are only coming to hand
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slowly. There is also a big counter demand for these

goods.

In the popular bands which are so extensively used

for trimmings, Irish crochet and guipures are the big

sellers. More medallions are beginning to be used.

The better class trade is featuring colored laces—not

only laces dyed to match, but a late introduction is the

colored pattern on the net ground. These are chiefly in

Oriental colors and designs.

As usual at this time of the year there is an in-

creased interest evinced in real laces. Buyers are stock-

ing up for the social and for the holiday season. Brus-

sels point, Rose point, Venetian point and the Irish

laces are all selling.

$

Gloves.

The feature of the Fall glove season is the excep-

tional demand, for long kid gloves in shades of tan as

well as black, in 12-button lengths principally. Many

Novelty Collar, Directoire Effect -- Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

retailers had not faith in a large sale of these lines and
are now clamoring for the goods, which are hard to get.

A surprising demand for chamois long gloves has sprung

up. This line is good in the States, principally for

traveling.

Glove importers returned from abroad have every

confidence in long gloves for Spring and advance orders

from retailers substantiate this feeling. Long sleeves

in foreign fashion centres are for the ultra fashionable

only, and Canada is depending less and less upon the

influence of Paris and London.

Fabric gloves for Spring delivery are priced much
lower, and advance sales are good. Long gloves are

selling freely in these lines.

m

Braids, Trimmings and Buttons.

Much braid is being used, and braid trimmings, par-

ticularly soutache, are very much in evidence. It seems

though, before the season is over, satin bands will have

to be placed as the leading trimming, though this ap-

plies to the lighter and smoother of fabrics. The cut-

ting up houses have made great use of satin bands in

their trimming schemes and incidentally have used up a

very large yardage in doing so. The rapid advance of

satin has been somewhat of a surprise to some sections

of the trade, and they had made little or no preparation
for it.

With the continued vogue of satin there is little

doubt that the use of satin bands will extend for some
time to come. Though, particularly for light-colored and
very elaborate gowns, the trimming matches. In many
cases black is used, and the vogue of black trimmings is

an increasing feature.

Quantities of buttons go with the band trimmings,
chiefly covered buttons of satin, and here also, black is

the big leader. The slashes that are such a prominent
feature of present fashions having rows of buttons up
them.

Fancy band trimmings are still in high favor and
thougjh the idea has been with us a long time there is

always something new in the way it is developed. It is

the embroidered effects that are called for now, and the

newest come in Eastern colorings and with plenty of

tinsel worked in. Tinsel effects are not confined to just

gold and silver, but copper and platinum are also fre-

quently used.

For the trimming of evening gowns chiffon embroid-

eries worked in colored silks are much seen. These are

in as close imitation of hand work as can be produced.

For the ultra trade, embroidered goods are very strong,

and some handsome and expensive articles of this class

are shown.

The fondness for bright finishes and glitter are re-

sponsible for a showing oL spangle and tinsel trimmings
designed chiefly for evening and reception gowns.

Veilings.

The demand for veilings is covering a fairly wide

range, as buyers are finding that nearly everything

stocked is selling. The Russian nets are still the thing,

but the ring-spot is keeping in high favor. Ring-spot

nets in wide widths are very much used for the square

drape veils now so much seen. These veils are, as a

general rule, edged with a narrow taffeta or velvet rib-

bon, though a wide hem sometimes takes the place of

the usual finish.

In piece goods, mesh weaves with a very smiall

chenille spot are selling. A novelty shown, but which

has not as yet come into great demand, is a large hair-

A surprising demand for chamois long gloves

has developed. Importers have every confidence in

long gloves for Spring.

Buyers are finding that nearly everything in

stock in veilings is selling.

There is an exceptionally promising outlook for

the ladies' neckwear trade. Many new ideas dom-
inate.

line mesh with a patterned border worked out in large

chenille spots.

In the ultra trade a few black veilings are selling,

but colors still hold in the popular end. Brown is by

far away the best selling color, though navys and some

shades of green are doing well. Interest is becoming

manifest in the new greys, of which taupe is the most

promising. The vogue of this color in millinery is safe
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to influence the sale of this color in the veiling depart-

ment.

In most seasons milliners look with a cold eye upon

veils. As usually worn they cover the hat and its trim-

mings and make possible the wearing of an old hat when
it would otherwise be replaced by a new one. This year

the milliner has arranged her own veil. This is of ring-

spotted net to match either the body or the trimmings

of the hat. The veil does not cover any of the trim-

mings, but is pulled onto an elastic which goes around

the crown. There is enough width in the veil to com-
pletely encircle the brim of the hat. The lower edge is

gathered into a smart little neck ruche. This is either

of ribbon, net, or of velvet and feathers. Many of the

later Paris hats show this finish.

Chiffon veils for automobiling are still selling, but

there are some very low-priced lines on show.

Ladies' Neckwear.

Not for many seasons has the Fall outlook for

ladies' neckwear been so promising. Dame Fashion's

decree is that a great deal of attention must be paid

to the dressing of the neck. Except for evening wear,

the neck must be closely covered, either with a high,

close-fitting stock, or with a closely-pleated deep ruche

or ruffle. And these effects are a prominent and leading

feature of the Empire-Directoire fashions.

As The Review has many times repeated, when writ-

ing in advance of the Fall tendencies, the trade is being

done largely upon novelty lines. New ideas dominate

in neckwear, and the leading effects are different to any-

thing presented before.

The fact that the trade has fully grasped this idea is

shown by the way the new neckwear is being ordered, and

it is a matter of remark that there never was a season

when the trade was so ready to take up with the new
ideas. As an instance of this may be cited the "corde-

lieres," or "Directoires." It was only in the very late

Spring 'that they were first shown in Paris, where they

scored an instant and decided success. Instead of taking,

as usual, a year or so to travel into Canada by way of

New York, these dainty neck effects were shown in the

leading Canadian stores and manufacturing houses in

time to sell at the opening up of the present season. In

fact one returning buyer, it is said, bought a number in

Paris just to show the trade here what was selling in

that great fashion centre. But to his complete aston-

ishment when he reached Canada, Directoires were on

sale in all the leading stores.

Braid trimmings are very much in evidence and

the vogue of satin bands will likely extend for

some time to come.

More than usual attention is being paid to the

use df colored goods in handkerchiefs.

Quantities of buttons accompany the band
trimmings and are applied also to the slashes,

which are such a prominent feature.

During the past month orders have been coming in

with great freedom, and the card, "operators wanted,"
is again, after many months' absence again hung outside

the factories. As a matter of fact, experienced help is

becoming hard to obtain now. And in the case of those

houses that make a specialty of frillings, overtime is the

rule.

The leading seller is the Gibson collar and Gibsons

under some guise or other will undoubtedly be proninent
all through the season. Many styles are shown, but
undoubtedly the best sellers are those models with a

large fluffy ruche. Those shown with the Directoire bow
at the back have not as yet met with much favor.

Ultra models are very high, but are so well cut that

they fit comfortably. This is one reason why the double
points have been introduced, as while rather remarkable
looking off the neck, they allow of the very high colla.'

being worn with all comfort.

The largest percentage of models shown are made
from transparent materials, only a very small number
being of silk, etc. Nets are highly popular—only suit-

able nets are becoming scarce. Valenciennes laces and
Mechlins are freely used, and chiffon enters largely into

the composition of many dainty effects. Beads, tinsel,

braid and ribbons, velvets, etc., all are used, and gilt

tassels and other . pendants are largely used on novelty

lines.

The cordelieres or Directoires is another novelty that
has made rapid progress into favor. The best sellers

are made from gold cord, or gold braid, and are finished

with gold tassels. Many other materials are used for

The New Gibson Effect with Ruche on the Bottom Edge as well as Top.
This is a Paris Idea— Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

their development and each week sees new introductions

and finishes. Some are of narrow fancy tinsel braids

patterned in colors, others of beads, satin and velvet

ribbons are used, wood silk braids, etc, and the color

effects are equally varied.

Though ruchings and frillings have been big sellers

for some time now, the demand is increasing, and each

week sees more difficulty experienced in filling orders for

these goods. In Europe they are the rage, and when the

Fall season is fully opened up the demand on this mar-
ket will be such that both the manufacturers and the

importing houses will be taxed to the utmost to meet it.

Many novelties in individual ruches are being intro-

duced. Many of these come in the shape of a graduated

frill or ruche. These are narrow in the front and gradu-

ally slope up to the high back, and one of these frills

will turn a straight band into a Gibson collar effect.

These frills are shown in many styles and are developed

in nets, lisse, chiffon tulle, etc. They are both

single and double and have both lace and ribbon edges.

Though not so new as some of the ideas, pleated

jabots are shown, and are selling well. Bows in both

silk and net are selling, and both stiff and soft turn-

down collars are included in the present season's lines.

Plauen collars are shown in the Gibson shape, both

with and without the ruche of lace. Those selling are
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chiefly in the heavy laces, with Irish crochet and Venise

in the lead.

Tulle and silk ruches finished with bows and ends of

satin ribbons or long tassels of chenille are selling for

outdoor wear, as also are feather ruches of ostrich,

coque and marabout. Evening scarfs are again a fea-

ture and come in handsome variety.

*

Handkerchiefs.

Retailers are now filling in stocks with novelties in

handkerchief lines for holiday selling. There are, of

course, the usual lines of lace-trimmed and embroidered

goods. These are shown each year and there is little

to distinguish them from the usual run of sample lines.

In more expensive lines there is a very great pre-

ponderance of embroidered goods. Though of course all

white predominates, there is more than the usual at-

tention paid to colored goods, and some very attractive

lines are on show.

These colored effects cannot be said to be great

novelties as they have been shown for the past two or

three seasons. The borders are developed in color and

the embroidery in white.

A pretty idea that is new is the colored-border hand-

kerchief with the monogram worked in white. Fancy

all-over checks and stripes are shown in combination

with colored borders.

Two shades of blue, helio, pink, buff and green are

the colors chiefly used.

Ribbons.

The advent of Directoire fashions proved a good

thing for the ribbon department), as it has brought long

girdles or sashes into fashion and these are best devel-

oped from wide satin ribbons. There are any number of

effective ways of wearing Directoire girdles but they one

and all call for a considerable quantity of ribbon. Some,

for instance, fasten at the right side of the back with a

round, flat rosette, the sash ends falling several inches

below the knee, while others are secured by a large

buckle near the left arm in front, and have a still longer

sash with the ends nearly touching the floor. Another

pretty way in which to fasten the girdle is to fasten it

in the rear, festooning the ends around the figure and

knotting them loosely at one side. Many of these sashes

are finished by a fringe or tassels. Balls and tassels

of ribbon are shown and they are both new and pretty.

Many of the new opera capes are fastened at the

throat with graceful bows, the streamers falling below

the knees. In Directoire coats the flat rosette of pleated

ribbon forms the heading for the wide sash. Still anoth-

er pretty touch is added by a graceful pendant of soft

ribbon falling from the left sleeve. This is a distinctly

new style and promises to be very popular.

Ribbon ruches for the neck, and tulle and net ruches

fastened at the back with loops and streamers of ribbon

are, also part of the same fashions.

The large picture hats have much ribbon used as the

mounting for the plumes, wings, etc., used as trim-

mings.

For the holiday trade, and from now until Christ-

mas, quantities of ribbon will be sold for the making up

of pin-cushions, work-bags, coat-hangers, laundry-bags,

etc. A lingerie sofa-pillow with embroidered eyelets

has wide ribbon drawn through and tied in a dainty

bow at the corner. Handsome fancy ribbons are made
into cushions, and quantities of ribbons are shirred up

into cushion frills.

Late English Trade News.

The end of old stocks and yarn contracts is being

reached, and the demand upon the spinners should soon

improve. The lines in best request are damasks, dress

linens and sheetings.

Though there is no doubt that trade is depressed in

the big English lace centre, and that many competent

and qualified operatives are wanting work, there is still

something doing. In some lines, particularly in fallings,

great activity prevails.

The firms making this class of goods are finding it

impossible to keep up with orders. Silk veilings, lap-

pets, and all-over nets for neckwear are moving in good
quantities. Long Eaton also reports good orders for

Valenciennes and Torchon laces. Muslin nets and zephyr

and spotted nets and Maltise and Cluny laces are selling

in fair quantities.

There is a decided all-round improvement in the

linen trade, as there is a continuation of the fair-sized

orders from the United States for household linens. The
tweed trade in the South is still depressed and numbers
are out of employment. Spinners are fairly busy, and

the hosiery branches are well employed.

Slowly, but surely trade is improving in the linen

industry. Though the home trade is quiet there is a

greater volume in the shipping trade. More orders are

coming in from the States. Good business is coming

from Cuba and South America. Canada is sending in

larger orders. Australian orders keep up.

Lancashire is already beginning to feel the effects of

Lloyd George's Patents and Designs Act. The great

Beyer firm, manufacturers of dye-stuffs, which is prob-

ably the largest in the world, has secured a site of 30

acres near the ship canal, and will erect works there.

Meister, Lucius & Bruning, another big firm in the same
line, has already erected a factory at the cost of some
£50,000 sterling.

J. S. Larke, the Canadian Commercial Commis-
sioner at Sydney, reports that last year Canada sold to

the New Dominion goods to a value of £205,536, as

against only £52,374 in 1902. In the same time we
bought from New Zealand £78,015 worth as against

£7,366 worth in 1002.

The

Ribbon House of Canada

You can order your full line

of Ribbons here. We do not

sell trash. Even our cheapest

lines are reliable.

Walter H. Barry & Co.
MONTREAL
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DOROTHY
DAINTY
RIBBONS

Order Your Dorothy Dainty Ribbons Early
The DOROTH Y DAI NTY Ribbons will be the rage in the Christmas buying. No gift

more useful, beautiful or appropriate for girls of ribbon-wearing age. The dainty package and

beautiful ribbon clinches the sale.,-. Can be mailed safely for six cents anywhere. Let us have your

advance order early. We will lay the goods aside and ship when you want them. Twelve

months of steady, consistent, ever-increasing advertising in the following magazines has aroused

the interest and created the demand

:

Ladies' Home Journal

Delineator

Designer

New Idea

Vogue
Style Book Quarterly

Dressmaking at Home
New Idea Fashion Quarterly

Woman's HomeCompanion
Saturday Evening Post

Harper's Bazaar

Pictorial Review
Home Needlework

Butterick Fashion Quarterly

Standard Fashion Quarterly

St. Nicholas

Do you know the "S. £ K." QUALITY?
If not, send for a sample at once in any of the staple weaves. Note how soft

and clingy to the touch—that's pure silk; how bright and lustrous the color

—

that's pure dye. u S. & K." QUALITY is the recognized standard

of ribbon perfection. It is the very best ribbon value at any

price. Write to us for further information and prices.

.SMITH (SL RAUFMANN
569 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THAT is exactly how our fine Kid Gloves will fit your customers.
When a lady puts on a pair of "Le Luxe" or "Le Brillant" gloves,

they immediately assimilate themselves to her hands perfectly, and
fit her so neatly that she does not feel them. Of course, she can

see that she has got them on, and her friends will observe that they are very
smart, dressy gloves, indeed ; but the fingers will feel as free, and the touch
as natural as if the hand itself had been tanned. The cut and style of these

gloves differ from ordinary kid gloves as much as a tailor-made coat cut and
fitted to your own figure, does from a factory-made coat in a ready-to-wear
store. Made in all the latest shades, gusseted fingers, two or three domes.

'Le Luxe' can be retailed at $1.00 and 'Le Brillant' at $1.25

KASSAN FOR EARLY
SPRING

Real Russian Kassan Leather will take the place of all other leathers for

Spring gloves. No other leather can approach it for style and smartness.

Leading qualities
— "Czarina," "Zeka," "Alexandra" and "Cassine."

FABRIC GLOVES FOR
SUMMER

Lustre-Lisle, English Silk, Saxony Taffetas and Fancy Netting will be more
worn next summer than ever. It looks like "all fabric" during the warm
weather.

Our Fabric Glove Department contains the largest and best selection

in the trade, and surprising value in every line. It will always pay you to

wait until you have seen our season's samples.

We only supply large importers and keen buyers.

J. (&. N. Philips CO. Co.
Manchester, England
and 20 CHeapside, London, H.C.

211 Lindsay Buildings 611 Empire Buildings
St. Catherine St. West Wellington St. West

MONTREAL TORONTO
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Itiis a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Travellers are showing

this month full lines

of Import and Stock.

Fownes Bros. & Go.
Goristine Building,

MONTREAL

<Whb>

Barry&W
t- «s£ ..r.nfv

BARRY'S II
FOR *£

J'
RIBBONS I

You will find in

OUR STOCK
at all times, every sort

of Ribbons for every

Ribbon need—Staples,

Fancies and novelties.

Fabric Gloves
Spring, 1909
Our salesmen are showing
complete sample lines of

Silk -hj Lisle Gloves
For Spring, 1909

Values will appeal to all

retailers.

The range is the most
varied we have ever shown.

Perrin Freres & Cie.

Mark Fisher Building

Montreal

Pewny's

Kid Gloves
FULL STOCK FOR SORTING

A LEADER
Per Dozen

A Men's Two-dome Real

Kid Suede . $11.50
French Make—A Guaranteed Glove.

Write for Samples.

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Sandersons Limited
66-68 Wellington St. W., Toronto

Place your order for Christmas Neckwear and

Belts with us to insure a quick selling line.

Place Your Orders Early

We have many lines in stock that the trade

are demanding :

Dress Nets, Dice Spot Veiling,

Persian Bands, Footings, Val. Laces,

Gilt and Tinsel Soutache Braids.

PERRIN'S GLOVES
OUR FALL STOCK IS COMPLETE IN BOTH

SHORT AND LONG KID GLOVES Jf^SJS
SALESMEN ARE NOW SHOWING SAMPLES
FOR SORTING AND SPRING 1909.

PULL WITH THE STREAM—SELL PERRIN'S GLOVES.

PERRIN FRERES & CIE.,
M
%oNTR

B

EAr
G '

Have
You -

- 5eer) !

TbettB.Cla,/lir)C*?

RlBBONi
Call When in New York

I DRY GOODS REVIEW

X

X

X

X

I

has enqui.-ies from time to time from manufacturers and others

wanting representatives in the leading business centres here

ana abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a

special list Kept for the information of enquirers in our various

offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

charge.

Address i Business Manager.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Montreal and Toronto.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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CHRISTMAS
NECKWEAR
C Holiday time is spending time. People look

after quality and style then as they seldom do at any

other season or the year.

d. This applies to ladies neckwear as well as to

anything else. The demand for fashionable neck-

wear—the kind we make—has never been as great

as right now, and the wise dealer is the one who is

ready to meet present needs and is preparing for

heavier demands in the immediate future.

C], Exclusive designs, in dainty, delicate effects,

will be just the thing for the Christmas trade. Your

customers will appreciate the high-grade quality of

the goods and the reasonableness of the prices.

1

CI, Our newest creations are in the Gibson and

<Directoire effects.

CI, Ask to be shown them.

d. They are worth while. As a trade-building.

profit-bringing proposition it will f>ay you.

LADIES' WEAR LIMITED
58-64 Wellington Street West, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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CLOAKS ! SUITS !! SKIRTS !!!

Our styles are sufficiently varied to afford a wide

range for individual choice, and represent the

general tendency of "Dame Fashion," and will

assure to the buyer an authoritative display of

correct, up-to-date models ; whilst our fit is

perfection. Make our office your headquarters

while in the city. You are welcome :: :: ::

THE MACKINNON CLOAK CS»»
285 and 287 Queen Street West

TORONTO
ANGUS. L, MACKINNON

President

LOUIS KORN
Vice-President

WALTER W. ARNOLD
Sec-Treasurer

TRADE

MAKFv

The Whitewear that sells

ENTHUSIASTIC
#V#/*^^^^ That's the way you'll feel after seeing" LAURENTIAN

WHITEWEAR
Laurentian Lawn Waists
Those who have seen the line pronounce

it the finest ever turned out by

a Canadian factory.

LET US HAVE YOUR OPINION

When our man calls take a good look at Laurentian

Corset Covers at $2.00. Drawers at $2.25 and Night

Gowns at $4.50. They will please you and right along

the line you'll see as good values. Sizes are full, cut

is right and workmanship and trimming are in keeping

with the Laurentian standard. Orders are highly

gratifying to us and deliveries will be prompt.

LAURENTIAN LINES will make good

Laurentian WHitewear Co., Levis, Que.
MONTREAL OFFICE

703 Mark Fisher Building
Z. P. Benoit

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS
W. H. Piton

TORONTO OFFICE
715 Empire Building

W. A McArthur

Ficasc mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Ready-toWear Garment Department

There is every indication of a. fine line of novel-

ties in one-piece suit styles for Summer.

Plainly tailored suits with Directoin ! touches

are to be the leading sellers, and the long 36 or 40-

inch coat is the one most in vogue.

Indications point to the reinstatement to favor

of the separate coat.

Dresses and Costumes.

In many stores a handsome business has been built

up in costumes. This fact and the profit they have made
has induced buyers to look with favor upon dresses. These
dresses are in one piece—that is, with the waist and
skirt joined, and the join concealed by a belt or line of

braiding. They come in most of the fancy stripe and
check worsteds and promise to be a good selling addition

to the department.

Already the makers of washing lines for the Summer
trade of 1909 have caught onto this idea and one-piece

suits in a variety of styles and fabric are being made
ready for the Summer trade.

Coats of linen, and of all-over embroidery are also in

preparation, and there is every indication of a fine novelty
line in this class of goods. Summer goods sold particu-

larly well and the long^continued Summer enabled stocks

to be cleared up in fine shape. This and the continued
vogue for washing fabrics promise a splendid season in

1909.

Suits and Coats.

The season's business has opened up with suits the

first sellers. This is as anticipated. Now that the open-
ings are over and the trade is settling down, it is seen

that plainly tailored models with Directoire touches are
to be the leading sellers. For instance, large revers are

a feature, and the coat is often slightly cut across just

below the bust to show the skirt. The high-waisted ef-

fect is indicated in all models, and the long 36 to 40-

inch coat is the one most in vogue. Shorter lengths are

shown, but the smart woman is out for the long coat.

There are some rather eccentric back effects, both as to

cut and trimming, but on one point all designers agree,

and that is in the rounding of the corners in front.

Bright braids, satin bands and cords and satin buttons
and lots of them, are the accepted trimmings. Face-
cloths, serges and cheviots are the chief materials, and
the colors are black, blue and brown, with a few novelty

colors to make variety.

Separate coats, so far as the trade will say at pres-

ent, are expected to sell later. All fashion indications

point to the resumption of the vogue of separate coats.

Selling, however, has hardly commenced, and even in the

retail stores they are indefinite as to the best sellers.

Most buyers have stocked a few of a variety of styles

in the endeavor to try them out in the department. As
usual, the popular trade has favored the loose-fitting

model. In better lines, the easy-fitting model is in high

favor, and some very attractive coats are shown in this

style. The butterfly model is another style that is fairly

en evidence.

In the cheaper coats black, blue and brown face-

cloths lead, and for the semi-fitted and butterfly models

there is a variety of cloths and shades. Dull blues, pea-

cock, smoke grey, and brown in freiscs and cheviots are

well thought of in these models. Black in loose hand-

some models is stocked for elderly women.
Later on, both three-quarter and hip length models

in caracul and pony will be shown, and the buyer will

regard them with approval.

*

Waists.

For the present season, and for the holiday trade the

net waist is the big seller. The newer waists are less

elaborate than those shown earlier in the season, and
for the better trade are of the semi-tailored variety.

There is quite a tendency towards the use of colors in

the waists and bands and tucks are piped with colored

silks. Many of the silks used for this purpose are in

Persian patterns.

There is a good demand for lingerie models of the

better kind.

The new sleeves are being cut smaller and tighter,

but save for the plain tailored models, the majority are

of the three-quarter length. That long sleeves are com-
ing in is not a matter of doubt, but how soon is the

question.

In silk waists the question is settled. Long sleeves

have arrived. Striped taffetas made in tailored style,

and with the regulation shirt-sleeve, have hitherto been

the models shown. For the holiday trade the new waists
are of satin or messaline. These waists are tucked all

over in large tucks and have long sleeves, without cuffs,

coming over the hands and finished with a frill of net.

High-boned collars are attached to the blouse, also fin-

ished with a frill of net. In spite of the style being
strictly tailored these waists fasten at the back.

Travelers are now on the road with advance lines of

white lawn waists, and in spite of the heavy stocks in

the retailers' hands, report a fair business.

According to a fashion writer, long sleeves are a
popular feature in Chicago. The favor with which they
are being taken in all classes of trade leads one to feel

that this novelty feature will stimulate the demand for

the separate waist. On State Street few models are
shown without long sleeves and buyers of the depart-
ments state that practically every woman in search of

new Fall waists is buying long sleeves.

This is really the only opportunity that designers

have to show much novelty in the new waists, and they
are taking hold of the sleeve question with much en-

thusiasm.

Manufacturers are now making these waists with long,

shaped sleeves, with clusters of tucks running from the

shoulder to the wrist and with high French collars. One
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retailer stated that they practically could not get enough

of these waists at the present time, as the demand is so

great. This same waist, with the three-quarter sleeve

had not been in any exceptional demand until the long

sleeve was introduced. This simply shows what novelty

features will do in the separate-waist business and deal-

ers in this line are consequently placing much faith in

the long sleeve to stimulate the sale of the Fall and

Winter lines.

Whitewear.

Manufacturers of white cotton underwear are i.usiei

now than they have been for many months, and once

again the sign, operators wanted, is exhibited outside the

factories. The early trips have been fairly successful.

Retailers had fairly heavy stocks in some directions, but

the sizes and assortments were very much broken, '-'ince

the first orders were received there has been a big clear-

up in cotton underwear in the retail trade, and this lias

caused the placing of many repeats. That it is to he a

season of frequent repeats is now assured. The mer-

chant is not buying so far ahead, but as soon as he sees

that he will need the goods promptly sends on his or-

ders. Northwest trade, judging from the orders sent in,

is improving rapidly.

There is a strong tendency towards the use of

color in waists and bands and tucks are piped with

colored silks.

Long sleeves are a decided feature of waist

styles, and, it is predicted, will stimulate demand

for the separate waist.

Merchants are not buying far ahead for under-

wear departments, but, in cottons particularly, it

will be a season of frequent repeats.

Waterproofs Again.

As far as the raincoat business is concerned, one of

the outstanding features of the present and Spring sea-

sons, is the revival of waterproofs in a new form. The

new garments are very light in weight, and extremely

comfortable. They are not designed to shed rain, but at

the same time are really waterproof. The principal ma-

terials are known as Paramatta and Canton, and are

shown in various light colors. As might be expected,

the range of silk and satin rubberized garments is im-

proved, and the new striped effects are in evidence.

One of the prominent style characteristics in these

new ladies' garments is the motor effect. The storm

collar, which is the predominant feature of this style,

is designed to be worn open or closed. Both semi -fitting

and loose styles are shown. As far as the early sellers

are concerned, quiet patterns predominate, where a pat-

tern is requested.

What Montreal Retailers Show.

Montreal retail stores have been holding their Fall

openings of costumes, millinery, etc., during the past

month, and some report that, in spite of the warm wea-

ther of September, sales of costumes have exceeded ex-

pectations. One retailer, in particular, reports that one

or two lines, which have been very popular, have been

cleared out.

Green, in various shades, is the big seller. Navy and

brown are also strong, the navy being in the brighter

shades, while the darker browns seem to be best, Black

is in good request, and it is believed that it will come
in much stronger.

Garment departments are doing especially well with

the plain tailored costumes, three-quarter length coats

and gored skirts. Every store is showing enough of the

high class novelties to insure their stock being up-to-

date, but all report that so far very little has been call-

ed for. Costumes reflecting the Directoire influences are

shown, but are not in strong demand yet. Retailers ex-

pect that a little later in the season, when the buying

is more active, that these will meet with ready sale for

the classy trade.

The call so far is for satin trimmings in folds, strap-

pings and buttons, and to all appearances this demand
will increase.

The sheath skirt, that is, the skirt with the row of

buttons at the side front, but in few cases really open-

ing the full length, is in good demand and seems to be

growing steadily in favor.

A few coats have been called for. The stores are

showing close-fitting, semi-fitting and Empire effects,

principally in plain cloths, black, navy and brown being

the leading colors.

Stores are showing lines of separate skirts much in

the same styles as the suit skirts.

All stores have been making special window displays

of costumes, etc., and these have aroused a great deal

of interest.

Small Women's Suits.

One Canadian manufacturer has 'made a decided hit

with a line of misses' suits in sizes 14, 16 and 18. Suits

in these sizes are strong sellers in the American market
and only needed to be manufactured in the right way
here to be appreciated. These suits furnish something

out of the ordinary as regards style for young ladies of

the ages of 14, 16 and 18. They are made in the very

latest effects in the choicest materials.

Best of all, these suits fit small women who are ac-

customed to wear 32, 34 or 36. The misses' suits are

fuller around the hips, with the right bust, and require

no alteration for small ladies, thus making sales easier.

A woman entering your department, taking a 40-inch

length skirt, can best be fitted with a 16 or 18 size suit.

Merchants who have not investigated the merits of these

sizes should give them a trial. Large city stores inter-

\iewed by The Review state the majority of their suits

in small sizes are bought in misses' sizes of 14, 16 or

18. Many lines of this nature were formerly bought in

the New York market.

The John White Co., Limited, of Woodstock, have
opened a new fur department on the floor over their east

store, an archway connecting it with the millinery and
mantle show rooms.

Toronto reports to Bradstreet's say:—General busi-

ness continues to preserve a healthy tone here, although

the volume is a little behind that of last week, during

which time a large number of country merchants were

here attending the Exhibition. Country orders for dry

goods are, in the main, good, those from the West going

well distributed, although they are not generally large.

Collections are fain, but further improvement is looked

for in this connection.
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A Dorothy Dainty Debutante. Matched Sash and Hair Bow of Dorothy Dainty Ribbons.
-Manufactured and Shown by Smith & Kaufmann, New York.
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Griffin Brand

Garments

A good asset in your Garment Department/

Try us on quick repeats

—

Ladies' Coats Suits

from $5.00 from $8.50

Call or write.

Empire Mf£. Co., a Beaver Hau mil, Montreal

New Materials For 1909

WATERPROOFS
Motor Style Garments tor Ladies and Men

made in semi and loose fitting styles, in light

shades and weights of Paramatta and Canton

materials for Ladies and Men ; also plain and

late ideas in stripes, in Silks and Satins for

Ladies' Garments. They may be worn with

Motor Storm Collars, open or closed.

Sightly—Light— Comfortable Garments.

They are sellers ! Be the first to show them !

Prioes range from $7.00 to $9.00.

These are the best sellers since the days of the

old waterproofs.

Again to the fore in showing the new things.

See our travellers, or ask for samples of new
materials.

Buy while they are fresh to the public.

National Rubber Company of Canada

MONTREAL
The Largest Exclusive Raincoat House in Canada

The Reliable Waist Factory is

new in name only, but the methods,

style, value and business are the

same as have always been with the

well known firm of I. Mishkin & Co.

Judging by the way we are

taxed with orders just now, the

demand for Reliable Waists seems
to be growing stronger as we go
along. Early ordering is advised, as

our orders have almost exceeded the

capacity.

"DO IT NOW"

The Reliable Silk Waist
Factory

40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers ana their Travelers
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Items from all Canada
The West.

Archibald Wright, dry goods merchant, one of the

oldest established houses in Winnipeg, has assigned.

G. H. Johnston, of Lethbridge, dealer in dry goods

and men's furnishings, has assigned to the Trusts and
Guarantee Co., Ltd., official assignee for the Lethbridge

district.

George Thompson has sold his general store at Gren-

fell, Sask., to M. Jarmington, formerly of Winnipeg.

The new proprietor will increase the stock and thorough-

ly modernize the store.

The business conducted by F. A. Gowen, successor to

Sea & Gowen, Victoria, B.C., has been amalgamated
with that of T. B. Cuthbertsou & Company, the haber-

dashery concern of Vancouver.

Mr. J. Herbert Hunter, of the T. Eaton Company's
store, Winnipeg, was, on September 25, presented with a

handsome silver cabinet by the heads of the departments,

on the occasion of his marriage.

The firm of Brand Bros., Manton, Alberta, general

merchants, has been dissolved, and the senior partner,

Alex. Brand, has taken over the dry goods and boots

and shoes, and will continue in business.

The firm of Vineberg & Goodman, Newcastle, B.C.,

have enlarged their store space. Mr. J. H. Vineberg

made a trip to Montreal and Toronto for the purpose of

selecting the firm's Winter supply of dry goods and

clothing.

Miss Agnes Laut, an authoress of note, claims to

have discovered, in the course of a canoe trip down the

Saskatchewan River, large areas covered with a seed

which is the same as that used by the Chinese and Jap-

anese in making matting.

Ontario.

The Campbell Clothing Company, Toronto, have

moved into their new premises at 47 King Street west.

Fire broke out in the Clyde Woolen Mills, at Lan-

ark, on September 12, but very little damage resulted.

Mr. George Garbutt, merchant tailor, Meaford, who
recently had his foot amputated, is able to be around

again.

Mr. Russell Wotten, of Peterborough, has secured the

position of assistant card writer and window trimmer

at A. W. Cressman's, of that city.

The millinery business carried on in Frankford by

Mrs. Chapman, has been purchased by Barry & Co., and

will be conducted by them in future.

W. Stark, Secretary-Treasurer of W. H. Storey &
Soni, Ltd., of Acton, has resigned his position after over
twenty-three years of continuous service.

Mrs. Frederick Shillington, sister of Mr. A. M.
Campbell, of the Semi-Ready Co., Montreal, died at

Copper Cliff, on Saturday, September 19.

Mr. Dudley Waring, formerly of the gents' furnishing

iirm of Chas. Livingston, Kingston, has accepted a posi-

tion with Messrs. H. LeBrun & Co., Peterborough.

Dettenbeck & Patterson, men's clothiers, Petrolea,

have dissolved partnership. Mr. Patterson will carry

on the business alone, Mr. Dettenbeck intending to go
east.

The East.

L. E. Baker & Co. have bought a woolen mill pro-

perty at Yarmouth, from the Bank of Yarmouth, paying
for the building and equipment about $2,500.

The dry goods store of John Lebrun, at Halifax,

was destroyed by fire, entailing a loss of about $25,000.

There was unfortunately no insurance on the property.

The origin of the fire is unknown.
An interesting exhibit at the Halifax Fair was that

of the Hewson Woolen Mills, of Amherst. This com-
pany had a battery of knitting machines in operation

and visitors to the Exhibition were given an opportuni-

ty of seeing how the firm's goods are manufactured.

*
Quebec

Mr. W. E. Doyle, formerly of Pontiac, has opened a
gents' furnishing store in Buckingham.

Mr. G. G. Gale, Montreal, dealer in boots, shoes,

leather goods and hosiery, has opened a magnificently-

appointed store on St. Catherine Street, in that city.

Mr. C. B. Gordon, managing director of the Domin-
ion Textile Company, is reported as stating that it is

quite likely that the price of manufactured cottons

would advance on account of the trouble in England.

To what extent he could not say, but there was sure to

be a shortage and the extra demand would increase

prices.

Mr. Richard F. Palmer, well known in Montreal

business circles for many years, died on Saturday, Sep-

tember 26. Mr. Palmer was at one time manager for

S. Carsley & Co., Ltd., and in 1885 started a dry goods

business for himself in Montreal, retiring in 1804. His
son, Mr. W. C. Palmer, is now manager for the S.

Carsley Co.

The Hit of the Season -Small Women's Suits

Our natty Suits in sizes 14, 16 and 18 for young

ladies fit many of your customers in sizes 32, 34 and

36, and thus fulfil a double purpose. The range

covers late styles in a wide variety of materials.

Ask "s for further particulars.

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co., sciz st. Paul St., Montreal

COATS, SUITS

SKIRTS
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Long Coats Finally Adopted as Correct Thing in Paris

Long, Straight Lines and Wide Lapels Characteristic of Season's Models— Greek Style

in Mantles Incorporated by Some Makers— More Closely Fitting Skirts are Coming.

Staff Correspondence.

The Dalma mantle of fifteen years ago is being

revived, in modified form, in the present-day styles

in Paris. The Dalma type has long, straight lines

and very large lapels, with wide collar.

Skirts are more closely fitting, according to

The Review's staff writer, than ever before. Some
models are caught in a gather at the knee.

A velvet hat is the novelty in Paris, with ex-

tra wide brim and high oval crown. It is pre-

dicted that large hats will remain with us as long

as the Directoire styles are dominant.

Paris, Sept. 15.—The season for mantles has really

commenced, and as predicted or surmised (for nothing is

sure when anticipating fashion) long coats are the thing.

The style adopted and one may say, become law. Long

coats have been worn some time, that is correct-

but an early Autumn coat is not the model finally con-

sidered "The Thing." One must wait a development of

the trend of Fashion ; it may be that there are seasons

when the real model is hard to "take on"—a certain

nervousness over the shape—or it may he the trimmings

are not in accord with the garment—or a button not suit-

ably placed. There are always the difficulties to contend

with at the beginning of a season. Calling the Dalma to

mind, we find the form "parmi les modeles" of this sea-

son, long, straight lines with tremendous lapels and wide

collar, very deep cuffs. Many can distinctly remember

the braidings, cordings, fringes, etc., used to trim the

Dalma of fifteen years ago. We have those trimmings,

also the coat (though somewhat modified) with us to-

day—so that it is ever true, Fashion, like history, wi'l

repeat itself in one form or another. An important firm

Hat, Shape Covered with Blue Satin and Trimmed with Black
Feathers Defrisse.

in the Rue de la Faix is showing mantles in the Greek

style—caught up in folds on the shoulder by a buckle.

One very conspicuous model is in Tabac brown face-cloth,

very highly fin shed. The fronts are draped into folds

rising to the collarnband caught into a buckle-clasp, the

clasp is a miniature mother of pearl hand. The back is

in folds, wav.'ng from the centre, terminating at the

border, forming ruffle, the collar band being pearl velvet,

is trimmed with matifs in Tabac-colored fine cordings.

The entire edge of the mantle is edged with a cording,

Tabac and pearl colorings.

I Skirts.

Skirts are more (if that be possible) closer fitting, and

it is difficult to exactly understand how some ladies get

into the almost inexplicable tangle of material. Many
skirts are caught into a gather just above the knee,

others are corded at knee-depth, as also can be seen,

skirts closely cut on narrow lines with a full border

Robe in Mousseline de Soie Noir on a Robe in Old Gold Satin. The Skirt
White Silk Lining. Corsage in Old Embroidered with Motifs on Tulle.

Lace. Hat of Black Silk, with The Embroidery is "Or" Vicilli

large Rose-Coloured Plumes. Metal. Sleeves of a Rosy
Tint Mousseline.

draping from the front panel. As will be seen in sketch

No. 1, the skirt has a close fitting to just above the

knee.

Hats.

The novelty is in Fentre-Velours, or velvet felts, ex-

tra wide brim and very high oval crown, The coloring

for this particular hat is from golden brown to drab.

These Fentre-Velours arc, of course, for the advanced

Autumn. As will be seen by the accompanying plates

Nos. 2, 3 and 4, the present hat is even larger than last

season. It is certain that so long as the Directoire' cos-

tume is worn, we shall see the broad brim.
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Era of Shapeless Women Suggested by New York Styles

French "Tailor Made" Replaces the Plain Tailored Suits in American Favor— Modified

Empire Lines Characterize Coats - Period of Elaborate Trimming — Some New Things.

Staff Correspondence.

Among- the fads of the season the most con-

spicuous are:—Buttons, soutache and fancy braids,

fringe and corded trimmings, girdles tied at the

side, narrow velvet ribbon ties, ribbon ruches, em-

broidered collars, crochet in every conceivable

fouai, long tight-fitting sleeves, one-piece dresses,

separate coats elaborate in design, long skirts" and

complicated Empire coats, brocade vests, brocade

ribbons, satin for millinery and trimmings, enor-

mous flat hat.% satin, Bengaline and Moire hat,?,

fancy facings, huge wings, quills and elong-ated

feathers, two-toned veils, colored hosiery, water-

proof cloth shoes, colors, taupe, green and blue, for

men, green hats, green suits, green shirts, ties ind

overcoatings.

New York, Sept. 20.—Now that the Winter fashions

are a fact, and the eccentricities of the day are brought

forth for the purchasing element to pass judgment on,

New York is agog with surprise and admiration at the

wonders displayed. It is, above all things, a shapeless

era. Women are hipless and elongated, their coats hang
loosely and their skirts slink straight to the ground,

while their hats all but bury them, elaborate coiffures

and all. Let those who are bewailing monotony and

decrying tlhe fact that there is nothing new under the

sun take notice, for surely changes are radical and fash-

ions bizarre.

It is in the so-called tailor-made suit that the

changes are most apparent. The plain tailor-made has

given away to the "French Tailor-Made," a more elab-

orate creation of complicated design. Jackets are passe

and coats to ti'ie knee or below are in evidence. The
majority are fashioned on the Empire lines more or less

modified. Vests of brocade or braided effects are a

feature and buttons in endless array are the order..

Crcchet buttons, and embroidered cloth anl silk-covered

Luttons lead. These, usually in large size, appear up

rnd down the entire sleeve, as well as on back, front

and one on both sides of the garment in many instance-;.

C!o-ely allied with buttons and to he considered with

t'.'em are the braided and corded lacings and frog effects

which are a feature. Intricate designs are execute! with

1 eavy cloth or silk-covered cords in self or other color.

The days of simplicity in trimming appeal' to have given

away to a period of extravagant elaboration. The trail-

ing skirt is undoubtedly coming again into its own, even

f r street wear. The Winter girl of 1908-9 will look like

a Burns-Jones poster with the addition of some elegant

cloths, long, lank and in every detail of her attire ac-

centuating these characteristics, for her collars are very

high and her sleeves long and extremely tight, while her

waist line is raised and her skirt hangs skimp and

straight, concealing any curves with which she may be

endowed.

As was to be expected, the sheath gown was a sar-

torial sensation which did not materialize outside of

fashion journals or the theatre. The sheath skirt, filled

in where the slash is, or minus the slash, is the skirt

of the hour, the long, very tight plain skirt, that is, of

the Directoire period. It is undoubtedly a season of one
piece dresses, rather than separate waists and skirts.

Naturally the separate waist cannot be entirely done
away with, but for dressy occasions the up-to-date
women choose a dress built either on the Princess or

Empire lines, but almost invariably in one piece.

This demand naturally creates another, the demand
for the separate coat. Here is good news for cloak

manufacturers. The separate coat follows the Empire
trend and is distinguished by long loose lines, wide
lapels and high collars. Much braid and many buttons
are features. Fancy materials and plain cloths are in

equal demand. Taupe and green are the colors most in

demand for suits and coats and indeed perhaps one might
say for millinery, too, although blues are here con-

spicuous,.

Before plunging into the questions of millinery, men-
tion must be made of the many neckwear novelties with
which the stores abound. Pierrot and Elizabethian neck

ruches are the newest. Smart ones are made of plaited

ribbon, velvet or silk and usually match the hat, in-

deed are sometimes fastened to it by a ribbon twist

extending from the back of the hat to the back of the

neck ruche. Carlier is responsible for this idea, with
or without a veil attachment. Feather ruches, too, find

favor, and later small neckpieces of fur will be substi-

tuted. While on the question of furs, let it be said that
big trade is expected in fur coats. Sealskin is first

choice; lamb, caracul and pony with imitation seal, fol-

lowing. Fur will also figure largely in millinery. It

lends itself charmingly to large full crown effects and
combines exquisitely with uncut velvet and feathers.

Much comment has been made on the reappearance of

the small hat. A perfectly round and decidedly chic

small turban, dubbed, the pill-box turban, created quite

a furore, but it has in id way affected the large hat.

Its prestige is unquestioned. Nut only are the smart
hats extremely large, but extremely flat as well. The
(Jeoegette sailor is a favorite model. This year it si t ^

well down over the hea'\ as all the smart shapes do,

and is considerably wider- at the right side than at the

left. The crown is lar.e and quite flat. Low morn 1

crowns, also very large, are in favor. Satin pressed

shapes have taken the town by storm, and have been

adopted by the masses. The milliner-made satin hat is

liked for the best trade. Bengalee silk is in such de-

mand that manufacturers are having difficulty in supply-

ing the demand. Fur beavers are decidedly to the fore.

Several satin hats faced with beaver and vice-versa have

been noted. Facings are very strong. Large wings and

feather bandsi, fancy feather aigrettes and other novelties

are selling well. Swansdown has tern successfully util-

ized for crowns and entire turbans. A felt brim having

a white swansdown crown is illustrated. This model is

in green and white, and trimmed with large wings.

A Directoire poke is shown, developed in black satin,

faced with aqua bengaline and trimmed with three tips

in the same shade, poised at the left back of crown.

Note the lace-edged ribbon ties. The ornaments are steel

and rhinestones.
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Three New New York Mid-Season Hats.
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The Canadian Millinery Review

The season's innovation is the hat with the

large head shape, sitting well down over the head,

a distinctly Directoire touch.

Canadian women evidently like the wide hats

since reports of early openings indicate that they

have been selling freely. Feather effects are large-

ly used for trimming, while buckles are also em-

ployed.

Black and white combinations promise to be

popular this season, though it must be said that

the three leaders are blue, taupe and brown.

Good Milliner)' Prospects.

In spitev of the fact that the majority of stores have

been holding millinery openings during the past month
trade has not been particularly brisk. Few retailers are,

however, complaining, as they realize that it is almost

impossible to interest customers in Fall millinery when
the brightest and warmest of Summer suns is shining

outside.

The change in the weather is welcomed in this sec-

tion of the trade, as it is all that is needed to start the

season in earnest. The Fall season is so short, how-
ever, that every day lost means a curtailment of trade.

From the hats that have made their appearance in

actual wear it would seem that Canadian women are

taking kindly to the very large hats that fashion has

provided for the present Fall. Quite a number of small,

—that is, small by comparison—hats are shown, but the

large hats are the ones that have sold most freely. The
newest shapes are those with the wide brims and low
crowns. This is an idea, and the picture hats of the

new type present many effective and becoming touches.

The trimmings of these hats also are low and consist of

soft satin with wreaths of Autumn foliage and flowers.

Wings and fancy feather effects are much used.

Very many fabric-covered hats are seen. Satin is

very much to the fore, but Ottoman silk is newer and is

much used. Velvet comes in as the trimming, but vel-

vet-covered hats are also favored. Velvet turbans are

much in evidence and many felt brims with velvet crowns

are seen.

At the later openings quite a number of Cordays
have been shown, and it looks as if this shape was going

to be of considerable importance. One seen was of rich

black velvet, very light weight and soft. The brim was
of velvet with a deep band of yellowish lace let in and
the whole knife pleated. A branch of immense shaded

yellow and brown roses and foliage was placed a little

to the side of the front of this hat. Another Corday
was in wine shades, the crown of a deep shade of the

color in velvet, and the brim of pleatings of satin in a

lighter shade. A handsome bunch of tips graced one

side, and a wreath of shaded roses went around the

crown.

Buckles are more in evidence than for many sea-

sons, preference being given to those of a very large

size. Many pins are seen on popular-priced hats. Jet

is strong in hat ornaments this season and besides

buckles and pins rows of large jet beads are in evi-

dence. Large cabochons of cord, chenille, gold cord,

etc., centred with tassels and pendants, adorn many
hats.

The greatest innovation this season is the introduc-

tion of the big head size. This feature makes the hat

sit well down on the head and emphasizes the outline of

the wide, low hat. Hats of the extreme type as now
worn cover a great part of the forehead. This is a

Directoire feature pure and simple.

Fur Hats.

The model houses are now busy preparing some fas-

cinating fur models, and when these are presented to

the trade The Review is assured that "the prettiest

yet" will be the verdict.

There is a greater variety than usual in fur models
and they range all the way from the turban to the

mushroom. Very few of them are all fur, but the fur

brim will have the crown of some other material, or

when the crown is of fur the brim is different.

Lovely turbans of ermine, trimmed with a twist of

silver ribbon and ostrich plumes are on show, and in

white furs come also turbans of white fox, the large

white wings at the side fastened by the head of the

fox. A very handsome model was one of the new large

round turbans. The dome-shaped crown was covered

with black lynx fur, the brim being of pleated taupe

velvet, the only trimming being an immense military

plume of white ostrich.

A mink mushroom had a crown of three large wine-

colored roses and was trimmed with a tuft of plumes.

Another smart fur mushroom had the brim of baby
lamb and a full mob crown of Empire green velvet, and

a round turban of green pleated net had a band brim of

mink.

Fur hats promise to be very much worn when the

colder weather arrives.

The New Colors.

The three leading colors for the Fall promise to be
blue, taupe and brown.

The leading blue is peacock, and the variously-named

shades of blue-green, such as Rouen, Canard, etc. The
browns are either onto the new maroc or chestnut

shades, or shade down to the new nasturtium shades or
capucine, as the French call these colors. Taupe is in

high favor and combines well with all the other colors

worn. Thus it is combined with the peacock shades, or

with the wines, and looks lovely with the capucine

shades. Empire greens are very much seen. Sometimes
the whole hat will be of green, but oftener this color is

combined with black or blue. The wine shades from
vieux rose down to Burgundy have some prominence.

Prunelle, as the new violet shades are termed, are

shown in the high-class trade.
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The Vogue of Black and White.

There is every promise that the vogue of black and

white will be very strong this Winter. Here are some

typical hats. An immense new Directoire picture shape

pered, selling out to follow the line of railroad con-

struction in other towns. He has many interesting

stories to tell regarding business as it is conducted in

unsettled districts, and considers a "square deal" in

every business transaction has made his success.

The Jute Crop is Small.

Elephant Grey Felt Hat, Trimmed with Cormoran Wing
and Prunella Ribbon and Large Buttons.

of white Ottoman silk had the under-brim lined with

black Ottoman. The crown was covered with a white

ostrich bandeaux from which swelled a big w,hite osprey.

A large black satin mushroom had a sable body around

the crown and two lovely ostrich plumes at the side.

As seen to-day. Hat covered with Black Satin, with Wreath of Roses.

A Retailer's Growth in New Ontario.

Maurice Greenblatt, who conducts profitable retail

stores in Parry Harbor, Dryden and Vermilion Bay, On-

tario, called at the Montreal office of The Review last

month. Mr. Greenblatt has been successful in his retail

ventures, and is planning bigger things. He commenced
in the retail business at Wahnapita, Ont., where he pros-

Following the news that the jute crop will show a

shortage of 1,000 bales, as compared with last year,

considerable excitement characterized trading. Prices in

Dundee remained very firm, with a decided tendency

against buyers. The Indian Government figures make
the total 6,300,000 bales.

Complaints with reference to the poor quality of

jute fibre have attracted the attention of the Indian

Government and the subject has been taken up for official

investigation. It has been discovered that, not only

have the plants degenerated, but it is not extracted

with the same care as formerly. Experts recommended
that the only thing to overcome future difficulties was
to induce cultivators to grow a quality more suitable

for the spinners of Calcutta and Dundee.

Evergreens for Hedges.

Or hardy rare varieties for ornamental planting. We
are headquarters for this line of stock in Canada. Our
landscape department is at your service, no matter how
small or how large your grounds are. Brown Bros. Co.,

P. O. Brown's Nurseries, Welland Co., Ont.—Advt.

Chas. N. Morris
40-41 Gt. Castle St. W. & OO.

LONDON, ENG.

WEST END
SPECIALTY
HOUSE

for

Lace Novelties

Smart Blouses

and Costumes
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ASSORTING
SEASON

OUR SPECIALTIES :—

Millinery

Millinery Novelties

Silks

Ribbons
Dress Cloths

Velvets, Velveteens

Nets and Laces

Chiffons, Etc.

We are showing an extensive assortment
in the above goods.

IMPORT
Customers are informed that our travellers are now leaving with a
full range of spring samples from our London House. Everything

that Paris is showing is represented.

DEBENHAMS (Canada) LIMITED
MONTREAL

18 St. Helen Street

TORONTO
Bay and Wellington Streets

pv "p "O "P TVT T T A TX/T O— /"* r\ f
London (West), J'aris, New York, Melbourne, Cape Town

I London (City), Brussels, Boston, Sydney, Johannesburg

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Egerton Hat
The Belmont LightWeight

f^UR complete spring 1909 range of Men's Hats and Caps is now
^-^ on the road in the hands of our salesmen : : : : : :

EGERTON'S FACILUS HAT
and BELMONT'S LIGHT WEIGHT

will increase your Hat trade. No unnecessary samples to confuse

you. All sellers. Appointments upon request. :::::::

BOULTER, WAUGH & CO., Limited

FUR MANUFACTURERS and HAT IMPORTERS MONTREAL

Utilize the Advantages

of the immense facili-

ties of this fur house.

Catalogue and price lists upon request.

Correspondence invited.
MUSK OX BRAND

Everything in

high-grade Ladies'
and Men's Furs TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

BOULTER, WAUGH & CO.,
Established 40 Year, LIMITE1

*T2?ifS? st
" MontrealFur Manufacturers

and Hat Importers 57 St. Peter St.,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers



Review of The Canadian

Fur Trade

FUR ANNOUNCEMENT !

No. 84

No. 1

WE have decided not to send out our

travellers for the Fall, but instead, to

offer you goods at the lowest possible price,

less the travelers' cost of selling which is fully

10%. The following will speak for itself :

Goods sent on approval; Terms 3°la 10 days, 1st foil.

Cut No. 84

Best black imported broadcloth shell 48 in.

long, elegant make, strapped seams, made in

loose or any style, lined with fur and trimmed

as follows :

476x Hamster lined, Isabella Coon Collar and Lapels $36 00
472 " '• Alaska Sable

" " 39 50
473 Muskrat lined "

" " " 55 00
474 " Isabella or Skunk Coon Collar and

Lapels 45 00
471 Muskrat lined Genuine Natural Mink Collar and Lapels 85 00

STUDY THESE PRICES
Cut No. 1

1

This beautiful set in rich dark brown tipped

Russian Mink. Never shown before in Canada.
Price 65 00
Or in Natural Mink Guaranteed Natural Color 1 00 00

NOTE THESE FIGURES
Cut No. 1

Exact reproduction of one of our most

popular styles made in numerous Furs.

Fine dark Russian Mink, Leipzig: tipped. The set $50 00
Natural Black Alaska Sable. The set 30 00
Canadian Natural Mink. The set 85 00
Fine Orenberg Marmot. The set 12 00

NEAR SEAL COAT CHOICEST QUALITY
Cut No. 77.

As illustration, lined with rich dark brown satin $30 00
" with Natural Mink trimmings 55 00

Russian Mink trimmings 50 00
Natural unblended Rat Coat 39 00

Send us a post-card and we will willingly

send you a parcel of goods for inspection.

No. 11

No. 77

A. J. ALEXANDOR,
WHOLESALE MANUFACTURING FURRIER,

504-506 st, Paul street - Montreal
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Have You A Copy of Our Catalogue?

FVERY Fur House in the country For the benefit of those who make
should have a copy of our latest up furs for their patrons, we have al-

Fur Catalogue, the most compre- ways in stock a complete line of dressed

hensive work of its

kind ever issued.
This Catalogue shows

all the fashion tenden-

cies for the coming

season in Ladies' and

Gentlemen's Furs and

Fur Garments. In

anticipation of a record season, we have

made vast improvements in our plant,

which is by far the

"Furs that

Stay Sold"

LARGEST FUR FACTORY
CANADA.

IN

skins for immediate

shipment. We invite

correspondence regard-

ing our prices which are,

naturally, the lowest in

Canada owing to the

unequalled scale on

which we do business.

The sorting season is close at hand.

If you are not now on our visiting list,

drop us a line and you'll be on im-

mediately.

THE PAQUET CO. Limited,

Wholesale Division, Quebec, P.Q.

Hats For

Next Spring

IIAVE you placed your Hat ordern yet ? Save it for us ! The

new styles in the "Carter"

stiff hat, and the "Wilkinson" soft,

express the last word of fashion in

men's smart headgear. We control

these two brands for America.

Write for further particulars and

prices.

"J.A.P." Brand

Gloves and Mitts

•"THE "J.A.P." line shows over

* two thousand different styles

for next season. Our im-

mense Glove Factory has outgrown

its quarters and now occupies an

entire building at a short distance

from the main Factory. Honest

workmanship and solid satisfaction

have done this.

VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

TORONTO

Head Office and Factory, Quebec, P.Q.

OTTAWA
MONTREAL
ST. JOHN, N.B.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Review of the Canadian Fur Trade

All indications point to a lively sorting season

in furs ; those who gave light placing orders com-
ing into the market for goods now to meet a de-

mand which is bound to come.

The demand for fur-lined garments for ladies has

exceeded expectations. Muskrat linings and trim-

mings of sable, fox, mink and Alaska sable are

favored most.

For small pieces mink and sable have sold well,

and in some quarters a shortage in these skins is

predicted.

The Canadian Fur Trade.

Up to the present writing, the latter end of Septem-

ber, travelers for the numerous fur houses throughout

the Dominion have gotten fairly well over their respec-

tive fields. Placing and repeat orders, in certain sec-

tions of the country, are lighter than in previous sea-

sons, while in other parts of Canada, orders have been

above expectations.

One important reason which leads progressive manu-

facturers to anticipate a good Fall business in all fur

lines, lies in the fact that most orders in the early

Spring were light, and repeat orders have already shown
this. Merchants who make a showing of all fur lines

have had to fill requirements to sort up their stocks.

The necessity of opening the fur season with a good

showing is apparent to all wise retailers. As a conse-

quence, orders during September from merchants who
hesitated last Spring have been good, Montreal houses

anticipate a busy Fall and there is already the usual

clamor for fur finishers and operators. General collec-

tions are picking up. This is particularly true in some
parts of Western Canada. Taken all in all, there seems

to be a loosening up all over the country, and as a re-

sult merchants are more inclined to buy. Fair crops as-

sure good business.

Fur Jackets.

While the demand for ladies' fur-lined garments is

good, fur jackets are not by any means neglected. Some
houses are do ng exceptionally well in astrachan and

electric seal jackets, principally with facings of Alaska

and Columbia sable. Persian lamb jackets are holding

their own.

Ladies' Fur-lined Garments.

The demand for ladies' fur-lined garments this Fall

has exceeded general expectations. With the exception of

the Province of Quebec, which has been fighting some-

what shy, all other parts of the Dominion have taken to

this line readily. Notwithstanding the fact that the de-

mand for semi and tight-fitting garments is better than

ever, the loose coat still predominates. As regards the

length of these garments, 46 and 48 to 50-inch lengths

are most in demand. Coats lined or half lined with

muskrat, and trimmed with sable, fox, mink and Alaska

sable, are among the best sellers. Squirrel and ham-
ster linings, of course, still sell largely. Black, blue,

fawn and brown are the principal shades used this Fall.

*
Small Fur Pieces.

The feeling for all lines of small fur pieces, while not

as strong as in previous seasons, is still strong enough

to claim a good part of the manufacturers' attention.

Auto Coat in Muskrat— Manufactured by Boulter, Waugh & Co., Ltd.

The pillow muff, in mink, Alaska sable, black lynx and

black fox, is still very popular. These skins are also

prominent in all fur sets, especially in the better class

goods. Mink and sable have sold freely this Fall, and it

is believed, by some manufacturers, that both skins will

be scarce before the end of the season. If Alaska sable
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should run short, it will be almost impossible to be re-

peated in this market this season, as stocks in the hands

of raw fur dealers are at their lowest expression. In a

few instances there has been a call for very small neck-

wear, which is largely used across the border. Necklets

and throwovers will do well in larger centres, with stoles

;ind ruffs still staple.

*

Skill in Judging Furs.

Trained judgment, more so in the fur business than

in any other, is an absolute necessity. This applies as

well to retail merchants and consumers, as to the men

brittle than those of the for skin. Lynx is one i>! our

most important fur products, being found at its best in

the Northwest Provinces.

Ladies' Japan Mink-Lined Coat, Sable Trimmed, and Men's
Japan Mink-Lined Coat, Persian Lamb Collar — Manufac-

tured by B. Silver & Co., Montreal.

who make a specialty of trapping animals. As regards

the valuation of a skin, many points must be taken into

consideration.

One of the most interesting of our Canadian furs is

mink. This animal is most likely to be found in thinly

populated regions where their larger and stronger com-
petitors have been driven out. Mink will seldom be found

where big game thrive. Choice mink skins are, as a rule,

dark and silky. Coarse yellow skins are the least valu-

able.

As regards lynx, appearance, as in mink, has a lot

to do with its valuation. A long, full fur really brings

forward the beauty of this skin. The color of the pelt

does not count, as all lynx skins are dyed blue or black

before making up. Lynx skins, as a rule, are sparse and
straight, and as a result dyed fox is readily distinguish-

ed, as the under fur near the pelt is dense and ivooly.

The long or guard hairs of the lynx are softer and less

A furrier, or dry goods merchant, with a fur

department, will find it greatly to his advantage

to familiarize himself with the different skins and

their characteristics. He will be able to sell furs

more intelligently.

The man who has established a reputation as a

good judge of furs and an honest adviser, will find

that customers, few of whom are well posted on

the qualities of furs, will trust largely to his ad-

vice.

What Furs to Guarantee.

In the guaranteeing of furs there are many points

which, if properly understood, should make the retailer's

path much smoother. In some cases, retail furriers make
it a point to divest a fur of its fancy name and inform

the customer of its exact merits. To intelligently deal

with the question as to what a merchant is safest in

guaranteeing, if called upon to do so, there are certain

known qualities of furs which may be cited as a partial

guide. A retail furrier makes a decided mistake if he

guarantees a fur and does not state definitely on what
basis the guarantee lies.

One weak point of a fox skin is its inferior wearing

quality, no matter however beautiful or expensive. That
this is the case does not detract from its value, how-
ever. Style and fashionable qualities may be frankly

brought forward to the purchaser's view. On the other

hand, natural mink is an exceptionally strong and last-

ing fur and can easily be guaranteed for five years' good

wear. Sables also wear well, with very little choice be-

tween Hudson Bay and Russian sable as regards wear-

ing qualities. The best possible wearing qualities are to

be had from the ever-demanded Persian lamb. This skin

is closely followed by mink and real seal.

Salesmanship in Furs.

Reputation has a great deals to do with the selling

of furs at retail, because the average customer is not

able to judge of the quality. The merchant with the

good reputation gets the business, and the man who gives

good values and does not deceive a customer is the one

who gets the trade and keeps it.

To such a merchant the customer leaves the ques-

tion of wearing qualities, choosing only in the matter

of styles and the appearance of the fur. It should be

impressed upon the customer how much of the successful

wearing of the fur depends upon the care that it receives,

whether it is properly treated or not,, whether it is al-

lowed to drag on floor or street, and whether it is

thrown in a corner of a closet, or properly suspended on

a hanger. One customer gives her furs the best of care,

and another none at all, so that six weeks' wear, in the

case of the latter, makes the garment look worse than

the first after three years.

It is comparatively easy for an ordinary judge of furs

and of human nature to diagnose a case of complaint

rightly. The careful customer is worth encouraging with

every little assistance which can be given her. It will

come back in the way of recommendation.

The working up of a fur trade may be done in a few

weeks, if the fur department is properly boomed. When
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PECK'S FURS
If you could walk through our large, well-

lighted and equipped Fur Factory in

Montreal and actually see the thoroughness

of detail put into every operation in the

manufacture, you would appreciate Pecks

arguments of Quality and Reliability.

Then if you consider the enormous output, you will

understand why our values appeal to so many

discriminating merchants.

A Guarantee of

Quality and Durability.

Each day sees increased confidence in an active Fur Season. Your

orders will have prompt attention.

WE MAKE EVERYTHING IN LADIES' and MEN'S GOOD FURS. LEADERS
IN LADIES' FUR-LINED MANTLES and MEN'S FUR-LINED COATS

A complete FUR Catalogue picturing
exacflu

what you get, and a

detailed Price List giving full information and prices covering all

combinations of styles and Furs, is yours for the asking. It's a useful

catalogue for Spedd q^ too.

Full Stock of Staples carried in all Warehouses

Peck's Caps
Write for Sample Half Dozens of

Best Sellers— in any style or size.

We will make and send without delay.

John W. Peck & Co., Limited
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

CLOTHING FURS HATS CAPS SHIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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From Catalogue of S. T. Greenleese & Sons, Limited, Montreal.
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a lively trade is created the merchant should see to it

that he maintains the right stock so that the acquired

reputation is not lost. A satisfied customer is sure to

bring others, and it is claimed that one satisfied cus-

tomer will bring two or three others the same season.

If such is to be the case, good fur values should be offer-

ed early in the season.

Settled in their Splendid Warehouse.

Swift, Copland <Sd Co., who have made various moves
since their building was gutted in February, 1007, a'e

now completely settled in their handsome new building,

erected on the old site, 517-525 St. Paul Street, Mon-
treal.

The illustration on this page gives some idea of ii

attractiveness. It has a ground measurement of 90x90

and is built of Indiana limestone base, upper storeys

buff brick and stone trimmings, and contains six floors

and basement.

.Swift, Copland & Co. occupy four floors and base

ment, utilizing the basement for shipping and stock

rooms, the main floor as show room for hats, sample

rooms and offices, the second floor for caps, and straws,

and their upper flat for fur manufacturing.

The two upper flats, which are reached by separate

stairways, will be rented by this firm, either singly, or

as desired.

Some of the outstanding features of this building are

its impressive Italian marble entrance, its high ceilings

and splendid light. It is steam-heated, and the boilers

arc separated by brick walls. The building is practically

fireproof. The stairways are of iron with slate treads;

there is a sprinkler equipment and water curtain, and

wired glass windows.
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Splendid New Fur Warehouse of Swift, Copland & Co., Montreal.

The -freight elevator is large and modern in its con-

struction, and there is a speedy passenger elevator, h,

fact every convenience for handling business is installed.

Snappiness and Color in Men's Head-Wear for Spring

Small "Smart" Shapes Will be the Vogue in Derbies— Brims of Straw

Hats Will be Wider — Telescopes Will Share the Curl and Snap Brims

With Certain Types of Fedora— Placing Orders Show Promising Outlook.

Spring styles in derbies retain the small,

"smart" shapes, with full domes and flat-set

brims.

Colors will play a strong part and will, it is

prophesied, easily carry off 40 per cent, of the

trade. The greens, browns and greys promise to

have a good run.

There is a better feeling for soft hats. Tele-

scopes will retain their place in popularity and fe-

doras are taking well. Snappiness is the final

word in all sihapes.

Wide brims will be the vogue in straw hats.

Panamas have a tendency towards smaller shapes.

"More life than has been," is a phase which

describes the outlook for the Spring hat trade as

measured by placing orders

It is none too previous to talk about Spring head-

wear for men. Those long-distance heralds of the sea-

sons, the travelers, have been out with Spring lines for

the past few weeks and their reports are that trade is

developing in vigor, that cautiousness is going to be no

detriment to up-to-the-minute styles, and that former

stocks, no matter how well served with staple lines, are

going to experience a general freshening up.

It is going to be an interesting season in men's

headwear styles. So far as the present indicates it is

going- to be fadless, but there will be enough color about

it
—"ginger" was the term used by one wholesaler — to

give it distinction. Canadians, as a rule, keep well

within extremes in hats. The medium evolved looks well

and reflects all the good taste possible in prevailing

styles. They are the best sellers.

It seems appropriate that for Spring the sombre

blacks should give place to an increasingly large pro-

portion of colors. Retailers state that the latter have

already eaten into the demand for blacks about 25 per

cent., and that the Spring will increase this popularity

is predicted by wholesalers, who state that the colors

will easily carry off 40 per cent, of the business. This

is in derbies alone. The brown and stone shades are

going to have a good run. In fact, they seem to pre-

dominate. Tuscans, Cubas and russets promise to figure

strongly in favor.

The incentive to retailers to carry a good color line

in hats next Spring should be stronger than ever, owing

to the unusual inclination to discard blacks. The extent

to which merchants develop this feature of hat vogue

will, to a very considerable extent determine its per-
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manency. For the well-dressed man it promises to be a

two-hat season. When blacks were strong, one hat

would suffice, but when colors push themselves to the

front as pronounced favorites in the matter of good dress

the well-ordered hat rack will be representative of the

prevailing fashion. That is the way wholesalers and

retailers alike are figuring out the color situation, so

selling. Scope in the direction of extremes seems to
prefer very small brims and slightly lower, but just as

full, crown. In this class is a very smart-looking hat
with a decidedly flat, pencil brim. Staple shapes have
no marked change. There will always be a good demand
for them and they may be relied, upon to cling to fea-

tures which anchor them to favor.

strong an element does it promise to become in Spring
trade.

Flat Brims in Derbies.

Now, as to shape. The full crown and the small,

flat-set brim will be strong favorites in the natty trade

in stiff hats. The 5£ crown and the If or If brim are

illustrative of shapes that will featurize next season's

There is a better feeling for soft hats than has been

noted for the past few years, and the season has en-

dowed them with all the snappiness and color tones that

the vogue has popularized. Telescopes for boys and

young men are having a good demand. The curl and

snap brims which have always been distinctive of the

telescope will next season be shared to a considerable
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56 YEARS
of a successful business career is convincing evidence that our goods are right for the public

Felt Hats : Straw Hats
Cloth Caps forSpringind Fall
Our Travellers are now on the Road, showing an Enormous Range of the Above

"MooseHead Brand"
QUALIFIES THE STANDARD FOR FINE FURS

Our stock for sorting is very complete at present, comprising the following range :

LADIES' Fur Lined Garments, Neckwear, Gauntlets, Muffs, Jackets, Caps.

MEN'S Fur Lined Coats, Caps, Collars, Fur Coats, Sleigh Robes, Duck and
Corduroy Coats, (fur lined) Gauntlets.

L. GNAEDINGER SON & CO.
90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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extent with different fedora types in which there is every

prospect of a good business. Some departure from the

distinctive telescope shape is represented by a hat with

crown a trifle higher and a slightly-coned top. The
Carlsbad fedora, popularized by King Edward, has some
show in the running but, it is stated, will not be a prodi-

gious winner so long as it retains the back bow. The
Carlsbad green, however, is a very pretty shade, and

others shown are Belfast), thyme, apple and melon tones,

all of which are making bids for favor through the tele-

scopes, the fedoras, the crushers, Willy Browns and

Johnny Joneses, together with the slate, steel, fawn and

brown shades.

Every manufacturer is this season showing a strong

line of soft hats, and that they will need them is as-

sured not only by the tendency of the Pall trade but

likewise by the unmistakable signs manifest in placing

orders for Spring.

" Merry Widows " for Men.

It seems a far cry to straws, but they, too, are on

their way. It is going to be a "Merry Widow" season.

That is, wide brims are going to be the vogue, although

area of brim will not be so monopolistic as that which

was the cry in ladies' millinery last year. Reports from

American wholesalers intimate that the late call for

straws from their best customers was for wide brims,

ranging from 2f to 3 inches. Orders are accordingly be-

ing placed for a majority of next season's goods running

from 2f to 2J. The demand all over Canada this past

season was for a three-inch crown and a If or 1£ brim.

It was late in July when New York turned right around

and made a favorite out of the wide brim. In Canada
the popular brim will range from 2| to 2f, with the

crown in the neighborhood of 2J inches. There is noth-

ing new in braids, but it is said that sennits are draw-

ing nearer to the front. Panamas have a tendency to

favor smaller and snappier shapes, and the welted crown

is the thing. In Javas and Manilas the snap and curl

brim is adopted in the working out of brisk-looking

shapes.

For children there is a wide range of sailors of con-

ventional styles, but the newest thing shown is a mush-
room shape made of coarse braided straw with floral or

other band, according to preference. Napoleons have a
prominent place in Spring lines, and linen Mexican, with
decidedly sombrero effect are spoken of as a likely seller

for the Summer. Chipped straws and basswood braids

are being used a great deal in children's hats.

The fancy band is thriving upon the nourishment de-

rived from men's felt and straw styles. The hat has
become the medium of displaying college, class or club

colors, and they give a distinct tone to the headgear.

So decidedly is this the case that the man without club

or class affiliation is becoming interested, and adopts a
fancy band with a color combination to suit himself. It

adds a snappiness which is very evidently aimed at in

the Spring styles. While the fancy band suggests itself

as a thing of the Summer vogue, wholesalers declare

that it is having a good run for Winter, and thereby

suggests a strong hold upon the trade. Scores of pat-

terns are being shown.

The Spring season does not threaten to deprive the

silk hat of any of its dignity. Brims are inclined to fall

in with the trend of fashion in stiff hats, and there will

be just a noticeable bell to the crown.

In the cap class the outlook is good. This is a line

which is being strongly specialized and is a pronounced

factor in every season's business. English patterns are

having a promising run.

That the straw hat is regarded as something of an

institution on the American side of the border, or rather

that it is the subject of fixed laws and usages is amus-
ingly instanced by the fact that Mayor Busse of Chicago,

''in the absence of action by higher authorities, owins*

to the continued hot weather, extended the time for

wearing straws from September 1st to September 15th,"

and posted up a proclamation to that effect. "Higher

authorities," it is said, refers to President Roosevelt

and Governor Deneen. Both bulls and bears on the Chi-

cago Board of Trade have in former years stood united

on the proposition that after August 31 a straw hat

must not be worn in Chicago.

James Coristine, Canadian Pioneer Fur Man's Sudden Death
Head of Prominent Montreal Fur and Hat Manufacturing and Importing House Victim

of Paralysis— Had Spent Life in the Fur Trade — An Inspiring Successful Career.

James Coristine, head of James Coristine & Co.,

Limited, fur manufacturers and hat importers, Montreal,

for nearly half a century, passed away at an early hour

on Saturday morning, September 5th, at his home,

University Street, Montreal. Last April Mr. Coristine

was seized with an attack of paralysis but after some
weeks of illness, recovered sufficiently to resume business

duties which he kept up until the last. He retired on

Friday night apparently in the best of health and the

fatal attack seized him while asleep, in the early hours

of Saturday morning.

The Dean of the Fur Trade.

The late Mr. Coristine was 72 years of age and was

born in Ireland, coming with his family to Canada at a

very early age. When 14 years of age he entered the

employ of Gerhard Lomer, Montreal, at that time one

of the important fur houses in Canada. He made rapid

progress with this firm and before he was 20 yea rs of

age handled important sales as New York represent ativo

for the house. In those days the raw fur busiuess was

the big end of the trade and the firm of Gerhard Lomer
held their own fur sales in London and New York. Mr.

Coristine proved so useful to the firm that he was finally

admitted into partnership, an acknowledgement of his

thorough knowledge of the trade and exceptional business

ability. Finally Lomer decided to enter other fields

than the fur trade. Mr. Coristine boldly seized the op-

portunity of buying the business and in the early sixties

started business for himself, under the style of Jas.

Coristine & Co. His brother, Thomas Coristine, was

given an interest in the business a few years later and

other brothers were employed by James Coristine. All

the brothers are now dead, with the exception of Charles

Coristine, who is in the fur and hat business on his own
account.

About 1870 James Coristine added the hat business

to the manufacture of furs and for many years called

upon the trade in different parts of Canada, particularly
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MADE IN BERLIN

Arctic Brand

Our 2iox Coat for Ladies and oi6x

for Men are LEADERS
These are medium priced coats, made
with Black Beaver Shell, Persian Lamb
Cloth Lining and Fur Collar.

We have many other lines in DUCK
AND CORDUROY, and FUR AND
FUR-LINED.

Mail Orders Solicited

Write for Price Lists

The Berlin Robe &
Clothing Co., Limited

BERLIN, ONTARIO

JUSTAMOMENT
MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE

SOMETIMES.
IT WON'T TAKE YOU MORE THAN THAT

TO READ THIS AD.
AND IF YOU FOLLOW
OUR ADVICE,
THE RESULTS

TO YOU
WILL
BE

61 G
UY

YOUR
FURS

IVI

S
I

c

A
IM
D

C
o.

LIMITED

OUR
TRAVELLERS
ARE ON

THE ROAD
WITH
SPRING
SAMPLES
OF HATS,
CAPS AND
STRAWS.
BE SURE
AND SEE
THEM.

WE HAVE
"THE GOODS"
GIVE US A
TRIAL AND
LET US

CONVINCE
YOU. DROP
US A LINE

FOR
SAMPLES.

Montreal
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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in Western Ontario. The growth of the business to one

of national connections, with a sales force numerous

enough to visit every village, town and city in Canada,

is some evidence of his progressive spirit.

In 1899 the firm was formed into a limited concern,

giving an interest to some of the important associates

m the business. In 1901 their business premises were

destroyed in the big Board of Trade fire and shortly af-

ter the Coristine Building was erected. This is one of

held on Monday afternoon, the 7th, at Christ Church
Cathedral.

Mr. Coristine's loss will be felt personally by many
prominent business men in the city and' contemporaries
in the fur business. His life is an example of the ma-
terial success resulting from the old-fashioned virtues of

perseverance coupled with industry.

As far as the business of James Coristine & Co.,
Limited, is concerned, as is usual in such large concerns.

the largest and finest in Montreal. Mr. Coristine con-

centrated his capital and energy in his business and his

real estate investment was only a natural outcome.

He was one of the oldest members of the Board of

Trade and a life governor of the General Hospital and

Western Hospital. He is one of the founders of the lat-

ter institution and for many years president.

Mr. Coristine leaves four sons and two daughters.

William, Stanley and Charles Coristine are in t|he busi-

ness of Jas. Coristine & Co., Limited, and Alywin re-

sides in the West. The daughters are: Miss Beatrice

Coristine and Mrs. Howard Church. The funeral, largely

attended by prominent business men of Montreal, was

his death has been provided against, and business will be

conducted as usual.

The Furriers' Supply House
Can Fill Your Orders Promptly from Stock

ALL SEASONABLE LINES

Write, wire or phone your needs. Samples sent at once
upon request.

ASCHER BROS.
30 St. Francois Xavier St., - MONTREAL
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

Spring fashions for men are introducing- a wide

range of colors in materials, and numerous novel-

ties in suit construction.

Spring placing business in ready-to-wear gar-

ments is very promising. There is a growing de-

mand for better grades, and a slight improvement
in values.

Fancy worsteds in smoke greys, olive drabs,

olive browns and browns and blues are among the

strong sellers.

Spring Styles.

The great variety of innovations which Spring fash-

ions in men's suits are introducing,, appears to be in

keeping with the great color range. Some clothiers re-

fer to them as fads which will have no permanency, but

while admitting) this, look upon them as "the life of the

trade" even though they cause some revolution in pat-

terns from year to year.

One thing is certain, Spring placing business in the

made-to-order lines is good, and the temporary lull has

developed a demand for a better class of goods. Values,

it is true, are better in many respects, but the call for

higher grades is inclined to be out of proportion to the

extent of the easing-off conditions. This fact is regarded

as one of the most hopeful signs of trade revival. Made-
to-order houses are also anticipating a good Spring
business.

While staple styles will, it is predicted, hold their

own and show few, if any, "new wrinkles," a very heavy
trade will patronize the extreme patterns which deal

very strongly in a great variety of patch and insert

pockets, cuffs, flaps, and a multiplicity of decorative

buttons. Some sleeves, for instance, display as many as

five buttons each, and these are generally used to out-

line the diagonal cut or scoop in a heavy cuff. The es-

sential front buttons, numbering two or three, are close

together, in some instances hardly three inches apart.

This plan lends itself to a closer-fitting waist, and lapels

are long—quite as long in fact as in double-breasteds.

There is no change in sacque lengths, the average being

32 inches. They have a slight dip in front and the

lower end is almost straight.

There are some extreme widths in trouser styles.

Young men will show some preference for the "peg-top"
type, with a width of 23 or 24 inches at the knee and
about 16 inches at the bottom.

The decided prevalence of buttoned flaps on side and
breast pockets, and of buttons and cuffs on the sleeves

suggests some study on the part of designers. Vests are

similarly adorned and even the pockets of trousers have
buttons. They are being used in lieu of buckles for back

fastenings.

Just what the season will develop a decided prefer-

ence for is a question. There is certainly a wide range,

but clothiers, particularly the ready-to-wear trade, are

as much at sea as to pronounced favorites ultimately as

are the cloth men on the matter of the best-selling

shades. ^

Overcoats.

The silk-faced Chesterfield in black and Oxford is an
overcoat which will always hold its own, and it is much
considered for Spring. The fancy-striped tweed over-
coat is a good deal in evidence. Some designs show it

with a long lapel and patch pockets. Lengths are in

the neighborhood of 44 inches. The grey Cheviots will

have the best demand so far as material and color are
concerned. While there appears to be a slight falling off

in raincoats a number of very striking designs are shown,
one being a semi-military garment with Russian collar
and patch pockets. It is known as the "Kaiser" and is

shown in Saxony tweed cloths.

"The men's styles are becoming almost as fastidious
as those of the opposite sex," said a clothier discussing
the fashion tendencies. "The clothing trade is passing
through a distinct revolution. Unless the style is cor-
rect young men in particular refuse to buy. They want
the latest."

Light-weight two-piece suits for men are giving a
great deal of patronage to smooth, plain tweeds in me-
dium light and dark colors. There is a sprinkling of
homespuns.

In wee men's wear the sailor busters are coming in-

to prominence again and Norfolk suits will have a very
good demand. Considerable attention is being paid to
the two-piece outfit.

*
Suitings.

"It is going to be an extravagantly fancy season."
Thus did a wholesaler describe the color tendency in

suitings for next Spring, and in the same breath he
stated that the great run would be upon fancy worsteds
in smoke greys, olive drabs, olive browns and browns
and blues. He declared that browns were so strong last
year that people did not appear to know how to get.

away from them. With all of the color that there is in

it, however, there is nothing in the Spring weaves that
can be called extreme. It is too early to talk of fads.
They seldom appear on the scene until the season is well
in view. Neither is it possible to tell just what tones
the trade will show decided preference for. So far ,.s

placing orders are concerned, and they have been very
good, the demand seems to have scattered itself over a
pretty wide range of colors, but this is not to be won-
dered at when it is considered that a greater array has
never been shown.

There is a strong likelihood of a revival in cheviot
serges or worsteds, and in fact it would not be surpris-

ing to see a run of favor fasten upon goods of the nature
of Irish serges. There has already been some brisk sel-

ling in that line, one house finding it necessary to cable
two or three times for repeats. Blue serges in fine

twills are likewise going to figure well in the Spring
trade.

Some opinion is expressed that the good seller will

be between a brown and a green. The elephant greys,
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it is thought, will not meet with the decided permanency

that was predicted of it. There will be good business in

stripes, the strong tendency being to work small checks

in conjunction with them. Shepherd checks, toned out

modestly in colors look promising-, but there i*s nothing

\
very loud in the patterns shown. It is surprising how
firm a hold browns have taken upon the trade), the

bronze hue being a distinct development.

The trousering trade has not been strong for some

time. This is entirely due to the fact that so many
worsteds are being worn. All that is necessary is a

revival of blacks and blues, but at the present time the

demand is for light pantings in worsteds.

Waterproof Revival.

As foreshadowed in The Review many months ago,

the trade is now taking a keen interest in waterproofs.

Not by any means the old foul-smelling garment, in ill-

Motor Style Garment in New Light-Weight Material— Manufactured
by National Rubber Co. of Canada, Montreal.

shapen styles, but natty styles in light weight new wa-

terproof materials.

The new materials are classed as Paramatta and Can-

ton, and while they do not shed rain are really water-

proof. These garments are chiefly made in the motor
style effects, and as they are priced to retail from nine

to fifteen dollars, give satisfaction, and seem sure of an

assured position in the trade.

*
Overcoatings.

So far as overcoatings are concerned there has been

for the past two or three seasons a strong feeling in

favor of grey cheviots for Spring. They make a slightly

dressy garment, and their demand is becoming more
persistent. Undoubtedly they will figure very prominent-

ly in next season's trade. Staples are holding their

own fairly well.

The Winter trade is developing towards black mel-

tons, with a stronger call for beavers than has been

noticed in the last few years. Ulsterings in large pat-

terns are also quite brisk. This is due to the continued

vogue of the sensible-looking high buttoned coat. Heavy
Scotch tweeds are the material chiefly used in this

trade.

Although it was expected that prices would ease off

considerably there has been no pronounced drop. It is

evident that a large proportion of the trade has held off

in placing business in the hope of more favorable figures,

but the "give" has not been anything like what was an-

ticipated. Values are slightly improved in some lines,

and there is a decided preference for higher grades. The
low end stuff, so far as the signs indicate, will not have

the usual call. While the Spring outlook is very prom-
ising, the retail trade is still very cautious. As com-
pared with last year, many of the wholesalers state

placing orders to date show great improvement. Stocks

never were cleaner, and every preparation has been made
for a good season's business.

Stripes and bars will figufe strongly in neck-

wear.

Solid colors, self-embroidered and clocked ef-

fects are prominent in Spring hosiery lines.

Shirt styles are promising several novelties.

The demand is centreing largely upon fancy stripes

in blue and heliotrope shades.

Men's Neckwear.

The color features of the Spring season in neckwear

are so decided that wholesalers are inclined to consider

it a matter of sound as well as of sight. But, coming

down to the question of final selection and preference, it

is promised that the tones, considering the tendency in

all lines, will not be splashy. Styles are running to

stripes and bars, and the shades adhere pretty strongly

to the different green and brown mixtures.

Christmas lines are now in demand. The season of

the gift-tie is fast approaching and it affords fine scope

for bright hues in silks. This trade is considerably

ahead of last year.

There will be a slight reduction in width of derbies

for Spring. Open ends will range from 2 to 2£ inches,

while the folded styles will chiefly be confined to If and

2 inches. Recent widths have gone as high as 2f inches,

but this has proved to be somewhat unwieldy for the

prevailing vogue in folded collars.

While the styles indicate no decided preference in

materials, the satin stripe effects are much shown. Taf-

fetas likewise are prominent. Some difference of opinion

exists as to whether there will be any run in knitted

ties, the feeling of those who favor it being that the

closely-folded collar will tend to popularize it. Stripe-;

and bars will not only run into sharp contrasts. There

is a strong showing in the blended effects. Self figures
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B.V.D. Correctness is Uniform
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THIS RED WOVEN LABEL
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will be an outstanding feature, although the figuring will

run chiefly in small designs. Reversible styles have a

likely prospect. In spite of the strong inclination to-

wards stripes and bars it is the conviction of wholesaler-;

that plain solid colors will have a decided call, owing to

the fashion tendency to match the hues of ties and

hosiery.

It is difficult to size up the tie situation for Spring

at this distance, but there is a feeling among wholesalers

that the strong feeling of conservatism in evidence in all

sections of the trade may cause a shortage of goods that

are really desirable. Even at the present time whole-

salers report a scarcity in some lines. They have been

equally cautious. Money has been tight and the retailer

is not the only one who became aware of it. The Spring

trade, however, is not without promise, and in many re-

spects looks better than was expected.

m

Collars.

The double-fold, close front is still the latest word

in collars among the wholesalers. It is having a very

strong counter call among the retailers, but the low
Summer shapes with both square and rounded corners,

and an open cutaway will figure as prominently as ever

A New Collar— Shown by Canadian Underwear Co., Montreal.

in the Spring selling. Flare collars will still be much
worn, and in the lines shown there is some tendency to

reduce the area of the wings. Quite a few rounded cor-

ners are being shown. A collar spoken of is one ex-

tremely close in front, with circular flares, but among
the trade it is pronounced a fad that cannot have a

strong run.

Shirts.

Fancy stripe effects are entering largely into Spring

shirt styles, with blue and heliotrope shades standing

out praninently from a great variety. The corn color

is also figuring in the displays from which selections are

being, made for the Spring trade, and the toning off pro-

cess is adopting narrow stripes of blue.

There are quite a few novelties, such as the fancy

front and the garment with a small "V" at the opening

of the vest for starching. This combines the stiff and
negligee effect. The shirt has not had a strong showing

as yet. Another style spoken of, but not considered to

any extent as yet, in Spring lines, is the shirt with the

detachable sleeve. This is essentially an outing garment.

The sleeve is divisible just above the elbow, buttons be-

ing employed. To the athlete this feature admits of a

greater freedom of the arms when engaged in sports and

takes a longer-lived cleanliness into consideration. An-

other very neat looking garment is one with small

stripes in strong contrast to the body material marking
the front and cuffs. This feature is shown in all grades

and will likely have a very good run.

It is predicted that shirts retailing at $1.26 and
$1.50 will be stronger sellers this year than usual in

houses specializing gents' furnishings.

Fancy Vests.

For the Spring trade in fancy vests orders are not
moving fast, but where placed are just as large as usual,

and the outlook is good. There will be no marked de-

parture from staple shapes, and the fancy pockets which
made their appearance last year will have no call. While

there is a good showing of stripes and checks, plain

greys and tans are particularly strong. Plain grounds
with fancy patterns in mercerized effects seem to have
found place in favor, and there is some tendency to

featurize a Summer weight knitted line.

It will, of course, be a five-button season, and plain

pearl will be chiefly used. The season promises a large

range of good novelties, and in this class may be men-
tioned those shown with silk-corded edges and bindings.

Very few double-breasteds are noticed in the Spring
lines.

Hosiery.

In men's hose there is a great range of colors such

as purples, greens and tp.ns, and there is developing

quite a demand for better grades. This is encouraged by
the slightly easier prices. Plain tones will have the de-

cided call, although it is expected that in embroidered

goods there will be heavy selections from the lines that

are being shown. The preference in this respect seems

to be for the self-patterned effects. It is likely that the

quieter plaids will again prove worthy of consideration

in the gents' furnishing department and great emphasis

is also being laid upon clocked goods. One house is

showing a line of lisle hose with seamless foot, which

promises to be a strong competitor with the cashmere

article.

Among the Retailers.

The retail gents' furnishing houses have not as yet

given a great deal of attention to Spring styles, al-

though the buyers are certainly getting busy. Fall busi-

ness has been fairly good and will show marked improve-

ment with the arrival of colder weather.

The Spring season has already announced itself as

promising an interesting array of novelties, particularly

in color effects. These will apply chiefly to shirts,

hosiery and ties.

Retailers verify the predictions of wholesalers as to

the decided development of stripes and bars in neckwear.

Fine Madras zephyrs, bengalines and baratheas are

prominent in tie talk, and some houses declare that they

expect a good run in the knitted article, and will stock

it fairly well. They will come in If and 2-inch widths,

and club colors will be featured. Wash fabrics promise

to have a better counter demand than usual.

In shirts, large stripes appear to be the thing, with

emphasis on blues, purples, greens and buffs. Fancy

stripes on fronts and cuffs are favorably considered. In

this connection a novelty which has already found its

way behind the counters is a garment with plain-colored

body, a wide stripe down the front, and a turned-up
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THE FIELD IS OPEN
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tKe goods Have proved good.

All over the United States the ever

increasing Haberdashery success of

Style

Economy OMFOKT
(<

late has been

LITHOLIN
WATERPROOFED LINEN
COLLARS and CUFFS

They have met a universal demand
satisfactorily, and when that happens

there is always money to be made.

They are linen, and look it ; yet if

soiled, are wiped clean and white as

new with a damp cloth. Keep their

shape, do not wilt, crack or fray,

come in all sizes and the very latest

styles. Not celluloid or rubber.

COLLARS 25c. CUFFS 50c.

Retailers given quotations and free samples on application. Liberal supply of window and show-case
signs, decalcomania transparencies, booklets, dodgers, etc., furnished free with first order.

WILLIAM P. KING & SON, 74 York Street, TORONTO
AGENTS FOR DOMINION OF CANADA

The Famous

4A Austrian Collars
ALWAYS THE SAME

Quarter sizes if required.

Earl Grey, Indestructible Quality, $1.50

Prince Rupert, Derby Quality, $1.00

Men's Fancy Vests, Lustre Clothing, Gents' Jewellery
Novelties.

Motor Coats, Duster Coats, Shirts, Cuffs.

GET OUR CATALOGUE

THE CANADIAN UNDERWEAR CO.
309 Notre Dame Street West,

MONTREAL

YOUR STANDARD

for Gloves

and Mitts
r**oe 1*1**

Good Gloves RigHt Prices

ARE WHAT MAKE THIS STANDARD SO POPULAR

We are prepared to make prompt

deliveries on all the best selling

styles of : : : :

Mocha, Suede, .

Gape and Glace
for Men, Women and Children

All the leading Jobbers carry our lines

If you cannot get them, write us direct

Z5/>e Robert Ryan Co.
Thr«a Rivers, Que.
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We Have Moved to

10 and 12 Front St. West, Toronto

That's right next door to the premises

we occupied before big Toronto fire

burned us out The new premises

afford us more complete facilities for

manufacturing all kinds of

CLOTH HATS and GAPS

We give special attention to letter

orders, on which we prepay express

Charges. We guarantee satisfaction
;

and if goods shipped are not entirely

satisfactory we will gladly accept

them back.

Standard Cap Company
LIMITED

10 and 12 Front St. West, Toronto

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Sole Agents in Dominion for :
—

Young & Rochester's
Shirts, Collars, Neckwear, Fancy Vests, Dressing
Gowns. Best selection Flannel Shirts in Canada.

FACTORIES : London and Londonderry.

T. H. Downing & Co., Leicester

Underwear, Hosiery, Cardigans, Club Jerseys, etc.

Cellular AERTEX Underwear
United Garments and 2-piece.

The original Cellular, the only "AERTEX"

JUST IMPORTED

1,500 Sweater Coats
$27.00 to $48.00.

Our own make - $18.00 to $25.00

30 different shades and combina-
tions, 4 sizes.

LEADING LI™E -No. 7280 -
Men's size, 5 30.00.

THE"CRAVENETTE"CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/tTeg ? Trade Mark

PROOFED BY

Fac-simile of Stamp

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs shoul ask

for those proofed by

The

DUST-PROOF
as well as

RAIN-PROOF

CO.,
Limited

Proofers to the Trae, BRADFORD, YKS.
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J^beaamGJt'ttfrta&r
MANUFACTURERS OF

Men's Soft Front Shirts

Men's Negligee Shirts

Youth's Shirts Boys' Shirts

Men's Working Shirts

Men's Night Robes
Boy's Shirt Waists

BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO

" MILLER »

Stands for " MONEY "

Not always—but always when found as

the trade name on White Clothing such

as Bar and Barber Coats, Cooks', Waiters'

and Grocers' Aprons, Butcher Coats and

Frocks, Butcher and Bar Aprons, Auto-

mobile Dusters, Gymnasium Knickers,

Carpenter Aprons, Football Pants, Athletic

Suits, Fancy Vests, etc.

We can quote you very close prices on

very high grade goods of this class.

MILLER MANUFACTURING CO.

LIMITED.

251 Mutual St., - - TORONTO

Get your share of Christmas Trade.
See

Globe Holiday Suspenders
appropriately boxed. New plain and
fancy webbings.

Samples if you say so.

Globe Suspender Go. • Rock Island, Que.
L. 0. PAQUElTE,

70 Church St., Quebec

J. ALPHONSE OUIMET,

360 St. Paul Si., Montreal

Persons addressing advertisers will

kindly mention having seen their ad-
vertisement in this paper.

cuff in color to match the stripe. Tucked and pleated
fronts are still regarded as good selling features.

Retailers are placing a good deal of faith in solid
colors in hosiery, this being very much in evidence in the
lisle lines. Self-embroidered goods and clocked pat-
terns are to be given their usual place in favor.

The coat sweater is regarded as an article of decided
promise among athletic clubs. Already the enquiries
which have been made concerning this garment, and the
actual sales made, entitle it to some special attention.

The nainsook garment is developing strong popularity
in the underwear department. Self-checks are much in

evidence in the patterns shown. The coat styles with
short sleeves rank among the first to be considered.

The optimistic outlook for Fall business, in all lines

of men's furnishings encourages some prediction among
retailers that the Spring season will show decided im-
provement. SJ,

Panama Hats.

There was some brisk selling in Panama hats during
the last few weeks of Summer in some of the larger

Canadian stores, the desire evidently being to unload
the stock of hats, which, in view of the chang-
ing styles, would probably be much harder to get rid

of next season. One Toronto store sold $10.00 and
$12.50 hats at $2.95, and as a result the Panama hat is

now by no means a rarity.

That there is an almost universal misapprehension
regarding the method of weaving hats is evident from
the following, quoted from The New York Times:

"Although the general impression prevails that these

hats are woven under water, and several encyclopedias

make this statement, it seems that this pretty legend
will have to be shattered. We have recently received a
communication from a man who spent many years in

the countries which produce these hats. He says:—'The
best hats come from Southern Ecuador and Northern
Peru, a rather good quality from the interior of Colum-
bia, but t|he Central American weave is about as coarse

as the West Indian. I don't believe that the hats are
woven under water. There's a legend of the sort in

Ecuador and Peru. I wore two hats while in Curacao
and was obliged to dampen the straw very often. I

suppose that the finer the straw the oftener the dampen-
ing is necessary. I think the under-water and by-moon-
light story of Panama hat weaving is more picturesque

than true.' Another man who has been all his life in

the Panama hat trade and who has himself made them,
denies that they are made under water. They are woven
in the early morning hours, when the atmosphere is

damp, as the heat of the sun makes the fibre brittle and
unfit for manipulation
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A DOWN QUILT WINDOW ALWAYS

ATTRACTS THE BEST BUYERS

"ALASKA" BRAND DOWN QUILTS HAVE BEEN

MADE IN CANADA FOR EICHTEEN YEARS,

AND HAVE ALWAYS BEEN SOLD UNDER

A "MONEY BACK" GUARANTEE

THIS YEAR'S RANGE IS THE " FINEST EVER

PRICES RIGHT

VALUES RIGHT

STYLES RIGHT

DELIVERIES RIGHT

99

^ALASKA FEATHER & DOWN C°MITED
FACT0RIE8 AT MONTREAL AND WINNIPEG

The largest Bedding Manufacturers in the British Empire
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Carpets, Housefurnishings and Decorations

The Retail Point of View.

"We are seeing more people around, and they are

buying only what they really want." In these terms one

large retailer described the present day condition of the

carpet trade as he saw it. He stated that there was a

demand for a better class of goods and that the trend

of business was toward a decided improvement.

People are buying more expensive Axminsters and

Wiltons than formerly, and there is a considerable de-

mand for Oriental rugs. While there is a predominating

call for greens, fawns and blues, worked out in two-tone

effects, retailers are not despising reds altogether, even

though they seem to have no very popular place in

carpet vogue.

The present preference for squares recalls to some
retailers a similar condition forteen or fifteen years ago.

Arguments that hardwood floors or substitutes were

difficult to keep clean seem to have lost weight against

the claim that rugs are more sanitary and more artistic,

wholesalers, one of the strong indications that the

trade is far from its best is referred to by the retailers.

It has been customary, they say, to buy in November
and December for April deliveries. Spring samples, how-
ever, were placed on the road early in September. This

hustling after the early worm is taken to mean that
there is still some little cause for concern in the out-

look for the manufacturer. Much depends upon the
Spring trade, and if reports are to be relied upon, there

appears to be more reason for confidence than is con-

tained in a thought-engendered wish.

Comforters and Quilts.

Dry goods stores that feature comforters and quilts

at this season of the year find this trade very profitable.

Large city departments are now making displays of those

lines and find trade satisfactory. For holiday purposes
good down quilts are always in demand. It is necessary
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A Modern Drawing Room — An illustration from the " Interior Book" of Stauntons Limited. The Panel Decoration of
the Walls is Worked out in a Two-Tone Paper and is Especially Suited to More or Less Formal Rooms.

lending themselves better to the attractive arrangement

of a room. The demand has brought favor to the

neater goods. Florid and gaudy designs are being elim-

inated.

"The purchasing public in Canada are saner than

any public I know of," declared a retailer. "They arc

not carried away by faddisms which for the time being

may happen to be vogue. A great deal more individuali-

ty is shown by the purchaser to-day than heretofore,

whether it has been the work of the trade journals, or

not I cannot say, but people now-a-days have their own
ideas."

In spite of the upward tendency remarked upon by

to display these lines and some stores go so far as to

give them place in window displays.

Manufacturers making a specialty of down quilts box
them attractively and supply many forms of sales co-

operation. In selling these lines it is always best to

insist upon quality, securing lines filled with pure white

goose down and colorings of dependable quality. The
variety of patterns is extremely broad and every taste

may be catered to.

Wholesalers for Fall and the holiday season, are dai-

rying a large assortment of wool-filled comforters, in

all sizes, which are to be had anywhere from $12 to

$36. One of the best selling sizes. 6x6, is sold to the
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trade at $12, and retails readily for $1.50. In each line

there are four or five different colorings to choose from.

Down comforters, covered principally with satin an/2

silk, and all of which are perforated, are sold to the

trade from about $3.50 to $12.50. Patterns and color-

ings are numerous with no special design or color hav-

ing preference.

White staple quilts, from 75c to $5.50, are selling

as strong as ever, the double bed size as usual showing

preference over the three-quarter width or single bed

size.

Carpets and Rugs.—The tendency towards re-

duced prices is a strong factor in the growing de-

mand for higher grades. Squares have a decided

preference.

Linoleums.—Prices are firm. Inlaids are in-

creasingly strong sellers. In prints, the Japanese

and Chinese matting effects are becoming popular.

Curtains and Draperies.—Improvement is noted

in these lines. Popularity is centreing upon solid

colors. There is a marked change in favor of

cloth materials for curtains and draperies.

Wall Paper.—Here, too, is a strong demand for

high grades, although no deviation in prices is

noted. Weave print papers are coming to the

front and there is still a strong liking for the

better class of conventional designs in floral.

Placing orders for Spring trade prospects are

decidedly encouraging and a strongly optimistic

tone is apparent among manufacturers, wholesal-

ers and retailers.

Carpets and Rugs.

All signs point to a revival in carpets and rugs. Re-

presentatives of wholesale houses who are now out with

Spring samples state that the outlook for business is

exceedingly promising. Stocks are low. They were al-

lowed to dwindle during the dull season to an unusual

extent. Prices are better. Money is easier. Enquiries

denote a hopeful buying inclination. Some wholesalers

are so pleased with reports that they are courageous

enough to compare them with the bumper season of 1907,

although they fall considerably short of that record.

In the retail trade a demand for the better class of

goods is noted. There is going to be more individuality

abokt the purchasing. Fads will have little encourage-

ment. The more dignified tones will predominate.

Spring business indications show a marked increase

in the demand for squares, and there is a corresponding

falling off in piece goods. The hardwood floor age seems

to be developing and in that connection linoleums in

wood designs for backgrounds are having a greater call

than formerly.

More exclusive designs and larger assortments in

stocks are factors which are promoting rug popularity

with the retailers, while the solution of size problems is

being facilitated by closer attention to standards in the

floor areas of the modern house.

In colors there is a decided preference for fawns and

greens, with their various combinations. Some whole-

sale houses are showing for the first time small tapestry

squares with contrasting borders. This line, though

absolutely new, is proving one of the best sellers for the

Spring trade. The demand for Oriental rugs and de-

signs continues to develop steadily.

The fact that quotations in Brussels, Axminsters

and Wiltons show a reduction of about 10 per cent.

promises to add considerable force to the impetus in

sight for the carpet trade. Its effect will undoubtedly

be seen in an increased demand for higher grades.

Linoleums.

In linoleums, small pattern designs and Japanese

and Chinese matting effects are having considerable pre-

ference, the demand for inlaids being very noticeably on

the increase. The best sellers run from 39 to 40 cents

a square, yard. Prices are firm, and manufacturers' re-

presentatives state that there will be little, if any,

change in that respect within the next twelve months.

Some retailers, aware that Old Country houses are car-

rying stocks in Canada, are not inclined to order much
ahead of normal requirements.

Wall Paper Deserves More Attention.

Retailers making advance purchases for the ensuina-

season should make a resolution to give this department

more attention. In many dry goods stores wall paper is

featured and sales and profits are gratifying, while oth-

ers cater to this trade in a half-ihearted manner. First

of all, stocks should be representative and include some

of the better lines. Canadian wall paper manufacturers

are very progressive and willingly co-operate with any

ambitious dealer.

Wall Paper.

While there is some radical difference between con-

ditions in the various territories, wall paper men look

for a brisk business next season, on the whole. There

is strong likelihood of a good run in the better classes

of goods, and it is remarkable that wall paper occupies

no exceptional position in this respect as compared with

other lines, particularly in the dry goods business. There

The "Dike" Frieze— Illustration from a Wide Range of New Scenic
Friezes, shown by the Reg. N. Boxer Co., Limited. The

Majority of These have a Depth of 20 Inches, with
Repeat of from Three to Four Feet.

seems to be a general feeling of confidence, and this finds

encouragement from the increasingly large demand for

high grades.

The prospects in the retail trade are better than they

have been in the past two years, but old stocks must be

freshened up by enough new goods to attract the busi-

ness. Nothing of any great account can be developed on

old stock, neither is it possible for old stock to measure
up to the life that prophets credit to designs or styles

for next season. Some retailers have yet to go a lon^

way before they realize how exceedingly important a
strong line of wall paper can become if pushed in a way
to make push count.

The wet Spring and bad weather financially and
otherwise caused a poor season, therefore the business

for next season ought to develop some of the features
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What it means to You

if you buy

WATSON-FOSTER
WALL PAPER

For 1909

More rolls of good paper for less money than obtainable from

other makers.

Quicker sales and larger profits than formerly, and

The unquestioned Supremacy, in Wall Paper, in your locality.

If there is anything else we can do to make this assurance sure,

tell our man, when he calls—which he certainly will do shortly

—

and we will carry out your suggestions.

THE WATSON- FOSTER CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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of a double-header, provided nothing untoward happens.

So far the indications point to a great revival.

Prices are showing no very marked deviation. The

average is well within normal, and there is a wide range

when higher grades are considered.

The general taste in Canada is showing- a change along

the lines of uniformity, with the best taste in English

and American trade. More effort than usual is also being

put forward on the part of dealers to present true im-

pressions as to actual interior effects. There are evi-

dences of a greater appreciation of the elements in de-

sign which contribute to popularity.

Art Noveau Valance and Curtain — This Design, shown by the W. A.
Murray Company, Toronto, may be Worked out very Satisfactorily

in Velour, Silk Brocades, or Plain Moires, with Trimmings of
Galloons and Gilt Motiffs.

"Weave effect" papers are coming to the front. They
are rapidly supplanting ingrains in the preference of up-

to-date decorations. There is still a strong liking for

the better class of conventional designs in floral effects,

and court velours promise to have their usual popular

demand. Varnish tile patterns are growing rapidly in

favor. Burlaps are losing some of their popularity for

dados and bases, and are being replaced by English lea-

thers. Moire, figured and mica ceilings are having a very

good run.

There is an exceptionally strong call for decorative
friezes in landscape and other treatments. These work

out well with crash prints, which are being shown plain

in a wide range of bronze shades, tan crash, olive and
plain green, red and blue.

Wholesalers state that a remarkably large proportion
of high class trade is represented by the orders from
New Ontario and far western towns.

Curtains and Draperies.

An improvement is noted in curtain and drapery
lines. Changes in styles, gradually developing during
the past season, are now more pronounced. Simplicity
is the keynote. Popularity is centreing upon solid col-

ors and two-tone effects, blues and greens being strong.

Elaborate festoonings in drapery schemes for windows
are giving way to straight-hung curtains, and old French
and English ideas in flat lambrequins or valances are

returning to vogue. There is considerable applique work
in laces and galloons. All this lends itself to less ex-

pensive designs.

There is a decided change in favor of cloths for cur-

tains and draperies, the preference being for English
wool and silk mixtures, while insertion and stencil trim-

mings have thus been popularized.

The changes noted, however, have so far caused no
decline in the demand for lace curtains. Drawing-room
patterns in Irish handmade and Swiss Brussels goods
are being shown in full lengths, while for libraries and
sitting rooms all-over effects in lengths which fall just

below the window sills promise to have some consider-

able call. Battenburg and Marie Antoinette styles in

dark Arab lace are also becoming very prominent for

the shorter window lengths. Monks' cloth, in greens and
the natural linen colors are being used for doors. Al-

though it represents somewhat of a Summer house idea.

Plain and figured moires and shikii silks are having a

good run in iavor for draperies, while velours and silk

brocades have likewise developed in prominence.

Champagne colors have demand not only in window
draperies but also in upholstering and wall coverings.

Cretons and chintzes for upholstering, curtains, box

and chair covers have a decided call for bedroopi orna-

mentation. A unique fabric is a stiff, glazed chintz,

which is used not only for lambrequins, but also for side

curtains. Blue and rose are the outstanding tones.

Verger tapestries in blues, wood colors and Autumn
shades promise to develop considerable favor for sitting-

room and hall upholsterings, although the tendency to

make the drawing-room more of a living room than ever,

has created quite a demand for leather and mission

styles.

Both wholesalers and retailers state that there are

unmistakeable evidences of a call for the more sensible

and serviceable fabrics used in home adornment.

Mattings.

The present dullness in the matting trade is stated

by wholesalers to be nothing more than seasonable.

Matting is so essentially a Summer commodity that

even the Spring outlook gives no index to the succeeding

season's movement. CaTimission houses arc reported to

be so hopelessly overstocked that some astoundingly low

offerings have been recorded, but the experience of some
wholesalers is that these are made simply as feelers,

with the object of ascertaining trade conditions. Designs

that have made their appearance indicate that carpet

patterns continue to grow in favor.
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There is a LINOLEUM called FIFE,

Which lasts one the whole of one's life,

So don't be BEHIND
In BUYING this kind

Of LINOLEUM—LINOLEUM called FIFE.

Handled exclusively by all the Wholesale Dry Goods
Firms and Jobbers, throughout the Dominion of Canada.

Ask them or their travellers to show you samples.

Fife Linoleum Company, Limited
(Of KIRKCALDY, SCOTLAND)

64 Wellington Street West, - - Toronto, Ontario
M 5909 James B. Jamieson, Manager.

I

KINC'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
•old by leading: Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and salable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead

^ast dyes. King's name on
every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
CLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sola Selling Agent

;

SYDNEY MOSS,
Emplrm Bldg., 58 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO

fashion €ut$
vvwvwvvv*

TO OUR READERS

The Review uses monthly in

its reading columns late fashion

cuts which we secure from the old

and new worlds.

These are only used once by
us, and we offer these cuts to our
supporters for their advertising

work at the following low rates :

8 cents pir square Inch lor half-tones

* " " " " " zinc etchings

Only the originals will be sold.

When ordering please mention
page and month of the Review in

which the cut appeared.

Address

MONTREAL
232 McGill Street

TORONTO
10 Front St. East

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

The Canadian dry goods trade is in a good healthy

condition. Those engaged in it have money to spend for

things they want. They evidently want The Dry Goods
Review because for the month of September a record

was established in the number of new subscriptions re-

ceived, every previous month's record since The Review
was established having been broken in the thirty days

now past. Not only were there a greater number of

new subscribers reported, but the net gain in circulation

was also greater, those who ordered their subscription

discontinued being almost unrepresented, and of those

who did fail to renew practically every one did so be-

cause he was going out of business, or had already sold

out. The natural inference from this is that The Re-

view is fully meeting the requirements of the dry goods

trade. Compliments are being paid it almost daily, and

it is constantly adding to its list of friends. It is now
a paper that dry goods men want because it is of value

to them.

The Review is an effective means of communication

between retailers themselves, as well as between whole-

salers and retailers. The condensed page offers a clear-

ing house of exchange between merchants who want
something they haven't got or have something they

don't want, but which may be in demand by someone

else.

Do you want a clerk?

Do you want to buy or sell some second-hand

fixtures?

Have you a line of goods in stock that you cannot

dispose of and which many another merchant somewhere

else could sell advantageously?

Are you a traveler?

Do you want to change your position?

Do you -want to sell your business?

You can talk clear across the continent to all of

the men who are likely to be interested in your proposi-

tion, through the medium of The Dry Goods Review. It

is the Canadian drygoodsmen's paper; the paper which

has their interest at heart.

You may take advantage of the opportunity of plac-

ing yourself in communication with those men to wham
you would like to do business, through the classified

want advs., for two cents a word for first insertion, and
one cent a word for each subsequent insertion of the

same advertisement.

Whenever a subscriber discontinues his paper the

circulation department of the MaeLean Publishing Co.

ascertains the cause. As a result of this investigation

it has been learned that out of every dozen that dis-

continues, eleven do so because they have gone out of

business. This is remarkable and shows the high ap-

preciation in which MacLean's trade papers are held by

their readers. The aim of the MaeLean Publishing Co.

is to make each issue of their numerous trade news-

papers and magazines better than the preceding one, and

the results, as shown above, encourage to still greater

effort. It naturally follows that newspapers that can

hold their subscribers so firmly must be good mediums
for the advertiser. The best results are obtained from

advertising when the advertisement is continuously being

forced, issue after issue, upon the attention of the same
readers. It is the constant seeing of an advertisement

that makes the deepest impression upon a buyer, just as

the more a man sees a pretty girl the deeper he falls in

love with her.

Truly Warner—his name wasn't always "Truly"; the

Legislature at his request changed it to that—started

selling men's hats in one small store, with a small

capital. He gave those hats new and catchy names,

added a novelty flavor to them, and made a conspicuous

success of the business. He soon opened new stores in

different cities, until he had more than a dozen. Then

he started manufacturing hats.

The methods by which Truly Warner "made good"

—an absorbing story as interesting as a romance—will

be described in the next issue of The Review. Every

business man will enjoy reading it.

Notes on Canadian Business Changes

Ontario

John Peard, tailor, Merritton; assigned.

E. C. Yocom, tailor, Ridgeway; for sale.

W. A. Taylor, tailor, North Bay; assigned.

The Imperial Carpet Co., Toronto; assigned.

F. Giness, general store, Sydenham; deceased.

Main & Co., millinery, etc., Orillia; assigned.

Kenneth McKay, tailor, Havelock; loss by fire.

Neil McDonald, general store, Kintail; for sale.

Geddes Bros., dry goods, Strathroy; loss by fire.

W. F. Babcock, upholsterer, Brantford; assigned.

John McTavish, general store, Drumbo; sold out.

Wm. Mulveney, general store, Port Elgin; assigned.

Thos. H. Delaniere, general jstore, Colgan; sold out.

Legarre &\ St. Pierre, millineryi, Ottawa; assets sold.

R. J. Henry & Co., dry goods, Harriston; for sale.

J. V. A. Coon, dry goods, etc., Havelock; assigned.

W. C. Slater, merchant tailor, Arnprior; assets sold.

F. A. Cochrane, tailor, Russell, succeeds Geo. Paden.

E. A. W. Whitworth, tailor, New Liskeard; as-

signed.

Quebec.

L. 0. Jones, tailor, Montreal ; commenced.

A Cader, dry goods, Montreal ; assets sold.

Miss L. Durocher, millinery, Joliette
;
assigned.

Hellie.Hart, hatter, etc., Montreal; registered.

Louis Duhamel, tailor, Montreal ;
assets sold.

B. Levin & Co., furriers, Montreal ;
registered.
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Louise Maison, millinery, Montreal ;
registered.

W. La France, dry goods, Montreal ;
assets sold.

Carl "Kuhring, merchant tailor, Quebec; deceased.

N. Poirier, merchant tailor, Montreal ; assigned.

P. Lachance, general store, Stadacona ;
assigned.

Piamondon & 1 Pare, dry goods, Quebec ;
registered.

S. T. Willett, manufacturer flannels ; compromised.

La Mode du Jour, millinery, Montreal ;
registered.

A. Wasilkowsky, dry goods, Montreal ;
assets sold.

S. Gagnon, general store, Bromptonville ;
assets sold.

Adrien Morin, general store, St. Hubert ;
assets sold.

Riley Hern, semi-ready clothing, Montreal ;
registered.

J. E. Paquin, general store, Normandin ;
assets sold.

J. L. Tanguay, general store, Langevin ;
assets sold.

E. H. Cahill, general store, Jersey Mills ; deceased.

S. Gagnon, general store, Bromptonville ; assets sold.

Brault & Paradis, general store, Auckland ; register-

ed.

F. Tremblay, 'general store, Les Eboulements ;
assets

sold.

J. F. Bugeaud, general store, Bonaventure ;
assets

sold.

J. Benard & Co., merchant tailors, Montreal ;
regis-

tered.

Boivin Si Freres, dry goods, etc., Montreal ;
regis-

tered.

A. Panass, dry goods, Montreal ; demand of assign-

ment.

R. L. Leroux, general store, Roxton Falls ; compro-

mised.

D. Legault & Co., general store, St. Paul ;
regis-

tered.

The West
Simon & Co., tailors, Vancouver; discontinued.

Archibald Wright, dry goods, Winnipeg; assigned.

J. McLeod Holliday, fancy goods, Winnipeg; assigned.

G. S. Potts, general store, Duncans, B.C.; deceased.

A. W. Baker, dry goods, Calgary; closed by sheriff.

Owens Bros., general store, Kirkella; sold to Fred.

Grossman.

D. M. Stuart, general store, Neapolisi, Alta.; sold

out.

E. Neville, tailor, Saskatoon; sold to T. S. Rich-

ardson.

A.. Gingras, general store, St. Hypolite, Sask.; sold

to I. Plante.

J. A. Bradley, general store, Winnipeg; succeeded by

Chas. McLearn.

Daniel Bhman, general store, Regina; succeeded by
Ehman & Bergl.

A. A. McKenzie, general store, Drake, Sask.; suc-

ceeded by E. Funk.

A. Ross & Co., general store, Miniota; meeting of

creditors held.

Mrs. A. J. Shook, milliner, Nanaimo; succeeded by

Mrs. Eda Hilley.

W. T. Murphy, men's furnishings, North Vancouver;

closed out by creditors.

G. C. Barker, general store, Marquis, Sask.; suc-

ceeded by Nicholson & Yeo.

Broadfoot Bros., general store, Gladstone, Man.;

sold to T. R. Vardon & MacGregor.

The East.

John G. Clark & Son, general store, Berwick, N.S.;

assigned.

A. M. Morton, general store, Lower Argyle, N.S.;

assigned.

John LeBrun, general store), Arichat, N.S.; lost $25,-

O00 by fire; no insurance.

THE Wall Paper that is worthy of a

place in your store is nothing less than

the best procurable. Your reputation as a

merchant must not surfer through the lack of

quality apparent in ordinary goods, nor through

dissatisfaction with their appearance when hung.

There is just one brand 01 \Vall Paper upon -which

you may rely as you do upon yourself—just one line that

is produced hy an organization combining -with Honest

Intent , commanding Technical Ability, Discriminating

Taste and perfected Mechanical Equipment— and that

is the Nineteen Line of

This line is the "Dealers' Own."

It will make good ten times out

of ten when on the job.

It will bring new friends every day
through the influence of satisfied

customers.

If you can't suit an especially finicky customer from your

stock, our Decorative Department -will furnish telling co-operation

free on request.

If you have not placed your order for Spring Trade, sign

your name and address on the margin of the coupon and MAIL
TO US TO-DAY. No man ever gained anything by useless

postponement of a debt— and you owe it to yourself to see the

Staunton Samples.

Handsome memorandum book
mailed upon receipt of coupon.

Cut Here -Mail To-day- -Cut Here

STAUNTONS
LIMITED

941 YONGE ST., - TORONTO
/ will be glad to see your samples before ordering

my wall fiafeer stock. I will place my order (give date)

190

(Name and address on margin)
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ThePower of theKnock
The effect of a knock, whether directed at an indi-

vidual or a proposition, depends upon the way in

which it is delivered. The ultimate result depends
upon the strength and persistence with which

subsequent knocks are handed out. If at first you

don't succeed, knock, knock again.

This does not apply to the man who always has his

hammer out ready to put a dent in something or

somebody, but to the man of healthy ambition who
desires to succeed.

To such a man in our particular line of business

we can lend valuable assistance. We make a class

of wall papers with which he can do some loud and

effective knocking—knocking that, persisted in, will

bring him in direct contact with the best trade, a

class of trade he must reach before he can hope

to secure the best results.

Every man who succeeds will testify to the Power
of the Knock. The man who does not do some
good, healthy knocking on his own account is a

likely candidate for the "Hammer Class."

The Reg. N. Boxer Co., Ltd.
New Toronto, Ontario

You are the "J^lan front f*lissouri. Our Travellers will "snow you.

Ileuse mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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It is None Too Previous to Prepare For Christmas

Suggestions From Last Season May be Applied With Advantage— It Pays to Have

Gifts Daintily Prepared— Practical Talks on Salesmanship for the Temporary Staff.

Early preparation for the holiday season would

lessen the strain of the busy weeks.

Ample provision should be made for the safe-

keeping of presents bought in advance.

Arrangements for easy communication with the

stock-room are advisable.

It is important that, in holiday decorations,

every precaution should be taken against fire.

Now is the time to recall those suggestions of last

year's holiday season which may, with advantage, be

adopted this year. There is not a great amount of time

to waste. By the middle of October the big stores will

begin to feature toys, and by the last week of that

month they will begin pushing Christmas goods. This is

to induce early buying, so as to lengthen out the season,

and to try and lessen the strain during the weeks pre-

ceding Christmas.

Most stores have to engage extra help for th.s period.

Many of these temporary clerks will be young people just

leaving school. If some scheme could be arranged by

which they might be given advance ideas of their duties

behind the counter, it would save a lot of trouble in the

rush days, when the experienced staff is too busy to

spend time showing how things are done.

Conference with Staff.

Conferences might be held with them before the day

they enter upon their duties, and the store manager
might give them a little practical talk upon salesman-

ship and the working of the store system. It would help

all concerned. Besides, it would give them a higher opin-

ion of their responsibilities, and an idea of the import-

ance of politeness and attention.

There is always an extra strain upon the delivery

department at this time of the year. Most merchants
partly meet this by asking customers to take small par-

cels with them. There has to be provision made for the

holding and storing of presents bought in advance, and
for the forwarding of them to their destination at the

proper time. In these cases, some deviation from the

regular routine has to be devised, as there is nothing

more annoying to the giver of a present than to find out

that the bill has been sent on in the parcel.

It pays to devise dainty ways for the doing up of the

smaller articles, such as neat boxes and a pretty card,

etc., which bears no advertising. If you want to adver-

tise, send other matter along.

Dainty Prepared Boxes.

Most merchants provide boxes for many Ines of goods

at this season, but if they would only go a step further

and sell l}oxes, they would find this an attractive feature.

Even if they only charged a small amount, it would pay,

for it certainly would bring people to the store. Pretty,

small boxes are by no means easy to obtain at this sea-

son, and there are any number of people who would hi

glad to pay a reasonable price for them.

Dress lengths, blouse lengths, table cloths, and table

napkins, umbrellas, and a host of other articles make

handsome gifts when they are attractively boxed, and

tied with white ribbons. This boxing of goods brings

customers into departments that otherwise would have

little business at this season. Any time from now on

would be opportune for preparing such goods. A wet day
would be a fine time for this purpose, and do not try to

hide the work from customers—it will turn their thoughts

in the right direction.

Stockroom in Easy Reach.

Arrangements should be made for obtaining goods

from the stock-room quickly. Rapid-selling articles have

a habit of running low when there is a rush on. If there

is no special provision made for getting fresh supplies

from the stock-room at once, sales are lost, and what is

more important e\en, customers are disappointed. Often

a small matter of this kind determines whether the whole

of a family's Christmas shopping is done with you or

your competitor. Frequently some popular small article

comes first on the list and if it is not obtainable, it is

sought elsewhere and the rest of the list goes with it.

Around Christmas time, when the store is filled with

customers, and windows and counters are packed with

goods, there is always some danger from fire, and it is

the duty of the merchant to see that this danger is

minimized as much as possible. See that goods are not

hung too near lights and also see that there are means
handy for fighting fire, should a blaze o' cur. Some form
of fire drill is a very good thing, not just before Christ-

mas alone but at intervals during the year. If each of the

staff knew just what to do, and where to go in case of

fire, there is a greater chance of cool, prompt, quick

action. It is often the panic of the moment that gives a

fire time to secure hold.

Representatives of manufacturing plants in which
$750,000,000 capital is invested, and operating 17,000,-

000 spindles, attended the 85th meeting of the National
Association of Cotton Manufacturers, at Saratoga, N.Y.,

on September 29th and 30th.

An option has been given to an English company for

the purchase of Knox College site, Toronto, upon which
to erect a departmental store. The price named is $185-,

000, and there is strong probability that it will be ac-

cepted.

Landscape Gardening.

We have experienced men in this department who can
aid in arranging and planting your place, be it a small
city lot or large country estate. Brown Bros. Co., P. O.

Brown's Nurseries, Welland Co., Ont.—Advt.

The Shetland Shawl Co.
112 to 116 Commercial St.

LERWICK, SHETLAND ISLES
Complete lines shown by

Canadian Agency :

BRUCE BROTHERS, 242 St. James St., MONTREAL
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Canadian Dry Goods Men Return From Trips Abroad

Favorable Opinion Which Europeans Have of Canada Impressed Mr. John D. Ivey— Mr. J.

D. Allan Sizes Up General Trade Conditions— Buoyant Tendency Noted by Mr. W. A. Denton.

"The time has surely come when Canada not

only wants the man with labor to sell, but also

the best class of investors, as well as business men
and men with capital to come and settle here."

—

Mr. John D. Ivey.

"I have confidence in technical education as one

of the most important means of bringing about

that efficiency which makes one nat on the indus-

trial and commercial equal of another."—Mr. J. D.

Allan.

"There is a general tone of buoyancy in the

Old Country which indicates a promising outlook."

—Mr. William A. Denton.

Canada the Topic

"The favorable opinion which every country appeared

to have of Canada was, to my mind, most remarkable."

This statement was made by Mr. John D. Ivey, of the

John D. Ivey Company, Limited, Toronto, when asked by

The Review as to his observations during a seven months'

tour of Europe, from which he recently returned.

"This expression of opinion was all the more re-

markable," said Mr. Ivey, "since it was entirely unso-

licited. Wherever we went, as soon as we were known
as Canadians, that moment the topic turned to Canada,

its great railways, vast wheat fields and rich mineral re-

sources. From personal observation, it appeared to be

the most promising country in the world.

"In many instances this discussion of Canada by
Europeans, impressed me with the thought that possibly

too much shouting has been done with regard to the op-

portunities here afforded solely to the man with nothing

but his labor to sell. Inquiries with reference to scope

for investment brought home with equal emphasis the

reflection that the time has surely come when Canada
not only wants the man with labor to sell, but also the

best class of investors, as well as business men and men
with capital to come and settle here.

"The serious question which arises in connection with
this talk about Canada is this," said Mr. Ivey. "We
have become the banner colony of the great Empire, now
let us seriously ask ourselves, 'Are we measuring up to

the responsibility ?'

"Another notable fact, and one that cannot fail to

be of interest to Canadian business men, is that the ef-

ficiency of direct transportation facilities between Eng-
land and Canada suffers nothing in comparison with that

of the service between England and Canada via New
York. While, as a rule, it is now possible to leave Lon-
don by one of the new Cunarders on Saturday morning
and arrive in Toronto via New York on the following
Saturday, many Canadians will be surprised to know
that practically the same time is be ng made by the Em-
press steamers of the C.P.R. It is not an unusual thing

for passengers to leave London on Friday at 12 o'clock

and reach Toronto on the following Friday at 3 o'clock,

by the All-Canadian route, thus doing away with the
necessity of having to pass through another country. This

fact is attractive to the European traveler, who has a

visit to this country in view.

While general trade conditions in Canada seven months

ago had practically turned the corner on the road to

improvement, Mr. Ivey is pleased to observe that the

hope for steady progress in that direction had been fully

lealized and that commercial prospects were fully up to

expectations, the outlook being most satisfactory.

Depression in Europe.

"Something seems to have struck the world all at the

same time, but I cannot believe that the outlook in Can-

ada is as blue as it is painted," said Mr. J. D. Allan,

vice-president of A. A. Allan & 1 Company, Toronto, who,

on his return from a vacation in Europe recently, was
asked his opinion with reference to general trade condi-

tions as he had observed them while abroad.

"It seems to me that, if crops are as good as re-

ported, they ought to be of some use to us. It is the

duty of the press at this juncture not to emphasize the

feeling of fear that may have seized upon some, nor, at

the same time, to unduly inflate things. People should

be made to feel that the ship is on an even keel and that

it will go ahead as we make it go ahead. The position

ought to be a fairly sound one.

"We shoukl feel a gradual loosening up of things.

There does not seem to be any inclination to launch out

into anything new. It appears to me there ought to be

a good many things that require to be done that need

capital. If our people are frugal, attend to their own
affairs, watch them closely, and make the very best use

of their time, there is nothing to be afraid of in the out-

look.

"I am a firm believer in efficiency among our own
people," said Mr. Allan, referring to the development of

technical education on the continent.

"It appears to me that we should consider whether

our industry as a whole measures up to the efneency re-

quired of it. All things being equal, I will pit a Cana-
dian against any one on any proposition and count on

him to make good every time, but if our young people

have the idea that they can develop this country without

developing themselves and raising the standards of their

industry, they are going to be mistaken. I have con-

fidence in technical education, as one of the most im-

portant means of bringing about that efficiency which
makes one nation the industrial and commercial equal of

another."

A More Buoyant Tone.

"In spite of the depression in the dry goods trade in

the Old Country, prices are firm, and a general tone of

buoyancy indicates a promising outlook," said Mr. Wil-

liam A. Denton, of Denton, Mitchell & Duncan, Toronto,

who has returned from a trip to the manufacturing cen-

tres of England and Scotland.

Crop reports, he states, are being noted very closely

by the business man in the Old Country, and keen inter-

est is everywhere manifested in estimates of the yield.

Market indications were that the status of Canadian
trade had suffered no depreciation as the result of the

period of depression. On the contrary, the tendency was
towards marked improvement.
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"HER LADYSHIP" BRAND
Ladies' Exclusive Ready-to-Wear Garments

Our New RANGES of

SPRING, 1909, Gar-

ments, comprising
Ladies' Skirts, Jack-
ets, Blouses and
Whitewear, are NOW
IN THE HANDS OF
OUR TRAVELERS.
We would ask atten-

tion to the fabrics and
styles shown, particu-

larly in Dress Skirts

and Jackets, the de-

signs and lines on
which they are cut, ex-

cel anything previously

offered by us to the

trade, in this class of

goods.

The Blouse as repre-

sented in cut, is one
of a hundred special

designs and values we
have to offer from

among our exclusive

Spring showing of fine

Lawn Waists. We
have also a splendid

range of Ladies' Shirt

Waists—with Stiff Col-

lar and Cuffs—an at-

tractive new feature, to

which we invite your
attention.

No. G. 200x.—Blouse made of fine lawn, having
all-over embroidered front, with three-quarter Kimona
sleeve. 1 his line will make a leader to retail at 75c.

ARE YOU SORTING UP?
We are showing splendid values in Ladies' Fall Mantles made of Beaver,

Melton and Frieze Cloths. Separate Skirts at Popular prices in Latest Novelties

and Fabrics. Large assortment of Flannelette Gowns, Kimonas, Drawers, etc.

Correct range of shapes in Marmot Fur Stoles and Muffs for this season.

NOW IS THE TIME TO SELECT, WHILE THE CHOICE IS WELL ASSORTED
Please mention The Revieiv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers
From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW

do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

"OPALINE."
This charming fabric, which has

been very highly appreciated in the

English market, has proved equally

successful in Canada. The reasons

for such success are obvious and to

be found in the material itself

"Opaline" is the best substitute for

silk yet introduced, possessing the

same delicacy of color and touch and

also a similar bloom to silk, and a

sheen which is equally permanent and

will not wash off. One of the most

important features of its exceptional

value is the fact that it is made en-

tirely from the very best Egyptian

cotton, which produces a result which

cannot be obtained by using Ameri-

can cotton. Another important fea

ture is the locality in which it is pro-

duced. It is spun and woven in the

humid climate in the Manchester dis-

trict, which—apart from the renown

ed deftness and skill of its mill op-

eratives—makes it impossible for any

country in the world to reach such

perfection in the manufacture of fine

and N. Philips & Co., of Manchester,

England, are the proprietors of these

two cloths, and they have three or

four representatives in Canada at

present carrying a full range of sam-

ples.

FAIRBAIRN 'S FRILLINGS.
The whole of the world that feels

the influence of Paris fashions is for

I he time being frilling and ruching
mad. We are only as yet on the outer

fringe of this craze in Canada, but in

Europe it is at its height. Ruching
manufacturers and the makers of the

materials used in the production of

frillings are taxed to the utmost to

make deliveries of their goods.

Rhys D. Fairbairn & Co. are ex-

tensive manufacturers of frillings

and ruchings, and their plant is so

organized that in spite of the pres-

sure fashion is putting upon it, they
can still give delivery of goods in ten

days. They cannot do it sooner, as

they never make goods for stock.

This is because the goods they make
are of such a nature that they quick-

ly crush. The chief beauty of ruch-

tained at a slightly higher cost than
ordinary bargain counter ribbons in

guaranteed quality, and put up in a
dainty fashion, they ought to be quick
sellers. This is particularly the case
when holiday selling, and present
buying time comes along. Then there
will be grandmas and grandpas,
uncles and aunties galore who will

be searching for suitable presents for
some little dame. Far better than
toys, and equally as acceptable—more
so, in fact, as the joy will be more
lasting—would be a pretty package
with a Dorothy Dainty hair ribbon in-

side; or, better still, a sash and two
matching bows, put up in a hand-
somely decorated box.

These ribbons are also a joy to the

mother as they do not go stringy with
frequent tying. This is because they
are made from selected silk and speci-
ally woven.

GREENSHIELDS, LTD.
This firm's travelers are now on

the road with all Spring lines, and,
judging by the success they have al-

ready had, it seems likely that their

Spring business will be heavy.

Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn, Limited, Toronto.

cotton fabrics. Every stage of its

manufacture is carefully supervised

by one of the leading experts in Eng-
land. The exceptional demand for

this beautiful article has naturally

created a host of imitators, and buy
ers in order to make sure of seem-

ing the genuine article should see that

the name "Opaline" is stamped on

the selvedge every two yards.

"Opalette" sateen is another
cloth produced by the same firm and
has proved equally successful. While
not so fine in texture as "Opaline."
it is quite as silky in appearance and
can be sold at a price which brings

it within the reach of all.

The well-known firm of Messrs. J

ings, etc., is their fresh, crisp appear-
ance, and this can only be insured by
making up goods as the orders come
to hand. It is to the advantage of

ihe merchant that his order should
be filled in this manner, so it is up to

him to place his order in sufficient

time to keep up his assortment of

these profitable goods. As there is

likely to be some difficulty in obtain-

ing the materials from which frillings

are made, F. J. Knight is making a

special trip to Europe to make sure
that goods now on order come to

hand.

DOROTHY DAINTY RIBBONS.
Every little miss and her mother

has a decided taste for pretty hair
ribbons, arid when they can be ob-

In the lace and embroidery depart-

ment there is a good showing of

Spring lines, among them being a

good showing of colored laces. So
far the demand for these has been
fair, and seems to be increasing.

They have a splendid range of em-
broideries, ribbons of all varieties,

veilings, ladies' neckwear, etc.

The hosiery department is doing
well with certain lines of embroider-

ed cashmere hose.

Good sorting orders are being re-

ceived in the carpet department, and
already several large orders for

Spring goods have been received. The
stock, though not heavy, is well as-

sorted. Squares are in active de-

mand and the department is showing

a splendid range of patterns and
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values. Blankets and comforters are
doing well, also curtains and curtain
materials.

PALMENBERG' S FIXTURES.
The Grossman Company, of Dallas,

Texas, will hereafter be selling agents
for J. R. Palmenberg's Sons in a ter-

ritory which will embrace Texas, Ari-

zona, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Kansas,
Arkansas and Louisiana. Merchants
at various points, throughout that

great and growing section, will be
abundantly supplied with Palmenberg
literature on window-dressing and
display. A decided development in

store equipment and decoration is

confidently expected bv all concern-

ed.

NURSING REPUTATION.
Reputation is not easily made. Time

cleverness and sincerity must entc

into its composition. Business men
who have the confidence of the trade

and public did not obtain it over

HINTS TO BUYERS

houses, feels a thrill of pride in bia

work, realizing that victory means
continuous and consistent effort. For
example, the oldest house in the dis

play fixture line, J. R. Palmenberg'.-

Sims, is as young and vigorous now
as it was fifty-six years ago, and
all because it keeps out of ruts and
winks hard to maintain its reputa-

tion for originality, expertness and
quality.

'

'ZIMMERKNIT QUALITY. '

'

'•Zimmerknit " quality is entering
largely into strong selling lines of
Spring underwear. The product of
the Zimmerman Manufacturing Com-
pany. Hamilton, represents the con-
necting link between what had al-

ready been accomplished in the Cana-
dian underwear industry and the

poini which marked perfection. It

measures up to the idea which had in

view the production of a perfect un-

derwear garment for men, ladies and
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DELFOSSE & CO.

This firm handles the Twentieth
Century Patented Wardrobes, and
consider them the most elaborate, yet
useful on the market. Their brush-
ed brass square tubing stands are
making a decided hit. Catalogues
may be obtained by sending- to Del
loss.' & Co., 5 Hermine St., Mont-
real.

J. & N. PHILIPS & Co.

J. & N. Philips & Co. Ltd., Man-
chester, Eng., whose Montreal agent
is Win. F. Macoun, and Toronto
agent V. Caldecott, are making a
specialty of their "Opaline." This
is a mercerized and shinerized sateen,
which has the sheen of silk. This
they have found remarkably success-
ful with the trade, as the material
lias such a superior finish that it may
lie used as a substitute for silk Cor
lining purposes. Their "Arpeka"
flannelette is another line which is

meeting with remarkable success.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ELQTHiNcTuR- Goods tSHjRTa.

'^/Montreal. Winnipeg. Vancouver,

A View of the Montreal Factory of John W. Peck & Co., Limited.

night. They had to plan, they had
to wait, and when they won their

spurs had to take care of them. TuO
1 ften firms, flushed with success.

mow indifferent and fancy that any-

thing and everything they do will be

accepted. These are the spoiled chil-

dren of fortune and sooner or latei

.will meet their Waterloo.

Commercial conceit leads to calam-

ity. It is gratifying to watch an old

house still keeping young, up-to-date,

as painstaking to-day as it was a

score or more years ago. No conceit

nor self-satisfaction about such

houses as B. Altman & Co., R. H.
Macy & Co., Marshall Field & Co.,

and quite a few others. From princi-

pals to drivers, each man, in such

children. Orders are now being taken
for Spring of 1909 in men's balbrig-
gan, lisle, silkette, cashmere, and
merino underwear. The new mesh
goods, with coat fronts, short sleeves,

and knickers, as well as long sleeves,

are also being made in "Zimmer-
knit" brand, and popularity is now
centering upon ladies' lisle, low neck
balbriggan underwear, the superior
wearing qualities of which will make
it a prominent factor in the season's
trade. Regular lines in ladies' and
children's itnderwear also bear the
"Zimmerknit" brand. A specialty is

being made of boys' athletic gar-

ments, trimmed in all the standard

colors, and bathing suits for men and
boys in one and t'|vo-piece.

Canadian jobbf/rs are never with-

out the "Zintr^drknit" lines.

FIFE LINOLEUMS.

The Fife Linoleum Company, of

Kirkcaldy, Scotland, are makers of

good linoleum. They believe that the

people of Canada will want to buy
the good linoleum they make. The
men at the head of these works in

Kirkcaldy have spent their life in

making linoleum. That's one of the

reasons why the Fife product has at-

tained its reputation for excellence.

James B. Jamieson, Empire Build-
ing, Wellington St. West, Toronto,
representing the Fife Linoleum Com-
pany, in Canada, carries a splendid
range of the new patterns in these
goods, which are also sold by all

wholesalers and jobbers. If you ask
for the Fife goods the travelers will

sell it to you. It's a good way to
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build up a satisfactory linoleum

trade.

CHRISTMAS LEATHER NOVEL-
TIES.

It's time to think seriously now of

the holiday trade. In the case of the

goods included in the range shown by

Young Bros., Toronto, thought leads

to buying. The fancy leather goods

for the Christmas trade embraces

some specially attractive lines in

bags, purses, wallets, etc. These are

real novelties ;
you will recognize

their bright, fresh newness at once,

and so will your customers. No one

else is showing these goods because

they are made from Young Bros.' own
designs. Two or three novelties, in

directoire bags, are worth seeing.

They are striking and are sure to be

good sellers. In seal goods some ex-

ceptionally fine values are hown, and

they are meeting with very heavy

There's a reason why Young Bros,

are able to turn out specially at-

tractive goods, beyond the fact that

originality and brains are sercised

in designing ; the factory is the most
modern and equipped with every fa-

cility for turning into actualities the

designing genius of the staff resoled

to this work. Write this firm about

your holiday goods.

SCIENCE IN UNDERWEAR.
It has been proved by medical men

that, of the sun's rays which act most

forcibly, it is the blue rays (known

scientifically as actinic) which pro-

duce sun-stroke, and that the red rays

(non-actinic) do not have any harm-

ful effect. Heat alone is not in-

jurious, as is evidenced by the fact

that persons can stand high tem-

peratures in Turkish baths and stok-

ers stay for long periods in boiler

rooms without injurious effect. But

heat, together with sunshine, often

results in disaster.

The Cellular Clothing Co., of Lon-

don, Eng., have, therefore, produced

a line of underwear specially made
from a dyed red fabric, not a bluish

red, but so carefully selected a color

that only the red and orange rays are

allowed to act upon the body. It
:
.s

claimed that wearers of these gar-

ments are able to work with the hot-

test sun without inconvenience or ex-

periencing any ill effects.

The idea of using red garments to

counteract the sun's rays should com-

mend itself to many who have to pur-

sue their duties in the open sunshine.

THE LATEST FALL FASHIONS.

In the hope that it may prove use-

ful to those members of the trade who
are not in close touch with Paps
fashions, The Review is giving a brief

summary of a booklet full of special

information. This booklet is written

by the manager of Debenham's Paris

house.

The prevailing idea for Fall is the

"Directoire," but not in the extreme

stvles that came out in the summer.

The skirts of tailor-made gowns are

not so wide, and are carried up fairly

high in Princesse style in front. Over
this is worn the long Directoire coat,

cut away in front, with high collar

behind, and very large revers, yeither

with or without a fancy vest. The
new note is the skirt of plain cloth

with the coat of rich Ottoman silk

sometimes matching in color, but

more often with the coat of black.

Ribbon sashes or girdles make a

smart finish for the waist. Plain tailor-

ed gowns are remarkable chiefly for

the very much smaller sleeve. Navy
coating serges, plain cloth, chevron-

effect cheviots, coarse ribbed cheviots

and some stripes and checks.

The newest shades are Vieux
Rouen and Sarcelle, both blues, pru-

nelle, elephant and Havane.
Black braids, both plain and fancy,

are very much used, and many satin

buttons used. There is also a good
deal of soutache gimps and cords.

Soft Satins, Cashemire, de soie and
soft, clining materials, are most used
in the development of dressy gowns.
The linings are always satin.

Paris is using silks extensively. Ot-

tomans, coteles, satins and cashemire
de soie are freely shown in all the

model houses. The new blues, greens,

greys and helios are seen everywhere.

The newest shade, however, is capu-
cine or nasturtium. Satins and cashe-

mire de soie gowns will be worn with

coats to match of Ottoman.

WATERPROOF COATS.
The National Rubber Co.,, of Can-

ada, Montreal, are making a hit with

their lines of ladies' and men's
waterproofs in new materials. They
show an extensive range at prices

from $7 to $9. They have added con-

siderably to their range of silks and
satins in rubberized garments.

STANDARD CAP CO. MOVING.
The Standard Cap Company, tha

office and factory of which, since the

big fire, have been located at 569

Queen St. west, Toronto, is now re-

turning to 12 Front St. west, the

premises formerly occupied. In this

new location the company will have
more space for carrying on the manu-
facturing operations; increased space

demanded by the expanding business of

this concern. Customers from outside

the city will appreciate the availabil-

ity of the new premises and all dry

goods merchants visiting the city are

invited to call on this firm, when they

will be shown the newest models in

caps of all description. With the

improved manufacturing facilities af-

forded in the new premises the com-

pany will be in a better position than

ever to fill orders satisfactorily.

SOME AUTUMN SUGGESTIONS.

The W. R. Brock Company (Limit-
ed), of Toronto, desire to call the

special attention of dry goods buyers
to their large and well-assorted stock
of hosiery, gloves and underwear,
which the cool weather creates a de-

mand for.

They have always made a specialty
of these three lines, recognizing their

immense importance to a dry goods
merchant's success.

In worsted hose, '"Hustler," to re-

tail at 25c; "Noxemall," with double
knee and foot, to retail at 50c, both
2-1 ribs, have no superior for weight,
wear or value.
In cashmere hose, "Brockbest," 2-1

rib, and "202," plain, for 25c lines,

and "Llama" plain cashmere for re-

tailing at 50c, lead the trade.

In underwear, "Lilly," in white,

and "Ombre," in mottled, for 25c
lines; "Pearl" and M Devaney" for 50c

lines, hold the fort against all com-
ers.

Brock's smallware department is

quoting for October "cut prices" on
elastics, pins, hair pins, agate but-
tons, wool yarns, and other staple

lines of smallwares.

In the fancy goods section they
have just opened up for the approach-
ing Christmas trade, new trillings,

Christmas ribbons, veilings, New
York novelties in collars, tourist and
nested trillings, side and back comb
novelties from New York, including
the new ribbon-comb, plain and fancy
barrettes, etc., etc. "Cant-Slip"
hair rolls, cushion loops, initial, hem-
stitched and fancy handkerchiefs in

silk, cambric and linen, some put up
in quarter and half-dozen boxes of

great variety.

October is the jnonth for fancy knit-

ted goods. Brock's always keep a
good assortment of desirable and
much-sought-after lines, suitable for

infants, maidens and mothers. You
should see their new "Tokscarf," one
of the Winter novelties, being a com-
bination of wool toque and scarf. An-
other novelty is their knitted wool
coat, called "The Olympic," in white,
grey, navy and cardinal.

W. R, Brock & Co. 's men's furn-

ishing department report a lively de-

mand for men's leather mitts and
gloves, lined and unlined. In the

glove department they are showing
two lines of special value in men's
lines Mocha to retail at 75c and $1

;

also an extra good line in men 's

heavy wool-lined leather mitts, with
comfort cuffs. A special line of men's
muleskin mitts to retail at 25c is

being shown at present.

A lot of men's tweed top shirts, in

a variety of patterns, are being shown
to retail at $1. As these goods are

about 50 per cent, less than regular
prices, and there are only about 100
dozen in all, these will not last long.

Special values are being shown in

men 's elastic rib shirts and drawers
to retail at 75e and $1. These goods
will bear inspection and comparison.
A lively demand is being experienced

for men's coat sweaters. This de-

partment is showing a very complete
range and two new lines recently

added to stock will be found excep-
tional value. Dandy cardigans are

reported in stock again. This is the

best value in the trade to retail at $1.
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HOTEL DIRECTORY.

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMJOA

Thli house is pleas* ntly »nd conveniently lo-

ated on the East side of Queen Street. The
cooms are bright and cheerful, Every attention

rapid to guests. Billia.-da ana Pool. Hot una

i old water baths. A. MSNickhl Prop
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TOWER HOTEL«f5||TowH
BRITISH 30IANA.

This flrst-class hotf Lis most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest i,nd healthiest part of the

city. Five minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, am near to all principal publio

buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spaoious

Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.
Blectrio light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietress,

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to til per week.

Open Nov. Close* in May

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port of Spai", Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For rates, ect.

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,
29 Broadway New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paisley, Prop

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS* HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 15 J Toronto St. , Toronto.

406 Temple Building, Montreal.

$10,959.99 Collected!

That's the amount we've collected
for clients during the past year

—

our first year in business. In May,
1 907, we handled 140 new claims. In
April, 1908, we handled 425 new
claims. No wonder our clients are
satisfied. They have the proof of our
collecting ability.

Let Us Cure Your Slow Collections.

The Beardwood Agency

313 New York Life Building

MONTREAL

manufacturers' agents Condensed Advertisements

S. W. STEVENSON & CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANT8

TORONTO MONTREAL
55 Yonge St. 42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone Main 7130 Phone Main 4843

Cable Address, " MACKER," Office 51 1 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturers
desiring 1 ve, up-to-date representation in the

West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building

LEGAL CARDS.

ATWATER, DUOLOS & CHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.C. , Consulting Oounse
for City of Montreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Hour
N. Ohaurin.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

TO' ONTO
Representing : Cornwall & York Cotton Mills Co.,

Ltd., Cotton Goods. St. John N.B ; Paris, Wincey
Mills Co., Flannels, etc , Paris, Ont ; John Bright &
Bros, ltd., Carpets, etc., Rochdale, H.ng ; Wm.
Clark * Sons, Canvas, Hollands, etc , Upperlands,
Ireland; Albert Godde Bedin & .. ie., » hitfons,

Laces, etc , Paris.

DIECKERHOf F RArF-LGEh &. CO.
OF CANADA LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

4 I St Antoine St. 400 Hammond Block
Toronto— 154-160 Wellington Street W. cor. Simcoe

Street— Head Office.

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces, Tailors'

Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts.

Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

Cable Address Phone Main U58
'Kingsons, Toronto"

W. P. KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, BLANKETS, Etc

74 YORK STREET - TORONTO
Canadian and Foreign manufacturers' lines

solicited on favorable terms.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports

to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

WHOLESALE HOUSES.

i^JO

ATERSPN
LIMlTtO

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Good

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY.

When writing advertisers

kindly mention having seen the

advertisement in Dry Goods

Review.

ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.

per word first insertion, and lc. per word for

subsequent insertions.

Cash remittances to cover cost mnsf accompany
all advertisements. In no case can this rule be
overlooked. Advertisements received without re-

mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in oar care to be forwarded,

5c. mast be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100 words, each issue, one year $15

50

25

six months,
three months.
one year
six months. .

.

one year

PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT

KEEP POSTED. -The leading authority in
Canada on Groceries and food products Is

THE CANADIAN GROCER. Important trade
conditions generally discussed every week. Price
$2. 00 per year.

THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-
cause each issue contains a strong list of

original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the world's periodical press is too valuable to
overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stands. Be'ter still, send $2 'or one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

ADVERTISING WRITERS and business men ia
terested in good printing should subscribe to
Canada's only printing trade paper, THE

PRINTER AND PUBLISHER. Subscription
price, $2 per annum. Address, 10 Front St. E.,
Toronto.

COMPLETE information on books, stationery,
fancv goods, music, photo suppliesand kindred
lines is given each month in THE BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER of Canada. Subscrip-
tion price, $1 per annum. Address, 10 Front St.
E., Toronto.

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK -Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co., Limited. Office, No. 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work
manship, business methods.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED in every town and village, a represen-
tative to take charge of the circulation of our
various publications :— Hardware and Metal,

Canadian Grocer, Financial Post, Plumber and
Steamfitter. Dry Goods Review, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer. Canadian Ma-
chinery, and Busy Man's Magazine. Good finan-
cisl standing and business connection a strong
recommendation. Just the position for a retired
business man for his spare time. The MacLean
Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto.

AGENTS WANTED-Calling upon the retail
trade to handle the productions of a high-class
lace and novelty house. An interesting line

for any agent with good connection amongst high-
class retailers. Address. Laces, care DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street, E.C., London, England.

ADDING TYPEWRITERS write, add or sub-
tract in one operation. Elliott Fisher, Ltd.,
129 Bay Street, Toronto.

TT PAYS FOR ITSELF.-Themoneyyouarenowx losing because you haven't a National Cash
Register would pay for one in a short time. The

National Cash Register Co.. F- E. Mutton, Cana-
dian Manager, cor. Yonge Street and Wilton Ave.,
Toronto, Canada.

TO LEASE IN HAMILTON
A Block of 3 most Central Stores, on
busy side of South James* Street, only
four buildings away from corner of
King and James Streets.

M. A. PIGOTT, Hamilton, Ont
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Occasionally advertisements are inserted in the paper after the index has been printed. The insertion of the advertis-

er's name in this index is not part of the advertising order. The index is inserted solely for the convenience of readers.

Accountants' Lin,Ltoi>

Alaska Feather & Down Co.

Alexander, A. J

Ascher Bros

Australasian Draper

B
Busy Man's Magazine .

Bach. R. C
Barry, W. H., & Co
Beardwood Agency

Berlin Robe & Clothing Co. .

Bell Telephone Co
Belding, Paul & Co
Boulter, Waugh & Co
Boxer, Reg. N., Co
Bradford Dyers' Association .

British-America Assurance Co.

British-American Dyeing Co.

Brock, W. R., Co
Brock & Paterson

Burnley, Thos., & Sons, Ltd.

Butterick Pub. Co., Ltd

Brophy-Cains. Ltd

Burnet & Temple

B. V. D. Co

Calico Printers' Assn

Canadian Underwear Co
Carter-Crume Co., The. Ltd. ...

Chipman, Holton Knitting Co.

Clatworthy & Son
Clinton Knitting Co
Clouth, Pike & Co
Cosbie, R. H
"Craftana"
"Cravenette" Co
Claflin, H. B., Co

HI

126

107

118

inside front cover

88 91

141

11?

106

134

45

16. 24 131

141

5

53

15

4

121

72

123

43

63

45

63

11

74

67

124

92

D
Debenhams (Canada) Limited

Deacon Shirt Co
Defiance Button Machine Co.

Delfosse & Co
DieckerhofF, Raffloer & Co. ...

Dominion Textile Co
Dominion Wadding Co

E
Eagle Knitting Co.

Ellis Mfg. Co
Empire Mfg. Co. ..

105

125

14

41

141

70

14

131

Pairbairn, Rhys D
Fiberloid Co., The

84

123

Fownes Bros. & Co 91

Garland, John M., Son & Co 6

Gipe Carrier Co 35

Globe Suspender Co 125

Granby Mfg. Co 74

Greenshields Limited 1, 2, 68

Graves, Jackson & Wright 8

Gnaedinger, L., Son & Co 115

H
Hardaker, J. T 82

Harris & Co 82

64

Hewson Woolen Mills .. 62

Hirshson, L., & Co 7*

Hitchcock, Williams & Co 83

Home Pattern Co., The 25

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co
inside back cover

Hotel Directory 141

I

Irving Umbrella Co 68

Ishikawa, K., & Co.

Jaeger, Dr., Co
Japan Trading Co
"Jay Finish" Underwear

K
King, John, & Son
King, W. P
Kleinert, I. B., Rubber Co

L
Labrousse & Cie

Ladies' Wear. Ltd
Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

Laurentian Whitewear Co
Law, Russell & Co
Legal Directory

Lennard, S., & Sons
Liddell, William, & Co
Luxfer Prism Co

80

77

131

141

9

93

43

94

7

141

61

74

42

M
McCall. The D., Co 21

McCall. The. Co 21

Macdonald, John. & Co outside back
cover

Mackinlay & Co
Mackinnon Cloak Co
Merchants' Mercantile Co.

McRae & Walker

Metropolitan Bank
Milbradt Mfg. Co N .

Miller Mfg. Co
Morris. Chas. N.. Co

14

94

141

141

8

43

125

104

N
National Rubber Co.

Nicklin. J., & Co. ...

"Old Bleach" Linen Co. ...

Otis-Fensom Elevator Co.

Oxford Knitting Co

9

45

62

Palmenberg's Sons, J. R 35

Paquet, The, Co., Ltd 108

Parker, R., & Co inside front cover

Peck, J. W., & Co Ill

Peerless Underwear Co
Penman Mfg. Co
Perrin, Freres & Cie

Perry, J. B., Knitting Co. .

Pewny's Kid Gloves

Philips, J. & M.. & Co. ...

R
Reinhardt Varieties Co
Reliable Silk Waist Factory

Rosenwald Bros

Ross. G. R., Co
Rumpp, C. F., & Sons
Ryan, Robt., & Co

12. 81,

77

98

5

14

77

123

Sanderson's, Ltd 92

Shetland Shawl Co.. The 135

"St. George" Brand Underwear 61

Smith. J. Sproule 141

Stanfields Limited

Stauntons Limited

Stevenson, S. W., & Co.

"Success" Collars

Swift, Copland & Co. ...

Standard Cap Co
Stewart & McDonald
Smith & Kaufmann
Sanderson's Ltd

Wreyford & Co.

67

133

141

3

117

124

13

89

78

Toronto Show Case Co., Ltd 36

Thornliebank Co., The 54

Turnbull, C, Co.. of Gait 64

w
Watt & Shapiro Mfg. C
Watson-Foster Co
Watson Mfg. Co
Weir Wardrobe Co
Western Assurance Co. ...

Williams, Walter, & Co.

Wilkins. Robt. C

i S9

129

53

42

8

67

inside front co^er

"Wolsey" Underwear 64

124

Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co 3i

Young Bros.

8 Zimmerman Mfg. Co. 59
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Established

1791.

The
Test

of

Time !

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, Nainsooks, Cambrics, India Longcloths, Etc.

See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge.

Sheetings, Ready-Made Sheets (Plain and Hemstitched)
See Horrockses' Name on Each Sheet.

Flannelettes of the Highest Quality.
See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.
LIMITED

PRESTON.

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers,

MANCHESTER. LONDON, ENGLAND.
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To the Trade October, 1908

Cram's Prints
are

Better Known
Throughout Canada Than Any Other

For Spring Season, 1909, they have made a new departure

in the Canadian Trade, by printing, besides their Standard

Cloth, a Cloth " Stamped " that we will show at 10c. per[yard

to compete with any British Cloth in the market.

Crum's famous cloth, printing and finishing, is known

throughout the world for superiority. At our price it is second

to none and superior to many that are being offered.

The only difference between Crum's two cloths is in the

weight of cotton used, in every other particular they are the

same. In both cloths our range of patterns are larger and

more attractive than ever.

We therefore ask for an inspection of our values and pat-

terns before placing your orders for Spring Season, 1909.

Our travellers will call upon you shortly with a full range

of samples.

We solicit, through them, your esteemed orders.

jJdfann MaedtenaaM Ss, C®Dg

TORONTO
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MacLean Publishing Co.
Limited

Office of Publication

10 Front St. East, Toronto

Montreal Winnipeg

London, England

Single Copy, 25 cents Peryear, $2
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jVLaking

Unsalable

Stock

Salable

Our ability to transform the old, the

soiled and the unsalable goods on your

shelves into bright, new, salable stock,

makes these works of distinctive value to

every dry goods merchant and milliner.

The stock may be shelf-worn, faded

from door and window display, or perhaps

it's a line of goods of unsalable shade.

It matters not to us. We'll dye these

fabrics to a shade, and finish them in a manner that'll practically

make them as new goods from wholesaler or manufacturer. Lead-

ing merchants in all parts of Canada are among our customers.

Dyers and Finish-

ers to the Trade. R. PARKER & CO.
787-791 Yonge St.,

T O RO NT

6

The Nicest Line of

GIBSON LACE COLLARS
ever shown, to retail at 25c, 35c. and 50c.

NOW IN STOCK

in white and ecru.

Send for a few sample dozen.

You will be pleased.

See us when you are in (own.

R. C. BACH
146 St. James Street

MONTREAL, - - QUEBEC

Our Vancouver Branch will be open by

Nov. 15th with a complete stock of Laces,

Embroideries, Collars, etc. Largest and

best stock on the Coast.

ROOSTER BRAND

BEST MADE

Overall Leaders
Blue and Black Denim

to Retail at 75 Cents

White Drill for Painters

to Retail at 50 Cents

Double Bibs Double Stitched Double Stays

Riveted Pockets Snaps on Wrist

Adjustable Buttons Patent Sockets Full Sizes

Samples upon request.

Robert C. Wilkins
Montreal
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Before

Stock-Taking

(November 30th)

We have a number of clearing

lines in all departments to offer at

special prices.

Spring goods will soon arrive, and

we want to make room for them.

It will be distinctly to your ad-

vantage to visit our immense ware-

house during this month, or see our

travellers' samples. We can offer you

splendid values.

GREENSHIELDS, LIMITED
MONTREAL

Hleasc mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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West of England Broadcloths

Light in weight,

Strong in texture,

Soft in handle,

j

Drape and hang well.

These cloths are woven on Priestleys'

English looms, and they use only the

Best Worsted and Australian Wool.

They have the

Priestley Unspottable Finish
which is highly lustrous and permanent.

For the prompt delivery of duplicate

orders we carry always complete lines

of black and staple colors, and stock

(in the gray,) in Bradford, from which

the fashionable colors of a season can

be quickly supplied.

Broadcloths, Silk W^arp Henriettas, Voiles,

Mohairs,
" CRA VENE TTE" Cloths,

JVorsteds, TVoolens, Etc.

|

GREENSHIELDS LIMITED
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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WHY WEAR SILK LININGS ?

The Radiant Sheen on

Opaline
Surpasses Silk

Equal in Appearance and Superior in

Wear to Silk, at Less Than Half the Price

The 'Queen' says

:

"Opaline is unquestion-
ably the best thing of
the kind yet produced."

This beautiful article will be found suitable for Dresses, Blouses, Children's Wear,

Foundations, Skirt and Curtain Linings, Cushions, Cosies and decorative purposes

generally.

It is especially adapted for Outside Wear, as the silky touch and appearance do not

wash off. and the color is as fast as cotton can be dyed.

PALETTE
SATEEN

IS THE CLOTH FOR THE MILLION
While not so Fine in Texture as "Opa-
line," it is Equally Silky in Appearance .

The name "Opaline" B.D.A., or "Opalette B.D.A." is stamped on the Selvedge every two

yards. Ladies are requested to insist on seeing stamp when purchasing.

MANUFACTURERS

J. & IM. PHILIPS & CO.
Manchester, England

Millm, TEAN and CHEADLE Branch, 20 CHEAPSIDE, LOHDON

CANADIAN OFFICES
211 Lindsay Building 611 Empire Buildings

St. Catherine St. West Wellington St. West

MONTREAL TORONTO

Please mention The Rcviczv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE STYLE
AND

THE STAPLE
Occasionally, but not often, a fad
graduates into a staple. When it

does — depend on it — there exists

unusual merit.

But—-when any article reaches ihe
staple ranK and Holds its style stand-
ing, it must possess merit extra-

ordinary.

SucK is the position to-day of

B.D.A. Mohairs

And Here are tHe reasons "why:

Style to-day demands brilliant lustre,

lig'Ktness of weig'ht and faddish Paris

coloring's and patterns in a dress
pattern.

B.D.A. Mohairs possess each.

The staple must have wearing' -worth,

-wide adaptability, season to season
utility.

B.D.A. Mohair embodies these qualities.

Bradford Dyers'
Association

of Bradford, England

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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"0# Meacf)''

Art Table Damasks
The "016 TBlCHCl)" Linen Co. are now making Table Linens of

unsurpassed beauty of design, made of Flax of the ' highest quality

Bleached on the Grass by the sun's rays, giving them wonderful strength

and a pure and beautiful finish, which is absolutely permanent.

Trade Mark on all "016 3Blearf)' linens.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET, TORONTO

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

UNSHRINKABLE WOOL

NDERWEA
LADIES'

Combinations fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
"STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GARMENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every genuine JAY FINISH Garment.

Wholesale only -

Messrs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

THE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWE
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

f(l) 1

J

I 11 || 1

In[iy
l£

*S£>a*3i«ai»Z»»^ PATENTEDftEOlSTEREO^^S^Sa^^CJS^,

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

EVERY NET

Reg'd Trade Mark

NOTE THE TIGBT BAIR at tbe bnllom of (he Net which

GUARANTEED

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net
Miir. int Hum mm al the bnllom ol the net vtbiih i, • i i

when placed over the forehead, forms a Deal "Bag" shape, ODluinanie.
keepioi! the froal dressing of hair "Tidy " whilst allowinc

ample fulness.

A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with orders (or one gross and upwards,

RnCFMWAin RRHC LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also of popular Hair Nets,
IMJiJIjII 11 1\LjU nnUJi) Hair Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents tor Canada

:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd., cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts. TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

are made in

SIX SHAPES and TEN SIZES
The best KINDS are FEATHERWEIGHT, GEM double covered, ONANDOFF and JUNO

^-i ^

DOUBLE COVERED

FOR 95 YEARS, "QUARTER OF A CENTURY,"

DRESS SHIELDS
have been in use and by all tests proven to be the best. They are the lightest, whitest
and softest Dress Shields made. They are absolutely impervious and can be washed
and ironed without injury to the shield.

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO., TORONTO

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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WAREHOUSES : 69 to 74 Si. Paul's Churchyard, 43 lo SO Paternoster Row, 1 to 8 London House Yard.

MANUFACTORIES i Warwick Lane and Paternoster Blddv

Mantle, Costume and Millinery Manufacturers
ST. PAULS CHURCHYARD

LONDON, ENGLAND
Telegrams-"CHURCHYARD, LONDON,"-A.B.C. Code. Telephone—No. 1 62 G.P.O. Central.

Represented by Mr. A. W. Cliffe, Central Quarters, Windsor
Hotel, Montreal, from Oct. 1st to Dec. 10th and from March 31st
to June 20th. Our representative carries samples of Ribbons , Laces,
Nets, Chiffons, British and Foreign Dress Goods, Printed Cotton
Dresses, Silks, Velvets, etc., in the latest, novelties.

CANADIANS, WHEN VISITING LONDON, are invited to inspect the
above departments and our Showrooms for Mantles, Costumes,
Ladies' and Children's Millinery, Felt Hats, Flowers, Feathers,
Maids' and Children's Costumes, Underclothing, Curtains, etc.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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A Chance

for a Bright Clerk

The Dry Goods Review wants the services

or a dry goods clerk, witn experience in all

departments or a general dry goods store,

especially furs and ready-to-wear garments.

Such a Young JVLan

must nave some nign school education, be will-

ing to make his home in Montreal, start at a

fair salary, and make his work his ambition.

Both Editorial and Advertising VVork among

manufacturers and wholesalers will he his duties.

If you think you re the man for the position,

apply, by letter only, to

Dry CjoocLs Review
232 McgHfl St., Montreal

This is an illustration of another

"-^S" SAFETY
PIN

'bade mar*

ENGLISH
MADE

SAJONIC

Size 3

NICKLED STEEL DUPLEX in 7 Sizes

Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

J. NICKLIN & CO., Birmingham, Eng.

Male Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

A CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Call or send for samples of our work.

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

63 East 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Paton's Scotch

Boot and Shoe
Laces :'• :• :'•

Cotton Thread, Wool, Silk,

Leather and Porpoise Hide,

giye your customers satis-

faction.

Paton's Name on every box

If you have not stocked this

line it is worth while to get

samples and prices.

Paton's Linen Threads

Lack a Quality Rival.

Church Brand
Needles'

They are indispensable to

your store.

Your wholesaler has them.

Ward's Coronet Hardash,

Red and Blue Label.

Unequalled in quality and

price.

Sole Agents (or Canada :

Geo. D. Ross & Co.
72 Bay St., TORONTO

142 Craig St. West, - MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Established 1832 CjJBLE JlDDRESS: LaW—Bradfora

Spring- 1909

(REGISTERED)

These goods are rolled on special boards and stamped

"LAWRUS" every five yards.

Panamas and Tricots
in the Latest Weaves

Plain and Fancy Worsted Suitings

Unspottable Finish. Exclusive line, "Alexandra," "Sweedena" Finish

Cravenette Showerproofs
We are showing a most exclusive line in these Fabrics.

Mr. Haley will be at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal,

and the King Edward Hotel, Toronto, September,

October and November, with a complete collection

of the above Fabrics.

Law, Russell & Co., Limited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

Bradford and London
Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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WHITE HEATHER

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Baldwin's 2nd Quality

BALDWIN'S

BEEHIVE

BEEHIVE

yj

AND
REGISTERED

Baldwin's Best

WHITE HEATHER)1

ARE THE BRANDS FOR

L

KNITTING-WOOL SPECIALISTS
THEY ENSURE A READY SALE
Through leading Wholesale Houses. Samples, free on application, from:—

J. & J. BALDWIN & PARTNERS, LTD. j£_M & Co
HALIFAX, ENG.ESTABLISHED 1785

MONTREAL & TORONTO

Established 1874

35-37 Noble St. E.C.

LONDON, ENG.LABROUSSE & GIE.

Paris, Grenoble, Prague

THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS
Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE HID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representative.

HAROLD F.WATSON, 207 st. ja^s st. Montreal

wESTERN Incorporated

1851

ASSURANCE
• • COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE
.

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income lor 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE &. MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,

D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.

Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W, B. Meikle, General Manager! P. H. Sims, Secretary

CAPITAL ^- $1,400,000.00

ASSETS ff- • 2,162,753.85

LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

THE METROPOLITAN BANK
Capital Paid Up,
Reserve Fund and
Undivided Profits,

$1,000,000.00

$1,241,532.26

We

Solicit

Your

Account,

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Drafts linught and sold.

Letters of credit issued.

Collections promptly attended to.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
open at all branches.

Interest allowed on all deposits

of one dollar and upwards.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Stewart & McDonald
(Export) Limited, Glasgow, Scotland

—^Spring, 1909—
Our Canadian representatives are about to

wait upon you with Spring samples of :
: :

:

Dress Goods Silk Woollens

Prints Ribbons Linings

Muslins Laces Carpets

Cottons Parasols Linoleums

Linens Hosiery Lace Curtains
;tc.

We take this opportunity of advising West-

ern buyers that at Vancouver we have opened

a branch warehouse stocking all staple European

goods as well as those of Canadian Manufacture.

Canadian Representatives :

MONTREAL TORONTO VANCOUVER
Allan S. Bain J.H.Johnston Jas. Thomson & Sons
61 St. Sulpice St. 64 Wellington St., W. 34 Cordova St.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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BURNLEY'S WOOLS
The kind that's advertised

Burnley's Wools and Knitting Yarns are being made known to your
customers by the largest and most judicious advertising newspaper
campaign ever given to Knitting Wools and Yarns in Canada.

Better get a stock now — Your customers want Burnley's Wools.

The.

KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.

Vanty1ard
Reg? s%^

Knitting
Wool v KNITTING WOOL

They are the product of over 150 years' experience, represent un-

questionably the best value, and pay you the best profit.

Samples, sales helps, and particulars from our agents. Your wholesalers can get these lines.

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd.
j

Canadian Agents

Manufacturers of Knitting Yarns for over 1 50 Years. | \j * 1Y1* VsllOPltOil €jL DlO«
GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND \ 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL

These brands represent the batting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They come in big batts that open out

into strong sheets of even thickness.

Id pays you to sell these brands.

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
£r CO Dry Goods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia :

1906

Canada Other Countries Total

Cosies, Cushions, etc. £ 495 £ 154 047 £ 154.542

Curtains 190 87.675 87.865

Fancy Goods 313 279,452 279,765
Piece Goods, Cotton

and Linen 11.894 3,297.724 3,309 618
Flannelettes 1,688 251,965 253.653

Boots and Shoes 4.951 114,(i03 118.954

Rubber Sand Shoes 2,319 47,998 50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing: Offices

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Special Announcement

Closing Out Staples
We are closing out the Domestic Staples such as White and Grey Cottons,

Sheetings, Pillow Cottons, Sheets and Pillow Cases, Tickings, Denims, Cottonades,

Shirtings, etc., and Men's Underwear.

The balance of these lines must be sold during November.

See samples with our travellers, or visit the warehouse for special low prices.

November Inducements
By reason of stock-taking the end of this month, we are anxious to clean up

many odd lines. This offers you the opportunity of obtaining seasonable merchandise

at marked savings.

SPECIAL LINES FOR XMAS TRADE. Ask for samples of Silk Hand-
kerchiefs to retail from ioc. up.

H8o—Embroidered spots. 947, 949, 950, 951—Picture hand-

H81 - Embroidered, scalloped kerchiefs to retail at from 2 for

and hemstitched edge. 5c. up.

H83 — Embroidered and hem-
stitched edge. 1593 — Motto handkerchiefs to

H87— Hemstitched. retail at 5c.

H88- Hemstitched cross bar.

H98 — Embroidered scalloped J21—Fancy bordered handker-

edge. chiefs to retail at 5c.

A big range of Japanese Drawn Work, Cluny, Muslin and Battenburg

Doilies, Shams and Runners.

»

We shall devote our attention to making other departments

leaders in their respective lines, viz. : Dress Goods, Silks, Linens,

Linings, Wash Goods, and all piece goods that are used for Ladies'

Wear, Laces, Embroideries, Gloves, Hosiery, Underwear, Small-

wares, Fancy Goods and Notions.

BROPHY- CAINS, LIMITED
VICTORIA SQUARE, MONTREAL

Wholesale Dry Goods Quick Shippers

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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"Lei the Light ofWisdom Guide

You to the Warehouse o< Qualify"

Our Dress Goods Department is showing an exquisite collection for Spring. Clinging Fabrics will be

most prominent. Samples of these materials, specially selected from European and Foreign Markets^

are in the hands of our Travellers, who are fully posted with all information re the "Trend of Fashion,"

and will wait on you shortly for your inspection of the range. Ask to see our

Duchesse Satins Regie Directoire

Duchesse Venetians Rishi Directoire

Piece Dyed Worsteds Satin

Regina, Queen ot Fabrics

Combination Cloths for Separate Coats and
Skirts a New Creation

FOR SUMMER, 1909
We recommend Suitings ; Linens in plain colors ; Stripes and
Checks in Satin Stripes, Piques, Repps, Branksome and Broo-
Iands Cloths, and Directoire Suitings. A Special Shrunk Finish
is a feature of the above cloths.

Foulard Directoires, Satin Finished Directoires,

Woven, Colored Striped Vestings, White, Plain

and Fancy Muslins and Madras Cloths.

Special Values in ENGLISH ZEPHYRS. Excellent Range of PRINTED MUSLINS

THE "GEMARTER" PRINT
We control for Canaua the sale of the celebrated "GEMARTER" Print. The best

10c. line of English Print offered in Canada. Made of the best quality of yarns,

AND THE ONLY PRINT DYED WITH THE IMPROVED DISCHARGED INDI-

GO BLUE. Guaranteed FAST COLORS, and absolutely perfect after washing

Every piece stamped "GEMARTER." This will give the consumer confidence in

your values.

WE ARE SHOWING THE FOLLOWING SPECIAL LININGS

Perlee Fancies

Bracklinn Fancies

Tis-ent Silk

Soie Beatrice

Antoinette Stripes

Radiant Brocades

Heatherbloom

Alyte Sateens

nbination Coat and Skirt,

Ray-de-ant Sateens

Our Range ot ART SATEENS and FINE CRETONNES ARE EXTRA SPECIAL. SEE THEM

Brophy-Cains, Limited
Victoria Square, MONTREAL

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS QUICK SHIPPERS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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(/united)

Stock-Taking Sale

During the month of November

all small lots in every Department

will be put on sale to close out

lines previous to stock-taking.

The best time in the year to

Visit Our Warehouse
to secure bargains.

/ auji' mention The Review to Advertisers and their 1 ruveiers
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Canadian Drygoodsmen and Their Methods

§ «#>* -

'
» V

Interior View of the Department Store of McLaren & Co., St. Catharines. Note all the Light, the Plan Adopted
in Shelving Women's Underwear, Linen-Covered Stock Boxes being Used.

Solving the Advertising Problem in Niagara Peninsula

Special Trade Excursions From Adjoining Towns a Feature of the Publicity Work
of McLaren & Co., St. Catharines — Effect on Business of Neighboring Towns.

The Niagara Peninsula has been so well connected up

by means of trolley lines that exceptional shopping and

marketing facilities are there afforded rural communities.

The larger stores have not been slow in taking advantage

of this improvement in communication.

The striking instance in the case is that of the de-

partment store of McLaren & Co., St. Catharines. In

equipment, stock and methods this store reflects modern
ideas. Its fiOth anniversary was celebrated in July last.

Believe in Advertising.

The firm does business on a cash basis. They declare

that no other plan has ever suggested itself as promising

more satisfactory results. They are, moreover, firm be-

lievers in advertising. One of the greatest problems, in a

city situated as is St. Catharines, is advertising. How to

apply the yearly appropriation of $5,000 or $10,000 for

that purpose in order to obtain the best results, requires

careful consideration.

The firm employs an advertising manager who not

only knows his business, but is thoroughly familiar with

the district. While the newspapers of St. Catharines and

of the district are the mediums through which McLaren
& Co. conduct their heart-to-heart business talks, they

also go in for large color display posters in the interests

of their line of men's ready-to-wear clothing, and the ad-

vertising man always follows up the bill poster to see that

he has not been dipping his brush into the firm's cash
box rather than into his paste pail.

Trade Excursions.

There is another form of advertising, however, which
has, so far, given distinction to McLaren & Co. 's publicity

work in the Niagara district. The extension of electric

railways in every direction has given them opportunity
to run, with advantage, special trade excursions from
Niagara Falls, Welland and intermediate points. These
are brought on after strong advertising campaigns, in

which the newspapers of the different places share. Spe-
cial rates are arranged with the railway company, but the

excursionists are not required to buy. They sign a register
at the store in order to secure their return coupons, but
there is no understanding that they must be ladened down
with bundles from McLaren & Co. ere they start upon
their home journey. They visit the store, however, and
the store has the goods.

Therein lies the application of the advertising prin-
ciple. When people who have the purchasing inclination

are confronted by values that have had a speaking signi-

ficance through advertisement, for several days previous,
they are there for a purpose. That proved to be the case
on the occasion of the last excursion over the Welland
division of the N. S. C. & T. Railway.

Fourteen hundred people made "McLaren's" their

objective point. A fifteen-cent rate had been secured. The
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regular return fare from Welland is 60 cents., and from

Fonthill 40 cents. The store was crowded all day, and

the most interesting- picture was that formed by the re-

turning shoppers as they crowded into the special cars

for the return journey. It certainly had all the signs of

a sound advertising proposition.

Special Bargains.

'

' In connection with our excursions,
'

' said Mr. Robert-

son, manager for McLaren's, "the plan we adopt is to

introduce some special bargain in each department. We
do not apply hot-air methods of advertising to deceive

the people into the belief that they may buy out the

entire store at a 'trifle below cost.' The point is, to make
plain, clear-cut value statements, and live up to them.

We discourage the impression, if such exists, that these

excursions have as their object the unloading of a lot of

cheap trash. It would be folly to bring people to town

and then send them away dissatisfied.

Keeping up the Standard.

"Care is always taken to see that high-class goods are

not made to suffer on these occasions by low-grade dis-

play. In one of our windows we showed a very rich line

of carpets, in another we placed an exceptionally fine ex-

hibition of velvets, while the third we used for an as-

sorted array. This plan serves to preserve the store's re-

putation for quality, and, at the same time, serves to

illustrate popular range."

McLaren's advertising zone is not restricted by the

international boundary line. Through the newspapers of

Niagara Falls, N.Y., they keep the people of that city

well posted with reference to goods, such as woolens,

which they can purchase to advantage in Canada. This

plan is, of course, adopted by merchants generally along

the border, but when McLaren's not long ago arranged

an excursion from Niagara Falls, Out., they advertised

the cheap rates on the American side of the river, and not

without results.

Other Stores Alert.

Do neighboring stores in St. Catharines reap any

benefit from the McLaren excursions'?

Some inquiry was made on this feature of the situa-

tion, and it was learned that while McLaren & Co. make
up the difference to the railway company between the re-

duced and regular fares, other firms are not slow to do

advertising throughout the district, offering special store

inducements to excursionists.

This development has suggested to the dry goods sec-

tion of the St. Catharines Board of Trade, the advisabil-

ity of setting apart a special excursion day in which all

of the stores would not only have equal opportunity, but,

at the same time, share in the outlay attached to it. What-
ever may come of it, the attitude taken by some of the

merchants seems to stamp these excursions as "good busi-

ness."

Making Departments Pay.

The men's and boys' ready-to-wear and furnishings

department is one of the most important of the seventeen

constituting the McLaren store. The firm recognized long

ago that in a city of 15,000 people, a men's wear depart-

ment must be strongly specialized. To that end they

equipped a separate store and placed there a stock that

measured up to requirements.

The average man seems bewildered when he finds it

necessary to hunt down his particular department from
the midst of what seems to him a puzzle of other depart-

ments. His preferences are the guide-posts to the success

of t'he department. McLaren & Co. saw this and the plan

they adopted is working out to perfection.

The delivery system of the store is an advertisement

in itself. McLaren's rigs have been seen at every Fall

fair in the Niagara district, and they have carried off

prizes, too. The distribution of yard-sticks to the agri-

cultural community is a feature which works in with this

method of advertising. The firm's rigs make regular de-

livery trips into the country, and, following the trade

excursions, handle all of the big bundles.

Wide Awake Merchandizing.

The James D. Tait Company's store, St. Catharines, is

now under the management of A. M. Stobie, formerly of

the traveling staff of E. J. Dignum & Co., Toronto. He is

a successful dry goods man of long experience. This fact

is evident from the appearance of the store itself. The
display windows are used to advantage in backing up
quality standards, the arrangement of the counters and
of the stock is on a plan which facilitates shopping and
assists purchasing decision, while the general store policy

is suggestive of wideawake merchandising methods.

The fur department, at this time of year, is being

strongly specialized. It has been made one of the strong-

est features of the store.

"Keep what the people want," has always been the

aim at Tait 's, and under Mr. Stobie 's management that

purpose has been kept well in view.

Combatting Large Bargain Houses.

The dry goods store of Inksater Bros., St. Catharines,

is one of a number through which outside encroachment

upon home trade has been successfully combatted.

They keep the goods in the Garden City, and give the

people values which are just as satisfactory as those

offered by large bargain houses. ,

When people have the ready cash it is their privilege

to shop where they please.

Inksater 's is a cash store—has been ever since it

started. There are not many exceptions to that plan of

conducting a dry goods business in St. Catharines. The
system has been successful because the merchants are

careful to have the stocks which hold the trade. Mr.

Inksater declares that to be one of the great essentials

—

that and careful study of conditions enforced by the

city's location. The business of the store has had a

steady growth.

System, Simplicity and Cash.

There is a saying that the most effective speeches have

been made in monosyllables, and John Madill, of the dry

goods firm of Madill & Anderson, St. Catharines, believes

that to be a good working plan in the framing of ad-

vertisements.

"Advertising pays if you go about it in the right

way," said Mr. Madill. "The conversational style is

best. There are ads which contain nothing but words,

words, words. People know better these days when they

see an advertisement stating that one merchant has a

monopoly of the best values. That's all nonsense. Keep
faith with the public. Help them to buy right. You
would be surprised at the number of orders we receive

over the 'phone simply as the result of our ads.

On a Cash Basis.

"This is all the credit business we do," said Mr.

Madill, producing a small file holding about a dozen slips.

"Goods leaving the store must either be paid for at the

time or have the "o.k." of either member of the firm.
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Experience has proved that this plan is deeidedly tlie

best.

"System and simplicity go hand in 'hand in business as

111 everything else, and on such a basis the cash plan fits

in satisfactorily. It removes many vexatious questions

and enables the merchant to have complete control of his

business. In these days, that is very important. In my
opinion, the cash basis is becoming a more pronounced
feature of Canadian business than ever. Where it cannot

be adopted absolutely, the idea is to get as near to it as

possible."

Remnant Sales.

Discussing the plan he applies in conducting remnant
sales. Mr. Madill stated that generally he adopted a

uniform price, say the lowest in a line of goods ranging
from 25 to 50 cents a yard. The loss, he found, was
hardly worth considering and the sale, carried out on the

exact basis explained in advertisements, brought people

to the store.

"We believe in re-arranging the store as frequently as

possible—say twice a week," explained Mr. Madill. "This
plan helps us to make the store attractive to every per-

son. Our idea is to send our customers away pleased.

That is one of the essentials of store diplomacy. We
endeavor, as far as possible to make that a characteristic

of our staff.

Welcome the Infantry.

"If we had room here I think we would have a play-
ground in connection with the store for the children. We
never require that baby carriages be left on the pavement
outside while mothers do their shopping. The infantry
are always welcome, and we can always find room for
them without inconvenience to shoppers. There are some
merchants who seem to begrudge the space that a go-cart

takes up in a store. We endeavor to give them accommo-
dation."

Busy to Good Purpose.

It is Mr. Madill 's opinion that a revival is slowly de-

veloping in trade. The firm anticipated the period of de-
pression and slackened up in their buying. That this

course proved wise was evident in succeeding weeks when
there was a serious falling off.

The Madill & Anderson store has been considerably
enlarged within recent years, and the future may see
further extensions of an important character. The firm
contends that it is not wise to allow capital to become
dormant; it is liable to breed business apathy. The
primary aim in business, they say, is to keep moving

—

and that to good purpose.

Effect of Trade Excursions.

While the dry goods merchants of the town of Welland
are almost unanimous in the opinion that store excur-
sions, such as those arranged by McLaren & Co., of St.

Catharines, must draw a considerable amount of patron-
age from their own customers, they state that the effect is

not so serious as might at first be imagined. It is an effect

so indirect as to be hardly perceptible, and they further
declare that, all things being equal, they can make shop-
ping in Welland so attractive that there need be little

fear of the large stores in outside places.

So far as transportation facilities are concerned,
Welland, with its 5,000 population, has particularly ad-
vantageous situation. Six lines of railway and the
Welland Canal run through the town. It is a remark-
able fact that sixty-seven passenger trains run in and
out every day. Several large industries have located there
within recent years. Merchants do not hesitate to predict

thai Welland is destined tn become one of Ontario's most

important industrial centres.

Some i ilhs ago I he N. S. & T. electric line was com-

pleted to a point on the Welland River about one mile

from the heart of the town. A 'bus line is the accommo-
dation for that one mile, the fare being ten cents each

way. The return rate between Welland and Font'hill, the

centre of the farming district, is 20 cents, so that a pas-

senger from that place would have to pay exactly 40

cents if be completed his journey by 'bus, or 30 cents if

he took the ferry across the river and walked the remain-

ing distance.

Merchants Handicapped.

Now, the fare between Fonthill and St. Catharines

is only 40 cents, and, in that case, the car sets the passen-

ger down at the store he wishes to patronize if he is a

shopper. That is where the Welland merchant finds he is

handicapped. While the electric line is in some respects

Save this Slip tor Reference!

It Will Save You Dollars at

McLaren's Big Store
In ST. CATHARINES

Special Bargains for the Benefit of Excursionists To-Day

:

Won j

BSc. >-day

i Glo

ref 7.V lod
60c

ss. regular 60c,

..36c
Preach Ki.,1 nod Suede Gloves, reg. $1,00

and tlM. to-day 00c
Children's Cashmere Hose. reg. 30c to

46c. to-day . -vi. 26c
Women's Plum CasBtn.re Hose. «k to 60c.

to-day 36c
Silk Moreen Underskirts, reg 96.00. to-

dav *306
Women's Knit Cotton t'odcrvesU. special

10c and I2^c
Cotton Underskirts, reg. $1 10. to-day.. 79c
Cotton Nightgown* reg. $1 00. to-day ..89c
t_olton Dowers, reg 60c. to-day IV
Very Special Soap Bargain — livday 60c

6c worth of Stationery, to-day only 16c
Black Arroute. Granite Cloth and San Toy

Drew Gou is. reg. tl 60 per yard, to-

Black Taffel
08c

i, reg 76c per yard,
60c

reg 6tk per yard, lo-

Fifty-sj. light

*l 00 $1.26 a.
Women's Umhrell
tlirlV Umbrellas, special to-day 60c
Celebrated Packard Shoe fol Men. regular

ti 110 and MM, to-day *2 9.'.

Women s American-Made Shoes, reg *3.00
l.i H.00. to-day...- $2 66

Boys' Sboev it-g 1 1 SO to day tl 19
reg 91 26 to-day-
rated I

pnw
spec.

10c

lusb Damask T»l

f va Lies 11 76 iod $2.00 to-day SI 26
-,. irs U 21. od 02 60

,r, Kill* ind n U: t2 '25

v.,
, L . *3 Oil •2 60

VI ues 04 00 •3 00

Rajnc .- i reg #10 00iu-O.t .46 06
l Coat*, very

rtyll 1, ,(,,:, ,.

ts i'ual i i with
$8 60

nsbion. regular

S-l 9fi

Fancy Chios

Fancy China

to 60c,
....26c
o $160,

o$12 00 to-day |8.S
Dinner Sets, one or two pieces mining

reg.$13 60 and $14 .00 io-day . $8
The latest style Beady Tnromed Hats, ol

ne«v. to-day - $3.0.

reg. 36.00. to-day .$30
Sideboard, reg. $20.00. to-day $15

;
$22 00. to-da.

bbon. reg.

(

Dresden Kibbon. i

Dresden Ki

Corset Cover Embroidery, at one-third off.

to-day. per yard 10. 22. 28. 20. and.. 32e
Inlaid Linoleum, regular 75c per yard, to-

rn
loth, regular <6c sq. yard.

38c
Cloth, reg 30c today, per

30c. to-day

Carpet, regular 10c.

Japan.-* M.,lhng. reg. 26c to 30c. to-day.

peryard 10c

English Tapestry

Wni.l ( ;irpet. C. C, reg 80c today
reg tl 60 i i tl.76,

•ISO

IN THE MENS STORE
n'i Bib Overalls. Smocks lo match, reg
75c, to-day. per garmeot C&

n's rrcmsers. regular $1 60 to $2.00 to

$1.30
regular $12 00 to $'6 00,

to-J iv .... $8.06
Men's blue and black Vicuna Suits, regular

$12 60. today tO 16
Men's Topper CoaLs, reg $10 OO and $12.0

MensTw

Boy)
n-il.iy ..$7.«

! $2 6Oa»d$3 00
$100

z6c. to-day ..10c

13c to-day, per

* Negligee Shins reg tlOO to-day ,60c

s Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers, re«
!5c, to-day. per garment 1ft.

s Braces, reg. 26c per pair, to-day. per
-air 16c

McLaren ®. Co., Limited
ST. CATHARINES

Copies of the Above Ad., Containing the List of Specials, Were
Distributed by McLaren & Co. Among the Excursionists.

beneficial, the temporary terminus is so situated that
country people are placed at some inconvenience. They
find it just as cheap to go to St. Catharines.

When the electric line spans the Welland River and
enters the town, it will equalize conditions somewhat. The
bridge is now being rushed to competition.

Seek an Equal Footing.

"What are the merchants doing to offset these excur-
sions?" was the question asked of David Ross, of the
Ross Company, one of the oldest dry goods houses in the
town.

"The matter has been referred to the Board of
Trade," he replied. "I understand they are endeavoring
to make terms with the railway company whereby Welland
will be placed on something like an equal footing with St.
Catharines. That being done, I see no reason why the
stores here should not be able to hold their own. In fact.
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it might be possible for us to do something in the excur-

sion line ourselves."

The large Buffalo stores, are, of course, strong bidders

for trade from Welland. They, too, offer special rate in-

ducements, the plan being to remit the railway fare when
the purchase reaches a certain amount. This works out

well, particularly in Summer time. In the Winter, when
woolen goods and furs are in demand, the leakage is not

so noticeable, as the Americans find it impossible to com-

pete in those lines. Welland is not so fortunately situ-

ated as is Niagara Falls, Ont., in order to enjoy the give-

and-take relations which apparently exist between border

cities. The alleged laxity of vigilance on the part of cus-

toms officials, is, therefore, a much discussed topic, and a

memorial to the Government is proposed, asking that

there be an investigation of existing conditions.

Insult to Injury.

"Why, just a few days ago," said a merchant, "a
man dropped in here with a pair of shoes which he had
purchased in Buffalo. They hurt his feet, and he had the

nerve to ask me to stretch them for him. Local tailors

have even been asked to remodel garments which had just

been brought in from the other side. It looks like heaping
insult on injury."

Hung Up the " Cash " Sign.

All save one of the Welland dry goods merchants do,

business on a limited credit basis. The exception is W. G.

Pauter & Company. The argument sometimes used in

justification of a credit business is that it serves as an
anchor to a customer's patronage, and that firms long

established find it difficult to break away from the credit

system.

Panter & Co. put up the "cash" sign when they open-

ed their store a few years ago. In spite of predictions,

the sign has never come down.

"Our contention is," said Mr. Panter, "that, if the

people have the money to shop out of town they should
also be able to do the same for their home merchants.

Our business has always been just so good that we have
never considered it advisable to change. We are satisfied

with results. Our policy is to attend strictly to our own
business. I am on hand from the minute the door opens
in the morning until it closes, and I do my own sweeping
out. It pays to give your personal attention to every
detail as far as possible.

"We don't know whether we lose much business or

not, but this is the only dry goods store in Welland that

closes at six every evening, save Wednesdays and Satur-
days. .The others keep open. There are larger stores

than ours, but I doubt very much whether there are stocks

any cleaner."

W. D. Ross, whose dry goods business is only in its

infancy, as compared with others in Welland, is about to

introduce the cash plan upon his removal into new quar-
ters at an early date.

"I have tried the other plan," said he, "and now I've
decided to see how the cash system works out. The
change may cause a little trouble at first, but when I

make the announcement I will endeavor to live up to it."

Making Carpets Pay.

David Ross, of the Ross Company, discussing the
credit system adopted in his business, stated that long
years of experience had made him thoroughly acquainted
with his customers, and that, therefore, he found it pos-
sible to apply a limited time plan satisfactorily.

The Ross Company has probably the largest floor space
of any dry goods establishment in Welland. It has ex-
ception! Uy fine window display areas.

Some years ago the store was practically doubled in

size. The ready-to-wear, fur and carpet departments are

on the second floor.

"I do not believe in giving the carpet department the

most secluded position in the store, " said Mr. Ross. "It
can be made one of the strongest selling lines if given

proper attention."

The carpet department, therefore, occupies half of the

floor space on the second floor, and care has been taken

to have the position well lighted.

The piece goods are stored in shelves, while the squares

are kept in convenient rolls at one end of the depart-

ment.

Mr. Ross is of opinion that a cut order carpet busi-

ness is hardly feasible at the present owing to the prob-

lems of delivery and measurement, and the additional ex-

pense entailed.

Groceries and Dry Goods.

The R. Morwood Company, of Welland, are dry goods
merchants as well as grocers, and Mr. Morwood states

that so far as business is concerned the two departments
mix well. They occupy adjoining stores, and the general

plan is one that lends itself advantageously to a strong

country patronage. A ready-to-wear department is lo-

cated on the second floor.

"We didn't notice much difference," said Mr. Mor-
wood, when asked as to the effect of outside trade excur-

sions upon business. He believed that given the oppor-

tunity, the merchants of Welland could hold their own.

Berlin's $20,000,000 Store.

One of the events of the past month in Berlin, Ger-

many, was the opening of the colossal new department
store called the Passage Kaufhaus, which is the first at-

tempt in the history of German merchandizing to intro-

duce the system of privately-owned* separate departments
managed under one central, directing authority.

The new store is the creation of one of Berlin's

youngest merchant princes, Otto Markiewicz. It repre-

sents an investment of $20,000,000 and is destined to be-

come one of the show places of the Kaiser's capital.

The store's main architectural feature is an immense
dome in the middle of an arcade, rising to the majestic

height of 165 feet, which will be brilliantly illuminated at

night.

The Passage Kaufhaus represents the most modern of

merchandizing ideas which Herr Markiewicz could dis-

cover both in Europe and America, and includes numerous
new "kinks," which he thinks exclusive to Germany.

New Companies Incorporated.

Robert H. Fairweather, Agnes Fairweather, Jessie H.
Fairweather, Francis M. Clancy and Isabella J. Fair-

weather, of Toronto, are the provisional directors of Fair-

weathers, Limited, incorporated with $300,000 capital, to

take over the business now carried on under the firm name
of J. W. T. Fairweather & Co.

F. W. Thorold, Mertie E. Parmenter and T. A. Silver-

thorn, of Toronto, are the provisional directors of the

Colonial Wall Paper Co., Limited, which has been incor-

porated with a capital of $50,000, with head office in

Toronto.

C. W. MacLean and A. B. MacLean, of Montreal; F.

W. Benn, of Flushing, N.Y. ; G. W. Nelson, of Cambridge,
Mass., and C. A. Duclos, of Westmount, Que., have been
incorporated with $75,000, as MacLean, Benn & Nelson,

Limited, to carry on the business of wholesale and retail

merchants, with head office in Montreal.
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Ascertaining Net Profits in a Departmentized Store

Basis for Apportionment— How to Close the Books so as to Arrive

at the Year's Actual Financial Results— Comparison of Departments.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington

From our last issue we ascertained the gross profit on

trading for each of four departments, to be as follows:

Dept. A—Gross profit, $6,500; sales, $29,000.

Dept. B—Gross profit, $3,000; sales, $29,000.

Dept. C—Gross profit, $6,000; sales, $25,000.

Dept. D—Gross profit, $12,000; sales, $47,000.

In the case of Dept. A the gross profits amount to

22.4 per cent, of the sales.

In the case of Dept. B the gross profits amount to

10.3 per cent, of the sales.

In the case of Dept. C the gross profits amount to

25 per cent, of the sales.

In the case of Dept. D the gross profits amount to

25.57 per cent, of the sales.

How Departments Compare.

It will be seen at a glance that Department "B" for

some reason or other shows up very poorly as to gross

profits. While the turnover is just the same as in Depart-

ment "A," the profits (gross) are only about one-half.

This condition of affairs should be thoroughly investi-

gated, although it may be that it is impossible in this

department, owing to the peculiarities of a certain sea-

son, to advance the goods over and above a

certain percentage, and that it has been absolutely neces-

sary to cut prices right along owing to competition or

other existing conditions. In this case it rests with the

merchant to consider whether or not it is advisable to

discontinue such a department.

Then, again, it may be that it costs very little to run

this department as compared with other departments in

the way of help, store space, etc., and it may be absolutely

necessary to carry such a department for the sake of

general business, whether it is a paying proposition or

not. I remember quite well discussing this point with a

merchant in a town of 3,500 or so, who has a store divided

into say four or five departments; the question of a cer-

tain department being a paying proposition, came under

discussion, and we put the question to him: "Does this

department really pay?" His answer was that it did not

show any profit, but that it was really essential for his

general business to maintain the department referred to.

We have wandered somewhat from our discussion,

but these few remarks may not be amiss.

Ascertaining Profits.

With the results already obtained, we will endeavor to

ascertain the net profit of each department and the total

profit for the proprietor at the end of his financial year.

From the expense accounts the following amounts are

obtained, viz.:

General Expense Accounts.

1. Rent and taxes $ .S50

2. Insurance 300

3. Heat, power, light 450

4. Postage and stationery 150

5. Delivery 450

6. Office expense 1,500

7. Sundry expense 250

Other divisions and headings may be necessary, but

for the purpose of illustration we will use these amounts,

and apportion these general expenses by the following

journal entries, viz.

:

Dept. A—Dr $200

Dept. B—Dr 250

Dept. C—Dr 245

Dept. D—Dr.- 155

To rent and I axes—Cr $850

(Being proportion chargeable to each.)

Dept. A—Dr $75
Dept. B—Dr 75

Dept. C—Dr 85

Dept. D—Dr. 65

To insurance account—Cr $300

(Being proportion chargeable to each.)

Dept. A—Dr $110

Dept. B—Dr 120

Dept. C—Dr 130

Dept. D—Dr 90

To heat, power, light account—Cr $4-">0

(Being proportion chargeable to each.)

Dept. A—Dr $40
Dept. B—Dr 30

Dept. C—Dr 40

Dept. D—Dr 40

To postage and stationery—Cr $150

(Being proportion chargeable to each.)

Dept. A—Dr $100

Dept. B—Dr 100

Dept. C—Dr 100

Dept. D—Dr 150

To delivery account—Cr $450

(Being proportion chargeable to each.)

Dept. A—Dr $300

Dept. B—Dr 250

Dept. C—Dr 350

Dept, D—Dr 600

To office expenses—Cr $1,500

(Being proportion chargeable to each.)

Dept. A—Dr $60
Dept. B—Dr 75

Dept. C—Dr 75

Dept. D—Dr 40

To sundry expenses—Cr $250

(Being proportion chargeable to each.)

(To be Continued in December Dry Goods Review. 1

A despatch from London states that Sir Roper Leth-

bridge attacks the Chronicle for declaring that the pam-

phlet headed "Death in Clothing" was an attack on Bri-

tish woolens. He says it refers to a quality of the ^oods

that would be dumped on the Canadian market from the

disease-infected slums of Warsaw and Konigsbera;, which

are often honiblv verminous as well as infected.
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THE GENERAL MANAGER of* one of the most prosperous dry goods stores

in the United States (name and address on request)—a store that has

been handling McCall Patterns for six years—called to see us last week.

After he had transacted his business we took him through our establish-

ment, from the tenth floor to the basement. He was astonished beyond measure.

When he reached the sidewalk, he said :
"1 have passed your building several

times and always had the impression that you occupied only one or two floors.''

This is why he was astonished.

We occupy every square inch of this big building, with over 10,000

square feet on each of its eleven floors.

On the tenth floor is our Cutting Department.

On the ninth floor is our Folding Department.

On the eighth floor is our Daily Order Department.

On the seventh floor is our Monthly Order Department.

On the sixth floor are our Designing, Art, Grading and Editorial Departments.

On the fifth floor are our Subscription and Advertising Departments.

On the fourth floor are our Main Offices— Accounting, Filing, Typewriting,

Cashier, etc., etc.

On the third floor is our Shipping Department.

On the second floor are our Composing Room and Color Printing Plant.

On the first floor is our Magazine and Fashion Sheet Printing Plant.

In the basement are our magnificent Electrical Plant and Paper Storage Rooms.

We have the most perfect pattern organization in the world. We work as

a unit—devoting our untiring efforts to the making of the most stylish, simple and

accurate patterns in existence, and to the issuing of handsome and practical

Fashion Publications—with what success may be judged by the fact that

(1) There are more McCall Patterns sold in the United States than of any

other make.

(2) McCall's Magazine has one million subscribers— 250,000 more than any

other woman's publication in the world.

(3) McCall Patterns and publications are handled by nearly nine thousand

Dry Goods and General Merchants, many more than handle any other

pattern.

If you want to handle the most simple, the most accurate, the best selling

patterns in America, handle McCall Patterns. They are in a class by themselves.

Our recently established Toronto office and factory—the largest and finest

of its kind in the Dominion—enables us to offer Canadian merchants the same

advantageous terms, prices and service United States merchants enjoy.

Write for terms and samples. No obligation incurred except to consider our offer. Address, Main Office,

THE McCALL COMPANY
The Leading Paper Pattern House of America

236 to 246 West 37th Street, New York
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO. CANADA

NOT IN THE TRUST NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER HOUSE
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Monthly Review of the British Markets

There is an increasing activity both in the

wholesale and retail trade.

Reduction of postal rates between the United

Kingdom and 'the United States has resulted in a

largely increased mail-

Indications are that London prices for wool will

be reduced to Bradford levels.

Manchester distributing houses are doing a good

business, although in the retail trade the strike is

beginning to be felt.

London, Oct. 27.—In Eng-

land, as in Canada, a colli

snap is being eagerly looked

for by the drapery trade.

Both in the wholesale and

retail trade there is increas-

ing activity, and this would

undoubtedly have been more
marked had il not been for

the bright, sunnnerlike wea-

t her. which, from an Au-
tumnal trade standpoint; is

nut so desirable. The greater

number of the wholesale

houses are decidedly optimis-

tic over trade prospects.

The general export trade is improving, though much
of this is due to the preparations in progress for Christ-

mas business. Good orders are coming to hand from New
Zealand, and an improvement i9 noted in Australian busi-

ness.

H. Tomlin, one of the chief directors of Dr. Jaeger's

Sanitary Woollen System, met with a serious accident re-

cently. Mr. Tomlin was motoring near Seven Oaks when
the accident 'took place, and though unconscious for some
days, was, according to

_
the latest reports, now slowly

recovering.

The reduction in the postal rates between the United
Kingdom and the States has resulted in a largely in-

creased mail. The new rate is a uniform one of Id per
ounce, instead of 2y2& for the first iy2 d for eanh additional

ounce. This change applies to letters only, there being no
alteration in t'he rates for post cards, papers, etc.

The raw silk market is quiet, but prices are firm. Re-
ports from Lyons state that the Winter crisis is now over,

and that hopes of a return to normal conditions may now
be entertained. Business in that great manufacturing
centre beginning to look up.

It is estimated that Yokohama has sent to Europe
7.800 bales, against 14,800 at the same date lasi year Ex-
ports from the same centre to the United States have been
larger than either in 1907 or 1906.

Bradford.

At the time of writing Woolopolis is speculating as to

the outcome of the present series of London sales. There
is no doubt about the fact that Bradford never quite

reached the values established at the last series of sales, and
it remains to be seen as to whether London prices will

be maintained or wool values there be reduced to Brad-

ford figures.

Indications so far point to the latter event taking

place. So far only very best merinos and cross-breds have

maintained the last sale's rates, other kinds being down
fully 5 per cent.

There is a very large attendance of German and
French buyers, and the largest contingent London has

ever known is here from the States. It is in the manu-
facturing branches that the weakness occurs, and the

absence of demand here is making buyers cautious.

Bradford always does more business for the Spring

and Summer seasons, and there are already indications

that the coming year will prove no exception to this rule.

Prospects are good in this direction, particularly for better

grade fabrics.

Manchester.

In spite of the troubles through which the big Lan-
cashire industry is now passing, Manchester distributing

houses are doing a healthy business. In the retail trade

the effects of the strike are beginning to be felt.

At present there seems to be no prospect of an early

settlement.

Raw cotton sales from day to day are of small size, but

the course of the market is being carefully watched. Esti-

mates of the present season's crop are coming to hand,

its size being placed at from I2V2 to 14 million bales.

In the present situation Lancashire is only a very limited

consumer, but when the dispute is settled, a possible re-

vival is anticipated.

The scarcity of yarns, owing to the strike, is causing

many mills to shut down.

Nottingham.

Though some sections of the Nottingham trade are full

of orders—that is, those firms that make nets, etc.,

and neck ruc'hings—there is little doing in the town's

staple industry.

Ernest Jardine, of this town, has purchased the house

at Kemton-Mandeville, in which Henry Irving was born,

and intends to preserve it as a memorial of the dead actor.

Irish Notes.

Business in the linen trade continues to improve.

Though orders received are not of great size, immediate
delivery is invariably asked for. This, in some descrip-

tions of goods, is impossible to be given. There is a better

tone to the trade in the States, and not only are new orders

coming to hand, but deliveries against old contracts are

asked for. Spinners are also receiving numerous small

orders.

Scotland.

The improvement in linens is extending to the Scotch

centres, and a proposal to further shorten the working
hours has been voted down by fully 75 per cent, of the

firms in the Spinners' and Manufacturers' Association.

There is more doing in the tweed industry, but the out-

look for the future is not particularly bright.

The floor cloth and linoleum business is picking up,

and hopes are held out that matters will further improve.
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The Prevailing Optimism.

October was a hopeful month in the dry goods and

apparel trades. Manufacturer, jobber and retailer patron-

ized weather prophesies and were willing to give the

slightest cold snap all the credit that it was entitled to.

A few days of frigidity early in the month served to

nourish the growing optimism. Back to the vicinity of

Summer heat the mercury went once more, but the im-

petus previously gained was sufficient to prove that the

buying inclination is well rooted, if the weather will only

make it seasonable. Be that as it may, Fall fashions in

dress goods and millinery have not gone in strongly for a

waiting game.

The advent of another season—and a fastidious one at

that—brought the retailer a brisk demand in those de-

partments of apparel which reflect up-to-the-minute styles,

although heavy Winter lines showed no pronounced move-

men:. All things considered, the pace acquired by the

early Fall trade in many important divisions has mea-

sured up to reasonable expectations. There have been

periods of greater prosperity, but they had more buoyant

antecedents. A vigorous stride is developing which is in-

dicative of a slow but sure return to the normal swing.

Jobbers state that Fall sorting has been exceptionally

good—so good, in fact, that the demand threatens to ex-

ceed the supply. Throughout the entire trade business

foresight was captained by unusual cautiousness, and

should there be an actual shortage in certain lines, there

will be no one to blame. The manufacturer, jobber and

retailer negotiated the period of depression on the same

basis, and they understand each other all the better. The

rush now apparent is one result of the lack of anticipa-

tion. Conservatism is still a feature of Spring placing.

but the strong feeling is that once there is a fair get-

away in the Fall trade, the succeeding season will receive

full consideration.

The growing demand for higher grades in almost every

department of the trade is regarded as a healthy sign, and

while prices are easier, this tendency does not seem to rely

upon that fact solely, for its explanation. The easing-off

has particularly affected the lower grades. Veteran mer-

chants express the belief that the past six months have

brought about a better appreciation of values, based on

genuine merit.

Payments have, on the whole, been good, and on every

side there appears to be every justification for the grow-

ing optimism.

Commission for the Woolen Industry.

The Canadian woolen manufacturer did not find his

cause as minutely considered by political leaders during

l lie recent campaign as he undoubtedly thought it de-

manded. With the return of Sir Wilfrid Laurier and the

Liberal party to power, however, the time for renewed

action seems to have arrived.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Manufacturers'

Association was productive of an occasion in which the

Premier clearly expressed his views with reference to the

industry and declared himself in accord with the pro-

p sal to send a competent commission to England, Ger-

many and other countries to study out the solution of the

problem. This, he said, provided that the Canadian

manufacturer made out a case for investigation. The

Premier further stated that an "expert business man"

had been, or was about to be, sent to England to ascertain,

if possible, whether changes in the tariff were necessary,

but if, after his report, il seemed desirable to have another

commission, the Canadian Government would be prepared

to act further in the matter.

Several discussions of the Canadian woolen industry

and the general merits of the demand for more protec-

tion have since occupied the attention of the press in

England and Canada, some writers belittling and others

championing the ability of the Canadian manufacturers

to produce "the goods that the people want to buy," while

some pronounced upon the colonial preference idea as un-
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workable, and likely to cause bitter antagonisms between

the manufacturers of the colonies and those of the Mother

Country. One writer in the Textile World Record con-

cluded that only one of three things could happen. The

Canadian woolen workers can meet competition by sink-

ing to the English level under free trade. The Canadian

woolen industry can disappear, the operatives seeking

other occupations. Or Canada can impose adequate pro-

tective duties on imports of wool goods and thus make

wool manufacturing possible and maintain the American

standard of living in the Dominion. The controversy re-

calls an interesting piece of gossip which has come down

from the last colonial conference, but which has not

had general circulation. It seems that the pro-

posal was made by a Canadian representative, though

apparently informally, that in return for a more advan-

tageous entry of Canadian wheat into the British market,

the Canadian woolen industry be taken over by the

Dominion Government with the ohject of establishing a

competitive basis which would facilitate the preference to

British goods. Nothing, however, came of the proposal.

The woolen men ask that the question be submitted to

a commission. That seems a reasonable proposition. In

this way the problems which have been the subject of

more or less acrimonious discussion may best be ap-

ppraised. Considered from every angle and in all its

bearings—from farmer to consumer—the matter will

receive the benefit of the thorough deliberation which is

undoubtedly its due.

It may be found necessary to ascertain, once and for

all, whether climatic conditions are adapted to the full de-

velopment of such an industry, and the investigators must

require conclusive evidence upon the question as to whe-

ther manufacturers are having their industry measure

up to required efficiency. It would be well that the ruling

on this latter question, no matter what the finding, give

some attention to the necessity, in a young country ambi-

tious for industrial excellence, of the fullest possible en-

couragement to technical education. The development of

a country depends upon its ability to follow up and en-

large upon pioneer effort. That is one of the original

sources of inventive inspiration. The education of young

people along lines which must fit them for this work is

of paramount importance.

" Private " Cost Marks.

Have you a cost mark which every one of your clerks

and half of their friends in town know the key to? In

a great many stores the cost mark used is a very simple

one. and easy to decipher. The same mark has possible

been employed for years, and with clerks changing, new

salespeople coming and going, in time the eosl mark be-

comes known to a considerable number of persons outside

of the store organization, and information which in the

first instance was designed to be private, is available to a

wide circle of persons, many of whom are not especially

friendly to the store.

In many cases, and particularly on staple goods upon

which the profit is invariably small, there is not as much

necessity for a cost mark which clerks cannot decipher,

bul a live, wideawake merchant frequently buys lines at

a price which enables him to rnake a profit larger than

that obtained under normal conditions He has a perfect

right to reap the benefit of his shrewdness in buying these

goods and taking advantage of the circumstances existing

to increase his profits, and at the same time give his cus-

tomers good value.

It is not desirable, however, to give an opportunity for

a "gabby" clerk to say possibly to a chum or at home,

"Gee, but 'the old man' is making a big profit on that

last lot of wrappers"—or whatever it may be. The remedy

is to have a cost mark on such purchases that is in reality

"a private mark," one to which possibly he and his head

clerk alone know the key.

There is a possibility of a merchant giving his clerks

too much information about the details of his business.

A Force in the Business World.

The trade paper is the medium that introduces the

new things to the retailer who serves the interests of the

consumer, and in this way is the greatest commercial

force known. An order from one retailer is worth many

orders from individual consumers. The dealer buys in

quantities and sells single pieces, thus advertising

through a trade paper; while it docs not produce num-

erically as many returns as general advertising, each

individual order represents a quantity and steady buy-

ing. Every retailer represents on an average 300 con-

sumers, so it will be easily seen that business secured

through a trade paper is the most profitable, most ex-

tensive and most to be desired of any.

The trade paper is the best booster that the sales-

man of to-day possesses. No matter whether a man is

on the street, or on the road, or behind the counter, the

trade paper is working for him night and day. Tt .
is

inspirational and is a medium of expression for his views

and for the interohange of ideas. It helps the road man

because it introduces his goods to the prospective buyer

before the sales nan gets to him. In this way it lessens

his task and prepares the way. It keeps the retailer

posted and abreast of the times so that the salesman

has less trouble in finding a middle ground on wl ic'i to

meet him. It boosts the men who do things and helps

them both with their employers and their customers.

It. is the great force that puts the new- ideas, the new

things, the new thoughts before the retailen, jobber co-

manufacturer in condensed and crystallized form and

which has built up this great fraternity of men engaged

in manufacturing, .jobbing, selling or retailing. Tt is the

cement that holds the husiness structure together, and

every man in business should be a booster for trade

papers in his line. A salesman cannot, go into a re

tailer's place of business anywhere without finding some

trade paper, and everybody should take advantage of

this and use it for all it is worth. The trade paper of

to-day is the greatest force in the entire commercial

world.
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Flat Rate of Business Assessment May be Evolved

Assessment Commissioner of Toronto, Discussing New Act, Believes That Personal Property Tax

Will Never be Revived— Future Development May Place the Burden Upon the Real Estate.

"It may be that time and public opinion will exert

their influence in fixing a flat rate of assessment, or it

may be that the Business Assessment by slow gradations

will entirely disappear, leaving the real .estate to bear

the burden."
This was the statement made by Mr. J. C. Forman,

Assessment Commissioner, of Toronto, in his address be-

fore the second international conference on State and

Local Taxation, held in Toronto on October 6th to 9th.

Mr. Forman 's discussion of the new Assessment Act will

prove of interest to business men throughout Ontario.

Mr. Forman pointed out that, prior to the operation of

the Assessment Act, which came into force in January,

1905, grave and general dissatisfaction existed with the

Personal Property tax.

How It Works Out.

"The Business Assessment, which took its place, was

a change radical in its nature and final in its result. For

instance, a retail merchant is assessed for the premises

occupied by him in his business at say $8,000. His busi-

ness assessment (where the population is over 50,000) is

25 per cent, of the said assessed value, or $2,000.

"His personal taxes, therefore, are levied on this

$2,000; he can, if he wishes, ascertain this himself by re-

ferring to the assessment roll, should he purpose occupy-

ing some store, and thus place himself in a position to

know the taxes chargeable against his business, subject,

of course, to any further increase in realty. He is not.

therefore, concerned at the approach of the assessor, he is

not called upon to submit a statement of his assets and

liabilities, nor is he asked any question whatever regard-

ing the particulars of his business. The assessor simply

enters his name in the roll and rates him as a retailer,

after which his business assessment becomes automatically

fixed.

"The same method applies to every other line of busi-

ness. It does away with the delving by the assessor into

the affairs of everyone doing business, although it is not

claimed that the new system is equitable from a basis of

wealth. In fact, it cannot be for the reason that a percent-

age of the assessed value of the land is taken as the busi-

ness assessment in l'.eu of the value of personal property.

Large capital is employed in small premises and vice

versa, but it has this effect, that no one escapes and all con-

tribute more or less to the burden of taxation.

Assessing Income.

"The change in the assessment of income is great, and,

as a revenue producer, is far ahead of any legislation here-

tofore granted. The result is that every resident of every

municipality in Ontario in receipt of income from other

than personal earnings, is liable to assessment in respect

of such income: thus, the dividends from all financial cor-

porations, such as banks, insurance and loan, and trust

companies, are assessable, and these companies are re-

quired by the Act to make and do make an annual return

of such dividends.

"No professional man escapes taxation, and no less an

amount than $100 shall constitute a business assessment.

"Machinery is given to the assessor to carry out the

provisions of the Act. Employers are to give or furnish

to the assessor the names, places of residence and wages,

salary or other remuneration of their employes.

Different Ratings.

"A question naturally arising would be. 'Why rate

some 25 per cent., some 50 per cent., some 60 per cent.,

and so on up to 150 per cent?'

"The answer is that in framing the Act and consider-

ing its effect on the different municipalities throughout

Ontario as a means of providing taxes, it was necessary

that its operation should provide at least as much taxes

as were collectable under the old Act. To prove this, sta-

tistics from 72 municipalities in Ontario showing the total

assessment of their real and personal property and in-

come were collected, and statements were obtained also of
the amount of taxes collectable from the merchant, the

manufacturer, the wholesaler and others, and the assessed

value of their real property, so that by applying the pre-

sent ratings, it was satisfactorily demonstrated that no
loss in taxation to any of these places would result.

"In the case of the wholesale merchant, land values

(In not reach the figures of the lands occupied by the re-

tailer, and are more normal in value. It is not necessary

t'ni- him to occupy the congested districts. He has very

hi rue capital and his rating of 75 per cent, on the value

of his premises will, as a rule, be favorable to him as com-
pared with taxes leviable on personal property.

'

' The rating of the manufacturer is 60 per cent. Gen-
erally speaking, he has large capital invested in machin-

ery and plant, which are exempt from assessment. His
promises do not demand anything in the way of special

architecture, hence his premises are economically con-

structed, but on the lines of solidity. In some branches

of manufacture the buildings are even lightly constructed.

It is not necessary that he be centrally situated, so his

land is lower in value.

"Such reasons were considered in fixing the different

ratings. That they may be disturbed remains to be seen.

Experience will point out the weaknesses.

The Substitute Preferred.

"As a substitute for the Personal Property tax, the

Business Assessment provided for in the Act, passed in

1904, by the Ontario Government, is so far in advance of

the former system that the assessment of Personal Pro-

perty, as such, will, in my opinion, never be revived.

"In conclusion, I beg to add that I have received from
many of our wholesalers, manufacturers and others, and

from the Secretary of the Retailers' Association, an al-

most unqualified statement of their preference for, I do

not say, of entire satisfaction with, the Business Assess-

ment as a substitute for the Personal Property tax."

The S. H. Knox Company's five and ten-cent store, in

Youngstown, Ohio, was destroyed by fire on October 1st.

Three firemen were burned to death by the collapse of a

roof.

W. W. Jermyn & Co., of Palmerston, are adding other

lines to their stock of fancy goods and china, and with

that object in view are taking in a vacant store adjoining.
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26 x 7,000,000

Equal to twenty-six times the population of Canada is the number of times this

TRADE MARK has appeared upon MAGAZINES, STYLE BOOKS and

PATTERNS in three years. ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY MILLION times has

this trade mark carried to AMERICAN and CANADIAN HOMES the story of the

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL PATTERNS. (Made in Canada.)

Concentrate the purchasing power of this TRADE MARK in your store by instal-

ling a LADIES' HOME JOURNAL PATTERN DEPARTMENT.

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
(Made in Canada)

The T. Eaton Company, Toronto

The T. Eaton Company, Winnipeg
Marshall Field & Company, Chicago

John Wanamaker, New York

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia

and nearly 3,000 of the LEADING STORES in the UNITED STATES and

CANADA carry The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns exclusively.

WRITE US NOW

THE HOME PATTERN CO 23 LOMBARD street,
l l 1L, 1 1W1V1L, l ^ l l L,l\l-N v>w., TORONTO, CANADA.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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"Men Who Sell Things
99

Do Not Permit the Dime to Obscure the Dollars— The Waiting Game in Salesmanship— Exercis-

ing " Soul Power" — An Intense Earnestness That is Magnetic— Wishbone Versus Backbone.

(Continued from October Dry Goods Review.)

A Jew minutes after the letter had been distributed, I

chanced to saunter down "Salesmen's Row," the name

the stock-boys had given the aisle that skirted their long

row of desks. My approach was unnoticed by a broup of

salesmen clustered about the desk of one of our •Sony

of Rest," who happened to have the distinction of l.eing

the ringleader of a small coterie of professional critics.

He was reading aloud to the others from my state-

ment, and had reached the part concerning the forecast

of the coming month, when he laid the paper down and

in a tone of withering sarcasm said, "Umph ! The idle

dream of an office man."
Catching the exclamation on passing, I wheeled and

squarely faced him. Perceiving me standing there for

the first time, he became confused. His eyes sought ihe

floor as he blurted out, "A fine letter, sir, and right to

the point. Hit the nail right on the head. Yes, sir. hit

the nail right on the head."

Six weeks later the man who led the force in point

of sales and general efficiency bustled into my office, just

in from his trip. Warmly extending his hand, he said in

tones of deep appreciation :

"That statement you compiled just before I left home
did the business. It helped me wonderfully. It was tough

work landing business this trip ; but on one occasion

when I had sweat blood with a dealer in my sam-
ple-room without being able to sell him, I pulled out

your letter and read it to him. Stamped as it was with

the authority of the house, it made an impression, help-

ing me to get some hard orders that otherwise I would

have lost. Send me that kind of stuff as often as you

get it out."

His att tude, coupled with that simple statement,

furnished the key to his success, namely, that he was
alert, and made use of everything that could possibly

contribute to his success in salesmaking.

A day or two later brought in the other man, the

leader of the Order of the Sons of Rest. As may easily

be imagined, he reported a poor trip. He had all manner
of excuses to offer for his failure. Failure and excuses go
together.

If such a salesman could only read what takes place in

their employer's mind when weighing the salesmen on his

staff, one against another, there would be at least a

slight hope of their being graduated from the Order of

the Sons of Rest, but their' untrained powers of calcula-

tion do not admit of their philosophizing so far.

Believing that the opportunity was at hand to arouse
Mr. S. 0. R. Van Winkle from his state of selling-leth-

argy, I asked him whether or not he had found the state-

ment issued by the sales department just before he left

of any use to him on his trip. He looked perplexed,

scratched his head, and remarked that he could not re-

member just what statement I referred to. There was
many statements issued. He thought he could find it in

his grip, where he carried all current mail from the

j

house ; he would look it up when he returned home that

t
evening.

"No matter. Let it go, let it go," said I. "It's too
late to use it now, but let me remind you that that little

piece of paper you misinterpreted to your fellow-sales-

men as 'An idle dream of an office man' helped one of our

men to increase by a goodly margin, while you have been

idling along in an atmosphere of self-satisfied self-effi-

ciency, which has amounted to nothing more than ineffi-

ciency."

The salesman who hopes to get on in the world comes
to know sooner or later that

Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much
;

W.sdom is humble that he knows no more.
The salesman who succeeds believes that his position

implies that the firm puts its trust in him, that it calls for

the best work in him, and that he should perform it to

the best of his ability. That is the only view that brings

any satisfaction to the doer.

The salesman who skimps his work not only runs an
excellent chance of being detected, but he is constantly

injuring himself.

The position of the salesman at the top of the sales

sheet may seem to be up-hill, but to the salesman on the

down-grade it only increases the opportunities of the up-

grade man to try to cheat.

No salesman ever built his house upon the sands but

some hurricane came along and blew it over. In this ago

of lightning-like business changes, who can predict when
the next hurricane will arrive?" When it comes to the

salesman it is better for him to be living in a secure place.

No salesman can tell to what test his salesmanship

will be put. It is better, then, to fortify himself against

the day of trial with true knowledge, so that no matter

what strain is put upon it, his professional skill will pass

through triumphantly and bring to him promotion and
honor.

The most selfish salesmen agree that it is poor policy,

if nothing worse, to cheat oneself. The best is none too

good to attempt.

It is sometimes necessary to have nerve enough to lose

some business, in order to gain the-best business that is to

be secured on your territory. A great many salesmen form
the practice in sales-building of holding a dime so close to

the eye that they fail utterly to perceive the dollars

beyond.

Self-restraint Brought Success.

One of the most successful salesmen of my acquaint-

ance employed the quality of self-restraint in his work on

ihe road to a marked degree.

At the time of my first meeting with him he was very

much east down because his house had intimated a desire

to let him go, for the reason that his sales did not seem

large enough for the territory he was covering—mostly in

large cities.

He related his experience to me, and his plan was one

of the most logical I have ever known ; but during the two

years he had been representing that house he had not been

able to secure their confidence to the extent that he could

frankly confide in them his plans for ultimate success.

We talked things over, and I encouraged him to persist

in his methods, maintaining that they were bound to win,

because, whether he knew it or not. he was working along
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highly scientific lines. I urged him to take his managers

more fully into his confidence, which he was shortly after-

wards able. to do through a fortunate combination of cir-

cumstances. And then I watched him advance, which he

did by leaps and bounds. To-day he enjoys an enviable

reputation for high-grade salesmanship in that very house

that wanted to let him out a few years since.

On first entering his territory, his plan was to look the

ground over carefully. He then commenced to build, al-

ways with an eye to the future. The prospect of imme-
diate sales failed to dazzle him, unless they were of the

sort that would make good timber for erecting his super-

structure as a whole.

When calling on the trade in a large city, it was entire-

ly foreign to his policy to jump right in and sell to every

dealer that had a Bradstreet or Dun rating that would

pass muster in the credit department. Instead, he cauti-

ously laid his acquaintance among a limited number of

the very best merchants and began by trying to secure

their confidence, and thus draw their sympathy largely to

himself and his house. He believed that the best way to

do that was not by selling them the largest possible bill

every time he had a chance, but by often selling them the

smallest bill possible.

Frequently on his return visits, if conditions were not

just right, he would not attempt a sale at all, preferring

to cement his relations by 'helpful suggestions, and other-

wise strengthen his position in their confidence.

in starting a new customer, he highly favored the plan

of selling merely a sample or "sorting up" order. From
the small vantage-point gained, step by step he followed

up his work, never permitting himself to betray a confi-

dence once reposed in 'him by overloading a customer.

He was clear-headed, patient, honest, logical, courteous,

always on his guard, and extremely tactful. Finally, when
his preliminary work was complete, he moved in and took

possession of his own. He sells the very best accounts in

bis territory, and no competitor can either undermine or

wrench away from him the confidence his customers re-

pose in him.

To sum up his work from start to finish, he succeeded

because he was not over-anxious, and knew the value of

making his work fit a set plan.

Playing a Waiting Game.
It is a great thing to be able to play, not a dull game,

but a waiting game in salesmanship. The salesman gets

what he goes after, provided only he is not afraid to

work and sweat. But he must not forget that it is a good

thing to sweat mentally once in a while, as well as physi-

cally.

There are no dull months for the intelligent salesman.

Dull months are for dull salesmen, not for live ones. If

you were a carpenter and your saw was dull, would you

say, "I can't work this month; my saw is dull"? No.

You would get up early in the morning and file that saw
before breakfast. You would make it eat its way through

an oak board like a ten-year-old boy 'through a piece of

pumpkin pie.

The live salesman does exactly the same thing. At the

first sign of approaching dulness he sharpens up his busi-

ness tools and goes after business. And he gets it, too.

The salesman who expects trade to be dull, and is will-

ing it should be dull, will have it dull.

Likewise the salesman who expects his customers to

have no more confidence in him than in the ordinary sales-

man will find just what he expects.

The salesman who lags back on the straight and narrow
path of rectitude, and says, "I've got my customers just

where I want them now, and I'll take pretty good care

that they get enough of my goods to- keep them from buy-

ing elsewhere," just because he has succeeded in winning

their confidence for the time being, will get just what he

is looking for—lost prestige, by Die shortest possible route:

You can have lost prestige, like dull months, if you want
it. But you'll be out of dale if you get either, because

confidence is the basis of all right trade.

The right kind of salesman believes in doing his duty

every day, and in doing each duty faithfully.

Overlooking an Opportunity.

President Roosevelt tells a good story to urge duty

and emphasize his oft-repeated declarations that oppor-

tunities are often overlooked.

"I remember down in the village where I lived there

was a decent but dreamy young fellow, and a little apt to

spend his time thinking how well 'he could have led his

life under other conditions. His mother was a hard-work-
ing woman. One day he was reading in the paper an ac-

count of a fire in New York and the heroic deeds of a

fireman in rescuing people from the burning building.

His mother was busy around the room. Soon he put down
the paper and said, with a sigh, 'Oh, how I would like to

rescue somebody from a burning building!'

"His mother answered, 'Well, I'll tell you. This

building is not on fire, but if you will get in the kindling

wood, I'll be obliged to you.'
"

There is a good moral lesson in that for all salesmen.

The way to be a good salesman is to be a good neigh-

bor to your customers, then a good neighbor to your fel-

low-salesmen in your own establishment, and to act toward

your firm so that you become the kind of man they are

glad to have work for them, or for whom they are glad

to work. The business life of the employer and that of

the employe should go hand in hand, supporting one an-

other. Make your firm feel glad to have you in their busi-

ness family; feel that you are a good man to do business

for them, and a good man for them to do business with.

A Salesman's Creed.

That's what the right kind of salesman does. His

creed for all day, and every day in the year except Sun-

day, is

:

"I believe in the goods I am selling, in the firm I am
working for, and in my ability to get results.

"I believe that honest goods can be sold to honest men
by honest methods.

"I believe in working, not waiting; in laughing, not

weeping; in boosting, not knocking; and in the pleasure

of selling goods.

"I believe that a man gets what he goes after; that

one order to-day is worth two orders to-morrow; and that

no man is down and out until he has lost faith in himself.

"1 believe in to-day and in the work I am doing; in

to-morrow when it comes, and in the work I hope to do:

and in the sure reward which the future holds.

"I believe in courtesy, in generosity, in good cheer, in

kindness, in friendship, and in honest competition.

"I believe there is an order somewhere for every man
readv to take one. I believe I am ready right now."

CHAP1ER XIII.

The Mind as a Magnet.

He who adopts no high standards is the only

one who never fails.

Half the pleasure in making a big success consists in

knowing just how it has been accomplished—in being able

to say, "I used this or that chance to good advantage";

"I should have failed if I bad not known just how and
when to apply this faculty or that talent, as the- case re-

quired. How glad I am that I understand myself and my.
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work, and can use what accomplishments I have intelli-

gently!"

But a good many men lose half the pleasure of their

success. All they know is that they have worked hard and

done their best, and, "as luck would have it," everything

has prospered. They are satisfied with the material re-

sults, so that it does not occur to them to find out specifi-

cally to what powers within themselves these results can

be attributed.

What Qualities Bring Success.

If you were to ask them by what steps they had de-

veloped into "geniuses," they would have to answer, like

Topsy, that they "jest growed. " Or they perhaps would

privately agree with you, if you called them "born sales-

man." It would be more satisfying to know just what

qualities, alleged to have been born in a man, operate in

assuring the success of everything he undertakes.

Any salesman who seriously hopes to improve his work
must sometimes weigh very carefully the mental qualifica-

tions that tend to make him either a success or a failure.

If he is at all thoughtful, he attaches more importance to

his progress than he does to the weighing of external con-

ditions, such as labor troubles, a shortage in crops, rumors

of war, etc. He knows that the laws that govern the

mind's action have a more direct bearing on the results of

his work as a salesman than foreign complications and the

stringency in trade conditions described as "hard times."

Practical psychology is a mighty motive power in busi-

ness-getting, and is receiving marked attention on the part

of thinking men in various walks of business life.

Some people speak of the "soul power" which gives

its possessor some measure of control over others. We
hear of ministers and missionary workers who are practi-

cally masters of whole communities. Sometimes they are

opposed and even persecuted when they begin their work,

but end by commanding the docile obedience of the per-

sons who at the start made trouble. Other people describe

the same quality as "psychic force." The important thing

is not so much the name given to such an agency as the

fact that it enables a man to make others see and accept

his point of view as their own. The vital question is,

whether or not it can be used by salesmen as a means for

increasing the volume of their orders.

Exercising " Soul Power."

Some salesmen have demonstrated that this can be

done. They seldom hear a refusal. Customers who are

prejudiced and obdurate forget their natural combative-

ness when a salesman of the type we are describing ap-

pears. He gets their order, sometimes without any argu-

ment at all, and almost always without any difficulty or

waste of time. It seems natural that all people should

agree with him, accept the ideas he advances, and do very

nearly what he wants them to do.

Either consciously or unconsciously, he is exercising

what has been variously described as "soul power,"
"psychic force" and "personal magnetism."

There is no question that the power of attraction which
gives one man ascendency over others can be cultivated

by any one who is sufficiently persistent and painstaking

in the effort. Psychologists have not given us any
formula for developing this quality. Any one who is in-

terested, however, can suggest ways and means for him-
self, which will help toward the desired end.

Earnestness and Magnetism.

The first step toward accomplishment in this direction

is a careful study of the successful men who are described

as "born salesmen," and who get their results by exercis-

ing this mental force. It will be found that all men pos-

sessed of personal magnetism are very much in earnest.

Their intense earnestness is magnetic. Their minds are

filled with one controlling idea—success in whatever un-

dertaking they have in hand.

Their earnestness cannot fail to have its effect on

every prospective customer with whom they come in con-

tact. Besides its direct effect on the man addressed, the

quality of earnestness in the salesman has also an imme-

diate effect upon himself, in increasing his powers of rea-

soning and self-expression. By stimulating these powers,

and through their agency, it also has an indirect effect

upon the customer.

AmQng people who live much alone, and whose labor

exercises their muscles and not their brains, a common
and significant phenomenon is observed. We are all

familiar with cases where an ignorant, stolid fellow, or-

dinarily incapable of expressing himself in speech very

well, has suddenly found himself gifted with eloquence at

some emotional crisis in his life—eloquence not the less

splendid and powerful for grammatical inaccuracies.

When this happens, the mind of the speaker has swept

aside by the very force of earnestness the limitations

which hampered it in ordinary intercourse. The same

principle accounts for a man's ability to improvise means

of escape from great and sudden danger, which would

have been entirely beyond his ingenuity at other times.

Harmonious Conditions.

The second step toward gaining the end in view is for

the salesman to put himself as far as possible in entire

harmony with ail the conditions under which he works

To do this, his relations with his house should be candid

and agreeable; there should be no rankling remembrances

of differences which he may have had with the manager or

others in the house. He should have absolute faith in the

product he is selling; he should feel in entire sympathy

with every prospective customer with whom he talks.

This last is a most important matter. Some salesmen

seem to think that it is sufficient if they preserve the out-

ward forms of courtesy and patience and consideration in

dealing with a trying customer.

Perhaps the customer's objections are ridiculous be-

cause of his ignorance, and prejudiced because of his nar-

row-mindedness. It is necessary to get down to first prin-

ciples and improve upon his education before he can form

any conception of the value of what is offered him. The

salesman who is not genuinely in earnest will hate this

slow and tedious process. He will talk in the kindliest

possible manner to his customer, of course, but mentally

he will be calling the man a fool, and wondering how such

an antiquated specimen managed to survive the flood. The

customer, of course, hears what the salesman says, and

does not know what the salesman is thinking. Still, he is

very likely to be affected by the negative thoughts in the

salesman's mind. If he gives his order at all, it is because

he has either been beaten in argument or made to feel

ashamed of his own conservatism. It is certain that he

has not been influenced by the power of attraction.

The salesman who was really in earnest would under-

take the same task without any mental reservation. This

at least would leave his mind free to devise ways and

means by which his prospects might be enlightened. He
would have a quicker insight into the circumstances that

govern the case. A mutual understanding and apprecia-

tion would be established, such as exist when two persons

are said to be enrapport—a very necessary condition be-

fore one mind can exercise any attraction over another.

No one should confuse the mental action described here

with hypnotism. It is not recommended to make an attack

on the will power of a customer, for that is neither fair

play nor practical business. One can, however, develop a
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power to arouse the imprest and goodwill of others, so

that they will sometimes do voluntarily whal a hypnotist

seeks to make them do involuntarily. Such power, when

acquired, assures some measure of success at least.

CHAPTER XIV.

Specializing Efforts.

Is your mind on the real game of salesman-

ship, or on a dozen outside ones?

This is the age of the specialist.- In the world of ma-

teria medica the general practitioner is all right in his

place; but when, you are suffering with some specific ail-

ment that requires a careful diagnosis and more careful

treatment, if you value your life, a specialist is called in

for consultation.

If you were obliged to engage the services of a lawyer

on a difficult case, you would employ a lawyer who had a

reputation for being particularly skilful in the very line

in which your case is classed. The merchant does not long

patronize a salesman whose energy is wavering and whose

mind is set on anything and everything but the thing he

has to sell. Singleness of purpose is one of the predomin-

ating features of successful salesmanship, just as it is in

any other profession.

Some years ago a city clergyman of inquiring mind

sent a number of postal card inquiries to non-church-going

men in the neighborhood in which his church was situated,

asking why so few business men attended church. He
received many interesting replies, but the one that opened

his eyes and set him to thinking hard was from a travel-

ing man. It ran something like this

:

"The doctor practises medicine; the lawyer practises

law; a politician talks politics, and the business man talks

his business; but the average modern clergyman of the so-

called new school talks everything and preaches everything

but the Gospel, the thing he was ordained to preach. Busi-

ness men, or any other class of men, except, perhaps, Beau

Brummells, do not care to go to church and listen to talks

about the boys' brigade, the girls' cooking school, the

ladies' sewing society, a treatise on the latest novel, nor

side talks on current events of the day."

Talk " Gospel," and Talk It Hard.

The salesman who wanders about in his profession. like

the Mississippi River seeking a straight course but not

finding it, is not unlike the minister portrayed by our

friend the traveling man.

If you are selling shoes talk shoes ; dry goods, talk dry

goods; clothing, talk clothing. Keep your mind on the

one important thing.

Your customers do not care to discuss with you the

candidacy of the next President of the United States;

whether your baby has a new tooth or a dozen, your wife's

disposition, nor the disposition of your neighbor?.. Neither

are they interested in your competitors from your point

of view. Their whole mind is centred, so far as you are

concerned, on what you can do for them with your goods,

not the other fellow's.

Concentration—putting your real thought in your real

work; that is it.

You don't need to waste time reading this chapter if

you are morally certain that the best that is in you is

being used every hour, and used t'o give your customers,

your house, and yourself the best chance possible-—maxi-

mum results with minimum waste; and that applies to

evei-ything pertaining to your work—energy, time, ex-

pense, territory, and all.

Among the thousands of salesmen there may be a few

that play the game of salesmanship as a good checker-

player plays the game of checkers. The few in the thous-

ands do not need to think about the importance of con-

centration, but a very great majority of salesmen do need

to realize what oneness of purpose might mean to them.

The Wishbone Out of Place.

Every salesman wants something that he has not got.

"His wish-bone may be where his backbone ought to be,"*

but he wishes just as if Nature had made him right.

There is not a single salesman that is not planning in

a more or less aimless way to do something, to get some-

where in life's journey, to be something worthy of the re-

cognition of his superiors; and there is really not one

that could not have his heart's desire, or at least succeed

in a fair measure, if he would wear that wish-bone in the

place for which it was originally intended. Keeping his

mind on the essential things in salesmanship, and off other

things, will help wonderfully his desire to get, do, and be

something more than a wayfarer on the highway of suc-

cess.

Have you ever seen two salesmen with relatively equal

chances—a good salesman and a bad salesman?

The bad salesman makes excuses for himself at the end

of every trip, all through ifche year, and at the end takes

a cut in his salary or looks for another position. The

good salesman plans his year's work from the beginning.

Carefully he studies his territory, making his work fit his

set plan ; watches every move of his competitors ; takes

every vantage-point smilingly, easily, but fairly, and wins

in the end because his mind has been on his business.

Territory as a Firm Asset.

One of the most important things to the average sales-

man in specializing his efforts is to confine his work to as

limited a territory as possible, insuring profitable returns

for energy expended. Seven out of ten salesmen traveling

with trunks and representing wholesale concerns, cover

from 33 1-3 to 50 per cent, more territory than is neces-

sary to produce the best results to be obtained. Few, ap-

parently, recognize 'the fact that concentration of energy

on a limited number of accounts produces in the end much
more satisfactory business than the same results reaped

from a broader field. A little soil well tilled is infinitely

better than a large acreage half raked over.

Your territory is an asset of your house just as much
as its surplus capital, stock, or book accounts. The worth

of your territory as an asset is gauged entirely by the

manner in which it is gone over. This does not apply to

all lines in the manufacturing world, but it is invariably

the case with jobbing houses or wholesalers in any line.

(To be Continued.)

It Surprised Him.

The sales manager of a large dry goods company
recently took an extended trip over his field in

order to become acquainted with the customers of

his company. For some time previous to his trip

he had been carrying liberal advertising in a repre-

sentative trade newspaper. Upon his return, in

conversation with the advertising representative of

that paper, he said he was quite surprised to find

what a help his advertising was in building up the

reputation of his company with the trade. "Sales-

men," said he, "often fail to realize how trade

paper advertising helps them, but I know it does,

nevertheless. '

'
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Building Up Trade by Flavoring Staples With Novelty

How Truly Warner, as a Retailer of a Staple Line, Gave Distinction to his Business

— Infused an Actual Individual Into his Goods— A Suggestion Adaptable For Any Store.

By Edward Mott Woolley in System.

Quaint, Artistic, yet Simple in Design, the Philadelphia Store of Truly Warner is Just as Distinctive as the Original

Methods Used in Advertising the Goods Displayed Therein.

The aim of every enterprising merchant is to do some-

thing distinctive—'to make his business stand out in bold

relief. The dead-level of mediocrity is the easier course.

But success lies in superiority. To get out of the com-

mon run, to rise above the level, to make a business favor-

ably conspicuous to the buying public—these are prime

essentials to a merchant who hopes to sell more goods 'than

his competitors.

When a business deals altogether with staple goods, the

problem is especially perplexing. A staple commodity,

marketed against strong competition, is in danger of re-

maining merely a unit among the many. A nail is merely

a nail among a kegful. A shoe is a shoe. A hat is a hat.

To make a staple article stand out with any degree of

distinction some extraordinary and powerful force must

be infused into it. Attention must be 'attracted and held

by means above the commonplace. To find such means, is

an advertising problem 'that has puzzled countless mer-

chants with commonplace things to sell—commonplace at

least, in name.

To make successful such advertising of an article alto-

gether staple and uninterestin°-, the advertising must get

above the goods themselves. It must imbue them with

some unique and superior interest. True, the general re-

putation of a merchant sometimes may add largely to the

value of commonplace advertising, or even make it un-

necessary to resort to extraordinary advertising. An es-

tablished business swings along of its own momentum to

a large degree. But the average business is not estab-

lished to any extent that will enable it to dispense with

original publicity methods. The every-day merchant needs

advertising stimulus that will force his goods upon the at-

tention of buyers, especially in markets where established

concerns long have held sway. The young business, hand-

ling a staple commodity, must attract a living share of

trade.

Originality a Chief Factor.

That originality is possible, even in the developing

trade in a painfully staple line of goods, is overwhelmingly

demonstrated in the one case here presented. How Truly

Warner developed a wholly original plan of publicity, and

rose in the business world with astonishing rapidity, is

worthy of study, for Mr. Warner's results may be dupli-

cated, through varying applications of 'his methods, by

merchants in widely different lines of business. Not that

every business can be developed through Mr. Warner's
method of window and store displays, but the principle

—

originality-—may be applied just as surely. Admitting this

to be so, the discovery of methods is a matter of detail.

One could scarcely pick out a more hopeless article for

publicity than hats. A man's hat is little more than a hat.

To make it anything else, would seem a difficult task.

This was the actual problem that faced Mr. Warner six

years ago, when he left a position as buyer for Brill

Brothers, New York, to start his first hat store at 262

Broadway.

New York was full of hat stores. There were large

stores with established patronage. There were bat makers

with reputations that sold goods without advertising. How
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could "Al" Warner hope to enter a crowded market and

sell hats—just—'hats?

Super-quality and Individuality.

Mr. Warner came to the conclusion that his hats must

be more than hats. He resolved to make his goods some-

thing quite above, and distinct from, the great mass of

hats on the market. This distinction, of course, was to

be from an advertising standpoint, although Mr. Warner
was not neglectful of the element of quality. Intrinsic

value underlies all good advertising, and Mr. Warner's

policy from the start was to give overweight in quality.

This young merchant was in exactly 'the position in

which 'thousands of merchants find themselves to-day. He
had embarked in business with an extremely limited capi-

tal. Hi9 goods had a very small margin of profit, Broad-

way rents were appalling, and other expenses seemed over-

whelming. A publicity campaign was imperative, yet he

had no money for newspaper advertising.

Here, again, Mr. Warner's originality came to the

surface. Out of the situation he deduced this fact: tha\

there were more ways than one to advertise.

There are ruts in advertising; and sometimes mer-

chants go so long in one of these ruts that they come to

founded in New York, and in 1905 two others were estab-

lished in the same city. The year 190U saw the addition

of three stores to the chain in New York, Brooklyn and

Newark. In 1907 throe more stores were acquired in New
York, Philadelphia and Providence. Plans are under way
for other additions.

Expanded to National Proportions.

The stores in Chicago, St. Louis and Louisville, while

fitting into the general scheme, are conducted by the

Brooks Company, of which Mr. Warner is the head. These
stores sell three-dollar hats exclusively, while the other

Warner stores devote themselves altogether to the two-

dollar hat.

About a year ago, the business was further advanced
by the establishment of an agency system. More than one

hundred stores in nearly as- many cities now handle the

Warner hats, some of them exclusively. The Warner idea

has taken such a firm hold that to-day there are three hun-
dred applications for agencies awaiting action.

When a business can accomplish such results as these,

there must be something extraordinary back of it, especi-

ally when the commodity sold is that very ordinary and
staple article hats.

The Variety of Advertisements and Display Cards Produced by Truly Warner is Almost Unlimited. Here is a Group
of Designs and Announcements Characteristic of the Selling Campaigns of These Stores.

believe there is but this one way to reach the buying pub-
lic. To the man who has confined himself to newspaper
advertising, for example, there seems to be no other

channel.

Mr. Warner was original in that he abandoned all

thoughts of newspaper advertising, for the time being, and
set to find a means of publicity that would be inexpensive,

yet striking. Necessity probably was the usual mother of

originality in this case. At any rate he determined to get

people into his store through window displays.

In this, of itself, there was nothing especially original.

Window-display advertising bad been used by countless

merchants for many years. But Mr. Warner took a com-
monplace idea and worked it out into ramifications extra-

ordinary and unheard of. Out of his unique window-trim-
ming, developed a business that quickly warranted the

establishment of store after store, until to-day he owns
sixteen stores in eight cities, and does his own manufac-
turing.

In 1901 there was but one store in New York. In

1903 four stores were added, in New York Chicago, St.

Louis and Louisville. In 1904 two more stores were

Mr. Warner started out to make a hat more than a

hat. The primal element of the Warner plan seems to be

to infuse into his hats a real human personality, style by

style, giving each hat an actual individuality.

His idea, for example, is that a hat named "Mr.
Hawkins '

' will sell better than the same hat called merely a

hat. His experience has justified the assumption. The com-

bination of the title, "Mr. Hawkins," with a hat, forms

a peculiar psychological quantity that accomplishes the

purpose—to attract attention.

Then, following up the idea, he trims his windows
logically to bring out the name of the hat. Thus his hats

stand out by themselves with a peculiar human signifi-

cance amid the vast aggregation of hats on the market.

The Warner window displays are so unusual that it is al-

most impossible for a passerby not to pause, at least for

an instant, in contemplation. In that instant Truly War-
ner assumes a distinction in the mind of such passerby.

The Warner hats become more than hats.

Mr. Warner considers the hat name of first import-

ance. For each name bestowed, there is always a reason,

chief among which must be the possibility of presenting
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the hat to the best advantage. The "Hereafter," the

"Larchmoirt," "It's a Daisy," "Just Brown," the

"Classic," illustrate Mr. Warner's ideas for hat names.

In each of these instances opportunity was presented to

dress a window in striking originality.

Thus, in the "Larchmont" hat display water was in-

troduced into the window, with miniature sail-boats, and

a background of paintings. "It's a Daisy"
carried with it a window presenting the flower

as the prevailing feature. The floor was covered with

daisies, and thei'e was a background of 'trees. The hat

called "Hereafter" was exploited with a window trimmed

with dark-red cloth; concealed electric light flashed al-

ternately, giving first total darkness, then brilliant light.

"Just Brown," called for a window trimmed in all the

newest shades of brown, with signs in the same shades.

Other 'typical windows were the "Autumn," with gold

trees, and trimmings to match; the "Pebble," showing a

brick wall and old rustic fence with a floor covered with

sea pebbles; and the "Elks," showing symbols and de-

corations typical of the Elks. Another window, dressed

sense that compels a merchant to stick to heavy dignity

;ii the expense of trade. What passes for dignity in ad-

vertising, very often, is mediocrity. Lack of originality

si mm times passes for conservatism. A merchant should

seek to appeal to the public through mind-channels that

run in the most human direction. When you discover that

direction, let the idea have free play, even if you must be

undignified.

No spasmodic attempts at window advertising would
have built up Truly Warner's business. Success in ad-

vertising comes from sustained action and consistency.

Many merchants have flashes of genius in their advertis-

ing methods, but the originality quickly wears off and
they sink into the commonplace again. It was not Truly

Warner's firs_t window display that made him the most
distinctive advertiser of his class in the world. It was not

the second, nor the third. It was the remarkable continu-

ity of his displays year after year.

"The success of our business," said Mr. Warner to

me, "is due to window-trimming and system, but neither

one is of any use unless it is followed out to the letter.

...
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In These, as in Other Announcement Cards, tne Truly Warner Distinctiveness is Apparent,
the Price Mark is Strikingly Emphasized as Attractive to the Buyer of Apparel.

Here

in solid black, with emblems of death introduced a grey

derby. The significance of the window was set forth by

card-signs such as "Don't be a dead one."

Critics of Mr. Warner freely predicted that extreme

methods of this sort, applied to a sober and staple article,

wouldhave an effect just the opposite from that intended,

and instead of attracting trade, would repel it. It was

charged that his methods were freakish.

Perhaps the first thing to consider in advertising is

results. Mr. Warner disproved the predictions of his

critics by getting results, and getting them with astonish-

ing celerity. However freakish his methods may have

been, they attracted business and held it. Ultra-conserva-

tive advertisers opened their eyes in amazement. The

hat-buying public liked the Warner ideas and quickly got

to liking the Warner hats.

This is the test. If your customers like your goods

and continue to buy them in ever-increasing patronage

you need not worry over stretching a point in conserva-

tive advertising. There is no law of business or common

Our idea is always to have the public looking for some-

thing new, and we always give the people plenty of new
things. We stir up the dull months of our business with

new ideas in hats and make good months out of them.

For instance, to-day (February 1) we are showing straw

hats and Panamas in our windows, and in July we are

just as likely to show fur caps."

Another way of expressing Mr. Warner's idea would
be to say :

'

' When you have found a good way to reach

the people, make it a science. Don't trifle with it. Study
it. Analyze it. Do it the best way possible. Push it.

Keep after it. Develop it. Make it your life's work."
The Warner plan does make the creation of window

displays a science. In New York a complete floor over

one of the stores is devoted to experimental show-windows.
It is here that ideas are tried out. Effects are evolved,

studied, improved, and often abandoned without being

used. Only the best is adopted. Behind a particular hat

display are often months of conscientious preparation.

Quick action, when necessary, is one of the secrets of
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the window-trimming end of the business. No live adver-

tising material goes to waste. Current events often eon-

tain the germ of valuable publicity matter, but 'to get

value out of them the advertising department must be

alert. The organization of the Warner business is such

that the window-trimming department is always ready for

hurry-up calls, day and night It is ready to work from
dark until dawn, if necessary, to get some idea before the

public. When an event is attracting universal attention,

then, in the opinion of Truly Warner, is the time to use

this event as the basis for a window display. The Japan-

ese window, used on the occasion of General Kuroki's visit

to New York, is a good illustration.

It is part of the Warner window-trimming system to

have all the stores in the chain, or at least in one city,

inaugurate the same window-display at the same time, and
the adherence to this system is so exact that some times,

in order to carry it out, some of the stores are closed for

a day.

This fact gives a singular insight into the precision of

systematic effort that has built this business. An idea that

has been proved good, is worth doing methodically. If it

the effect is striking. The ostensible houses are, in reality,

shelves, in which the hats are displayed. In other stores

the same idea is worked out. One store is made to repre-

sent a scene in Switzerland, and another has been trans-

formed into a Dutch settlement. There is an educational

element in this interior store decoration, and all of it has

been done by architects, skilled in reproducing true effects.

Many customers are attracted daily by these interior

novelties, and the advertising so gained seems to be in-

creasing in an endless chain. It is advertising that lives,

and keeps on a plane above the commonplace commodity,
hats.

Of general advertising the Warner stores do very

little. Such advertisements as are published in the news-

papers bear out the policy of giving out something differ-

ent from the ordinary run of retail newspaper advertis-

ing. Mr. Warner considers the newspapers merely as a'

feeder to his main plan of publicity, and the spaces he
takes are always small, and confined to leading mediums.
The conspicuous feature of most, if not all, of these news-
paper advertisements, is the cut showing the outline of a

man's head and hat, which is reproduced here as one of

One of the Distinctive Features of the Warner Store Displays is the Effective and Striking Originality of the Window
Cards. Here are Two Examples of Forceful Design and Pointed Argument for the Article Displayed.

is done in a slipshod and hap-hazard fashion, it is bound
to deteriorate. Interior store decoration, which has de-

veloped out of the plan of window displays, has come to

be a decided feature in the Warner hat stores. Mr.
Warner reasoned that if a show-window could be made a

source of advertising, why not the store shelves? In

place of the usually bare eases, why not have something

unique and attractive—something that would cause the

Warner stores to be heralded as worth seeing?

The plan that was carried out was directly in line with

the Warner policy of getting advertising from everything

connected with his business. In most businesses, there are

by-product possibilities in advertising that run to waste.

In the Warner stores, there are few such opportunities

overlooked.

The Chicago store was fitted up, inside, to represent a

Venetian villa. The Philadelphia store is an old English

hamlet. A customer looks down a long street, with ancient

houses on either side. The lighting is in harmony, and

the window cards. In the white space within this outline

are printed the few succinct statements contained in the

copy. This cut has come to have the force of a trade-

mark; it is recognizable at a glance as Truly Warner's
and even if the advertisement itself is not read, it carries

aD unconscious impressioD to the person who sees it.

But all the adjuncts of his business Mr. Warner uses

to produce an advertising effect. The Warner stationery,

the business cards of his employes, his circular matter,

are all unique, _even startling. They are all made to bear

a by-product in advertising. In fact, it is apparent that

if we stretch the term to include with it window displays

and interior decorations, all the Warner publicity is a by-

product; it results from factors in the business whose

main function is not really direct advertising. This has

a double effect most important to every retailer: Mr.

Warner is advertising at a very small expense, and it

affects a new and original form of advertising staples.

It was this originality without doubt which gave this
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hat dealer his start in business, and it has been the prin-

cipal factor in keeping him on the up-grade. Yet original-

ity no more than any one other factor will carry a busi-

ness to a permanent success. Brilliant advertising that

brings results will not make for eventual success if these

results are offset, as they easily may be, by weakness and
neglect in another direction.

Definite Policy and Organization.

In this business, originality was the biggest, and has

been made a permanent factor by an organization so

strong that this originality in advertising policy is made
effective and thorough. And in addition, it has been

backed up by a system exacting and mathematical, carried

out, as Mr. Warner says, to the letter.

Any retail advertising plan must be backed up by effi-

cient personal salesmanship. And the .Warner business

has become permanent because its sales organization has

been made as efficient as its advertising is pulling—and
in just as original a way.

The backbone of the sales organization is interchange

of ideas and the resulting momentum of unity. The man-
agers of all the stores gather in weekly meetings. Where
distances are too great for managers to attend every

meeting, they are supplied with detailed minutes of the

session. Every manager knows perfectly every link of

the chain—what the organization is, what advertising

methods are being used, how different schemes are work-

ing out, what lines of goods are being sold, what good

schemes have been devised for attracting customers and
making sales.

These meetings bring out individual initiative and turn

it into the main channel. Ideas are evolved for window
displays, for hat names, for styles. Advertising, display

and selling ideas that have been found successful in one

store are applied or adapted for another.

The commercial end of the business is also directed

from these meetings. Reports are made on stocks, on

slow and fast moving goods. Thus overstocking is pre-

vented, dead goods are kept off the shelves, and money
released which might be tied up in material. The head

office in New York is given a clear perspective of the mar-

ket in each city.

Such co-operation and general salesmanagement is ab-

solutely necessary in order to turn clever advertising into

sales and bring forth as a result, organized salesmanship.

The selling force is made to realize the cost that is put

forth to attract customers.

The salesmen are given individuality. For example,

circular matter is sent out by the house to customers, on

which the name of a salesman who happens to be in touch

with that customer is made more conspicuous than that of

the house itself. This creates an unusual and human-in-
terest pulling impression—the thing always sought by the

Warner plan—on the recipient of the advertiser; and it

also develops qualities of self-confidence and business in-

terest in the salesman himself.

This co-operation of the various factors of the organi-

zation is made tangible by an exact system between the

production and the sales departments. The selling de-

partment of any business wants in its warehouses or on

its shelves no dead goods that the consumer does not buy.

And no producing department wishes to make goods that

are going to remain unsold in the hands of the sales de-

partment. In many businesses the season 's stock of goods

's placed on the shelves; and much of it remains there for

an indefinite period—until perhaps an inventory estab-

lishes the fact that the goods have not been moved, either

because of over-supply or because of faulty selling meth-

ods, and are dead weight. It is then too late to remedy
the trouble; the goods must go to sacrifice.

Stock Carefully Balanced.

A careful system guards against such a condition in

the Warner stores. Every store makes a daily report to

the home office showing exactly what has been sold, dur-

ing the day, not only in totals and in money, but in styles.

This report gives stock on hand, style by style at the open-

ing of the store, the items sold, the goods received during

the day, and the balance on hand.

From these reports the producing department can tell

at a glance what goods are not moving, where there is

danger of over-production, when demand for a line seems

to be dying out. Or if there is a rising demand, that also

is brought out by the daily figures, and the factory can

regulate itself accordingly. By this system the work at

the factory is regulated automatically.

There is always a well-defined reason for every specific

success. Truly Warner took a commonplace business and
made himself, his product, his business, distinctive. If a

store is to be anything more than one out of a thousand,

it must make itself distinctive from the other nine hundred

and ninety-nine.

Incidentally, it is interesting to see how Mr. Warner
carried his original advertising methods down to his per-

sonal life. The name "Truly" was conferred on him by

act of legislature in the furtherance of his publicity cam-

paign. The name was suggested by the fact that he signed

his letters "Truly, Warner." In changing his name he

became a living and walking advertisement for his own
business. Mr. Warner started out to make a hat more

than a hat. The primal element of the Warner plan

seems to be to infuse into his hats a real human person-

ality, style by style, giving to each hat an actual indivi-

duality.

Canadian Trade with Japan.

With the object of furnishing a basis for the extension

of trade between Canada and the Japanese Empire, a

statement has been prepared by the Trade Commissioner,

giving statistics made up from official records, which will

serve as a comparison for certain exports from Canada to

various countries and the importation of similar articles

into Japan from the Dominion and other countries. The
figures relating to the export of wool are as follows

:

To Great Britain $ 44,872

To United States 426,631

To others 1,803

$ 473,306

From China • $ 884,766

From British India 114,600

From S. Settlements 12,415

From Great Britain 2,177,449

From France 800,422

From Germany 151.702

From Belgium 108,962

From Australia 2,858,229

From Canada 1.51

7

From others ' 66,577

$7,176,720
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January White Goods Sales Demand Skilful Advertising

Special Sales Give Impetus to the New Year Season— Wise Plan to Gradually

Merge Into a General Clearance of Winter Goods— Hints to the Ad. Writer.

It is necessary that the offerings be set out in

an especially attractive manner to induce after-

holiday buying.

With improvement in manufacture, sales in the

white goods lines are increasing in volume every

year.

Goods should be up to standards, with a wide

range of prices.

A great deal of window space should be devoted

to display in connection with these sales.

No matter how lively business may be during the holi-

day season, the merchant is sure to find things dull after

the holidays, and special efforts are necessary in order to

stimulate trade. In spite of all criticism, stores of a fair-

ly good size, do not seem to be able to think out any bet-

ter plan than the holding of white goods sales for

January.

In the big city stores, a day or so ahead of the first

of the New Year, will see all the windows, and very fre-

quently the store interior, most elaborately trimmed for

the white goods sale. The big department stores, do not

do much in interior decorating for the Christmas trade;

evidently they know the crowd will come anyway. For

the January sales, it is different, and they all do more or

less decorating.

White cotton is most used for this purpose, and is the

most appropriate.

In all departments, white goods may be pushed, and

in many of them, such as the linen and staple depart-

ments, special clearance sales can be held.

It is a wise plan to begin January with a big white

goods sale, and, after the first ten days or so, merge the

white sale into a general clearance sale of Winter goods,

for the middle of the month, using the before-stock-taking

argument later. This plan gives bigger scope for the

sale.

*

Hints to Ad. Writers.

Skilful advertising is of special importance, for it

takes more than the ordinary attraction to draw people

out of the house during inclement weather, and the offer-

ings must be set out in an especially desirable way, to

induce people to dig down into their pocketbooks, so soon

after the extra expenses of the holiday season.

To help the ad writer, some seasonable advertising

done by leading firms in Canada and the States is given.

Undermuslins—Savings.—Every garment made of ex-

cellent muslin, plenty of muslin in each; cut with grace;

14 agate stitches to the inch; better buttons than ever;

embroidery and lace effects. So thoroughly good
throughout that the garments you buy will make you glad

to talk about them. Compare the values and prices.—A.

D. Matthew's Sons, Brooklyn.

Inexpensive underclothes for women are always satis-

factory—when bought from this store. To quote a maker:
"They're never skimped in size, and the sewing must be

as particular as in higher-priced garments." 50c night

gowns here again—best we know of at this price. Tucked

and hemstitched yoke, hemstitched ruffles at neck and

sleeves; made of substantial muslin. 50c for long, white

cambric petticoats; tucked and hemsitched ruffle, with

under ruffle—latter not often seen on cheap petticoats.

Short white petticoats of muslin 25c and 35c.—Wana-
maker's, Philadelphia.

Fine Muslin Underwear for Girls and Children.—We
are proud to show this underwear—proud of the pretty

styles and dainty trimmings, proud of the variety of the

assortments, but the qualities which give the greatest sat-

isfaction are the perfection of cut and the precision in

making. Seams are well sewed, trimmings are neatly

finished.

We invite mothers to examine this underwear. They

will find it satisfactory in every way.

Prices are moderate.—Wanamaker's, New York.

Underclothes of Consequence.—Not because every wo-

man must have them—nothing new about that. But be-

An Illustration of the Prevalence of Embroidery
Trimming, Especially for Skirts.

cause this "cotton up" business is enough to keep one

awake nights thinking how to cope "with it. Do you sup-

pose it is easy to get 50c night gowns nowadays—gowns of

proper fulness and quality that won't vanish completely

in the laundry? Not a bit of it. It is the same with

other low-priced garments. So when we do succeed we
want your attention.—Wanamaker's, Philadelphia.

Sample Undermuslins.—Manufacturers sell their pro-

duct by sending out salesmen all over the country, who
show samples of their garments to the various retail

stores. The samples are made with unusually great care,

for the better they show up the more business the maker
will get. It is with such sample garments that this sale is

concerned—the newest, daintiest and most attractive

undermuslins conceivable—but some of them a trifle soiled

from handling. Remember, we have thousands of these

sample undermuslins, for not one, but three, great makers

sent us their samples—and we bought them cheap enough

to give you the grandest bargains you ever obtained.

—

Rosenbaum Co., Pittsburg.

Women 's Underclothes Good and Inexpensive.—Many
good little overlots are from makers here and there with

whom we have large dealings. Other lots are the result of

long ago orders. It takes keen planning nowadays to get
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inexpensive stuff of unimpaired quality, but we are ready

for your opinion on the garments offered to-day.—Wana-
maker's, Philadelphia.

Wash Goods.—To buy Wash Goods and White Goods

for the coining Spring and Hummer at prices that will en-

able us to keep right on underselling we had to take a

good deal more than we really wanted. This excess stock

we'll let go in advance of the season (now) at figures that

say "Buy for future use."—Kaufman's, Pittsburg.

We'll Dress the Babies.— 'Tisn't the money we take in

at the Infants' Goods Counter that pleases us most—it's

the starting of a new crop of customers. Where the mother

comes to get garments for the little ones, there the little

ones are most likely to come to get clothing for them-

selves when they grow up. So we cultivate future trade

all the time by keeping the price-marks on Infants' Goods

mighty close to the cost-marks. For instance:—Kauf-

man's, Pittsburg.

New White Frocks for the Baby.-—Styles among them

for six months to 4-year sizes. About as attractive a

group as $1.50 to $4.50 ever had the power to buy. There

are high-necked ones for the children who must be kept

warm and dainty low cut styles with short sleeves for

chubby tots.

For Wearing Under the Sheath Gown; Corset

Cover and Skirt Combined.

Pretty and good laces give them spring elaborateness,

and here and there you will find a ruffle and trimming of

embroidery; coquettish ribbons flutter on nearly all.

Materials are the sheerest of lawns or nainsook.—
Wanamaker 's, Philadelphia.

Laces.—What we're most anxious to get rid of is per-

haps just what you want most—and if it is, you get it at

a price which spells " B-A-R-G-A-I-N.

"

Several hundred pieces of dainty Laces and Embroi-

deries, all spread out on a big table to make choosing

easy. Sample pieces and broken sets of which the edging

or inserting is missing.—Kaufman's, Pittsburg.

Household Linens 25 Per Cent. Under Last Year's

Import Prices.—From the linen centres of the world we
are receiving shipments by almost every steamer. They

were purchased recently from the various manufacturers,

who had acumulated large stocks during the business de-

pression, and we offer them now at a full fourth less than

last year's import value. For I wo years linens have been

at premium, but to-day the manufacturers send to us their

surplus stocks at a sacrifice.—Abraham & Straus,

Brooklyn.

Housekeeping Linens.-—We are proud of our linen store

—proud that we've steered its course uninterruptedly

straight ahead. No cotton there to mislead you; no

''union" goods that you might buy thinking them all

linen. You know how ashamed you get of union towels

after they begin to fuzz up—how clammy they feel.

Well, of the Gimbel Standard—dependable linens—we
have gathered vast fresh stocks.

So beautiful are they in design and in quality that we
ask linen lovers to come see them, just as lovers of pic-

tures would be asked to an art show.

Come, expecting to see much of the aristocracy of

linens.—Gimbel 's, Philadelphia.

Don't Forget Corsets.—They are the foundation. Build

on them what you please—even a poor dressmaker can fit

a well-corseted woman. The finest modiste cannot make
you look right with poor ones. Made exclusively for the

Wanamaker Stores, we believe L. R. corsets to be the

finest of domestic makes. In lines and curves they closely

follow the best French models. Their materials are par-

ticularly good—wearing longer than most moderately

priced kinds. Six kinds of models at $1—designed for

altogether different women. Seven at $1.50. Two new
Fall models at $2—higher bust and more tapering waist.

And nine more—ranging in price from $2.50 to $5.50.

Why not let us show you how good the L. R. corset is,

and how much added grace it will give you?—Wana-
maker 's, Philadelphia.

Bargains.—In our advertisement of to-day you will

find scattered among the various Bargains some that are

marked X X X X. Look out for those that bear this X-
mark, for they are without a doubt the greatest bargains

ever offered by us, the greatest Bargain Merchants in this

country. The quantities of these X-Mark Bargains are

limited, so be sure and come at the time we specify, and
you'll save more money on JUST such things as you
NOW need than ever before in all your life.—Bern-

heimer's, Baltimore.

Thoroughness.—If a thing is worth doing, it is worth

doing well—the proverb is as true to-day as it ever was.

Thoroughness is a typical Loeser characteristic— the

thoroughness which gets to the bottom of production and

makes sure it is right ; the thoroughness which reaches

out over the whole world to make sure Loeser stocks are

complete and best.

Bargains.—Pity so good a word is so much misused.

There are very real bargains and they are well worth

watching for.

Of course no store can sell nothing but bargains. Be
sure the store which tries to make you believe every offer-

ing is under price is a good store to avoid.

Perhaps a tenth of the goods made for sale gets into

wrong hands, and to right them somebody has to make a

sacrifice. Then a very real bargain is possible.

To the store with the greatest regular business natur-

ally come the most of such chances to buy goods under

price—and to sell them the same way.

We have bargain news to tell to-day—news of bargains

that are real and worth turning to advantage. Every line

of the store news is worth careful reading.—Loeser 's,

New York.

Phenominal Prices for Waists.—New goods secured at

great price sacrifice, and a clearance of many lines from
our own regular stock—lawns, lingeries, all-over embroi-

deries, Jap silks, etc.—the opportunity of the season to

purchase fine waists at extraordinarily low prices. 1,000

lawn waists, $1.68 and $1.98, values $2.75 and $4.00. No.

1, of Persian lawn, entire front of fine embroiderv, in

very choice patterns, tucked back, collar and cuffs. Value
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$2.75, at $1.68. No. 2, front, back collar, sleeves and

cuffs, of very fine all-over embroidery. Values, $4.00.

Special at $1.98.

Embroideries at Closing Prices.—We have gone

through our entire stock of embroideries, culling out all

short lengths and single pieces of broken matched sets or

edgings, insertings and bandings, galloons, skirtings, demi-

rlouncings and all-overs, and marked them down to a price

that will effect a speedy clearance. Also short lengths of

higher-priced embroideries, 50c to $2.00 yard. Greatly

below regular prices.—O'Neal, Adams & Co., N.Y.

A General Clearance Sale of Household Linens.

—

Affecting lines to be closed before stock-taking, upon

which reductions of 1-3 and 1-2 have been made. A vast

collection of merit, including:—Lord & Taylor.

Dresses for Infants and Girls.—Frocks for every oc-

casion are being gathered now. Frocks for girls to romp
in—hard and smooth fabrics that simply won't wear out.

And frocks of dainty, frilly, snowy-white—"the best be-

havior frocks." And between these range a various stock

of dresses for infants and girls, at once the most compre-

hensive and most moderately priced we have ever shown.

Knickers and Corset Cover of China Silk, lined with Nun's
Veiling. These are Selling in the Extreme Trade.

Infants' White Frocks, 39c.—Dainty lawn, Mother
Hubbard dresses, with embroidery trimmed, and tucked

square yoke, finished with embroidery frill. Tucked
skirt. For six months, 1, 2 and 3-year-old tots. Special

at 39c—The T. Eaton Co., Toronto.

Special attention is drawn to the word painting used

in these ads. Goods are described shortly and concisely,

and in such terms as bring them vividly before the

mind's-eye. To stand such advertising the goods must

be fully up to standard. Though no good point is left

out, there is no flowery language used, and the "greatest

bargain, ever " is strictly tabooed.

Increasing in Volume.

January muslin and underwear sales are an establish-

ed fact, in all the larger stores, and customers look for-

ward to this time to procure necessary white wear for

the early Summer. Women wear white muslin underwear

to a far greater extent now than in former years, in

cold weather, so that many buy whitewear in midwinter

for immediate use, as well as in anticipation of warm
weather.

With the great improvements in the manufacture of

every class of whitewear, sales in this line are increasing
in volume every year. Every woman appreciates dainty,

fresh muslins, and now that factories turn out work equal

to hand-made garments, few women will be bothered mak-
ing her undermuslins. If a merchant will stock well-made,

well-shaped garments of good quality, daintily trimmed,
he will find that he will make a success of his whitewear
department. The demand for goods of a better class

seems to be increasing constantly.

Use the Windows.

Whitewear sales should be advertised extensively ami
a great deal of window space should bo devoted to dis-

play. Merchants now buy particularly for these sales, so

that goods are new and fresh. They should be of a good
class, in a good range of prices, neat, practical effects in

trimming, and garments such as nightgowns, skirts, etc.,

should be of ample width. With these details well looked

after, and with ample space and good selling facilities, the

January sales should be a big feature in the store's busi-

ness. The majority of stores at this time increase the

space given to the whitewear, also the number of clerks

in the department. Everything that can be done in the

way of display inducements, backed up by judicious ad-

vertising, will help in increasing the importance of the

January sales from a profit-making point of view.

Growth of the Glove Industry.

Half-a-century ago Grenoble, France, was as it is

now, the recognized centre of the glove-making industry.

The manufacture of gloves in those days was vastly dif-

ferent from what it is in these days of intricate machinery
and improved methods. Then the gloves were made en-

tirely by hand, every stitch meaning the motion of human
fingers. But with the advent of machinery and labor-

saving devices, glove-making advanced steadily until it

reached the present state of perfection.

Out of all the skins used in the manufacture of the

millions of pairs of gloves each year, nine-tenths are those

of kids. These skins come principally from France,'

Switzerland, the north of Italy and the south of Ger-

many. The other tenth are lamb skins. The kid skins

are manufactured into what are generally known as

dressed kids; that is, gloves with a smooth surface. The
unfinished or undressed kids, as they are called, are made
from skins which come principally from the Canary
Islands and South America. The reason these skins are

available only for unfinished or undressed kid gloves is

because burrs, brambles and thorns get into the coats of

the animals and make the hides rough.

In the beginning glove manufacturers confined them-

selves almost exclusively to making dressed kid gloves to

which they gave the trade name of Pique Kid. In the

early days of the industry few children wore kid gloves,

although the smaller sizes were made, the manufacturers

being only too glad to utilize the pieces of skin too small

for adult gloves in making juvenile sizes.

After the leather has been dressed or tawed, it is dyed
or stained, and then the skin is ready for the glove cutter.

The different steps after this involve working the "shape"
or trank into the finished product. In former years the

weaiing of gloves was considered obligatory only in cer-

tain classes of society, to-day millions of people who
formerly considered them luxuries which eould readily be

foregone, now look on them as an indispensable part of

the wardrobe and a necessity. The average person de-

sires to express his refinement or prosperity in his cloth-

ing more than he used to do, and one of the first essentials

for proper street garb is undoubtedly gloves.
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$140,000.00 was the Price

paid by A. E. Rea & Co. for the store site shown on the photograph. It is located on

Yonge Street near Queen, Toronto. It is worthy of note that the purchaser of Toronto's

most expensive store site considers

Nothing but Toronto Show Case Co.'s Work
is Good Enough for the Interior Fittings.

That speaks pretty well of our ability to please particular people, doesn't it ? But don't be

deluded with the idea that our prices are prohibitive ! We have the knack of doing the

best class of work and of supplying the highest grade of Show Cases and Silent Salesmen

at very moderate prices.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue

Toronto Show Case Company, Limited
5-7-9-11-13-15-17-19-21 Defries Street

Jas. G. Kent, President, late Gowans, Kent & Co.

W. M. Peterkin, Secretary-Treasurer, late Gowans, Kent & Co.

TORONTO, CANADA
R. W. McClain, General Manager, late Gowans, Kent & Co
Harry Chinn, Superintendent.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Fall Opening Window Dressed by' H., Robinson for McKay & Co., Hamilton. Dyed Beech Foliage and Pear Branches were the Trimmings Used.

Monthly Window Competition.

For several years The Review has conducted a

Christmas window competition, awarding- prizes for the

three best displays of Christmas goods, and by means
of this competition increased interest has been aroused

generally in the important question of window display,

and a material improvement in the general character of

the displays has been effected.

With a view of widening this interest and of encour-

aging ambitious clerks and window trimmers to develop

the highest type of selling displays, The Review has

decided to offer prizes each month for the two best

photographs of window displays submitted during the

month.

For the first prize $4 will be given, and for the sec-

ond $3, a points competition being conducted in con-

junction. First prize winners will be credited with five

points, and three points will be given for winners of

second prizes. At the end of the year, the competitor

with the highest number of points to his credit will be

awarded a handsome medal, made especially for the

purpose to The Review's order.

A committee of competent judges will be appointed

to pass upon the merit of the photos submitted, a pro-

vision of the competition being that the window trim-

mers of Simpson's and Eaton's stores are barred from

entering, giving the trimmers in the smaller stores a

much better chance, since they will not have to com-

pete against men in stores where a large appropriation

is made for window dressing.

This competition commences with this issue, and

for the two best photographs of window displays re-

ceived, prizes as above will be awarded.

Special care should be exercised in photographing

the windows, since a good display may be to a' large

extent spoiled by a poor photograph.

Some of the Trimmer's Duties.

In many stores the window trimmer has other duties—

-

he often is card writer and ad man as well, and sometimes

he puts in his spare time behind the counter. But even

if he is expected to fill all these posts window trimming is

his chief care. When some one else has charge of the ad-

writing it is most essential to the store's success that both

trimmer and ad writer work in unison, and that the best

of understanding exists between them. When the trim-

mer is ad writer as well, of course, it is easy to make the

ads and the windows work in concert.

The necessity here is obvious, but if the trimmer wishes

to attain the front rank in his profession there is a lot of

work he must do in other directions. For instance, he

must cultivate what for lack of a better name we call the

merchandising faculty. We mean by this that he must

find out, at first hand, all the details—the how, why and

wherefore, of the store service; the class of goods handled

in each department, also the styles, assortments carried

and their seasonableness. He must know the stock in

hand and also the present wants and future needs.

The trimmer must know the whole procedure of selling

goods over the counter, both from the salesman's and the

customer's standpoint. In short, he must delve deep into

each and every merchandising problem.

The knowledge he thus gains will be invaluable and

will give clearness and forcefulness to his ad writing, and

increased interest to 'his window displays. He will know

.just where to place the emphasis in both cases.

Fashion knowledge—the knowledge of advance styles
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—is indispensable to both adman and trimmer. Therefore

it should be gleaned from every possible source.

When goods are coming in he should be on hand when

they are unpacked, and should look them over, and talk

over their selling points with the heads of the depart-

ments and the selling staff. This is essential when high

novelties are to be presented as it means that they are put

before the buying public in the best possible manner.

The trimmer should also get in touch with travelers,

and get their ideas about the new goods, and any other

fashion information that they are able to give.

This kind of information will make the windows put

in authoritative, and will go far to give the store a reputa-

tion as a fashion authority in the community. Above all,

the trimmer should keep a date book, in which he should

enter the date and description of all special displays, and

also, if possible, sketches and photos of the same. The

date of special sales and the windows put in in connection

with them should also be recorded. It is easy to think

that you can trust to memory for such details, but it is

study the work of trimmers of the first rank, and can

gain ideas of the store service used by the best merchants

is another case of casting your bread upon the waters.

It is the man who takes this broad and comprehensive

view of his business and duties, who thinks no detail

beneath his notice, who is going to attain to the highest

rank in his profession.

*

Seasonable Drapes.

The high-class trimmer makes more and more use each

season of what may be termed grouped drapes. That is

drapes showing several articles of dress that are suitable

to wear together. This class of draping, besides being

more attractive in the window, makes more sales for the

store. It also has the added merit of featuring at the

same time the goods out of several departments, and of

featuring them in such a manner that they cannot escape

special notice.

This Beautiful Costume Window was Dressed by H. Robinson for McKay & Co., Hamilton, for the Fall Opening. The MainlFeatures
of the Interior Display Made at the Same Time were Given in Last Month's Review.

surprising how quickly details, even those that are im-
portant, are forgotten.

The success or failure of each window should be noted
—how it pulled trade or for what reason it did not. The
reason why a particular window did not sell goods should
be sought, for future guidance. It should be noted as to
whether it was to the manner in which the display was
made, or to lack of timeliness, or to the nature of the
offering. In short the book should be a complete store
history.

An important feature of the trimmer's work lies in

the keeping track of what competitors are doing. He
shoud make 'this report in the plainest of terms, and give
as truthfully as he can just what store service the store's

competitors are giving, how they are going after business,
and the different merchandise displays they are making.

The merchant who is wide awake will specially appre-
ciate such a report, and he will also, if he is wise, see that
his trimmer has every opportunity to report upon the
business methods employed in the larger centres. To send
the trimmer away for an occasional trip where he can

Just now every possible effort is being put forth in

the millinery, the fur and the dress department to make
sales, as merchants well know that right now is the golden

selling time. The grouped drapes sketched for The Review
this month show how these goods are being handled in

Toronto stores.

Group 1 is sketched from a recent window put in by
H. Hollinsworth. Three stands are used in making this

drape. First, there is a high T stand over which the goods

are draped. At the side is placed a lower stand with a

circular top. The goods are allowed to fall over this

stand in natural graceful folds, and are brought back and
laid in folds, the middle of which are attached to the front

of the circle as shown in the illustration. On the round
stand is placed a brass millinery fixture with a fur and
velvet toque and around the base is a fur stole.

Group 2 was taken from a recent window display of

Fairweather's, and the coloring as well as the grouping
was extra good. The stand was a very handsome one of

satin finished brass, and the hat was of ermine folded

chiffon with a band of gold, and the bird and paradise
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plume were of shades of yellow. The sketch best illus-

trates the manner of grouping.

A Christmas Background.

The background illustrated on this page is specially

designed for the showing of Christmas linens. Fancv

there will be few trimmers who have not the necessary

materials at hand to construct it. The arch and frame
are made from lumber and are sot out from the back of

Group Drapes.

linens, table linen, etc., is always a strong selling line at

this season of the year, and it should be the trimmer's
object to put it before the buying public in as striking a

manner as possible. The background sketched is designed

Group ^Drapes.

the window. The trimmer can best judge of the distance

most suitable as windows vary in so many ways. In the

window sketched laths were used but white or colored
ribbon could be substituted, or crepe paper cut into strips

and twisted could be used. The laths can be painted white
with alabastine, or they can be covered with any white
material.

Folly wreathing and the holly bell are included in the

trimming properties of the majority of stores. The Re-

Background Suitable for Christmas Linen, Handkerchiefs and other Holiday Displays.

for this purpose. It may also be adapted for many other view would suggest using spravs of holly to decorate the
lines. It would make a good background for a handker- articles selected for display. Red, green and white were
chief display, and would be suitable for toys or any other the colors of the background sketched. That is the green
Chr

ml
tmf lme> of the leaves

'
the red of the berries and the white arch

The background pictured is not hard to execute, and and laths. The curtain at the back was of Empire green
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A TWO WEEKS' SPECIAL
"PLATE GLASS SALESMEN

wmaammmBm

POLISHED QUARTERED OAK
PLATE GLASS THROUGHOUT,

HEIGHT-42 in.

TOP- (BEVEL PLATE) 26 in. wide
LENGTHS-6ft.-8 ft.

PRICE $9.00
PER RUNNING FOOT

F.O.B. BERLIN
(QUICK SHIPMENT)

The Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co., Limited - Berlin, Ont.
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF MODERN STORE FIXTURES

"Plic" Books

Counter Check Books

Shipping Tags

Monthly Account Systems
WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES-

The Carter-Crume Company, Limited

Toronto and Montreal

Please mention The Dry Goods Review when writing.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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ART FLOWER CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
The Modern Method of Window and Store Decorating

No. 7 1 006—Holly Vine, 1 2 green leaves, 1 2 red berries to yard, per dozen yards 60c,
per gross yards $6.00

No. 71007 Holly Vine, 18 green leaves, 18 red berries to yard, per dozen yards 90c
per gross yards $9.00

No. 71008— Holly Vine, 24 green leaves, 24 red berries to yard, per dozen yards $1.25, No. 71005—Chrysanthemum Vine. 3 large beautiful paper flowers in

per gross yards $ 1 2.50 yellow or purple, per dozen yards $2.00, per gross yards

Chrysanthemum
The Most Admired and Cherished -jSfrWIMf/MiW

Flower of the Day -SSSSJr'

47

white, pink, red,

$20.00

No. 71797. HOLLY XMAS BELLS
This whole getup is most thoughtful and

appropriate, as the popular Xmas bell is

formed of the indispensable Holly, supplied

with tongue of mistletoe.

No. 71797— 18-in. bell, each $5.00
No. 71798— 12-in. bell, each... 3.00
No. 7 1 799- 8-in. bell, each- . 1.50

No. 71863. SAGO TREE
(Potted)

No. 7 1 86 1 -5 ft. high, 1 5 leaves,

$3.00 each, pair $5.50.
No. 7 1864-8 ft. high, 18 leaves,

$4.00 each, pair $7.50.
No. 71863-12 ft. high, 24 leaves,

$6.00 each, pair $11.00.

No. 71 122. CHRYSANTHEMUM
No SPRAY.

711 22—24 in. long, in white, pink, red

or yellow, very fine, per doz - .$3.00
71121— 1 8 in. long, per doz . . 2.40
71120— 14 in. long, perdoz... 1.50
7756—Paper Chrysanthemums, any

color, per doz. 40c, per gross $4.00.
Crepe Paper Chrysanthemum Electric

Light Globes, any color, doz. $2.50

No. 71834. PALM TREE
(Potted)

No. 71828—5 ft. high. 1 2 leaves

$2.00 each, pair $3.75.
No. 7 1 830—7 ft. high, 1 2 leaves

$3.00 each, pair $5.50.
No. 7 1832—9 ft. high, 18 leaves,

$4.00 each, pair $7.50.
No. 7 1 834— 1 2 ft. high, 24 leaves

$5.00 each, pair $9.50.

The use of Art Flowers, Vines and Sprays has become a standard with the leading firms all over the continent. Their usefulness is

simply paramount. There's a reason ? Write for my special Christmas circular which is full of novelties for your use. Nothing has ever
been shown to surpass it. The vast variety of new creations is simply immense. Write for Xmas Circular No. 7.

\

HOLLY SPRAY
No. 7 1 1 34—24 in. long, very fine,

per doz. sprays $ 1 .50
No. 71135—4 leaves and berries

to spray, per dozen 25c, per
gross $2.50

No. 711 36— 6 leaves and berries

to spray, per dozen 38c, per
gross $3.75

No. 71137-12 leaves and ber-
ries to spray, per dozen 75,, per
gross $7.50

No. 711 38—New and very pretty,

its good qualities are many indeed,
most serviceable to decorate fancy
boxes containing Xmas gifts, per
dozen sprays $1.00

140 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

You Can't Show Goods Properly in a

Poor Light

!

Even if you supplement poor daylight with the brightest artificial light you
cannot show your customers any colored textures or patterns with justice

to the goods or to yourself. Besides, artificial light costs a lot of money.
But you can increase daylight by using

LUXFER PRISMS
With a fanlight of Luxfer Prisms in your store front the rays of daylight

will be conveyed clear and sparkling to the rear of the store. It will

enable you to exhibit your stock to the very best advantage. It will

cut down your artificial light bills. It will vastly improve the appearance
of your store front. At a cost of a fraction of your saving on light bills

you can instal a Luxfer Prism Fanlight that will last a lifetime.

WRITE US FOR FULL PARTICULARS

•

Luxfer Prism Co., Limited
Toronto and Montreal
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Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be, and

we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.

BEST "MEASURER" EVER MADE
The customer places her hand as shown in cut and the slide

automatically indicates the exact glove size.

Of highly polished metal, mounted on hard wood. In oak and
other finishes, with rubber tips to prevent scratching counters, etc.

SIMPLE SERVICEABLE SIGHTLY
For all sizes—Men's, Women's and Children's.

Details and Prices on application.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons
ESTABLISHED 1852

710 Broadway, - NEW YORK
FACTORY 89 and 91 WEST 3rd STREET

LAMSON RAPID SPRING
CASH CARRIER

PERFECT SERVICE
CASH CENTRALIZATION

Both are requisites in busy retail Stores.
You can have them by installing a

LAMSON RAPID
CASH SYSTEM

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.
ASK FOR BOOKLET N.5. 126 WELLINGTON ST. WEST TORONTO. ONTARIO

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS, SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS. LACE, ETC.

ALL ra&.i\WftNTEED MONTREALUNEQUALLED. TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

Please mention The Revietv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Clatworthy's Fixtures
are Business Magnets

THEY ATTRACT THE DOLLARS

Not much use trying to con-

duct a high-class dry goods
business without the aid of

high - class display fixtures.

We manufacture fixtures for

every purpose— fixtures that

show the goods in a way that

promotes business. Better

sit down and write for : : :

Our New Catalogue

Clatworthy & Son
38-40 Adelaide Street West Toronto

HAND POWER

ELEVATOR
LOAD,

1 500 lbs.

CAR, 6x5 FT. 100
00

F. O. B.

HAMILTON
ONTARIO

We supply
drawings and
nstructi one
enabling: any-
one to install.

SAVE
TIME
LABOR
EXPEN8E
HANDLING
GOODS
FOR UPPER
FLOORS

Write our
nearest office
for full par-
ticulars.

MONTREAL I WINNIPEG I VANCOUVER I OTTAWA
St. James St. I McRea Block I Alexander St 'O'Connor St.

Otis-Fensom Elevator Company, Limited

HEAD OFFICE — TORONTO, ONTARIO

Section of Modern Store Equipped
with our System

THE LIQUIDATION
of this business means that cut prices are
being offered on all store fittings, including
the well known

Weir Wardrobe

System
(PATENTED)

Sectional Wardrobes— each complete in itself

Fitting Rooms, Stairways or Dummy Fronts,
all of uniform style and size.

Capacity :

—

High Boys—in 30 in. frontage—50 Suits

Low Boys—25 Suits and 25 pairs odd Trousers.

Hardwood or Metal Roller Bearing Slides.

CENTRE SECT ION $30.00
END SECTION 33.75

(Metal Slides $5-00 extra)

Prices of Fitting Rooms, Dummy Fronts and Stairways

REDUCED IN PROPORTION.
CUT PRICES being offered on SHOW-CASES and SILENT

SALESMEN.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR

Weir Wardrobe Co.
of Canada, Limited

(IN LIQUIDATION)

MOUNT FOREST - ONT.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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ATTRACTIONS
^T A good display fixture should
^^ possess the quality of isolating

an article from its surroundings.

It is the article you want to sell, not

the fixture. Consequently the first

requisite of a really effective fixture

is quietness of design. At the same
time it is absolutely necessary for

a fixture to be in accord with its

surroundings—in perfect harmony
with whatever is near it, or it may
attract attention from the goods to

itself. It must not be old-fashioned,

but designed after modern prin-

ciples of decoration. These are the

things which give the maximum of

attraction to our line of Display Fix-

tures. Send for our Catalogue

—

it's full of suggestions.

17-21 TEMPERANCE ST.

^TORONTO

Window Trimmers and Show Card Writers
The PAASCHE AIR

BRUSH KS are the great-
est labor-saving devices
and the only air brushes
giving entile and lasting
satisfaction. Urj-to-date
window trimmers are
using them extensively for
coloring artificial flowers
and draperies, for the
making! of attractive and
artistic window back-
grounds, panels, etc.
Show-cards, rnce-ttckets,
signs, advertising posters,
etc., are also made up with
a great saving of time and
equal to any lithograph.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG NOW
PA4SCHE AIR BRUSH CO., "'tSp.ftli.'i—

CONDENSED ADS
AT A COST OF

2 CENTS PER WORD
All clerks requiring positions will do well to

invest a few cents in The Dry Goods Review
and state their requirements.

Those merchants who wish to dispose of their
business can insert their ad. under a box num-
ber and we will forward any replies. This en-
sures secrecy to those mat desire n..

The Review is read by 90 per cent, of the
entire trade. This ensures your wants being
read by the merchants throughout the Domin-
ion of Canada.

Address all correspondence to

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
1 Front St. East,
TORONTO

232 McGill St
MONTREAL

When writing advertisers kindly mention Dry Goods
Review.

The Long Evenings of November
Afford the busy man and woman as well as the young people of the household many hours for quiet, profitable

reading— evenings that may be filled with pleasure and instruction. A good habit to form— if you have not already

done so— is to subscribe for and regularly read a wholesome, clean, bright and well illustrated magazine.

The NOVEMBER EDITION OF BUSY MAN'S is now out. Procure a copy. It will prove

satisfactory in every sense.

System and Business.

The Greatest Game in the World.
The Business Woman of the Future.

A Trade Opportunity That Has Been
Neglected.

We Do Just What We Have To.
How Railway Men Are Made.
The Master Man.

Political and Commercial Affairs.

Canadian Transportation.

Some Curiosities of Diplomatic Life.

The War Against Trusts in America.

Life Stories of Successful People.

How Arthur Spurgeon Became a Great
Publisher.

Romance of Success ; Life Story of

Daniel G. Reid.

The Prolongers of Life.

Men and Events in the Public Eye.

THE

November
Busy Man's
Magazine
is on sale at all newsstands

The Magazine ivilh the Red Cover

20 cents a copy ; $2.00 a year

Short Stories.

The Entangled Church.
Big Jim's Renunciation.

Experience of The Grafter.

Travel and Description.
Monte Carlo and Its Game.
A Jap School for Spies.

Making Canadian Weather Predictions.

Miscellaneous.
The Curiosities of Sleep.

The Kind of Cigars King Edward Smokes.
How a Play is Produced.

Additional Features.
Busy Man's Bookshelf.

Culture Versus Cram.
Humor in The Magazines.
Improvements in Office Devices.
Contents of November Magazines.

The Busy Man's Magazine
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg New York Chicago London, Eng.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Simplicity the Main Keynote in Show-Card Writing

Frills, Flourishes and High Colorings Absent in the Effective Card— Methods

to be Adopted and Some Things to be Avoided in Obtaining Best Results.

By Robt. T. D. Edwards, Show-Card Writer for the Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., Toronto.

Etchings

Show card writing' is a subject upon which many diver-

gent opinions are held by those who are at all familiar

with it.

Some there are who hold that the ideal card should

contain fancy lettering and a variety of high colorings.

Others prefer plain, neat designs, and with these the writer

agrees. The effective card, the money getter, is neither

high-colored nor fancy— it is the card that performs its

work without ostentation. It is not a study in frills and
flourishes.

Confidence in Show Cards.

Now the purpose of this course of letters is not to

demonstrate any ability to produce the perfect card, hut,

rather, to instruct the clerk, merchant or whoever may he

interested, in methods which may be of value to him in

creating a series of cards which he may adopt in his busi-

eighth sheet (7"xll"), and sixteenth sheet (5Vfe"x7").
There is no waste in the card when these dimensions are

followed.

Black paint is all that is necessary in the color line

to begin with, and this may also be obtained, already pre

pared, at wholesale stationers. If this material cannot be

secured, a good black is possible by mixing mucilage and
lamp black into a paste, wood alcohol being added to cm
the paint. Thin with water for use.

Preparing the Brush.

Any old kind of brush will not be satisfactory. Re-

sults depend largely upon the brushes used. Red sable

writers, chisel pointed, I find best suited to practical pur-

poses. It will be, hardly worth while accepting any other

kind from the paintshop salesman. No. 6 is one of the

best working sizes. The camel's hair brush is cheaper,

Hosiery
Department

ABCDEF6HIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
Aa3J>eeDdEc£fO0hIiMIiUM
mJV/?OofpQq/frSsnUuK-WwXx

YyZs S-S./234S67890 ?

The Various Brush Movements Employed in Executing the Above Alphabet and Cards are Explained in the Accompanying Article.
The Minute Arrows in the Alphabet Indicate the Direction of the Stroke. The Hosiery Card is Referred to as A,

and the "New Fall and Winter" Card as B. The Key to the Others is Shown on the Etching,

ness with some degree of confidence. Let it always be

borne in mind that a show card has a distinct mission to

perform no matter in what position it may be placed. If

one might use the expression, it must be a "speaking
card."

The first thing to be considered is the workroom. Pro-

vide yourself with a table so well secluded that noises and

interruptions of the store will not divert your attention.

The work demands your undivided attention.

Materials to be Used.

A supply of white cardboard is, of course, essential. It

may be obtained of a wholesale paper dealer or stationer

at about four or five cents a sheet. It comes in fifty-

sheet lots, the size being 22"x28". Eight-ply is thick

enough for ordinary work. The salesman will cut it up

in the required sizes. Those best adapted to general use

are half-sheet (22"xl4"), quarter sheet (14"xll"),

but the sables give the best service in the long run, as

they retain their shape longer and wear better. They also

have a spring which facilitates speed. The price of the

No. sable writer is about fifty cents. The brush should

first be -wet and then pulled to a flat point. The ends of

the hairs must be perfectly even.

A ruler and pencil are now all that is necessary to

begin practical work. The paint should flow freely from
the brush. Use a piece of scrap card board on which to

work the brush back and forth so that the paint may enter

into it thoroughly and in order that the paint may be
well flattened.

Practice the first alphabets on the chart. The narrow
strokes are simply the width of the brush. Note the direc-

tions in which the arrows are pointing, and work your
brush accordingly. This alphabet requires little explana-

tion, and one may easily master it with a little practice.

Card A shows this type in use.
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About the New
Canadian Spring Prints

<| For the season of 1909 the qualities and patterns

of all lines are of a character that build your print

business.

Can you tell the reason

Wholesalers are placing large orders for

No. C. and No. D.C. Cloths
It has been fully demonstrated that

No. C. Cloth (Anilines, Regattas and all new and
staple colors and patterns)

No. D.C. Cloth (Indigos in new patterns and treat-

ments of stereotyped spots and stripes.)

are the best values to be obtained in Spring Prints

At 10 cents per yard
These cloths represent one standard quality which
is the proven best value, and colors are designed

for the Canadian market to stand the Canadian climate.

Ask Your Wholesaler for the 10c. Canadian Print

and prove the above contentions by comparison.

Flease mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

An exceedingly active trade is looked for in all

lines of staples during November.

Representatives of wholesale houses discuss re-

vision of terms upon which dry goods have been

sold.

The recovery in the demand for cotton blankets

is so strong that manufacturers have trouble in fill-

ing orders.

Wholesalers anticipate an exceedingly active trade in

all lines of staples, during November. Attractive prices,

coupled with favorable weather, should bring many mer-

chants to Montreal, Toronto and other centres during

(his month. The new datings and discounts are not ex-

pected to prove a hindrance in securing good staple orders

in all classes of goods.

*

Cotton Terms Settled.

A meeting of all the wholesale houses from Halifax to

London took place in Montreal in the Board of Trade

Building on October 6th, to discuss the terms upon which

dry goods have been sold. This meeting followed one held

last Winter for the same purpose.

It is understood that arrangements were made by
which all listed cotton goods would be sold on the same
terms as t'he cotton companies exact from the wholesale

houses, viz. : four months' time only on listed goods, except

for deliveries made on and after November 24th, 1909,

when goods wil be sold on the same time as all other

staple cotton goods, viz., three months.

All the representatives of the various houses reported

that up to date they had no complaints of any previous

agreements being broken, and the present arrangement

was working satisfactorily. Other matters of interest to

manufacturers and the dry goods trade were discussed.

*

Denims.

While blue denims have the largest yardage sale,

black is 'having a tremendous call, and slates are again

coming into favor in the Western Provinces. The cutting

up trade is still the big consumer of these lines, and prices

may be classed as steady.

*

Cottonades.

Manufacturers, on account of the agitation in the

tweed industry are forcibly pushing cottonades, arguing

that a seven or eight-ounce cottonade gives the wearing
qualities, and is as sightly as the so-called cheap wool.

The demand is encouraging.

*

Flannelettes.

Flannelettes continue firm in price, and demand is

good. Saxony flannelettes are particularly active, and

the demand for white is noticeable. Canadian manufac-
turers are urging the attention of the trade to their

values, and the fact that no filling is used in their goods.

Imported lines sell largely according to many retailers,

as a result of their attractive appearance.

Plain colored domets are in good request, and tie

manufacturers are cutting up large quantities of white

domets.

A recovery is noted in the demand for cotton blankets,

and manufacturers have trouble in filling orders. Grey
cotton blankets are consumed largely in the Province of

Quebec.

*

Prints.

Canadian prints have a large showing among Spring

lines, and orders are coming in actively already, while

wholesalers anticipate heavy business during November.
The Spring range of Canadian goods is ahead of any pre-

vious year, both in the color range and patterns, while

values are such as to make them desirable. As a result,

more Canadian goods are being taken, though English

goods are being shown, and are selling. English goods

have an established reputation which makes them sell,

though the Canadian goods are increasing in popularity.

The color range for Spring has been improved by the

addition of three new shades, Saxe blue, cinnamon brown,

and paon green. These are a welcome addition to prints,

for in spite of the fact that these shades are light, it is

claimed that 'they will not fade, and that merchants may
buy them with confidence. Prints with two-toned spots

and stripes are big sellers.

Orders should be placed early, for, judging by buying

up to the present time, an exceptional amount of goods

will be required for Spring delivery, and owing to the

Lancashire strike, a shortage is anticipated in the grey

cottons for printing, as well as in other lines of cottons.

*

Shirtings.

Checked shirtings and galateas are thought in some
quarters to be too high in price to sell freely, but values

for the new season are better, and the demand should be

more active. Blue and grey shirtings are selling about as

usual.

Manufacturers are pushing cottonades.

Spring lines of Canadian prints are ahead of any

previous year, both in color, range and patterns.

The Wabasso Cotton Company's new mill at

Three Rivers was officially opened.

Fancy Ginghams.

Canadian lines of ginghams are sampled largely by

wholesalers this season, and early orders call for three-

quarter-inen checks, Scotch plaids, lace effects, and large
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checks in solid colors. Stripes arc also in demand, and

fancy patterns in dark brown.

Scotch ginghams are in heavy request, particularly

such lines as Anderson's, on account of their smooth fin-

ish. These goods are singed, and, as a result, do not pre-

sent the hairy surface common to ordinary ginghams. The
range of patterns and colors in these goods is extensive,

and already gingham orders for Spring have been ex-

ceptionally heavy. Values for Spring are satisfactory,

and. judging by present indications, retailers will do well

with them, as ginghams will 'have -a prominent place in

wash goods' sales for Spring and Summer wear.

*

White and Grey Cottons.

Spring orders for grey and white cottons are coming
in fairly well, though wholesalers are not pushing them,

owing to 'the fact that so much attention is being devoted

to ginghams and prints.

In the majority of lines, Canadian goods can be

bought to better advantage than imported goods, as values

are better. Canadian underwear cloth is ahead of the

English goods. A few lines of English white cottons are

among the Spring samples.

Linings.

Linings are selling about as usual. Some time ago a

prominent New York merchant predicted that the use of

linings by dressmakers and manufacturers would very

soon become universal, but as yet there are no signs of a

return to the extensive use of linings that was in evidence

a few years ago. There is little that is new in the Spring

range, and prices and values are practically the same as

for the last season. Silk substitutes are among the best

sellers, but the bulk of the trade in these is with the manu-
facturers of underskirts.

Canadian goods are sold in the greatest quantities, but
these are chiefly in the medium and low-priced lines. In

the higher grades, English and some American goods are

in request on account of the finish.

Commercial Honor.

Last month al Saratoga Springs, N.Y., the eighty-fifth

meeting of the National Association of Cotton Manufac-
turers took place. The president, Charles T. Plunkett, in

his address, dwelt upon the necessity of co-operative effort

on the part of all members of the Association, upon such
important matters as the conservation of waters in textile

mill areas by reforestration, mercantile obligation, and
the cancellation of orders.

Standard of Business Honor.

He spoke as follows of the cancellation of orders:

"There is a popular apprehension that the standard of

commercial honor attributed to those engaged in manu-
facturing and mercantile, business of, say, fifty years ago,

has suffered retrogression, and the experiences of the

present year lends some color to such a view. Compari-
sons of this kind even in the hands of most skilled an-
alysts are practically valueless, for all business must con-
tinue to be transacted between trusting parties, the trans-

actions will be dependent upon character and the business
will be successful, if at all, when based upon righteous
fundamental principles.

"Either the nature of mercantile obligations is woe-
fully misunderstood by many who assume to do business,

or the revelation of unconscionable laxity in business

methods is a disgrace to their chosen occupation. It is the

duty of everyone to make their enlargements as if there

were to be no possible avoidance of fulfilment, and it is

(with very rare exceptions) the bounden duty of con-

tracting parties to insist on faithful performance of the

conditions of their agreement. Such a course insures a

more conservative and healthy basis of credit, and would

tend to prevent recurrence of the painful experiences of

recent months.

"The curse of over-buying and over-selling is nurtured

by loose methods which haye their source in careless

habits of making and breaking moral obligations. It is

possible to draft contracts to exactly cover specific trades

but very difficult to formulate one of universal application

which will withstand the plausible and specious pretexts

of present-day practice.

"I hope that this subject which has been treated merely

in a general way, will be earnestly debated during the

meeting.

"

A number of practical and interesting addresses were

made by men prominent in the cotton industry during the

meeting.

Official Opening of the Wabasso Cotton Mill.

"Wabasso, an animal that lives where others cannot,"

is the way C. R. Whitehead, president and general man-

ager of the Wabasso Cotton Company, explained the name
of this cotton company, in his pointed address after the

agreeable luncheon in the mill at Three Rivers. This cot-

ton company makes the finer lines of white cottons,

hitherto chiefly imported. The appropriateness of the

style of this cotton company, the Wabasso Cotton Com-
pany, may thus be seen. About 150 shareholders of the

concern from Montreal, Quebec and -other points, besides

the Mayor and Council of Three Rivers, and heads of the

departments of the, Cotton Company, sat down to lunch-

eon, served in the second floor of the bleachery.

Two special trains were run to Three Rivers, one from

Montreal and one from Quebec. They arrived a little

Wabasso Cotton Mill, Three Rivers, Quebec.

after 11 o'clock on Saturday, the 17th. Some two hours

were spent in inspecting thoroug'hly the entire plant in

operation, and various processes of manufacture were ex-

plained by Mr. Whitehead, Mr. Craig, the assistant man-

ager, and the heads of departments.

After the elaborate luncheon, short speeches were

made by Mayor Bruneau, of Three Rivers; J. N. Green-

shields, Montreal, and C. R. Whitehead.
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Mr. Whitehead dwelt upon the .modern construction of

[he mill, which is the result of his long and varied experi-

ence in the cotton trade, and praised the architect and

contractor. He said that the mill is double the strength

of any Canadian mill, that all needless expense had been

eliminated, and that vibration was practically non-ex-

istent. He further called attention to the fact that all

the heads of the departments had formerly worked with

him, and that many of the work people had been in mills

where he had had charge.

Needless to say, the shareholders and their guests ap-

preciated this novel method of viewing the plant upon

Wabasso Finishing Plant, Three Rivers, Quebec.

the invitation of the president and the directors, and all

voted the outing an exceedingly enjoyable one.

The officers and directors of the Wabasso Cotton

Company are as follows: President, C. R. Whitehead;

Vice-President, F. F. Farmer; Treasurer, L. G. Craig;

and they form the directors with A. Pringle, J. N. Green-

shields, T. Bienvenue and Thos. McDougall.

Description of the Plant.

The mill proper is 140 feet wide, and 265 feet long,

with four storeys and basement. The finishing plant,

two storeys and basement, measures 160x80 feet. There

is also a substantial raw cotton warehouse, and boiler-

house. Provision is also made for the size of the mill

throughout to be doubled when necessary. The location

is ideal, and shipping facilities are good.

Throughout the entire plant every provision is made
against tire, and the comfort of the work people is at-

tended to. Piatt machinery is everywhere noticeable.

The Cotton Mill.

The mill is of a capacity of 500 looms, and 30,000

spindles. Extra thick floors were necessary, and steel

and cast iron supports make it substantial. In the base-

ment is all the shafting for the weaving room, which is on

the ground floor. On the first floor is the card room, on

the second the mule room, and the top floor is for the

spinning.

In going through the cotton mill the guests were shown

cotton as it comes from the bale, put on the traveling

lattice, and coming out into rolls, which are put through

processes to make them finer and finer.

In the card room, innumerable machines comb off the

waste and make ready for the drawing frames and the

slubbing machines. The yarn is then ready for the mule

room, with 1,300 spindles in each row of self-acting mules.

The cops, as they are now called, are taken, after leaving

the mule machine, to the weaving room. After the cloth

comes from the room, measured and folded, it is ready

for the bleachery.

The Bleachery.

This building is particularly modern. The cloth is

dumped into huge vats, where it is treated to a solution,

and is then automatically put through washing machines,

then to the calendered plant, and finally the drying ma-

chines. For a special finish, the noisy beetle machine is

called into action.

Berlin Stores Closing Earlier.

Every retail store in Berlin, Ont., has been required

by police regulations, beginning Nov. 1, to close its

doors punctually at 8 o'clock in the evening.

The order means something like a revolution in the

life of Berlin tradespeople, and is hailed with joy by

thousands of clerks, salesmen and shopgirls. Heretofore

it has been the custom in Berlin for most shops to keep

open until 9 at night, a large proportion of the retail

trade of the city being carried on after li.

As a result of the new order, which is issued in re-

sponse to the united demand of both clerks and shop-

owners, not only butchers, bakers, grocers, but station-

ers, dry goods merchants, florists and tobacconists will

be forced to close at 8, and even peddlers and street

hawkers will be forbidden to engage in barter after

that hour.

An interesting feature of the reform is that it marks
another stride toward the introduction of radical

changes in the Berlin businessman's daily programme.
Already it is proposed that wholesale establishments,

hitherto closing at 8 o'clock, shall be required to close

an hour earlier, while an agitation is being begun for

an introduction of the American half-holiday custom by
giving the employees an afternoon off on Saturdays
during the Summer months.

Companies Incorporated.

H. T. Hunter, of Hamilton, and J. I. Grover and
Edward Warner, of Toronto, are the provisional direc-

tors of Wright Hats, Limited, a company incorporated

with $40,000 capital to manufacture all kinds of millin-

ery, hats and caps, the head office to be in London.
The Canadian Felts, Limited, has been incorporated

with a capital of a million dollars, to manufacture felt

and knitted goods. The head office is in Montreal, and
the incorporators are Messrs. E. F. Surveyer, A. C.

Casgrain, J. W. Weldon, E. M. McDougall, S. J.

Lehuray, all of Montreal.

Joshua Tobin, Frank Sanders and Charles H. Petch,
of Ottawa, are the provisional directors of Tobin, Lim-
ited, incorporated with $25,000 capital to take over the

business of the Tobin-Kent Awning & Tarpaulin Co.,

and the Capital Tent, Awning & Tarpaulin Company,
Ottawa.

The Beauchamp, How Company, Limited, has been
incorporated with $10,000 capital, to carry on the busi-

ness of tailors, clothiers and haberdashers, and deal in

textile fabrics generally. The provisional directors are:

W. W. Beauchamp, A. D. How and Eleanor Black Hen-
derson, of Toronto.

The Canadian Flax Mills, Limited, have been granted

a provincial charter. The provisional directors are, David
Forbes Keith, Austin Russell Campbell, Arthur Frank
White, W lliam Egerton, Lincoln Hunter and Edward
Boswell Ross. The company has its head office in To-
ronto and is capitalized at $1,000,000.
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TO THE TRADE

ALL PR.IN I O Sold by the lead-

ing Wholesale Importers which bear the above
stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

TheCalico Printers' Assn. Ltd.

Manchester, England
To be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

Season.

No other quality will bear this mark.

Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
Manchester, England

Wish to call your attention to their

Linen Department

For years they have taken a pride in the above
department and their representative, when he calls,

will give you one of their special Canadian lists

showing their new Maple Leaf designs in qualities

specially suited for the Canadian market and in

which the quotations—given in dollars and cents

—

represent the average "Laid Down" cost in Canada
including freight, insurance and duty.

This firm gives keen quotations, trades with

the largest dealers and holds one of the most com-
plete and best assorted stocks of

Linens and Towels
in Britain. You are only asked to compare their

goods and prices.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.

211 Lindsay Buildings,

St. Catherine St. West, MONTREAL

W. F. MACOUN

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.

611 Empire Buildings,

Wellington St. West, TORONTO

F. CALDECOTT

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Please Read—This is for You
LININGS FOR EVERY PURPOSE.—Your wholesaler can show you Linings manufactured

by the Montreal Cotton Company, such as Silesias, Percalines, Spun Glass, and the latest

developments in specialties.

EVERBLOOM TAFFETA sells at a popular price, and possesses merits which make it a

ready seller for innumerable purposes.

You can't go wrong in insisting upon Canadian Linings.

WORTHY LINES OF DRESS LINENS.—Munster, Ulster, Limerick and Belfast represent

wash goods of a popular character that have proved their intrinsic value and salability. This year the

line has been strengthened by a showing of the newest colors, including white. Insist on the

wholesalers showing samples and make a comparison.

MANUFACTURERS' BENEFITS.— It is the constant aim of this Company to better fill your

requirements by keeping in touch with all modern improvements in machinery, and adding new

products and finishes as required.

The Montreal Cotton Company
LARGEST AND BEST EQUIPPED MILLS IN THE WORLD UNDER ONE MANAGEMENT

Sales Offices: TORONTO MONTREAL WINNIPEG
MILLS AT VALLEYFIELD, QUE.

Illustrated Booklet

Gold Medal
Linens

From the

Field to the Home
Write at once for a copy.

It will interest you.

K. Ishikawa & Co.

Manufacturers and Importers

R. H. COSBIE,

Irish Linen Agency, Toronto
24 Wellington Street West,

mmmmmmmm # * TORONTO
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Elections Now Over,

the Next Most Important Event is

the Holiday Trade.

THE few short weeks intervening this date and the

Christmas trade is but a trifle when compared with

the volume of work to be accomplished in that

time. For months we have been planning and gather-

ing together the most Christmas-like goods that the

various markets of the old and new worlds offer. At
the present time our Novelty Department is making a

very creditable showing of Teddy Bears with the kid

bodies. This line should prove the hit of the season—
more sanitary than the textile covering. Dolls in endless

variety, Christmas Tree Toggery, real leather Brush and

Comb Sets, Perfumery, Kid Glove. Handkerchief or

Veil Boxes, Albums, Smokers' Outfits, Handkerchiefs in

detail that are good enough to give, Frilling Sets, Hair Ornaments, Photo Frames, Fancy

Clocks, High-class Leather Goods in Purses, Card Cases, Pocket Pieces. The latter lines

are deserving of your attention.

The Women's and Men's Departments

have specially selected lines for the holiday trade and would direct attention to the range

of Fancy Knit Shawls, Golf Jerseys, Kimonas, Bear Skin Coats for children, Kid Gloves,

Blouses, Fine Linens in matched sets, Children's Knitted Goods, Men's and Boys' Scarfs,

Sweaters, Cardigans, Gloves, Suspenders, Ties, etc., etc.

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE ONLY we will ship your

Christmas order for blouse lengths in individual boxes. We want you to

write for a sample order of one dozen assorted blouse ends, just one in

a box, for the gift trade—well send you something nice. Get your

order in early as the supply of boxes is limited. Prices, 75c, $1.00,
$1.25 and $1.50 for complete box and blouse end. Samples of the

goods sent on application.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
Wholesale Dry Goods Ottawa, Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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A Trade-Building Underwear

TRADEPERRYS MARK
revem

There's profit and satisfaction for the

retailer who stocks Perry's Nevershrink

Underwear.

You're in business for profit; profit on

present sales, of course, but you will

want to think of the future, too.

Perry's underwear is the line

for you to build sales on.

G. B. PERRY KNITTING CO.
HAMILTON, - ONTARIO

tjit/ie/

/#ea/Yvell>

<^jra/?£t

HOSIERY
" The Hosiery of Quality"

The "Wearwell" man is out with

a complete range of Worsted, Cash-

mere and Cotton Hosiery that is

hard to beat.

SEE THE "WEARWELL" FEET. SOMETHING
YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR. THEY SAVE
THE PRICE OF THE LEG.

The Clinton Knitting Co.
Limited

Clinton, Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

A brisk Fall sorting business indicates that trade

is working back to normal conditions.

While Spring placing is slow in developing, the

general feeling is that it will gain headway with the

loosening up of Winter trade.

Predictions that the Spring season would bring

an unusually strong demand for colors in hosiery

are being confirmed.

Manufacturers and jobbers stated that prices

have reached the bottom level, and there is some
talk of reaction.

The suspense apparent in the Spring outlook in knitted

goods is hardly serious enough to rob the manufacturer

and the jobber of their optimism. Each has his eye

fastened on the retailer—he is the primary trade indica-

tor, through whom the inclinations of the purchasing pub-

lic receive consideration. Already the Fall sorting has de-

veloped well, and the fact that cold weather must come,

bringing with it a Christmas briskness, gives the trade

something to hope for.

*
Back to Normal.

Anticipation of a good Spring seems buoyed up by the

fact that Fall repeats are numerous and bulky enough to

point to a return to normal conditions, and that, encour-

aged by a healthy Winter movement, the retailer will keep

well abreast of the stride for the succeeding season.

It is predicted, however, that the season will not show
the best that is in it until the holiday period has been left

well in the rear. The conservatism of months past seems

to have developed a fondness for long breathing spells

—

but the revival is coming. There will be a shortage in

some lines for Fall, it is true, but such a condition is not

a heavy price to pay, and has its advantages, as The
Review pointed out last month. Already jobbers have

begun to measure their stocks by the prospects, as indi-

cated in present demands, and they say there will be a

scarcity. This, they add, will cause a movement in lines,

which, under usual circumstances, might prove somewhat
backward.

*
Factories Busy.

Many of the factories are humming over the Spring

output. The machines are moving to the tune of a healthy

optimism, which, however, is not likely to overdo itself

by the manufacture of unwarranted quantities. The period

of depression, and its consequent cautiousness, make it

evident that, for some time to come, one department of the

trade cannot expect to hoist too much of its responsibility

upon the shoulders of another.

"Spring trade has a decidedly better tone," remarked
a large Toronto wholesaler. "There is a greater con-

fidence. Values have improved, but it would be just as

well for the retailers to realize that they are at their low-

est and that a reaction may come any time. Two-thread
Egyptian balbriggan underwear can be bought this year

at $3.25, which could not be obtained under $4.50 last

year. There are garments shown in the trade which are

claimed to be double-thread, selling at $3.50, but which

really are not double-thread."

*
Good Selling Lines.

Jobbers speak with greater familiarity of the tendency

of the Spring trade than they could one month ago. For
instance, they say there is a strong demand for men's
garments in the mercerized yarns in plain colors, greys,

Sweater Coat.

pinks, light blues and the natural and fawn shades. These

are lines which will be sold to the trade at about $8.50

to retail at $1 a garment.

"Will there be a shortage for Fall sorting?" was the

question asked of a wholesaler.

"The demand has become so great that I have no

doubt of it," was his reply. "The manufacturer has been

cautious, and has not seen fit to allow his output to get

beyond normal bounds. In fact, some of the factories are

very much within that point."

*
Colors are Strong.

Colors in men's halfjhose are having a tremendous
run. The demand for plain hues apparently spreads itself
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over as wide a range as is the case in neckwear, and

should 'the fancy to match hosiery tints with those of ties

take root, it ought to serve as a great trade booster. One
argument used against it is that few men are fastidious

enough to go in for equal quantities of both with the mere

object of working out color effects in their apparel.

Iu the matter of men's hosiery, jobbers are also

sounding a note of warning. They say that values have

leached the low level and that some people are talking

of reaction. Fine wools have already slightly recovered,

and trade prophets state that, should there be a serious

shortage, prices will stiffen up and patronize the ascend-

ing portion of the scale.

Ladies' Wear.

In ladies' knitted hosiery, neat embroidered designs

are worked out effectively in connection with fashionable

shades, and it has become evident that the lace ankle

will be a strong seller. From the present viewpoint it

can be said that predictions as to the color range, which,

at the time, seemed sensational, are going to have some

confirmation. It is not going to be necessary to hunt far

Ladies' Wool Vest, with Hamburg Lace Front — Shown
by Eagle Knitting Company, Hamilton.

and wide for colors in hosiery to match or harmonize

with the lines in dress fabrics. Fashion's demands have

brought about a greater unity of purpose among manu-

facturers in this respect.

The ladies' golf or lounging' coat has had pronounced

call to favor. For street wear, it is a matter of observa-

tion, they are meeting with a large patronage. Greys are

much in evidence, and while many are absolutely plain,

not a few are self-trimmed in contrasting colors. These

jackets go to the trade at from $18 to $24 a dozen. The
coat-sweater, as an outing garment for men, is also fit-

ting into a strong demand. In every branch of the trade

the answer to the questions on the matter of garment pre-

ference for winter, almost invariably gives the palm to

these easily adjusted and comfortable garments. Knitted

vests may be included in the same class.

A Guessing Contest.

Jobbers have not a great deal to say with reference

to Spring demands for women's underwear. One whole-

saler remarket} that it would be merely a guessing con-

test to make any forecast, but he was satisfied that the

season would develop good business. One house states

that there is an increasingly persistent call for ladies'

knitted drawers in umbrella styles. The newest design

in ribbed lisle under-vests is said to be a yoke of Hamburg
lace having a maximum width of about three inches and
narrowing off towards the shoulders. This garment is al-

ready receiving favorable consideration from the trade.

For the little folks, knitted vests buttoned or girdled, fill

a very considerable place in the advance season's orders.

*
On the Upward Trend.

Among the manufacturers there is a feeling that the

times are now on the upward trend. They are beginning,

with greater degree of confidence, to compare present con-

ditions with those that were representative of a more
buoyant period. The process is a slow one, but it is being

worked out on solid lines.

"The market was never better supplied," was the

remark of one manufacturer of ladies' and children's fine

ribbed underwear. "Prices are down at the present

time, but I do not hesitate to prophesy that, by next Fall,

there will have been a substantial advance. The Spring

promises to develop an exceptionally strong competition

in men's balbriggans.

"Give us good weather and we will have a lively

Winter business, and be in a better position to talk about

the Spring." Thus did another manufacturer size up

the situation. "Buying at its best is going to be late.

Retailers are holding off, expecting something better in

values, but it is my opinion they will not get it. Cotton

and worsted yarns have reached rock bottom.

"What effect would the removal of the German surtax

have upon the Canadian knitting industry?" was the

question asked of a manufacturer.

"It would not be serious," he replied. "There never

was a great demand here for German underwear. Cana-

dian goods are holding their own against the foreign

lines. I'll give you an instance. At the present time

there is a French natural wool garment coming in to the

trade at $9 a dozen. In the same grade there is a Cana-

dian article, which 1 do not hesitate to say is superior,

going to the trade at $8.50 a dozen."

Not Running Short.

"I'll tell you what it is," said a manufacturer of

men's, women's and children's ribbed hosiery, "I have

that much confidence in the Spring outlook that I've

made up my mind not to be caught by a shortage. We
are out for a good business and it now looks as though we
would get it."

"Spring business!" exclaimed a manufacturer of

men's underwear, "why, we are still at our Fall stuff.

That will hold us for a while. It was different last year.

We were pegging away on our Spring orders about this

time, but this year we haven't started yet. We have all

been caught in the same boat; we have been rather cauti-

ous. We have a few orders for Spring, but I have no

doubt they will come along nicely with the loosening-up

process."

*
The Yarn Situation.

An importer of cotton and woolen yarns was asked

his opinion with reference to trade conditions in his par-

ticular lines. He produced a letter from his representa-

tive in Bradford, which was written in reply to a query:

"Do you know," ran the letter, "there is not a single
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Spring Underwear Buying

New Mesh Underwear
No. 1250

We show here our new "Zimmerknit" Mesh

Underwear for Summer, in Coat-Shirts and Knee-

Length Drawers. It will be a big seller next

season, and the wise dealer will insist on seeing

samples of this line from his jobber.

This garment is now being shown to the

Canadian trade for the first time in the range of a

Canadian manufacturer. Its peculiarly distinctive

qualities of coolness, comfort and easy fitting will

appeal at once to the best class of your customers.

With "Zimmerknit" Underwear you can

build up a lasting trade. "Zimmerknit" Underwear

is the kind you can be honestly enthusiastic over.

Isn't that worth consideration ?

The "Zimmerknit" range also includes Men's Balbnggan,

Lisle, Silkette, Cashmere and Merino Underwear. A good seller

for you will be the new Balbriggan Low-neck Underwear for

Ladies. Also all regular lines in "Zimmerknit."

All Canadian jobbers handle "Zimmerknit." Ask to see samples.

Zimmerman Manufacturing Co,
Hamilton Ontario

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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man in Canada who has the force, the money, the means
or the power to get one single pound of Lancashire Egyp-
tian cotton yarn. That may seem strange, but there are

no spindles working."

The yarn referred to is used chiefly in the manufac-
ture of hosiery. The importer stated that, on the whole,

the yarn trade was dull, but that the cotton strike in

England could have no effect that would be seriously felt

in Canada as an early settlement was in prospect. All

yarns, both cotton and wool, showed little inclination to

get away from the July level. Referring to the decline

of raw wool and woolen yarn importations, he pointed out

that, for the month of May, 1907, the raw material im-

ported amounted to $218,958, while in the corresponding

month of this year there had been a drop to $60,499. In

yarns, the decrease was not so noticeable, being from
$119,168 to $106,457. The raw wool imported in June of

last year was valued at $170,690, while for June, of 1908,

the figures were $52,439. Yarns had decreased from $132,-

893 to $96,593 in that period.

This decline, the importer declared, was an indication

of the present condition of the woolen industry. He ex-

pressed the opinion that the man who imported yarns

had the advantage of the man who imported raw wool and

did his own spinning, and he believed that, if the woolen

industry had to work out its own salvation, it would be

on this basis—with just a little more protection to the

manufacturer.

Col. Moodie Elected President.

The Dominion Power & Transmission Company,
Limited, of Hamilton, recently elected as its president,

Col. James Robert Moodie, in whom they have a progres-

sive business man of sound judgment and one who has

been a well-known figure in the development of industrial

COL. J. R. MOODIE, OF HAMILTON.

Hamilton. One of the founders of (lie enterprise of

which he is now president, was his father, the late John
Moodie, who held an important position with it until his

death. Besides his connection with the Dominion Power
& Transmission Company, Col. Moodie is president of the

Eagle Knitting Company, Limited, and of the Eagle

Spinning Mills, Limited, and he is also vice-president of

the Imperial Cotton Company, of Hamilton. The
spinning mill, which has just been completed and equipped

with the most modern machinery, makes the yarns re-

quired by the knitting mill.

Col. Moodie takes a keen interest in military affairs,

and was actively identified with the organization of the

91st Canadian Highlanders, of Hamilton, of which regi-

ment he was appointed Hon. Lieut.-Colonel.

Effect of Cotton Spinners' Strike.

R. J. Walker, Western representative of Arthur & Co.,

Glasgow, with headquarters at Winnipeg, and covering

for the Scottish firm the territory between that city and
the coast, returned recently from a trip to Scotland, where

he went to meet the heads of the firm he represents. Call-

ing at the Toronto office of The Review on his return he

expressed some interesting views relative to the state of

trade in the Old Country, and the effect which the condi-

tions there would have on Canada. The strike of the

cotton spinners in the Lancashire district, he stated, was

looked upon by the employers as not a wholly undesirable

circumstance. While deliveries for export may be affected

to a certain extent, it is anticipated that the mills will be

able to meet the domestic demand promptly, and since in

the ordinary course of events, and having in view the re-

stricted character of trade, it is not considered probable

that there would have been enough business offering to

keep the mills in continuous operation, it simply resolved

into a question of closing the mills in the early part of the

season and operating them longer on the other end.

On a number of lines of goods prices have dropped,

and better values are being offered. This applies to hosiery

in certain grades and staple lines of dress goods, as well as

silks and ribbons.

While no sudden revival of trade in the West is ex-

pected by Mr. Walker, he is of the opinion that there will

be a gradual improvement, due to the increased amount

of money which will be placed in circulation and diverted

to channels of trade.

Newfoundland Industries.

Deploring the fact that the factory for the manufac-

ture of blankets, tweeds and wools at Brigus was allowed

to cease operations, the St. John's (NeAvfoundland) Tele-

gram, adds:

"In the above-mentioned articles they were just be-

ginning to show signs of being able to compete with the

United States, Canada and Great Britain, both in quality

and price. The worst feature of the matter is that this

apparent failure has given a set back to this industry

that will necessarily deter other local capitalists from

undertaking a similar enterprise in our day. There is no

doubt that such a manufactory if judiciously managed
would pay in this country. The amount of money sent out

of the country for the purchase of the kind of goods re-

ferred to is a very large item in our importations. The

operatives of the factories of these countries get the bene-

fit of it in employment while our people have to remain

idle.

"In addition to the two large clothing factories estab-

lished in St. John's and which give employment to hun-

dreds of men, women and girls in the making of coats,

pants and vests, overcoats, boys' ready-made clothing and

overalls, there is yet plenty of room for other factories

to make up men's and boys' shirts, ladies' costumes,

ladies' blouses and underclothing of all kinds."
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Empty Shelves and a Full Cash Box

'MYGEIAN*
UNDERWEAR
OurSpec/a/f/y

That'll be something like the state of your underwear depart-

ment at the end of the season if you handle

Registered

UNDERWEAR
It's the underwear that fits well, wears well, and always feels

comfortable. That's why "y°u sell the more the more you sell."

The man who is wise enough to stock up with "Hygeian" runs

but "a very scant chance of having any unsold underwear stock to

carry over at the season's end.

Have you seen the Spring Samp/es?
Be wise. Examine them before placing your order for your Spring lines.

EAGLE KNITTING CO., Limited
HAMILTON, ONTARIO

Don't forget to ask your Jobber for Hygeian Waists.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Jaeger Pure Wool

Christmas Presents

The great suitability of Jaeger Garments as Christmas
presents is becoming more widely recognized each year

and for good reasons.

JAEGER

Tressing Gown, Quilted
Collar &. Cuffs.

For Men

They are what is required for the season.

They are the most comfortable and healthy goods that money

can buy.

They are of irreproachable quality and purity.

They are lasting souvenirs, giving years of pleasure to their

recipients.

They have a style and appearance of their own which dis-

tinguishes them from the ordinary run of goods and

The Jaeger Name and Trademark assures both the giver and

receiver that there is nothing better to be had in their class.

The following goods are especially suitable :

Dressing Gowns and Lounge Jackets, Sweaters, Coat Sweaters,

Fancy Waistcoats, Spencers, Caps, Gloves, Ties, Neckwraps,

Woollen Scarfs, Rugs in Camelhair and fancy checks, and
Fleece Slippers.

Fl orlickc dressing Gowns, Musmi Jackets, Cosy Spencers, Golf Coats,
Ol* Liw.QieS Coat Sweaters, Knitted Norfolks, Gloves, Lace Shawls and

Scarfs, Fancy Knitted Shawls, and Fleece Slippers.

Our stock is well assorted with goods suitable for pre-

sents selling from 75c. to $25. We shall be pleased to

send catalogue—and quote terms to the trade.

Dr. Jaegers' Sanitary Woollen System Co.
LIMITED

Wholesale Warehouse : 301 St. James St., MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Canadian Smooth Cloths to Compete With English Goods

Soft Water Supply is Necessary, According to John A. Jessop, a Yorkshireman

— Believes That it Can be Obtained in North Country— Produced the Cloths

in Markham While Water Lasted— Could Make Profit With Tariff as it Stands.

Are conditions favorable to the manufacture in Canada

of the so-called "smooth" or shoddy woolens, such as are

now being imported in large quantities from Yorkshire,

England ?

Could Canadian-made goods compete advantageously

in the home market with those of English manufacture?

John A. Jessop, a Yorkshireman, who has been en-

gaged for the greater part of his life in the woolen in-

dustry, as were generations of Jessops before him, gives

a decided "Yes" to both questions. Moreover, he has

actual experience behind his statement.

Although there is an "if" in the matter, he does not

regard it as hopeless. In his opinion, it is not a problem

of the tariff, nor of atmosphere, nor of the additional ex-

pense, nor yet of variety or exclusiveness in styles.

Soft Water Necessary.

"The difficulty," he stated to The Review, "consists

in the lack of pure, soft water for scouring. I am positive

that a supply can be obtained in the North country. It

is the presence of this all-important element which con-

fines the manufacture of shoddy within a certain area of

Yorkshire, and has held it there for generations. They

cannot, for instance, produce the same goods in Lan-

cashire, and while the industry has been developed to some

extent in Scotland, it cannot compare in proportion with

that of Yorkshire.

"It was the lack of a necessary supply of soft water

which caused a cessation of operations in the Maple Leaf

Mills at Markham. This factory was equipped by the

firm of Gaunt & Jessop with the latest and best machinery

that England could produce. The enterprise had at its

head men who knew the English woolen industry thor-

oughly. We came to this country fully convinced that the

Yorkshire quality could be produced in Canada. The

first product of the mill verified that opinion. The orders

received on the samples sent out from the initial pieces

of meltons and vicunas would have kept our mill going

night and day for three or four months. When we came

to fill those orders we encountered difficulties. The second

batch of cloth was not as good as the first in the matter

of finish, and the trouble was in the scouring. The ma-

terial used—-cotton warps and woolen wefts—was superior

to any contained in the same grades of English cloths.

There was no fault in the machinery, and the workmen
lacked nothing in skill. It was the water.

Injurious Chemicals.

"How was it that the first batch of cloth had the de-

sired body to it, while the second had not? That was the

puzzle. We discovered that when the mill started up, the

dam in connection with it had recently been filled with

rain or surface water in sufficient quantities to overcome

the chemical influence of the spring water. In the differ-

ent processes, all of the oil worked out satisfactorily, and

in the fulling treatment the material came out bright and

free from soapy deadness. We were jubilant, and the

sample brought us assurance of a long run of business.

"Subsequently, however, it was found that the water

had not the proper qualities. The dam had been drained

of the soft water and it was impossible to obtain the same
results with the spring or hard water remaining. The
chemicals contained in it were injurious to the milling pro-

perties of the new material.

Obtaining the Finish.

"In manufacturing cloth of this kind, alkaline water

is first applied to remove the oil from material. A soap

is thus formed which finally is worked off by means of

cold water. Then tallow soap for fulling is used, and
from this stage the material emerges with that tone and
finish which gives the fabric distinction. If the work has

been carried out properly that finish will not dull or blurr

in subsequent shrinkings. To obtain this result the Cana-
dian manufacturer must have pure, soft water, and the

quantities required are so large that the question is, how
or where to get it ?

"Although experiments of every kind were tried in

the Markham factory with a view to making the spring

water applicable to the work required, these were unsuc-

cessful. The Sovereign Bank went under about this time,

and the factory closed down, but not before we had ex-

hausted every method suggested.

"Had the water been as we wanted it," said Mr. Jes-

sop, "we would not have cared for all the banks in Can-

ada. My firm belief is that the soft, natural water neces-

sary is available back north in the granite country. It is

a case of taking the mill to the water. We can have the

same machinery, the same men, the same stock and as

great a variety of style as they have in England. All we
need is the water.

"In Yorkshire, the water comes down from the moun-

tains, and after filtering through the heathery soil, is

thoroughly broken up; the injurious chemical ingredients,

such as iron, magnesia, salts and sodas, have been taken

out of it. In fact, it is so soft that it eats through the

lead service pipes in the houses.

Could Make Profit.

"So far as the matter of cost is concerned, it is cer-

tainly greater in Canada than in England. The water is

really the big item over there. We figured that what we

would save in that item we could apply to fuel, which costs

very much more here. With hard water, we found it ne-

cessary to use from twenty to thirty pounds of soap,

where, with soft water, we would only use two pounds.

Wages are not a great deal higher in Canada; in fact, I

do not think you pay as high for skilled mechanics here

as there. All things considered, we could produce the

goods in Canada, with the duty as it stands, and could

make a handsome profit in competition with the English

goods. The only problem I know of is the scarcity of

water, but I am satisfied that a supply can be obtained in

the Rideau Lake region or farther back in the north

country.

"So far as style is concerned, that should present no

difficulty to the Canadian manufacturer of shoddy. Eng-

lish samples are shown some months ahead of seasons.

What, then, is there to hinder the Canadian from repro-
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ducing the same patterns if he chooses to do so. The al-

teration of a thread here and there results, practically, in

a new pattern or style. The Canadian trade has not a

prejudice against the product of home industry, so long

as it comes up to the imported article. We found that out

readily enough just as soon as we displayed the samples

of our first make.

Water Tested by Experts.

"Although attempt after attempt had been made in

Markham to produce goods of the desired finish, prior to

the coming of Gaunt & Jessop, it was not until they had
made a long series of experiments that the trouble was
traced to the water. We had analyses made by experts,

and they verified our suspicions. Our woolen yarns were

imported from England, and we used Canadian rags for

our shoddy. We were producing only plain colors and we
did our dyeing in piece. That part of the industry we un-

derstood in every detail, and it shbuld present no diffi-

culty to the Canadian manufacturer in these days when
dyes are already blended.

"Has not the man who manufactures from directly-

imported yarns the advantage over the one who makes his

own yarns from imported wool?

"Very little," replied Mr. Jessop. "The scouring has

still to be done. The degree of this work necessary de-

pends upon the amount of shoddy used. With reference to

the article recently published, in which it was stated that

English-made shoddy was infected with disease germs, I

want to say that the material used is made absolutely

clean—in fact, if it contained the slightest degree of oil

or dirt it would be useless for the purposes required."

Mr. Jessop has opened a shrinking and finishing house

in the Wilson building, 73 Adelaide Street West.

Travelers of Greenshields Limited.

Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, announced last month
their representation for Manitoba, Alberta and Sas-

katchewan, and partial announcements of the British

Columbia travelers. This is in accordance with the

announcement made in The Review a few months ago
that after the fifteenth of October, travelers from Mont-
real would cover the entire West.

The following are their representatives now on their

respective routes:—Mr. G. M. Newton has the general

supervision of their interests in the Northwest, with

headquarters at Winnipeg. Mr. A. C. Russell represents

them in Alberta, and Mr. J. E. Loughlin in Southern
Saskatchewan and Southern Manitoba. Mr. J. E.
Vogan looks after their interests in Northern Sas-
katchewan and part of Northern Manitoba, while

Mr. J. E. Walker is in part of Northern Manitoba
and the main line of the C.P.R to Regina.

Mr. Chas. MacLeay is a special western traveler for

smallwares, notions and ready-to-wear goods.

F. A. MacNab, formerly in the Eastern Townships
for Greenshields, Ltd., is among their travelers for

British Columbia.

Honore Paul Labelle, Joseph U. Poirier, Olivier Ro-
bert, L. R. Hickok, J. E. Beaulieu, of Montreal, and P.

A. Pinard, of Maisonneuve, have been incorporated un-

der the name of H. B. Labelle & Co., with capital of

$150,000, for the purpose of manufacturing and trading

in "all kinds of furniture, mats, rugs, carpets and ma-
chinery, and all goods in general," with head office in

Montreal

.

When txvo do the same thing it is not

the same thing ajter all.

Right you were, old Publius Syrus, and
your words are as true to-day as they

were years and years ago.

We've seen lots of manufacturers go
to the bad trying to make good on
imitations of the

NAZARETH
WAIST

The truth usually cropped out along

with the holes, and the mothers of

America had enough of the just-as-good

nit waists when they put one to the

service test.

There's were

NAZARETH
WAISTS

make good—they're built for service—
regular racket resisters—move with the

youngsters not against them.

They've led the bunch in children's

knit waist sales for twenty-two years,

and the mothers know the definition

of the

NAZARETH
WAIST

by heart.

Don't dabble with the dodos—get the

waists with this guarantee —

on the back.

At Your Jobber ' s.

350 Broadway, New York
Mills at Nazareth, Pa.

Canadian Representatives :

—

E. H. Walsh & Co., Toronto, Ontario
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For 1909
Summer Season

Ladies' and

Children's Swiss

Elastic Ribbed

Underwear

Best Finishing

Best Elasticity

Best Bleaching

Our Representatives

are now on the road.

See the New ILET Porous Elastic

Goods, made solely by us in Canada

Oxford Knitting Co., Limited

WOODSTOCK, - ONT.

WOLSEV
UNDERWEAR

FOR WINTER
Do not hesitate to buy
WULSEY Underwear
this Winter. It wears
and fits so well , and
withal is so soft that

it gives perfect satis-

faction. Guaranteed
absolutely unshrink-

able by the manufac-
turer.

2-0

From the series of ads. now appearing
in your interest in the leading Cana-
dian newspapers and magazines.

Keep Your Stocks Well-Assorted.

Order your Wolsey from the
Wholesalers.
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A Line That Brings Repeat Orders

High-
Grade
Knit
Underwear

For Men,
Women
and
Children

Our representatives are showing a magnificent line of spring samples for 1909.

Don't fail to see them. Every garment is full of honest quality—made to fit well, wear
well and to feel entirely comfortable.

Representatives—ONTARIO : C. & A. G. Clarke, Empire Bldg., Wellington St., Toronto.
QUEBEC : L. A. Prevost, 209a McGill St., Montreal.
MANITOBA : A. J. Snell, Box 705 Winnipeg, Manitoba.
BRITISH COLUMBIA : Geo. A Campbell, P.O. Box 1026, Vancouver, B.C.
MARITIME PROVINCES : G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville St., Halifax, Nova Scotia.

The Peerless Underwear Co., Hamilton, Ont.

A Good Thing—Well Advertised

That is what makes a strong and steady

seller.

"CEETEE"
Unshrinkable Underwear

is underwear of the very highest quality,

extensively advertised. We are telling your
customers all about "CEETEE." The
demand exists—are you prepared to fill it?

"CEETEE" is made in all sizes and styles in

India Gauze (medium and heavyweights),

Silk and Wool, Lamb's Wool and Merino.

Every garment guaranteed unshrinkable.

See our Spring Samples

The C.Turnbull Company
OF GALT, LIMITED

Gait, - Ontario

The best underwear for the delicate skin of

women and children is our Perfect Fitting

Elastic Ribbed Underwear.

Nowadays
quality alone is not sufficient to make an
Underwear line popular.

There are so many good lines of Under-
wear on the market that, were quality

the only consideration, it woidd be diffi-

cult to choose between them.

There is at least one line, however, which
stands above and beyond all others, be-

cause of its remarkable elasticity.

The Ellis Spring Needle

Ribbed Underwear
while equal to any brand made, on all

general points, has, in addition, this one
special feature (protected by patents),

which ensures for it the consideration of

every man who recognizes the impor-

tance of good-fitting Underwear.

THE ELLIS MFG. CO., Limited

Hamilton, Ont.

MONEYPENNY BROS. & CO., Selling Agents

Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

CANADA

:

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost.

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

THE ACME OF PERFECTION
IN FOOTWEAR „ . . ..

Manufactured by

R. HENDERSON & CO.
w-«*ven&co.,lm.

Montreal and Toronto Leicester, Eng.

$t(&tor$t

LINSHrinkaBLE
UNDERWEAR FOR MEN

St. George Brand
Underwear for Men
made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP
(For extra warmth)

also bears St. George trade mark for your

protection and ours.

PEN-ANGLE
UNDERWEAR

The best known underwear is Pen-

Angle. More people buy it than

any other. A larger quantity will be

sold this season than ever before.

Are you enjoying vour share

of Pen-Angle prosperity?

AT UNSHRINKABLE*
^/ Trade A(ar/(

P E N M A N S

LIMITED
PARIS, - - CANADA

Adams' Lock-Stitch Hose

Satisfactory Stock-

ings, sizes 4 in. to

10 in., Pure Cash-

mere. The Lock-
** Stitch, seamless

heels and toes, 10 fold

knees, 6 fold ankles are

some of their good

features.

They're economical be-

cause they wear.

Adams' Lock - Stitch

Hose brings you best

results.

A»k your wholesaler for these
goods. Full particulars of the line

from our agents.

A. E. ADAMS & CO.
Manufacturers

LEICESTER, - ENGLAND

AGENTS

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.,

301 St. James St., Montreal

33 Melinda St., Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers ond their Travelers
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SPRING 1909
Our travellers are showing for the coming Spring Season, the best range of

samples of KNITTED UNDERWEAR we have yet produced.

Lines in All Qualities for

Men, Women and Children.

Watson'sUnderwear
In addition to our regular lines of ELASTIC RIB GOODS we are showing

MEN'S GOODS in PLAIN BALBRIGGAN and MESH.

We Solicit Your Valued Favors.

Watson Mfg. Co., Limited
Paris, Ontario

Agents—BRYCE & CO., Winnipeg, Man. McCLUNG & BURNS, 117 Wellington St. West Toronto.
A. L. GILPIN, 207 St. James St. Montreal. J. A. MURRAY, Sussex, N.B.

There's a Great Big Pleasure

in Waiting on Customers

when you have Stanfield's Underwear to show.

Stanfield's makes a good impression, right at the start.

It looks good—well made— strongly woven—every stitch

and thread just as it should be.

No trouble about fitting either—

for Stanfield's comes in all sizes

from 22 to 70 inch bust and chest

measures. Then, look what a

guarantee you can offer—Every

strand pure wool of the best

quality—every garment fitted over

models to determine its exact

size—and every garment absolutely

unshrinkable. You can give

YOUR customers the same guar-

antee that we give to OURS a

new garment for any one that

shrinks. Pleased customers mean
more business and bigger profits.

Stanfield's Unshrinkable Under-

wear mean all three.

STANFIELD'S LIMITED
TRURO, - - N.S.

A reputation for reliability is its highest asset.

Since the bulk of your business is done on blacks,

be sure they are reliable fast blacks. Don't smirch
your reputation with any other kind. There is no
reason why you should—monetary or otherwise.
Neither you nor your customer pays a cent more
for Hermsdorf-Dyed Hosiery—the blacks that are
fast in Fact—and guaranteed pure. Hermsdorf's
signature appears on the sole of every genuine
Hermsdorf-Dyed Stocking. It's a mark that's known
throughout the world. Is it known in your store?

Write for our advertising proposition.

Store hangers, cats, booklets, etc., sapptied FREE on request.

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony
American Bureau : Thirty-ninth Street Building

New York

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Items from all Canada

Ontario.

The Spirella Corset Co., Niagara Falls, 'have moved

into their new factory.

F. J. Prid'ham, tailor, Goderich, has secured the agency

for a well-known line of tailor-made goods.

L. Morrison, late of the Croonburg Cutting School,

Chicago, has been engaged by Smith & Kerr, tailors.

Ingersoll.

S. W. Stanzel, late of Carleton Place, has opened a

men's clothing and furnishing, and a boot and shoe store

in Winchester.

Fire caused about $200 damage to the men's furnish-

ing stock of Boughner, the men's furnisher, Richmond
Street, London.

Mr. Robert Young, representing Garside & White,

wholesale shoe merchants, Toronto, has gone to Mount
Forest to reside.

A factory is being erected by the Renfrew Knitting

Company, which, when completed, will give employment

to forty or fifty hands.

The Patterson men's and boys' furnishing store, Petro-

lea, is undergoing complete redecoration, which will great-

ly improve interior appearances.

W. H. Goulding & Co., who conducted an Indian and

souvenir goods store in Toronto, and another at Port

Carling, Muskoka, have assigned.

Chas. J. Doran, of the Dominion Suspender & Neck
Tie Company, has returned from a four months' trip to

Australia, Japan and other countries.

Ernie Roberts, formerly of P. J. Kelley's cutting de-

partment, Stratford, has accepted a position as cutter

with the English Woolen Mills in Buffalo.

The stock of F. E. Bowman, men 's clothier and furn-

isher, Penetang, has been bought by Adolphus Derroches,

and the store will be continued by him in future.

E. W. A. Odell, general organizer of the Boot and
Shoe Makers' Union, will make a tour of the Can-

adian jurisdiction in the interests of the union stamp.

Miss Lena McAdam, formerly a member of the staff
1

in H. S. Bowden's dry goods store, Pembroke, is shortly

to assume her duties as nurse-in-training in the Metropoli-

tan Hospital, New York.

Hugh Henry, of Toronto, has accepted a position as

salesman with J. McCullough, shoe merchant of Lindsay.

He is a first-class vocalist and entertainer and will be

welcomed by Lindsay talent.

A free moving picture show was given in the top

storey of the Stanley Mills & Co. 's store, in Hamilton,

for the entertainment of the people arriving in the city

on the excursions arranged by the firm.

Archie G. Barkley, of Parry Sound, is expanding his

cleaning, pressing and repairing business into a semi-

ready store, and for that purpose will occupy new and
larger premises.

Cloth to the value of $2,500, practically the whole of

the stock, was stolen from the store of Matthew Kennedy,
tailor, Thorold. The thieves used a team of horses and a

democrat wagon.

By taking in adjoining premises, the Bee Hive, Peter-

borough, has been greatly enlarged and improvements

carried out during the month have converted it into an

exceptionally fine ladies' store.

The Oriental Textiles, Limited, Streetsville, Ont., have

installed a new Crele loom. This loom is designed to

weave complicated patterns such as flowers and will add

greatly to the efficiency of the mill.

Michael W. and J. Harry Finnigan, dealers in boots

and shoes, Bowmanville, have dissolved partnership, the

business to be carried on by the former, Mr. J. H.

Finnigan having secured a position in Toronto.

The Niagara Shirt Company have started operations

at Niagara Falls, with twenty-five hands. The factory is

under the management of Mr. Evans, now superintendent

of the manufacturing end of the Niagara Neckwear Co.

Robert Scott Williamson, who was for some years en-

gaged in the dry goods business in Guelph, died in Petro-

lea, October 3rd, as the result of blood-poisoning from an

ulcerated tooth. He had large oil and other interests in

Petrolea.

Fire broke o.ut in the men's furnishing store in Guelph
of E W. Cumming, of Gait, and managed by his brother

J. K. Cumming. Before the fire was got under control

damage was done to the stock, fixtures and premises which

may run to $10,000.

Isidore Einhorn, Toronto, was arrested recently on a

charge of stealing about $1,000 worth of furs from
Abraham Levine, 141 Yonge Street. The stolen stuff in-

cluded five fur-lined coats, about 200 mink skins, and a

number of muskrat skins.

Begg & Shannon, of Hamilton, clothing, men's furnish-

ings, hats and shoes, have had their store remodeled and
refurnished. New fixtures have been instaled and a

double-decked, dome-shaped window, the first of its kind

in Hamilton, has been installed in the new store, and an-

other one will shortly be put in the old store.

Shopbreakers paid a visit to the clothing store of

Frank W. Singer, 724 Queen Street West, Toronto, and,

as they could find no money, made a complete change of

apparel. The men selected the best underwear, hose, and
suits of clothes, leaving their own behind. They walked

off with a good supply of collars and ties and a new over-

coat each.

Voisin & Manning, of Mount Forest, have purchased

the balance of the A. J. Ford dry goods stock at 36c on the

dollar, and will make a quick clearance. The store is

leased to another tenant, and Voisin & Manning have

less than a month in which to realize on their investment.

The goods remaining unsold will be shipped to the Mount
Forest store.

A despatch from London, Eng., states that Robert

McKay, Hamilton, Ont., has lost the case brought against

him by S. J. Lyons, wholesale costumier, claiming pay-

ment for a number of costumes supplied. McKay said lie

ordered the American model and was supplied with the

English, which was no use in America, because the women
were shorter and broader.

Alex. Currie, of London, Ont., was pleasantly surprised

by the staff of Oak Hall recently, when they presented

him with a handsome gold-mounted umbrella and an ad-

dress on the eve of his departure for Detroit. Mr. Currie

has been with the Oak Hall firm for nineteen years, and

on the occasion of the presentation, Manager Gibson

spoke with regret of losing such a valuable employe.
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Quebec

Gregory Saunders, of the Opera Silk Waist Co.,

Montreal, spent a few days in New York last month.

\V. B. Matthews, with Greenshields Limited, Mon-

treal, returned last month from an European buying

trip.

I. Mishkin, of the Reliable Silk Waist Factory, Mon-

treal, has returned from a style inspection trip to New
York, where he spent several days.

A. P. Revol, manager of Perrin Freres & Co., Mon-

treal, is again in the city, after a visit to their Euro-

pean houses and foreign glove markets.

W. A. Brooks is the special representathe for Green-

shields Limited, Montreal, in Ontario, showing their

samples of woolens and tailors' trimmings.

W. J. Daly, of Daly & Morin, Montreal, is again in

the city, after a trip to Winnipeg in the interests of his

business. Mr. Daly is enthusiastic regarding western

business prospects.

George B. Fraser, of Greenshields Limited, Montreal,

is in the Old Country on a purely holiday trip. He will

spend a good deal of his time in Scotland and will be

away about three months.

The Brooke Company have opened their new semi-

ready store at Point St. Charles. The store has been

fitted up with wardrobes, and is one of the most attractive

business places in that thriving suburb of Montreal.

One of the warehouses of the Montreal Cotton and

Wool Waste Co., Limited, Montreal, was damaged by fire

on October 19th to the extent of $25,000. Insurance

was carried to the amount of 25 per cent, of the loss.

Mr. R. C. Bach, of R. C. Bach, Limited, has recently

returned from a far wesloru trip embracing Manitoba

to the coast. He reports s decided- improvement in the

trade, and noted the marked progress of the western

stoies.

The clothing establishment of Mr. William Currie, 423

Notre Dame Street West, Montreal, was entered by

burglars last night and sufficient clothing was stolen by

them to clothe three or four men and fill two suit cases

besides.

B. E. Packard will represent Greenshields Limited in

Ontario, showing their lines of Pewny's and other goods

of the glove department. This move gives T. B. Allan,

the manager of the department, more opportunity to

attend to inside work.

S. Kay, of L. Hirshson & Co., Montreal, is again in

the city, after a four months' combined business and

pleasure trip throughout England, France, Switzerland,

Germany and Belgium. Mr. Kay succeeded in picking u;i

many desirable lines, and added considerably to their

collection of samples.

W. R. W. Bruce, manufacturers' agent, Montreal,

returned last month from an extensive trip to the West-

ern Provinces. Mr. Bruce is impressed with the West,

and spoke of the attractiveness of the City of Winnipeg.

Thomas J. Watt, of the Watt &i Shapiro Mfg. Co.,

Montreal, and E. C. Logan, one of their representatives,

made fine trips through northern and western Ontario,

respectively, recently. They report trade as good and

made a decided hit with their line of misses' suits.

W. T. Ritch, of J. & N. Philips & Co., Manchester,

England, came to Canada a few weeks ago arranging

with Mr. F. Caldecott, their Ontario representative, and
Wm. F. Macoun, their Quebec representative, for their

lines of samples, spending some time with each of them.
Mr. Ritch is now in the Maritime Provinces and expects

to return to Montreal early in December. He speaks of

the present trade conditions as highly favorable, and con-

siders the recent set-back a blessing in disguise.

S. IT. Ewing, president of the Montreal Cotton Mills

Company, discussing- the outlook for the textile trade in

Canada, stated that the cotton situation was showing signs

of slight improvement, and that it was expected that busi-

ness for the ensuing year would show a marked improve-

ment in volume over the past twelve months. Orders, Mr.
Ewing said, were coming- in fairly well, as he understood

that the supply of cottons on the shelves of the retail

merchants, as well as the wholesale houses, was being-

lessened as a result of a better demand for textile goods.

As to the price of cotton, Mr. Ewing was not in a position

to make any definite statement further than that a slight

advance was possible, although nothing has been decided.

The East.

The journeymen tailors of Sydney, N.S., have formed

a branch of the Journeymen Tailors' Union of America.

Fanjoy & Co., clothiers and furnishers, New Glasgow,

N.S., have had their store replanned, renovated and fresh-

ly painted.

I. S. Boates, formerly with the Wolfville Tailoring Co.,

has accepted a position with George A. Crozier, merchant
tailor, Wolfville, N.S.

Bernard Quinnan. of Halifax, traveler for F. W. Moore
& Company, wholesale millinery, Halifax, died suddenly at

North Sydney on October 3rd.

William Alger, salesman for F. B. Edgecumbe Com-
pany, Frederieton, N.B., has resigned to become manager
for Manchester, Robertson & Allison, St. John.

HEALTH BRAND

See samples particularly of Ruben's

and Brownie Vests.

Health Brand covers the following

lines: COMBINATIONS for

Ladies, Misses and Children.

VESTS for Ladies, Misses and

Children. CORSET COVERS.
BLACK TIGHTS.

Place your orders now to ensure

prompt delivery.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL
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A factory for the manufacture of larrigans is being

opened by Steen Bros, on the Canadian side of the border,

near Vanceboro, Maine. John Donovan,, formerly with

John Palmer Company, Fredericton, N.B.
;

is the superin-

tendent.

*

The West.

Bowen Bros, have purchased the tailoring and men's

furnishing business of Lyle, McGowan, Limited, Van-

couver.

A set of sleigh robes of Wolverine, one of the very

few sets in Canada, was displayed by Herbert Snell in

the store of "Correct Dress for Women" at Moose Jaw.

W. Wesley Glass, formerly merchant tailor of Toronto,

and for the past three years cutter for A. R. McCollum

and T. C. Morgan, of Vancouver, has opened up business

for himself in that city.

A tornado swept over sections of country surrounding

Winnipeg recently, and did considerable damage. At

Bird's Hill, six miles east, the general store of M. Helkoff

was wrecked, and the contents were distributed over about

a mile of country.

George N. Hart has sold his tailoring and repair busi-

ness in Portage la Prairie to John Gay, formerly with

Geo. Murton, and is leaving this month for Melville, on

the G.T.P., where he will open a tailoring and gents'

furnishing business.

The Blue Fur Store in Winnipeg is thirty-six years of

age. The Fall opening, held on the evening of October

8th, was in striking contrast to that of twenty-five years

ago. The assortment of styles then was quiet and limited.

Men wore buffalo coats, and ladies wore buffalo coats, rac-

coon, occasionally Persian lamb, and sometimes sealskin

sacques. A noticeable change is that furs from being

merely articles of use, -warm enough but hideously plain,

have been made both beautiful as well as cosy.

Claims for Express Charges.

Importers, manufacturers and wholesalers are neces-

sarily handicapped in making complete shipments of ad-

vance orders. Back orders naturally come into every

business. An importer or a manufacturer doing an entire

Canadian business has to consider that western merchants

desire earlier shipments than those in Ontario and the

eastern provinces. For instance, British Columbia mer-

chants specify Spring hosiery shipments as soon as pos-

sible after January 1st,; Manitoba February 1st, on ac-

count of freight and early trade, and the entire east is

satisfied with April 1st. This means that it is impos-

sible for any importer to make complete shipments.

The difficulty then arises over the question of partia'

shipments to make complete orders. According to im-

porters, western and other merchants sometimes make un-

reasonable claims regarding the express charges on small

parcels. Instances have been shown The Review of

claims, where retailers evidently have overlooked the fact

that importers are aware of the weight of shipment and

of the express charges to every point.

The express companies, on small parcels up to fifty

pounds, charge a great deal more, for instance, upon two

parcels of forty-nine pounds than upon one parcel of one

hundred pounds. To illustrate this point, if a one-pound

express parcel is sent to Winnipeg from Montreal, the

charge is thirty cents. A two-pound parcel costs thirty-

five cents. If two separate shipments, of one pound each

are made on separate days, the charge is double the one-

pound rate, or sixty cents. Another illustration,: if a

twenty-pound parcel from Montreal to Toronto costs

seventy cents, a forty-pound parcel ninety cents. If two
separate parcels of twenty pounds each are sent on separ-

ate days the cost is naturally $1.40.

There are very few importers or wholesalers who
make strenuous objection regarding the meeting of ex-

press charges upon back orders as the result of advance

shipments. A retailer, who has to contend with delayed

and back order shipments, paying express charges on

small amounts, considers that the outlay is through no

cause of his, and often makes claims. Different ways of

handling these are adopted by the various houses in an

endeavor to protect their trade. It is the concensus of

opinion that if a retailer makes an honest claim, pointing

out the real differences in express chargts, the importer

usually pays one-half of the charges.

From the importer's viewpoint, who has no redress

upon his foreign manufacturers, it appears unfair to ex-

pect him to pay the total express charges, particularly

when he is often aware that the claim is not accurate.

It has always been a vexed question. Toronto im-

porters say that, when the period of depression was at

its worst, there were customers who did not hesitate to

take advantage of delays in shipment to return goods.

In such cases the express companies give no rebate, and

the wholesaler had to pay charges both ways. The Dry
Goods Section of Toronto Board of Trade took the prob-

lem up some time ago with the result that a circular was
issued urging upon the retailer the desirability of a more
considerate action under such circumstances. The circu-

lar did some good at the time, but its effect is gradually

disappearing. The feeling is that, with the new credit

agreement recently introduced, there is a tendency among
parties interested to get together on such matters as

this, with the object of bringing about a greater co-opera-

tion. A reference to a representative board might, it is

thought, have beneficial results, but this, at best, would

be a complicated system, and in the absence of anything

better, importers and manufacturers appear content to

deal with each case from their own offices.

There is, no doubt, a great deal to be said on both

sides, and The Review would like retailers, as well as

manufacturers and importers, to use its columns in pro-

fitable discussion of the matter, hoping thereby to facili-

tate the working out of a satisfactory solution.

*

Meeting of Sales Managers.

The first meeting of the National Sales Managers'
Association was held at the Automobile Club, Chicago,

on the evening of Oct. 23rd.

This association, as the name implies, is composed
of sales managers from the different mercantile con-

cerns, its object being to promote the interests of its

members as managers of sales departments. Walter D.

Moody, Secretary of Chicago Association of Commerce,
with whom such an organization has always been a pet

theme, is the prime mover in the association, and occu-

pied the chair at the inaugural meeting.

Rolland Maedonald Guiton, of Toronto, who was well-

known in wholesale dry goods circles, died in Jersey,

Channel Islands, from typhoid fever. He was connected

with the firm of H. L. Smyth & Co. for nine years. Mr.

Guiton became ill while enjoying a holiday in Great Bri-

tain and the Continent.
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DRY GOODS CO.
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Grand Avenue htm and walnut Stpeets

Kansas City. MoJftfi9'
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Butterick Pub. Co.,

New York City.

Cfentlemen;-

It affords us great pleasure to let you know that

the sal^s of Butterick patterns are on the increase, that for the

first six months of this year, our increase over the corresponding

six months of 1907 is exactly 4-0%, and the percentage of increase

for July and August is about the same.

:t certainly is encouraging to see Increase in business

in this line.

We remain,

Yours truly,

EMERY, BIRD,_ THAYER DRY GOODS CO.

By--?

It's Sales that Tell the Story

WRITE US

We might be able to maKe an arrangement with you.

THE BUTTERICft PUBLISHING COMPANY
33 MCHMOND ST. W . TORONTO. ONT.. CAN.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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A B WALLACE President

L C BROWN. Vice-Prest

JAMES A SWAN Treasurer

ALBERr E.FLINT Secretary

NEW YORK. 2 WALKER ST
BOSTON 76CHAUNCEYST
MANCHESTER 66 FAULKNER ST
PARIS. 5 CITE TREVISE
CHEMNITZ. 25 THEATRE STR
ST. GALL,. 16 ROSENBERG STR.

Boston Sto-i^es;

WORCESTER, MASS, S «P t . 1, IJOQ.

The Butterick Publishing Co.

,

Butterick Building,
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Replying to your letter of the 28th would say

that the increase of our sales of Butterick goods for
the six months ending July 1st was 17 7/ltof°* The In-
crease for July and August has "been 20 6/L0 %.

Yours very truly,

DENHOLM & MCKAY

It's Sales that Tell the Story

WRITE US
We might be able to maKe an arrangement witH you.

THE BUTTOUCft PUBLISHING COMPANY
33 RICHMOND ST. W.. TORONTO. ONT.. CANADA

.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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^ YOUNKER BROS. mo.
IMPOHTEH8 AND HIiTAlIj;n9 OF

DRY GOODS, CARPETS. CLOAKS, ETC.

CORNER SEVENTH AND WALNUT STS.

DES MOINES. IOWA

Sept. 2, 1908.

Butterick Pub, Co.,

New York City, N. Y.

Gentlemen,

Replying to yours of the 24th ult . in regard

to increase in pattern sales will say that the increase

of the first six months has been 33-1/3^ and for July

and August 45^.

Trusting this will answer your purpose, we

are,

Yours very truly,

Younker Bros. Inc

RJ-JG per C^^

It's Sales that Tell the Story

WRITE US
We might be able to maKe an arrangement witH you.

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY
33 RICHMOND ST. W.. TORONTO. ONT.. CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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07to72I Broad St..

an" 8 Cedar St..
TELEPHONE. SIIO.

.2, 1908.

Mr. E. A. Shorter,

°jb Futterick Pub. Co.,

Spririg & Macdougal Sta.,

Hew York City.

Dear Sir;
In reply to your letter of recent date requesting a

statement of our Butteriek Pattern business for the first six
months of this year, would state that our increase has been 12%%.
We, however, find the increase stronger during the months of
July and August, which are 2656 better than last year. We remain,

Respect^ully__your&,

MP/GP
A

It's Sales that Tell tKe Story

WRITE US
We migHt be able to make an arrangement witH you.

THE BUTTERICIi PUBLISHING COMPANY
33 RICHMOND ST., W . TORONTO. ONT.. CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Practical Suggestions for Handling Holiday Business

Start Early to Make Preparations for the Busy Season—Some Suggestions on Inducing

Early Shopping and on Facilitating Business of the Store— Arranging the Departments.

The weeks previous to the Christmas selling season

are busy ones among the managers of stores and depart-

ments, as they are maturing plans for handling the

Christmas rush in the best possible manner. The mer-

chant who is to make the most out of this season must

formulate plans which will affect every part of his store.

Lines particularly for the holiday season, should be

brought into prominence, while goods not much in de-

mand will be made to occupy less space or be moved

to a different part of the store entirely. The store that

fails to perfect its arrangements for the Christmas trade

will be at a loss when the rush sets in.

Managers of modern stores begin early in the season

to anticipate this busy period. The main thing is not

so much salesmanship at this time as it is speed in hand-

ling customers, making out bills and getting goods wrap-

ped. To accomplish the latter, goods which are sold

singly are wrapped in advance, and when a customer

chooses the article it may be handed out without any

dfiay for wrapping. Local cash registers also lessen

delay in making change. More parcel girls must be

employed, also more clerks. These should be taken on

earl) enough to enable them to acquire a certain amount
of familiarity with the store and its methods before the

heavy rush. If this is not done new hands will hinder

the experienced clerks.

In large stores where aisle tables are used, these, in

many cases, are removed in order to give more space

for customers to move about. It also lessens the danger

of loss by shoplifting.

Toys, which are such a prominent feature of the holi-

day trade, are in most cases, given greatly enlarged

space, but as these are in such demand that they will

be found out no matter what part of the house thoy

occupy they need not be in the most conspicuous part

of the store, but may be placed where the greatest amount
of space can be conveniently given them. One of the

most practical and convenient methods of displaying

small and medium-sized toys is to place them on counters

over which pyramid shelving has been arranged. This

means an A-shaped arrangement of a suitable height,

with rows of shelves graduating in width, the larger toys

being placed on the lower shelves and the smaller ones

at the top.

Mechanical toys must be accommodated with space

for demonstration for upon this will depend the amount
of the sales in this line.

All merchants make some effort to give a holiday

appearance to their stores, and it is probable that few

customers realize how much the decoration of a store

tends to influence them in visiting that same house again.

Artificial leaves and flowers, holly, buntings and crepe

paper are utilized to good advantage, and some stores

erect fancy booths for specialties such as handkerchiefs,

neckwear, etc.

A plan adopted by some merchants is advertising

that Santa Claus will meet the children in the toy de-

partment. This serves to bring the children out in great

numbers, and as a result their parents, a fact which

usually has the effect of large sales in toys. The Christ-

mas tree idea, with souvenirs for the children, is con-

sidered a good one by some merchants. This need not

be a heavy expense as inexpensive trifles will suffice. It

is best to give the items only to such children as visit

the store accompanied by adults. These visits enable

parents to decide what will be satisfactory for gifts, as

the children naturally express their preference for any
toys they may fancy.

Lists of suggested presents placed throughout the

store where they may be conveniently read or distributed

among shoppers, are useful. Some stores in advertising

holiday goods in daily newspapers publish lists under
several headings, such as for boys, girls, misses, youths,

men and women, etc.

It is bad policy to allow customers to get the idea that

goods will be cheaper in the last days before Christmas.

This will prevent shopping being done early, and means
a congestion at the last moment, which is extremely

undesirable. Efforts should be made to induce early

shopping, both early in the season and early in the day,

as this is certain to be productive of greater satisfac-

tion and comfort.

Footwear Demand Increasing.

E. H. S. Field, West Indian Trade Commissioner, re-

ports from Barbados that the growth which is taking place

in the demand for tea, is also taking place in regard to

boots and shoes, now no longer regarded as a luxury by
the tenantry. On Sundays and holidays, all the lower
classes appear out, cleanly dressed and with some kind of
footwear, and after a study of the local situation there is

reason to conclude that the exports of Canada in these ar-

ticles could be improved if proper attention were given

to it.

Death ot Thomas E. Kenny.

Thos. E. Kenny, president of the Royal Bank of

Canada, died at his residence at Thornvale Northwest
Arm, at one o'clock on the morning of Monday, Oct.

26. He had been in failing health for two years.

Mr. Kenny was a native of Halifax, being born in

that city on Oct. 12, 1833. He was the eldest son of the

late Hon. Sir Edward Kenny, Knight, formerly a mem-
ber of the Queen's Privy Council for Canada. After
completing his education in England and Belgium ;he

returned to Ha'ifax and assumed a position in the dry
goods business. He took an extensive interest in ship-

building and was prominent in Nova Scotia financially,

socially and politically. He sat for the County of Hali-

fax in the Dominion Parliament for years and in 1896
he was mentioned for a Cabinet portfolio. He took a

prominent part in the organization of the Nova Scotia

Cotton Manufacturing Co., of Halifax, and was a director

of the Acadia Sugar Refinery Co. As president of the

Royal Bank he saw it develop from a comparatively
small institution to one of the greatest in Canada.
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Griffin Brand

Garments Sell

Ladies
9

Fall Coats
in wanted styles, colors and materials at

$5.00, $6.50, $7.50, $9.00 ;
d

Freshen up your stock now

—

SAMPLES OR SALESMAN ?

Empire Ml&. Co., s Beaver Haii Hiu, Montreal

In looking over our samples for

the holidays, you will no doubt

see the radical style changes in

the waist field. Don't be led

away by guessing ; look at our

line, and you will see the Reliable

styles coming, which are a radical

change in sleeve and otherwise.

With these facts in view, it is

certainly advisable for you to

clear out old style waists and get

good, reliable waists for imme-
diate or Spring.

Examine our line, which speaks
for itself.

The Reliable Silk Waist
Factory

40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL
Our mail orders have proved their convenience, as we give them

prompt attention.

Always in the Lead

THE NEWEST SLEEVE
The RIGHT Sleeve for Winter and Spring is the

long, close fitting sleeve.

We were the first waist house in Canada to show

this sleeve.

THE NEWEST COLORS
are Taupe, Peacock and Strawberry — you can get

them from us.

Messalines, Crepe de Chene and Nets (all colors)

are the right materials.

Why not write for Catalogue or Samples ?

The Opera Silk Waist Co.
329 St. James Street, Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Ready-toWear Garment Department

Partiality to long sleeves of the close-fitting

Directoire order is characteristic of prevailing

Parisian waist styles.

Cross tucked sleeves will likely become a popu-

lar selling feature.

The bib effect is a novelty, both in waists and

neckwear.

A great many waists have the Directoire sash

at the side and the Directoire tie is also much 'n

evidence.

Novelty in Waists.

The illustration, showing some of the latest novel-

ties in waists, should be very carefully studied by waist

buyers. The three centre waists are late Paris pro-

ductions and show numerous new features.

Sleeves will be the central point with many buyers

owing to the uncertainty as to just what the new Spring

half of the sleeve, not over the outside of the hand.

Note also on this waist the button and loop trimming,

and the Directoire tie, finished with balls at the neck.

Nearly all but the plainer waists have the Direc-

toire sash at the waist. Waist three of the centre group

is of colored net and is trimmed with heavy embroidered

lace to match and velvet ribbon. The high collar has

the bib effect and the Directoire tie. One and seven

are of lawn and Cluny lace bands, and the sleeves are

long, with a fitting cuff. No. 3 is of striped cotton

fabric, made in tailor fashion. No. 4 is a type of waist

that is coming into high favor in many fabrics. The one

shown is developed in chiffon, but lawn, net, satin,

taffeta, etc., are all made in this tucked style. Cross

tucked sleeves promise a great deal of prominence.

*

Waists.

The interest of the trade is largely centred upon

nets. Not only are they good now, but promise to lead

New Ideas in Waists. Note the Sleeves. The Three Center Waists are Parisian, and the Others New York
Styles. Nos. i and 7 are Lawn and Cluny ; 3 is of Striped Cotton

; 4, Tucked Chiffon, and the others Net.

sleeve will be. All these waists have the long sleeve,

and all are more or less of the fitting Directoire order.

Two of them show the bib effect, which is a novelty *n

both waists and neckwear. The sleeve of the centre

waist in the top row shows the influence of the Jap-
anese sleeve, and the other Paris waist has a modified

pouf at the top. In the case of this latter waist a

novel touch is that the double points come on the under

for the early Spring. The latest novelty is a heavy,

coarse, six-sided net known as fish net. This is selling

now in cream and in colors. For the Spring it is seen

in dead white. This, experts say, will largely take the

place of cream.

The colored net waists now showing for the holiday

trade are trimmed with Cluny to match, and Cluny is

indicated as a popular lace in the coming Spring.
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In New York taupe and smoked pearl are the latest

colors in waist nets. Dark green is also prominent. A
new note is struck by using floral printed chiffons as

linings. Entire waists of chiffon in colors to match

the gowns are also fashionable. Very high colors are

used for trimming these colored waists. It must be

premised that the majority of colors used for waists are

in dark, dead shades, and that the touch of bright

trimming is an artistic necessity. Large dots are . a

feature of the new nets and any quantity of buttons are

used upon them. It is said that the high-class waist

manufacturers are introducing black and white striped

Japan silks for lining their net and chiffon waists, and

that the effect is particularly good.

Sleeves upon all the later Fall models are of the

long fitted Directoire type. That is, they follow the

contour of the arm closely and partly cover the hands.

There are some traces of the Japanese sleeve left, but

all the fussy brettelles, etc., are gone and the waist

clearly defines the contour of the shoulders and bust.

Square effects and bib effects are new trimming schemes

and ruches of net or lace edge both the high Gibson

collar and the long fitting sleeves. This gives a totally

•TRADE MARK'

New Waist Style Showing the New Sleeve - Manufactured
by Opera Silk Waist Co., Montreal.

new type to the waist of the moment. The Directoire

ties so much worn have been pressed into service and

nearly all waists have this decorative feature. Ribbon

waist-bands are also placed on the new waists. This

adds greatly to the effect both in the store and when

worn.

Looking towards Spring there is expected to be a

big development in favor of the tailored waist. In

mercerized fabrics the most promising seems to be the

cotton reps. These are showing now in high-class Pall

lines, and waists made from this fabric are very at-

tractive. Colored pongee linens, and striped cotton

fabrics are expected to be a big feature.

Another novelty in cotton fabrics for the coming
Summer is a loose cotton crepe, something after the

nature of what used to be known in the trade as seer-

sucker. Manufacturers in New York are said to be buy-

ing heavily of this fabric. The waists made from it

are heavily embroidered and are trimmed with cotton

laces.

But after all, the standby of the Summer season is

always the white lingerie waist. The trade does not

doubt in the slightest its position, but the element of

uncertainty that exists is as to what form the sleeve is

going to take.

Notwithstanding the proviso always made when
advance orders are taken, that the sleeve will be

changed if it is not the right one, buyers are still hold-

ing back orders. That there will be some change from
the present three-quarter sleeve seems to be agreed

—

though in the opinion of the trade this sleeve will still be

a material factor.' in the coming season. Many buyers,

particularly those with no alteration department to fall

back upon, do not favor the shaped Directoire sleeve.

Though some again come out strongly in its favor.

The Directoire sleeve is, however, on the market.
Early in the month the T. Eaton Company placed lawn
waists with this sleeve on sale in their department.

Some of the models had the new tucked sleeve. Others

had the sleeve trimmed with bands and medallion effects

in Valenciennes. Some of these waists were priced as

low as $1.25. They report that the buying public are

taking kindly to the new sleeves, and that the waists

with these sleeves are selling.

This of course is in cold weather, but what both

the buyer and the manufacturer would like to know is—
will woman cling to the comfortable three-quarter sleeve

when Summer comes, or will she elect to wear the long

Directoire sleeve. From a thorough canvas of both

buyers and manufacturers it would seem that there is

little need to delay the placing of Spring orders any
longer on account of the sleeve question, the decision

being here in favor of the three-quarter sleeve for staple

selling. The long, close sleeve will certainly be the

vogue in the fancy silk ar.d net waists, but the Spring

will see the lawn waist with the three-quarter sleeve

still in evidence. Of course the tailored waist will have

the long sleeve and mannish cuff. Popular-priced lawn
waists will favor the three-quarter lengths. These

sleeves will be on the same lines as last season, but will

be smaller at the top, doing away with some of the

fullness.

High priced and novelty lines in lawns and lingeries

will, in the majority of cases, show the new, long

sleeve.

*

Separate Coats.

Owing to the warm weather which has characterized

this Autumn up to present writing, things have been rather

quiet in the coat trade. During the cold weather a

short time ago. which lasted only a few days, buying at

retail was brisk, and retailers did a heavy business. The

goods taken were chiefly in the medium prices, semi-

fittings and seven-eights in length. This brief period of

activity did not last long enough to affect the manu-
facturers to any extent, but it may be regarded as an

indication of the healthy state of trade to be expected

vben cold weather sets in.

From advance indications buyers expected that more

interest would be manifested in separate coats. And
particularly in the larger centres this prediction promises

to be fulfilled to do better as the weather becomes more

seasonable. Both colors and black are selling and there

is considerable diversity of styles. The best considered

shape is the graceful form-fitting. Japanese effects have

not survived the early days of the season, but Empire

styles are becoming good sellers. Broadcloths, diagonals,

fancy cheviots, etc., are most en evidence. The colors

are blue, brown, smoke and black. Separate coats chiefly

in Empire-Directoire shapes of satin, Ottoman and silk
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Star 5^ Brand

Whitewear
Satisfies

THE
BECAUSE

It sells readily.

It sells to the best trade.

DEALER It stays sold.

It sells more to the same
customer.

AND

THE
BECAUSE

It fits.

It is correct in style.

WEARER It is carefully made.

It wears longest.

Satisfied Customers

Are Your Best Advertisements

THE STAR WHITEWEAR MFG. CO.
BERLIN, - - - ONT.

Please mehtion The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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plush are shown. These are handsomely braided and
trimmed with heavy cord and tassels.

In all the larger centres there is an increasing trade

done in evening coats. These are very handsome this

season.

Satins, face cloths and Ottoman are all used.

Deep purple, lizard greens, banana, old pink, and

old blue are some of the leading colors. Classic models

are the latest and have the sleeve as a part of the model.

Where the coat shape is chosen it is very loose and the

collar is generally a large shawl effect in fox.

Caracul coats, in three-quarter and short lengths,

have already met with fair demand at retail, and are

certain to do well the rest of the season. Some hand-

si ine motor coats are shown in these lines and a style

which is proving popular is the short coat with the mili-

tary collar and braid trimmings.

Suits.

As the season progresses the trade has turned strong-

ly to the long-coated suit. The thirty-six inch length is

one taken up by the popular trade, chiefly for price con-

siderations. In higher priced lines longer lengths than

this are selling.

Popular sellers have Directoire touches, instead of

following closely the extreme Directoire styles. It is

another matter with high-priced models. These have the

high waist, high collar at the back, large revers and poc-

kets and are cut square above the waist in front. This

class of costume is developed in face-cloth and is elabor-

ately braided. The new colors now coming to the front

in high class suits are banana, taupe, cataba and wis-

teria. Buyers who have recently returned from New York

report that there is a run on these high art shades and

they are decidedly scarce.

Whitewear.

Very considerable orders for whitewear, both for

present delivery, are coming to hand, and factories turn-

ing out these goods are very busy. Merchants, particu-

larly in the Northwest, had run their stocks very low,

and considerable assorting has had to be done to bring

them into proper shape.

The effect of the much-talked-of new styles has been

to make buyers very particular as to the cut and shap-

ing of under-garments.

The fashionable woman at present has reduced her

underclothes to a minimum. As many garments as pos-

sible are combined in one. This is greatly increasing the

sale of combinations. There must be no bulk to interfere

with the dragging lines of the Empire-Princesse gown.

Therefore, these combinations must be cut upon the most

perfect lines. Frou-frou frills are sacrificed, and therefore

fine embroideries of swirls of lace and lawn are substi-

tuted. When the corset cover and skirt are combined the

skirt is longer. It no longer is just an under petticoat ;
it

is the skirt now, and is worn over knitted tights. Many
women are solving the problem by the wearing of a three-

piece garment under the skirt—that is, the corset cover,

the drawers and a short skirt all in one.

Corset cover and knickers combined have appeared in

New York, and have sold well.

In popular lines, more combinations have made their

appearance, as manufacturers have found it profitable to

bring them out at popular selling prices. Drawers no

longer are cut with many gathers—they are all in the

dart or circular plan. Another change is a lessened c<>ll

for chemises.

Dainty effects in corset covers continue to be fashion-

able, and prettier styles than ever are seen in those made
of corset cover embroidery. The new embroideries for

this purpose are lovely. The shaping is done with fine

tucks, and there is a three-inch frill of fine lawn and lace

headed by a banding run with ribbons. The arm-holes

are slightly hollowed out and a fancy galoon passes over

the shoulder. This has holes for the ribbon that draws

up the top of the cover.

Corsets.

A great deal of interest is being taken in new lines

of corsets, which are particularly adapted to the Direc-

toire vogue, and aid in producing the straight lines now
desirable. A great many new features have been intro-

duced for reducing the figure, and manufacturers have

made every effort in bringing out these new lines, to see

that comfort is not interfered with in any marked degree.

Naturally, these new corsets are sold principally in

the larger centres, but it is likely that there will be a

call for the novelties in the smaller towns in a short

time. It is interesting to note that the demand for the

better grades of corsets is on ' the increase in nearly all

sections, whether in the case of the large merchant or

the smaller dealer.

The. difficulty of selecting a corset which will be at

the same time stylish and comfortable, makes it import-

ant that salesladies shonld be well posted as to the main

points to be observed in fitting the corset to the figure

so that the best results may be obtained. Managers of

corset departments should attend to this matter, and if

salesladies are not capable of fitting a corset intelligent-

ly, they should be taught the proper method.

Showing Goods on Living Models.

The New York idea for introducing styles to the gen-

eral public is being taken up by Toronto stores. During

the past month two of the leading stores, W. A. Murray

& Co., and the T. Eaton Co., have displayed novelty

gowns upon living models.

In the case of the W. A. Murray Co. these have been

specially elaborate. A handsome stage was built in the

department, and models were imported specially from

New York. This was because these models make the

posing and showing of high class gowns a serious study,

and are able to impress upon spectators the importance

of the new ideas. They show just how the gowns should

be worn.

There were six groups of costumes shown each day.

The models were on view from 3 to 5 in the afternoon

and afternoon tea was served in the department.

Evening wraps, visiting dresses, smart walking and

outing suits, hats, wraps and furs were shown, and while

many were imported Paris and New York models, a num-

ber were the product of Murray's own parlors. A number

of exquisite waists and evening gowns and wraps came
from Paris, Berlin and Vienna specially for this event.

Jette & Lemieux, 342 St. Lawrence Main Street,

Montreal, have suffered damage by fire to the amount
of $20,000, on Oct. 30th. The fire was confined chiefly

to the basement where the reserve stock of dry goods

was stored.
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We are Designing some New Skirts. Just the thing to bring you a

Little Extra Xmas Trade
Order a few early

Our travellers will be on the road next month with our Spring Designs in

"Quiet Elegance" Suits, Coats and Skirts. If you look at the goods you will buy.

They attract and hold trade.

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co., 507 st. Paul St., Montreal

THE BEAUTY SIGN,

THE TIGER'S HEAD

COATS, SUITS

SKIRTS

Your Selling Plans
You're counting on a White Sale

for next January or February, and

above all you want to give the

best values in your town.

Laurentian Whitewear

and Lawn Waists
Your safeguard for Whitewear, Lawn
Waists, Sheets and Pillow Slips.

are unequalled in value, distinctive in workmanship and selling styles, and pre-eminent

as profit producers.

Now we want you to see these goods, and judge them at first hand in your store.

GET ON OUR CALLING LIST
Have you joined the throng of retailers selling Laurentian Hemmed Sheets and Pillow Slips.

Flannelette Repeats Promptly Looked After

Laurentian Whitewear Co., Levis, Que.
MONTREAL OFFICE

703 Mark Fisher Building
Z. P. Benoit

C. McKercher
Eastern Ontario

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS
W. H. Piton

Alex. Burr
Maritime Provinces

Headquarters St. John, N.B.

TORONTO OFFICE
715 Empire Buiiding

W. A McArthur

L. HIRSHSON & CO.
MONTREAL

The House for General Dry

Goods, Fancy Goods, Wool-

lens and Tailor's Trimmings.

Tel. Main 2715. 248 Notre Dame St. West

Sorting season is now on.

DR.Y GOODS REVIEW
has enquiries from time to time from manufacturers and others

wanting representatives in the leading business centres here

ana abroad.

Firms or individuals open for agencies in Canada or

abroad may have their names and addresses placed on a

special list Kept for the information of enquirers in our various

offices throughout Canada and in Great Britain without

charge.

Address . Business Manager.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Montreal and Toronto.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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\Vnolesale Millinery

/ \UR Represen-

Complete I I tatives have
left for their

Range respective routes
with what we con-

of

jYLillinery

sider the most
complete range of

Millinery Merchan-
dise that has ever

Spring
been shown to the

Trade in Canada.

ana We respectfully ask you

Summer

Season

to reserve your order.

You will find

OUR GOOTfS CORRECT
OUR VALUES BEST

Tke D. McCall Co., Limited
TORONTO

Brandies at: WINNIPEG, OTTAWA, QUEBEC

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Canadian Millinery Review

Very few small shapes are showing. The
majority of women have seemingly accepted the

large hat.

The popular trade is showing a preference for

the higher crowned Directoire models.

Retailers and jobbers are sharing in the ac-

tivity developed by the season's advance.

Trade in the retail stores has started in earnest,

and there is as a consequence a corresponding activity

in the wholesale end. The majority of women seem to

have accepted the large hat, and save in the case of

fur effects very few small shapes are showing. These,

however, are only small by comparison. There is some
showing of Corday models with velvet mob crowns and

knife-pleated brims, but the fashionable hats are the

big Directoire models—the higher crowned selling to the

popular trade, while the better trade is running on the

newer low, flat models.

Felts are selling freely in the popular end, but

Ottoman and satin-covered hats are more in evidence in

the high class stores.

The season is amply fulfilling its advance promise

as to the popularity of fancy feathers, and there is a

decided scarcity developing in some lines. The Pochoan-

tas ruches have taken well and are decidedly scarce in

the leading colors.

Though feathers are most in evidence, flowers are

not neglected. Roses, as usual, lead, and some very

large and beautiful flowers are shown. A new feature

is the fancy for violets. The low crown is massed with

the blooms, and a large rose is placed on the left side.

There is a growing demand for very large wings.

The colors indicated when the season opened are

those that are now selling. The fancy blues, Empire
green, brown and taupe being most in evidence. Dead
violets and dark wines are also showing some prom-
inence.

Paris and New York Novelties.

The following descriptions of some recently imported

Paris and New York millinery, should be useful to mil-

liners, who are now seeking- hints for the producti m
of novelties for the end of the season's trade. It should

be premised that there is no change in colorings, only

black and white, taupe or mole, and the many art shades

in blue are taking the lead.

Side by side with the very large shapes that have
become so popular smaller shapes are now being shown.

These are often, though not always, in the toque shape

and have some fur in their make-up.

The following hats were selected for description, as

they are strictly typical of the trend of the present mode.

The first hat is a large flat shape, having a low round

Jlat crown, and wide, slightly drooping, brim. It is

plainly covered with black satin. On the left side it has

a wide but not high mount of snowy ostrich tips, which

reach round fully three-quarters of the hat. A flat bow
of four loops and two ends laid at the base of the crown

completes the circle. The under-brim is lined with white

chiffon.

Number two is one of the new fur tcques. It is of

mink and Royal blue velvet. The crown is of the fur

and the brim is of the velvet shirred very full onto a

cord, the cord being placed half-way up the brim. At
the left side to the back is an arrangement of ostrich

feathers, two being brown and one blue.

Another fur hat, or perhaps fur trimmed, is more
nearly correct and is covered with taupe satin. The
crown is a large" Derby shape with a moderately wide,

slightly up-turned, brim. It has a wide band of smoke
fox fur around the crown mixed with shaded grey,

bronze and blue foliage. Two large soft wings in shades

of blue are placed at the left side.

The fourth hat is a large Directoire mushroom shape
of immense size. The crown is very large and rounded
The hat is plainly covered with old blue satin and is

draped with taupe terry velvet. The velvet is rolled

round into a semblance of roses on the left side. With
this hat goes a veil of taupe spotted net drawn into a

ruche at the neck. The ruche finishes with a bow of the

blue satin ribbon with drop ends.

Good Business in Fur Styles.

Just as soon as the weather permits, which must be
soon now, a large amount of business is expected in fur

hats. As these are new in shape, and also novel in de-

sign, milliners who will push these goods ought to be
able to lengthen their selling season on them. Fur
shapes are considerably smaller than those now so much
worn, and though some are all of fur, the greater number
have only the crown of fur. Hats of Ottoman or satin

are also shown with a band of fur as a trimming. These
bands of fur are very often of the long-haired furs,

which are somewhat of a novelty for millinery use. Fox
bodies, particularly in white, are often the sole trim-

ming of this class of hat.

Marabout and swans-down hats are being worn in

Paris as well as fur toques. These feather and fur toques

are trimmed with soft ribbons, and feathers or quills.

Beaver is coming to the front and many pretty toques

are developed in beaver.

The big hats now worn are mostly of Ottoman or

satin and are trimmed with the same. Big made rose

rosettes of silk, chiffon and gold or silver tissue are used

to trim the hats in light colors. Ribbons are fashioned

into flower-like rosettes. Knife pleatings in satin, net,

chiffon, etc., are also used to trim many hats.

The novelties in feathers are marabout and swans-

down plumes, uncurled ostrich, and long pointed pheas-

ant feathers.
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Fashions of the First Empire Depicted by Living Models

Impressions From the Largest Exhibition of French Models Ever Held

in America—Materials Which Lend Themselves to Graceful Draperies.

Staff Correspondence.

Prominent features of the month have been

:

The Empire and Quaker poke fringe. Braids and
buttons as millinery and costume accessories.

Beaver-faced satin 'hats. Combinations of rose and

grey, rose predominating. "Moisette" sea gull grey.

Terre d'Egypte—an earthy brown. Much braiding

Meteor cloths and meteor satins. Elizabethan neck

ruches. Trailing skirts. Long, perfectly tight

sleeves almost covering the hand. Directoire sashes,

knotted at the side and finished with long tassel

ends.

New York, Oct. 27.—It was the writer's privilege

about two weeks ago to attend, in fact, be a part of, the

largest exhibition of French costumes ever held in

America. The exhibition which lasted three days, was
given in Philadelphia by John Wanamaker, and over two

thousand people were turned away for lack of even

standing room in the huge auditorium which is a feature

of their new building.

The gowns, wraps, millinery and furs were exquisite

and shown to great advantage on fifteen mannikins, or

living models. As everyone knows, the Napoleonic epoch

is our present sartorial inspiration, therefore at this dis-

play, twice daily, the coronation scene of the Empress

Josephine was given, the costumes of the period being

modified ever so slightly to be brought thoroughly up to

date. On either side of the throne, was a huge picture

frame, or miniature stage with curtain, and in this box

each model was displayed individually—a beautiful pic-

ture which at the lowering of the curtain stepped from

the frame, with the aid of a page dressed in the costume

of the period, and stepped upon the stage proper, where

her gown, or furs, or whatever she was displaying, were

described and commented on by the lecturer, after which

the models were led off the stage into the audience, where

they strolled about for closer inspection.

Never has such a display been attempted, and at each

performance, eager throngs were turned away, in spite of

the fact that an extra performance was given on the sec-

ond day.

Parisian Designers.

The gowns were, of course, all imported, and from

such well-known designers as Pacquin, Bob Marie, Oallot,

Lucile, of London, known as "the Woman of the Thous-

and Colorings," because of the lavish use of color she

effects in endless combination; Worth, Doucet, Robert and

Margaine Lacroix, the orginator of the so-called "Sheath

gown," which is typical of Josephine. Naturally all of

the gowns were fashioned on the long Empire lines. The

skirts, while not slashed at the side, were very close fit-

ting and of clinging material, weighted around the bottom

to hold them down, for no petticoats are permitted with

the new skirts, some of which do not even boast of a silk

drop skirt. Meteor cloth, meteor crepe, meteor satin, all

i the softest of materials having a decided sheen, were the

fabrics used in the soft colors of the Empire, such as

bronze, "fadey" blue, old gold, grey and terre d'Egypte,

an earthy brown.

"The fashions of the first Empire," writes a historian,

"were far the most graceful of the century." To-day

these charming fashions become animate again. There

was no saying in those days of the Empire, "How well

you are dressed! or "How well Mrs. So and So's gown
fits her." Instead, the courtiers said, "How exquisitely

you are draped," or "how well madame shows off her

lines." And so, since from this picturesque period we
receive our inspiration, it is only natural that materials

which lend themselves to graceful draperies should be

employed, and that all superfluous under-garments should

be eliminated since the forms on which the materials are

draped must be lithe, long and practically hipless.

Hat, Muff and Stole-Pelerene to Match. The Fur used is Black
Lynx, which is in High Favor in New York.

The One-piece Garment.

It is the day of the one-piece garment, dress as well as

under-garment, for in the dainty under-world of white,

combinations are in brisk demand. In quite a few of the
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dresses under discussion, the corset is built right into the fashions arc certainly harmonious, whatever else may be

dress. The corset of the day is a complicated affair with .said of them, the millinery favored is all softness of lint?,

long habit hips making anything but standing erect ex- color and material

Large Hats the Vogue.

The Empire gown or coat must, to appear at its best

advantage, be worn with eit'her a large, low hat, or one
suggestive, at least, of the poke. Brims flare at the left

side and trimmings are almost invariably placed at the

right side. Scarf ends, fringe and feather, which droop to

the shoulder, are characteristic features. Satin-draped

felt shapes are very popular. Exquisite hats are of satin,

faced with fur beaver. Fur, particularly the long-haired

varieties, such as fox and lynx, are much in demand. The
hats illustrated s'how that the pelts are used for trim-

ming, rather than as foundations. The first illustration

shows a big flat hat of white satin, with a lower applique

of white soutache in conventional design. There is no
other trimming'than the soft crown of white fox. The third

hat is of taupe Ottoman silk, the crown having a band of

pointed fox. Three white willow plumes are added. Note
the muff in this illustration. It is a small affair of shirred

chiffon over which the pelt is thrown, head, tail and feet

being used in the design. A ruching of taupe velvet fol-

lows the outline.

Aigrettes and Birds of Paradise.

The second hat, a Georgette model, illustrates the

vogue of aigrettes. It is an extremely large flat black-

New Wide Scarf, Stole and Muff of Ermine and Hat
Trimmed with a Fox Body.

tremely difficult. Never, perhaps, excepling- in the days

of the Jersey, has it been as necessary for a woman to

look to her figure as it is now when sleeves, waists and

skirts are absolutely tight and reveal rather than conceal

the lines of the figure. Many skirts measure barely two

yards around the feet. One exquisite evening gown by

Bob Marie, in cherry- colored satin meteor, richly embroi-

dered and finished with grey spangled net and steel se-

quins, had a novel, but graceful, tie-back effect of ribbon,

holding the gown in just below the knee, making walking'

a difficult feat.

Over draperies of diaphanous materials are a feature

of some of the loveliest evening gowns. A marvelous even-

ing gown by Callot was of the most extreme classic sim-

plicity, it was called the "fleur de lis," on account of the

color combination, a dull mauve-grey over old blue, the

under-dress being of the softest satin draped, severely

with embroidered chiffon. Embroidery plays a conspicious

part in the decoration of gowns this season. The tendency

toward monotone effects is still conspicuous, both in gowns

and bats. In millinery the newest cry is the rather small,

rlcse-fitting Empire poke. This headpiece, as yet, is only

attempted by the most enthusiastic devotees of the

Directoire, but it is charming enough to predict

a more pronounced success. As a headpiece for

motor use, it has been enthusiastically received, and

Americanized, so that now we have also the quaintest of

Quaker bonnets, demurely trimmed, flat to the shape, with

ribbon bands, or shirrings, the whole conceit being shroud-

ed in chiffon, a long veil being, of course, a feature. As

Marabout Feathers are Coming into High Favor. A Large Feather
of this Class is the Sole Trimming for this Hat.

velvet hat, and the aigrettes, which are mounted almost

directly in the centre, sweep backward at either side.

Paradise birds- are lavishly used. A very lovely Louison
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creation was of apple green satin, faced with silver tissue.

There was a soft drapery of silver 'around the low crown,

and, sweeping toward the right, a large black bird of

paradise. This, like many of the more elegant satin hats,

was a milliner-made, and not a pressed shape. In the

various descriptions of hats given, it may be noted that

velvet hats are in the minority. This unusual condition

of affairs is brought about by the fact that velvet cannot

be obtained wide enough for the modish headpiece. There

seems to be no sign of the wane of the huge hat, and

owing to their peculiar position on the head, that is set-

ting well down over it, no definite idea of the charm or

beauty of a hat can be gathered if seen in the hand. Even

for shopping and ordinary wear, the New York girl is

wearing the flat, wide hat, practically innocent of trim-

ming, a scarf, one sweeping fancy feather or wide quill

being sufficient. Now that the long skirt is once more in

our midst the large hat seems less ultra, the figure having
a much nicer balance. Then, too, the exaggerated Eliza-

bethan neck ruches and "encrozable collars" add greatly

to the charm of the picture.

The horse show, that sartorial event of the season, is

almost here again, and great are the preparations for the

event Which surely will be an unusually beautiful picture

this year, for while the Empire gown is attractive, as

modified for street wear, it is most decidedly at its best

amid picturesque surroundings.

In my next letter there will be not only >a review of

"things that be," but a forecast of early Spring styles

gathered from manufacturers who, cater to Palm Beach
trade, and from what milady will wear, at New York's
great fashion spectacle, the horse show.

Notes on Canadian Business Changes

Ontario

John O'Hara, tailor, Wyoming, deceased.

The Dominion Garment Co., Guelph; sold.

L. 0. Wisler, tailor, Stettler, Alta.; loss by fire.

F. Lint, general store, Attercliffe Station; burnt

out.

The Waltons, general store, Parry Sound; dis-

solved.

A. Albin & Co., general store, Glen Robertson; as-

signed.

Riggs & White, general store, Stettler, Alta.; loss

by fire.

W. H. Goulding, souvenirs and fancy leather goods;

assigned.

Fred Woodhouse, tailor and furnisher, Haileybury;

assigned.

Wm. Mulvaney, general store, Port Elgin; stock to

be sold.

S. McDonald, general store, Rainy River; reported

sold out.

F. Bowman, men's furnishings, Penetanguishene; sel-

ling out.

David Hillhouse, general store, Alpha, Sas., to

Glenavon.

John White, boots and shoes, Watford; sold to J.

C. Jamiet.

F. R. Webb, dry goods, Blenheim; sold to E. II.

Speckham.
Braidberg & Co., clothing, shoes, etc., Parry

Sound; assigned.

Spratt & Jefferson, boots and shoes, St. Cathar-

ines, dissolved.

W. &< L. Coblentz, general store, Gretna, Man., suc-

ceed Otto Schultz.

Estate of J. M. Holiday, wholesale fancy goods,

Winnipeg; for sale.

C. N. Saba, dry goods and fancy goods, Toronto;

advertised for sale.

C. McArthur & Co., tailors, etc., Maxville; Mrs. C.

McArthur, deceased.

W. F. Boughner, men's hats and furnishings, Lon-

don; damaged by fire.

C. C. Varey, Port Dover, successor to H. B. Bar-

rett, boots and shoes.

Estate of H. N. Evely, dry goods, Strathroy; sold

to Robinson and Wiley.

Lyle Macgowan, Ltd., men's furnishings, Vancouver,

B.C.; succeeded by Bowen Bros.

Flowers & Charlton, tailors, Aylmer, Ont.; dis-

solved; continuing separately.

Thomas & Lounsbury, general store, Windham
Centre; sold to Geo. Smith, Coonell.

McMullin & Stewart, millinery, Bobcaygeon, Ont.,

successors to Elizabeth McMullin and Mary Murphy.

Quebec.

H. Grass, shoes, Montreal; sold.

The Aert Novelty Co., Montreal; registered.

Boston Tailoring Co., Montreal; registered.

M. A. C. Labreche, dry goods, Joliette; sold.

Dufort Freres, dry goods, Montreal; dissolved.

The Fashion Clothing Co., Quebec; registered.

D. Strimban & Son, furs, Montreal; registered.

Salbani & Co., dry goods, Montreal; registered.

Aquila Leclaire, dry goods, Montreal; assigned.

Miss A. Smeaton, fancy goods, Quebec; deceased.

Begin & Lanctol, tailors, Rock Island; dissolved.

Sicatte &IBourassa, tailors, Montreal; registered.

M. A..C. Labreche, dry goods, Joliette; for sale.

Ed. Poirier & Co., tailors, Montreal; registered.

Bell & Kerr, general store, Cowansville; assigned.

Rosentzveig Bros., dry goods, Montreal; registered.

T. H. Pare, general store, Tring Junction; assigned.

A. Guimond & Co., general store, Verdun; assigned.

Parayse &! Seiden, dry goods, Montreal; damaged by
fire.

J. D. E. Lafond, general store, Frelighsburg; as-

signed.

Louis Lemieux & Co., dry goods, Montreal; regis-

tered.

Yulie Carlson, merchant tailor, Fort Coulonge; as-

signed.

The Acton Clothing Mfg. Co., Acton, Que.; discon-

tinued.

Audet & Tremblay, general store, Black Lake; as-

signed.

Appolinaire Germain, boots and shoes, Montreal
;

assigned.

P. Trepanier & Co., general store, St. Theele; reg-

istered.

M. A. C. Labreche, dry goods, Little River East;

assigned.

Mrs. Plamondon & Bourassa, dressmakers, St. Hya-
cinthe; registered.
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Preference for Black Shown in Latest Pansian Model

Fashion in all Its Elegance Seen at Longchamps Races—Fringes Much in Vogue With

Accompaniment of Beads and Jet — Hats Continue to Grow in Circumference.

Staff Correspondence.

Parisian dressmakers are employing a great deal

of velvet in their creations.

A black gown, completed by a velvet jacket,

handsomely trimmed, form a very striking combina-

tion.

Black satin is much used in evening wear cloaks.

One of the season's exquisite models is a gown of

black tulle, with a foundation of ivory faille.

Although hats are increasing in size, a great

many tricorn shapes in heather and brown are show-

in?.

were wide and flat at the shoulder, finishing very narrow
at the wrist, with cuffs. The collar was edged with silk

cording of a lighter shade. It may be of interest to

notice that the collar, being narrow and the edge of the

Paris, Oct. 26.—At tbis year's Autumn race meeting

at Longchamp, there was a marvelous display of elegance

and fashion. The day was superb: it was an ideal racing-

day. Dressmakers never had a better opportunity to

show their creations. Bottle green and suede, to nut

brown, were certainly among the colors to the fore.

A \ ery handsome costume was in a velvet bottle-green

face cloth. The jacket was a full three-quarter, with a

Robe in Silver Grey Soft Liberty. The Top of Waist and Sleeves
are of Leugerie Pleats, with a Redingote in Venetian Lace and

Echarpe in Crepe de Chine. The Edge of the Redingote
is Finished Off with a Fringe with Pearls.

very narrow collar and wide revers, coming to a point

at the shoulder seam and heavily embroidered on white

satin from a point where the edge was turned back to

within six or seven inches of the bottom. The sleeves

Princess Robe in Soft Velvet. The Corsage is Trimmed with a Rich
Lace, Surmounted with a Galoon of Embroidery in Silver

and Gold on a Rose Coloured Ground.

jacket held away as above described, caused the wide
revers to act as an original trimming to the very high
waist-shape of the skirt. Tbe narrow centre band of the

skirt was finely pleated, about four inches wide from the

top to the lower edge, either edge having a fine passe-

menterie trimming. The bottom of the skirt had a wide,

dark green silk and jet fringe increasing in width around
to the train. The stylish mantle was in orange-colored
satin cloth, with black velvet roll collar and very wide
cuffs. The back was full, but for a band of black velvet

at the waist line.

*
Much Velvet Used.

Medium weight elotbs and velvets are having a pre-

ference. Dressmakers seem to be employing a great deal

of velvet, and, as there is a likelihood of black becoming
fashionable, a green-colored velvet as trimming is most
suitable. Among the many tailor-made models showing,
one sees the black robe completed by a velvet jacket, hand-
somely trimmed. This is always a striking combination.
Many of these jackets are very long, some trimmed witb
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soutaches, others with embroideries. The preferred styles brown, the only trimming being a very long quill driven

range from Directoire to the long, straight classic coat. through both sides of brim near the point in front. They

A very pretty costume, just finished, is in orange-colored are most becoming to slight ladies.

Mantles or Jackets ?

The season's walking costume has in all instances, a

long mantle or full three-quarter jacket of the same
material.

Evening wear cloaks are made up very much in black

, satin. A pronounced feature of the season is the large

quantity of black goods in evidence.

The Napkin Grew.

The Bishop of Richmond told a good story the other

clay about his father. "He was a farmer," said Dr.

Pulleine, "and a nice old gentleman, too. One year he

took it into his head to grow flax, so he sowed the seed,

and, having a good crop, sent it away to be made into

a table-cloth. Some time later when seated at dinner

he remarked to a lady near him, 'Do you know, I grew

this table cloth myself !' 'Did you, really?' she answer-

ed, with the greatest surprise. 'How ever did you .nan-

age it ?' 'Well'—most mysteriously—'If you'll promise

not to tell anyone, I'll tell you. I—planted a napkin.'
"

A Most Exquisite Model in Spotted Tulle over Silk, Silk
Embroidered and Pearl Mountings.

cloth in Directoire style. The color and high waist band

are very flat.

The Inevitable Fringe.

A charming evening dress is in apple green satin

orion, the skirt being very narrow. From the top of the

skirt band to the hips are a series of tiny pleats, each of

which open at the edge with every step taken by the

wearer. The waist is beautifully draped with an echarpe,

which, from beneath the right arm, encircles the bust and

falls forming a streamer over the left shoulder.

In my previous betters I pointed out that fringes must
inevitably come, and they are seldom seen with an ac-

companiment of beads and jet.

One of the most exquisite models this season for even-

ing wear is a gown of black tulle. The foundation is of

ivory faille, over which the tulle is draped very tightly.

The corsage is very low with sleeves cut to a point at the

elbow. The skirt spans out to a tremendous flounce at the

knees, and from that point to the decollete of the corsage

is a fringe setting of jet. The effect, under electric light

is exquisite.

*

Hats Growing Larger.

Hats are still increasing in size. A model hat show-

ing in the rue de la Paix is in brown corded silk. Both
the crown and brim are covered with this material, the

eircumferance of this extraordinary model is three meters,

or three yards and three-eighths. The brim carries an
ostrich feather from right to left, and a large white mousse-

laine rose directly in front at the right side. A great

many "tricorn" shapes are showing in heather and

Bartels, Theleu & Co., shoe manufacturers, of Boston

and Chelsea, have assigned with liabilities between $400,-

000 and $500,000. The firm employed 600 operatives.

Chas. N. Morris
40-41 Gt. Castle St. W. & C^O.

LONDON, ENG.

WEST END
SPECIALTY
HOUSE

for

Lace Novelties

Smart Blouses

and Costumes
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AT THE

FRANCO -BRITISH EXHIBITION

IN LONDON, ENGLAND

The Calico Printers' Association, Limited

WERE AWARDED

THREE "GRANDS PRIX "

(THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE AWARD)

FOR THE EXCELLENCE OF THEIR

PRINTED COTTONS

and PRINTED WOOLS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Now for the Sorting Season
'ITT'ITH our immense Fur Cata- samples, but to satisfy YOUR custom-
* * logue at your elbow, you will ers. That is a pretty broad guarantee,

be well prepared for the fall rush— but our product has demonstrated

and it's going to be a record-

breaker, don't you forget it.

If you haven't received a

copy, write TO-DAY. It's

the handiest and most com-
prehensive Fur Catalogue ever issued

in Canada, and has been prepared

with an unusually big
'

'sorting trade
"

in view.

Paquet Furs are GUARANTEED
—not only to open up according to

"FURS THAT
STAY SOLD"

its ability to stand it. Be-

cause Paquet Furs are

made right, from right

skins in the right condition.

They are made up by the

finest lot of EXPERTS to be found

in Canada. We're proud of them
and they're proud of the product.

If you're not now on our visiting

list, drop us a line and you'll be on
immediately.

The Paquet Co., Ltd., wholesale Division, Quebec, P.Q.

ARE YOU THE MAN?

ATTENTION to the demands

of your customers is of the

utmost importance in building a

Hat business. Thousands of par-

ticular men insist upon having

"Carter" and "Wilkinson"
hats. Why not see that YOU
are the man they buy them
from? You might as well be.

SOMEBODY will. Write to-

day for samples.

A STORY FROM REAL LIFE

A MAN walked into the store

*- * of one of our customers the

other day, and asked for another

pair of Gloves just like the ones

he had on. He said they were

the best-wearing Gloves he had

ever worn. The dealer asked to

see the clasp. It was marked

"J. A. P." This is a true story.

Moral—Stock the "Gloves that

Stay Sold."

VANCOUVER

WINNIPEG

TORONTO OMPAWv
.LIMITED.

Wholesale Division

MONTREAL

OTTAWA
ST. JOHN, N.B.

Head Office and Factory, Quebec, P.Q.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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News of the Canadian Fur Trade

Unseasonable weather has deterred the demand for

furs, both at retail and wholesale, and has caused more
than the usual anxiety among- fur manufacturers ;n

The expected rush for soiling did not materialize

last month, except in far western points, where repeats

were classed as fair. Ontario is better, and Quebec and

»

Garland

Patricia

Marquise

Manufactured by Boulter, Waugh & Co., Limited,'Montreal.

Montreal, Toronto, Quebec and other cities. However,
furs are becoming more and more an element of fashion,

and are always strong sellers, particularly as Canada is

becoming more wealthy.

the Maritime Provinces may be classed as steady. No-
vember should witness an exceedingly heavy demand, and
travelers should make up on repeats for the poor early

business.
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PECK'S FURS
Now for Sorting
Get our complete Fur Catalogue picturing exactly what
you get. Detailed Price Lists give full information covering

all combinations of styles and furs.

Leaders in Ladies' Fur-Lined Mantles and
Men's Fur-Lined Coats. We make every-

thing in Ladies' and Men's Good Furs.

Write for sample half-dozens of

best sellers in any style or size.PECK'S CAPS
To those who haven't bought of us be-

fore, we ask for an appointment to show.

John W. Peck & Co., Limited
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

Clothing Furs Hats Caps Shirts

The Right Furs
at

The Right Time
Your wants in good Furs

of all kinds for Ladies,

Gentlemen and Children

can be promptly filled.

Our Furs have a noticeable individuality

Electric Seal Jackets

a specialty

Leaders in Ladies' Fur - Lined Jackets

M. SILVER & CO.
The Quality Fur House

12-14 St. John St. - Montreal

CANADIAN BUYERS IN NEW YORK
will find comfort and convenience at the

Hotel Alabama
and

The Van Rensselaer
13-19 E. Eleventh St. near 5th Ave.

In the very heart of the Wholesale Dry-

goods District. Accessible to all theatres

and places of amusement. Everything for

your comfort and convenience has been

provided. We desire your patronage.

Single rooms and bath - - $!.00 per day up
" " with meals, $2.50 "

Parlor bedroom and bath - $2.50
" " with meals, $4.00 "

BEST AMERICAN PLAN TABLE IN NEW YORK

NO TIPPING

HORACE S. CHASE Manager

Write for our literature and special rates to parties of

two or more.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Retail trade so far has been light. During the cold

weather a short time ago business was fairly brisk, and

the goods called for were in the better class. Retailers,

however, are anticipating a rush of business as soon as

a cold snap comes, as they believe that it is merely a

question of weather, and that the volume of business

will be as great as if cold weather had arrived earlier,

though it will be crowded into a shorter time. Some are

even anticipating a shortage in some lines, should buy-

ing turn out as expected.

Retail Fur Advertising.

The demand for furs has been deterred by un-

seasonable weather. November should develop a

brisk repeat business.

There is a marked increase in the demand for

fur-lined coats, the principal lining being muskrat.

The supply of black lynx in Montreal is all but

exhausted, requests having been particularly strong.

Fur-lined Coats.

The big end of the trade in fur garments is in fur-

lined jackets. There is a big increase in the demand for

fur-lined garments of all kinds. Ontario and Manitoba
are doing particularly well with these, while a fair

number are taken in Quebec Province.

The principal lining is muskrat, a greater amount of

this fur being used in ladies' coats than formerly, as it

is preferable to other furs used as linings on account of

its durability. Owing to the high price, manufacturers

are making coats with linings only three-quarters in

length, while the shell is seven-eighths, or full length.

A good many customers call for coats with the fur

lining reaching to about six inches from the bottom.
Mink, Alaska sable and fox are the principal furs in

demand as collars, and the colors of shells are black,

brown, blue, green and red, the demand for black and
brown being far in excess of the other colors.

Black Lynx in Request.

The request for black lynx is larger than usual, and
as a result, the supply in Montreal has been exhausted.

It has a fine, silky appearance, but is not durable. This

fur is very popular in New York this season.

Exchange of Furs.

Undoubtedly many retailers have stocks of furs

which are unsalable in their community. However, it

is quite reasonable to suppose that styles that are un-

suited to one section are in good request in another
section. If fur jackets have outlived their popularity in

certain sections in Ontario, there is no disputing the

fact that they are in marked request in Quebec Prov-
ince. Retailers may give this matter serious thought
regarding the exchange of furs.

A retailer in Quebec Province may have some fur-

lined jackets he may wish to get rid of in exchange for

fur jackets. There are many examples of this nature in

a country as broad as Canada, with a demand so

diversified. A small advertisement in The Review is

one good way of getting in touch with retailers who
have lines they wish to exchange. Explain the lines

you have, and those you would like. The condensed

advertisement will do the trick for you.

A scrutiny of the newspapers in cities and towns >f

Canada regarding the retail advertising of furs shows
that this department is given little attention in the

matter of the store's advertising. Very often when the

BUCK LYNX at $80 par Mt up

1ABU FOX at $10

MHW at S60
PMNTIDTOX ait BBS

ROBERTSON & CO'Y
invite inspection of their large and

choice stock of MUFFS, STOLES,
and FUR NECKWEAR in

' cm S001MII - at $70 par ut up
PIRSIAN UHB - 'at $40
CARACUL • Stjtt
MfUrMMItt** - at<fO&

All af our own manufacture frpm telecied ikln«

Robertson & Co y

Catalogue mailed on appiloatlon

Manufacturing Furriers,

233 St Jamoa Street

This Advertisement Appeared in a Daily Paper that Charges High Rates
for its Space, and it is Pretty Safe to Assume that Purely Because

of Poor Copy Satisfactory Results were not Obtained.

store realizes the necessity of calling- attention to the

fur department the advertisement consists of such gen-

eralities as "The largest stock of furs in town," "Every-
thing in ladies' and men's furs." Many stores go one

step further and enumerate the kind of furs and once in

a while put in a price. At least 75 per cent, of retail

fur advertising falls into the above general class. From
our viewpoint a good share of this valuable space in

newspapers used in this manner is a waste, falling far

short of reasonable returns.

SIMPSON
Simpson's As a Pur Store.

Beautiful Stock of

High - grade Skins

Made up In Irre-

proachable style.

HEN you hear of
p*op.c p*y'«e
hundred* of dol-
lar* for fur* you

only rhe good

judging.

"I itnayi tell by the

price," nine people out of
ten would confess if they

.bout >t

But you on ten good prime fur from middle grade easy

enouph if you put (hem 'ogether

That* wherein we glory— in side-by-sidc comparison. Oar
price* are so much Tower than regular fur dealer'* prices that

you have Hide idea of the quality from merely studying tba

figures. But if you see the fur*— ' We disclaim any rival

showing this tide of the Ottawa river :

feMMalial
:rt

A Luxurious Plush Coat for i 1 75.00.
MAGNIFICENT ARRAY OF THEM IMPORTED DiRECTLY FROM

EUROPE BY THIS STORE
OHO matter what you think about ths price you'll hardly hr-.-mtr to^acecpi tht

BBB sumptuous beauty of the** rtch. WW Bfcs] coat*. Every one of ihem I* inMyl cdition.de- luxe—a model—an individual personality The plu*h coat i* one
"J****" of the necessary luxuries of the ***»on. At the present moment in New
York fashionable women are maklog much of the plush coat This etor* i* no whit
babind in our own city. Toronto women have, iideed, a greater advantage In that
our prices are so much low*r than New York prices—and it is useless to compare
these coats with any this side of the big metropolis. You mutt really see them—$60,

*7S. *9°- *<«>. *'*5. *'5° »"<! $173-

300 new r*OJ Coats, SIS.OO.

£r 15.00

A Good Sample of a Fur Advertisement; one Which
Describes the Goods Offered.

The wisest retail advertisers in America have learned

that while the bargain cry is very effective, the real

basis of effective publicity is to make the advertising

news real information about fashions, descriptions of

goods, and finally the cut price. When this method has
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been adapted to retail fur advertising- it has always

proved a success. Word pictures of fur articles may be

done in an interesting- and attractive manner. Ladies'

fur-lined jackets can be described in such a way as to

cause real desire on the part of the prospective custom-

er. It is wise to describe generally the stock of ladies'

fur-lined jackets, and in particular two or three items

at a price. These lines should be described minutely,

the collar, lining-s, style, color, length, etc. This general

statement applies to all classes of furs, whether it is a

fur jacket, fur sets, or any lines of men's furs.

Furs also offer splendid opportunities for unusual

introductory matter, not only the beauty and usefulness

of furs, but their appropriateness can always be alluded

to.

Common sense is usually a good guide regarding the

setting of advertisements, but it will pay many of the

retail stores to subscribe for either a Montreal or a

Toronto daily newspaper, or buy the American Sunday

papers for the setting of the advertisements.

Men's Hats.

Ask a hat manufacturer or wholesaler what he has

to say about the Spring outlook and he will seem

pleased. There has been a fine procession of orders from

men on the road. The season's color claims have met
with approval from the trade. Browns are taking hold

nicely in stiff hats, and soft greens have been givpn

some consideration. This is true also of soft negligee

styles such as telescopes and crushes. Fedoras, par-

ticularly the Tyrolese shapes, are doing well.

Straws are, of course, one of the most interesting

topics. It now seems that sennits are acquiring a larger

share of attention than usual. It has already been said

that brims are going to be wider. Here are the dimen-

sions of some of the staple shapes: 2fx2£, 3x2£, 3£x2|.

Novelty shapes are running in such sizes as 2^x2 \,

2^x2f , 2£x2g and 2fx2f , from which it will be seen that

there is a tendency to combine low crowns and wider

brims.

Retailers state that the Fall trade in stiff hats has

measured up to the same period of last year but that

there has been very little movement in Winter lines.

*

Fur Fashions.

Primarily, of course, furs are used as a protection

from the cold, but there is much more than the idea of

usefulness now-a-days connected with the wearing of

furs. Furs were never more a part of the style idea

than they are now. Fashion is catholic in her choice of

furs. Some there are that are in higher favor, but
there is a large list of skins from which a modish
selection can be made. Both short-haired and long-

haired kinds are smartly worn, and the buyer can gratify

her predeliction for either kind.

Black lynx is in great favor in New York. In Europe
fox furs are in high favor, with pointed fox in the lead.

Smoke and black are selling freely, and white, silver,

sepia and sable are other well worn kinds.

What may be called "animal" effects are greatly

worn. Heads, tails and paws have frequently been used,

but hardly to the extravagant extent at the present
prevailing. Fashion is contradictory, however, and
when she does not use "animals" lavishly lets them
severely alone.

The tendency is for large soft drapy effects, many
being of the stole pelerene order. The newer models

cover the shoulders well, and have voluminous ends in

front. Muffs keep pace with this tendency, and are very

large.

The whole skin is much used, fringes of brushes, tails

and paws being introduced wherever possible. A stole

of pointed fox is made from six full furred skins; four

skins are laid over the shoulder, the brushes and hind

paws forming a fringe across the back; in front the

heads of the two outer skins are used as a finish, to-

gether with a couple of large brushes; two other skins

are joined to the inner pelts of the first four and form
the stole ends in front. These again finish with long

brushes and pelts.

Sable is now such a high-priced fur that it is out of

the reach of the popular-priced trade. There are, how-
ever, many dyed imitations that are much worn. This

is no detraction, as dyeing is a fine art these days and

the vast majority of furs worn are dyed or blended in

some fashion. Sable fitch is one of the imitations much
worn in Europe. A set of muff and stole that hailed from
Paris was both new and handsome. It took eight skins

to make this stole. Four bodies with the tails and
paws on formed a line across the back. The two outer

skins ended below the shoulders in front with heads,

tails and paws; two having four bodies attached as

trimming. The large muff is made up of bodies.

Fox and lynx are developed in these long stoles with

trimmings of brush and paws, and the fancy muffs are

formed of four skins which fall loosely from the bed of

the muff and have the brushes and paws as a fringe.

Grey squirrel is handsomely developed in animal

effects. A new model has the stole shaped to the neck

and finished in front with divided ends, these ends being

decorated with four bodies each, and each body having

the head, tails and the hind paws as a trimming. The
muff is sweetly pretty, being trimmed with four bodies

hanging loosely from the bed of the muff.

Strictly in keeping with the present styles are the

long Empire scarves of fur—ermine, squirrel and mole
are the favored furs for this purpose. The fur and the

linings are kept as soft and supple as possible and the

scarf folds and drapes like a fabric. This is a new and
elegant fur fashion. The accompanying muffs are im-

mense and are bag shape. Very long, flat stoles are

shown in fox and lynx. These have the whole width of

the body spread out, and are lined with satin and
trimmed with large brushes and paws. The large mat
muff, or one of the square shape is worn with this class

of stole. The other extreme is reached in the fur ruffs

and necklets. The largest of these consist of one skin

of fox. They closely encircle the throat, the head in

front, the body going around the neck and the tail and

paws over the shoulder. Smart little ruffs are made

DRESSED FURS SKINS
Advantages in Buying From Us

As the largest purchasers of Raw Furs in

Canada, we offer you the advantages of

SELECTION, VARIETY and RELIABILITY

RACCOON, MINK, PERSIAN LAMB
MUSKRATS

and desireable FURS are in stock.

No orders too small for prompt and courte-

ous attention.

HIRAM JOHNSON, Limited
Largest Dealers in Canada in Raw

and Dressed Furs

494 St. Paul St., - - - MONTREAL
Consignments of Raw Furs Solicited
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WE ARE MAKING A SPECIAL FEATURE OF

101

I
Early purchases at the bottom of the market make it possible

for us to place them in your hands at money-making prices.

High

Grade

Furs

In

Exclusive

Designs

High

Grade

Furs

Exclusive

Designs

Our Catalogue (yours for the asking) embraces over 50 exclusive styles.

JAMES CORISTINE & CO., Ltd., MONTREAL
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Wholesale Furs
ESTABLISHED 1852

Neckwear

Muffs

Jackets

Caps

Coats

Robes

Ladies'

and

Gentlemen's

Furlined

Cloth

Garments

Furlined

Duck and

Corduroy

Coats

Ollf Pv*»rriic<*C 0ccuPied exclusively by us.

UI 1 I Cllliaca Ground Floor, for Office, Samples ami Shipping.

Three Top Floors, Factory and Raw Materials.

Three Intervening Floors and Basement, for Stock.

/"V Q#-w»Awir»f"l"fc * s tne accumulation of benefits derived from our experience of
^-'*** fcJ tl Cllg III

fifty-six years of progression, and the maintaining of the high

quality of materials used in manufacturing Moosehead Brand

of Furs.

/*\ _, Q f a /» l/1 consists at present of an extensive assortment of every line re-

^•J ^* * *J I U l» Ik quired by the fur trade for Ladies, Gentlemen, Children.

Our Weil-Known Trade Mark Has Established the

"STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE IN FURS"

Enquiries Solicited

L. Gnaedinger, Son & Co,
90, 92, 94 St. Peter Street

Montreal
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Musk Ox Brand Furs
Lead Season after Season

What's the reason?

A Salable, Dependable Line of FURS.

Just make a searching scrutiny

of any MUSK OX BRAND
FUR, whether it's a Fur-lined

Garment or a small Fur piece.

You'll find

Selected Sfyris,

Superior Styles.

Fashioning and Finishing all

express those masterly touches

that mean so much in showing

and selling.

MUSK OX BRAND

Everything in

high-grade Ladies'

and Men's Furs T2ADE MARK
Registered

If you are not a Musk Ox Dealer,

NOW is a good time to start.

Our stock of Ladies' Fur-Lined Garments and

Jackets, Fur Sets, Sleigh Robes, etc., in all

dependable Furs and right styles, offers you the

right sorting opportunity.

Ask f°r Salesman — See the Line— Then You will be able to Judge.

BOULTER, WAUGH & CO.,
LIMITE

Montreal

Established 40 Years

Fur Manufacturers
and Hat Importers

491-493-495 St. Paul St.,

57 St. Peter St.,

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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MADE IN BERLIN

Arctic Brand

Our 2iox Coat for Ladies and oi6x
for Men are LEADERS

These are medium priced coats, made
with Black Beaver Shell, Persian Lamb
Cloth Lining and Fur Collar.

We have many other lines in DUCK
AND CORDUROY, and FUR AND
FUR-LINED.

Mail Orders Solicited

Write for Price Lists

The Berlin Robe &
Clothing Co., Limited

L
BERLIN, ONTARIO

from bands of fur with pleatings of velvet ribbon, tulle

lace, etc., fastened under a ribbon bow at the back.

Ermine comes in many fanciful fashions and is often

elaborated by the use of silk cords, fringes, tassels, etc.

Short scarves that knot at the throat have the ends

edged with handsome fringe, the muffs matching having
the same fringe trimming the lower edge. This is the

approved place for trimming on muffs at present, not
around the opening for the hands.

Seal, not so much the real article, but the mus-
quash imitation, is the fur novelty in coats. This

fur may be said to be considered the smart coat furs

this season. Higher priced coats are developed in Per-

sian lamb, broadtail and caracul. Squirrel and mole
are also much worn.

In European fashion centres grey and black furs are

now taking precedence over brown. Mink always leads

on this side of the Atlantic, but this grey and black

development will probably strike here another year, as

it is right in line with the trend of fashionable coloring

in millinery and. dress fabrics.

Important Retail Development.

.las. A. Ogilvy & Sons, Montreal, have purchased

the property on St. Catherine and Mountain Streets im-

mediately west of their store. The area of this pro-

perty is 34,560 feet, and the property has a frontage of

128 feet on St. Catherine Street west, Montreal's high-

class retail centre, and a depth of 270 feet on Mountain
Street. The price paid was $660 per foot.

The firm state that no immediate plan of action is

in view, but it is persistently stated among the trade

in Montreal that another departmental store will be

erected.

The Ogilvy firm started business in 1866 and have

more than kept pace with the growth of the city.

Travelers on a Wreck.

John Green, 1-4-0 Harrison St., Toronto, traveler for

S. V. McKinnon & Co. and J. W. Bunney, of Port Arthur;

a representative of the Copeland-Chatterson Co., were

passengers on the mail boat Iroquois, which was wrecked

on a reef near Spanish Mills while plying between Mani-

toulin and Cutler. Shortly after the twenty-five people

had been rescued from a perilous position on that part of

.he deck which remained above water, the boat took

lire. Everything but three bags of mail was destroyed,

the passengers losing all (heir belongings.

The One-piece Dress.

Buyers in the city stores have every confidence in the

one-piece dress. They have stocked them in quantity for

the Fall, in taffeta, satin, in voiles, etc., and have done

well with them.

They are also buying them in lingerie effects, and in

other fabrics for the coming Spring. Indeed, there is lit-

tle doubt about the one-piece dress being a leading seller

when the season of 1909 arrives.

It is not so much the Princesse effect that is belreved

in as the waist and skirt in one and united by a corslet

belt of the same material. There is just a hint of the

high waist, but not enough to make the models con-

spicuous. Panel fronts are much en evidence and the

chief trimming consists of covered buttons.
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Individuality the Aim of This Ladies' Wear Store

Magnificent Retail Establishment Opened in Toronto by A. E. Rea & Com-

pany Strikingly Effective Plan Adopted in Securing Window Display Space.

First floor, front section—Ladies' neckwear, bells

and veilings; rear section, evening gowns, suits, dresses,

separate skirts and coats.

Second floor, front section—Millinery and furs; rear

section, waists and underskirts.

Third floor—Reserve stock.

Basement—Delivery.

The arrangement of the different departments in the

ladies' wear store, recently opened by A. E. Rea & Co.,

at 168 Yonge Street, Toronto, is briefly described above,

though that conveys but little idea of the exceptionally

Effective Display Windows.

The imposing front, with its areas of plate glass ex-

tending to a height of two storeys, introduces an idea

which the width of the store renders decidedly unique.

This, as well as the interior arrangement is suggestive of

that careful study necessary in making best use of situa-

tion.

The street surfaces of the windows have a width <»f

about five feet, but, curving inward, form a recessed

entrance, about fifteen feet in depth, and ending in double

doors. The windows have a width of about seven feet

Interior View of Main Floor in Store of A. E. Rea & Co., Toronto— Showing Liberal Use of Silent
Salesmen and Wall Cabinets, and Wide Stairway and Balcony.

successful plan upon which architectural beauty and
utility have been united in working out a result striking

in its individuality and at the same time, admirably adopt-

ed to business requirements.

When the building was vacated by John Wanless &
Co., following its sale for $140,000 to" A. E. Rea & Co.,

the process of transformation began and has been com-
plete.

in the rear. The plan has produced most effective dis-

play spaces on either side of the open vestibule—spaces

which, taking the double-deck' arrangement into con-

sideration, are more spacious and better suited to in-

spection of goods than is the case with many stores

having four or five times the frontage. Above all, en-

hancing the stormy-weather value of the display win-

dows, is a glass canopy extending over the pavement.
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The store has a frontage of 22 feet and a depth of 122

feet, and, with its solid glass front, which, by the way,

is set in brown-veined marble, certainly has an appear-

ance of oustanding distinction. Under electrical

illumination the effect is strengthened immeasurably.

and on the left, the neckwear. Ten silent salesmen,

which serve also as counters, form part of the eequip-

ment of these divisions.

The silent salesman idea has been also employed in

connection with display cases along the walls. Concealed

The Floor Arrangement.

The interior has been correctly indexed by the

exterior. The finish is in mahogany. Mirrors are plen-

tiful. There is just enough open space upon entering

to make the introduction suggest generosity in general

arrangement. On the right are the belts and veilings,

lights set off to better advantage the garments contained

within, and there is no crowding, no gruesome com-

binations in those cases. The idea is to give character

to each garment, so that it will hold attention.

The office and parceling room are on the right, mid-

way between the departments. The plan adopted in
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connection with parcels is to forward the goods, by

carriers, to this central station, where, on being pre-

pared for delivery, they are sent to the basement and

there assigned to the different routes covered by ths

auto-car service which is the feature of the store's out-

side equipment.

Trying-on Cabinets.

In the rear of the first floor is a roomy section de-

voted to evening gowns, suits, dresses, separate skills

and coats. The end wall is taken up by a large mirror

resting upon the floor and flanked by massive mahogany
columns. Here are four dressing cabinets, mirrored 10

as to give every possible facility to the trying-on pro-

cess. The idea followed by those in charge of the gar-

leads from the millinery and fur division t<> the third

floor which is used for reserve stock. The second floor

is fully equipped with dressing' cabinets and mirrors, and

it is noted that in the shelving of the waist department,

stock boxes of uniform size and make have been installed.

The display window arrangement is such that the

upper floors are well served in the matter of light. From
the fur and millinery departments, five or six steps de-

scend to the show spaces on either side. It is thus an

easy matter to examine or select from goods or garments

there exhibited or to change the windows altogether.

The store is carpeted throughout with a rich moss

green Wilton. There has been a very pleasing introduc-

tion of foliage by way of decoration. Nothing calculated

to add to ornate appearance has been overlooked, and

BRITISH CANADIAN
DEPARTMENTAL STORE 3,.

LIMITED
TOROHTO

1
N IN

m ^ k^

.¥, M~M , It
"

Courtesy of Toronto Star.

View of the New Departmental Store which will be Erected on Spadina Crescent, Toronto — English Capital is Behind this Enterprise.

nient departments is to gauge disp'ay by distinct varieties

in style and not to make over-elaborate displays of any

one particular design. The sales ladies are there to fur-

ther the interests of any preferred style by selection

from the stock cabinets.

Waists and underskirts are situated in the rear sec-

tion of the second floor, while millinery and furs occupy

the front section. The two departments are united by a

short flight of stairs and may be reached from below by

stairs or elevator. The difference in elevation of the two

upper floors has been used to advantage by the intro-

duction of a balcony from wThich a view of the lower

store mav bs obtained. A convenient flight of stairs

it is strikingly apparent that the convenience of the

purchasing public is a subject to which careful thought

has been given.

Windows Changed Daily.

Individuality seems to have been the ruling inspira-

tion not only in the construction and equipment of the

store, but in the stock itself. It is this individuality

which from the outset, gave the store a unique place in

shopping patronage. The same idea has entered into the

management of the store. The display windows are sug-

gestive of it. The manager. Mr. A. F. McQuarrie, states

that they are changed daily.
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Made from a new Fabric of a superior quality. A good article commands

respedt from your customer, and increases your business.

Don't be mislec

When buying from the

wholesale trade please

insist upon having the

genuine Excelda. 1

A small ticket stamped n Excelda 'upon every handkerchief.

The wholesale trade are offering the " Excelda 'Handkerchief at a price

to meet the requirements of the retailer to sell at popular prices.

The manufacturers of " Excelda "are determined to maintain the same high

standard of quality, every attention being given to all details in pro-

duction. Styles and designs to suit every taste.

A bed rock reputation for a good article will Stand forever, and do justice

to every one of your customers.

One of the attractions at the Franco-British Exhibitionwas the "Excelda"

Handkerchief Exhibit.

And for which the committee awarded A GOLD MEDAL.

Travellers on the road have got samples of "Excelda Handkerchiefs.

Please ask to see them. Mind you get the genuine " Excelda."

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

. There is a satisfactory activity in Spring plac-

ing of nearly all lines of men's furnishings.

Woolen and worsted houses note a marked im-

provement in quality and values of Canadian-made

materials and the demand is good.

Browns are holding a strong place in suitings,

but the opinion is that it will never ranfc as a

staple color.

Retail houses state that the past month's re-

cord will be equal to that of last year, but that

mild weather has been responsible for a dullness in

heavy goods.

Woolens and Worsteds.

There are several very interesting developments noted

in connection with the woolen and worsted trade. In the

first place, it is now easy to see that the strong demand

in su tings is for fancy worsteds in bronzes, drabby

browns and smoke greys, but there is still enough uncer-

tainty about the matter to make concentration a matter

of speculation. Blue serges and cheviots are likely to

show well in Spring business, a decided favor going to

the rougher makes of serges.

Woolen houses note, with a considerable, degree of

pleasure, that there is a strong movement in light-weight

goods. The advantage in this is that they can carry lines

much in demand by the ladies' tailors, and trade will

thus be doubled up in certain directions.

"We still have goods on our tables this Fall which,

at the same time last year we had placed away in our

storehouse," said a representative of one of the large To-

ronto woolen houses. "We find that the demand for light

weights makes it inadvisable to have them removed. Tin

ladies' trade, which has previously been strong in voiles

and that class of material, is running into heavier cloths

The vogue in coats seems to demand it."

An examination of sample books bears out the state-

ment that the great bulk of the selling is being done in

browns, greys and greens, the tone-range in each having

a run never before known to the trade. The hair-line

stripe, and the pick-and-pick patterns in grey worsteds
are becoming likely features.

In Spring overcoatings the premier place is still given

to grey cheviots. Elephant shades in one-inch herring-

bone stripes appear to be making an entry.

The very prominent place occupied by browns last

season, and their appearance with increased strength this

year, prompted the question in several of the houses as

to whether this color might not establish itself as a

staple. The suggestion met with decided contradiction.

Canadian sun, it was stated, would never permit of the

introduction of the color on the same basis as greys, or

blacks or blues. True, it has held a most remarkable
place in preference—but the opinion was expressed that

its popularity was of the kind which made sudden shifts

The introduction of greens in connection with it, might,
it was surmised, either cause a protraction or an abrupt

ending to the chapter in browns. For the present the

former certainly seemed the approved course. How to

gauge the trade tendencies in these matters is one of the

things which require most careful study.

How are Canadian goods standing in the season's

trade ? The unhesitating reply to this question was that

in goods ranging from $1.75 to $2.50, the demand was
exceptionally good. Canadian qual ties and values, it is

stated, are better than have been shown for some time.

Spring placing has come well up to expectations, there

being an influx of orders which assures the supply houses

that the country is all right. Fall trade, on account of

the mild weather, has been dull up to the present, but

every preparation has been made for the break-away.

X

Freakish Styles Boost Records.

The season of fancy suitings and freakish styles has

not been an unmixed evil among the tailoring houses.

The trade has taken to them so favorably that they have

Two New Cap Styles- From Waldron-Drouin Co., Ltd.

been a strong factor in evening up sales records. Orders

are said to be as good as they were last year. On the

eve of stock-taking, that appears. to be a happy condition

of things.

Of course, freakish styles are always dangerous, more
particularly from the point of view of the ready-to-wear

manufacturer. He is willing to admit that the new
sacque, with its dip-front, and close-fitting waist, is a

graceful and dressy-looking garment, but its pocket and
sleeve attachments place it in the flitting class. How
long it will figure in popularity is a question. Probably
there may be evolved a stability in the general body
style of the coat, with pocket and sleeve peculiar-

ities merged into the staple idea. After all is said and

done, the neat, quiet styles are those that hold the best

class of trade.

"Freaks and fads are for the young man who must
look attractive at any cost," said a Toronto tailor, "and
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of course, he lias to pay for it. The business man pre-

fers to confine his smartness in looks to the neat sacque

built on qu et lines, which are strong enough to fill all

requirements. That is what our experience shows."

The city and town demand is strong on the more

modified types of "freak" styles. Little of the extreme

has, in fact, found its way into Canadian business. Sam-
ple lines which generally cover the range completely, con-

tain very few garments which can be termed decidedly

ultra. The styles, it is true, have called for changes in

patterns, and that is one of the evils most commented

upon by the manufacturer. Orders, however, are indicat-

ing a profitable approval of the new modes in men's

suits, and that is about the main consideration.

Shirts.

Manufacturers and jobbers are speaking with greater

confidence of the strong selling features in Spring shirts

than they did one month ago. Fall selling is just about

over, save for the attention which the Christmas trade

may still have to enforce, and the general statement is

that sorting has been good. With more time to concen-

trate upon Spring demands it is now possible to say

with an assurance, based on placing orders which exceed

those of last year, that prominent stripes on plain

grounds constitute the final word in the shirt merchan-

A New "Buckley" Shape.

dising proposition. Fawns, helios, pinks, greys and corn

colors enter into the kaleidoscopic range, both in plain

and pleated fronts. Wide stripes, narrowed in by means
of pleats, form a very attractive front and look, too good

to be classed among the fads. This style has a strong

place in Spring lines.

There never was a brighter and more dressy-looking

line of shirts than that which is now occupying the sam-

ple shelves of manufacturers and jobbers. The decided

outburst of likable color combinations will, unless all

signs fail, help to bring about that revival necessary to

place the shirt trade upon its former footing. Special ef-

fort has been applied in the direction of giving the cheap-

er lines the appearance which characterizes the upper-

level goods. The result is seen in a greater variety of

matched and inserted fronts than has been.

One manufacturer is introducing a new idea in pleat-

ed fronts, which, he claims, will do away with the neces-

sity of the double-ply and effectively eliminate the bulg-

ing tendency. The pleats on the model shown are double-

edged, and the usual effect is obtained by applying nar-

row strips to the front. These may at any time be re-

moved and the shirt converted into an ordinary soft

bosom. A patent is now being applied for.

The combined stiff and soft front, although not a de-

cidedly new line, is making its appearance. This gar-

ment has a double-ply V-shaped insert immediately below
the collar. It has all the appearance of a stiff bosom
when worn with a vest and preserves every essential of

the soft front.

Men's Neckwear.

The gift season is beginning to have its effect upon

men's neckwear resources. Quite a number of retailers

are still holding off, and it only seems necessary to say

that this is a dangerous course to pursue if Christmas

counters are to be adorned with the brightest and best

goods. A feature which is certainly appealing to the

wearer is the long, wide, biased effect in loose end Der-

bies. The style lends itself admirably to attractive holi-

day window displays. Another strong fancy is the stripe-

centered tie, both in Derbies and batwings.

Jobbers and manufacturers are giving more attention

than ever to attractive counter-selling features in the

hoxing of ties for the holiday trade. One house is sending

out neat cartons, containing six boxes, in each of which

is a strong-selling specimen of the season's neckwear.

This plan is adapted to tie-gifting in half-dozens, as well

as in singles, and certainly assists the retailers in work-

ing out an attractive holiday proposition. The same plan

is being adopted in some hosiery departments.

It now appears that tie-widths are going to have a

range running from 1^ to 3 inches. Collar styles are re-

sponsible. Modifications in the meeting folders are mak-
ing their appearance, and are removing the restrictions

which, it appeared, the earlier vogue would render neces-

sary. There is yet, however, no opening large enough to

find room for any suggestion of the Ascot or puff styles,

although, of course, these designs in neckwear architec-

ture will always be well considered by a certain class.

The knitted tie still looks good to some furnishers. It

appears to be a line essentially for Spring and not for

the holiday trade, and the most satisfactory loomed silk

materials place its important sphere among the higher-

priced lines.

The season's business, both in the placing and sorting

of shirts and neckwear, is declared 'by jobbers and manu-
facturers to be satisfactory as compared with last year.

There has been no great outburst of business, but the

trade is gradually developing strength. Orders are better

than one year ago. Payments are showing marked im-
provement.

Collars.

"The meeting folder,"" with variations, is the tune in

collars. The meeting-place in some lines has no break
whatever save a rounding-off at the corners, while in

others the opening rounds out half way between the bot-
tom and top of the front, leaving a reasonable amount of

break for neckwear display. These styles, of course, are
having their big demand in the dressy city trade. In gen-
eral lines the front openings are larger. For Summer
wear, the small inside bands with standard outside depths
are selling well, and in low shapes, long, pointed corners
are finding a place. Widths in the standing folder class
lange from If to 2\ inches.

For evening dress, the meeting stander, with corners
lounded and slightly turned down by hand pressure, oc-

Globe Suspender Co.
J. ALPHONSE OUIHET,

360 St. Paul Si., Montreal

A HOLIDAY LEADER
Globe Holiday Suspenders, Garters,
and Arm Bands in one attractive
holiday box.

Send for Samples

- Rock Island, Que.
L. 0. PAQUETTE,

70 Church Si., 0uehc c
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A FEW SHIRT FACTS
We make shirts. We do nothing else but make shirts— ana we make tnem well, too. \A/e devote our en-

tire time to the designing and making of shirts for men and boys ; and during the whole or that time we are

constantly on the lookout to see that it is done right. DEACON SHIRTS are made to fit the figure, have

generous bodies, the sleeves are long, seams double stitched, turned and felled ; the collars are large and cut to

exact size ; and the buttons are sewed on tight—try them.

DEACON SHIFTS
ARE ALL RIGHT

IT WILL BE TO YOUR INTEREST
TO WRITE US FOR QUOTATIONS

SECAUSE THEY
AHE MADE -RIGHT

BELLEVILLE, CANADA

We Will Pre-pay Express Charges

Golf shape, with inside fur bands. A special
at .$6.00 per dozen in heavy black melton
with muskrat lining. Other qualities in the
same shape in heavy tweeds, friezes and
beavers $3.75 to $1 2.00 per dozen.

on mail orders for caps

Cold weather is setting in

and sorting business is on.

We have full lines of all our

ranges in stock and can fill

orders promptly. We guar-

antee satisfaction. Order

to-day a trial order of these

caps.

Havelock shape, in black melton, with muskrat
band, $6.50 per dozen

STANDARD CAP CO., Ltd. 12 Front Street West, TORONTO

PECK CLOTHING
For Men, Boys and Children possesses a selling force that

spells SUCCESS to every dealer who handles it.

Right Now is a Good Time to Buy Peck Clothing

Fall and Winter stocks are of size and variety to ade-

quately fill your sorting wants.

Spring Lines on the Road

You must not miss our remarkable line. Never in the career,

of this successful organization have we presented lines which

measure up to those for Spring and Summer, 1909.

John W. Peck & Co., Ltd.
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

CLOTHING FURS HATS CAPS SHIRTS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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cupies a distinct place in popularity. Wing styles, of

course, will always be well in evidence. Small, rounded

tips are an English feature which seems to be taking

hold.

*

Vests.

Ihe knitted vest, judging from the demand at present,

is going to play a prominent part in men's furnishings de-

partments for Spring. In light-weight knits, the strong

demand is for fawns, soft shades of green, brown and

combinations of these colors, introducing both self and

contrasting stripes. The high grades in these garments

go to the trade at from $24 to $36 a dozen. Some houses

are already sold out. In fabrics there is a wide range

of stripes and checks, the mercerized effects in greens and

browns forming a very attractive division. The vests

are made up with plain or patch pockets, and certainly

have a natty appearance. In the knit goods, braids for

binding and pocket-trimming are much used. The latest

word from the world's fashion centres is that the two-

piece suits with fancy vest is going- to be the popular com-

bination. Taking all grades into consideration, prices to

the trade run from $9 to $36 a dozen. The single-breast-

ed, five-button, collarlcss styles appear to be the general

vogue, although consideration to peculiarity of taste is

making room for a reasonable showing of double-breasteds.

In this connection it seems appropriate to say that

knitted sweaters are entering into every-day wear to a

greater extent than was ever possible with the old-style

garment. The coat effect makes the sweater feasible for

office wear as well as fitting it for a decidedly popular

run among golf and other athletic folk. Jobbers and

manufacturers are having a very strong run in this line,

the prices being somewhat on the same scale as those

for vests.

X

Gloves

The early Spring trade in men's handwear is asking

for egg, champagne and grey shades in doe skin and

suedes. Some houses have introduced soft green tones in

suedes very cautiously as a feeler, but they note no de-

mand as yet worth talking about, The sorting in heavy

Winter gloves is very strong at the present time. The
Fall demand in capes, suedes and chamois has been good.

Making Mitts Waterproof.

The five or ten-cent cotton mitts or gloves which arc

so largely bought by working men may be waterproofed

by dipping them in melted paraffine : or if a thinner coat

is preferred, and only on the palm of the mitts, melted

paraffine may be brushed over their surface. For hand-

ling damp bricks, for working with plaster or cement
paraffine mitts are far superior to the original. Women
"will find them valuable when scrubbing floors, setting out

plants and so forth. Leather gloves, for use by farmers

in hauling damp corn fodder, or any material that is wet,

may be waterproofed in the same way. The coating of

paraffine may be renewed as often as the surface needs it.

Hosiery.

The great diversity of colors which the season has

brought about in hosiery has called for a vaster stock in

this particular department than ever, not necessarily in

bulk, but in representative variety, Plain colors are the

strong features, greens, tans and fawns being to the

fore. Embroidery in cashmeres, as well as in cottons and

lisles, is holding on strongly. A combination silk and

wool article in plain tone effects is having a promising

run. The clocked lisles in delicate shades of greens,

wines and tans, the jacquards, barred and lace embroid-

ered goods are all entering into the half-hose activity for

Spring, prices ranging from $2.25 to $4.50.

Among the Retailers.

Retailers are ready for cold weather—when it comes.

October was so mild that there was some hesitancy about

comparisons with the same month last year, but in quite

a few of the houses it is stated that records will be

maintained. The movement in neckwear, hosiery, gloves

and shirts has been good, but in heavy lines of under-

wear there has been little doing. It remains for Winter
weather to put life into that department. That is also

the subject of complaint among the tailors. They have
not been doing the business in Winter suitings and over-

coatings that they anticipated, but they have every faith

in the Canadian Winter.

No great preparations have yet been made for the

Christmas trade, although plans are under consideration.

Late Business Changes.

Wm. Bevan, general store, Craik., Sask.; sold.

Westcott Bros., dry goods, Victoria, B.C.; dissolved.

Favorite Overall Mfg. Co., Aeton, Que.; registered.

Pugsley Bros., general store, Waskada, Man.; sold.

Provencher & Frere, general store, Fecteau's Mills;

dissolved.

Hiram Johnson, Ltd., wholesale furs, Montreal
;

registered.

Neil McKenzie, tailor, Souris, Man.; succeeded by
H. Stafford.

J. G. Houston, dry goods, boots and shoes, Trail,

B.C.; deceased.

L. Lamoureaux &" Frere, men's furnishings, Mont-
real; registered.

W. G. Hewlett, tailor, Vancouver, B.C., successor

to Larson Bros.

J. L. Peltier & Co., shoe manufacturers, Montreal;
advertised for sale.

Rickson Bros., fancy goods, Vancouver, B.C., opened
branch at Cumberland.

Gillis & McLean, tailors, Sydney Mines, N.S.; suc-

ceeded by L. D. McLean.
La Compagnie Arsene Lamy, departmental store,

Montreal; charter granted.

L. P. Laframboise, tailor and furnisher, St. Andre
Avelin; moving to Fasset.

Ambrose Poitier, general store, Belleville, N.S. ;

succeeded by A. Poitier & Son.

Williamson & Fleming, general store, Maple Creak,

Sask.; succeeded by Edwin Small.

The steamer Empress of China, which arrived at Vic-

toria, B.C., recently, brought silk valued at a million dol-

lars from Yokohama.
The steamer Kaga Maru has arrived at Victoria, B.C..

with silk valued at three-quarters of a million dollars and

5,000 tons of tea, matting, bamboo and other eastern

products.
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KING'S
Established 1775

FAMOUS
Sold by leading jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every piece perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade

of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the mai ket,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KING & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Empire Blctg,, 58 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO

Send for

a
Sample

of
our

Cosmo Ring
Big'

Worhing'man's
Shirt

TheWhite Mfg. Co.
Limited

226-228-230 Albert Street

Ottawa, Ont.

Have you got a good line of

WhiteClothing?
Scores of drygoods men declare that the

best line on the market is the

MILLER BRAND
Bar and Barber Coats, Cooks', Waiters'

and Grocers' Aprons, Butchers' Coats

and Frocks, Butcher and Bar Aprons,

Automobile Dusters, Gymnasium Knick-

ers, Carpenters' Aprons, Football Pants,

Athletic Suits, Fancy Vests, etc.

Miller Brand Goods are made from high-

grade ducks and drills, very neatly fin-

ished and attractive in appearance.

Send for Price List.

Miller Manufacturing Co.
251 Mutual Street

Toronto

Limited

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Sole Agents in Dominion for :
—

Young & Rochester's
Shirts, Collars, Neckwear, Fancy Vests, Dressing
Gowns. Best selection Flannel Shirts in Canada.

FACTORIES : London and Londonderry.

T. H. Downing & Co., Leicester

Underwear, Hosiery, Cardigans, Club Jerseys, etc.

Cellular AERTEX Underwear
United Garments and 2-piece.

The original Cellular, the only "AERTEX"

FRESH SHIPMENT of our Noted

SWEATER COATS
$30.00 for Men's size, all shades and combinations.

Dressing Gowns Good values at

$5.35 and $6.00

Latest English Neckwear
Open-end Derby, $4.25 doz., ready Dec. 1st

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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THE FIELD IS OPEN
and

tKe goods Have proved good.

All over the United States the ever

increasing Haberdashery success of

late has been : : : : :

LITHOLIN
WATERPROOFED LINEN
COLLARS and CUFFS

They have met a universal demand
satisfactorily, and when that happens

there is always money to be made.

They are linen, and look it
;
yet if

soiled, are wiped clean and white as

new with a damp cloth. Keep their

shape, do not wilt, crack or fray,

come in all sizes and the very latest

styles. Not celluloid or rubber.

COLLARS 25c. CUFFS 50c.

Style

Economy

Retailers given quotations and free samples on application. Liberal supply of window and show case
signs, decalcomania transparencies, booklets, dodgers, etc., furnished free with first order.

WILLIAM P. KING & SON, 74 York Street,TORONTO
AGENTS FOR DOMINION OF CANADA

THE "CRAVENETTE" CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/I?eg? Trademark^

PROOFED BY

Fac-simile of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The t

(Copyright)

DUST-PROOF
as well as

RAIN-PROOF

Proofers to the Trade, BRADFORD, YKS.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Spring Import
"Debenhams for Novelties"

WE
beg to inform you

that our Spring Collections
of Novelties are now in the hands of

our travellers, who will take an early opportunity
of submitting same for your inspection. Our travellers are

also fully posted with all information re the

Trend of

Fashion.

CREATIONS
are distinctly "CLASSIC,"

and soft clinging fabrics become more

prominent than ever.

Many rich exquisite qualities will be seen in the Silk Group,

also popular qualities having a similar touch and appearance.

COLORS are excellent, and well chosen, being half-toned and not extreme.

MATERIALS. - Here the Compose idea has greatly de-

veloped, the combination of colors

making the whole costume

extremely fascinating.

DEBENHAMS (Canada) LIMITED
MONTREAL

18 St. Helen Street

TORONTO
Bay and Wellington Streets

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The coming summer will bring with it a

large use of colored wash fabrics.

Linens are this year shown in colors,

particularly soft and pretty. Pink, it is

evident must be placed above blue.

The classy trade is evincing an interest

in open-worked embroidered linen lawns.

Mercerized fabrics are again going to be

prominent next season.

Wash Fabrics.

Travelers out for import are doing particularly will

with dress linens. Though white is selling in large quan-

tities, there is every indication that the coming summer
will see a large use of colored wash fabrics.

The past two seasons over the line have seen a large

sale, in all centres, of colored wash fabrics, and it must

general usage pink as a seller must be placed above blue.

Pink came strongly to the front during the Summer thai

is past, and promises to continue its lead during the

Summer of 1909. The Delft shades in blue are selling

well and so are helio, green and tan.

The linens called for are of medium weight and are

woven with heavy threads in imitation of pongee silk.

In fact, they, are known as pongee linens. The classy

trade is evincing an interest in open-worked embroidered

linen lawns. These are made up over a soft satin lining.

Button-holed edges are another feature of these suits.

As the expense of a costume of this class will be con-

siderable they will not be much seen in the popular

trade, but are mentioned for the effect that their in-

fluence may have which will be much the same as a

trimming of embroidery with color introductions.

Mercerized fabrics are again to the fore for the season

of 1909. They come in medium weights and in various

fancy effects. The leading novelties and also the ones

with most promise are the reps. With corded fabrics

so strongly en evidence there is every chance for these

Striped Worsted Suiting in Black and Grey ; Cord Striped Worsted Suiting in Two Tone Elephant
Grey Effect — Shown by Brophy-Cains, Montreal.

be borne in mind that there has not been any correspond-

ing development here. The very high class trade took

up colored fabrics strongly last summer, and it looks

as though there was to be a popular revival in the Spring

and Summer of 1909. Orders received for dress linens

so far fully confirm this view. Retailers are placing good

orders for both plain colors and for stripes. Medium
stripes—those about 1-4 inch, are the best sellers. Wider
and narrower stripes are selling, but are not as well

taken as the above-mentioned width. Striped linens, as

well as striped cotton fabrics give every indication of

being a leading style in waist fabrics for the coming
Spring.

The colors in which the linens are shown this year

are particularly soft and pretty. And contrary to the

mercerized reps, and they certainly make up into attrac-

tive tailored waists.

Plain Cloths Selling.

The warm weather of the late Autumn has not made
for a good season in the dress goods department. Buy-
ing has been late and as an effect of this condition noth-

ing in the way of novelty has been introduced for the

mid-season.

The chief feature of the month has been the de-

veloping tendency towards plain cloths.

Broad cloths and face cloths are selling freely and

later buyers are asking for these cloths not only in the
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retail trade but for the ready-to-wear trade as well.

Diagonals, serges, principally plain, piece dyes in

worsteds and indistinct stripes are also selling.

For afternoon wear and for dressy gowns the ten-

dency is all for soft, drapy clinging fabrics with a high
finish.

Satin finishes a.r°, high style and are strongly indicated
for Spring. Wool satins are the logical development and
big orders ars being placed for this class of goods.

Fabrics of the armure class, cashemere twills, both in

silk and wool, and in all-wool are favored by most buy-
ers. The strong vogue of Ottomans in silks are bringing

cord weaves in woolen goods to the front and many buy-
ers have strong faith in this class of goods. The Review
is illustrating a cloth of this class in dark two tone

stripes.

Paris dressmakers are using navy serge. A buyer

An outstanding feature of the novelty dress goods
for Spring is the representative showing of matched
cloths for coat and skirt. The material for the coat is

usually plain, and (he skirt material is in graduated
stripes. Various materials are utilized and the line is

boxed attractively in skirt lengths. This is a new idea

in dress goods selling, and thus far has been eagerly

welcomed.

r "iu iuin»lmrw«T
Ruffled Zephyrs, a Spring Dress Material — Shown

by Brophy-Cains, Montreal.

mammmm

Bordered Panama shown

by W. R. Brock, Toronto.

—Bordered or Side Band

Effects are expected to be

good sellers in the coming

Spring. They have been

in short supplj this Fall,

except with the high class

trade.

who was present at the Autumn races says that navy

serges of the smooth coating variety was the most worn

fabric at the Fall meetings. Also that is the most worn
fabric on Paris streets. He therefore, looks for a big

sale of these serges in the coming Spring.

Not only are the colors most called for at the present

time in the dark dull shades but there is no change in

this respect for Spring. The one notable exception is

in the featuring of the new yellow tans in such colors

as banana, tussah, etc.

Quite the most ambitious attempt to shown gowns

on living models was that recently made by W. A. Murray

& Co., of Toronto, during the last four days in October.

A special stage was prepared, and models accustomed

to posing were brought on from New York.

With the exception of the color referred to the gowns,

both for street and reception wear, were of very dark

shades. Deep green, blues, old blue, myrtle and bronze

were en-evidence. The newer shades were taupe, which

is a strong color in the high-class trade, and a very deep

wine red almost violet. There is also a deep shade of

amethyst called wisteria.

Silks.

For the Spring season, satins hold first place. Not-

withstanding the very free use that has been made of

satins this Fall, they are still the leading idea for the

coming season. So marked is the tendency that it is

exerting a strong influence over wool fabrics, and in

sympathy, bright, high finishes are the coming featiu-e

in wool goods. Fashion promoters are evincing a pre-

ference now for silken fabrics with the avmure or a

crepe weave, but still with the bright satin finish.

Ottomans and heavy cord weaves are becoming highly

popular. Ottomans and satins have largely taken the

place of velvets in millinery this Fall, and promise an

extensive use for trimmings and for coat and costume

purpose in the near future.

In fancy silks, very dark effects in two-toned stripes

Fish Net; a Late Novelty for Waists.

are the leading novelty. There is a small showing cf

dark Persian and Dresden effects also, but the only thing

of a light colored nature is the black and white stripss

and checks. Very few checks are seen at present but

buyers believe when Spring buying opens up checks will

be shown as the novelty. At present stripes are it, and

in any case will be big sellers.
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It Will Always Pay You
to see our dress goods before placing your season's order. Our system of trading

means a great saving to keen buyers. Impartial comparison will immediately

convince you of this fact. Apart from exceptional value, we are confident that

our large variety and choice selection will please you.

In our French Dress Goods Department, we are showing the newest
Spring and Summer fabrics, including :

—

"Batistes," "Reps Long," "Colma," "Hirara," Etc.

NEW WOOL TAFFETAS (Silk Effect)

NEW SATIN CLOTHS (Brilliant Finish)

NOVEL SELF CHECKS TWO TONES and SELF STRIPES
INVISIBLE STRIPES with PARISIAN SELF BORDER,

and "SALOME"
This new and exquisitely chic fabric is one of the most stylish productions,

of the French looms this year. Undoubtedly it will be the Catch-of-the-Season
and nothing more handsome and effective will appear in summer dress stuffs.

In our British Dress Goods Department, we are leading the way with
another beautiful cloth,

—

"SILUSTRA"
A more dainty and attractive dress fabric has not been turned out of an

English loom for many years. It is certain to be a favorite with the elite

of fashionable women, and the beautiful range of delicate shades will show you
what British dyers are now able to do. It drapes beautifully in the Directoire
style, with a Tussah silk effect. It has a brilliant " tinsel " appearance, sheds dust
and never creases.

Priestleys' "RESILDA"
At the request of a few Canadian customers, we are now offering some

of Priestleys' leading fabrics at surprising prices.

Our British stuffs are now blocked on a new patent machine, and every
yard is marked with a metal disc on the selvedge.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
Manchester, England
and 20 Cheapside, London, E.C.

211 Lindsay Buildings, 6n Empire Buildings,

St. Catherine St. West, Montreal Wellington St. West, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Your Orders
forWorsteds
and Tweeds
Promptly Filled

WE have a well assorted stock
of Men's and Women's
Tweed and Worsted Suit-

ings.

Your orders will be apprecia-
ted, and shipped promptly. Our
travellers are now calling on the
trade with samples of our superb
line of costume cloths and suit-

ings for spring. You should
make sure of seeing these goods.
Apostcardrequest
to us will either

bring one of our
representatives or ^^AMHERsjy^y
samples by mail.

OUR Heavy Ribbed
Nova Scotia Wool

Underwear created a very

favorable impression with the
trade last fall and winter. From
present indications the sale this

year will be very largely in-

creased. If you've not stocked up
with this line you've omitted one
ofthe best sellers in winter under-
wear. Better send
us an order now.
Alsogetasupply

o f o u r Sweater
Coats — a great
variety to choose
from.

HEWSON WOOLEN
MILLS, LIMITED
AMHERST NOVA SCOTIA

Good to look at

Splendid to wear

That's the kind of cloth that

sells best, pleases most cus-

tomers and brings most profit.

And that's the kind of cloth

you get when you order

Harris Fabrics
Our representatives are show-

ing some really excellent spring

samples. Order early and be

sure of the goods on time.

HARRIS & CO.
Limited

Rockwood, Ont.

MONTREAL—Hector Prevost, 7 1 St. Hubert Street

HALIFAX-G. A. Woodill. Roy Building

LONDON—J. A. Irwin, 341 Princess Avenue
WINNIPEG McRae & Walker. Ashdown Block

The "GLORIANA"
Embroidery Hoop

Fi8 . I. Shows complete hoop.

FIG.

2

Fig. 2. Shows enlarged view of the Extension Device
with case cut open to show spring inside.

Supreme

usefulness

Superb

in

appearance

Seven sizes in

Round

Two sizes in

Oval

The best Flexible Hoop ever invented.

;JS It has less projection than any other spring-controlled hoop and has greater spring

action.

Will hold the work firm and smooth, no matter what the goods are—sheerest mus-

lin or thickest canvas, all are alike to the "GLORIANA."
No other Spring Hoops are as neat, or take in the range of work this does.

"Cushioned" Hoops will go out of use when the " GLORIANA" becomes known.

It's all in the spring, which is encased in a neat nickle-plated telescoping case,

making it impossible for the thread to catch.

Sample, any size, mailed on receipt of 10 cents (to the trade only.)

We also make a full line of Cushioned Hoops, Plain Hoops and Darning

Lasts. .

Our goods are {oaranteed ; if not satisfactory, money refunded.

F. E. Kohler& Co., Canton, Ohio

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Fancy Goods and Notions Department

Time for Activity.

The buyers of fancy goods should note the fact that

very large hats are in high style now, and if they pur-

sue their investigations further they will find that it

takes from three to half-a-dozen pins to secure these

large hats in place.

Pins are conspicuous, both from the manner in

which they are placed in the hat and because of the

style and beauty of the pins themselves. This brings

higher-priced pins to the front, and means also better

profits for the department. Many of the new pins are

on the jewelery order and are set with brilliants ind

other mock stones. Cameos, jade, carved coral are all

included in pin lines.

The ball head effects are still selling, but chiefly in

cheap, showy lines. Spiral effects in shell and spear-

shaped pins are all selling.

The variety is so large that at a comparatively

small outlay quite a handsome collection can be put on

display.

Now that holiday selling will soon be on, an as-

sortment of more expensive pins can be stocked. A
pretty jeweled hat pin would make something new in

the way of a present.

Gift giving season is always a time when all kinds

of fancy bags sell. Owing to the Directoire styles has

come a revived interest in bead bags. These come Ln

bright floral patterns on a white ground, and have satin-

finished silver mountings. They are quite popular as

they make a gay little note of relief to the somber
colors of the hat and gown. Bead fringes finish many of

these bags. Chain metal bags in gold and silver are

also selling well.

Gay bags for many purposes are made from hand-

some ribbons. There is always a call for bags of this

class around Christmas time.

Shopping bags are decidedly large and decidedly

flat. They come in a variety of leathers. A novelty is

alligator, in a bright finish, and some fancy effects are

trimmed with the paws and claws of the animal. In

much better taste are the bags of tooled leather. These

goods are expensive, but there is always a call for high

class bags at this season of the year.

These bags are handsomely lined and have interior

compartments and fittings some of which are of the

vanity order.

The bead cordeliers, though they have been on the

market for some time, will be a novelty in many
centres. These come in woven, plaited and twisted

ropes. They have heavy bead tassels at the ends.

Crystal, white jet, turquoise, and metallic lustre beads

in gold, copper, etc., are those most seen.

Hair goods are always a big feature at this season

of the year. Not only are handsome combs showing, but

fancy pins, filet effects, etc., are shown. As these are

set with brilliants, cut steel and filigree gold, etc., the

display made is highly attractive.

In the art needle work department all should be

activity now. Christmas is within a measurable dis-

tance, and the many women who make their own pres-

ents have numerous wants now. Have you made up

cushion frills on show, and can you make them up on

short notice. Cushion girdles and cords should also be

well assorted as there is sure to be a ready sale for

them in the next few weeks. Embroidery silks, mercer-

ized cottons, etc., should be well assorted.

In stamped goods the latest idea is the oblong pil-

low. The pattern is carried out in heavy padded em-

broidery in white and the edge is buttonholed. There

are two pieces to this pillow—the front and back, and

both are buttonholed. Eyelet holes are worked to cor-

respond in both and when the embroidery is completed

the pillow is placed between and the two pieces are

laced together by a ribbon. The ribbon ends are tied

on a handsome bow at one corner. Long pin cushions

are shown made up in the same manner.

*

Belts for Christmas.

Belts are always good sellers as a Christmas line

and judging from the line now on the market will fully

O:.foc*«y...

" Hockey "—Post Card from Raphael Tuck & Sons
Company, Ltd., Montreal.

live up to. their reputation. The department has a

good deal in its favor this season for within certain well

defined lines there is a good deal of variety. Nor is

there any great amount of matching troubles, for if a

belt tones in well with the gown it is worn with that

is all that is required. Indeed, women buy a belt with

the view of wearing it with more than one gown. Tinsel

belts are holding their own, and are brighter and more
attractive than ever for the holiday season.

New ideas in elastics are shown. These are made of

steel studded inch and a half or two inch elastic and

come chiefly in white and bright colors.

First place, however, is now taken by the Directoire

belts and girdles. These are made of both black and

colored satin and are pleated and shirred, having cords

and drops or tassels at the end. Another fashion is for

pleated girdles with bow or chow at the left side made
from plain and fancy ribbons. These have only made
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their appearance during the past few weeks. They have

had an' instant success in Toronto stores, but the opin-

ion seems to be that their day may not be a long one.

They form, however, a most desirable finish for a dressy

waist. These may be made up in the millinery work-

room now that the season is getting over there. They

should be on sale both at: the ribbon counter and at the

belt counter from now on. Their sale should be an

important help in reducing the ribbon stock. Not only

should varied styles in these ribbon girdles be on sale,

but orders for them should be taken from any ribbon

in stock.

The next few weeks means a heavy call on your

notion stock. No doubt you have planned for this, but

how about filling in the assortment for January trade.

.January white sales turn your customers thoughts to-

wards Spring needs and many women plan to do a great

proportion of their sewing for the Summer season.

Hence there is a big call at this season for the thousand

and one small articles found at the notion counter.

Many stores further stimulate this demand by hold-

ing sales of dressmakers' supplies and sundries, thus

making it to the advantage of dressmakers and others

to provide for future needs.

This is the time of year that trimmers will give

the time to put in a notion windpw. As a general rule,

unless there is some special provision made, notions

rarely get a window display. This is why outside show
cases are of so much value to their department. The
Review believes that many merchants would find that

an outside case would much more than pay its cost in

a very short time by the extra business it would bring

to this section of the store.

Departmental Store on Knox Site.

The British Canadian Departmental Stores, Limited,

of London, Eng., have purchased the site of Knox Col-

lege, on Spadina Avenue, Toronto, upon which to erect

a departmental store. The sales price is said to have

been $ 185,000. The purchasing syndicate has a capital

of $3,000,000, most of which is British, although it is

understood that there will be some Canadians on the

board of directors. The new owners take possession on

April 15th next, and the building to be erected will cost

about $700,000. It will be of steel structure through-

out, twelve storeys high, and will occupy the whole

circle. It is proposed to run a forty-foot arch through

the centre of the building with the object of having the

street cars run through, otherwise the arch will be used

for a carriage entrance.

Combs for the Holidays

Fancy OpenWorks
Back and Sides, in Fancy Boxes

The Granby Mfg. Co., Limited
ORIGINATORS OF COMBS THAT SELL

Granby, Que.

London Paris Berlin Cape Town New York

Raphael Tuck & Sons Co., Limited
By Special Appointment

TRADE MARK

Publishers by Special Appointment to Their

Majesties King Edward VII and His

Queen Alexandra

9-17 St. Antoine Street,

Montreal, P.Q.
Publishers by Royal Warrant

CALENDARS AND
CHRISTMAS CARDS
WRITE FOR PRICE LISTS AND CATALOGUES

I'lease mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Carpets, Housefurnishings and Decorations

Carpets.—Jobbers state that hand-to-mouth

buying is a feature of the Fall trade, although

cold weather may cause some surprises Spring plac-

ing is reported good.

Linoleums.—There is a marked improvement in

the demand for both prints and inlaids. Prices re-

main firm.

Curtains and Draperies.—The trade is showing

decided preference for something better than usual

in Nottingham and" Swiss laces, and the develop-

ment in favor of cloth fabrics is decidedly unique.

Wall Paper.—Spring business looks very promis-

ing. Remittances are, on the whole, satisfactory.

The rural trade is breaking away from splashy

effects and more consideration is given to finer tints.

"Still buying from hand-to-mouth for Fall, but

breaking away nicely for Spring." That is what a jobber

said of the carpet trade. He had reports from travelers

to show what he meant. Retailers Avere not going in

heavily for Fall lines. There seemed to be a prevailing

preference for a decidedly off-season in some districts,

with better intentions for Spring. Confidence was return-

ing, but the feeling apparently favored no marked demon-
stration until the end of the present season.

These observations may have more of supposition

about them than substance, and a good spell of cold wea-

ther may have a very surprising result, but even anion?

some of the jobbers there is yet a canny feeling-. They

are wondering whether the revival has enough backbone

in it lo warrani bheno in shouldering that amount of re-

sponsibility which the retailer, who has just struggled free

of heavy stocks, seems reluctant lo take care of for the

time being. Better things, however, are expected of the

Spring. Reliable signs, such as placing orders, point to it.

While prices remain easier, jobbers stale, that the bot-

tom level is such a short distance away that they would

not be at all surprised lo see a gradual stiffening up.

Brussels are the lowest in the list, the explanation given

by jobbers being that this line has the greatest degree of

freedom from combine influences.

Pile goods still lead, so far as demand is concerned.

Seamless Axminsters are finding a prominent place in the

consideration of house furnishers. Tapestry squares, with

borders in contrast to the centre, are counted among the

good sellers for Spring. Squares are very strong, but

some jobbers state that their trade barometer shows a

slight improvement in piece goods.

*
Linoleums

Linoleums are firm, and give promise of good business.

One year ago last Spring, when the linoleum war was on,

retailers stocked up heavily. They found it possible to

take hold of lines at 15 and 19 cents, which to-day are

going at from 21 to 25 cents, The stocks have shrunk and

the retailer, returning to market, finds things tightened

up. The approach of cold weather gives him the tip that

linoleums are going to develop a strong demand, both in

prints and inlaids. Travelers state that, during the mild

weather, trade was slow, but that there is good reason to

be hopeful.

Throughout the country, linoleums are growing in

favor for bedroom floor coverings, as being more sanitary

than heavy carpets. The beautiful Chinese matting effects

now on the market seem to lend themselves particularly

to this purpose, although they have not yet taken the place

in favor which they are entitled to. A linoleum square,

as a substitute for carpet, is even spoken of. Gossip states

that it has already made its appearance and that it works

out particularly well in the thick cork material with edges

beveled or rubbed away. The skeptical are of opinion that

a linoleum square of this kind would never do, as water

working its way underneath would cause a disintegration

disastrous to the material.

*

Retailers Optimistic.

"I am going to buy freely for Spring," said one of the

largest retailers in Toronto, when asked for a statement

P E RH AP S
you are

one of those dry - goods

merchants who has realized

the need in his business of a

''balance"— a something to

bring his daily sales during

dull times up to the high-

water mark reached in

the busy season. If
so it will be well worth your while to investigate the

unique possibilities of profit consequent to the

handling of a small but well-selected stock of

Staunton Wall Paper. Personal attention given in-

terested inquiries.

General Sales Department

STAUNTONS LIMITED
Wall Paper Manufacturers

941 Yonge St., Toronto
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BOILED DOWN
The fact remains, that the backbone

of the business of the average

WALL PAPER
dealer consists of patterns to sell

at 10, 15, 20 and 25c. with at least

100 PER CENT. PROFIT

The entire line of

THE WATSON-FOSTER CO.

has been priced with that end in view

and it includes many of the newest,

most attractive and artistic patterns

yet offered, many of them " BRIGHT-
LING STUDIES."

WATSON-FOSTER CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL
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as to his future purchasing plans. "I am going to drop

the conservative methods which I have employed lately

and will get back to normal buying. Quantities can never

be too large, so long as you get the prices right."

The retailers continue to be optimistic. They declare

that it requires but a change in weather to cause a loosen-

Seamless Axminster Square — Shown by the W. A. Murray Co , Toronto,
Worked out Effectively in Green, with Self-Colored Medallion.

ing up. It is true, they have been more cautious than ever

in their Fall buying, but there seems to be a tendency

among large city stores to break away, judiciously, from
conditions imposed by the period of depression. They
feel that the signs of improvement warrant it.

The demand for better grades in carpets has just

enough fact about it to be remarkable. One merchant il-

lustrated this tendency by stating that he had a 36-cent

line of tapestry carpet which was exceptionally good

value. The margin of profit was hardly worth mentioning.

He had another line of Brussels at 98 cents—a good

carpet, but with the selling price farther removed from
the cost—yet he regarded it as somewhat interesting that

the demand pi eferred the higher-priced article. The
same was true of lace curtains. Better grades of Notting-

hams were moving, and the medium class of Swiss goods

showed an improvement over the low grades.

Curtains and Draperies.

The individuality which is developing into a strik'Pg

characteristic of the trade, particularly in curtains, dra-

peries and upholsterings, is seizing upon chiiitzes and

hand-blocked prints for draperies, curtains, furniture cov-

erings and cushions, more particularly in bedroom equip-

ment, but then, generally speaking, there is a range run-

ning from 12 1/2-cent burlap to $5 silk velour—including

denims, colonial cloths, linen velours, reps and monk's

cloth. These fabrics are entering largely into house furn-

ishing calculations at the present time, and promise to

become very strong. One house is showing a simple, but,

at the same time, striking line in common butchers' linen

with stencilled border. A brisk demand has made its ap-

pearance for this kind of work, and it is spreading itself

over the variety of cloth goods which are coming into

favor for draperies and curtains.

Among the house furnishers there is a growing demand
for the flat, plain lambrequin or vallance for windows.

This idea works out satisfactorily with the preference for

fabric curtains, although lace goods are holding their own.

A striking bay window design is a vallance of olive velour

with gilt trimming and curtains of Arab lace, but so great

a variety is possible that it is difficult to give the crown-

ing favor to any one particular idea.

Conducting a Carpet Department.

"What is the fundamental principle underlying suc-

cessful carpet business?" was the question asked of the

head of one of Toronto's high-class departments.

"The great thing in the carpet business," said he, "is

to keep your stock clean. Do not hold it too long; it is

best to sell it out. The merchant may have a personal

liking for a stock, but the general public may not, and he

will find that out.

"He should not allow his short ends to accumulate. It

is better to sell his ends of from five to ten yards at half

price than to keep them. The plan I follow, when I find

I have several short ends, is to cut them up into bed-side

rug lengths, say of a yard and a half. These I fringe at

the ends and sell at 85 cents or $1 each. The stuff may

ITS QUITE A
* usual occurrence
to have a STAUNTON
dealer report one hundred

per cent.

100%
profit on his turnover of wall

paper. Considering the fact

that the bulk of the paper

ordered in the Summer and

Fall has been turned into cash
before our account is due for payment it would be

difficult to find another stock offering even equal
advantages as an adjunct to dry goods. The whole
story cannot be to'd here, but inquir es from respon-
sible merchants interested in increasing volume
of sales and profits without adding to the demands
upon capital will be welcomed by the

General Sales Department

STAUNTONS LIMITED
Wall Paper Manufacturers

941 Yonge St., Toronto
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FIFE LINOLEUM for quality and wear.

'CAN'T BE BEAT," said the man who could swear

To the BEST OF THE KIND
That he EVER COULD FIND,

"FIFE! FIFE LINOLEUM! "gee" IT WILL WEAR."

For Plain Linoleums and Cork Carpets

TRY US.

The Wholesale Dry Goods Firms and Jobbers

ALL stock our Printed, Plains and Corks.

Fife Linoleum Company, Limited
{Of KIRKCALDY, SCOTLAND)

64 Wellington Street West, - - Toronto, Ontario
M 5909 James B. Jamieson, Manager.

NEW PATTERNS for

SPRING 1909 in

Linoleums
Floor Oil Cloths

Table Oil Cloths 54and64wide

5 grades.

All standard widths.

3 qualities.

Quality—the best.

Our range for Spring is

the best we have ever

turned out and we invite

buyers' inspection.

DESIGNS,
QUALITY

AND
PRICES

especially suited

to the

Canadian Trade.

SAMPLES now in the

hands of all DRY GOODS
JOBBERS throughout

the country.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE DOMINION OIL CLOTH CO., Limited

L'lease mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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have cost $1.50 a yard, 'but the merchant lias surely made

his profits on the carpet before it has dwindled to that.

Cut-Order Business.

"I think myself that in a very short time some jobbing

houses in Toronto will adopt the cut-order system. That

is, they will send samples out through the country, and

retailers will order from them. The jobber will receive

tin; measurements and diagram of a room and will cut

I he carpet accordingly. That would facilitate matters for

the retailer who has no room at present for a carpet de-

partment, and hence cannot make it as profitable as it

might be. The jobber need not carry any more than ten

pieces of pattern. If he earried good patterns it: would

he no risk at all; besides, with the cable so handy there

never need be any great delay for required stock. Of

course, the merchant might have to pay a little more for

his goods on -account of the jobber having to shoulder

all of the short ends, but, I think, on the whole, it would

work out very satisfactorily. The plan has been adopted

by several of the very large houses in the States, and has

met with wonderful success.

"It would hardly be necessary for a jobber to place

more than one set of samples in a town of from 5,000 to

10,000 people, and in larger places he might, with advan-

tage, have more than one representative. The time is not

far distant when this plan is going to have a tryoul, at

least."

A large jobber, when asked whether a cut-order de-

partment would work out satisfactorily in Canada, said

he had no doubt of it—if there were mills at hand to serve

the demand rapidly. Otherwise, the necessity of going

abroad for certain lines would prove a detriment, owing

to the length of time required in filling duplicate orders

on goods which would meet with a greater run than other-

wise might be the case where selection was confined to

the retailer's stock.

Wall Paper.

From the wall paper manufacturer's point of view

Spring trade looks promising, the statement of one firm

being that September placing business was 47 per cent,

better than the record of the same month last year. One
very noticeable feature of the demand is, that, in rural

districts, particularly, violent colorings are becoming un-

popular, and much more attention is being paid to tint

effects.

The trade seems to be seizing upon the essentials of

artistic wall decoration, and is adopting the very best

things in the wide range of dainty patterns which the sea-

son is bringing out. While there is no rush to get away
from the most approved conventional floral patterns, the

blood-red, fearsome splashes that were heard as well as

seen, are receiving transportation to the rear, and in the

gap there is an ornate display of weave effects in French
greys, salmon pinks, slate greens and old blues. These are

shown plain and are also used to advantage as back-

grounds for designs—the combinations thus formed pro-

ducing effects that are strikingly beautiful. As worked
out in a general scheme for wall decoration, this idea has

been found to be particularly adaptable. The use of high-

class flats as backing for designs in the same material for

upper and lower thirds, is meeting with pronounced favor

among wall decorators. It affords them unusual oppor-

tunity to bring about results which conventional process

never made possible.

Among the manufacturers, Spring selling is well ad-

vanced, Trips to Europe for new designs are now being

discussed. The season has been a good one, and gives en-

couragemenl to an optimistic outlook. Remittances, on

the whole, have been satisfactory.

Teddy, Jr., a Carpet Mill Hand.

Theodore Roosevelt, jr., has entered the employ of

the Hartford Carpel Company, and, referring to the £act,

the New York World has this to say

:

"The son of the President of the United States in a

Connecticut carpel mill learning the business is a suffici

ently democratic spectacle. The law has been the tradi-

tional career for sons of Presidents. Lincoln's and Gar-

field's sons were educated for the bar. Grant's eldest

sin went into the army. Van Buren's son, "Prince

.John,*' chose as an alternative a life of elegant useless-

nrss.

"The departure from both precedents made by

"Teddy, jr.," is significant of new ideals as well in college

life as in Presidents' sons. As the most illustrious recent

graduate his choice of a business career is of special in-

terest to the approximately 30,000 graduates who left alma

mater last June to face the world, and of whom the vast

majority have made a similar choice. The employment

secured with a' New York firm of bond brokers by Cor-

nell's prize debater, Miss Cook, illustrates the drift among
college women.

"The preference of American college bred men for a

business career is attracting the -attention of foreign ob-

servers. A staff correspondent of the London Times, not-

ing his surprise that two cultivated fellow-travelers on a

railway, companions who 'discussed intelligently and

reverently comparative religion and Roentgen rays,'

proved to be, respectively, a shoe manufacturer and an

advertising agent, adds the comment:

DEAD SURE
things are

not offered to men who have

cut their wisdom teeth—but

we have done all in reason to

help make certain the success

of STAUNTON dealers.

We manufacture for them the

best paper produced in Can-
ada. (Comparison of our
samples with other offerings will lead you to agree
with this.) We sell these papers to responsible
merchants on the most liberal terms. (Payment of

our account not due till the Spring selling season is

all over.) And we co-operate liberally with tech-
nical help and advertising. (Write for full details of
great interest to dealers about to stock wall paper for

the first time.) STAUNTON on wall paper is equi-
valent to the Sterling mark on silver. Can you af-

ford to be associated with any other than the BEST?

STAU NTONS LIMITED
941 Yonge St., Toronto
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" 'Such pleasant surprises are more frequent in

America than in England, where, indeed, they are an ex-

perience I have yet to find. Such men give new dignity

to commercial life and do much to redeem their communi-
ties from intellectual poverty and a social barbarism.'

"A common school or academy education was good
enough for the Claflins and Lawrences, and it will con-

tinue to suffice for boys born with a genius for running

steel mills or railroads. The bulk of American business

men will remain content with it. But through the increas-

ing representation of college trained men in business life

a new type of cultivated merchant and financier is being

evolved who is a distinctive product of American civiliza-

tion. His influence is already recognized, but to what ex-

tent it is improving business ethics and elevating commer-
cial ideals remains to be determined."

Persian Rugs Held Up.

Despatches from New York state that large quantities

of Persian rugs, owned by importers there, are held up in

Persia. Export is impossible, because no caravan would

the Caucasus, as well as those of Turkey. Up to the

present time the revolution in that country has not inter-

fered in the least with the rug trade there, and there now
seems to be very little actual danger of war.

W. A. Murray's Fall Opening.

Certainly the most striking opening display seen in

Toronto this Fall, and possibly the most elaborate ever

used in Canada, was that used to open the Fall season by

the W. A. Murray Co.

Taking the window first, the background certainly was

unique. There was a paneling in white, gold and buff,

surmounted by a freize. This freize showed a classic pro-

cession of Greek figures, and was the work of a promin-

ent Toronto artist. It was painted in monochrome on a

buff background. At intervals on the panels was placed a

flaming torch. The lower part painted white and the

flame of glass formed the globe for an electric light.

Owing to the fact that present day fashions are adapted

from Greek dress this background had special significance.

The floor of the window was covered with white felt, and

Chinese Matting Effects in Linoleums — By the Fife Linoleum Company, Limited, Toronto.

be safe from the attacks of robber bands. The owners are

meanwhile obliged to take all the risks entailed upon such

valuable property by the lawless conditions prevailing.

In addition to the stoppage of all shipments of rugs from
Persia, importers have to face the fact that the cholera

in Russia has cut off supplies from that quarter also. No
rugs are allowed to leave Russia unless they are disinfect-

ed, and this is a process which, as conducted there, is very

injurious to the goods. It is now believed that it will be

at least three months, if not longer, before the importers'

stocks of Oriental rugs in this country can be replenished.

The situation in Turkey is also of considerable interest

to the handlers of Oriental rugs, for while American im-

ports of strictly Turkish rugs are quite small in compari-

son with the amount of these goods taken by England and

Germany, Constantinople, the metropolis of Turkey, is

the shipping port for about all of the rugs of Persia and

the display of goods was a very high class one. As is

usual with this firm, the draping was beautifully done,

and the posing of the figures as perfect as possible.

In the interior long festoons of purple crepe paper

twined with garlands of Autumn leaves, crossed and re-

crossed, the aisles and the central clusters of electric light6

shone through clusters of green and purple grapes, and

their foliage, and the minor lights were covered with bulbs

in the shape of grape bunches.

A despatch from Campbellford states that the Trent

Valley Woolen Mills have been favored with a crop of

orders large enough to make the future exceptionally

promising. The shoe factory, flour mill, foundry and

sash and door factories in that town are also busy.
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KONIG & STUFFMANN

You don't lock UP y°ur money

when you buy Laces and

Embroideries from us.

K. & S. Laces and Embroideries are in stock

when the retail selling season is on.

You can secure in suitable quantities strong sellers

and real novelties.

K. & S. Laces, Embroideries and Trimmings are

distinguishable from ordinary goods both in the

quality of material and workmanship. That is

the reputation this house has established.

Right now particular attention is called to the

line of

Nets, All-overs and Sets, Colored

Laces, Handkerchiefs, Ladies'

Neckwear.

KONIG & STUFFMANN
Victoria Square - MONTREAL
Laces Embroideries Trimmings Hosiery Corsets

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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CHRISTMAS
SPECIALTIES

IN LADIES' NECK-

WEAR AND BELTS

Keep your eye on fashion. It is

one of the greatest influences in

the world.

Fancy Collars and Belts offer

great opportunity for display of

style and nattiness, and it* is our

study and specialty to keep the

merchant* posted and to present

the newest features in this line.

We would especially ask mer-

chants depending on us for Xmas

supply of fancy Neckwear and

Belts to order early and avoid

disappointment.

This is a big year.

Ladies' Wear Limited
Ad. Wellington
**^ Street West Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers ana their Travelers
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

Importers did not anticipate the heavy run in

tucked nets and imitations and a scarcity may
develop.

Veilings are having a lively demand and a num-
ber of new "wrinkles" have made their appear-

ance, one taking the form of a veil and ruff com-

bined.

Importers are now quoting favorable prices for

ribbons, although foreign markets are stiffening.

Eight and twelve-button lengths in gloves are

still being called for in large quantities. The vogue

of long sleeves is creating a strong demand for

short gloves.

Lace sets are in good request, and separate bands are

called for to a considerable extent. Irish laces are in

fair demand, and artificial silk embroidered allovers and

The Lace Demand.

The demand for laces at the present time is very good

in all branches of the trade. Retailers report that they

are doing a good business. In many lines there is decided

scarcity of goods, particularly in tucked nets, or the imi-

tation tucked nets. There has been an unexpected heavy

run on these, and though importers looked forward to a

good business, anything ike the heavy demand for these

goods that has characterized this season so far was not

anticipated. Some importers have standing orders to

make shipments as fast as goods arrive. In some lines of

laces which are in short supply it is expected that they

will catch up with the demand, but in the case of the

tucked nets, it is doubtful if at any time during the sea-

son there will be sufficient goods.

There seems to be a heavy call for, Nottingham nets,

and it is expected that this demand will keep up for the

Novelty Collar Shown by Ladies' Wear. Besides the Ruche at the Neck
there is Another one Half Way up the Collar. This is a New Feature.

Spring trade. Colored effects are strong, and it seems
likely that these will continue in favor for some time.

These are used largely for trimming purposes for waists,

yokes, etc.

Gibson Stock in Net Material with Shoulder Cape Effect
— Rhys D. Fairbairn & Co.

bands retain their position in favor. Both one color and
fancy effects are. good sellers.

*

Veils and Veilings.

The veiling situation is very satisfactory. Orders
from the retailers have been heavy, and the retail stores

have been doing a lively business.

Chiffon veils are steady sellers, and the demand for

the yardage goods is also satisfactory. This will probably
continue for some time.

Some new fancy made veils have been brought out.

One which is doing well with the classy trade, is the veil

fitting over the hat and gathered into a ruff at the neck,

being in reality a veil and ruff combined. Pastille spot

Chantilly nets are among the most popular materials for

these veils, and the Russian nets are also favorites. Rus-
sian net by the yard is in heavy request. Black seems to

be the most popular color.

*

Ribbons.

Favorable prices for Spring ribbons are now being
quoted by importers, and are more in favor of buyers
than in many previous years. It is interesting to note
that foreign markets are stiffening, and importers will

have to pay higher prices for repeats. It is doubtful if

they could place contracts within five or ten per cent, of
those now in force. Retailers are buying freely for the
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Spring season, and a more pronounced interest is being

taken in satin effects.

For the Fall season emerald green is perhaps the

scarcest shade, and this does not mean that it is selling in

the largest volume, but that importers did not anticipate

the active inquiry which characterizes retail buying.

Brown tints lead in the volume of sales, and taupe is also

called for to a great extent.

A fashion that promises to influence greatly the selling

of fancy ribbons is that of wearing some kind of a sash

effect with all but the plainer waists. Though the plain

satin, long Directoire sash is often worn, much more
popular are the short effects tied in a smart bow, or show

at the left side, and finished with short ends. Stripsd

ribbons are very much used for these effects, and some

Dresdens are also seen. A new use for Dresdens is for

covering hats. The hat is then trimmed with a body or

a band of fur and feathers. Dresdens are also seen on

some of the later models.

Wide satin ribbons will be good for Spring, and

sash ribbons are slowly but surely coming in. Bluet

The New Paris " Bull Dog " Collar Featuring the Bow to be Worn at Back
or Side Front. A big Feature in the New York Market — Shown

by Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto.

shades are again talked of, and in silks satins are com-
ing in strong, and Bengalines will again be asked for.

*

Gloves.

In spite of the general belief early in the season that

the return to long sleeves would have the effect of greatly

reducing the sales of long gloves, they are still selling,

the 8-button and 12-button lengths being called for in

large quantities. 16-button lengths are also selling, but

these are mostly in the white and light shades for even-

ing wear. It was also thought earlier in the season that

blacks would be very quiet, and that tans and browns
would be the main colors called for. To the contrary,

black kid gloves in the above lengths are in very strong

demand, the call for these being so heavy that it is im-

possible for wholesalers and importers to keep them in

stock in the most commonly called for sizes. Importers

are receiving them in small shipments, and these are al-

ways sold before arriving. The factories have no long

gloves in stock, consequently some orders have to be

refused.

Short gloves are selling in large quantities as well,

and retailers are already doing well with this season's

goods, though it is expected that later in the season there

From the Modes de Paris Portfolio, issued by Walter H. Barry & Co.,
Montreal, showing the Prevalence of Ribbons.

will be a larger demand for them. Blacks seem to be the

big seller in these as well, though a great many tans and
dark browns are called for. Very few colors are called

for, there being only a few greens, .and an occasional pair

of purple or blue gloves asked for.

White kid gloves in the short lengths are not selling to

any extent, but it is believed that these may do better in

Neck Ruff of Shirred Ribbon Finished with Ruching
— Rhys D. Fairbairn & Co.

the Spring lines. Well dressed women are wearing long

gloves with the long, close-fitting sleeves now in vogue,

and it is well for glove buyers to instruct salesladies to

encourage the wearing of the long glove with these long

sleeves, as it may easily be done. When so worn, glove
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tops should be very much -wrinkled. In this way sales of

long gloves may be increased, as it will not be at all diffi-

cult, when the salesladies know that the gloves called for

are to be worn with the long sleeves, to impress the cus-

tomer with the fact that wrist-length gloves are unsightly

in appearance for evening or dressy wear.

Orders for fabric gloves for Spring delivery have been

placed, and importers are well pleased with these. Owing

to the drop in the price of silk gloves these form a larger

percentage in the orders than they did last Spring, while

the call for lisles has decreased proportionately as a re-

sult, though orders for these have been heavy. It is the

general opinion that next Spring long gloves will still be

strongly in favor, though it is thought that they may not

be quite so much in request as they have been in the past.

Retailers seem to feel some hesitation about placing

orders for kid gloves for Spring, probably owing to a

doubt about the styles and lengths. Importers feel cer-

tain that long gloves will be the strong feature, as spring

Hat of Blue Beaver, Wings in Blue and White, with Long Pheasant
Plume. Note the Wide Knife Pleated Ruching on Neck,

Jabot and Sleeves. This is the Latest Paris Mode.

lingerie blouses, except in the ease of some of the high-

class importations, are being shown with three-quarter

sleeves.

Kid glove values for Spring are rather better, as kid

gloves seem to be gradually working back to their former

level. It will be some time, however, before there will be

any marked change.

*

Ladies' Neckwear

Not since the palmy days of its first introduction

some five or six years ago has there been so much ac-

tivity in this hranch of the dry goods business. Neckwear
plants are simply tied up and are weeks behind in their

orders. Man3r merchants are threatening cancellation, but

this will only mean, when carried out, that the goods

will go to some other waiting firm. As the coming
months are the harvest time of the year, from a neckwear

point of view, the conditions cannot possibly improve.

Indeed, they most probably will grow worse. Those firms

who wish to keep up assortments will do well to order

in advance. Above all, do not cancel, for you will only

be helping some other firm to get the goods by doing so.

Reports of the astonishing sales emphasize the fact

Chiffon Ruff with Colored Edging, Finished with Bow Behind
— Rhys D. Fairbairn & Co.

that this is one of the best neckwear seasons that has

been known for some time, in fact, some manufacturers

report that business up to date has been the heaviest in

their history. The retail season has opened up well, and

neckwear departments are kept busy. Styles are estab-

lished, and with such a demand for the goods now in the

hands of the retailers it is not likely that anything

startlingly new will be brought out for some time. The

Gibson collar is evidently here to stay for some time,

and there are few collars that do not show the Uihson

effect, in whatever way it may be produced.

Ruchings are a big feature, of the trade, and retailers

report that the amount of these sold is nothing lcs 1
., than

phenomenal. The very wide fill ruchings are ihe '.ig sell-

ers, and some of these are so heavy that they have al-

most the effect of a ruff. Nearly all collars are ruching

f

;

Box Pleated Net Collar Trimmed with Gilt Braid and Tassels
— Shown by Ladies' Wear, Limited, Toronto.

trimmed, even the very plain ones being finished with the

ruching. A great many collars now have the ruching both

at the top and lower edge.

And it is here that novelties are developing. The new
Idea being to make the pleating wider in front in the
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bib effect. Many of these are square, but some are al-

most' miniature jabots.

Run's of chiffon, tulle, etc., are heavy sellers, and the

demand seems to be constantly increasing. There are

two distinct types of these One is made entirely of the

tulle or chiffon, and the other has a band of velvet or

some fancy material, with the heavy ruche at each edge.

Directoire ties are gaining in favor. They are made
of cord, narrow gilt banding and ribbon, usually tied in

a bow, with gilt tassels suspended from the ends.

With the showing of tailored waists for Fall has come
an increased demand for stiff linen collars in embroidered

Neckwear manufacturers report that business to

date has been the best in their history. The amount
of ruchings sold is declared to be phenomenal.

Favor is fastening upon Directoire ties—made of

cord, narrow gilt binding and ribbon.

A great many novelties are developing in ruch-

ings, the new idea being to make the pleating wider

in front in the bib effect.

effects. These are worn with the much-liked Directoire

ties, or a small lace or net bow. The stiff collars, how-
ever, are only a minor note, the Gibsons and the band

collars with a heavy ruche on the top edge being the

leading style.

Almost all of the net or chiffon waists now shown
have the Directoire tie as a neck finish. Those of gold

braid or cord being particularly prominent.

Lace neckwear in baby Irish, guipure, etc., is rapidly

picking up and promises to sell better as the season ad-

vances.

letter they give no specific reason for holding the opin-

ion expressed, but it may be assumed that they are the

same as those of the others. The principal reason for

advocating making oilcloths in 24-yard lengths rather

than 12|, as at present, is that there would be less waste,

fewer small ends resulting. These, the merchants claim,

have to be sold at a price which materially reduces the

profit on the piece.

Manufacturers state that they have experienced no

demand for 24-yard lengths, consequently they have

made these goods only in the shorter ends, which they

claim suits the majority of customers better, since a

wider range of patterns upon a smaller investment is

possible.

H-

Jacques de St. Laon, A. Feypell, Andre Papresle, F.

du Bouillonney, of Ville Marie, and Jos. Bellehumeur, of

Lorrainville, have been incorporated as The Bellehumeur

Company, Limited, with a capital of $50,000, to estab-

lish and manage departmental stores dealing in dry goods

and other lines, with head office at Lorrainville, Que.

Have
You -

• 5eer) '

Ji7eH.B.Cla,/lir)C?

RlBBONi
Call When in New York.

Wants Longer Oilcloth.

Eastern merchants are evidently not the only ones

who favor making table oilcloth in greater lengths than
12 yards. A letter received by The Review recently

from Caudwell & Beckett, Brantford, concurring witli

the position taken by the correspondents in the last is-

sue of The Review being evidence of this fact. In their

Kindly mention DRY GOODS
REVIEW when writing to
advertisers.

WE WILL SELL THE REVIEW COVERS

Address : "CUT DEPARTMENT."

THE DRY GOODS REVIEW
MONTREAL, TORONTO

»
WINNIPEG, LONDON, ENG.
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$6,000.00 CLEARING LOT

We have just opened up a clear-

ing lot of "taffe" finished satin

ribbons—just the thing for tying

up Christmas gifts and candy
boxes or for manufacturers' use.

We can do them in all the latest

shades of creams, yellows, blues,

pinks, mauves, helios, violets,

reds, greens, navies, browns,

greys, drabs and black.

PRICES

No. 3— reg. 3£ Sale 2 c. yard

No. 5— " 5 " 3 "

No. 9- " 7£ " 5

No. 16— " 1U " 7i

No. 22- " 16 " 10 "

WRITE US FOR SAMPLES

The W. R. Brock Company
MONTREAL LIMITED

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Glove House of Canada
Fall Gloves of all descriptions are now in stock, and we can

fill sorting orders promptly.

Kid Gloves Wool Gloves Lined Gloves

Complete Stock of GALIBERTS LINED GLOVES,
FOR WHICH WE ARE SOLE SELLING AGENTS

PERRIN GLOVES are made
known to your customers by
judicious advertising in approved

mediums in every province in

Canada. Take full advantage of

our work in your interest.

^nrino 1 QflQ ^Ur ,raveI,ers are showing a Complete
Opnilg, IVKJtf Range of latest styles and shades in Fabrics

and Kid Gloves. Values are very much in your favor. Get on our calling list

Perrin Gloves

Best Gloves

Best Known

Perrin Gloves
Style, Fit, Durability. Sold Everywhere

(One of a Series of "Ads " appearing in \
Newspapers, Magazines, Street Cars, etc. /

PERRIN FRERES & CIE.,
MARK FISHER BUILDING,

MONTREAL

Prompt Glove Deliveries

Your wants in the best selling styles of

Gloves in

Mocha, Suede, Gape and Glace

for men, women and children can

at once.

Here are five specials

3264 Suede—Inseam— Plain Wool lined lo retail at

3294 " — Outseam— Fancy Wool lined "

3293 "

3256 " —Inseam-
'

3265 Cape—Outseam—
" " "

be filled

$1.00

1.25

1.50

150
1.50

^OE

Ask any of the leading whole-
salers for these, or any of our
other lines. If you cannot get
them, write direct.

THE ROBERT RYAN CO.

THREE RIVERS, QUE.

Holiday Ribbons

ft BARRY'S 4
W\ Complete assortment of

MEl appropriate Holly Ribbons.

*M Plain Ribbons of all

widths for Millinery and
your Ribbon Counter.

was never so complete.

JAMES & M<rGH-L
m Om~reaL. ©
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RKys D. Fairbairn, Limited
Manufacturers

Our
New Department—

Men's and Women's

UMBRELLAS
Just in time for

CHRISTMAS TRADE
No 33. Assorted Handles. $9,OOdoz.

No. K.6-4-4. $3 75e«ch

This Waist is a

novelty—all one

color silk, with

lace to match.

White

Ivory

Tuscan

Sky

Pink

Nile

Mauve

Copenhagen

Ten days delivery

Headquarters

for

Ruchings

Neckwear

Belts

Dress Skirts

Petticoats

Waists

Tailored Suits

for Women

Umbrellas

107 Simcoe St.

HugH Henry Western Fabric Co.

Toronto

204 St. James St , MONTREAL WINNIPEG
J. F. McGacKie

VANCOUVER

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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It is a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Fownes Bros, & Co.
Goristine Building,

MONTREAL

THE

Irving Umbrella Company
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Umbrellas

Parasols

Sunshades

79-83 Wellington Street West

TORONTO

Pewny's

Kid Gloves
Another Leader

:

Ladies' Real Cape ^
English Walking $8.^
Glove, 2 dome Per Dozen

— Guaranteed—

Greenshields Limited

Montreal

The Art of Decorating
Show Windows and
Interiors

'T'HIS is a complete and up-to-date
A treatise on dressing of windows

and decoration of store interiors. It

is the work of not one man but of

HUNDREDS OF EXPERTS. Prac-

tically every prominent window
dresser in America has contributed to

it. The instruction may be followed
readily—no matter how little experi-

ence the decorator may have had.
It is absolutely necessary that every
window dresser should have this in-

formation—especially for his XMAS
DECORATION—There is only one
way of getting it. GET A COPY.
Send us

$3.50

and we will mail you a copy postpaid

by return.

410 pages 618 illustrations

MACLEAN PUBLISHING CO.
Technical Book Dept.

10 Front Street East, - - TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Brief Monthly Talks on Good Advertising

"Advertising" is a much broader term than many
realize and embraces a great deal more than renting of

space in a newspaper and filling it with a list of bar-

gains, or giving a talk about a store. Every parcel of

goods that leaves your store should be an advertisement

of that store. Greenhuts, New York, use a peculiar

shade of green twine to tie their parcels, and every such

parcel is an advertisement of the Greenhut store.

There is a good deal more to this advertising busi-

ness than the publicity given a store through the me-

dium of a daily or weekly newspaper, or the circulation

of a thousand dodgers at periodical intervals. An ad-

vertising stunt practiced with splendid success by one

store is told in a recent issue of Printers' Ink as

follows:

Boys—that is, most boys—take their clothes for

granted, as something they're sure to get, somehow,
somewhere. Up to a certain age all clothes look pretty

much alike to the average boy and he doesn't care par-

ticularly which one of half a dozen stores his clothes

come from. But let him understand that one of the

half dozen stores gives birthday presents to its boy

customers and the boy will immediately sit up and

notice that store to the exclusion of the rest.

Sooner or later it makes a dent on father and

mother, too—makes them feel a little bit cheap after

breaking away and trading at another store to find that

the store that sends birthday presents keeps right on

sending them, never forgetting the date and always

delivering the gift on time.

That's the way a big retail clothing house gets and

holds a very large trade in boys' clothing and, inciden-

tally, gets father's trade, too; for what surer way can

there be to get on the soft side of father than through

the apple of his eye—that boy.

When this store gets a new customer for boys'

clothing, no matter how large or how small the boy, it

asks the boy's name, address, age and date of birth.

This information is entered on a card and filed in a

regular, card system. On that boy's next birthday, and
on each succeeding one until he graduates into long

trousers, the store sends him a birthday gift.

It isn't the value of the gift as much as the spirit

of the thing that wins—the fact that the gift comes, and
invariably at the right time, whether purchases have
been made or not.

Of course, with the gift goes a nice little congratu-

latory note, but no fault is found if no recent purchases

have been made for the boy, nor is there any intimation

of obligation to purchase.

Three classes of gifts are used—according to the

age of the boy—toys for the little chaps of two and a

half or three years, and useful school or other helps for

the older boys. The small, light gifts are mailed, while

the larger, heavier ones are delivered by the firm's own
wagons. The actual cost of each gift is kept well below
twenty-five cents, partly because a higher cost would
make this method of advertising needlessly expensive

and partly because many parents would not permit their

children to accept a more expensive present.

This seems an ideal way to keep in touch with regu-

lar customers, to reach and secure the parents' trade

through the child, to win back old customers who have
drifted away and to create among children a volume of

word of mouth advertising which simply cannot fail to

bring more business.

Templin & McDonald, Kincardine, Ont., send some
samples of advertisements from the local weekly paper
which they say "got the business." We don't doubt in

the slightest the truth of that statement. This firm's

advertising, if the sample reproduced is an average
specimen, should prove a splendid investment, and we
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A
Square

Deal

to

Every
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BE SURE
... OF ...

Your Store!

No
Credit.

Terms
Spot Cash

and

One Price
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We
Guarantee

Our

FURS
1o Ve th« "bett" i» their respective «<•<)*•

™J EXACTLY u REPRESENTED. Our

ii»rt««D( of "Fur-Lined Coats, Muffs

and Neckwear appeal § at once to those

who want food style and good value. We
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freaur equivalent (or your money. — —
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A Fur Advertisement that Brought Business.

should be surprised to learn that it did not produce

results. The advertisement reproduced seems to be

along right lines. The reliability of the store that sells

the goods is a good point to emphasize, particularly

with respect to furs, upon which the average purchaser

has to trust pretty largely to the dealer. No doubt

Templin & McDonald can "make good" on this point,

and in that event their appeal is a good one. Typogra-

phically the advertisement is creditable. The illustra-

tions are up to date and the matter is generally well

arranged. One suggested improvement would be the

use of more rule in the body of the advertisement.

It would be hard to criticise in anything but a

favorable way the advertising of "The Right House,"

Hamilton. On this page a sample of it is shown, and

we call it pretty well done. Many advertisers if they

were using a page space as this firm did, would have
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thought it necessary to mention pretty nearly every-

thing they had in the store. That we consider this a

mistake readers of this department will already have

had impressed upon them, and the most superficial read-
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Friday--"Specia. Value Day"«Barga»ns that fairly throb with money-

saving interest : Bright, fresh, new Fall and Winter goods underpriced

HOUR SALE SPECIALS

$4-00 blacK iiilt bloui» $1.95

25c embroideries at 13< yard

90c coven iuttiog* ai 69c

*M^ ^fc. =-tw- v^ ^
25 charming $8.50 hats at $5.50

Women's $16 Fall suits at $12.50

Women s $18.50 broadcloth
I

HOUR SALE SPECIALS

75c plain taffeta mIKj at 59c

$2.25 linen table covers 9tk

Women's 45c drawer* at 27c

Women'* Coats $8.50

5am pi* Hsnilh(rcjn(i

[Tbomo* C Wathlns

Morning sale $pecialv-8.30 to 12 o'cloch
$1 Fall siiiilnRj at 69l

loaghidtlove, JL89

\l

10c Ewlftnl 10c

$5 10 57.50 nlcl blocuaa $3.49

$25 naturcl coon »u $19 50

MO Mini »ufc HNk«l» ».<h
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A Good Advertisement of a Good Hamilton Store.

ing of the advertising of successful retailers gives evi-

dence of their belief in the policy of concentrating their

energies on a comparatively small number of lines and

playing them up strongly. Every item mentioned in

this "Right House" advertisement is described; enough

is told about the goods to create an interest in them,

and the woman reading it would be able to form a

pretty accurate idea of the character of the goods. The

advertisement looks well, too. Enough illustrations xre

used to brighten up the page, and they are well ar-

ranged. The advertisement gives evidence of some in-

telligent work in its preparation, and without flattery

may be said to be a decidedly high-class sample of a

competent ad-writer's efforts.

The live merchants of the Canadian West fully ap-

preciate the important function which advertising per-

forms in the business of retail merchandizing, and at

different times The Review has reproduced advertise-

ments of western dry goods stores, the great majority

of them extremely creditable. The two half page ad-

vertisements of R. H. Williams & Sons, Regina, Sask.,

reproduced herewith, are good samples. In many cases

the man who writes the ad. concerns himself only with

the matter which it is to contain, leaving the arrange-

ment of that matter in the space determined on to the

printer. The successful ad. writer does not do this, of

course, but all men who write advertising are not suc-

cessful. R. W. Meredith, who writes the Williams' ad-

vertising, sends with the copy a dummy, showing the

arrangement he wishes. In the shoe ad. a good effect

has been secured, the only improvement to suggest is

with respect to the treatment of the four panels. If the

two smaller had been made half as deep and extended

across the full width of the space, a better effect would

have been secured. The only criticism offered on ! he

second advertisement is that it has the appearance of

three separate ads., a too liberal use of rule borders

having been employed. The appearance of each individual

panel is good, but their combination detracts from this

good appearance. Had the border been left off the mat-

ter under "Reasons for coming down town early to-day"

an improvement would have been made. It may be

that western people are quick to respond to an invita-

tion to shop early, but it would by most advertisers be

considered questionable whether it would be wise to

announce in a morning paper the bargains for that par-

ticular day. The Review believes that such a practice

will not be productive of the best results. Practically

all the large stores using space in morning papers an-

nounce prices on goods on sale the succeeding day, a

course which commends itself to the judgment of. the

writer of this criticism. Mr. Meredith has done some
clever work for Williams & Sons, whose advertising is

representative of the up to date western retailers who
are building up splendid businesses.

Interesting Extracts and Ideas.

Cressman, of Peterborough, recently included in his

advertisement several useful pointers with reference to

washing underwear. Here they are:

1. Use warm, soapy water, no hotter than the hand
can bear.

2. Do not rub on washboard.

3. Drain through the hands until goods seem per-

fectly clear.

4. Rinse thoroughly in clean, warm water, wring out

and shake well.

==A MOST IMPORTANT

=

SALE OF LADIES' SHOES

II put one hundred pairs of

them on sale Saturday.

Thry tut pUnAS. »nd Viei K.d. .n black and <«n.

Allaire* from 2 l-iio 7 bui iKr,* ... mn.r ul lb, ,m*lt

PM Some lint* «l Oifords air alio included ill ihu

$3.00 per Pair
Set the Display of These Shoes in Our Window

Vara Saturday

sons

Fancy ILik How *
35c Pilr Silently

; Cr."" 3SO!

Tk Norm Bra* Cos* WsuotV

R.ti. Williams &Sons, Ltd.
The Sun toft Serva tM tor'

Reasons for Coming

Down Town Early Today

Sale of Men's Satis

r~ — $5,75

Salt of Bmswls Carpets

Salt ot Ladle*' Knit Underwear

Hf""1 '"
25c

Pint Showing of LMUea' Aoromn Hall

m N«ra He* Ladje'

Gauntlet Gloves

and VdinJ

Boy's Norfolk Suits

Notion Sum

Sam 25 10 33

$4.$4.50,$5to$7.50

R.H. Williams &Sons, Ltd.
nvOHiaviMH -rhi lan nut torn T«r«r

Two Thoughtfully Prepared Advertisements from Regina, Sask.

5. Stretch the garment lengthwise as far as possible

before drying.

6. Dry as quickly as possible and iron lightly when

dry.

7. Would advise using "Pearline" instead of soap.
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Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

There are things to be avoided in the sphere of a

trade journal, and one of them is the tendency to touch

only the high spots in dealing with the conditions

which come under its observation. That is to say, the

journal by concentrating upon what is considered im-

practicable overlooks that which the trade regards as

profitably educative. The Review aims to be a trade

educator. It believes in the promotion of sound, prac-

tical, modern merchandising ideas, and in keeping the

trade fully informed with reference to those elements

which contribute to healthy progress.

Business perspective is one thing and experience is

another, yet each has a relative value. The latter

should be the telescope brought to bear in sizing up the

opportunities of the former. Here is an illustration.

Every merchant knows that whitewcar sales are always

specialized immediately after New Year's, yet how many
have given those sales the advertising they deserved

with the object of developing a strong after-holiday-

trade impetus? The Review this month contains valu-

able pointers with reference to whitewear advertising.

The new gown fashions are causing marked changes in

whitewear styles. The dry goods merchant should

know all about these in order to speak with telling

emphasis. The Review gives reliable information along

these lines.

Show-card writing is receiving an increasing amount

of attention from dry goods merchants. The salesman

who can execute a good window advertiser in the shap?

of a card generally receives something extra in his pay

envelope. In this number The Review is running the first

of a series of practical talks on card-writing, by Mr.

Edwards, the brush wielder for The Robert Simpson Co.

These articles will, at the outset, be sufficiently element-

ary to be of service to beginners. The subject will be

dealt with in all its phases, and any point upon which

Review readers may desire additional information will

receive special attention, if they will but make their

wishes known.

The November issue of The Dry Goods Review in-

augurates a new prize plan in connection with the Art of

D splay Department. Instead of the Christmas window
competition, it has been derided to introduce a plan

which has for its object a greater concentration of effort

upon this very important di 1 ision of the modern store's

advertising system. The display competition will now be

conducted on a monthly bas :
s. Two pri7es, of $4 and $3,

will be awarded for the two best windows submitted each

month, beginning with November. In addition to this,

a medal will be presented at the end of the year to the

competitor having the best record in the year, five points

going to the winner of first, and three to the winner of

second place each month. The competition is open to all

Canadian dry goods and gents' furnishings stores, with

the exception of the T. Eaton Company and the Robert
Simpson Company, Toronto, which, in accordance with
the usual rule, are barred.

Many decidedly unique ideas will undoubtedly be work-
ed out in connection with this competition, and, if he has
not already done so, the window dresser will find it to

his advantage to add to his equipment those books to
which he may go for valuable information. Three are
deserving of particular mention: "The Art of Decorating
Show Windows,", price $3.50 ;

"100 Men's Wear Displays,"

price $1; and "333 Sales I'lans," price $2.50. These books
may be obtained of the MacLean Publishing Company, 10

Front Street East, Toronto.

The figure portrayed upon the cover of this month's
issue of Dry Goods Review is taken from a Paris photo,

and illustrates the trend of Autumn modes in the world's
accepted fashion centre. Luxurious fur wraps in soft,

drapy models, are very fashionable. Of such a type is the

ermine tippet-stole worn by the figure pictured on this

month's cover. This handsome fur is trimmed with large

silk and cord tassels. The muff is very large and soft,

and is trimmed w th lace. This is not placed as usual

at the opening for trc hands, but forms a frill on the

lower edge of the muff.

There is nothing that shows ermine off so well as

black, and the gown worn with this lovely set is of soft

satin. The skirt is one of the new, long, plain style, and
the coat is Empire-Directoire. The hat is one of the new
flat shapes in satin, and is draped with satin, having at

the side an aigrette cf marabout in white. The high col-

lar has the wide high ruche without which no collar at

present seems complete.

Asking for an Accounting.

Hamilton, Toronto and Montreal business men are

concerned in the James Strong vs. E. Van Allan case

which has been sent by Justice Britton to Osgoode Hall

for hearing. The case, it appears, arises from a deal

by which the Van Allan Whitewear Company of Ham-
ilton became the property of a firm of which the presi-

dent was James Rogers, of Montreal. On behalf of this

firm James G. Strong had secured an option for $230,-

000. It is alleged, however, that E. Van Allan, head of

the former company, drew more money than he was
entitled to for salary, and that there were liabilities

which it seems the new company had not bargained for.

The amount involved is $3,018.98, and the plaintiffs want
an accounting. In the hearing at the non-jury court

Mr. Rogers declined to state who really owned the

property and he was upheld by the judge. Ask ;d

whether Strong had purchased for himself or if the

Crescent Mfg. Co. were the owners, ho again declined,
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Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers

From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW
do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

R. C. BACH EXPANDS.
R. C. Bach, Montreal, importer of

laces, embroideries and trimmings,

etc., is opening up a Vancouver of-

fice, with C. B. Anderson in charge.

Mr. Anderson was for four years in

the Montreal headquarters, and will

make an efficient Vancouver manager.

"EXCELDA" AT FRANCO-BRIT-
ISH EXPOSITION.

One of the most interesting and
attractive exhibits at the Franco-
Rritish Exposition which closed last

Saturday in London. England, was

should be no difficulty in procuring
same by the retailer. It is, of
course, necessary that the retailer
should see that he gets the genuine
Excelda.

NEW "ILET" UNDERWEAR.
A new era in ladies' Summer un-

derwear in Canada has been made
with the advent of the Oxford brand
of goods, made by the Oxford Knit-
ting Company, Woodstock, Ont. .

Commencing two years ago with a
finer gauge of machinery for ribbed
elastic Swiss goods in Summer

gether with the excellent finishing of
their goods has rapidly brought the
Oxford Knitting Company to the
front as one of the most successful
firms in Canada, and a prominent
factor in the trade in ladies' and
children's underwear for the Sum-
mer of 1909.

GRAND PRIZE FOR LIDDELL'S.
Cold Medal Linens, made by Wm.

Liddell & Co. Donaclonley, Ireland,
have added another laurel to their
record, the firm having been award-
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Exhibit of " Excelda^'J' Handkerchiefs at the Franco-British Exposition.

that of Excelda handkerchiefs. The
handsome case which contained no
less than 700 handkerchiefs, no two
being alike, was thirty-four feet long

and occupied a prominent place in

the attention of the hundreds of

thousands of persons who visited

this exposition.
This popular handkerchief, owing

to its genuine qualities is in great
demand in England. The fabric

from which the Excelda is made is

very absorbent, and the colors are

of the best; the silky lustre is re-

tained after washing. The commit-
tee of the Franco-British Exhibition
was so impressed bv the genuineness
of the Excelda that thev awarded it

a gold medal. The leading whole-
sale houses in Canada stock the Ex-
celda handkerchief, therefore there

weight, a new line of goods was in-

troduced to ladies of Canada. So
great was the demand that other
manufacturers have deemed it neces-

sary to make finer goods than here-

tofore.

This enterprising firm have again
introduced a new fabric to the trade
with their new "Ilet" or porous

cloth. This has never previously
been shown in Canada, it being

_
a

porous cloth, but as elastic as Swiss
ribbed goods. The demand for this

line for 1909 has been extremely
large and will next season be seen

on the counters of all up to date
stores.

A feature of the "Oxford" goods
is the beautiful whiteness of their

goods, which is unexcelled, and to-

ed a grand prix, for their exhibit at

the Franco-British Exhibition. Those
buyers who stock Liddell 's Gold
Medal Linens will know how well this

honor is deserved.

In connection with their exhibit,

this firm have gotten out a most in-

teresting souvenir booklet, entitled

"Linens From the Field to the

Home. '

' This is literally a pictorial

history of the growth and manufac-
ture of linen.

In addition to thirty high-class

photo illustrations, there is much in-

teresting reading matter, which would

be of great value to the man behind

the counter who is selling linens. Send

in a request for this booklet to R.
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H. Cosbie, the Irish Linen Agency,

Toronto/ and a copy will be sent you

by return mail.

RHYS D. FAIRBAIRN & CO. EX-
TENDING.

One of the youngest, one of the

most successful and one of the most
progressive of Toronto firms is that

of Rhys U. Fairbairn & Co. It is only

a short time since this firm acquired

the whole top flat of the large manu-
facturing building on the corner of

Simcoe and Pearl. Now they are

again branching out. This is a neces-

sity as their trade is increasing. They
are now leasing another flat in the

same building. This will provide the

increase of space so much wanted in

the various activities in which they

are now employed. The Rhys D.

Fairbairn Co. have also bought out the

umbrella manufacturing plant from
the Allan Manufacturing Co. and will

add the making of umbrellas and
parasols. It is rather late in the sea-

son for the new department to break

into the Fall trade, but a full line

of Spring goods, comprising all the

latest novelties, will be in the trav-

elers' hands at a later date.

BEAUTIFUL STORE INTERIOR.

The opening of the new ladies'

wear store by A. E. Rea & Co., in

the Wanless building, Toronto, for

which the price of $140,000 was paid,

was the most interesting mercantile

event in that city during the past

month. In elegance of fittings no

store in Toronto approaches it; in

fact, it marks a new era in store in-

terior architecture. The owners '>f

this new store deciding that noth-

ing but the best should be used in its

equipment gave the contract for the

entire interior fitting to the Toronto
Show Case Co., Uefries St., and the

manner in which the work has been

executed leaves no room to doubt the

wisdom of such a course. To the

majority of those who visited it the

store's beauty was a revelation and
the fact that all the interior work was
executed by the Toronto Show Case
Co. is evidence that Toronto firms

need not take second place to any on

the continent.

R. C. WILKINS.

Among the multitude of new lines

of R. C. Wilkins, of Montreal, for

Spring, an outstanding feature is

their stock collar outing shirts. The
collar of the same pattern as the

shirt is attached and a tie of the

same material is also in the shirt.

Fancy safety pins are also sold. The
collars and cuffs are interlined, and
a pleasant feature in the cuff is that

it buttons flat, the buttons giving
the appearance of cuff links. These
shirts range in price from $8 to $20
per dozen, and come in new treat-

ments of flannels, poplins, zephyrs.

silk stripes and silk welt goods. This
special line is also made in heavy flan-

nels, with trousers to match, for
boating, tennis, etc.

They offer a special line of blue and
black denim overalls, indigo dye, dou-
ble-stitched, stayed, riveted pockets,
full sizes, and jackets with gilt ad-
justable buttons, snaps on wrist, and
patent pockets. This line is offered
to retail at 75 cents, a price which
was formerly the wholesale.

Another special line is a white
overall and jacket for painters, to re-
tail at 50 cents. These are said to be
unapproachable values and heavy or-
ders are being given.

FASHION IDEAS FOR MID-
WINTER.

Mrs. Marie E. Curtiss designer and
manager of Rhys I). Fairbairn 1s

waist department is now back from a

business visit to New York. She
made the trip thither in search of
the freshest and latest fashion ideas
for use in the introduction of Fair-
bairn's sample line for the holiday
and mid-Winter trade. Mrs. Curtiss
brought back with her a number of
exclusive effects in nets, chiffons, etc.,

which she is sure, will prove accept-

able to the Canadian trade. This
lady, in the short time that she has
been in Canada, has shown herself to

be the producer of clever styles in

her specialty. The models she shows,
while 'having the essential touch of
novelty, are not too advanced for

the Canadian trade, which, so far,

has signified its approval of the

models she has shown, and no doubt
buyers will give a good reception to

her latest efforts.
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Ladies'Ready- To-Wear and Whitewear Departments — T. W. Robinson Co., Ltd., Moose Jaw, Sn.sk
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[By One Who Knows]

An intimate friend is a good thing in

business as well as in social life.

You can trust his word and accept his

counsel with confidence.

The trade newspaper is the retailer's

intimate friend.

Year in and year out it publishes those
things which tend to stimulate his ideas,

improve his business methods and in-

crease his profits.

As a medium through which manufac-
turers and wholesalers can secure the

attention and confidence of the retailer

it is without a peer.

It introduces their goods, backs up their

travellers and paves the way for per-

manent business relationships.

For every reader is a probable customer.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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HOTEL DIRECTORY. MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTO i, BE3M JDA

This house i» pleasn fc'v »nd conveniently lo-

ate 1 on the East sid « of Queen Street. The
cooms are bright and cheerful, Kvery attention

rapid to guests. Billia as aud PooL Hot and
cold water baths. A. McNlOOL, Prop

TOWER HOTELogfROETowN
BRITISH 3UIANA.

This first-class note I is most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest i nd healthiest part of the
city. Five minuteB from railway station and
steamer stallings. am near to all principal publio
buildings. Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms Billiard Room.

Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE-
hamilton, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietress,

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to Hi per week.

Open Nov. Closai in May

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Pa^k Hotel
Port of 8rAi«', Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For rates, etc.

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.,
29 Broadway New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. James K. Paisley, Pro p

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS & HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 15J Toronto St., Toronto.

465 Temple Building, Montreal

Slow Collections Cured
Our business is to collect overdue

accounts owing to our clients. No
need to bother yourself with slow
collections—send them to us. For
the year we've been in business
we've rrnde collections to the entire
satisfaction of a large number of
clients.

WE KNOW HOW!

The Beardwood Agency
313 New York Life Building - MONTREAL

S. W. STEVENSON &. CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

TORONTO MONTREAL
55YongeSt. 42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone Main 7130 Phone Main 1843

Cable Address. " MACKER," 1 dee 51 1 Ashdown Block

Winnipeg

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturers
desiring 1 ve, up-to-date reprtsentaiion in the
West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building TO ONTO
Representing : Cornwall & York Cotton Mills Co.'

Ltd , Cotton Goods St. John N.B ; Paris, Wincey
Mills t o , Flannels, etc , Paris, Ont ; John Bright &
Bros, ltd., Carpets, etc., Rochdale, Kng. ; Win.
Clark * Sons, ( anvas, Hollands, etc , Upperlands,
Ireland; Albert Godde Bedin & i ie.. i hiffons,

Laces, etc , Paris.

DIECKERHOrF KArFLOEK &. CO.
OF CANADA LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

4' St AntoineSt. 400 Hammond Block
Toronto—154-160 Wellington Street W. cor. Simcoe

Street—Head office.

Importers of Buttons, Sniallwares, Laces, Tailors'

Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts
Stock carried in Montreal and Toront >.

Cable Address
'Kingsons Toronto"

Phune Mail U58

W. P . KING & SON
Manufacture s' Agents

UNDERWEAR HOSIERY BLAMiETS, Etc

74 YORK STREET - TORONTO
Canadian and Foreign manufacturers'

solicited on favorable terms.
ines

LEGAL CARDS.

ATWATER, DUCLOS at CHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.C., Consulting C^unBtl
for City of Moutreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Heniy
N. Chauvin.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing commercial reports
to our subscribers gives prompt and reliable in.

formation to dale. Every modern facility tor the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

WHOLESALE HOUSES.

fi^^fERSpN
!he Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY.

The Gipe Carrier Company

Manufacturers of high-class Store Service,

Cash Carriers, Package Carriers, Cash
Lifts, Package Lifts. Fully guaranteed for

a year. Send for catalogue.

Toronto, Ont.
99 Ontario St.

London, Eng.
26 Euston Bldg.

George St.

Condensed Advertisements
ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.

per word first insertion, and Ic. per word for

subsequent insertions.
Casn remittances to cover cost must accompany

all advertisements. In no case can this rule be
overl'Okid. Advertisements received without re-

mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in oar care to be forwarded,

5c. must be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100 words, each issue, one year $15
" " " " six months 9

'* " three months 9
50 " " " one year 9
" " " " six months 6
25 " " " one year 6

PERIODICAL DEPARTMENT

T"
r EEP POSTED. -The leading authority in

Iv Canada on Groceries and food products is

THE CANADIAN GROCbR. Important trade
conditions generally discussed every week. Price
$2 00 per year.

'"THE BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE is the most
1 popular periodical of its kind. Why? Be-

cause each issue contains a strong list of
original articles of interest to every Canadian. It

also reproduces the most timely, instructive and
interesting articles appearing in the other maga-
zines and periodicals of the month. The cream of
the world's periodical press is too valuable to
overlook. BUSY MAN'S is on sale at all news-
stand*. Beter still, send $2 for one year's sub-
scription. Mail it to-day. THE BUSY MAN'S
MAGAZINE, Toronto.

ADVERTISING WRITERS and business men in

terested in gjod printing should subscribe to
Canada's only printing trade paper, THE

PRINTER AND PUBLISHER. Subscription
price, $2 per annum. Address, 10 Front St. E.,
Toronto.

COMPLETE information on books, stationery,
fancv goods music, photo suppliesand kindred
lines is given each month in THE BOOK-

SELLER AND STATIONER of Canada Subscrip-
tion price, $1 per annum. Address, 10 Front St.
E., Toronto.

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK -Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co., Limited. Office, No. 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work
manship, business methods.

MISCELLANEOUS.

WANTED in every town and village, a represen-
tative to take charge of the circulation of our
various publications :—Hardware and Metal,

Canadian Grocer, Financial Post, Plumber and
Steamfitter. Dry Goods Review. Prime and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer. I anadian Ma-
chinery, and Busy Man's Magazine. Gjod finan-
cial standing and busine-s connection a strong
recommendation. Just the position for a retired
business man for his spare time. The MacLean
Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto.

AGENTS WANTED-Calling upon the retail
trade to handle the productions of a high-class
lace and novelty house. An interesting line

for any agent with good connection amongst high-
class retailers. Address. Laces, care DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street, E.C, London, England

ADD1NG TYPEWRITERS write, add or sub-
tract in one operaiion. Elliott Fisher, Ltd.,
129 Bay Street, Toronto.

M _ T>_ NATIONAL CASH REGISTERS were
7,217 sold during May 1908 That's 2,047
* * more than was sold during May 1907.
The National Cash Register Co., F. E. Mutton,
Canadian Manager, cor. Yonge Street and Wilton
Avenue, Toronto, Ont.

WARDROBES FOR SALE.

EIGHT SECTIONS of Weir Clothing Ward-
robes, latest style, metal slides complete,
perfect condition. A bargain. Address "Wal-

bin,"care DRY GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Occasionally advertisements are inserted in the paper after the index has been printed. The insertion of the advertis-
er's name in this index is not part of the advertising order. The index is inserted solely for the convenience of readers.

Accountants' Directory

Australasian Draper -r..

145

13

B
Bach, R. C inside front cover

Baldwin. J. & J., & Partners 11

Barry, W. H., & Co 136

Beardwood Agency 141

Berlin Robe & Clothing Co 104

Boulter, Waugh & Co 103

Bradford Dyers' Association 5

British-America Assurance Co 11

British-American Dyeing Co 48

Brock. W. R., Co 16, 25 135

Brock & Paterson 145

Burnley, Thos., & Sons.. Ltd 13

Busy Man's Magazine 50

Butterick Pub. Co.. Ltd. 77, 78. 79 80

Brophy-Cains, Ltd 14 IS

B. V. D. Co 113

Calico Printers' Assn 56

Carter-Crume Co., The, Ltd

Chipman. Holton Knitting Co
Clatworthy & Son
Clinton Knitting Co
Cosbie. R. H 6

"Craftana"

"Cravenette" Co
Claflin. H. B.. Co
Coristine. Jas., & Co., Ltd

Debenhams (Canada) Limited

Deacon Shirt Co
Defiance Button Machine Co.

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co. ..

Dominion Oilcloth Co
Dominion Textile Co
Dominion Wadding Co

E
Eagle Knitting Co
Ellis Mfg. Co
Empire Mfg. Co
"Excelda" Handkerchiefs

65

Fairbairn, Rhys D.

Fiberloid Co.. The

Fife Linoleum Co.

Fownes Bros. & Co.

95

46

70

49

60

58

72

115

134

101

116

111

9

145

122

52

13

66

71

82

108

137

115

126

138

Garland, John M.. Son & Co 59

(!ipe Carrier Co 145

Globe Suspender Co 110

Granby Mfg. Co 122

Greenshields Limited 1. -• 75

Gnaedinger, L., Son & Co 102

H
Harris & Co 120

Hermsdorf, Louis 73

Hewson Woolen Mills 120

Hirshson. L., & Co 86

Hitchcock, Williams & Co 8

Home Pattern Co.. The 29

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co
inside back cover.

Hotel Directory 145

Irving Umbrella Co.

Ishikawa, K., & Co.

Jaeger, Dr., Co •

Japan Trading Co

"Jay Finish" Underwear ...

Johnson, Hiram. Ltd

K
King. John, & Son

King. W. P
Kleinert. I. B.. Rubber Co.

Kohler & Co
Konig & StufJmann

138

58

67

77

6

100

114

145

7

120

129

Labrousse & Cie

Ladies' Wear. Ltd

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

Laurentian Whitewear Co

Law, Russell & Co
Legal Directory

Lennard, S., & Sons

Liddell. William, & Co
Luxfer Prism Co

130

48

86

10

145

60

58

47

M
McCall, The D.. Co.

McCall. The, Co
Macdonald, John, &

22 23

Co outside back
cover.

Merchants' Mercantile Co 145

McRae & Walker 145

Metropolitan Bank H
Milbradt Mfg. Co 48

Miller Mfg. Co H 4

Montreal Cotton Co 58

Morris. Chas. N.. Co 94

N
Netschert, Carl 47

Nazareth Waist Co 69

Nieklin. J.. & Co 9

"Old Bleach" Linen Co. ..

Opera Silk Waist Co
Otis-Feusom Elevator Co.

Oxford Knitting Co
49

70

Paasche. The. Air Brush Co 50

Palmenberg's Sons, J. R 48

Paquet, The, Co., Ltd 96

Parker, R., & Co inside front cover

Peck, J. W., & Co 98 111

Peerless Underwear Co
Penman Mfg. Co
Perrin, Freres & Cie

Perry, J. B., Knitting Co.

Pewny's Kid Gloves

Philips, J. & N., & Co. ...

Reliable Silk Waist Factory .

Rosenwald Bros

Ross, G. R.. Co
Ryan. Robt.. & Co

4, 57.

71

72

136

60

138

119

82

7

9

136

Silver, M.. & Co
"St. George" Brand Underwear

Smith. J. Sproule

Stanfields Limited

Stauntons Limited

Stevenson. S. W., & Co. .

"Success" Collars

Standard Cap Co
Star Whitewear Mfg. Co., The 85

Stewart & McDonald 12

.... 98

.... 72

145

73

123, 125 127

145

3

Ill

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co., The

Tuck, Raphael, & Sons Co
Toronto Show Case Co., Ltd

Turnbull, C. Co., of Gait

Van Rensselaer Realty Co.. The

w

50

122

42

71

98

Walsh, E. H., & Co 70

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co 86

Watson-Poster Co 124

Watson Mfg. Co 73

Weir Wardrobe Co 49

Western Assurance Co 11

White Mfg. Co., The 114

Williams. Walter, & Co 72

Wilkins, Robt. C inside front cover

"Wolsey" Underwear 70

Wreyford & Co 114

Walker Bin & Store Fixture Co 46

Zimmerman Mfg. Co.
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FLANNELETTE
If purchasers of this useful material for

underwear all the year round would buy

the best English make, they would avoid

the risks they undoubtedly run with the

inferior qualities of Flannelette.

HORROCKSES
Flannelettes

(made by the manufacturers of the celebrated

Longcloths, Twills and Sheetings)

are the best.

SEE "HORROCKSES" stamped on selvedge
every 5 yards.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.
LIMITED

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers,

PRESTON. MANCHESTER. LONDON, ENGLAND.
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To the Trade November, 1908

fbek °Talknisi .o, „,.._

This is the month of our Annual Stock-

Taking Sale and, as usual, there are clear-

ing lines in every department.

Prices Are Down
to the lowest notch and quotations are made

for a number of lines below cost of pro-

duction.

It Is Our Loss
and your gain if you avail yourselves of

the opportunity. It is a one-sided proposi-

tion ; however, we have made it.

Toronto

Am Msi(£(dl®iinaiM <& C®D51 unwM
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Sold by the

Wholesale Houses

all over Canada

A good and

reliable article.

Happy and contented we use Excelda " Handkerchiefs."

Gold Medal awarded for Excelda Handkerchiefs.
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Little unsalable stock will be found on your

shelves if you' Ve learned how satisfactorily

R. PARKER & CO.
DYERS AND FINISHERS

TORONTO
re-dye and finish fabrics that have become

soiled, faded or off-color, and return them to

you as new goods from the manufacturers.

— Very superior work on Plumes and Feathers

The Finest line of these

in Canada in stock.

$2.00, $2.25, $2.75, $3.75

$4.00 and $7.00 a dozen.

Latest Novelties, Best
Qualities.

They beat anything at the

price. Send for a few
sample dozen.

Spring goods now arriving,

Laces, Trimmings, Allovers.

See us when in town.

R. C. BACH
146 St. James Street, ^Montreal

ROOSTER BRAND

BEST

I CrowFL Over All

MADE

OUTING TOGGERY
Cream Worsted Trousers, Flannel Trousers, Khaki

Trousers, White Duck Trousers,

Flannel and Lustre Coats.

Fancy Vests

Khaki Riding Breeches, Khaki Coats, Yachting

Jumpers, Auto Dusters.

STOCK COLLAR SHIRTS
with Ties to match and Gilt Pins.

Robert C. Wilkins Montreal

Please mention The Review to

OVERALLS, WHITE COATS, WORKING PANTS, ETC., ETC

Advertisers a>id their Travelers
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SPRING
Our travellers in every Province of Canada are showing

Spring samples from all departments. The range of

samples is the largest and most varied in our history,

and values are very much in your favor.

An inspection of our samples will convince you.

DEPARTMENTS
A-i Printed and woven Flannelettes Color-

ed Saxony Flannelettes, Dress Ging-
hams, Apron Ginghams, Shirtings,

single and double width Cotton Dress
Goods, Flannels, Cotton and Wool
Eiderdowns, Moles.

A-2 -Wash Goods, White and Black Muslins,
Prints (including the celebrated Crams'
Prints), Printed Sateens.

A-3— Linings, Sateens, Percalines, Buntings,
etc., Jap Soie and Miretta Linings,
Moreens, Cotton Cashmeres, Turkey
Reds.

A-C—Grey and White Cottons, Sheetings,
Pants, Overalls, Flannelette Blankets,
Cotton and Jute Bags, Denims, Cot-
tonades, Tickings, Hessians. Horse
Covers, etc.

B—Tweeds, Woollens and Tailors' Trim-
mings also Priestleys' Cravenettes for
men's wear.

Sole Selling Agents in Canada for

:

C— Carpets, Curtains, Linoleums, Oilcloths,
House Furnishings, etc.

D—Men's Furnishings, Underwear, Water-
proofs, Half Hose, Ties, Umbrellas, etc.

E—Laces, Ribbons, Embroideries, Veilings,
Nets, Neckwear, Ladies' Umbrellas.

K—Hosiery, Fabric Gloves, Knitted Goods,
Ladies' Underwear, etc.

G - Kid Gloves, Mitts, Moccasins, etc.

H- -Dress Goods, including Priestleys' well
known Dress Fabrics, Blousings, Waist-
ings, etc.

L—Linens, Table Linen, Napkins, Towels,
Towelling, Fancy Linens, Handker-
chiefs, etc.

O—Ready-to-wear Garments,Blouses, Skirts,
Children's Suits, etc.

S—Silks, Velvets, Velveteens, Crepes, etc.

T—Smallwares, Notions, Trimmings, Em-
broidered Shams and Runners, Finger-
ings and Fancy Wools, Fancy Goods,
Dolls, Mechanical Toys, etc.

Priestleys' Dress Goods,

Pewny's Kid Gloves, "Health Brand" Underwear,

J. & T. Alexanders' Linens, Joyal "Square Knit' Hosiery.

Greenshields Limited
Montreal

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Silk \Varp Henriettas
Best Give the Classic Effects in Direc-

toire Costumes now the Idol of Fashion.

Priestleys

SILK WARP HENRIETTAS
drape perfectly, and the fine quality of raw

material used takes a rich dye not equalled

in similar fabrics.

Priestleys
range of shades are carefully made up after a

close study of the colors adopted by the dyeing

centres of the world.

Sole Agents for Canada

Greensnields Limited
Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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PREPARE FOR CHRISTMAS
GIFT HUNTERS by Stocking

COLLARS & CUFFS
Retail 2 for 25c

When lady patrons
seek your advice
on the choice of a
Christmas present
for her husband or
gentleman friend,

you can suggest
nothing more ap-
propriate than a
dozen SUCCESS
COLLARS.

Put up in a neat
plain white box,
lined with tissue
paper, tied with
ribbon, it makes an
artistic as well as
useful gift at mod-
erate cost.

STRATHCONA-IV2, 1%, 2, 2M, 2Va in.

A popular shape, suitable for

all occasions.

Heavy reserve stocks have been provided by all wholesalers, and the manufac-

turers for the holiday trade. SUCCESS COLLARS are made in all the

leading styles, and new shapes are being constantly added. Catalogs, show
cards and illustrated sheets furnished free by your wholesaler on request.

HIGH GRADE COLLARS AT A POPULAR PRICE

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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™e GAULT BROTHERS CO.
LIMITED

WHOLESALE DRY GOODS

13-21 St. Helen St. Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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DEPARTMENTS
Cottons Carpets

Dress Goods Linoleums

Linens Oil Cloths

Silks Curtains

Woollens Smallwares

Tailors' Trimmings Ribbons

Clothing Laces

Gent's Furnishings Whitewear

Personal Chats Monthly Talks

Our Directors have often wished to visit more of our customers'

stores, talk with them about their business and plans, and our own,

also. Perhaps no conversation is so intensely interesting in the

modern world as business.

Force of circumstances circumscribes our available time for this

pleasure, and we have decided to use this medium for a monthly chat

with our customers, letting it take, as far as possible, the form of a

letter, and pointing out some of the advantages this wholesale house

has to offer you.

Already we are thinking of the busy retail stores this month—
the hurry, the worry, and the pleasure incident thereto.

May you enjoy a successful holiday trade, and rest assured of

our ability to fill your orders with the greatest care, giving them our

best attention.

THE GAULT Brothers Co., Ltd.

13-21 St. Helen Street

Montreal, Que.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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are made in

SIX SHAPES and TEN SIZES
The best KINDS are FEATHERWEIGHT, GEM double covered, ONANDOFF and JUNO

QOUBLB COVERED

FOR 25 YEARS, "QUARTER OF A CENTURY,"

DRESS SHIELDS
have been in use and by all tests proven to be the best. They are the lightest, whitest
and softest Dress Shields made. They are absolutely impervious and can be washed
and ironed without injury to the shield.

I. B. KLEINERT RUBBER CO., TORONTO

Pleasant As Well As Profitable
Herewith is given the contents of the December Busy Man's Magazine. A strong array of articles—34 in all.

You can read every one of them with pleasure as well as with profit. You will readily acknowledge the time devoted

to the magazine well spent.

You cannot make a better investment for 1909 than a year's subscription to this magazine. Each number will

prove so interesting to members of your home that they will eagerly look forward to the arrival of succeeding issues.

No Xmas gift will be more appreciated than a year's subscription to Busy Man's. All you need do is to send

us the address of your friend along with $2. We will send a beautiful Xmas card, stating that it is at your request the

magazine is being sent, along with a copy of the Xmas number to reach the address Xmas morning.

System and Business.
Preventing Accidents on Railroads
Odd Economies Make Big Businesses Pay
Stealing the Letters of Corporations
The Pasture Lands of Advertising
Increasing Small Wages by Taking Up

Side Lines
After Business Hours

Political and Commercial Affairs.
Did a Woman Inspire the Ferment in the

Balkans?
What Population Can the United States

Sustain?
How Canada Might Have Lost the Loyalists
A Danish Statesman Embezzles Seven

Millions
Converting a City from its Evil Ways
The War Against Trusts in America
Roumania The Deciding Factor in the

Near East
Fire—An American Extravagance

Short Stories.
The Enchanted Profile
According to Agreement

THE

December
Busy Man's
Magazine
is on sale at all newsstands

The Magazine nvith the Red Cover

20 cents a copy ; $2.00 a year

Life Stories of Successful People.
Men and Events in the Public Eye
Canada's New Baronet— Sir Edward Clouston
Who's Shonts ?—Asked the President
Hamar Greenwood His Remarkable Career
Edison is Now Having the Fun of His Life
From Waiter to Manager of Gotham's Big

Hotel
Canada and China

Travel and Description.
General Wolfe's Home in Bath
A Gondola Dinner That Cost $zo,ooo
Two Hundred Thousand a Year for Dress

Miscellaneous.

Are the Wives of Handsome Men of Genius
Happy ?

Some Noted Exponents of Early Rising
Satirizing Rockefeller's Autobiography
Concerning Puns and Punsters
The Box Office Test of Human Greatness
What's the Matter With American Women ?

Culture Versus Cram
Do We Eat Too Much ?

The Busy Man's magazine
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg New York Chicago London, Eng.

M
ricase mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Every Store should keep a stock of ROSENWALD'S

REGISTERED

Made from the finest specially selected Real Human Hair

EVERY NET

PATENTED,

Reg'd Trade Mark

NOTE THE TIGHT BAIR al (he bollom of (he Net which
when placed over the forehead, forms a neat "Baj" shape,
keeping the front dressing of hair "Tidy " whilst allowing
ample fulness.

GUARANTEED

All usual Hair

Shades.

The strongest

and most dur-

able fringe net

obtainable. A USEFUL COUNTER CABINET GIVEN FREE,
with orders for one gross and upwards.

RnCFNWA I ft RRfl^ LONDON, PARIS, and VIENNA, sole manufacturers. Makers also of popular Hair Nets,
IIUlJIjI! TT H.UU UHUJi, Hair Frames, Hair Rolls, Dress Accessories, etc.

Sole Agents for Canada:

Dieckerhoff, Raffloer & Co., Ltd., cor. Simcoe and Wellington Sts. TORONTO and 40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL.

UNSHRINKABLE WOOL

NDERWEAR
LADIES'

Corrninaticns fitted with

the Patent "S" WRAP,
affording complete protec-

tion where this is most
necessary.

No button, is needed, and
the garment does not drag

when the wearer is sitting.

GENTLEMEN'S
' STAR" Seated Pants

and Drawers. No seams

at fork, up back, or down
inside of leg to chafe, or

give way. All wearing

parts are strengthened and

extra spliced.

These Specialities are made of Unshrinkable Wool and can
also be obtained in Merino, and Silk and Merino.

ANY GA MENT SHRUNK IN WASHING WILL BE REPLACED
Please note the above TRADE MARK

should be upon every ger.uine JAY FINISH Garment.

lyholrsule ohIii -

Mes.rs. I. & R. MORLEY and Geo. BRETTLE & Co., Lon., ENG.

THE LEADING ENGLISH UNDERWEA
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FOR MASS
AND CLASS

DEMAND

B.D.A. Mohairs for Spring, 1909

In all the new shades of taupe,

elephant, hyacinth, iris, catawba,

amethyst, bronze and new blues.

Fancies and plain. Many novel

patterns never before attempted in

this material.

Ask your jobber for samples of

them.

Bradford Dyers'
Association

of Bradford, England

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Ferguson Bros.,
ESTABLISHED 1825.

Holme Head Works,

Carlisle.

London Warehouse : 39, Aldermanbury, E.C

NEW ZEALAND
1906-07 AWARDED A

Gold Medal.

CALCUTTA, 1884.

GRAND
PRIX

Highest Award.

^ADELAIDE, 1887. |

Gold Medal.

MELBOURNE, 1881.

AT THE

Gold Medal.

PARIS, 1878.

Highest Award.

FRANCO-BRITISH
EXHIBITION

HIGHEST AWARD
FOR

HIGH-CLASS

Dyed and Printed Linings
For Tailors and Dressmakers.

OUR GOODS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL THE LEADING
WHOLESALE HOUSES.
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Will You Advertise?

THE January Special Spring issue of the Review,

mailed January 6th, offers you an opportunity of

showing to your customers your appreciation of your

1908 business, and presenting your plans for 1909.

The editorial programme for this issue is a sure

indication that it will be the most interesting and practical

of the many large special issues of the Review.

A Sound Reason for Your Advertisement

Every business has a logical reason for its existence, and

that reason has secured the accounts and confidence of some

hundreds of merchants.

Isn't it reasonable that if you present in the right way
your arguments for business before many additional mer-

chants, that it will pave the way for close business relations ?

You may have the candid advice of our free ad. service

department.

The Review is read regularly by 90% of the entire

retail and wholesale general dry goods trade, and the January

Spring Special issue will have an extensive sample copy

circulation.

Full Page, $35.00 Half Page, $20.00 Quarter Page, $12.00

DRY GOODS REVIEW
{WRITE OR PHONE NEAREST OFFICE)

Send your copy

nor later than

December 23.

The earlier the

better.

232 McGill Street

MONTREAL

88 Fleet Street, E.G.

LONDON, ENG.

10 East Front Street

TORONTO

933-935 Monadnock Block

CHICAGO

511 Union Bank Bldg.

WINNIPEG

622-624 Tribune Building

NEW YORK

J

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Why Wear Silk Linings?
u The Radiant Sheen on Opaline Surpasses Silk."

" ALIflt is no ordinary mercerized calico, but a sateen-de-luxe and a lining

par excellence. It is spun and woven in Lancashire by highly skilled operatives on

machinery of the most up-to-date type, and only the very best Egyptian cottc n is used

in its manufacture. Then it is dyed by a new patent process, and mercerized and
SChreinerized by the Bradford Dyers' Association, who guarantee its unique, peimanent,

silky lustre. Every stage of its manufacture is carried out under the personal supervision

of one of the leading experts in England.

The peculiar humid climate of the Manchester district, and the wonderful deftness and

skill of its mill operatives— apart from many other local advantages- makes it an impossi-

bility for any other country in the world to reach such perfection in the manufacture of fine

cotton goods.

u OPALINE is a durable high-class fabric, a satisfactory silk substitute, indelible,

clear and brilliant, and puts all similar makes in the shade. It is got up in a tasteful and

artistic manner to please the most exacting Dry Goods Dealer, and the endless variety of

fashionable shades will satisfy his most fastidious lady customer.

"THE QUEEN" says:

" To describe Opaline as a superior sateen scarcely gives an adequate

idea of its appearance, which is really that of silk, while the touch ii

equally deceptive, and one of the chief points is that the radiant sheen

obtained does NOT wash off. Unquestionably it is the best thing of the

kind ever produced."

Samples are always in the hands of our Canadian representatives, and we also send

samples and quotations by mail when requested.

J. (gL N. PHILIPS (EL CO.
35 CHURCH STREET

MANCHESTER, - ENGLAND
Mills—CHeadle and Tean. Branch—20 CKeapside, London, E-.C.

CANADIAN OFFICES
21 1 Lindsay Building

St. Catherine St. West

Montreal

61 1 Empire Buildings

Wellington St. West

Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Now About Printed and

Woven Fabrics for Spring

« ^You are quite naturally looking for a

bigger, better and more profitable

business than ever, and as one of the

many distributors of Wash Goods, we

ask you to put us on your list for a

look through when placing these goods.

among THE VERY CLEVER MATERIALS are the

New Motor Suitings in Stripes,

New Motor Suitings in Diagonals,

Seaside Suitings in Stripes,

Seaside Suitings in Diagonals,

Novelty Check Suitings,

Printed Foulard Effects,

Mercerized Spot Lawns,

Belfast Linen Suiting in Motor

and Wire Stripe.

MUSLINS IN VARIETY

Florals and Silk Stripes,

The pronounced Coin Spots,

The Silk Shadow Stripes,

The Diagonal Combinations in the

extremely new effects, Solid

Tan, Copenhagen, Zephir, Air-

eoplane, Navy and Sky,

Chantung Stripes,

Chantung Checks.

P. S.— This month you will want some lines in a hurry. Use our mail order service.

John M. Garland, Son & Co.
wholesale vry goods Ottawa, Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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BELDING'S
SILK THREADS AND RIBBONS

A HOLIDAY AND ALL-THE-YEAR-ROUND TRADE-CREATOR

" Ribbons and Their Uses"
The most ambitious
and elaborate Ribbon
Book published. . .

This 22 page book (12x10) contains practical matter and valuable illustrations regarding Rib-
bons in Millinery, Sashes, Dress Accessories, Coiffure Bows and fancy articles. Your customers
will appreciate it at the price, 10c. Trade supplied at 80c. per doz. . Samples gladly furnished.

Your Hurry-Up Ribbon Wants

Printed Xmas Ribbons

Baby Ribbons

Duchess Ribbons

Taffeta Ribbons

BELDING'S SPOOL SILKS
To be found in all first-class stores. Smooth,
lustrous, free from knots, full length, abso-
lutely guaranteed

.

Ribbons,

Spri

It will pay you to look at our new samples. Our travellers will show you
in January the largest range of Plain and Fancy Ribbons ever offered the

— Canadian trade. Extra good value. Orders executed at once. Favor us
ing 1 rade with your daily wants.

BELDING, PAUL & CO., Ltd,
Silk Manufacturers
Offices at TORONTO WINNIPEG

Montreal
VANCOUVER

BURNLEY'S WOOLS
Better Get a StocK Now

YOUR CUSTOMERS KNOW ABOUT AND WANT
BURNLEY'S WOOLS

""The
\

MADE IN ENGLAND

Sej? "

KNITTING
YARN

4 Fold.
ei n ' u — n »

Van^ttard Reg? S%^

Knitting
WOOL: KNITTING WOOL

,

150 years' experience, yet modern in ideas.

The best yarns, and they pay YOU the best profit. Your wholesalers have these lines.

Samples will confirm our claims.

Thos. Burnley & Sons, Ltd.
j

Canadian Agents

Manufacturers of Knitting Yarns for over 1 50 Years. 5 1/ . ML VsllOI'ltOll %jC DTO.
GOMERSAL MILLS, near Leeds, ENGLAND $ 43 St. Sacrament St., MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Paton's Scotch

Boot and Shoe
Laces :• :'• :•

Cotton Thread, Wool, Silk,

Leather and Porpoise Hide,

give your customers satis-

faction.

Patons Name on every box

If you have not stocked this

line it is worth while to get

samples and prices.

Paton's Linen Threads

Lack a Quality Rival.

Church Brand
=Needles=

They are indispensable to

your store.

Your wholesaler has them.

Ward's Coronet Hardash,

Red and Blue Label.

Unequalled in quality and

price.

Sole Agents (or Canada :

Geo. D. Ross & Co.
72 Bay St., TORONTO

142 Craig St. West, - - MONTREAL

BATTING
NORTH STAR, CRESCENT

and PEARL

These brands represent the hatting

that your customers want.

They're made from long staple cotton,

white as snow, lofty, soft and elastic.

They comerin big batts that open out-

into strong sheets of even thickness.

It pays you to sell these brands.

Order of your Wholesaler.

ROBERT HENDERSON
Xr C^O Dry tJoods Commission Merchants

181-183 McGill Street, MONTREAL

Australian Trade
is worth looking after. The following figures are

extracted from the official statistics of imports into

Australia :

1906

Canada Other Countries Total

Cosies, Cushions, etc. £ 495 £ 154.047 £ 154.542

Curtains 190 87.675 87.865

Fancy Goods 313 279,452 279,765
Piece Goods, Cotton

and Linen 11,894 3,297,724 3,309 618
Flannelettes 1,688 251,965 253.653

Boots and Shoes 4,951 114,003 118.954

Rubber Sand Shoes 2,319 47,998 50,317

The Draper of Australasia is the organ of the

drapery and kindred trades of the Antipodes, and

is subscribed for by all the leading firms in Aus-

tralia and New Zealand.

Advertising rates may be obtained and space

secured by communicating with our New York

Office, 29 Broadway. We will also supply speci-

men copies on application.

Publishing Offices

Melbourne, Fink's Buildings

Sydney, Post Office Chambers

London, 112 Wood St., E.C.

New York, 29 Broadway

Please mention The Rcviciv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Stewart & McDonald
(Export) Limited, Glasgow, Scotland

Our representatives are now covering the ground with

Spring samples. Merchants not already called on will

find it to their advantage to advise us, and look over our

ranges of

Dress Goods

Prints

Muslins

Cottons

Linens

Silk

Ribbons

Laces

Parasols

Hosiery

Woollens

Linings

Carpets

Linoleums

Lace Curtains
:to.

We take this opportunity of advising Western buyers that at our branch in

Vancouver we have now in stock for Fall trade full lines in both Canadian and

British Hosiery, Umbrellas, Cottons, Blankets; also full lines in Dress Goods,

Linens, Linings, Flannels, Flannelettes, Towels, Towelling, Art Muslin, Lawns,

Lace Curtains and Smallwares.

Early in January we will receive in stock a fine range of Worsteds, Tweeds, etc.

for Spring, also lines in Dress Goods, Prints, Zephyrs and Fancy Muslins, etc.

Canadian Representatives :

Quebec and Maritime Provinces

Allan S. Bain
61 St. Sulpice St.

MONTREAL

Ontario

J. H. Johnston
64 Wellington St., W.

TORONTO

Manitoba and West
Jas. Thomson & Sons
353 Water St., Phone 4 1 40

VANCOUVER

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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wESTERN Incorporated

1851

• • •
ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

FIRE

AND

MARINE

Head Office—TORONTO, ONT.

Assets over $3,570,000
Income for 1906, over 3,609,000

HON. GEO. A. COX, President,

W. R. BROCK, Vice President

W. B. MEIKLE, General Manager

C. C. FOSTER, Secretary

British America Assurance Company
A. D. 1833

FIRE & MARINE
Head Office, Toronto

BOARD OF DIRECTOR8
Hon. Geo A. Cox, President W. R. Brock, Vice-President

Robert Bickerdike, M.P., W. B. Meikle, E. W. Cox, Geo. A. Morrow,
D. B. Hanna, Augustus Myers, John Hoskin, K.C., LL.D.

Frederic Nicholls, Alex. Laird, James Kerr Osborne, Z. A. Lash, K.C.
Sir Henry M. Pellatt, E. R. Wood.

W. B. Meikle, General Manager; P. H. Sims, Secretary
CAPITAL ....... $1,400,000.00
ASSETS 2,162,753.85
LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION, 29.833,820.96

Mate Your Own Buttons

WITH THE

NEW DEFIANCE

BUTTON MACHINE.
Make all kinds of covered buttons,

rim, half-ball or flat, complete to

make three sizes of button.

$7.50

* CHILD CAN OPERATE IT

Callor send for samples of our work

Defiance Button Machine Co.,

53 East 8th St.,

NEW YORK, U 8. A

Established '.874

I ADDflllCCC PIC 35-37 Noble St. EC
LADnUUOOt Qh lit. LONDON, ENG

Paris, Grenoble, Prague
THE WHOLESALE GLOVERS

Makers and Importers of all kinds of

FINE RID GLOVES
We are Right

It will pay you to see our Canadian Representative.

HAROLD F. WATSON, 207 st. James st Montreal

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES-The ORIGINAL and BEST.

SOUTHALLS' ACCOUCHEMENT SETS
Containing All Requisites, in Three Sizes.

SOUTHALLS' SHEETS FOR ACCOUCHEMENT
and Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
BIRMINGHAM, ENG. LIMITED

Representative in Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
JCARLAW-BUILDINGS, - -Wellington Street West, TORONTO

THE METROPOLITAN BANK
Capital Paid Up,
Reserve Fund and
Undivided Profits,

$1,000,000.00

$1,241,532.26

We

Solicit

Your

Account.

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS
Drafts bought and sold.

Letters of credit issued.

Collections promptly attended to.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
open at all branches.

Interest allowed on all deposits

of one dollar and upwards.

Are You The One ?

A Chance

for a Bright Clerk

The Dry Goods Review -wants trie services

or a dry goods clerk, with experience in all

departments or a general dry goods store,

especially furs and ready-to-wear garments.

Such a Young jVlan

must have some high school education, be will-

ing to make his home in Montreal, start at a

fair salary, and make his work his ambition.

Both Editorial and Advertising Vvork among

manufacturers and wholesalers will be his duties.

If you think you re the man for the position,

apply, by letter only, to

Dry Goods Review
232 McgHI St., Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Established 1832 CjJBLE JDDRESS .- Lau>—Bradford

Spring" 1909

(REGISTERED)

These goods are rolled on special boards and stamped

"LAWRUS" every five yards.

Panamas and Tricots
in the Latest Weaves

Plain and Fancy Worsted Suitings

Unspottable Finish. Exclusive line, "Alexandra," "Sweedena" Finish

Cravenette Showerproofs
We are showing a most exclusive line in these Fabrics.

Law, Russell & Co., Limited

Converters of Bradford Fabrics

Bradford and London

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Art Table Damasks
The 44&l& 3Ble&Cl)" Linen Co. are now making Table Linens of

unsurpassed beauty of design, made of Flax of the highest quality

Bleached on the Grass by the sun's rays, giving them wonderful strength

and a pure and beautiful finish, which is absolutely permanent.

Trade Mark on all
" Old 3Bleac1)" linens.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

R. H. COSBIE
30 W. WELLINGTON STREET, TORONTO

IRISH LINEN AGENCY

CANADIAN BUYERS IN NEW YORK
will find comfort and convenience at the

Hotel Alabama
and

The Van Rensselaer
13-19 E. Eleventh St., near 5th Ave.

In the very heart of the Wholesale Dry-

goods District. Accessible to all theatres

and places of amusement. Everything for

your comfort and convenience has been

provided. We desire your patronage.

Single rooms and bath - - $!. 00 per day up
with meals, $2.50

"

Parlor bedroom and bath - $2.50
" " with meals, $4.00

BEST AMERICAN PLAN TABLE IN NEW YORK

NO TIPPING

HORACE 8. CHASE Manager

Write for our literature and special rates to parties of

two or more.

This Is an illustration of another

SAFETY
PIN

7»ADE MAR*

ENGLISH
MADE

'SAJONIC

NICKLED STEEL DUPLEX in 7 Sizes

Carded or Boxed in Dozens.

J. NICKLIN & CO., Birmingham, Eng.

L. HIRSHS0N & CO.
MONTREAL

The House for General Dry

Goods, Fancy Goods, Wool-

lens and Tailor's Trimmings.

Tel. Main 2715 . 248 Notre Dame St. West

Sorting Orders for the Holiday Trade now on.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Some Facts Mainly About Ourselves

It is hard to define an ad's working

Ad's Working sphere. Here is a striking inslance. Not
Sphere Hard long ago Richard Brown, of Brown Bros.,

to Define. wholesale stationers, received from a man
in Mobile, Alabama, a letter asking him

to send samples of a certain make of purse. Mr. Brown 's

curiosity was aroused and he wrote back asking the cir-

cumstances which had led to the inquiry. He received a

letter in which the writer stated that he had seen Brown
Bros. ' in one of the MacLean publications. That gave

him information on the purse question. Through the ad

he had also discovered that Mr. Brown was a member of

a family with whom the Southern people had been well

acquainted in the Old Country nearly sixty years ago.

"We find that advertising in The Dry
Advertising Goods Review pays. If that were not the

in The case we would not use it for that pur-

Review Pays. pose." That is the statement made by

the manager of a knit goods factory in a

Western Ontario city. .It contains all the elements of

sound business logic. He stated that during the past year

he had improved his former trade record by twenty per

cent, and that the erection of a larger factory building-

was under consideration. He believes it essential to the

success of business to keep in touch with the trade. To
that end The Review is his medium. He says it pays.

The Canadian buyer intending a busi-

Keep in Touch ness trip to the Old Country markets may
While on desire to keep in touch with home condi-

Buying Trips, tions while away. He may also feel the

need of a reminder. The Review will

serve him in both cases. Its advertising and editorial col-

umns will be found to answer the purpose. If he will

drop a card to the MacLean Publishing Co., 10 Front
Street East, Toronto, giving his address while in London,

a latest copy will be sent free of charge. The address of

the London office of The Review is 88 Fleet Street, E.C.

It is evident, from returns, that

Window Trimmers The Review's monthly window corn-

Interested petition is interesting a large number
in Competitions. of trimmers. It is probably advis-

able, however, that the conditions be

again explained. The Christmas competition is done away
with. The new proposition has not only in view the re-

cognition of good work, but the development of the art

of window display as an important adjunct of store pub-

licity. Two prizes of $4 and $3 are offered monthly for

the two best window designs sent in. The judging will be

done by competent men. The trimmer should see to it

that his windows are carefully photographed.

In addition to this a points contest has been arranged.

At the end of the year a gold medal will be presented to

the trimmer holding, from monthly competitions, the high-

est number of points, five going to the winner of first

and three to the second in each of these. The competition

is open to all Canadian dry goods and men's furnishing

stores with the exception of the T. Eaton Co. and the

Robert Simpson Co., which are barred.

It cannot be out of place to suggest, in connection with

this competition, that trimmers in quest of ideas and in-

formation bearing on the art of display, will find the fol-

lowing books of great assistance: "The Art of Decorat-
ing Show Windows," price $3.50; "100 Men's Wear Dis-

plays," price $1;. and "333 Sales Plans," price $2.50.

These books may be obtained of the MacLean Publishing

Co., 10 Front Street East, Toronto.

R. B. Huestis, New York man-
Review's New York ager for The Review during the past

Manager two years, has moved into new quar-
in New Quarters. ters, 622-624 Tribune Building. The

change is significant. With the ex-

pansion of its business in the American metropolis, The
Review found that improved office accommodation was
necessary. The location, close to the commercial heart of

the city, is a good one, and will facilitate that close study

of conditions so necessary to The Review in keeping the

dry goods trade thoroughly posted.

From this distance it looks as if

Spring Special the Spring special number of The
Number of The Review, to be published next month,
Dry Goods Review, will surpass anything yet attempted.

Enough features of practical interest

to drygoodsmen have already been arranged for to war-

rant the above assertion. It is impossible to enumerate
all the "good things" in store for readers of this paper

in the January issue. Here are a few: "To-day of a

300-year-old Store in Japan," (illustrated); "Cotton In-

dustry Within the Empire," (illustrated); "Planning a

Year's Advertising for a Retail Store"; special authorita-

tive forecast of styles for Spring; articles by leading

Canadian buyers on conducting the different departments

in a dry goods store; furniture department in a dry goods

store; latest ideas on store architecture. In themselves

these are enough to ensure the best number we have ever

issued, but they do not by any means exhaust the list of

good special features. The cover design will be unique,

nothing approaching it ever having been produced in

Canada. The January issue of The Review will be worth

reading—and keeping.

Will England Lose Colonies Trade ?

A despatch from London states that Lord Lansdowne,
speaking recently at Manchester, said that if the treaty

with Canada, now being negotiated in France, goes

through, other foreign powers will want to make treaties

with Canada and other British colonies will desire to make
arrangements with foreign powers.

"By our own carelessness and stupidity," said Lord
Lansdowne, "these British markets will be closed to us.

Canada, finding she could do nothing with us, negotiated

for a treaty with France under which the greater part of

the preference Canada gave us will disappear."
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m
(limited)

WHITE GOODS
We are now prepared for merchants wishing to re-

plenish their stocks for their annual

White Goods Sales
and we offer the best values and the largest

ranges we haA^e ever shown of

Cambrics Bleached Sheetings Pillow Cottons

Madapolams Unbleached Sheetings Pillow Slips

White Cottons Made-up Sheets All saleable widths

Victoria Lawns Organdies Swiss Spot Muslins

Persian Lawns Dimities Tucked Lawns
Baby Muslins Mercerized Vestings AHover Dress Nets

Carton Lots of White Laces and Embroideries

HER LADYSHIP GARMENTS
G 207 — Fine Lawn Waists, trimmed with embroidery, lace and

insertion, a very attractive waist to retail at 75c.

G 225 — Embroidered and Lace Insertion front Waist, with yoke
of fine Val. Lace, special value, to retail at $1.00

G 229 — Allover Embroidery front Waist, very stylish, to

retail at $1. 00

G 510 — Our Extra Special Allover Embroidered Waist, very

pretty and extraordinary value, to retail at 31.00

These are ajew specials of our extensive range. Sendfor sample dozen.
I

I

' ' ' . .
i

- . - i n
, | i i i i

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Drygoodsmen and their Merchandising Methods

5 J)ry t,

Van Wert, 0.

Departmental Store of Bonewitz Bros., Van Wert, Ohio, a Town of 8000 Population. In spite of their Location between two Large
Cities, Fort Wayne, Ind., and Lima, Ohio, this Store is Holding the Trade within a Radius of zo Miles.

Making Town Shopping as Attractive as That of the City

Benowitz Bros. Have a Department Store Which Holds the Trade Within

a Radius of Twenty Miles in Spite of Location Between Two Cities.

How Bonewitz Brothers, dry goods merchants, of Van
Wert, Ohio, solved the problems existing- by reason of the

town's location between two large cities, is a story which

should be of interest to Canadian dry goods men, some

of whom may at some time or other find themselves face

to face with difficulties of a similar nature.

The story is related by Horace R. Bonewitz, of the

(iipe Carrier Co., who was associated with his two other

brothers in the store for some years. Not long ago, how-

ever, be decided to give some consideration to a strong

desire to take up the study and practise of mechanics on

a more extensive scale than was possible while following

I lie vocation of a dry goods merchant.

Small Beginnings.

Of course the Bonewitz store had a small beginning.

Most enterprises which can point back with pride have

had. The father of the three boys who is still living was
the beginner. Jn 1877 his store had a floor space measur-

ing eighteen feet one way and eighty the other. To-day

the brothers are doing business in a new building having

six floors, each of which measure 60 feet by 132 feet.

That store is holding the business within a 20-mile radius,

.though the Town of Van Wert with its 8,000 inhabitants,

is midway between Lima, Ohio, and P'ort Wayne, Indiana.

The entire country is well served by electric lines.

The departments of the store are divided as follows:

First floor—General dry goods, office and waiting room,

the latter being situated on a balcony in the rear. Sec-

ond floor— Ladies' ready-to-wear including suits, mantles,

corsets, underwear and work room. Third floor Carpets,

curtains, upholstery, wall paper. Fourth floor Reserve

stock, and, fifth Boor, rough storage.

The Bonewitz Brothers make good use of their base-

ment. Considerable space is given to kitchen furnishings,

china and cut glass. The remaining portion is (he region

of cheap things, particularly during Spring and Fall

clearance sales. The firm does not believe in keeping on

hand any stock that (hey know would be obsolete the

following season. All remnants or ends are sent to Hie

basement, and there form a separate departmenl where

quick-selling prices have the desired effect, lu no section
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of the store is a "salesman allowed to make reductions.

Prices are displayed in plain figures on all goods.

Thirty-day Credit.

Surrounded as they are by a good farming district,

the firm finds that a thirty-day credit basis works satis-

factorily. The customers understand that business is

done on that plan, and they respect it. Statements are

prepared every month, but the system has been so well

enforced that the great majority of accounts never get

beyond the office, and very seldom has it been found

necessary to run one month's accounts into another.

Here, then, are the store 's strong features. The stock

is up to city standards, values are as good, and city terms

are no more favorable. That combination is holding the

trade.

One of the problems of the store is that caused by

dressmakers costumers and others who take goods out

on approval. The failure on the part of the customer to

return them within the time specified, or to give proper

notification to the office when goods are accepted has

sometimes led to the complication and duplication of the

store's orders. The plan adopted is to charge the goods

in full unless they are returned within three days. One

clerk looks after the charge check file and the approval

file, the great object being to enforce system.

Bringing Up Departments.

Each department in the store is charged with the

goods that go to it, and given credit for sales made. At

first, it was discovered that some rections were not pay-

ing—merely existing at the expense of the others. In

that case, one man was given the exclusive task of work-

ing out the solution. This plan has been very satisfac-

tory. Each department was brought up to a paying basis.

The display windows have a width of 60 feet on one

street and 50 feet on another, and their decoration, to-

gether with that of the interior of the store, is in charge

of one man. The system of rural mail delivery, the good

roads and the interurban electric lines, form a combina-

tion which enables rural customers to learn the latest

store news as quickly as do the people of the city. Spe-

cial sales, therefore, are not confined to city patronage.

Duplicate Check System.

Describing methods employed in keeping accounts, Mr.

Bonewitz stated that all charge checks were numbered

consecutively and were posted direct to the account. The

receipts were all issued in duplicate, filed in with charge

slips and posted in the same way. Each clerk had a

register ruled in dup'icate, with spaces numbering to 50,

to correspond with those of the check books. The clerk

would begin his day's business with the number succeed-

ing that of the last sale on the day previous. There was

one column for credit for cash and another for credit.

The great feature of this system was that when a cus-

tomer disputed a sales slip of no matter what date, it

•could be immediately traced without difficulty, and the

plan worked in witli the books so well that the firm

could tell practically at a glance how matters stood.

Cash System in Frontier Merchandizing.

There are no dry goods merchants in Niagara Falls,

Out., who do not conduct business on a cash basis.

All of the dry goods men there have located in stores

within the past few years.- The merchandising sections

are well laid out, with stocks clean and conveniently ar-

ranged. From statements made by the merchants, the

cash system seems indigenous to Niagara Falls. There

are two facts which strengthen that assumption. It is an

international railway divisional point, and it is situated

on the border. There are sudden and frequent changes

in the population. Of course, there are "oldest inhabi-

tants," and what few exceptions there are to the general

rule, only serve to emphasize its reality.

Canadians go to the American side to shop. They

have to have the cash. Americans come to the Canadian

side to purchase goods, and they have the ready money
with them. The merchant here has a double-jointed ar-

gument. If the Canadian shoppers have money to spend

across the border, they should expect to deal with their

home merchants on similar terms, and if Americans have

the cash, there is no reason why Canadians should not

nave it.

Cash Requires Up-to-date Stock.

Drygoodsmen find it necessary to keep on hand a

strong range of stock in every department. That seems

to be necessary where cash merchandising methods have

been enforced. To hold the ready-money trade, a store

must have a stock which demonstrates what is rather

than suggesting what might be.

The Niagara Falls drygoodsman merchant is not will-

ing to grant that the American stores reap all the benefit

that exists by reason of proximity to the border. It can-

not be denied that a large slice of Canadian trade goes

to the stores in Niagara Falls, N.Y., and Buffalo. This

is particularly true of the Summer season, but Canadian

merchant has his innings when cold weather sets in. The
Ainrricans must have warm clothing, and they find that

they can shop to better advantage "on the other side"

than they can at home. It is largely a case of give-and-

take.

A strong demand for heavy woolens and furs comes
from the American side during the Fall, although an

evnirnec of the period of depression is noted in that

people from the southerly side of the border bought ex-

ceedingly short during the past season. Money was
scarce. At the same time it was a striking fact that

Canadians seemed to be comparatively well supplied, and

did their shopping much more readily.

Customs laws and officers seem to form no formid-

able difficulty for the international shoppers.

"One might almost say," observed a merchant, "that

the towns on each side of the river are parts of a whole.

People work in one and live in the other, and customs

authorities seldom interfere."

The " Approval Dodge."

One of the merchandising problems in Niagara Falls

was described by a drygoodsman as the "approval dodge."

He cited two or three cases in which people who had

taken things home for consideration had failed to return

them, and had overlooked the fact that it was customary

to pay for them. These cases were, fortunately, few and

far between.

Ready-to-wear garments, as a department in a dry

goods store, have been eliminated by the Niagara Falls

merchants, owing to American competition. Attempts

have been made to carry ladies' ready-to-wear lines, but

with indifferent success. People would cross the border

for this particular requisite, and now the departments on

the Canadian side consist of a few skirts of staple color

and make which might be demanded in emergency.

Make Shopping Attractive.

Trade excursions from large outside towns, measured

by results described, have no terrors for Niagara Falls

merchants,
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"We can give the people as good values at home, and

we do not find that they patronize the trade excursions

to other towns to any great extent," said John Logan,

who celebrated the 25th anniversary of his business not

long ago. His opinion was that so long as the home mer-

chant made his store attractive, gave the people what

they wanted, and convinced them, by advertising, backed

up by the goods, that shopping could be carried on to as

good advantage locally as out of town, he had nothing

to fear.

An Effective Combination.

W. H. Newcombe is one of the youngest dry goods

merchants in Niagara Falls. He has a well-equipped

millinery department in connection with his store. He
believes that attractive interior decoration is one of the

adjuncts of distinctive merchandising. That, and the skil-

ful display of stock, so that it will emphasize its own
merit, form, he states, an effective combination.

Introducing the Cash System.

There are many merchants who, doubtless, would not

hesitate to introduce the cash system in connection with

their stores if they could possibly contrive, at the outset,

to make the change a matter of agreeable surprise to

their customers and one of pleasurable anticipation to

themselves—in its introductory stages, that is. A great

deal depends upon .the first step and how and where it

falls.

The initial announcement made by J. F. Cairns, of

Saskatoon, who is adopting the "spot cash or deposit

account basis," in connection with his department store,

took the form of a frank, heart-to-heart talk with his

customers through his newspaper advt. What he had to

say formed the matter for a centered block in his ad. This

is how he said it

:

"During the past few years the policy of this store

has been to accommodate its patrons in the matter of

Floor Plan of a Double Store Building recently Erected in Niagara Falls. One side is Occupied by Morphy & Co., Dry Goods Merchants.
The Entrances, it will be Noticed, do not Cut into the Display Windows. There is a Basement of the same Dimensions as the Main

Floor. The Light Shaft in the Centre has been made Effective by the Introduction of Pivoted Windows.

Morphy & Co.'s New Store.

Morphy & Co. have the newest store in Niagara Falls,

and they are well satisfied with it. The plan used had
for its purpose the flooding of the store with the greatest

possible degree of light. The display window, is not

divided in order to provide an entrance. The store is one

of two which occupy the ground floor and basement of

a five-storey brick building, the fronts being so inserted

that the entrance between the two has not interfered with

the display spaces. These latter are large and exception-

ally well lighted and are used to full advantage by

Morphy & Co. in showing goods. It is a spacious store,

making possible the introduction of conveniences appre-

ciated by the shopping public, and, at the same time,

giving the merchant an opportunity to work out his ideas

of sectional arrangement to advantage. The basement

is well lighted and forms a very satisfactory department

for blankets, underwear and certain lines of dress goods,

credit to just as great an extent as was possible. This

has resulted in the past two years in the development of

a business which is so heavy that I find myself no longer

able to swing it on a credit basis and to give my custom-
ers the service and attention they deserve.

"The lack of unlimited capital which a credit busi-

ness should have, forces me to either cut my list of credit

customers in half or to abolish it altogether.

"It would be unfair to continue to give credit to half
of my present credit customers and to refuse it to the
other half; therefore I have come to the conclusion that

the fairest proposition to all concerned would be the abol-

ishment entirely of the credit system.

"Some of the very best business I have had during
the past five or six years has been with my credit cus-
tomers. I have appreciated this business and have en-

deavored at all times to give them the very best serviee

and treatment in my power, The discontinuance of this
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plan is not due to any dissatisfaction with the credit

business, but simply due to my inability to conduct this

business on a liberal credit basis with the capital which
I have at my disposal.

"I trust that none of my customers will consider the

refusal of credit to them after October 31st as a reflection

on their standing, their circumstances or their methods of
payment. Tt is simply a change of policy which I find it

necessary to adopt and I can assure my customers that

each and every one of them will receive identically the
same treatment in this particular.

•'When we open for business on Mondav morning,
November 2nd, it will be on a spot cash or deposit ac-

count basis, and no one, no matter what his circum-
stances or his argument, will be conceded one dollar's

worth of credit. This rule will be absolute, and will be
in no way a reflection upon the hundreds of customers
who previously have been given whatever credit they de-

si-red and on practically their own terms.

"In connection with this change in policy we will in-

augurate a deposit account plan by which those of our
customers who desire to carry a credit balance in our
office may make a deposit there against which goods
ordered by them subsequently will be charged. This is

practically the same basis upon which your banker ac-

cepts a deposit from you and then cashes cheques against
it so long as there is a balance to your credit.

"In conclusion, I trust that I may continue to be
favored with the patronage which has made this store

what it is to-day and I can assure my customers that

everything that can be done toward the betterment of
our service will be done, and that 1 shall endeavor at all

times to give them the best value for their money offered

in this district. We never before were in such a position

to give exception values as we are to-day, we never
before had the assortment in every department which we
show to-day, and I trust that we may have the same
opportunity of serving our customers on a cash basis
as we have had in the past when we were extending to

/them the most liberal credit.".

The people are not being kept in ignorance as :»

the result of the adoption of the cash system. Mr. Cairns
devoted a large portion of his advertising each day to

"cash news." He pointed out that with the exception
of goods sold under contracts signed some time previous,
"no credit of any nature, style, or condition is being
granted to anyone. If your neighbor or any of my
business competitors tells you that your friends are get-
ting credit at Cairns' although you are required to pay
cash, take my word for it, they are not telling you the
truth, and are only frying to make trouble.

"On Monday morning I had to refuse credit, to the
second largest customer that I have had in the lasl two
years. I may have lost the account and will be sorry
if I have, but I cannot in justice to myself have one
policy for some of my customers and another policy for
I he rest.

"By Monday in thirty-four of our good friends
had opened deposit accounts and started to do business

on the new plan."

Harris Samuel.

Harris Samuel, president of the Empire Manufactur-
ing Co., Montreal, one of (he most prominent men in the

garment manufacturing business in Canada, died in Mont-
real on Nov. 11, after a brief illness. Heart disease was
the cause of death.

Mr. Samuel was born in Russia 59 years ago, of Jewish

parentage. At an early age he came to Canada, and en-

gaged in the dry goods business. Although he left his

native country while very young, he had acquired an ex-

ceptionally good education. After learning the dry goods
business, he became manager of the firm of Kellert &
Friedman, Montreal. Having acquired, while with this firm

sufficient experience to warrant such a move, Mr. Samuel
moved to Sherbrooke, Que., where he opened one of the

largest departmental stores in the Eastern Townships.

In this venture he was signally successful, and for

many years he ranked among Sherbrooke 's leading mer-
chants. Eleven years ago, however, in response to a de-

sire to return to the scene of his early endeavors, he sold

out his Sherbrooke business and went to Montreal. While
a resident of Sherbrooke, Mr. Samuel was elected to the

City Council, which position he held up to the time of his

departure, eleven years ago. He immediately joined forces

with M. L. Schhnnan, as the Empire Manufacturing Co.,

of which he was president. Iii this business his two sons,

Charles and Julius, were also associated. Another son,

Jacob Samuel, died about a year ago.

Mr. Samuel was president of the Spanish and Portu-

guese Synagogue, Stanley Street, Montreal. He was a

THE LATE HARRIS SAMUEL

member of a number of fraternal societies, among which

might be mentioned the Royal Arcanum, Freemasons,

Ancient Order of United Workmen and the Oddfellows.

Two of his daughters are wives of well-known citizens of

Montreal, namely Mrs. A. L. Friedman and Mrs. N.

Rosen.

Charles Samuel, the eldest son, was in British Col-

umbia in the interests of the firm, when the sad news
reached him of his father's death. In view of this, the'

funeral was not held until Sunday, the 15th, in order to

allow him time to reach home to attend the funeral, which

was held front the church of which, for so long a time, Mr.

Harris Samuel was a faithful adherent.

Mr. Samuel saw many changes in the ready-to-wear

industry in Canada, and worked faithfully for the up-

building of the Canadian garment industry. He lived to

see the industry assume great proportions, and the firm

of which he was president occupy an important position

in the trade.

Personally his many, line qualities made many friends

in I he trade, as well as in his private life,
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McCALL DESIGNS.

NOT HOW CHEAP, BUT HOW GOOD
is a question of more importance to a merchant when considering patterns than any other merchandise. Women are most critical

where fashions are concerned. They may take the dealer's word for almost anything else he offers for sale, but no amount of argu-
ment will convince them that a design is pretty and becoming which is not, or that a pattern is reliable and easy to use which is not.

McCall Patterns and Fashion Publications make their appeal to the actual consumers—women. Thus it is through the
dealer's customers that the appeal is made to him—not direct to him by seemingly liberal terms. "Terms don't sell Patterns."
Cheap goods at cheap prices, goods which are dear at any price, goods which the thoughtful, well-informed merchant would not
admit to his store "free," are not what women want.

SUPERIORITY characterizes every McCALL production. The best goods that can be made, and sold to merchants at

the lowest prices consistent with their quality. How good this policy is may be judged from the fact that there are many more
McCALL Patterns sold in the United States than of any other make.

The recently established McCall Canadian Office and Factory, the largest and best equipped Pattern Plant in the Dominion,
make it possible to offer Canadian Merchants the Celebrated McCALL Patterns and Fashion Publications, with ALL the advantages
of TERMS, PRICES, DELIVERIES, etc., United States Merchants enjoy.

IfRITE NOW for free samples and full particular about the exclusive sale of our goods in your town and vicinity. You will

incur no obligation except to consider the question and deride on its merits. Address Main Office, Nexu York.

THE McCALL COMPANY
The Leading Paper Pattern House of America

236 to 246 West 37th Street, New York
CHICAGO

NOT IN THE TRUST

SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO, CANADA

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER HOUSE

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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MONTREAL AND TORONTO, DECEMBER, 1908

The Review wishes its readers a Merry Christ-

inas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.

Legislation for Retailers.

The Retail Merchants' Association will seek enact-

ment on several very important matters at the nest

session of the Dominion Parliament. The association has

recently been specializing on organization as one of the

most effective steps towards securing, for the retail

merchant, those protective and regulative measures to

which it is claimed his business is reasonably entitled.

The objects of this activity are meeting with the endorsa-

tion of the retailers, the best indication of it being the

formation of local branches with paid secretaries, whose

especial duty it shall be to keep interest in their par-

ticular districts well stimulated by concentrating upon

those questions which require attention,

Among those measures which the association pur-

pose urging before Parliament is one which would make

officers of corporations as responsible under the law as

is an individual member of a firm. For example, it is

now possible to prosecute a retail merchant in police

court where fraud or any other punishable violation is

alleged, provided of course that the merchant owns the

business. In the case of a joint stock company, how-

ever, action may only be taken through the Grand Jury,

thus necessitating expensive litigation. The measure

aims to make the officers responsible for the acts of the

corporation.

An amendment to the Criminal Code will also be

sought, to secure to the retail merchants the same rights

as are now possessed by working men, to meet together

for the purpose of arranging business matters without

intervention of the law. In connection with this measure

the Government will be urged to inaugurate a depart-

ment or commission on commerce to whom agreements

could be presented for final ratification.

Holding that the inspection of weights and measures

is primarily a public benefit, and that the public ought

to pay for it, the association will urge that the tax now

imposed upon retail merchants in that connection should

be done away with.

Some consideration is also being given to the ad-

visability of a bill making it a criminal offence to falsely

advertise, or attempt to attract trade by means of

fraudulent publicity of any kind.

So far as provincial legislation is concerned, it is

proposed to introduce an amendment to the Transient

Traders' and Peddlers' Act, which will require the house-

to-house people to pay their fair share into the munici-

palities in which they do business.

The "dead beat" is not to be overlooked. A pro-

posed amendment to the Division Court Act has for its

object the simplification of the machinery for the col-

lection of small debts.

Working Out the New Dating Terms.

It is reported from certain quarters that there is a

tendency noticeable among retailers to take advantage

of the new dating terms by holding off shipments of

goods until the 25th of November from which time they

will receive first-of-April or Spring dating. At the pres-

ent time goods shipped from the 1st to the 24th of

November are dated 1st of January instead of the form-

er Spring dating. The retailer thus figures on a saving,

variously estimated at from If to 2J per cent, on his

purchases by taking advantage of this feature of the

new agreement. He may find it advisable to consider,

however, how the saving thus affected would measure up

with possible losses through insufficient stock assort-

ment.

The report comes from Montreal that this applica-

tion of the new terms is actually having an effect on

Fall business. Toronto houses are also observing an

inclination to manoeuvre for longer dating, but they

state that they cannot regard it as a restriction of
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business. The big advantage in holding off would apply,

they say, chiefly to "sorting" or "repeat orders," but

that the fact that Fall placing orders, while more num-

erous, were not so large in individual bulk, is causing

emphasis to be placed on the word "rush" now that it

is being found necessary to renew or reinforce different

lines. It is stated that, in the majority of cases, where

requests have been made to "hold," the goods were not

immediately necessary.

<s>

Young Men Progressive.

The statement is made by an observer close to the

trade that young men in business are, as a rule, more

keenly alert to the advantages of modern methods and

equipment than those who may be described as veterans.

Of course, the brand of conservatism thus indicated can-

not be said to have become characteristic of Canadian

merchandising. There are bright and shining exceptions

by which progress may be more properly measured. The

statement attributing a good share of practical enter-

prise to the youngsters, however, is based on actual

observation.

Does it all point to a sign of the times, to that

evolutionary process in which the old school is gradually

giving place to the new, leaving with it a heritage of

rich experience? They of the former have assuredly

builded well and in all fairness it should be said that

the change has in it that element of substantial develop-

ment which will rear a fitting superstructure upon foun-

dations so carefully and conscientiously laid.

The merchants of the East are responding to the

present day incentive to give their enterprise the best

equipment possible in working towards equality of

standards as a vantage point under existing competitive

conditions. Authentic statements also give the merch-

ants of the "last great West" praise for a business

development in keeping with the growth of the country.

All along the line there seems to be a decided tendency

towards a renewed progressiveness in which the young

men are taking prominent part and which cannot fail

to have good results.

Develop the Corset Department.

An American firm of corset manufacturers, located in

one of the Canadian border towns, markets the whole of

its output through agents. Both town and country sec-

tions are visited and a very large business is done. Cus-

tomers are measured and are assured that each order is a

special one, each pair of corsets being made to order from

those particular measurements. The corsets are fairly

high-priced, much higher, as a matter of fact, than the

average price of each pair sold over the counter in the

majority of corset departments.

To the trade, at least, The Review's contention that at

least 90 per cent, of these corsets could just as well have

been sold in the retail stores, is perfectly intelligible.

There is no doubt but that the majority of the women

who buy from agents could he just as well fitted and

could buy just as good, if not better, corsets, in a dry

goods store.

Why, then, does the dry goods merchant lose this

trade? The chief reason it appears lies with himself and

his department. Many merchants actually educate their

customers into buying the cheaper grades. As a matter

of fact, they do not carry a representative stock of better

goods. They do not carry special lines for stout figures

or the new models for giving the fashionable figure of the

moment or any of the special accessories.

Often salespeople are not competent. The sizes are

not kept up or stocks properly assorted. To compete with

the corset agents, merchants' departments must be per-

fect, at all these points. Furthermore, if you carry high-

priced lines seme preparation must be made to fit them.

If salesladies have had no experience in fitting the manu-

facturer patronized should be asked to send along a pro-

fessional fitter for a few days. This will advertise the de-

partment, and increase sales. She will give your selling

force lessons in the art. It is not claimed that this will

make experts of the sales force, but if they are of the

right material they will be able to give fair satisfaction.

A tactful girl can, by showing better corsets and offer-

ing to fit them, often induce a customer to pay a much

higher price than she had in her mind when she entered

the department. In a case of this kind fitting should be

urged, and for this reason. Very many women buy corsets

two, three and even more inches smaller than they ought

to wear. When this is done, no corset can fit properly for

the reason that it is out of place. When you sell a high-

priced corset to a customer for the first time, fitting, if

possible, should be insisted upon. Once perfectly fitted

with a good corset few women will ever again buy lower-

priced models.

The Review by no means intends to disparage the

cheaper grades—they are essential factors in corset-sell-

ing. There is, however, a large and increasing class in the

majority of towns that rightly handled would buy corsets

at a considerably higher price than they now do. In this

class the corset agents find the majority of their cus-

tomers.

There never was a better time in the history of the

trade than the present, in which to introduce high-priced

corsets. Dressmakers are absolutely dependent upon the

corset in the production of the new fashion lines.

Western Man for Railway Commission.

It is absolutely essential that Western Canada shall

have a representative on the Railway Commission who is

thoroughly conversant with the needs of the Greater Can-

ada west of the Great Lakes. Since the death of the Hon.

Mr. Killam, the West has not been represented on that

Board, although perhaps the most important problems

which come up for solution find their origin in the newer

Provinces. At the Western Canada Boards of Trade con-

vention, in Medicine Hat, last June, a resolution was in-

troduced in favor of the establishment of a separate

Board to sit permanently in the West. This was voted

down, as it was considered that the proposal was not
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practicable, but the mere fact that such a resolution was

introduced in a deliberative body of such importance as

the Associated Boards of Trade of Western Canada, is

proof that the business men of the West are far from

satisfied with the service given the West by the Railway

Commission as at present constituted.

The justice of the Western demand for special repre-

sentation was recognized by the Dominion Government in

the appointment of the late Hon. Thomas Greenway, but

he was removed by death before he had undertaken any

of his duties on the Commission. It is essential that his

place be tilled by a Western business man who is thor-

oughly conversant with the needs of the country and well

acquainted with all phases of the transportation problems.

Appointments to positions of this kind should not be

dictated by party considerations. In choosing a man for

a position of this importance, the Government should

utterly disregard the recommendations of party executives

and consider only his qualifications. That is the course

which Governments should follow in appointments of this

kind, but, unfortunately, we can not expect them to be un-

influenced absolutely by party considerations.

It happens that the Executive of the Liberal Associa-

tion of Winnipeg have made a particularly good recom-

mendation in the matter, and while this paper does not ap-

prove of the interference of party organizations in ap-

pointments of this nature, it does most emphatically

endorse the recommendation which has been made. The

association have asked the Government to appoint Andrew

Strang, of Winnipeg, and they have made a splendid selec-

tion. Mr. Strang is one of the leading business men of

Winnipeg, and an ex-president of the Winnipeg Board of

Trade. A man of sound judgment, wide experience and

.intiring industry, his appointment would be welcomed

by the business men of the West as a guarantee that the

interests of Western Canada would receive full considera-

tion by the Board of Railway Commissioners.

Customs Entries Indicate Revival.

There are numerous evidences of trade revival and one

that is regarded as most positive has come to the notice

of the officials at Toronto customs house. The daily entries

during the past two years have averaged 700, but the

values and quantities, it has been observed, grew con-

siderably less, in comparison with those of two years ago.

While the number of entries remained at the usual figure,

the staff at the customs house did not notice any diminu-

tion in Hie amount of work required of them, as an entry

worth $100 required practically the same amount of at-

tention as one of much greater value. It appeared that

while merchants were making as numerous importations

as formerly, they were not of as great value. This condi-

tion was characteristic of the dull period. The same state

of affairs, the officials say, existed in Montreal. At the

present time, however, there are distinct evidences of re-

turning prosperity and signs which formerly suggested

depression, are now pointing in the other direction.

A Greater Co-operation.

The basis of the new terms agreement, now being pre-

pared for the fur trade, is one of the month's very inter-

esting announcements. The wholesale men declare that

the proposition has in view the equalization and system-

atizing of credits and discounts along lines which will not

only make for the smooth-running of their business, but

also of the retailer, and that it will eventually remove an

influence which handicapped any tendency towards better

prices. It is interesting to note, in this connection that

the dry goods men, who recently adopted new terms, are

finding that, generally speaking, they are being very well

received. The movement towards a better understanding

and uniformity of terms may reasonably be regarded as

an evidence of the development of a growing spirit of co-

operation in the working out of business problems of long

standing.

Prepare for the Holiday Trade,

The holiday season may be regarded as a testing time

for the merchant's business instinct. It is an occasion

demanding the concentration of his best efforts towards

the attraction of trade. It is important that his plans

be well thought out and applied in time for the first on-

slaught of gift-seekers. Competition, many times more

alert than at any other season of the year, should find

him not in a condition of mere equality with the man who

presumes to be his rival. The incentive of the occasion

should be sufficient to place him so far ahead of competi-

tion that it should give him no serious concern. The

well-arranged Christmas store will be attractive to the

greatest possible degree. The windows should back up

the newspaper advertising with a strength that admits of

no criticism. The display should sparkle with individual-

ity. It is not purely the idea of decoration, but of sales-

manship which should direct the trimmer in his work. A
competent staff and complete equipment should be supple-

mented by the adoption of special schemes calculated to

facilitate Christmas shopping.

Keep Pace with Progress.

The introduction of rural mail delivery and the ex-

tension of suburban trolley lines is putting a serious

question up to the country merchant.

Is lie going to stand aside and see the stores in larger

(ciitres of population deprive him of his best patronage,

or is he going to modernize his establishment and his

methods of doing business ?

The older provinces are being more closely knit to-

gether, and it appears that the merchant who hopes to

effectually meet outside competition must so expand his

enterprise that shopping opportunities in his own dis-

trict must be made more attractive. It is necessary at

least that he make his business keep pace with the dc-

velopment of the country if he is to reap any benefit

from that progress.
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Rounding Up the Final Entries in Departmentizing

Division Should be Thorough and General Expenses Apportioned Carefully

— System That Applies to Transfer of Goods From one Department to Another.

Written for the Dry Goods Review by Howard R. Wellington.

From t lie particulars obtained from our workings in

the last issue, and the expenses chargeable direct to de-

partments from cash book and other sources, we arc ready

to proceed with the final entries as follows, viz.:

Dept. "A."

By gross profit on trading $6,500

To prop, of general expenses as itemized

in journal $ 885

To expenses chargeable direct, including sal-

aries of employes 2,500

Net profit Dept. "A" 3,115

$6,500 $6,500

Dept. "B."
By Gross Profit on trading $3,000

To proportion of general expenses as per

journal $ 900

To expenses chargeable direct, including sal-

aries of employes l,SO0

Net profit Dept. "B" 300

$3,000 $3,000

Dept. "C."
By gross profit on trading $6,000

To proportion of general expenses as per

journal $1,025

To expenses chargeable direct, including sal-

aries of employes 3,000

Net profit Dept. "C" 1,975

$6,000 $6,000

Dept. "D."
By gross profit on trading $12,000

To proportion of general expenses as per

journal $ 1,140

To expenses chargeable direct, including

salaries of employes 7,000

Net profit Dept. "D" 3,860

$12,000 $12,000

Profit and Loss Account.

From Dept. "A" trading $3,115

From Dept. "B" trading 300

From Dept. "C" trading 1,975

From Dept. "D" trading 3,860

Total net profit $9,250

Helpful Suggestions.

Before closing this series of articles on departments, a

few general suggestions might be helpful.

If it is the intention to divide the business into de-

partments, do it thoroughly, drawing the line sharply

between each department, apportioning the general ex-

penses carefully, so that each department is charged

with its share.

If one department hands over goods to another, and

these goods have originally been charged to the first de-

partment, the department receiving the goods should be

charged and the department delivering same should be

credited. This can very easily be done with the regular

"charge duplicate sales slips'' and cost prices used or a

small percentage on cost.

For instance, the "millinery department" requires

certain ribbons from the "general dry goods department,"
and although a small matter in itself we feel that this

should be treated in the nature of a sale, and the depart-

ment given credit.

Adopt a plan which is practical and not overloaded

with detail—our aim in giving these articles in such detail

is simply that the general principle may be outlined, from
which an effective system could be introduced. Where
possible charge expenses direct to the department, thus

avoiding the uncertain apportionment which would other-

wise be necessary.

We hope some of those suggestions will be helpful to

the proprietor of the average country store, and shall be

glad to endeavor to answer any inquiries along these lines.

In our next issue, or perhaps two issues, we expect

to use this page for t'he purpose of outlining the impres-

sions made on a casual visitor to the average store in the

country, giving a few suggestions which may be acted upon
to advantage to improve trade.

(To be continued in January Dry Goods Review.)

Claims for Express Charges.

The article in the November Review, "Claims for

Express Charges," has caused a good deal of criticism,

both favorable and otherwise. A wholesaler in Mont-
real writes as follows:

Montreal, Que., November 10, 1908.

Editor of The Dry Goods Review:

Dear Sir,—Your article in the November issue of the

Review touches a very important problem, and I trust

you will allow space for the following which speaks, to

my mind, more clearly of the wholesalers' side.

Your first paragraph is by no means explicit, as it

gives one the impression that a wholesaler or importer
can make complete shipments to a particular section of

the country. Every wholesaler knows that back orders

are a necessity, and that complete shipments cannot be

made.
Further, a retailer in buying goods well realizes this

point and expects to have small parcels sent on by ex-

press. We recognize the justice of the retailers' claim,

and usually pay one-half of these charges. However, we
get so many claims for total amounts that it is exas-

perating.

A retailer is justified in including the cost of these

express charges as part of the cost of his merchandise
and should make his profit upon this total laid down cost

of goods. If the wholesaler pays one-half of the express
charges surely that is going far enough.

I am glad to see the Review take up such questions,

and trust your columns will be utilized to a greater
degree in solving all vexed questions of the trade.

Yours very truly, WHOLESALER.
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100 Per Cent.

Increase in Pattern Sales

Coshocton, Ohio, September 1 7, 1 908

We installed The Ladies' Home Journal Pattern and are

very much pleased with'the change. Our sales have doubled.

We heartily indorse the patterns.

THE RANSOM DRY GOODS CO.

Paterson, New Jersey, September 1 0, 1 908

We have handled The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns for

two years and find they give entire satisfaction to our

customers. Would also state that sales in pattern department

have almost doubled in the past year.

MUZZY BROTHERS.

Marshalltown, Iowa, August 15, 1908

We put in The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns about three

years ago in place of patterns. The volume of

our business doubled the first year and has been steadily

increasing since. E. R. LAY.

Lorain, Ohio, September 15, 1908

Our sales are more than double the amount compared with

the sales of other patterns previously handled. Our customers

are pleased. We are pleased ourselves. In no particular are

we dissatisfied with The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

N. B. HURST.

Columbia City, Indiana, September 22, 1908

We have sold The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns since

May 1 , 1 906. There are four other pattern agencies in our

town, including the one we dropped, "yet our pattern sales have

doubled. HUDSON DRY GOODS CO.

Kokomo, Indiana, September 22, 1908

The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns are proving to be very

satisfactory. With the exception of two or three weeks the

sales have more than doubled, and part of the time exceeded

three times that of the Patterns.

WILLIAM H. TURNER.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa, September 22, 1908

We regard The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns far superior

to any other make of patterns. We have doubled our pattern

business since putting this line in, and think it one of the best

moves we have ever made.

JOHN H. TAFT & CO.

Canton, Illinois, August 22, 1908

We have been handling The Ladies' Home Journal

Patterns for the past two years and our pattern business has

more than doubled . They give perfect satisfaction.

SCRIPPS & GREER DRY GOODS CO.

Newark, New Jersey, September 8, 1 908

We have been very well satisfied with the sale of The

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns, and find that our sales last

year almost doubled the sales of the year previous , when we

carried the Patterns.

L. BAMBERGER & CO.

Clinton, Iowa, August 25, 1908

Our sales of The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns

have nearly doubled and without any extra effort on our

part, and our customers seem as well p'eased as we are over

the change. We might also say that in doing business with

The Home Pattern Co. we swear less and smile more often

than when dealing with the old companies.

JOHN D. VAN ALLEN & SON.

San Francisco, California, August 12, 1908

We have been handling The Ladies' Home Journal

Patterns for several years, during which time our pattern

business has increased many- fold

—

in fact, the improvement in

our pattern business since taking this agency has been so

marked as to be a subject for favorable comment by our

customers and by the trade, and more than once have we

heard our pattern department referred to as the busiest in

town. Our customers rely on The Ladies' Home Journal

Patterns and praise them highly. They invariably give

satisfaction.

WEINSTOCK, LUBIN & COMPANY.

The Ladies* Home Journal Patterns
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Real Secret of

Increased Pattern Sales
Things don't just "happen" in the pattern business

any more than they do in the merchandising business.

There are reasons—open secrets which explain the

phenomenal success and the unquestioned leadership

of The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

First, of course, comes the quality of the patterns

themselves. Experts in the industry now admit that

in fit, style, simplicity, accuracy and economy, there

never was a pattern on the market at any price which

approached The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.

The Ladies' Home Journal Pattern has been the

means of creating millions of new pattern consumers.

They have made home dressmaking so easy and so

successful that millions -actually millions— of women

who had either never attempted to do their own sewing,

or who had tried other patterns and failed, are now

regular purchasers of this new make of patterns.

The next secret is the method of advertising. No
article of merchandise in the market depends so abso-

lutely on pictures for its success as do paper patterns.

It is impossible for women to examine the patterns

themselves. It follows, then, that the better the illustra-

tions in the catalog the more likely are women to buy.

This fact led to our issuing each quarter a new pattern

publication—a de luxe pattern catalog which we named

The Quarterly Style Book

From the very beginning our Quarterly was a suc-

cess. It sent pattern catalogs of pink paper and wood-

cuts ten years to the rear. Merchants quickly recog-

nized it as the greatest pattern-selling force ever put out.

Small wonder that our competitors watched with

11-concealed dismay the growth of The Quarterly Style

Book. They had to COPY it, pattern certificate and

all, or lose agents right and left. Naturally enough, the

concerns whose sales were worrying them the most

were the first to swallow their pride and get out

IMITATIONS. The bars once down, the others

followed like so many sheep ; until to-day the pattern

that doesn't boast a quarterly "FASHION BOOK"
or "FASHIONS" of its own—a "just as good as"

—

is completely out of the race.

Imitation is not only the sincerest flattery ; it is the

strongest possible testimonial. What stronger proof

of the enterprise of The Home Pattern Company

could you ask than a list of the features it has originated

that others have copied ? The Quarterly, the

improved magazine monthly sheet, the Guide-Chart,

modern art work in pattern catalogues, and so on.

Now, business ideas cannot be patented ; we expect

to have our methods copied. We see no reason why
the new ideas " swiped " from us won't increase sales

of our competitors' patterns just as they do our own

sales. But don't you think we ought" at least to get

the credit ? Suppose, for instance, the sales of rival

concerns had been on the toboggan-slide? Suppose

they "borrowed"— as they did—from The Home
Pattern Company the idea of a Quarterly with a

pattern certificate? Suppose a few months afterward

one company after another suddenly burst forth with

page after page of advertising to show that the sale of

their several patterns had actually increased 4%, 8%,

1 1 %, 27%, even 40% ? What's the answer?

It may be a mere coincidence that the imitation of

The Quarterly Style Book and the beginning of these

increased pattern sales come in the same year ! But

is it ? It is certainly no coincidence that the advent of

The Quarterly Style Book meant an increased sale

of The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns. Look over on

the opposite page ! There you will get an idea of

what The Quarterly Style Book is doing for merchants

who, in addition, have the right pattern.

The moral is plain : Any quarterly will increase

pattern sales some. But The Quarterly Style Book

and The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns are what you

must have if you really want to build up a pattern

department that will be alive with new ideas and hold

the trade of those who want the best in paper patterns.

THE HOME PATTERN COMPANY The House That Is Imitated

23 Lombard Street, Toronto, Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Clergyman in Co - operation With Retail Merchants

Rev. Canon Davidson Assures Peterborough Merchants That Ministers

Will Assist in Promoting Home Merchandising—Branch Association Formed.

The .interest which it appears clergymen might easily

take in organizations having as their object the promo-

tion of laudable schemes in the interests of home mer-

chandising, was well illustrated by Rev. Canon David-

son, of Peterborough, not long ago. He made it a

point to attend : meeting of the retail merchants of

that city at which they decided to form themselves into

a branch of the Retail Merchants' Association. He as-

sured them that the clergymen of the city would stand

shoulder to shoulder in co-operating with the merchants

in carrying out their business as honest men. The more

the ministers aided in teaching the people to stand by

Peterborough and lend their assistance in building ap

Peterborough by purchasing from Peterborough mer-

chants the greater would be the prosperity and morality

of the community.

Officers Elected.

The officers of the Peterborough branch are:—Direc-

tors, W. E. Conway, J. H. Connal, Alex. Gibson and A.

H. Stratton; Secretary, Wm. Harstone.

The organization meeting, which was attended by

about 150 of the retail merchants, was addressed by E.

N. Trowern, Dominion Secretary of the association, and

B. W. Zieman, Provincial President.

"Retail merchants," said Mr. Zieman, in his ad-

dress, "should bear one another's burdens, and there are

a great many more burdens resting on their shoulders

than there were a few years ago. The merchant should

be made to understand thoroughly that it is easy to do

right and hard to do wrong. A great many merchants

fail because they do not follow this motto."

Acquaintance Wins Respect.

A spirit that should be particularly manifested

among the merchants is that of honesty. Another rea-

son that the merchants should have an association is to

become acquainted with one another. Unless merchants

come in contact with their competitors they never really

understand them. Acquaintance often brings respect.

The Retail Merchants' Association was not a combine

by any means. The merchants were the medium

through which goods passed from the producer to the

consumer. As individuals, little could be accomplished

but where there was unity there was strength. In the

city to-day he had noticed that a great deal of dust was

blowing. Individuals could not with much ease wield t.n

influence with the authorities to see that this nuisance

was prohibited, but as a body they had strength to

express their views emphatically and then only would

they be honestly regarded. Merchants, too, who were

organized, were able to aid unitedly the selection of a

municipal body at the municipal elections.

"The retail man must look after the retail man's

business and they are a separate and distinct class,"

said Mr. Trowern in his address. He was emphatic in

his condemnation of the co-operative movement, which,

he stated, was nothing but a fraud. The co-operatives

claimed that they would give back 25 cents on every

dollar purchase, something impossible to do with pro-

fit. No sane man would expect it. The fact was that

they added on the 25 per cent, extra on their goods be-

fore they offered the 25 cents discount. Mr. Monk who

brought in the bill was their president. It had been

opposed so strongly by the retail merchants who iiad

exposed the whole fraud, that although it passed the

Commons it was thrown out by the Senate.

Co-operative Plan Criticised.

"They have stolen the livery of heaven to carry the

devil in." This was the figure employed by Mr. Trowern
in describing the co-operative plan as contained in the

Co-operative Secretary's Bill.

Legislation making false advertising a criminal of-

fence was now sought by the Dominion officers. Local

money, it was urged, should go to local merchants. The
women should buy in their home city, where, if they

were not satisfied with goods purchased, they could

easily have them changed.

The compilation of names constituting a "bad pay
list" was another work facilitated by an association.

People who had not been accustomed to paying their

bills had been found to do so when threatened with a

location on the "bad" list.

The Subscription Problem.

Referring to the contribution and subscription prob-

lem, Mr. Trowern stated that in Toronto the merchants

have cards placed in their stores which indicate that no

donations shall be given to any organization, religiou;

or otherwise, until the matter is placed before the

Merchants' Association, In many cases nothing further

is heard of the solicitations.

"Are you running your store, or are your clerks

running it?" asked Mr. Trowern in reference to the half-

holiday question. The merchants should give their em-

ployees to understand that they, the merchants, are

running their own business.

Merchants very often experienced difficulty in con-

nection with their insurance policies. Unless these were

drawn up correctly settlements sometimes became the

subject of costly litigation.

Death of John A. Wightman.

John Alexander Wightman, who died in the Home for

Incurables, Toronto, Nov. 11th, in his 65th year, entered

the dry goods business with his brother, Jasper, in

(iuelph, very early in life. Then he held positions in

Owen Sound, Barrie and Orillia, and at the time of the

Fenian Raid shouldered the rifle in defence of his adopted

country. He afterwards spent some years with the larg-

est dry goods firms of Detroit and Chicago, but subse-

quently returned to Canada and entered the business of

his brother William, in Oshawa. He afterwards started

business for himself in Port Perry, where he was favor-

ably known. After closing out his business there he

came to Toronto and accepted a position with the Simp-

son Co., in the wholesale department. When that depart-

ment was abolished he started business for himself in

College Street, and was so successful that he had to oc-

cupy larger premises in Spadina Avenue. He became a

sufferer from locomotor ataxia and was compelled to re-

tire from business.
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Welfare Work that Benefits Both Laborer and Capitalist

Some Unusual Plans Which Have Worked Out with Remarkable Success— Instances Which

Prove That Employees Work Best When They Like Their Employer and Employment.

By Gordon Williams In The Business World.

Times are rapidly changing- in business. It used to

be so that every employer's hand was against his em-

ployee's hand. In some places it is still so, and if you

would believe many labor agitators you would think it

was so everywhere.

But if you will do some investigating you will find

that there are hundreds of employers who take a very

keen interest in their employees and are doing some-

thing practical for them. Such employers are increas-

ing in number every day.

Do not for an instant imagine that employers are

necessarily growing philanthropic. They are simply

growing more business-like. They know very well that

employees work "best when they like their employer and

employment and when they work under good conditions.

And both laborer and capitalist are realizing^ that they

can both profit most when they work together with

mutual regard.

Maintaining Good Feeling.

The profit sharing plan which the U.S. Steel Cor-

poration has worked out through George C. Perkins is

famous, and its example has set many other employers

to thinking. So keenly does a prominent manufacturer

appreciate the maintenance of good feeling with his

employees that he telephones to the factory every day,

no matter where he happens to be, and every workman
who has anything to say can say it, though it costs 25

cents per second to do so. Another manufacturer has a

chair in his office which every workman in the big mill

knows is kept only for him, and that he is free to come
in, sit down on it and air his grievance or suggestions

at any time.

This sort of thing pays, and the work of making the

surroundings comfortable for employees, and sharing

with them the prosperity which comes is certain to re-

sult in more and better work, if properly managed.
The Great Department Store, formerly the B. Peck

Co., Lewiston, Me., has a very unique and successful

plan of profit sharing, which it declares to be a big

success.

The Great Department Store is the largest in New
England outside of Boston, having a frontage of almost
350 feet, and a floor space of about 100,000 feet. There

are thirty-seven departments, each a well-stocked store

in itself, all under one roof; carrying everything for man,
woman, and child, besides home furnishings. While it

has a territory for 50 miles around Lewiston and Auburn
to draw from, the cities have population of about 45,-

000. Its yearly sales are enormous, proving the high

standing and progressive character of the establishment.

Profit-sharing with Employees.

Several years ago the Great Department Store
suggested to their employees the formation of a "store

employees' club" for reciprocal benefits and obligations,

this organization to be known as the "Co-workers Club
of the Great Department Store," established to in-

crease the efficiency of its members and add to their

social and business opportunities. It is a self-governed

club, purely democratic and has for its object the ad-

vancement and the education of the employees and the

strengthening of their interest in the business. Every
two weeks this club holds its meeting in the reception

room of the store. Papers are prepared and a general

discussion follows which pertains to the welfare of the

store and improving the efficiency of its service.

Any employee of the department store who has

been in continuous employ for six consecutive months
shall be eligible to make application; in fact the mem-
bership is made up of all classes of employees, including

night watchmen, delivery team drivers, porters, en-

gineers, and in fact every one from the -president down
to the humblest employees are beneficiaries in their

special profit sharing plan whereby every co-worker

member receives at the end of each six months a cash

dividend based upon their salaries, the amount of the

dividend declared being determined by the result of the

business and voted upon by the Board of Management.

Dividend Based on Salary.

The Great Department Store figures that every

employee is worthy of a dividend, insofar as they render

efficient service and that the purely equitable way to

base a dividend is upon the salary which the employee

earns. The management believe that the elevator boy
is just as important in his position as is a director,

insofar as he performs to his best ability and satisfac-

torily the duties devolving upon him. None of the em-
ployees has a financial investment in the store, but all

have the interest of co-operative ideas as evinced in the

success of the business.

The co-workers receive two weeks vacation with full

pay in* Summer, also two weeks vacation with full pay
in Winter and are given one-half holiday every Friday
afternoon during July and August. The club is governed

by parliamentary rules, its officers are elected quarterly

by written ballot. Committees are appointed, namely,

Advertising Committee, Account Committee, Executive

Committee, Arbitration Committee, Merchandise In-

spection Committee, Membership Committee, Entertain-

ment Committee, and Co-workers' Relief Committee.
The Entertainment Committee have managed various

entertainments for the club, both private and public

nature, during, the Winter in public halls, etc., and dur-

ing the Summer by excursions to the country and sea-

side resorts, and they have proven in every instance a

big success, both entertaining and instructive along

business lines.

Spreading Ambition.

The Co-workers' Relief Committee are constantly

assisting needy co-workers in cases of sickness or acci-

dent, special relief funds being at their disposal with

the service and consent of the club. This co-workers'

club has been in existence for several years since the

management first made the proposition to the employees.

It brings the clerks together socially and tends to spread

ambition on their part to improve business and is surely

meeting the hearty co-operation and approval of the

entire public, judging from the constantly increasing

patronage, prestige and good-will being extended to the
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Great Department Store. There are degrees of per-

fection that constitute the reputation of every concern,

and in this plan of practical co-operation and profit

sharing as it has worked out the management feel a

justifiable pride.

The Great Department Store intends to continue its

work on the same principles and according to the same
liberal methods, both with its employees and the public,

which has been responsible for the rapid and profitable

development of its business. The management hope that

"more light" on its plan may be the means of encourag-

ing other concerns to adopt practical co-operative

methods with their employees to the mutual satisfac-

tion of their co-workers and the public.

The National Cloak and Suit Co.

Another mail order concern which does a great deal

of welfare work for employees is the National Cloak &
Suit Co., which occupies an entire 12-storey building in

New York city for the making of women's apparel to

order by mail. There are about 1,200 employees, and

the liveliest interest in them is maintained. A 24-page

monthly magazine is printed for their perusal, and every

inducement offered for advancement.

A drinking fountain supplied with filtered water

chilled by an enormous central refrigerator; expanded

metal lockers for every employee and other such con-

veniences are provided.

A hospital room, fully equipped, is maintained; but

what is still more humane, extra precaution is taken

with all machinery used, and no woman is required to

run machines by hand or foot.

A circulating library is maintained, and every in-

ducement offered to improve the mental calibre of em-

ployees. A permanent committee on welfare is main-

tained, to which employees are free to offer suggestions

for further welfare work.

A benefit society, called the National Employees'

Mutual Benefit Society, has been organized, with the

object of providing sick benefits. For 5 cents a week

assessment a $3 weekly benefit is assured; for 8 cents,

$5; for 11 cents, $7.50; for 14 cents, $10. In addition to

the insurance feature, entertainments and receptions are

held under the auspices of the society.

An Increasing Interest.

In one of the issues of the National Circle, the em-
ployees' magazine, the firm states its position and ideas

as to welfare work as follows:

"It is a vital part of our creed that every business

intended to succeed must have other bonds between the

owner and his help besides the mere one of paying so

much wages for so much time. The employer should

take an interest in his clerks and work-people over and

beyond their, service hours with him and he should make
his help feel that his interest in them does not cease

when they leave the factory.

"We believe this kind of an employer will do much
good that will naturally react to his own benefit, be-

cause sympathy and well wishing are not lost upon the

larger part of humanity, no matter what the cynic mav
have written to the contrary.

"Remember the old proverb, 'in unity there is

strength,' also, 'a house divided against itself cannot

stand.' Business successes nowadays are made possible

only when there is harmony between heads and subor-

dinates, for every one in a concern's employ is but. a

part of a gigantic whole, and yet a vital part if thor-

ough success is to be obtained.

"We believe that every person in our employ under-

stands thoroughly our views on the matter of loyalty to

the firm. We have done, are doing, and will continue to

do, all in our power for the welfare of our employee-;.

We believe that our system of looking after the interests

of our help will be pronounced by those competent to

judge as being superior to any in the community. But
we do not wish it to be thought that we are actuated

by purely philanthropic motives in providing for the

comforts and pleasures of our assistants. It is really

done for the purpose of inculcating a spirit of loyalty,

of fidelity to the firm's interests, but with the hope that

with this recognition of our desire to aid them wiil

come the resolution of our employees to help themselves,

which they can best do by working in harmony with us.

"It might be a good business motto of ours to dis-

play in our workrooms and other departments, for the

benefit of our employees, the vigorous, if commonplace
advice: 'Stick to us and we'll stick to you.' At any

rate, we wish you to understand that it is the spirit of

our business thought and feeling. We want the least

important of those in our employ to know that we con-

sider them of value in their place, and that their actual

importance can be best demonstrated and emphasized
by the loyal and conscientious discharge of such duties

as are expected of them."

The Social Secretary.

An interesting side of department store life brightens

the routine of the saleswoman's existence in such com-
pletely organized establishments as that of James Mc-
Creery & Co., Pittsburg. Here the social secretary is

an important factor in the store's social life. To Miss

Barclay, social secretary for McCreery & Co., is en-

trusted the welfare of the army of employees, and the

tenth floor of the building is set apart for their use. One
corner is partitioned off into a big, airy recreation and

rest room. There is a piano for use, not ornament, and
the room is furnished with lounging chairs and tables,

on which latter are strewn the illustrated papers and
magazines. There is also a library—the McCreery branch
of the Carnegie library—exclusively, for the employees of

the establishment and you cannot draw a book unless

you are on the McCreery payroll. To the dining room
across the hall every employee of the store is free to

bring lunch and spread it out on the clean linen or to

buy all, or part, of the day's meal from the restaurant

at special rates. Should any of the employees enter the

store on a stormy morning with wet, bedraggled clothes,

they are immediately sent to the drying room, which is

part of the laundry, where they may dry and press their

wet garments. On this floor is also located the hospital

room, with a trained nurse and store of emergency
remedies. In convenient locations are lockers where the

girls may store their wraps and personal effects.

If any of the young girls are found victims of tuber-

culosis, through the kindness of the firm they are sent

to the country for a long, enough period to put them on
their feet. Not only are the convalescents sent away
from the city if they are financially unable to^go them-
selves, but they are personally attended from the time

they are taken sick.

Another interesting side of the story is that 200

brides have been married from McCreery's during the

four years of its existence.

The vacation period is perhaps the busiest for the

social secretary, for she is often called upon to plan

trips and advise about transportation. There may be

some among the employees who are not able to take ;:

vacation. These the welfare department assists, though
there are few of McCreery's force who require such as-

sistance. Such are some of the activities of the social

secretary in one department store.
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Monthly Review of the British Markets

The quality of raw furs offered at recent sales

was considerably lower than usual, but prices were

firm.

There is a stronger tone to the London silk mar-

ket. Advices from the Far East show that prices

there are higher than in Europe.

Reports from Bradford are to the effect that in

spite of many seemingly adverse influences prices of

wool have held.

The vast majority of the Lancashire mills are not

running. There is little doing for export.

There is a steady improvement in (he Irish linen

trade.

Office Dry Goods Review,

38 Fleet Street. London.

Eng., Nov. 25.—Though it

cannot be said that all de-

partments have suffered

equally. October has not. on

(lie whole, been a good month

with the wholesale trade.

Some departments have, it is

true, done well, but they are

decidedly in the minority.

Orders sent in by the coun-

try travelers show some im-

provement

—

that is, with the

exception of those on the

northern ground. This is due

to the widespread distress occasioned by lack of employ-

ment in the big manufacturing centres. Nevertheless,

there are signs of reviving trade.

At the October raw fur sales there was a large attend-

ance, and, in spite of the mild Fall, prices in all lines were

very firm. As trade has been greater than anticipated

there is no accumulation of stocks to bar the way. Re-

ports from America point to a considerable revival there

and this helped the sale. There was a decidedly small col-

lection of furs on sale.

Australian opossum ruled 20 per cent, higher, Wallaby

15 per cent., red fox 10 per cent. Mink fully maintained

its present high rates, marten 10 per cent, higher, ermine

also present rates. Russian sable sold at June prices, fox

at last season's prices, white fox 10 per cent, above last

March, musquash, 5 per cent, lower, skunk at old values.

chinchilla advanced 15 per cent, and squirrel realized

about old rates.

Wanted American Models.

A case that will be interesting to many Canadian read-

ers came up in the King's Bench Division recently. Sidney

& Co., wholesale costumiers, brought an action against R.

McKay & Co., Hamilton. Ont., to recover the prices for

dresses and robes supplied. The defence pleaded that the

costumes in question were not made on the American

model.

The plaintiff, in giving evidence, said that the orders

were executed on the 44-in. model, and that he did not

know that American ladies varied in their dimensions

from English ladies. American models were not mentioned

and the stock size was 44. Evidence to the same effect

was given by the costume buyer for Peter Robinson & Co.,

and by Edward White, who had large experience in the

trade.

For the defence it was contended that the gowns were

to be made upon American models, and that the ones sent

out would not sell in Canada or the United States. His

Lordship gave judgment for the plaintiff for £129 2s Id.

There is a decidedly firmer tone to the London silk

market, and advices from the Far East show prices there

are higher than in Europe. Exports from Yokohama since

the season commenced total 43,000 bales. Thirty-three

thousand bales went to America and 10,000 to Europe.

Stock on hand is said to be 16,000 bales. Official reports

from Lyons state that there has been a fresh advance of

about lfr. A good business is passing in all raws, both

from Italy and the Levant. Milan prices are firm and

there is a steady demand at Marseilles for cocoons.

Bradford.

It cannot be said that any material improvement in the

wool demand has taken place, but, in spite of that fact,

values in both merinos and cross-Jbreds remain firm.

Bradford prices have never reached quite up to the level

of Coleman Street, but in spite of many seemingly adverse

influences wool prices have held. This is not to be won-

dered at, as far as merinos go, for should the present an-

ticipations as to the character of the new crop be main-

tained, the demand for good combing merinos will not be

equal to the supply. Advices from buyers in Australasia

state that wools of this class are not only showing great

firmness, but are actually exhibiting 'a hardening tendencv

"at the sales there. For wools of the short-stapled and

faulty class, the prospect is more uncertain. This season

promises to see a short supply of the better wools, and a

larger proportion of the clip coming under the latter class.

As a matter of comparison, at this time last year practi-

cally the same wool that sold at 14%d in the grease,

brought at the recent sales 103/4d.

Regarding cross-breds, the state of the trade in yarns

with the Continent has a great influence. For some time

now this trade has been beset with difficulties. There has

been some heavy failures both in Bradford and on the

Continent in this branch, but there are hopes of improved

conditions now.

Though the braid business is so good now it has not

had much of a stimulating effect upon Bradford. That

city has practically a monopoly of the mohair and lustre

yarns, used for making braids. Wood fibre has supplanted

these yarns and its use is increasing to the detriment of

Bradford trade.

Manchester.

Actual in cotton is very limited, but now that the

Presidental elections are over, matters are expected to

take a better turn.

In Lancashire the vast majority of spinners have their
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mills stopped. Those mills that are working are surround-

ed by depressing conditions, owing to the slackness in the

weaving trade. Yarn prices, it is asserted, show scarcely

any margin of prolit. There is little doing for export, and

little prospect of any improvement. The piece goods mar-

ket also is quiet, and apart from some special business in

print cloths for Hong Kong, there are few transactions

for either China or India. The same applies to the minor

markets in the East. In the home trade specials are sell-

ing, but there is little inquiry for staple goods.

Trade reports from Lancashire towns are very depress-

ing and much distress exists, because of the lockout. It

is evident, however, that negotiations looking towards the

final settlement of the dispute are in progress.

Belfast.

It is cheering to note that the improvement in the linen

trade in Ireland is steadily maintained, and that prices,

though not quite up to the standard of remuneration, are

becoming firmer.

The coarser yarns are selling well, but there is not

much doing in the finer counts. In heavy numbers some
advances are noted.

In the cloth market business is increasing all round.

Damasks, cambrics, sheetings and unions are in good

request, and values are firmer.

There is not much change in trade for the home mar-

ket, but there is a decided activity in the shipping end.

There is a decided improvement in the demand from the

United States, which promises an even greater expansion

now that the Presidental elections are over. Fewer orders

are coming from Cuba, but the South Americans are still

buying. Good orders are beginning to come from Canada
again, and Australasia and the Far East are maintaining

their demand.

Death of S. Carsley, Sr., Montreal.

One of the notable figures of Montreal commercial and
philanthropic life passed away Friday evening, Novem-
ber 20th, in the person of Mr. Samuel Carsley, sr., head of

the S. Carsley Co., Ltd., one of the oldest and largest of

Canada's departmental stores.

His death was quite unexpected, the result. of a slight

carriage accident on the previous Tuesday. He was 72

years of age.
,

Mr. Carsley 's career in Montreal was a long and honor-

able one. From comparatively a small beginning, and en-

countering untold difficulties, he built up a business which

is a landmark in the city's history. The present down-
town store is known to the majority of Canadian mer-

chants, and the firm has planned to occupy a large St.

Catherine Street store, having bought the property in

recent years.

After his business was well established, Mr. Carsley

became interested in many financial and commercial in-

stitutions, and was a noted philanthropist.

At the time of his death he was vice-president of the

Banque Provinciale, a director of the Dominion Textile

Co., Ltd., president of the Central Light, Heat & Power
Co., and of the Canadian Vacuum Cleaning Co.

He was a life governor of the Montreal General Hos-

pital and a member of Christ Church Cathedral.

Among his notable actions he was the first to introduce

machinery into Canada for winding cotton thread, and

silk on spools.

Sketch of his Career.

Mr. Samuel Carsley was a native of Shropshire, Eng-

land, where he was born in 1835. The early part of his

life was spent in his native county, where he was appren-

ticed to the dry goods business at the market town of

Ellesmere, at which place he received his earliest training

in his life business. Later Mr. Carsley engaged in busi-

ness al Liverpool, Manchester and London, and in 1857

left for Canada, where he continued in the dry goods
trade, and in 1862 commenced business on his own account

at Kingston. In 1871 Mr. Carsley removed to Montreal,

where he established the business which developed into one

of the largest departmental stores in Canada.

The late Mr. Carsley is survived by a widow and five

children, Mr. W. F. Carsley, president of the S. Carsley

Co., Ltd.; Mr. Samuel Carsley, vice-president of the same
company, and Mr. John Gibb Carsley, with the same firm;

Mr. Cecil L. Carsley, of Edmonton, and one daughter,

Mrs. Frederic Hague, of Montreal.

The funeral was held at 2.30 p.m. on Monday, Nov.

23rd, from his .late residence, 507 Guy St., Montreal, to

THE LATE SAMUEL CARSLEY, MONTREAL.

Christ Church Cathedral, and from thence to Mount
Royal Cemetery.

Merchant Tailors Advertising.

The merchant tailors of Chicago have taken a card

from the experience of the dealers in ready-made clothing

and have begun an elaborate advertising campaign. They
have joined hands in the work, since the cause of one is

the cause of all, and have made up a fund that amounts
to $50,000, all to be spent in Chicago newspapers to ex-

plain why it is better and cheaper in the long run to get

your clothes from a tailor.

The tailors lost their trade through not advertising.

They are acting wisely in seeking to regain it by adver-

tising.
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"Men Who Sell Things"
Importance of a Discipline Which Enables the Mind to Focus on Some Set Plan— Per-

sonal Talks and Heart-to-Heart Letters— Faith the Silver Thread in Salesmanship.

By Walter D. Moody. Serial rights for Canada purchased by the MacLean Publishing Co. from the publishers, A. McClurg & Co., Chicago.

(Continued from November Dry Goods Review.)

The too infrequent calling upon customers leaves a

loophole for your trade to escape and scatter its accounts

among a large number of houses; but this escape could not

be possible if you would visit your customers often er.

Every time you give your competitors a chance to wear,

away your customers' accounts and likewise their confi-

dence, you render your trade of an uncertain quantity as

well as quality.

"But," argues the salesman who has not tried this

plan, "how can I keep my road work up and show good

sales every day, if I visit my trade oftener than their de-

mand for goods requires?"

The answer is: The nature of your accounts and the

results at the end of the year, not at the end of the day, is

the determining factor in your ultimate success.

By keeping in the closest possible touch with your trade

you are eventually enabled to establish a custom that you

can call your own, and your work is accomplished with

the minimum amount of effort and expense. But that is

not all. Confidence in business is the guiding-star of all

satisfactory operation. It is secured mainly by a close

relationship between buyer and seller.

Keeping the Eggs in One Basket.

Did it ever occur to you how thoroughly you can aid

in promoting the interests of your customers, as well as

your own, when you have once obtained their confidence

to the fullest degree, and that the best possible thing under

any circumstances for them is to keep their purchasing

eggs as much in one basket as possible, provided the basket

is the right one?

Many a small town dealer has allowed his ship of com-

merce to ground on the shoals of bankruptcy, solely be-

cause he purchased from too many houses and could not

watch his payments, besides getting more goods on tfiand

than his limited output demanded. All this the clever

salesman with singleness of purpose can avert.

I have witnessed the plan of traveling men on limited

territories carried out to an eminently successful conclu-

sion in many cases where it was tried. A few years ago

my house had but one man covering the state adjoining the

one on the east of that in which we were situated—terri-

tory that was generally conceded to be in "the enemy's

country." Right here I want to emphasize that that

"enemy's country" cry is pretty much a time-worn, punc-

tured theory in the minds of the energetic salesman and

the progressive and aggressive house. These assume—and

correctly so—that the logical market for any territory,

irrespective of distance or position, is the one that can

offer the best inducements to draw the patronage of that

territory.

In the " Enemy's Country."

Well, Mr. Salesman of the "enemy's country" argued

that there was not enough business for a second salesman

in his state. He protested against the intrusion with a

fervor that would easily have made him top man on the

annual sales sheet had this new-found energy been direct-

ed on sales-making on his own account in place of arguing

against it on the other fellow's. He stoutly maintained

that if a division of his territory occurred he could not

conduct a profitable business on the section allotted him;

that the experiment was bound to be a failure; that the

house would regret it, and in the end he would be obliged

to take back that portion of his territory given to a new
man, and have the up-hill work of regaining the lost

prestige that was certain to result from the change.

We were determined to try the experiment, however, and

the following year the state was split in halves, the east-

ern section going to a new man and the western to our old

traveler.

Five years later the new man's sales amounted to one

hundred thousand dollars a year, against eighty thousand

of our former salesman, and yet the latter showed an in-

crease over his previous work and was gaining every year.

Later, precisely the same thing was repeated in two

or three other states, with the same results.

In a still more notable instance we had a man traveling

on a territory situated far distant from the house. His

annual sales amounted to about one hundred and forty

thousand dollars, for the greater part of which he received

credit on house sales.

In the " Divine Rights " Class.

The sales manager endeavored to point out to him the

superior advantages of his territory, and the results to be

obtained by making two trips each season in place of one,

as was his custom. Being of that "divine rights" class of

men, he was a trifle touchy on the subject of any interfer-

ence from the house as to the regular routine of his work
as he thought it should be conducted. The matter was
urged upon him until it got on his nerves, and he became
exceedingly uncomfortable, so much so that one day he

rushed into the office of the president and flaunted his

resignation before him in a tragic manner, loudly protest-

ing against interference with his personal rights. Little

did he realize that the man who always thinks of his rights

is the first to forget that they involve an equal number of

responsibilities.

The reverse of what he expected from his melo-

dramatic effort happened. His resignation was accepted

promptly, and just as promptly there commenced a re-

habilitation of his former territory. It was divided into

three sections and given to three young men in the house

anxious to get on the road, and who were charged to the

brim with enthusiasm and with ideas instilled into them

from headquarters. At the end of the first year their sales

in the aggregate amounted to two hundred and fifty thous-

and dollars. Three distinct territories had been establish-

ed, each covered by a man with fine, growing prospects,

and each man working like a Trojan in a spirit of friendly

rivalry, the outcome of which could only mean a largely

increased business for all concerned.

It is a great thing for a salesman to realize that hon-

est, intelligent effort will bring its reward much more

effectually and satisfactorily on a territory that does not

encumber him with dead weight on account of its size.
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Clear your ship for action, and see to it that the barnacles

of shortsightedness are cleaned from its bottom.

Getting Hold of a Life's Plan.

A't the very period in which this chapter was under

consideration it was my privilege to form the acquaintance

of a gentleman whom I engaged on a commission to assist

the committee of which I had the honor to be chairman,

in the great public-spirited movement looking to the com-

mercial and physical advancement of a Greater Chicago.

In the special work upon which we were engaged the

services of my new-found acquaintance proved to be in-

valuable, notwithstanding we were paying him a commis-

sion that netted him on an average more than four hun-

dred dollars per month. From boyhood his business career

had been decidedly checkered, embracing the promotion of

all manner of enterprises, from political campaigns, min-

ing stocks, and expositions, to the management of theatri-

cal companies, and even appearances before the footlights

himself as an understudy when occasion demanded.

As a man he was prepossessing in appearance, of pleas-

ing personality, honest and clean-cut. As a salesman he

possessed marked ability and adaptability. He 'had the

best approach and the finest tact, put up the best argu-

ment, and closed a deal at the psychological moment, in

the neatest manner I have ever witnessed.

In relating to me his experiences one day he said: "I
began life without any chance for an education. There

was no one to tell me how to begin or what to do to make
the most of myself. I know that I am fitted for some-

thing better than the work I am doing. I know that I

'have real ability in my way, but no one has ever told me
how to use it to the best permanent advantage. I'm tired

of this changing from one thing to another, even though I

manage to derive an income better than the average of

men engaged in the work of selling things."

He wound up by adding: "Couldn't your firm give

me permanent employment on the road? I know I could

sell your goods successfully. I have never seen anything

that I couldn't sell. If you could make room for me I

would commence at three thousand a year and take my
chances on advancement with something permanent in

view."

That is the story of a man who made one hundred
thousand dollars, made it honestly, and lost it because of

the lack of suck discipline as would have taught him to

focus his mind on some set plan in his life's work.

It is the story of a man eminently talented, and who
might have managed a prosperous enterprise of his own,

or, at least, earned a big salary in an executive position

or at the head of a large sales organization, but for the

fact that he lacked singleness of purpose, oneness in busi-

ness aspirations, concentration, or whatever you choose to

call it that enables a man to stick to a thing until he gets

there.

There is another feature in specializing efforts in sales-

making that enables the salesman to make a ten-strike,

and that is in guiding his customers in the matter of sel-

ection. In order to do that successfully, a careful study

must be made of general conditions surrounding the line

which he is selling, as well as the requirements of those

to whom he wishes to sell.

For instance, some salesmen selling line goods seem
to feel that if general conditions are not up to par, there

is no chance for immediate sales. Nothing is so far from
the facts. This is particularly demonstrated on advance

trips where no goods are in immediate demand, and where
desire must be created out of whole cloth. I have known
bright salesmen to start out with a general line represent-

ing their business, only to find a decided apathy on the

part of buyers toward their proposition as a whole at that

particular time. Did they lie down in despair and write

the house that business was dull, it was too early, some
one else had been out before them, and a host of other

lame excuses?

No! They sharpened their wits, and likewise their sell-

ing--talk, took a careful survey of things, and then selected

a particularly good value or two in some specific pattern

or style from their general line; then they pinned their

selling-talk down to that until they aroused interest,

created desire, and captured resolve, and at the end of the

trip they were more than satisfied with results in the

aggregate.

In our line I have known it to be so during a "filling-

in" season that there was absolutely no desire on the part

of the trade fer anything in particular, when some bright

salesman in the line-up would single out some one thing

that had not been especially strong, from among the hun-
dreds in the various departments, and specialize his efforts

on that article in every town on the trip, and thus roll up
figures on the monthly sales sheet that were even larger

than might have been the case in taking orders more
widely ditsributed under more promising circumstances.

The customers, too, were satisfied because a new idea had
been advanced, and they had something new to talk about

to their trade.

After all, the average dealer in the rank-and-file town
takes his selling^talk pretty much from his favorite sales-

man. Did you ever think of that?

No Help in Vain Regrets.

Salesmanship is a profession, but it is also a game.
Every salesman must play it either poorly or well, and al-

ways with the same opponent in the game—Time.

Your opponent waits for nothing—relentlessly he
watches the game progress. He clutches his scythe, ready

to cut you down. All around you and your adversary

Time, there is Success. If your mind is distracted from
your work, Time gains a vantage-point.

Thousands of salesmen are saying every day, "If I

had my life to live over again I would do thus and so.
'

'

The most profitless occupation in the world is to sit

idly thinking of what you would do if you had another

chance. Forget what is behind. Press forward to the

future, which is every man's, to do with as he will!

The game will last as long as you do. Thinking of the

foolish plays you have made will not help you to win,

unless the experience has taught you how to avoid them
and to •concentrate your mind on better ones, brushing

aside all obstacles. Young salesmen especially need to

think much about singleness of purpose, for their tempta-

tions are on every hand.

Many young salesmen, and old ones, too, for that

matter, act like men lost in the woods, trying to get out

without the aid of a compass. They turn to the right

and to the left, then go round in a circle, stumbling over

logs and entangled underbrush, finally giving up in de-

spair. The road before every salesman is perfectly clear;

walk straight ahead to the end of it, and you will come
out into the clearing.

Suppose you were to engage a man to bore a well for

you. What would you think of him if he bored a few
inches here and a few inches there, and kept on borning

down just a little way all over a ten-acre field, never going

deep enough to strike water? You would think he ought

to have a guardian appointed over him. Well, that is

exactly what a great many salesmen are doing. Just
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boring down through the sub-soil, never striking bed-rock

and through and beneath it the sparkling water, Success.

Try one way, but be sure it's a good way, and keep at

it, Brother Salesman, until you strike the bed-rock of

efficient salesmanship.

Don't let your grim old opponent, Father Time, get

there ahead of you and block up the way with his impene-

trable chain of lost opportunities.

CHAPTER XV.

The Heart-to-heart Talk.

You cannot personally shake hands and jolly up your

customers every few days; so the next best thing is to

write them personal letters, just as you would talk to them

if you were to meet them on the street or in t'heir places

of business. Now, isn't that so?

Such letters bring new business and hold old customers.

Naturally, the more personal talks you can have with

your customers, the better; but in between trips write

them a heart-to-heart letter now and then, just to make

them feel that you are keeping them in mind. It will show

that you have a strong personal interest in them, and the

results, if watched, will both please and surprise you.

Make your letters talk to your customers. Make them

believe in your letters just as you want them to believe in

you.

Galileo taught that the earth moves around the sun,

but was compelled by the Inquisition to renounce the

theory. Perhaps you feel a little that way about what

your customers might think of your letters; that is be-

cause you have not discovered the right way to go about it.

Letter-writing, like advertising, is the written method

of salesmanship. You can make bad salesmanship of it,

the same as of personal interviews, if you do not under-

stand and rightly apply the science.

What would you think of a kid-gloved salesman who

approached his customers in the manner that he would ap-

proach his hostess at an afternoon reception? Well, that

is precisely the way in which more than two-thirds of the

business letter-writing is done. Such letters often begin

with

:

"I beg to acknowledge yours of "

"Replying to your esteemed favor of even date, per-

mit me to say
"

''Your letter of is at hand and contents care-

fully noted."

And they often end with

:

"I beg to remain "

"I am yours——

"

These shop-worn types of the customary style should

have been relegated to the wasle-basket a decade ago.

Begin your letters in an easy, natural, conversational way.

Have something to write about, and think hard about the

best way to write it to attract the sympathy of your cus-

tomer to your proposition.

Value of Personal Letter

Be original in your style. Don't write as a dozen

other salesmen that cover your territory are in the habit

of doing, in a pointless, stereotyped fashion. Think about

your customer; think about what you are going to write,

and then write it in a manner that you feel certain will

please and interest him.

If you are in the habit of scratching off any old thing

the quickest and easiest way, stop to figure out. the effect

such letters are going to have, if any. Try to realize the

great value that it is possible to secure with a little care

and study in presenting your subject.

Some salesmen go on the plan that letter-writing is of

no avail in helping to increase their sales anyway, and

as it is laborious, they let it alone. Ignorance or mental
laziness is the foundation of such ideas, aided, perhaps,

by a desire to enjoy a game of billiards, or an idle chat

with the clerk when the last customer has been called

upon and packing is finished. Recreation is necessary and
proper, but the salesman in any line who hopes to get on

in the world will play only when the last tap of work is

finished at the close of each day.

A decade ago commercial letter-writing was deprecated

by most business houses as a medium to attract and hold

trade. Its use was mainly to cover immediate necessity

that could not be adjusted by personal interview. All that

has changed with the changing times, and to-day every

business institution of any note has a correspondence de-

partment in charge of a high-salaried head, who is especi-

ally versed in the art of writing the kind of letters calcu-

lated to aid in strengthening its connection with its cus-

tomers, and to assist its sales force in building new busi-

ness.

It is as necessary to hold as to build. The salesman

who fails to get in touch with the head of the correspon-

dence of his house and seek his aid at time is a poor prop

for any house to lean upon.

The most efficient salesman values the backing the

house can give him through this department, realizing that

his position with his trade is mainly one of aggression, and

at times is apt to be misconstrued, no matter how securely

he may be intrenched in the confidence of his customers.

A general promotion letter now and then to his trade,

bearing the authority of his house, stamps the salesman's

efforts, methods and assertions with added power of

persuasion.

While a sincere letter of appreciation of favors re-

ceived, eliminating entirely any flavor of bid for business,

at the end of each season, promotes a feeling of good will

conducive to the interests of all concerned, and effectually

paves the way for stronger and better trade relations.

Although salesmen of more than ordinary success are

to be found in many houses, who put their hands up in a

know-it-all, self-satisfied sort of way, deprecating support

of this kind as unnecessary, if not actually interfering

with what they term "their interests," yet he is a wise

salesman who encourages it and seeks every opportunity

to make free use of it.

Straightening Out the Kinks.

The best managed house in the world makes mistakes

at times, and mistakes make disgruntled customers. Some-

thing goes wrong in the billing department; a piece of

goods fails to come up to par; a certain pattern, through

the fault of no one, does not turn out exactly as repre-

sented; a customer in the house is not given the attention

he thinks he should receive; in fact, a dozen things of

similar nature are liable to occur in the best regulated

establishments, which tend to disquiet this or that cus-

tomer for the time being. Do what you can to straighten

out the kinks, and make sure 'that there remains no cause

of complaint in which your customer may find a reason-

able pretext for giving business to a competitor that other-

wise might have gone to you. Tell the correspondence

man about it, that's what he is 'there for.

It's your business to sell goods, and you are supposed

to know your business. You'd get mad if some one told

you you didn't know it, wouldn't you? Well, then, leave

the matter of "fixing" the customers in the hands of the

man whose business it is to look after that part of the

work. Put the same degree of confidence in him that you

demand and expect to receive yourself, and see how

quickly and nicely all these things will be adjusted.

"But," says Mr. Salesman of inquiring mind, "if I

tell my troubles to the house I may get a letter telling me
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that the house has troubles of its own, and that I am paid

to fix these things for myself.

Do all you can for yourself in fixing the business of

your house, no matter how you may be called upon, but

when all is said and done to the best of your ability, seek

help from headquarters. If your house has a manager that

would send you that kind of a reply, and you do not get

the sort of help you require, the best thing for that house

is to discharge him and get a manager who understands

that a fine piece of machinery needs oiling to make it run

without friction.

Not only energy is needed in salesmanship, but method,

system, and a readiness to adapt oneself to the conditions

required to accomplish results. There are many salesmen

eager to sell a bill of goods, but careless about other things

pertaining to the fulfilment of the contract to the minutest

detail. There are many who seem 'to think that if they

have made a customer, it is immaterial whether they keep

him or not.

The business letter of the average salesman is of a

very low standard—has little if any pulling power. It is

meaningless, because it contains nothing of personal in-

terest to the recipient. If you write every customer in ex-

actly t lie same way and as you have been writing all your

life, it is no wonder that you do not believe in letter-

writing.

He who rests at the foot of the mountain knows of the

glories of yonder peak only from other travelers who have

completed the arduous journey.

There is a certain style in drawing up a letter on any

question so as to make it produce desired results. The

key to the mastery of this style is of so great value as to

make it worth months of effort and hundreds of dollars

to any salesman to discover it. It is not undiscoverable

by any means.

To begin with, don't put too much of yourself into

your letters. The best customer on your calendar is not

interested overmuch in you. The thing that concerns him

is how you can help his situation. Don't fool yourself into

believing that you have him solidly bound to you by close

ties of friendship. Intimate acquaintance is worth much,

to be sure, but your own brother will patronize you in a

business way only so long as you can make it worth his

while from a dollar-and-cent standpoint. That is because

business is business. Friendship is another matter. It is

useful only as a path-opener in business. It will keep the

opening clear only as long as it conduces -to your cus-

tomer's commercial prosperily.

But to return. In letter-writing keep yourself in the

background, put your customer's interests to the fore,

and avoid construction of the machine-like, ready-made

order. Introduce your subject in a graceful, natural and

friendly style; then, carefully avoiding meaningless sen-

tences, proceed into the real pith of your proposition,

making your points tell one on another, briefly, vividly,

connectedly, down to the leave-taking, which should be

genuinely polite, but withal natural and pleasant, as you

would say good-bye to a friend or acquaintance about to

depart on a short journey.

You wouldn't greet an old acquaintance on the street

with, "Excuse me for taking this liberty in saying how
do you do," or "The favor of your presence here on the

street with me is heartily appreciated, I assure you." And
you wouldn't leave him with, "I hope you will remember
me. Good-bye," or, "I hope I have pleased you in this

meeting, and that you will offer me further opportunity
for continued acquaintance."

Sounds funny, doesn't it?

Well, that's >the way it sounds when you write letters

that way. If you wouldn't talk that way to your friends,
why do you write in that style? Think it over.

You don't do it"? Oh, yes, you do! And you are not
alone in it either.

The Business-getting Letter.

Bring your customer as close to you in a letter as you
would in a personal talk, if he were sitting at your elbow
in the sample room or talking to you at his own desk.

Men of limited schooling have found an easy method
of increasing their vocabulary in reading extensively and
studiously from -the lives of great men, and other works
of educational interest. In precisely the same way the
salesman may increase his knowledge of correct letter
writing by making a careful study of the style adopted
by men who are specialists in the art of business-letter
writing.

Take pains with your letters. When one is finished in
which you wish your powers of persuasion to have full
swing, read it over carefully; study the weak points and
try again. Keep on trying until you hit upon a style that
you feel certain will have the desired effect.

I have known men who, from long practice, were
skilled in the art of constructing powerful business-getting
letters to ponder for hours and destroy many copies in an
effort at shaping up just what they wanted for a strong
letter with which to fit a specific purpose.

The power of business-letter writing as a silent factor
in salesmanship is second only to the oral method.

To any salesman who will intelligently explore the
field there awaits a golden harvest. Begin now while the
subject is fresh in your mind. In place of using the con-
ventional advance cards, that outlived their usefulness
before their invention, invest a dollar or two occasionally
in the services of a public stenographer, and keep your
customers in touch with you by heart-to-heart, elbow-to-
elbow business-getting and business-holding letters.

It will please and surprise you amazingly to see how
quickly and effectually your work will take on new life.

All that is necessary to germinate it is a little time em-
ployed from among the many idle hours on board the train
or about hotel lobbies, coupled with the slight investment
of a few cents, and a larger one of sense.

(To be Continued.)

Weil-Thumbed Evidence.

A short time ago a well-known trade paper re-

ceived a substantial advertising order from a con-
cern which had formerly used space very sparingly.
Later, the sales manager of that concern while con-
versing in a social way after business hours with the
trade paper's advertising representative, explained
his reason for the increase of advertising. He said
that while making a personal trip over the territory
of a sick traveler he entered the private office of a
large retail merchant from whom he got only occa-
sional and sparing orders. But, before leaving, he
noticed that the most well-thumbed article on that
merchant's desk was the current issue of the trade
paper in question. That decided him.
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Wholesale Merchant Retires After 20 Years in Business

E. J. Dignum Remarks Upon Some Interesting Changes Within his Experience

as a Wholesaler— How he Worked Out the Credits and Discounts Problem.

E. J. Dignum, prominent in the commercial life of

Toronto for 20 years, as a wholesale dry goods and woolen

merchant, is retiring from business.

Looking backward over a score of years, Mr. Dignum
sees much that is interesting. The wholesale dry goods

trade, so far as Toronto is concerned, he states, is in

fewer hands now than it was then, but the volume of busi-

ness has greatly increased. He attributes the condition of

things to the process of evolution. The consumer is

reaching the producer in different ways. Old Country

houses have drawn closer, through representation, to the

colonial market. The development of the departmental

store has also had something to do with the change.

Terms and Discounts.

"Around the question of terms," said Mr. Dignum,

discussing experiences, "revolve some of the greatest

problems in the dry goods business. How to apply system

to the adjustment of credits and discounts is one thing,

and how to earry it out successfully is another. On this

matter I saw fit to take a somewhat independent stand. I

tightened up on my credits, but I think my customers

realized that by doing so I could offer them better prices.

My terms were 30 days, 2y2 per cent, discount, 90 days,

net, with no dating beyond the first of the month follow-

ing that in which the goods were ordered. This basis has

been eminently satisfactory. I am of opinion that the

trade is working towards a greater co-operation, in arriv-

ing at an understanding which cannot fail to benefit both

sides.

Accepted No Returned Goods.

"Then we made it one of the rules of the house never

to accept returned goods that were in every way up to

sample. Some people there are who, having directed a

special order, have had no compunction about refusing

on delivery. They find, possibly, that they have over-

ordered and try to load the goods on the wholesaler. Of
course, there is a danger of losing customers by the ap-

plication of a hard-and-fast rule. Some houses prefer to

be lenient in this respect, and do not hesitate about pay-

ing express charges both ways. Every man is entitled to

his own opinion on the question, and mine is that the trade

would benefit all through by the adoption of a sound,

working agreement on this question. Customers would be

more careful in buying if they found that they could not

send goods back for no excuse whatever. A greater co-

operation in matters of this kind would be a good thing.

Sometimes a wholesaler may find it possible to propose

an optional course, by giving other goods in exchange for

those returned, but it seems to me to be as fair a proposi-

tion for the wholesalers to object as it is for the retailer

when his customers endeavor to return goods after careful

selection and measurement.

Come Frequently to Market.

"I believe it would be much more satisfactory to all

concerned if the retail merchant came more frequently to

market." said Mr. Dignum, "even if they came for no

other reason than to keep in touch with the market, and

see goods in piece, which they have been buying from

sample. The house and road forces of an establishment

might be so equalized that any effect need not militate

against the traveler. The size of staff would still depend
upon volume of business."

Mr. Dignum was for one year chairman of the Dry
Goods Section of the Board of Trade, and for two years

a member of the Board of Trade Council.

J. A. Irwin, of London, Ont., who has been with Mr.
Dignum for three years, is taking the agency for Harris'

homespuns. Mr. Dignum is retaining his interest in the

retail dry goods store of the J. T. Tait Co., St. Catharines.

"No. I am content with moderate means," said Mr.

Dignum, when asked whether his plans for the future

contemplated any particular field of activity.

New Companies Incorporated.

E. F. Surveyor, A. Chase Casgrain, Joseph William

Weldon, E. M. McDougall and S. J. Le Huray, of Mont-
real, have been incorporated as Canadian Felts, Limited,

with a capital of $1,000,000, to manufacture and deal in

felt, felt goods, knitted goods, leather goods and footwear.

J. M. Robertson, A. G. Cull, and A. W. Gordon, of

Toronto, are the provisional directors of Robertson, Cull,

Gordon, Limited, manufacturers
1

agents and dealers in

laces and fancy dry goods, with, $40,000 capital and head

office in Toronto.

The Standard Tailoring Co. has been incorporated with

$40,000 capital, to take over the business of W. J. Adams,
Toronto. The provisional directors are James E. Day,

J. M. Ferguson and E. V. O 'Sullivan.

The John B. Paine Co. has been granted a charter to

manufacture and sell dyes and dye stuffs. The capitaliza-

tion is $40,000, the head office, Toronto, and the provi-

sional directors John B. Paine, F. W. Anderson, W. R.

Skey, Mary K. Paine and Elizabeth Folingsby, of

Toronto.

H. D. Petrie, H. G. Ogg, Geo. C. Ellis, F. H. Yapp and

G. C. Biggs, of Hamilton, are provisional directors of the

Ontario Yarn Co., which has been incorporated with $40,-

000 capital, and head office at Markham, to manufacture

and deal in custom and ready-made clothing, knit goods,

rugs, felts, worsted yarns, fabrics, braids and other ma-

terials, composed wholly or in part of worsteds.

Henry Wilkes & Co. have been incorporated with $40,-

000 capital, to manufacture and sell needles, knitting pins,

safety pins, crochet hooks, fish hooks, fishing rods and

tackles, and similar articles. The provisional directors

are J. Morgan, W. A. Wilkes, Annie L. Wilkes, Amy C.

Wilkes and W. G. Blyth, Toronto.

Archibald John Little, a noted traveler, who estab-

lished the Chung King Trading Company in West China

and founded the Kiang Pecting Mining Company, died in

London, Eng. His residence in China extended over the

period from 1859 to 1907, and he was the author of

many notable articles relating to the Far East. He was

born in 1838.
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Attention Due Farmer as Producer of Surplus Cash

Business Men Should be More Than Ever Concerned in Progress and

Welfare of Agriculturalist—C. C. James Discusses Needs in Ontario.

The impression gained by members of the Canadian

Manufacturers' Association on the occasion of their

visit to the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, were

driven home in an able address on "Agricultural Prob-

lems of Ontario," by C. C. James, Deputy Minister of

Agriculture, before the Canadian Club, on Nov. 16th.

In their inspection of the college and of results

achieved, and also through short, educative addresses

delivered in the various departments, business men had

actual demonstration of the valuable work which is

being done for the development of "the manufacturing

industry nearest to nature," through the medium of

that institution. Many of those who took in the ex-

cursion had never been there before. They were sur-

prised and it is safe to say that none was there who
did not leave convinced of the mutual interests existing

between the city and the farm.

Assist Increased Earning Power.

In his address, Mr. James emphasized the import-

ance of the city man—the retailer, the wholesaler, the

manufacturer and the average citizen—co-operating with

the agriculturist, because agriculture was the greatest

natural industry.

In the Province of Ontario alone there are 175,000

farms, representing an investment of over $1,200,000,000,

and an annual product of $200,000,000, and yet out of

the total number of representatives recently elected to

Parliament, only seven were farmers. He pointed out

that only a ten per cent, increase from each farm would
result in a gain to the Province annually of $20,000,000,

and believed it easily possible to increase the output,

not by ten per cent., but by twenty or thirty, if only

the farmers of the country could put into operation the

best methods known.
It was a comparatively easy thing to add $100 an-

nually to the income of a farmer, and in any district

around a rural town with 200 farms adjacent, this meant
$20,000 a year more to spend in it. It will thus be seen

how vital should be the interest of the average citizen

to assist the farmer to an increased earning power from
his farm. The mutual interests of the civic and rural

resident were so co-related and associated that what
benefits one is of great assistance to the other, and
with the advent of the telephone, rural mail delivery,

electric railways and other elements working out a

change in country life, it will soon be difficult to draw
the line between town and country. What will result

from the introduction of cheap electric power in manu-
facturing lines it is impossible to foretell.

Producer of Surplus Cash.

The farmer is now buying and selling for cash. The
business man is more than ever concerned in his pro-

gress and welfare. The farmer also deserves attention

from the city merchant as he is the controller of the

food products and a producer of surplus cash. Banks are

being opened everywhere to accommodate the farmer,

and as a result, savings deposits are largely increasing.

The farmer had a moral effect or influence upon the

country. A source of great danger to a nation is its

congested districts and the development of a strong,

healthy, active rural life is one of the most important
assets in the future of any people.

Among other forceful facts brought out by Mr. James
were that the Government had nine agencies at work in

the education and development of the farm. The head
office looked after statistics, issued reports, did special

work and represented generally. The agricultural and
horticultural societies had been at work for 116 years,

the longest established organizations outside the Legis-

lature. The live stock branch directed cattle and poul-

try shows and looked after these interests. The farmers'

institute work brought the latest word to the farmer
about his business. The dairy branch, with 40 odd in-

structors in cheese factories and creameries, also went
into the homes of the farmers to improve dairy con-

ditions there. The first branch had recently been active

in the city and raised the standard of packing and
marketing. The colonization bureau was occupied with
bringing the right sort of immigrants to the farming
communities and in supplying labor to the farmers. The
Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph was well known
and the veterinary college was the latest addition to the

Government's work.

On these lines they were trying to touch the farmer
on some point at least, if not in all, upon which he was
interested.

Could they increase the number of farmers, or in-

crease the capital invested, or increase the output? He
asserted that the protection might be doubled.

Plans for Reforestration.

A drainage department was in its infancy, having
only been in existence for three or four years. A scheme
for dealing with lands which were deforested and unfit

for farming is being considered, to buy back the lands

from those who now only eked out a miserable existence

and turn the lands back to the forest reserves.

If the improved seeds developed by the agricultural

society were used by farmers all over the country, 25

per cent, increase would be quite possible. In ten years

the live stock trade had increased from 30 to 60 millions.

Mr. James suggested that if a prospectus were pre-

pared of the farm industry of Ontario, showing the in-

vestment and present revenue, and estimating the pos-

sible increases, ten per cent, on live stock, ten per cent,

in dairying, ten per cent, in fruit, ten per cent, in each

department, doubling the revenue, it would attract at-

tention.

The Northwest had drained Ontario of its young
men. Everywhere the farmer was crying out that he

was crippled and could not get his work done. The
labor problem was acute.

The indifferent farmer was a decided obstacle. The
question was how to get his attention. The farmers'

institutes had done a great deal, and the women's in-

stitutes were gradually inaugurating a revolution in the

conditions of farm life.

The result of opening of branch offices in the country
towns, with live young men representing the Govern-
ment departments, has been most encouraging, and if

this new missionary movement could be started in 30 or

40 centres it would bring a solution of the problem to

be met.
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The Application of Pen-Utility to Show-Card Writing

The Beginner Should, at the Outset, See the Necessity of Cleaving to System

— Different Styles of Work to Which the Soennecken Pen is Best Adapted.

By R. T. D. Edwards of the Robert Simpson Co.

To the beginner it must appear that there are so

many different styles in show card writing and so many

different methods employed in executing them that he

may find himself so bewildered as to give way somewhat

to despair. The latest wrinkles, no doubt, contain much

that is desirable, but the novice should at the outset

cleave to one system as the basis of his show card

education. The remainder will come to him easily.

The object of this letter is to give instruction in the

use of the soennecken pen. This writing implement was

originally invented by a German, for the development

of the "round hand," but later it has been used exten-

sively for lettering both large and small. The sizes

are halved and run from one to six. These pens are

cardboard and the width of the stroke is governed large-

ly by the width of the pen and the pressure placed on
it.

In the first alphabet, a No. 1J pen was used, and it

can be seen that the same rule applies to their forma-
tion as is the case in the brush stroke lettering shown
last month. The same may be said of the lower case

alphabet. The appearance of these letters is improved
when they are given a slant to the right.

The script alphabet is easily learned as it is not a

great remove from one's handwriting. Considerable

speed may be made with this style of lettering.

White paint may also be used with the pens—see

cards Nos. 2 and 3. These were executed entirely with

d^mk lik?4 Flannel

shirl in the winter time

A BeDEFGH IJ KLMNOPQK
STUYWXYZ6'

abcdefghijklmiiopqr,stuv
WXyg^ 1234&67890

Cards Illustrating Sornnecken Pen-work.

most valuable in writing price tickets, on account of

their spread; in fact, a much better effect can be ob-

tained than by the use of a brush.

Pen Outline and Brush Filling.

Take card No. 1, for instance. It was executed

with a No. 2 soennecken pen, outlined first and then

filled in with a brush. It gives a much more decided

edge than does a hair stroke. This pen is of great value

to beginners as it rests firmly on the surface of the

the pens. White paint will flow readily enough when
slightly thinned. The head lines of No. 3 card illustrate

the outline work possible with a pen. The shadowing is

applied afterwards with brush.

Originality in Capitals.

The fancy capitals, shown in the cut, have their use

in relieving the plain appearance of a card, as for in-

stance in the case of No. 1. Many original ideas in

fancy designs may thus be applied.
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A word as to hand and arm movement while writing-

may not be out of place. Some advise "overhand,"

while others say "use a rest." The arm movement with

entirely free hand seems to best answer every require-

ment. If it is found that the fingers cramp, it is be-

cause the movement is centred in the hand to a greater

degree than it should be. A piece of rubber tubing

drawn over the brush or pen handle often assists in

overcoming the cramp tendency.

Uniformity in Border.

To border a card evenly the use of a compass is

advisable. When opened to the desired width the pencil

may be applied to the cardboard and the needle to the

edge. In this way a uniform margin may be obtained.

In tracing the pencil lines over with the desired color,

a ruler will be found of service as a guide. Precaution

should be taken to see that corners are joined properly

and that there is no overlapping.

Catchy phrases are frequently good material for a

show card, and the writer may find that this originality

can be reinforced by a note book in which to insert apt

sayings which strike him as appropriate. Here are a

couple of suggestions:

Here is where you make your money make more
money.

If these goods interest you the prices are sure to.

It is best not to use the words "ladies" or "gentle-

men" on show card writing. The terms "women" and

"men" are best for all business purposes. The word
"gents" should be shunned. There is no such word in

the English language, and in a respectable window it

looks like bad form.

Merchants Want Division Court Act Amended.

Amendments to the Division Court Act so that the

merchant would have improved machinery for reaching the

deliberate dead heat, are aimed at by the Retail Mer-

chants' Association.

Provincial President Zieman, speaking at the banquet

of Guelph retail merchants, stated that the assessment

had been reduced, the hawkers' act had been amended, but

it was not strong enough yet, and the co-operative socie-

ties and trading stamp bills had been abolished through

the Government and the association. Mr. Zieman re-

ferred to the present weights and measures inspection act

as a barefaced robbery. The Government, he believed,

should stand the cost and take it out of the people.

Provincial Vice-President Kelly advocated laws for

honest trading—laws that would make it an offence to

advertise dishonestly, with the penalty of confiscation.

That the association should take a place in civic poli-

tics was the opinion advanced by Mr. G. B. Ryan. Mer-

chants, he stated, should take a larger interest in the

election of aldermen and expenditure of the taxes.
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Paasche Air Brush Co.,

The PAASCHE AIR
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one to install.

SAVE
TIME
LABOR
EXPENSE
HANDLING
GOODS
FOR UPPER
FLOORS

Write o u r

nearest office
for full par-
ticulars.

MONTREAL I WINNIPEG
I
VANCOUVER

|
OTTAWA

St. James St. I McRea Block I Alexander St. O'Connor St.

Otis-Fensom Elevator Company, Limited

HEAD OFFICE — TORONTO, ONTARIO
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This is the front view of our new DRY GOODS SILENT SALESMAN COUNTER,
showing display space in front and display drawers immediately under the plate glass top.

This is the back

space. This space

view, showing position of display drawers, stock and wrapping paper

may be enlarged by moving the back forward as it is adjustable.

Toronto Show Case Company
Limited

:'"'

5-7-9-ii-i3-i5-i7-i9-2i Defries St Toronto
Jas. C.Kent President Late Cowans Kent & Co. R.W.McClain Cen. Mcr. Late Cowans Kent& Co

W. M.Peterkin Sec.Treas. Late Cowans Kent & Co Harry Chinn Supt.
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Valuable Hints on the Art of Display

Thanksgiving Display of Linens by H. C. MacDonald for Richard Hall & Son, Peterborough.

The Dry Goods Review has inaugurated a new
prize plan in connection with this department. In-

stead of the Christmas window competition, it has

been decided to introduce a plan which has for

its object a greater concentration of effort upon

this very important division of the modern store's

advertising system. The display competition will

now be conducted on a monthly basis. Two prizes,

of $4 and $3, will be awarded for the two best

windows submitted each month, beginning with No-

vember. In addition to this, a medal will be pre-

sented at the end of the year to the competitor

having the best point record in the year, five points

going to the winner of first, and three to the win-

ner of second place each month. The competition,

which began with the November issue, is open to

all Canadian dry goods and gents' furnishings

stores, with the exception of the T. Eaton Com-
pany and the Robert Simpson Company, Toronto,

which, in accordance with the usual rule, are

barred.

Effective Thanksgiving Display.

H. C. Macdonald, window trimmer for Richard Hall

&J Son, Peterboro, introduced the Thanksgiving idea into

a very effective linen display by working out a back-

ground in Autumn leaves, fruits and grain, while the cen-

tre setting was a table bearing a typical holiday repast.

*

How to Photograph Your Windows.

"What kind and size of photographs reproduce the

best ?" is a question often asked by trimmers. For the

benefit of those who are entering The Review's new

monthly competition, the following instructions are

given.:

All photos intended for half-tone reproduction should

be of large size, as the reduction sharpens the details,

and brings it out more clearly. Half-tone enlargements

are unsatisfactory, and, therefore, the larger the photo

the better. As a general rule, smaller sized photographs

than 6£ inches wide are of no use.

A reddish brown finish has been, by experience, proved

the best, and as a general rule paper with a medium gloss

produces the best results. In photos of this character

details that do not appear in the photo will come out

clear and distinct in the half-tone made from it.

It is not necessary to mount photos, but they should

in no case be rolled. Place the photo between two thin

pieces of card and send it in that manner.

The Review wants as full a description of the win-

dows sent in as possible. This description should be

mailed in under a separate cover and too many details

cannot be given. All possible as to background, color

combinations, draping, kind of stands, etc., should be

given.

Give also full particulars as to the size of the win-

dow, the permanent or temporary background, its color

scheme, and the materials used in its construction.

The attention of competing trimmers is drawn to the

fact that, though their photos may be awarded a prize,

it does not follow that the photo will appear in the

next issue of The Review. As a matter of fact, it may
not appear for months, as The Review reserves the right

to use them as they see fit. They will be used to illus-

trate the reading matter, and in such a connection as to

be of most benefit of the trimmers as a whole.

For the benefit of those trimmers who have had no

previous experience in the photographing of windows, the

following advice is given. The best time to take the

photograph is at night after the streets are quiet. By
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taking photos at this time you get rid of those annoy-

ing sun reflections from the opposite side of the street.

The window should be as brilliantly lighted as pos-

sible, and a long exposure should be given the plate-

usually about 20 minutes. Should anyone stand a few

seconds in front of the window while your picture is

taking, you need feel no alarm—no harm will be done,

their presence will not show on the plate.

Horse Show Windows in New York.

The settled tradition of window trimming in New
York is all against elaborate effects, and no matter what

the excuse the handsome wood window backgrounds are

seldom covered. Nevertheless, New York trimmers put

in beautiful windows. Just a bow or two of orange and

black ribbon, a trophy of whips, a floral horseshoe, etc.,

was the only indication that such a function as the Horse

Show was being held, was all that was seen in the ma-

jority of the New York 'dry goods stores. Wannamaker's

of the opening of the new basement. The display of china

and cut glass was a large one, and values offered were

such as commanded attention. Not only were prices

much reduced upon cheaper lines, but there were some
splendid bargains offered in art goods.

It was the showing of these goods that was respon-

sible for a most artistic and remarkable window. The
background, stands and floor, was loosely and apparently

carelessly draped with Royal blue rep., and against this

the artistic forms and coloring of the wares shown were

brought out to perfection.

This was a window that attracted the better trade,

and one that, both from a selling and an artistic point,

was a pronounced success.

*
Showing Costumes Upon Living Models.

Many trimmers will be interested in the procedure

adopted by the W. A. Murray Co., of Toronto, when they

showed imported gowns upon living models. The func-

Dress Goods Window by A. A. Garon, formerly with tne Paquet Co., Quebec, introducing as Background a Trellis with Morning Glory Vines.

was the exception. The women's store of the two Wanna-
maker stores in New York is the old Stewart building,

and the windows are neither wide nor deep, a fact that

makes window trimming a problem in most hands.

These windows were draped so as to suggest a room.

The color of the drapery being indistinct art shades in

green-grey, relieved by a handsome screen or a framed

piece of tapestry. Just one figure was shown in each

window, but millinery and other accessories were also

shown. In one window a handsome evening wrap was
thrown over a gilt chair. The horse show suggestion was
a pair of ladies' riding boots with a hunting crop, and

bows of orange ribbon in one corner at the front of the

window.

A Fine Art Goods Window.

In the effort to induce early buying for Christmas,

the Simpson Co. hold an October china sale each year.

This year this sale assumed extra proportions, because

tion really took the form of a matinee, and seats were

provided for the large attendance.

A stage was erected in the ready-to-wear department.

At the back of the stage, raised by several steps, was

an alcove curtained off. The showing was divided into

groups, and when the signal was given that each group

was ready, at the sounding of a gong the curtains of

the stage were drawn back. Chimes were heard, and a

bell rang. Then the alcove opened, disclosing a model

dressed in an exquisite gown. After posing for some

seconds, she descended to the stage, the alcove closed,

and again the gong sounded—the bell rang and another

model appeared in the alcove. This performance was re-

peated until all four models were upon the stage.

The chairs were roped together, leaving an aisle

through the middle of the spectators, and' down this the

models slowly passed. Each model carried a long Direc-

toire stick tied with a bow of bright-hued ribbons.

The imported gowns were ultra in style and showed

how strong a hold Directoire fashions have obtained.
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BrighterSofter, Cheaper
andmoreReliable IhamOas orElectricity-

A WELL LIGHTED STORE
should be the aim of every progressive dry goods merchant. In the cities and towns most merchants want

more light, but cannot afford to pay the excessive prices for suitable lighting with gas or electricity. In the

country towns they find acetylene still more expensive and unsatisfactory.

MR. MERCHANT
THE RELIABLE LIGHT is cheaper, safer, brighter and more reliable in every way than gas,

electricity or acetylene.

It will make your store as bright as day for the same price you are now paying for a poor electric or gas

service.

It will make you independent of your gas or electric company. You own your own gas plant, which is

always ready to use.

It will increase your business, because it will make your store bright, attractive and inviting. It will

suggest to your clerks to keep your store clean and your stock neat. It will display your goods to better

advantage. It will enable you to distinguish blue from black cloth at night.

We are daily replacing gas, electricity, acetylene and other lighting systems "
just as good." We will

give you names of merchants who formerly used these lights and now use the RELIABLE. Some of the

best stores in Canada now use our light in preference to any other.

There is a reason. Let us tell you why.

Write to-day for Booklet E—it's free—a postal will bring it.

The RICE KNIGHT MFG. CO., Limited

40 Lombard Street, Toronto
MANITOBA AGENTS -

SASKATCHEWAN AGENTS -

ALBERTA AGENTS

THE RELIABLE LIGHTING AGENCY
THE CANADA LIGHTING CO.
THE CANADIAN LIGHTING CO. -

Winnipeg
REGINA

CALGARY

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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They emphasized the .standing of the military cut prai

tieally shapeless coat of long, tight sleeves, and of the

Princesse or one-piece gown.

A clever idea was to show a group of model suits

taken from out of the regular stock. These suits were

taken from Murray's regular $35 line.

*
Eaton's Thanksgiving Decorations.

Eaton's store was made gay for Thanksgiving week

with colored lights, music and Autumn foliage. Each

pillar in the main aisles was draped with dyed beech in

deep russet and red shades. Festoons of the same ex-

tending from the pillars over the aisles and clustered

around the pillars, among the foliage were numberless

red lights.

A platform was suspended a little below the level of

the main floor. This was decorated with ferns, shrubs,

foliage, plants, etc. It was occupied by the Grenadiers'

band, which gave a concert both morning and afternoon.

the circle and tacked with pins. All these ears of corn

were of a deep yellow tone as near one shade as possible.

A shock of corn was placed at the front of the circle.

Hanging from the upper frame of the background was an

irregular fringe, made to resemhle the silk found at the

end of an ear of ripened corn. The fringe was made from

uncorded hempen rope, the rope itself was of lighter

color tone found in the silk. The ends of the rope were

dipped a deep yellow dye over half the length of the dif-

ferent sections, and then dipped in a brown dye, at the

same end, but only about one-'third of the length. This

showed a good representation of the s.lk.

The background was of green plush. The fruit dish

on table was well filled with fruit, and from it was sus-

pended cramberries strung on thread to the four corners

of the table. The linen was displayed on tea Mauds,
pedestals and glass shelves. Grape vines were No used.

The table was set. with high-grade china.

A special Christmas decoration, Santa Glaus' head,

of papier mache, may be worn over any 'igure fT the

Christmas Fancy Goods Window Trimmed by W. Andrews for the Anderson Co., St. Thomas.

The window decorations showed massive mirror

frames covered with white felt. Part of the mirror being

covered by a draping of white felt with a burnt design

of grapes and leaves etched onto it. Oak, and grape foli-

age and grapes in the same burnt shades formed the

foliage decorations. The same background has been in

use since in the windows, but there has been a constant

succession of different kinds of merchandise shown.

*

Seasonable Linen Display.

In the Thanksgiving window, by H. C. Macdonald, of

Richard Hall & Son, Peterboro, the only piece of con-

struction work was the making of the circle. This was
cut from half-inch lumber, cleated at the back, covered

with light yellow felt, and shaded a very deep brown, at

the outer edge to the proper yellow at the centre. The
circle is next edged with a border of corn, prepared and

laid in as follows : Each ear of corn was cut through

the centre lengthwise and the flat surface laid next to

purpose of store or window decoration.

Delfosse & Co., Montreal.

Manufactured 1 y

Book on Window Trimming.

Books that will be found of great value to window
trimmers entering The Review competition are : "The
Art of Decorating Show Windows," price $3.50 ;

"100

Men's Wear Displays," price $1 ; and "333 Sales Plans,"

price $2.50. These books may be obtained of the MacLean
Publishing Company, 10 Front Street East, Toronto.

Miss Martha McDonald, saleslady for some years with

Perry & Alport, Orillia, left early in November to take

up her home in the West. The firm and staff presented

her with a brass bedroom clock, together with an address

expressing regret on her departure and wishing her pros-

perity and happiness.
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Doubled their Display and Floor Space.

By the recent enlargement of their store at 24(i Yonge
Si reel, the Sellers-Gough Fur Co. have not only doubled

their floor space, bui also extended a magnificent display

front on a somewhat proportionate scale. The opening

days were an occasion of exceptional interest to the shop-

ping public.

The structure has three storeys, the dimensions being

150 x 50 feet. The display frontage on Yonge Street is

102 feet. The store equipment is the embodiment of

modern ideas. The offices are situated in the rear of the

main floor, and on either side are goods' cabinets. The

general plan is one that is admirably adapted to advan-

tageous display of furs, and the grandeur of its appear-

ance is enhanced by the artistic manner in which rich gar-

ments and interesting groupings have been arranged.

The enlargement has also rendered possible an im-

provement of facilities for the manufacturing and whole-

sale sections.

J. C. Green, head of J. C. Green cV_ Co., wholesale

milliners, Toronto, and Miss fYlilching, of the same firm,

have gone to Paris on a buying trip for Spring millin-

ery.

Canada's New Trade Commissioner.

"My business will be to increase Canadian exports in

Scotland and to see that the sales of Canadian manufac-

tured products are facilitated and developed in that

country," said Win. G. Fischer, of Toronto, who has just

been appointed Canadian Trade Commissioner, with head-

quarters at Glasgow.

W. G. FISCHER
Canada's New Trade Commissioner, with Headquarters at Glasgow.

Mr. Fischer will sail from Montreal on the 24th inst.,

on the S.S. Corsican, and, after spending a few days in

Liverpool and at the High Commissioner's office in Lon-
don, he will proceed direct to Glasgow.

Mr. Fischer will select his own staff in Glasgow and

immediately set to work to ascertain what the Scotch

need and what Canada can best supply, not only in the

line of foodstuffs, but in manufactured articles.

Mr. Fischer mentioned several lines of goods for

which he thought a suitable market might he developed

in Scotland. He said that wooden ware, for instance,

had a good sale in England, and apparently a fair de-

mand for it might be created in the land o' cakes.

W. G. Fischer is a native of Berlin, Waterloo County,
receiving his education in the High school there, and the

Collegiate Institute, Toronto. In 1878 he started to learn

the leather business, and was with Beardmore &} Co.,

Front Street, Toronto, for several years. He was on
the road for some time, and in 1885 he became associated
with the late John Hallam, as manager. He greatly in-

creased the business and, when Mr. Hallam died, he con-

tinued the establishment in his own name for a number
of years. He is a pleasant, earnest and progressive man
of affairs and possesses a wide acquaintance with busi-

ness men in Canada, through his connection with the hide

and leather trade with which he has been prominently
identified for thirty years. He will return to Toronto in

March, when he will remove his wife and family to
Glasgow.

Mr. Fischer's many friends are confident that he will

succeed in his new post and will show excellent results.

Important Agency Moves.

Walter Williams & Co., an important general dry
goods agency, Montreal, removed last month from their

commodious quarters at 301 St. James Street, Montreal,
to even larger ones at 517 St. Paul Street, in the new
Swift Copland building.

Their new location is in the centre of the wholesale
district and gives them some 3,000 square feet on the

fourth floor.

This building, which has been described in The Review,
is modern in every respect.

Walter Williams & Co. found it necessary to have
larger premises, and expect to be better able to handle
their trade in their new quarters.

Mr. Williams has been a dry goods agent for 18 years,

and during that time has handled many important lines,

building up an enviable connection among the wholesale

trade and manufacturers.

Brisk Business in Saskatoon.

(Staff Correspondence.)

Saskatoon, Nov. 27.—As the Fall trade is now on

and the Christmas trade in view, your correspondent

approached several of the merchants in town with a view

to getting their opinions regarding the business done

during the past year, and prospects for the future. The

proprietors of the departmental stores were iin-.ongst

those interviewed.

J. F. Cairns had a good report to give regarding the

business during the year and was very optimistic about

the future. In effect he said: "Sizing up the Fall trade

from present conditions, it is going to be very good and

undoubtedly will be greater than last year. Our retail

trade this year has been very heavy, being far in ad-

vance of last. On the first of November the cash system

was adopted in all departments. This may affect the

Fall trade to a slight extent, but at all events we in-

tend to stick to it. We are more aggressive this year

than ever and intend going right after the Christmas

trade. Our display of toys and Christmas gifts will be

the largest ever shown in a Western store. There is

always a certain amount of loose cash floating around

at Christmas time and we mean to cater to that trade."
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Put on a (jood Front
Half the retail battle is won if you have an attractive store. People—parti-

cularly women—don't like shopping in a dingy store. They don't like having

to strain their eyes when trying to match a color. They want to see your

goods without effort. That's why the most prosperous stores in Canada use

Luxxer Prism Fanlights
The effect of a Luxfer Prism Fanlight is to flood the whole inside of a store

with daylight. Light rays have a knack of ending on the floor within a few

feet of the window unless they are caught and refracted horizontally by a

Luxfer Prism Fanlight.

A Simple Request Brings You the Proof

Luxfer Prism Company, Limited
Toronto and Montreal

Cash Sales Books
THE

CONTINUOUS
is the ONLY PERFECTSALESBOOK
made. Numbers guaranteed. Printed

in colors. Advt. on back if desired.

WE ARE SOLE MAKERS WRITE FOR SAMPLE

THE CARTER-CRUME COMPANY LIMITED
TORONTO, - - ONT.

WINNIPEG REPRESENTATIVE

WM. DURDEN
404 Flora Ave.

Phone 1370 Mention this paper

MONTREAL REPRESENTATIVE

W. W. JOHNSTON
210 Birks Building.

Phone, Uptown 1630

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Our large Factory

is exclusively used

for the manufactur-

ing of the

MILBRADT

ROLLING

STEP

LADDERS
We are, therefore,

in a position to

meet all require-

ments whatever
they may be, and

we guarantee every

ladder that we ship

out to be perfect

and satisfactory in

every respect.

Address the

MILBRADT
MFG. CO.,

for catalogue and
price list,

1450 N. 8th Street,

ST. LOUIS, Mo.

LAMSON'
Perfection Cable
CasK Carrier

Sales Station

A modern cash centralizer for

QUICK SERVICE in active

stores. Unites all floors with

cash desk, which may be located

anywhere. Plans and estimates

free of charge. Ask for booklet

N. i.

Lamson Consolidated Store Service Co.

126 Wellington St. West, Toronto, Ontario

SERVICE'

Mr. Cairns also spoke of his plans for the future, the

quantity of goods being shipped to smaller towns, the

expansion of the various departments and the necessity

of increasing the staff as the holidays approached.

P. H. Currie, of Currie Bros., said: "Business is

ahead of last year and we find that money is now easier.

We delayed the Fall buying, being a little timid as to

the future, but trade conditions since have warranted
our placing the bulk of the orders. The crop conditions

we find have no direct bearing on our business, as we
have done a cash trade for the past two years and each

year the business has grown. As the city enlarges, our

experience is that a better class of furs, clothing and
other goods is being asked for. The Fall trade is now
on and judging from present conditions prospects for the

Christmas trade are good."

James Clinkskill stated that business was ahead of

last year. The Fall trade had opened up good a few

weeks ago. With the cold snap there was a demand for

heavy wear which showed what business could de done if

the weather kept cold.

"Next year," he said, "I expect to have the best

stand in town. There will be the C.N.R. station and
the new post office on one side and a fine new Union

Bank building on the other."

W. H. MacBeth, of Second Avenue, said: "Our busi-

ness has been practically the same as last year, but we
want to increase it. At the present time things are

improving in dry goods lines, money being more plenti-

ful. Taking everything into consideration, trade is good

but a considerable increase is anticipated in December.

An improvement in the quality of the goods is notice-

able in the business."

Making Corsets to Order.

The Spirella Corset Co., an American concern, which

has located in a new factory building at Niagara Falls,

Ont., is doing business on the "special order" basis.

That is, every pair of corsets manufactured is in accord-

ance with the customer's measurements taken by the

company's representative. These agents, to the number
of 300, are located in well-selected centres of population

throughout Canada.
In appointing a representative the company is care-

ful to choose a person through whom a desirable patron-

age may be obtained. On receiving an order the lady

takes the measurements of her customer, and forwards

them to the factory. Every pair of corsets is therefore

manufactured on separate and distinct lines.

J. II. Moore, formerly of the J. H. Moore Co.,

Chicago, is managing director of the Spirella Co. He
states that the company's plan of operations does not

interfere to any, great extent with the general method of

retail merchandising since the prices of the Spirella

corset—from $3.50 up—are higher than those ordinarily

demanded. He considers that the special order plan is

particularly well adapted to the corset trade since it

practically assures satisfactory fit.

Express Charges Again.

The following has been received from a prominent

Canadian wholesaler regarding the article, "Claims for

Express Charges" in the November issue. "I wish to

heartily endorse your November article, 'Claims for

Express Charges.' The retailer should undoubtedly pay

half of these charges.

"The question reminds me of packing charges, which

fifteen years i ago in the Board of Trade I advocated to

be abolished."
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J

^IdiiDorthywim
We certainly do excel©

in Ihe prod. uuci ion. oF«£

modern.,business -^eltin^

^ QlspIaiT

*jr fixtures
We have fixtures for display-

ing every line of goods you handle

—

fixtures that give your stock individu-

ality. We don't ask you to believe

this on our mere word— send for the

proof-positive in the shape of our

NEW CATALOGUE

Write for it to-day.

Cla-tworthy & Son
38-40 Adelaide Street West Toronto

Q Look into most of Canada's leading

dry-goods stores and you will find

they are equipped with our display

fixtures. We have the designing skill

and manufacturingabilityand facilities

to turn out fixtures that are unequalled

in business-promoting attractiveness.

Write and ask us for our new catalogue.

Toronto Brass Mfg. Co.
17-21 Temperance Street, - TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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BEST "MEASURER" EVER MADE
The customer places her hand as shown in cut and the slide

automatically indicates the exact glove size.

Of highly polished metal, mounted on hard wood. In oak and
other finishes, with rubber tips to prevent scratching counters, etc.

SIMPLE SERVICEABLE SIGHTLY
For all sizes— Men's, Women's and Children's.

Details and Prices on application.

J. R. Palmenberg's Sons
ESTABLISHED 1852

710 Broadway, - NEW YORK
FACTORY 89 and 91 WEST 3rd STREET

You Benefit

by subscribing to THE DRY
GOODS REVIEW for one or

more of your clerks or buyers.

By giving your clerk a valued Christmas
gift that educates the clerk to become
a better and brighter sales-person.

What will please your clerk more ?

What will suit you better?

Subscription $2 per year.

Subscription will start with the January
Special issue and, if desired, card will be

enclosed stating the gift is from you.

DRY GOODS REVIEW
Subscription Department

10 Front St. East, - Toronto

BRITISH AMERICAN DYEING CO.
The Largest and Best

Equipped

DYE WORKS
In the Dominion

SEND FOR PRICE LIST

GOLD MEDALLIST DYERS
JOSEPH ALLEN, Manager

Dress Goods, Cloths, Tweeds, Drills, Ducks, Cottons and Velveteens, Hosiery

Yarns, Gloves, Braids, Etc.

DYED, FINISHED AND PUT UP

Also

FEATHERS, SILKS, VELVETS, RIBBONS, LACE. ETC.

ALL ^8S&aui£!d.
nteed MONTREAL TORONTO OTTAWA QUEBEC

Men Who Sell

Things
By Walter D. Moody

Business T^lanager of Chicago Association

of Commerce

Technical Hooks

This "Salesman's Blue Book," written for Manufac-
turers, Merchants, Employers, and all Sellers of Goods,
gives the author's Observations and Experiences of

over 20 years as Travelling Salesman, European Buyer,

Sales Manager and Employer. It shows "HOW TO
INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF YOUR
SELLING SERVICE" and "HOW TO IN-
CREASE YOUR BUSINESS." Adopting these

up-to-date suggestions means MONEY FOR YOU.
Three of the 22 subjects are: The Order Taker, Right
Kind of Salesman, Letters to the Trade.

295 pp. Net, $1.00 By Mail, $1.10

10 Front St. East, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Converting Dead Weight Into Money by Bargain Sales

Merchants Will Find it Advisable to Effect Quick Clearance of Certain

Lines Previous to Stock-taking — Following Up the Holiday Rush.

Merchants are much inure careful in the mailer oi'

taking slock than they were, say, a few years ago. It is

nut uncommon to find that even the keeper of a medium-
sized store has his books so systemized that he can easily

tell at any time just how he stands. Of course, he doe?

not neglect to apply the final test of actual examination of

the stock by measuring and counting.

The fact that it is advisable to have stock reduced to

its lowest possible level, before the inventory is taken,

seems to suggest some period at the end of January

—

between the close of one season and the beginning of the

next—as the proper time for stock taking.

Every wideawake merchant is aware of the importance

of maintaining good time for the boding of bargain sales.

Even with the best of buying some mistakes will be

made and the result will be still on your shelves. Then
there will be broken lots and goods that while suitable'

for the present will not for various causes keep their

value into another season. All these, if your stock is to

be clean and clear, must be removed. If you will go care-

fully through your stock you will rind plenty of this sort

of material that will make ammunition for some rousing-

January sales. The disagreeable part of it is that prices

will have to be cut, but the cut is necessary, even if profit

goes. Not only that, but cost may have to be cut under

in some cases. It is not a question of how much profit

you can obtain on these goods, but of the price you must

put on them, to effect a quick clearance. It is the best

policy to turn them into money as soon as possible, as by-

doing so the loss will be smallest. They are a dead weight

as they are, and are costing you good money in interest

and shelf room. Prices should be such that it will be

possible to receive a little advertising out of the transac-

tion by causing talk about the cheap lines.

The money obtained from these sources will form a

neat fund for investment in new goods that may be sold

to better advantage. Wholesalers or manufacturers, it

may be found, are clearing out lines which would net, at

retail, both reputation and profit.

Season of Hard Work.

It is advisable to begin clearing operations just as soon

as the holiday rush is over. They should be out of the

way by stock taking time, which is a season of solid, hard

work, for the inventory must be as accurate as possible.

It must show fully the actual position of the store, just

how much stock is on hand, what progress the business has

made, or otherwise, since the last inventory was taken.

If there are any leaks their presence and their cause

should come out at inventory time. It is now the general

practice to take stock at the retail price, and if all goods

are marked at a salable figure, there can be no better

standard of value. Then to arrive at the cost, the -per-

centage of profit is deducted from the selling price. This

pre-supposes that the retail price has been properly ar-

rived at, and is based upon the invoice cost, plus a proper

selling percentage. If the stock is taken in at the retail

price and the percentage of profit deducted, the figures ob-

tained ought to be near its actual value.-

To the actual invoice price of goods before they are

mai*ked up should be added all the costs of laying

down, that is the cost of freightage, carriage, etc.;

in short, all the expense of placing the goods in the de-

partment. Of course, merchants are aware id' the fad that

50 per cent, on this cost does not represent a sidling profit

of 50 per cent. If yon add 50 per cent, to laying down
costs, actual experience has proved, the profit will be
about 33 1-3 per cent.

letter should be

this item should

Sizing up the Stock..

When man-king goods a number or

used to indicate the date of purchase, and
be made to appear on the stock lists at inventory time. It

is the usual policy to condense these lists in many ways
so that they may be easier to handle, but this should never
be done at the expense of this item. With this informa-
tion before the merchant he is better able to judge of the

condition of his stock as he can then see the movement of
each purchase. He will easily spot out the slow sellers,

and the majority id' such lines will make items for his

after-inventory offerings. With these out of the way his

stock should be in excellent shape, for the Spring season.

It is a pretty difficult matter to gel at the true average
of profit in a given department; some firms are content

with an approximate guess, but there are others who wish

to be sure of the true amount. Because of this many firms

take down stock at both cost and selling price. This is

more trouble, but a very accurate result is obtained.

How many times the stock has been turned during the

year is a vital question. For the more frequently stock

has been turned over the greater profit has been made for

the department. To determine how often a stock has

been turned the merchant must take into account, not

just the stock on hand at the beginning of the year, but

also the amount of stock he had at other periods. It is

not, as a matter of fact, the stock carried at the start he

has to take into consideration, but he has to find the aver-

age stock carried during the year. To do this he must
take note of the amount of stock on hand at the beginning

of each month. Adding the twelve amounts together and
divide by twelve, and he will have pretty accurately the

average of the stock carried throughout the year.

If he had, say, $10,000 at the beginning of the year, he

must have had a considerably larger stock at other periods

—say at the height of the selling seasons of both Spring

and Fall. Suppose that his average stock carried was

$12,500, that his sales amounted to $4.1,000,and profits to

$11,000. The cost of the goods sold would be $34,000.

If he divides $34,000, cost of goods sold, by $12,500, the

average stock carried, he will find the stock has been turn-

ed exactly 2 4-5 times, or not quite three times over.

Peterborough clothing houses did a record business on

Saturday. Oct. 31st. The arrival of chilly weather was

the explanation.

A new cash and parcel carrying system has been in-

stalled in the Northway store. Orillia. The carrier is a

parcel basket- with cash compartment attached, and as

both are sent to the same desk, the customer receives the

parcel and change at the same time. There are eight

stations, six on the main floor and two on the second.
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It's Good Business

to give a fair hearing

to anything you happen not to have tried

The Greatest Enemy of Progress
IS

UNREASONABLE Prejudice

Investigate carefully the values of

such lines of prints as

C cloth and DC cloth
AT 10 CENTS PER YARD

Success-—then more Success

is our motto.

Ask any wholesaler's salesman.
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DOMINION
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"There's More Profit in Canadian Printed Goods.''

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Staple Department and Its Problems

The general expression of opinion among whole-

salers is that business in prints has never been

better.

Checks and stripes are prominent features in

Spring orders of fancy ginghams.

Wholesalers are not pushing white and grey

cottons at the present time, although heavy orders

are expected later.

The Market.

November sorting business in staples, judged by re-

ports from Montreal, Toronto and other cities, was good.

The active business was mainly the result of the low con-

dition of stock in retailers' hands.

Montreal wholesalers report that as many merchants

visited the market as last year, and that sales were satis-

factory. Still, there is no doubt, they state, that many
shipments were 'held off until 25th of November in order

to obtain Spring dating.

Meeting of Wholesalers.

Owing to a misprint in the November issue, some mis-

conception has been caused regarding the terms upon

which staple cottons will be sold, as agreed upon at the

recent meeting of Canadian wholesalers in Montreal. The

report in the November issue of The Review stated that

on and after Nov. 24, 1909, all listed cotton goods would

be sold on the same time as all other staple cottons are.

that is, three months. This should have read May 24th.

1909.

The terms regarding cotton goods now agreed upon.

are as follows: All staple goods of every description,

whether domestic or foreign, to be sold on three months'

time with the new terms of dating as have been printed

in The Review, except listed lines of prints and ginghams,

which up till May 24, 1909, will be sold on four months'

time.

Extraordinary Demand for Spring.

Wholesalers report that the demand for prints for

Spring delivery is nothing short of phenomenal. Already

heavy repeats have been necessary on many lines on the

part of some of the wholesalers, and the general expression

of opinion is that business in prints has never been better.

In view of this extraordinary demand, the wise merchant

will not delay placing orders, if he wishes to secure de-

sirable patterns. Later this is certain to be very difficult,

and the merchant who made his purchase early will be

able to open up Spring business with a better range of

colors and patterns than the one who delays ordering

until late in the season. A good showing of prints in a

wide range of patterns and colors is necessary at the be-

ginning of the season in order to assure good business.

This in a measure establishes the reputation of a store

as the headquarters for prints, or whatever the line may
be, and assures a good trade for this department.

There is a heavy demand for 30 to 32-inch prints In

retail at 10 cents. More Canadian prints are being called

for as a result of the steady improvement which is being

made in domestic lines of prints.

The three new shades mentioned in the November
Review, as being added to the color range for Spring, are

reported as having sold remarkably well. These shades

are Saxe blue, cinnamon and paon. Prints in the two-

toned stripes are' good sellers.

Cotton imitations of linen and pongee are meeting with

a great deal of favor. Natural linen color is one of the

best selling shades. Duck suitings are also selling in

large quantities. .

• *

Fancy Ginghams.

Spring promises to be a record season for dress ging-

hams as well as for prints. One wholesaler reports that

two or three repeats have already been necessary on cer-

tain lines, and that these repeat orders were larger

than the placing orders. Some remarkably nice lines are

being shown in a wide range of color combination and

patterns. Checks and stripes feature prominently in

Spring orders, checks from one-quarter to three-quarters

of an inch in size being asked for.

Canadian ginghams are meeting with increased favor,

and Scotch ginghams are selling in large quantities.

There seems lo be a feeling for pink, and brown shades

are popular.

White and Grey Cottons.

Spring orders for grey and white cottons are good,

but, with the exceptions of a few special lines, wholesalers

are not pushing these. Heavy orders are expected later,

as merchants in many cases are giving all their attention

to prints, ginghams and other lines of staples, feeling

that there will be less difficulty in securing the grey and

white cottons at a shorter notice. Shipping in many in-

stances is delayed as merchants are waiting to take ad-

vantage of the Spring dating.

Flannelettes, Wrapperettes, Etc.

Flannelette orders for Spring are good, and preseni

demand is splendid, though not extra heavy, compared

with past seasons. The demand for Saxony flannelettes

is satisfactory, a great deal of pink and white being

called for.

Wrapperettes are in fair demand, and eiderdowns are

doing well at retail now, as these goods are chiefly cold

weather sellers.

Some fancy patterns of the cotton crepes for kimonas,

as well as the plain goods, are selling extremely well, par-

ticularly in the larger centres.

*
What a Retailer Says.

In a recent interview with The Review, a prominent

Montreal retail buyer stated that he placed great faith
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in dress linens for nexl Spring and Summer wear. As a

result his purchases in this line for the Spring trade are

three times as large as Last year. He also expressed the

bi lief that though there will he by no means an over-

stock of dress linens on the market, the shortage which

characterized the past season will not be felt as manufac-

turers will not be taken by surprise as they were last

season. According to this buyer pink linens will be

stronger even than last season, and that blues will con-

tinue in high favor. Ginghams, chambrays, ducks, etc.,

will be prominent, and stripes, chevron effects and other

close imitations of dress goods and suitings will be strong

for Spring.

English Cotton Strike Settled.

The meat Lancashire labor war has been settled, and

on .Monday. Nov. !). the whole of the cotton mills resumed

work. The lockout lasted seven weeks and affected 40.-

0(1(1,(1(1(1 spindles, or, roughly, three-fourths of the whole

of the cotton spindles of Great Britain. The lock-out in-

volved 400,000 operators, and est $5,000,000 a week.

The last great strike of operators affected 15,000,000

spindles, and lasted twenty weeks; so that the result, as

regards the diminution in the consumption of cotton, and

the production of yarn, must have been practically the

same. Perhaps the seven weeks' idleness caused even a

greater decrease in the output, taking into consideration

the improvement in the capacity of the machinery which

have taken place during the past fifteen years.

The fight was for a principle, a fight by master spin-

ners for the right to run their mills free of irresponsible

unions. The settlement has taken place practically on the

employers' terms, cotton manufacturers having exacted a

strict adherence to the terms of the Brooklands agree-

ment, and insisted upon a wage reduction, which, accord-

ing to their views, is only half as ureal as is warranted.

The only concession which lias been made is the post-dat-

ing of the 5 per cent, reduction in wages by two months

to i he beginning of March.

('. W. Macara, president of the Master Cotton Spin-

ners' Association, hopes that the Brooklands agreement

can be further perfected so as to lead to an entirely auto-

matic regulation of wages and make labor conflicts still

scarcer, the experience gained in the recent struggle

dearly bought though it may have been, will not have

been entirely wasted. As it stands, even thai agreement

has really proved a ureal peace maker. As Mr. Macara

pointed out. it has. during its 15 years' existence, pre-

vented at least seven ureal labor struggles. Wages have

been successfully advanced IS per cent, under it. and for

male card room hands 2'A per cent., while no reduction has

ever taken place in that time. In view of the state of

the cotton industry ever since the beginning of the year,

it was only natural that the masters should wish to see the

provisions of the agreement enforced, viz.. that wages

having been advanced in times of prosperity, they should

be reduced in times of adversity.

The effect upon the cotton trade in Great Britain has

been to advance prices to some extent, particularly yarns,

though the stoppage of the looms through the scarcity of

yarn supplies, has scarcely been felt on the market.

Merger Rumors Unfounded.

Probably owing to the activity of stock brokers inter-

ested in booming stocks of Canadian col ton companies the

Montreal daily press has had articles intimating thai an-

other big cotton merger is in prospect, which would lead

the trade to believe that the big organizations controlling

the woven and printed goods respectively in Canada would

get together, and probably take in the newer cotton com-
panies.

investigation proves that these statements are abso-

lutely unfounded, and, among others, C. B. Gordon, of the

Dominion Textile Co., Ltd., Montreal, stated when asked

about merger possibilities, as follows:

"I would like you to absolutely deny this talk of

merger possibility. As you well know this organization

has nothing whatever to do with the big cotton company
making woven colored goods, and it is already well known
that some of our directors sit on the board of the Mont-
real Cotton Company. We have also no interest whatever

in I lie new cotton companies now starting."

*

Brisk Trade in Linens.

Travelers out with import lines report a marked im-

provement in trade. Orders for linens are coming in

freely and also are of good size. And these orders cover

practically all classes—table linens household linens, art

linens and dress linens. Stocks in the retailers' hands
are evidently low, and a general sorting up is necessary

before trade opens up for the Spring season. The fact

I hat prices are distinctly favorable to the buyer is also an

influence that goes towards the placing of good orders.

Now that business is again picking up, the tendency,

so marked in the past few years, towards the stocking- of

better grades, is again asserting itself.

in art linens, Cluny still keeps a leading place, and

the fact that very handsome cloths, d'oylies, etc., can be

shown to sell at very moderate prices is helping sales.

Advices from Ireland are decidedly of a more hopeful

character, and prices are being more firmly held. Spin-

ners are meeting with a bigger demand for yarns, and in

the coarser counts this exceeds the supply.

Fashion still favors dress linens. White linens for

suit and costume purposes are staple in the trade. For

the coming spring dress linens in colors will be much en

evidence. Manufacturers have made great improvements

in the dyeing of fancy colors—many of which are now pro-

duced in fast colors. Pink, in the soft fraise and rose

shades is one of the best selling colors, there is also a big

demand for helio and mauve, art shades in blue are also

sidling. Tans and the natural shades also are good. Be-

sides plain colors retailers are also buying stripes freely,

particularly in the medium widths.

Young Men Progressive.

A manufacturer of store fixtures declares that it is

much easier to talk "modern equipment" to a young man
in business than to the veteran. He considered it as some-

what significant that by far the largest proportion of his

sales during the season had gone to stores in which the

average age of the staff.-, including the heads, would, in

his opinion, not be above 25 years. He did not consider

that he was justified in condemning the conservative

policy of older men, but it came within his observation

that youngsters responded more readily to indications or

influences which presaged future business. This was

Strongly apparent in the West where, he stated, the mer-

chants were rapidly reaching forward to Eastern stand-

ards in store architecture and equipment.
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J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
Manchester, England

Wish to call your attention td their

Linen Department
For years they have taken

a pride in the above de-

partment and their

representative, when

he calls, will give

you one of their

special Canadian

lists showing their new

Maple Leaf designs in

qualities specially suited

for the Canadian market

and in which the

quotations - given

in dollars and cents

1 —represent the ave-

rage " Laid Down "

cost in Canada, including

freight, insurance and duty.

This firm gives keen quotations, trades with
the largest dealers and holds one of the most com-
plete and best assorted stocks of

Linens and Towels
in Britain. You are only asked to compare their

goods and prices.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.

211 Lindsay Buildings,

St. Catherine St. West, MONTREAL

W. F. MACOUN

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.

611 Empire Buildings,

Wellington St. West, TORONTO

F. CALDECOTT

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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TO THE TRADE

All Prints
sold by the leading Wholesale Importers which

bear the above stamp or ticket are

GUARANTEED
by

TheCalico Printers' Assn. Ltd.

Manchester, England
To be their

STANDARD 'CROWN' Quality
of cloth, which will be unchanged from Season to

Season.

No other quality will bear this mark.

At the Franco-British Exhibition in London, England, The
Calico Printers' Association, Limited, were awarded three "Grands Prix"

(the highest possible award) for the excellence of their Printed Cottons

and Printed Wools.
Canadian Representative : J. E. BIZZEY, 78 Bay St., Toronto.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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May You Enjoy A
Record Holiday Trade

By the way, push a

really useful gift —

Laurentian Hemmed
Sheets and Pillow Slips

Your profit is right.

Your goods are right,

The Laurentian Whitewear Co.

Levis - Quebec

Keeft the Buying Eyes

All Over the Country

Steadily on Y our

Cjooas ana on you. : :

Use the

Dry CjoocLs

Review

ADVERTISING RATES
(Yearly)

Full page - - - $300.00

Half frige - 180.00

Quarterage - 100.00

Everbloom
The Newest Canadian

Fabric

An Ideal Lining. The Petticoat Material

Your biggest seller and profit-

maker. Retails at 25c. Costs

one-quarter the price of silk.

Looks like silk, but outwears

silk.

ASK YOUR WHOLESALER

MANUFACTURED BY

Montreal Cotton Co.
Sales Offices

Toronto MONTREAL Winnipeg

Illustrated Booklet

Gold Medal
Linens

From the

Field to the Home
KF* Write at once for a copy.

It will interest you.

R. H. COSBIE,

Irish Linen Agency, Toronto

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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To the Ever-Widening circle of friends

of "Jaeger Pure Wool we wish a full

snare of the good things coming in 1909.

A MERRY XMAS and a

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

Dr. JAEGER'S= SYSTEMSr

301 St. James Street, Montreal

IT WILL NOT SHRINK

This is a positive statement,

backed up by an equally posi-

tive guarantee. We will re-

place any garment of

I St. George Brand §

Underwear for Men

"CEETEE"
Unshrinkable Underwear

that does not come up to our

claims. We are telling all the

facts of "Ceetee" superiority to

your customers, too ! Are you

prepared to fill the demand ?

"Ceetee" is made in India Gauze (medium and

heavy weights') Silk and Wool, Lamb's Wool
and Merino.

The C. TumbullCompany
OF GALT, LIMITED

Gait* - Ontario

The best Underwear for the delicate skin of

women and children is our Perfect Fitting

Elastic Ribbed Underwear.

Please mention The Revicic to
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Advertisers and their Travelers

f»

UNSHRINKABLE

UNDERWEAR
FOR MEN

made in various weights and textures

WOOLNAP
(For extra warmth)

Also bears the St. George Trademark
for your protection and ours.

>*»»*v«r*#«ir>v
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The Situation in Knitted Goods Lines

The stiffening of prices on the London wool

market is regarded as a sign of returning pros-

perity.

Predictions are that present prices of heavj

underwear will rule for next Fall. Samples are ex-

pected at an early date.

Fall trade has been very dull owing to the con-

tinued mild weather. The approach of the gift

season is causing an increasing demand for ap-

jjropriate lines.

Spring placing is ahead of last year. The great

emphasis which vogue has placed on colors in

hosiery will, it is expected, cause strong business in

that department.

Prices of Wool Advancing.

There is a movement in the London wool market
which must be of exceptional interest to the knit goods

manufacturer. While it is a fact that prices for six

months following the slumps of May last did not show any

great variation, the tendency at the present time is to-

wards a very strong position. Prices are undoubtedly

hardening.

Remarking upon this movement, a Canadian authority

who is in almost daily communication with the market,

stated: "Following the slump, taps sold on average of

9d, then they rose in June and July from 9d to iH^d.

Yesterday (Nov. 24) they stood at 9d .'5 and 10. We are

not at all surprised to see a 10 per cent, advance in

merinos at the first of a series of sales beginning yester-

day, and a similar movement in cross-breds amounting to

about 15 per cent. I have received a letter from a large

Bradford house, commenting on the situation. The writer

states that during the -month the market began to get un-

easy owing to the heavy all-wool buying in our colonies

and in South America. 'This is owing to the general

improvement in trade, and we would not be surprised to

see prices advance pence per pound. All of our spinners

in yarns have put prices up at the very lowest, a penny a

pound, and will, we have little doubt, put them up still

more.

'

&
Effect on Yarns.

"This cannot fail to have an effect on prices of

worsted, botany and dry spun yarns," said the authority,

"although it is hard to tell at what point in the future

the rise will be realized in manufactured lines going to

the consumer. That depends upon stocks now on hand

—

assuming, of course, that the present tendency holds. Now
that the market is showing strength, with little likelihood

of a return to easy prices, a brisk demand is looked for..

Up to the present time Canadian salts have only been

up to average.

"Business has, of course, been dull in the cotton mar-

ket, but all signs point to an early revival. Trade gener-

ally is improving. With the movement in wool, [ would
not be surprised to sec a strengthening in Egyptian and

mercerized cotton varus, and with it the American market
will undoubtedly become stronger, Already there is talk

of an upward tendency. Predictions as to higher prices

cannot be based so much on the size of the crop as on the

demand which is. almost sure to come with returning

prosperity. '

'

Prices for Next Fall.

With samples for next Fall expected at an early date,

the opinion among jobbers and manufacturers' agents

seems to be that prices will run at about the same level as

those ruling at present. That is, they say, the slight

decline noticeable in many lines will probably hold. This

is explained by the fact that the figuring on output js

based on present cost of labor and material. The assump-
tion is that Canadian buyers have already been well sup-

plied in view of next Fall's requirements.

Retailers confirm the statements of jobbers and manu-
facturers as to the exceptionally strong demand during

the Fall for coat sweaters. Norfolks, knitted vests and
scarfs. One house remarks upon a good run in ice wool

fascinators, scarfs and silk squares, prices ranging all the

way from $4.50 to $18 the dozen. The approach of the

gift season is undoubtedly causing a good movement in

garments, and other articles of wear which suggest them-

selves as being adapted to holiday trade.

So persistently is style forcing its way to the front in

wool knit goods, other than underwear, that it would not

be surprising to see the manufacturer specialize on it to a

greater extent than ever as a means of instilling life into

seasons that are backward in staple lines.

Good Spring Prospects.

Spring business in knit goods is the great topic. Con-

tinued mild weather has been responsible for hand-to-

mouth buying in heavy Fall lines, the retailer expecting

to tiiul stocks available when cold weather begins to force

things. There is a danger, however, that he will not find

the supply-end of the trade strong on anticipation. The
output has been below normal, and as The Review inti-

mated a short time ago, a shortage is in sight. The jobber

is now taking stock and no definite opinion can meanwhile

be formed as to the actual volume of Fall business.

Spring stock will arrive about the middle of this

month. Placing has shown an improvement over last

year. Values are better and the country evidently ap-

preciates that fact. A remarkably good season is expected

of the hosiery department, and, in the exceptional array

of colors lies the explanation. In the men's section,

fashion's decree is that hosiery and tie shades should

harmonize, and there will undoubtedly be obedience on

the part of those who follow styles closely. That will help

some, and then the variety is such that every reasonable
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WHATEVER
you buy in

the Hewson line

you can feel sure is

of the very best

quality. No
"shoddy" has ever

been found in

Hewson pure wool

tweeds, because no

"shoddy" is per-

mitted to enter our

mills. You can

safely recommend

Hewson fabrics to

your customers, for

they are certain to

give satisfaction.

Hewson Sweater

Coats, and Hewson

Nova Scotia Wool

Underwear f o r

Men are also two

lines that will win

the commendation

of your customers.

Hewson
Pure Wool

Tweeds

Sweater

Coats

Hewson
Unshrinkable

Underwear

Hewson
Woolen
Mills
Limited

Amherst
Nova Scotia

taste may easily be catered to. The same striking though

dainty features are noticeable in women's hosiery lines,

and it is evident that this tendency is going to contribute

in great measure to the success of a season particularly

fastidious in matters of dress.

E. A. Simpson Retiring.

The announcement is made that E. A. Simpson is re-

tiring from the firm of Joseph Simpson, Sons, Toronto,

knit goods manufacturers. The business will be carried

on as usual.

Large Store Building Changes Hands.

A real estate deal of large proportions was closed

early in November when the land and building of the J.

F. Brown Co., 195 Yonge Street, Toronto, house furnish-

ers and clothiers, were sold to Heintzman & Co., piano

manufacturers, who propose to convert it into a sales

emporium.

The property has a frontage of 65 feet on Yonge
Street, and a depth of 265 feet through to Victoria

Street. The building has eight floors, and was erected

four years ago by the J. F. Brown Co. The price men-
tioned is $325,000. In June last Mr. Brown sold the pro-

perty immediately adjoining, Nos. 189 and 191 Yonge
Street, for $187,000 to W. J. Tretheewey.

Discussing plans for the future, Mr. Brown stated that

it was his intention to continue in business on a larger

plan than formerly, his proposal being to have a central

store, with branches in different sections of Toronto and

Ontario.

Canadians Who Do Things.

A banquet in honor of George T. Irving, of the Irving

Umbrella Co., was held in the National Club by Toronto

business men on the eve of his marriage to Miss Eleanor

Phillips on Wednesday, November 25. About the same
time a banquet was tendered in the main office of a pub-

lishing house in honor of the men who had made a set of

books. Commenting upon these banquets the Canadian

Courier states: "The one dinner was personal and

non-commercial, the other was personal and com-

mercial. The contrast but indicates the breadth, variety

and complexity of our national life.

"Sometimes we forget that all the great men are not

in politics, nor on the stock exchange. The man who can

impress his pei'sonality in a two race people and bind

them more closely together in a spontaneous national out-

burs! of activity, confidence and enthusiasm is a great

statesman, and no one will deny his right to honor and

fame. The man who lays two shining threads of steel

across half a continent and makes a country out of a

wilderness and thus adds to the possibilities of the human

race, is worthy of praise and glory. Yet, the man who

has learned to make umbrellas on a large scale in a country

where umbrellas were not made before is also worthy of

some recognition, because he is one of the makers of

national industries. If Canada is to be great she must

have her own newspapers, her own periodicals, her own

books. A nation cannot be made out of authors and pub-

lishers alone, but neither can it be made of umbrella-

makers, railway builders, bankers and statesmen alone.

The intellectual and the commercial, the political and the

industrial, the imaginative and practical—these must be

combined in carefully measured quantities."
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Gfjey cire so uiQite
Reddly f I knoca o/nolbing «so jnomy-aihife

7g/t, cool and eonjTorlkble as—

Summer weigh!
UNDERWEAR

n^de by tye

NEW BLEACH
PROCESS

See the New Samples

Showing Superior Bleaching

REPRESENTATIVES :

ONTARIO : C. & A. G. Clarke, Empire Bldg., Wellington Street, Toronto.

QUEBEC : L. A. Prevost, 209a McGill Street, Montreal.

MANITOBA : A. J. Snell, Box 705 Winnipeg, Manitoba.

BRITISH COLUMBIA: Geo. A. Campbell, P.O. Box, 1026. Vancouver. B.C

MARITIME PROVINCES : G. A. Woodill, 70 Granville Street, Halifax. N.S.

WE ARE NOW DELIVERING FALL GOODS ON RECEIPT OF ORDERS

THE PEERLESS UNDERWEAR CO.
HAMILTON ONTARIO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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\ X 7HEN customers come into a store and ask for

"' "more of that Zenith Underwear" it's a pretty

good sign that the underwear is up to the mark.

Merchants in several towns say this is their

experience with Zenith" Underwear.

If you want to build up for your store a

reputation for selling the best underwear stock

"Zenith."

S. LENNARD & SONS, Dundas
Manufacture Zenith Underwear

RICHARD L. BAKER & CO.
1 CM) Wellington St., West, Toronto, are Sole Selling Agents

Don't Turn
Customers Away

because you cannot fit them
in the Underwear you are

handling.

Take their measure and order

their sizes in

STANFIELDS
Unshrinkable

UNDERWEAR
All sizes from 22 to 70 inches

chest measure, in three winter

weights, and every garment

guaranteed absolutely unshrink-

able.

Just think what a splendid

variety that gives you—enough to fit every figure,

big and little as well as normal.

By the way, write for samples of StanfieWs

Underwear so you may carefully examine the quality.

Stanfields Limited,
T^ '

more— and a

great deal more
't ill —t o black

stockings than

any other term

applied to hosi-

ery. It means
more sales and
more profit to

the merchant;

more satisfac-

tion and more
service to the

consumer.
And the basic

truth that un-

derlies it all is

that it stands for the fast black that's fast in fact.

Write for particulars of "Hermsdorf Week"— a Full-

Steam Selling Stunt for your hosiery department.

Works : Chemnitz, Saxony

American Bureau : 235 West Thirty-ninth Street

New York

Herms-
dorf

Means

Please mention The Revieiv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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"
Better late than never.''

With apologies to Bunyan and

Mat. Henry, we suggest

—

Better

never late, because

—

Here's a mill working from

6.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. and a few

nights a week overtime squeezed

in, producing NAZARETH
WAISTS to the tune of over

twelve hundred do%en a day.

Got to do this to fill orders booked

ahead.

Suppose you keep your Spring

orders tucked away in your

memo, book and later wire

frantically to your jobber to send

those NAZARETH WAISTS
instanter.

Will he do it f Answer

—

no.

You've got to fall in behind the

early birds and wait some till we
get 'round to your order.

It's up to you—will you be a

waiter or a wise one ?

Spring your Spring orders on

your jobber now—and get the

waists when you need them.

Mills at

Nazareth,

Pa.

350 Broadw^ay, New York

Canadian Representatives :

—

E. H. Walsh & Co., Toronto, Ontario

Adams' Lock-Stitch Hose

Satisfactory

' Stockings

<</£

Sizes 4 to 10 in.— Pure

Cashmere—

THE LOCK STITCH

seamless heels and toes,

10 fold knees, 6 fold

ankles are some of their

good features.

They're economical be-

cause they wear.

Adams' Lock - Stitch

Hose brings you best

results.

Ask your wholesaler for these
goods. Full particulars of the line

from our agents.

A. E. ADAMS & CO.
Manufacturers

LEICESTER, - ENGLAND

AGENTS

WALTER WILLIAMS & CO.,

517 St. Paul St., Montreal

33 Melinda St., Toronto

HEALTH BRAND

See samples particularly of Ruben's

and Brownie Vests.

Health Brand covers the following

lines: COMBINATIONS for

Ladies, Misses and Children.

VESTS for Ladies, Misses and

Children. CORSET COVERS.
BLACK TIGHTS.

Place your orders now to ensure

prompt delivery.

Wholesale Distributors

Greenshields Limited
MONTREAL

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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SPRING 1909
Our travellers are showing for the coming Spring Season, the best range of samples

of KNITTED UNDERWEAR we have yet produced.

Lines in All Qualities for

Men, Women and Children.

WatsonsUnderwear
In addition to our regular lines of ELASTIC RIB GOODS we are showing

MEN'S GOODS in PLAIN BALBRIGGAN and MESH.

We Solicit Your Valued Favors.

Watson Mfg. Co., Limited
Paris, Ontario

I!

Agents—BRYCE & CO., Winnipeg, Man. McCLUNG & BURNS, 117 Wellington St., West, Toronto.

A. L. GILPIN, 207 St. James St., Montreal J. A. MURRAY, Sussex, N.B.

..^jrnpWTTTWi THE HALL-MARK OF Registered No. 262.005

Maximum Comfort and Durability

at Minimum Cost,

FIRST in the Field and STILL LEADING.

Made on the GRADUATED PRINCI-
PLE, and starting with TWO THREADS
in the TOP, it increases in WEAR-RE-
SISTING PROPERTIES as it descends.

Thus THE LEG HAS THREE THREADS,
THE INSTEP AND FOOT FOUR, and the

HEEL and TOE FIVE. By this process

the WEIGHT and STRENGTH of the

Sock are where they are most needed

IN THE FEET, making it essentially

A HALF HOSE
FOR HARD WEAR

Absolutely Seamless.

Perfect in Fit.

Guaranteed Unshrinkable

SOLE AGENTS
FOE

CANADA:

THE ACME OF PERFECTION
IN FOOTWEAR

Manufactured by

1 HENDERSON & CO.
••«*va«o.,ud.

MONTREAL and TORONTO Leicester, Eng.

Please mention The Review to

It May Seem a

Simple Thing
to sell underwear, but, like many

apparently simple things, it is one

that requires careful attention from

the retail men's wear merchant.

You won't get what's coming to you

from your underwear business

unless you centre your efforts upon

pleasing customers, so that they will

come back from season to season.

To ensure this, sell ELLIS SPRING

NEEDLE RIBBED UNDERWEAR
—the kind that fits, because it's so

thoroughly elastic.

The Ellis Mfg. Co., Ltd.
HAMILTON, ONT.

Moneypenny Bros. & Co., Toronto, Selling Agents

Advertisers and their Travelers
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Pen-Angle
Underwear
Pen-Angle sales are soaring higher than ever. It

pays to stock the BIG SELLER.

ArUNSHRINKABLEtt
// Trade A[arK

PENMANS
LIMITED
PARIS. CANADA

For 1909
Summer Season

Ladies' and

Children's Swiss

Elastic Ribbed

Underwear

Best Finishing

Best Elasticity

Best Bleaching

Our Represeniatives

are now on the road.

New I let porous elastic garment.

See the New ILET Porous Elastic

Goods, made solely by us in Canada

Oxford Knitting Co., Limited

WOODSTOCK, - ONT.
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Items from all Canada

Quebec

R. C. Bach, the lace man, Montreal, spent a few days

in New York last month.

R. W. Pentecost, sales manager of the W. R. Brock

Co., Ltd., Toronto, was in Montreal last month.

Geo. B. Fraser, of Greenshields, Ltd., Montreal, is

again in the city after his holiday trip to the Old Country.

Mr. Fraser plainly shows the benefit of his much-needed

rest.

The affairs of the Moore Carpet Co . Sherbrooke,

Que., are now in the hands of the liquidator. The pro-

ceeds of the estate amount to over $12,000, against which

privileged claims to the amount of about $6,000 have

been filed.

Ontario.

F. S. Harrison is re-entering business at Smith's Falls.

He intends opening a dry goods store.

D. F. Hagerman, of Manchester, Ont., has sold out his

dry goods store to James Monroe, of Seagram, Ont.

The Ideal Oak Leather Company has taken over J. W.
Aiken's tannery, Orange ville. The drum-head process of

tanning is being installed.

F. A. Hamilton, of Hamilton, traveler for the Smith-

Runciman Company, Toronto, died suddenly in a Hamil-

ton restaurant on Nov. 1st.

Fred. H. Storey, of Gloversville, N.Y., has accepted

the position of superintendent of manufacturing in the

Canada Glove Works, Acton.

George Helwig, who was formerly connected with the

Merchants' Bank at Mildmay, has formed a partnership

with his brother in the dry goods business.

William Weatherstone, mat manufacturer, Peterbor-

ough, has in view the erection of a new factory building.-

He proposes to purchase a site from the city.

Jacob Dreacher, traveler for the Sanford Manufactur-

ing Co., Hamilton, died suddenly at his residence in that

city shortly after he had returned from a trip East.

J. J. Crosier, on leaving Sarnia to take a position as

salesman in the dry goods store of White & Mays, St.

Mary's, was presented with a gold locket by his friends.

The employes of Getty & Scott, shoe manufacturers,

Gait, presented George Snyder with an address and purse

upon his departure to take a position with McDougall

& Co.

Orville Hodge and Vincent MacDougall have bought

the stock of Fred Woodhouse's gents' furnishing store

and tailor shop, New Haileybury and will continue in busi-

ness there.

W. B. Bishop, traveler for Greenshields, Limited,

entertained the members of the Tourist Association and

a number of other friends to a game supper at Kas-

kiseboo camp.

An application has been made to the Toronto City

Architect by the T. Eaton Co., to build a two-storey addi-

tion to the new portion of their store on Yonge Street,

to cost $76,000.

Charles A. Hengerer, son of the late William Hengerer,

and former vice-president of the William Hengerer Co.,

one of the large departmental stores in Buffalo, committed
suicide by jumping into Niagara River and going over the

falls.

The Beaver Woolen Mills, at Alton, were almost

totally destroyed by fire on Nov. 6. The loss was esti-

mated at $20,000, and 50 hands were thrown out of em-
ployment. Insurance amounted to $10,000. The fire is

supposed to have originated from a match carried into

the mills in the material and ignited while the wool was
going through the process machine.

J. D. Jefferson, manager of the Standard Flax Com-
pany, shipped a small sample of flax to the Indian and

Colonial Exhibition in London, England. The flax from

which this sample was taken grew on the farm of W. A.

Carter, of the 7th con. McGillivray, near Parkhill, and

is of exceptional good length and quality of fibre. Mr.

Jefferson rotted this flax by a system of his own and has

obtained an extra fine sample in color and fibre.

The West.

Wallace & Gaetz, Red Deer, men's furnishings, suc-

ceeded by L. M. Gaetz & Co., H. Wallace, retired.

James Dobson, of Graytown, has taken a position in

Claxton Bros. & Co. 's departmental store, Grenfell, Assa.

Greensides & Co.'s clothing store at Dauphin, Man.,

was burglarized recently. Extensive selections were made
from the stock.

Harry Tupling, of the late firm of Love & Tupling,

has joined the selling staff at Herbert Snell's store, of

"Correct Dress for Women."

The Whitewood Trading Co. has purchased the entire

stock of the Hudson's Bay Co.'s store at Whitewood,

Sask. M. A. Duquette is manager.

R. J. Gurney, of Calgary, who has been in the dry

goods business in that city for some time, is closing out

his business there with the object of locating in Leth-

bridge.

The W. E. Lord Co.. Red Deer, Alberta, have moved

into the Rice Block, which has recently been refitted and

which will give the firm greater accommodation for their

departmental business.

The Twenty Per Cent. Sales.

A Belleville merchant, in conversation with a corres-

pondent of The Dry Goods Review, expresses himself as

very much opposed to the half-yearly 20 per cent, sales

which are held in that city. They, he says, completely

demoralize business. Instead of buying as they need

goods, most housekeepers have developed the habit of

waiting for the January 20 per cent, sales, when they

lay in a stock which does them for nearly all the rest

of the year. By having these sales, he asserts, the mer-

chants are standing in their own light. If they sold a

fractian cheaper all through the season they would be

better off in the long run. The present system of forced

cheap sales, as he sees it, has grown to be a cut-throat

game.
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Notes on Canadian Business Changes

Ontario

Jane Allenby, Hespeler, milliner, assigned.

L. A. Purdy, Brighton, general store, sold.

Miss 0. Legault, Ottawa, milliner, sold out.

A. E. Batty, Sarnia, dyer and cleaner, sold.

A. Brown, Toronto, men's furnishings, sold.

Florence Watson, Harriston, fancy goods, sold.

M. G. Magee, boots and -shoes, Toronto, assigned.

M. E. Bick, general store, Wilberforce, assigned.

The Victoria Mfg. Co., blouses, Ottawa, dissolved.

Mrs. J. A. Kelly, Blind River, millinery, assigned.

The Ontario Yarn Co., Markham, obtained charter.

J. A. Laurin, Haileybury, merchant tailor, assigned.

W. E. Reed & Sons, Haileybury, tailors, started busi-

ness.

Bordman & Miller, Toronto, men's furnishings, dis-

solved.

John T. Kelly, Haileybury, dry and fancy goods,

assigned.

J. D. Ferguson, Haileybury, boots and shoes, assets to

be sold.

W. H. McDougall, White River, general store and furs,

deceased.

H. Nasr, wholesale dry goods and notions, Toronto,

assigned.

J. Harrow Ritchie Co., Toronto, neckwear manufac-

turers, sold.

Mrs. J. E. Washburn, Smith's Falls, millinery, dam-

aged by fire.

G. F. Youngblut, Hensall, boots and shoes, succeeded

by R. Drysdale.

W. R. Henders, Port Arthur, stationery and fancy

goods, assigned.

H. P. Matthews, West Toronto, tailors, successor to

Matthews & Milne.

Mrs. J. E. Washburn, Smith's Falls, millinery, dam-

aged by fire, insured.

H. B. Scidmore, Cult us, general store, successor to

Sridmore & Moffat.

Hanna Bros., men's furnishings and clothiers, Wing-

ham, Geo. C. Hanna, deceased.

Addleman & Wolff have opened a clothing and gents'

furnishing store in their new building in Pembroke.

Quebec.

F. Moretti Montreal, tailor, sold.

S. Astphan, Montreal, dry goods, sold.

F. Moretti, Montreal, tailor, assets sold.

J. B. Racette, Montreal, tailor, dissolved.

0. Chartrand, Ste. Therese, millinery, sold.

A. Leclair, dry goods, Montreal, assets sold.

Leduc & Co., Acton, general store, assigned.

J. A. Cantin & Co., Quebec, dry goods, assigned.

Bastien & Brunelle, tailors, Montreal, assigned.

Mrs. Jos. Lessard, Montreal, millinery, assigned.

Baker & Forster, Montreal, dry goods, dissolved.

Mrs. E. Montreuil, Montreal, millinery, assigned.

S. Brunelle, general store, St. Thecle, assets sold.

John F. Martin, St. Louis, fancy goods, registered.

Parayre & Seiden, Montreal, dry goods, assigned.

Chas. Gaouette, Kingsbury, general store, assigned.

John F. Martin, Montreal, fancy goods, registered.

Raymond Mercille, Longueuil, dry goods, registered.

Senderowitz, Eser & Co., Montreal, furs, registered.

Mrs. Geo. W. Clarke, fancy goods, Montreal, rgistered.

Elkin Bros., Montreal, clothing, Max Elkin, registered.

J. P. Aubin, men's furnishings, Montreal, assets sold.

Granger & Co., Montreal, dry goods, A. Granger, re

gistered.

Marrach & Tabah, dry goods, Joliette, N. Tabah, suc-

ceeds.

The King Waterproof Clothing Co., Montreal, dis-

solved.

Thomas Leggett & Co., Montreal, carpets, etc., re-

gistered.

Reneaud & Co., Montreal, men 's furnishings, A. Rene
aud, registered.

Regent Shirt Co., Montreal, D. Schlomon and David
Kirsch, registered.

Montreal Cotton & Wool Waste Co., Montreal, dam-
aged by fire, insured.

The Colonial Novelty Manufacturing Co., Montreal, A.

R. Oughtred, registered.

The Alliance Mfg. Co., whitewear, etc., Montreal, Wm.
York, president, registered.

The Canadian Converters Co., Montreal, manufactur-

ers shirts, John P. Black, registered.

Siegel's New York Bargain Store, Montreal, dry goods,

sold.

T. D. Dubuc, Quebec, dry goods, damaged by fire, in-

sured.

Z. Ginchereau & Co., Montreal, men's furnishings, re-

gistered.

Kaufman & Bromberg, Montreal, fur manufacturers,

registered.

Compagnie Arsene Lamy, Montreal, dry goods, Arsene

Lamy, registered.

George Arthur Shaw, Montreal, W. Woolens, George

Arthur Shaw, registered.

The West
Love & Tupling, Moose Jaw, dry goods, dissolved.

Gus Hill, general store, Ladysmith, B.C., assigned.

J. J. Pearson, Carman, grocery and dry goods, sold.

G. B. Harris, Vancouver, firm name changed to Colvin

& McRobbie.

Rendell & Co., dry goods, boots and shoes, Greenwood,

B.C., selling out.

J. C. Sadler, general store, Gainsboro, Sask., succeeded

by Sadler & Stewart.

W. R. Abbott, general store, Maple Creek, Sask., suc-

ceeded by E. H. Abbott.
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Bright Store Kinks That are Making Good

The opinion of one dry goods merchant in Western

Ontario is that the cash system begins at home. He did

not adopt it as a business method withou t applying it to

household buying. Here is an instance of rigid consist-

ency. He gives his wife a certain amount of money every

week. When she goes a shopping and finds that she can

patronize her husband's store, she does so and pays for

t lie goods in cash. No discount is given because none is

asked for nor expected. Of course it looks like a transfer

of money merely from one pocket to another, but that

merchant believes in simplicity of bookkeeping and this

is merely one scheme to that end.

X

The heads of well-departmentized dry goods stores

doing business on a cash basis, may be interested in the

depositors' account system as applied by the T. Eaton

Co. They call it the "time saver" for the following rea-

sons: Purchases are charged to the customer's deposit

account, thereby making it unnecessary to have any goods

sent c.o.d. This eliminates the trouble and inconvenience

of paying drivers at the door. As the purchases are

•charged there is no handling of change at counters, or no

risk,by having to carry money around while shopping.

Every month detailed statements of their purchases

are sent to customers. These also show balance at credit.

Interest at 5 per cent, is allowed on daily credit bal-

ances up to $500; on amounts over $500 the interest is the

regular bank rate of 3 per cent. The firm does not desire

deposits of over $500 unless purchases are large enough

to warrant it, as the purpose of the D.A. method is only

to facilitate shopping.

When a deposit is made at the customers' deposit ac-

count department cash office, a pass book and D.A. num-
ber are issued to the depositor. On making a purchase,

the customer gives his name, address and D.A. number,

and passes along to the counter where he next wishes to

buy. A transfer card may also be used and the total of

the purchases charged when the day's shopping is finished.

He may purchase at any time, until the amount at credit

is exhausted.

Withdrawals and further deposits may be made at any
time. Orders sent into the store can be charged in the

same manner as purchases made at the counter.

the mysterious about that silken line to create curiosity,

and curiosity eventuated in a successful sale.

*

It was not a bad thing for one merchant's business not

long ago that he became just so ill that he could not leave

the house for several weeks. It gave his son a chance.

The father had stopped buying, during the depression,

and the appearance of things made the son restless. He
noticed that other merchants were doing business on the

same scale. So he began to buy. It was not long before

the shelves in that store bristled with everything new and
salable, a bright contrast to their former appearance. He
proved that the condition of trade was not entirely the

fault of the shopping public. Business soon justified the

apparent plunge, and when the father made his appear-

ance at the store again he found that it had undergone
a metamorphosis of decidedly profitable dimensions. It

explained why he was afterwards able to tell the other

merchants that he pulled through the dull season of 1908

farther ahead in the matter of returns than had been the

case in any of the more prosperous years immediately

preceding.

There is a merchant in Woodstock who expresses the

belief that it would be a good idea if the business men
within districts where towns and cities are no great dis-

tance from each other, would exchange friendly visits

among themselves with the object of giving their ideas the

benefit of personal consideration. The thought was sug-

gested to him by the fact that a few days ago a merchant

from Ingersoll called on him and asked to be allowed to

take the measurements of his delivery wagon—a par-

ticularly good one, of modern design and exceedingly well

adapted to the purposes required. The Ingersoll man was
given permission to go as far as he desired with his rule,

and he now has a delivery outfit built on similar lines.

The moral that adorns the tale is the main thing. Ex-

change of ideas is one of the strongest elements of mer-

chandising inspiration. A good suggestion may come in

a roundabout way from sources quite foreign to the busi-

ness in which a man is engaged, and again it may be

within easy reach, but it sometimes pays to hear about

them.

*

An inspirational sale—that's what it was, and it

brought results. A merchant in a large city had a pretty

good line of ribbon which on the spur of the moment he
decided to dispose of in connection with a special sale

arranged for the day. He had no time to advertise the

ribbon, but from the top of the door he ran a thin red line

of baby ribbon just above interference point, to the de-

partment on the second floor. To the ribbon he pinned a

series of arrows, pointing in the desired direction, and a

small sign or two. That was all. There was enough of

It is not an uncommon thing to find in most unex-

pected places exponents of system who are decidedly up
to the times in their ideas as well as in practice. In a

village of 800 inhabitants, a young man who has been

three years in business has adopted the departmentizing

plan on an absolutely up-to-date scale. He is proud to

refer to his store as a "pocket edition of the big ones in

Toronto." His set of books are so conducted that he

can tell at a glance just what each department is doing,

how his averages compare with those of the year previ-

ously, the sales records of each clerk, and the condition

of his stock. Moreover, he has applied the cash system to

the fullest extent possible in a country village.
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Mount Royal Spinning Co.'s Mill Has Fine Equipment

One of the Largest and Most Complete Individual Cotton Plants in Canada

Capacity of 50,000 Spindles and 1,200 Looms—-Turning Out Grey Cotton.
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The plant of the Mount Royal Spinning Co., at Cote

St. Paul, Montreal, one of the new Canadian cotton com-

panies, is described as not only the most complete, but

:he largest individual cotton mill, without additions, in

Canada. A visit to the mill by one familiar with Cana-

dian cotton mills, tends to substantiate the above.

The dimensions of the mill proper will prove interest-

ing'. It is 312 feet long. 134 feet wide, and five 16 feet

storeys in height. In addition, the office and shipping

staff occupy a building SO x 47 feet, two storeys in height.

Another building, known as the picker building, is three

storeys in height, measuring 140 x 48 feet. This building

is 50 feel from the office, and is joined by a passage. The
warehouse is at right angles, five storeys in height, with

dimensions of 200 x 80 feet. In addition, there is the

large engine and boiler room and the remarkable chimney,

175 feet in height, with an eight-foot flue. They also

have their own machine and carpenter shop.

These buildings are all completed, and all the machin-

ery practically installed. The mill is already turning out

grey cotton, with everything running smoothly.

Ground has been broken and foundations are under

way for the new buildings, to be known as the bleachery

and print works respectively. These buildings will be

at right angles to the cotton mill, and will each be two

16-foot storeys, and in dimensions each 300 x 78 feet, with

passage ways connecting them.

Through the courtesy of Mr. James Dolphin, the super-

intendent, who has had a world-wide experience in cotton

mills, and Mr. H. L. Perchard, the sales manager, with

temporary quarters in the Mark Fisher building, and next

March in the Eastern Townships Bank building, Mont-

real, a representative of The Review recently viewed the

mill.

Turning out Grey Cotton.

The mill has a capacity of 50.000 spindles and 1,200

looms, and thus far is turning out grey cotton, which in

late years has often been in short supply. The buildings

are all of mill construction, and contain every modern con-

venience known to the cotton trade.

The boiler room was first inspected, where, perhaps,

the outstanding feature was the main driving wheel, of

20-foot diameter. The machinery in this building com-
prises engines built by C. & G. Cooper, Mount Vernon.
Ohio, and Babcock & Wilcox boilers.

Commencing the process of manufacture, the raw cot-

ton is first drawn up into the picker building, where huge
machines put it through a general cleaning process.

Then the scene of activity is transferred to. the card-

ing room on the third floor of the mill, where the cotton

is gradually put through a fining process, six strands en-

tering the machines and coming out as one. Then the

cotton is made still finer by putting it through the slub-

bers and intermediates.

Next one goes to the mule room on the fourth floor,

which is doubtless the most interesting part of any
cotton mill. There the wonderful mule spinners spin the

cotton into what is known as cops which are used for the

weft.

Ascending to the top, the fifth floor, the other branch

of the mill is seen, making the cotton ready for the warps,

going through such processes as ring spinning, spooling,

warping, slashing and drawing in.

Now all is ready for the weaving, and the two lower

floors of the mill are given over to this, the production of

cloth going on with remarkable celerity, as the shuttle

carries the weft through the warps.

The Mount Royal Spinning Company, Ltd., is not only

a splendid plant which is a credit to Canada, containing

as it does the best type of mill construction, and the most

modern machinery, but also has an imposing Board of

Directors, comprising as follows: Wm. C. Mclntyre,

President; J. W. Pike, Vice-President; W. T. Whitehead,

Managing Director; W. S. Barker, Secretary-Treasurer;

and the following also on the Board of Directors: B.

Tooke, A. Racine, F. W. Molson, T. R. Hodgson, C. W.
Trenholme, J. H. Burland.
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A Far-Seeing Merchant

!S USUALLY A BIG

SUCCESS

U/1DERWBAR
For Spring 1 909

King Prosperity is back— he never was
very far away. Spring business is going
to be a hummer. People will want the

best that's going in underwear—and that's

Hygeian Brand. A close examination of

our Spring samples will prove it.

EAGLE KNITTING CO., Limited

HAMILTON, ONTARIO

All of whicH applies to "Hygeian" Waists

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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A Basis of Success
By Henry Clews, the New York Financier

A WISELY advertised product

gives its sponsors credit

• standing. For confidence

makes credit; and knowledge is

absolutely necessary to confidence.

Big advertising looks like big

sales; it familiarizes; it unconsciously

creates trust.

Beyond all question of doubt,

the greatest force working in the

interest of credit to-day is publicity.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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I am Billiken
1)

aThe-God-of-things-as-they-ought-to-be"

My believers are everywhere. I bring luck—chase

away the blues—dissolve frowns—turn winter into

springtime. You have to laugh when I grin, I

make you happier—you can't smile and be down-

cast all at once. I'm all over the land

—

thousands

of men and of women believe in me. I do not sell

myself—I only visit When I come I stay a hundred

years. Misfortune, grief, hard knocks, the house-

maid's knee, dyspepsia, alimony and mothers-in-law

disappear on my arrival.

1 banish care with a grin—I turn leaden styes

into bright sunshine. I sit upon a throne and rule

the world of better things.

If you want prosperity, get me into your store

—

I'm the twin-brother to a ban\ balance. I do not claim magic power,

but everywhere, everyone says I'm more potent than a rabbit's foot in

the hind pocket of a seventh son of a seventh son.

I'm the sworn enemy of grouches. But if you don't want to see me
grouchy, beware of mixing up with false Gods who try to steal my pres-

tige. I am the original Luck Charmer, born a million yesterdays ago,

and brought back to earth to average things up after last year's finan-

cial panic and this year's presidential muss.

The moment I enter your door, you're vaccinated against bad accounts

and dull days. Your customers will take me home the moment I catch

their eye, but you'd better write to me at once and arrange for my com-

ing. My headquarters are in Chicago, at the Old Colony Building, and

I am also to be found at 90 Center Street in New York. Write to me
at once and learn all about me. Send for my portrait and my history.

Reg. U. S. Patent Office Copyright, 1908
Bv The Craftsman's Guild.

Th° Billiken Co., Old Colony Bide., Chicago.
Billiken Sales Co., 90 Centre St., New York.

The Billiken Co., 470 Old Colony Bldg.,

Chicago, 111.

ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO

or
The Billiken Sales Co., 90 Center Street,

New York City

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Fancy Goods and Notions Department

The approach of the gift season is having a

noticeable effect upon the fancy goods department.

There is an increasing interest being taken in

colored embroideries in fancy work lines.

A very heavy business is being done in beltings

by the yard, both in tinsels and in elastics.

Hat pins may always be relied upon for brisk

business. Size and glitter are fashionable features.

The possibilities of the holiday season should

inspire concentration on the picture post card de-

partment.

Developing Holiday Trade.

The retail trade is pushing the sale of fancy articles

by every means in its power. Advertising space is fre-

quently given and such goods are featured in the window
displays. In stores where toys are only carried for the

Christmas trade, and where there is a permanent toy de-

partment its limits are being extended, and places are

being found for tables, etc., in other parts of the store.

Preparations are being made looking towards the recep-

tion of Santa Clans. One big city store has shown the

top of his cap, with instructions to watch this space in

its future advertising, while another is using every effort

to interest both little folk and big folk in different kinds

of chimneys. Thus, it may be said, that Christmas selling-

is fairly launched.

Many stores do a big business in wooden articles with

a pattern etched upon them for burning. Outfits are for

sale for this purpose. Last year these goods were worked

up with oil colors after they were burned. This year

water colors are used and some very effective results are

achieved. These are particularly good in landscape and
Dutch pictures. Booklets giving directions how to do the

work are sold with water color outfits in the department

devoted to their sale.

It should be noted that, owing to the increasing use of

embroideries for trimmings, there is an increasing interest

taken in colored embroideries in fancy work lines. This

will mean an extra demand for colored embroidery silks.

and steps ought to be taken to keep up the color assort-

ment during the next few weeks. In this connection both

beads and spangles are used, and these also should be in

stock.

Many Gift Suggestions.

Bags and fancy articles, centre pieces, etc., are now
made from leather and many departments are stocking'

chamois, and specially prepared kid skins in fancy colors

for this work. Some of these are painted in oils, and here

the stamping department often comes in. Therefore, a

selection of floral designs should be kept ready to show
for this purpose. Opera bags, card bags, needle books,

pen-wipers, and other small articles, as well as centre

pieces and cushion tops, are done in conventional designs

in cut-out leather. These are mounted on a contrasting'

color in silk and are worked up with rope silks, cords

and spangles. The effects produced are decidedly good

and the labor involved is not great.

Many of the house furnishing departments carry wool

canvases, and the coarse linens used for the ground of

stencil work. If these fabrics, as well as the stencils and

a few finished examples of the work were shown in the

fancy goods department, no doubt sales would be satisfac-

tory. Besides being new the results are handsome and

artistic in the extreme.

The belt department is always a busy one at this season

of the year. Belts, particularly if handsomely boxed,

always make a desirable Christmas present. Beautiful

effects in high-priced tinsels are shown, and just as

prominent are handsome steel-studded elastics with buckles

of cut steel. A very heavy business is being done in belt-

ings by the yard, both in tinsels and in elastics. When a

length is sold a buckle can be selected from stock. Thus

there is a personal and individual touch to this present,

and it has the added merit also that it cannot be dupli-

cated.

Diree'toire sashes in satin with fringed and tasseled

ends are shown. These come also in wide tinsel ribbons.

Coming down to the everyday belt trade, the big pre-

sent demand is for elastics. Not only are elastics selling

now, but advance orders are being placed for the Spring

season. These are in the staple colorings and pretty much
in the order given. That is black, white, navy, green and

brown. Sample lines of tinsel beltings are just coming

to hand and the numbers promise to be extra handsome

and attractive.

Hat Pins a Good Line.

The merchant who does not carry a line of fancy hat

pins, particularly in the higher-priced goods, is missing-

business. The present style of hat needs from four to

six pins to anchor it in safety. Size is the chief style

characteristic of the fashionable hat pin, and glitter is

also a factor. The call for the hat pin with a large head

seems to be a safely rooted business.

An interesting note is the fact that pearl necklaces are

coming back into favor. This was first noticed at the

Horse Show, but, since then, there has been a good sale

for single rows of pearls in the New York stores. Beads
made up of smaller sizes of cut steel are a pretty novelty.

These are also worn in the single row and in graduated

sizes.

In fancy jewelry, the latest idea is a revival of the

18 Hi century fashions for silver filagree, garnets and

Scotcli pebbles. As these goods are not very high-priced

it is probable that they will find their way into those

stores that have a jewelry section.

Brilliant effects in hair ornaments are shown for the

Christmas trade. The new thing is the use of barrettes

and coronets. These are newest in what are termed the

sculptured effects. Barrettes and coronets are adapted to

the new classic manner of dressing the hair. They are

new now, and will probably prove important in Spring

lines.
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Christmas Postcards.

December should be a good month in picture post card

departments. It is important that the stock of holiday

postals should be well assorted, and that it should em-

brace the higher class goods. The picture postal with

the holiday greeting, has made a place for itself. It is a

convenient way of extending holiday greetings to a friend

where a gift or ordinary Christmas card might be un-

necessary, or even out of place.

The dealer should see that while his stock includes the

cheaper lines, enough of the higher priced cards, which

are often really artistic, should be carried to give it tone

and to attract a better class of trade.

It is well to display Christmas postals in connection

with other lines of Christmas cards, booklets and

calendars. Doing this will increase post card sales, and

is not likely to interfere with sales in the other lines

mentioned.

Since the introduction of the Christmas postal great

improvements have been made until the better class of

card at the present time will be welcomed by the recipient.

This year some splendid lines are shown for the holiday

trade, and retailers will do well to make a good showing

of nice lines of postals, and to keep their stocks well

assorted.

Marking Canadian Jewelry.

On the first of October a law came into force in Can-

ada with regard to the marking of jewelry. This law

makes it obligatory that every article of jewelry, either

of gold or silver, or said to be such, shall bear the trade

mark of the maker, which must be registered in Canada;

also distinctive marks indicating the quality; that is, the

karat if of gold, or the per cent, of silver if of silver or

silver composition. Gold electroplated articles must be

stamped "Gilt"; gold filled, "G. F."; rolled gold plate,

"R. G. P."; rolled gold, "R. G." The bill is known as

the "Gold and Silver Marking Act," and imposes a pen-

alty, not to exceed $100, on any dealer violating its pro-

visions.—From the Maritime Merchant.

Three Interesting Catalogues.

The Review has received the catalogues recently is-

sued by Wm. Liddell &' Co., linen manufacturers, Don-

acloney, Ireland,; the Monarch Knitting Co., Dunnville,

Ont., and C. F. Rumpp & Sons, Philadelphia, manufac-

turers of fancy leather goods. There is always much of

outstanding interest in these very attractive productions

issued by manufacturers to the trade and The Review is

always glad to receive them. It is the intention to de-

vote a certain amount of space monthly to descriptive

comment upon those most recently to hand.

Wm. Liddell & Co.

It would hardly appear necessary to deal at any

length with the subject matter of a work bearing on its

covers the reproductions of ten gold medals won in Eng-

land, France and America. That is the significant fea-

ture of the design which stamps the very handsome cata-

logue issued by Wm. Liddell &' Company, the famous

linen manufacturers of Donacloney, Ireland. The exhibit

made by this firm was awarded a grand prix at the

Franco-British Exposition this year. Their record of

awards not only suggests but fully justifies the name
"Gold Medal Brand." One-half of the catalogue deals

in careful detail with descriptions, sizes and prices of a

great range of Damask table linens, napkin cloths, bed-

spreads, towels, handkerchiefs and other lines, while the

remaining part is artistically illustrative of those goods.

The engravings of the different styles of damask pat-

terns, hand embroideries in floral designs, and of initials

and monograms has been executed with wonderful nicety

of detail, the beauty of the designs being so skilfully de-

veloped that their reduction for catalogue purposes does

not handicap minute inspection, but, rather, invites it.

C. F. Rumpp & Sons.

"Fancy Leather Goods." That is always a subject

of interest to the trade, and particularly so at this time
of year. It is the gold-lettered legend which C. F.

humpp & Sons, of Philadelphia, have applied to their

latest volume dealing at considerable length and in ex-

ceedingly attractive form with the great variety of ar-

ticles in leather which they manufacture.

The illustrations of the catalogue have been so skil-

fully prepared that it is, in itself, educative not only of

the many uses to which leather may be applied in the

production of fancy goods that are useful as well as

ornamental, but it also demonstrates the extent to which
the possibilities of high-class leather dressing has been

developed. The reproductions are such that they depict

not only the finish and kinds of leather used, but also

correctly index the colors introduced in certain lines.

"With the experience acquired through many years of

careful study," so runs an introductory paragraph, "we
are equipped to manufacture all goods on the most prac-

tical basis, securing for our customers the benefit of eco-

nomical production. We aim to maintain a high standard
and all articles are marked with our registered trade

mark."

The Monarch Knitting Co.

In these days when fine knitted goods are taking a

place never before attained by them
v
in almost every sec-

tion of the well-ordered wardrobe, a catalogue such as

that which has just been issued by the Monarch Knitting

Co., of Dunnville, is of exceptional interest. Its illustra-

tions havp been most artistically developed to the end

that the style distinction of Monarch garments might be

depicted to full advantage. The figures not only demon-
strate this, but they are also thoroughly representative

of the wide range of wear with which favor has endowed
fine lines of knitted goods. The catalogue is divided into

four departments—ladies"
1

, children's, men's and boys'

—

each containing a good showing of the latest types of

garment and articles of wear. Two pages in colors are

devoted to knitted slippers and neckwear. All of the

other pages have a basic tint of deep cream, the figures

being in black ink. The "Monarch" idea has been well

worked out by the introduction of lion-rampant shields

in each of the lower corners, with two crowns at the

top, one on each side of a small cut of the factory. The
cover is of royal blue with gold lettering and green silk

binding cord.

The foreword attributes the growth of the Monarch

Knitting Co. to "the fact of their using only the best

material and the latest improved machinery, the entire

world having been searched for new ideas and improve-

ments."

Aux Modes Americaines, Montreal, millinery, Art-

hemise & Anna Rheaume, registered.

A Lancashire rug manufacturer has written the De-

partment of Trade and Commerce at Ottawa asking for

prices of worsted healds, when of no further use in the

looms, from Canadian woolen mills.
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Perfect Powder Puff
C. Filled with American Beauty Powder, the finest made.

The most compact, cheapest and best— in fact, the

only novelty of its kind. Can be carried in purse or

pocket. • A boon to ladies ; a convenience to shavers.

C The Powder Puff is attached to the inside of box

cover, is projected by slightest pressure of finger through

opening in top. Finished handsomely in imitation of

red leather.

Retails for 10 Cents

d, A wonderful seller in department, dry goods and notion

stores. Is being extensively advertised, and should be

in all stores.

Samples and Special Agents' Propositions Sent Upon Request

PerfectedPowder Puff Co.
44 Court St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Jlgents Wanted Everywhere.

London Paris Berlin Cape Town New York

Raphael Tuck & Sons Co., Limited
By Special Appointment

Publisher* by Special Appointment to Their

Majesties King Edward VII and Hi*

Queen Alexandra

9-17 St. Antoine Street,

Montreal, P.Q.
Publishers by Royal Warrant

TRADE MARK

How about your stock of Tuck's Christmas and
New Year Cards, Toy Books and Juveniles, Christ-

mas and New Year Post Cards, Holly Specialties,

such as Seals, Tags, Embossed Greeting Cards,

Christmas Tree Ornaments, Paper Dolls, Half

Masks, Reliefs, Wall Texts ?

Our stock is still in shape to serve you. Your order should reach us at once.

Largest Variety Best Quality

Complete descriptive catalogue forwarded free upon application.
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The Celebrated New Cushioned Hoops

The "American Girl
Patented Feb. 18, April 7 and May 12, 1908.

See Illustrations Below.

The centre is higher

than the edges, thus get-

ting the full benefit of the

friction. There is no
countersink or channel
for the felt to pack
down into. Write for

our pamphlet illustrating

Stocking

Darners,

Spring,

Felt and
Plain

Hoops

All of our Hoops are

made in both round and
oval shapes.

Our Goods are Guaranteed ; if Not Satisfactory,

Money Refunded

The Reinhart Varieties Co.
Canton, Ohio, U.S.A.

K. Ishikawa & Co.

Manufacturers and Importers

24 Wellington Street West,

* # TORONTO

Canada's Button Centre.

(From our own correspondent).

Berlin, Nov. 23.—The twin cities, Berlin and Water-
loo, are frequently referred to as the "Furniture Centre

of Canada," but the name "Button Centre of Canada"
is equally applicable, there being in the two towns nine

factories and wholesale houses. The Dominion Button
factory, now operated by the Jacob Y. Shantz'Co., was
one of the pioneer manufacturing concerns of the town.

George D. Stumpf, in the employ of Smyth Bros, for

several years, has resigned, owing to ill health. His in-

tention is to obtain outside employment. He will be

succeeded at Smyth Bros, by Albert Miller, who has had
charge of the dress goods department at G. B. Ryan &
Co.'s store.

Charles Himburg has severed his connection with
Ernst & Co.'s dry goods store to join the staff of the

new Kaufman Rubber Co., as one of the company's tra-

veling salesmen.

New Folding Umbrella.

A folding umbrella adapted to traveling bag dimen-

sions has recently been patented. It is of the regular 26-

inch size, but when folded only measures 17V2 inches in

length. The steel shank unscrews midway the length of

the umbrella where it is fitted with double joints, so that

the handle will fold back against the ferrule end. Each
of the eight ribs is hinged at the point where it is con-

nected with the spreader, so that one-half of the rib, with

section of the cloth cover attached, folds back upon itself,

and when thus folded the eight tips encircle the ferrule at

its very end. By an ingenious arrangement the lower or

folding end of each rib is securely held in position when
the umbrella is opened.

B. B. Clements, merchant tailor, of Fort William,

Ont.. ha9 moved into his new shop situated in the Mur-

ray block, recently- erected in that town.

The Parkhill Woolen Mill, it is reported, is to be

taken over by a joint stock company, the building en-

larged and a number of knitting machines installed.

The Four Blumenthals, one of the largest retail cloth-

ing firms in Montreal, are considering plans for the ex-

tension of their premises. In view of alterations, it has

been decided to run a bumper sale rather than have any

of the large stock transferred to storage.

"1 lilt's Now or Never

On Your H oliday Comb'Order
"

It will pay you and it will pay us

if you will put in a range of our

Fancy Open Work "Sets"

Back and Sides, in Fancy Boxes

The Granby Mfg. Co., Limited
ORIGINATORS OF COMBS THAT SELL

Granby, Que.
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Too busy with

holiday shoppers

to look through

samples?

Let's help you out.

We have systematized

our Mail Order Department

so as to ensure prompt

and careful filling of your

"hurry-up" wants — put

ourselves in your place,

in fact — and you can rely

on getting what you order

if it is to be had in this city.

You write the letter —

WE fill the order.

Make a note of this,

won't you ?

THE W. R. BROCK COMPANY, limited)

MONTREAL
flease mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Furs as Christmas Gifts
\\^HAT could be more acceptable

as a Christmas Gift than a hand-

some Set of Furs, or a Fur or Fur-lined

Coat ? How many husbands are

there in your locality who
would be interested in Furs

as Christmas Gifts ? Quite

a few, aren't there ? Why
not get after this business

and land it ? It's easy to get, and

means good money in your pockets

to stay, if you handle the " Furs

That Stay Sold."

"FURS THAT
STAY SOLD"

TSE a little extra space in your

local papers to let the people

know YOU have the things they

want. Money is always plentiful

around Christmastime and it

should be an easy proposi-

tion to get some of it. Rush
orders will be filled "on the

dot" for those who find the

demand greater than they expected.

And, by the way, if you are not now
on our visiting list, drop us a line

and you'll be on immediately.

The Paquet Co., Ltd., Wholesale Division, Quebec, P.Q.

Hats for Spring

THE "Carter" and the "Wil-
kinson" Hats will be the

leaders for next Spring. The past

year has clearly demonstrated their

popularity, and we'll see to it that

the people don't forget the names.

Write us for prices and full

particulars if )^ou want to get in

line. We are now ready to fill

sorting orders in all the different

shapes.

"J.A. P." Gloves and

Mitts

ORDER by letter if you need a

few lines to piece out your
Glove stock. We'll ship them
same day order gets here. Fur-
lined Mochas will sell well if you
show them during the Christmas
rush. They don't need pushing
—they sell themselves when the

"J.A.P." mark is on the clasp.

VANCOUVER

WINNIPEG

TORONTO

MONTREAL

OTTAWA
ST. JOHN, N.B.

B-HFrflB VISIB.

Wholesale Division

Head Office and Factory, Quebec, P.Q.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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News of the Canadian Fur Trad*

Fur manufacturers are considering- an agree-

ment upon a fixed basis of terms and discounts to

retailers.

Never in the history of furs have there been

such beautiful garments, pieces and novelties as at

the present time.

The fur department should be given a place of

greater importance than ever before.

Fur sets are likely to be strong sellers for

Christmas gifts.

Fur Manufacturers to Get Together.

Encouraged by the success of the dry goods associa-

tion in regulating terms, and remembering the good
effects obtained by the wholesale grocers and hardware
merchants in doing likewise, the wholesale fur manufac-

turers, with Montreal as headquarters, are endeavoring

to agree upon a fixed basis of terms and discounts to

retailers.

Jenkins &' Hardy, Toronto, accountants, with a

branch office in the Canada Life Building, Montreal,

have the matter actively in charge, and are making good
progress among the important fur houses. The prospec

tive agreement reads somewhat as follows: On all fur

shipments made from the first of March to the first of

November, four months time, from 2nd of November to

the end of February, dating to be first of following

month. Discounts to be as follows: five per cent., ten

days; four per cent., thirty days. It is hoped to have

this agreement in working order, and the important fur

firms interested by the first of January.

As is well known, there has been a great deal of

discrepancy and trouble in fur circles regarding discounts

particularly, and dating incidentally. To be sure, the

retailer who knows furs, buys on value and the reputa-

tion of the house, but settled terms and discounts are

of proven value in many lines of business.

The outcome of the efforts of the fur trade to get

together will be watched with interest.

Some months ago the Review advocated the forma-

tion of a fur association, pointing out the advisability

in many ways.

Push Furs for Holiday Trade.

The month of December offers a good opportunity for

merchants to push furs, in view of the holiday trade.

There is no questioning the fact that in Canada there is

nothing more desirable or suitable as a Christmas gift

than some article in fur.

Furs, at the present time, combine so much of the

beautiful with the useful that they are a welcome ad-

dition to a Fall or Winter costume from the point of

view of appearance as well as comfort.

A great deal of thought and time on the part of fur

manufacturers has been devoted to producing really

beautiful effects, with the result that never in the his-

tory of furs has there been such beautiful garments, fur

pieces and fur novelties as at the present time.

With this in view there should be very little difficulty

in booming the fur department this month.
While the usual tendency is to devote window space

to goods that are essentially holiday in character, a fair

amount of space should be given to furs, with cards cal-

ling attention to the suitability of the lines displayed,

for Christmas gifts. In the regular advertisements in

the newspapers during the days previous to Christmas,
space should be used emphasizing the fact that custom-
ers who wish to procure gifts that combine beauty, use-

fulness and real value, should not fail to visit the fur

department. Descriptions and prices of desirable lines

should be given, and it probably will not be necessary
to mark down prices to any great extent to secure good
business. Customers sometimes hesitate in buying an
article marked down in price as a gift for a friend, even
though they may realize that the value is all right.

In decorating the store for the holidays, let the fur

department receive a fair share of attention, so that it

may attract by its appearance. It is a good idea to

bring a few special lines to a more prominent part of

the store than that usually given to furs, as the fact

that they are in an unusual position will not fail to

attract attention.

Fur sets are likely to prove the best sellers as

Christmas gifts, but fur-lined garments, and fur jackets

should sell as well. This year the pretty little Pierrot

ruffs, with edges of ruching and ribbon bows, which are

not very expensive, should meet with a good demand for

the Christmas trade.

*

The Fur Market.

Though weather conditions have put off fur buying

until late in the season, nearly all lines of furs seem to

be selling, and retailers are doing a fair business, though

it appears to be the result of a good deal of pushing.

Merchants are anxious to dispose of as much stock as

possible, and with this end in view there has been con-

siderable price cutting.

The business in fur-lined garments is extremely good
this season, and <here is little to complain of on that

score. Mink and Alaska sable collars and revers are

most in demand as trimmings for the fur-lined coats,

and the lining preferred is muskrat, though Hamster and

squirrel are selling. Black, brown and blue are the

There is a strong demand for fur-lined gar-

ments. Mink and Alaska sable collars and revers

are much in demand.

Motor coats of muskrat, caracul and Russian

pony are selling well.

Sets of monkey in black and white combinations

figure prominently among the novelties.

Australian opossum has developed an excep-

tional demand.
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principal colors in request for the shells, though there is

some call for green. Fawn is very quiet.

Persian lamb jackets are in fair demand, and motor
coats of muskrat and Russian pony seem to be

doing- well this season. Caracul motor coats are selling

freely, and short caracul jackets, in military style are

in good request. These garments are exceedingly well

made, and are very desirable, consequently sales should

be good.

Novelties are selling to some extent. Sets of monkey

fur are exceedingly novel, and are seen in black and

white combinations, and in all black. The neckpiece is

a stole with the long hairs hanging down the front. The

muffs are of the large flat variety, with the long hair.

Another very handsome set was of grey squirrel, the

neckpiece being a throw-over tie, and the muff a large

flat shape with a band about three inches wide of the

squirrel around each opening, • the main portion of the

muff being of grey chamois cut out in a floral design

over colored velvet. The bottom part of the muff was
finished with grey accordeon-pleated chiffon.

Pierrot ruffs are selling extremely well. The best

of these are of mink, some having satin or silk ruchings

on both edges, and some being finished with the ordin-

ary chiffon ruchings, and trimmed with ribbon bows and

loops. They may be' worn fastened in the back or at the

side.

A good deal of business is being done in children's

furs. Grey coney, white hare, and Iceland lamis are the

principal furs for very small children in caps, muffs and

coats. Grey lamb sells well for older children.

Cut Prices on Furs.

Owing to the early mild weather many stories have

been heard regarding' the low prices at which furs have

been sold both in a retail and wholesale way. Many of

these rumors are totally unfounded upon investigation,

as good furs always bring their price, and those in inner

fur circles well realize this fact. The coming of cold

weather in many parts of Canada at the latter part of

the month has done much to dispel this talk.

However, more perhaps than in any previous season,

specials have been offered retailers in such lines as fur-

lined coats, and many kinds of fur sets. Other houses

stick strictly to the system of marking all furs with a

fair profit and avoiding the selling at cost, or near it,

of certain lines.

Australian Opossum.

An exceptional demand has developed this season for

Australian opossum in natural and colored, made up

chiefly in small fur articles. As a result, in Montreal,

the Canadian fur centre, the supply is none too large

and prices are steadily forging upwards. It is expected

that in 1909 this fur will sell at 40 per cent, advance

upon the price at which it opened this season.

There are furriers who state that Australian opos-

sum is really the best value of any fur sold. It is fairly

low in price but extremely serviceable. It looks as if

Australian opossum was coming into its own.

Fur Selling Helps.

The biggest handicap the wholesale fur manufacturer
has to overcome is the lack of intimate knowledge of

furs on the part of retailers and consumers. As a re-

sult many fur sales are actually lost and much needless

dissatisfaction is caused.

The biggest trouble in this respect, as has been re-

ferred to previously, is the lack of knowledge of the

care of furs on the part of retailers and consumers. This

leads to much reckless selling in guaranteeing of furs.

There are many well known wholesale fur manufac-

turers who absolutely refuse to guarantee the wear of

any dyed fur. The dyeing of furs takes the life out of

the fur, and it is never safe to use a broad, sweeping

guarantee.

Retailers in selling
f
furs, should explain to their cus-

tomers that the fur should be kept out of the sunlight,

that they should be beaten frequently, and that expen-

sive articles should be kept in boxes, with some
naphthaline thrown in. Any good Avholesale manufacturer

will be glad to give any further particulars along this

line.

Fur Prospects for 1909.

Already wholesale fur manufacturers are thinking

about 1909, and trying to forget the troubles of 1908.

Everyone is looking anxiously forward to the Lon-
don January fur sales, which will probably settle the

price question for the new season.

There are some well settled rumors regarding the

tendency in price of certain furs. It is expected that

Persians will be even easier in price and the mediums
and low grades of coon decidedly so. This is naturally

mi account of the exceptional demand for fur-lined gar-

ments, which has a tendency to lessen the demand for

the above furs. The good old standby, Alaska sable,

it is thought, will recover in the Spring and go higher

in price. The strong demand for lynx will result in an

increase in price of this fur. Otter, fox and squirrel,

etc., are expected to hold their own. In the January
issue the subject will be treated exhaustively.

Fur Trapping in Prescott District.

Referring to successful results of trapping for fur-

bearing animals in the vicinity of Prescott, Consul M.

R. Sackett writes that, notwithstanding the fact that

the district is settled country, with no great tracts of

woodland remaining of the vast unbroken forest which

originally covered it, the amount of fur gathered every

year in the district is considerable, and, under the con-

ditions, remarkable.

"The raw fur invoiced at the consulate for shipment

to the United States for the year ending June 30, 1907,

was $18,609, and for the year ending June 30, 1908,

$20,991. The fur skins are of muskrat, mink, otter,

marten, lynx, wolf, bear, weasel (ermine), and fox.

Muskrat is exported by thousands of skins; it is a cheap

fur, and at present fashionable. Muskrat is the best

cheap fur to be had; its durability commends it to

wearers of moderate means, while its near approach,

under the dyers and furriers art, to mink, seal, and

others of the more rare and costly furs, lends if greal

attractiveness in the trade.

"The fur of greatest value is mink. Hundreds of the

pelts of this little animal are sent from this section to

the New York market each year. The price of a full-

sized mink pelt here in the Pall of 1907 was $7, but it

dropped to $5 the following Spring. Mink is a very

durable fur, probably none more so. A lady, even in

Canada, the land of fur wearing, with a full garment of

prime mink, is distinguished.

"The Government of Canada has wisely determined

upon a policy of complete protection of her remaining

colonies of beaver. Their near extinction was threaten-
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cd, and only a most rigid enforcement of the present

wise law can prevent the entire extinction of this won-

derful fur bearer."

London Fur Sales.

According- to the report upon Lampson &> Co.'s Oc-

tober fur sale a marked improvement over Summer
trade has developed. A brief spell of cold weather in

September caused quite a brisk demand for articles in

fashion, while the mild weather of the succeeding month
brought with it a pronounced lull. The demand seemed

to have a preference for medium-priced goods, but while

high grades were certainly neglected, cold weather is

bound to bring about a general improvement. The
quantities on sale were lower than last year, some sec-

tions being hardly large enough for comparison. Prices

were a trifle higher than those of June.

A Wholesaler's View.
Referring to the new credit terms which are now being

arranged, a Toronto wholesaler of furs stated that there

was no doubt that long datings and a general laxity in the

matter of selling conditions made for high prices.

"The producing end," said he, "certainly has to take

care of itself under these conditions. By the new terms

we hope to arrive at some basis of equalization or uni-

formity in the matter of dating. Such an arrangement
would certainly make better prices possible to the retail

house."

£

Men's Hats.

In the hat department the olive color is becoming a

pronounced feature. It is now evident that the American
shades are more vivid than those of English manufacture.

Derbies, as well as the soft styles, are demonstrating the

emerald tendency. Browns are popular, although it is

now stated that the run on colors is not going to cause

blacks to shift their position to the extent that some pre-

dicted. The green hat has also created a call fur the

green band, particularly for soft hat wear. They may
even be given a place among the dressy novelties in the

band department for straws.

Telescopes, dinted crowns, Alpines and practically all

of the dressy fedora types are slated for a good run next

Spring. Caps are shaping up well in the Fall trade and

some very fine golf lines in Scotch and West of England

goods are being shown at prices to retail from $1.50 to

$2. For sporting and autoing these caps are filling a

profitable demand.

Are the wide brims in straws going to hold the place

picked out for them early in the Spring season? Among
the retailers, it. is reported, there is a tendency to buy
lightly in the more pronounced styles. They prefer, ap-

parently, to keep well within the range of standard

dimensions. One wholesaler estimated that the wide brims

were represented by about one-third of the buying straws.

History of the Perrin Glove.

Nearly half a century ago, in 1859, there lived in

Grenoble, France, a widow and three sons, named Per-

rin. Even at that early date Grenoble was the recog-

nized centre of the glove-making industry, and it was
only natural that the Perrins took up the occupation

nearest to hand and started in to manufacture kid

gloves. The manufacture of gloves in those days was
vastly different from what it is in these days of intricate

machinery and improved methods. Then the gloves were

made entirely by hand, every stitch meaning the motion

of human fingers. But with the advent of machinery and

labor-saving devices, glove-making advanced steadily until

it reached the present state of perfection.

The Perrins did nut continue alone in their modest

venture for long. As the quality of their wares became
Known they were compelled to add to their forces, and

the growth of the firm has now reached such a stage that

their factory in Grenoble gives employment to over six

hundred hands, in addition to over two thousand people

who work for the firm in their own homes.

The firm of V. Perrin & Cie. consists at the present

time of the only remaining son, Yalericn Perrin, and his

nephew, L. A. Douillet. In addition to the principal fac-

tory at Grenoble there is a supplementary factory at

La Mure, France.

The output of these factories is handled through

branch offices in New York, London, Montreal, Paris and

Grenoble, the headquarters. The Perrins cover the differ-

ent countries by means of thoroughly organized corps of

travelers, who keep in touch with the trade by personal

visits. The men who cover the American territory, seven

in number, are salesmen who have grown up in the busi-

ness and handle only gloves. They make their headquar-

ters at the New York office, No. 33 Union Square. The
Canadian field force, with headquarters at 28 Victoria

Square, Montreal, numbers fourteen. It is larger than

the* United States force because the smaller Canadian

towns and settlements are covered, while the larger

cities, those having a population of one hundred thousand

and over, are principally considered in the United States.

The two Paris offices are at No. 15 Avenue de l'Opera

and No. 17 Rue d'Hauteville, while the London headquar-

ters are at No. 5 Wood Street, E.G.

Out of all the skins used in the manufacture of the

millions of pairs of gloves each year, nine-tenths are

those of kids. These skins come principally from France,

Switzerland, the north of Italy, and the south of Ger-

many. The other tenth are lamb skins. The kid skins

are manufactured into what are generally known as dress-

ed kids ; that is, gloves with a smooth surface. The un-

finished or undressed kids, as they are called, are made
from skins which come principally from the Canary Is-

lands and South America. The reason these skins are

available only for unfinished or undressed kid gloves is

because burrs, brambles and thorns get into the coats of

the animals and make the hides rough.

In the beginning the Perrins confined themselves al-

most exclusively to making dressed kid gloves to which

they gave the trade name of Pique Kid. In the early

days of the industry few children wore kid gloves, al-

though the smaller sizes were made, the manufacturers

being only too glad to utilize the pieces of skin too small

for adult gloves in making juvenile sizes.

After the leather has been dressed or tawed, it is

dyed or stained, and then the skin is ready for the glove

cutter. The different slops after this involve working the

"shape" or trank into the finished product. Most manu-

facturers buy their skins from leather merchants after

they have been dressed, but V. Perrin & Cie. buy their

skins in the raw and have them dressed in their own fac-

tories.

New Yorkers have for years been familiar with the

23rd Street retail establishment of V. Perrin & Cie
,

which has taken- care of the demand for the Perrin glove

in New York. It has been found, however, that many
calls are constantly made in the large department stores

for their gloves, and as it was not possible to have these

stores handle the gloves and consistently continue the

retail store, V. Perrin & Cie. have sold their retail busi-
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ness to James McCreery & Co. This new arrangement

went into effect on October 5.

(Perrin Freres & Cie., Mark Fisher Building, Mon-

treal, have an enviable connection in Canada and the

trade generally will be interested in learning of the his-

tory and extent of the business, as well as particulars

•regarding the manufacture of gloves, and the improve-

ments in the industry.)—Editor.

Doubled Floor Space Every Five Years.

That it has been found necessary by the wholesale

millinery house of the D. MeCall Co. to double up in the

Hargrave Street, is such that every floor will have excel-

lent light from three sides.

The interior plan is somewhat similar to that of the

Toronto headquarters. Spacious workrooms and a ship-

ping room are located in the basement. The ground floor

plan includes waiting rooms, public and private offices and
warerooms. The upper floors will be used as stock rooms.

W. H. Whyte is the Western manager for the D. Me-
Call Co. The territory requires four travelers. The sea-

son's trade is reported as being exceptionally good.

J. R. McNeil, merchant tailor, of Ottawa, formerly

of Peterboro, died suddenly on the afternoon of Sunday,

Building now being Erected at 375 Horgrave^Street.'Winnipeg, which will be the Western Headquarters for the D. MeCall Co.

floor space of their Winnipeg headquarters every five

years, is a fact which not only points to the progress of

this particular firm, but is also a significant indication of

the general trend of business in the West.

The house has experienced a steady growth ever since

it was established 27 years ago. To-daj' a new building,

in tribute to that development, is now being erected.

Three floors of the five will be ready for occupation with

the opening of the Spring season.

The building has a depth of 140 feet and a width of 40

feet. It will be an imposing structure, and its site, 375

Oct. 29th. He came to Canada from England in 1886,

and after spending a few months in Peterboro, moved to

Ottawa and was employed as manager by Donaldson &
Thompson. In LSS9 he started in business for himself.

Gideon Knechtel. of Guelph, has sold his boot and

shoe business in that city to the Knechtel Shoe Co., and

has been offered several very flattering propositions to

go on the road.

The Mount Vernon and Woodbury Cotton Duck Syndi-

cate, of New Hartford, Conn., will, it is reported, re-

open their mills, which were closed about ten years ago.
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Peck's Furs
December is Here.

Heavy Goods Are

Now in Demand.

Specialties With Us Are

Ladies' Fur-Lined

Mantles

Men's Fur-Lined
Coats

and

All Heavy Lines.

Coon Coats
in Every Value.

For Xmas Presents

Peck's Furs

Catalogue and Price List
for the Asking.

We Have the Best in

Everything.

John W. Peck & Co., Limited
Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

Clothing Furs Hats Caps Shirts

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Attract the Argus-eyed Crowd.

Don't be too "tony" or too "lackadaisical," or too

self-centered, or too indifferent to cater as well as you

know how, to I lie great crowd that promenades up am!

down your principal thoroughfare every Saturday nigiit.

The pockets of the people are, as a rule, full of money,

and you have got to pull it out. Your windows shouhi

not at that time look a usual, they should be trimmed on

purpose for the wage-earners, with goods which the wage
earners need. Miscellaneous with plenty of good attrac-

tive price tickets so that without asking the people may
know the price.

Neither the men or the women are wearing out their

shoe leather for nothing; the crowd is argus-eyed, they

all want hats, neckwear, shirts, petticoats, handkerchiefs

and things to use "next Sunday." They will respond

to the most pressing invitation. See that yours is the

most pressing. The old plan of putting in a window all

dress goods, or all carpets, or all furniture, or all notions,

and letting it stay until the day for taking it out comes

round, is long ago played out. Saturday, of all days of

the week must have its own particular window shows

—

that is, if you want the business.—Dry Goods.

The Window Drew a Crowd.

"I hear you want a good window dresser?"

"Yes, sir," replied the draper. "Can you make a

window attractive?"

"Attractive! I should say I could. I can dress it so a

woman can't go by without looking in."

"Very well, sir, you may try."

In half an hour the pavement in front of the shop was
crowded with women, all waiting to get a chance to peep
in. The draper could not understand it, since nothing else

but a solid piece of black velvet was hanging- in the

window.

"I didn't know a simple piece of plain velvet was
so attractive.

"

" 'Tain't that," said the new man. "They are not

looking at the velvet."

"What then?"
"Why, don't you see that mirror at the side?"

Henri Craig, Montreal, men's furnishings, sold.

494

How About
that special Fur customer of

yours for dressed Furs ?

Do you need any Raccoon,

Mink, Persian Lamb, Musk-
rats, etc ?

We offer for your selection the largest

stock of dressed Furs and Skins in Canada.

Prompt and courteous attention.

HIRAM JOHNSON, Limited
Largest Dealers in Canada in Raw and Dressed Furs

St. Paul St., - - - MONTREAL
Consignments of Raw Furs Solicited

Furs for the
Holidays
C Every day counts from now until

Christmas. You needn't lose Fur
sales, considering the modern means
of communication and the advantages
of our stock at the other end. Use our
catalogue and price lists.

C. Our stock of Ladies' Fur-lined Coats
is particularly representative.

C Wishing you a record holiday trade,

Boulter, Waugh & Co., Limited

Everything in Hi|

Grade Ladies' and

Men's Furs.
TRADE MARK

REGISTERED

Fur Manufacturers
and Hat Importers

Established 40 Years

491-493-495 St. Paul St.,

57 St. Peter St., Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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ITS A JOHX
One swallow doesn't mahe a Spring. One
weeh doesn't mahe a season. Advertising
a week's increase in business is a joKe.

But tKen

—

JAMES McCREERY & CO., 23d St., New Yorh, N.Y.

one weeh in October tHis year increase over cor-

responding -weeh last year 180 per cent.

GIMBEL BROS., Milwauhee, Wis., one weeh in

November tHis year increase over corresponding
weeh last year 82 per cent.

LIPPINCOTT ®L CO., Wilmington, Del., one weeh in

November tHis year increase over corresponding
•weeh last year 80 per cent.

L. S. PLAUT <®L CO., Newarh, N.J., one weeh in

September tHis year increase over corresponding

weeh last year 94 per cent.

LIPMAN. WOLFE (SL CO., Portland, Oregon, one
weeh in September tHis year increase over corre-

sponding weeh last year 50 per cent.

N. H. SKINNER, Taunton, Mass., one weeh in

October tHis year increase over corresponding weeh
last year 52 per cent.

WRITE US

THE BUTTERICft PUBLISHING CO.
33 Richmond St. W., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Notice of Removal

Francois & Co.
of 92 Wood Street,

London, E.C.

Beg to intimate that, in order to meet the

requirements of their increasing business,

they shall, on January ist, 1909, remove to

1 3 New Burlington Street
(Regent Street)

London W.

Their range of Spring Novelties and HIGH
CLASS PATTERN HATS will be ready for

the opening of The New House.

Hisfh Clciss
French Blouses

Millinery, French Flowers an(j

and Feathers, Straws, Tulles, Robes
Passementeries

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Canadian Millinery Review

To' an unusual degree the styles and colors indi-

cated at the beginning of the season have made
good.

Among prominent colors, taupe has come for-

ward strongly. Blues in the art shades and Em-
pire greens are in great favor.

The large turban has made its debut and will

likely continue into Spring lines.

The feeling is growing that the coming season

will see a new record in millinery sales.

There will undoubtedly be a good demand for

the very fine straws. Natural leghorns and crino-

lines are strong.

Spring Prospects.

Staple lines for Spring are on the road, and while

there is as yet not much to report as to orders, a feel-

ing is daily growing stronger that the coming Spring

will see a new record made for millinery sales. The mil-

linery business has more than held its own through three

lean seasons, and now that prosperity smiles again, it is

felt that there should be something extra doing in the

trade.

The ability to sell handsome millinery at a profitable

price has been demonstrated in the passing Fall, and it

goes without saying that, encouraged by the experiences

of the past season, milliners will be well prepared for

doing a better trade when the Spring opens.

The Georgette shape that is so much worn now prom-

ises to be a leading one in Spring lines. Various types

of this shape are being shown in straws, and buyers are

showing a liking for this model. For popular selling the

more modified sizes are taking best, and the most favor-

ed type of shape has the low round crown with brims

narrower at the front than at the sides and back. Brims
turn up at the left and droop gracefully down at the

right. Models shown so far, of course, are those that

have made a success in the latter part of the Fall, with

the high-class trade.

While some very large hats will he shown at the

opening of the season, more medium shapes will come to

the front later, and in making this statement The Re-

\iew is only voicing the opinion of a well-known buyer.

Very fine straws will be strong. Natural leghorns are

strong and so is crinoline. Novelty effects are worked up

in crin and tuscans promise well. Draped effects in trim-

mings will be good, and scarfs with fringed ends arc

shown for trimming purposes.

Chiffons and tules are shown in a beautiful color

range. The price of chiffon is advancing, the increase up

to date being about 17| per cent. There never yet was
a Summer season without flowers, and flowers promise
to be very much used. Just what lines fashion will fol-

low it is as yet too early to state with any certainty,

but there are some very large flowers showing, particu-

larly large roses and poppies. Flower bandeaux are also

shown.

The Popular Turban.

The advent of the large turban, in furs and feathor

effects, should also be noted, as these shapes promise to

continue over into Spring lines. These turbans are de-

scribed as small hats, but in reality they are only small

by comparison. They set right onto the head, and cover

the top part of the forehead. At present, long-haired

furs and marabout are the most in vogue for their creation.

They have one large rose in soft pinks, or a bunch of

gardinias, or a twist of metallic gauze and an osprey at

the side as a finish.

A considerable number of white hats are making the r

appearance, the smartest of which are the turbans of

white marabout or fox. Fox bodies, both white and in

dark furs are' being used to trim large shapes of satin or

ottoman.

Long-haired beavers are a strong feature of the end-

of-the-season trade. In the New York market they are

much sought after and are decidedly scarce goods.

The millinery colors seen in that fashion centre are

very beautiful, being all in art tones. Deep, soft blues

are very much worn, such as prunelle and wisteria.

There is a wide range of the smoke greys, and taupe is

much to the fore. The latest and favorite combination

is taupe with the American beauty and faded rose shades.

Hats are large, with big bowl crowns, and, though made
of the richest materials, are decidedly simple. Simple

drapes of satin and just handsome paradise osprey or

ostrich feather are seen. At the New York Horse Show
there was a remarkable display of rich feathers. At the

same time it is surprising the amount of flowers one

sees on the hats worn in New York. These are decidedly

large. Often there is only one full-blown rose or poppy.

Many of these floral effects are milliner-made from fab-

rics. Quite a number of these are of metallic tissue or

tissue and other fabrics mixed and centered by covered

discs. Many rosettes of large sizes are used on hats.

The Season's Record.

With the end of the Fall season in sight, the only

care now is the closing-out of remnants of stock, to the

best advantage. These remnants, it appears, are by no

means heavy. Though the unusually warm weather at

the beginning of the teason made things quiet for a per-

iod, selling, when it did commence, was very brisk, and

the continued fine weather seems to have brought people

out and into the stores. Notwithstanding the talk of

money stringency and hard times, more high-grade mil-

linery than ever before has been sold this season. There

has been no Merry Widow fad to boost the selling, but

the trade has been a steady one, and to an unusual de-

gree the styles and colors indicated at the beginning of

the season have made good, The large shapes have

achieved a decided success, and the predicted big feather

season has certainly arrived. There are still some weeks

of good business before the retail trade, and, when that

period has passed, stocks promise to be in fine shape.

This will pave the way nicely for the coming season.

In colors, taupe has come forward very strongly and

may almost be said to be the leading color at present.
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Blues, iii the art shades, have had a great run
;

green,

particularly Empires, are good, but brown has hardly

fulfilled its early promise.

Though felts have sold well, particularly in the early

part of the season and to the popular trade, it has been a

season largely of made hats, and pressed shapes of satin

and ottoman, so far as high-class trade is concerned. This

trade has also made its own the large flat shapes with

the large crown si/.e. These shapes will doubtless be

strongly represented in the Spring lines. Mushroom
brims are still popular and are sold with moderately

high round crowns, large low crowns, and square

crowns.

Feathers, and feather effects, are so strong that they

are sure to be prominent in the Spring, or at any rate,

in the early part of the season.

Mourning Millinery.

Most milliners take advantage of the slow period at

the beginning of the season to prepare in advance a stock

of mourning millinery. This can be done more advan-

tageously at this period, as there is no particular hurry.

Though this class of millinery is always wanted in a

hurry, it is impossible to get satisfactory results from

hurried work and that is the chief reason whv milliners

like to seize upon a period of quiet for its production.

Though mourning millinery follows the leading style

tendencies of the season, it is had form to use very

striking models, and, therefore, it can safely be made up

as soon as the leading tendencies are noted. As folds,

etc., are so much used, there is always a certain same-

ness in the styles of trimmings. Crape, it should be

noted, is increasingly used, one reason, no doubt, for this

is that crape is now made that is unspottable and that

is not ruined by water. Besides the usual crape trim-

mings, ruffs and waists are being made from crape. Now
that trailing skirts are coming into vogue, very long

veils are being worn.

Rules Governing the Wearing of Mourning.

Rules governing the length of time mourning should

be worn have changed very little since we published them
two years ago. Those appended are in force at present

and may be relied upon as thoroughly authoritative.

Length of Time Mourning should be Worn.

Widow for Husband—Crape for two years ; black for

six months ; second mourning, length of time optional

with wearer.

Daughter for Parent—Crape for six months ; black for

six months ; second mourning, not fewer than three

months.

Mother for Son or Daughter—Crape for six months
;

black for six months ; second mourning, not fewer than

three months.

Sister for Brother or Sister—Crape for three months;

black for three months
; half mourning, optional with

wearer.

Granddaughter for Grandparent—Crape for three

months.

Mourning Worn by Courtesy.

Niece for Uncle' or Aunt—Black for five months ; sec-

ond mourning for one month, or, black for three months,

second mourning for three months.

Cousin for Cousin—Black for three weeks ; second

mourning for three weeks.

It is correct to wear the same mourning for your hus-

band's relatives as for your own.

Crape, nun's veiling or silk grenadine is used for

mourning bands on men's hats.

The general rule for choosing goods for deep mourn-
ing is to choose black goods having a dull finish for

deep mourning, using crape in decorative features.

Trimming must be neat, exact and not too plentiful

and materials selected in good qualities.—The Illustrated

Milliner.

Business in the West.

Vancouver, B.C., Nov. 17.—A. M. Johnston, of the

wholesale dry goods firm of Johnston Bros., returned re-

cently from an extensive business trip through the interior

of British Columbia and Western Alberta, as far as Mac-
leod. He reports in a general way that conditions are

very satisfactory. In the Kobtehay and Boundary districts

of this Province, mining was progressing and there were
many transfers of small properties, indications that con-

fidence was returning. This, too, with copper at a fraction

over 13 cents. With this figure stiffening, it means in-

creased activity. He found dealers with stocks well in

hand, and while there was not large buying, there was a

steady sorting up to keep pace with demand. On all sides

he noticed a tone of optimism, and as soon as the new-

year is past it is expected that improvement will be con-

stant. Western Alberta does not come to the coast for

its larger orders of dry goods so much as it does in other
lines, which come to this port across the Pacific, but a

good business is done, with every prospect of it growing.

David Spencer, Ltd., which has stores both in Victoria

and Vancouver, is branching out into many lines. The
building in this city is the largest of any retail store of

any kind in the West, and has floor space perhaps equal

to some of the largest wholesale warehouses, since the

new addition on Cordova Street was completed, and con-

nection established through from the former store on

Hastings Street. Besides dry goods, men's furnishings,

hooks, stoves, candy, in short, everything needed about the

house, is in stock to attract the crowds.

Woodward's depart mental stores had a record sale

last week. In the exceedingly heavy rains of the first

week of this month, their basement was flooded and large

quantities of blankets, etc., damaged. At the salvage

sale these goods went for less than a song, and, conse-

quently, there were many people on hand. So great was
the throng that the street ears could not get along. The
front display window next the door was smashed in the

crush, and at intervals the store had to be locked up to

allow the handling of those who had got inside. When
the sale was over, the store looked as if a cyclone had

swept through it. Nothing like it has taken place before

in Vancouver, and at no previous sale were so many hun-

dreds of people gathered together, not to mention the

stampeding.

W. Wesley Glass, formerly merchant tailor of To-

ronto, has located at 338 Pender Street. He has been a

resident of Vancouver for some years, being three years

with A. R. McCallum as cutter, and also with T. C.

Morgan.

Lillie & Hopper, Chilliwack, have closed out their dry

goods, men's furnishings and shoes, and will devote their

entire attention to groceries.

Economy is knowing when to save. Thrift is

knowing- how to spend.—Richard Hall & Son, Peter-

borough.
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What the Novelty Seeker Found at New York Horse Show
From the Purely Sartorial Viewpoint, the Occasion Lacked in Brilliancy Owing to Fashion's

Preference for Dark Hues — The Separate Coat Conspicuous— Society at the Opera.

Staff Correspondence.

Sober greys, grey browns, dull blues and silver

greens were prominent at, the annual dress pageant.

Separate satin and bengoline silk coats differing

from the gown in color were noted at the afternoon

sessions.

It is evident that silk and satin coats will be in

favor for Spring in conjunction with one-piece

dresses.

The seal of approval was placed upon the fur

turban, although this does not indicate that large

hats are passing.

American women are beginning to follow the

European custom of wearing low-cut gowns to the

theatre.

New York, Nov. 27.—Events have been crowding fast

at which the exquisite clothes we have had glimpses

of from shop windows or in the exclusion of the importers,

have been really and truly on exhibition. We have had
our annual pageant of dress, the horse show, and, be-

sides, our two opera houses, and our fifty-odd theatres

are in full swing. All of which means clothes.

To those who viewed the horse show simply from the

sartorial standpoint, it perhaps lacked some of its former

brilliancy, but this was due entirely to the fact that

fashion has decreed that dark colors are the mode. With
the exception of occasional flashes of bright green and

brilliant peacock, society was garbed in sober greys and

grey-browns in dull blues, soft silver greens, fruity

purples, ashes of rose and violet and black. There were

very few light colors in evidence, and none that could be

described as "high." To be sure rose was worn, but

such a soft greyish rose. This color in "fadey" shades,

six in all, and called Bois Joli.

The French Color Card.

It is quite impossible to fathom ahead the French
color card of Spring shades so that quite naturally the

latest importations show one or more of these indefinite

dull shades. Still, with the color card in mind let ns

refer to the dull violet shades as Marjolaine, as it is

under that name they are presented, next in order. Quite

naturally there is a tendency toward lightening, but not

brightening the popular shades, as Spring approaches.

This series seems to be but a toning out of the grape
shades, which are at present enjoying considerable pres-

tige. Grey, in its many variations, from taupe to cobweb,

was the keynote of the color scheme. So soft, subdued
and altogether unobtrusive were the colors worn that

quite naturally they seem of secondary consideration and

material to be the really important question.

Smooth, Slim and Glossy.

Smooth, slim and slick were the horses in the ring.

and smooth, slim and glossy were the gowns and coats of

the women, for satin-faced materials swept everything

before them. We have mentioned this fact in former
letters. Meteor satins, meteor crepes, meteor chiffons,

and so on, all meaning glossy, soft finished materials.

which, it seems trite to mention must be soft and cling-
ing in texture. For skirts do trail and cling, and petti-
coats are done away with for under the sheath skirt
which, need I say, is not slashed at the side, milady
wears tight-titling satin knickerbockers, and her long
hipped corsets sleeves and skirls are long and very tight,

and coats are long, but never tight, just scantily cut and
everything everywhere is trimmed with buttons, fabric-
covered buttons, usually satin.

Silk and Satin Coats.

The separate coat was conspicuous at the horse show.
At the night sessions there were very elegant capes and
draped affairs of satin and satin-faced cloths, and for
these garments salmon pink seemed to be the most
popular color. During the afternoon sessions separate
satin and bengoline silk coats were noted of different
color than the gown. One particularly striking one had
long pointed tails, was of beetle green satin. It was heav-
ily trimmed with buttons and cordings, and was worn with
a taupe crepe gown and a hat of fur to match the muff
and neckpiece which were of pointed fox, one of the smart-
est furs of the season. Three-quarter length semi-fitting
Directoire or Empire models have since made their ap-
pearance for street wear, and are distinctly a novelty
and one that bids fair to be very successful. This means
silk and satin coats for Spring, and what more appropri-
ate with the one-piece dresses which are sure to be with
us. Coats, it must be born in mind, are far from simple
tailor-mades, they are complicated and elaborated affairs,

so that for stormy weather we are being shown storm coats
of mixed tweeds, smart in cut and sometimes trimmed
with a shawl-like cape or epaulette arrangement, edged
with fringe for fringe is one of the strongest trimmings
for hats as well as coats and gowns, although millinery
with fringe for fringe is one of the strongest trimmings
variety. Fringe is never more happily applied than on
the evening gowns qi the present.

The Opera Premiere.

It was the exquisite beauty of color and line which
characterizes the present mode that did so much toward
making our opera premiere so great a success. Never
have women been so artistically clad. Soft colors, soft
materials and draperies and jewels worn to harmonize
with all. A number of gowns, both in line and coloring,

are suggestive of an Egyptian inspiration. That is the
ultra idea of the Winter. Egyptian jewelry is the fad,
and trimmings take on old forms and colorings to accen-
tuate the fad. Skirts are showing draperies, Egyptian
draperies, not the bulky over-skirts of a quarter of a cen-
tury ago, but over skirts have been tried and tried again
within the last few years with what success we know.
However, they are still trying to popularize them, and so

charming are the newest offerings that may be their day is

dawning and now to get to the fascinating subject, too

long delayed, of millinery.

The horse show set its seal of approval and success-

fully launched the fur turban. Its sudden favor is no
surprise to those who have kept abreast of the times, nor
does its vogne necessarily mean that large hats are pass-
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Three of the Latest New York Styles in Fur Turbans
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ing. Hats from present indications are not growing
smaller. In the millinery world there are two distinct

favorites, the large hat and the fur turban, which is also

large. These turbans are for the most part made from
long-haired furs, fox, lynx, sable, etc. Chinchilla is hav-

ing a revival and sealskin is in demand. Our illustrations

show a clever turban made of Bosphore blue, the up to

date name for the familiar Saxe shades, satin and seal-

skin bands. Gardenias are introduced, a small cluster of

three at the right side.

It is characteristic of the turbans that they are

trimmed at the left side, while practically all hats are

trimmed at the right side and flare at the left. The
names applied to the newest turbans are Cosack, Turkish,

Shah, Drum Major and Military, with a host of others as

descriptive. The fox turbans have little and sometimes no

trimming. A buckle or twist of gold cord, aigrettes or

gardenias are sometimes added. A smart example of the

use of tail feathers is illustrated by the turban of black

lynx and white fox shown. This turban is nearly seven

and a half inches high, and is thirteen from side to side.

The fashion of using a fur scarf is shown in the small

black beaver mushroom, draped with white fox. It will

be noted that the brim has a downward tendency. The
latest word from Paris is to the effect that hats are worn
so far down on the head, and so far forward that one has

to look under the brim to catch a glimpse of the eyebrow.

Low Broad Hats for Spring.

Some of the new Spring hats will arrive in time to he

shown in my next letter, but so early in the season there

are not likely to be any radical changes. Low, broad

hats, with rather simple brims and rounded crowns, may
be expected, and, of course, extremely large turbans, inno-

cent of brim. The winter turbans are shaggy affairs, since

they are almost entirely of fur. Without a doubt we may
look forward to the fur turban for next winter, since it

has been so successfully launched in this. Hats are at

present rather sombre in color, being nearly always a

darker shade than the gown. There are many black hats.

but little black and white is worn. Satin hats proved to

be as popular in the "400" as they are for the masses,

and beaver is in great demand and among dealers very

scarce.

Among the little things which go to make up the

toilette, it was noted that colored veils in large silk

meshes were worn (not in the evenings) that neck ruches

of velvet ribbon, feathers, fur or silk were in high favor.

That gloves are short, naturally, since long sleeves are

"in" and that "society" preferred white to colored

gloves, and was much given to conspicuous footwear. Suede
shoes lo match the gown, patent leathers, with colored

uppers and colored hosiery and colored handkerchiefs, arc:

among the fads.

Danger of Unregistered Securities.

If the decision of the Court of Appeal in the action

of Mrs. J. R. Johnston vs. Osier Wade, a case arising

out of the failure of the Poole Publishing Co., Limited,

Toronto, of which Mr. Wade was assignee, is allowed to

stand, it may seriously affect business credit, especially

of joint stock companies. The circumstances connected

with the suit are interesting. It appears the solicitors

of the plaintiff devised a form of security known as a

floating security, which in reality is as effective as a

chattel mortgage and has many of the attributes of such

a document. This particular form or charge does not

need to be registered, in fact, may be absolutely secret

and yet cannot be set aside.

When an assignment was made by the Poole Publish-

ing Company, Mrs. Johnston claimed preference over

other creditors because of this unregistered security or

blanket mortgage, so to speak. They contested the

legality of the security, but Mr. Justice McMahon decid-

ed against them.

The case was argued last March and has been under

deliberation by the court ever since. Four of the judges

of the Court of Appeal handed out judgments in the mat-
ter dismissing the creditors' appeal, Mr. Justice Garrow
dissenting from the majority of the court. It is ':nder-

stood that the creditors will not take the matter to the

Supreme Court, so that the law may now be regarded as

settled on that point.

This case is one of the most important and far-reach-

ing in its effects that has come before the courts in re-

cent years and may unsettle for the time being commer-
cial credits which are based largely upon the necessity

for registration and consequent publicity in case of

mortgages, transfers, etc., on goods and chattels.

Osier Wade, assignee of the Poole Co., states that if

this decision is allowed to stand, and a precedent is

thereby established in the case of joint stock companies,

who may issue bonds to raise money, or effect a Hoating

unregistered security, there is great danger. Mr. Wade
says that he will take immediate steps in the interests

of the mercantile world to bring the matter to the no-

tice of the Attorney-General's Department, with the ob-

ject of securing an amendment to the Rill of Sale and

Chattel Mortgage Act, and requiring the registration of

all documents of this character, or any charges or liens

of the nature referred to.

The great danger lies in the fact that one creditor

desiring to obtain security without the knowledge of other

creditors can do so. Joint stock concerns could prac-

tically hypothecate their assets to any creditor without

registration of the document, which is the only protec-

tion and safeguard that others have.

In the case of Mrs. Johnston, it is said she was prac-

tically a silent partner in the Poole Company. She
periodically supplied them with capital and in return the

company assigned all their assets to her. The amount of

indebtedness fluctuated from time to time and when the

concern went under she stepped in and said, "The whole
belongs to me, it was my money that ran it."

A. F. Lobb, K.C., asked about the recent decision,

said law was developed by a process of evolution and
that new points were cropping up and defects being dis-

covered, which were remedied from time to time. Legis-

lation could not be framed too far in advance, otherwise

it might be pernicious in character.

Some years ago it was enacted that all chattel mort-
gages, bills of sale, etc., should be registered. This looked

like some protection for all creditors. In a year or two
the Act was got around or side-stepped by a purchaser
of goods or a borrower of money not giving a chattel

mortgage as security, but merely signing an agreement
to give such a mortgage when required. Of course, this

agreement held good so far as the parties signing it were
concerned, without registration, as it was not within

the Act, but what about other creditors, men who sold

goods to the storekeeper, who advanced money, etc ? The
Act was then further amended for the safeguarding of

all parties by requiring that any agreements to give a

bill of sale or chattel mortgage should be registered.

What is wanted now is the insertion of such a clause

in the statutes covering all cases of joint stock com-
panies, their chattels, etc. It is likely that, as this point

has been brought to light, the necessary legislation will

he granted next session to make the securities valid in

any and every case which may aiisc like that of John-
ston vs Wade, (Poole Publishing Co.),
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Dress ExaggerationsAbandoned forMore ReasonableVogue
Moderation Noticeable in Latest Parisian Creations— Evening Gowns
Illustrative of Directoire and Renaissance Styles— Less Foreign Trim-

ming Being Used by Leading Furriers— Muffs Larger Than Ever.

Staff Correspondence.

One of the novelties of the moment is a visit-

ing gown of softest crepe-de-chene.

In Directoire evening models a smart effect is

obtained by means of a black mousseline-de-soie

tunic falling over an orange liberty skirt.

Never have furs so rich and luxurious been

shown. The linings themselves are creations of

art. Ermine is used in some of the most beautiful

models.

Muffs are so large that the pet dog could easily

be carried in them.

Fur toques are much worn, but they show

popularity with many others, among which the

large flat hats are prominent.

tons are in the middle. From there the jacket opens, thr

ends falling apart. A classic sleeve moulds the arm.

Visiting Gown of Crepe-de-chene.

Another novelty of the moment is a visiting gown of

the softest crepe-de-chene. The skirt round the hips is

absolutely unruffled, but, from below the hip line small

tucks, four inches in length and one inch apart, are

brought horizontally down the length of the front—the

fullness falling at the sides from each of> these pleats is

particularly graceful and is caught up at the back under

a plain empiecement which is laid on in the same man-
ner as the tucks in the front. The large yoke and long

clinging sleeves are of embroidered tulle, soft shades be-

ing used, relieved with touches of gold. The horizontal

tucks are repeated at both front and back of the corsage,

leaving the pleats loose under the arms. This gown has

Paris, Nov. 27.—After the exaggerations of style

which featurize the commencement of a season we have

now arrived at a more reasonable movement and one

that is more in accord with good taste. Of the first

Mushroom Shape in Beaver.

ideas a great deal has been absolutely abandoned and

much more modified. Skirts still remain very "collantc"

but the necessary moderation has been introduced. V

few of the latest creations in this style may perhaps be

worthy of note. In soft blue serge skirts are frequently-

made with a "fond de jupe" of satin, very clinging, and

reaching from the waist just to the knees; from there a

"plisse" of the serge reaches to the ground in even tucks

of 1 inch width. These cling to the legs when walking,

there being no petticoat or underskirt whatever. Over

the satin "fond" the blue serge is draped round the body
just as tightly as the hips and movements of the figure

permit. The jacket, reaching rather more than half way
to the knees, and, although adjusted to the figure, is

absolutely seamless—the unavoidable pleats being all

brought to the waist in front where it is mi-cintreo.

This jacket is cut round at the neck and innocent of

collar; fastened with large buttons commencing on the

left shoulder and crossing over till at the waist the but-

Large Picture Hat of Green Silk, trimmed with a Heavy
Drapery of Black Satin and a Large Dore Buckle.

Almost the Entire Hat is Covered with the
Satin — Sketched from life for the Review.

the advantage of being made in two pieces, the lowest

tuck of the corsage hiding the top of the skirt.

For evening gowns Directoire is the style most in

vogue, but a few houses, Doucet among them, remain

faithful to the Renaissance. A charming model in this

latter style is carried out as a Princesse, in the palest

medeore green liberty, with a deep border of chinchilla

round the hem, while the corsage and sleeves are almost

covered with a rich silver embroidery. Of Directoire

models, a smart effect is achieved by means of a black

mousseline-de-soie tunic falling over an orange liberty

skirt, while a Directoire embroidery of black and orange

outlines the high waist line.

Art in Fur Creations.

The richness and luxury of the furs now being worn
is something to be marvelled at, but it has been re-

marked that the more important furriers such as Grun-

waldt and ltevillion, more particularly the former, are
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employing less foreign trimming, depending on the beauty

of their furs, which, apart from the lining, certainly

need no embellishing. The linings themselves are crea-

tions of art, being- lovely but fragile. Perhaps some of

the most beautiful models to be seen are in ermine. One
long vetement of this fur is ornamented with a "col-

pelerine" of white fox and lined throughout with rose-

colored satin. Another ermine mantle, "demonchtee,"

is opened up from the bottom to just above each hand,

and also at tho back; this leaves four ends of the fur,

which arte tapered off to a point and reach almost to the

ground; jeach end is passed through a ring of passemen-

terie, which is drawn up about a foot, pleating- the fur.

At the front are two enormous revers, thrown back, the

points reaching to under the arms. This vetement is

entirely jbordered with a band of the ermine, which in

this case is "mouchtee" (with tails).

The velvet costumes and plush mantles that are now
so popular seem to demand a fox boa—white, silver, blue

drawn over the shape—the crown or upper part being

quite loose—the brim is lined with moire. The trimming
consists of two immense green quills and bordered with

skunk tails. \< a toque of white marabout, bein<.

made with brim and crown quite distinct. A large

black and white bird forms the only trimming. No. J,

a heavy looking toque in khaki colored swansdown with

shades of darker tone. A long black uncurled ostrich

feather stands back from the front. No. 1 is a large

picture hat of green silk, trimmed with a heavy diaper,

of black satin and a large dore buckle. The hat is

almost entirelj covered with the satin folds.

Do You Receive the Review Regularly?

The Review would be glad to hear from its readers

wlui do not receive their copies regularly every month.

Types of the Parisian Vogue in Turbans — Sketched from life for the Review.

and black—all being equally sought after. Muffs are

.till enormous—in fact larger than ever; the toy dog, the

pet of the moment, could easily be carried in them. For
the most part they are flat, but a few houses, Grun-
waldt among them, are still showing the round styles as

novelty. A long mantle of zibeline was remarked for its

striking lining which consisted in a coulisse of white

tulle over white liberty, the soft, delicate effect can

hardly be described. Another interesting model is a

Princess gown carried out in Breitschwanz, opening at

the neck over a small square gimpe of white mousseline

—the collar being edged with a fringe of skunk tails.

Prevailing Hat Styles.

Fur toques are still very much worn, but they share

their popularity with many others, and large, flat hats

of velvet, silks and satins are used as foundations of the

sketches enclosed. No. 1 is a large hat of black satin

Very often, where there is delay, the remedy can best be

applied from the head office. The desire is to place The

Review in the hands of subscribers within the shortest

possible time, following the day of issue—the first Wed-
nesday in every month. Irregularity in delivery is as un-

necessary as it is provoking.

Gault Brothers Co., wholesale dry goods and woolens,

and the Crescent Manufacturing Co., wholesale blouses,

shirts and neckwear, who were formerly located in the

Carlaw Building, have become installed in their new ware-

rooms on the top floor of the Hees Building, Toronto. An
extra man, carrying men's furnishing lines exclusively,

has been placed on the road by these firms.
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Newness inNeckwear

When there is anything new in

neckwear or belts we have it, and

why shouldn't we ?

We are in a position to keep

in close touch with European and

American style tendencies and mer-

chants get the benefit of the informa-

tion.

One tendency is along the lines

of tailor-made neckwear for wear with

tailor-made costumes, so we have

prepared accordingly.

Write for samples, and see what

we call attractiveness in tailor-made

ladies' neckwear.

The range for January will

eclipse all previous efforts.

LADIES' WEAR, LIMITED
S A WFI I INGTON
64 street west TORONTO, CANADA

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Latest Ideas in Dress Accessories

The great demand for ruchings continue. Their

vogue as a popular article is world-wide.

Inquiries are coming from the retail trade for

samples of tailored styles in neckwear, as the result

largely of the popularity of tailored waists.

Manufacturers are taking a greater interest in

embroidered effects as trimmings.

Oriental effects are very strong in trimming

lines. There is also a good demand fur satin bands

and satin cords.

Veilings.

There is a very considerable call for veilings up to

date, and there are excellent prospects for Spring. The

sale is almost entirely confined to yard goods. Russian

nets have achieved a wide popularity and novelties both in

the nets and in Russian tulles. These are again sampled

for Spring. Sen-sens are closely allied to the Russian

nets, and as they are newer are being freely taken. Magpie

effects are the leading sellers, followed by black. White

is also good. In color lines, taupe is a big seller. There is

somewhat of a tendency towards the smaller effects and

spots. Ring spots are selling, but the latest in dots is the

tufted silk spot. These are shown in two-color and two-

tone effects.

While chiffons are selling for auto and outing wear,

(here is no demand for them as a street veil.

*

Ladies' Neckwear

Ladies' neckwear manufacturers are rushed to the

limit now, and belated orders will stand little chance of

being filled. Indeed, some firms are withdrawing travelers

as they already have as much business as they can pos-

sibly take care of before the holiday season closes. This

being the state of the case, nothing new can possibly

develop.

The present big demand for ruchings still continues.

This does not apply to Canada alone, but their vogue as

a popular article is world-wide. This gives an added diffi-

culty in supplying the wants of the trade, as besides get-

ting the ruchings through the factory, there is considerable

difficulty in getting the materials from the manufacturers.

How long is the presenl run upon ruchings going to

continue, is a question that is beginning to be asked. The

intelligence that the very cream of the elite in New York

have dropped ruchings is asserted. This is a fact that

is hardly astonishing when their exceeding popularity with

the masses is considered. It must be remembered that

ruchings were worn by this class for quite a period before

they were taken up by the popular trade. Be this as it

may, ruchings are popular sellers in that big fashion

centre, and all stores give them large counter space It

can confidently be asserted, however, and upon the best

authority, that their present vogue will continue right up

to Easter, also that ruchings in some form or other will

sell next Fall.

All neck dressings are very high, practically none of
the neck being left bare. And, therefore, the Gibson stock
is of necessity the leader. Though the stock is as high as

ever the newer forms show the points rounded off.

There is every indication of a wide vogue for tailored

styles in neckw.ear. Even at this early date inquiries arc

coming to hand from the retail trade for samples of this

kind. The very widespread vogue of tailored waists is, no
doubt, responsible for this demand, and there is little

doubt that after the holiday trade is over tailored wash
neckwear will have a place in the trade.

Stocks are strongly indicated, and turn-down embroi-
dered stiff collars have a place in this line. Lawn turn-

downs and sets are showing. This vogue pre-supposes
bows and jabots. These are shown in net, and in lawn
trimmed with Irish crochet, and in eyelet embroidered
effects. The new rounded off Gibsons are shown in em-
broidered linen, and are finished with an edge of either

Cluny or Irish crochet.

Travelers will be out with comprehensive sample lines

of this class of goods early in the New Year.

*

Embroideries.

With active preparations for Spring business and with
the improved tone of trade in the big country to the south
of us, has come a marked accession of strength to embroi-
deries. For some time now there has been a greater firm-

ness, and now there comes positive news that prices are
advancing.

There is a marked feeling in favor of embroidered
effects in all fashion centres which will react to the ad-

Lace Collar in GibsonEffect — Shown by R. C. Bach, Montreal,
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vantage of all embroidery lines—even the cheapest.

Manufacturers are beginning to take a greater interest in

them, and in some lines are even cabling to hurry on ad-

vance purchases. And it is certain that embroidery trim-

mings will play a more important part in the Spring trade

than for many seasons. This is a condition that is react-

ing upon the retail trade, and importers are looking for-

ward to a good season.

In all sample lines shown eyelet effects are markedly

features. Eyelet patterns are having a great vogue in

Paris on all kinds of materials, and this will influence

largely the way in which it is taken up in the coming

Spring in Swiss and cambrics. Corset cover embroideries

Gibson Hunting Stock, with Colored Stripes on White Linen
Ground— Shown by Ladies' Wear, Limited.

are more attractive than ever, and are now shown with

bands for the shoulder straps to match.

Advices from St. Gall are more encouraging, and both
hand-loom and Shiffli embroideries are higher.

*

Trinmmings.

In the new trimmings shown, it is pretty hard to draw
the line between laces and trimmings proper. Many have
net grounds, worked up in metal and silks in embroidery

patterns. All trimmings show how strong a hold embroi-

deries have now upon fashions. Many handsome gowns
have heavy padded embroidery trimmings, worked directly

upon the fabric in the same color. This leads up to em-
broidered bands, etc., as trimmings. There is no doubt

that trimmings of this class are to' be freely used as the

majority of gowns show trimmings of this class. A
new fashion feature is a band of trimming straight across

the bust.

Though self-colored effects are shown, Oriental color-

ings are very strong in trimming lines, the present art

shades being just in line with this class of colorings.

Satin bands and satin cords are freely used for trim-

mings. The cords simulate loops for fashionings, and
with these loops are used large sized satin buttons. These

are used upon revers and bordering the very numerous
slashes now seen upon both suits and coats.

A very strong feature is the use of soutache. Dressy

suits are richly trimmed with soutache. Often, indeed, the

coat is braided all over. The skirt, however, will only

show touches. Soutache is applied to net in the form of

bands and panels and there are handsome trimmings

worked up from soutache alone.

Buttons are very freely used upon all garments. Large

covered buttons, chiefly of satin, are used on suits, etc.

Small buttons, both of silk and satin, are seen on net and

silk waists.

There is a certain demand for handsome metal buttons.

Large and very rich buttons are used upon fur coats and

wraps.

*

Laces.

Wholesalers reporl that all departments of laces seem
to he affected by present orders, and that business for

Spring delivery is decidedly good. Colored laces are

strong in orders for Spring' delivery, and are being shown
in popular priced as well as high class goods. The colored

pastille spot nets, both the raised and the flat spot are

good sellers, and colored trimming bands and all-over

laces are in good request.

The big feature for the new season undoubtedly is the

immense vogue of nets—plain nets, Tosca nets and tucked

imitation and triped effects. These goods are very fash-

ionable at present, so much so that the demand for them
is difficult to fill.

One variety that seems likely to meet with favor is all-

over nets, alternating with rows of colored embroidery.

Another novelty which may be the outgrowth of fancy

checks in dress goods, is the imitation tucked nets, having

transverse stitched tucks, giving a checked appearance.

Many of the striped and tucked all-overs are embroi-

dered in light designs, and also in spot patterns. All

these designs are of classic nature, and spot effects are

particularly prevalent in both insertions and all-overs,

and there are many good combinations of spots and

stripes.

Travelers out for import are receiving nice sized orders

for Valenciennes, fine French effects being particularly

popular. Fin Torchons. Maltese and heavy cotton Clunys

being as well big sellers.

The retail trade is fairly active just now. Laces, etc.,

for evening wear, and fancy blouses are in good request.

Trimming bands and all-overs for evening wear, in

many cases, show a good deal of metal.

Retailers should push laces for the Christmas trade.

Blouse lengths, attractively boxed, would make desirable

Christmas gifts, and should meet with favor. Yardage

goods should also do well for the holiday selling, and
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clerks might be instructed to suggest to customers buying

laces, the desirability of a blouse length of lace or net as

a gift for a friend.

Ribbons.

Prices for Spring ribbons are on the upward tendency,

importers having to pay a higher price for repeats than

they did for first orders. The increase so far is about 5

per cent., and, according to all appearances, prices will go

higher yet. Spring orders are good, and the call for

satin ribbons seems to be growing.

The use in millinery of ribbons is chiefly in the wider

widths from six inches. There seems to be a marked
tendency towards the use of better qualities, and this

should encourage buyers to give more attention to the

better lines of goods. Satins, Ottomans, failles and moires

are in high favor, and taffetas are staple.

The very wide ribbons are the feature of the ribbon

trade for Spring, the return to fashion of sashes having

been one of the factors in bringing them into prominence.

Colors for Spring run in the art shades. Taupe is

strong and a wide range of greens from sage to bronze is

embodied in the Spring showing. Wistaria, copper shades,

Havane and prunelle are other shades fashionable for

Spring.

Retailers at the present time are pushing ribbons for

the holiday trade. Holly ribbons are active sellers and
should do even better than now in the next two or three

weeks.

In view of the popularity of sashes, there should be a

good demand for sash lengths in wide ribbons in the fash-

ionable shades. Sash lengths in attractive boxes should

sell well, though lengths are sometimes against sales, as

some desire a longer sash than others, and it is difficult

to decide upon a uniform length to suit all eases.

A plan followed by a prominent department store the

year round, and one which might be advantageously

adopted by all stores handling ribbons, during the Christ-

mas rush, is to have baskets in convenient places on the

ribbon counter containing different lengths of narrow rib-

bons in an assortment of qualities, widths and colorings.

Three, four and six yard lengths for ten cents are used,

the length, of course, depending upon the width and qual-

ity. This not only saves time in measuring. and in bring-

ing out lines to show customers, but often suggests to

customers the need of just such ribbons. During the holi-

day rush, when there is such a demand for the narrow

ribbons for fancy work and for tying parcels of Xmas
gifts this method cannot fail to be of advantage.

Still another large store usually holds a ribbon remnant

sale in the early days of Christmas selling, and this al-

ways proves successful as so many of the remnants offered

are suitable for making fancy articles. After the holidays

another sale of this nature is held to dispose of ends re-

maining after the holiday selling.

*

The Long Kid Glove Question.

Wholesalers report that sales of long kid gloves for

Spring delivery are much less in volume than for the past

season. The long sleeve has slowly but surely made its

way back into favor, and this has had a marked effect

upon the orders for long kid gloves. Orders for Spring.

according to importers, are mainly for short kid gloves.

Long gloves are selling, but from a quarter to a third less

than in the past few seasons, and these chiefly to the larger

stores. Many orders for Spring do not call for one pair

of long kid gloves. Still, a prominent importer stated

half of his kid glove orders were for long gloves. Of

course, long fabric gloves do not feel the effect of long
sleeves in such a marked degree.

While this is the case it dues not mean that no long

gloves will be sold at retail, as many of the stores have
sufficient slock to meet the demand, which is likely to

prevail.

A noticeable feature of the orders for Spring is the

large percentage of while kid gloves asked for. This sud-

den run for immediate delivery as well on white has found
many wholesalers unprepared, the majority having jobbed
their stock of white gloves when the demand was so

small, but the wholesaler who has a stock of white gloves

on hand may consider himself fortunate.

Hunting Stock made of Colored Checked Linen and Pique, for,Wear
with Tailored Styles — Shown by Ladies' Wear, Limited.

At the recent Horse Show in New York a very large

percentage of the gloves worn were white, there being

very few colors either in the long or wrist lengths. A
careful estimate of the gloves seen gives the division be-

tween long and short as 34 per cent, long and 6(5 per cenr.

short, the popular length of the former being 16-button.

Evening performances, of course, increased the percentage

of long gloves, making it about 50 per cent, long and 50

per cent, short.

Besides the white gloves called for, for the Spring

trade, there is a good demand for tans and browns. Greys
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are selling exceedingly well, and there is some call for

black.

Glaces are the main sellers, but there is an increasing

demand for suedes.

Representative retailers seem to feel that even if long

gloves develop exceptional strength, the stocks in whole-

sale hands will be sufficient to fill all demands, when the

season is on.

Gloves for Christmas.

In order to save time many city stores have popular

styles, sizes and colors of gloves done up in parcels ready

to deliver to customers. Good counter displays are con-

sidered advisable by many stores. There is every indi-

cation of a very heavy holiday trade on gloves. Their

suitability for gifts evidently is unquestioned.

All departments are pretty well patronized by

the demand for laces. The colored pastille spot

nets are good sellers.

In the realm of ribbons, importers have had to

pay a higher price for repeats. The increase so far

is about 5 per cent.

Colors for Spring run in the art shades. Taupe
is strong and there is a wide range of greens.

Some wholesalers state that the volume of sales

for Spring delivery of long kid gloves is below that

of last year. A careful estimate of the showing

gives 34 per cent, to the long and 66 per cent, to

the short styles.

Business in a Business Way.
A report of the Department of Trade and Commerce

dealing with "Slipshod methods in business" states:

"Most retail clerks, either under orders from the

manager, or through inherent slipshod methods, seem
afraid to say: 'No, I am sorry we cannot deliver those

goods this afternoon.' If they did, the purchaser would

know this definitely and be able to make arrangements ac-

cordingly. The next day would do in many cases, but the

purchaser merely wants to know when the goods may be

expected. Were the clerk to say: 'They will go out on

the first delivery to-morrow morning,' and the shop 'sys-

tem' were to place them on the next morning's first de-

livery without fail, there would be a pleasure in dealing

with the establishment.

"Extensive purchases of carpets may be made and the

clerk glibly informs the buyer that their man will call to

lay them the next day at 10 o'clock. The lady of the

house was to have gone out, but waits in to be about
while the work is under way. He does not arrive. She
telephones, and some excuse is manufactured and de-

livered in an apologetic tone.

" 'He will be up immediately after lunch.'

"He does not arrive and the lady of the house is ex-

pecting visitors the next day and had ripped up some old

carpets to have the new ones laid. She has to go down
to the establishment, and learns the carpet layer has been

delayed at the shop 'taking stock.' The tired housekeeper

informs the floor manager in no uncertain tones that un-

less the man is sent at once the carpet will be returned

and other carpet purchased elsewhere.

"Why should this be necessary in an ordinary trans-

action? A business house is supposed to be in business

to do business, and unless they can do it promptly and
pleasantly, they either stay in a rut or see their more
energetic competitors take it from them."

A London firm handling jute and hemp yarns, Scotch

Hessian burlaps, bagging twines and leather cloth, writes

to the Department of Trade and Commerce with the object

of increasing; business connections with Canada.

H ffl/e

You -
- 5eer) I

Tr>ertB.CIav/lioC<?

RlBBONi
Call When in New York

CHRISTMAS
ORDERS for RIBBONS

We ve a stock of new Holiday Ribbons of a sort to create

a strong demand anywhere. Our stock of narrow widths,

including Baby Ribbons, is most complete.

YOU SHOULD ORDER THESE GOODS TO-DAY.

A JVLerry yCmas and Big Business to you.

WALTER H. BARRY & CO
The Ribbon House of Canada MONTREAL
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Rhys D. Fairbairn,
manufacturers Limited

POINTERS
FOR SPRING, 1909

COLLARS
Messaline Jabots, Cascade Jabots, Gibson with tassels

and satin folds.

BELTS
Tailored Silks, Directoire Girdles, Tailored Leathers,

Embossed Leathers.

-RUCHINGS
Wide Nets, Wide Lace, Wide Lisse, Wide Chiffons.

-WAISTS
Rainbow Nets, Shaded Stripe Silks, Tailored Lawns.

All sleeves long and close fitting.

SKIRTS
Bright finished goods, satin trimming, gored and plaited.

PETTICOATS
Sunburst, close fitting, soft materials.

UMBRELLAS
Ladies', with directoire handles.

107 Simcoe Street, - Toronto
Hugh Henry Western Fabric Co. J. F. McGachie

204 St. James St., MONTREAL WINNIPEG VANCOUVER

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and theiv Travelers
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Founder of Marysville' Retires.

Alex. Gibson, founder of Marysville, N.B., and for

years the lumber and cut ton king of thai Province, an-

nounced, recently, his retirement as president and general

stituting the industrious town of Marysville. The cotton

factory was disposed of about two years ago by the Can-

ada Colored Cotton Co.

Gibson Stock and Ruche, finished with Velvet Ribbon, put on with

Pearl Beads — Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

manager of the Alexander Gibson Mfg.' Co. Mr. Gibson is

87 years of age. He started, in a small way, sawing

lumber by contract in the valley of the Nashwaak. Mills

Satin Jabot, finished with Silk Tassels to Match
— Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

sprung up, and, later, what was then the largest . cotton

factory in the Dominion, was erected. Then came the

dwellings, churches, public buildings and factories con-

Popular Numbers in Chiffon and Net Ruchings
— Shown by Rhys D. Fairbairn.

In Mr. Gibson's stead, Col. H. H. McLean has been

elected president and Alfred Rowley manager.

Wreyford & Co.
TORONTO

WHOLESALE MEN'S FURNISHERS

Sole Agents in Dominion for :
—

Young & Rochester's
Shirts, Collars, Neckwear, Fancy Vests, Dressing
Gowns. Best selection Flannel Shirts in Canada.

FACTORIES : London and Londonderry.

T. H. Downing & Co., Leicester

Underwear, Hosiery, Cardigans, Club Jerseys, etc.

Cellular AERTEX Underwear
United Garments and 2-piece.

The original Cellular, the only "AERTEX"

FRESH SHIPMENT of our Noted

SWEATER COATS
$30.00 for Men's size, all shades and combinations.

00Dressing Gowns_Good
$
v
5
aSs

anJ 96 .

Latest English Neckwear
Open-end Derby, $4.25 doz., ready Dec. ls

t
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HANDKERCHIEFS
For the Holiday Retailing

KEEP STOCKS WELL ASSORTED
Erom a Sales Standpoint Handkerchiefs are

Pre-eminent as Christmas Gifts.

Plain Hemstitched and Initial Handkerchiefs
are the leading sellers.

Our stock is very broad and complete.

Here is a special leader

—

Fine quality Swiss Lawn, Ladies' Hem-
stitched Handkerchief—13 % in. square

— y8 in. hem— in 5 patterns (as per cut)

special for December only, $1.20 per dozen.

Order Your Share Now.

Embroidered Effects and Lace Trimmed

Handkerchiefs are in stock. They will help

your sales.

Ladies' Neckwear. Ruchings
One of the best seasons in years. All the new ideas.

Use our stock of Neckwear.

A Christmas Line of Ladies' Hosiery
Regular $6.00— Special this month $4.50

Attractively boxed, holiday designs, in ^ dozens, splendid quality, cashmere, prettily

embroidered, all sizes, a leader for you at $4.50. Write to-day.

Our aim this month is to co-operate with you

in every possible way, so as to make your

holiday sales more profitable and easier to handle.

It's a question now of getting the goods. Order to-day.

KONIG & STUFFMANN
VICTORIA SQUARE, - MONTREAL

LACES EMBROIDERIES TRIMMINGS HOSIERY CORSETS

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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WE MAKE

Wooden Button

Moulds
PHILLIPS & WRINCH

LIMITED
SMALLWARES AND NOTIONS

25 Wellington Street, West, - TORONTO
Sole Agents: "Capsheaf" Coilless Safety Pins, W. WOODFIELD & SONS' NEEDLES.

Xmas Umbrellas

OUR NEW CATALOGUE

is now ready for mailing.

No Umbrella Department

is complete without it.

If you have not received

one write at once.

The Irving Umbrella Company
Manufacturers

Limited

79-83 Wellington St. W. TORONTO

PEWNY'S
GLOVES
CHRISTMAS 1908

We have a complete stock

of all qualities of Men's

and Women's Kid, Suede,

Cape and Mocha Gloves,

lined and unlined, in all

colors and lengths. All

letter orders shipped the

same day they are received.

Greenshields Limited

Montreal

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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CHRISTMAS

RIBBONS

POPULAR MARES
AT

POPULAR PRICES
WRITE FOR SAMPLES

Taffetas and Satins
IN ALL WIDTHS

DEBENHAMS (Canada) LIMITED
MONTREAL TORONTO

18 St. Helen Street Bay and Wellington Streets

"pv T^ T5 TT TVT TJ A TUT O f^ /"\ (London (West), Paris, New York, Melbourne, Cape Town,
LJMZ,LJL2*1.\ Fl-MIY! Oc V^W. I London (City), Brussels, Boston, Sydney, Johannesburg.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Perrin Gloves
Style, Fit, Durability. Sold Everywhere

/One of a Series of "Ads." appearing in \
\ Newspapers, Magazines, Street Cars, etc. /

Wishing

the Customers of

Perrin Gloves

Record Holiday Business

and a

VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS

PERRIN FRERES&CIE.
Mark Fisher Bldg., Montreal

YOU
should keep your stock of

Perrin Gloves
particularly well assorted during this month.

As a Xmas Gift PERRIN GLOVES
stand alone.

Time's getting short.

Send your order to-day.

PERRIN FRERES&CIE.
Mark Fisher Bldg., Montreal

Chas. N. Morris
40-41 Gt. Castle St. W. & C^O.

LONDON, ENG.

WEST END
SPECIALTY
HOUSE

for

Lace Novelties

Smart Blouses

and Costumes

It is a

FOWNES
That is all you require

to know about a glove.

Fownes Bros, & Co.
Coristine Building,

MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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$10,000
Spent for Special Advertising in the Christmas

magazines. This record-breaking publicity supple-

menting our regular campaign, will bring the most

desirable buyers in your city to your store for

.JBBONS k
Exquisite Gifts

forG-yrls

"
i t>

i^ssse

ts$

_——H—— i Jw

THE CHRISTMAS TRADE
IN SASH AND HAIR BOW SETS IN YOUR TOWN WILL BE IMMENSE

Our widespread national Christmas Advertising will make it so.

SOMEBODY in your town is going to sell dozens of these beautiful Dorothy Dainty

sets this Christmas. YOU can be that "somebody."

YOU can make that profit.

YOU CAN but WILL you ?

Let us make your ribbon counter the "Home of Dorothy Dainty Ribbons." Our ad-

vertising, coupled with yours, will make it the most popular place in your town.

Get in right—and get in quickly—on this big holiday seller.

Let our advertising money make money for YOU.
Write, or wire ! Either—but do it while the other fellow is " THINKING IT OVER."

SMITH y KAUFMANN, - 569 Broadway, New York
Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Exclusive Dress Goods
Apart from the exceptional value we always give our

customers, we make a special study of advance
fashions. The opening of each season finds us

leading with smart and stylish high-class fabrics.

Before the buying season is over, we generally issue

a second range of samples containing exclusive

novelties, created since the Canadian buying season

commenced. This is a great advantage to mer-
chants who buy early, and cannot visit the European
markets twice a year.

Our representatives have again received additional

samples and augmented shade cards.

The craze for the Directoire gown still reigns supreme, but there are strong indications that the
sheath-fitting Princess gown will shortly usurp its place for elaborate day and evening wear.
This not only means a further demand, but an increased variety of the soft, clinging materials
that are now creating such a furore of admiration. Distinctly eastern and semi-oriental silk

and wool mixtures are now being produced in France and England, expressly for this artistic

style of draping.

Our FRENCH DEPARTMENT is now showing

Satin Charmeuse, Satin Ondoyant, Satin Onduleuses, " Silk Floresca,"
Solid Kalamata, Shantung Larissa, Delaine Charmant, Velour Egyp-
tienne, Etc.

Also additional shades in our already successful fabrics.

" Salome," Silk Sublime, Satin Directoire, Satin Athenian, Phantom Self-

Stripes, Reps Epangline and Soliel Ottawa.

Our BRITISH DEPARTMENT offers new designs and additional shades in

" Silustra," Mohair Tussah, Lustre Shantung, Wool Ondulienne, Satin
Royals, Satin Cashmeres, Satin Tricots, "Ranola," "Resilliant," "Resilda,"
"Permo," and "Mohllaine" Fancies, Grecian, Egyptian and Byzantine Silk
Effects.

Our British stuffs are now blocked on a new patent machine, and every yard is marked with a
metal disc on the selvedge. No measuring required.

J. & N. PHILIPS & CO.
Manchester, England
and 20 Cheapside, London, E.C.

211 Lindsay Buildings, 611 Empire Buildings,

St. Catherine St. West, MONTREAL Wellington St. West, TORONTO

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Styles in the Canadian Dress Goods Trade

Satins have been the best selling line in the

dress goods department during the past month.

Color promises to be an important factor in

Spring selling, an extraordinary range being

shown.

All smooth-faced cloths have a good demand.

Light weight fabrics of silky finish are receiving

attention for Spring.

Striped materials, it is predicted, as well as

checks and plain fabrics, will likely have a call to

approval.

There are prospects of much larger sales of col-

ored wash fabrics in Canadian markets.

Silks.

The feature of the month's trade has been the big sale

of satins. Leading retail houses report that satins have

been the best selling article in the dress goods department

during the past month. Because of the fact that it is im-

possible to cut the present style of gown out of the narrow

width cloth, there is an increasing sale of wide widths in

silk fabrics. So much so is this the case that in wide

width black satin fabrics it is only with difficulty

that orders are filled.

The satin fabrics now in such big demand are rich.

soft, piece-dyed fabrics, and it is because this demand is

assuming such enormous proportions that silk prices are

firming. The fashion tendency is all for the maintenance

of these soft, bright fabrics, and for goods of this nature

the outlook is very bright.

Messalines promise to be important, and very large

orders have been placed by the cutting up trade for this

fabric. Messalines will be used largely for waists, one

piece suits and underskirts. Though these bright fabrics are

so much the vogue there will still be a large outlet for

taffetas.

Tussores are again sampled for Spring selling, and

there is also some talk of foulards in satin finishes. The

fancy line at present is confined to subdued effects in

stripes.

Cord weaves—Ottomans, coteles, etc., have been much

en evidence for the fashionable trade and for millinery

purposes, and all cord weaves, Ottomans, Bengalines.

failes. etc., promise to be good in the Spring.

*

The Color Situation.

The color situation presents an interesting study, and

for Spring buying the question is how far for many buy-

ers. Even in the smaller centres it is color and finish

rather than durability that influences the purchase. Color

for Spring selling promises to be most important, but still

there remains the fact that many of the colors fashion is

featuring will never find a place in popular selling. That

they will influence the sale of colors in most departments

goes without saying. Therefore, it is up to the buyer to

draw the color line, according to the standing of his

trade.

The buyer who sells expensive goods can follow the

trend of the moment—he can show and will have to show
the new mole greys, the cold green blues, the fruit shades

—catawba, wisteria and dead rose, the bananas and
pinky tans, and the new greens.

The buyer who is purchasing for the popular trade

will have to study the influence of the art shades upon

the staple colors. Thus he knows that the high-class trade

is running on deep dead colors, each with a strong tinge

of grey-brown in its make up. He would have only a

very limited sale for colors of this class, and the real in-

fluence that the presence of these colors have upon his

buying is to lead him to select dark shades for Spring.

Collectively, the blue shades are very strong, therefore

he will select navies for a strong representation and as

fancy shades are selling he will not confine his buying to

the regulation deep navy, but will buy the variations to-

wards royal and the art blues. In connection with blues,

it should be noted that Copenhagen will be en evidence

for the country trade. The cutting up trade are using

materials of this color, and this fact will help its counter

sale. The new smoke and mole greys are so much worn

and their rise to popular favor has been so rapid that

there is sure to be a call for them from the country trade

in the coming Spring, and those merchants who provide

for this call will make no mistake. The whole green series

it should be noted, are advancing in favor with the high-

class trade, and, therefore, greens should be well repre-

sented in all stocks. The staple shades in brown are los-

ing ground, and it is only in the castors and in the high

art shades that fashionably this color is selling.

Black is advancing rapidly in favor. Black satin

fabrics, black broad cloths and gowns of black crepe and

cord fabrics are frequently worn by the smartest dressed

women. In all large dress departments the sale of black

fabrics is increasing and there is little doubt that the

country trade will follow the cities in this respect.

*

Dress Goods.

Dress goods departments in the retail stores are doing

a fair amount of business, but a great deal of pushing

seems to be necessary in order to accomplish this.

Broadcloth is the best seller at present, and it is likely

that this demand will continue through the Winter. All

smooth-faced cloths are called for, and as broadcloth and

others of the heavier fabrics are not suitable for Spring

wear, manufacturers are giving a great deal of attention

to light weight fabrics, with a smooth, silky finish, as

goods of this nature will lead in the Spring. Consequently

satin cloths or wool satins figure largely in orders for

Spring delivery. Worsted suitings, particularly in greys,

give evidence of featuring prominently in the Spring sell-

ing, also fine coating serges. Following the trend of silk

fashions, corded materials seem likely to be good, par-

ticularly in the heavier cords.
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One prominent buyer expresses il as his opinion that

Spring will open up with a fair demand for striped ma-
terias, which will very soon give place to checks and plain

fabrics. Checks are prominent in the late samples from
French houses.

Even now when the severest part of the Winter is at

hand, the trend of the selling in all the large centres is

towards soft, bright fabrics. Soft satins, satin and finish-

ed crepes, are selling for the dressier day and for evening

gowns. For street wear, tine worsted suitings and serges

that show a tine, smooth finish, are the materials selected

by the fashionable woman. Undoubtedly goods of this

class will be prominent in Spring selling.

But the main feature of the season promises to be

the demand for satin finishes, and for goods of a clinging

nature. This brings satin cloths to the fore and also re-

introduces cashemire, as this fabric is highly adaptable to

the present mode of dress.

As a novelty cloth the iww cord weaves promise to have

a place, and in fancies the eompose idea is again intro-

duced.

Wash Fabrics.

Now that the outlook for the Spring season is brighten-

ing and trade conditions seem more assured in the States.

there is a firmer tone to the cotton market. The demand
particularly for special fabrics is improving, and the

prospects are that the Spring season will see a large sale

of wash fabrics.

The prospects are that in Canadian markets a

much larger sale of colored fabrics will take place. This

is the belief of the jobbing houses, and they are showing
a wide and handsome range of colored fabrics.

Advance indications point to ginghams doing well.

Ginghams had a very good season last Summer, and are

showing in a wider range than ever for the coming Spring.

Stripes lead, the intermediate sizes being decidedly best.

Checks are en evidence, and here too moderate effects rule,

modest block patterns being decidedly in the lead. Plain

ginghams are also selling well.

There is a very strong showing of cotton suiting effects

and here stripes are very strong. Another line that prom-
ises well is the silk imitations, such as cotton foulard,

cotton radium, etc. Prints promise to be more used for

other than strictly utility purposes than for some years.

Designs are strictly confined to neat classic effects. There

are also some high colors shown in these goods, and as

they are warranted strictly fast, they are proving good

sellers. Cotton rajahs are again on the market and will

achieve their old-time selling success.

Linens have maintained their position as a prominent

wash fabric—white dress linens are staple, but colored

linens also have a large representation in advance orders.

Not only are colored linens selling, but fancies, particu-

larly stripes, are good.

In the novelty end of the list cotton crepes have a

high place. These show both in solid cloth and in stripes

—

that is, crepe stripes on a woven ground.

Fancy cotton and silk suitings are well shown in high-

class lines, and here also is made a strong showing of

embroidered lawns and Swiss. These are almost invari-

ably in eyelet patterns.

Pink is a strong seller in all wash lines, and for the

coming season promises to almost do better than blue

There is a number of art shades in blue, and these are as

usual good sellers. Mauve is also good, and the position

of green is improving. There is some call for the tar

shades and also for cream or ecru.

Besides white linens, white lines include the new mer-

cerized reps. These come in the plain cloths and also

in stripes and checks. Eyelet embroidered Swisses an J

lawns .show up well, but spotted muslins, and, indeed

muslins of any kind, are only of minor importance.

Admit Women Drummers!

At a recent general meeting of the Commercial Tra-
velers' Association of Canada, the question as to whether
it was proposed to admit women as members called forth a

lively discussion in which a few travelers championed the

cause of the fair drummers while others stoutly main-
tained that traveling was not a suitable job for women.
They contended that it was neither a desirable nor proper
avocation for the female.

The proposition was finally left over for definite action

at the annual meeting, as the gathering was called only

for the nomination of officers. It is said that lady mem-
bers have been admitted to the Dominion Travelers' As-
sociation, with headquarters at Montreal and London.

A letter read from the transportation companies to

the association was quoted as saying that the railways

did not see how they could help giving equal privileges to

the women if they complied with all the rules and regula-

tions.

Lewis A. Howard, retiring president, presided, and

stated that owing to business engagements it would be

impossible for him to accept a third term. He congra-

tulated the meeting on the continued prosperity of the

association, as during the current year the roll showed

an increase in membership with no increase of expenses.

The payments for mortuary benefits were the largest in

the history of the association, yet notwithstanding the

same a satisfactory balance would be carried to the

permanent reserve fund.

Harris; Jfabrtc*

n Harris Fabrics represent the

highest development of the

Canadian Tweed Industry.

The samples now being shown

by our representatives prove

better than any wordy argu-

ment that the Harris Fabrics

are fully equal in every respect

to the best imported lines.

Our representatives are

MONTREAL-Hector Prevost, 7 1 St. Hubert St.

HALIFAX-G. A. Woodill - Roy Building

LONDON—J. A. Irwin, 341 Princess Avenue
WINNIPEG McRae & Walker. Ashdown Block

Write the nearest one for prices

and particulars.

arris & Co., Htmtteb
Bftocktooou, ©ntario
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Commercial Travelers Will Ask for Special Hotel Inspector

Claim That Accommodation in License and Local Option Districts Should be Placed in Hands
of an Official — Proposal to Admit Women Drummers as Members— President Elected.

John Gibson, of Toronto, who has been elected

by acclamation president of the Commercial Tra-

velers' Association of Canada, has for twenty-three

years been a member of the traveling staff of

Gordon, McKay & Co., and is in every respect well

fitted to discharge the duties of the office to which

he has been elevated. His long association with

the dry goods trade has not only established his

reputation as an authority on all matters apper-

taining thereto, but it has proved him to be one of

the ablest representatives on the road. The active

interest that he has always taken in the affairs of

the association and his high standing among his

fellows, pronounce him to be the right man for

president.

The Commercial Travelers' Association of Canada will

take steps to urge upon the Provincial Government the

necessity existing for the appointment of a special hotel

inspector in license and local option districts. Their argu-

ment is that in many places the accommodation for the

traveling public is not what it should be, and that im-

provement in conditions could best be brought about by

the appointment of an officer who should have complete

charge of that particular work.

At a recent general meeting of the association, John

Kenney asked if it was the intention of the association to

admit women members.

It appears that application has been made by houses

having women representatives with the object of having

them admitted to mortuary benefits and also obtaining

for them the special transportation privileges enjoyed by

members of the association.

The matter was left for action at the annual meeting

Elected by Acclamation.

The nominations were: President, John Gibson, elect-

ed by acclamation; First Vice-President, Robert Gemmell,

elected by acclamation; Second Vice-President, S. M.
Sterling, elected by acclamation; Treasurer, E. Fielding,

John H. Kenney, one to be elected.

The Dominion Association.

Samuel J. Mathewson, of Mathewson's Sons. Montreal,

was elected president by acclamation of the Dominion
Commercial Travelers' Association at the quarterly meel-

ing held recently in the Board of Trade Building.

Montreal.

J. Bevans Giles was made Vice-President in the same
manner, and Max Murdock was re-elected Treasurer.

Nine nominations were handed in to fill the vacancies

which will occur on the board of ten directors on the

occasion of the retirement of five gentlemen at present in

office. Those nominated were. Harold H. Hughes, Louis

Decelles. John T. McBride, Charles Roberts, F. N. Picard,

G. W. Prescott, C. I). O'Brien, H. M. Levin, A. J. Brown.

A committee composed of the following was appointed

to arrange the date and place for the annual dinner -.1

the association: A. A. Freedman, E. E. Guilbault, P. S.

Cote, H. M. Levin, I). M. Lefebvre, H. C. Wilkins, E. I).

Marceau, Max Murdock, .1. I'.. Giles, F. X. Picard, S. J.

Mathewson, Aid. Jas. Robinson, Jno. Paterson, T. L.

Paton, L. Lecelles, J. Gravel, Geo. A. .Mann, Jas. Shaw,
J. F. L. Dubreuil, J. T. McBride, A. (1. Gardner, Chas.
Roberts and R. Dionne.

The annual meeting will take place December 12, when
il is expected thai very satisfactory reports for the year
will be presented.

S. J. Mathewson spoke very uighlj of the splendid ser-

vices rendered the association by the retiring president.

W. J. Egan, during his year in office. His work was to

be strongly commended. J. Bevans Giles and Max Mur-
dock also said a few words, ami they too were given a

small ovation on arising.

The president referred in feeling terms to the recent

death of J. H. Morin, one of the fourth vice-presidents,

and the secretary was requested to convey to the family
of the deceased the association's expression of sincere

sympathy.

The New President.

S. J. Mathewson, of Mathewson's Sons, Montreal, the

new president (if the Dominion Commercial Travelers'

Association, was horn in Montreal, July 3, 1861. At the

age of 15 he entered his father's business, and with his

brother was made a member of the firm in 1884, the new

JOHN GIBSON

Elected President by Acclamation of the Commercial
Travelers' Association of Canada.

company being known as .1. A. Mathewson & Co. It will

he seen from this that he has been in the grocery business

all his life, and he is therefore a worthy exponent of the

old adage, "doing one thing and doing it well." The

affairs of the association could not be in better hands.
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you, Mr. Retailer, have no special

department for the display and

sale of that all-important

branch of your business

—

the Juvenile Wear ? This

department is a popular

one, and profitable to you

if it contains those chic

and natty garments that

. appeal to the mother's eye

and force her to admit that

here is the perfect garment,

with all worry and labor

saved, at a price that is not be-

yond her means.

Think this over. Then write

HOME & WATTS, Ltd.

TORONTO
for further particulars. They are exclusive

manufacturers of children's and girls' White and

Colored Dresses, Suits, Fine Muslin Under-
wear, etc. They are in a position to supply

all the needs of this department on short

notice, and will gladly co-operate with you
and send samples anywhere, anytime, for the

asking.

&£ Children's Outfitting 'Depart-

ment offers greater opportunities for

profitable development than any

other department in a dry goods

store.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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The Ready-to-Wear Garment Department

Three-piece suits will be a feature of the high-

class trade, although it is not likely that they -will

figure very materially in Spring orders in Canada.

Combinations of soft satin are replacing under-

skirts to some extent where the sheath skirt is

worn.

The vogue of satin for underskirts is bringing

good quality sateens to the fore.

Colored dresses for children's wear will be in

greater evidence than usual. Pretty striped and

checked ginghams are, it is predicted, going to sell

freely.

The rapidly increasing influence for the new
hipless figure is seen in the great demand for long

figures in corsets.

Both long and short sleeves in waists have their

champions. The question is somewhat unsettled.

One of the newest ideas in styles is the stiff collar

and centre pleat.

Spring Tendencies.

In suits and in separate skirts manufacturers are busy
with their Spring line. Sample pieces are being turned

into new Spring models. Beyond the fact that smooth-

finished worsted fabrics in stripes and in piece-dyed

fancies are largely represented in the fabrics used and
that colors for Spring are practically those 'that have made
a hit this Fall, few ideas as to what lines the Spring

models are taking are yet known. At this period of the

season each manufacturer jealously guards his styles and
gives no information as to the lines he is working upon.

Fashion trends are hard to follow, but the fact that

Directoire modes have taken such a strong hold upon what
may be termed the fashion set., will certainly influence

the new Spring line.

That the fashionable woman has accepted the Direc-

toire fashions was strongly demonstrated at the New
York Horse Show. Also that these fashions are very be-

coming to the average woman, whatever adverse critics

may say, was also very evident.

The coats are mannish in cut, and are military in

shape. Few have wide revers, but they have a high,

straight collar. Sleeves are long, plain and tight, many
having bell-shaped cuffs over the hands and cut in one

with the sleeve. The skirt of the coat hangs in scant

straight lines from the shoulders, and there is often a

centre panel decorated with mock button holes of satin

cord and rows of buttons. These coats are slashed up at

the sides and here also the button and loop trimming is

repeated. Large pocket flaps are another style feature.

The skirts worn with these coats are very narrow, and

many have a narrow pointed or square train. Women, it

would seem, are slowly hut surely accepting trains upon

street gowns.

Very often the coat described above is worn over a

Princess or one-piece Directoire gown. Tf a gown is not

worn the skirt is cut in the Empire fashion. There is a

deep belting used and the skirt is hung from the top of
the belting.

In separate skirt lines the circular gored models in

black voile are very strong, and these are trimmed with

straps and buttons. Skirts of satin messaline, made in a

similar manner, promise well. The novelty is the black-

satin skirt.

In the high-class trade, no doubt, cataba wisteria and
other shades of the same class will be shown. In both

high-class and staple lines taupe and smokes will be good.

Manufacturers expect to do a good business with one-

piece and princess suits of satin messaline. Taupe and
bluet will be leading colors, and the present staple shades

will be represented.

Mid-season Demand for Caracul Coats.

The early trade in the readyjto-wear department has

been done largely in suits; but now that the costume idea

is gaining ground retailers are beginning to push separate

coats. Black is taking the lead over colors, and plain over

fancy cloths. Kerseys are strong in popular-priced gar-

ments and face-cloths in the higher lines. The semi-

Empire model is the one that is the best seller, though

both fitting and loose models are seen. Lengths are 40 x

42 inches. The sleeve is a moderately tight, straight coat-

sleeve, with the cuff simulated by the trimming. Wood
silk braid, satin strappings and covered buttons are the

trimmings used.

In New York, there has sprung up a mid-season de-

mand for caracul coats. This turn was somewhat of a

surprise to the trade and found the manufacturers unpre-

pared. Therefore, there is some difficulty experienced in

procuring the cloths. The coats selling, of this cloth, are

effects in black caracul and ponyskin. They are made in

the figure-defining styles, and are 42 and 40 inches long.

The sleeve is a perfectly plain coat seeve, and there is a

moderate sized shawl collar. These coats are satin-lined

and have large, handsome, metal buttons. Many models

have deep slits at the side seams.

Inquiries made in the Canadian market go to show

that there is an active demand for caracul fabrics from

the Montreal manufacturers, but for some reason or other

this demand has not touched other manufacturing centres.

These caracul coats are very handsome, and, when of good

quality, have all the appearance and durability of fur. At

the same time their cost is not excessive.

A Children's Department.

Each year, as manufacturers improve their methods,

sees a larger sale of ready-made garments. Merchants are

recognizing this fact by extending their departments. Very

few have added a children's department, though probably

a goodly number have stocked a few children's garments.

There has probably, however, been no proper attempt made
to convince the mother that she can buy her children's

garments just as profitably, in the store, as her own.

One reason for this is that manufacturers have net ap-

proached the problem in a practical manner, nor has the
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proper selling idea been arrived at. Children's garments

have been, for the most part, imported, and where the

price has been right, the cut has been faulty, or, on the

other hand, where the cut has been right the price has

been prohibitive.

To sell, children's garments must be dainty, smart and
well-cut. They must be of pretty but good wearing and
washing materials. They must be, in the case of cotton,

absolutely fast in color, and. last, but not least, they must
be made in a practical manner so that no unnecessary

labor is entailed in their frequent visits to the laundry.

All of this excellence must sell at a popular price.

One barrier to the free-selling- of children's garments

has been the fact that they have not been treated as other

lines in the department. To sum up, it might well be ques-

tioned whether children's clothes have ever been put on a

proper selling basis. A mother pays just as much for a

32 waist or suit as she does for a 40 size, but as soon as

she steps over to buy for her babies she finds 50c or so

tucked on to each size, and, in some cases, a matter of a

size or two nearly doubles the price.

There are American stores that sell children's gar-

ments solely, and most of the larger stores have special de-

partments. This is the development of the last few years,

since a group of manufacturers branched out into this

business, and gave special attention to it.

In Canada, this section of the trade is becoming special-

ized so that children's garments of home make can now
be obtained. They are made for this market, and are

suitable for 'this climate. The makers of these garments

have made a special study of the needs of the market, and

the garments produced, properly cut are smart and practi-

cal. They are made of specially-selected materials, such

as the Canadian mother herself selects. More than that,

each range of sizes is priced on the same basis. For ex-

ample, the customer pays just the same for a dress for a

two-year-old child as for one for a child of six months.

The coming Summer promises to see colored dresses

for children's wear in greater vogue than usual, though

nothing can disturb the position of white. Pretty striped

and checked ginghams are going to sell freely, and there

is a big showing in prints in dainty patterns suitable for

children's wear. Navies and china blues are to be very

popular. A new idea that will catch the mother's eye is

the bloomer dress. To all appearance, this dress is the

ordinary shape. There is attached a pair of little bloom-

ers of the same material. No other underskirts need be

worn, and the whole washes as one garment.

Misses' two-piece suits in fancy striped cotton suit-

ings are an attractive line. These suits are shown in a

big variety of effects in practical washing styles and the

same price rule is in force here as in the smaller garments.

Suits.

Costumes for Spring for the high-class trade are largely

in the three-piece suits, the princess dress and coat. Tt

does not appear likely that these will figure materially in

the Spring orders in Canada, though New York is making
a feature of them. Though they have their advantages,

they lack much of the convenience of the coat and skirt

with the separate blouse, and are naturally more expen-

sive. In view of this, Canadian manufacturers do not ex-

pect to do much with them.

Coat and skirt suits show the skirt, in most instances,

with the sheath effect. Many are open at the side with

the buttons and button holes, and in almost every instance

the skirt is, at least, trimmed at the side. Few folds will

be seen, and skirts are very long and close fitting.

The coats are rather shorter than those for Fall and
Winter, but extend well over the hips. They are fairly

close-fitting, and are trimmed in many cases to produce
the Empire effect, though not being really short waisted.
The majority are cut away high in the front, well above
the waist line, and in view of this, many suit skirts will

have a wide-shaped belt fastened to the skirt, giving
something of the Princess effect. Sleeves are quite close-

fitting and very long, reaching well over the hand, in

many cases, in pointed effect.

The popular material for Spring suits is worsted.
Stripes and checks, both shadow and two-toned, seem
likely to be very fashionable. Hairline stripes are also

being shown. Self-trimmings, also satin trimmings and
buttons will be used largely.

Colors will run largely in the more delicate shades.

Reseda and ashes of roses are strong in New York and
are expected to do well here. Taupe will still hold its

place, and there is likely to be a good demand for fawns.

To sum up the color situation it seems likely that the

leaders will be taupe, reseda and fawn, for the fashionable

trade. There will be some call for blues and greens.

*

Underskirts.

Underskirt lines cannot fail to be strongly influenced

by the present style tendencies. The narrow sheath skirts

do not leave much room for underclothing. So far does

this vogue obtain that in ultra-smart circles no petticoats

at all are worn, their place being taken by combinations
of soft satin. When these are worn, the knickerbockers

take the place of wide drawers.

Soft satin fabrics are high style for underskirts. In

th popular tr.de, vtt ;
i no- - alii;^ is sunorsed.ing taffeta

for this purpose. The demand is strong, and already the

supply is becoming short. The vogue of satin for under-

skirt use is bringing to the fore good quality sateens, and
when developed in standard makes of this article, the skirt

has quite the appearance of a satin garment.

All skirts have the sheath cut, but the idea is the sun-

ray pleated skirt. These skirts are cut circular, and are

pleated from the hips This ensures sufficient fulness

around the feet for comfortable wear, with no superfluous

material over the hips. This skirt has been an instant

success in Paris and New York, and. properly cut, prom-
ises to be a leading model in the Canadian market.

*

Corsets.

It has taken very little time for the long models in

corsets to become the big sellers in the larger centres. By
this fact can be measured the rapidly increasing influence

of the new hipless figure. Dressmakers are advocating

the new figure lines, and even where a woman has a

slender figure, a long model is most frequently found, as it

gives shapeliness and grace. This is proved by the many-

models selling in the small sizes.

For the stout figure there are special models. As the

right effect is difficult to produce when this class of figure

is in question, designers are giving a good deal of atten-

tion to this class of figure.

There will not now, of course, be anything new in

corset models produced this season, but improvements are

promised in Spring models, which are now in course of

production. Even with models of medium length, the re-

duction, or apparent reduction, produced is wonderful,

and it is difficult to conceive that there is to be an ad-

vance in this respect.
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There arc various devices for the reduction oi both

bips and abdomen, and models are promised for the com-
ing Spring that will not only accomplish these two objects,

but will, at the same time, preserve the slender-rounded
waist.

Perfect gartering, that is. strapping down of the

corset back and front with suspenders, is employed to a

greater degree than ever. Suspenders are now placed at

the back as well as in front. In the larger departments
brassieries are selling. Some lines of corsets have the

brassieries attached.

Waists.

Though the sleeve question is still an unsettled
and both long and short sleeves have their champions,
there is a growing conviction that many long sleeves will

figure in Summer waists. The long sleeve it musl be re-

membered, has been coming in for some time, and i-

quite the innovation that some would make out. Buyers, il

would seem, are still undecided and cancelations both
ways are heard of. There is no questioning the fact that

the uncertainty is causing the manufacturers some in-

convenience, as many of them are waiting for more light

before making up the Spring lines.

It is only in lawns, however, that the uncertainty

chiefly exists. Blouses in nearly all other fabrics are made
with the long sleeve.

The tailored waist in plain and striped linens, in

striped cotton fabrics, in reps and mercerized waistings,

promise to be a big factor. These are plainly tailored and
have the mannish sleeve and cuff. Many have the stiff

cuffs and collar. A new idea is the stiff collar and centre

pleat. This collar and pleat is often in color and is held

in position by the buttons that fasten the waist. Many
of the tailored waists have the new rounded point Gibson
collar in tucked goods, and with some sort of bow or

Directoire tie finish in contrasting color.

Net waists have lost nothing of their vogue, and to the

semi-tailored and dress lines in white and ecru must be
added colored lines. The taupe greys are the ni

r, and as this color is to be very much worn next
Spring, there should be a big demand for waists in this

color. Navy and brown, as well as black, complete the

color line for the popular - In the high-class trade
will be a limited demand for the new fruit si

Soutache braids, satin pipings and lots of buttons will be

js used. The new Oriental embroidered laces

will also be used.

Tucked and imitation striped nets, and particularly

having spot patterns, will be very largely used. The
sleeve tucked across the whole length will be a leading one.

Satin messaline waists made in tailored styles prom-
be big sellers in staple shades, with the blue shades very

strong in demand.

Lachlan D. fJunn. formerly with the John White Co.,

Woodstock, died on the evening of Friday. Nov. 27. Last

May he went into business for himself, and was m<

with success. He was taken ill about two
j

. but

bad improved. The ailment returned recently, however,

and death ensued. He was a member of the Sons of

Scotland.

R. X. Wyse, dry goods merchant. Moncton, X.B.. has

purchased a well-situated lot in that city on which to

erect a large brick block next Spring. The lot has a 60-

foot frontage. Mr. Wyse will occupy part of the block

for his own business.

Rep
stockoI

ol,r

Griffin Brand Garments
November Sales have depleted your stock. To prevent possible

loss of sales during December, the busiest retail month

of the year, send an order now for best sellers in

Popular Priced

Griffin Brand Coats and Skirts

A few odd lines in stock at attractive prices—Ask for particulars.

Small orders for quick selling, will have our prompt attention.

Any dealer can secure the cream of the popular priced trade in

his district by selling Griffin Brand Garments.

Spring Line Now od the Road

The Empire Mfg. Co. Ltd.
8 Beaver Hat! ^^^^1

Please mention The Review to Advertisers ana their Travelers
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The Whitewear

The Waists

Hemmed Sheets

And Pillow Slips

That

Sell

Laurentian Whitewear

and Waists

Your Greatest Money Makers

If you will take the trouble to ask the

opinion of a good city store regarding Laurentian

Whitewear and Waists, you'll soon see why
Laurentian Whitewear and Waists have done the

business for Spring and Summer. Laurentian lines

run from popular to high -class goods, but even

the cheapest line shows extra care in every detail.

We thank our customers for generous orders

for early Spring delivery. We'll be very, very

busy, and request the favor of early repeats.

Laurentian Whitewear Co., Levis, Que.
MONTREAL OFFICE

703 Mark Fisher Building
Z. P. Benoii

C. McKercher
Eastern Ontario

EASTERN TOWNSHIPS
W. H. Piton

Alex. Burr
Maritime Provinces

Headquarters St. John, N.B.

TORONTO OFFICE
715 Empire Building

W. A McArthur

We are now taxed to our

utmost capacity, turning

out our Holiday orders.

At the same time we are

getting spring samples
ready for January 15th.

Looking at our line early

is our advice, as the radi-

cal change in the waist

field will no doubt bring

large orders, and early

placing orders is also our

advice.

See our Dresses for next season. They will

interest you.

The Reliable Silk Waist
Factory

40 St. Antoine Street, MONTREAL
Our mail orders have proved their convenience, as we give them

prompt attention.

To Our Customers and Friends

We extend best wishes

for a

Record Holiday Trade

and a

Very Merry Xmas

Montreal Waterproof Clothing

Co., Montreal

The largest Manufacturers of

Raincoats and Waterproofs

in the Dominion.

Please mention The Revieiv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Spring ! Spring ! Spring !

Our "Quiet Elegance" Suits, designed for Ladies from 14

years upwards, are artistic creations. Combinations of

taste and up-to-date styles.

Ours is No Idle Boast—They Attract and Hold Trade. You Cannot Regret Making

Your First Selections from Our Range.

Watt & Shapiro Mfg. Co., 507 st. Paul St., Montreal

THE "CRAVENETTE" CO., LTD.,

affix their stamp only to such goods

as are suitable in quality for

Rainproof purposes.

/fe Trademark^

PROOFED BY

Fac-simile of Stamp.

THEREFORE, this stamp is a guar-

antee not only of Rainproof proper-

ties but also of the quality of the

material.

Buyers of Rainproofs should ask

for those proofed by

The t

(Copyright)

DUST-PROOF
as well as

RAIN-PROOF

Proofers to the Trade, BRADFORD, YKS.

Co.,
Limited

We Have Faith

Golf shape with inside fur bands
from $3.75 a dozen up. Made in fancy
Tweed, Beaver and Frieze.

in the quality of our goods. To
prove it we offer to pay express

charges on all mail orders and will

guarantee satisfaction. We are

leaders in the cap business. Order
a sample shipment of these goods
and prove it. Brighton shape, at $3.75 a dozen up.

Made in Black and Blue Beaver, Melton and
Frieze.

STANDARD CAP CO., Ltd. 12 Front Street West, TORONTO
Please mention The Revieiv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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What's In A Name?

Everything nowadays.

( )ur firm name isn't a result of

chance.

Its choice is the result of an
ambition to live up to it.

The success of this business is

pretty good evidence.

There is exclusiveness in our

overalls in material and making,
and values are exceptional.

Spring Lines ready for inspection.

PEERLESS OVERALL CO.
Rock Island, Que.

Prompt Glove Deliveries

For Xmas Selling

Your wants in the best selling styles of

Gloves in

Mocha, Suede, Cape and Glace

for men, women and children can be filled

at once.
Here are Five specials

3264 Suede —Inseam— Plain Wool lined to retail at . $1.00

3294 " -Outseam— Fancy Wool lined " 1.25

3293 "
I ii ii H 1.50

3256 " —Inseam "
ii ii 1.50

3265 Cape--Outseam—
" ii ii

1.50

Assorted sizes. 8 to 10.

^DE M***

Ask any of the leading whole-
salers for these, or any of our
other lines. If you cannot get
them, write direct.

THE ROBERT RYAN CO.

THREE RIVERS, QUE.

Send for

a
Sample

of
our

Rosmo King
Big'

Worhingman's
Shirt

TheWhite Mfg. Co.
Limited

226-228-230 Albert Street

Ottawa, Ont.

TRY THE

MILLER BRAND
WHITE CLOTHING

We guarantee the Miller Brand

to be highest in quality of

material and unequalled in fit,

style and finish.

Bar and Barber Coats; Cooks',

Waiters' and Grocers' Aprons ;

Butchers' Coats and Frocks
;

Butcher and Bar Aprons ; Auto-

mobile Dusters ; Gymnasium

Knickers; Carpenters' Aprons;

Fancy Vests. Etc., made from

high grade ducks and drills.

Miller Manufacturing Co.
251 Mutual Street, Toronto

Limi,ed

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Men's Clothing and Furnishing Department

The Spring outlook for men's woolens is very

promising, ll is quite evident that olive lints will

have a very strong run.

Sample hooks indicate that Canadian woolens

are filling
1 a large proportion of the demand.

The ''matching" feature of the trade in hosiery,

neckwear and vests is becoming decidedly pro-

nounced.

The approach of the Christmas season is caus-

ing a good movement in small wear articles suit-

able for gift purposes.

It is not necessary to repeat all that the wholesaler and

the retailer have to say about Fall business expectations

and mild weather as a profitable proposition three weeks

before Christinas. The manufacturer, busy though he

may be over advance season's demands, is sure to make
it unanimous. One man sized up the dulness in the latter

part of November as "the last awful week," and hoped

that he would not have to apply the description beyond

the confines of the month. There wasa chilly season early

in November, and it brought business. It served to de-

monstrate that the money is in willing hands if things

were only placed on a seasonable basis.

Take men's woolens as an example. It requires no

great amount of investigating to discover, in some quar-

ters, that the movement in heavy lines does not measure

up to average. Here and there a bright spot is found.

The head of one house produced books to show that every

day this season had been well in advance of the same day

last year. The longer his travelers were on the road, he

said, the better did business become.

Spring trade is a different topic. The outlook is prom-

ising, and now that it is not so much a matter of orders,

the question of predominating color may be comfortably

discussed. It is quite evident, declares one authority, that

business next season is going to be done on olive tints. The

whole tendency is in that direction. There will be a

widening out as Summer comes on, but the olive shade

will go clean through. This opinion is concurred in by

other authorities. Of course, the man who can afford only

one really good Summer suit in two years may not cleave

to the olive, and for him plain grey twists and piek-and-

pick patterns seem to have been well selected.

What The Review said some time ago about men's

fancy worsteds filling the growing demand for women's

suit and coat materials is being confirmed. Such has been

the call for these goods that it has seemed inadvisable to

remove them from the tables for the time being.

Demand for Canadian Woolens.

In reply to a query as to the demand for Canadian ma-

terials, the head of one house opened up his sample book

and selecting a page, pointed to the orders listed opposite

each sample. Twenty-two out of the twenty-four shown

had been strong sellers. Turning to a page of British

worsteds, containing the same number of samples and

listed at similar prices— from $2 to $2.50 a yard— lie

pointed out that the Canadian goods led by a considerable

margin in the matter of sales up to I he present time.

There is evidently a strong feeling in favor of black

and blue cheviot serges. This seems to explain a growing

demand for the better class of trouserings.

New Styles well Received.

How are the new styles in men's clothing regarded by

the trade? Judging from Spring placing orders the recep-

tion contained nothing of a condemnatory nature. This is

probably best accounted for by the fact that the lines

shown had in them little that could be termed extremely

freakish. To the West is credited an increasingly large

proportion of the demand. Summer lines have been well

patronized, the two-piece suit evidently having a strong

place in favor.

*
The Color Range.

It is certainly a rare thing to see the representative of

a wholesale house approach a retailer with a selling pro-

position based on a color-symphony running clear through

from hosiery to necktie. Yet that is being done every

day now. The idea appears to adapt itself most effec-

tively to plain colors, but the matching process is also

working out in stripes.

This certainly appears to be a good selling feature of

the business. Where not otherwise strongly encouraged.

*.'.'•

The Insertion of the V-shaped, Double-ply Bosom in Shirts gives the

Appearance of the Stiff Front when Worn with a Vest, and, at

the same time, Preserves the Characteristics of the Negligee.
—W. R. Brock Co.

it seemingly develops unconsciously. For example, a

wholesaler of gents' furnishings, other than neckwear, re-

cently compared certain of his orders with those of a

neckwear house adjoining. He found that the colors

phasized in his selling were proportionately prominent in
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the orders of the other house. It struck him as being de-

cidedly unique. All that seems necessary to say therefore

is that bronze, elephant, peacock, myrtle, olive, and a host

of other hues will hardly be knowingly confined to any
one part of the person of the dressy young man. An
olive-hued pair of hose will index a similarly-tinted vest

or tie, and vice versa. Of course, in spite of all this, the

man of conservative taste will not find himself restricted.

He will discover that it is possible for him to patronize

styles and colors which respect his sartorial fancy and
still place him within vogue's approval-zone.

Jobbers declare that their Spring placing in hosiery

has been good. They have the same to say of neckwear,

collars and fancy vests. Of these, much has previously

been said. The knitted vest is taking a decided lead in

its particular class. The knitted tie is selling well. The
Christmas season is being felt by an increasing demand
for small wear lines.

Shirts are no exception to the prominence given to

colors and stripes, a large area being covered in these par-

ticulars. A few novelties have reached the counters for

trying-out purposes. Jobbers and manufacturers are well

pleased with the Spring placing.

So far as gloves are concerned, suedes, capes and cha-

mois are meeting with a good demand. A green mocha
has made its appearance, and a good trade is predicted for

it. Stocks have been -well selected for the Christmas sea-

son.

The double-fold collar has been the basis of consider-

able attention. Early styles made the meeting-front a

feature, but later a concession is being made to neckwear

in the shape of an opening rounding off from a point at

about half the depth. The flare collar is holding a good

place, the latest novelty in that style being a decided

rounding-off of the points—an English idea. For dress

purposes vogue still pronounces the stander, with a slight

rounding-out of the corners to be the thing.

*
The Christmas Bazaar.

Men's wear dealers, ready to grasp the possibilities

for increased returns and extra profits attaching to the

holiday season, might find inspiration in the fact that the

Christmas bazaar has, ere now, proved a strong magnet

to the gift trade. Where he has the store room, and, what

is primarily necessary, the inclination, the rest is easy,

particularly in the larger towns and cities where sources

of supply are near at hand and where judicious buying

is not tied down to narrow limits. Advertising is neces-

sary^not only through the newspapers, but also through

the windows.

Of course, a bazaar admits of no distinctions. It caters

to the young man and the young woman alike. Provided

the goods are there, he would much prefer making his

gift-selections in a men's furnishing store. That is where

he does most of his own shopping, and he can be made to

regard it as something appreciable that he is enabled to

shop there for her too.

On the other side, the lady knows when she sees a gift

suggestion in a men's wear window that she may rely

upon it as containing the preferred essentials. The stock

does not need to be large. For men such lines as cigar

and cigarette cases, shaving sets, tobacco jars, pocket

knives, wallets, purses and so forth ; well, for ladies,

perfumes, handkerchief' cases, satchels, fancy handbags,

purses and many other fancy articles, would constitute

an attractive bazaar which might be developed into a

very good turnover on its own account, and at the same

time assist the store's ordinary trading.

Now that the Christmas season is on, some system

should be adopted by every store whereby price tickets

will be eliminated from gift-parcels ordered to be sent.

Slighted Work Damages Prospects.

Exercise the same discretion in choosing an employer
that the employer exercises in choosing a clerk, and then
stick by your choice.

If your employer has a policy that he wants carried
out you can't afford to ignore that policy in your treat-

ment of customers. You can't afford to ignore any of
your employer's wishes.

You can't slight your work without damaging your
prospects. The least important clerk in the store is un-
der the eye of some higher authority and the only re-

ward of shiftlessness is the grand bounce.

If you form bad personal or business habits, you
harm yourself more than you ever can harm your em-
ployer. He can discharge you if you go wrong, but
you can't get away from yourself.

Keep your individual expenses on a cash basis. There
is only one rule for the man on a salary, and that is,

"Pay as you go." If you can't pay, don't go.

Be as good as your word. Be the kind of salesman
whom people will learn to trust. In no other way can
you create a following which will make you valuable to

your employer.—Merchant and Manufacturer.

Feathers Explode in Quilting Factory.

An explosion of feathers, followed by fire, in the top
storey of the Harvey Quilting Co.'s factory, 33 Pearl
Street, Toronto, on the morning of Nov. 30th, caused
damage estimated at over $25,000 to stock and building.

The roof and part of an outer wall was blown upwards
and outwards. All of the employes escaped without seri-

ous injury. None happened to be on the floor where the

explosion occurred.

H. W. McMahon, president of the company, estimates

the value of the stock in the building at between $25,000

and $30,000. The building was divided into two sections,

with a firewall between, but, while the fire was confined

within one section, water poured into the other as well,

causing considerable damage. The insurance on stock

amounted to $24,900. The fortunate thing about the fire

is that it occurred when it did, as every cent of the insur-

ance would have expired on December 1st.

The building is owned by Gordon, Mackay & Co., and

the damage thereto is estimated at $7,000. There is an

insurance of $12,000.

The W. R. Brock Co. occupy a part of the building at

No. 39 Pearl Street, not far from the scene of the ex-

plosion. The firemen fought the flames from the roof of

this structure, and prevented them from spreading in that

direction. The only damage in that quarter was from

water and was very slight.

Celebrated the 27th Anniversary.

Chrysanthemums, brilliant electrical effects, and music

entered largely into the celebration of the 27th anniver-

sary of the Adams Furniture Co., Toronto, during the

latter part of November. A decidedly picturesque result

was obtained by the elaborate use of mums. This is, in

fact, one of the unique features of these annual celebra-

tions, and it never fails to add largely to the pleased in-

terest which centralizes in the store. The main decorative

design of the first floor consisted of a number of arched

spans, outlined with green and studded with green-

shaded lights.

The orchestra was located on the main floor the ar-

rangement having for their chief purpose a feast of the

ear as well as of the eye. Large crowds of people visited

the store daily.
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SHIRT QUALITY
Quality is a factor that nearly every man demands in a shirt. As a matter of fact he is generally more particular

about this point than he is about the price. DEACON SHIRTS are quality shirts— every stitch of them.

We are continually improving on the making, and, as we devote all our time and energy to the manufacture of shirts,

we are thus enabled to produce a garment satisfactory in every detail.

Ask us about them— we will he pleased to forward full

information, including some very attractive quotations.

CANADABELLEVILLE,

VULCAN
COLLAR

has space for new
large knot ties.

VULCAN
in If and 2 in.

will be stocked

here in January.

GET A CATALOGUE.

They Wear

Like Leather

vum

The

Canadian Underwear Go.

309 Notre Dame St. West

Montreal

One reason why "J" Brand
Collars wear so long without
cracking at the ends or developing
' 'saw' ' edges, is because the fabric is

bleached in the old fashioned way by the sun.

The modern way is to bleach the cloth

with chemicals which destroy the fibre

(such collars wear out after two or three

trips to the laundry). "j ,j Brand
Collars also have our patent Easy-To-
Button, everlasting Button Holes.

Two grades

—

3 for 50c, and 2 for a quarter.

Ask your dealer for

JX Brand Collars

Last Call for Xmas

Special Boxed Xmas Suspenders

The "Wizard" at $3.50
is a seller.

Get a sample dozen.

Globe Suspender Co. Rock Island, Que.
J. ALPBONSE OUIMET,

360 St. Paul St., Montreal

L. 0. PAQUETTE,

70 Church SI., Quebec
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A GUARANTEE OF

BEST VALUE
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MADE IN CANADA

BY
THE BERLIN SUSPENDER

BUTTON CO.
Persons addressing advertisers will

kindly mention having seen their ad'
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Special Spring Number of The Dry Goods Review out

on January 6, 1909. Have your Copy in early.

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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Carpets, Housefurnishings and Decorations

Carpels—All lines have been pretty well patron-

ized for Spring, and this is regarded as a very satis-

factory sign. The decline in prices will he within a

radius of ten per cent.

Linoleums—The cold weather has given life to

this department, although prices remain firm.

Curtains and Draperies—Laces are showing their

popularity with fabrics. There is a very great range

of materials.

Wall Paper—Manufacturers have had a success-

ful selling season. High-grades have been well

pal ronized.

Carpets.

In the wholesale carpet departments stock taking and

general preparations for the arrival of Spring lines are

occupying attention at the present time. One fact which

is a feature of carpet talk, however, is that placing orders

are generally ahead of those of the same season last year,

with a greater emphasis on quality than has been noted

for some time. This is taken as another indication that

business is finding its legs again, and that the future was

entitled to a good proportion of the confidence that was

placed in it.

The advent of the Winter and Christmas seasons has

had an effect mi the retail trade. The cosy corners of the

home are receiving attention and hearth-attractiveness is

being developed. It seems hardly necessary to say, fur-

ther, that rugs are facing something like a boom, and that

cushions and draperies are meeting with a demand which

seems decidedly seasonable.

So far as prices are concerned, wholesalers are not

talking a great deal. Some say "slight decline," others

say "firm." From what can be learned, the statement"

appears reasonable, that the decline spoken of a few

weeks ago will operate within a radius of ten per cent.

"Has the demand shown a preference for any par-

ticular lines?" was the question asked of one house.

"While tapestries and velvets seem to be prominent

in popularity, all lines have been well patronized," was

the reply. "Thai we consider one of the very satisfactory

features of the season's trade, ll is evident thai stocks

have been diminished, and that the merchant is now ready

to buy. Our experience is that he is putting more money

and more thought into his purchasing. On the whole, the

Spring season encourages great expectations."

Some of the New York houses are disclosing innova-

tions in price-making. One circular announces three sets

of figures to govern the season's business. The

first applies to goods purchased and shipped up to

Jan. l'next. the second to goods purchased before -Ian. 1.

but shipped after that date, and the third to goods pur-

chased and shipped after Jan. 1.

Prices on piece goods under the first classification

show a decline of 5 to S 1
2 cents from those of last season;

those in the second classification are slightly lower, and

those in the third classification are, in most instances, the

same as last season, and in certain cases slightly higher.

On rugs some slight declines are in effect for early orders,

but on business placed and delivered after the new year

quotations generally are higher than those of last season.

There has been a development in favor of Oriental de-

signs. This tendency seems to be working in with the

demand for higher grades, and to it may be attributed

some of the prominence given to wood-tint patterns. The
season has introduced an exceptionally ornate showing in

all makes, and the degree of style-permanency which the

designs promise, are considered, in some quarters, as ac-

counting for the fact that retailers are showing an inclin-

ation to stock higher-priced goods.

On the Oriental rug question merchants in some of the

larger American cities have awakened to the fact that if

the standard is to be elevated they must have reliability.

To that end they have started a crusade against fake

Oriental rug advertising, and are urging the necessity of

legislation along desired lines.

*

Linoleums.

Linoleum prices are holding firm. Business has picked

up considerably with the arrival of cold weather, and

there is a greater optimism with reference to the season's

outcome. In the eight-quarter lines the demand has

popularized prices ranging from 29 to 35 cents, while in

the sixteen-quarter the range runs from 35 to 39 cents.

The patronage seems to be pretty generally distributed.

Oilcloth prices are also firm and business, on the whole, is

good.

Curtains and Draperies.

In the curtain and drapery department laces are shar-

ing their popularity with fabrics as was pointed out some

weeks ago. There is a great range of materials, and, that

being I he case, prices are not a very serious matter. In

staple g Is there has been no remarkable shift in figures.

Jobbers report a very good demand.

In retail stores it is noticed that special efforts are being

put forward with the object of making the curtain.

drapery and carpet department seasonably attractive, and

model rooms are being fitted up as demonstrations. This

plan is one of the most effective in impressing the cus-

t omer.

Wall Paper.

Wall paper manufacturers have, little to complain of

in their season's results. There has been a good demand,

higher grades have been well patronized, and prices were

firm. The trade, it is noted, is realizing more than ever

the importance of a well organized department.

"It should be an easy matter at any time for a mer-

chant to tell what his wall paper department contains and

what it needs," said a manufacturer to The Review. "If

there is proper organization, there will be no* necessity

for stock taking. There should be different divisions for

the paper suited to different rooms. The experienced
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The Fife Linoleum Co., Limited

WISH YOU

A Happy Christmas
ana

A Prosperous New Year
You can't be happy unless you use The "Fife" Goods

and

you certainly won't be prosperous until you do.

64 Wellington Street West, - - Toronto

KING'S
Established 177*

FAMOUS
•old by leading: Jobbers.

SCOTCH
Every pleoe perfect.

HOLLANDS

Scotch Hollands, for nearly a

century and a quarter, have

been recognized by the Trade
of the world as the most reli-

able and saleable shading made.

for its non-shrinking qualities

durability, coloring, and stead-

fast dyes. King's name on

every piece.

Hollands, of John King & Son
are handled by all the leading

houses. Made in all colorings

and widths.

They are popular because they

are the most effective shading

for the money in the market,

and dealers can turn them over

more quickly than any other.

JOHN KINC & SON,
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND.

Sole Selling Agent

:

SYDNEY MOSS,
Empire Bldg., 58 Wellington St. W.

TORONTO

Please mention The Review to

The Gravest Mistake
most manufacturers make (and most dealers, too) is in

their attitude toward goods, especially wall paper.

Three out of four manufacturers will go to every

dealer with solicitation to "stock my goods," and two

out of every four dealers will proceed to buy goods

"for stock."

Stauntons Wall Papers are made by us for you to

sell, not stock. Every roll of it is sent out of here

designed for the decoration of some houseowner's

walls— not to hold your racks down to the floor.

This difference between our goods and others is

evidenced most clearly by the universal statement of

dealers that Staunton papers sell again. We mean

by this, really sell again, at dealers' profits ranging

from 75 to 1 00 per cent. AND UP.

We have a little booklet "A" telling more of

this unusual opportunity. It's yours for the asking.

Write to-day.

STAUNTONS
LIMITED

941 Yonge Street,

Toronto, -. Ontario

Advertisers and their Travelers
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dealer will not display parlor material when a customer

is looking for a bed room design. This method places

limitations upon his line which is sure to make it a thing

of the past—in the customer's opinion, at least—before

its time."

"There will never be an accumulation of short ends or

remnants in a well-conducted department. The man who

knows his business will work them off somehow. He may
find, for instance, that in conjunction with an extended

upper and lower third, a remnant could be used to advan-

tage. Odd pieces are also useful for the pantry or ward-

robe, and, sometimes, he may even find it profitable to give

them away."
"A great deal of attention is being given by the manu-

facturer to the production of ceiling designs which will

harmonize effectively with more than one wall paper, so

that there is little excuse for the dealer to have on his

shelves stock which cannot be cleared out because of its

failure to symphonize.

"The retailer, in selling to a customer, should keep in

mind the cost of a room rather than the unit cost of each

roll. The purchaser, as a rule, would be all the better

satisfied on finding that she has secured by the difference,

for example, between 10 and 15 cents a roll, a paper

which will not only retain its life longer, but which is a

great deal more effective than the cheaper line.

"The dealer should endeavor to get away from the

purely merchandising aspect of the department. He might

find it to his advantage to consider it in the same light as

he does his millinery department, where prices depend

largely upon the name. The painter and decorator will

take infinite pains with his stock. He knows what he

can do with it by way of demonstration and suggestion,

as he is conversant with the merits of the line he carries.

The matter of price is, to him, pretty much what he

wishes to make it. In the same manner the merchant will

find that his wall paper will respond lo every well-directed

method which he applies to it."

Some Seasonable Hints to Buyers

From information supplied by Sellers, but for which the Editors of THE REVIEW
do not necessarily hold themselves responsible.

NEW LOOSE-LEAF COMPANY.
A new loose-leaf company has re-

cently started business in Ottawa, the

Lowe-Martin Company, 12 Albert St.

The new concern has just completed

the instalation of an up-to-date plant

for I he manufacture of loose-leaf sys-

tems, and Hie conducting of a print-

ing business, and they arc uow doing

all kinds of general printing ami

bookbinding, as well as turning out

loose-leaf systems. E. D. Lowe, one

of the partners, has been in the print-

ing business for 20 years while T. H.

Martin is a practical bookbinder of

27 years' experience. Both gentle-

men were connected with the Rolla

L. Crain Company, Ottawa, the

former for four and a half years as

sales manager, and the latter for five

and a half years as superintendent of

their factory.

RIBBONS AND THEIR USES.

One of the most pretentious and
useful books of the kind ever issued

by any ribbon house is entitled "Rib-

bons and their Uses," issued by
Belding, Paul & Co., Ltd., Montreal.

The book, which contains eighteen

pages of reading matter and illus-

trations, is about 10x12 inches in

size, and is in magazine form. It is

a most useful and instructive maga-
zine for home use, giving many new
ideas in ribbons for hair decoration,

Christmas presents, etc., and is an
attractive ans useful magazine for

ribbon counters.
The cover shows a fashionable ar-

rangement of Dresden ribbon. The
reading pages are printed on heavy
coated paper and the heading of the

first page is an artistic design in

ribbons. The contents deal with the

uses of ribbons in millinery, sashes,

dress accessories, coiffure ornaments
and fancy articles. Full directions

are given for making these articles,

and cuts are used, showing their ap-
pearance when completed. The last
page gives a table of ribbons by
numbers and widths, which will

prove an aid in ordering ribbons.
Belding, Paul & Co. report large

sales of this book, which retails at
10 cents, with a good profit to the
dealer.

DOMINION GLOVE COMPANY.
Dominion Glove Company, 8 St.,

Helen St. Montreal, is a new glove

concern witli A. 0. Morin, wholesale

dry goods, Montreal, and Mr. Armand
Giroux. Montreal, well known in the

dry goods trade, as partners. Mr.
Giroux is the active general manager.
Dominion Glove Company have the

sole agency for Canada of the Alex-

andre gloves, which were formeny
sold in Canada by L. A. Duverger.

Owing to ill-health Mr. Duverger has

given up active business. Dominion
Glove Company will also deal largely

in all lines of gloves, including fab-

rics and cashmeres, for every season,

besides full lines in ladies' and men's
Fall and Winter gloves. Their lines

for Fall, 1909, will be ready early in

January, and six travelers will cover

all Canada.

HIGH CLASS LININGS AT
FRANCO-BRITISH
EXHIBITION.

A grand prize has been awarded to

Ferguson Bros., Limited, Carlisle,

for their exhibit at the Franco-Brit-
ish Exhibition. The firm's works at

Holme Head, Carlisle, were estab-

lished about 1825 by Joseph Fergu-
son, grandfather of the present two
senior directors. He was the first

to apply the process of beetling to

cotton cloth, and may therefore

claim to be considered the founder
of the Silesia trade. As a matter of

history, the word Silesia was chosen
by Joseph Ferguson for the finished

cotton fabric he produced, and even-
tually became a general trade name,
used to designate a large industry,
viz., that of finished cottons. For
about 10 years the Holme Head
Works were devoted to bleaching,
dyeing, and finishing only, but in the
year 1865 a spinning mill and weav-
ing sheds were established. From
lime to time large additions have
been made to various departments of

the works ;is the business developed
and new processes had to be added.
Thus ten years ago the process of

mercerising gave a great impetus to
the production of high class cotton
goods, and Ferguson Brothers were
amongst the first to apply this most
important process to the goods for
which they are well known. Fergu-
son Brothers make, various sorts of

cotton goods, but specialise in high
class linings for tailors and dress-

makers. Their goods are well known
at home, and exported largely
abroad. They have taken part in

various great exhibitions for the last
30 years with great success, and have
now added the Grand Prix at the
Franco-British Exhibition to then-

awards.

MACLEAN, BENN & NELSON.
MacLean, Benn & Nelson is the

name of a new general fancy .goods

and small wares house, with show
rooms in the new Swift, Copland
Building at 517 St. Paul St., Mon-
treal. The firm will handle dry goods,

notions, fancy leather goods, drug-

gists' sundries, bristle goods, etc.

Their sample lines will be ready
shortly. Judging from the experi-

ence and qualifications of the firm

members, they should meet with suc-

cess. Chas. W. MacLean was form-

erly Montreal manager for George
Borgfeldt & Co., while Fred W. Bent)
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THIS TIME IT'S NOT

WATSONFOSTER
AND

WALL PAPER
BUT

WATSON FOSTER
AND

CHRISTMAS
WISHES

Lots of them—To the trade in general

and our friends in particular : : : :

The Watson-Foster Co., l™^
MONTREAL

Please mention The Review to Advertisers and their Travelers
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was European buyer Eor the same
firm. (i. Warren Nelson was a'.SO

identified with Borgfeldi & Co., as

their New England manager.

BILLIKEN. THE HIT OF THE
HOUR.

People are more superstitious than
thc.\ are willing to acknowledge, if

one may judge b\ the popularity and
persistence of mascots. It is good
form to laugh at lucky omens, but
the very man who laughs will look
half an hour for a four-leaf clover
if he happens to find himself in a
field. And if a man were persuaded
that he could find a charm that
would ward off evil influences and
bring him out on the plain road to
joy and prosperity, he would "juy

that charm, no doubt, even if it cost
him half his fortune.
Of all the modern mascots, from

rabbits' feet to swastikas, perhaps

BILLIKEN
Reg. U. S. Patent Office Copyright, 1908

Bv The Craftsman's Guild.
The Jiilliken Co., Chk-ago.

Tt.e-God-ofThings-As-They-Ou£ht-To-Be.

Tickle His Toes and See Him Smile.

the queerest is "Billiken," a grin-

ning little Japanese image who has
become the cra/.e in Chicago and is

invading the entire countrv.
The best luck is supposed to come

with Billiken as a gift, and he has
been presented to more people, per-
haps, within a six months than any
other curio in the world. Cast mak-
ers are busy reproducing him, and
he has even been imitated by people
who are trying to supply the demand
for good luck gods.

NEW QUARTERS FOR FRANCOIS
& CO.

It is very noticeable, though not

at all surprising, that in London,
(England), the West End is becoming
more and more the centre of the high-
class wholesale trade. As everyone
knows, Oxford Circus, Regent Street
and Bond Street vie with one an-
other in the magnificence of their re-

tail establishments for millinery and

costumes, so it is only natural that
in this part of London the wholesale
houses should find their best trade.
Francois <V Co., who have been for

some years in Wood Street, in the
city, are now announcing their re-

moval to more spacious quarters in

the West End. After January 1st

their address will be 13 New Burling-
ton Street, fjlegent Street), W. They
have lately been feeling somewhat
hampered by the deficient accommo-
dation of their Wood Street premises
and a move was imperative. There-
fore, as their trade is not what would
strictly be called "city trade," it

was advisable that in making a move
they should procure suitable prem-
ises nearer their West End custom-
ers. 13 New Burlington Street is a
very fine, modern building, with
splendid showrooms, most elegantly
decorated, and in their new home,
Francois & Co.'s appellation of "a
Paris house in London" will be more
fitting than ever.

HOME & WATTS.
Garments like mother makes, with

all the little points for saving work
that experience teaches her to add,
together with a few others that she
has not thought about

;
garments

that reflect her taste in children's
dress, and made from the wear-re-
sisting fabrics that stand the wash

;

i -lit and finished with that smartness
that only good ready-made garments
possess—that is the kind of gar-
ments Home <X: Watts, Toronto arc
offering to the trade.

This firm is a pioneer house in

Canada, and their specialty is chil-

dren's wear. They devote all their
attention to infants', children's and
misses' goods. These goods are care-
fully designed and adapted, and are
made of materials that, while they
are fast colors and durable, are of

such patterns and colors that make
up into smart and dainty children's
garments.

SANITARY CARPET CLEANER.
One of the newest and most effec-

tive carpet cleaners is the "Duskot,"
manufactured by the Sanitary Car-
pet Cleaner Co., .Stair Building, To-
ronto. It has many advantages
which commend it to the trade in

that it is a cleaner and not a sweep-
er, and is the only vacuum carpet
cleaner that a woman can use alone.
It applies the pneumatic principle of
cleaning coverings and rugs by hand
and sucks all the dirt right out of

them. It removes all the fine par-
ticles of dust from the fabric, raising
the pile of the carpet or rug, and is

one of the cheapest and best devices
on the market.

DEBENHAMS' LATEST STYLE
REPORTS.

The report on style tendencies re-

ceived from Debenhams' Paris and
London houses states that there is

an enormous demand for satin ar-

ticles, and this necessitates a large
employment of fine quality silks in

their production. It is, in rich, soft,

piece-dyed qualities, that the only
rise of note has taken place, al-

though all articles of this nature are
effected by the increased cost of pro-
duction.

In addition to the usual range of

plain cloths this firm are showing a
good range in their new cloth, Bri-
tannia. This cloth is cutting severe-
ly into German and French competi-
tion on the home market. Therefore,
with the rebate, it will have, as a
British article, the value on this
market, over and above German and
French cloths, leads this firm to an-

AN ARTISTIC CALENDAR.

The Goderich Knitting Company,
manufacturers of high grade hosiery
and mitts, are heralding the new
year by an artistic calendar. It is

worked out in colors, a gilt-framed
design, figure being that of a smiling
summer girl to whom is attributed
the following lines:

"Why do I wear Maple Leaf Hose?
The answer is easy, don't you see?

Because they're the best everyone
knows,

And the best is none too good for

me."

'X
'*

A Christmas Decoration, Santa Claus Head,
in Papier Maclie — Manufactured bj

D^lfosse & Co., Montreal.

NEW FACTORY BUILDING
PROPOSED.

The Oxford Knitting Co., of Wood-
stock, is feeling- the impetus of pro-
gress. Plans are under consideration
with a view to the erection of a
factory building which will facilitate

expansion. The company has had a

very successful year, the record
showing a considerable advance over
last year, as the result of an in-

creasing demand for their lines of

women's and children's knitted un-

derwear.

FIFE LINOLEUM CO., LTD.

Mr. James B. Jamieson, Canadian
manager for the above company, has
left Toronto for a two months' trip

to the "hub" of the linoleum busi-

ness, viz., Kirkcaldy, Scotland. He
has, we may say in confidence, a good
few ideas simmering in that brain-
pan of his, and we are looking for-

ward to his return with pleasurable
anticipation, knowing he will have
something new to impart in regard
to the linoleum trade.
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HOTEL DIRECTORY. MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

WINDSOR HOTEL
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

This house is pleasmtly and conveniently lo-

»t«.l on the East side of Queen Street. The
cooms are bright and cheerful, Every attention

rapid to guests. Billiards and Pool. Hot and
cold water baths. A. McNiCOL Prep

TOWER HOTELg§orq Er
town

BRITISH 3U1ANA.
This first-class hot* lis most conveniently situ-

ated in the coolest i nd healthiest part of the
city. Fire minutes from railway station and
steamer stallings, an( near to all principal publio
buildings Cool and lofty bedrooms. Spacious
Dining and Ladies' Rooms. Billiard Room.

Electric light throughout.

VICTORIA LODGE
HAMILTON, BERMUDA

Mrs. J. F. SMITH, Proprietress,

Opposite Victoria Park and Cedar Ave.

Private Board $12 to $14 per week.

Open Nov. Closes in May

WINTER RESORT
Queen's Park Hotel
Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.

JOHN McEWEN, Manager. For rates, etc

apply Trinidad Shipping and Trading Co.

,

29 Broadway New York.

THE GRAND UNION
The most popular hotel in

OTTAWA, Ont. Jambs K. Paisley, Prop

HALIFAX HOTEL
HALIFAX, N.S.

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS.

JENKINS* HARDY
Assignees, Chartered Accountants, Estate and
Fire Insurance Agents, 15J Toronto St. .Toronto.

MS Temple Building, Montreal.

LET US COLLECT

Your Overdue Accounts
During the year we've been
in business we've collected a

heap of money forour clients.

Send us your slow collec-

tions ; and we'll make your
slow-paying customers hustle
to pay up.

Send Them in To-day

!

The Beardwood Agency
313 New York Life Building - MONTREAL

When writing advertisers kindly

mention having seen the advertise-

ment in this paper.

S. W. STEVENSON & CO.
DRY GOODS

COMMISSION MERCHANTS

TORONTO MONTREAL
55YongeSt. 42 Victoria Sqr.

Phone Main 7130 Phone Main 4843

Cable Addnm, " MACKER," Offfcs 51 1 Jshdown Block

Winnipeg.

McRAE & WALKER
Manufacturers' Agents and Wholesale
Jobbers. WINNIPEG.

Correspondence solicited from manufacturers
desiring live, up-to-date representation in the
West.

J. SPROUL SMITH
Manchester Building TO' ONTO
Representing : Cornwall & York Cotton Mills Co.'

Ltd., Cotton Goods, St. John N.B ; Paris, Wincey
Mills Co., Flannels, etc , Paris, Ont ; John Bright &
Bros , Ltd., Carpets, etc., Rochdale, Eng. ; Win.
Clark » Sons, ( anvas, Hollands, etc., Upperlantls,
Ireland; Albert Godde Bedin & Cie., I hiffons,

Laces, etc , Paris.

DIECKERHOFF RAFFLOER & CO.
OF CANADA LIMITED

DRY GOODS COMMISSION MERCHANTS
AND MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Montreal Winnipeg

4 I St. Antoine St. 400 Hammond Block
Toronto—154-160 Wellington Street W. cor. Simcoe

Street—Head Office.

Importers of Buttons, Smallwares, Laces, Tailors'

Trimmings, Linings, Velvets, Felts.

Stock carried in Montreal and Toronto.

Cahle Address Phone Main b'158

' Kingsons. Toronto "

W. P. KING & SON
Manufacturers' Agents

UNDERWEAR. HOSIERY, BLANKETS, Etc

74 YORK STREET - TORONTO
Canadian and Foreign manufacturers' lines

solicited on favorable terms.

LEGAL CARDS.

ATWATER, DUOLOS ft CHAUVIN
Advocates, Montreal

Albert W. Atwater, K.O., Consulting O-Mjneel
for City of Montreal. Chas. A. Duclos. Henry
N. Chaurin.

COLLECTIONS, ETC.

THE
MERCHANTS MERCANTILE CO.

260 St. James St., Montreal

Mercantile Reports and Collections

Our method of furnishing; commercial reports
to our subscribers g"ives prompt and reliable in-

formation to date. Every modern facility for the
collection of claims. Tel. Main 1985

WHOLESALE HOUSES.

a%£2

&TERSPN
LIMITED

The Wholesale Millinery and Fancy Dry Goods

House of the Maritime Provinces.

MAIL ORDERS OUR ESPECIAL HOBBY.

The Gipe Carrier Company

Manufacturers of high-class Store Service,

Cash Carriers, Package Carriers, Cash

Lifts, Package Lifts. Fully guaranteed for

a year. Send for catalogue.

Toronto, Ont.

09 Ontario St.

London, Eng.
26 Euston Bldg.

George St.

Condensed Advertisements
ADVERTISEMENTS under this heading 2c.

per word first insertion, and 1c. per word for
subsequent insertions.
Cash remittances to cover cost must accompany

all advertisements. In no case can this rule be
overlooked. Advertisements received without re-
mittance cannot be acknowledged.
Where replies come in our care to be forwarded,

5c. must be added to cost to cover postage, etc.

YEARLY CONTRACT RATES
100 words, each issue, one year $15

" " six months 9
" " three months 9

50 " " " rneyear 9
" six montns 6

25 " " " one year 6

DUPLICATING DEVICES.

IF INTERESTED in a Duplicating Machine for
getting out circular letters, reports, price-lists,
etc., or for printing various office forms, write

for booklet and samples of work. The "POLY-
GRAPH " is the newest, latest and best, and sells
for a lower price than the others. Is unexcelled by
any similar device on the market. F. W. Tenney,
Canadian Sales Agent, 123 Bay St., Room 116
Stair Building, Toronto, Canada.

FOR SALE.

THE ADVERTISER has $700 worth of Men's
Negligee While Shirts, summer underwear,
hats and caps, gloves, ties and hosiery, all

good, clean stock for sale at a bargain. Write
quick. At the price it won't last long. L.A.P.,
DRY GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

SITUATION WANTED.

WANTED— Position as hosiery or knit goods
buyer by party thoroughly familiar with
manufacture, cost of material, cost of pro-

duction and quality of stock used. Nearly twenty
years experience in the States and Canada. Ad-
dress Box 100, DRY GOODS REVIEW.

LITHOGRAPHY.

HIGH CLASS COLOR WORK -Commercial
stationery, posters. The Hough Lithograph-
ing Co., Limited. Office, No. 3 Jarvis St.,

Toronto. Telephone, Main 1576. Art, good work
manship, business methods.

MISCELLANEOUS.

AGENTS WANTED-Calling upon the retail

trade to handle the productions of a high-class
lace and novelty house. An interesting line

for any agent with good connection amongst high-
class retailers. Address. Laces, care DRY GOODS
REVIEW, 88 Fleet Street, E.C, London, England

ADDING TYPEWRITERS write, add or sub-
tract in one operation. Elliott Fisher, Ltd.,
129 Bay Street, Toronto.

BETTER, CHEAPER, SAFER LIGHTING—
The Pitner System of Gasoline Lighting is

the best system yet produced for lighting a
store, hotel or public building. In cities and towns
Pitner Systems are used because of the superior
quality and quantity of jight obtained for small
cost. They are just as successful in any village or
country place. A small outlay secures a complete
and independent Pitner lighting plant. Free illus-

trated booklet and full particulars on request.
The Pitner Lighting Co. Limited, Toronto, Can

WANTED in every town and village, a represen-.
tative to take charge of the circulation of our
various publications : — Hardware and Metal,

Canadian Grocer, Financial Post, Plumber and
Steamfitter. Dry Goods Review, Printer and Pub-
lisher, Bookseller and Stationer. Canadian Ma-
chinery, and Busy Man's Magazine. Good finan-
ciil standing and business connection a strong
recommendation. Just the position for a retired
business man for his spare time. The MacLean
Publishing Company, Limited, Toronto.

_ —Shrewd merchants all

),000,000.00 over the world have
paid $60,000,000.00

for 650,000 National Cash Registers. They've
saved more than that. The National Cash Regis-
ter Co.. F. E. Mutton, Canadian Manager, corner
Yonge St. and Wilton Ave., Toronto, Ont.

WARDROBES FOR SALE.

EIGHT SECTIONS of Weir Clothing Ward-
robes, latest style, metal slides complete,
perfect condition. A bargain. Address "Wat-

bln," care DRY GOODS REVIEW, Toronto.

$6o,
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tieipate very large orders from the

Canadian trade. It has been thor-

oughly tested by tailors, and it has
proved highly satisfactory.

Drape Superbe is shown this season

in the most attractive range ever is-

sued, and, at the revised price, is a

cloth that is unique for value and
color. Serges are running strong, and

the popular Atlantics are big sellers.

In addition, the collection for Spring
will include several ranges of a liner

order of the worsted type. This
class of serge is being taken up large-

ly in Europe.

In fancies the compose idea is still

being followed. Attention is drawn
to ranges B 1331, 1511 and 1521, in

each of which there is a choice of

three different dispositions of the
fancy style for skirt, with one of the
plain article for the coat.

In reference to silks for linings,

this firm state that there is no doubt
taffetas will be still required. At the
same time, softer makes are coming
into favor, especially in the high-
class trade. In this connection, at-

tention is drawn to pailette Dhec-
toire, a closely woven cloth, at a
popular price.

Mcrves will claim greater attention
than hitherto, and this firm are show-
ing several qualities in this silk. To-
day, the prevailing fashion is for ar-

ticles of a clinging nature, and sa-

tins seem to be far in advance of

others.

Debenhams' prices for plain-colored
silks are now on as low a basis as
possible, some qualities which the
high prices of L907 placed out of the
running will now come to the front
again, chief among these being pail-

ette Messaline, in single width, and
taffeta chiffon.

Double-width silks will be more
used than ever. Oriental X comes in

a nice range, the only difficulty being
to get enough of the article. This
cloth is very bright, and is equal to
a much better quality.

The quality offered in taffeta

noblesse in black is absolutely the
best obtainable at the price. The
customer's name can be embroidered
upon the selvedge when four pieces or
more are ordered of this cloth.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX
Occasionally advertisements are inserted in the paper after the index has been printed. The insertion of the advertis-

er's name in this index is not part of the advertising order. The index is inserted solely for the convenience of readers.
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JLONG CLOTHS^SHEniNGS_

HORROCKSES
Longcloths, Nainsooks, Cambrics, India Longcloths, Etc.

See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge.

See Horrockses' Name on Each Sheet.

Sheetings, Ready-Made Sheets (Plain and Hemstitched)

Flannelettes of the Highest Quality.
See Horrockses' Name on Selvedge.

Horrockses, Crewdson & Co.
LIMITED

PRESTON.

Cotton Spinners and Manufacturers,

MANCHESTER. LONDON, ENGLAND.

Please mention The Reviezv to Advertisers and their Travelers



DRY GOODS REVIEW

To the Trade December, 1 908

We Want to Impress
You with the Power
of Buying and Selling

We are not going to expostulate on the merits of our

stock as that would only be a conglomeration of words.

Business is done to make money ; everybody knows it.

We want to drive three business nails that will clinch

themselves

—

" Fashion "

" Comparison "

" Value "

If you buy fashionable goods, after comparison of values,

your selling will be easy ; because goods that are in de-

mand, shown at the lowest possible pric:, a> - sure to

bring business.

We therefore respectfully ask you to visit our warehouses,

see our samples in the hands of our travellers or corres-

pond with us through our

Letter Order Department
before placing your orders for

GENERAL DRY GOODS, LINENS.
STAPLE COTTON GOODS, PRINTS,
CARPETS, HOUSE FURNISHINGS,
MEN'S FURNISHINGS, SMALLWARES,
WOOLLENS, and LADIES' READY-TO-
WEAR GOODS :: :: :: :: :: ::

John Macdonald & Co., Limited

Toronto


